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Introduct ion
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7011 (99)
through NASA SP-7011 (110) of Aerospace Medicine ami Biology: A Caniiiniing Bibliog-
raphy. NASA SP-7011, by means of supplements, serves as a current abstracting and an-
nouncement journal for references on bioscience and biotechnology. It has been compiled
through the cooperative efforts of the American Ins t i tu te of Aeronautics and Aslro-
naut ics(AIAA), and the National Aeronautics and Space Admmis t ra t ion(NASA) .
Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by their STAR accession number>( N72-10000 series);
2. AIAA entries by their 1AA accession numbers(A72-10000 series):
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a personal author index,and a corporate
source index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid
term, and that the following term or terms are used instead. For example:
DOSE
U DOSAGE
AIRLINERS
U COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
U PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the
same subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found.
For example:
FATIGUE (BIOLOGY)
NT AUDITORY FATIGUE
NT FLIGHT FATIGUE
N T MUSCULAR FATIGUE
In addition, a searcher may use the notations of content in the index to narrow fur ther
his quest for particular items. This is because subject terms can readily include more
than one class of document. For example:
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
Vibratory force effect upon
biological systems, particularly
human organism.
Biological effect of cosmic and
solar radiations on human
body at high altitudes.
illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject
term.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the indiv idual Supplements
appear in the index. Differences in transliteration schemes may require mul t ip le searching
of the index for variants of an author's name. For example:
EMELIANOV, M.D.
and
YEMELYANOV. M.D.
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in
the abstract-section citations in the indiv idual Supplements. The corporate source supple-
mentary (organizational component) does not appear in the index. For example:
NEW MEXICO STATE U N I V . , LAS CRUCES. DEPT. OF BIOLOGY
(Corporate source at citation)
NEW MEXICO STATE U N I V . , LAS CRUCES.
(Corporate source index entry)
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the
indexes may be found in the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each
Supplement appears on the inside front cover of this index. Once the range of page
numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the second column, the
desired Supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:
Page 195 will be found in Supplement 102.
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Informat ion concerning the availabili ty of documents announced in Aerospace Medicine
and Biology supplements is found in the Introduction to the most current ly issued month ly
supplement.
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Typical Subject Index Listing
ABBOSPACB IBDOSTEtJ-
SUBJECT HEADING |
Aerospace technoloqr transfer to biomedical
research problems, inclodinq transfer
innorations and potential applications
iB4SA-CB-126773i iPOIOOi |B72-25101|
1
1
OF
CONTENT
OR
TITLE
REPORT
NUMBER
-
1
 ^
PAGE
NUMBER
ACCESSION
NUMBER
The Notation of Content (NOC). rather than the title of the document, is usually
used to provide a more exact description of the subject matter. (AIAA occasion-
ally uses the title in lieu of the NOC.) The NASA or AIAA accession number is
included in each entry to assist the user in locating the abstract in the abstract
section of an individual issue of Aerospace Medicine and Biology. The page
number indicates the exact page on which the abstract is found. If applicable,
a report number is also included as an aid in identifying the document.
4BBBBTI4TIOBS
0 STHBOLS
ABDOBEB
Magnetometer and spironeter ventilation
measurements fron chest and abdomen movements
dnrinq carbon dioxide inhalation
p0103 472-16790
Human tolerance to abdominal impact inlury in
motor vehicle accidents
[PB-201171] p0255 K72-19118
4BEBB4TIOH
Effect of spherical spectacle lenses on the
monochromatic aberration of the eve
P0196 472-107116
ABILITIES
Instrument flying skills retention, discnssinq
initial training, discrete procedural and
tracking responses
P0007 A72-10561;
Tvo explanations of temporal chanqes in
ability-skill relationships - A literatore
review and theoretical analysis.
P0199 472-11015
ABIOGE8BSIS
Chemical evolqtion and life oriqin - Conference,
Pont-a-Housson, France, April 1970, Volume 1,
Molecular evolution
P0059 472-11751
Life oriqin in space from point of hydrocarbons,
cyanides, abioqenetic orqanic synthesis and
protobionts evolution
P0059 472-11752
Energetical conditions of primeval biosynthesis
and transdehydration feasibility on simplified
present day templates
P0059 472-11757
Possible oriqin of dissymmetry of life, excludinq
synthesis under influence of optically active
quartz
P0059 472-11758
Esters and amides participation in prebiotic
polymers, discussing ribosome bonds and
messenqer BH4
P0061 A72-11767
Energy transfer conditions of transdehydration
reactions on primeval earth leading to
transphosphorylation, transacylation and peptide
synthesis
P0061 A72-11768
Atmospheric model for proteins abioqenesis,
considerinq heteropolypeptides formation from
hydroqen cyanide and water
P0061 A72-11772
Protobionts formation by random aqqreqation and
reproduction from proteins and nucleic acids
macromolecnles
D0062 472-11782
Coacervate drops oxidoreductases and stability in
primitive prebioloqical systems, using
polyphenol oxidase-carbohydrate-histone-quinones
P0062 A72-11781
Pigments participation in lipid systems formation,
considerinq chlorophyll photochemical activity
in surface active aqents
D0062 A72-11785
Ion selective accumulation model of carbohydrates
diffnsinq throuqh artificial polymer membranes,
relatinq prebioloqical systems to catalytic
microsystems
P0062 472-11788
Antibiotic polypeptide synthesis of qramicidin S
and tyrocidine, usinq primitive model of
sequential addition of amino acids on polyenzymes
D0062 472-11790
Genetic code numerical structure association with
logarithmic optimization rule for hierarchy of
structures from molecular bioloqy experiments
P0062 472-1179*
Inorqanic polyphosates effect on phosphorus
metabolism evolution in primary livinq
orqanisms, noting polyphosphate qlucokinase
distribution in various microorganisms
P0061 472-11797
Bioloqical enerqy transformation oriqin and
evolution, discussinq inorqanic pyrophosphates
precursor to adenosine phosphates as enerqy
carriers
P0061 472-11798
Prebioloqical food oriqin in carbonaceous me-
teorites, considerinq extraterrestrial
environments, orqanic synthesis and terrestrial
analogs
P0061 A72-11803
Extraterrestrial life on Bars and Venus and
Jupiter atmospheres, discussinq abioqenesis
failures on life-supportable planets
P0061 472-11805
lonizinq radiation as effective enerqy in
primordal orqanic synthesis, discussinq small
molecule formation and subsequent condensation
into polypeptides and polynucleotides
P0097 472-16127
Bioloqical phosphate origin throuqh
atmosphere-hydrosphere interrelations,
discussinq concentrative processes, dehydration
mechanics and evaporation
P0097 472-16129
Book on oriqin of life by natural causes coverinq
physical qeoloqy, astronomy, biopoesis and
evolution of life staqes, oroqenetic cycle,
fossils, and primeval atmosphere
P0151 472-19185
Papers on exobioloqy coverinq abioqenesis,
extraterrestrial life, primordial orqanic
chemistry, biochemical evolution electronic
factors, membranes origin, molecular chirality,
protein and cellular evolution, etc
p0183 472-22001
Extraterrestrial life oriqin and development
possibilities from earth chemical and biological
evolution description, noting external
conditions requirements
P0183 472-22002
Structure, function and oriqin of bioloqical
membranes, considering related surface phenomena
P0183 472-22008
4-1
IBSOBHiLITIBS SUBJECT IBDEI
Jaino acid sequences of proteins from living
orqanisns, considering evolutionary process
P0183 A72-22009
Genetic organization emergence, considering
pretranslational evolution in nontranslatlonal
protein synthesis, nucleic acid evolution and
qene origin
P0183 A72-22010
*• Terrestrial life origin understanding by
investiqatinq life possibilities in
nonterrestrial environments
P018U 472-22015
Life beyond solar system, discussinq planetary
formation and prebioloqical organic chemistry
developments and interstellar communication
p018"t 172-22016
Abiogenic formation and fluorescence spectra of
porphin, chlorin and bacteriochlorin during
chemical evolution, using pyrrhol-formaldehyde
model
P0187 A72-22185
Review of NASA imes Research Center 1971
conference on interstellar molecules and oriqin
of life
P0216 472-22645
Life oriqin and primordial organic chemistry,
considerinq Darwinian evolution, spontaneous
qeneration, primitive atmospheres, interstellar
matter, energy sources, macromolecular
synthesis, moon and Jupiter
P0283 A72-27529
Abiogenic formation of nucleic acid bases and
nncleosides in photochemical!? synthesized self
sustaining coacervates
P0285 A72-27657
Prebiotic thymidine phosphorylation at 65 C by
urea-phosphate mixtures in simulated desert
conditions
P036K A72-31629
Chemical evolution and the oriqin of life -
Bibliography supplement 1970.
POU25 A72-361150
Production of complex organic compounds in
vicinity of volcanoes as precursors of
significant biological products and relation to
genesis of life
P0204 H72-17077
ABNORHALITIES
HT NEUROSES
Neural effects on human visual resolution of
horizontal and vertical gratings resulting from
early abnormal visual inputs due to astigmatism
P0230 A72-213X8
Effects of abnormal binocular parallax cue on.
space perception judgment
fAD-736955] p0385 H72-21085
ABSORBENTS . .
Optimization trends and operating parameters of
inteqral molecular sieve bed heat.exchanger for
CO2 control in life support systems for manned
orbital, laboratories • '. •
fNASA-CH-1120211 p0353 H72-22094
ABSOBBEBS (BAIEBIALS) ' , '
IB absorbent effects on evaporographic image
contrast performance based on photometric study,
presenting color photographs
P036U A72-31615
ABSORPTION
Capillary circulation as a reqnlator of sodium
reabsorption and excretion.
pOStS A72-43995
literature survey and graphs of human ocular.
absorption in .visible spectrum
fIZF-1972-81 P0381 N72-24061
ABSORPTION BANDS . .
0 ABSORPTION SPECTBA
ABSORPTIOH SPECTBA
NT FRAONHOFEB LINES
•gamma ray absorption method for nondestructive
determination of veqetation density
fAD-729319] . p0087 S72-13068
ABSTRACTS . .-
Abstracts on aerospace and civil aviation medicine
P0043 N72-11073
Annotated bibliography of published articles on
short term memory
fAD-721656] pOOBI H72-12026
Abstracts on space biology and medicine involved
in cosmonaut training
[JPBS-55687) P0312 N72-21043
Bedical research abstracts on limnlns visual
system, electronic neuron model development, and
auditory adaptation in horseshoe crab
fAD-734017] P0316 H72-21073
Abstracts, references, and full text documents on
research of biological rhythms
rNASA-CB-114487] p0523 H72-30070
ACCELEBATIOH (PBISICS)
HT ANGOLAB ACCELERATION
NT DBCELEBATION
NT HIGH ACCELERATION
NT BIGH 6BAVITI EBVIBONBENTS
BT 1BPACT ACCELEBATION
NT PABTICLE ACCELEBATION
NT PHYSIOLOGICAL ACCELEBATION •
NT TBANSVEBSE ACCELEBATION
Positive acceleration force-produced displacements
. of helmet-attached reticle in front of left eye
P0299 A72-28330
Byperqravity effects on bats spatial orientation,
noting resistance to head-pelvis and pelvis-head
• accelerations
P0333 A72-30015
Bnman body or dummy mechanical impedance
calculation by acceleration measurement at- t«o
point reference system with circular spring
supporting mass
P0370 A72-32608
Linear acceleration of impact type, causing human
injuries - conferences
rAGAHD-CP-88-71] P0255 N72-19119
Biodynamics of air blast during accelerative and
decelerative events
; •-.: P0257 N72-19134
Linear and angular acceleration terminology, human
acceleration simulation, airplane airbaq
restraint systems, and mathematical models of
automobile crash loads
• P0259 N72-19155
Effects of space environment, acceleration, and
vibration on feeding,, growth, and morphology of
amoeba, Pelomyxa carolinensis
tZIPT-P-1035] • p0303 N72-20062
Physiological tests of vestibnlo-ocular reflex by
counterfoil to determine effects of positive
acceleration on dynamics of yestibular system of
rhesus monkeys
tAHBL-TB-71-59) . : P0393•N72-2S040
Construction of animal centrifuge, and
relationship between discriminability of q
differences'-and location along effective weight
continuum ' - -
rNASA-CB-127067] P0131 N72-26043
Comparing effects'of positive Gy acceleration on
cardiovascular-and respiratory functions in dogs
under, normal respiration in air, and when
totally immersed in
 :oxygenated ,fluorocarbon >
fNASA-CB-127262] P0438 N72-27078
ACCELEBATIOH PROTECTION > ' • . .
Acceleration tolerance increase by static-forearm
muscular contraction exercise comparison to
g-snit protection during human centrifuge tests
fADr739063] P0171 A72-20887
Dynamic deceleration anthropomorphic dummy tests
of general aviation occupant lap belt/shoulder
harness restraint systems
tSAE PAPEB 7203251 ' P0266 A72-25588
Acceleration -protection properties of modif ied-
partial pressure suit, determining tolerance
limits by.vision impairment criteria during
centrifuge tests
P0298 A72-28319
: Aircraft crash landing induced acceleration
effects on 'seated occupants; discussinq energy
absorber system dynamic response characteristics
.for injury protective devices
P0369 A72-32603
Dilatant suspensions impact energy absorbent -
properties, considering application to election
seat cushions for occupant acceleration
attenuation
P0369 A72-3260H
Deceleration attenuation effectiveness of airbag
restraint systems compared with seat
belt-shoulder harness for aircraft occupants
crash protection , • '. '
. . P0370 A72-T32605
A-2
SUBJECT IBDBX iCCELBBlflOB SIHESSES (PBISIOL06I)
• Flight and centrifoqe tested aircrew tilting
supinating seats biomedical and technical *
adequacy as acceleration protective nan machine
systei •'••-•
'pOISS A72-38707
Effect of psychotropic substances on human ' s
resistance to acceleration
P0492 A72-40443
Acceleration protection system design, impact
testing of restraint harnesses and ejection seat
cushions, and implications
P0260 H72-19157
ACCBLEBATIOS STBESSES (PBISIOLOGI) ' '
HI CEHTBIF0SIBG STBESS •
Hunan spine elastic deformation due to bending' : '•
stresses, presenting statistical data on
candocephalad acceleration effects in vertebral
column injuries '
P0002 A72-10111
• * Human.centrifuge tests for gravitoinertial force
effect on ocular connterrolling in norial and
, deaf so Meets
P0022 A72-11956
Parachuting and aerial towing physiological and
force delta FB telemetry for biomedical response
assessment leading to human engineered egnipment
improvement and midair retrieval system
development
' ft . P0028 A72-12138
Human centrifoge tests for semicircular canal
gyroscopic stimulation during sensory
deprivation, discussing angular acceleration
detection thresholds '
P0064 A72-14865
.acceleration force simulation for altered weight
; ,,.effect .on animal tolerance to restraint; ' :
discussing body mass loss, reduced lymphocyte
count a n d disorientation . - . - , ' • •
P0064 A72-14866
Human yestibular stability under frontal and
sagittal head tilts in rotating chairs,
discussing motion sickness onset
P0100 A72-16640
High carbohydrate diet-induced hypoglycemia as
potential cause ofj pilot unconsciousness daring
flight acceleration
rAD-736564] P0110 A72-17878
Hathematical model for semicircular canal dynamic
response'to angular acceleration, emphasizing'
role of perilymph over endolymph in copula
displacement
: • P0155 A72-19491
notion sickness experience correlations to
vestibular tests in pilots and nonpilots
. ! . pp290 A72-28257
Vision influence on acute motion sickness
elicitation in slow rotation room, comparing
. with vestibular factors
P0291 A72-28258
Supine finnan body mechanical impedance under'
combined stress of vibration and sustained
acceleration
P0292 A72-28270
Hodified Tan der Pol wave motion oscillator model
for prediction of aortic dynamic response to: •''
negative g impact accelerations
P0292 A72-28271
J "Ear oximeter design for human subject blobd oxygen
saturation estimation during increased g-loads
P0293 .A72-28278
Acceleration stress effects on splanchnic blood
flow due to organ displacement and neurogenic
vasoconstriction in vascular beds
P0294 A72-28285
Tilt.table test for gravitational stress effects
on human pulmonary capillary blood flow :
• ip0294 A72-28286
Human centrifuge studies of high positive
acceleration effects on blood oxygenation and
arterial oxygen and carbon dioxide tension
P0294 A72-28287
Pilot and back-seat man physiological responses
. daring high-g aerial combat maneuvers in F-4E
aircraft, discussing ECS, respiratory rate and ''•
. minute volume ' .
.1 • -p0298 A72-28317
Pilot pursuit tracking performance under
acceleration stress, simulating high performance
aircraft dynamics via human centrifuge egaipped
with simulated head-dp predictive gunsight
p0298 A72-28320
Human acceleration stress tolerance monitoring
techniques for temporal, brachial and radial
arterial blood flow and indirect systolic and
diastolic blood pressure measurements
p0299 A72-28328
fhromboelastographic and coagnlographic studies of
gravitational effects on blood coagulation in
cats under acceleration stress
P0326 A72-29309
Bat adrenal cortex morphology.after 2V hour
transverse acceleration stress, studying changes
in lipid, ascorbic acid and BHA content and acid,
phosphatase activity
P0326 A72-29310
Dog thyroid gland structural changes under
repeated radial' acceleration, noting atrophic
process and autonomous'reactions roles
P0329 A72-29334
High gravity, cold and starvation space stress
effects on oxidative metabolism of
ethylmorphine, aniline and p-nitroanisole in
male rat liver
p036» A72-31700
Russian book - Intracranial blood circulation
under conditions of accelerations and
weightlessness ' .
P0418 A72-35460
Synchronous and asynchronous BASH /body
acceleration synchronous with heart beat/
effects on hemodyhamics..and ventilation in'dogs
and humans ,
P0422 A72-36033
Participation of cholinergic structures in the
development of disturbances of the functional
state of the cerebellum under the action of
centripetal accelerations
p0453 A72-38033
Hematologic responses to hypobaric hyperoxia.
p0463 A72-39345
Vestibnlar labyrinth reactions and nystagmus
thresholds in dogs during negative angular
accelerations and simulated chronic galactic
radiation from Co 60 gamma source
pO»91 A72-40439
Study of hemodynamics during the action of
decompression and accelerations
P0492 A72-40144
Hempdynamic reflexes during acceleration stresses,
considering vessel walls, cardiac rhythm, blood
distribution and sinus carotis receptors
pOSOB A72-11983
Features of a speech signal during cumulative
action o£ Coriolis accelerations
:
 P0547 A72-44154
Relation between a pilot's sensory perception of
linear accelerations and the aircraft motion.
p0557 A72-45654
Influence of vision on susceptibility to acute
motion sickness studied under quantifiable
stimulus-response conditions.
p0558 A72-45659
Human physiological responses to high magnitude
short duration positive accelerations,
considering peripheral vision loss as function
of time
P0558 A72-4S660
Effects of spacecraft environmental conditions on
humans, and space biomedical problems
CJPBS-543961 p0075 H72-11989
Relation between response thresholds of
cupnlar-endolymphatic system to angular and
Coriolis accelerations in humans and.option
sickness tolerance
. P0075 N72-11996
Selectivity in human adaptation to Coriolis,
linear, and swinging accelerations
p0075 H72-11997
Optic functions and' retinal circulation in humans
exposed to combined centripetal and Coriolis
accelerations
p0078 H72-119.98
Photocyclogrammetric study of coordination of
voluntary movements of humans subjected to
negative angular accelerations in plane of
horizontal semicircular canals
'''.'" . ' '. p0018 872-12009
A-3
ACCBLEBATIOI TOLEBAHCB SUBJECT I1DEI
Horpholoqy of cerebral vascular system of dogs
subjected to transverse acceleration
p0078 H72-12010
Effect of digestive tract receptor stimulation on
vestibalar somatic reflex reactions of rabbits
p0120 B72-14068
Bnman vestibalar tolerances in rotating chairs at
differing head tilt positions
P0122 H72^14078
Hathematical eodel for acceleration forces acting
on receptor formations in human vestibalar
analvzer daring physiological head movements
P0122 872-14079
. Flight acceleration stress effects on pathogenesis
of illusory sensations and Betabolic changes in
hunan body '
p0122 H72-14080
Radiation and acceleration effects on stractare of
cytoplasm in aerospace environments
p019» B72-16047
Vertical cockpit•acceleration and vibration
measurement in Boeing 707 noting pilot performance
fBAE-TB-69214] p0194 B72-16053
Bead linear and angular accelerations of humans
daring exposure to abrupt linear deceleration
daring impact
riD-732290] p0200 B72-17045
Analysis of vestibulo-ocular counterroll reflex in
Bhesns monkeys subjected to high gravity forces
rAD-730156] P0201 B72-17055
Physiological effects produced by rotation of
haman subjects in sagittal plane at various
rates of rotation and .accelerations
p0204 N72-17076
Changes in atrium nerve cells following transverse
acceleration of dogs
p0249 .H72-19078
Ragnetic field and transverse acceleration effects
on pharyngeal and esophaqeal nerve cells of rats
p0249 H72-19079
Increased glycogen levels in embryonic mice livers
after transverse acceleration
p0250 H72-19080
Chest-back acceleration effects on rabbit
telencephalic vessels
P0250 H72-19081
Chest-back acceleration effects on rabbit
mesencephalic and metencephalic blood vessels
p0250 N72-19082
Bypodynamia, hypokinesia and subseguent
hyperqravitation effects on vascular system of
rabbit knee joint capsule
P0251 H72-19091
flnman tolerance and physiological changes caused
by acceleration and election stresses
P0259 H72-19146
Clinical observation of vertebral injuries caused
by vertical acceleration of spine
fBASA-CR-114452] p0350 B72-22077
Physiological tests of vestibulo-ocular reflex by
counterroll to determine effects of positive
acceleration on dynamics of vestibular system of
rhesas monkeys
rAHBL-T8-71-59] P0393 B72-25040
Lover body negative pressure and acceleration
effects on human hemodynamics
•P0482 H72-29066
Biodynamic cerebellar model for mammalian
acceleration response
CAD-7110457] p0523 H72-30074
Effects of increased gravity on bat echolocating
mechanism
fJPHS-56073] p0559 B72-32084
ICCELEBAIIOB TOLBBABCE
dice tolerance to long term accelerations or
snpergravities, detailing physiological
conseguences
P0012 A72-10934
Havigators, pilots and airman trainees response to
Coriolis accelerations, investigating nystagmus
sensitivity coefficient relationship to motion
sickness resistance
P0014 A72-11286
Aerospace vehicle acceleration effects on human
performance, noting visual, motor and
intellectual impairment levels relation to
physiological tolerance limits
-• -• - - - P0018 A72-11702
Sjoberg hypothesis for zero gravity produced
inversion illusion mechanism in aircraft
parabolic flight, noting otolithic membrane
deflection result of force on maculae
P0020 A72-11710
Chin-sternnm-heart syndrome from partial parachute
failure, with close reference to atrial
. endocardia! and myocardial lacerations
P0020 A72-11711
Leg cooling effect improving tolerance to positive
headward acceleration in sitting position
P0068 A72-15210
Pathogenesis of in-flight illusory acceleration
sensations, discussing amino acid level, protein
metabolism rate and pyridoxin metabolism
P0100 A72-16642
Acceleration tolerance increase by static forearm
muscular contraction exercise comparison to
g-suit protection during human centrifuge tests
[AD^ 739063] p0171 A72-20887
Positive acceleration effects on human
cardiovascular system during centrifuge tests,
studying ECG changes in terms of cardiac rhythm,
heart rate and wave parameters
P0267 A72-26015
Centrifugation tolerance reduction after 14 days
bed rest vith moderate exercise, determining
rehydration effects
P0295 A72-28295
Bed rest and positive radial acceleration effect
on peripheral visual response time, considering
blackout or grayout prediction possibilities
P0295 A72-28297
Talsalva and fl-1 maneuvers acceleration tolerance
protective effects daring high-g centrifaging
with and without anti-g suits
P0298 A72-28318
Acceleration protection properties of modified
partial pressure suit, determining tolerance
limits by vision impairment criteria during
centrifuge tests
P0298 A72-28319
Hiniature svine as human analog to investigate
physiological response to high positive
acceleration, comparing human and animal
tolerances
P0299 A72-28329
Crash energy absorption for prevention of fatal
injuries,.considering human deceleration
tolerance with respect to reguired energy
absorber force-deflection relationship
P0370 A72-32630
Acceleration stress tolerance dependence on
electron or ion transport across cell surface
activation energy barrier, studying rat survival
times .
P0425 A72-36448
Human tolerance to high, sustained »Gz acceleration.
P0455 A72-38702
Problem of artificial gravitation in terms of
experimental physiology
P0492 A72-40441
Acceleration tolerance of man after a lasting
exposure to conditions of simulated weightlessness
; P0492 A72-40442
Influence of high temperature on the onset of
notion sickness
P0507 A72-41749
Influence of prolonged longitudinal accelerations
on control habits
POS07 A72-41750
Hypothermia and resistance of mice to lethal
exposures to high gravitational forces.
P0511 A72-42494
..Relationship of sodium deprivation to +Gz
acceleration tolerance.
P0557 A72-45653
Changes in activity of aspartate aminotransferase
and mitochondrial membranes in male humans and
rats exposed to transverse and centrifugal
acceleration, respectively
P0075 B72-11992
Buman tolerance to acute hypoxia and acceleration
following exposure to hypercapnic atmosphere
P0201 H72-17071
Physiological effects produced by rotation of
human subjects in sagittal plane at varioas
rates of rotation and accelerations . .- -
P0204 H72-17076
SUBJECT IIDBI
Hystagmus. response parameters estimated by test
procedure using short triangular waveforms of
anqnlar velocity about I and Z axes
tAD-731380] ' p029« H72-18097
Acceleration training effects on compensatory
reactions of rabbit retinal vessels
P0250 B72-19083
Increased density and reticnlar fiber formation in
rat spleen as compensatory reaction to
acceleration training
p0250 H72-19084
Physical models for visual - vestibular
interactions in sinulating human nystagmic eye
movements
[AD-737795] pOIKIO N72-27090
Vestibular-ocnlar counterroll reflex for
determining vestibular response dynamics of
monkeys to acceleration
tAD-737828] pOIIO H72-2709»
Fighter aircraft pilot tolerance to sustained
linear acceleration
t AD-73811781 P047II 872-28079
Human transverse acceleration tolerance after
prolonged exposure to simulated weightlessness
POU82 H72-29061
Stimulant and tranqoilizer effects on haman
acceleration tolerance
pO«82 H72-29065
Bultideqree, nonlinear mathematical models of
vhole-body kinetics for engineering design of
protective systems for acceleration exposures of
humans
CiD-7«OlliHI] ' p0525 H72-30090
Bathematical models for determining effect of
dynamic loading on spinal fluid and spinal
porosity
r»D-7«04721 P0528 H72-30107
Effects of external impulsive head loads on human
brain behavior
fAD-7UOII73] POS28 H72-30108
ACCIDBIT liVESTIGATIOB
HI AIHCHAPT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
ACCIDEIT PBBVBBTION
Asbestos reinforced plastics safe handling and
manipulation ensured by regulations provided
precautions
P0265 A72-255»9
Safety belts and air bags for highway accident
prevention
P0256 B72-19126
ACCXDBITS
HT AIBCBAFT ACCIDENTS
HI AOTOBOBILE ACCIDEHTS
Liquid and gaseous oxygen accidents involving
space, aircraft, and ground systems
fHASA-TB-X-67953] pOOSS N72-12056
ACCLIBATIZATIOI
HI ALTITUDE ACCLIBATIZATION
HT COLD ACCLIBATIZATIOH
Sweat depression during controlled hyperthermia in
man - Effects on the sweat rate and sweat
electrolytes
POH61 A72-39591
Beat acclimatization by exercise-induced elevation
of body temperature.
P0515 A72-427U1
Acclimatization ability of divers analyzed to
determine effect of cold tolerance on work
capacity
fAD-726753] p0037 H72-10099
Experimental investigation of acclimatization of
human sublects to high temperature environments
fAD-7301t72] P0110 H72-15088
Acclimatization and water, balance of miners doing
heavy work in hot damp climate
rSASA-TT-F-mi21] P02U2 H72-18081
ACCOHHODATIOH
HT VISUAL ACCOBBODATIOB
ACCDBACT
Theoretical models for speed-accuracy tradeoff
during difficult visual discrimination tasks
under time pressure
pO«0 A72-37220
Development of model to determine effects of pilot
performance and aircraft dynamics on accuracy of
tactical weapon delivery
tAD-72832<O p0082 S72-12037
Accuracy of monocular motion parallax absolute
distance estimation before and after training
rAD-7»2078] pOS36 H72-31134
ACETATES
Evolution of endogenous metabolism of Baker's
yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) as function of
oxidized exogenous substrate (acetate, ethanol,
or glucose)
tHASA-TT-F-1«359] p0470 H72-28055
ACBTAZOLAHIDB
In vitro measurements of oxygen tension effect on
teleost and amphibian retinal lactate
dehydrogenase activity, discussing acetazolamide
produced hypoxia effects
P0226 A72-23729
ACETOHE
Dihydroxyacetone /DBA/ as nutrient in growing fats
diet, shoving unsuitabilitv of regenerated
DBA-containing formose mixtures for space crew
diets
P0373 A72-33371
ACBTIL COHPOOBDS
Cardiac membrane pain sensitivity in vagotomized
cats under sensitizing acetylcholine influence
during reduced cholinesterase activity
P0329 A72-29329
Aluminum^ oxide chromatography for ethanol-amine
acetyl derivatives detection and separation in
animal tissue extracts, using water-butanol
solution as solvent
P03U2 A72-30972
ACETTLBiE
A modified acetylene method for the determination
of cardiac output during muscular exercise.
P0165 A72-39807
ACID BASE EQOILIBBIOB
Acid base equilibrium effects on chlorophyll
primary photosynthetic regulating mechanism,
considering electron transfer to BAD? and ATP
formation
P0061 A72-1U778
Acid-base balance shift during muscular exertion,
determining pB and bicarbonate content variation
by Astrup micromethod
P0113 A72-18062
Acid base balance in arterialized capillary blood
in men after maximal short duration exercise
P0151 A72-19B11
Aerobic work capacity indices of gas exchange
pulse rate, pulmonary ventilation and acid base
balance in runners, determining maximum oxygen
utilization
P0225 A72-23596
Bathematical model of extracellular pB in brain
tissue from blood and cerebrospinal fluid
acid-base parameters for respiration central
chemosensitive mechanism study
P0273 A72-26660
Extracellular acid-base changes in the dog
myocardium during hypoxia and local ischemia,
measured by means of glass micro-electrodes.
P0113 A72-34983
Interaction of chronic hypoxia and hypercapnia
upon blood gases and acid base status.
P0117 A72-35166
Algorithms for selected blood acid-base and blood
gas calculations.
pOll22 A72-35973
Experimental studies on the alkali-acid
equilibrium in the blood gases under the chronic
action of low concentrations of lead.
P05S1. A72-41821
ACIDS
NT ABIBO ACIDS
HT ABOBAEBITAL
NT ASCOBBIC ACID
HT BOTIHIC ACID
HT CUBIC ACID
NT DEOriBIBOBOCLEIC ACID
HT FATTY ACIDS
BT GLOTATHIOHB
HT HIDBOCHLOBIC ACID
HT LACTIC ACID
HT BETHIOHIHE
HT NICOTIHIC ACID
ST NUCLEIC ACIDS
HT OXIDASE
HT PEPTIDES
BT PBOTOPBOTEIBS
BT PYBOVATES
HT BIBONUCIEIC ACIDS
A-5
ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION SUBJECT IIDBI
NT TBYHIDISE -
NT THYROriNE
BT TBYPTOPHAB
BT URIC ACID
Hetabolism-of pyruvic acid in yeast
[NASA-TT-F-1»003] . ' p0033 B72-10068
ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
Earplugs effectiveness for narrow band white noise
real-ear attenuation and wearability
' • P0373 A72-33325
Attenuation, effectiveness, and vearability of ear
protection devices
rAD-731182] p01U5 B72-15119
Tests to determine sound attenuation achieved by
several Air Force ear protector devices
(AD-7311231 P0195 N72-1605K
ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
Acoustic impedance of body surface at thorax and
at abdomen,-showing dependence on frequency and
body pressure and position- .;
p001« A72-11195
Acoustic impedance bridge for clinical evaluation
of eustachian tube function
CAD-731126] P02U3 B72-18095
ACOUSTIC HEASUBEHBNTS
LF subandible chest wall vibration recordings,
discussing external, -epicardial surface and
intraventricular pressure precordial.
displacement tracings
P0002 A72-10120
Londness scaling methods for transportation
noises, discussing: matching procedures,
reference sources, etc '
- . . .- • : . - p0161 A72-20165
Standard- procedures > development for perceived
noisiness or noise annoyance evaluation, taking
into account spectral complexity, spectra
veiqhting, time integration and onset duration
p0161 172-20166
Noise rating methods for speech communication
effectiveness evaluation, presenting charts and
tables for intelligibility limits vith various
communication techniques and equipment
P0161 A72-20167
Lateral inhibition in auditory perception proved
by psychophysical study of nervous activity
stimuli patterns, noting erroneous measurement
of pure tone masked threshold
P0378 A72-33970
Tu-10<( turboprop aircraft flight noise
measurements and spectral changes at different
distances from landing strip, evaluating
annoyance factors and resident reactions
pOSOO A72-41110
Hodifications to A-weighted sound level procedures
and comparison, with critical limits based on
octave-band data
rAD-731151] p0139 N72-1S082
Application of paired comparison method and
magnitude estimation method for determining
noise levels generated by aircraft
[NASA-CR-21071 POK85 B72-29087
ACOUSTIC PBOPEBTIES
NT ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
BT SOUBD INTENSITY .
Features of a speech signal during cumulative
action of Coriolis accelerations
p05U7 A72-U<!15<[
ACOUSTICS , ,-
NT PSYCHOACOUSTICS
NT UNDERRATER ACOUSTICS
ACQUISITION
NT DATA ACQUISITION
' NT TARGET ACQUISITION -r : .
ACTB
D ADRENOCOBTICOTBOPIN (ACTB)
ACTIHIDB SERIES
NT PLUTONIDB
BT PLDTONIUB ISOTOPES
ACTINOHETBBS
NT INFRARED DETECTORS
•NT INFRARED SCANNERS
NT SPECTROPBOTOBETERS . . -
ACTIVATION (BIOLOGY)
Stellate ganglion stimulation and -hypoxia effects
on hemodynamics and coronary circulation in
dogs, discussing myocardial oxygen consumption,
sympathetic nerve vasoconstrictor effect and
vasodilatory response
P0097 A72-16153
> • Stretch activation of myogenic oscillation of
isolated contractile structures of heart muscle
in ATP salt solution
. • - . . - - p0167 A72-20127
PB dependent inhibition and reactivation of
angiotensin 2 A and angiotensin 2 H and EDTA
angiotensinases inhibition- in amide cleaving
enzymes of human blood plasma
- •CNASA-TT-F-1«I157] p0563 N72-32118
ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
NT BEUTROB ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
Solar activity effects on biosphere processes,
discussing radiation-induced molecular
activation mechanisms in water and biological
plasma calcium ion concentration changes
P0289 A72-28213
ACTIVATION ENERGY
Energy metabolism and ATP balance characteristics
'during muscular activity as function of organism
:adaptation to activity
P0323. A72-28610
Acceleration stress tolerance dependence on
electron or ion transport across cell surface
activation energy barrier, studying rat survival
times
pO»25 A72-36«»8
ACTIVITY (BIOLOGY)
Central nervous system pharmacology, discussing
somniferous, narcotic and nenrotropic substances
effects on brain activity
. , . p0181 A72-21811
Solar activity effects on biospheric processes for
biological and physicochemical systems in
unsteady state, considering maximum effects on
- man at certain electromagnetic wave frequencies
P0289 A72-28211
Electrocorticograph monitoring of central nervous
system state in dogs reanimated by artificial
blood circulation after prolonged clinical death
by drowning
P0289 A72-28215
Rat vena porta muscle cells spontaneous activity
intensified by direct current depolarization and
inhibited by hyperpolarization, noting effects
of calcium and sodium ions
P0322 A72-28638
Adaptation period to inverted work-rest cycle
observed with encephalograph, noting effect of
brain bioelectric activity circadian rhythms
stability
P0327 A72-29315
EEG diurnal rhythms during 72 hour insomnia,
considering adaptation to altered work-rest
cycle in subjects vith stable and unstable brain
activity rhythms
P0328 A72-29319
ECG heart rate recording of helicopter instructor
• pilots during flight training tasks,
administrative work, automobile driving and eating
p03»tt A72-31097
A note on the biological activity of the noble gas
compound lenon trioiide.
pO«2U A72-36MU
:Computerized statistical simulation of automatism
of spontaneously active smooth muscle'Strip,
neglecting individual cell spontaneous activity
• ;•'.• '• p0452 A72-379U9
Bole of nitrogen metabolism in biological
productivity and marine food chain in temperate
seas
fCO-3826-22] P0306 N72-20084
Proceedings of conference on animal orientation
and navigation-capabilities . ;•
fNASA-SP-262] • P0396 N72-25062
ACTIVITY CYCLES (BIOLOGT)
Twelve hour light-dark-dark cycle phase shift
effects on monkey feeding behavior and serial
task performance . . .
P0019 A72-11703
Optimum duration of.human circadian cycle vith
respect to energy cost during work hours,
. relating normal cycle change to prolonged space
* mission stresses *
P0100 A72-16639
Circadian rhythms of activity-sleep time in free
- -running birds and man in isolation
' , . '• P0155 A72-19527
A-6
SUBJECT IHDKI • ADAPTIVE CO1TBOL
Circadian rhythms variations for sleep, EEG,
temperature and activity in Donkeys,, indicating
acrophase, amplitude and-level regulation'
. : . p0156 172-19528
Phase resetting behavior of circadian rhythm'of
pnpal eclosion in frnitfly populations
p0156 172-19529
Day/night workers sleep patterns in terms of
intrasleep REn-HREM ultradian cycle, . noting
sleep temporal instability for night vorkers
: - . . . . P0226 172-23730
Sleep-vakefnlness cycle variations effect on
reaction time and spontaneous tempo during time
isolation experiment, shoving tendency toward
circadian rhythm • • '
P0275 172-26687
Nocturnal primate lotus trivirgatns
vakefulness-sleep cycles during dark/light:
periods expressed in REH/non-BEB percentages
, p0326:172-29300
Pulse rate studies of human adaptation to 16 hour
work-rest cycle, shoving persistence of 24 hour
cycle '• =
P0327 172-29316
Statistical periodic analysis of cyclic activity
in human perceptual-motor performance
P0331 172-29815
Relaxation phenomena in the biological carbon
cycle under conditions of variable atmospheric
C02-content. ' ''• '.
• . . p0412 A72-34897
International interdisciplinary Cycle Research
Symposium, 3rd, Noordvijk. Netherlands, luqnst
22-28, 1971, proceedings.
P0518'A72-42976
Butnal relations between .different physiological
functions in circadian rhythms in man.
P0519 172-12979
Information and energy costs in human daily
circadian vork-rest cycle
•p0122 H72-11077
ICOITT.
.HI.VISUAL ICDITT
luditory intensity discrimination, signal '
detection, and receiving characteristics:
tAD-736046] p0358 H72-23082
ICTLITIOH
Energy transfer conditions of transdehydration
reactions on primeval earth leading to
transphosphorylation, transacylation and peptide
synthesis '
p0061 172-11768
ADAPTATIOH . ' • ' • '
HT ICCLISATIZATIOH
HT ALTITODE 1CCLIBATIZATION
HI COLD ACCIIHATIS1TIOH
HT DIRK 1DAPTATIOS
ST DESERT ADAPTATION
NT LIGHT ADAPTATION .
HT RETINAL AD1PT1TION . ' :
Soynz 9 flight crew physiological data, discussing
mental and physical performance and adaptation
and readaptation to space-earth'environments
.. p0012 A72-10933
„ Eye-hand coordination modifiable parameters under
optical distortion conditions, deriving
quadratic equation for hand response adaptation
P0022 'A72-11897
Concurrent and terminal^.display exposure effects
on perceptual adaptation for localizing '
movements with displacing prism
• pOOSS 172-13878
Conditioned reflex as component of artificial
conditioned-natural unconditioned reflex system
controlling adaptive behavioral patterns, noting
contribution to complex nervous activity
understanding .
- . . : ' . p0073A72-15582
Respiratory adaptation to-pure oxygen excess
pressure after cockpit depressnrization from
.flight simulator tests vith -pressure-suited
pilots, presenting ECG reactions
p0102 A72-16749
Adjustment to subjective horizontal, vertical and
15 deg tilt in dark as function of age in 3-20
year1 old subjects'* ' - -
P0171 172-20989
Soviet papers on human higher nervous activity
physiology covering conditioned reflexes and
adaptive behavior, neurotropic substance
effects, mathematical and structural modeling, etc
P0181 172-21831
Bonaural perstimnlatory londness adaptation
measurement by delayed and single simultaneous
. balance methods, discussing intensity,, freguency
and duration effects . ,
p0182 A72-21896
luditory.adaptation tests confirmation of Small
londness model prediction of lover adaptation
for test tone greater than adapting tone intensity
P0182 172-21897
Skeletal bones ash content in man and primates, •
implying differences due to adaptive
physiological function
• P0227 172-23736
Metabolic and hormonal response adaptation to
prolonged hypodynamics in water immersion /head
out/, noting diurnal and nocturnal differences
in circadian rhythms
J P0292 172-28267
Energy metabolism and ATP balance characteristics
during muscular activity as function of organism
adaptation to activity
P0323 172-28640
Pulse rate studies of human adaptation to 16 hour
vork-rest cycle, showing persistence of 21 hour
cycle
P0327 172-29316
Heart rate diurnal rhythm adaptation to vork-rest
cycle change, using recumbent and sitting
position data parameters
.:- . p0337 172-30391
Human organism readaptation after prolonged
hypokinesia and weightlessness, discussing
coordination disturbances, vegetative and
vascular system instabilities, reduced
orthostatic stability and asthenia
p0340 172-30745
Stress and adaptation responses/to repeated acute
acceleration.
pOUO 172-31729
New experimental data on the morpho-physiological
• analysis of the adaptation phenomenon in the
somatic reflex arch • •
P0416 172-35023
Adaptability limits on protein-nuclein-vater life
under exobioldgical extremal conditions,
considering macromolecules, extraterrestrial
life search and origin
I , 1 ' 1 . . . P0458 172-38958
Cortical metabolism regulation and effector
systems, of the adaptation process
• ' . . . ' p0497 172-10760
Target distance and adaptation in distance
perception in the constancy of visual direction.
: P0199 A72-41022
Role of.the thyrotropic region of the hypothalamns
in the adaptation activity of the organism
p0509 A72-42167
Animal vessel adaptation to gravitational
overloads in head-pelvis direction
[PB-200183-T] p0044 H72-11080
Han as element of dynamic control system and
capacity for human adaptation and system
modification• • •
p3191 H72-16022
Influence of adaptation level in perception of
various aspects of visual space
TlP-7339181 p0307 H72-20086
Adaptation of cardiac contractions to changes in
sleep-vafcefulness rhythm
p0388 H72-24112
1D1PTIYB COHTBOL
NT LEARNING MACHINES
HT SELF ADAPTIVE COHTBOL STSTEHS
Online identification on human describing function
by iterative differential analyzer, noting
application to man-machine 'systems and on-line
adaptive control systems
P0031 172-12661
Adaptive neural nets of threshold logic units a's
models of perception and memory in biological
.systems
P0223 172-23580
Prediction role in execution of manual control
vith display device to aid human operator
adaptation
• p0502 172-41406
A-7
ADAPTIVE COITEOL SISTBHS SUBJECT IIDEI
Respiration control mechanism ensuring adaptation
to power reguirements and cheaical environment
aaintenance in tissues, considering brain stea
location
P0551 A72-44600
Development of adaptive displays for assisting ,
human operator in detecting, diagnosing, and
adapting to changes in systems or environment
[AD-7299851 p0143 H72-15110
Beterostatic theory for brain functions and
artificial adaptive systems
CAD-7422S9J p0523 H72-30078
ADAPTIVE COHTBOL STSTBBS
D ADAPTIVE COHTBOL
ADDITIVES
ST AHTIICING ADDITIVES
ADEBTBBS
HI RIBONOCLEIC ACIDS
ADBHOSIHE DIPHOSPHiTE (ADE)
Platelet electrophoretic nobility response to
adenosine diphosphate /ADP/ in patients with
coronary artery disease .
P0361 A72-31283
Phosphofructokinase activity and adenine
nacleotide levels in blood of guinea pigs
exposed to 15 percent C02 in 21 percent 02,
balance N2 for periods of tine up to one week
CAD-731984] . p0200 H72-17047
ADBIOSIRE TBIPHOSPBATB (ATP)
Preglycolitic energy metabolism in biochemical
evolution, concerning anaerobic oxidation of
pyrav'ate and acetaldehyde to acetate and ATP
p0064 A72-14799
ATP infection protection against Co 60 or Cs 137
gamna radiation in albino mice, guinea pigs and
dogs
P0099 A72-16636
Thin layer chronatography technigue for rapid
quantification of bacterial cell adenosine
triphosphate, using microscope ultraviolet
photometer
p0110 A72-17872
Blood serum proteins thermal stability in patients
with vegetative vascular and nenroendocrine
syndromes, discussing ATP effects
P0217 A72-22877
Pressure sensitivity of Ha-K-Bg ATPase activity
from rat intestine, investigating inhibiting
effects of oxygen, nitrogen and helium tension
increases
P0226 A72-23731
Energy metabolism and ATP balance characteristics
during muscular activity as function of organism
adaptation to activity
P0323 A72-2B640
fluscle cell ATP, creatine phosphate and lactate
concentration changes relation to oxygen uptake
during and after exercise
P0340 A72-30705
The influence of exogenous ATP on cardiac
metabolism in acute hypoxia.
P0413 A72-34987
Bnscle metabolism of ATP, CP, glycogen and
lactates at rest and during submaximal and
maximal exercise
P0490 A72-40421
Buscle metabolism during isometric exercise
performed at constant force.
P0490 A72-40425
Visual acuity restoration improvement after flash
blindness by monocular shielding and ingestion
of vitamin complexes containing ATP with
pyridoxal, considering twilight vision
P0506 A72-41748
Specific ATP action on metabolism of isolated
heart - Influence of pH, divalent cation
concentration and stability of complexes.
p0519 A72-42986
Determination of bacterial ATP as measure of
urinary tract infection using enzymatic
biolnmin'escent assay technigue
fHASA-CASE-GSC-11092-21 P0043 K72-11074
Badioprotective effect of ATP in mice, guinea
pigs, and .dogs exposed to prolonged gamma
irradiation
P0121 H72-14074
ADEIOSIIES ...
HT ADENOSIHB DIPHOSPHATE (ADP)
ST ADENOSIHE TRIPHOSPHATE (ATP)
Acid base egnilibrinm effects on chlorophyll
primary photpsynthetic regulating mechanism,
considering.electros transfer to 51DP and ATP
formation
p0061 A72-14778
Biological energy transformation origin and
evolution, discussing inorganic pyrophosphates
precursor to adenosine phosphates as energy
carriers
p0064 A72-14798
Inhaled oxygen pressure variation effects on
adenosines, glucose, lactate and pyrnvate levels
in rat brains, noting anoxic limit value
relation to age
p0169 A72-20658
ADEHOVIBUSBS
Glycolysis in fibroblasts of rat embryos infected
with adenovirnses, and oncogenic adenovirns type
12
[HASA-TT-F-140611 p0087 H72-13062
ADHESIOH
Electrostatic adhesive devices for zero-g
intra/extravehicular activities, noting
applications to astronaut and cargo maneuvering,
worksite restraint, tool and egnipment tiedown,
etc
P0233 A72-24650
ADIPOSE TISSUES
Pure oxygen atmosphere effects at 450 and 600 mm
Hg on rats in vitro liver and adipose tissue
lipid synthesis, measuring food intake and
plasma components
P0227 A72-23739
ADHIHISTEATIOI
0 BAHAGEBEHT
ADBITTAHCE
0 ELECTRICAL IBPEDABCE
ADREHAL GLAHD
Adrenocortical steroids during acute exposure to
environmental stresses, noting effects of
injected cortisol removal, uptake and release
p0110 A72-17874
Hypothalamns increased noradrenaline turnover
after adrenal glands demednllation in rats given
disulfiram inhibitor
P0169 A72-20621
Rat adrenal cortex morphology after 24 hour
transverse acceleration stress, studying changes
in lipid, ascorbic acid and ENA content and acid
phosphatase activity
P0326 A72-29310
Serotonin precursor 5-oxvtryptophan effects on
hypothalamic-hypophysical-adrenal complex under
complete deafferentation of medial-basal,
hypothalamus
P0333 A72-30016
Nervous-emotional stress as a problem of modern
work physiology
P0520 A72-43170
Adrenal morphology changes in rats subjected to
hypokinesia
p0542 A72-43905
ADHEHAL SBTABOLISB
Hypertrophic effects of chronic exercise on plasma
corticosterone and adrenal cortex in rat
P0070 A72-15219
Phenamine and aminazine effects on snbthreshold
sound perception and adrenoreactive excitability
of unstable subjects under emotional stress
P0073 A72-15586
Circadian adrenal periodicity of plasma
corticosteroid levels in man under random living
schedule
p021S A72-22643
Adrenocortical response to prolonged high altitude
hypoxia in hypothalamic deafferented rats,
showing rapid neural stimulation with delayed
humoral activation
P0287 A72-27829
Bemodynamic thermoregulatory and sympathoadrenal
responses to heat acclimatization in man during
supine and upright position exercise
P0420 A72-35963
Adrenaline and noradrenaline metabolic stages and
production mechanism under various physiological
and pathological conditions, noting application
to flight emotional stress detection
P0501 A72-41196
A-8
SUBJECT IIDE! AEBOHAOTICS
Exogenous modifications of circadian rhythns of
adrenal hormones in Ban.
P0519 A72-42978
Influence of elevated partial oxygen pressure on
the sympathetic-adrenal and acetyl-choline systems
P05S1 A72-4459S
Unconjngated urinary corticosterone excretion in
laboratory rats exposed to high pressure
helium-oxygen environments.
p0557 172-15656
Alkaline phosphate activity of adrenocortical
cells in tailed nevts'
fBASi-TT-F-14577] P0561 H72-32104
ADBEBALin
0 EPIHEPHBIHE
iDinncics
Beta-adrenergic and vagal blockage altered
autonomous control effects on left ventricular
function in conscious dogs, noting heart rate,
stroke volume and end-diastolic and end-systolic
diameters
A72-12090
Phenamine and aminazine effects on sabthreshold
sound perception and adrenoreactive excitability
of unstable subjects under emotional stress
p0073 A72-15586
Beta-adrenergic inhibitors effects on coronary
blood flow and myocardial oxygen consumption of
normal and coronary artery disease patients
;- p0179 A72-21549
Propranolol as adrenergic beta receptor inhibiting
agent for hyperthyroidism symptom amelioration
P0179 A72-21550
Adrenergic innervation of internal'carotid : .
'arteries in extra- and intracranial regions in
dogs, using luminescence method
P0186 472-22184
Oxygen consumption and body temperature in ,
anesthetized, paralyzed and artificially
ventilated dogs cooled in water bath at 34 C,
measuring hypercapnia and beta-adrenergic
blockade effects
CAD-740991] P0227 A72-23735
: . Beta-adrenergic blocking effect on canine coronary
and systemic'hemodynamic adaptation during
treadmill exercise
P0266 A72-25802
Acute hypoxi a'effects on dog coronary' blood flov
• '" • 'and cardiac function from cardiac
beta-adrenergic and hemodynamics study '
' • P0282 A72-27482
Pharmacological effects on the central adre'nerqic
regulation mechanisms of blood circulation
" - . ' • • : p0416 A72-35019
lucleia acid contents in cholinergic and
' adrenergic spinal cord neurons and in their
glial satellite-cells during hypoxic hypoxia and
-i'a post^hypozia period
P0451 A72-37742
ADBBIOCOSTICOTBOPIH (ACTS) •• '
Shock-induced fighting effect' on pituitary
adrenocorticotrophic hormone ACTS and
adrenocortical steroids plasma concentration in
rats, relating psychological stress to
physiological function
P0096 A72-16080
ADSOBBBITS • • •
Development of a desiccant CQ2 adsorbent tailored
for shuttle application.
tASSB PAPEB 72-EBAV-11] p0461 A72-39166
ADSOBPTIOI
Skylab regenerable carbon dioxide removal system.
CASHE PIPES 72-EBAT-4] P0462 A72-39173
•mil BIPIOSIOIS
Effects of "exposure to blast induced winds and
pressure variations on biophysical parameters
fAD-73»208] P0313 H72-21054
Effects of exhaustive exercise on rats at various
times following blast exposure
riD-731395] p0169 N72-28052
ABBIAL I1ASB1I
D ABBIAL PBOTOGBAPHI
ABBIA1 PBOTOGB1PHT
Education and training of personnel for
photointerpretation, discussing psychological,
physiological and methodological aspects of
aerial photointerpretation
P0221 472-23298
Psychological aspects in aerial
photointerpretation, discussing importance of
perception of image contrast, contonrs and areal
distribution
P0222 A72-23299
Psychophysical information content evaluation of
aerial photographic images by human viewer for
photointerpretation and search in reference
library
p0459 A72-39042
AERIAL BECOBI1ISS1ICB
Comparison of operator performance fron nose of
aircraft with performance from side' of aircraft
during aerial reconnaissance operations
[AD-729226] p0087 H72-13091
Effect of apparent scene illumination on inflight
visual detection of ground targets during aerial
reconnaissance .,
[AD-728629] P0128 H72-14122
Airborne visual reconnaissance tests to determine
effect of yellow sunglasses on visual acuity of
observers
[AD-730290] p0130 H72-14132
Target background metric for predicting ability of
aircrev in visual target acgnisition tasks
[AD-737693]
 4 . p0391 B72-24140
Infrared radiometer.and video scan system for
• remote sensing of root rot disease in Pacific
Borthwest Douglas fir tree population
fHlSl-CB-126719] p0392,H72-25029
ABBOBES ' ,
Isolation of a polyvalent bacteriophage for
Escherichia coli, Klebsiella pneuidniae, and
Aerobacter aerogenes. • ' '
pOISO A72-37650
' Growth of Aeromonas proteolytica and production of
proteolytic enzymes inside spacecraft cabin
during space flight
tHASA-CB-125805] P0249 H72-19073
ABBOBIOLOGT ' .
Batei.vsoluble: filter for .trapping airborne
microorganisms
. CBASA-IT-P-14440] ' ' pO'562 B72-32111
AEBODOITALBIA
D TOOTH DISEASES
AEBODYIAnTC FOBCES .
HT-BLAST L'OA'DS
Laughing gull metabolism dependence on flight
speed and angle during wind tunnel tests fron
oxygen consumption, carbon dioxide"production
and aerodynamic forces analyses'
P0174 A72-21080
Belation between a pilot's sensory perception of
linear accelerations and the aircraft motion.
. ' " ' • P0557 A72-45651
Analysis of aerodynamic forces causing distortion
of limbs and flailing of body extremities .
following ejection seat bailout at high speed
[AD-731195] P0145 H72-15121
ABBODIHABIC LOADS
NT BLAST LOADS
ABBODTIiMIC BOISE
Application of paired comparison method and
magnitude estimation method for determining
noise levels generated by aircraft
fHASA-CB-2107] P0485 H72-29087
AEBODTIAHIC VBBICLBS
0 4IBCB4FT
AEBOEHBOLISH
Computer assisted monitoring of ECG waveforms and
heart sounds frequency spectra to detect bubble
laden blood during decompression sickness
P0272 A72-26626
Interactions between gas bubbles and components of
the blood - Implications in decompression
sickness. • ' '
P0557 A72-45652
Ultrasonic technique for bubble detection in
biological systems exhibiting decompression
sickness symptoms
tAD-739700] p0474 H72-28083
AEBOSAOIICAL BI6HBBBIIG
Personnel management system in aeronautical
engineering service of East German Air Force/Air
Defense
fAD-739217] p0479 S72-28118
ABBOIAOIICS
Development of concepts to improve selection and
training of apprentices in aviation work
A-9
AEBOPHTSICS SUBJECT IC3EZ
[AD-729654]' - - • • . - p0143 H72-15109
ABBOPHTSICS • " . . - , '',..-
0 ATBOSPHEBIC PHTSICS • : .
ABBOSIWnSITIS , , . . , .
Statistical survey of barosinnsitis incidence in
U.S. navy flying personnel during altitude
chamber training, discussing diagnostic letbods
and clinical management
. . . - ' • ' p0292 AV2-28274
ABBOSOIS . , ' . ,
Quantitative photometric leakage measurements on
' 'human dast respirators, in aerosol test chaaber
riA-DC-11959] p0137 H72-15071
Production and ase of aerosols in treating
respiratory tract disorders . . .
[OB-3U90-3,] ' r. p0306 H72-20085
•
J
 Analysis of, behavior of aerosols in high pressure
heliam-6xygen: environment and removal of harmful
aerosols, fron environaent ,
.' CAD-735960J . ...... p0357 H72-23076
Acute toxicity of BC1 vapor and HC1 aerosol tested
on rats and mice
. fiD-744829] • . . P0569 S72-33084
AEBOSPACE BH6IHBEBIHG . . „ ' • • ' .
HI ABBOHiUTICAL EHGIHEEBIHG , I • ' • • „ ' ' ,, .
Utilization of aerospace technology.in-medical field
rHASl-CB-124614] , . ,;;p0078 872^ ,12011
Articles of European scientific research •
... tAD-729288J - • . .p0118 H72-1II051
USSR aerospace research on artificial gravity
environments and space suits , '
CJP8S-56598] p0477,, H72-28102
1EBOSPACE EITIBOBHEmTS • .....- -
BT DEEP SPACE . . - . . ' . ' , " . . ' . - ' . ,.. •
HI IHTEBSTELIAB SPACE ' . , ' ' " ' . • • '
. . Soyuz 9 flight ere* physiological data,'discussing
. mental and physical performance, and adaptation
and readaptatibn to space-earth environments
. . . . ' ' - ' ".': . ;,.. P0612 A72-10933
Space environaent weightlessness and radiation
effects'on leeches biorhythm/'metabolism, '
. . reproduction and growth froa rocket: b'iplbgical •
experiments . ' ' . "
• • . . ' ' •
 !
 " p0075 A72-15729
Extravehicular life support systems for shuttle, -
space station, lunar, base and' Mars, aissions', '
.considering theraal control, carbon dioxide
control and. oxygen supply snbsysteas T • i
CAIAA'PAPEB 72-231] ' . , • ' < .,p0231..A72-2««lt1
. Space flight ecology and physiology,'discussing
atmospheric temperatures and radiation, -
 ;, ••
biological effects of acceleration, deceleration
and veightlesshe'ss and physiological stresses
. ... ... . p0267 A72.-26018
Cytological, genetic and physiological'analyses of
space flight factors effects.on seeds and plants
aboard Zond 5 probe , . .,'. ,: -,. ,',.
.p0366'A72-31828
Space environment weightlessness induced . .
perceptual deprivation, considering.,hand-eye
coordination, visual judgnents and lotion and
tiae perception . • I . . . ,
. -'
 :
 P037U A72-335»9
Biotelemetry and coaputer analysis techniques for
steep states, and vakefnlness studies during
aerospace flight
. , , -, P0376 A72-33560
Apparatus for programmed oral administration, of
drugs to large primates in altered environments.
• . P0128 A72-36921
Experimental investigation of an astronaut .
maneuvering scheme. .
' ' pOH29 A.72-37026
Effects of the space flight environment on man's
immune'system. I - Serum proteins and.
immunoglobniins. " ' • ' •
P0511 A72-U2U93
Environmental aerospace effects on human visual
physiology
. . • . • . ' • P0134 H72-15050
• Conference'on space-biology related to Post-Apollo
program, Paris, Bar. 1971
[ESRO-SP-731 ' • ., p0192 N72-16029
Aerospace environaent effects (noting
weightlessness and'bioevolntion) on planets,
.cells, and frogs observed in Gemini and
Biosatellite experiments
rNASA-TH-X-67505] . - ; . . . " p0192 H72-16032
Life support, aerospsco medical, and environmental
and research facility r.--,r<=cts cf rfice stations
and Skylab , ..
[HASA-TB-X-67506] ' p0192 H72-16033
. Adaptation of cells to aerospace environaents
noting cell renev&l, reduction, aud limitations
p0193 H72-160UO
Badiation and acceleration effects ca structure of
cytoplasa in aerospace environments
00194 H72-16047
Analysis of aedical and biological problems •
associated with life support systems reguired
.for extended huaan subjects during prolonged
space flights
. fHASA-TT-F-14,165] - j , p0241. H72-18076
Badiation effects in, Orosophila due to space
environment
[EIPT-P-1160] p0302 B72-20051
Teratogenic and genetic effects in Drosopbila
caused by space environment . . . _ • . . "
fEIPT-P-1159] . . . p0302 S72-20052
Effect, of weightlessness and spacfcCj;aft
environaent on spontaneous and radiation induced
somatic antation rates and cytologic changes in
Tradescantia > ... . ..< -. .
.. . . fEXPT-P-1123] p0302 H72-20054
Effects of space environment,-acceleration,- and.
vibration on.feeding, growth, and morphology of
amoeba, Pelomyxa carolinensis-..
f EIPT-P-1035] .-..-'' .''.'•.. ,p0303 S72-20062
Coveralls and helmet for physiological protection
in space'environment
' fAD-738088]... ,. .- ,p0390 H72-24136
,. Proposed'A weighted auditory -risk criteria for
. .. potentially hazardous exposures encountered in
aerospace operations . ,,' ;- , . •. .,, •.. ,
'CAD-743298) . .
 :. :, '." . .. p0532 H72-31105
AEBOSPACE IHDUSTBI . , . . . . . , . , . ! . _ , ' , .
Aerospace technology .transfer to biomedical
,., ,. research problems, including transfer
innovations and potential applications ., ,
 ;,
rHASA-CB-1267731. .. . " p0400 H72-25101
AEBOSPACE HEDICIIE '
 t.~. '.,V.,, ,'-.,,'.'••:
Case report .on compensated hemolytic aneaia; ^  >
associated with Gilbert' syndrome,( discussing
.implication in aviation
' ' - . ' . - -.:-,.:.- P.001.6, A7.2-11299
Case history:of student aviator vith psychosomatic
Lymphogranuloma venereum relate^ .tp^ ye.stibuiar
apparatus
'' - • . .; .... -....." . P0020. A72r11712
Hedicopsychological surveillance of aircrew, in
:• . .fighter pilot school, stressing time factor in
pilot training - •. - • -,• • . ., ... ;;.'--
; . ..;; , ,''\".,' . p'obss, A72-'14569
Hedical eguipment advahcements^.through NASA^t
sponsored" aerospace.research, program,fdescribing
. prosthetic nrethal valve, ear oximeter,
radiation dosimeter and electromyographic muscle
. .. . trainer ' '. , , - . . . ' • - • - „ -.• •• ,i; •
, ... , P0114 A72-18616
: HASA sponsored medical B and D programs for space
applications, stressing benefits to earthbonnd
medical services - , . ....
. . . , - . p011« A72-18626
.Functional, diagnostics of teeth..condition as. pilot
health factor in stomatological.aviation. >
medicine, discussing caries, paradentosis and
aerodontalgia . . • - -
 ; < - • ., .....
; ..ip.0i.66 A72-2037U
Asthmatics evolution and treatments,in armed
forces aircrews, noting acetylcholine test . <
; p0176 A72-21270
Hyperuricemia, gout and lithiasis among.operating
air crews, discussing diagnosis and;relation to
arteriosclerosis ' . . ". .
' p.0176 A72-21271
Permanent flight unfitness attributable to air
service, noting orthopedic traumatic seguelae,
cardiovascular illnesses, psychological and
ophthalmological causes , • '
P0177 A72-21273
Space medical urological problems.froa experience
with .Biosatellite 3 monkey, discussing closed
catheter conduit system, urinary calcium changes
in immobilized animals and urinary diuresis
.p0226 A72-23728
Hedical evaluation of manned space flight
physiological effects, considering Hercury,
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Gemini and Apollo programs
P0269 A72-26100
Bnss'ian book on pathophysiological principles' of
air and space pharmacology covering stress, and
fatigue redaction and pilots and astronauts
performance improvement
P0288- A72-27926
Aerospace medicine - conference, Bal Harbour,
Florida. Bay 1972
P0290 A72-28251
Low cost real time computerized c 14
radiorespirometry telemetering system for
monitoring human metabolism data during space
•missions •
P0293 A72-28277
Beviev of aeromedical records for grounding OSAF
flying personnel during 1956-1970, noting :
increased age factor effect
P0297 A72-28316
Medication effects on pilot performance, covering
trangnilizers, sedatives, antibiotics,
stimulants, antihistamine and hypotension drugs
P0324 A72-28750
Flight psychiatry in HATO contries, discussing
organization and1facilities with respect to:
military and civil aviation <
P0332 A72-29858
Low pressure chamber as aerospace medical-
diagnostics tool for flying personnel
examinations regarding oxygen deficiency,' low
air pressure and air pressure fluctuations
tolerance
P0341 A72-30819
•Prophylactic otolaryngological investigation of
vestibnlar analysor function in aviation medicine
P0365 A72-31769
Bedical investigations dnring Salyut space station
space
' "p0366 A72-31918
Hedical reguirements for manned space flight^
discussing physiological data mohitoring': and
transmission, eguipment miniaturization, , ' *
telediagnosis, spacecraft environment • •-•• '
protection, etc - . . - . - • • /
p0376 A72-33562
Hedical and technical aspects of rescue and
•survival of astronauts in high mountain and'
"mountainous remote areas.' • • - • > • - •
p0409' A72-34434
Bussian book - Theory and practice of aviation
medicine • " - • ' • , . . . - , -
;
 ' . ' < - - • • .-.-': '••'• : . ' p0450'A72-37447
OSAF aerospace medical research on human '•• '
"capabilities as limiting factor in defense
system's development, discussing environmental'
'simulators'and human test facilities'• "
• ' " p0498 A72-40973
The use of•cholesteric liquid crystals in the'
study of skin temperature and their applications
in'aviation medicine
' -pOSOO A72-41192
An1 integrated medical'System for long-duration
space missions. •• <• •••'
'•' P0501 A72-41305
Airport medical design guide /with comment on '
certain operational-matters/.
.P0511 A72-42500
Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace
Bedicine and Biology - Oct. 1971
CNASA-SP-7011(94) ] p0039 H72-10109
Abstracts on aerospace and civil aviation' medicine
pOO»3 N72-11073
Effects of spacecraft environmental conditions on
humans, and space bibmedical problems
CJPBS-54396J P0075 H72-11989
Hedical research performed with crews of Soynz
spacecraft
rNASA-TT-F-110261 • pOOBO K72-12013
Utilization of aerospace medical techniques to
public health particularly hypokinesis •
[HASA-TT-F-110U8] pOOSO -N72-12014
Aerospace medical and exobioloqical factors of •
manned space flight • '
rJPBS-54768] P0120 H72-1U066
General and specific medical causes for grounding
flying personnel - conferences
tAGABD-CP-39-71] p0124 N72-14090
Trends and factors related to medical causes for
*
f
• grounding flyers, based on OSAF School qf;'/^ ,,
Aerospace Hedicine experience "' "'•*" ••
1
 •'•' •'•'" p012» N72-14095
Hedical practice, management, and reasons'for
grounding in relation to Air Force-flying
personnel •
P0124 H72-14096
Ten year analysis of medical fac'tors-''in flying and
flight training in Greek Air Force
p0125 N72-14099
Operation of, and medical cases reviewed by',-fiavy
Special Board-of Flight Surgeons ' '
' "• ' p0125 H72-14100
Conference on space biology related to Post-Apollo
program, Paris, Bar.' 1971 ' ' • - ' :- ' '
[ESBO-SP-73] p0192 H72-.16029
Biomedical data from manned space'flights "
' (Gemini/Apollo) and medical program for Skylab
rHASA-TH-I-67504] -' ' ' '." p0192 H72-16031
Life support, aerospace medical, and environmental
and research facility aspects of space stations
and Skylab . ^
[HASA-TH-Z-67506] ' p0192 H72-16033
Annotated bibliography and inderes on terospace •
Bedicine and Biology for November 1971
[»ASA-SP-7011(95)'-;i> ' • ;-- ,. p0197 H72-17027
Haval aerospace medicine research reports -
Annotated'Bibliography • "<••' '•'• '; •
' tAD-731993] [ PP1.99" H72-170»«
Capability of space shuttl'e'sortie "mode for !
performing biological and 'medical 'research
experiments • ' s
[ HASA-CB-125666 ] '*'•* •'-& p.0211 S72-1,8078
Aerospace technology applied to.medical research,'
monitoring various biological''functions ' '*•
'•' [NASA-CB-1256161"1' ' •';'" " '"' 'p02ll5 H72-18106
Annotated;bibliography and indexes"on aerospace
medicine and biology - December*1971'
tSASA-SP-7011(96)] pp248 ^72-19069
Annotated',bibliography 'and indexes' o'n aerospace
medicine and'biology - January 1972
'•tHASA-SP-7011(97)'r ' " .'"•';'p02«8'H72-19070
Problems and technignes of space pharmacology
V : "'••'". ... P0301 H72-2004I1
Hal or' technical" facilities' for aerospa'ce medical
research''and-'development-' '!'1'- -:! '' • '• '•
[AD-7345W] "' - '••' "•'• -•:!'•: •'p0311 H72-20119
Abstracts, on-space<'biblogy'and^medicihe involved
*'-inr cosmonaut training ''••• •'••/.'• •
VfJPBS-55687]'";' '" "' /' ';'•"'.; "".
 c P031J2 «72-21043
Annotated bibliography an'd>indexes on ^ Aerospace
' '^ Redicine and'Biology - February '1972' '.'•.'
'C,HASA-SP-7011(99)]'•'- : ''' ' - " ' p0346 N72-22051
^Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace
Medicine'and Biology,- March'1972 '. : '
[HASA-SP-7011 (100) ]" • V''"; "., ' P0346 S72-220S2
Techniques for eliminating disorders associated
with'prolonged weightlessness
f JPBS-557141 - -• ."•••, • -• p0353 H72-22095
Application' of aerospace technology to medical
equipment, and cleaning and diagnostic '
procedures of earth health care systems
fHASA-CB-126664] p0381 N72-24056
Handbook on'aviation'medicine for safe mental and
physical health of aircrew-during'flight ' "
tiGABD-AG-154] ;' p0381 H72-24058
' Proceedings of conference on medical aspects of,
spatial disorientation and effects on safe
aircraft operation • - - • ' • • • '• - :
C1GABD-CP-95-PT-1] . p0392 H72-25031
Clinical evaluation and medical treatment of
spatial, disorientation problems in'flying
personnel
' '• ' ' .,,'•. '.'•'_ 'pO'394 H72-25047
FAA index on aviation medicine and,aeromedical
data reports • • • • • <
rFAA-AH-72-1] , .pOtOO H72-25103
Annotated'bibliography and'index on'Aerospace
Hedicine and Biology - April 1972 ' '
rHASA-SP-7011{101) 1 . pO«31 .H72-26.042
Annotated bibliography and'indexes on Aerospace
Hedicine and Biology - Hay 1972
fHASA-SP-7011(102)] 'p0438 H72-27076
Noise environment of C-7A • during ground and
airborne operation . . '
[ 1D-738627'] ': " •' p0439 H72-27086
Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace
Medicine and Biology - January 1972
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CHASA-SP-7011<98) ] pO«67 'B72-28032
Articles on research in space biology and medicine
[JPBS-564991 - p0468 H72-280HH
Aerospace medicine and exobiology problens of
-manned space flight
[JPBS-56675] - pOUSO H72-29051
Becommendations of Joint locking Group on Space
Biology and Hedicine for BASA and USSR
' [HASA-HEBS-BELEASE-72-157] pOU83 H72-29073
Acconplishnents and activities of biomedical tean
concerned with application and utilization of
HASA technology
CHASA-CB-1277921 pOUSU H72-29081
Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace
•edicine and biology - Hay 1972
[HASA-SP-7011(103)] p0521 B72-3005H
Aerospace medicine history and sarvey of human
anatomy and physiology
fBASA-TT-F-711 1 • p0522 B72-30062
' Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace
Hedicine and Biology * Jnae 1972
tHASA-SP-7011(104)j p0559 H72-32080
Biomedical problens of space flight based on
experiments in stress physiology and stress
psychology — • ' -
[JPBS-51660] . p0562 B72-32107
ABBOSPACE SCIEHCES
Collaboration of world Health Organization and
various international astronantical
'organizations for space technology applications
to man-environment relationships and'medical and
• . communication - sciences
• • p0165 A72-20300
Life sciences and space research X; Proceedings of
the Fourteenth .Plenary•Heeting, Seattle, Rash.,
June 21-July 2, 1971.
, p0539 A72-H3381
Aerospace technology transfer and utilization in
medical research and-health care ! '••
j... p0356-S72-23069
ABBOSPACE SISTERS • '• ' ' ''•«:•
Liquid and gaseous oxygen accidents involving
space, aircraft,1 and ground systems * N •'' •• '• -
fHASA-TH-X-67953] - . - - , - - p0085 -B72-12056
Aerospace technology transfer and utilization in
-biomedical systems- - - - - - - ; " -• -'•;.,..1
rNASA-CB-126«Olt] . . . . . p0356.872-23065
Aerospace technology application and transfer
programs to bioiedical areas ji.•:. -x"\~,'. '«•->,
• . • - . - . p0356-H72-23066
ABBOSPACE VEHICLES • , - . - • ". . .. . . l .. ,- .
Biological effect of cosmic radiation, under flight
conditions as analyzed from data collected,in' '*
experiments conducted during past .140 .years - '
..; ^ . p0301 ,>B,72-200«6
AFCS (COITBOL SISTEB) - • . ,. i
0 AOTOHATIC FLIGHT COBTBOL .•;:...••-<•• ,
AFFBBEBT HEBVOOS SISTERS
Pyramidal tract neuron reactions to antidromic and
afferent stiauli'in cats, determining' .-
somatosensor cortical neurons responses-by
intra- and extracellular potential outlets
P0022 A72-11768
Frog and rabbit sciatic nerve afferent .impulse
recordings, during.prolonged -sinusoidal vibration
of foot .
p0072 A72-15235
Visceral afferentation role in vestibnlar system
activity from experiments on rabbit stomach and
rectum mechanoreceptor stimulation effects on
vestibular-ocalomotor reflexes
p0099 A72-16630
Cat respiratory center activity phase relation to
arterial chemoreceptor afferent discharge
oscillations effect on lung ventilation freguency
P0103 A72-16789
Hembutal barbiturate effects on afferent signals
transmission and thalamocortical level of
somatosensory systen
P0176 A72-21195
.Peripheral afferent input to monkey cortical
efferent zones of distal forelimb mnscle
control, nsing single microelectrode for
intracraniar -stimulation and cellular, .discharge
recording . . .
. p022fl A72-23583
Bussian book on visual sensor signal dynamics
covering nerve signal transformation, light
stimuli responses, afferent flov, bionics.
nenrocybernetics and communication theory
- -~i -; i ,.,j.i- p0268 A72-26009
' -,*r- Amygdala- projection to accessory olfactory bulb in
rats, discussing'main bulb, olfactory -"tubercle,
pyriform cortex accessory bulb and amygdala
relationships
• '- P0277 A72-26770
High threshold afferents role in dorsal surface
potential formation in cat spinal cord
P0329' A72-29327
Heuroinhibition in the'regulation of emesis.
P0425 A72-36««9
' Synaptic patterns in the superficial 'layers of the
superior collicolus of the monkey, Hacaca mnlatta.
• > POU55 A72-38607
Influence of a preceding., afferent stimulation on
the pyramidal activation of spinal.-motor neurons
• P0191 A72-10588
Pyramidal control of the activity of interneurons
related to various types of peripheral afferents
•:
;pO«9» A72-40589
Cerebrum sections and related afferent processes
as activator of automatic neuron mechanism
control of motor activity, discussing segmentary
spinal cord changes •
P049« A72-00593
Horpho-physiological structures thalanic afferent
snitching mechanisms of visceral analysers in
motor, premotor, frontal and limbic cerebral
sections • > ? . - • -. '. t
P0196 A72-10753
Polysynaptic sympatho-reticnlar and somatic -
£.-•'• afferent visceral links betneen.internal organs
and cerebrum in interoceptive reflex fields
POU96 A72-U0755
'-• Bole of afferent and efferent connections in the
- formation -and reprodnction-.of trace processes in
^ . •-man --j.~>,. • • '••-•' • '.••-,* -.- . - • - : . - - . C
;•;.. : ./ft •••.. , •-.-.-. ., pO»97 A72-40807
Analysis of the activity evoked in the cerebellar
',';•. cortex by stimulation of the visual pathways.
•: • •• - -. . * - . ••' . •'. pOSOS A72-«1460
Horphological and electrophysiological analysis of
-' .afferent receptor ^connections 'in cerebellar
'cortei, discussing fast conducting, diffuse
. reticular and inferior olive -fiber 'paths ••' ••>•'
. - : . .- u ( p0506 A72-0167U
Electrophysiological analysis of '.'defense -reflex
•'
 h
 • i 'and unconditioned reaction and conditioned
' :' signal.analyzers in nodal^ mechanisms of * '-•-'..'
... -..-. functional system /afferent synthesis, -decision
.making, correction, ^etc/^  •- '::.;•}-'<•:.• • •. i-
...«.,;•.,'. =33f. at p0506 A72-41675
- - Cerebral auditory system acoustic information
: processing, discussing .ganglia-'-and'cochlea t
nenrophysiological functions in response to
r' ,. .afferent stimulations . • .-niv . .<,'••. •<-.-,. - ,.;
• ' :•' :-
- ;
 p0517 A72-02786
Post-synaptic 'potentials of motor-neurons of the
. -'facial'.nerve 'nucleus 'evoked- by afferent-and
corticofugal pulse stimulation"1-- '• - - - •-'
>•• i • ' ;•• p0506 A72-44091
The reflex and mechanical response of the ' -
. - inspiratory muscles -to an increased airflow
. \ resistance.
. • ; • . . . . - . -. .-. p0552 A72-»«958
..Effect of digestive tract receptor- stimulation on
vestibular somatic reflex reactions of rabbits
. , p0120 H72-11068
AFTEBIHAGBS
Fragmentation and closure in afterimages of bright
flash stimuli .. • .
•-r :. p0056 A72-13938
Afterimage apparent motion preceding smooth eye
movement association with target tracking,
•-noting unequal impairment occurrence over entire
visual field . . . .
-• p0150 A72-19034
Freguency-specific color aftereffects - as -result of
• alternate exposure of subject to inspection
gratings of different spatial frequencies
P0322 A72-28615
Foveal and nonfoveal afterimages effects on
saccadic behavior of eye movement1
-.- - . , p0333 A72-29971
..Eye movement pattern monitoring to investigate
retinal afterimage role in release of pursuit
.movements
POU12 A72-31886
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Hanipnlation of, projected afterimages by Deans of
the physiological theory imposed on the observer.
, , • - - . , - . . . . . P0428 A72-36920
. .Contour-contingent .color aftereffects - .Retinal
area specificity. . , • •
pfllltS A72-37273
Discontinuity of seen notion reduces the visual
notion aftereffect.
. • . p0450 472-37600
Investigations concerning the problem of virtual
contours in visua1 perception - -
P0456 A72-38719
The effect of size, retinal locus, and orientation
- ; •. • oh the visibility of -a single afterimage. -
• . '-. P0501 172-41253
Interactions between spatial and kinetic• -' • •.
dimensions in -movement aftereffect. • :
, . p0501 172-41254
Complete assimilation of briefly presented lines.
. -: . . p0546 172-44150
The photopigment bleaching hypothesis of
complementary after-images - 1 psychophysical
test.
. . . . ' . . . . . - p0547 A72-44376
Rathenatical model of optical illusions .and .-
. .. fignral aftereffects
: [AD-728141] . . . . .p0128 B72-14120
»SC (COHTE01) . . . . - . - .
D IDIOMATIC 61IH COHTEOL ;.
AGE DETEBBIIATIOB
• 0 CHRONOLOGY
AGE FiCTOB _ , ' . . . ' - ,
.••Age and physiqne effects on human continuous work
.capacity, monitoring heart rates during1task
' performance
: ..•••.- . . p0007:,172-10568
Age related diminutions' in ballistocardiographic
and electrocardiographic amplitudes, observing
• . relation to heart position lateralization and
• • size .reduction .. • • :' ' - -- ; ,. . - ... ,>..
... j :<•. • .. .
 ;.p0051 172-1314<I
. « lltitade•hypozia resistance and endurance in dogs
' . .of .various vages, discussing 'homeostasis--., ,x;*
retention, altitude, ceiling and survival time
-.. '• . ' . - < • . • i :. • .p0071.172-15234
Doppler ultrasonic .probe phonocardioqraphy for
-*•• . human ..cardiovascular velocity measurement,
..-• showing normal; tracings and aging .effects*-' v
'.. :,',' •„ P.•-, .. J .: .- p0097.172-16154
Electrocardiographic age trends in adult healthy
.-- ... .populations/ .discussing diagnostic'implications
and overweight, exercise and .latent coronary
'•-; * •'• -artery.disease influence
, .•"•-.,•-: "Is . • • . . . ••'.-. ,• (• ., j p0105 -172^ 17425
Agingreffeet on visual acuity .variations relation
• to ..refraction, variations .''in flight deck:
personnel, noting eye functional value diminution
; ,'. ' t, P0151 172-19244
adjustment to subjective horizontal,,, vertical-and
45 deg. .tilt in dark as function ^of age in 3-20
year old subjects : . . . >, . . , ;
• • , ; . - . P0174 172-20989
Arterial hypozemia development during hypozic;
ontogenesis early stages related to age in dogs
,...p0218 A72-22879
, Ventricular and snperventricular arrhythmias
incidence during mazimal- treadmill exercise .in
normal man, noting age factor and, cardiovascular
. disease presence effects
P0221 172-23272
Human body efficiency in paced and nnpaced
performance as function of age i.< • '
P0234 172-24987
BEG measurement of sleep behavior patterns, .
discussing sleep stages, temporal patterns,
circadian rhythm, intrasleep process stability
and age factor
p0274 A72-26679
Bemodynamic criteri.a for physical fitness in
airmen, discussing age dependent variations in
heart beat, arterial pressure and body temperature
P0278 A72-26987
Physiological index changes in parachutists of
various ages, considering plasma -
recalcification, blood prothrombin, heparin
time, fibrinolytic activity, pressure and heart
beat t
P0278 A72-26988
-.'. , Triglyceridemia relation to age, relative weight
3 and ischemic cardiopathy probability from ECG,
anthropometry and lipid and glncid metabolism
studies . . •
p0279 172-27238
Beview of aeromedical records for grounding OS1F
flying personnel during.1956-1970, noting
increased age factor effect
. p0297 172-28316
Chlorella population age structure and .cell .
requirements correlation with nutrient medium
nitrogen and phosphorus absorption
. • : . ' . ' • ' p0327 172-29311
Hork capacity and physiological .responses to.
maximum ezercise in 54 year old^men in relation
to heart disease and cardiovascular hazard studies
- • . . - . - . • - = • p0419 A72-35822
Developmental relationships between,field
independence and fixity-mobility. ' •
, f . p0427 A72-36906
Assessment of life span age .difference relations
• . in* visual perceptual tasks,, taking into account
maturational and generational differences
.. . . P0427 A72-36910
Effect of set size, age, and mode of stimulus
*' presentation on information-processing speed.
.-.. ,p0429 A72-36922
Age dependence of changes in pupil diameter .in the
dark. • ' _ . - , - .
, . . : • • • : • • • • . .- . . . ... • p0495 A72-40732
• . . Echocardiographic investigation of heart rate, sex
and normal aging effects on mitral-valve leaflet
.... •, -movement in healthy subjects
;•• •.:•. " I" . ' • .'., •-.'- ,-• p0519 A72-43021
Collagen in human myocardium as a function of age.
.'• . '' . • i • P0544 172-43935
Ku- - The scoliosis of congenital heart disease.
,-; •:•;'..••;, .; i .. , ; • >•• • . • ..?- - •. p0549 A72-44560
Interrelationships of age, aptitude measures, and
>:•.'.:; training performance scores for air traffic
controllers ,. •
CFAA-.AH-71-36] . : -' . .. P0086 872-12061
Effect of.age on TCT produced hypocalcemia and
•', i . • •, hypophosphatemia in rats . . . .
- f HA'SA-TT-F-14358 ]. -. .-. . • .,> p0470 H72-28053
Keasurement of psychological stress caused by
c" " -T'sonic booms during sleep as.function of ,age
rFlA-A«-72-r24] i . : . - . . - . • .; p0564 S72-32121
AGGLaTIHAIIOH . >•. . ' i- •
o'-if.!'-Light transmission measurements of blood flow to
guantify red cell aggregation'and dispersion
•' 'v.'- .-. •, : . ' ' - p0364 172-31640
AGIHG (BIOLOGT) - .
Bypophysectomy in rats, resulting in prolonged red
^ . .- \ blood-'cell survival due to oxygen consumption
decrease and altered erythrocyte enzymatic . •
processes -' • . .
•, p0001 172-10075
. . Viruslike .particles in salivary glands, muscles
and nerves, of normal and gamma irradiated -
Drosophila melanogaster, showing age dependent
infection:. •. . . .
;,-.'.• '. - .' ' p0176 172-21198
Blood circulation minute volume and peripheral
: - , resistance changes during human aging process,
accounting for body weight
- • . p0184 172-22073
"- Vascular-capillary study of age related
angioarchitectonic features of. human brain optic
lobe - • . • • • •
- : • p0274 172-26675
Changes of the mitral echocardiogram with ageing
and the influence of atherosclerotic risk factors.
.-..-•. . ,pOU30 A72-37031
Age-induced long-term memory.changes in animals
P0546 A72i44079
Satural aging and radiation-induced life
shortening in Drosophila melanogaster.
P0555 172-45279
' Effects of cosmic rays on cells and aging action
of heavy ions on cerebral cortex
• . p0194 H72-16051
AGEEBHEHTS . . ,
Performance of'subjects with' different cognitive
complexity during negotiation in bilateral mode,
-. with mediation, and in presence of observer
[HASA-TT-P-14482] p0562 H72-32110
AGEICD1TDBE
Lunar horticulture possible role as life support
1-13
AIB SUBJECT IHDBI
systen- of earth independent lunar colony
'. . pO«20'A72-35938
Eesearch in agriculture, computers and .
cybernetics, medicine, and electronics
.[ JPBS-562021 • . P0133 H72-26061
AIB :
HI ALVEOLAE AIB
HI COHPBESSED AIB . -.-
HI EXPIBED AIB .•• • . | . • •
AIB BLASTS . .
0 AEBIAL EIPLOSIOHS \ • - . .
AIB COIDITIOIIIG . ' -
Air conditioned undergarment for ase in
environmentally controlled salt in sterile chamber
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10076-1J p0309 H72-20106
AIB COHDITIOKSG EQOIPHE8T . . •
Thermoelectric and ventilating system desiqns for
' nse in .protective military, clothing
CAD-737720] . p0391 --H72-2IH39
AIB DEPEHSB . .
•Book on man machine system experiments covering
ATC, air defense, logistics organizations, space
-flight, battlefield operation, police .
. dispatching, communications,- etc • ••
. . - . . - . •• ,;-. P0378 A72-33796
AIB FILTEBS .. • . -
.Quantitative photometric leakage measurements on
- human dost respirators in aerosol-test chamber
r.LA-DC-11959] , - . , . P0137 H72-15071
AIB FLOW
Quasi-steady creeping flow in small airways of
spherical,
 ;oblate and prolate ellipsoid and •
:-. circular cylinder lung models,, obtaining Stokes
. equations- solutions , . . . - . .
• - . - . ' •:'-. - • p0231.:A72-2<|lt69
AIB LOCKS -
Portable air supply and monitoring system' for;
.
 : personnel working on offshore platform -piling
: - . -. pOt»fl H72-27123
AIB BA7IGATIOI
Automation in planning-and execution of flights,
considering .navigation, communication, .flight
instruments.monitoring, control/stabilization
and warning systems ,.< • •• -<••-.. ' • - . ' -
P0216 A72-22780
Low-altitude flight imposed psychophysiological
stresses,due to:air turbulence discomfort,
•;:. instrument dial vibration and ground-based
navigational oblects recognition difficulty
.'....'. -. , •'.--• - ..... , p0310..A72r307«7
:- numerical ranalysis of ability of birds, to find
; bearings and-navigate.based on-parameters of
solar elevation and azimuth .- ' ,..
CHLL-BTS-6632] pOO<!2 H72-11068
Bibliography from -1958 -to 1970,on visibility, and
air navigation . < .- • _ . • • • • •
tIFA-STB-17)- •• . • :•-. ,. P0535 H72-31125
- AIB PIBACI
,, Clinical effects on atrio-ventricular pacing
system of electromagnetic weapon detector
systems used for air passenger screening at
airports in air hijacking prevention efforts
, . '- P0228 A72r237»0
AIB POLLOTIOI -
Clinical and laboratory examinations of workers
exposed to trichlorotrifluoroethane vapor for
.long range health effects study
'.. ,p0233 A72-21590
Guides for .short term human exposure to air
pollution .1 .
[PB-19990U1 P0036 H72-10092
lexicological data and human.response to short
term exposure.to nitrogen oxides
[PB-1999031 - . P0037 N72-10093
QSAEC 1970, progress report on radioactive .
' atmospheric processes and effects on plant life
fB!»»L-1551-VOL-2-PT-1 ] . p0190 B72-16011
Air pollution tests of plants exposed to gaseous
hydrogen chloride
fAD-732195] , • .p0201 K72-17052
Effects of air pollution on livestock health and
health hazard to humans consuming farm products
P026U H72-19388
Smoking effects on passenger health in transport
aircraft
rAD-736097] p0358 H72-23080
Influence .of biological processes on cycling of
selected atmospheric, gas constituents
rHASA-CB-126663] p0381 H72-2H057
AIB PDBIPICATIOH ' ' •
;-Sealed cabin air regeneration by means of •
potassium snperoxide, noting weight an'd space
savings
P0270 A72-2659U
Fabrication and-operational procedures for
processing lunar samples in ^sterile nitrogen
atmosphere
rHASi-TH-D-6858) pOKOO H72-25099
AIB SABPLIHG - . . . I
Air sampling process for determining hazards from
radioactive or toxic aerosol inhalation
[LA-1249-VOL-2J p0014 B72-11079
.•• • Sampling of: transport-aircraft atmospheres to
determine health hazards of cigarette smoking to
passengers
•". p0252 B72-19095
AIB SICKSBSS • •
0 HOTIOH SICKHESS I
AIB TBAFFIC COSTBOL
Terminal area ATC specialists and trainees lob
: attitude and motivation from questionnaire on
challenge, tasks, salary, work schedule, etc
P0109 A72-17865
Anthropotechnical aspects of aircraft t'axi-ing '
guidance in airfield runway areas, suggesting
•• 'computerized operational system "
. . . . . • p0216 A72-22779
4TC tasks work load assessment -. Conference,-
Darmstadt University of Technology; June 1971
•V.
 : . p0218 A72-23126
Human•operator role in ATC systems analysis,
evaluating tasks vith respect to job demands and
personal fulfillment
. . : . ' • ' . • p02'18 A72-23127
Air traffic control systems efficiency evaluation,
'.- ; discussing measures for criteria conflict solution
'• •- p0218 A72-23128
..-'. Operator mental processes durinq ATC task . .
performance, discussing work load effect, mental
representation, and operator algorithm definition
-; ,'. • p0218 A72-23129
Operator, task level and workload effects on . .
operative strategy, .showing controllers methods
, . - modification in ATC center
.. , • • • / . . . - ' . p02'19 A72:-23130
Landing sequence strategy variations for' .'
•'-
r
 - 'individual ATC operators, indicating .dependence
on flight progress.,data variation, existinq '-
maneuvering conditions .and controller • •- •
personality traits . - ;.L •
• ••...- ; . • /-p0219 A72-23131
• Pilot', and ATC radar controller workload variations
relation, discussing distraction -stress effects
••.'• .. •-: •-' r. -.,;
 P0219 'A72-23132
•. Time analyses of 4TC: approach controller tasks,
developing flow diagram for task- comp'onentv
seguencing.* and guantifying' • -- :
. . . . . ' . , . . p0219- A72-23133
' .'. ATC operator stress factor evaluation from • >
information theory analysis of radio ' : •.
telecommunication-information content .
P0219.-A72-23131
ATC task analysis by subjective rating of work
load, discussing information processing -.' • •
measures,, scoring method>and observer rating
- r- procedure . .
- P0219 A72-23135
Time series analysis of physiological and work
study data in ATC tasks, using heart rate' as
strain indicator -'
• f • •" - . p0220 A72-23137
Frankfurt-Airport air-traffic1 controller opinion
survey of attitudes toward work and working
'. '.. environment
P0220 A72-23138
Acceptable load standards in ATC tasks, defining
moments of conscious brain control as mental
load measure
• p0220 A72-23139
ATC system analysis by fast time arithmetic
simulation techniques, describing qround model
development .
P0220 A72-23111
Air traffic control messaqes syllabic and word
- prominence patterns, discussinq impact on
continuous speech recognition by machine
- . . . . • • p022» A72-23581
A-14
SUBJECT IHDEI AIBCEAFT ACCIDEITS
Short sleep period and oxygen breathing effects on
arousal level of .air .traffic controller d"lng
detection task performance
P027S 172-2»>*«fi
Aptitude screening test of tic training
applicants, .using directional heading ..
determination nnder ?."ral distraction
p0290 172-^6252
Potential coronary heart disease susceptibility
indicators in ATC population, using FraBinghac
age/obesity parameters
p0291 A72-2826S
Book on ran machine system experiments cover!:-
ATC,.air defense, logistics organizations.-space
flight,.battlefield operation, police
dispatching, communications, etc
p0378 A72-33796
Interrelationships of age, aptitude measures, and
training performance scores for air traffic
controllers
fFAA-AH-71-361 , pOOSe B72-1JC51
Development of motion picture test for determining
aptitude of human subjects for air traffic duties
• [FAA-ED-71-106] p0142 B72-15101
Validity of aptitude tests for air traffic
controller selections .
[FAA-AH-71-ltOJ p0246 H72-18113
• . Analysis of human factors problems associated *ith
air traffic control systems with emphasis on
impact caused by automation
[BASA-CB-1957] . p0253 872-19102
notion .picture .test for air-traffic control. .
.aptitude for use in personnel selection and
evaluation -
: fAD-;7359»21 .P0318 B72-2108S
. Development and application of multiple task *
performance tests for preliminary screening of
•_ . ;air traffic control trainees
fFAA-AB-72-5] • , - ..... . p0389 B72-2H115
• Human factor-considerations in-developing
;.- . .-automated air traffic control systems
••"••• . . p0477 B72-28105
Tests for'selecting air traffic controllers-by
. < predicting job performance • .
. pOU77 H72-28106
DHT aptitude screening procedure for selecting air
traffic controller trainees •
•i .-.•-• C'FAA-lH-72-T8] ., , pO»85 H72-29088
Clinical, analysis .of' coronary heart disease •.
susceptibility in air traffic controller
populations . '
-;- . - , . fFAA-AH-72-20] p0522 B72-300SS
STAImeasurenents of simulated stress in ATC and
' -
f
 -other-:.aviation1-personnel
. -i ' rFAA-:AH-72-23] p0529 H72-30117
Simulator .evaluation of airborne displays used as
traffic situation monitors in high density
terminal airspace to determine effect on .-
aircraft pilot performance
[FAA-EH<72-:3] . •• . • p0566 N72-32137
Framingbam indicators for detecting potential
coronary heart' disease susceptibility in third
'class airman population
;tFAA-AB-72-26T' - p0571 S72-33099
AIB TBABSPOETATIOH
Eastbound and westbound transmeridian flights
effect on body temperature and psychomotor and
, visual performance circadian rhythms, discussing
readjustment.times
[AHBL-TB-7.1-891 p0162 A72-20176
Rhythmostasis as fundamental life characteristic
> analogous to homeostasis, discussing human
circadian, rhythm and cycle desynchrony during
air travel
' p0167 A72-20»H5
: , Helicopter search, rescue and transportation of
: wounded and ill persons in Denmark, discussing
accidental hypothermia treatment
pO«56 A72-38711
AIHBOBHB EQDIPHEHT
NT ilEBOBHE/SPACEBOSBE COBPOTEES
Development trends in airborne man machine flight
control, discussing optimal division between
human pilot and machine in relation to total
system performance 'and economic factors
P0217 A72-22781
Airborne spectrometer for determining spectral
contrast, ratios between fish schools and
adjoining water
fAD-733685] : -. p02«7 B72-18119
AIBBOBHE IIPECTIOI
Portable clean room, ventilation system, human
factors, electrical subsystem, and material
compatibility test procedures for experimental
system for control of surgically induced
infections
rBASA-CB-124762] p0087 H72-13075
AIBBOBHE TEBBAII AIALISIS
U TEBBAIB ABALTSIS
AIBBOEHE/SPACBBOBHB COBPDTEHS
A new concept of flight displays compatible with
digital airborne computers. • - -
• ' - p050» A72-41126
AIBCBAFT '
Liguid and gaseous oxygen accidents involving
space, aircraft, and ground systems <
[HASA-TH-X-679531 . pOOSS H72-120S6
Combined shoulder harness and lap belt restraint
system for use in aircraft or.automobiles
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10519-1] p053« B72-31117
AIBCBAFT ACCIDEIT IITESTI61TIOI
Human ejection vertebral injury data in aircraft
accidents by cross reference to final medical
diagnosis, considering costs and.prevention for
seat systems
p0020 A72-1171«
Pilot in-flight incapacitation probability from
airline reports, career termination studies and
guestionnaire responses
- p0064 A72-11870
Fatal aviation accident human factors
-. • investigation by roentgenography, noting flight
environment factors, injury pattern relation to
aircraft design and victim identification
p0111 A72-17880
Oric acid to urea nitrogen ratio as assay test for
identification of avian tissue in verifying bird
ingestion or impact as aircraft accident cause
[AD-737855] p0163 A72-2018H
Human, technical and environmental factors in
accidents of naval F-10U squadron, considering
• temporal distribution of accidents and pilot
physical condition -
p0286 A72-27820
Medical factors in air racing accidents,
investigating drug, fatigue and gastrointestinal
symptoms effects--on-pilot reaction to emergency
- • ' - , p0343 A72-31089
'-General aircraft accident investigation approach,
using subseguent psychosocial reconstruction of
pilot .lifestyle to explain accident-producing
. behavior
• • ' • ' • • • . . p034« 472-31095
Aircraft accident in the Faroe Islands in 1970 -
Observations from a medical point of view, with
special reference to spinal fractures.
pO»10 A72-34556
Grouping of the causative factors in investigation
of aircraft accidents attributed to pilot errors.
p0410 A72-345S7
AIBCiiFT ACCIDEHTS
' Dazzle glare effects and acuity recuperation among
aircrew, noting civil and military aircraft
accidents during daytime and nighttime flights
' p0177 A72-21272
Disorientation in naval aircraft accidents from
psychophysiological and environmental factors,
suggesting flight scheduling and training
improvements
P0180 A72-21574
Pilot survival probabilities under various
conditions of high performance aircraft takeoff
and landing accidents, suggesting emergency
action guidelines for pilot training
p0226 A72-23732
OSAF aircraft accidents/incidents involving
aircrewmen with medical waiver on various
visual, cardiopulmonary and other chronic
pathological and psychiatric conditions
p0297 A72-28315
Head-up omnidirectional two dimensional auditory
display device for visual detection facilitation
in aircraft collision avoidance systems
p0299 A72-28327
General aviation crashworthy personnel restraint
systems, discussing strap take-up devices,
comfort, fit and ease of use
p0324 A72-28726
AIBCBAFT BBAKBS SDBJBCT IIOBX
Passenger behavioral inaction in survivable
aircraft accidents, suggesting aaladaptive
'' behavior counteraction by leadership and/or
training
P0321 A72-28727
Aircraft accident statistical projections from
hnman error revie«, analyzing sitnational
circumstance limitations
p0343 172-31086
Human tolerance limitations related to aircraft
crashnorthiness.
, p0516 172-42765
Response of a seat-passenger system to impulsive
loading.'
P0516 172-42766
A study of DSAF survival accidents 1 Jan. 1965-31
Dec. 1969.
'' . . p0541 A72-43425
Intoxicating liquor and the general aviation pilot
in 1971.
p0558 A72-H5662
Evaluation of equipment used in aircraft crash
rescue operations ,
CAD-725541] p0047 H72-11106
Impact paraaeter effects on severity of human
craniocerebral trauma in aircraft accidents
. p0122 B72r14081
Personal observations of 340 fatal aircraft
accidents for- confirmation of lacerations to
victims
P0256 B72-19124
Protective helmets designed to lessen effects of
head injury doe to impact'in aircraft accidents
" ' ' P0260 B72-19160
Ose of shoulder harness in general aviation
aircraft to prevent or miniiize injury during
crashes ' ' .
tFAA-AB-72-3] p0317 H72-21077
Effectiveness of restraint equipment in
• controlling head inpact forces and body
kinematics' in enclosed aircraft areas . .
CFii-AB-72-6] ' p0317 S72-21078
Analysis of spatial disorientation occurrences
among military pilots and classification
according to types of aircraft and nature of
accidents
p.0392 N72J-25033
Analysis of military aircraft1 accidents caused by
spatial' disorientation , .
.P0392 H72-25034
Statistical analysis of military aircraft
accidents to determine incidents caused by.
spatial disorientation . . '
. '. " P0392 B72-25035
Psycbophysiological and environmental factors,
involved in aircraft accidents of military
aircraft and effect of flying experience in,
reducing spatial disorientation
P0392 H72-25036
Biodynamic models for determining suitability of
energy absorber in protecting seated man•from
high acceleration aircraft impacts
f10-740447} P0484 H72-29077
AIBCBAPI BRAKES
Foot forces exerted at various aircraft
brake-pedal angles* observing 20 degree zone
with maximum effectiveness
rAD-733551J P0007 A72-10567
AIBCBAPT BBB1THIHG APP1BATDS
0 BBB1TBIHG 1PP1B1TOS
AIBCBiFI CABIIS
D 1IBCB1FT COSPABTHEHTS
AIBCBiPT CABBIBBS
Bight Carrier landing Trainer flight and carrier
environment simulator for 1-7 aircraft pilot
. training, discussing performance predictions
from computer data analysis
P0150 A72-19137
Pilot landing performance prediction criteria
based on day and night carrier qualification
trials and flight training
P0343 A72-31084
Factor analysis and statistical data for human
carrier landing performance criteria
fAD-733703] P0247 N72-18120
AIBCBAFT COBBOHICATIOI .
Intonation in planning and execution of flights,
considering navigation, communication, flight
instruments monitoring, control/stabilization
and warning systems
P0216 A72-22780
AIBCBAFT COHPABTBEBTS
Effects on threshold luminous intensity and
display visibility in aircraft cockpits
tBAE^tIB-TBABS-1515] p0087 H72-13079
AIBCBiFT COHPIGDBillOBS
Technological forecasting of future pilot-aircraft
interface regnirements
p0087 B72-13010
AIBCBAFT COBIBOL
HT BEHCOPTEB COHTBOI
Anthropotechnical aspects of V/STOL aircraft
control, discussing instrument and control
systems concepts based on development and flight
tests of experimental Do-31 VTOL aircraft
p0217 A72-227811
Individual style differences between operators of
simulated aircraft control
P0223 A72-23579
Pilot-aircraft system model for relationship
between weapons delivery accuracy and manual
flight control system design, noting display,
computation and control aids to pilot
P0288 A72-28121
PAA program for revision of aviation aircraft
maximum allowable control forces specifications,
taking into account female pilots capabilities
P0299 A72-28325
Airplane attitude display motion relationship to
external world as factor in pilot error due to
visual frame of reference shift
P0315 A72-31151
Belationships among isometric forces measured in '
aircraft control locations. •
' pO»55 A72-38706
Lectures on theory of manual-vehicle control.
P0503 A72-11118
Besnlts of the investigation of different
extrapolation- displays. . • " •' • •
" • . - . • - • pOSOS A72-11U31
Aircraft interception avoidance problem solved by
differential game theory, discussing human
•-. • operator decision making for. random pursuit
tracking • ' •
P0557 A72-U5523
Beasurement of pilot stress in simulated aircraft
control tasks
. • p0012' B72-10131
Contribution of reduced visibility and turbulence
to loss of aircraft control and'inadvertent
aircraft maneuvers • '• • - ' -'•
.: i . .: P0393-H72-25001
Batheiatical models for. describing pilot'
, performance during multiple input-output > ••
controller tasks . . '
fSASA-CB-1120«8] pO«03 872-25128
Performance of human model in controlling '
attacking fighter aircraft • :• .
P0035 H72-26077
Beasurement of maximum isometric forces male
subjects can exert at six locations of hand
operated aircraft controls
TAD-7H0930] p0530 S72-30122
AIBCBAPT DESI6I
Human factors engineering of aircraft cockpit data
entry keyboards on area navigation control and
display units
P0013 A72-11138
Alerting light and audio signals for aircraft
pilots, considering implications for aircraft
design
P0015 A72-11291
Aircraft design for acceptable vibration level,
•• • discussing flight vibration and runway response
P0152 A72-19269
Energy.absorbing seat design for light aircraft,
describing development and static and dynamic
testing
fSAE PAPEB 720322] P0266 A72-25585
LOX supply systems installation for civil
transport aircraft crew and/or passenger
breathing oxygen
fSAE AIB 12231 P0268 172-26030
Bnman engineering reguirements in aircraft system
development.
pOSOl 172-41U23
AIBCBAFT DBTECTIOB
The visibility range when observing an aircraft
A-16
SUBJECT IBDBI AIBCBAPT PHOTS
with and without field-glasses.
p0496 A72-40750
ETalnation of programed instructions for visual
aircraft recognition training of personnel
tAD-7395211 p0480 S72-28122
Exposure criteria for visual aids in aircraft
recognition training
CAD-739923] p0480 H72-28123
AIBCBAPT BQDIPHEIT
HI EJECTIOB SEATS
.. Performance and support requirements of life
support systems for aircraft flight crews
• rAD-732163] p019S B72-16058
HegatiTe g strap for restraint, and performance
dnring aircraft acrobatics, vibration, and crash
impact <
p0260 H72-19158
Simulator evaluation of airborne displays used as
traffic situation monitors in high density
terminal airspace to determine effect on
aircraft pilot performance
fPAA-BH-72-3] P0566 H72-32137
AIBCBAPT HAZABDS
Boeing 707 rapid decompression at 25,000 feet,
noting rivet hole fatigue damage
p0020 A72-11715
Hypoiia incidents in strategic Air Command due to
cabin pressnrization malfunction
p0179 A72-21566
Acute tozicity of brief exposures to BF, BC1, H02,
and BOB singly and in combination with CO which
constitute some products produced in aircraft
fires
(FAA-AH-71-411 P0087 H72-13061
AIBCBAPT IISTBOBBITS
BT ALTIBBTEBS
BT, ATTITUDE IBDICATOBS
BT AOTOBATIC PILOTS
BT PLIGHT BECOBDEBS
BT BOT-IIBB ABEBOBETEBS
BT PLAB POSITIOB IBDICATOBS
HI POSITIOB,IBDICATOBS
Anthropotechnical aspects of V/STOL aircraft
control, discussing instrument and control
systems concepts based on development and flight
tests of experimental Do-31 VIOL aircraft
:• . P0217 A72-22784
Electronic head-up displays for aircraft
instrument indication in symbolic form at pilot
- eye' level . • .
P0363 A72-31513
Comparison of hnman performance in reading
aircraft instrument display systems consisting
of vertical tape and vertical light emitting
diode devices
CAD-730316] P0131 B72-14138
Colors for elements of multicolored aircraft'
display'to insure minimum number of instrument
reading errors
p0355 872-2262U
Integrated cockpit research procedure used to
identify control and display requirements for
' advanced aircraft
p0355>B72-22625
Prediction and measurement of multichannel pilot
performance, and system design implications for
pilot capability and limitations
p0355 B72-22626
Assessment of design, aircraft cockpit .layout, and
display/control system
P0355 B72-22629
AIBCBAPT LABDIBG
BT CBASB LAHDIBG
Biqht Carrier Landing Trainer flight and carrier
environment simulator for A-7 aircraft pilot
training, discussing performance predictions
from computer data analysis
P0150 A72-19137
Borkload modification effects on pilot
neurological changes dnring Boeing 707 letdown,
approach and landing
P0294 A72-28290
Pilot landing performance prediction criteria
based on day and night carrier qualification
trials and flight training
P0343 A72-31084
Pilot workload assessment technique during
transport aircraft approach and landing,
correlating with aircraft serviceability, crew
efficiency, navigation aids, meteorological
conditions and control procedure factors
P05S7 A72-45657
Computerized analysis of display requirements for
aircraft longitudinal control in landing approach
(BASA-CB-1952) p0084 B72-12049
Development and application of training films for
instructing pilots in landing T-37 aircraft
CAD-728685] p0087 B72-13087
Convergence effects in visual distance perception
of pilot during aircraft landing
p0135 B72-15054
Factor analysis and statistical data for human
carrier landing performance criteria
fAD-7337031 p02U7 B72-18120
Development of analytical model for determining
probability of successful instrument landing and
assessment of interaction of factors with flight
crew
[BASA-CB-20223 p0354 B72-Z2099
AIBCBAFT LAOBCBIIG DEVICES
Buman centrifuge tests to determine aircraft pilot
disorientation dnring aircraft catapult lannchings
P0393 B72-25037
AIBCBAPT BilBtEIAICE
Performance tests to determine proficiency of
maintenance personnel in servicing tail rotor of
OB-1 helicopter .
CAD-745157] ' p0573 B72-33128
Performance tests to evaluate proficiency of
maintenance personnel in trouble shooting and
repairing DB-1 helicopter
CAD-745156] . pOS74 B72-33129
Performance tests to determine proficiency of
maintenance personnel in servicing power
cylinder servo valve on' DB-1 helicopter
' ' CAD-745155J p0574 B72-33130
Development of ^ob performance tests to determine
proficiency of maintenance personnel in
troubleshooting and repairing DB-1 helicopter
lighting equipment
(Ab-745i58] . '. p057« B72-33131
Performance tests to determine proficiency of
maintenance personnel in servicing main drive
shaft of UB-1 helicoper '
CAD-745162] ' ' P0574 B72-33132
AIBCBAPT BOISE "'
BT JET AIBCBAFT BOISE
BT SOBIC BOOHS
" Airport surrounding communities survey on
attitudes toward aircraft noise, noting daily
activity disturbance, emotional reactions,
economic effects, noise abatement awareness, etc
• . " '. ' P0109 A72-17870
Aircraft noise protective earplug design,
employing perforated and slit modifications for
additional protection without tympanic membrane
pressure excess risk
, P0164 A72-20187
Helicopter noise and vibration testing and cabin
soundproofing for improved comfort
p0186 A72-22141
Flying personnel auditory defects caused by
environmental conditions, discussing aircraft
noise, vibrations and atmospheric pressure effects
P0498 A72-40924
Social survey of annoyance caused by aircraft and
road traffic noise'
[TT-7204] ' p0436 B72-26082
Boise environment of C-7A during ground and
airborne operation
fAD-7386271 p0439 B72-27086
Conventional and high frequency andiograms of
prop, jet, and rotary pilots
TAD-739368] p0474 B72-28081
Tests of perceived noisiness under anechoic,
semi-reverberant, and earphone listening
conditions for predicting.relative annoyance of
various aircraft noises
[BASA-CB-2108] ' p0485 B72-29086
Application of paired comparison method and
magnitude estimation method for'determining
noise levels generated by aircraft
fBASA-CB-2107] P0485 B72-29087
AIBCBAFT PEBPOBHiBCE
BT BELICOPTEB PEBFOBBABCE
AIBCBAPT PILOTS
BT TEST PILOTS
1-17
AIBCB1FT SAFETY SUBJECT IIDEI
Disorientation and related experiences reported by
pilots flying several aircraft types, comparing
with previous reports
p001« 472-11288
Alerting light and andio signals for.aircraft
pilots, considering implications for aircraft
design
P0015 172-11291
Saccadic eye movements significance for jet
pilots, noting saccade rate diurnal fluctuations
and alcohol and trangnilizer negative effects
P0095 A72-15800
Pilots oxygen uptake vs flight time and altitude
as indicator of physical condition, noting large
fluctuations and differences for individual
• pilots and different flights
p0102 A72-167B8
Respiratory adaptation to pore oxygen excess
pressure after cockpit depressurization from
flight simulator tests nith pressure-suited
•pilots, presenting EC6 reactions
P0102 A72-16749
leromedical diagnostics for aircraft pilot hearing
sense .tests, considering cockpit environment and
stress-produced impairments in central nervous
system ,.
P0102 172-16781
Aircraft pilot performance during instrument
approach in low visibility conditions
: , " P0117 172^ :18832
Idiopathic subvalvular aortic stenosis ,
'characterized by muscular or membrane
obstruction in left ventricular infundibnlnm,
discussing diagnostic importance for pilots
' P0164 172-20189
Aircraft pilot seating protection from dynamic ,
environment by active vibration isolation,
discussing human fregnency response
characteristics ' ,
p0269 172-26391
Life support equipment and pressure suit ,
operational requirements from viewpoint of
flight crevs ana test pilots • • . . ,
• p0283 472-27516
Hnltivariate algorithms of optimum content and
form for cardiovascular risk assessment in
pilots and air transport personnel
p0291 172-28261
Pilots seating active and passive isolation from
L? vibrations in helicopters and jet aircrafts,
discussing human factors and dynamic environment .
P0330 172-29558
Aircraft pilot reaction capability for switch
activation in response to voice countdown, ;tone .
initiation and termination, noting standard •
deviation ' . ' • • . •
P036S A72-31787
Technological forecasting of future pilot-aircraft
interface requirements • , . .
P0087 K72-13010
Hanagesent procedures to improve training,
quality, career development, and duty assignment
of military pilots
[&D-7297601 . p01<»3 872-15107
Distribution of visual aids and display devices in .
front of aircraft pilots
P0191 H72-16023
Environmental control and life support systems for
aircraft flight crews
ClD-732015] p02U<l H72-18101,
Causes of compression fractures'and resumption of
duties by Greek pilots after recovery
p0259 K72-191»9
Analysis of effects of alcohol level on
performance of aircraft pilots during simulated
instrument landing approaches
fFAA-AH-72-0'1 p0386 H72-2<K>9«
Human centrifuge tests to determine aircraft pilot
disorientation during, aircraft catapult lannchings
P0393 H72-25037
Analysis of aircraft pilot reports on occurrence
of unreality ana detachment during flight and .
relationship to spatial disorientation
P0393 H72-25012
Anthropometry and medical re-evaluation of pilots
P0395 N72-25055
Badiological spinal examination of combat pilots
and limiting anqle for scoliosis
P0395 B72-2SOS6
Alcohol-induced postrotatory fixational nystagmus
and .detection of alcohol intoxication in pilots
P0396 972-25060
Factors contributing . to attrition from active .
. airman status, particularly biological and
medical characteristics . . A
(FAA-AB-72-13) . pOlOO H72-2510*
Effects of high intensity anticollision light .
pulses on physiological: responses of instrument
rated pilots and non-pilots , - . L •
fFlA-lH-72-8] pO»3» H72-26072
Cholinesterase methods for assaying pesticide . •
poisoning in blood of aerial applicator personnel
[F11-1H-72-12) . • .p0438 872^ 27080
Fighter aircraft pilot tolerance to sustained
linear acceleration
tAD-73847'81 pO«7<l B72-28079
Analytical and experimental evaluation. of pilot •
chin-airbag system utilizing inflatable collar
to protect head against violent rotation and
loss of consciousness during crashes . i
riD-7»2»<l9J . • P0530.H72-30121
Attitudes of air force pilots returning -from Vietnam
[1D-742665] p0535 H72-31131
Effect .of isoniazid on psycbomotor performance of
aviator instructors •
flD-728823] .p056« B72-32120
AIECEAPI SAFETT
Human ejection vertebral injury data in aircraft
accidents by cross reference to final medical
diagnosis, considering costs and prevention for
seat systems ' • . , • •
... p0020 A72-11711
Safety factors of aircraft flight instruments,
discussing altimeter and artificial -horizon
. , reading errors and modifications • > - >
pOOSa. .A72-13698
Human factors relation to pressurized cabin . -
•. development, discussing aircraft safety, high
altitude .tests,, pressure loss, predictions . and >
, cabin altitude selection , - . • • ' v.
.
; .• Aircraft -safety enhancement by computer controlled
flight simulator training of air crews, . .,- •
discussing Boeing 747 program . ','. ... • •
- . i • p0108 172-18839
Crashworthy upper torso restraint systems for.-., . .
general aviation, incorporating- strap takenp
.. ... devices . • , - . , . ' , i i
- . • • ' ; ' . . . p0180 172^ 21578
Dynamic deceleration anthropomorphic dummy tests
of general aviation occupant lap belt/shoulder
harness restraint systems , . , . . . -. .; ;
(SAE,P1P£B 720325] . p0266 172-25588
Flight crev training programs cost and quality, , -,;
emphasizing safety and flight simulator .)••,•{>•: ' :.;•
application. , , ,. ...'.-.. .' ..-. •
... . .. p0278 172-26998
Analysis of pilot performance andi response to • -
collision threats provided by pilot warning: r:
instruments
[FAA-FA-71-54] p0087 H72-13082.
Beverse flow personal ventilation system for '
reducing thermal stress during, aircraft operations
tFPHC/HEH0^2501 .- , P0353 H72-22097
Annotated bibliography on yestibular functions and
aviation safety
tFAA-AH-72-161 P0521 H72-30060
AIBCBAFT SPECIFICATION . . . '
F1A program for revision of aviation aircraft; ••„'
maximum allowable control forces specifications,
taking into account female pilots capabilities
,p0299 A72-28325
AIBCBEiS - . . . :
0 FLIGHT CBE8S : •
1IBPIBLD SOBFACB HOVEHEITS
Inthropotechnical aspects of aircraft taxiing
guidance in airfield runway areas-, 'Suggesting
• computerized operational system
P0216 172-22779
1IBLIIE OPEBAIIOHS
Civil aviation physician duties for airline
personnel and passenger benefit, discussing
medical advice, health precautions, first aid,
training, etc
 v . •
P0176 172-21269
How United trains DC- 10 pilots. >
P0052.A72-37898
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SOBJECT IHDBI ALKYBES
Visual simulation - I proven training method.'
• P0165 A72-397Q9
Airport medical design guide /»ith comment on
certain/operational Batters/.
. . .- . POS11 172-112500
AIHLIIEBS • ' •
•-TCOHBEBCIAL AIHCHiFT ' •'' '
AIBPOBT PLABBIH6
Airport medical design qnide /Kith comment on
certain operational natters/.
- ' • P0511 A72-42500
AIBSPBBD -
Environmental e££ects on parachate impact injuries
.''-at 6,000 to 10,000 feet using parabolic-apex
vented static line deployed parachute
P0257 H72-19137
A1ABBS <
0 BARHIBG SYSTEBS •
ALCOHOLS . ' - :
HI ETHYL ALCOHOL
Alcohol inqestion effects on tracking perforaance
'during anqular acceleration, observinq nystaqmic
v • .eye movements and eve-hand.coordination
• P0056 A72-1«t7I|
Alcohol inqestion effect on vestibular responses
to anqalar acceleration and Coriolis
.' stimulation, discussing nvstaquas and subjective
responses ' • • .
•^ .. . - - . . ' • ' p03«3 -A72-:31090
Alcohol effects on static and dynamic vestibular
responses over 32 hour post urinkinq periods
tFAA-AH-71-39] p0128 S72-1II116
"Static and dynaaic tests of human trackinq
efficiency afteralcoholinqestion " • •
CAD-729679] ' '• pOlflU'S72-15111
Effects of different alcohol dosages and levels of
•':• instrument display illumination on pilot
trackinq performance' dnrinq vestibular stimulation
[AD-732U»«J • ' P0243 H72-18096
Analysis of effects of alcohol' level on '
performance of aircraft pilots durinq 'simulated
••••-'instrument landinq approaches
-.rFA'A-AH-72-<l-T.' '' '' •' p0386 N72-21094
Effects of alcohol on problem solvinq tasks "and'
vestibnlar stimulation' • . • - : - • ! .
''T'FAA-AH-72-111 p0401 B72-2510B
Influence of sensory pattern' and alcohol: on* ' '-' '
vehicular velocity sensinq • - ' ' ' "••
riCSL-EB-70-81 POS31 B72-31096
•• -"Graf drivinq: machine for determininq soberinq
:effect of caffeine and pervitin on" intoxicate'd •
individual • '• ' •' ' - • • ' - . - . . •
fHASA-TI-F-1'1564] ' « • ' - : p0561 H72-32099
ALDEHIDES ' • . : • • . • - '
HI FORMALDEHYDE ' < • . - • . • . : ' • . . I - . • - . - . , . :
iLDOSTEBOBE •. ' ' : X* :. • . . . . . . . . . . .
Benin in differential diaqnosis of hypertension.
- ;• ,. • • P0453 A72-3811O
The production and.-characterization of 'specific '>
antibodies to aldosterone.*' . . . •'.' -~ . '...•
P011S3 A72-38175
ALEBTBESS • • , ' , • ' . •
Book on sustained attention /viqilance/, ••
-. :• discnssinq effects of siqnal frequency,* "•'
. maqnitnde and distribution, task complexity, •
. noise, aqe, intelliqence^ 'etc '-; ' " '•
' ' p0159 A72-19910
ALGAE ' . . -
BT BLDE GBEEB ALSAE • ' •' : > . < ' : ,'
BT CHLOBELLA • ' ' • ' ' '. '
Protein-rich food substitute from nicroalqae
cultures for human nutrition, describinq
:. experimental production, protein value
determination, special diets and food shortaqe
relief • ;
1
 • -P0113 A72-18159
Bolecnlar aspects of- structural and functional '''
circadian rhythms in' chloroplasts of unicellular
alqa Acetabnlaria, emphasizinq protein synthesis
- ' role
p0158 A72-19540
Bioenqineerinq models of energy and mass exchange
of alqae under varying ambient conditions,
noting mass cultivation possibility for oxygen
regeneration in closed environments *
pO«58 A72-38959
Development of alqae, nerve cells,"and amphibia
eqqs applied to space flight
P0194 H72-160t9
Zond 8 space probe experiments to determine ' '
effects of flight factors on'physioloqical and
biochemical properties of yeast and algal"bacteria
' p0203 H72-17067
Effects of pollutants and nutrients 'on qrovth of
several -freshwater and marine alqae'
P0360 K72-23971
Besearch on growth and metabolisn of qreen alqae,
emphasizinq Chlorella sorokiniana for closed
environment ' ' '
[BASA-CB-1282961 • p0559 B72-32082
ALGAL BLOOB
0 ALGAE . . • • .
ALGOBITBSS .
Bnltivariate alqorithms of optimum content and
form for cardiovascular risk 'assessment in
' pilots an'd air transport personnel
• " ' " • ' . ' ' • ' P0291 A72-2'8261t
Alqorithms for 'selected blood acid-base 'and blood
gas calculations.' ~ : ' ' "
' ' ' pOU22 A72-3~5973
' AlqorithBic description of the qeneralized
' operational characteristic 'of a human operator ^ >
' ; • ' • • P0556 A72-a5515
Development of algorithm "for speech recognition to
establish direct communication between man and
machine " '
tAD-725013] : . - > ' • • • " • " p0046 B72-11100
Set coverinq alqbrithm for ex'tract'ed 'snail ' '
•' '^matrices, applied to airline crev schednlinq
[TB-320-300'» ] ' • . . - . p0308 H72-20099
ALIPHATIC COBPODHDS ' ' • - . - . - .
HI ACETOHE • , - : ' ' • ..'
BT ACETIL COBPODHDS" • " '
MT ACETYLEBE' "
BT ADEHOSIBE DIPHOSPBATE '(ADP) '•' 1: ' :
BT ADEBOS1BE -TBIPHOSPHATE (ATP)
BT ADEHOSIHES ' ' ' "•' ' •''" ' ' " '
BT .CABBABATES (TBADEBABE) '
BT CHLOBPBOBAZIBE
HI CITRIC ACID - . . - • ! . ' • -•' •. ' -•
HI CYCLOPBOPAHE ' ' •' '''•'• ••''•"•' •• • "
BT DIBETHYLHYDBAZIHES • ' ''
•BT 'BTBYL ALCOHOL
BT GLUCOSE' -• • . . : • • . ' •."!.'/. i-. •.• ' -•
BT GLDTABATES -''' • • • > • ' : ' - . - : - . .
HT GLOTATHIOBE • • - • : • > . . • . . • : : • • ..-•
BT GLYCOGEBS"'
BT GOAHETHIDIBE • '• "' :; ' . J"" ;" i '"'
ST -LACTATES" : ''•' "'' ' !" ' • ' ' • ' ' '••' •' '- • ;" ' ' _
BT1 LACTIC 'ACID'''-•'; '•-"'-" • • ' " • ' ' ' - - ' "• • "
BT BETHABE•'' :
BT BETHYL COBPODHDS * ' ' • • . ' • • •
BT HETHYLHYDBAZIBE ' ' ' '.' '
BT BEBBOTAl'-ITBADEHABIt)- ' • '
BT BOCLEOSIDES
BT ;SOCBOSE
ST' SOGABS • ' •:•..•' • " ^  .
Aliphatic hydrocarbons in phytopathbgenic funqi'
•' ' "spores,-'discussing similarity to higher plant
alkanes, functional role's and- species
distribution' and occurrence '
P0331 A72-29830
ALKALI HALIDES
BT SODIOH CHLOBIDES ' "
ALKALI HETALS ' ' • ' -
BT LITBIDB
BT POTASSIOB ' ' ' , . '
BT SODIOH " ' -'
ALKALOIDS'
BT BYOSCIBE ' ' . - - . • - . • I. .. : . .
BT BOBPHIBE
BT BICOTIHE
BT BESEBPIBE ' ' " '' '
ALKALOSIS ' . - = . . . .
Bespiratory effects of hypochloremic alkalosis and
potassium 'depletion in the dog.
. - • • • ' ' ' ' ' ' pot90 A72-''Oai8
•Lack of effect of high "altitude on hemoglobin -i
oxygen affinity.
:
 " ., P0»91 A72TaOU30
Physiologic effects of passive hyperventilation on
oxyqen delivery and consumption:
P0517 A72-.11365
ALKABBS ' ' '
BT HETH'ABE
ALKIBES • • ' • " • • .
BT ACETYLEBE ' '
A-19
ALLERGIC DISEASES SDBJECI IIDEI
ALLEBGIC DISEASES ' ' •
Human immnnobioloqical status during prolonged
maintenance in bioregenerative life support
system, discassing possible allergic reaction to
chlorella gaseous eetabolites • • '•
P0327 A72-29312
ALLOTS
HT STilHLESS SIEEIS . - . . - • , ii
HT STEELS •• • • • '
Materials and designs of protective armor
P02S8 H72-19143
ALPHA PiBTICLBS
The influence of-molecular binding on the stopping
power of "alpha particles in-hydrocarbons. •
"'•• ' pO«30 A72-37193
ALPHA BADIATIOH
D ALPHA PABTICLES
ALPHiHDHEBIC CHAHiCTBBS
HT DIGITS - •'
Alphanumeric characters for small TV type raster
displays, describing legibility experiment for
character height optimization ' •
- . ' • • • - .p0331 A72-29821
Proximity and direction of arrangement in numeric
displays.
pO«99 A72-41017
ALSEP • - . - . . - • . .
0 APOLLO LORAB SDBFACE. EIPEBIHEHTS PACKAGE
&L3BBATIOB ; . - ti?
D BEVISIONS •'•• ---•'• ' •'•<>
ALTIHBTBBS
Safety factors of aircraft flight instruments; ' '•--'•
discussing altimeter-and artificial horizon
• reading errors and modifications • '
p005» A72--13698'
ALTITODE ' ' • - -' •
N T FLIGHT ALTITODE • ' . . • : • ' -
H T HIGH ALTITODE . • . - : — .
HT L'Oi ALTITUDE
HI SI90LATED ALTITDDE ' .
ALTITODE ACCLIBATIZAIIOB' ; • - • .' . .- ,••-."
Acute, short and long term and life, long high
altitude hypoxia exposure effects on pulmonary
gas exchange control and efficiency.'.during ' • •'.'.
physical exercise - ' • ' • • • • . - : ---
. • ; ., p0011 A72-10848
Snblethal I radiation effects on rat
erythropoietic system during altitude, hypoxia •••'
acclimatization ' • ::-. • •• . . •• . ,i-
•• ' • . • • • • -• • t ' •' p0075>A72-15721
Plasma erythropoietin concentration in'men'and '
mice during altitude acclioatization
: • •• -• •••• -P0154 A72-19440
Corticosterone'content-in4blood plasma,-cerebral
cortex and skeletal muscles during hyvozia •
adaptation in rats • " < "••'•' '• <• •'• • •*'' •:
- ' P0185 A72-22083
stepvise adaptation to^high mountain•conditions' •
effect on brain and snral muscle oxidation :
processes in rats .• • • i -
• • • • • ' P0186A72-22085
• Erythrocyte hemolysate cataphoresis studies of
human hemoglobin.-changes during- stepvise •>
adaptation to high mountain conditions . :
' . ' • • • • - . . , P0218 A72-22880
High altitude acclimatization effects on human •
lung diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide at
different oxygen tensions
P0231 A72-2U176
Urine and plasma protein and creatinine
measurements in acclimatized and unacclimatized
men before, during and after high altitude ascent
•p0232 A72-211I82
•Erythrocyte life span in'mice under normal
atmospheric pressure and various degrees of•,
hypoxia acclimatization, nsing radioactive
labeled diisopropyl phosphorofluoridate
,- . . • . p0270. A72-26608
Chronic hypoxia adapted rat myocardial tissue
sensitivity to increased carbon dioxide tension
: . • • • p0271 A72-26616
High altitude hypoxia preadaptation effects on
left ventricle myocardium noradrenaline
concentration in rats with experimental vitinm
cordis -;
P0284 A72-276»8
Exercise role in ventilatory- acclimatization to
graded hypoxia in goats from carbon dioxide
response curve measurements
- ' p0285 A72-27727
Adrenocortical response to prolonged high altitude
hypoxia io hypothalanic deafferented rats,
shoving'rapid neural stimulation vith delayed
humoral activation ' ' •
P0287 A72-27829
Pressure chamber'training effects on rats chain-
motor reflexes hypoxia adaptation, noting
sinocarotid receptors importance in
compensatory-adaptive reactions
P0323 A72-28641
'Concentrated and extended learning effects on
formation rate and retention degree of <
conditioned reflex during mice adaptation to •
high altitude hypoxia
• ' • ' • • ' • . p0325 A72-28770
Stepvise altitude acclimatization and subsequent
reanimation after blood loss caused clinical'1
death effects on dog peripheral blood
erythrocytes, reticnlocytes, hemoglobin and
hematocrit • • -
- p0338 A72-30671
Mountain inhabitants cardiocirculatory adaptation
to chronic hypoxia, studying coronary:flov and
myocardial oxygen consumption and efficiency
P0369 472-32198
Ventilatory peripheral chemoreflex response to
hypoxia during physical exercise in native
highlanders and altitude-acclimated lovlanders •
• . •'• • ' , • pO«08 A72-3«3<(5
Thyroidal influence on myocardial changes induced
• • by simulated high altitude.
pOM1 A72-34130
Byocardial metabolic changes in chronic bypoxia.
P0413 A72-34989
Bole of the synthesis of nucleic'acids and
proteins in the adaptation of the organism to
altitude hypoxia.
•' • . " ' - - , • : • • • • '
 P0«1<1 A72-34990
Cardiac performance and the coronary circulation
of man in ''chronic hYpoxia. -. ' • • ' - . • ' '
••••'. ' . p0414 A72-34992
Pulmonary gas'exchange in Andean - natives' at high
altitude. .- - . , : • ' • •-•
pO»25 A72-36570
Bemopoiesis in the pig-tailed monkey flacaca
nemestrina during chronic altitude exposure..•
P0463 A72-393I!*
Begional lung function during'early ' •
acclimatization-to 3,100 m altitude. ''
P0490 A72-401I24
'Lack of effect of high altitude on hemoglobin
oxygen affinity. • • . - • > < • • ! • . . . - • • - .
-.',... ^ - - •' ' , ' . • - • .. p0091-A72-10430
Hypoxic' pulmonary-'steady-state diffusing' capacity
-•'for CO and alveolar-arterial'02 pressure' >•-
' differences in groving rats after adaptation to
a simulated altitude of 3500.m'.' '. : "
----- • • • • - . . f ' -I:- p0506'A72-ll1622
Cardiac output, arterial and mixed-venous 02
saturation; and blood O2 dissociation" curve in •
groving rats adapted to a simulated altitude of
3500'm. '
"
;
 p0506 A72-H1623
Cardiac-hypertrophy,-capillary and muscle fiber
density^'muscle-'fiber diameter^ capillary radius
and diffusion-distance in the myocardium of
.groving rats adapted to a simulated altitude of
3500 m. • • • . - .- .
•• • ' • p0506 &72-4162U
High altitude physiology: Cardiac and respiratory
aspects; Proceedings of•'the Symposium, London,
? '•• England; February 17, 18, 1971.
"•' -' ' '"• • • P0512 A72-12583
Adaptive'processes responsible for- natural - -
acclimatization of human organism to lov ambient
pressures at high altitudes .
. • j.. . . • . • • ' p0512 A72-42584
Horphometric evaluation of changes in lung
structure due to high altitude.
P0512 A72-S2585
The carotid body in animals at high altitude. •
1
 :••' •
 :
 P0513 A72-12589
Suprapontine influences on hypoxic ventilatory
•'•- control.
P0513 A72-42590
Genetic aspects of the blunted chemoreflex
ventilatory response to hypoxia in high altitude
adaptation.'' -
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SUBJECT ISDSZ ALVEOLI
P0513 A72-12591
Succinic and lactic dehydrogenas.es activities in
homoqenateS; from myocardial tissues of guinea
piqs, rabbits and doqs in hiqh.altitude,
environments • ••.-. ; , f •••• '
P0513 A72-«2592
Coronary blood £lo» and.myocardial metabolism in
nan at.hiqh altitude.
P0513 A72-42593
Anatomy of the coronary circulation at hiqh •
altitude.
P0513, A72-»259t
fiesistance-and capacitance vessels.of the.skin in
permanent and temporary residents at hiqh.
altitude. • .-.
p0513 A72-U2595
Hypozic; acclimation effects on rats heart, liver
and kidney mitochondria,.measurinq cytochrome
ozidase and snccinic dehydroqenase activities
p051» A72-42673
Cardiocirculatory adaptation to chronic hypoxia.
II - Comparative study of myocardial metabolism
of glucose, lactate, pyrnvate and free fatty
acids between sea level and hiqh altitude
residents. - • .
p0519 A72-13022
Hechanism of adaptation to hypozic hypoiia
. . . ,p05«2 A72-U3907
Altitude limit as function of acclimatization time
length for investigation of enhanced resistance
to acute,hypozia in rats -
, . , pOSil2 A72-43908
ALTITUDE SICKIESS
Eeprodncibility of acute mountain sickness . .,• . •••
, severity and duration in individuals under hiqh
altitude.simulation, noting relationship to . •
hypozia-., . • - . , .
p001» A72-.11287
Hpuntain sickness relation to ventilation response
to hypozia, noting..response intensity dependence
on peripheral chemoreceptor sensitivity -.- - }•
. • . .' . P0282 A72-271181
Effects of, simulated high ; altitude on - • • . - . . ; *
renin-aldosterone and Na homeostasis inr-normal
man.- • j
. ' . . , - , • ,pO«90 472-40122
Vascular headache of acute mountain sickness. •>'•
- j . i - . (.1 P0511 A72-42191
High altitude physiology: Cardiac and; respiratory*
aspects; Proceedings of the Symposium,-London,
• .;.i England, February 17, 18, 1971.
,..--•,....,; s ...,._ , , . -., -p0512 A72-02583
Chronic altitude sickness pathology based on-.. *o
. , t: c anatomical and histological findings in abnormal
,mountain, inhabitants autopsies, comparing .with
cardiovascular system.morphology in normal people
• . ».-, .. .•'..„.-.' .;, • • : • • : . ' P0512 A72-.12586
Heart function andtrpulmonarv:.circulation in^humans
^< ,,-suf ferinq/.frora chronic mountain sickness
" '• • ' ^ ,. • ,- •-,<: '• : •• ,.p0512 A72-42587
Transarterial leakage - i possible mechanism, of
hiqh altitude-pulmonary., oedema..- .:.-
P0513: A72-42588
ALTITODE SIBDL1TIOB
Hypothermia induced by hypozia in rats, discussing
colonic temperature daring high altitude .-:
exposures and seasonal variations
-. . . • . • • " • pOOOH' A72r1021»
Human factors relation to pressurized cabin .•• .
. . development, discussing aircraft safety, high
altitude tests, pressure-loss predictions and. -•
cabin.altitude selection • .
P006U.A72-11869
. Bypozia effect on aircraft pilot performance
during altitude and flight simulation, testing
instrument landing approaches
tAHBL-TB-71-971 •• p016t A72-20186
•i Physiological evaluation of modified ;1et transport
passenger ozyqen mask from, altitude chamber. •' '
ezperiments . • • •
p0180 A72-21571
Physiological and clinical.effects of long
distance flight in pressurized commercial planes
with simulated- altitudes over 1500 meters
P0283 »72-27»86
ALTITODE TESTS
HT HIGH ALTITODE TESTS •
Disposable emerqency ozygen mask for air • ••
passengers based on continuous flow, phase
dilution principle, describing altitude chamber
tests with human subjects to study physiological
responses.
P0324 A72-28702
Life support system for rescue crew•in altitude
• chamber tests
P0415 H72-27133
iLTITDDE TOLEBAHCE
High altitude hypozia effects on rat myocardium
lactic dehydrogenase isozyme complement and
anoiic tolerance
P0032 A72-12831
Hypozia tolerance among pupil pilots during
aeromedical instruction in decompression
chamber, obtaining BEG and cardiac rhythm
recordings -
P0056 A72-11567
Altitude hypozia resistance and endurance in dogs
of various ages, discussing homeostasis
retention, altitude ceiling and survival time „
. . p0071 A72-15234
Student pilot syncope during altitude chamber. .
training, discussing physiological mechanism
from cardiovascular studies and psychiatric
evaluation
P0111 A72-17879
Statistical survey of barosinusitis incidence in
O.S. Havy flying personnel during altitude
chamber training, discussing diagnostic methods
and clinical management
p0292 A72-2827U
ALOBIHOH . •
Biodegradation of coated aluminum by microorganisms
f NASA-CB-127861J. - ,. • ',. p0522 S72-30068
ALVEOLAE AIB
Lung ventilation nonnniformity determination by
single calm breath method, .showing nitrogen
concentration in aveolar phases .'
p0031 A72-12515
Single breath diffusing capacity and alveolar dead
space measurements for carbon 18 nonoiide using
respiratory.mass spectrometer
••• .,i'v... -. -. • .•: . • . • p0069 A72-15215
Single,, breath method'for pulmonary, diffusing
capacity measurement with respect to total lung
= f j* capacity and inspiration time
• ; : p0101 A72-17171
Compression cycles effects on alveolar.volumes of
sea lions and dogs ezcised lungs,.noting
'. 73decompression sickness prevention by airways
cartilaginous-reinforcement • .
, . - . . . . P0175 A72-21186
•If Digital computer simulation of circulatory and
respiratory systems interaction.model for ozygen
and carbon dioxide gas exchange: between
pulmonary blood and alveolar air . •
i -i ••;•' '. , . . p021« A72-22156
Four-parallel-conpartment lung model for emptying
pattern-study, using expired nitrogen
concentration data' to calculate alveolar
'' dilution' ratio and emptying rate
.p0339 A72-30703
Bebreathing studies' of carbon dioxide pressure
level effect on carbon dioxide content '
difference in arterial blood and alveolar gas
during exercise and rest • " '
pOIOS- A72-3t3H6
Respiratory fregnency and' alveolar ozyqen and
. • carbon diozide .tension relationship to
hypercapnia iniman
. , . • - . p0421 A72-35965
Blood oxygenating:ability of helium- and
argon-oxygen environments relative to air, using
alveolar gas equation to predict arterial ozygen
pressure - •' ;
- ; :. pOU20 A72-36438
A model of. fluctuating alveolar gas ezchange
during the respiratory cycle.
•• i," . POU2S A72-36571
ALVEOLI •• . . , -
Electron microscope examination of freeze-etched
air-filled-lunq alveoli eztracellular lininq
layer, discussing'sample preparation technigues
' • p0103 A72-16787
Blood flow stratification effect on alveolar-gas
ezchange in liquid filled lungs, in doqs from Xe
133 concentration measurements
: . • • . p0232 A72-24181
A-21-
AHBIBHT TEBPBBATDBE SUBJECT ISDBI
Sheet flow theory f or 'pulmonary alveolar blood
flow, discussing blood pressure effects,
membrane tension, blood volume and transit tine
distribution
P0277 .472-26702
Alveolar carbon dioxide pressures-ventilation ,
response curve measurement by Campbell
rebreathing net hod in consecutive daily trials
' P0331 A72- 29816
Cell proliferation in longs of mice exposed to
elevated concentrations of . oxygen.
P0409 A72-34548
ABBIBNT TEBPEBATUBB
Various work-rest cycles and environmental
temperature effects on 'body temperature,
L determining external aaditorT canal and core
teaperature relationship
. ' ' . ' P0171 A72-20886
'Environmental 'temperature eff ect on notion
, sickness sweating, 'discussing nausea and . •
•' "discomforting symptonology prediction
P0296 A72-28302
Sweating relation to body temperature after
exhaustive exercise for various oxygen uptakes'
' ' and ambient' 'temperatures
' ' V " PQ339 172-30702
. AHBIGDITY , ' "'
Ban-machine systems .communication ambiguities due
to information misinterpretation involving sense
organs, previous experience 'and 'expectational bias
P0064 A72- 1.1850
Psychological evaluation _of 16PF. and BBPI for item
ambiguity characteristics ' -
rPAA-iH-71-35] ,"".. ...'." P0142 N72-15102
Annotated bibliography of selected works on ,
ambiguity and its effect on decision Baking
TAD-734348] , . p0251t N72T.19109
ABBOLASCBS ',".""." . .,'.'.. •','','
General aviation patient transportation, .
investigating military helicopter 'airlift ", . " ..
performance , ,' ' , '
- . "'I.' p.0016" A72r 11298
ABIDES ' . : . , . ; . . ' .
FT ACETAZ01ABIDE ~ '. . ''.'', '." , ' ,"
HT HEEAS . , ; . ' . , ' • " ' ,'•"'•'!. " ':
Esters and amides participation in prebiotic . ..
 :<
polymers, discussing ribosome bonds and y. • - , . . ,
messenger BNA ..... "•'..-
' " • • ' ' '' ' ' . " • " "' ' "p'0061 A72- 11767
•
•'• HT -ANILINE
NT CATECBOLAHINE . - . • . •
NT CTSTEABIHB : " :;"'
'BT nlHETHIlHTDBiZIBES
NT GOANETBIDINE
NT HIOSCIHE ' ."•'•",.' '"
NT SEBOTONIN . ..
 H . • .. I ' '."
NT TBIPTABINES '' :' '*. .';. '. . j'
Aluminum oxide chromatography for ethanol-aDine. ,''
acetyl derivatives detection and separation, in '.
animal tissue extracts, using water-bntanol
solution as solvent
P0312 A72-30972
ABIIO ACIDS , ...... .
BT G10TATHIONE .
NT BETHIOHINE ......
NT PEPTIDES
NT PBOTOPBOTEINS • ' ' . ! ' ;
NT PTBOTATES . . ,
NT TBYBOXINE . '
NT THTPTOPHAN
Bydrostatic pressure and temperature, effects on
growth of psychrophylic marine bacterium,
emphasizing inhibited amino acid transport and
respiration
P0001 A72-10322
Bolecular evolutional changes in aminp acids' of
proteins due to mutant randon fixation,
.comparing human and fish hemoglobin chains '
P0021 A72-11761
Evolutionary rate of cistrons in vertebrates,
discussing hemoglobin and cytochrooe c changes
involving amino acid mutant substitution
P0021 A72-11762
Cytochroae c I ray structure and molecular' ' , .
evolution rates, using amino acid sequence
comparative data ••' .
P0021 A72-11763
Interstellar formaldehyde and aaaonia molecules
effects on prebiological anino acids evolution
P0032 A72-12816
Protein evolution, discussing biological group
anino and nucleic acid structure variations from
phylogenetic tree of cytochrote c data .
P0062 A72-11791
Pathogenesis of in-flight illusory acceleration
sensations, discussing amino acid level, protein
metabolism rate and pyridoxin metabolism
P0100 A72-16642
Bat tissue autolysis rate daring hypokinesis,
discussing relation to free amino acid
background changes
P0101 A72-16618
Bapid eye movement sleep deprivation and . .
hyperbaric oxygenation influence on
gamma-aminobntyric acid levels in mice brains, - -
suggesting protective mechanism against nerve
ceil oxygen intoxication
P0164 A72-20191
Amino acid sequences of proteins from living
organisms, considering evolutionary process
. '«. p0183 A72-22009
Evolutionary significance of primary aoino acid or
nncleotide base sequences of DNAs within various
phylogenetic groups :• .'
p0279 A72-27160
Biochemical analysis of cat brain regions for
gamma-aminobutyric, aspartic and giatamic acids,
glycogen and phospbatidopeptide concentrations * -i
daring paradoxical sleep deprivation
. p0376 &72-33S59
The uptake, metabolism and release of
c/11/-taurine by rat retina in vitro.
. . . p0411 A72-34881
Gas dynamics and chemistry of lightning-produced
shock waves /thunder/ in postulated primordial
reducing atmosphere, noting anino acid production
, . •
 P012il A72-36113
Protein synthesis-, in the cellrfree systen of the.
,. human thyroid gland • • .
I.... ,,,.'', • - p0451 A72r38212
,;- ;-Effects.'of free amino acid doses and of amino acid
metabolism cofactors on the distribution of . , :
, regional free amino acid resources in the brain
and blood of animals
, . . , . .. p0163. 472-39324
• *Amino acid substitution correlation with genetic
code in human, bovine, ovine, porcine.and salmon
, calcitonins, suggesting mutation occurrence time
daring evolution - , • •>
...... ... i -pOS11 .872-13568
Becently published protein segnences. I.. - :.,?,!
. . - , . . , . • • • • ' , p0541 S72-43570
ffet extraction, methods for proteins, aoino acids,
nacleic acids, enzymes, and other, organic .
compounds 'in soils / ,
fPB-60] " ' ••'„ . p0087 H72-13052
ABBOBIi
Interstellar formaldehyde and-ammonia molecules .
effects on prebiological amino acids evolution
! . . . ' . • p0032 A72-12846
ABOBABBITA1
Pharmacological effect and therapeutic action.of
avobarbital sodium in mice during hypokinesia
and isolation
P0123 N72-14088
ABOBBA .
NT PBLOBIIA .
OTtrasonically produced cavitation events .
correlation to anoeba cells number decrease •
under 1 BBz irradiation
p0073 A72-15299
Zn concentration in chromatoid bodies of ribosome
' crystals in Entamoeba invadens, using absorption
. spectroscopy, electron microprobe and dithizone
staining techniques - . - -.
P0365 A72-31725
ABPEBA6E .' .
D ELECTBIC COBBENT
ABPBIBIA
Development of.algae, nerve cells, and amphibia
eggs applied to space flight
P0194 H72-16049
Boming. behavior of salamanders subjected to
sensory impairment and manipulative techniques
P0399 N72-25092
A-22
SUBJECT IBDEI AHATOBT
Alkaline phosphate activity of adrenocortical
cells;in tailed newts ' •
[HASA^TT-F-14577]' • • 'P0561 H72-32104
ABPLIPICATIOH •
Banual tracking control with continuously variable
J •• -selective control qiin in response to system
state,-noting intuitive optimization
• - • • • • . •"' .'• p0504 A72-41425
AHPLIFICATIOH FACTOB- -
0 ABPLIPICATIOH . . .
AHPLIPIEBS I . . - •- •
. HT.TBAHSISTOR iHPLIFIEBS
Equipment .specifications for general' purpose
bioamplifier for use 'in Integrated Medical,
Behaviorial, and Laboratory Heasurement System
. .•••*. CHASA-CB-115506] p0310 872-20110
ABPLITDDBS :' - • • .
HT PDLSE ABPLITODE . • '• - • '' '
AIAEBOBBS V. - . . . . .
Preglycolitic energy metabolism in biochemical
evolution, concerning anaerobic oxidation of
' • - ' pyruvate-and acetaldehyde tc acetate -and ATP
. • • - . • - • • p006« A72-14799
AHALGBSIA • • . . • • . .-
.-.Analgesic ^ electrical stic^ .ation in rat brainstem
with otherisensory modes unaffected
. . . . . . . ^ . p0073 A72-15361
ABALOG CIHCOITS ' . " ' ' "
: t'Psychophysiological data acguisition with hybrid
analog circuits ' r "
• • . >. • . .-• '». ' '•' '-p0038 H72-10105
AHALOG COBPDTEBS . ' , .
Cardiovascular analog computing circuits with
.'•• outputs'for left ventricular pressure maximum
rise rate,' cardiac stroke .volume and
atrioventricnlar conduction time .• ;
:
!
 . ••',"- - . ' P°173 A72-20899
Dynamic electrocardiograph? with analog computer
• program-to*detect;-count and classify atypical
' - ventricular depolarization complexes '
' ••••' • • ' : • • • " ' P°293 A72-28281
Design'of' specialized'-analog computer1'for on-line
monitoring of cardiac stroke 'volume by means' of
'•;'." ^ .': mo'dified -version of pressure pulse contour method
• CHASA-TH-D-6658]' •• - . • • • . • . . p0310 872-20108
ABALOG DATA-•..-...-. • .'• .'. . . .' :- • ' • • ' ' • '•
On-line1 analog-display system for cardiovascular
functions and beat-by-beat cardiac'output ' '
•'''!'( derived''from single aortic blood flow measurement
".."»_,••• - ' .- ;•':.: -'• • • • - . p0230 A72-24375
Development of system for processing of cardiac
;-..ti..< .performance data from analog to digital form," for
direct entry into computer •' ; • ''' : '
i<.-'U'.|;:HASA-TB-X-2519] p0246 H72-18111
ABALOG SIBOLATIOH > ' • • - . • • • • .
Oi.'i'Electronic. analog models of human retina and
. ''visual system^-discussing'optical' character
recognition,' sigha'l' processing, photoreceptor
stimulation, visual cortex excitation and .
'".'_'.'
;
.'; further model development '
P0006 A72-10171
Human. arm-'arterial' pressure and" flov pulsations
'numerical" analysis,- constructing electrical
i
--
r
•"'-' ahalo'g circuit from, mathematical model
p001(9 A72-1295i
In vivo investigation of|dogs natural mitral valve
flow dynamics,'developing cardiohenic system
physical model for data analysis'and electrical
'.-.•-•-''analog simulation
fASBE PAPER 71-BA/BHP-2] p0096 A72-15949
German monograph on analog model of ' '. ."• .
theraoregulation in human body at rest.and'at
work, • describing heat'transfer •
p0096 A72-16017
Conditioned reflex activity, discussing biological
' and nervous-system, electric analog'simulation'
-. - and Joathematicai and structural modeling'
• • • • ' • ' - ' ' - ' p0182 A72-21842
Cardiovascular system model for demonstration of
biological system analog simulation and
computation, describing components for heart ' "
pumping action and systemic circulation
P0211I A72-221151(
Two compartment a'nalog model of thermoregalation
during rest and exercise, "considering
'temperature, heat conductance, sweat rate and .
oxygen uptake • '
• P0363 A72-31U50
Digital and analog simulation of deep space
rendezvous by.'astronauts usinq self maneuvering
units- and considering human reactions and fuel
consumption ' . ' -. .
p0087 H72-13084
:
 ABALOG (0 DIGITAL COIVBHTEBS
Image processing of diagnostic, echpcardiogram.by
ultrahigh speed analog to digital converter
interfacing digital computer
P0153 A72-19312
Arterial pressure data recording technigue using
magnetic tape "recorder and automatic, conversion
to digital form
p028t A72-27649
A system for the"mass examination of
electrocardiograms. ' " ' • •
• ; ' " • " ' • , ,. ,' p0451 A72-37853
Development of system for processing of cardiac
'performance data from analog to 'digital form for
direct entry into computer .
fBASA-TH-1-2519] . ' -'. p0246 872-^8111
AJALOGIBS • . . . - .
' HT HrDBADLIC AHA10GIES . , . ,
- Pulmonary BC network and multiple breath nitrogen
washout time constants mathematical relationship
for breathing mechanics measurement,' discussing
lung compliance and resistance
_. ., .. . ' " P006K A72-14862
Analogy between reversible"follow-up system'and
"• electrical circuit ' . . . .
- ' -
:i
 •''• '" " p0571 H72-33105
ANALOGS'.
' fliniature swine as human analog to .investigate
physiological response to high.positive
acceleration, comparing human and. animal
tolerances'. . '', " .''"'.' " ". "... .". ,""
.. '" ' ' , p0299 A72-28329
ABALISIS (HATBEBATICS) . -' . . . . . .
H T DIPFEBEHTIAL ,EQOATIOBS. . . . , , . . - , • . '
HT FOOBIEB. .AHALISIS '. V ', ; •', ' ' , . . " ' '•'...
ST POBCTIOHAL AHALTSIS. ...
HT HARHOHIC AHALISIS ..
HT IHTEGBAL EQOATIOBS ' . . .
HT HOBERICAL AHALISIS \- :'
HT ¥ECIOB ANALISIS
HT VOLTEBBA EQOATIOBS . . ....
HT HEIGHTIHG.F.DHCTIOHS " " ... '
AHALIZBBS ' ""' - ' ,'. ' " ' " '
. Tables on performance of. automatic sleep analysis
' system .' . . . • . . . , ..
[HASA-CBr115576] : . p0381 B72-24059
Automated, six channel, discrete sample
electrolyte analyzer, using peristaltic pump
[AD-737568] p0440 H72-27091
A1ATOBI ' .
BT ADBEHAL GLABD . '..
B T AOBTA . . . . . . .
BT ABB (ABITOBI) .
BT ABTEBIES , . . .
BT BABOBECEPT'OBS . •" , '
HT BLADDEB '. ' , '.' ' ' " .' '
 v . , . '
HT BLOOD VESSELS ''""'' ' ' " ' ' . .
BT BOHES , . .'
'HT BBAIH ' .
B T BBAIB STEB - , . " ' '
HT BBOHCHl'
H T BBOBCHIAL TOBE . . . . . :
HT CAPILLARIES (AHATOBI) . . . ...
HT CABDIAC AOBICLES . • .
BT CABDIAC TEHTBICLES . ' .
HT CABDIOVASCULAB SISTEH
HI CEHEBELLDB ... ,
HT CEBEBBAL COBTEI '
BT-CEBBBBOB,. ' . . ;. ' .", - "
HT CHEBOBECEPTOBS .
BT CHEST, ,(• . . . .
BT CHIH . ... ' . . . - .
HT CBOBOID BEBBBA8ES .
HT CIBCOLATOBI.SISTEB , -. .'..' ... ,
BT COCBLEA' . y ' .' '•'' '
HT COLLAGEHS - , . . .
BT COBHECTIVB TISSOE ;
HT COHSTBICTOBS -' '•
HT COBHEA, '. " .. . '
BT COBPOSCLES . . . ...
BT CBAHIOB ' . . . . . . . . . . .
 ( '•
HT'DIAPHBAGH (ABATOBI) •
B T DIASTOLE , . ' " . . - .
H T E A B " . ' - - '
A-23
SDBJECT IBDBI
BT EABDBOBS
BT ESDOCBIBE GLABDS
BT EPICABDI0B
HI EBYTHEOCTTES
SI EDSTiCHIiH TDBES
BT EYE (ABATOBY)
HT FE8DB
HT FIBGBBS
BT FOBEABB
BT FOVEA
BT GLABOS (AHATOBI)
BT GLOBEHOLDS
BT GOBADS
BT GBAVIBECEPTOBS
BT BABO (AHATOBY)
BT BEAD (AHATOBY)
BT HEART i
BT HEBJTOPOIESIS
BT BEBATOPOIETIC SISTEB
BT BIPPOCABPOS
BT BUBAB BOOT
BT IBTBACBAHIAL CAVITT
BT JOISTS (ABATOBI)
BT KIDBEYS • . . •
BT KHEE (AHATOBY)
BT LABYBIBTB
BT LEG (ABATOBY)
BT LEUKOCYTES ' .
BT LIRBS (ABATOBY)
BT LIVES i
BT LDBGS
HT LIBPBOCYTES •
BT BIDDLE EAB . '
BT BOSCOLOSKELETAl SYSTEB • • '
H T BYOCABDIUB . . . . . . • .
BT HECK (AHATOBY)
BT BOSE' (ABATOBY) ' • • • • • -
BT OCCIPITAL LOBES '
HT OCOLOHOTOB HEBVES ' •- :
HT OBGAHS . ... • •
HT OTOLITB OBGAHS
HT PAHCBEAS '• •' ' • • • • ; . . - . . '
HT PABATBYBOID GLAHD ' ' , , . ,
H T PELVIS • • • • • - . .
HT PHABYHI • • ' . . . ' • • . i ' ••• \ •
HT PBOTOBECEPTOBS •' • • • • - • .
HT'PITOITABY GLAHD
HT PBOPBIOCEPTOBS • . ' , . •
BT POPILS • •
BT BESPIBATOBY SYSTEH
HT BETICOLOCYTES . • .: . . .
HT BETIBA > . . • . - . ' . • . . -
BT SCIATIC BEGIOH
BT SEBICIBCDLAB CAHALS . . - ' n
BT SEBSE OBGAHS • • • • '• ' -'
H T SKOLL • ' • • • ! - . , '
H T SPLEEB • ' . ' • ! . . • . ' • : . ' , • > • ,
HT STEBHOB ' . .- . '
HT SYSTOLE ' '
HT TESTES ' •• • ' ' ' •'
HT TBEBBOBECEPTOBS • • • •'• '
HT TBIGB •
BT TBBOBBOPLASTIB , • . •
BT TBYBOID GLABD •
HT'TIBIA : ' . '
HT TOBSO ' ' •'
HT DLBA
HT OTEBOS
HT VASCDLAB SYSTEB
HT VEIHS
HT VEHTEBHAE
HT VEHTEBBAL COLOHH
HT VESTIBULES
Anatonical-phYsioloqical, optical and
behavioral-visual similarities of aonhanan and
hanao primates
P0050 112-13069
Thalanas functional and organizational anatoay
s'tadies fron inproved nearophysioloqical
research nethods, enphasizinq cytoarchitectural
differentiation functional significance
P0165 A72-20274
Buian vocal apparatus anatomical and neural
structure, considering linguistic sounds
composition
P0518 A72-U2789
Space flight stress effects on human vascular
STStea anatomy
P02M9-H72-19075
Anatoiical function of spermaceti organ in sperm
whales
fCOHTBIB-711} • p0398 B72-2S087
A8EBIAS
Case report on compensated heaolytic anemia
associated with Gilbert syndrome, discussing
implication in aviation
P0016 A72-11299
physiological effects of transfusing
2,3-diphosphoqlycerate /DPG/ depleted red cells
with high oxygen affinity in anemic hypoxic
patients
P0069 A72-15211
AHBHOBETEBS
HT HOT-PILB ABEBOBETEBS
HT HOT-RISE 4BEBOBETEHS
AIEHOHETBY
D VELOCITY BEASDBEBEHT
AHESTBESIA
HT ELECTBOAHESTBESIA
Effects of chloralose-urethan anesthesia on
temperature regulation in dogs.
P0491 A72-UOK26
Visual evoked potential changes of chloralose
anesthetized cats in hyperbaric atmospheres
[AD-733H16] p02S« B72-19112
ABESTHESIOLOGT
Differential nearophysiological and psychological
effects of subanesthetic concentrations o'f : •
cyclopropane, dietbyl ether, methoxyflorane.and
ethrane in conscious man • • " "• •
P0070 A72-15220
AHESTHETICS
BT CYCLOPBOPABE . •
AB6IO6BAPBY • .
Idiopathic hypertrdphic sabaortic stenosis ' ' •
' ballistocardiography, measuring ventricular •
fnnction by angiography • ,• . • • . , • • • •
-•• p0051 A72-13112
Coronary angiography findings in 263 patients of
different .a'ge groups compared with history'Of '
angina pectoris, risk factors and ECG at rest ''•
P0052 A72-13177
Photo-optical techniques in biomedical data ''' ;
acguisition, discussing ciheangiography and''Z
ray tomography applications in cardioloqical >'
research work • . • < . • • • . • .1 •
: P0105 A72-17«37
Clinical response to nitroglycerin therapy - - '
correlation with coronary angiography as "' ' ' :
diagnostic test for coronary artery disease 'in *' •''
patients with chest pain • - , ; -; ,: r." -. ; •'
P0160 A72T19993!
Left ventricular volume time course fron computer" •
processing of video angiocardiographic data ' "• '.
based on X ray densitometry measurements ''-' '' '
P0272 A72-26627-
Quantitative angiocardiography of abnormal'left'1'-'
ventricular function and contractile spectrum in
ischemic heart disease patients •
P0342 A72-30968
Left ventricle intracavity volume measurements'
based on biplane angiograpbic data '' • '
p0368 A72-32197 '
Computerized angiographic heart geometry analysisF
for three dimensional ventricle models of man
and dog, using Ta markers > . . •
P0373 A72-33421!
Correlation between ergometry,
ballistocardiography and coronary angiography in
267 patients.
POK22 A72-36031
Continuous recording of Bis bundle electrogram
during selective coronary cineangioqrapby in man.
P05t2 A72-43813
Effects of coronary arteriography on myocardial
blood flow. " '
pOStl A72-43933
Clinicoarteriographic correlations in angina
pectoris with and without myocardial infarction.
P05S3 A72-«I5010
Angiographic study of hamsters in relation to
decompression sickness
CAD-728396] p0087 B72-13067
ABGLBS (6EOHETBI)
Visual and haptic perception in angle reproduction :
matching task, noting performance differences
relation to nature of form discrimination and task
P0236 A72-25126
A-21
SUBJECT IHDEI
ABGOLAB ACCEIBBATIOH
Alcohol ingestion effects on tracking performance
. daring angular acceleration, observing nystagmic
eye movements and eye-hand coordination
P0056 A72-111711
Bathematical model for semicircular canal dynamic
response to angular acceleration, emphasizing
role of perilymph over endolymph in cupnla
displacenent
p0155 172-19191
Dog thyroid gland structural changes ander
repeated radial acceleration, noting atrophic
process and autonomous reactions roles
p0329 A72-29331
Alcohol ingestion effect on vestibalar responses
to angular acceleration and Coriolis
stimulation, discussing nystagmus and subjective
responses
P0313 472-31090-
Airline pilot rotation perception during angular
acceleration tests, noting power Ian description
of subjective motion for three major body axes
p0377 A72-33619
Effect of impact angular.acceleration on human
body under emergency conditions-aircraft ejection
[RASA-TT-F-11565] p0561 H72-32100
ABSDIAB BOTIOB
0 AHGOLAB VBlOCITy
ABGOLAB YB10CITI
Rotating disk background and speed effects on
perception of verticality motion in clockwise or
counterclockwise direction
P0171 A72-20987.
Influence of vision on susceptibility to acute .
motion sickness in subjects exposed to stressful, '
accelerations in rotating room. . •
tHASA-CR-125516] P0189 H72-16003
Hystagmus response parameters estimated by .test
procedure using short triangular waveforms of
angular velocity about I and Z axes
rAD-,731380] . . - , - . . .P0211 H72-18097
ABBIDBIDES . . . . ,
 ;
HI PEBOXIDES
AHILIHB . - „ • , - • . . . . . - •
Starvation effects on male rats, mice and guinea ,
pigs.hepatic drug metabolism, discussing
ethylmorphine, p-nitroanisole and aniline - ,. .
. . - ,1- ,. p0011 A72-11262
ABIBALS r .... • . : • , . ! •
HT AHOEBA . ,. . ... .
HI ABPHIBIA . . '.- . - . ' - . • , . • . i :-...-
HT AHTHBOPODS • •
HT BATS'. '... ' . ,
HT BEES .. -.:: ..,- ' • . • • ; '
HT BEETLES_ . . • . i •'• • , .
 : \.
H T BIBDS ..!•. . . . . , . . -
HT CATS. . .-
H T CHICKEHS • - , , - ; . . . . . . .
H T CHIBP^AHZBES • . . . . , . . . .
HT CBABS ' "- . • . . . . . ' . • .
HI-DOGS . . . .
HT DOLPHIHS
HT DBOSOPHILA . - . . , - ' . •
HT FISHES
HT F1AGELLATA:
HT FBOGS . . • • • . - . - .
H T GBO0HD SQOIBBELS . . . .
HT GUIHEA PIGS
HT HAHSTEBS • • .
RT HOHEOTHEBBS •
HT HDBAM BEIHGS
BT-IHSECTS
HT IHVEBTEBBATES
HT .BABBALS •
HT^BICE
HT BOLIDSKS
HT BOHKEIS
HT PELOBIIA •
HT PIGEOHS.
HT PBIBATES- ,. . . .
RT PROTOZOA
HT PUPA
HT BABBITS
HT BATS
HT BODERTS
HT SEA URCHINS
HT SHAKES
HT SPOBES
HT SRIHE
HT TBIBOLIA
HT TOHTLES
HT VERTEBRATES
HT WHALES
HT SORBS •
Telemetric instrumentation for remote
physiological and behavioral observations of
free roaming animals
P0159 A72-19912
Animal response to sonic booms, considering mink
reactions in detail
P0182 A72-21909
Biological experiments on plants, animals and
bacteria aboard Zond 5, 6 and 7 space probes,
noting flight conditions effect on physiological
functions and hereditary structures
P0267 A72-25911
Hematological effects of long-term exposures of •
dogs and monkeys to carbon monoxide
fAD-727501] P0031 H72-10080
Pathology in animals exposed to high
concentrations of carbon monoxide for six months
fAD-7275051 P0031 H72-10081
Suspectibility of chinchilla ear to damage from
impulse noise
TAD-726333] p0037 H72-10098
Animal vessel adaptation to gravitational
overloads in head-pelvis direction
fPB-200183-T] pOOII H72-11080
Effects of inhalation of freon 113 on laboratory
animals
rHASA-TB-I-67161] P0087 H72-13050
Physiological effects of microwave radiation on .
animals and interaction of electromagnetic waves
with tissue to change structure and function
[AD-728397] p0087 H72-13069
Bibliography concerning germ free animal research
CPB-202005] P0190 H72-16011
Effects of weightlessness on reactions and
physiological responses of animals and humans
p0193 H72-16036
Bespiratory perception and behavioral responses of
man and animals to gas composition changes
fHASA-TT-F-619] p0198 H72-17032
Borphological effects of gravitational forces on
animal microcircnlatory system
P0219 H72-19076
Lead, cadmium, and sulfur dioxide contamination of
vegetation and affected animals
P0264 H72-19387
Effects of air pollution on livestock health and
health hazard to humans consuming farm products
p026"4 H72-19388
Automatic pair feeding device for controlled
feeding of test animals • .
CHASA-CASE-ABC-10302-1] P0313 H72-21052
Bioelectric and histochemical changes in brain of
hibernating animals
fHASA-TT-F-6191 P0356 H72-23071
Biological effects of Zond 5, 6, and 7 flight on
plants, animals, and bacteria
P0357 H72-23072
Critical review of research on assimilation of
nitrogen by higher organisms
CHASA-TT-F-11271] p0383 H72-21075
Sensory and motor psychology.studies with trained
animals
P0397 H72-25081
nocturnal orientation by amphipods using moonlight
P0399 H72-25095
Effects of toxic methyl isobutyl ketone vapor on
physiological processes in dogs, monkeys, and
rats during 90 day continuous exposure
fHASA-CR-126711] pOlOO H72-25102
Construction of animal centrifuge, and
relationship between discriminability of g
differences and location along effective weight
continuum ' .
CHASA-CB-127067] ' • P0131 B72-26013
Effects of-high-.pressure on physiocochemical
systems in animals and plants
fAD-710091] p0171 B72-28085
Oxygen starvation effects on functions of animal
endocrine system
P0183 H72-29069
AHISOLE
Starvation effects on male rats, mice and guinea
pigs hepatic drug metabolism, discussing
ethylmorphine, p-nitroanisole and aniline
A-25
ABTSOTBOPIC BEDI1 SUBJECT IBDBI
p001!l m-11262
4BISOTBOPIC BBDIA " '
Hydroxyapatite isotropic and anisotropic elastic
properties compared tfith experimentally observed
anisotropic behavior of bone
' ' ' ". ", ' , pOOOS A72-10625
ABISuIBOPT '
Polarization measurements and optical model, for .
anisotropic areas in eye tissue . . .'•. ,-
P0136 B72r15060
AHII8ILATIOS REACTIONS
HI POSITRON ANNIHILATION . . .
ASBDAl yiBIAIIOBS
Hypothermia induced by hypoxia. in rats, discussinq
. colonic,temperature during hiqh altitude
exposures and.seasonal variations ,'
' " ' . . " - pOOO«~A72-10214
Seteoroloqical-astronomical diurnal and seasonal
.environmental rhytho simulation for
psycholoqical stresses alleviation in lonq term
space missions . . . . . .' . ,-
. - . ' , . • ' •' . -P0328.A72-.29322
Seasonal rhythms of endocrine system in
hibernatinq mammals, discussinq central, and ,
peripheral biological clocks in relation to
hypothalagus and pancreas/thyroid qland
. , , .P0373 A72-.33100
Time series analysis of'meteoropatholoqical
disturbances of human..regulation mechanisms,
investiqatinq annual variations of diurnal rhythms
P0519 A72-12977
ABOBALIBS ' :,'('.' •' ' •' '.'",'
0 ABNORSALITIES ' / ' ' " . ' . ' , - .
ABOIIA ' •' .• '' .."...." ;' ':,.)''._ ......
. . Hiqh,altitude hypoxia effects on rat myocardium
lactic .dehydroqenase isozyne complement and .-..
anoiic tolerance •.'"'...'''.„.
.'..; pdq32",A72-1283it
Thvroidal influence on myocardial changes,induced
by simulated hiqh altitude:' ' , '';'"'.'*.'
. ' "" " ' ' " ' "p'0411 A72-3H730
Acute myocardial anoxia 7 Anatomical chanqes and.
their possible relation
 ;to; in'munolpqlcai , ./'
processes. ' * ' " ' "'
• • • • ' • • ' ; . , . • ....... ' ...... -POU13 A72-31981
Anoxic tolerance .of .the .heart .muscle, iii 'different
types of chronic hypoiia. '"'"','. . .
'"• ' '• • .... , .. ;, 'pOil11.,A;72-3»991
Anoxia and genetic strain effects'on ionizing T"
radiation damage and repair .of .'deoxyribonacleic
acid in, Escherichia 'coli '' ' ' ' .
fHIO-280U-391 P0082 N72-12028
AI11SCTIC.BE6I01S ... ,., . ',..'. :' ,,,:"' "
Computer .analysis of ,clo'thinq .and haman-. *
 ( .. .^.
acclimatization 'to Antarctic Reqion ' ' ', .""
.. fi.p-731(071.)' ' '" ' "p0313 H72-21055
' Bedical aspects of human cold acclimatization .
durinq stay in polar r'eq'ions , '/ . . i\ '.'
-. r.JPBS-562251 ' ' ' ' • - . . ' ,pO«33 1172^ 26062
' Roman physiological reactions and pathology'(in
Antarctic acclimatization . .'. ..." ., , ,.
' \. . '''.'. ',. .p'0«33' N72-26063
Clinical evaluation of human physiological
acclimatization'processes in Antarctica " '','.
. . . , pOa33 .N72-26064
Physioloq'ical characteristics of human
 tcold
' acclimatization in Antarctica .". '• ' .
' ". ''.' ' p6.033 H72-26065
Psychophysioloqical factors of human adaptation to •.
Antarctic life
 ul . . . ' ' ' . . " . ' ' ' , ' '
- - " • ' ' ' pOI)3i* H72-26066
Sleep patterns of human adaptation to Antarctic life
' pp«3<l B72-26067,
Polar light regime effects on human blood system
durinq Antarctic .life " ' , ' •
pO*3B M72-26068
Oxyqen saturation of human blood durinq prolonged
stay in Antarctic reqion , . ' . .
pO<(3<l H72-26069
. .Spiroqraphic examination of huiaan 'pulmonary
' functions durinq stay in Antarctica
' pO«3l( B72-26070
ABTiBCTICA '' ,
0 ANTARCTIC REGIONS
ABISBHA COOPLEBS . ' •
NT COOPLING CIRCUITS
ANTHROPOLOGY . , '
Biblioqraphy of anthropological documents on haman
.body size and biochemical characteristics of Air
• - Force personnel
fAD-743029) P0535- H72-31 130
AITHBOPOSBTBT . -• . , . , . . - . . •
Anthropometric data utilization for military
' pilot /aircraft compatibility evaluation,
- discussinq cockpit exclusion code development
and implementation . - - . t - .; •• •
. . . . .p0298 A72-2832K
Chamois leather mechanical response, comparing
. .stress relaxation and frequency response . . ,
characteristics to human skin for applications
in anthropometric dummy construction •-
', , • .p0370. A72-32606
Anthropometric data for Navy divers collected and
• . analyzed for mean, standard deviation, skenness,
.and knrtosis^ ./ . • .
[AD-72966K1 • - . _ • - . " : • P0129- B72-14126
Anthropometric data comparing length of relaxed
. hand «ith flat straightened hand
fAD-731.183] ,, :. ' - pOltl B72-15116
Anthropometry of flying personnel in Royal Swedish
Air Force for application; in design of cockpits
and aircraft equipment, ^ . ,--., ... ^
. . TRAE-LIB-TRAHS-1502) p0252 N72-19097
Anthropometric requirements for entrance into . • •.,*[.•
naval flight training program , ., ,. .. ', .
CAD-:735161T, . ' •'..,. ' . ••- P0315 N72-21067
Anthropometry and medical , re-evaluation of pilots
. " p0395 B72-25055
Feasibility analysis for use of anthropomorphic < •
dummies, animals, .and man in biodynamic modeling
and scalinq for impact damage prediction., ,
. fAD-740i«(3] " ' p'0525 N72-30089
ABTIADHENEBGICS , . . ... ,.. , . ... ..
Beta-adrenergic blocking effect .on .canine coronary
. .and systemic hemodynamic adaptation during
treadmill, exercise ' . -
 r -"• * ••..••-.••, ••••
• ..
 ; , .•'.- .!•;-•..,'- ...p0266._&T2r2S802
Systemic . haemodynamics in borderline' arterial.-..
,;. .hypertension 7 Responses to static, exercise • v
before and under the influence, of ...propranolol. ,•
' ' ' ' " ' " ' ' " "
- . ... ... . . . . . . -... .
, i,;.Effect of beta-adrenergic blockade on, plasma , ;
volume in human sub-fects. , -
 ; . ,..,., 'i,v»
' ' '.',.'...,", - .- , !p'0"(53 .A72-38029
ABTIBIOTICS '" ' " '•'. '.' •'..,' -•,"• "|
'NT 'PENICILLIB . . . . . _ ^
Antibiotic. polypeptide 'Synthesis ,of gramicidin S
and tyrocidine,.rusing. p'rimitiye.model J(of ;. • ..
sequential addition of amino acids on! polyenzyiBes
, , , . ... ' 'p0062 A72-14790
AITIBODIES . .;." ,. , . . . ;,.•.. : - - ; ^ .•-,.-•; -rcr.o-.
Normal . and
 tqer.m free, rat antibody, response 'to. ; *
sheep erythrocyte inoculation in He-0 • -,c.
.:. i atmosphere, analyzing microagglntinin and -i?' >
hemolysin titres. ... , . .,, .?;'..,- :j •:•,<. •;>.'>•.
[ AD-73632K] .' . , , , . . . ..' ' ,-'
 f. . .p.0064 ,172-14861
The production ;and. characterization of .specific
antibodies to aldosterone. . . '..*,i, -- ,; -, h
.... '., , ..... - pOUSS A72-38175
Increased radioresistance in.mice by mobilization
.of autoantibodies through. low irradiation, dosage
• ....... ,". ',
 : . pdK'82 S72-29061
ABTICH01IBEBGICS ........... .
Evoked cortical .potentials changes from .emotional
visual word stimuli stress under .amvzil . f
anticholinesterase drug, in f inence ;..
" ' ..... ' " p0176 A72-21194
ABTICLINAL B008TAIBS
0 HOOBTAIBS . . . . . . , , . - . < • .
ABTICOAGOIABTS ' ., ., . . , ; - , , . • ,._.
 :
Human .coagulating and anticoaqulating -blood. .system
changes. due to emotional stress during parachute
lumps, noting plasma recalcification time increase
. . - ' . " " ' . , . , , . . . . pOO.7.1; A72r-15233
. • Ascorbic acid influence on blood coagulation and
anticoagnlation systems in doqs nith acute.,/ -•
hypoxia, discussing plasma recalcification time
and heparin tolerance' • : . - , •
. - . . P0290 A72-28217
ABtlDIOBBTICS , .
Renal clearance studies of .left atrial distention
effect in dog, 'indicating antidiuretic hormone
, inhibition mechanism of diuresis
P0287 A72.-27828
ABTIGEHS . . - . ' . . - . •, , .' ',.. .
Dietary antigenic supplements for astronaut
• immunology during prolonged space flight
. conditions . .
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SUBJECT ISDBI APOLLO 13 FLIGHT
fJPRS-543311 • p0013 H72-11072
ARI6BAVITT ' • - ; .
Negative q strap for restraint, and performance • •
darinq aircraft acrobatics, vibration, and crash
impact - •- • '' '' ' - - - - . ; , - •„..
• - • ' • • ip0260 N72-19158
AITIICIBG ADDITIVES ....... ;
Funqicidal potency of antiicinq additive for jet
fuel
rAD-735451] • p0315 H72-21068
ARTIBADIATIOr DB06S • " •' •
ATP injection protection against Co' 60 or Cs 137
gamma radiation in albino lice, guinea pigs and
doqs; • • : • " • • • ' . •
: . • ' • ' ' •' '• p0099 A72-16636
Badioprotectants /mexamine and cystamine/ effects
• on histo-hematic barrier permeability in rats
under'1 hypokinetic conditions v"- •' •- '• • •
• • • - . . • p0326 A72-29308
Ionizing radiation effects on mitosis and-nucleic
acid synthesis^ noting.protective chemical'
agents and hematoloqical- evaluation of-radiation
damage and marrov regeneration1 ''' '
; 'p0508 A72-U1986
ASTISEBOHS -'-"', . . . . . - . - . .
Immunocheiical properties of human oxyhemoglobin
1
 '• comparison with complex of dog haptoglobin -and
' human hemoglobin reactions in aritiheaoglob'in'serum
' P0225 A72-23695
ASXIBTT " • ' ; : • • • . • . . . , ' " . . • . .
Anxiety relation-to'success or failure in naval
flight training program - ••-' • ' ••"
P0291 A72-28263
Effects of instructions on measures of 'State'arid-/'" :
•
 v:trait anxiety-in'flight• students.- ; ' - '-'"''
. - , - . ' . • - . ' , . * . - • - . - • . -.pouo9 A72-3ltK6lt
Determination of state and trait anxiety-in *
:':'•.• student drop outs from Naval flight training
program' -' ' '•'•' -'' "" -''"' -' '' • > ' • • • • • •
fAD-727614]-; ' .'"'•'"'' pOO«6 N72-11097
Variables' -responsible- for -pdst-a'wakening visual
' ' '• performance decrement as function of anxiety
rAD-738630] >• ; ' . . - . - . , p'd52« H72-30082
STAI measurements of simulated-stress in ATC and
' ' ''•''•''other aviation personnel , ,
[ FAA-AB-72-23 1 p0529 -'HW-j'oi 17
AOBTA . . .
 t_ r . . ' " : : • . ; . ' • ; ' "Idiopathic-hypertrophi^c-subaortlc. stenosis' v:; • '"
ballistocardi'ography^ -measuring 'ventricular-"'
'••-'- functipnrby;anqiogfaphy • :,:-.,•• • • '-•• >
••--, ,!-...•.,- -.i..-,s. p0051.A72-131.42
Nonsurqical ultrasonic technique.to measure'--vail•'"'"''
displacement and;rpulsatile changes in thoracic'
aorta •••"•' •• . . • • < • • * • ' • < •- •• - . - • - . ' • - v - -.• • ..
fAD-7398091 ; ''• ••-••'• • • • ' • . -pO'155 ;A72-19«»7
Idiopathic subvalvnlar aortic stenosis;' .* -
- •'•- '*• ''char a etherized by muscular or membrane- •'' •' '
obstruction' in-left-ventricular'infundibul'um,
discussinq diaqnostic importance'^for pilots
<:'• ''-1-'-' •'" ' •' P0160 A72-20189
Aorti'c flo»' disturbances in'vivo study by hot-film
'•anemometer, considering-peak:fio» velocity arid
'• ' ' -pulse -rate' effects , ^ .
'pOT68!A72f'2b537
Aortic cbns'tr'iction and release effects on kidney
glomerulotribalar balance "in 'saline-' and -;'"• '
water-loaded dogs, studying, sddium- reabsorplii'on
:
 '' changes - •
'-'"'•• p0175 •A72-2108»"
Arterial velocity profiles measurement in "dogs ''."
thoracic aorta by hot-film probe, relating flow '
'- disturbances 'a'nd 'turbulence' to Beynblds number '
' • : • . - p0231 A72-2IU68
•Hemodynamic assessment of arterial'blood fl'on from
•-'f:'- radiograph' measurements of aorta branchinq points
••' ' •"•'''•". ' '' ' -' • ' • ' • '• p0277 A72-2677H
Fluid'mechanics of left' ventricle model Vith '
- mitral and aortic 'valves,' showing ring vortex'
relation to diastole and'closure ' ' •' '
!
 P0277 A72-26775
Single linear measure of systolic pressure ' . "
'gradient for calculation of aortic',valve area in
stenosis' severity asses'sment - r •
' ' ' ' ' P0286 A72-2773U
' Hodified Van der Pol wave motion oscillator model .
for prediction of aortic dynamic response to '
negative g impact accelerations
;
 ' " - . ' p0292 A72-28271
' Temporal relation of the second heart sound to
aortic flow in various conditions.
• ' ' " . p0457 172-38818
Aortic regurgitation variation with respiratory
..
 t sinus arrhythmia and respiratory cycle in dogs
'during tachycardia and bradycardia
p051» A72-12674
APATITES ' '
0 CALCIOH PHOSPHATES
' D-BISEBALS
APHBA ' '
0 BESPIBATION
APOLLO FLIGHTS ; .
Biochemical and physiological effects of Apollo
flight diet,-noting no significant variations in
serum electrolytes^ endocrine values, body
fluids and hematologic parameters
-' ' • . • ' • ' ' .-' pOp19.A72-li707
Ground and flight crews coordinated'effort in
Apollo mission operations, rioting experts on
ground and spacecrew spot judgments capability
• fAIAA PAPEB 72-2361 ' p0270 A72-26557
Bed cell mass plasma volume'decrease in Apollo
mission crews,"indicating erythropoiesis
inhibition
. . -
:
 • p0291 A72-28266
Astronauts physiological and psychological
reliability,'discussinq Apollo .flights and
prolonged missions to 'other 'planets
'','•_ '-. .'" ' . •'' ' ' ' p0339 A72-30677
Bioastronautic results of Apollo space flight .,
biomedical operations, discussinq
weightlessness, sleep impairment, motion' '
 t
sickness, preventive medicine, etc '
•""' -' •"' I ' ' '' ' -"'- ; -' 'p0366 A72-31827
Light'flashes seen by'Apollo astronauts caused by
ionization in retina by cosmic nuclei
'' ;TNASA-CBl125t53'-| pp192 .H72-1603lt
Hiqh'Z'particle measurements ;by polycarbonate
.plastic dosimeter on Apollo astronauts '
" '"''". '' ,.'.".' . . . . . . ,pp207 .N72-17621
Badiochemical'analyses'.of Apollo astronaut wastes
for radiation absorption dosage ,
..t : , P0207 N72-17623
Characterization.and .origin of light flashes seen
'b'y'astronauts 'onboard Apollo 1'1,' 12, 13, and .14
.tHASA-TH-X-681191 ''' '''' 'p0383 N72-2U076
APOLLO LOHABSDBFACE EXPBBIBBHTS PACKAGE
ALSBP 'human' .engineering design cri'teria" for crew
'' interface^ "d'e's'cribing astronaut .traine'r
. ., "- -"''" ' '; p0068 A72-15100
APOLLO PBOJECT ' ' . . . : . ' .
Apollo manned mission real time ground support '
computer s'ibulation for .NASA flight'controller
training to''maximize' flight'crew safety .
••'"-' '•' • ,
;;."'\, ... P0165 A72-20329
Development 'and evaluation'of freeze dried1
.vegetables to be used in Apollo food system'
• '."tHASArCB'-:l'l.5«291 p0245 H72-18105
Specific"aspects of Apollo health and quarantine
,_ programs considered for potential application to
'•'''- broad jirogram required for.protection of life
and health! of'US astronauts .in'future manned.
. . space flight • ' • • . ' - " -
rHASA-T.N-D-6856] . _ , . pOfOO N72-25100
Bioinstrn'mentatibn for 'improving ipollo biomedical
ground .monitoring system
;
 "• i;NASA-CB-128536] p0566 B72-32138
APOLLO SPACECSAFT ' ; - - - - - - - - •
Zero-gravity open type urine receptacle for Apollo
command module
rNASAJTB-;I-58b85'j ' '' '''"''' ' pOH76 N72-28095
APOLLO 11 FLIGHT
Carbon 'compound distribution on moon from' Apollo
11 samples, comparing with earth' data
' ' • . P0184 A72-22013
APOLLO 12 FLIGHT '"' :"' ',..'.
Apollo 12 material effect on tobacco tissue
cultures, noting pigment increase
' ' '".,""''• ' . P028U A72-27626
Determining radiation expos'ure of astronauts by
gamma analyses of neutron activated fecal
samples from Apollo 12 and 13 missions
fNASA-CB-12U838] P0087 H72-13083
APOLLO 13 FLIGHT
Determining radiation exposure of astronauts by .
qamma analyses of neutron activated fecal
samples from Apollo 12 and 13'missions
CHASA-CB-124838'') ' ' p0087 N72-13083
A-27
APOLLO 14 FLIGHT SOBJECT IIDEI
Simulation of emergency occurring on Apollo 13 :
flight and development of procedures for '
employing lithium hydroxide.canisters to reduce
aabient carbon dioxide levels
rHiSA-TBrX-68571] .. .. , . pO.484 H72-29082
APOLLO 14 FLIGHT
Apollo 14 food system, describing new items, •
improvenents in production methods, packaging.
and preparation with emphasis on rehydratable
foods •' '
P0019 A72-11706
Analysis of vegetable seedlings grown in contact
with Apollo 14 lunar surface fines. . • •-
'• ' • • , • P0420 A72-35925
Fostflight analysis of. Apollo 14. cryogenic oxygen
system
- CHASA-TH-I-686161 p0570 N72-33097
APOLLO 1 5 FLIGHT . • • > . • ' . • •
Badiochemical technique for determining
radionnclides present in urine and feces of
Apollo 15 astronauts
fNASA-CB-127563] p0468 H72-28040
APPABATOS
D EQOIPHENT . . .
APPENDAGES
NT ABH (AHATOHI)
HI FOBEABH
NT HAND (ANATOBT)
NT KNEE (ANATOHY) . . , '
NT LEG (ANATOBY) . - - - ! . , .
APPLICATIONS OF BATHEHATICS ,
Bathematical methods for treating biomedical .
problems in chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and
mental, health .; - . ' . • • * •. . - - • ' . - . •. ,
 ; , . • ; , . . . .[OSCEE-418] - •-.-,. , - • . . ' p0523- N72-30069
APPBOACB . . . , - . . ,
NT INSTHDHENT APPBOACH
APFBOACH CONTBOL , . . ... . ...,.,
Landing segnence strategy variations for,, . •
• individual ATC operators, indicating dependence
on flight progress data, variation, existing -,- ; . .
maneuvering conditions and controller . , . ,.-
personality traits - - - .• -. ,- . ,.,. ..
.:,.-..' p0219 ;A72-23131
Time analyses of ATC approach controller tasks,
developing flow diagram for.-task..component: ,-."'.
seguencing and guantif ying;' • t ;• ; L - - .-.-^ .'.. <
. . • ' • - . - • • . .-. . P0219 A72-23133
Workload modification effects.'On .pilot •. ,. ,-• •. \
neurological changes during Boeing 707 letdown,
approach and .landing • .' -..-• -. .-. .. . .• >
, • ' . . , .p0294 A72-;28290
Target acquisition by systems with .unlaqged ..,<
acceleration control or rate control with
exponential -time lag,, discussing, number.--of ..;•:.
approach and control stick movements , v- .-•• ,
P0330 A72-29819
Development of analytical model for determining ..
probability of successful- instrument1,landing and
assessment of interaction .of factors with .flight
crew
. CNASA-CB-2022] v . p0354, N72-22099
APPBOIIBATION . i . ,,
NT FINITE ELEHENT METHOD
APSIDAL ANGLES .
D ANGLES (GEOBETBY) :
APTITODE . . - • ' : • . . ... : .
- Aptitude screening test of ATC training
applicants, using directional heading
determination under aural-distraction
p0290 A72-28252
• Interrelationships of age, aptitude measures, and
training performance scores for air traffic . ' '
controllers • • ' . - . - . '
CFAA-AH-71-361 . p0086 N72-12061
Development of motion picture test for determining
aptitude of human subjects for air, traffic duties
fFAA-BD-71-1061 . - . - . - ' p0142 N72-15101
Validity of aptitude tests for air traffic
• controller selections ... . • .' . .-
rFAA-AH-71-40] -. p0246 N72-18113
Hotion picture'test for air traffic control
-.aptitude for use in personnel selection and
evaluation .
tAD-735942] p0318 N72-21085
Development and application of .multiple task
performance tests for preliminary screening of
air traffic control trainees ' : • '
CFAA-AH-72-5] p0389 H72-24115
DHT aptitude screening procedure for selecting air
traffic controller trainees . . . '•
fFAA-AB-72-18] pfll»85 N72-29088
AQDEOOS SOLDTIONS , ,
Agueous formaldehyde effects on Bacillus snbtilis
_.
 ]
 spores, showing sporostasis due to germination
inhibition and sporocidesdue.to temperature
dependent inactivation . .
• ' P0377 A72-33772
Rater-soluble insulin receptors.from, human
lymphocytes. -• ^
• P0556 A72-45375
ABCTIC BEGIONS ; .
Bedical aspects of human cold acclimatization.
'''• during stay in polar regions
CJPBS-56225] . ...
 :, P0433 N72-26062
Physiological evaluation of thermal .insulation
• . properties of camel hair suits for human Arctic
stay . ;. i i .
P0434. H72-26071
ABGON . .
Coronary blood flow measurement in various
hemodynamic conditions by argon technique,
. .- .determining, oxygen consumption and coronary
• -vascular resistance - . • . -
P0053 A72-13183
AB60B LASEBS
Biological effects of argon laser on retinas of t
monkeys • '. ' . . - . - . .. -.
fAD-7283331 p0087- H72-13066
ABIP (IBPACT PBEDICTIOI)
D COMPOTEBIZED SIHDLATION . ...
ABH (ANATOBY) . ,• - . • i , . - ' - . . . - .
NT FOBEABB - .
Human arm arterial pressure and>flow pulsations
numerical analysis, constructing electrical- . •
, , analog circuit from mathematical model • >
•. ... .,., , p'0049 A72-12951
Human body movements basic kinetics, measuring
static force, angle and tangential acceleration
. •-,. of horizontal arm swings
.,' ... .. ,'. '- ..... . . „ ; , = .. A72-14707
Electromyographic determination of muscular ,, . ._
, .:^ :compliance during arm movements, using on-line
analog computer. •„ t. • • , - • • - •
•-- . : •-..-, , - . - ' . , • ' , P.0059. A72T,14708
Physical conditioning effect on central and .* .
p,.:Lperipheral circulatory responses to arm work,
measuring. cardiac> output at. 80- percent maximum ,
aerobic power • • . . ;
pOd68:.A72r1,1900(Human arm muscle motor neuron reflex response to
.rectangular pulse excitation, of ulnar. nerve , , ,
.:•:•.•'.'..'•• :• r'-,-. i ppp75'A72-,15587
.--;Hand steadiness during unrestricted linear arm
movements and ^eye-hand coordination; tasks, . -. , ^ -
showing tremor occurrence in .up-down plane ..; .
:.. ;•,. • , '..-: ,-, . . . - - p0235 J72-25113
Human hand-arm system vibration, characteristics, , :,-
describing mechanical impedance measurements for
.- ".mathematical modeling
..::, „... ,. ; . - . . .... P0330.A72-29559
Atrophy threshold in human arm,muscles
fNASA-TT-F-14094] p0132 N72-15027
. Analysis of arm performance subjected to external
load during crank turning task , -
[AD-739478] . . . , .. p0441 S72-27096
Experimental- research on movements in large joints
of arm . . - - . . ' . . . - • , .
P0572 S72-33108
ABBED FOBCES • • : •
NT ABHED FOBCES (FOBEIGN) •
NT ABHED FOBCES (UNITED STATES) -. .
NT NAVY . •
Adverse biomedical effects of noise on man in
military environment
, fiD-734932] PQ351 D72-22081
Soviet research in military human factors ^
engineering
fJPHS-56653] . p0530 N72-30119
ABHED FOBCES (FOBEIGH)
Hethods for measurement ofLthe.-state of health
P0489 A72-40395
Clinical causes for permanent grounding of German,
armed forces flying personnel
. - P0125 N72-14097
Heuropsychiatric' and.- other causes for permanent
grounding of French Air Force flying personnel
P0125 N72-14098
A-28
SOBJECT IBDBI ABBHYTHHIA
Ten year analysis of medical factors in flying and
flight training in Greek Air Force
PQ125 H72-10099
Description of routine cardiologic program to
determine 'flight fitness for German Air Force
P012S H72-14102
Long tern electrocardiograms in analysis of
rhythmic heart disturbances of German Air Force
• • P0125 S72-11103
Physiological' factors possibly contributing, to
coronary risk among German.Air Force pilots
P0126 H72-1U10Q
Nasal and aural disorders and flight fitness in
German armea forces .
i p0126 H72-1U107
Ophthalmological reasons for grounding pilots of
German 'Air Force • ' <
P0126 K72-1U108
Possible diabetes mellitos in flight crews,
Canadian Air Force
P0126 N72-1U109
Psychiatric reasons for permanent grounding of .-•
flight crew members in Royal Air Force
P0127 H72-1H110
Psychological factors in pilot grounding in German
Sir Force
P0127 H72-U111
Personnel management 'system in aeronautical
engineering service of East German Air Force/Air
Defense
TAD-7392171 ~p0479 H72-28118
Job performance test for determining effectiveness
of OH-1 helicopter used by Vietnamese air force
r.AD-71151611 P0573 H72-33123
Baintenance personnel "fob performance test for
0H-1 helicopter used by Vietnamese Air Force
rAD-745160] . - • - • • • - . p0573 H72-33121
ABBED FORCES (OHITED STATES)
Decompression sickness treatment in DSAF
hyperbaric 'oxygen chambers
' • p0180 A72-21S75
Bole of flight surgeon and physician-pilot in
evaluation and treatment of jet fighter pilots
• • • " - ' ' . . - . . • .
 P0124 N72-11094
Trends and factors related to medical causes for
grounding flyers, based on OSAF School of
Aerospace Medicine experience .
• ' " • • p012« H72-14095
Hedical practice'/ manageme'ntV and reasons for
grounding in relation to Air Force flying
'••' -'personnel ''
' "
:
 •"' ' • •••'"'- • p012« H72-1<I096
Operation of, and medical cases reviewed by, Davy
'^'Special Board of Flight Surgeons
" ' ' ' ' "•• -' P0125 H72-1U100
Cardiac conditions as factor in evaluating flight
fitness of'Air Force personnel • -••
"' •" ' , ; P0125 N72-11101
Factors' in medical suspensions, of Air Force flying
personnel • • • . • . • • ; . :
P0126 N72-1M105
• Early aptitude-achievement discrepancies as
predictors of voluntary withdrawal from naval
'••• aviation training
CAD-7283891 ' . p0130 H72-1U130
Effects of Q forces on injuries during
ejection/extraction escape in OSAF
' • p0258 H72-191W
OSAF training of airborne skills in ground
•environment
tAD-732611) ' p0263 H72-19179
Application of systems engineering concept to OS
Coast Guard aviator training programs
fAD-7350511 p0317 H72-21080
Automated technical training devices for Air Force
,instruction program
fAD-736030] P0360 H72-23095
AEBOB
Development of materials for providing flotation
capability for personnel wearing body armor
rAD-731000) p01<IH H72-15115
Materials and designs of protective armor
- p0258 872-191*3
AHOOSAL
Human vestibulo-ocular responses to oscillatory
rotational stimulation during various sleep and
arousal stages, discussing Sugie-Jones reflex
system mathematical model
P0072 A72-152U9
Short sleep period-and oxygen breathing effects on
arousal level of air traffic controller during
detection task performance
• p0275 A72-26686
Circadian rhythm effects on introverts and
extroverts biochemistry, physiology and
performance, suggesting arousal mechanism
differences
p0276 A72-26693
Effects of nocturnal jet aircraft noise on
physiological arousal patterns in sleeping humans
tBASA-CH-2036] P0357 H72-23073
ABBHITBBIA
Ventricular ectopic arrhythmias from treadmill
exercise in patients observed during ECG
monitoring
P0017 A72-1142U
HIS bundle electrocardiography for arrythmia
studies, discussing conducting tissue potential
recording, ventricular delay and block site
determination and electrophysiological effects
of drugs •
P0017 A72-11U73
Arrhythmias relation to coronary artery disease,
discussing conduction defects, sudden death
prodromata and prevention and digitalis as
antiarrhythnic agent
P0017 A72-11«76
Familial cardomyopathy detection by
electrocardiography noting arrhythmias,
ventricular hypertrophy, abnormal Q waves and - >•
intraventricnlar conduction defects
P0056 A72-111M3
Quotient of arrhythmia relation to physical work
• load, noting heart rate amplitude and freguency
variations -' •• •
• P0068 A72-14899
Atheromatosis, chest angina and arrhythmia -
Conference, Brussels, October 1970
• • ' . ' • P0178 A72-215U1
Ventricular and superventricular arrhythmias'
incidence during maximal treadmill exercise in
normal man, noting age factor and cardiovascular
disease presence effects
.' . • ' ' . p0221 A72-23272
ECG, physical' exercise and drug use in diagnosis
and aeromedical evaluation of supraventricular
arrhythmias, presenting case histories of pilots
with wandering cardiac pacemakers
[AD-7M0987] .. p0228 A72-237H1
QBS wave detectors for arrythmia and hemodynamic
'data analysis, using standardized FM magnetic
tape containing various artifacts for evaluation
:
 . p0265 A72-25499
ECG diagnostics for arrhythmia assessment in
flying personnel flight fitness examination
P029S A72-28291
Induction of ventricular arrhythmias by elevation
of arterial free fatty acids in experimental -
myocardial infarction.
p011« A72-3U997
Heart rate variability in a binary choice reaction
task - An evaluation of some scoring methods. '. •
: P0512 A72-U2550
Aortic regurgitation variation with respiratory
sinus arrhythmia and respiratory cycle in dogs '
during tachycardia and bradycardia
pOSII A72-42671I
Continuous ECG monitoring method /scattergram/ for
arrhythmia pattern recognition-in intensive care
units
P0515.A72-43938
Analysis of intracavitary electrocardiograms
through a saline bridge in the diagnosis of •'
cardiac arrhythmias.
p05«9 A72-»<1559
Experimental and clinical studies in treating
digitalis caused cardiac arrhythmias with-sodium
citrate using heart patients and dogs
fHASA-TT-F-1l419lt;| - - p0312 N72-21045
Hyperthermia effects on cardiac arrhythmias,
arterial pressure, and respiration in dogs and
electrocardiographic effectiveness in diagnosing
threatening onset
P0387 H72-2IH03
Beasurement of arrhythmia in relation to physical
and mental work loads
[BAE-1IB-TBAHS-15861 p0560 H72-32092
A-29
SUBJECT IHDEI
ABSE1IC
Lead, cadnium, and arsenic concentrations in human
scalp hair and environmental sites in Hontana • '•
P0264 H72-19389
ABTEBIES
HI AOBTA
Rheological properties and architecture of
arterial vails, nsinq stress relaxation and
stress-strain hysteresis tests on doq aorta,
iliac and femoral strips
P0003 A72-1018II
Arrhythmias relation to coronary artery disease,
discussing conduction defects, sudden death
prodromata and prevention and digitalis as
antiarrhythmic agent
P0017 A72-11476
Antinatriuretic effect of acute thoracic and
abdominal inferior vena cava constriction on
arterial pressure, renal hemodynamics and
electrolyte excretion
P0018 A72-11660
Femoral arterial blood pressure third order oaves
onset mechanism in narcotized dogs, noting
changed blood and respiration dynamics
P0023 A72-1201U
Human arm arterial pressure and flow pulsations
numerical analysis', 'constructing electrical
analog circuit from mathematical model
P0019 A72-12951
Xenon 133 myocardial clearance method accuracy and
reliability in determining high and low left
coronary artery blood flow under different '
hemodynamic conditions • ' •
P0052 A72-13181
Clinical assessment of degree of obstruction'from
coronary arteriograms of ischemic and rheumatic
heart patients ' •
P0055 A72-13847
Spinal mesenteric vascular reflexes of
vasocohstriction effect of pressure drop in
coeliac artery relation to Rein nutritional "
hepatic reflex ' • '• '• • ' '
P0068 A72-15125
''Blood viscosity and distributed external
constraints and viscoelastic properties of .'>•!•'•
vessels effects on'wave dispersion and • ' '•'
dissipation in arteries and veins, using '
membrane model
• •'- p0073 A72-15U66
Approximate numerical method for calculating 'flow
profiles'in arteries from local pressure'"
measurements, taking into account Navier-Stokes
egnations nonlinear terms • ;
fASHE PAPEB 71-SA/BHF-3J p0096 A72-159«8
•Human epicardial arterial circulation'platelet • > ' > ' •
aggregates role in sudden'coronary death, !
discussing relation to atherosclerotic stenosis
and acute thrombi • . . . - •
. P0096 A72-16013
Functional condition of rabbits cerebrum
precortical arteries 'during hypertension
produced 'by intravenous noradrenaline infusion,
discussing hypo and hyperkinesia
p0106 A72-17674
Dog mesentery terminal' venous microvessel
distensibility characteristics from response to
arterial and venous pressure changes
P0113 A72-18196
Body thermal stress, local heating and arterial
occlusion effects'on sweat electrolyte 'content
P0153 A72-19137
Acid base balance in arterialized capillary blood
in men after maximal short duration exercise
p0150-A72-190141
Clinical response to nitroglycerin therapy
correlation with coronary angiography as
diagnostic test for coronary artery disease in
patients with chest pain
P0160 A72-19993
Coronary artery disease and vesseliinvolvement
severity predictions from electrocardiographic
and vectorcardioqraphic patterns of anterior
wall myocardial infarction
P0160 A72-19991
nonlinear model for computer simulation of human
arterial system, using finite difference
technigue for pressure and flow calculations
. p0165 A72-20357
Intravascnlar pressure and extravascular structure
effects on radial and longitudinal
distensibility of arterial microvessels in doq
mesentery
p0166 A72-20026
Arterial chemoreceptor deafferentation influence
on rat respiratory response, to hypoxic and
hypercapnic gas mixture.breathing
p0185 A72-22078
Adrenergic innervation of internal carotid.
arteries in extra* and intracranial regions in
dogs, using luminescence method1
POJ86' A72-2218"!
Arterial hypoxemia development during hypoxic
' ''ontogenesis early stages related'to age in dogs
P0218 A72-22879
Local and cardiac complications of selective
percutaneous transfemoral coronary 1 . '
arteriography, noting hemorrhages'thromboses,
embolisms, myocardial infarction, _
bradyarrhythmia and ventricular fibrillation'
P0222 A72-23325
Arterial velocity profiles measurement in dogs
thoracic aorta by hot-film probe, relating flow
disturbances and turbulence to Reynolds number
P0231 A72-2U468
Pnlmonary capillary bed filling as function of
arterial pressure in prefnsed frozen dog lungs
' p0232 A72-2P180
Hydraulic transmission line eguations for computer
simulation of arterial circulatory systems
, . . ' . ' ' " P0234 A72-24811
Hathematical .model for arterial system" pressure,
blood flow and dimensional'changes, examining
cardiac election dynamics and vasculature
mechanical properties and viscoelasticity
' ' P023U A72-2U812
Hemodynamic assessment of arterial blood flow from
radiograph measurements of aorta branching points
, ... PP-77 A72-2677U
Hemodynamic response to physical.exerci.se stress
in dogs with angiotensin-indnced'acute arterial
hypertension . • '• - ' '• •
. . , . . . , . P0289 A?2-28216
Arterial blood gas tensions, .using sequential '
phased dilution for pilot oxygen delivery
' ' ; , ' P0290 172-28255
Prolonged bed rest'induced muscular activity ''
^restriction effect on arterial_and venous tone
in different body areas '' • . . - > •
' •
 :
 ' • ' ' ' . " " ' ' ' p0336:A72730385
Bebreathing studies of carbon'dioxide pressure
••• level effect on carbon dioxide content .
difference in arterial blood'and alveolar1 gas ".
daring exercise and rest ' ' '.
pO<i08"'A72-3»3!!6
Blood oxygenating ability of helium- and . .
argon-oxygen environments'relative to .air,'.using
alveolar gas equation to predict arterial oxygen
pressure . - • . » • • •
' . ' . . .- . pO«2» A72-36138
Digital computer simulation of human systemic '
'arterial pulse wave transmission - A nonlinear
model.
' ' ' " ' ' , 'pO«29 A72-37028
Systemic haemodynamics in borderline arterial
hypertension - Responses to static exercise
before and under the influence of propranolol..
P0451 A72-37773
Relationship of pulmonary artery to left
ventricular diastolic pressures ^ n acate
myocardial infarction. . ''
' i ' P0«6<i A72-39161
Reflexive cardiac rhythm changes .and arterial
tension during'hypoxia, notinq differences.due
to animals, controlled respiration and'
pharmacological effects • . .
. P0508 A72-li98»,
Anatomy of the'coronary circulation at high
altitude; ,
p0513,A72-»259<i
Carotid displacement poise first time derivative'
recording as noninvasive technigue for,heart
function assessment
P0549 A72-10561
Clinicoarteriographic correlations in angina
pectoris with and without myocardial infarction.
P0553 A72-05010
A-30
SOBJECT IHDBI AHTS
Technique using electrodes for measuring arterial
oxygen partial'pressure in dogs, rabbits., and
monkeys ~ . '
' " ' • ' ' • ' " i>0193 H72-16037
... . Hypokinesia, and hypodynamia effects on rabbit
cardiac arteries , .-
' . ' . " p025l'S72-19087
Tone of arteries and veins.in different body areas
during prolonged restrictive muscular activity
p0387 H72-24106
Biological models for analyzing beat transfer .
between artery hear sfcin surface and-cooling
patch on skin surface
CHAS1-CH-127H601 . .. pO»67. 1172^ 28033
Elastic .properties of excised human brain arteries
subjected to dynamic loads
f1D-7K045H] . ,p0526 872^ 30097
ARTERIOSCLEROSIS .' . , • ' .
Early diagnostics of cerebral arteriosclerosis.in
flying personnel, investigating* h'ypertonia ,.
neurocirculatbry dystonia and myocarditic,
cardiosclerosis effects on flight' performance
P0113 472-18198
Hyperaricemia, gout and lithiasis among operating
air crews, discussing diagnosis and relation to
arteriosclerosis
• • - • - - P0176 A72-21271
Atheromatbsi's, chest angina and'arrhythmia -
Conference, Brussels,'October 1970
"•;•'" . . ' • . . , . , . . . P0178 A72-215II1
•Lipid metabolism, abnormality relation to .
hypbthyroidism'leading to atherosclerosis,
noting thyroid parenchyma atrophy.from
autoimmune thyroiditis » .
:"''*,"; ' ' I'. ,....' p0178 A72r215»it
Blood lipid', levels; and dietary .habits in - ...
.atherosclerotic and healthy subjects, shoving
*' . lipid. and. glucose metabolism disturbance .• • . .
increase'in-coronary* cases. ' . . . '. .
-' ,.".'•' ' '' ' ' p0179 A72-21546
Dietary and"pharmacological treatment of
ath'erpgenic. hyperlipidemias from lipid-sugar
' 'balance and drag efficacy studies .. .
... , ,.. - . 'p0179 A72-21547
Negative and positive emotional states influence.
on'blo6d~cKplesterol apd. arterial.pressure -.
. _ . levels^ in' dogs,7 suggesting* common subcortical
"genesis'of, atherosclerosis and hypertension
..., ,'';',.,"' , ' - . , , ' ..:'' P021I4 A72- 22498
Serum cholesterol, pho'spholipid and lippprotein
.. plevels .relation to atherosclerotic heart disease
occurrence.,in DSAP .personnel
"'''„..".')".., f-i-V.1 '.. • '" 'P029U A72-28292
Cl.ofibrate treatment™for atherosclerotic..
bardiovascnlar* disease,prevention among Sabena
i... . flying,personnel
'' •'' '" '•'-•.;•• ,. , , . , . . , . . PQ295 A72-28293
Hyppzic.theory.for,atherosclerosis formation^
:
 '.'notinq: bloqd'plasoia protein 'concentration
" effects'ori'oxygen'diffusion* ' .
...... - , . . . - pOMO A72-37030
- Chanqes of the mitral echocardiogram with ageing
and'the influence'of atherosclerotic risk-factors.
'• "'
 :
 " • " '•< ' • • • • • • ' • p0430 A72-37031
, Hemodynamic indices in flight ere* personnel '
during hypertonic sickness .and atherosclerosis
of coronary arteries ' ' . . '
-.',','.""' . " " .- P0163 A72-39391
A special vitamin complex for prophylaxis'of
atherosclerosis in aviation personnel
." . . ' . ; ''.."'. . p05«6 A72rqi(153
Animal studies of effect of chronic exercise on
^ „ the heart and atherosclerosis •- A review.
" ,. ' ' . . . . . . .pOSSO A72-H4563
Clinicoarteriographic correlation's i'n angina '
pectoris with and without'nyocardial infarction.
' .' . ' • - • • - .
 P0553 A72-U5010
B-y intervals in left bundle-branch block -
'• Clinical and electrocardiographic correlations.
• • • • • • ' - - p0558 A72-U5690
AETBBITIS '
Two .stage description of middle germ layer chronic
polyarthritis, noting heart muscle'and vascular
vail tissues necrosis'*
, • • • • • ' • ' p028€ 172-27822
ABTBBOPODS
NT BEES ' , ' . ' ' ' " .' ' ':
HI BEETIES '
BT CRABS
HT DBOSOPBILA .
BT INSECTS . ,, - ,
BT BOLLOSKS . .
, HI PDPA
HT TB1BOLIA
Physiological and biological mechanisms |.
responsible for anemomenotactic orientation in
beetles and scorpions .
.' ' . . " P0399 F72-2S093
ABTIPICIAL SB47ITI . •
Artificial gravity effects on space station crews
performance, discussing unusual mechanical and
perceptual phenomena ' • • ,
. . . . p0107 A72-17715
Weightlessness effects on human-organism, •• .
, discussing physiological changes, artificial
gravity by spacecraft rotation and-exercise to
counter adverse reactions. ., .• •• '
; - . ' • - , P0278 A72-26891
Habitability factors in a rotating space .station.
P0423 A72-36436
Problem of artificial gravitation.in terms of . ,
experimental physiology * ,
' . . . . . P0492 A72-40'HI1
OFO A-orbital flight recording of bullfrog
vestibnlar gravity sensor nerve fiber pulses for
assessing necessity of artificial, gravity during
prolonged veightlessnessr - - . • • •
P0540 A72-U3391
Gravity simulation by rotation and effects on
human performance, - , . - •
[HASA-CB-1118661: .' ... .; 'pO«»2 N72-27104
QSSB aerospace research on,artificial.gravity ,.
environments and space suits
. t JPBST56598] i -.-.-. , ' . • •...--- -. P0477 H72T28102
Artificial gravitational•environment ,for -. ..
maintaining physiological processes-and , .. •
astronaut workability during prolonged space
flight V . ' , , ' , - • ' - • • • • : . . • ,,
,., . . • . p0477 H72-28103
Physiological weightlessness threshold parameters
and generation of artificial gravity during. .
. manned space flight
' - , - . . . , . . . . . . . .p0482-H72-29063
ABTIPIC1AL BEAST .VALVES . . ; , . . ,
Hon-invasive assessment of .-prosthetic .mitral
paravalvalar and intravalvular regnrgitation.
p6l»07 A72-34221
-, .Vapor,cycle engine for driving Pu 238 fueled heart
.assist .system- , •
 ; , • . . . . •
[PB-205<t7lt] i ;'.... . •• • ' • ' ' . p0318 H72r21086
Implantable pressure .transducers .suitable for both
arterial and venous applications
: fPB-207712] .. .-7 . -pO«78 H72-28110
ABTIFICIAL HTBLLI6EHCE . . . . ' . • ' - . - . •
Human touch deficiency.in artificial pattern ,
- recognizers regarding handwriting, speech and
pattern recognition involving nbnevents
, . , , pOOOS A72-10464
Air traffic'control messages syllabic and. word. .. ,
prominence patterns, discussing impact.on
continuous speech recognition by machine
" ' ' , . ' . . , P0224 A72-23581
Utilization.,of computation principles in living
organisms to construct cognitive systems
,tAD-727795] '• • pOOHO H72-10115
Artificial intelligence and heuristic.programming
* research
riD-724867] , ... pOOIS H72-11102
Human cognitive processe.s involving ^artificial
intelligence and man machine systems for problem
solving and learning .. •
[AD-729070) ... . p0087-H72-13089
Automatic.protocol analysis as task for artificial
intelligence • . .
[AD-731286] , . .,._ ,.' P0262 H72-19175
Approaches to problems involved in structuring and
modeling of robots , •.. •.'..'.
P0390 H72-21132
Heterostatic' theory for-brain functions .and . <.
artificial adaptive systems -
rAD-7422591 . . p0523 .^ 2-30076
ABTIFICIAL SATELLITES
HT BIOSATELLITES
HT COSBOS SATELLITES , .
HT OBBITAL SPACE STATIOHS
ABTS
HT ABILITIES
A-31
ASBESTOS SUBJECT IHDBI
ASBESTOS
Lungs fibcosis and cancer caused by asbestos
fibers inhalation, noting environment control
for protection against workers health hazards
P0265 A72-25598
Ssbestos reinforced plastics safe handling and
manipulation ensured by regulations provided
precautions
P0265 A72-25549
ASCEBT
HT CLIHBISG FLIGHT
ASCOBBIC ACID
Ascorbic acid influence on blood coagulation and
anticoagnlation systems in dogs with acute
hypoxia, discussing plasma tecalcification tine
and heparin tolerance
P0290 A72-28217
ASCOBBIC ACID HETABOLISH
Enzyme activity and ascorbic acid concentration as
index of rat thyroid gland tissue functional
activity during hyperthermia
P0345 A72-31098
ASHES
Skeletal.bones ash content in nan and primates,
implying differences due to adaptive
physiological function
P0227 A72-23736
ASFHTXIA
Hypothermia, asphyxia and ionizing radiation
effects on rat immnnological defense mechanisms
against particnlate antigens
P0375 A72-33555
ASSAOLTIHG . . . . . .
0 ATTACKING (ASS1DLTIHG) . , . .
ASSESSBEBTS
NT TECHBOlOGT ASSESSHEHT
Subjective probability distributions for random
device-generated Bernoulli process unknowns,
discussing distribution median and guartiles and
hypothetical sample impact assessment technigues
P0095 A72-15812
ASSIBILATIOH . i
Complete assimilation of briefly presented lines.
P0546 A72-UU150
Kjeldahl semimicro and mass spectroscopic- methods .<.
for studying atmospheric nitrogen assimilating
ability of guail embryo , .
fHlSA-TT-F-111273] . .P0382 B72-2U069
Critical review of research on assimilation of
nitrogen by higher organisms
f NASA-TT-F-1lt27f| p0383 H72-21075
ASTHBA . . . - . - - -.r-> ,,
Asthmatics evolution and treatments in armed
forces aircrews, noting acetylcholine*test • -
P0176 A72-21270
ASTIGBATISH .
Neural effects on human .visual resolution of
horizontal and vertical gratings.resulting from
early abnormal visual inputs due to astigmatism
P0230 A72T24348
ASTBOBIOLOGI . . . . ...
D EXOBIOLOGY . . .
ASTBOBAUT IOCOBOIIOS
Experimental investigation of an astronaut
maneuvering scheme.
P0429 A72-37026
ASTBOBAUT BABEUVEBIBG BQUIPBBBT
Hedical and technical aspects of rescue -and
survival of astronauts in high mountain and
mountainous remote areas.
POU09 A72-34S34
Digital and analog simulation of deep space
rendezvous by astronauts using self maneuvering
units and considering human reactions and fuel
consumption
. P0087 N72-1308"!
Development of nnstabilized propulsion devices for
astronaut maneuvering in zero gravity - Skylab
program
rNASA-TN-D-6674] . p0261 N72-19169
ASTBORAUT EEBFOBBABCE
NT BLACKOUT PBEVENTIOB
Astronaut zero gravity adaptive responses in-
performance, locomotion, orientation, sleep and
physiological and functional characteristics
pOOSS A72-13867
Soviet book on astronaut activity psychological
features covering space flight living
conditions, space and time perception
psychophysiological Becbanisa changes and
weightlessness effects
P0056 A72-14246
Artificial gravity effects- on space station crews
performance, discussing unusual aecbanical and
perceptual phenomena
p0107 A72-17715
Hedicobiological investigations of-prolonged
weightlessness effects on astronaut ,
physiological system based on Soynz flight program
P0230 A72-24U09
Ground and flight crews coordinated effort in
Apollo mission operations, noting experts on
ground and spacecrew spot ludgments capability
tAIAA PAPEB .72-236] p0270 A72-26S57
Bussian book on pathophysiological principles of
air and space pharmacology covering stress and
fatigue reduction and pilots and astronauts
performance improvement
p0288 A72-27926
Astronauts physiological and psychological
reliability, discussing Apollo flights and
prolonged missions to other planets
p0339 A72-30677
Hedical investigations during Saljrnt space station
flight, discussing weightlessness effects and
efficiency evaluation of preventive measures for
crewmembers high.performance in space flight
P0366 A72-31918
Psychological and physiological parameters'
correlation for astronaut functional state
relation to emotional tension level during
, . ground and flight tests
P0376 A72-33563
Bussian book - Space ergonomics. • •,
pOtt89 A72-U0300
Biological rhythms origin and mechanisms,
•discussing 24-hour cycle, subcellular biological
clock and rhythm disruption effects in . ,
speoloqists, astronauts and pilots
1
 p0508 A72-41985
Psychic adaptation of man-to..a longrduration-stay
in space .. • . - - • ' - , . - '
- • . : p0508 A72-41988
The prediction of the condition of-man during :a
space flight - . , . , - •
-• • • pOSOS A72-42067
Hotor activity capability of an astronaut in ,flight
... ' p0509 A72-42220
Effects of weightlessness on astronauts - A summary.
. '. - - pOS39,A72-43385
Operator visual perception capacity -under time.
• .deficit-conditions in spacecraft - "~
.p0122 -H72T14076
Physiological and physical effects of space-flight
• ,' on visual perception of astronauts-- • V ;-"-'.
..- ' • .:.,.. .p0135 B72-15051
Selection, training, and performance of cosmonauts
during actual and simulated space flight - USSR
t JPRS-56030] - • "• . . p0386 H72-21096
Artificial gravitational environment for .
maintaining physiological processes and
astronaut workability during prolonged space* ,?,.*
flight - - •- : - • -.' .
. . i p0477 D72-28103
ASTBOHAOT TBAIBIH6
ALSEP human engineering'design criteria for crew ,
interface, describing astronaut trainer
.. p0068 A72-15100
Soviet space crews selection and training-based on
professional and scientific background,
emphasizing psychological qualities for working
compatibility in space environment
p0225 A72-23672
Some aspects of survival and rescue of astronauts
in polar regions.• . :
. pO«09 A72-34435
Bussian-astronaut training in aircraft for ITA and
EVA in space
[JPBS-546«9] p0087 S72-13076
Abstracts on space biology and medicine involved
in cosmonaut training i.
fJPBS-55687] • p0312 N72-21043
• Training of cosmonauts for prolonged space flight
fJPBS-56181] p0136 H72-26081
iSTBOHAOTS
Calcium metabolism perturbations in astronauts
under weightlessness conditions and in
immobilized test subjects, noting bone tissue
A-32
SUBJECT IBDBI ATBOSPHEBIC PRESSURE
renewal cycle modification, calciuria variations
and bone'calcification ' ' •
' p0151 472-192145
Beteorological-astronomical diurnal and seasonal
environmental rhythm simulation for
\ psychological stresses alleviation in long term
space*nissions
p0328 172-29322
Zero-g showers for lonq duration space fliqht
crews hygiene, describinq flexible muiny baq and
truncated conical shell desiqn
p0367 172-32320
Astronauts red cell mass changes associated with
space fliqht due to space and:earth environment
differences ' . . .
• p0376 A72-3356*
- Thermal environment control for astronauts
rNASA-CB-1852) '-' pOOU2 S72-10130
Measurement of radionuclide content in feces and
urine of Apollo 12-and 13 astronauts
fHASA-CR-12117131 . p0087 S72-13055
Diqital and analoq simulation.of deep space
rendezvous by astronauts using self maneuvering
units and considering human reactions and fuel
consumption
p0087 H72-1308*
Deterlining radiation exposure of astronauts by
analysis of urine salts and raw feces in qamna
ray spectrometers ' ' - ; '
rBH»L-SA-36081, ' p0117 »72-1«0»7
light flashes seen by Apollo astronauts caused by
ionization in retina by cosmic nuclei ''
fHASA-CR-125H53l p0192 S72-16034
Proton penetration calculations for'tissues of'
astronauts in simulated spacecraft environment
bombarded by solar flares and radiation belt
protons •
' . ; • • • . p0207 H72-17618
High Z particle measurements by polycarbonate -
plastic dosimeter on Apollo astronauts
p0207 1172-17621
Badiochemical analyses of Apollo astronaut wastes
for radiation absorption dosage
p0207 N72-17623
Radiation hazard from heavy galactic cosmic rays
to astronauts oh extended missions
• - '•• p0211 1172-17732
• Astronaut selection criteria for training and
compatibility in spaceship environment
[JPBS-55305] • p02«5 H72-18109
a'.' Characterization and origin of light flashes seen
by astronauts onboard Apollo 11, 12, 13, and 11
CHASA-TH-I-68419.] p0383 H72-21076
•
 ;
 Portable life support system for astronaut working
•-. ;outside of lunar module
:•, i , - - pO««2'F72-27109
'"•Optical measuring instruments for assessing visual
standards in astronaut selection •'• ' ' •
r MSl-CH-115763 ].'.. . p0529 H72-30115
ATAIIA ! ' • ' ' • "
Tandem walking on floor with eyes closed as ataxia
test for vestibular function assessment
p0281 A72-27K76
Clinical tandem walking test for evaluating
ataxial battery test performance in detecting '
'vestibular problems
[AD-735U5S1 p0351 1172-22083
Revised normative standards of performance-of men,
aqes 16-60 years, on quantitative ataxia test
battery
rAD-71|307Ul p0532 H72-31103
STELECTASIS
Pulmonary atelectasis and arterial-venous shunting
and heart displacement prevention durinq
centrifnging of dogs breathing^oxygenated liquid
fluorocarbon in water immersion respirator
p0270 A72-26609
ATHLETES
Atypical ECS of sportsmen, considering
repolarization disorders due to ischemia,
lesion, excitability and conduction signs
p0168 A72-20575
Longevity and cardiovascular mortality among
former college athletes.
p0558 A72-U5689
Biotelemetric measurements .of physiological
responses during labor and sports activities
p0311 872-2011(8
ATBOSPHEBIC CHEHISTBI
Gas dynamics and chemistry of lightning-produced
shock waves /thunder/ in postulated primordial
reducing atmosphere, noting amino acid production
POB21I A72-36HH3
USAEC 1970 progress report on radioactive
atmospheric processes and effects on plant life
rBSBL-1551-VOL-2-PT-1l P0190 B72-16011
ATHOSPHBBIC COHPOSITIOB
NT iTHOSPHEEIC BOISTOHE
Planetary atmospheres composition diversity,
discussing evolution of Bars, Venus, earth and
Jupiter from primitive solar nebula
p018» A72-22012
Microorganisms effects on oxygen and compounds
cycles, leading to chauqes in oxygen
distribution in earth crust, hydrosphere,
atmosphere and biomass
P0224 A72-23592
Life on Bars, investiqating ground based and probe
observations of atmospheric composition and
pressure, surface temperature and features and
UY radiation
P0281; A72-2762K
Bypoxia effect on aircraft pilot performance,
using Link GAT 1 trainer and controlled
composition atmosphere under varied altitude
conditions for simulated ILS landing approaches
P0297 A72-28310
Relaxation phenomena in the biological carbon
cycle under conditions of variable atmospheric
C02-content.
pOI112 A72-31)897
Inert gas effects on embryonic development.
P0515 A72-1I271I1
Effects of atmospheric composition on intestinal
glucose metabolism in-rats
' p0121 B72-11I071
Influence of biological processes on cycling of
selected atmospheric gas constituents
' fHASA-CB-1266631 , p0381 H72-2B057
ATBOSPHERIC DENSITY
Diving operations medical aspects significance for
manned planetary surface exploration in high
density atmospheres, considering protective
clothing, breathing apparatus and gas mixtures,
etc
P0280 A72-27115
ATBOSPHEBIC IBPDBITIES
D AIB POLLUTION
ATBOSPHEBIC BODELS
BT DINABIC BODELS
Atmospheric model for proteins abiogenesis,
considering heteropolypeptides formation from
hydrogen'cyanide and water
P0061 A72-11772
Undisturbed and active solar photospheric
turbulent velocity determination by comparinq
half widths of observed weak Fraunhofer line
profiles with model calculation
P0332 A72-29929
ATBOSPHEBIC BOISTBBE
Ordinary and macroporons structured
polycondensation oxidation-reduction polymers
synthesis, discussing application to organic
impurities removal from atmospheric moisture
condensates
P0101 A72-166I15
Sanitary-hygienic evaluation of the extraction
method for water recyclinq in atmospheric
moisture condensates
POU91 A72-10435
ATBOSPHEBIC PHYSICS
Visual fields of luminous objects in earth
atmosphere
riFA-SB-361 . p0535 N72-3112U
ATBOSPHEBIC PRESSDBE
Increased atmospheric pressure influence on blood
coaqnlation in rabbits, showing
post-decompression hypercoagulation followed by
hypocoagulation
P0225 A72-23597
Low pressure chamber as aerospace medical
diagnostics tool for flying personnel
examinations regarding oxygen deficiency, low
air pressure and air pressure fluctuations
tolerance
P0341 A72-30819
A-33
ATBOSPHEBIC TEHPEBiTUBE SUBJECT IIDEI
Flvinq personnel auditory defects caused by
environmental conditions, discussing aircraft
noise, vibrations- and atmospheric pressure effects
POH98 A72-1092H
•Speech intelligibility during exercise at normal
and increased atmospheric pressures.
P0511 A72-12496
ATBOSPBBBIC TBBPBBATOBE
Effect of environmental temperature on sweat onset
during motion sickness
CAD-7it08011 . • • •
 P0531 B72-31102
ATBOSPHEBIC TOBBOLEBCB '
Undisturbed and active solar photospheric
turbulent velocity determination.by comparing
half widths of observed weak Fraunhofer line
Profiles with model calculation
p0332 A72-29929
ATOBIC EIBB6T ' - • -
0 BUCLEAB EHEHGT '
ATOHIC EIPLOSiOBS-'
U HUCLEAB EXPLOSIOBS
ATP .
U ADENOSINE TBIPHOSPBATE (ATP) ' r
ATBOPHT •
Exercise and dencrration effects on intrafnsal
muscle fibers morphology, noting 25-33 percent
cross-sectional area atrophy in nuclear bag and
chain fibers ' " ; . " - *
' " ' P0064 A72-14895
Atrophy threshold in human arm muscles'
mASA-TT-P-1409ltl , p0132 H72-15027
.Hypokinesia^effects on rat skeletal muscles
• • • - ' • ' • • ' • ••• p0250 B72-19085
Atrophy and cvtochemical changes in rat skeletal
: 'muscles caused by hypokinesia '- ' •'•
• P0250 B72-19086
Atrophy of rabbit 'leg 'muscles'caused by'prolonged
hypodynamia and hypokinesia '- '- ' ': " '
' p0251 B72-19090
Effect of microorganisms-on-growth and destruction
of aalignant tumors - " '-••"••
r>!ASA-TT-F-lil3021 ' - • - - • : ,
 P0383 B72-2U072
Effect-of disuse bone atropy on spinal'impact
tolerance in Bhesus monkeys
' rAD-7it01531 p0526 H72-30096
ATTACK AIBCBAFT . ' •-• ''•'•"."•'
N T FIGHTEB AIBCBAFT" " - • ' • ' ' • ' ' - • ' ' - •
ATTACKIBG (ASSAULTING) " ' r
Performance of human model in controlling
attacking fighter'aircraft '•' ' ' ' * ' >•••'•'
• - ' ' • • pOl'35 N72-26077
iTTEHTIOH' - ..: ,
Selective attention dichotic listening test as
flying proficiency prediction criteria,
discussing omission and intrusion:errors'
' '• * ' ' • ' - • • • • • •
 P0153 A72-19351
'Book on sustained attention /vigilance/,
discussing effects of signal frequency, '
magnitude and distribution, task complexity,
noise', age, intelligence,- etc ' '
- ' • • - • - p0159 A72-19910
Ciaracter recognition experiments' to determine
attention control and temporal-spatial capacity
limitation during visual information-processing
' ' . i -' p0278 A72-2707U
Self estimated distractibility in subjects related
to attention lapses daring perceptual motor
Performance, indicating1'psychophysiological
changes ' ' ' " • •
, • , P0296 A72-28307
Divided attention effect localization, using -
choice,tracking task reaction times in
seguential stage model for human information
processing
• • ' • ' . P0332 A72-29852
Experimental tests of Voth-Hayman hypothesis of
autokinesia mediation by attention distribution
mechanism • '
P0127 A72-36901
Bepression-sensitizatioh and duration of visual
attention. • ' •
P0428 A72-36917
Buaan performance on tracking tasks under- divided
attention demands • -'
CAD-735762] ' P0359 N72-23088
Effect of auditory distraction on Stroop
color-word interference performance tests
.fFAA-AH-72-111 ' • ' pO«0* N72-25132
Review-of nenrophysiological mechaniSB involved in
selective attention . . ;
fAD-738131] p0172 H72-28067
ATTESUiTIOH ,' . . • . ,
HI ACOUSTIC ATTEBUATIOB
AtTBVOATOBS
HI THEBHISTOBS • . - - • .
ATTITUDE (IBCLIIATIOB) . ..
.BT.TA» - ' . . - ' • • . .
Beceptive fields of units in the visual cortex of
the cat -in the presence and absence of bodily
tilt. . - . : • • • ! ' - . -
•pO»55 A72-38646
Tilt table tests for orthostatic tolerance, ••
measuring heart rate, blood pressure and
responses of fainters and nonfainters-• -• - -
.- , • • P0t99 A72-U1020
Hunan vestibular tolerances in rotating chairs at
differing head tilt positions !•'.
- . •• " . • • . . • - • p0122 »72-1lt078
Effects of specialized auditory stimuli•on human
performance of spatial orientation tasks
tAD-7373511 p0101 N72-25112
ATTITUDE COBTBOL . . .
HI DIBECTIOBAL COHTBOL . •
BT -LOHGITUDIHAL CONTBOL '
ATTITUDE IBDICATOBS ' •' ..-•' ! : '••••
Airplane attitude display.motion relationship to
external world as -factor in pilot error due- to
visual frame of reference shift- '-
- • • • : • P0345 A72-31151
•ATTBACTIOB
Psychological tests to judge maximumrand minimum
• nonphysical subjective attraction forces, between
two parallel bars . -• .- '.:•:
".'•-: - .: pOI428 A72-36919
AUDIO EQOIPHEHT . .-; ,.f •-.;••-.•• ..,•••.•:.
BT BABPHOHES ' . -. • ?,-:,• ..-.-'-« .>',-:
BT BICEOPBOBES . . > -- -. t . !> .: .-.c ,:«..,
Use of perceptron to recognize patterns, generated
' ' - by'audio.'preprocessor modeled after cat cochlear
"- system • . - . - ' . . • . - ', •-,••:•:, ..-,. .-j-:.-.r, • -,j, ,:
•'• riD-7»012S] -' J -P0487.H72-29098
AUDIO FBEOUEICIES -i: J.-• - - : '. u
• -'-• Perceived noise level correction for background
noise effects based on frequency7band'SUB -'
. s- •••:: a:-..-, . p0161-A72-20170
Monaural perstioulatory loadness adaptation '
measurement by delayed and single' simultaneous
balance methods, discussing intensity, frequency
and duration effects ".-• ':•••-• ....•-.,-•..., ,-.\ - i i i i i i
. . . . . . . - . . • • • ,.'j-: J p0182iA72-21896
Conventional and hiqh frequency audioqrans o£
* •' prop,''jet, and rotary pilots
TAD-739368] ' ' • • : • • - ; " •: '' POK74 H72-28081
•AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPBEBT • . ! - - , '.i<r : • .-.: i:
"
;
'D T8AIHIKG DEyiCES ' <• "'• •- • '•'• " ; i
U VISUAL AIDS ''-••- '""• ..'•'•••;•-> -:;. .••>-., v- ..-.,';,•'.
AUDIOLOGT :.•'.... ;• ,.-:•. !,-
Aeromedical diagnostics for aircraft pilot hearing
sense tests, considering cockpit environment and
stress-produced impairments :in central nervous
system - ' ' '•' '•- '- i
• - • --( p0102 A72-16781
German book - Hearing, voice, 'balance;/Physiology •
''-'• of the senses II/. :' •••''
'• -•- • - • • • , • ' i • -' p0517'A72-»278i>
The physiology of hearing. I -The middle and the
inner ear -' ^ •
':.-•"'
 P0517 /A-72-42785
AODIOBBTBI • • , . • . : '.
Directional hearing perception threshold- in 'normal
' • and auditory-defective patients, studying
frontal and median planes for rising and falling
noise frequencies •'> • '• . • ' • '• ' • •
. . -, . - , p0020 A72-11740
Flight helmet optimal fitting technigne, using
automatic recording audiometer and-noise source
for acoustic leakage defection . •
P0064 A72-H4873
Right ear prevalence in hearing process determined
by dichotic-speech audition ;•
-. P0073 A72-15S8H
Hearing damage scaling methods, discussing
audiometric frequencies effect and damaqe risk
criteria: - <• - •; ^ -r ..-
• • ' < • • ' , . • p0161 A72-20169
Honaural'perstimulatory loudness adaptation
measurement by delayed and sinqle simultaneous
A-3»
SUBJECT IHDEX ADDITOBT. PEBCEPTIOH
' • balance methods, discassinq intensity, frequency
and duration effects •
:
 • .p0182 172-21896
The physiology of hearinq. I - The middle and the
inner ear • • '•• ~ ' '
P0517 A72-12785
Redian hearinq levels determined for young airmen
entering training for occupations involving
exposure to potentially hazardous noise • >
fAD-731131] . - P0217 N72-18123
Effects of sonar headset .echo ranging on hearing
effects in sonar technicians
• tAD-7372071 P0101.N72-25113
Heasurement of auditory nerve response-to loud
sounds '-• .- •• • .
fiD-738337] , POU71 H72-28066
•Comparison of serial audiograms measured by three
threshold procedures i ,
[AD-7398961 , pOU78 H72-28113
Proposed A weighted auditory risk criteria for
potentially hazardous exposures encountered in
aerospace operations . - . . .
UD-7U32981 p0532 H72-31105
Devices for producing pulse trains for pulse count '
andiometry
[AD-7829731 p0535 H72-31128
iDDITOEI DEFECTS
Directional hearing perception threshold in normal
.and auditory~defective.patients, .studying • •
frontal and median planes for .rising and falling
noise frequencies
P0020 A72-11710
Bearing damage scaling methods, discussing :
audioaetric frequencies effect and daoage-;ri.sk
criteria
:
 P0161 A72-20169
Design criteria for transportation system-noise
regulation, considering ambient noise, hearing-,
damage, speech interference and subjective.
 ;'».
reactions • . . , . . ? • • . .
• '.; , i . - p0162 A72-20173
Stapedectomy postoperative complications as flying
. hazard, discussing pilot reaction to middle ear
pressure changes : -
!•• ... -," ' •.: • .•:•:• ;, ; - . . ' , • p03U<l A72-31091
U.S. federal-, regulation on occupational noise
'• ; exposureicontrol for hearing loss prevention,
discussing noise,measurement,.reduction and.
„•! periodic, tests :
•-•' -;,.-.., , ' •-. ,; . : ' . - • - • P0373 A72-33324
Plying personnel auditory defects caused by . ..
'• ' . environmental conditions, discussing aircraft
noise,-vibrations and atmospheric pressure effects
.
 ; .. :• pOU98 A72-1092B
,.( •'Noise effects of sensorinenral hearinq loss ,to
divers and hyperbaric chamber personnel -. . i-
rAD-725111] "/, . . p0038 H72-10106
Effects of sonar headset echo ranging on hearing ,
effects in sonar technicians :• ' ' •
:-:.. f AD- 737207J - .. . ... pO«01 U72-25113
.-.Human eardrum rupture and hearing loss injuries
from nuclear explosions , •
rAD-7376131 pOIIO 872-27092
• :• Auditory loss and recuperation of guinea pigs
.- using sonic boom H-wave . . .
fISI-35/71] .
 P0531 N72-31097
'' . Guinea pig. auditory loss and recuperation after
• rectangular shock save exposure
fISl-3/72] P0531 N72-31098
AUDITORY PEBCEPTIOH
Heurophysiological hearing mechanisms of inner- ear
•in peripheral auditory pattern recognition
•• , . • f0006 A72-10181
. Benrophysiology of auditory pattern recognition of
simple and complex sounds, using cats data on
:• cochlear nerve neural mechanism
• • • i • p0007 .A72-10482
Auditory pathway neuron .discharge response to
complex sound stimuli and fregnency
• discrimination of pattern recognition in cats
p0007 A72-10183
Intervening discrete elements effects on. filled
•' .. duration illusion in auditory, tactual and
visual presentation ,
•'l ' • • •• ' ' p0009 A72-10720
Body cooling effect on human vigilance in hot
environments, testing reaction time to visual
stimuli and auditory signal detection rate
- i -pOOIS A72-11290
Computer simulation of evoked cortical audio
potentials in animals and humans, noting
clinical application for hearinq threshold
measurements
. P0016 472-11321
Inert gas narcosis under hyperbaric conditions
relationship to mental performance and auditory
and visual evoked responses in man
fAD-7367361 P0019 A72-11705
Cats cochlea and cochlear nucleus neural responses
in auditory masking of low frequency tones,
shoving phase locked cells progressive
desynchronizatipn with intensity
... . P0072 A72-15251
Bight ear prevalence in hearing process ,determined
by dichotic speech audition
P0073 A72-15581
Phenamine and aminazine effects on snbthreshold
sound perception and adrenoreactive excitability
of unstable subjects under emotional stress
. P0073 A72-15586
Aeromedical diagnostics for aircraft pilot hearing
sense tests, considering cockpit environment and
stress-produced impairments in central nervous
system .. ,
. ' . P0102 A72-16781
Bisensory -performance.in simultaneous auditory and
visual verbal information recognition,
demonstrating integrative action between hearing
and vision
, . ' . ' ' " P0111 A72-17919
Standard procedures development for ,perceived
, • noisiness or noise annoyance evaluation, taking
into account spectral complexity, spectra
weighting, time integration and onset duration
. , . ' ' P0161 A72-20166
• Perceived, noise .level-correction,for background
noise effects based on frequency band SUB
' P0161 A72-20170
,- Loudness .and noisiness judgment contours,
considering experimental subjective and -•
. objective conditions, subject age and sex and
sound field characteristics'.
' ... ' p0162 A72-20171
Hark VII ear performance calculation procedure for
perceived loudness or noisiness levels relation
to sound pressure, using experimental frequency
weighting contours
P0182 A72-21895
Loudness function correlations to illusory spiral
aftereffect persistance, motion sickness
susceptibility and auditory reaction time in
individuals
'p0186 A72-22138
Vigilance performance prediction for
difficulty-matched auditory and loosely and
closely coupled visual intensity discrimination
tasks . ' " . ' . '
. ' . . - " . - . P0236 A72-25127
ludionetric determination of human temporary
threshold shifts due to steady state and
impulsive noise
' . .... ; P026.7 A72-25873
, Auditory flutter'fusion frequency changes in
humans during prolonged visual deprivation
P0280 A72-27118
Testibular, auditory,, acceleration and altitude
decompression testing of pilot following
endolymphatic shunt surgery for Henieres disease
P0283 A72-27185
Monograph on perceptual analysis of.sound coverinq
peripheral auditory system functions, subjective
pitch perception, periodic pulse and vhite noise
harmonic audibility, maskinq behavior, etc
P0363 A72-31511
Visual and acoustic image> processinq rates durinq
letter sequencing tasks, suggesting implicit
verbal control involvement
P0371 A72-32761
Auditory induction of fainter by louder sounds as
perceptual phenomenon cancelling masking effects
P0373 A72-33170
Lateral inhibition in auditory perception proved
by psychophysical study of nervous activity
stimuli patterns, noting erroneous measurement
of pure tone masked threshold ,
P0378 A72-33970
Calculating the perceived level of light and sound.
pOISH A72-38567
»-35
AODITOBY SEHSATIOH ABEAS SUBJECT IBDEZ
Hyogenic and eardrum evoked aaditory potentials
and cortical responses to 0.2 Billisecond
voltaqe pulse acoustic stimuli '
POU57 A72-3S932
Determination of the functional state of the
auditory analyzer through the action of
short-term acoustic stimuli of increasing
intensity
pOt58 A72-38939
&n aspect of the problem of pitch dependence on
the duration of short sinusoidal signals.
POU62 872-39217
Effect of electrical excitation of various
auditory analysor levels on a conditioned motor
• ' reflex
P0497 A72-10805
Display device design and human operator training
based on visual and auditory sensation and
perception principles, emphasizing fitting
between man and information
P0502 A72-41U07
Reactions of auditory cortex neurons to
geniculocortical'fiber stimulation
p051« A72-«2723
Enspectibility of chinchilla ear to damage from
impulse noise ' .
CAD-7263331 .P0037 H72-10098
Quantitative characteristics of auditory cortex
response in anesthetized cats to sound from
different directions
fAD-7301921 ; P0141 B72-15092
Doppler discrimination in high background noise of
rotary Hinged aircraft
- r»D-73lil18] '- P0314 H72-21056
Auditory intensity discrimination, signal
- detection," and receiving characteristics
rAD-7360461 p0358 B72-23082
Effect of middle ear muscle contractions on
hearing and echo processing in Mustache Bat
' P0398 H72-25084
Measurement of auditory nerve response t'o iond
• sounds
fAD-7383371 p0471 H72-28066
Cerebral cortex potentials evoked in man by
' perceived and not perceived acoustic stimuli
[AD-7392701 P0473 H72-28078
Auditory loss and recuperation of guinea pigs
using sonic boom H-wave' -
[151-35/711 P0531 'B72-31097
Comparison of two methods of gisting messages
fAD-7l(31851 • • ' P0533 B72-31111
Influence of biological rhythm on daily periodical
1
 • hearing in person subjected to prolonged noise
> ; rNiSA-TT-F-14568] - p0560 B72-32089
"Literature survey and review of factors which
appear to be critical in auditory comprehension
for application to programs of listening " - • • ' •
abilities enhancement for Havy personnel
fAD-743916) p0570 N72-33092
ADDITOBT SEHSATIOH ABEAS
- Postsynaptic electric potential responses'to click
o'f auditory cortex neurons in cats
p0020 A72-11757
Bats auditory cortex electrical responses to
ultrasonic stimuli, determining maximum
sensitivity fregnency range
P0022 A72-11769
Electrophysiology for auditory temporal masking
mechanism study of cat'cochlear nucleus and •
inferior colliciilus single neurons
pOlOa A72-17175
Human cortical auditory evoked response to speech
and sound effects, relating SEG' interhemispheric
wave amplitude asymmetry to stimulus
meaningfulness
^ P0173 A72-2098D
Cat auditory cortex neurons response to auditory
' and medial genicnlate body electrical stimulation
P0285 A72-27651
Effect of-electrical excitation of various
auditory analysor levels on a conditioned motor
reflex " :
- •• ' pO«97 A72-40805
Evoked potentials of the primary auditory cortical
r zone produced by positive and inhibitive.
conditioned stimuli . • • •
pO»97 A72-40806
Dependence of inhibitory areas of inferior
colliculus neurons on the time characteristics
of acoustic stimuli
P0515 A72-B2724
Responses of anesthetized cats to acoustical
stimuli imposed on auditory cortex
[AD-730191] pOIIO H72-15091
Quantitative characteristics of auditory cortex
response in anesthetized cats to sound from
different directions
TAD-730192] pOKll B72-15092
Hedical research abstracts on limnlus visual
system, electronic neuron model development, and
auditory adaptation in horseshoe crab
tAD-7310171 p0316 H72-21073
AUDITOR! SIGBALS
Alerting light and audio signals for aircraft
pilots, considering implications for aircraft
design
P0015 A72-11291
Vibrotactile warning device effectiveness under
auditory and visual loadings, investigating
reaction time and errors number
P0180 A72-21569
Bead-up omnidirectional two dimensional auditory
display device for visual detection facilitation
in aircraft collision avoidance systems
p0299 A72-28327
Preferences for signaled over unsignaled noise
from subjectively rated noise intensity
experiments, discussing preparatory response vs
information cognitive control interpretations
P0371 A72-32763
Response bias and sensitivity variations in
psychophysical test of rats discrimination
between standard and attenuated auditory signal
' intensities
p0377: A72-33618
Energy detection model for transient overshoot in
tonal signals masked by narrow band auditory
stimuli, discussing masking produced by gated
sinusoid • . . • • •
P0378 A72-33972
Effect of fringe on masking-level difference when
gating from nncorrelated to correlated noise.
• ' P0189 A72-00346
Reaction time to the second of two shortly'spaced
auditory signals both varying in intensity.
p0512"A72-42549
Training in identification ^ of sound
characteristics in sonar classification task
[AD-7334511 p0311 'H72-20117
Auditory intensity discrimination, signal
detection, and receiving characteristics ' (
rAD-736046] • < - p0358 H72-23082
Pilot performance and reaction tine in response to
auditory "signals during low level helicopter
flight • - * • - : . • ' ;
riSVR-TB-SUl • - . . . < • . . pO*36 H72-26086
Measurement of auditory nerve response to loud
sounds ' . . . .
fAD-738337] > •-•pOl|71 H72-28066
ADDITOBI STIHOLI '
Bats auditory cortex electrical responses to
ultrasonic stimuli,'determining maximua
sensitivity freguency range
• • ' • - • p0022 A72-11769
'Monotonous auditory stimulation fregaency effects
on human orienting reaction habituation and
sleep onset
' p0030 A72-12«9«
Human trace responses generation and storage under
light stimulus reinforcement of sound
conditioning from galvanic skin reactions
observation • -
' p0073 A72-15581
Human cortical auditory evoked response to speech
and sound effects, relating EEG interhemispheric
wave amplitude asymmetry to stimulus
'meaningfulness
••' • ' P0173 A72-2098*
Hypothalamic single neuron unit discharge pattern
response to acoustic, light and somatosensory
stimulation in cats' • '
P0177 A72-21471
Animal response to sonic booms, considering mink
reactions in-detail • -
P0182 A72-21909
Human reactions to sonic boom acoustic stimuli,
noting startle reflex responses : •. •
' P0222 A72-23320
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SUBJECT IHDBI . AOTOKIITBSIS
Jet aircraft noise effect on sleeping EEG and
subsequent waking performance, shoving presence
of carry-over effects
.
 r ;• P0281 172-27474
Cat auditory cortex neurons response to auditory
and nedial qeniculate body electrical stimulation
P0285 172-27651
Periodic* continuous and aperiodic vhite noise
effects on human serial decoding performance,
relating sub-jective and autonomic responses
P0294 472-28289
Vigilance effects for noise or vibration stimuli
duration judgment task performed Kith or without
simultaneous mental arithmetic task
P0341 172-30964
Compensatory trackinq. task performance vith
continuous error information feedback via
visual, auditory or electrocutaneous displays
P0345 172-31152
Aircraft pilot reaction capability for snitch
activation in response to voice countdown, tone
initiation and termination, noting standard
deviation
P0365 172-31787
Human cerebral .hemodynamic changes during arousal
and orienting re'actions to auditory stimuli
P0372 172-32993
auditory display in dual-axis compensatory
trackinq task, discussing performance measures
in .terms of sgnared error integral and human
operator describing functions
. . . . . p0378 172-33866
Lateral inhibition in auditory perception proved
by psychophysical study of .nervous activity
stimuli patterns, noting erroneous .measurement
of pure tone masked threshold
' . . , . • • ,. - : • • , P.0378 .172-33970
.Energy detection model for transient overshoot in
! tonal.signals masked by narrow band auditory
'stimuli, discussinq maskinq produced ..by gated
sinusoid
. " . , . . , , ^ . . . . . . . - P.03.78, 172-33972
Hyoqenic and eardrum evoked auditory potentials
and cortical responses to 0.2 millisecond
voltage pulse acoustic stimuli
"•:,'C :•':,;' -"-';.- ••:...•'•'.'.•< ; •'' -PPt 57 ,172-38932
Determination of the' functional state' of the
auditory analyzer ^throughjthe action of.;,,
.short-term acoustic stimuli of increasing
• i •intensity " " I
. - • • . . . . , , - . . • > . - . ., -.. ,. P0458.172-38939
In aspect of the,-problem of .pitch dependence on
•:"vthe.duration of short sinusoidal signals.
.'..,.•; . . .,- .- ,,- .-. , . • -; • . -p0462 172-39217
Psychometric.-test for auditory stimulus duration
difference estimation, noting Weber fraction for
.. ••temporal gaps marker condition - • -.
,,.c . . : .-, .. ,. , ... p0489 172-40345
"Evoked potentials of the primary auditory cortical
zone produced by positive and- inhibitive
conditioned stimuli •'•* . .,..
 r. .-
. •, , . .
 : ".. . ' P0497 172-110806
Dependence of.inhibitory areas of inferior /
colliculus neurons on the -.tine characteristics
of .-acoustic stimuli
. , . , P0515 172-42724
Electrophysiolo'qical investigation of the
excitation and inhibition processes in the
-. auditory cortex
. • . ,.p0520 172-43165
Hervoos mechanisms .of the acoustic stress reaction
. . P0520 172-1(3169
Characteristics of conditioned reflexes to.an
ecologically adequate stimulus in hens
P05116 172-44080
Electrophysioloqical analysis of .limbic-reticular
interaction during the .orientating reflex
"., ... 't>05i46, 172-44081
Nenronal and focal reactions of the parietal
associative cortex to various peripheral stimuli
. • ' ,j ' . P0546..172-44089
Responses of anterior snprasylvian gyrus neurons
to peripheral stimuli of different modalities
,.p051|6 172-44090
Sonic boom startle - 1 field study in fleppen. Best
Germany.
' .. • „,, P0552 172-44916
Physiological effects of photic and acoustic
stimuli on evoked potentials in rabbit visual
cortex
;
 ' . . . P0134 H72-15045
Responses of anesthetized cats to acoustical
, T . stimuli imposed on auditory cortex
riD-730191]
 t p0140 H72-15091
Quantitative characteristics of auditory cortex
response in anesthetized cats to sound froo
different directions
tlD-730192] p0141 H72-15092
Effects of specialized auditory stimuli on human
performance of spatial orientation tasks
. .. . [1D-737351] ' p0401 H72-25112
Effect of auditory distraction on Stroop
color-word interference performance,tests
[Fli-lH-72-14] p0404 K72-2S132
Human operator errors in performing audio-video
and audio only trackinq tasks
P0435 H72-26078
Cerebral cortex potentials evoked in nan by
perceived and not perceived acoustic stimuli
, [1D-739270] p0473 H72-28078
Application of paired comparison method and
magnitude, estimation method.for determining
noise levels generated by aircraft
rniSl-CR-2107] . . p0485 H72-29087
Effect of circadian variations in sleep-wake cycle
on optical and acoustic stimuli reaction times
TB1E-I.IB-TR1HS-16681 , p0560 H72-32093
IDDITORI TASKS; ' '....'
Selective attention dichotic-listening test as
... . . • -.flying proficiency prediction criteria,
discussinq omission -and intrusion errors
' ' '"' ' " ' ... . .:. p0153 172-19351
..-.-•. -Auditory adaptation tests confirmation of Small
loudness model prediction ..of lower adaptation
for .test tone greater than adapting .tone intensity
. •-.. .-, .' ' ". p0182 A72-21897
Vigilance .performance prediction for -
. .dif f ic.ulty-'matche'd auditory and loosely and
[,-,-,:. '.closely coupled visual intensity discrimination
"" " •' :ta'sks , ,. , - • • , .
- ' • • • • - p0236 A72-25127
; \(,{ < Cumulative partial sleep deprivation effects on
human.performance in auditory vigilance, routine
, addition ahd^ running digit 'span tests, observing
.j, ••( .. - circadia'n'rhVthms ' . .
.,.- ".',',. . • . . - • ; . ' - P0275 172-26683
Body orientation under vertical sinusoidal
:-(-, ., v .vibration.
.,,,. . : - , . , . , . - - . ,. . p0499 172-41019
• t . .Buman operator dynamics for aural compensatory
'.-: --.' tracking., •.,. - - : . , •
. . ; - , , - •'. . .. , • - . . . . . ' . . . . • • P0507 .A72-41950
'-' :• .Heart.rate variability in a binary choice reaction
,;,task,- An evaluation of some scoring methods.
,, ,, , -. , . . P0512 A72-42550
105THH.I1 ...
tower Carboniferous.sedinent spores frbq Bonaparte
, Gulf Basin of festern Australia and northern
Territory , .
. r BOIL-1.15] . ,. . . ". P0383 H72-24078
Upper Cambrian trilobites from Gola Beds, western
.- • , - (Queensland
TEOLL-riZ] . . . .. . p0384 N72-24079
AOTOCOLLIH1TOHS •
D COLLIH1TORS
:, A0TOCOBEEI1TIOJ
- Auto-: and cross correlation functions for neuron
• reactions in vasomotorial center to adequate
stimulation of cats vestibnlar apparatus
p0106 172-17673
Factor analysis of,frontal and occipital brain
regions EEG indices interzonal variability,
relating autocorrelation function parameters to
neuron ensembles force level
•• • - . , . p0112 172-18057
. Spectral line width measurement accuracy based on
digital autocorrelation of photon counting
fluctuations, noting light field and
photoelectric-process limiting effects
p0371 172-32949
10TOKISESIS
Afterimage apparent motion preceding smooth eye
movement association with target trackinq,
noting unegnal impairment occurrence over entire
visual field
P0150 172-19034
Experimental tests of Voth-Bayman hypothesis of
autokinesia mediation by attention distribution
A-37
AOTOHATA THEOBT SUBJECT IBDEI
mechanism
• • • • • ' - • - • ' ' pb«27 A72-3690a
AOTOHATA JHEOBI
Problems of complex object modeling based on
heuristic self-organization
P0556 A72-45509
Semi-automatic methods foe airlines crew scheduling
fTB-320-30061 , • P0309 H72-20100
Hathematic modelinq, automata 'theo'ry, speech
synthesis, and mechanical model of heart and lungs
CJPBS-56072] pOUOS H72-25135
ADTOHATIC COHTBOL .
HI ADAPTIVE 'COHTBOL
BT AOTOHATIC PLIGHT COHTBOl
HI ADTOHATIC GAIN C08TBOL " ' :
NT DTNAH1C CONTBOL '
NT FEEDBACK CONTEOL
BT FEEDFOBWABD CONTBOL
BT LEABNING HACHIBES
NT OPTIHAL CONTBOL ' • '
BT SELF ADAPTIVE COSTBOL SZSTEHS ' .
NT TIHE OPTIHAL CONTBOL ' .
Data display techniques in man operated automatic
control system , assessing information volume
versatility and operability • - • - . " •
P0269 A72-26U51
Automatically controlled delay in self-excited
pulsating systems based on artificial muscles
•-'..• '"' pOUSil A72-38H6U
An automated instrument for monitoring the quality
of recovered water. ' ' : " ;
CASHE PAPER 72-ENAV-16] ' pOU6T A72-39161
Human consciousness, and choice r.ole in biological
control process automation. -to' define' differences
between manual' and automatic control' sfystems
:.. . ' . : . . - • • . • - - •• ; ' ' p'0502' A72-U1U05
Han in a control circuit during an information .
game synthesis " " ' ' ' . ' ' 'I ' " '- '.
, . ' ''"•"' •' p0557' A;72-45520
Automatic volume control f.or recording, complex .
signals with brpa:d"fre'guency band.
 ton ultrasonic
Doppler cardiograms "" "" ' '" ; A ' •'"'
1
-.. . ; p'0078 B72-12007
Future prospects of cybernetics ''""". "','•'
rJPBS-5«3S5] ' '_ .•"',. •' .',":'; ' 'I;p0p82; N72-12039
Automatic control device for regulating inlet
water temperature of liquid cooled space'suit
CBASA-CASE-HSC-13917-1 ] •';"" '';' ' '; p0.1lt2\N72^ 15098
Formation scheme for' automatic' control, p'f '''*.."
information resources and document'' 'display.'/,
system for managerial personnel .,;," - ', ,.~ ,^ j.
. . . . . . .
.Automatic analysis of ECG" at rest",' during and' "
after' 'exercise' with two computer systems
. '. ' •' ' '•' "•'•'' ••'' ' '• ' p039'5 N72-25052
" Automatic temperature control for liguid cooled, ...
space suit , ' " ' "' '"' .'""' '"'
f NASA-CASE-ABC-10599ri;i' '. ' ,, '..;", pOtOV N.72-25129
Behavior 'of ' man in technical', "and "socioecohomic
control systems
1
 ' • " •.''•'• '' ' '•''.'•" pQUSl N72-2619t
AOTOHATIC COSTBOL VALVES .•-•...-• -r •( -V-- ••
NT PHESSOBE'-BEGOLATOBS ' -' .••'=" -- "
ADTOHATIC DATA PBOCESSIHG . .
D DATA PBOCESSIBG ..... ' "' • : '•' ' • 5 '
AUTOHiTIC F1I6HT CONIBOL , •. - .' .
Development trends in airborne, man. machine flight
'control, discussing optimal. 'division, between
human pilot and machine 'in' relation to' total
system performance and. econpmic factors
'
 t " ' " • ' '"p0217 A72-22781
ADTOBATIC GUI COITBOL . '' " ' . •. . ' '• •"
Gain control of cat retina rapid, light adap'tatipc.
process to attenuate .signals reaching retinal ''
ganglion cells from photoreceptors
' ' ' "•.' '. " " ' ....... p'02'80 A72-27299
Gain control and contrast sensitivity in the
vertebrate retina. - . . - - .
P0109 A72-31118
iDTOHATIC PATTEBH BEC06BITION' ' ' '
0 PATTEBN BECOGBITIOB ' ' '
AOTOBATIC PILOTS ' , "
Begression analysis of relationship between system
design, training .variables,
 f:, and technician..
maintenance performance on a'utomatic pilots
riD-739591} ' ' .. P0478 B72-28111
AOTOHATIC SOCKET IBFACT PBEDICIOBS ' ""
0 COHPnTEBIZED SIHOLATION
AnlOBATIC TEST EQOIPHEBT
' Considerations in the design of an automatic
visual field tester.
' ' P0129 A72-37013
Automatic histocompatibility testing of cells
CS»SA-CB-125S90] p0288 N72-19071
Automatic pair feeding device for controlled
feeding of test animals
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10302-1] 'p0313 N72-21052
Pressure ramp prpgrammer fpr autpmatic blood
pressure measurements
[NASA-CB-IISSOSl P0316 H72-2107H
Automated visual sensitivity tester for
determining visual, field sensitivity and blind
spot size ' ' '
TBASA-CASE-ABC-10329-1] P0317 872-21079
AOTOHATIOH •' ' ' '
Automation in planning and execution of flights,
considering navigation, communication, flight
instruments monitoring, control/stabilization'
and warning systems
p0216 A72-22780
Automatic ECG recording and analysis by electronic
data processing equipment, discussing' methods of
data acquisition and transmission for routine
diagnosis' and prophylactic mass examinations
p0286 A72-27821
AUTOHOBILE ACCIDENTS • •: •
Impact tests to obtain skull fracture data fpr
Federal Hotor Vehicle Safety Standards ' '
,. tPB-201239] • ' . ' p0199 N72-170U1
Ai'rbag and seat belt analysis as restraints in
serious injury European car collisions • "
p0256 B72-19130
Structural crashworthiness performance of ..
st . .. conventional automobiles and performance of
'' structural devices designed for protection
. p0258 N72-19142
AOTOHOBILES .' ' " , .'
Automobile crash tests to determine effectiveness
of inflatable occupant restraint systems
" "'rPB-200875] pOOtO N72-10118
Test procedures' and resulting data frpm ' V
. . preliminary vehicle tests of inflatable occupant
restrai'ht systems - Vpl. 2
•C/B-200876] '/'•'- •'' '. pOOUS N72-11092
Graphs illustrating dummy accelerations and other
data obtained in preliminary vehicle tests of
inflatable occupant restraint systems
rPB-260877] • • ' " ' . ' '•'. pOO«5, B72-11093
Photographs of vehicles used'in preliminary tests
of inflatables occupant restraint systems' J.
"" ' r'PB-2008781 " pO'016 ,N72Tl,1p9lt
Test procedures and instrumentation used, in;,;'.1:,;,•["'.'•'
preliminary vehicle tests of inflatable pccupant
restraint systems - "!". .!/.''-'' '
[PB-200879] '': p0016 ,N72r11095
Bestraints for passengers in automobiles . • ' • <
p02S6':N72-191>22
Analysis of pedal operation by seated pperatpr ,'
with application to design of foot controls for
automobiles and other eguipment • ' '/ '
[AD-7353151 "' ' ' "' p0318'N72-21089
. . Influence of sensory pattern and alcohol^ on '
vehicular velocity sensing .
[ICBL-BB-70-8] . P0531 N72-31096
Combined shoulder harness and lap belt restraint
system' for' use in aircra'ft or automobiles ' '
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10519-n ' • ' ' ' p0534 H72-31117
AUTOHOHIC NEBVOOS SISTEB ' '
NT STHPATHETIC BEByOUS SISTEH" • -'
:
 ' Cardiac output, and.autonpaic nervous system rple
in antinatrioretic response to acute thpracic
superior vena cava constriction
P0018 A72-11661
Beta-adrenergic and vagal blockage altered
autonpmous control effects on left ventricular .,
function in conscious doqs, notinq heart rate','
stroke volume and end-diastplic and end-systplic
' diameters
. ' A72-12090
Simulated spnic boom 'effect "on track'inq
performance and autonpmic response, notinq heart
rates, skin conductance and startle reflex' •
' . . • ' • • " _ ' - • /• P0109 A72-17868
, Autonomic blocXade effects on reflex brad'ycardia
due tP phenylephrine induced arterial pressure
in man during rest and snpine"exercise
' " . , . . ' p0170; A72-20688
A-38
SUBJECT IBDBX BACKGROUND BADIATIOI
Dynamic orthosynpathetic.control of cardiovascular
system, studying efferent element link'between
4 autonomic vasonotor and cardiac centers and
effector cells . -.* . . • - ...
• . ' ,•. ' P0179 A72-21508
Autonomic nervous, system role in controlling
coronary and cardiac responses, to bypoxic
.hypoxia, measuring blood'flow with Doppler '.
ultrasonic flow transducer .. , • -. . -
. ' - . : , ) , : , ' P0297 A72-28313
. Vagas nerve regeneration in hnnans after .stomach
cancer surqery • . . . ' - . • •• • .
. . . , , . . . . . . p0325 A72-28779
Respiratory and vascnlomotor autonomic centers
functional state relation to vestibnlar system
fron labyrinth electrical stimulation and
shakinq experiments • ' , . , ' • ' ' '
p0336 A72-30387
Bole of .the autonomic'nervous system in the
'hypoxic response of the pulmonary vascular bed.
. .. ' ' pO*26 A72-36572
Hypothalaaic control of the electrical activity of
the spinal .cord
.,/•. ' pO«9« A72-»0598
Cortical effects mechanisms in; animal veqetative
systems, notinq biological oxidation and organic
phosphorus compound studies - •
. ' . P0197 A72-00759
Localization and structural-functional , . . • ; ,
i ,. organization of the system of vaqus -nerve .nuclei
constituting the 'cardiac center1, of the medulla
oblonqata . . . - : ' '
. . , . - . ' . ' ' ' p0506 A72-U1673
Prediction' of vegetative reactions in the case, of
stress and extreme effects upon the organism'
, .' ' . P0508 A72-42069
, Bespiration control mechanism ensuring adaptation
' to power" requirements and chemical environment ,
..maintenance in tissues, considering brain stem
location ' ' ' ' . .
... ,..,••"• '-'"/'' .P0551.A72-4U600
Gravitational stress effects on neurons in ,.
autoaous nervous'ganglia of cats ...
•'••-'••'•' • •••' "
 ;
 _ ' . _ " ' • p02<!9. H72-19077
. ••; . Effects of motion sickness on antonomic.nervous
systems!role in- vestibular^respiratory-vasomptor
'-. reflexes '•-,* ['•."• • .. , ' ' - . . ' .' .
'"' '!'.." ..;'.' y. . ' . .. P0388. H72-24108
,, Effects., of sleep deprivation'and work-rest cycles
.','. .,'bn human ;performance_and. automatic and central
nervous system . . ' ;
,. ;v [•»D-7«.i939] " >: ' ' ' '" ,p0532 B72-31104
" ABIOPILOTS , '. . . , . , , '' ....''.
0 ADTOMATIC IPILOTS " '.'.. . .'"'. ' .".
iDTOTBOPHS " ' ' ••'"' ' . ' : . " ' ,
•.-.,H,T. BTDBOGEHOnONAS • ' ' ' ,' '...'. .
ATIATIOi ''
 s ' ' ; - , . . ' • . • '• ' ' '.'..
. 0 AEBOBipTICS " " " '"J! ' . ' • • • •
ATIATOBS ' , . . '
0. AIBC8AF.T 'pltOIS .' '.";','."'
AVIONICS ' !' - . .',' .. , . j , '.•'.'.,'.•.',-'.,,'
} .f Becent. research 'applicable to' the" design' of.',
electronic displays. . ,.. .'
' ' pOt27 A72-36902
. ITOIDAICE .. . . - . - • • ""•...'".".
HI COLLISIOB AVOIDAHCE^ . . . . .' • '
Heat 'exposure effect on'sidman avoidance
.. - performance in rats, discussing organism
therioreqnlatory capacity disruption ..and shock..,
and body temperature regulation ' • • • . • • • •
' .. P0031 A72-12525
Aircraft interception avoidance problem solved by
differential game theory, discussing .human
operator decision making for random pursuit
tracking
' ' ' " p'0557'A72-H5523
AIOSS; ' . . '
Functional orqanization"aod'-ne'urophysioip'gical
mechanisms of return corticothalamic system in
anesthetized cats, showing axon terminal
pr'esynaptic depolarization . . ',
.. , . P03211 A72-28762
Visual cortex neuron reactions, to, antidromic
stimulation of cat pyranidal tract', noting' axon
activation increased discrimination in 'analyser
P0325 A72-28781
Neuronal fiber and synaptic axonal contact
structure of cat spinal gray matter in
corticospinal, rnbrospinal and reticnlospinal
. ^ . terminal zones by Golgi method
POH93 A72-HOS79
The nltrastrncture of the lateral basilar. region
of the spinal cord. . . '•
, ' . . ' - . ' POU93 A72-10581
Snpr'aspinal effects in- the activity of
/ • preganglionic sympathetic neurons delivering
axons to the cervical sympathetic nerve
- . - ' • • • . . , • ' P009U A72-00599
The effect of membrane parameters on the
properties of the nerve impulse.
P0507 A72-41936
AXOIES '
HT ACETAZOLAHIDE ' . , .
NT TBYPTOPHAN ' ' . '
B-52 AIBCEAFT ' '. . '
Crew compartment vibration environment in B-52. .
aircraft during low altitude, high .speed flight
fADr727023] " ' POOH1 N72-10127
BACILLOS
Dry heat resistance of bacillus spores on
spacecraft metal surfaces for different'
pressures, atmospheres and materials
, . ' . . , . ' . . . ' , pOO.73 A72-15261
Aqueous formaldehyde effects on Bacillus subtilis
spores, showing sporostasis due. to germination
inhibition and spprocide' due' t.o .temper ature
.. dependent inactivation. • .,.. , -,-1
• . ' ! . " ' ! . ..;'. ' PP377 A72-33772
The effects of' various' cure, cycles upon' the
viability of Bacillus subtillis' var. niger
spores' within solid ' p'ropellant.
' " ' ' , . ' . ' . , . p0423 A72-36U37
Lactate dehydrbqenase from an extremely
. thermophilic bacillus.
' " ' ' . ' . - ' . . . , ' , - , . . . . • : • • P0519 A72-nait50
Temperature, effects on' destruction of Bacillus
subtilis as function' of relative humidity in
. .. .spacecraft sterilization
' rNASA-CB-125659] . ...... . PQ239 N72-.18063
, ,, Begnlation mechanism of alpha-acetohydroxyacid
synthet'ase properties in Bacillus cerens T.
. rHASA-TT-F-Hl1ll1]. . .'.. . . p02«0 N72-18072
., Survival data for Bacillus subtilis spores and
microorqanisms in simulated space 0V solar flux
and vacuum " ' ..... ' '
CTiD-25965]' ' : ' ""'' ' p0523 N72-30071
BACK INJOBIBS ' ' ' ' '
Aircraft' accident in the Faroe Islands in 1970 -
Observations from a medical point of view, with
special reference' to spinal fractures.
' ' • ' ' . . .. .,
 t-.p0410. A72-34556
BACKGBODND BOISE1 ' :' . ..
. . Perceived noise level correction, for background
noise effects based on frequency band SNB'
'•'"' '. ' ' •" ' . p016i,.A72-20170
. . 'Cryogenic Josephson junction magnetometer in
magnetocardiography, discussing hiqh ambient- . .
noise levels in unshielded environment
. P0279 A72r27288
Interactions of signal and background variables in
visual processing.
P0518 A72T«2931
Effect of .background' radio chatter on performance
of pilots in training " '
tAD-72705«.] ' " . P.OOttl .N72-10125
Doppler discrimination in high' background noise of
'rotary winged aircraft ,
rAD-731118] ' 'p0314 N72-21056
BACK'GBOOID BADIATIOH ' .'
Dark adaptation, with logarithmically time
decreasing background luminance, noting
;
 threshold time lag variation with rate of
background change
, . . . , . ' P0158 A72-19827
Achromatic and chromatic thresholds, during dark
adaptation against varying background
luminances. Doting trend change at transition
from cone to rod function
* ' . . . - • - >
 P0158 A72-19828
Effect of target-background luminance contrast on
binocular depth discrimination at photppic
-levels of illumination. - .
pO»11 A72-31879
Determining effective flashing light intensity as
function of duration and area at threshold and
A-39
BACKSCATTEBIHG SUBJECT IIDBX
suprathreshold luminance with different
background luminances
fAD-728587] P0129 H72-1012S
BiCKSCATTBBIIG
Effects of hiqh intensity anticollision liqht
pulses on physioloqical responses of instrument
rated pilots and non-pilots
rF»i-&H-72-8] pO«3<i H72-26072
BACTBBIA
HI BACILLUS
HT CLOSTBIDIUH EOTOilBOB
HT ESCBEBICBIA
NT HYDBOGEHOHOHAS
HI PSBUDOHOBAS
HT SALHOHELLA
HT STAP8YLOCOCCOS
HT STBEPTOCOCCOS
BTdrostatic pressure and teaperatare effects on
qcovth of psychrophylic marine bacterium,
eaphasizinq inhibited amino acid transport and
respiration•
pOOOtl i72-10322
Space flight biological effects on lysogenic
bacteria and human cells in culture
pOOOU 672-10365
Pigment system and primary photosynthesis
evolution, using conparative analysis of
bacteriochlorophyll, bacterioviridin and
chlorophyll
P0061 A72-11780
Bacterial respiration through oiidative
phosphorylation origin hypotheses, discussing
photosynthesis and snlfate respiration in
anoxyqenic atmosphere and thiobacillus and
aerobe evolution in .oxygen atmpsphere
p0062 A72-14795
Thin layer chromatography technique for rapid
quantification of bacterial cell adenosine
triphosphate, using microscope ultraviolet
photometer ' '
p0110 A72-17872
Thermolabile triose phosphate isomer'ase in '
psychrophilic Clostridium at moderate temperatures
pO.233 A72-2K750
Biological experiments on plants,' animals and:''
bacteria aboard Zond 5,. 6 and 7 space probes,
noting,'flight conditions effect oh physiological
functions and hereditary structures
" '; '.'... p0267 A72-259U1
Ionic and hydrophobic interactions effects on
Bicrococcus lysodeikticus membrane stabilization
process ' . ' " ' '
; ' "'
 :p0337'A72-30595
Spacecraft bacteria.population resistance to
simulated Jovian trapped radiation belt '
electrons and solar wind protons, noting
.dependence on isolate, dose and electron energy
.".P0366 A72-31993
Isolation of extremely halophilic . !
carbohydrate-utilizing bacteria, using acid
formation from various sugars as carbohydrate
metabolism index ,
P0370 A72-32729
Studies of the electron transport chain of
extremely halophilic bacteria. VII -
Solnbilization properties of menadione rednctase.
POU50 A72-376U9
Survival of common terrestrial microorganisms
. under simulated Jovian conditions.
POU51 A72-37721
Cytoplasmic heredity theory linking mitochondria
origin to bacteria
POU5U A72-385U9
mathematical model of two-component alga-bacteria
biocenosis
pO»91 A72-10U31
Functional reliability of the biological component
of a life support system
P0492 A72-UOUU8
Effects of simulated space vacuum on bacterial
cells.
pOStl A72-U3395
Engineering process of obtaining bacteria free
water from human waste during extended space
missions
TAD-7270HOT P0037 H72-10096
Data acguisition and data analysis of
aicrospectrophotometric data in presence of noise
CAD-727098] pOOUO N72-10116
Development of facility and technique for
producing nutritional single cell bacteria from
waste' sugarcane bagasse
CHASA-CB-123368] pOO«5 H72-11086
Efficiency of biodetection grinder and detection
and types of bacteria found in spacecraft
components
CHASA-CB-12SII191 p0137 H72-15070
Effect of composition of gas mixture on growth of
bacteria assimilating gaseous hydrocarbons
[HASA-TT-F-10109] p0189 H72-16006
Effect of flight conditions and prolonged ground
storage on viability and radiosensitivity of
hydrogen bacteria cells
P0202 B72-17061
Feasibility of chemilnminescence method .for
monitoring sterility of reclaimed water using
tape sample transport system
[HASi-CB-115«57] p0251 H72-19093
Clinical observation of constant diet, minimal
oral hygiene, and simulated weightlessness on
microbial populations in human dental plague
CAD-735275] p0351 H72-22085
Biological effects of Zond S, 6, and 7 flight on
plants, animals, and bacteria
P0357 H72-23072
Bacteria detection of urine using bioluminescent
reaction of ATP with luciferin and luciferase
P0405 H72-25800
PCE cold sterilization of nutrient media ,
rHASA-TT-F-1K!H2] pO«68 H72-28042
Survival of bacterial isolates exposed to
•simulated Jovian trapped radiation belt
electrons and solar wind protons
CHASA-CB-127568] pO«70 H72-28057
Hathematical model for algal-bacterial community
forming during nonsterile cultivation of chlorella
• pO»81.H72-29052
Effects of dry heat on bacteria spore growth at
125 C at Cape Kennedy
fHASA-CB-127768] ' ' p0483 H72-29075
Bacterial degradation of organophosphorus •'
•' insecticide parathion '
tNASA-CE-1279131 •' • p0522 H72-30065
Terminal decontamination of rooms by'gaseous
formaldehyde ' >
• rHASA-TT-P-iaSiai P0559 H72-32087
Effect of various magnesium salts on luminous
intensity and duration in' phosphorescent bacteria
tHASA-TT-F-1UU313 _• p0563 H72-32112
Use of plasma cleaning and Anger spectroscdpy to
remove and monitor organic contamination'on
Viking spacecraft surfaces
CHASA-CE-128302] •" '•'•' p0563 .872-32117
BACTBBICIDES • . '
Development of bactericide agent for space shuttle
potable water system ' • - '
fHASA-CB-115595) P?1*!!8 H72-28108
BACTBBIOLOGI . : • •'•'-:• •- •
Lipid composition of growing and starving cells of
Arthrob'acter crystallopoietes.
:, pO<*19 A72-35835
A re-evaluation of material 'effects on microbial
release from solids. - : '
P0539.A72-U3383
Effect of flight conditions and prolonged ground '
storage on viability and radiosensitivity of
hydrogen bacteria cells
P0202 H72-17061
BACTBBIOPBAGES
Bacteriophage synergistic inactivation by heat and
ionizing radiation from kinetic model describing
dose rate and temperature dependences • •
P0113 A72-18185
Isolation of a polyvalent bacteriophage for
Escherichia coli, Klebsiella pneumoniae, and
Aerobacter aeroqenes.
pOUSO A72-37650
Effects of qamma radiation and weiqhtlessness on
cell growth of Salmonella typhimurium or
induction of bacterial prophage
rEXPT-P-11351 P0303 H72-20063
BALLISTIC HISSILBS
HT BIHDTEHAH ICBB
BALLISTOCABDIOGHAPBY
Ballistocardiography and clinical studies -
conference, Atlantic City, 2 Bay .1970
pOOSO A72-13111
A-40
SOBJECT IBOB! BED BEST
Idiopathic bypertrophic subaortic stenosis
ballistocardioqraphy, measuring ventricular
function by angiography
P0051 A72-13142
Beqolar sinus rhythm handle branch block effect on
ballistocardioqran dynanics
p0051 A72-131H3
Aqe related diminutions in ballistocardioqraphic
and electrocardiographic amplitudes, observing
relation to heart position lateralization and
size redaction
P0051 A72-13144
Ballistocardioqraphic measurement of net cranial
blood inflow durinq cardiac ejection
pOOSt A72-13145
Bf ballistocardioqraphy in erect position, notinq
tracing quality in Starr table
P0051 A72-131U6
Ballistocardioqraphic and anqioqraphic
correlations of ventricular function in patients
with idiopathic hypertrophic subaortic stenosis
P0056 A72-14442
Circulatory assist and ballistocardioqraphic
studies; proceedinqs of the Fifteenth Annual
Beetinq, Atlantic City, N.J., Hay 1, 1971.
p0422'A72-36032
Correlation between ergometry,
ballistocaraioqraphy and coronary anqioqraphy in
267 patients.
P0422 A72-3603U
Hathematical models for flov ejection and.aorta
pressures based on displacement
ballistocardioqraphy and tine dependent
incompressible flow theories respectively
POU22 A72-36035
Some preliminary observations on the correlation
of the hiqh frequency /acceleration/ direct-body
ballistocardioqram with the apex cardioqram,
carotid pulse and their derivatives.
P0422 472-36036
Computerized simulation of ballistocardioqraph
subjective evaluation and objective nanual
measurements, correlating heart beat with ideal
pattern. .
P0422 A72-36037
Diqital computer technique for
ballistocardioqraphy simulation, usinq
distributed parameters for vessel seqments in
circulatory system model
P0422 A72-36038
Two-mass system as human body dynamic model in
ballistocardioqraphy, outlininq transfer
function parameter computation procedure
P0423 A72-36039
A large-scale model of the human cardiovascular
system and its application to
ballistocardioqraphy.
[ASBE PAPEB 72-ADT-Q] p05«1 A72-K3635
BilDPiSS FILTEES
Desiqn of digital low pass and bandpass filters
for analyzinq biomedical data for diaqnostic
purposes
fCONF-710217-1] p0128 M72-11119
BAIDBIDTB
HT SPECTBAL HHE HIDTB
BAHIUG FLIGHT
0 TOBHING FLIGBT
BAHANY CBAIB
Vestibular and optical stimuli interaction in
human orientation, testing via Barany chair on
rotating platform surrounded by optokinetic drum
P0496 A72-40751
B1BDEEI APPBOIIHATIOB
D ELECTBICAl PEOPEETIES
D SOBFACE PBOPEBTIES
BABOBETBIC FBESSDBB
0 ATROSPBEBIC PBESSOBE
BABOBECBPIOIS
Cat mean renal nerve activity modification by
. hypothalamns stimulation and baroceptor reflex
interactions, discussing mean aortic pressure
variation effects
P0075 A72-15722
Carotid sinus connterpressnre as baroreceptor
stimulus in intact doq, recording arterial
pressure response in closed loop qain
fAD-7398051 p015« A72-19039
Control parameters of the blood-pressure
regulatory system. I - Beartrate sensitivity.
P0516 A72-42771
BABOTBABBA
Statistical survey of barosinnsitis incidence in
U.S. Navy flying personnel during altitude
chamber training, discussinq diaqnostic methods
and clinical oanaqement
P0292 A72-28274
Case report on dive decompression induced
maxillary sinus barotrauma due to sinus pressure
buildup caused by ostium blockage
P0511 A72-42D97
Paranasal sinus barotranma in military flying
personnel, discussinq radioqraphic diaqnostic
methods and hypobaric test procedures for flight
status restoration time determination
P0558 A72-H5664
BABBIEB ISLABDS
D ISLANDS
BABTCBNTBB
0 CE1ITEB OF GBAVITY
BATBIH6
Zero-q showers for long duration space flight
crews' hygiene/ describing flexible mummy bag and
truncated conical shell design
P0367 A72-32320
BATBS
RT SALT BATBS
BATS
Byperqravity effects on bats spatial orientation,
noting resistance to head-pelvis and pelvis-head
accelerations
P0333 A72-30015
Beurophysidloqical analysis of echolocation and
signal processing in bats
P0398 H72-2S083
Effect of middle ear muscle contractions on
hearing and echo processing in Hnstache Bat
P0398 H72-2508W
Olfactory stimuli and ultrasonic signal methods
for individual recognition between mother and
infant brown bats
: p0398 H72-25085
Evolution of -target recognition and echo location
mechanism in Vespertilionid bats
rHLL-BTS-69331 pOt67 H72-28030
Effects of increased gravity on bat echolocatinq
mechanism
CJPBS-56073] p0559 N72-32081*.
BBAHS (BADIATIOB)
HT ELECTBOH BEABS
NT GABBA BAT BEABS
NT ION BEADS
NT LIGHT BEABS
NT BEOTROH BEABS
NT PIOB BEABS
NT PGOTON BEARS
Effects of fixed, intense beam of sunliqht on
human performance in space-station-like
environment
CNASA-TH-x-62101] P0211 B72-18102
BEAT
0 STNCBBONISH
BED BEST
Lonq term bed rest effect on humans and primates,
detailinq cardiovascular metabolic and
muscnloskeletal physiological systems
fAD-737557] p0012 A72-10932
Bed rest and centrifnging effects on human plasma
thyroid hormone level, discussing total protein,
albumin and thyroxin binding globulin
concentrations
P0281 A72-27477
Centrifugation tolerance reduction after 14 days
bed rest with moderate exercise, determining
rehydration effects
P0295 A72-2829S
Plasma protein concentration, volume and
hematocrit changes during exercise, bed rest and
high forward acceleration
P0295 A72-28296
Bed rest and positive radial acceleration effect
on peripheral visual response time, considering
blackout or grayont prediction possibilities
P0295 A72-28297
Thermoregnlation changes daring simulated
weightlessness of prolonged bed rest, noting
lower sweating threshold and decreased
vasodilation /autonomic dysfunction/
P0296 A72-28301
A-41
BEES SUBJECT IIOEX
Six day bed rest effect on external respiration
and subcutaneous tissue oxyqen metabolism,
noting .oxygen consunption decline
• P0328 A72-29324
Prolonged bed-rest induced muscular'activity
restriction effect on arterial and venous tone
in different body areas
. P0336 A72-30385
Disproportional changes in hematocrit, plasma
volume, and proteins during exercise and bed rest.
• • POU21 A72-35966
Calciun aetabolisB under stress and in repose.
• P0510 A72-43389
Health condition changes in test subjects during
strict -bed rest in hypokinetic recumbent and
antiorthostatic position subject to lover body
negative'pressure -
P05U3 A72-U3913
Bheoqraphic investigation of cerebral, pulmonary
and peripheral circulation during bed rest in
- antiorthostatic position
' ' ' P0543 A72-43914
Cardiac output, hembdynamic and'gas exchange
: . variations as function of basal metabolism
during bed rest in hypokinetic recumbent or,
antiorthostatic position
- ' P0543 A72-«3915
Ophthalmoscopic, photocalibrometric and
ophthalmodynamometric examinations of test
subjects visual acuity during bed rest in
hypokinetic antiorthostatic position .
' ' . ? p0543 A72-43916
Otorhinolaryngological organ response during
hypokinetic antiorthostatic bed rest for
control, exercising and- muscular
electric-stimulated groups ' • ' . ' •
• > • . '• .. P0543 A72-13917
- Physical training as a prophylactic measure
•against the hypodynamic syndrome
. P0543 A72-43920
Betabolic changes in healthy humans caused by
prolonged bed rest in horizontal position, ;
noting prevention by physical exercises and
electric muscle stimulation • ''
:
 P0513 A72-43921
Cerebral blood filling,reduction and blood vessel
tone deterioration during 120 day clinostatic
hypokinesia of healthy male subjects
•• • " '• pOS4« A72-43922
Induction'of hemodynamic deterioration by the
hypogravic state - An evaluation of mechanisms
and prevention. •• •
P0554 A72-45199
Effects of prolonged bed rest on physical »ork
capacity; tilt-table, tolerance, and/urinary
calcium excretion
fNASA-TT-F-14342J . p0559 N72-32085
Hazards of-bed rest as therapeutic'measure '
[NASA-TT-F-14349]i . P0563 B72-32116
BEES • ' -
Sagnetoreception and orientation in dancing bees
"p0399 S72-25096
BEETLES
HI TBIBOLIA
Physiological and biological mechanisms
responsible for anemomeridtactic orientation in
• beetles and scorpions
P0399 H72-25093
BEHAVIOB '
NT DECOBDITIOBING
BT HOBAN BEHAVIOB
Behavior concept formulation for visceral systems,
'considering digestive system data and extension
from motor function concepts
P0550 A72-44586
• Behavior 'alterations in pepper plant. Capsicum
'annuum, in response to weightlessness, rotation,
vibration, and acoustic stress
[ETPT-P-1017] p0303 B72-20059
Behavior of computer generated visual system
rAD-7449271 :' ' P0569 H72-33086
BELL OTLITABT AIBCEAPT •
0 BILITABY AIBCBAFT
BEBDIHG BOBBHTS . . -
' .Human spine elastic deformation due-to bending
stresses, presenting statistical.data on
caodocephalad acceleration effects in vertebral
column in-fnries
P0002 A72-10111
BEHDS (PHTSIOLOST) '
0 DECOBPBESSIOB SICKNESS
BBBHOOLLI EQOiTIOH
U BEBNOOLLI THEOBEB
BEBIODLLI TBEOBEB
Subjective probability distributions for random
device-generated Bernoulli process unknowns,'
discussing distribution median and quartiles and
hypothetical sample impact assessment techniques
P0095 A72-15812
BEBILLIDB POISOIIBG ' :
Ultrastrnctnral and morphometric studies of '
beryllium oxide-contaminated environment effect
'on monkey and dog lung tissue
P0170 A72-20686
BETA PABTICLES
Some aspects of the use of small needle-shaped
semiconductor detectors in the determination of
regional distribution and transport of labelled
compounds. •
P0430 A72-37195
BBTATBOB . '
Depth ionization properties and biological effects
of bevatron produced heavy ion beams,"discussing
utilization in tumor therapy,.space biology and
radiobiology
pOOSH A72-13693
BIAS ' '
NT BESPOBSE BIAS
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
Chemical evolution and the origin of life -
Bibliography supplement 1970.
P0425 A72-36U50
Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace
Bedicine and Biology - Oct. 1971
[NASA-SP-7011 (94) ] P0039 H72-10109
Annotated bibliography of radiation hazards
fAD-726900] P0044 B72-11083
Information processing of short and long term
human memory - bibliography
fAD-727300] ' P0046 B72-11101
Annotated bibliography of vater purification and
decontamination including recycling of closed
ecological systems for potability of vater
TAD-7256101 pOOU7 B72-11103
Annotated biblioqraphy 'of published articles on
short term memory
fAD-721656] . P0081 B72-12026
Bibliography of codes, standards, procedures,
specifications, and reports relating to
contamination control
rNASA-TH-X-63982] p0087'B72-13059
Bibliography of basic references to mnltivariate
analysis using reponse surface methodology and
application to human factors engineering'
CiP-729192] P0087 B72-13090
Annotated bibliography on noise pollution and
associated'effects on human performance
rAD-7298501 P0117 N72-14049
Bibliographies of research reports and
publications on biodynamics and bionics
fAD-7298591 pOIIS S72-14050
Abstracts and bibliographies on physiological
effects of noise and veapon blast . .
fAD-731468] p0190 1172-16013
Bibliography concerning germ free animal research
[PB-2020051 P0190 N72-16014
Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace'
Bedicine and Biology for November 1971
fNASA-SP-7011(95)1 p0197 N72-17027
Naval aerospace medicine research reports -
Annotated Bibliography
[AD-7319931 p0199 N72-17044
Tables and bibliographies on preserving biological
materials
rSASA-CB-114422] p0241 N72-18080
Annotated bibliographic data retrieval system on
space food and nutrition
rBASA-CB-11541l(] p0214 N72-18103
Bibliography vith abstracts dealing vith reaction
time in selected human information processing , .
tasks
fAD-731l;711 P0247 N72-18121
Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace
medicine and biology - December 1971
fNASA-SP-7011(96)1 Pp248 B72-19069
Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace
medicine and biology - January 1972
fNASA-SP-7011(97)] P0218 N72-19070
I-U2
SOBJECT IHDBI BIBOCDLiE VISIOB
Annotated bibliography of selected works on. . •• .
ambiguity and its effect on decision making ,
fAD-7303081 p025«. 1172-19109
Human Besoarces Research Orqanization bibliography
of publications as of 30 June, 1971
P0309' N72-20101
Kile index and bibliography on biological effects
related technology of lasers and light
rPB-205091] P0316 H72-21070
Bibliography of reported biological responses and
clinical manifestations attributed to microwave.
and radio frequency radiation
rAD-73U391] ' P0316 H72-21071
Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace
Hedicine and Biology - February 1972
CHASA-SP-7011 (99) ] P0346. H72-22051
Annotated .bibliography and indexes on..Aerospace
Hedicine and Biology - March 1972
fHASA-SP-7011(100) ] 'p03«6 1172-22052
Literature survey and graphs of hunan ocular
absorption in visible spectrum
riZP-1972-8] P0381 N72-24061
Annotated bibliography and index on Aerospace
Medicine and Biology - April 1972 ' , .
rHASA-SP-7011(101)] P0131 H72-260H2
Planetary quarantine bibliography
rKASA-CR-127112] ' P0435 N72-26071
Annotated biblioqraphy and indexes on Aerospace
Hedicine and Biology - Bay 1972
rMASA-SP-7011(102)] pO»38 H72-27076
Biblioqraphy of simulation models for veqetation
fSASA-CB-127026] P0439 N72-27082
Annotated biblioqraphy and indexes on Aerospace
Hedicine and Bioloqy - January 1972
r»ASA-SP-7011 (98) ] pO»67 1172-28032
.Biblioqraphic compendium on mathematical models
used to analyze thenorequlation and heat
transfer in mammals
rHASA-TH-I-62172] . pO»68 N72-2801I3
Annotated bibliography.of references dealing with
physiological correlates of attitudes and
attitude changes
. rAD-7395051 pOU72 H72-26071
Biblioqraphy of bionics for 1958 throuqh 1968
. pO»76.»72-28096
Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace
medicine and biology - Hay 1972
rNASA-SP-7011(103) ] . p0521. H72-30054
Annotated bibliography on vestibnlar functions and
aviation safety
fFAA-AH-72-161 p0521 H72-30060
Abstracts, references, and full text documents on
research of biological rhythms
.f NASA-CR-111U871 p0523 H72-30070
Psychiatry, psychology, and related subjects -
bibliographies
 r
rAD-71119511 P0531 N72-31100
Bibliography from 1958 .to 1970 on visibility and
air navigation
[IFA-STR-17] P0535 B72-31125
Bibliography of anthropological documents on human
body size and biochemical characteristics of Air
Force personnel ,.
TAD-7H3029] . pOS3S H72-31130
Annotated bibliography and indexes on.Aerospace
Hedicine and Biology - June 1972
. [BASA-SP-7011 (101) ] p0559 N72-32080
Annotated bibliography of infrared radioqraphic
studies up to 1970
fAD-71119501 P0569 H72-33088
Bibliography on influence of ionizing radiation
dose rates on cells and organisms'
tPB-20980U] p0570 872-33093
BICABBOHATES .
D CARBONATES
BICYCLE
Heasurement of heart rate and oxygen uptake of
subjects at optimal speed'on bicycle ergometer
fAD-729831] P0205 H72-17084
BILLOi CLOUDS
0 C100DS (HETEOROLOGY) ' '
BIHABI DATA
Pattern recognition by computerized local
processing of binary matrix representations
' . A72-10U76
Pattern recognition in perception of binary
seguences and effect of number of stimuli in
pattern
fAD-737201] P0391 H72-2U138
BIHABT SYSTEMS (DIGITAL) . ; . , . . < , • ' i '
0 DIGITAL SISTEHS . . .-.j • .-. • :
BIHAOBAL BEABIIG ... . • •? , •,.•-, , -
Bight ear prevalence in hearing process determined
by dichotic speech audition . . , - . . - . . ,
' " , . " ' . . .- , P0073 A72-1558»
Selective attention dichotic listeninq test as
flyinq proficiency prediction criteria,
discnssinq omission and intrusion.errors
, . - ' - . . . ' : , .I?0153 A72-19351
Effect of fringe on masking-level difference when
gating from uncorrelated. to correlated noise.
POU89 A72-»03a6
BIBOCOLAB VISIOS - . . . . .
Functional organization of visual cortex in
Donkeys, discussing monocular and binocular
responses, trigger and stimulus abstraction
i . . • • • . pOOOS A72-10067
Sensorimotor preconditions.of single imaqe ,
impression in human binocular vision
..' . ! P0006 A72-10«77
Seuronal-mechanisms 'of binocular vision and space
perception from tests on cats and pen, .
discnssinq neurophysiolbqical models'of stereopsis
. ' • - . . ,,p0006 A72-10U79
Stereopsis sprinq coupled maqnetic dipole model of
binocular stereoscopic depth perception in man
, p0006,A72-10480
Binocular depth perception Abased-on -two retinal
images spatial frequency'content '" ,
, . . . - . ' . ' '-'.': P0029 A72-12U86
Human binocular visual system fusional information
processinq, evaluating.compensatory .eye . :
movements ...role in .overcoming .retinal imaqe
disparity •• .. - . . . -
.. ' P0153 A72-19318
Objects .visual detection probability distribution
as function of .anqular size, contrast and search
time, cooparing binocular .and nonocalar searches
effectiveness
P0160 .A72-19919
Response latencies and correlation in .sinqle.units
and visual evoked potentials in cat.striate
cortex following monocular and.binocular
stimulations
: . .. P0277 A72-26771
'Voluntary eye movement and convergence effects on
relation between binocnlarly. perceived and .
physical distance ratios
. . . P0377 A72-33617
Visual depth perception response .functions for
'sine and sguare wave modulated binocular parallax
pO«67 A72-3U293
Effect of target-^background luminance cqntrast on
binocular ..depth discrimination .at photopic
levels of illumination. . .
pO«1i A72-31879
REH period'functional maintenance of coordinated
eye movement facilitation and,binocular,depth
perception accuracy following sleep
........ . • . . PO<H8 A72-35U62
The tracking of targets located outside of Pannm's
area.'
pO«20 A72-35916
Quantitative decision, criteria for identification
of,visual evoked responses obtained during
binocular rivalry. .. . ,
P0123 A72-36312
Verqence eye movements to pairs of disparity .
stimuli with shape selection cues.
• P0126.A72-36612
The neurophysiology of binocular.vision.
. . . . . . pO<U9 "A72-37250
Bering's law of egual innefvatibn'and the position
of the binoculus.
, . . P0151. A72-37828
Liminal stimuli binoptic detection variation with
ratio of left eye to right eye detection
probabilities
, . . P0495 A72-H073U
Apparent movement and'change in perceived location
of a stimulus produced by a -change in , ~. - . . >
accommodative vergence. ' - *
.p050p;A72-41024
Visual experience. as a. determinant of the response
characteristics of-cortical receptive fields in
.cats. ' ,. .
. ,p0505 A"72-141161
A-«3
BIOASSAT SUBJECT IHDEI
Binocular, eye function characteristics during
isometropic and anisometropic vision
P0136 872-15060
Deterioration of dynamic visual acuity vith.
increasing speed of object under observation
[AD-7298651 p0102 H72-15104
Effects of abnormal binocular parallax cue on
space perception judgment
rAD-736955] . P03.85 872-20085
Binocular disparity tolerances of pilots viewing
dynamic head-up displays
fAD-7al218l P0086 H72-29095
Depth judgements of Bach-Dvorak phenomenon induced
by cyclic, intermittent stimulation to assess
eye coordination in binocular vision
fAD-7006561 p0520 872-30083
BIOASSAI .
Microbiological examination of-space hardware,
discussing viable organisms neutralization.
buried inside solid materials/ sampling
procedures and culture media
P0010 A72-10820
Nonsterile space flight hardware effects on
planetary quarantine, evaluating contamination
sources, design and aission parameters,
cleanliness conditions and bioload
pOOfl A72-1062H
Free radicals participation in cell membrane
biopotential generation mechanism, comparing
properties of protein molecules with
semiconductors . <
P0029 A72-12308
Human male gonadotropin secretion relation to .•
sleep stages, using electrophysiologic
recordings and radioimmunoassay techniques
P0103 A72-17128
Otic acid to urea nitrogen ratio as assay test for
identification of avian tissue.in verifying bird
ingestion or impact as aircraft accident cause
rAD-737855] p0163 A72-20184
A note on the biological activity of the noble gas
compound xenon trioxide.
3, POU2U A72-36H40
Quantitation of serum proteins on whole .
blood-electroimmunodiffusion technique
applicable to capillary blood.
P0511.A72-42095
The presence of P700 in chloroplast fragments
prepared by short time incubation with Triton
X-100.
p0507 A72-OU325
Acrylamide polymerization - Rev method for
determining the oxygen content in blood.
p0556 A72-U5376
Use of dosimeters in biological and clinical
procedures
fmo-3510-18] p0190 1172-16010
Prototype and production versions of grinder for
biological assay :
fHASA-CE-123539] p0246 872-18111
Sensitivity of Ge(Li) detectors in biological and
environmental counting
CnCBL-73505]
 (>p0306 H72-20079
Immunoassay of pulmonary oat cell cancer extracts
to confirm bioassay results and development of
antibodies to oxytocin and vasopressin
rBASA-CE-126395] p0356.872-23070
Method and criterion for evaluating-ELF aaghetic
field interference effects on cardiac pacemaker
function
TAD-7372371 p0001 872-25111
Hicrobial analysis of television camera retrieved
from.Surveyor 3 spacecraft
P0437.H72-26768
Hicrobiological assay of electric wire bundle from
Surveyor 3 spacecraft
POU37 872-26769
Cholinesterase methods for assaying pesticide
poisoning in blood of aerial applicator personnel
fFAA-AM-72-12] pOU38 H72-27080
Bioassay of screwworm breeding ecology
fHASA-CF-115708] pO«68 H72-28045
Freeze-etching method for studying yeast cell
envelope structure
CHASA-TT-F-1U3081 . p0069. H72-28006
Computer program for predicting aicrobial burden
of unmanned planetary spacecraft
fHASA-CH-127067] p0069 872-28008
Laser microspectral analysis of inorganic;and
metallic components and pigmentation mechanisms
in insects and man
C HASA-TT-F-10353] P0529 H72-30116
. .-Fungal induced detrimental ichanges in . *
human-environmental microflora during 90 day
test of advanced regenerative life support system
[HASA-CB-112018] P0563 H72-32115
Design of X ray detector for television radiograph
used in biodynamic analysis
-rAD-7»it863] .. -P05731H72-33122
BI01STBOBA0TICS
Soyuz 9 flight crew physiological 'data, discussing
•• mental and physical performance and adaptation
and readaptation to space-earth environments
p0012 A72-10933
Space flight ecology and physiology, discussing
atmospheric temperatures and radiation,
biological effects of acceleration, deceleration
and weightlessness and physiological stresses
P0267 A72-26018
Extriterrestrial life search, noting radio contact
with civilizations, bioastronantics, Hartian
i. conditions and physicochemical experiments
p0339 A72-30691
-. -- Bioastronautic results of Apollo space flight
biomedical operations, discussing
weightlessness, sleep impairment, motion
. sickness, preventive medicine, etc
p0366 A72-31827
Hedical requirements for manned space flight,
- discussing physiological data monitoring and
transmission, equipment miniaturization,
telediagnosis, spacecraft environment
protection, etc
P0376 A72-33562
Life sciences and space research X; Proceedings of
the Fourteenth Plenary Meeting, Seattle,' Hash.,
June 21-July 2, 1971.
P0539 A72-U3381
Effects of weightlessness on astronauts - A summary.
P0539 A72-U3385
Effects of spacecraft environmental conditions on
humans, and space biomedical problems
CJPHS-5U396] P0075 872-11989
Conference on space biology related to Post-Apollo
program, Paris, Bar. 1971
fESRO-SP-731 p0192 H72-16029
Life support, aerospace medical, and environmental
and research facility aspects of space stations
and Skylab
[BASA-TB-X-67506] P0192 H72-16033
Effects of weightlessness on reactions and
physiological responses of animals and humans
P0193 N72-16036
Criteria for determining permissible doses of
ionizing radiation for astronauts
P0301 H72-2001S
Specific aspects of Apollo health and quarantine
programs considered for potential application to
broad program -required for protection of life
and health of OS astronauts in future manned
.space flight
fHASA-THTD-6856] pOUOO N72-25100
BIOCHEMISTS!
BT BACTERIOLOGY
8T BIOG30CHEBI3TE?
NT ERZTHOLOGI
Biochemical and physiological effects of Apollo
flight diet, noting no significant variations in
serum electrolytes, endocrine values, body
fluids and heaatologic parameters
P0019 A72-11707
Physical interpretations of physiological control,
covering history, biochemical oscillator
viewpoint of life and conferences
P0024 A72-12039
Respiratory system frequency response analysis for
chemical regulation of breathing, nsing time
domain method and step functions
P002U 172-120HO
Mociceptive chemical action in cat skin vessels,
showing fiber types for impulse transmission
p0030 A72-12511
Soviet book on gravitation receptor covering,
evolution of structural, cytochemical and
functional organization in invertebrates
/statocyst/ and vertebrates /vestibular apparatus/
P0055 A72-13850
A-HO
SOBJECT IHDBI BIOCOH1BOL SISTERS
Chemical evolution and life oriqin — Conference,
Pont-a-Soasson, France, April 1970, Volume 1,
Holecular evolution
P0059 A72-1H751
Biochemical functions of organisms'in evolution of
biosphere, discussing redoz reactions,-
elementary compositions and ^ metal compounds role
in photosynthesis •
P006U A72-14796
Rathematical model physical structure,
-effectiveness and limitations for circadiah
rhythms, discussing Princeton and modified
biochemical models • t
P0156 172-19530
Cerebral vascular disorder biochemical analysis,
notinq retinal vascular chanqe relation to
coronary arteriosclerosis .and anoxia and flight
stress effect on serum lipid and-'cholesterol
• ! p0167 A72-204U8
Extraterrestrial life origin and development
possibilities from earth cheuical and biological
evolution description, noting external
conditions requirements • . . . .
-<• p0183"A72-22002
Beviev of biology and biochemistry of memory,
suggesting molecular level, mechanism of cerebral
information processing
P0228 A72-23925
Hunan body biochemical energy conversion processes
dnring muscular activity, discussing nutrition,
circulation and respiration roles
P0268 A72-2607S
Physiological and biochemical responses of-
Paramecium caudatum ,to.hypo- and hyperbaric
stresses, discussing protoplasmic inactivatioh
by hiqh oxygen pressure
P0295 A72-28299
Physioloqical effects on anesthetized and
conscious doqs durinq exposure at 80,000 ft for
different decompression rates, discussinq
cardiovascular, biochemical and pathological
effects
P0298 A72-28322
Five-component cyclic model of retinal
photopiqment kinetics for photochemical changes
correspondinq to rod adaptation in rat and -man
in dark •-: "
P0332 A72-29966
Low molecular active hormones, isolation from cat
blood, obtaining eluates with phosphate buffer
by chromatography
P03H2 A72-30971
Biochemical analysis of cat brain reqions for
qamma-aminobntyric, aspartic and qlutamic acids,
qlycogen and phosphatidopeptide concentrations
during paradoxical sleep deprivation.
P0376 A72-33559
The uptake, metabolism and release of
C/11/-taurine by rat retina in vitro.
P0011 A72-3H881
Chemical evolution and the origin of life -
Bibliography supplement 1970.
P0425 A72-36U50
Significance of the nature of an increase in
physical strain as it affects the adaptation of
an organism to intense muscular activity
POK58 A72-38933
Effect of copper, cobalt and manganese salts on
certain morphological-biochemical components of
the blood in young sheep of the Bissar breed
POW65 A72-10075
Physical and chemical identification methods for
biochemical reactions and energy balance of
muscular contraction and shaking
pOSOS A72-H1U69
Succinic and lactic dehydrogenases activities in
homogenates from myocardial tissues of guinea
pigs, rabbits and dogs in high altitude
environments
P0513 A72-U2592
Determination of copper, iron, cobalt, nickel, and
manganese in biological samples of vegetable
origin
pOSIt A72-U3924
Relation between mitochondria and glycolysis
CHASA-TT-r-1<t03»l P0033 H72-10072
Determination of serotonin in intact blood of
rats, using butanol in first stage of extraction
P0078 S72-12005
Significance of water in biochemical processes and
organic 'molecule synthesis for evolution of life
fPR-57] pOOSO H72-12018
Biochemistry, radiobioloqy, and environmental
effects of radiation" •
tDClA-12-815] ' P0199 H72-17010
Effects of muscular stress on biochemical changes
in serum enzyme activity
rNASA-TT-P-141871 P0253 H72-19101
Investigations of bonding, structure, and
quantitative analysis in bioloqical systems by
;
 means of X ray photoelectron spectroscopy
[LBL-306] ?02?3 "72-19103
Effects' of partial and whole body radiation on
biochemistry and physiology in hunans
'• . fAD-732025] p025U N72-19110
Effect of weightlessness on biochemical response -
o£ monocot seedlings
f EIPT-P-1138] • P0303 H72-20057
Biochemical analyses of wheat seedling endosperms
under weightless conditions of Biosatellite 2
f EXPT-P-1138] p0303 N72-20058
Radiation damage in mammals and humans indicated
:> by biochemical' changes in blood and urine
[SZS-7/71-PT-1] P0306 N72-20083
Influence of biological processes on cycling of
selected atmospheric gas constituents
fHASA-CB-126663] - P0381 H72-21057
Effects of high pressure on pbysiocochemical
systems in animals and plants
tAD-740094] pOU7t N72-28085
BIOCLIBATOIOGY
Russian book - Climatic conditions and the thermal
state o f - man. • ' . . . • •
P0492 A72-40458
- •"' Time series analysis of meteoropathological
disturbances of human regulation mechanisms,
'• investigating annual variations of diurnal rhythms
- . . . . ' : pOS19 A72-42977
BIOCOHTF01 SYSTBHS
Book on hibernation and hypotbalanus covering
central nervous system regulating mechanisms,
biologic rhythmicity, migration,
thermoregulation, torpor, human implications, etc
' . - . ' . . . • '•• p0003 A72-10169
Pattern recoqnition in biological and technical
systems - Conference, Berlin, April 1970
' ' pOOOS A72-10163
Beceptor activity'control from clinical
Physioloqical and electrophysiological
observation data analysis, notinq central
nervous system role and feedback and self
adaption1 capabilities
P0017 A72-11543
Human short term thermoregnlation
feedback-feedforward control mechanism, using
' . hypothalamic temperature as set point
P0023 A72-12036
Physical interpretations of physiological control,
covering history, biochemical oscillator
• • viewpoint of life and conferences
p0024 A72-12039
lathematical models for man-machine'control
•behavior ia biodynamic environments including
manual control performance and interface elements
pOOSI A72-13162
, Human- postural control system dynamic model,
discussing stick- man pitch axis dynamics digital
simulation and difficulties in linearizing
egnations of motion
P0051 A72-13163
Eye movement control device for
electronystagmography, describing construction,
line drawing and basic circuits
pOOSS A72-1372U
Human nenromnscular coordination control
optimization, discussing preprogrammed open-loop
control with feedback monitoring loop
• p0059 A72-11705
..Human and animal controlled self rotating
maneuvers during free fall, 'comparing
theoretical motion analysis *ith photographs of
falling cats
P0059 A72-1U709
Coincidence model tests of photoperiodic time
measurement relation to circadian system in moth
Pectinbphora qossypiella; using induction by
skeleton photoperiods and light cycles
P0157 A72-19533
BIOCOBTBOL SISTERS COHTD SUBJECT ISDBX
Ecdysone harmonal control of Drosophila circadian
rhythms a'nd synchronizing mechanisms, discussing
liqht stinolation and rienrohormone secretion
• t ... . • - :- p0157.-A72-19537
• Control system 'model integratingrbu&an fleft • '
ventricle and circulatory system mechanics and
regulation by central nervous system
•• •' p0165 A72-20356
Digital simulation of human cardiovascular system,
noting blood pressure-control by -physiological
reflexes
P0178 A72-21U75
Conditioned reflex mechanisms responsible for
regulation of emotions in higher order animal
and human neurophysioloqv
' p0181 A72-21837
Respiration control during hyperoxia, discussing
chemoreceptor significance in minute volume
respiration rate reduction mechanism from-Pamir
mountain aborigines 'oxygen breathing reaction
studies '
• • • ' • ' p0185 A72-22076
Human left ventricle measurements, modeling,
control and simulation for heart monitoring
purposes, describing muscle performance
mathematical model and stress effect prediction
control system
• • '•'•• p0228 A72-2392U
Hyocardinra biopulse-controlled cardiosvnchronizer
as key'component of biocontrol systems for
cardiological studies • ' '
' • p0269 A72-26U55
Thermoregalation changes during simulated
weightlessness of prolonged bed'restV noting
lover sweating 'threshold and 'decreased - ' '
vasodilation /autonomic dysfunction/ '
p0296 A72-28301
Supercellular regulators' -of triggering mechanism
' of regenerative reaction 'in sternum " ; _
erythropoietic bone marrow tissue '
' ' ~ "' p0322 A72-28636
Coronary system antoregulation-patterns and
mechanisms .from coronary flow shift measurements
daring circumflex artery perfusion' experiments
in dogs - - f •- • •
' p0322 A72-28637
Heuronal mechanisms of muscular motor activity
control, analyzing cerebrui-motoneuron
connections, spinal potentials, monosynaptic .
responses' and depolarization ' ' ''''•'
p0333 A72-29981
Parameter estimation in dynamic biological control
systems-based fon mnlticompartmental input-output
behavior
'• P0371 A72-32766
Hippocampus morph'ology and physiology in ' ' •'
relationship to emotion and memory mechanisms,
time links, visceral activity and motivations
and endocrine control •
p'0372 A72-33099
Vater immersion tests .to study body fluid balance
disturbances during weightlessness, observing
diuretic reflex control of blood volume :'
p0375 A-/2-33551
Russian book - Mechanisms regulating physiological
functions
pO.416 A72-35010
pharmacological effects on the central adrenerqic
regulation mechanisms of blood circulation
• pOU16 A72-35019
Biomeobrane' hydration mechanism of Na-K ion pump
of living cell based on fractionation at air-sea
interface ''
pOt2* A72-36U1M
Heuroinhibition 'in th'e regulation of emesis.
• " • ' ' ' p0125 A72-361U9
Servo action in human voluntary movement;- >
pOt29 A72-36999
A human left' ventricular control system model for
cardiac diagnosis. ' ' • •
P0129 A72-37029
Vertical posture control mechanisms in man
' . ; pO«53 A72-37992
Frequency response studies of human and avian
respiratory regulation. .
pOOSU A72r38229
Biological systems activity in controlling '
extremal problems of nervous and muscular
systems, noting external stimulation minimization
P0155 A72-38577
Hussiah book - Problems of the stability of
biological*system. " ' "
POU58 A72-38957
Adaptability limits on protein-nuclein-water life
• under exobiological extremal conditions,
considering macromolecules, extraterrestrial-'
• life search a'nd origin
• • - . . - ' • • pOfl58-A72-38958
Thermodynamic properties and mathematical'modeling
••'of complex biological systems, considering
energy and mass exchange in photosynthesizing
organisms for exobiological life support
POU59 A72-38960
The silent period in man during nnscle lengthening
produced by loading ' •'
p016<t A72-39590
Bnssian book - Hechanisns of descending control of
spinal cord activities. • • • • • •
'• • •• ' pO«92 A72-10577
A possible anatomical basis for descending control
of impulse transmission through the dorsal horn.
P0493 A72-00578
Synaptic snprasegmental control mechanisms of
spinal cord motor neurons
-
 :
 P01493 'A72-40S8U
Pyramidal control of the activity of intern'enrons
related to various types of peripheral afferents
POI494 A72-«0589
• Systems analysis approach to the study of spinal
mechanisms. ' ' ' *
pO«9« A72-U0590
Cerebrum sections and related afferent processes
'"as activator of automatic neuron mechanism
control of motor activity, discussing segmentary
spinal cord changes ' '
pOU9* A72-H0593
Participation of snpraspinal structures in the
formation and control of a system of arbitrary
cyclic motions of man
POU91 A72-«059<1
Bole of efferent influences of '
temporo-rhinencephalic cerebral structures in
pre-ad^ustment alteration's of spinal motor
neuron excitability
• ' • ' . ' • " pO»9<t A72-40596
vasomotor reflexes and the principle of descending
control
- . pO»9« A72-»0597
Hypothalamic control of the electrical activity of
the spinal cord
,p049» A72-10598
Nan movements directed 'at reaching a preset goal
• • ' - • • • • - pO«9« A72-40710
Nervous and humoral stimulation and hypoxia
effects -on erythropoiesis control, studying
human blood serum additions to bone marrow
cultures
' • pO«97 A72-U0762
Unsteady state'description of living corneal mass
transport modes,' elucidating cornea thickness
control mechanism
P0498 A72-40912
A mathematical model of the chemoreflex control of
ventilation; '
P0198 A72-U0917
Parametric adlustment to a shifting target
alternating with saccades to a stationary
reference point; ' '
' . pOS01 A72-ai250
Human consciousness and choice role 'in biological
control' process automation to define differences
between manual and automatic control systems
P0502 A72-ai«05
A model for analysing the' coordination of manual
movements. •
Sp0503 A72-U1413
The•functional organisation of object directed
human intended-movement and the forming of a
mathematical model. ' *
*P050« A72-II11122
Localization and structural-functional
organization of the system of 'vagus nerve nuclei
constituting the''cardiac center1 of .the medulla
oblongata '
. P0506 A72-11673
Hemodynamic reflexes during acceleration stresses,
considering vessel walls, cardiac rhythm, blood
distribution and sinus carotis receptors
S-Q6
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. - . . . , P0508 A72-41983
Internittent movement control theory for
"•:.; prediction of visual correction applied to
*; target .aininq daring illumination loss
• ' P0511 A72-42546
Carotid rete role in brain.protection against
extreme elevations of systemic blood pressure,
.presenting qoat cerebral blood flow measurement
.procedure . . -
v'.' • .. ,* 'p051» 172-12671
Control parameters of the blood-pressure' - '
regulatory system. I - Heartrate seDSitivity.
...v . ' P0516 A72-42771
..Control parameters of the blood-pressure
requlatory system. II - Open-loop.gain,
, . reference pressure and basal heartrate.
V ..... , - P0516 A72-42772
Biological system transfer-function extraction
t using svept-frequency and correlation techniques.
• . ... > P0516 A72-42773
. Hypothalamic control of the systemic and lunq
. '. ..circulation and functional siqnificance of this
control . •
., . P0520.A72-43168
: . Respiration control mecha'nism ensurinq adaptation
to .power requireoents and chemical environment
maintenance in tissues, considering brain stem
location•
' . . . P05S1 A72-II4600
Control, by the visual cortex, of the posterior
- . lateral thalamic qroup in the cat'
, . p0553 A72r45009
Biotechnical life '.support, systems for reqeneration
of ..vital substances needed by man on prolonged
space'flights
.... rHASA-TT-F-141021 p0142 N72-15100
Physiological and bioloqical mechanisms
responsible for,anenomenotactic orientation in
beetles and scorpions
. . . ' p0399 H72-25093
Multichannel bioelectric control system for
sioulatinq neuromuscular movements and treating
motor function disturbances
rHBC-TT-1552] p0445 H72-27134
. Bequlatorv .mechanism of acetyl-CoA carboiylase
Activity in fatty acid biosynthesis
rBASA-TT-P-1lt5»9l ' P0560 H72-32096
Principles for controllinq machines and living
organisms by biopotentials of muscles
• P0572 H72-33113
BIODTIABICS ,
Mathematical models for man-machine control
behavior.in biodynamic environments'including
manual control performance and interface elements
P0051 A72-13162
Biomechanics - Conference, Eindhoven, Netherlands,
August 1969
P0059 A72-14703
External biodynamic models for human mechanical
response to various environmental forces,
emphasizing injury mechanisms
TAD-736985] ' p0073 A72-15266
. Aircraft ejection simulation by human
thoraco-lumbar spine flexion dynamic model,
using strength of materials theory and shear
effects for curved elastic beam
fASHE PAPEB 71-HA/BHF-7] p0096 A72-159H7
Dynamic response and functional state of human
operator subjected to harmonic and random
vibrations! excitations, discussing biodynamic
nonlinear oscillatory system model construction
, . . P0115 A72-18728
Bathematical model for semicircular canal dynamic
. response to angular acceleration, emphasizing
role of perilyoph over endolymph in cnpula
displacement
P0155 A72-19191
Human biodynamic and behavioral response to (hole
body vibration, discussing subjective judgment
, of vibration intensity and effects on performance
P0233 A72-2«797
Optimum performance typewriter keyboard design,
. discussing biomechanical inprovenents in finger
positioning facilitation, operator postural
muscular strain reduction, etc
; r»D-7»0259] P0235 A72-2511U
'Crash helmet performance prediction through
maximum strain criteria, using brain injury
biodynamic model
: - . ' . • P0370 -A72-32607
Baboon heart endocardia! structure dynamic
. behavior, comparing left ventricle septum and
epicardinm contractile force and intramyocardial
pressure changes . .
. . • . P0371 A72-32718
Bioloqical structures study, proposing generalized
thermodynamics for dissipative structures role
.in living beings functions
P0373 A72-33519
Two-mass system as human body dynamic model in
ballistocardioqraphy, outlining transfer
function parameter computation procedure
. pO»23 A72-36039
Experimental investigation of an astronaut
.maneuvering scheme.
- ' . . . POU29 A72-37026
The measurement of three-dimensional body
movements by the use of photogrammetry.
POU65 A72-39806
Han movements directed at reaching a preset goal
. . pO»9U A72-K0710
Design -and fabrication of impact and vibration
test equipment for .biodynamic research
TAD-7261191 . p0047 H72-11105
Bibliographies of research reports and
publications on biodynaaics and bionics
tAD-7298591 . p0118 H72-11050
Volterra integral equations for- analyzing
biomechanical heredity processes
f.TH-72-5] p0190 H72-16009
Impact acceleration tests using rhesus monkeys to
determine human , in ju ry potential as function of
plateau acceleration and pulse duration for
spinal column
fAD-7311481 ' P0253 H72-19104
Finite element elastic analysis for determining
crack strength of human skull under heavy loads
fAD-73«176) p0255 N72-1911S
Biodynamic .and bioengineering applications to
operational problems, resulting in crash injuries
, P025S S72-19121
Biodynamics of sports injuries, applied to sports
equipment design
P0256 S72-19128
Biodynamic models of human response to various
environmental forces
p0257 H72-19133
Biodynamics of air blast during accelerative and
decelerative events
P0257 H72-1913U
t Computer program for analyzing impact, damage to
skull-brain system models
[AD-7339861 p0307 S72-20087
Effects of exposure to blast induced winds and
pressure variations on biophysical parameters
riD-731208] . p0313 N72-21054
Biomechanical research and development at Army
Medical Research Lab.
rAD-736375] p0352 1172-22089
Ultrasonic Doppler method for monitoring
biomechanical processes of cardiac activity in
enclosed men
P0387 H72-21105
Proceedings of conference on animal orientation
and navigation capabilities
f BASA-SP-262] p0396 1172-25062
Analysis of arm performance subjected to external
load during crank turning task
tAD-739U78) • . p04«1 H72-27096
Hearing, bioaconstics, and biomechanics for
biodynamic models - conference
fAD-739501] . p0446 H72-27140
Biodynamic models for determining suitability of
energy absorber in protecting seated man from
high acceleration aircraft impacts
tAD-740»«7] pO»84 1172-29077
Three dimensional hand force and biomechanical
models for simulating human hand strength in
zero gravity
[HASA-C8-1157UU] p0485 H72-29084
Interfacing man machine control performance in
biodynamic environment,- including pilot/vehicle
problems '
[AD-7U0467] p0487 B72-29099
Biodynamic models used as simulation technique in
design of Air Force emergency escape systems
.fAD-740439] ', p0487 1172-29100
A-47
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Biodynamic'modelling of aircraft escape systems to
determine1human tolerances to aircraft ejection
[iD-7101861 P0187 H72-29101
Biodynamic cerebellar model for mammalian
acceleration response
f»D-7«OH571 . P0523 H72-3007ei
Bio8ecnani.cs in motor skeletal structures and
determination of tolerance to external forces
C»D-7»0»56] p0523 H72-30075
Theoretical static moment analysis of knee joint,
guadriceps mechanism, and patella
r»D-71015S:i P0523 H72-30076
Hecbanical and physiological response of hunan
cervical vertebral column to severe impacts
applied to torso
[AD-710112J P0525 N72-30088
Feasibility analysis for ase of anthropomorphic
dummies, animals, and man in biodynaoic modeling
and scaling for impact damage prediction
fAD-7101131 P0525 H72-30089
Bnltidegree, nonlinear mathematical models of
whole-body kinetics for engineering design of
protective systems for acceleration exposures of
bnmans ' • •
i; 1D-71KWH P0525 H72-30090
Bone atrophy cansed by inactivity in guinea pigs
tAD-710118] p0525 B72-30091
< Clincal and experimental data on treating
malfunctions of human thracic and lumbar back
regions
tAD-7it0151] • p0526 H72-30091
Biodynamics of load deflection and failure
mechanisms in Rhesus monkey knee joints during
anterior loading •
[iD-7<K>»52J p0526 H72-30095
Biodynamic models for monitoring changes in human
cardiovascular system caused' by impact shocks
[AD-7U01591 p0526 H72-30098
Nonlinear mathematical models for determining
human dynamic response to low frequency vibrations
CAD-710162] , p0527 1172-30100
Human forearm models for aiding diagnostic and
therapeutic monitoring of neuromnscular diseases
fAD-710163] . i>0527 H72-30101
Hathematical models for impact studies including
spinal and head injuries
fAD-710U651 P0527 H72-30103
Design of manipulators as complex bioengineering
systems
fNASA-TT-F-11335] P0571 H72-33100
Experimental research on movements in large joints
of arm
• P0572 H72-33108
Hetering gripping force in artificial hand by
operator
P0572 N72-33109
Principles for controlling machines and living
organisms by biopotentials of muscles
P0572 H72-33113
Design of I ray detector for television radiograph
used in biodynamic analysis
rAD-7118631 P0573 M72-33122
BIOELECTRIC POTBBTI1L
Multichannel topography of human scalp alpha EEG
potential fields
P0001 A72-10072
Computer simulation of evoked cortical audio
potentials in animals and humans, noting
clinical application for hearing threshold
measurements
P0016 A72-11321
Postsvnaptic electric potential responses to click
of auditory cortex neurons in cats
P0020 A72-11757
Free radicals participation in cell membrane '
biopotential generation mechanism, comparing
properties of protein molecules with
semiconductors
P0029 A72-12318
Vestibular nuclei bulbar cooplex evoked potentials
under visceral and somatic nerves electric
stimulation in anesthetized cats
P0030 A72-12512
Human muscular electrical activity in various body
positions, noting potentials during natural and
unaccustomed postures
P0056 A72-13990
Phylo-ontogenetic maturation of corticopetal
projections of visual cortex, using evoked
potential measurements in rabbits
pOIOS 472-17736
Phase shifts of circadian rhythm of optic nerve
potentials from isolated eye of sea hare in
darkness
P0157 472-19531
Field and intracellular potentials in cat
trochlear nucleus following vestibular nerve and
nuclei stimulation for synaptic organization .
study of vestibulo-ocular reflex
p0167 A72-20501
Heuronal systems short-latency paired interactions
detection method, obtaining histogram for action
potentials
p0169 472-20621
Evoked cortical potentials changes from emotional
visual word stimuli stress under amyzil
anticholinesterase drug influence
p0176 472-21191
Cortical synthesis and information handling
properties of evoked potential in human normal
and pathological behavior
P0181 472-21810
Nenrophysiological mechanisms of sleep, studying
sleep and wakefulness state evoked potentials
relation to cortex and snbcortical activity levels
p0213 472-22221
Photostimnlated potentials of human visual cortex,
determining retinal macular area involvement
P0233 472-21786
Average evoked potentials correlates of two flash
perceptual discrimination in cats, discussing
parallel changes as function of interflash
intervals and peripheral level
P0236 472-25178
Lenticular conditioning-shock stimulation effect
on cat visual cortex response to light stimuli,
noting lateral gyrns photically evoked potential
amplitude increase
. - • p0266 A72-25801
Transistorized amplifier input elements design for
biopotentials recording, providing minimum noise
at high input impedance
P0270 472-26168
Response latencies and correlation in single units
and visual evoked potentials in cat striate
cortex following monocular and binocular
stimulations
p0277 472-26771
Cat auditory cortex neurons response to auditory
and medial geniculate body electrical stimulation
P0285 472-27651
Henron networks dynamic behavior in terms of
linear differential equations for membrane
potential changes and neuron threshold
p0288 472-27925
ECG P-wave-like deflections cansed by strong
diaphragmatic action potentials in obese woman
with fever and erysipelas
p0321 472-28569
Deep brain structure biopotential correlations
during man sleep development, using
electrosubcorticograos
p0322 472-28631
Honovalent K and Ra and bivalent Ca and Kg plasma
ion ratio effect on thrombocyte electrokinetic
potential
P0322 472-28635
Digital evoked brain potential detector using
multichannel amplitude analyzers
p0323 472-28615
High threshold afferents role in dorsal surface
potential formation in cat spinal cord
P0329 472-29327
Selective chromatic adaptation in cone
photoreceptors of cynamolgons macaque monkeys,
using late receptor potential as response index
P0332 472-29967
Myelinated nerve fiber mathematical model for
action potential transmission mechanism analysis
during relative refractory phases
P0338 172-30597
Electroretinographic illumination potentials
dependence on extracellular chloride ion
concentration in isolated frog retina
p0368 172-32191
Conditioned slow negative potential of human brain
cortex dependence on motivation, emphasizing
punishment avoidance conditions
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p0372 A72-33097
Isolated retina receptor potential amplitude
relation to visual piqment bleaching kinetics,
indicating excitation-inhibition receptor
response generation mechanism
P0451 A72-37830
Ryogenic and eardrum evoked auditory potentials
and cortical.responses to 0.2 millisecond
voltaqe pulse acoustic stimuli
P0457 A72-38932
Propriospinal ducts of the lateral funiculus and
their possible role in transmission of- pyramidal
• stimuli
P0493 A72-40583
Study of the conductivity of the motor neuron
membrane during snpraspinal stimulation
p0493 A72-40585
Synaptic potentials of sensor and motor neurons of
trigeminal nuclei during corticofugal stimulation
. p0493 A72-40587
Bole of pyramidal and extrapyramidal components of
cortically-inducad efferent stimuli in the
mechanism of cortical motor activity coordination
. . p0494 A72-40591
Hypothalamic control of the electrical activity of
the spinal cord' , . .
P0494 A72-40S98
Supraspinal effects in the activity of
preqanglionic sympathetic neurons delivering
'azons .to the cervical sympathetic nerve
P049II A72-40599
Evoked potentials of the primary auditory cortical
zone produced by positive and inhibitive
conditioned stimuli .. •
p0497 472-40806
Some structural and functional characteristics of
a retina prelection onto the visual cortez of cats
p0498 A72-40808
Analysis of'the activity evoked in the cerebellar
cortex by stimulation of the visual pathways.
pOSOS A72-41460
Effect of'selenium on the formation of the
electrical potential in the retina
; . p0507 A72-41898
Computation of the shape and velocity of a nerve
pulse
POS09 A72-42156
Electroayographic investigation of diaphragm cross
contraction following spinal cord section in
cats, noting diaphragm notonenrons excitation by
breathing center pulses
p0510 A72-42281
Reactions of auditory cortex neurons to
geniculocortical fiber stimulation
1
 P051U A72-42723
Temperature transmission.from biopotential •
radiotelemetry transmitters.
i ' P0515 A72-42745
Factors limiting the increase in stroke volume
obtainable by positive inotropisn -.
Investigations regarding the sufficient heart in
the case of continued postextrasystolic
potentiation •
p0516 A72-42748
Electrophysioloqical investigation of.the •
excitation and inhibition processes in the •
auditory cortex
P0520 A72-4316S
A rapid assay of dipolar and extradipolar content
in the human electrocardiogram.
p0542 A72-43811
Excitation contraction correlates in true ischemia.
P054J A72-43814
Synaptic events during specific and nonspecific
inhibition of visual cortex neurons
p0546 A72-44088
Henronal and>focal reactions of the parietal
associative corter to various peripheral stimuli
p0546 A72-M4089
Post-synaptic potentials of motor neurons of the
facial nerve nucleus evoked by afferent and
corticofugal 'pulse stimulation
P0546 A72-4H091
Photopic and scotopic contributions to the human
visually evoked cortical potential.
P0548 472-44380
Component analysis of electroretinogram in dark
and light adapted sheep eye, noting rod and cone
receptor potentials and transient and dc responses
P0548 A72-44382
Sensitivity of the human EBG and VECP to
sinusoidally modulated light.
- . ,. . '.... i>0548 A72-44383
Techniques for analysing differences in VEBs:
Colored and patterned stimuli.
P0548 472-44387
Ensemble characteristics of the human visual
evoked response - Periodic and random stimulation.
P0550 472-44575
Influence of the sympathetic nervous system on the
presynaptic inhibition of the dorsal.surface • .
'potential of the spinal cord
P0550 472-44589
Hathematical model for linear stationary operator
describing relationship between stimulus and
evoked potential in electroretinograms
P0132 H72-15033
Electrophysiological excitability changes in
visual system of anesthetized cats in response
to flash signals
P0133 H72-15043
Neuron inhibition in subcortical response of
rabbit visual system to repetitive flicker stimuli
.1- .,;• . P0134 B72-15044
Physiological effects of photic and acoustic
'' stimuli on evoked potentials in rabbit visual
k
 cortex -
P0134 H72-15045
Evoked potential of hypothalamic region in
response to .photic stimulation of rabbit retina
. ' p0134 H72-15046
Disturbance or absence of light invoked potentials
in electroretinogram and electroencephalogram in
diseases .of the .human visual system
P0134 N72-15047
;Physioloqlcal photoconductivity effect in
pigmented epithelial eye cell during action of
visible light
P0134 H72-15048
Ionizing radiation effects on response potentials
of -isolated frog retina to visual stimuli
. • ' . ' • ' P013IT.H72-15049
Acid phosphatase distribution and functional
differences of neurons in frog retina
p0136 H72-15059
Flash perception period measurements for
determining human visual thresholds.
. P0136 H72-15063
Effects of chronic potassium deficiency on
skeletal muscle cell excitability, resting
potential, and latency time
rKAS4-TT-Pr14129] . p0241 H72-18075
Banufactaring process for making perspiration
resistant-stress resistant biopotential electrode
rSAS4-CASE-HSC-90153-2] . ' P0402 H72-25120
Evoked potentials and electrophysiology of nervous
system
CHASA-CB-128249] p0559 N72-32081
BIOBIBCTBICITT
Auditory pathway neuron discharge response to
complex sound stimuli and'frequency
discrimination of pattern recognition in cats '
P0007 A72-10483
Fish electroreceptor system morphology, physiology
and evolution, considering1 electric current
action, peripheral coding activity and central
subsystems
P0018 472-11545
Synaptic mechanisms of vestibulospinal and
reticnlospinal effect on transmission to lumbar
notoneuron-s in monkeys
P0021 472-11760
Hociceptive chemical, action in cat skin vessels,
showing fiber types for impulse transmission'
P0030 472-12511
Hippocampus electric activity and cardiac rhythms
variations responses to various intensity
electric stimulation of central gray matter •
P0032 A72-12881
Conduction velocity groups in cat optic nerve fro*
antidromic responses recorded in peripheral
retina and area centralis
P0053 472-13621
Optic nerve axon diameters in central and
peripheral cat retina related to conduction
velocity groups
P0053 A72-13622
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Hnltichannel 1C spike height discriminator for
separating electrical activity of neural units
recorded Kith microele'ctrode
P007V A72-1S223
Bioelectric activity study of cat and dog cerebral
intercentral relations during various motor
activities and poses '
- P0071 A72-15231
Cerebral neurons population electric stimulation
effect on deep sleep duration' in Parkinsonism
patients
' , . P0073 A72-15585
Cat respiratory center'activity phase relation to
arterial chemoreceptor afferent discharge
* oscillations effect on.lnnq ventilation frequency
p0103_172-16789
Sudden death in myocardial infarction, discussing
heart electrical stability, neural control,
arrhythmias and cardiac conduction disturbances
pOIOI 1.72-17381
Harine gastropod mollnsk synaptic transmission
mechanism, discussing various chemical
transmitters, two phase potential, receivers,
electrical interaction and electrophysiological ,.
conditioning ','
p0112 A72-17996
Sensor systems terminals location in cats
colliculus anterior through electrical responser
measurement to light and sound signals, and skin
stimulation ' • .
'p01«8 172-18865
Blectrical cardiac activity computer simulation
model including biophysically faithful
conduction system and electrocardiograms for
high fidelity production - •
 ri -.'
P0153 A72-19313
Stimulation transmission tracts, synaptic
mechanisms and tonic activity of cat sympathetic
ganglia ' • •;
; ' . . ' . : . p0168 i'72-20617
Hotoneurori pool fraction determination in human
monosynaptic response of healthy and ''
neuropathplogical subjects, comparing diagnostic
methods '* - ' ' ' ' - •
' ' ' . ' P0168 A72.-20619
Comparative EEG characteristics of frontal and
occipital human, brain cortex,' relating
psychophysiological and heurophysioloqical factors
.P0176 A72-21196
Hypothalamic single neuron unit discharge' pattern
response to acoustic, light and somatpsensory .
stimulation in cats ''
' p0177 A72-21471
Bnlbar respiratory neuron discharge pattern '
response to nasal and.tracheal receptor
stimulation in cats', relating changes in !
neuronalactivity and intratracheal pressure
. P0177 172-21473
Cat retina ganglion cell threshold and latent
responses to separate stimulation of receptive
field center and periphery
P0177 A72-21<I7<I
Physiology of'sleep phases and.dreams, discussing
data on highly organized'and'interacting
neurohnmoral mechanisms exhibiting alternating,
forms of brain bioelectric activity
;
 P0181 172-21838
Protein biosynthesis inhibitors retardation of
noradrenaline and serotonin induced
' hyperpolarization of neuron membranes in
cortical sensomotor region of rabbits
P0187 172-22192
German monograph on Ranvier node steady.' state I-V
characteristics transition range and control by
altered external solutions and morphological
effects on nerve fiber '
' ' ' ' p021» A72-22336
Photically induced and spontaneously discharged
neuron impulse propagation through direct
pathways from superior colliculus to dorsal and
ventral lateral genicnlate nuclei in cats
P0217 A72-22863
Larynqeal motonenron activity duri'nq Hering-Breuer
reflexes, noting inspirator? fibers firing
inhibition and activation during lung inflation
P0218 A72-22975
Efferent vestibular activity in response to
horizontal plane rotary stimulation in frog,
showing.efferent'relations between- both' ears -
p0235 A72-25099
Single lateral genicnlate neuron recording during
receptive field-centered flashing spot -• •
variations for intensity response function
. comparison with optic neurons in cats
P0236 A72-25177
. Intraelectroretinographic analysis of light signal
spatial summation at different retinal nerve. .
levels in frogs . . '
' P0269 A72-26«54
Cortico-snbcortical connections transection' effect
oh cat lateral genicnlate body and visual cortex
neurons spontaneous activity "" ' ''
. P0285 A72-27652
Heuronal spike activity changes in rabbit visual
and sensorimo'tor neocortex and hippocampus., •
during EEG activation
P0323 A72-28643
illumination code efficiency in impulse activity,
of neurons of outer genicalate body of cat ;
'visual system, emphasizing pulse per group
' technique
P0325 A72-28780
Visual cortex neuron reactions to antidromic .
stimulation of cat pyramidal tract, noting axon
activation increased discrimination in analysor
.P0325 A72-28781
Adaptation period'to inverted work-rest cycle !'
observed with encephalograph, noting'effect of
' brain bioelectric activity circadian rhythms
stability ' "
< ' P0327'172-29315
'Dynamic bioelectric.impedance level of tissue area
between active electromyograph electrodes- .
related to human skeletal muscle.fatigue
"" ' ' p0329' 172-29332
Byelinated nerve fiber mathematical model for
action potential transmission mechanism analysis
during relative refractory phases
' ' • , . . - . , . P0338 172-30597
Cerebral cortex electric shock' stimulation effects
on phrenic nerve discharges' in biyagotpmized and
cnrarized cats '" • ' • ' "
' . p03U1 172-30812
Cat bulbar respiratory neuron discharge
' modification by single electric shock j. '
stimulation of cerebral cortex /'' ^
, P03U1 'A72-308i»3
Linear systems.theory for mathematical model, of ,
retinal image and ganglion cell' excitation',
calculating receptor layer luminance
distributions for several stimulus patterns
, , . , P0362 A72j31367
Honkey retinal ganglion and lateral geniculate
.' nucleus cell maintained discharge rate !, ,
 :
indication of receptive field organization for
various light stimulus intensities
P0362 A72-31370
'Bioelectric activity of the medulla oblongata
during hypothermia and bloodletting •
' ' - . ' . ' .:. ' „ ^pOtie A72-3502a
Synaptic patterns in the superficial'layers of the
superior collicnlus of the monkey, Racaca mnlatta.
;p0455 A72-38647
Influence of cooling'of the sensomotor reqion of
the cerebral.cortex on the neurons of the
mesencephalic reticular formation
:
 pO«57 A72-38926
Changes,in .the overall electrical activity of the
mesencephalic reticnl'ar formation; the
hippocampus, and the cerebral cortex under'the
influence of hydrocortisone and COCA
POU57 172-38929
Operative, memory mechanism as visual system neuron
chain,storage of stimuli from image recognition
time measurements ' ' ' '
' ' P0458 A72-38936
Device for eliminating the artifact of electrical
' stimulation when recording evoked'pulse activity
of neurons '' " •
. ^ ^., pO«58 A72-38938
Horphological changes in spinal cord neurons of
animals due to the decreased intensity of
snpraspinal stimulation
- •' •• ' : . - . ' ' ° POK93 A72-«0580
Henronal organization of descending systems of the
spinal cord
' . p0193 A72-40582
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' In'tracellular study of robrospinal neurons and of
'their syriaptic activation during the stimulation
of the sehsomotor cortical region ' ;
• p0193'-i72-lt0586
Pyramidal control of the activity of interne'urons
related to various types of peripheral afferents
' ' ' pOIt9ir A72-00589
Possible role of supraspinal formations in the,
. , . fixation of trace alterations at the segmental
,; apparatus level of the spinal cord
.,;.'. '
 ( .' ' pO»9K A72-'10592
Synchronization in the work of motor neurons •"'
.. during arbitrary motor activity of various types
' ' • • • ' . ^ POH91 A72-«0595
Bole of afferent and"ef f erent" connections in the"
formation and reproduction of trace processes in
man • ' . . ' . ,. ..
''•'•' • ' .
 ; ., P0097 A72-|t0807
Patterns of'spontaneous and reflexly-induced
activity in phrenic and'intercostal motorieurons.
•' • ' • ' "pOSOS 172-111462
.. Dorphological and electrophysioloqical analysis of
'afferent receptor, connections in cerebellar
cortex, discussing fast'conducting, diffuse, '
reticular and inferior blive.fiber paths''
. . ' . ' • •' ' ' P0506' A72-1167H
The effect of membrane parameters on the.-
properties of the nerve impulse. .'. '
. ' ' p0507'A72-11936
Sew modifications of manipulators for , ' "
. . investigations using microelectrodes ' ' "
P0509 A72-H2073
Dependence of. inhibitory areas'of inferior '
colliculus neurons on the tine characteristics
of acoustic stimuli ' " '
P0515 A72-U272U
Effect of a'polarizing current on the'activity of
- neurons of the' respiratory center ' ' ' ""
. . • ' ' P0515-A72-U2725
Dynasics of the.electrical.activity of various
' regions'of the neocortex during the ' • ' '
sleep-wake'fuines's cycle ' \ '
' p0518 A72-42955
The e'ffect of. electrical stimulation of .the.
olfactory bulbs,on the behaviour of cats and. on
the electrical" activity of the'neo- and, "",
archepaleocortei '
. ,p0518 A72-02960
The electrical activity of the isolated frog
ret'ina in buffered chloride-deficient Pihger's
solution ' . , ' ' " •*. '
... ' . ' ' ' p0519 A72-12987
nervous mechanisms of the acoustic stress reaction
' ' . . _ , " . '
 :p0520 A72743169
Changes in the impulse.activity of cortical
neurons during selective'reinforc4ment of a
- chosen.range'of'their interpulse intervals'*
' ' " . ' ' ' . . . P05H6 A72-1(t087
Classification of neurpns in the lumbosacral
seption of "the spinal cord according to their
discharge during evoked locomotion
' . ' • ' . . ' \ j ' p05i(6 A72-i|fl092
,Preprocessing of nerve'pulse seguences for
analysis by digital computer
" ' ; " , " " , ' . ' , p051t7'A72-i«
Elaboration of "steady changes'in tlhe^firing rate
of cortical neuron populations' "
' ! ' • . . . • P0550 A72-OUS87
Cat hypothalamus regions neurons background
activity'characterized by single nonrhythmical
' spike's Hith large interspike intervals, noting
freguency of discharge bursts ' ' '-' '' •
P0550 A72-t"l588
Pulse activity'of neurons in1 the thermal- :
regulation center of the anterior hypothaiamus
during chill shivering :
- ', . . pOSSO A72-U4591
Functional organization of the periphery effect in
retirial'ganglibn cells.
... P0552''A72-1|I1908
First-breath response,of medullary inspiratory
neurones'to'the mechanical loading of inspiration.
' . p0552 A72-tU959
.Control,.by the visual cortex, of the posterior
' , lateral thalamic group in the cat
P0553. A72-i)5009
Temperature-sensitive neurons in the brain'stem -
' Th^ir responses to brain temperature at
different ambient temperatures.
' ' ' '..:''' " .p05'55.A72-lt5232
Stochastic model of neuron' firings based on two
. recurrent time seguences of stimuli
' '.CTE-72-11 . P0198 S72-17033
Bathemat'ical models for determining nature of :
electrosehsing mechanism and. its sensitivity in
fish
CAD-7310271 . ... . ' , pO.308 N72-20093
Bioelectric and histochemical changes in brain of
hibernating animals
. fBASA-TT-P-6191 P0356 B72-23071
Effects of lover body decompression on^ cardiac .
electric'activity in humans '. ."' :
... 'V P0387 H72-2<(10<!
', Bioelectric system for control of muscular'activity
' rBEC-TT-1551] . P0439 N72-27083
Hulti'channel bioelectric; control system for
simulating neurootuscular 'movements and' treating
'motor function disturbances' ' ' ' *
rBBC-TT-1552.] . ... pOUUS N72-27134
Effect of vibration on relationship-of bioelectric
activity'and oxygen demand in cerebrum'of rats
. tHi'SA-TT-F-1«5701 ', ~ ' ' P.056.0 H72-32091
BIOEHGIBEEBIHG : '
HT. AHTBBOPpHETEY
ST BAL1ISTOCA8DIOGBAPHT
HT BIOI-HSTEUh-ENTATIOIJ '; . ' " . . . ' - , . , "
NT BIOBETBICS ' ' ' ,' ' . ,
NT'BIOTELEBETHY ' ' ' '
HT,. BODI aEASUEEBEKT (BIOLOGY)
' HT CASpIOGBAPHY .. . .
K T ELECTBOCABDIOGRAPBl . . , ' ' ' . '
ST ELECTEOENCEPHAlbGRlPHY ' ' '
NT ELECTEOBYOGBAPHY ' " : . "'
NT ELECTEOBETINOGHAPBY " ' • • ' • • •
' NT" PLETHYSH'OGBAPHY
Bedical egnipmenfadvancements through NASA'''
sponsored'aerospace research program, describing
. prpsthetic urethal valve, ear oximeter,
radiation dosimeter and electrotayographic. muscle
'trainer " '~ " ' ' : ' '' " '.' '' ' ' ' x "
. . ' . ' " " ' , ',. POIII A72-18616
abving'visual stimuli apparatus vith independent
. control over size, shape, background intensity,
orientation and velocity of notion, describing
cat' neuronal sensitivity studies,
. . ' P0150'A72-19032
Hybrid computer sinnlation of'cardiovascular
system in biomedical engineering education
, ' ' •'. '" . .' . P0214 A72-22«55
Electrode system for ventricular defibrillat'ion,
noting current density role and" rounded 'edge
effectiveness
' • " •''••' ' .P0272 A72-26628
Lumped parameter nonlinear BC circuit' lung model
for positive" pressure respirator design
. . " '
 :
 ' " ' " ' P0273 A72-26631
Electrode design and implantation method for
chronic experiment's, discussing information loss
factor elimination '
, . , . . . . . . . 50337 A72-30393
Apparatusrfor.programmed oral administration of,
drugs to large primates in altered environments.
. ''»
:
 ' ' ' , . '"'.'.' P0128 A72-36921
Device for eliminating the artifact of electrical
.. stimulation'when recording evoked pulse activity
of neurons
•;. . ' '. . . ""••''. pO«58 A72-38938
Quantitative determination*of fluorescence within
the eye without 'disrupting th'e' integrity, of the
eyeball ' ' • • • • • - - .
'' ' ' . , . . POU58 A72-389it1
Biocngineering models of energy"'and.'mass exchange
of algae under- varying ambient conditions,; ',
noting mass cultivation, possibility'for, oxygen
regeneration in closed environments
,„• POU5S A72-38959
Technignes| and proceduretfor di'fferential . .
ballistooscillography of extremities.'
; • ' • • • • • ' ' POU63' A72-39325
^ Functional reliability of the biological'component
, . of a life.support system . . .
' . ." " . . , '.' , .. ' ' P0492 A72-lt01U8
Bathematical model tor stability and control of
legged, locomotion system's
[AD-7278061 P0039 N72-10113
Design and'fabrication of impact and vibration
test equipment for biodybamic research '
rAD-7261191 . P0047 N72-11105
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Facility design for development and evalaation of
thermal protective clothing in reproducible,
aircraft fuel fire environment • •••• •
rAD-729362] p0129 B72r11121
Principles of construction of complexes for '
continnoos control of human subjects and
• • automatic normalization of body states
fAD-731053] p0218 B72-18127
Biodynamic and bioengineerinq applications to
operational problems, resulting in crash injuries
P0255. H72-19121
Operators reference manual for BIOHOD computer
graphics system
rfi-716-HIH] p0309 H72-20101
Optimal control algorithms for on-line closed' loop
blood pressure regulation ' 5
rAD-7359001 P031B H72-21088
Aerospace technology transfer and utilization in
biomedical systems >. . . .
rHASA-CB-12610<ll •• .. . p0356' H72-23065
Design of optical couplers for use in -IBBLffS •
hardwire mode
tHASA-CB-115719J pO«69 H72-28019
Testing preliminary design of respiratory -
measurement element' of B-4 -IBBLHS • - * i ~
[BASA-CB-115718] , p0169 S72-28050
Design of manipulators as complex bioengineering
systems "** ' ' • • • Y
rBlSA-TT-F-1»3351 p0571 B72-33100
BIOGENESIS . . - . . ' . -
0 BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION
BIOGEBT . . . .
Ecogenesis of volcanic island of'Snrtsey after
1967 lava eruption, discussing terrestrial and
marine littoral and snblittoral biomes
• •. ; . , p0068 A72-11916
BIOGEOCBEBISTBT
nolecular paleontology of fossil organic'remnants
in Kolluscan shell proteins
p0059 A72-11753
BIOIHSTBOHEBTATIOH . . . - • • ' ••.--:
NT BIOTELEHETBT
Cblorella algae size distribution curves by
combining device for counting electrical
. • conductivity pulses with discriminator for gamma
. scintillation spectrometry
A72-10100
Parachuting and aerial towing physiological and
force data FH telemetry for biomedical response
assessment leading to human engineered.equipment
improvement and midair retrieval system :•
development
P0028 A72-12138
Electrical thermometer mounted on breatbing mask
for electropneumograms, measuring temperature
change in respiration air flow • :
• - . . - • P0031 A72-12518
Holtichannel 1C.spike height discriminator for,
separating-electrical activity of nearal units
recorded with microelectrode
P0071 A72-15223
Bonsurgical ultrasonic technigue to measure wall
displacement and pulsatile changes in thoracic
aorta . . -
.rAD-7398091 P0155 A72-19117
Biomedical transducers.for NASA space program,
discassinq spray-on electrodes and telemetering
for ECG respiration and body temperature
P0160 A72-19917
Battery powered dc integrated circuit for
temperature regulation in small experimental
animals, using thermistor probes and heating pads
.. ,. . .- P0173 A72r20895
Mathematical, physical and engineering aspects of
electro- -and magnetocardiography, noting heart
field nondipolar properties and heart vector
determination difficulties
P0222 A72-23H11
Semiautomatic measurement of human oxygen -uptake,
. discussing apparatus and accuracy
P0235 A72-21991
Electronic and hematocrit devices to-.investigate
cardiovascular system functions including blood
coagulation process, pressure and-flow
P0269 A72-26161
Pneumatic thermistor transducer 'to measure steep
ejection time interval between cardiac volume
pulse upstroke start and maximum rise rat'e
occurrence
P0273 A72-26633
Hose installed thermistor device for in-fligbt
monitoring of pilot respiration and pulse rate
P0280 A72-27117
Considerations in the design of an automatic
visual field tester.
P0129 A72-37013
Band tremor measurement methods, discussing- pickup
system selection for given task's
P0505 A72-11521
- Hew modifications of manipulators for
investigations using microelectrodes ' ' ''
• : '• P0509 472-12073
Biological instrumentation for the Viking 1975
mission to Bars.
P0511 A72-H3396
A critical assessment of an open circuit technigue
• for measuring oxygen consumption.
P0515 A72-13937
Digital automatic data reduction techniques used
'•• for physiological data obtained in 1000-flight
. biomedical study
fHASA-TB-D-6601] pOOBS H72-12059
Efficiency of biodetection grinder and detection
- ' 'and types of bacteria found in spacecraft
components . . . •
tHASA-CR-125119] p0137 B72-15070
Development and characteristics of electrodes for
measuring EBG, ECG, and temperature of
laboratory animals
P0203 B72-17068
Simplified manufacturing techniques for
nltraminiatnre capacitive pressure transducers
for physiological'measurements
fPB-201938J . i' p0216 H72-18117
Pressure ramp programmer for automatic blood
pressure measurements '
r»ASA-CB-115508] . P0316 H72-21071
Aerospace technology transfer and utilization in
biomedical systems .
CBASA-CB-126101] .-• p0356 B72-23065
Aerospace'technology application and transfer
programs to biomedical areas
P0356'B72-23066
• Design improvements and applications of
transducers for noninvasive methods of patient
monitoring '
-•' ' - • • • p0356 H72-23067
Sweat sensor for monitoring perspiration response
during motion sickness
(AD-736922] p0359 H72-23091
Electronic'equipment land systems used to track
: wild animals in order to determine migratory and
- navigational behavior
" .- • ' - P0396' H72-25067
Heart rate monitor for indicating physical fitness
level in"individuals
rAD-738882] '• -- : - p0137 H72-26088
Testing preliminary design of respiratory
measurement element of B-U IBBLBS'
tBASA-CB-1157181 • pOU69 B72-28050
Plethysmoqraph for measuring human body impedance
changes during space flight
[AD-7408661 - p0187 B72-29097
Ultrasonic biomedical system for measuring and
• recording movements of organs such as heart valves
CSASA-CASE-AEC-10597-1} p0531 H72-31116
Bioinstrumentation for'improving Apollo biomedical
ground monitoring system
fBASA-CR-1285361 ' p0566 -H72-32138
BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY • '
D ACTIVITY (BIOLOGT)
BIOLOGICAL AHALISIS . '
0 BIOASSAI ' . •
BIOLOGICAL CELLS •
0 CELLS (BI010GY)
BIOLOGICAL CLOCKS
0 BHITBM (BIOLOGT) ' ' •
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS '
ST BELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EPFECTIVEHESS (BBEJ
Space flight biological effects on 'lysogenic
bacteria and human cells in culture
pOOOU A72-10365
Biological efficiency of secondary radiations from
70 GeV protons interaction with target,
' discussing dose dependences and restoration
process relative rates '
[CEBH-71-16] • -' p0025 A72-12057
»-52
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Badiobiological effects of nonuniform body
irradiation, discussing regeneration process .
-stimulation by partially shielded-bone marrow
. rCEBH-71-16] P0025 A72-12060
Nonunifora high energy proton irradiation of dogs,
evaluating and predicting biological effects
rcEBB-71-16] P0026 A72-12061
Primary cosmic ray interaction with tissues,
emphasizing biological effects and nuclear .
reactions induced radioactivity in astronaut body
. . ; . . PO.049 A72-12911
Depth ionization properties; and biological effects
of bevatron produced heavy ion beams, discussing
utilization in.tumor therapy, space biology and
radiobiology .-• <•
P0054 A72-13693
Semiconductor devices potential interference and
biological exposure hazards in microwave leakage
. field, considering shielding and filtering
methods for reducing susceptibility . .
• . P0056 A72-14032
Biological effects of unfocused laser radiation on
DBA and BHA synthesis and cell activities in•
thymine dependent E. coli strain
;. P0059 A72-14610
Space environment weightlessness and radiation-
effects on leeches biorhythm, metabolism'. '
. reproduction and growth from rocket biological
experiments
P0075A72-15729
Biological damage inflicted to rats by protons, X
rays and gamma rays • .
P0106 A72-17675
Biological hazards of high intensity light ;
sources, considering physiological factors^ •
involved in threshold eye damage values .
determination . , . . .
'P0177 A72-21333
Thromboelastographic study of.renin.and
angiotensin effect on blood clotting system of
anesthetized and unanesthetized dogs •' ,
- , ;• . .. . P0186 A72-22095
Embryogenesis of fertile chicken:egqs in-pure
oxygen at reduced pressure
:. , ,p0215 A72-226H2
DV radiation intensity altitude dependence and:
absorption by ozone, considering diurnal and
annual variations and biological effects
-, • . • •- p0225 A72-23625
Langs fibrosis and cancer caused by asbestos •
fibers inhalation, noting environment control
for protection against workers health-hazards
;p0265 A72-25548
Industrial safety rules recommendations for lasers
based on radiation biological effects and eye
optical and physiological properties
- .P028U A72-:27615
Geomagnetic, field perturbation biological effects,
studying geomagnetic storm'field'energy levels'
and magnetic flux variables relation to human
sensitivity thresholds
.L P0289 A72-28210
Solar activity effects on biospheric processes for
biological and physicochemical systems in
unsteady state, considering maximum effects-,on
man at certain electromagnetic wave frequencies
-• . ' ' • .. -p0289 A72-28211
Solar activity;effects on biosphere ^.processes,
discussing radiation-induced molecular
activation mechanisms in water and biological
plasma calcium ion concentration changes " •
p0289 A72-28213
Biomedical effects on air crews of chemical fire...f
suppression agent Halon 1301 • .
/bromotrifluoromethane/ during simulated
aircraft cabin fires . . •
P0297 A72-28308
Three year varied dose and acute exposure gamma
irradiation of dogs, noting radiobiological ' • :
effects from hematological, cytological and
physiological.examinations
I,- P0326 A72-29307
Proton irradiation effects on monkey central
nervous,system, showing inflammatory reaction,
and neuroglial .astrocyte glycogen accumulation
.; . P0331 A72-29833
Serotonin precursor 5-oxytryptophan effects on
thypothalanic-hypophysical-adrenal complex under
complete deafferentation of medial-basal
. hypothalamns
P0333 A72-30016
Electromagnetic pulsed radiation fields effects on
. • • monkeys* and dogs behavior and blood chemistry,
noting biological hazard absence •
p0337 A72-30423
Luna 16 fine lunar soil fraction biological effect
on -mice
P0337 A72-30169
Cytological, genetic and physiological analyses of
• space flight factors effects on seeds and plants
aboard Zond 5 probe
P0366 A72-31828
Biological structures study, proposing generalized
thermodynamics for dissipative structures role
in living beings functions
:<• P0373 A72-33519
Ronionizing electromagnetic radiation effects in
biological systems, discussing microwave
-' • penetration, therapeutic warming* light
scattering in tissues and medical instrument
applications
• • . ' - . • • P0377 A72-33754
L? whole body vibration effects on rat escape
conditioning in'terms of freguency, amplitude
r'f''-1 and controls' for noise and activation
• p0378 A72-33868
Visible and invisible nonionizing radiation
, produced human injuries, considering visual and
retinal effects and induced thermal stresses
P0408 A72-34300
Hagnetic field effects in enzymes, tissue
respiration and some metabolism characteristics
of an intact organism
„• . • ' p0415 A72-35003
Effects of magnetic fields on microorganisms
P0415 A72-35004
nechanism of the biological action of a constant
magnetic field.
P0415 A72-35005
Influence of a magnetic field on radiation-induced
chromosome aberrations in plants
. • p0415 A72-35007
Pathologo-anatomic.characterization of changes
induced by magnetic fields in experimental animals
pO»15 A72-35008
Clinical hygienic and experimental data on
magnetic field effects under working conditions
P0415 A72-35012
Hethodical and methodological characteristics of a
magneto-biological experiment
pO»15 A72-35013
Effect of lunar ground on radiation damage in mice
pO«17 A72-3521U
Space flight'effects on chlorella cell survival
and mutability in Zond automatic stations
P0117 A72-3S278
Soyuz 5 satellite vehicle space flight factors
effect on chlorella cells, investigating
survival rates and mutability
: ' P0417 A72-35279
Chromosome aberrations and germination speedup in
Soyuz -5 carried barley seeds, noting stimulating
effect by preflight ethylenimine treatment
•-•-•• " ' P0417 A72-35280
Analysis of vegetable seedlings grown in contact
with Apollo 14 lunar surface fines.
P0420 A72-35925
The influence of clinostat rotation on the
fertilized amphibian egg.
i p0423 A72-36435
Boentgenologic studies of the effects of rapid
decompression and hypoxia on the gall bladder in
cats. '
P0455 A72-38705
The resonance mechanism of the biological action
of vibration
-; : •- P0063 A72-39409
Biological rhythms-origin and mechanisms,
discussing 24-hour cycle, subcellnlar biological
• clock and rhythm disruption effects in
speologists, astronauts and pilots
P0508 A72-41985
Inert gas effects on embryonic development.
P0515 A72-42744
Effects of simulated space vacuum on bacterial
cells. .
P0541 'A72-43395
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BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS COBID SUBJECT ISDEI
Effects of true and simalated weightlessness on
human cardiovascular system
f HAS»-TT-F-1<t030] . . " . P0033 H72-10073
• Bioloqical effects-of daily Ion concentration
aonoaethylhydrazine ezposare on dogs, monkeys,
rats, and nice • . ;.
, fAD-727526J p0035 H72-10083
Bioloqical effects of short tern, and continuous
.exposure of humans to low concentrations-of CO
fAD-7275071 -. -. .. p0035 H72-10087
Guides for short term human exposure- to air
• .. pollution
rPB-19990l(1. . - - • • • • • . P0036 F72-10092
lexicological, data and hnaan response to short
tern exposure to nitrogen oxides
[PB-1999031 • P0037.H72-10093
Bioloqical effects of- laser radiation on. eyesiqht,
. -skin, and other body orqans -
CAD-726558] . - - p0037 872-10100
.Annotated biblioqraphy and indexes on Aerospace
Bedicine and -Biology -.Oct. 1971: .
. f NASA-SP-,70-11 (94) ] ; . P0039.H72-10109
Gamma, ray detection for mapping spatial .negative
pion distribution in -tissue ••.-- /.:.' .-,.'..-•
. rOCBL-202911 p0039 N72-10112
Effects .of very -low. calciun. diets' on human calcium
metabolism and osteoporosis development
tHASA-CB-1152<»4:i pOOSO B72-12017
• Bioloqical effects of ionizinq radiation on
metabolism of digestive system
.. rFBC-TT:-14981 ., . . - pOOSO 872-12019
Bioloqical applications of radiation processing,
•- radiation protection, metabolic studies, and
radiation effects research
r&EBE-PB/HPBTl51, ,i cp0087 K72-13064
Bioloqical effects of arqon laser on retinas of
monkeys
[AD-728333] p0087 872-13066
Bioloqical experiments on .magnetic field-effects
on.physiological-components .1, . .< .
[JPHS-518801 P0117 H72-14045
Bioloqical effects of laser radiation on,skin,of
. rats -. -. -. . .
[JPBS-549361 . ..'• P0136 H72-15066
Effects of laser radiation on tissues and orqans
of animals-and - measures for protection from.,
effects of laser radiation
rAD-7301911 P0139 N72-15084
Bioloqical,effects caused by heavy ions in cosmic
rays durinq space fliqht • .
P0194 H72-16050
Annotated^bibliography and indexes .on Aerospace.
Hedicine'' and Biology for November 1971.
. rHASA-SP-7011(95)1 p0197 B72-17027
Effect, of exposure.to extremely, low-frequency
. magnetic fields on central nervous system of
. squirrel monkeys.
fAD-73199M ' . P0201 H72-17053
Effects of prefliqht and postfliqht irradiation of
biological, specimens using-.yeast cells,-hydrogen
bacteria,- lettuce, and pea-seeds on Cosmos
satellite-368. , , . - - • ' .
. ...,• >,p0202 H72-17057
Effects of space flight on cell morphology 'and
photosynthetic activity of chlorella culture •
during Cosmos-368 artificial earth satellite
. flight . .
p0203 ,872-17066
Besearcb prelects to determine biological and
physiological effects of radium gamma .rays
fHYO-27<IO-8] . P0205 N72-17083
High energy particle irradiation effects on .
biochemical systems of spacecrews .-- .
P0208 872-17629
Particle energies and angular fluence
distributions for calculating dose rate
conversions in human radiation exposure
,. . . • . • - - - . . , P0208. B72-:17655
Biological response of sheep
 tand swine to space
radiation dose-protraction and dose distribution
-. . at low intensities
P0209 872-17683
Effects of gamma.ray exposure on ability of
monkeys to perfor.n continuous and . -
discrete-avoidance.and .fixed-ratio tasks with
visual and auditory cues
P0209 fT72r1768*
Effects of radiation by fission neutrons and 1^
rays on mouse zygote
P0209 H72-17685
• Effects of high energy protons on erythropoietic
stem cells and radioprotection by chemicals ' '
determined with laboratory mice
P0209 H72-17686
Effects of protons and gamma rays on
carcinogenesis, mortality, and chemical
protection against radiation in laboratory rats
•p0209 H72-17687
Eeaction of moose epidermal' cells to heavy
particle radiation using helium, lithium; and
-carbon ions
P0210 H72-17688
Biological effects of exposing chickens to single
acute doses of either 2.2 GeV protons or 250 kVp
• ' X rays
P0210 S72-17689
Analysis of medical and biological problems .
.associated with life support systems required
for extended human subjects during prolonged
- space flights
•rHASA-TT-P-1l(165l p02K1 N72-18076
Effects of electromagnetic radiation on biological
systems of living orqanisms
p0208 H72-18261
Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace
medicine and biology - December 1971 • •
rBASA-SP-7011(96) 1 p02H8 872-19069
Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace
medicine-and biology - January 1972
f»ASA-SP-7011(97)] - p02«8 B72-19070
Problems concerned with biological effects of
space radiation
[SASA-TT-F-6041 P0301 H72-20039
Biological effect of cosmic radiation under fliqht
conditions'as analyzed from data collected in
experiments conducted during past 10 years
P0301 N72-20016
Effects of space flight conditions on biological
systems
P03011 H72-20066
KwTC index and bibliography on biological effects
related technology of lasers and light •
-CPB-2050911 p0316 N72-21070
Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace
Hedicine and Biology - February 1972
rHASA.-SP-7011(99) ] p03U6 H72-22051
Annotated bibliography and-indexes on Aerospace
Bedicine and Biology - Barch 1972
[HASA-SP-701K100) 1 P0316 H72-22052
Comparison of effect produced on animals by
titanium boride, zirconium boride and chromium
boride with amorphous boron and metallic
compounds of these borides
rNASA-TT-F-11255J- p0350 S72-22078
Biological effects of zond 5, 6, and 7 fliqht on
plants, animals, and bacteria
P0357 H72-23072
Besearch on biological effects.of radioisotope
inhalation
[LF-141 pOH01 S72-25109
Annotated -bibliography and index on Aerospace
Bedicine and Biology - April 1972
CNASA-SP-7011<101)] P0431 872-26042
Biological, effects of DBF electromagnetic radar
emissions *on human orqanism ^
P0132 H72-26053
Bioloqical effects of material transmitted shock
waves on miniature piqs
fDLB-FB-72-13J - . pOA33 872-26059
Annotated biblioqraphy and indexes on Aerospace
Hedicine and Biology - Hay 1972
fNASA-SP-7011 (102) ] P0438 H72-27076
Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace
Hedicine and Biology - January 1972
CHASA-SP-7011(98n p0467 H72-28032
Annotated biblioqraphy and indexes on aerospace
- medicine and biology - Hay 1972
[HASA-SP-7011(103) ] • -P0521 H72-3005D
Low level microwave radiation effects on central
nervous system and vestibnlar apparatus
fB-983-BC] p0530 B72-31095
Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace
Bedicine and Biology - June 1972
tBASA-SP-7011(10<!) ] „ .p0559 872-32080
Effects of prolonged wideband noise on functional
condition of human .organism • • .>
r.NASA-TT-F-11567] - P0560 - H72-32088
A-5«
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Hedical atlas of radionaclides used in medicine,
biology, industry, and agriculture
-. TEOB-I1606V . P0568 H72-33082
BIOLOGICAL EVOLOIIOB . .
H T iBIOGEHESIS " - . - . ;
. Holecnlar evolutional changes in amino acids of
proteins due to nutant random fixation,
comparing human and fish hemoglobin chains .
• • : . ' . . P002V 472-11761
Evolutionary rate of cistrons in vertebrates,
discussing hemoglobin and.cytochrome c changes
.involving amino acid mutant substitution
P0021 A72-11762
Cytochrome c X ray structure and molecular
: - .evolution .rates, • using.amino acid .sequence
comparative data
p002V 472-11763
Betinomotor light/darkness responses phylogenetic
variations, discussing retinal elements
structural and- functional development in fishes
and amphibians • '
. p0029 172-121811
: : .Interstellar formaldehyde and ammonia molecules
.1 .effects on prebiological amino acids evolution
P0032 472-12846
. Life origin in space from point of hydrocarbons,
cyanides, abiogenetic-organic•synthesis and
protobionts evolution - • j: .
P0059 472-14752
Nucleic acid, protein and cell primordial - •-
sequence, ribosomes and genetic code for life
origin, discussing experiments on homopolyamine
acids reaction with mononucleotides
P0061 472-11775
Figment system and primary photosynthesis
. - evolution; using comparative analysis of
bacteriochlorophyll; bacterioviridin and
chlorophyll• - ' • .
P0061 A72-1<I780
Molecular evolution of bioloqical membrane -frpm
lipid film to lipoprotein particle assembly,
-,. usinq bacterial biochemistry
. • ••- . .'• - P0062 472-11786
Protein evolution, discussing;biological group
amino aad nucleic acid structure variations from
phylogeaetic tree.of:cytochrome c data-
- p0062 472-14791
DM4 primary structure variability relation to
origin and evolution', discussing, taxon scale'in
existing animal, 'plant and microorganism systems
p0062 472-14792
Ribosomes origin .and BHA evolution, considering
biogenesis from coacervate to protocell and
protein biosynthesis • • >
P0062 472-14793
"'Bacterial respiration through-oxidative
phosphorylation origin hypotheses, discussing
photosynthesis and sulfate respiration in -
. : anoxygenic atmosphere and thiobacillus and
aerobe evolution in oxygen atmosphere - -
P0062 472-14795
Biochemical functions of organisms in evolution of
biosphere, discussing redox reactions, -
elementary compositions and'metal compounds role
in photosynthesis . • • - . ' ' . • - '
• ' ' -- ' -P0061! 472-14796
Preglycolitic energy metabolism in biochemical'
evolution, concerning anaerobic oxidation of
-.pyruvate and acetaldehyde to acetate and' ATP'
P0064 472-14799
Hereditary endosymbiotic model of micrbbial-
evolution of Precambrian prokaryotic and
eukaryotic cells •• . -
' P0064 472-14800
Prebiological food origin in carbonaceous me-
teorites, considering extraterrestrial • •'
::. environments, organic-synthesis and terrestrial
-analogs;. • •
• ; '. P0064 472-14803
Extraterrestrial life origin and evolution,
estimating possibilities on Bars, Venus and ' •
Jupiter • _ ' ' : •
p0064 472-14806
Soviet book on gravitational effects on animal
evolution covering land and aqueous conditions
• " -adaptation and weightlessness in space
' p0109 472-17818
Human biology, including evolution, organism
structure, organizations of' people, degeneracy.
interactions with environment and .philosophical
concepts
• ' ' ' P0114 472-18315
' Extraterrestrial life origin and development
possibilities from earth chemical and bioloqical
evolution description, noting external
conditions requirements
' '• • • P0183 472-22002
Genetic'organization emergence, considering* • :
pretranslational evolution in nontranslational
protein synthesis, nucleic acid evolution and
qene oriqin - - '' ' - .
P0183 472-22010
Cellular evolution investiqation usinq 'molecular
biology, microbial physiology and ecology. '
' ." • P0184 472-22011
'Respiratory function control and physiological
adaptation mechanisms evolution during changing
earth atmosphere oxygen content, noting hypoxia
sensitivity development ' v
• • • • • ' • . . • P0185 472-22080
Energetic motor activity rule hypothesis for '
physiological mechanisms of certain ontogenesis
patterns, suggesting motor activity as excess
anabolism induction factor ' '-'
r '• '-'-•• ; P0213 472-22225
»:• Biological.experiments of Viking Bars lander 1975
mission regarding Oparin-Haldane evolution
hypothesis
• P0230 472-24384
Evolutionary significance of primary amino acid or
'nucleotide base* sequences of DN4s within various
. phylogenetic groups '. ' ' ' •-.
• • • - • • p0279 472-27160
Liver and muscle type isozymes of•DPH-linked
qlycerol-3-P dehydrogenase in chickens in terms
of tissue distribution,'ontogeny and avian '
evolution
P0279 472-27161
Coherent brain model for evolution-'mechanisms''of
biological resonance in neuron network signal flow
. ' ' • ' - . ' - p032V 472-28455
Phylogenic origin of cytoplastids from • :
Cyanophycean alqa involved in endosynbiosis with
colorless Cryptophyte .
• " '
:
 .
 ;P0333 A72-29996
Evolutionary clock -'Nonconstancy of rate-in
different species." ' • • ' . ' •
' P045U 472-38551
Comparative studies of the respiratory functions
of mammalian blood. ' '
P0498 472-40919
Empirical support for a-stochastic model of "
evolution. ' • " - - . ' - . .
' ' P0541 472-43565
Amino acid substitution correlation with genetic
code in.human, bovine, ovine,'porcine and salmon
calcitouins, suggesting mutation occurrence time
during evolution
. -P0541 472-43568
• Aerospace environment effects (noting '
weightlessness and bioevolntion) on planets,
cells, and frogs observed in Gemini and
Biosatellite experiments
CM4S4-TH-I-67505] ' ' p0192 B72-16032
Production 'of complex organic compounds in
vicinity of volcanoes as precursors of
significant-bioloqical products and relation to
. ' genesis of life
: ;
 P0204 H72-17077
Evolution of target recognition'and echo location
mechanism in Vespertilionid bats
tHlL-BTS-6933] ' P0467 1172-28030
BIOLOGICAL HODELS ' -' ' •"-' " '•• ' .
D BIOFICS
BIOLOGICAL BBTTHH • - - -
0 BHI1HB (BIOLOGY) ; . , . . .
BIOLO6I
• Physical and biological sciences approaches to
attainment of knowledge, noting'•' .
indeterminateness in organic-realm
P0166 472-20394
Biologist view of behavioristic approach to
psychoaconstics, criticizing mechanical concept
of living organism as.inadequate for • ;
understanding human sensory 'system
P0266 472-25732
Laser use in experimental biology
CAD-726557-| ' P0038 B72-10102
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Medical and biological research conducted on
Soviet spaceships and satellites
[AD-727910] pOOII H72-11081
Uiostatistical procedures for analyzing ecological
and environmental problems
CBHWL-SA-3977-HE7] P0198 H72r17037
'Tables and bibliographies on preserving biological
materials
fHASA-CB-11114221 P0241 S72-18080
pevice for irradiating biological naterials with
light at wavelengths between- 250 and 650 nn
IMBL-1972-1]
 P03B3 H72-21077
Biological resources of Chesapeake Bay and
measurement of chemical,, physical, and
meteorological features to improve resources
management
P0137 H72-26278
BIOI.OMIHBSCEHCE
Adrenergic innervation of internal carotid
arteries in extra- and intracranial regions in
dogs, using luminescence method
P0186 A72-2218H
temperature effects on blood
electrobioluminescence, relating luminescence
peaks to protein and .lipid molecular structure .
. changes
,p0225 A72-23691
Determination of bacterial ATP as'measure of
urinary tract infection nsing enzymatic
biolnminescent assay technigue
rHASA-CASE-GSC-11092-2] pOO«3 N72-11071
Bacteria detection of urine using bioluminescent
reaction of ATP.with luciferin and luciferase
pOUOS 872-25800
Bffect of various magnesium salts on luminous
intensity and duration in phosphorescent bacteria
rBASA-TT-F-14131] P0563 872-32112
BIOBBCBA1ICS . . •
0 BIODYNAHICS
BIOBBDICAL DATA
Computer controlled scintiscanning for pulmonary
blood flow distribution, discussing real time
data monitoring, contour plots and three
dimensional and wall reflection maps .
.P0012 A72-11038
Thermovisors /recording IB detectors/ development,
discussing application to biomedical
investigations and disease diagnostics
P0015 A72-11293
Computers in biomedicine - Conference, University
of Hawaii, January 1972
P0152 A72-19306
Biotelemetry applications in medicine, animal
experiments and ecology, including
erqonometrics, internal bleeding detection,
fetal monitoring, animal brain implantations,
animal movement tracking, etc
p0160 A72-19916
Bioelectric EC6 and EEG signal analysis using
hybrid computer technigues and parameter
optimization for autocorrelation function modeling
P0165 A72-20333
Diurnal and beat-to-beat variation factors in
vectorcardiograms, noting respiratory movements,
electrode location shift, skin-electrode
impedance and heart electrical center mobility
p0182 A72-21819
Hybrid computer simulation of cardiova'scular .
system in biomedical engineering education
p02ili A72-22455
Multichannel oscillograph for real time biomedical
studies of LF physiological processes
P0218 A72-22881
Multichannel automatic data acquisition and
processing in ergonomic measurements of radar
controller work from ECG, EOG, EHG and respiration
P0219 A72-23136
on-line analog display system for cardiovascular
functions and beat-by-beat cardiac output
derived from single aortic blood flow measurement
P0230 A72-21375
Digital4 computer technigue for computation of
pulmonary mechanics parameters, using phasor
method and Fourier series analysis of
respiratory flow signals
P0272 A72-26620
Left ventricular volume tine course from computer
processing of video angiocardiographic data
f- based on X ray densitometry measurements
P0272 A72-26627
Random sample comparison of computer program for
SCG diagnoses and physicians readings
P0278 A72-26975
Arterial pressure data recording technique using
magnetic tape recorder and automatic conversion
to digital form
P0284 A72-27619
Bioastronautic results of Apollo space flight
biomedical operations, discussing . . .
weightlessness, sleep impairment, motion
sickness, preventive medicine, etc' . ;. .
P.0366 A72-31827
Left ventricle intracavity volume measurements
based on biplane angiographic data
P0368 A72-32497
Sedical regnirements for manned space flight,
discussing physiological data monitoring and . •
transmission, equipment miniaturization,
telediagnosis, spacecraft environment
protection, etc
P0376 A72-33562
A system for the mass examination of
electrocardiograms. .
p'04.51 A72-37853
Probability threshold of data element similarity
as separation criterion for automatic
mnltiparameter biomedical data classification
P0158 "A72-38937
Application of sample gnantiles to the compression
of telemetric transmission and statistical
processing of medical information
P0509 A72-42221
Cosmos 368 weightlessness experiments on
microorganisms, insects, animal cells, vegetable
tissue, and seeds for biomedical. control of long
manned space flights • . . . •
rNASA-TT-F-1106<i;j " p0081 H72-12023
Data management technigues and designs for
integrating OPE with IHBLHS for manned space
flight
CNASA-C8-1119961 ' ' " p0127 H72-14115
Design of digital low pass and bandpass filters .
for analyzing biomedical data' for diagnostic
purposes . .
rCOHF-710217-11 . P0128 H72-.1IH19
Biomedical data from manned space flights
(Gemini/Apollo) and medical program for .Skylab
rNASA-TB-X-6750f| P0192 H72-16031
Egnipment specifications for general purpose
bioamplifier for use in Integrated Medical,
Behavidrial, and Laboratory Measurement System •
[NASA-CR-115506] . P0310 H72-20110
Applications of computer programming in biomedicine
riSS-71/111
 : p0381 872-21081
Computer program arrangement for recording - .<
psychiatric data .
fISS-71/12] .. . p0381 K72-2U082
Proceedings of conference on medical aspects of ^
spatial disorientation and effects on safe
aircraft operation
fAGARD-CP-95-PT-1] . . P0392 N72-25031
Factors contributing to attrition from active
airman status, particularly biological and
medical characteristics . .
[FAA-AM-72-13] ' . ,' . P0100 H72-25101
Biomedical data reports on human acclimatization
to polar regions and psychophysiology
tJPBS-56252] . . . POU33 H72-26060
Identification of payload research requirements,
equipment, and subsystems for conducting
biomedical research projects during space
missions - Vol. 2
[HASA-CB-123739] . p0475 H72-28088
Detailed design information on equipment,
subsystems, and payload required for conducting
biomedical research during space mission -
appendix 1
fNASA-CH-123737] . . pO»75 H72-28089
Miniature biotelemeter for sensing and
transmitting multiple channels of biomedical
data over radio link
'p0180 N72-28956
Accomplishments and activities of biomedical team
concerned with application and utilization of. . -
NASA technology
rNASA-CE-127792) pO«8K S72-29081
Mathematical methods for treating biomedical
problems in chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and
A-56
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nental health
ruSCEE-MIB) p0523 H72-30069
Biomedical problems of space fliqht based on
experiments in stress physiology and stcess
psychology •
CJPBS-516601 P0562 H72-32107
Data systems for studyinq hyperbaric physioloqy of
haaan and aniaal subjects
t»D-7UU053] '. p0565 H72-32129
Bioinstrnmentation for iinprovinq Apollo biomedical
ground monitoring system
tNASA-CB-128536;| • ' p0566 H72-32138
Seguehti'al search of optimal dosaqe foe biomedical
problem '• '
r*D-7i»5326] •'• p0570 H72-3309«
BIOBETBOHOIOGY
o BIOCIIBATOIOGY - •
BIOBBTBICS
ST ABTHBOPOBETBY
ST BAHISTOCABDIOGBAPBY
NT BOOT BEASDBEBEHT (BIOLOGT)
HT CABDIOGBAPHY
ST ELECTBOCABDIOGBAPHY
ST ELECTBOENCEPBALOGBAPBY
BT ELECTBOHYOGBAPHT
ST ELECTBOBETINOGBAPBY
HT BAGHETOCARDIOGBAPHY
»T PHOSOCABDIOGRAPHY
ST P1ETHYSHOGBAPBY
Spatio-temporal scalp napping localization of
human visual evoked responses to fall field
liqht adapted stimulation, comparing to
half-field situation
P0013 A72-11185
Haqnetoneter and' spirometer ventilation
measurements from chest and abdomen movements
dnrinq carbon dioxide inhalation
p0103 A72-16790
Biological cell sorting by differential
fluorescence-generated electric signals via
laser beam illuminated liquid stream
p0222.A72-23t03
Ultrasonic Doppler flbwmeter for instantaneous
measurement of blood vessel flow velocity by
averaging frequency shift over received siqnal
power density spectrum
p0230 A72-21373
Human body calorimetry with water cooled garment
for dynamic and continuous recording of heat
dissipation from surface over extended time
P0233 A72-2t485
Ty microscopic system for on-line measurement of
cat omentum microvessels diameter relative to
heart action
p0272 A72-26621
Electrolyte hydrostatic pressure measurement in
limited volume biological compartments by fluid
:
 filled qlass micropipette used in
microtransducer capacity
p0272 A72-26623
.Arterial pressure data recordinq technique using
magnetic tape recorder and automatic conversion
to digital form
P028K A72-27619
Piezoelectric transducer for indirect on-wrist
blood pressure measurements for clinical
environment
p0288 A72-27961
Hunan acceleration stress tolerance monitoring
techniques for temporal, brachial and radial
arterial blood flow and indirect systolic and
diastolic blood pressure measurements
p0299 472-28328
Bbninvasive polyqraphic technique to assess
cardiovascular responses'to intravenous glncagon
injection
p0322 A72-28570
left ventricle intracavity volume measurements
based on biplane angiographic data
p0368 A72-32497
Automated constant cuff-pressure system to measure
average systolic and diastolic blood pressure in
man.
p0107 A72-34298
Beprodncibility of indirect /C02/ Pick method for
calculation of cardiac output.
pOU21 A72-3S971
Quantitative decision criteria for identification
of visual evoked responses obtained dnrinq
binocular rivalry.
p0423 A72-36312
An automatic measuring and recording system for
clinical electro-oculoqraphy.
pO««9. A72-37UOO
Optimal vascular pressure measurements vith
transducers located outside body with rigid and
elastic tube couplings
pO«51 A72-37757
A method for spirographic display of functional
residual capacity and other lung volumes.
pO*91 A72-H0127
Electrically sensed changes in chest and abdomen
diameter for tidal volume, respiratory frequency
and minute ventilation measurements
P0491 A72-HO<t28
Biological system transfer-function extraction
using swept-frequency and correlation techniques.
pOS16 A72-H2773
Development and characteristics of electrodes for
measuring EBG, ECG, and temperature of
laboratory animals
p0203 H72-17068
Compressible electrolyte saturated sponge
electrode for biomedical applications
tHASA-CASE-HSC-13618] pOt«2 H72-27103
Ultrasonic biomedical system for measuring and
recordinq movements of organs such as heart valves
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10597-1] P053U N72-31116
BIOIICS
Bnman body dynamics, discussing configuration,
modeling techniques, kinematics, equations of
motions and various limb motions examples
pOOOl A72-10110
Electronic analog models of human retina and
visual system, discussing optical character
recoqnition, siqnal processing, photoreceptor
stimulation, visual cortex excitation and
further model development
P0006 A72-10471'
Neuronal mechanisms of binocular vision and space
perception from tests on cats and men,
discussing henrophysiological models of stereopsis
P0006 A72-10179
Stereopsis spring coupled magnetic dipole model of
binocular stereoscopic depth perception in nan
p0006 A72-10480
Site bindinq model of nucleic acid-protein •
interactions for chemical evolution and qenetic
code studies ' .
P0022 A72-11765
Chlorella qrowth rate model, presenting specific
photosynthetic and urea and carbon dioxide
utilization rates • . >
p0021 A72-12038
Badiation induced disease development related to
dose, dose rate and radiation quality,
discussing different models
[CEBN-71-16] p002il A72-12053
Hathematical models for man-machine control
behavior in biodynamic environments including
manual control performance and interface elements
P0051 A72-13162
Primitive earth model of ion selective enzymatic
asymmetric synthetic membrane for accelerated
nutrients and metabolites transfer studies
P0062 A72-11787
Ion selective accumulation model of carbohydrates
diffusing through artificial polymer membranes,
relatinq prebioloqical systems to catalytic
microsystems
P0062 A72-11788
Aircraft ejection simulation by human
thoraco-lumbar spine flexion dynamic model,
using strength of materials theory and shear
effects for curved elastic beam
tASBE PAPEB 71-SA/BBP-71 p0096 A72-15917
Bydrodynamic model of human systemic arterial
circulation to test artificial heart pumps
TASHE PAPEB 71-iA/ADT-13l p0096 A72-15954
German monoqraph on analog model of .
thermorequlation in hnman body at rest and at
work, describing heat transfer
P0096 A72-16017
Bathematical model for blood leucocyte population
changes after radiation exposure within Blair
model leucocytes hemopoietic to cardiovascular
systems transport
P0099 A72-16635
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BacterioPhaqe synergi'stic inactivation by-heat and
ionizin'q radiation from kinetic nodel describinq •
dose rate-and' temperature dependences
- • ' • ' • ' • - - .
 :
 ' p0113'A72-18185
JEG discharges virtual dipolar sources • '
computation, usinq mathematical model with '
homogeneous spherical conductive medial to
simulate human' head' ' • ' ' ' '
. , p011U 172-18201
Human breathinq metabolic simulation device-.for '
eyaluatihq respiratory,diaqnostic,.monitqrinq,
support and resuscitation' equipment ' ' ''
-
 :
 ' ' ' p011f 472-18618
Computer qraphics system simulation of saccadic
eye movement made for time optinal control •'
behavior study, incorporatinq eye muscle ' :
characteristics ' ' • ''"
' , p0152 472-19309
Rathematical model physical structure,
effectiveness" and" limitations1 for" circadian-
rhythms,, discussinq Princeton and modified *•
biochemical models
•" •' • ' •••' p0156 A72-19530
Bioelectric ECG and EEG siqnal analysis'usinq
'hybrid computer techniques and parameter,
optimization for autocorrelation function modeling
pO165 A72-20333
Control system model inteqratinq human left
ventricle and circulatory system mechanics and
requlation by central nervous system
P0165 A72-20356
nonlinear model for computer simulation of human
arterial system, usinq finite'difference•'' "
technique for pressure and flov calculations
P0165.472-20357
Human behavior analysis based on nine component
functional brain model,'discussinq information
transmission mechanism via nerve.path channels
•',' ' ' . • • • • • p(J167 472-20460
Convective heat transfer from human form.'using .
cylindrical model'and'aluminum statue-physical
replica in oven and wind tunnel air flov studies
;
 • '"• • ' P0172 472-20892
Conditioned reflex activity, discussinq biological
and nervous system, electric analoq simulation
and mathematical and structural modeling'•'• '
'.:.'. P0182 A72-21842
Auditory adaptation tests confirmation of Small
loudness nodel prediction of loner adaptation
for test tone greater than adapting tone intensity
• "• '•' '•'" .p0182' A72-21897
Cardiovascular system model for demonstration of
' ' biological- system analog simulation and-' ' •
computation'^'describing components "for heart'
pumping action and systemic circulation' ',
•'' ' P0214 A'7.2-22454
Digital computer simulation of circulatory and'
respiratory•systems interaction model for "oxygen
and carbon dioxide gas exchange'between'
* pulmonary-blood and alveolar air
• • ' . " " ' •-•.: .' - "I- > '.p0214'172-22456
Mathematical1 model of skin contact- cooling" tube
device for human body thermonentrality
.maintenance in various environments"
, . ' ' . '
 :
 P0217 172-22821
Adaptive neural nets of threshold logic units'as
models of' perception and.memory in biological
systems ' ' • ' • • " ' ' - , ' • ' " ' "
. P0223 172-23580
Stochastic'model for eye movements during fixation
on stationary target' ' '
' P0228 472-23795
Human left ventricle'measurements', ' modeling,
control and simulation for heart monitoring-
• purposes, describing muscle performance'''•
mathematical<model and stress effect prediction
control system
• • " ' • • ' P0228.A72-23924
Operator independence test for human performance
reliability modelling based on symptom detection
and fault location of sonar system failure'
' ' ' • ' . . P0229 A72-2K002
Hot thermistor"and hot-wire anemometer principles
for phonocardibgraphic'transducer design, using
theory of hydraulic amplification with high SUB
,. ; ' ' p0230. A72-24374
.Quasi-steady creeping flow in small airways of
spherical,. oblate and prolate ellipsoid and
circular cylinder lung'models,"obtaining stokes
eguations solutions
• ' ' p0231 472-2»«69
Elastic lung shaped model for distribution
analysis .of-weight induced" stresses', strains and
surface pressures in lung ' • : ~~ -
• ' . '=' • .'. p0232 '472-2fli|79
artificial heart-lungs model with contractile
polymer membrane as synthetic muscles to react
with gases and liguids, discussing'design features
' ' '
 f
 ' '•'•• P0233 472-20610
Open capillaries control mechanism of pulmonary
' "diffusion capacity, presenting mathematical
interpretation of humoral" and"hydraulic blood1
pressure control' • ' ' ' ' ' '
' ' • - v . -, p0233 472-21787
Hydraulic transmission line equations for computer
' •' '-simulation of arterial circulatory systems
- ' . " ' ' P0231 472-24811
Bathematical model for arterial 'system pressure,
blood flow and dimensional changes," examihinq
cardiac election dynamics and vasculatnre
•mechanical properties and- viscoelasticity
'•'' •• - : . . , , . • •- . . ' . - : p0234 472-21812
.Bussian book on visual sensor siqnal dynamics,
coverinq nerve siqnal transformation, liqht
stimuli responses,'afferent flow, bionics,•- :"
nenrocybernetics and communication theory
. . p0268 472-26049
Olfactory receptor models sensitivity, discussing
threshold' dependence oh-adsorbed-odoriferous'
agent amount and-exposure time" • '
•"-•'••' p0269 A72-26153
'' Lumped parameter nonlinear EC circuit lung model
for positive pressure respirator design . '
' ' ' ' . ' .P0273 A72-26631
Fluid mechanics of left'ventricle "model with •
mitral and aortic valves, showing ring vortex
' ' relation to diastole and closure
;
 • - • p0277"472-26775
I-mpact tests on anthropomorphic dumm'ies for •
protection effectiveness evaluation of lap belt,
4ir Force-'shoulder harness-lap-belt and '. '
airbag-lap belt restraints - .':
[40-701530] '" '•••••' ' - p028V 472-27471
Receptor membrane .pulse generation electronic
model with tunnel diode"'negative resistance "•
circuit . , . . - . . •
- ••'•'• • ' . - • ' . '. 'p0284 A72-27578
Coherent brain model for evolution'mechanisms of
biological resonance in neuron network signal flow
"•'•'"
s
 " ' P0321 A72-28455
Human torso 'surface mathematical' model "to
determine equivalent heart dipole and quadrupole
• locations for ECG measurements
- " ' ''.'•' P0322 A72-28571
Qualitative microscopic nodel for biologic
postsynaptic membrane with tunneling chemical
bonds, noting selective ionic conductivity as
function of electric field >;
;
 "' p0324 A72-28769
Pulmonary'oxygen transport'dynamic'model ' ' . -'^
representing lung'gas-side, airway and alveolar
regions and blood-side capillary'bed ' :
:
 • . - > • • ' - ' P.0325 A72-28996
Statistical activity analysis procedure for random
nerve network model, determining representative
, point tra-fectory in phase space via similarity
matrix •"
' ' "' p0326 A72-29176
Quantitative model to describe vestibular
"' detection.of "body sway motion in postural
response mode ' ' •
P0330 472-29374
Five-component cyclic model of retinal
photopigment kinetics for 'photochemical-changes
corresponding to"rod adaptation in rat and"man
• in dark-'
• . '
 :
 P0332 472-29966
Hyelinated nerve fiber mathematical model for
action potential transmission mechanism analysis
' during relative refractory phases
' ' '; ; . • • ' . - ' ' ' p0338 472-30597
Four-parallel-compartment lung model for emptying
pattern'study, using expired nitrogen
concentration data to. calculate alveolar -
dilution'ratio and emptying rate
" ' " ' ' P0339 A72-30703
Environmental chamber simulation to show
terrestrial microorganisms' survival under'Jovian
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atmospheric conditions
. . . . p0361 A72r31293
Two compartment analog model of-thermoreguiatibn
during rest and exercise, considering . . . -.
temperature, heat conductance, sweat rate and
oxygen.uptake . . .
' . " . ' ; . ' ' . . P0363 A72-31450
.Hill model for myocardium activity, taking into
account contractile state'variations and
characteristic force-velocity curve..
- " . ' .'"'.'-'•'-,.." •'.- P0368-A72r32492
Chamois leather mechanical,response, comparing,
stress relaxation and*freguency response
characteristics to human skin for applications
in. anthropometric dummy, construction . ,.
" . . . - . ',...' . . . . P0370 472-32606
Crash helmet performance prediction through
maximum strain criteria, using brain injury
biodynamic model . . -..
.'.-..,. ."•' -. ,, -,'- '. . " P0370 472-32607
Parameter estimation in dynamic biological control
. systems based on onlticompartmental input-output
behavior . . - ... . ,
. . ' . . ' - . . , " p037l"A72-32766
Nonlinear-theory of pulmonary' ventilation ,
distribution in two compartment model of human
lungs .
- ." :. . '.'.• , .P0372 472-33025
Computerized angiographic heart geometry analysis
for three dimensional ventricle models of nan
. and dog, using Ta markets
....... . • P0373 472-33424
Simulation.of the,human cardiovascular,system - A
- model with normal responses to change of
posture,i blood.loss,,transfusion,7and autonomic
blockade. . . . .
..'-.,'-..• ,'••-', '•. . '." P0409..472-3444S
A new model for estimating space proton dose to
body organs... . .,-• - / .. .- -. • , f
. - • ' - ' . . ' . ' . , , • - , • • ' . P04J7 472-35351
Bathematical model for flow limitation in •
collapsible tube in.relation to pressure, in
. pulmonary and circulatory system t • • .
• . ... , ..• ... p0421 472-35972
Digital^ computer technign^ for . . . -...
ballistocardiography simulation, using
distributed parameters for vessel segments'in
circulatory system model . . . .
.'."." '. ... pO«22 A72136038
.Two-mass system as human body dynamic model in
ballistocardiography, .outlining.transfer
function parameter computation procedure
. ' . . . . • - p0423(A72r36039
A stochastic bioburden model for spacecraft
sterilization. • • , . . . .
 J
. . . . , '
;
" .p0424 A72-36442
A model of fluctuating alveolar gas exchange ..
during the respiratory cycle.- •• . '''•-,'.- -.
. . . . ; . - . . " ' p0425J 17.2-36571
Hodel to account for visual responses to light
.flashes of dark adapted, eye, discussing
perceived brightness variation with intensity
;• ' p0426 472-36611
Digital computer simolatipn.of.hgnan, systemic.
arterial pulse.wave! transmission T.A,nonlinear
model. , . . - . '.
' ' " ' p0429 A72-37028
-A human.-left ventricular control system model for
cardiac diagnosis.•
• . ' . " ''..'.'" p.0429 A72-37029
Object code storage in the static portion of_a,
• short-time memory
P0449 A72-:37423
Rodels of neurons reacting to input signal,-
alternation, in space .and time -- - ',
' pOKSO A72T37124
-iSeuron mathematical model synthesis from
algorithms, to construct neural networks.and
h single.threshold element in network form
, ' • " - . . ' . : . • • ppU50. A72-37425
Computerized statistical simulation of automatism
of spontaneously active smooth mnscle strip,
neglecting individual.cell spontaneous activity
. ' pOU52'A72-37949
Automatically controlled delay in self-excited
, pulsating systems based on artificial muscles
'pO»5« A7
fiussian book -. Problems, of'the stability.of
biological system. . . . . .
' ' . . . . ' - " . . , . • . . , P0458 A72-38957
Thermodynamic properties and mathematical modeling
,
 ; of complex biological systems, considering
energy and mass exchange in photosynthesizing
organisms for exobiological life support
. , ' . ; " ' . . • 'p0459 A72-38960
An electronic model of visual receptive fields.
. . . . . . " ' P0162 A72-39271
Han movements .directed at.reaching a preset goal
pp«9i) A72-U0710
Threshold detection model for fpveal viewing by
.. human observers using naked eye
... ' • ....... ...... p0095 A72-10733
Crystalline lens optical structure in human eye,'
representing on and off axis imaging
characteristics by mathematical model
, . . POH95 A72-10737
Unsteady state description of living cprneal mass
transport modes, .elucidating cornea .thickness
control mechanism , . . . .
. ••. '.'. " P0198 A72-10912
A mathematical model of the chemoreflex' control of
ventilation. , •• .
" . ..'. ' ' ." . ' , . . . . POU98 A72-U0917
A model for analysing the.coordination, of manual
movements.
.,.,. . ... .- P0503 A72-41413
The design,of a nonlinear multi-parameter model
for the human operator. .' . . . .
, , .. . ' '"' pOSOt A72-H1U21
The.functional organisation .of .object directed
human intendedrmovement. and the.forming of a
mathematical .model. ' . . . ' ' .
,'. • ' ' " " " ' ' 'pOSOl) A72-111422
The effect of membrane parameters on the
properties of the nerve-impulse.
:
-.'.,'.. • ...".'. -' ,, . P0507 A72-41936
Control, parameters of the blood-pressure
regulatory system. II - ppenrloop.gain, . .
reference pressure and basal heartrate.
.. ,, ". . ,, . .' .. • _ ., * - ' . . , p'05.16 472-42772
<• Hutual relations between different physiological
functions-in circadian rhythms in man.
" ' '".'' . '. . :,".,, • . . : . . ' . . P.OS19 A72-42979
A large-scale-model.of the human cardiovascular
. system and its application to
ballistocardiography.
fASBE PAPER 72-ADT-Q1 .. ,. '. p0511 472-43635
. 4 rapid..assay, of dipolar, and. extradipblar content
.'; in the human electrocardiogram.
' .
 ; . '. ,-. . - P0542. 472-43811
Information aspects.in visual perimetry, obtaining
memory requirement for control.computer in
automated perimetry. . . ' - . ' , . .
: • • ,., " ' . P0547 472-44378
Relative position .of.the rib within the chest and
its determination on,living.subjects, with.the
aid of. a computer program. . . '. ..
. .. ". p0552 472-44957
• Bodificatipn of cardiovascular mathematical models
for application to lower body negative pressure
response.'. . . . . . . .
CH4S4-CE-1152431 ' ' pOOSO N72-12015
Bibliographies of research reports and
publications on biodynamics and bionics
'C4D-.7298591 - ; ' . ' . ' . '''.", pOIIS N72-14050
Bionic' research projects in OSSR
r4D-730045] p0205 N72-17085
BIOHOD - interactive.computer .graphic system for
modeling continuous' biological s'ystems
rH-747rHIHl ' p0304'N72-20067
Operators, reference ,manual for BIOtlOD computer
graphics system. , .. '.
fB-746-NIH] - . ' . - I , P0309 H72-20104
Hedical research abstracts on limulus visual • .
system, electronic neuron'model development, and
auditory, adaptation in horseshoe crab
i;ADr7340171. , . .. , . p0316 N72-21073
Animal-environment model, based on. compliance of
organism to ecology '.' ' ' .
. r.JPHS-55887'] ' p0359 872-23087
Applications of hydrodynamic characteristics of
biological systems to mechanical systems
fJPBS^55982 V •'..', . , ' • ' ' ' " P'03'89 R72-24117
Problems in.neurobibhics of creating technical
devices to behave like human brain
':..' " . ' . ' ' ' . ,' ,,. P0'389 S72-24127
Operational characteristics of dolphin
hydrolocator'system
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pOUOO H72-25107
Biological models for clinical analysis of
pulmonary circulation daring simulated abnormal
pathological or environmental conditions •
f HASA-CH-127111J ' . ,p0431 N72-26044
Performance of human eodel in controlling
attacking fighter aircraft ...
P0435 H72-;26077
Biological models for analyzing heat transfe'r
between artery near skin surface .and cooling
patch on skin surface
rNASA-CB-127460] P0467 N72-28033
Hybrid real time simulated mathematical models of
human cardiovascular system
fNASA-CR-2084] .- P0468. H72-28039
Bibliography of bionics for 1958 through 1968
. P0476 H72-28096
Hathematical model for algal-bacterial community
forming during nonsterile cultivation of chlorella
' P0481 1172-29052
Three dimensional hand .force and biomechanical
models for simulating human hand strength in
zero gravity
rHASA-CB-1157441 p0485 1172-29084
Models for measuring human response to impact
shocks and vibration
rAD-7404<IO] P0524 H72-30086
Harine bionics for duplicating biological systems
and studying pattern recognition mechanisms in
living organisms
fAD-742638] p0564 H72-32124
Psychological verification of digitally simulated
models of human visual system
[AD-742431] p0565 H72-32132
Behavior of computer generated visual system
r&D-7IH»9271 P0569 S72-33086
BIOFAKS •
Bioloqical effects caused by heavy ions in .cosmic
rays during space flight
P0194 N72-16050
Reliability of microbial cultivation in chemostat
of closed ecological life support system
p0483 H72-29070
BIOPBISICS '
NT HEAITH PHYSICS . .
•Conformal electron interactions in biopolymer and
hypermolecular biological systems, discussing
calcium ions effects, enzyme activity, muscle
contractions and information theory
P0147 A72-18803
Hicrovave radiation - Biophysical considerations
and standards criteria.
POU08 A72-3U299
Eusjian book - Effect of magnetic fields on r
biological oblects
P04.14 A72-35001
Physical phenomena occurring in living oblects
under the action of constant magnetic fields
P0414 A72-35002
Hethodical and methodological characteristics of a
magneto-biological experiment
,p0415 A72-35013
Comparison of physical, biophysical and
physiological methods of evaluating the thermal
stress associated with.wearing protective
clothing.
P0465 A72-39808
Biology and molecular biophysics progress review,
discussing synthetic semibiological systems,
molecular pathology, free radicals and longevity
P0510 A72-421i71|
International cooperation in biophysics, cosmic
rays, heavy ions, and radiation effects .research
,' . . P0192. N72-16035
Biophysical aspects of primary galactic and solar
cosmic radiation
P0193 H72-16044
Biophysical and cytological studies with laser
. microbeams
fAD-734181} p0307. H72-20090
Conferences on biophysical approaches to solving
problems of ionizing and nohionizing radiation
effects during high altitude flight, manned
space flight, and ground based eguipment ,.,
fAGAHD-CP-95-PT-3] P0431 1172-26045
BIOBBGEIBBiTIOH
D REGEHEBATIOH (PHYSIOLOGY)
BIOBEGEBEBiTITE LI7B SUPPORT SISTEBS
0 C10SED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEHS
BIOSATELLITE 2
Experiments with invertebrates, plants, and
cellular -systems on Biosatellite -2 flight
CHASA-SP-2041 • p0301 H72-20048
• Experiments involving parasitic wasp Habrobracon,
yeast, and Artemia salina on Biosatellite 2
CEXPT-P-1079J . • . p0302 H72-20050
Biochemical analyses of wheat seedling endosperms
under weightless conditions of Biosatellite 2
,. tEXPT-P-1138] ' ' P0303 H72-20058
BIOSATELLITE 3 . . • •. . • - . • - . •
Space medical nrological problems from experience
. with Biosatellite 3 monkey, discussing closed
catheter conduit system, urinary .calcium changes
in immobilized animals and urinary diuresis
- . . ' ' .- p0226 A72-23728
BIOSATBLLITES ,
Aerospace environment effects (noting
weightlessness and bioevolution) on planets,
cells, and frogs observed in Gemini and.
Biosatellite experiments ,
 :
.CNASA-TB-X-67505] '. . P0192 H7.2T16032
BIOSEBSOBS ,
0 BIOIHSTBDHENTATIOH
BIOSIHOLATIOB .
0 BIOHICS ^  . • • . .
BIOSPHERE , . .
U EABTB BYDBOSPBEBE
0 LOWER ATHOSPHEHE . . . . .
BIOSYHTHESIS
Energetical conditions of primeval biosynthesis
and transdehydration feasibility on simplified
present day templates .
' . ;. . p0059 A72-14757
Possible origin of dissymmetry of life, .excluding
synthesis under influence of optically active
gnartz
. . . . . . . . . P0059 A72-14758
Antibiotic polypeptide synthesis of gramicidin s
and tyrocidine, using primitive model of
seguential addition of amino acids on polyenzymes
- , p0062 A72-14790
Bibosomes origin and BHA evolution,, considering
biogenesis from coacervate to protocell and
protein biosynthesis
p0062 A72-14793
Prebiological food origin in carbonaceous me-
teorites, considering extraterrestrial
environments, organic synthesis and terrestrial
analogs
p0064 A72-14803
Ionizing radiation as effective energy in
primordal organic synthesis, discussing small
molecule formation and subsegnent condensation
into polypeptides and polynucleotides
. . p0097 A72-16127
Biological phosphate origin through
atmosphere-hydrosphere interrelations,
discussing concentrative processes, dehydration
mechanics and evaporation
p0097 A72-16129
Porphyrin.exobiology, discussing organic and
random biosynthesis and extraterrestrial
existence-based on interstellar spectral evidence
<, .. p0097 A72-16130
Book on origin of life by natural causes covering
physical geology, astronomy, biopoesis and
evolution, of life stages, orogenetic cycle,
fossils', and primeval atmosphere
pOISI A72-19185
Cosmic sources of organic compounds, from chemical
evolution, viewpoint, discussing comets,
interstellar space, prestellar nebulae and cool
stellar atmospheres
' , P0184 A72-22014
Protein biosynthesis B and D, discussing rate
control, structure and medical and nutritional
applications
P0338 A72-30600
Pancreas insular apparatus biosynthesis of
nenrohumoral mechanism compounds stimulating
. coronary•ectasia hormones discharge from brain
into blood in cats with alloxan diabetes
v ' . p0342' A72-30973
The effects of acute hypoxia on lipid synthesis in
the rat heart. . .
,' p0413 A72-34979
Hyocardial protein synthesis in acute myocardial
hypoxia and ischemia.
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pO«13 A72-3»980
Pole of the synthesis of nucleic acids and
proteins in the adaptation of'the organism to
altitude hypoxia. =•
pOimt A72-3U990
Dietary regulation of fatty acid synthesis in rat
liver and hepatic autotransplants.
P0453 472-3811(7
Enzyme synthesis and genetics
p'0087 1172-13952
Inhibitory effects of glucose on biosynthetic
respiratory adaptation, of protoheme by yeast
rNASA-TT-F-143301 -' ' ' ' pO«35 H72-26073
Factors modifying biosynthesis of u'nsaturated
fatty acids in hepatic endoplasni'c reticulnm
' rN»SA-TT-F-H1357] ' P0470 S72-28056
Regulatory mechanism of acetyl-CoA carboxylase
activity in fatty acid biosynthesis
rN4SA-TT-F-115ll9l P0560 M72-32096
BIOTECHIO1OGI •
Cryobiology phenomena and applications,
considering mode of action of various substances
for freezing injury protection
P0057 472-38828
Status of Swedish research in biotechnology and
applied psychology relating to man machine systems
rBAE-LIB-TBANS-1597] P0305 H72-20073
Activities, in Technology Utilization Program for
period 1 June 1971 through 30 November 1971
CHASA-CB-128116] p0530 N72-3109*
BIOTBLEBETBT ,
Parachuting and aerial towing physiological and
force data FM telemetry for biomedical response
assessment leading to human engineered equipment
improvement and' midair retrieval system
development
P0028 472-12138
ECG telemetry systems parameters, discussing '
manufacturers specifications and standardized'
laboratory performance test data
P0028 A72-12139
Implanted telemetry development for cardiovascular
research, discussing blood pressure, flow and
hydraulic impedance relationships
P0028 A72-121UO
Human pulse wave propagation velocity measurement,
using biotelemetry system of photbresistance
sensors and' endosco'pic 'bulbs connected to
electrocardiograph
P0031 472-12519
Electrocardiography telemetry system for intense
radiation environment, describing electrode and
transmitter implantation in monkey and heart
signal transmission and reception
pO102 472-16678
cerebro-spinal fluid pressure remote monitoring by
intracranially implanted radio pressure*
transducers, describing '""'
receiver-detector-recorder system :
P0159 472-19911
Telemetric'instrumentation for remote
physiological and behavioral'observations of
free roaming animals
p0159;A72-19912
Satellite system for telemetering environmental
and physiological data from winter den of
hibernating black bear, discussing
instrumentation and eguipment performance
P0159 472-19913
Biomedical telemetry instrumentation for radio
sensing and transmitting'biological information
from animals-and man, including location by.
satellite-borne receivers
P0159 472-19915
Bibteiemetry applications in medicine, animal
experiments-and ecology, including
ergonometrics; internal bleeding detection,
fetal monitoring, animal brain implantations,
animal movement tracking, etc
P0160 472-19916
Biomedical transducers for N4S4 space program,
discussing spray-on electrodes and telemetering
for ECG respiration and body temperature
P0160 472-19917
Respiration rate transmitter with miniature
pressure transducer for measuring pnenmograph
variations in animals over FH-FH telemetry system
• ' p0173 472-20898
Common collector licropower monolithic transmitter
for single or aultichannel biomedical telemetry
' ' p0270 472-26563
Bonolithic micropower command receiver to 'extend
lifetime of implanted biotelemetry system
P0270 A72-2656U
Cotton wick probe-transducer assembly for
pneuDograph recording of rabbit respiratory rate
P0272 472-26619
Biotelemetry system for EEG monitoring of free
swimming diver at 15 meter depth,.discussing. ,
power regnirements, antenna design and signal„
attenuation
P0282 472-27H78
Biotelemetry and computer analysis technigues for
steep states and wakefnlness studies during
aerospace flight
P0376 472-33560
Hedical reguirements for manned space flight,
discussing physiological data monitoring and
transmission, egnipment miniaturization,
telediagnosis, spacecraft environment
protection, etc
P0376 472-33562
Implantable blood pressure telemetry system.
P0457 472-3882*
Badiorespirometry in the case of .work and sports
activities
P0508 A72-12071
Application of sample gnantiles to the compression
of telemetric transmission and statistical
processing of medical information
P0509 A72-U2221
Temperature transmission from biopotential
radiotelenetry transmitters.
P0515 472-1*2715
OFO A orbital flight recording of bullfrog
vestibular gravity sensor nerve fiber pulses for
assessing necessity of artificial gravity during
prolonged weightlessness
•; pOSUO A72-43391
Use of implantable telemetry systems for study of
cardiovascular phenomena. ' .
P051I5 472^ 43996
Biotelemetry measurement of rhythms in
gastrointestinal system of animals and human
beings
' .P0193 N72-16043
Design and evaluation of implantable biotelemetry
ion detector
[NAS4-CI-11141I15] .' P0205 N72-17080
Biotelemetric equipment for measuring
physiological responses of freely moving human
beings
P0311 N72-2011»7
Biotelemetric measurements of physiological
responses during labor and sports activities
P0311 S72-20148
High power radio telemetering of heart rate
detected by ECG
.TAD-737111J ' P0360 N72-23092
Proceedings'of conference oh animal orientation
and navigation capabilities
[HASA-SP-2621 p0396 B72-25062
Pulse modulated biotelemetry system for
determining energy budgets in free-ranging
vertebrates from heart rate and body temperature
measurement
P0103 N72-25123
Design of optical couplers for use in IHBLBS
hardwire mode
rBASA-CB-1157191 ' P0169 H72-280t9
Hiniature biotelemeter for sensing and
transmitting multiple channels of biomedical
data over radio link
P0480 M72-28956
Design and operation of completely implantable
three channel temperature biotelemetry system
fBKBL-S4-ll231l P0567 172-321*1
BIPBOPBLL4HTS
U LIQUID SOCKET PBOPELLAHTS
BIBDS
NT CHICKENS :
NT HOBEOTHEEB3
NT PIGEONS
Uric acid to urea nitrogen ratio as assay test for
identification of avian tissue in verifying bird
ingestion or impact as aircraft accident cause
[AD-737855] p0163 A72-20181I
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BIBEFBINGEHCB SUBJECT INDEX
lauqhinq qull metabolism dependence on flight
speed and angle during wind tunnel tests from
oxyqen consumption, carbon dioxide production
ana aerodynamic forces analyses
P0171 472-21080
Numerical analysis of ability of birds to find
bearings and navigate based on parameters of
solar elevation and azimuth
fNLL-BTS-66321 P0092 H72-11068
Ecology of biting insects, birds, and mammals with
their associated pathogens '
tAD-7266151 . ; pOOID N72-11082
Kjeldahl semiaicro and mass spectroscopic methods -'
for studying atmospheric nitrogen assimilating
ability of guail embryo
rNASA-TT-F-142731 p0382 H72-2<I069
Eadar and visual tracking of migratory birds to
determine correlation of fliqht'altitude and
vind direction on direction of migration
P0396 N72-2S070
Badar observations of birds migrating in opaque
cload cover to determine' effects of wind and
meteorological conditions
P0396 N72-25073
Orientation of nocturnally migrating birds based •
on reference to stellar positions and sky rotation
P0397 N72-2507*
Analysis of pattern recognition capability of •
migratory birds and manner of orientation with
stellar presentations
P0397 N72-25075
Analysis of cues'used by migratory birds for
navigation and orientation
P0397 N72-25076
Effects of clock shift on orientation of migratory
.birds and deviations in initial orientation
produced by varying amounts of clock shift
P0397 1172-25078
Environmental and endogenous 'timing factors as
stimuli for bird migration '
P0397 H72-25082
Use of magnetic cues to select migratory direction
by European robins - . •
P0399 N72-25097
BIBEFBIHGEHCE '
Konmammalian vertebrate retinal receptor rods and
cones birefringence as-function of'fixation,
temperature and immersing 'medium '' •-
p0012 A72-10862
BIBTH '
Nonspecific placental extracts introduced into
pregnant and nonpreqnant women for studyinq
repeated spontaneous abortions • '
' rN»SA-TT-F-146021 pOS67 N72-33074
BIS BOTH COHPOOBDS ' - ' •' •
Solar activity effects oh bismnth chloride ' •'
hydrolysis tests from statistical results
followinq solar flares '
P0289 A72-28212
BLACKOUT (PHYSIOLOGY)
HI BLACKOUT PBEVENTION '
•Aerospace vehicle acceleration effects on human
performance, notinq visual, motor and
intellectual impairment levels relation rto
physiological tolerance limits '•• '
P0018 A72-11702
Hiqh carbohydrate diet-induced hypoqlycemia as
potential cause of pilot unconsciousness during
fliqht acceleration •-
f4D-73656in • • pOIIO A72-17878
BLACKOOT (PBOPAG4TION)
NT ELECTBOHAGNETIC NOISE
BLACKOOT PBETBNTIOB ' • .
Faintinq prevention in flying personnel,
discussing constitutional susceptibility, health
irregularities, alcohol, heavy smoking, lack of
sleep, emotions and medical histories-.
P0054 A72-13722
* ' Bed rest and positive radial acceleration effect
on peripheral visual response time, considering
blackout or grayout prediction possibilities
- P02951A72-28297
BLADDEB
Boentgenologic studies of the effects of rapid
decompression and hypoxia on the qall bladder in
cats.
P0155 A72-38705
BLAST LOADS
Biodynamics of air blast durinq accelerative and
decelerative: eve'nts " ' • •'
P0257 H72-1913U
Effects of. exposure' to blast induced winds' and
pressure' variations on biophysical parameters
rAD-7302031 ' p0313 H72-2105U
Fluid-mechanical model for thorax response to air
blast and impact shock
- (AD-7a0438-] p0521» N72-30084
BLEACHIHG ' ' '
Consensual photopupil responses to light flashes
recorded in full dark adaptation, noti'nq
:bleachinq and backgrounds effects
1
 p0333 A72-29969
Dark adaptation studies of bleach-induced visual
threshold rise- and' subsequent return to - • -
rhodopsin- level
P0362 A72-31365
Isolated retina receptor potential amplitude
relation to visual pigment bleaching kinetics,
• indicating excitation-inhibition receptor
response generation mechanism :
• - • • • - . '
 :
 • •' p0451 'A72-37830
The photopiqment bleaching hypothesis of
complementary after-images - A psychophysical
test.
P05B7 A72-UH376
BLEED-OFF : '• . .
0 PBESSOBE BSDDCTION ' ' -.
BLEEDING • '
Suppression effects of hyperoxic breathing gases
1
 on red blood cell and erythropoietin hormone
production followinq blood loss •
• ' ' p'0295 A72-28298
Effects of lonq periods of clinical death from
drown'inq or lethal blood' lossj on higher nervous'
activity in reanimated doqs '
1
 P0323 A72-286»2
Bioelectric activity of the medulla oblonqata
durinq hypothermia and bloodletting
• pOI(16 A72-35024
BLINDNESS ' - • ' • - •
NT IXASH BLINDNESS • ' • • • • ' .
Neural substrates of sensory tactile vision
•substitution for information mediation in blin'd
subjects, using TV camera ' - ''
' - pOOOS A72-10U70
BLOOD - ' . . ' - . - . - .
NT EBYTHBOCYTES ' • • - . ' ' - . . . . . : •
NT LEDKOCITES ; • • • '
NT LYMPHOCYTES
HT BETICDLOCYTES
N T THBOHBOPLASTIN ' - • : : .
NT BHITE BLOOD CELLS ' ' - . . . ' •
- CO hemoglobin concentration measurement in blood
of smokers, honsmokers'and'deceased crewme'mbers
' of crashed' aircraft '' ' i '
?
 P0003 472-10211
Chronic microwave irradiation effects on
experimental animal blood forming systems,
examining peripheral blood 'count changes and
nuclei and mitosis abnormalities in
ervthroblastic and lymphoid cells
: . P0019 A72-11708
Biological dosimetry in acute human irradiation
from' cytogenic study of peripheral blood and
bone marrow > -: " . . . • • •
: •- - - • : - P0056 A72-11606
'- Organism^ blood-volume and losses determination by
•measuriuq human -'body electrical resistance, '
notinq unsatisfactory results ' •
:
 • P0111 A72-179911
Temperature effects on blood • •
electrobioluminescence, relating luminescence
peaks to protein and lipid molecular structure
' 'changes ' "' "
• ! • • • . : ' •- p022S 472-23694
Continuous and intermittent maximal' exercise
' effects on human muscle intracellular and
capillary blood pH
P0231 A72-2K477
'Human oxyqen intake and blood lactic acid removal
kinetics durinq recovery from mil'd steady work
on bicycle erqometer-
• !- ,. . . - . - •
 P023» A72-2K989
Liqht absorption -and scat-terinq factors -in whole '
blood related to hemoglobin concentration,
discussing oxygen saturation, cardiac output and
• pathological conditions
P0273 472-26630
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Human centrifuge studies of hiqh positive ,
,acceleration effects on blood ozyqenation and
arterial oxygen and carbon dioxide tension
' ..;• . . . '-P029U A72-28287
Serum cholesterol, phospholipid and lipoprotein:
-levels .relation to.atherosclerotic heart Disease
occurrence in OSAF personnel ...
. . , - • - . ;p029il, A72r28292
Badioprotectants /aexaaine and cystam'ine/ effects
on histo^-hematic barrier . permeability in rats,
under hypokinetic- conditions
'. , .'.'.. , , , P0326 A72-29308
Hemoglobin determination in whole blood with
Specol-Zeiss spectrocolorimetry, comparing
accuracy to cyanaethemoglobin aeasurooents
P0301 A72-30787
Low molecular active hormones isolation from cat
blood, ."obtaining elnates with phosphate .buffer
by chromatography. . ',-, ,
• . 't ' . . . . ' . . . P03t2 A72-30971
Byperbaric environment decompression effects on
rM%numan blood and urine chemistry and hemostatic
system, shoving physiological parameter
alteration-in presence and absence of bends .
symptoms " , • >
,- , ' . . • P0313 A72-31087
Rebreathing studies of carbon dioxide pressure
level effect on carbon dioxide content •-• -• . -•
difference in arterial blood and alveolar gas
during exercise and rest • •• t ,
. ' . , - . • .- -. -.. , P0408 A72-343U6
Interaction of chronic hypoxia and hypercapnia
• -upon blood gases and acid base status.
. '. ". . . . . . . . ,pO»17 A72-35166
Effects of free amino acid doses and of aninq acid
metabolism cofactors,- on the distribution of.
: regional free amino acid resources in the brain
and blood of animals -• . . ,-,
, : . , . , , . '•.. pOU63. A72-3932H
Bffect of copper, cobalt and manganese salts on
certain morphological-biochemical components of. • <.
the blood in young sheep of the Hissar breed
'.
 T: , , .-., . POK65 A72-U0075
Comparative studies of the, respiratory functions
of mammalian blood. . , • . - .• .
• • . • - • . . • • • - , pO«98 A72-40919
Cardiac output, arterial and mixed-venous O2
saturation, and blood O2 dissociation curve in
growing rats adapted to a simulated altitude of
3500 m. •.
: P0506 .A72-11623
Dependence of muscle efficiency on .oxygen
concentration in the venous blood
, - , - , . - . . . . .- ... • POS09 A72-lt2157
Experimental studies on the alkali-acid ;
equilibrium in the blood gases under the chronic
• action of1 low concentrations of lead.
• . • ;•• • : P05S1 112-HHB2H
Acrylaaide; polymerization - Hew method for ...;..
determining the oxygen content in blood.
" ' . ' • • • . . ' . . . P0556 A72-15376
Interactions between gas bubbles and components of
,.:. -the blood r Implications in decompression
sickness. . ,f
- - j : • .-, POS57 A72-15652
Determination of serotonin in intact blood of '
•• rats, .using butanol in first stage of extraction
,., . : - P0078 B72-12005
Prototype slide stainer for blood smear tests on
Skylab A - •• . 4, •
fS&SA-CB-.11526H} p0087 H72-13058
Values of blood serum lipids in young, men in. . ••
relation to acnte-.stress situation and reqular
sports activities . . ' • - ' . . ' , •
[SASA-TT-P-1II075] p0197 'H72- 17030
' Human blood cell dose-response relationship to
total-body irradiation .- , ;• >
. • . <.• •> P0208 H72-17631
Radiation damage in mamoals and humans indicated
by -biochemical changes in blood and urine
[SZS-7/7-1-PT-11 . . . . •. . p0306 872-20083
Improved hemodialyzer foe. removing selected
substances froa blood by process of dialysis
. rHASA-CASE-BQN-107U1l p0310 B72-2011«
Glycolytic .metabolism effects from responses,of
blood,.lactate-pyruvate and. redox state to
, chronic exposure to 3'Percent CO2
• rAD-7341221 .': p031H 872-21059
Polar light reqime effects on .human blood system
during Antarctic life .'.'.. . ,
' . ' . . ' , . ,. •' pO«34 B72-26068
Oxygen saturation of human blood during prolonged
stay in -Antarctic region
pO«31 N72-26069
Heasarement of serum constituents before, during
and after saturation - .excursion dives
fAD-740508] P0529 B72-30111
.Effect of gamma ray irradiation on 'chromosomes in
human blood . . • . .
... [LIB/TRANS-366] .p0564 1B72-32122
BLOOD CIECD1ATIOH . . ., . _
NT BRAIH CIRCOLATIOH . • • . - .
NT CARBOZIBEHOGLOBIB
NT COaONAHI CIRCULATION
NT INTESCRANI1L CIRCDLATIOB
NT INTRAVASCULAR .SISTEH
BT ISCHEHIA ' . - ' >
NT POLHOBARY CIRCULATION
Human left ventricular volume determined by
peripheral venous scintillation angiocardiograph
isotope method, comparing .with 'X ray -method
P0017 A72-11M7S
Blood viscosity and distributed external
[ constraints and viscoelastic properties of
..• .vessels effects on wave dispersion and
dissipation in arteries and veins, nsing
.membrane model . ..... .
P0073 A72-15166
Viscosity and constraints effects on wave
dispersion and dissipation in blood vessels,
comparing theory with experiments on dogs
P0073 A72-15167
Hydrodynamic model of human systemic .arterial
circulation to test artificial heart pumps
fASBE PAPER 71-SA/AOT-13] . p0096 A72-1595U
. Blood self purification enteral mechanism in doqs,
determining leukocyte .population, changes before
and after feeding and intravenous interferon
infections
-,'-- -.. : • . pO.118 A72-18867
Fluid mechanics of blood pulsatile flow in
microcirculation, considering plasma layer
nature and transcapillary mass transfer •• ^
P0160 A72-20087
Nonlinear model for computer simulation of human
arterial system, using finite difference
-technigue for -pressure and flow calculations
.P0165 A72-20357
Blood circulation minute volume and peripheral
resistance changes during human aging process,
accounting for body weight ...
' • • • . ' • . P018« A72-22073
Cardiovascular system model for demonstration of
biological system analog simulation and .
computation, describing components for heart
pumping action and systemic circulation
• ' p0214 A72-22454
Hydraulic transmission line equations for computer
simulation of arterial circulatory systems
• • • • ' . • , P023« A72-20811
Electrocorticograph monitoring of central' nervous
system state in doqs reanimated by artificial
blood circulation after.prolonged clinical death
by drowning
P0289. A72-28215
Rater immersion tests to study body fluid -balance
disturbances during weightlessness, observing
diuretic reflex control of blood volume
, P0375 A72-33551
Simulation of the human cardiovascular system - A
model with normal responses to change~.of''
posture, blood.'loss, transfusion, and autonoaic
blockade. . , ' • • . . • ' . .
P0109 A72-31tt5
Pharmacological effects.on the central adrenergic
• regulation mechanisms of blood circulation
p0416 A72-35019
Russian book - Intracranial blood circulation .
under conditions.of accelerations and :
.weightlessness
P0418 A72-35460
Vasopressin /antidiuretic hormone/ role in central
. vascular volume and fluid'balance maintenance
during continuous positive pressure breathing in
doqs i
POU2Q A72-35917
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Circulatory assist and ballistocardiographic
studies; Proceedings of the Fifteenth Annual
Meeting, Atlantic City, B.J., Bay 1. 1971.
P0422- 472-36032
Control of the circulating blood mass in the case
of a functional detachment of various amounts of
pulmonary tissue
P0507 A72-111825
Analysis of femoral venous blood during maximum
muscular exercise.
P0515 A72-12712
Hypothalamic control of the systemic and lung .
circulation and functional significance of -this
control
P0520 472-13168
Optic functions and retinal circulation in humans
exposed to combined centripetal and Coriolis
accelerations
P0078 H72-11998
Analysis of histologic substrate of
atherosclerosis transpiring without symptoms in
young human subjects
P0200 872-17073
Metabolic, respiratory, and circulatory
measurements during exercise and rest, including
low concentration study of C02
fNASA-CH-1153621 , P0239 H72-18059
Flow of Casson fluid under periodic pressure in
rigid tube, and guasi-steady solutions
applicable to blood flow
fAD-7312761 ' P02"»2 N72-18089
Whole body plethysmograph system for use in
measuring airway resistance under ambient
hyperbaric conditions for normal breathing
patterns
TAD-735H621 P0317 H72-21081
Behavior analysis of mechanical model of systemic
circuit of human cardiovascular system
CAD-7385831 p0479 N72-28119
Biodynamic models for monitoring changes in human
cardiovascular system caused by impact shocks
f4D-7l;0!t591 , P0526 H72-30098
Effects of hydrostatic pressure on viscosity'of
whole blood systems
[AD-71108531 P0531 H72-31099
BLOOD COAGULATIOH
Human coagulating and anticoagulating blood system
changes due to emotional stress during parachute
lumps, noting plasma recalcification time increase
P007T 472-15233
Kicrocirculation study of intravascular
erythrocyte aggregation /blood sludge/ in rats
P0158 472-19686
Dietary lipid effect on platelet adhesion and
aggregation, blood coagulation and fibrinolysis
. and relation to atherosclerosis and thrombosis
P0178 A72-215«3
Thromboelastographic study of renin and
angiotensin effect on blood clotting system of
anesthetized and unanesthetized dogs
P0186 A72-22095
Increased atmospheric pressure,influence on blood
coagulation in rabbits, showing
post-decompression hvpercoagulation followed by
hypocoagulation '
P0225 A72-23597
Ascorbic acid influence on blood coagulation.and
anticoaguiation systems in dogs with acute
hypoxia, discussing plasma recalcification time
and heparin tolerance
P0290 472-28217
Thromboelastographic and coagulographic studies of
gravitational effects on blood coagulation in
cats under acceleration stress
i .P0326 A72-29309
Blood coagulation changes at high altitude
predisposing to pulmonary hypertension.
P0407 472-3"l222
Hypocapnic hypoxia effects on blood coagulation
and fibrinolysis
POU52 A72T37880
Blood coagulation behavior in rats under fall
induced intense trauma, attributing phenomenon
. to increase in extrinsic thromboplastin from
damaged tissue
P0501 A72-B1191
Influence of flow conditions on thrombus formation
in fresh blood
[B4SA-CS-19381 . p0132 N72-15026
'Effects of prolonged exposure to hyperoxia
environment on coagulating processes of blood
rJPHS-55553] P0312 H72-21041
BLOOD FLOW
Computer controlled scintiscanning for''pulmonary
blood flow distribution, discussing real tine
data monitoring, contour plots and three
dimensional and wall reflection maps
' . P0012 472-11038
Computer aided biplane roentgen 'videometry system
for dynamic circulatory structure studies
including blood flow and heart volume
determination
' . P0013 A72-11010
Oxygen dist'ri'bution in human' brain under
countercnrrent capillary blood flow conditions,
presenting mathematical simulation for transport
in Krbgh system
P0024 A72-12037
Implanted telemetry development for cardiovascular
research, discussing blood pressure, flow and
hydraulic impedance' relationships
• p0028 A72-12110
Epinephrine and norepinephrine effects on cerebral
blood circulation volume and oxygen tension in
tissues
p0031 A72-12517
Human arm arterial pressure and flow pulsations
numerical analysis, constructing electrical
' analog circuit from mathematical model
P0019 472-12951
Ballistocardiographic measurement of net cranial
blood inflow during cardiac election
' P0051 472-13145
Xenon 133 myocardial clearance method accuracy and
reliability in determining high and low left
coronary artery blood flow under different
hemodynamic conditions
• • • ' • • p0052 472-13181
Hypcardial blood flow measurement by Xe 133
• clearance method after direct application of
isotope into snbendocardial and subepicardial
layers of left ventricle • • • : ' •
:
 • P0052 472-13182
Holographic measurement of red blood cell rotation
in orifice flow,'transforming orientation into
form distribution data >
. P0068 A72-1S110
Analytical model for living biological tissue
transient heat transfer, taking into account
conduction, storage, generation, .convection and
blood flow effects
fASHE PAPER 71-BA/HT-36J P0095 472-15887
Approximate numerical method for calculating flow
profiles in arteries from local'pressure
measurements, taking into' account Havier-Stokes
eg'uations nonlinear terms •
TASME PAPEB 71-S4/BHP-31 p0096 472-15918
In vivo investigation of dogs natural mitral valve
flow dynamics, developing cardiohemic system
physical model for data analysis and electrical
analog simulation* •
f4SHE PAPEB 71-»4/BHF-21 p0096 472-15919
Light scattering time dependence, erythrocyte
aggregation rates and hydrqdynamic'
characteristics in ox,' pig and'horse blood stream
P0098 472-16230
Cardiac purmur level dependence on blood stream
Reynolds number, tracing 'cardiac noise origin to
blood turbulence
. , ' P0106 472-17676
Blood flow mathematical formulation, considering
tissues^constitutive eguations, geometrical
configurations, arterial wave propagation, etc
P0111 472-17959
Hyperoxia effect on.kidney blood flow
' erythropoietic properties in rabbits, noting
inhibiting effect on erythrobiast cells mitotic
activity in bone marrow culture
P0112 472-18061
Reciprocal temperature changes in dogs during
constant thermodilution for coronary sinus blood
flow measurement
. . . P0113 472-18197
Hicrocirculation stndy of intravascular
erythrocyte aggregation /blood sludge/ in rats
P0158 A72-19686
Fluid, mechanics of blood pulsatile flow in
microcirculation, considering plasma layer
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nature and transcapillary mass transfer
P0160 172-20087
Aortic flow disturbances in vivo study by hot-fil»
anemometer, considering peak flow velocity and
poise rate effects
P0168 472-20537
Huscle.blood flow relation to oxygen consumption
from measurements during bicycle ergometer
exercises, using le 133 clearance method
P0171 A72-20888
Splanchnic vascular bed role 'in human blood
pressure regulation from lower body negative
pressure tests, measuring blood fl'ow from
hepatic dye* removal rates
P0172 A72-20889
Beta-adrenergic inhibitors effects on coronary
blood flow and myocardial oxygen consumption of
normal and coronary artery disease patients
p0179 A72-215U9
Electromagnetic velocity and flow measurements
techniques application to cardiovascular
patients, discussing utilization problems
' ' ' p0221 A72-23275
Alternative heating local heat clearance probes
for human muscle blood flow measurement
P0223 A72-23«12
Ultrasonic Doppler flowmeter for instantaneous
measurement of'blood vessel flow velocity by
averaging frequency shift over received signal
power density spectrum
P0230 A72-2U373
On-line analog display system for cardiovascular
functions and beat-by-beat cardiac output.
derived from single 'aortic blood flow measurement
., ' P0230 A72-21375
Arterial velocity profiles measurement in dogs
thoracic aorta by hot-film probe, relating flow
disturbances and turbulence to fieynolds number
. P0231 A72-24U68
Hathematical oo'del for arterial system pressure,
blood flow and dimensional changes, examining
cardiac ejection dynamics and vasculature
mechanical properties and viscoelasticitr
' p023t A72-2H812
Assessment of regional myocardial temperature
changes effect on blood flow measurements by
heated cross-thermocouples in dogs
' ' p0235 A72-25071
Electronic and hematocrit devices to investigate
cardiovascular system functions including blood
coagulation process, pressure and flow
P0269 A72-26«6«
Forearm skin and muscle blood flow change
. measurements during whole body heating, using
plethysmography, isotopic labeling and blood
sampling techniques
P0271 A72-26617
Hemodynamic variables relation to coronary blood
flow and myocardial oxygen consumption daring
upright bicycle exercise
. -P0271 472-26618
Hater filled volume and strain gage
phethysmography for forearm blood flow
measurement during isometric exercise
P0272 A72-26622
Vascular-capillary study of age related
angioarchitectonic features of human brain optic
lobe
P027K 472-26675
Sheet flow theory for pulmonary alveolar blood
flow, discussing blood pressure effects,
membrane tension, blood volume and transit time
distribution
P0277 A72-26702
Left ventricular dynamic function in terms of
internal diameter, pressure and flow in dogs at
rest and during isoproterenol and metaraminol
infusions
P0277 A72-26773
Bemodynamic assessment of arterial blood flow from
radiograph measurements of aorta branching points
P0277 A72-26773
Fluid mechanics of left ventricle model with
mitral and aortic valves, showing ring ;vortex
relation to diastole and closure
P0277 A72-26775
Instantaneous and continuous'blood flow velocity
measurement by Doppler ultrasonic flowmeter
using transcutaneons and implanted probes
P0278 A72-26778
Isotopic labeled microspheres for cat uveal and
retinal blood flow and oxygen consumption
determination, studying increased intraocular
pressure and carbon dioxide tension effects
P0287 A72-278U1
Acceleration stress effects on splanchnic blood
•flow due to organ displacement and neurogenic
vasoconstriction in vascular beds
p029« A72-28285
Tilt table test for gravitational stress effects
on human pulmonary capillary blood flow
p029» 672-28286
Autonomic nervous system role in controlling
coronary and cardiac responses to hypoxic
hypoxia, measuring blood flow with Doppler
ultrasonic flow transducer
P0297 A72-28313
Human acceleration stress tolerance monitoring
technigues for temporal, brachial and radial
arterial blood flow and indirect systolic and
diastolic blood pressure measurements
P0299 A72-28328
Coronary system autoregulation patterns and
mechanisms from coronary flow shift measurements
during circumflex artery perfusion experiments
in dogs
P0322 A72-28637
whole blood flow dependence on optical density
from light transmission measurement, showing
photometric effects of red cell aggregation,
deformation and orientation .
P036U A72-31639
Light transmission measurements of blood flow to
guantify red cell aggregation and dispersion
p036* A72-316UO
Increase 'in skeletal muscle performance during
emotional stress in man.
p0112 A72-31912
Hathematical models for flow election and aorta
pressures based on displacement
ballistocardiography and time dependent
incompressible flow theories respectively
P0122 A72-36035
Coronary flow determination in experimental
conditions with the use of radioactive xenon.
pOISO A72-37475
Coronary collateral circulation and myocardial
blood flow reserve.
pOUSO A72-37500
Temporal relation of the second heart sound to
aortic flow in various conditions.
p<W57 A72-38818
motion.
P0158 A72-38935
A modified acetylene method for the determination
of cardiac output during muscular exercise.
POS65 A72-39807
Influence of intracellnlar convection on the
oxygen release by human erythrocytes.
P0506 A72-U1625
Blood flow, oxygen uptake, and capillary
filtration in resting skeletal muscle.
p051» A72-U2668
The effect of hypoxia on the coronary blood flow
in reserpinized dogs.
p05«9 A72-tt562
ninute blood volume dynamics in humans during
prolonged hypokinesia studied with acetylene
method
P0078 H72-12000
Influence of flow conditions on thrombus formation
in fresh blood
fHASA-CB-19381 P0132 N72-15026
Blood vessel flow velocity measurement with
ultrasonic Doppler technigue
fTH-71-E-20] p0137 H72-15073
Effect of vibration on blood flow and pressure in
malor arteries of dogs
rAD-7«OU66] P0527 H72-3010U
Effects of hydrostatic pressure on viscosity of
whole blood systems
[40-7110853] ' p0531 1172-31099
BLOOD PLASHA
Stabilized human plasma protein solution analysis,
noting albumin presence
P0055 A72-13855
Plasma renin activity during supine physical
exercise as function of salt loading
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. P0069 .172-1521*
Heoodynamic and blood ozyqen parameter changes
comparison in doqs d.urinq hypoxia at .rest and
muscle activity in various bzyqen concentrations
' . P0071 472-15232
Conversion of anqiotensin to anqiotensin 2 in doq
pulmonary circulation, studyin'q pepti'de
synthesis, radioimmunoassay and in vivo and
plasma in' 'vitro metabolism
P0073 A72-15U65
Plasma erytbropoietin concentration in men and
aice durinq altitude acclimatization
P0151 A72-19»i)0
Acid base 'balance in arterialized capillary blood
in men after maximal short duration exercise
:
 p015K A72-19Ui(1
Thermal stability variations in blood serum
protein' after electrical stimulation of rabbit
hypothalamic structures
P0158 A72-196U9
ffien intravascular effect on plasma carbon 'dioxide
qradients near pulmonary capillary, vail,
discussinq free en'erqy requirements
. p0172 A72-20890
Liqht-dark cycles and physioloqical stress stimuli
effects on circadian rhythm in rat blood seram
serotonin levels
pOl'7fl A72-21081
Dose dependent' hvperqlycemia and hypolipemia
response to pentobarbital sodium infection in
rats from plasma glucose and fatty acid analysis
P0175 A72-21187
Lipid metabolisn abnormality relation to
hypothyroidism leadinq to atherosclerosis,
notinq thyroid parenchyma atrophy from
autoimmune thyroiditis
' ' p0178 A72-215»«
Blood lipid levels and dietary habits in
atherosclerotic and healthy snb-jects, shovinq
lipid 'and qlucose metabolism disturbance
increase in coronary cases
P0179 A72-21516
Corticosterone content in blood plasma, cerebral
cortex and skeletal muscles durinq hypoxia
adaptation in rats ' '
P0185 A72-22083
Inhibitive effect of immobilization on urinary
cathecholamine excretion and blood plasma
thyroxine level in rats '
P0216 472-226*8
Blood serum proteins thermal stability in patients
with veqetative vascular and nenroendocrine
syndromes, discnssinq ATF effects
P0217 472-22877
Human blood serum 11-oxycorticosteroid content
after maximum stress exercise, notinq heart rate
and blood pressure chanqes
' . ' ' ' . . ' P0217 472-22878
Prolonqed water immersion effects on renal
function and plasma volume in trained and
untrained subjects, notinq deleterious effect on
orthostatic tolerance'and work capacity
' P0227 A72-23738
Drine and plasma protein and creatinine
measurements in acclimatized and nnacclimatized
men before, during and after high altitude ascent
' ' p0232 A72-2H482
Serai petidase activity determination as enzymatic
diaqnostic test for myocardial infarction
P0266 A72-25851
Ryocardial infarction stress effect on serum
cortisol,'plasma free fatty acid and urinary
catecholamine levels
P0278 A72-26787
Bed rest and centrifaqing effects on human plasna
thyroid hormone level, discussinq total protein,
albumin and thyroxin binding globulin
'concentrations
P0281 A72-27U77
Hultihour'immersion effects on'blood plasma
protein and electrolyte concentration in trained
and untrained subjects
P0282 A72-27U80
Bed cell mass plasma volume decrease in Apollo
mission crews, indicating erythropoiesis
inhibition
P0291 A72-28266
Plasma protein concentration, volume and
hematocrit changes during exercise, bed rest and
hiqh forward acceleration
P0295 A72-28296
Hon'ovalent K and Ha and bivalent Ca and Hq plasma
ion ratio'effect on thrbmbbcyte electrokinetic
potential •. -
... ' . ,p0322 A72-28635
Hechanical. vibration induced physioloqical chanqes
in rats, determining plasma Ca, Hg and inorganic
phosphate concentration and xanthine oxidase
activity response to frequency and q-levels
P0330.A72-29560
Bypokinesia effect on fluid and electrolyte . <
metabolism change patterns in .rabbits from'blood
plasma studies " ' .
V . - ' . ' ' p0336 A72-30389
Effects of in vivo inhalation of 100X ozyqen at
reduced pressure on serum and'red cell lipids.
rAD-71160901 . . pOaiO A72-31553
Disprbportional chanqes in hematocrit, plasma
volume, and proteins durinq exercise and bed rest.
P0421 A72-35966
Algorithms for selected blood acid-base and blood
g a s calculations. . . . , . ' . , . .
. , 'pOK22 A72-35973
Fluid transfer between blood and tissues during
exercise. . , - • • • • •
.. •' . .p0025 A72-36S60
Bypoxic theory for atherosclerosis formation,
notinq blood plasma protein concentration
effects on oxygen diffusion
• ' pb«30 A72-37030
The effect of chronic erythrbcytic polycythemia
and hi^gh 'altitude upon plasma and blood 'volumes.
POU53 A72-38028
Effect of."beta-adrenergic blockade on plasma
volume in human subjects'. ' . , •
' • . . , pOU53 A72-38029
Variation of the acetylcholine content and of the
cholinestera'se ^ activity in the blood under,
muscular strain .
POU58 A72-38934
Bemopoiesis in the pig-tailed monkey Hacaca
nemestrina durinq chronic altitude exposure.
' . p.0463 A72-393lt<(
Hervous and humoral stimulation 'and hypoxia
effects on erythropoiesis co'ntrol, studying
human blood serum additions to bone marrow
cultures' ' ,
' .' POU97 A72-10762
Blood serum enzymes activity changes in
polytraumatized hnnans injured in automobile
accidents
'. ' ' ' ' . P0500 A72-41188
Human plasma free' fatty acids relation to lactic
acid concentration and maximum aerobic power,
noting carbohydrate, availability as exercise
capacity limiter
' ' , " . ' . P0505 A72-11520
Effect of hypoxia and physical activity on plasma
enzyme levels in man.
:
 . , P0505 A72-U1522
Changes in .blood serum proteins under the effect
of hyperoxia in intact rats with thyroid gland
dysfunction .
p0510 A72-12283
Effects of the space fliqht, environment, on man's
immune' system. I - Serum proteins and'
immunbqlobulins.
p0511 A72-12193
Qnantitation of seram proteins on whole
blood-electroimmunodiffusion techniqae
applicable to capillary blood.
p0511 A72-12195
Hetabolism of anqiotensin II in sodium depletion
and hypertension in humans.
. ' , . ' pOSitS A72-13998
Human blood monocytes - Stimulators of qrahalbcyte
and monondclear colony formation in vitro.
P0556 A72-1537B
Simultaneous determination of blood plasma.volume
and corpuscle mass by chromium 5V tagged
erythrocytes and iodine 131 labeled human serum
albumin
tBASA-TT-F-110701 pOOSl' H72-12021
Chemical changes in blood plasma due to stress
[HASA-lT-F-i«126] p0197 B72-17028
Effect of 6 BeV 1 ray irradiation on blood plasma
reducing substances in primates
[AD-7310911 P0212 H72-18087
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Effects of muscular stress on biochemical changes
in serum enzyme activity
tHASi-IT-F-11187] P0253 H72-19101
' PH dependent inhibition and reactivation of '
anqiotensin 2 A and an'qiotensin 2 H and EDTA
anqiotensinases inhibition in amide cleavinq
.'enzymes'of human blood plasma
rnlSA-TT-F-mU571 P0563 H72-32118
BLOOD PBESSOBE ,
NT DIASTOIIC PBESSUBE , •
HI HYPEBTEBSIOH
' HI HIPOTBHSIOH
HI SYSTOIIC PEESSOEE
Biqht heart ventricle intracardiac
phonocardioqrams, recordinq pulmonary early
diastolic click simultaneous with artery
pressure 'carve dicrotic wave
P0002 A72-10121
Femoral arterial blood pressure third order waves
onset mechanism in narcotized doqs, notinq
chanqed blood' and respiration dynamics
P0023 A72-1201U
Implanted telemetry development for cardiovascular
research, discussinq.blood pressure, flow and
hydraulic impedance relationships
:
 • : . .
 P0028 A72-121UO
Buman arm arterial pressure and flow pulsations
numerical analysis, constructinq electrical
analoq circuit from mathematical model
POC49. A.72- 12951
Spinal mesenteric vascular reflexes of
vasoconstriction effect of pressure drop in
coeliac artery relation to Eein nutritional
hepatic reflex .
P0068 A72-15125
Splanchnic vasoconstriction in hyperthermic man
independent of falling blood pressure
P0070 A72-15217
Cat mean renal nerve activity modification by
hypothalamus stimulation' and baroceptor reflex
interactions, discussinq mean aortic pressure
variation effects
P0075 172-15722
Doq mesentery te'rminal venous micr'ovessel
distensibility characteristics from response to
arterial and venous pressure changes
P0113 A72-18196
Carotid sinus counterpressure as baroreceptor
stimulus in intact doq, recordinq arterial
pressure response in closed loop qain
fAD-7398051 . p015l( A72-19U39
Intravascnlar pressure and extravascnlar structure
effects on radial and lonqitudinal
distensibility of arterial microyessels in doq
mesentery
P0166 A72-20U26
Improperly controlled learninq processes '" "fj
relationship to hypertonic blood' pressurer'
irrequiarities pathoqenesis in rats,
investiqatinq negative emotional reactions effects
'p0169 472-20659
Sex differences of chronical effect of
environmental stress on blood pressure and
information processinq in rats, observing
neurotic hypertonic blood pressure irreqularity
. p0170 A72-20660
Antononic blockade effects on reflex bradycardia
due to phenylephrine induced arterial pressure
in man durinq rest and supine exercise '
P0170 A,72-20688
Splanchnic vascular bed role in human blood
pressure regulation from loner .body neqative
pressure tests, measuring blood flow fron
hepatic dye removal rates
•• ' • • P0172 A72-20889
Cardiovascular analoq computing circuits with
outputs for left ventricular pressure maximum
rise rate, cardiac 'stroke volume and
atrioventricular conduction time
P0173 A72-20899
Pulsatile blood pressure and ECG in squirrel
monkeys, considerinq catheter electromanon'eter
system and implanted arterial' ca'nnulas lonq
stability
. . . P0173 172-20900
Digital simulation' of human cardiovascular system,
notinq blood pressure control by physioloqical
reflexes
P0178 A72-21W7S
Pulmonary capillary bed filling as function of
arterial pressure in prefused frozen doq lunqs
P0232 A72-24180
Open capillaries control mechanism of pulmonary
diffusion capacity, presentinq mathematical
interpretation of humoral and hydraulic blood
pressure control
P0233 A72-21787
Mathematical model for arterial system pressure,
blood flow and dimensional chanqes, examininq
cardiac ejection dynamics and.vasculature
mechanical properties and viscoelasticity
P023B A72-21812
Electronic and hematocrit devices to investiqate
cardiovascular system functions inclndinq blood
coaqnlation process, pressure and flow
P0269 A72-26H6B
Sheet flow theory for pulmonary alveolar blood
flow, discnssinq blood pressure effects,
membrane tension, blood volume and transit time
distribution
P0277 A72-26702
Left ventricular dynamic function in terms of
internal diameter, pressure and flow in doqs at
rest and durinq isoproterenol and netaraminol
infusions
P0277 A72-26773
Arterial pressure data recordinq technique usinq
maqnetic tape recorder and automatic conversion
to digital form
P028U A72-27619
Sinqle linear measure of systolic pressure
qradieut for calculation of aortic valve area in
stenosis severity assessment
P0286 A72-2773H
Piezoelectric transducer for indirect, on-wrist
blood pressure measurements for clinical
environment
P0288 A72-27961
Arterial blood qas tensions, usinq sequential
phased dilution for pilot oxyqen delivery
P0290 A72-28255
Human acceleration stress tolerance monitoring
techniques for temporal, brachial and radial
arterial blood flow and indirect systolic and
diastolic blood pressure measurements
P0299 A72-28328
Prevention of weightlessness effects on blood
hydrostatic pressure, musculoskeletal system and
sensorimotor performance, discussinq space
fliqht traininq and space environment simulation
' tests
P0325 A72-28787
Automated constant cuff-pressure system to measure
averaqe systolic and diastolic blood pressure in
man. " . '
POU07 A72-3U298
Hemodynamic chanqes in man durinq immersion with
the head above water.
POU09 A72-3U51»3
Hathematical models for flow ejection and aorta
pressures based on displacement
ballistocardioqraphy and time dependent
incompressible flow theories respectively
P0422 A72-36035
Effects of vaqotomy and increased blood pressure
on the incidence of decompression-induced
pulmonary hemorrhage.
POB24 A72-36UI16
Systemic haemodynamics in borderline arterial
hypertension - Responses to static exercise
before and under the influence of propranolol.
pOt51 A72-37773
Determination of systolic time intervals usinq the
apex cardiogram and its first derivative.
pO"57 A72-38817
Implantable blood pressure telemetry system.
P0157 472-38821
Relationship of pulmonary artery to left
ventricular diastolic pressures in acute
myocardial infarction.
pOU6t A72-39161
An indirect method for evaluation of left
ventricular function in acute nyocardial
infarction.
pOiiei 172-39062
Separation of central effects of C02 and nicotine
on ventilation and blood, pressure.
. . • . . POU98 A72-U091S
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Tilt table tests for orthostatic tolerance,
measuring heart rate, blood pressure and
responses of fainters and nonfainters
P0499 A72-»1020
Effect of fasting on tolerance to moderate hypoxia.
P0510 A72-02U87
Carotid rete role in brain protection against
extreme elevations of systenic blood pressure,
presenting goat cerebral blood flow measurement
procedure
P0514 A72-U2671
Spinal cord -heating and cooling effects on body
temperature, respiratory and heart rates and
arterial blood pressure, investigating feeding
and drinking behaviors
p051<l A72-12672
Control parameters of the blood-pressure
regulatory system. I - Heartrate sensitivity.
P0516 A72-12771
Control parameters of the blood-pressure
regulatory system. II - Open-loop gain,
reference pressure and basal heartrate.
P0516 A72-42772
Lower-body negative pressure as a method of
preventing shifts associated with changes in the
hydrostatic pressure of blood
POSU3 A72-U3919
Evaluation of the pulse-contour method of
determining stroke volume in man.
p05«» A72-U3931
Use of implantable telemetry systems for study of
cardiovascular phenomena.
P05U5 A72-13996
Increased fluid turnover and the activity of the
renin-angiotensin system under various
experimental conditions.
P05U5 A72-03997
Carotid displacement pulse first time derivative
recording as noninvasive technique for heart
function assessment
p051(9 A72-UUS61
General index for the assessment of cardiac
function.
P05S3 A72-05011
Inlected histamine effects on intracranial
pressure and systemic blood pressure in Bacaca
mnlatta monkeys
• fAD-7265131 p0037 1172-10095
Electronic circuits for measuring left ventricular
processes and providing time signals for
computer monitoring of cardiovascular system
[MASA-TH-I-68001] P0191 H72-16017
Pressure ramp programmer for automatic blood
pressure measurements
CHASA-CR-1155081 P0316 H72-21071I
Optimal control algorithms for on-line closed loop
blood pressure regulation
tAD-735900) P0318 1172-21088
Hyperthermia effects on cardiac arrhythmias,
arterial pressure, and respiration in dogs and
electrocardiographic effectiveness in diagnosing
threatening onset
P0387 H72-2H103
Raised arterial blood pressure levels in aircrew
members
P0395 H72-25051
Effect of vibration on blood flow and pressure in
malor arteries of dogs
[AD-7ltOU66J P0527 H72-3010U
Effects of hydrostatic pressure on viscosity of
whole blood systems
tAD-7508531 P0531 N72-31099
Design and operation of system for monitoring
systolic and diastolic -blood pressures on beat
by beat basis
fAD-74a003] - p0536 H72-31137
Framingham indicators for detecting potential
coronary heart disease susceptibility in third
class airman population
[FAA-AB-72-261 p0571 H72-33099
BLOOD VESSELS
HI AOBTA
NT ABTEBIES •
HI CAPILLARIES (ANATOHY) . .
NT GLOBEROL0S
HI VEINS
Distensibility and stress relaxation
characteristics of capacitance and resistance .
vessels of isolated rabbit ear as function of
vasal tone
P0068 A72-15121
Viscosity and constraints effects on wave
dispersion and dissipation in blood vessels,
comparing theory with- experiments on dogs
P0073 A72-15167
Teflon diffusion membrane for in vivo blood and
intramyocardial tissue gas tension measurement
by mass spectroscopy without chemically bonded
heparin surface
P0173 A72-20901
Ultrasonic Doppler flowmeter for instantaneous
measurement of blood vessel flow velocity by
averaging frequency shift over received signal
power density spectrum
P0230 A72-2II373
TV microscopic system for on-line measurement of
cat omentum microvessels diameter relative to
heart action
P0272 A72-26621
Irreversibility mechanism in postpartnm dnctns
arteriosus closure in guinea pigs, studying
vessel cellular changes and smooth muscle
response to oxygen pressure
P0287 A72-27826
Platelet aggregates role in intramyocardial vessel
circulation impedance in patients dying suddenly
of coronary artery disease
p0365 A72-31770
Batheaatical model for flow limitation in
collapsible tube in relation to pressure in
pulmonary and circulatory system
POU2V A72-35972
Coronary collateral circulation and myocardial
blood flow reserve.
pOUSO A72-37500
Blood vessel reactions to natural defense and
conditioned reflexes from plethysmography and
blood pressure measurements, discussing cortical
effects mechanisms
POU96 A72-40758
Onresponsiveness of pial precapillary vessels to
catecholamines and sympathetic nerve stimulation.
P0507 A72-1193*
Effect of vibration on the permeability of the
blood-brain barrier
P0508 A72-H2070
Besistance and capacitance vessels of the skin in
permanent and temporary residents at high
altitude.
P0513 A72-42595
Photoelastic analysis of cardiovascular-magnitude
stress pattern produced by flow through
gelatin-agar walled channels for analysis of
mechanical stresses on blood vessel walls
P0515 A72-13936
Animal vessel adaptation to gravitational
overloads in head-pelvis direction
CPB-200183-T] pOOII H72-11080
Angiographic study of hamsters in relation to
decompression sickness
[AD-728396] p0087 H72-13067
Blood vessel flow velocity measurement with
ultrasonic Doppler technique
CTH-71-E-20] p0137 H72-15073
Chest-back acceleration effects on rabbit
telencephalic vessels
P0250 H72-19081
Chest-back acceleration effects on rabbit
mesencephalic and aetencephalic blood vessels
P0250 N72-19082
Acceleration training effects on compensatory
reactions.of rabbit retinal vessels •
P0250 H72-19083
Increased density and reticnlar fiber formation in
rat spleen as compensatory reaction to
acceleration training
P0250 H72-19084
Degenerative changes in bronchial vessels of
rabbits caused by hypodynamia and- hypokinesia
P0251 1172-19088
Elastic thin shell theories for explaining dynamic
behavior of prestressed blood vessels
tNASA-CR-125827] . p030t H72-20070
BLOB GBEBH ALGAE
Blue qreen algae Anacystis nidulans photorecovery
after Co 60 gamma radiation exposures, using
white and red light
P0073 A72-15516
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SUBJECT IHDEI BODI BBiSOBBUEHT (BIOLOGT)
Phvloqenic oriqin of cytoplastids from
Cyanophycean alga involved in endosymbiosis with
colorless Cryptophyte • • . • ...
P0333 A72-29996
Blae qreen alqae Anacystis nidnlans UV
liqht-sensitive mutants photorecovery capacity
following irradiation -
P0377 A72-33673
BOOT COBPOSITIOS (BIOLOGT)
Annual clinical and physioloqical evaluation of
test-pilots physical performance over ten year
period from body composition* pulmonary function
•and work capacity measurements
p034U A72-31093
Effect of space fliqht on changes in blood
composition and body functions
fHASA-TT-F-1»535] - p0566 N72-32139
BODI FLUIDS
HI BLOOD
HT CEHEBBOSPIHiL FLUID
HT BHDOLYBPH . . :
HT EBYTHSOCYTES . • • . . . • • - ' • ;
HT LEUKOCYTES .,
HT LYHPB i
NT LYHPBOCYTES
HT SETICULOCYTES - "
HT SALIVA . - . .
HT SWEAT .
HT THSOBBOPLASTIH
HT UBIHE •
HT WHITE BLOOD CELLS '
Prolonged jet fliqht effect on passenger
interstitial and intracellular fluid volumes
from plasma, extracellular and total body vater
measurements, noting dehydration and foot swelling
P0109 A72-17866
Urea determination in urine and water wastes for
recycling process, usinq ;
'•H-dimethylaminobenzaldehyde colorimetric method
p0328 A72-29325
Bypokinesia effect on fluid and electrolyte
metabolism change patterns in rabbits from blood
plasma studies ''-
p0336 A72-30389
Water immersion tests to study body fluid balance
disturbances during weightlessness, observing
diuretic reflex control of blood volume
P0375 A72-33551
Vasopressin /antidiuretic hormone/ role in central
vascular volume and fluid balance maintenance
during continuous positive pressure breathing in
dogs
, P0120 A72-35917
Algorithms for selected blood acid-base and blood
gas calculations. -
pO«22 A72-35973
Fluid transfer between.blood and tissues "during
exercise. . x .
p0425 A72-36S60
Cardiovascular system venous part responsiveness
to central nervous and humoral influences
P0520 A72-43167
Increased fluid turnover and the activity of the
renin-angiotensin system Innder various
"experimental conditions.
> .p05«5 A72-13997
Clinical investigations of cancer prevention,
infectious diseases, body fluids, and
electrophotesis
fOBHL-U683-PT-n pOOUU H72-11078
Body fluid analyses on Gemini spacecrews to
determine metabolic costs of manned .space .flight
fEIPT-MOOS] . P0119 N72-14059
Etiology of pulmonary edema and plasma volume
changes during decompression in hybrid swine
rHASA-TH-I-580951 p0568 H72-33081
BOOT KIBEHATICS
Human body dynamics, discussing configuration,
modeling techniques, kinematics^ equations of
motions and various limb motions examples
pOOOt A72-10110
Human body movements basic kinetics,'measuring
static force, angle and tangential acceleration
of horizontal arm swings
A72-11707
Human and animal controlled self rotating
maneuvers Soring free fall, comparing
theoretical notion analysis *ith photographs of
falling cats
P0059 A72-1H709
Human body kinematics numerical analysis,
obtaining space-time resolution by
photogrammetric restitution and electronic data
processing of photographic recordings
• . P0059 A72-1B710
Magnetometer and spirometer ventilation
measurements.from chest and abdomen movements
daring carbon dioxide inhalation
P0103 A72-16790
Band steadiness during unrestricted linear arn
movements and eye-hand coordination tasks,
showing tremor occurrence in up-down plane
P023S A72-25113
Human leg muscle reflex excitability changes
. during angular acceleration, suggesting
vestibular apparatus as coordination means in
gnasi-static and dynamic movement control
P0336 A72-30388
Two-mass system as human body dynamic model in
ballistocardiography, outlining transfer
function parameter computation procedure
pO«23 A72-36039
Servo action in human voluntary movement.
•pOU29 A72-36999
Experimental investigation of an astronaut
maneuvering scheme.
P0429 A72-37026
The measurement of three-dimensional body
movements by the use of photogrammetry.
POU65 A72-39806
Participation of supraspinal structures in the
formation and control of a system of arbitrary
cyclic motions of man
pO«9» A72-«059»
Man movements directed at reaching a preset goal
P0191 A72-U0710
Effectiveness of restraint equipment in
controlling head impact forces and body
kinematics in enclosed aircraft areas
. fFAA-AB-72-6] p0317 H72-21078
Space -suit with improved waist and torso movement
fHASA-CASE-ABC-10275-1] p0353 H72-22092
BODI BEASOBEBEHT (BIOLOGY)
HT AHTHBOPOBETBY
Computer aided biplane roentgen videometry system
for dynamic circulatory structure studies
including blood flow and heart volume
determination
• , p0013 A72-110UO
Acoustic impedance of body surface at thorax and
at abdomen, showing dependence on frequency and
body pressure and position
P0011 472-11195
Organism blood volume and losses determination by
measuring human body electrical resistance,
noting unsatisfactory results
P0111 A72-1799»
Cardiovascular changes produced by whole body
vibration of dogs and pigs, obtaining resonant
frequencies of organ systems
P0232 A72-21U81
Biological similarity theory for numerical
relationships of morphometric and physiometric
organization in mammals, using allometric growth
eguations and body weight correlations
P0235 A72-25098
Single linear measure of systolic pressure
• gradient for calculation of aortic valve area in
stenosis severity assessment
P0286 A72-27731
; Human torso surface mathematical model to .
determine eguivalent heart dipole and quadrupole
locations for ECG measurements
P0322 A72-28571
- Echocardiographic determination of left
ventricular dimensions, volumes and performance.
P0157 A72-38819
Electrically sensed changes in chest and abdomen
diameter for tidal volume, respiratory frequency
and minute ventilation measurements
•pOU91 A72-10U28
Belative position of the rib within the chest and
its determination on living subjects with the
aid of a computer program.
P0552 A72-t»957
Data management -technigues and- designs for
integrating OPE with IBBLHS for manned space
flight
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[HASA-CB-.1119961 P0127 H72-1U115
Body measurements and statistical analysis in
desiqninq control cabins
P0191 1172-16021
Biotelemetry measurement of rhythms in
-'gastrointestinal system of animals and human
beings . . .
P0193 N72-160U3
Bioaedical system for measuring volume and volume
variations of human body under zero gravity'
conditions .
[NASA-CASE-BSC-13972-1 ] P0309 H72-20105
BOOT SIZE (BIOLOGI)
Dimensional analysis and similarity theories
application to bioloqical orqanisms
relationships between body size and metabolism
P0268 A72-2607II
BOOT SBAI TEST
Quantitative model to describe vestibular'
detection of body svay motion in postural
response mode
P0330 A72-2937H
Effects of visual cues on the standinq body svay
of males and females.
P0"28 A72-36918
Vertical posture control mechanisms in man
P0»53 A72-37992
Otolith organ response of normal vision people and
persons vith severe bilateral labyrinthine
function loss exposed to prolonged tilt
rNASA-CE-1270311 P0133 N72-26058
BOOT TBBPEBATOBE .
Body coplinq effect on human vigilance in hot
environments, testing reaction time to visual
stimuli and auditory siqnal detection rate
P0015 A72-11290
Optimum mascle york conditions experiments vith
rabbits, correlating total vork performance and
pover output vith nnscle temperature variations
POQ23 172-12013
Skin and hypothalamic temperature effects on'human
thermoreqiilatory 'responses, developing control
mechanism for peripheral effects on skin sensors
P002U A72-120U1
Chronic centrifuqation effects on rat deep body
temperature by implant bidtelemetry, comparing
vith body mass and food consumption changes
P0028 A72-12089
Heat exposure effect on Sidman avoidance
performance in rats, discussing organism
thermorequlatory capacity disruption and shock
and body temperature regulation
P0031 A72-12525
Thermoreqnlatory hypothalamic and body sites for
behavioral temperature requlatipn in squirrel .
monkey
P0050 A72-13072
Bioloqical tissue heat transport dimensionless
parameters for steady state and transient
analysis of boneotherm thermoregulation
p006» A72-1U86*
Heat acclimatization, vork habituation and
exercise effects on body thermoregulation,.
measuring tympanic temperature, sveat rate and
oxygen intake >
P0061 A72-1U896
Peripheral modifications to exercise.induced
central drive for sveatinq, determining rates as
functions of internal temperature
P0069 A72-15212
Potassium cyanide effect on phospholipid 'exchange
in rat brain and liver durinq histotoxic .hypoxia
as function of body temperature
• ' . . . _ ' ' , P0098 A72-16357
Heat production increase by 'muscular contractions
due to noradrenaline in cold adapted rats
p010<! A72-17215
Body thermal stress, local heating and arterial
occlusion effects on sveat electrolyte content
' •'• p0153 A72-19»37
Circadian rhythms variations for sleep, EEG,
temperature and activity in monkeys, indicatinq
acrophase, amplitude and .level regulation
' ' p0156 A72-19528
Beak LP electric field influence on Circadian
rhythms of human rectal temperature and activity
p0156'A72-19531
Spectral photosensitivities for phase shifting of
Circadian body temperature rhythms in pocket mice
P0157 A72-19535
Biomedical transducers for HASA space program,
discussing spray-on electrodes and telemetering
for ECG respiration and body temperature
P0160 A72-19917
Eastbonnd and vestbound transmeridian fliqhts
effect on body temperature and psychomotor and
visual performance Circadian rhythms, discussinq
. readjustment times
[AHBL-TB-71-891 P0162 A72-20176
Human temperature regulation durinq upright and
supine exercise, shoving nonlinear relationships
betveen perspiration .and skin .and core
temperatures
P0165 A72-20275
Various vork-rest cycles and environmental
temperature effects on body temperature,
determining external auditory canal and core
temperature relationship
. p0171 A72-20886
Convective heat transfer from.human form, .using
cylindrical model and aluminnm statue physical
replica in oven and vind tunnel air flow studies
P0172 A72-20892
Peripheral thermoregulation in arctic canines,
shoving subzero bath-immersed foot temperature
maintenance above tissue freezing point
p018» A72-22019
Hathematical model of skin contact cooling tube
device for human body thermonentrality
maintenance in various environments
. P0217 A72-22821
Calorimetric measurements of human body
temperature and of hot saline solution drinking
effects on sveating rate
P0223 A72-23HHO
Oxygen consumption and body temperature in
anesthetized, paralyzed and 'artificially
ventilated dogs cooled in vater bath at 34 C,
measuring hypercapnia and beta-adrenergic
blockade effects
[AD-7t0991] ' p0227 A72-23735
Human body calorimetry vith vater cooled garment
for dynamic and continuous recording of heat
dissipation from surface over extended time
P0233 A72-2H485
Assessment of regional myocardial temperature
changes effect on blood flov measurements by
heated'cross-thermocouples in dogs
P0235 A72-25071
German papers on human body energy balance and
temperature control covering energy conversion
processes, chemical secretions, muscle activity,
etc
P0268 A72-26071
Human body theraoregulatory processes under
varying environmental conditions and metabolic
rates, discussing role of blood circulation,
sveating, nervous stimuli, hormones, etc
P0268 A72-26073
Thermodynamic analysis of heat of evaporation of
sveat, considering ambient temperature and
humidity effects, body heat storage and presence
of solutes
P0270 A72-26610
Forearm skin and muscle blood flov change
measurements durinq whole body heating, using
plethysmography, isotopic labeling and blood
sampling techniques
P0271 A72-26617
Cumulative sleep deficit, preceding sleep or
vakefnlness period duration and'body .temperature
effects on reaction time in multiple choice
visual task
P0276 472-26690
Biothermal response of increased core temperature
in rhesus monkey to mechanical vibration,.noting
implications for pilot performance during
prolonged buffeting
P0292 A72-28268
Ear site body temperature measurement relation to
radiant heating of scalp and upper face
' p0299 A72-28333
Cardiovascular system functional state elevation
during controlled cooling, studying hemodynamic
changes
P0336 A72-30386
Sveating relation to body temperature after
exhaustive exercise for various oxygen uptakes
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SUBJECT IHDEI
and ambient temperatures
. ; . . ' . P0339 A72-30702
Hater cooled suits efficiency and effectiveness
for heat removal; noting importance of head area
. P0343 A72-31085
Cardiac output and body temperature response, to •
"prolonqed intermittent exercise
' ' • • P0363 A72-314H8
,Heat, noise and vibration stress combined effects
on skin and rectal temperature,.heart rate,
Heiqht loss and biochemical -urina'lysis "'
TAD-746083T, " !"' "'• '.' P0410 A72-34551
Thermal neutral temperature of rats in
helium-oxygen, .argon-oxygen, and"air. '
' . p0410 A72-311728
Clinical IS thermograph? with Thermovision camera
for .body temperature discontinuity detection,
discussinq imaqe resolution
' i>0430 A72-37196
Circadiah rhythms in physiological and
psychological functions related to let travel,
studying' -bpdy temperature variations and
psychomotor 'performance during isolation and
varying light-dark cycle conditions
' . . - . p0464 A72- 39723
Human tryptophan and .tyrosine metabolism -: Effects
of acute exposure to cold stress.
P0490 A72-40417
Hussian book'-- Climatic conditions .and the'thermal
state of man.- ' , ,
' ' ' . .. P0492 A72-40458
Oxygen consumption in liquid breathing' mice. .
•'• : ' , . ' • ' , ' • ' '••' POSIT A72-42488
'Heat acclimatization by exercise-induced-elevation
of body temperature. '. " : -
' . • . ; , P0515 A72-42741
Temperature transmission from biopotential.'
radiotelemetry transmitter's.
' ; . . ,; P0515 172-42745
Thermal balance in man during 24 hours in a ' ' -
controlled environment
, . - . . ' . . . . . . . . . ' • P0515 472-42747
Evidence for a metabolic limitation of 'survival in
hypbthernic hamsters. ' ,' '
, . '' • ' " . ' p05«7 A72-44364
Bole of the dorso-nedial area of the posterior
hvpothalamus in ^thermal regulation .and its ' '
functional relationships with the anterior
hypothalamns ' . . .
P0550 A72-44592
Analysis of chanqes in thermal regulation.after
destruction of the medial preoptic area of the
hypothalamns ' '• • :
pOSSO A72-44S93
Pulse activity of neurons in the thermal
regulation center of the anterior hypothalamiis
daring chill shivering '
P.055Q. A72-44594
^Temperature-sensitive neurons in the brain stem -
Their responses to brain temperature at._
different .ambient temperatures.'
.. . ' ' . . ' . ' - : ''p0555 A72-45232
Physiological response of body temperature t'o'
localized ventilation
CAD-727072] , '. .p0038 H72-10103
Protection of aircreWs from hiqh t'emperatrires'and
water-cooled garment :for heat balance studies in
man ' - '• ' ' ' • • • -. • - • •..
fAD-7272221 • •
 poo'47 N72-11107
Selected articles on mathematical or.simulation
models of 'human thermoregulation
'' rHASS-CB-1152681 : '.'"'"• 'pOOB? H72-13057
Relationship between steady sweat fiov and
temperaturo regulation mechanism during exposure
' .to heat . , .
fBEPT-877] ' . , . ' • ' p0304 S72-20069
Response of ventilation parameters, pulse rate,
oxygen uptake, and body temperature in man under
acute and severe hypoxia
fDLS-PB-71-65] . .p0313 N72-21053
Poise modulated b'ioteleaetry system for • ;
determining energy budgets in free-ranging
vertebrates from heart rate and body temperature
measurement ' . ' •
' . P0403 H72-25123
Effect of direct application of K, Ca, Hg, and Ba
ions on body temperature and sweat "secretion
rHASa-TT-P-145451 " '". P0560 H72-32095
Influence, of magnesium narcosis on'rabbit body
temperature " '.
[SASA-TT-P-145501 '" p0561 N72-32097
' Design and operation of completely implantable
three channel temperature'bibtelemetry system
rB»'ill-SA-42311 p0567 N72-32141
BODI TZHPEBATOBE BEGOHTIOH
D THEBMO'REGULATIONBODY VOLOBE (BIOLOGY) ,
Combined photoelectric-photographic and.
plethysnpqraphic technique for continuous,
measurement of rabbit ear vein diameter and.
tissue volume changes *
- . • • ' • ' • ; . P0223.A72-23UC3
Left ventricle intracavity volume measurements
based on biplane angiographic data
. . p0368.A72-32497
Biomedical system for measuring, volume and'volume
variations of human body under.zero gravity
conditions
FNASArCASE-HSC-13972-1] P0309 H72-20105
BODY 1EIGHT... . • ,
Chronic centrifugation effects on rat deep body
.temperature by implant biotelemetry, comparing
. with body mass and food consumption changes.
. - . . ' . . . ' • ' ' ' . ' p0028 A72-12089
'Posthypoxic thirst, and relative dehydration of
rats.after return'from hypoxia to'normoxia,.
measurinq body weight and water intake'
. . . ' . ' '. .. " ' ' ' ' .'
 :
 p0032'47 2-12835
Acceleration force simulation for altered weight
effect on .animal tolerance to restrain^,'
discussing body mass loss, reduced lymphocyte '
count and disorientatioh ' .
. • • ' • ' • ' • P0064 A72-1U866
Blood circulation minute volume, and peripheral
resistance chanqes during human aging 'process,
accounting for body weight .
. , - , ' ' • •
 Poi84 A72-22073
'Biological 'similarity ^theory for numerical
relationships of Qprphometric and physionetric
organization in mammals,, using'allometric growth
eguations and body weight correlations
. . . . . . _ .P0.235 A72r25096
Weight loss due to'respiratory'tract evaporative
water loss during exercise, from, humidity
change, vehtilatory exchange and'oxygen uptake
• data. . .
... . . • ' • • '
 P0271 'A72-26613
Triqlycerid'emia ' relation to age, relative weight
and ischemic cardiopathy-probability" from -ECG,
anthropometry and lip'id and glncid metabolism
studies .
' " ' . '• ':. ' ' . • ' • . . , " . " P0279 A72-27238
Physiological effects on prolonged weightlessness
in dogs aboard Cosmos 110 biosatellite,
emphasizing body weight loss and.enzyme activity
and bone tissue mineral concentration changes
" „; '. .. . , . 'p037"i A72-33547
Heat, noise and vibration stress combined effects
on 'skin and'rectal temperature, heart rate,
weight loss and biochemical urinalysis .
CAD-746083] . . p0410 A72-34551
Body weight decreases in some proton exposed
primates.
' , . ' ' . .
 : P0424 A72-36447
Effect of hyperbxic media ',on 'the stability of rats-
'during acute carbon monoxide exposure
• • ' . p0491 A72-40437
'sham-exposed controls and body weight variation in
• primates exposed to 55 HeV protons
riD-734779] \ '' ' p0315 B72-21066
Byperoxia.effects on rat body weight, oxygen
.consumption, and tolerance'to carbon monoxide
exposure' '. .
. . P0481 H72-29058
BOEIIG BILITABY AIBCBAFT .
0 HILITIBY:AIRCRAPT
BOEING 707 AIBCBAFT '
Boeing 707 rapid decompression at 25,000 feet,
noting rivet.hole fatigue damage .
• • ' : . - • P0020 A72-11715
Vertical!cockpit acceleration and vibration
measurement in Boeing 707 noting pilot performance
rSAE-TB-692141/ . . P0194 1172-16053
BOHBS . (SABPLEBS)
0 SABPLEBS' ' ' .
BOHDISG , .
HI AGGIDTIHATIOH
1-71
BOSS HABBOS SUBJECT IJD1I
BOHE HABBOB
Chronic microwave irradiation effects on
experimental animal blood forming systems,
examining peripheral blood count changes and
nuclei and mitosis abnormalities in
erythroblastic and lymphoid cells
P0019 A72-11708
Badiobioloqical effects of nonnniform bodv
irradiation, discussing reqeneration process
stimulation by partially shielded bone marrow
f.CBBS-TI-161 p0025 .A72-12060
Bioloqical dosimetry in acute human irradiation
from cytoqenic stady of peripheral blood and
bone narrow
P0056 A72-11606
Proliferatiye blood forming tissue activity under
chronic qamma ray irradiation in quinea piqs by
quantitative methods, showinq myeloid and
reticular disturbances of bone marrow
P0056 A72-1I1607
Rypozia effect on diornal nitotic activity rhythm
of marrow ervthrppoi'esis system of qninea piqs
in pressure chamber
P0099 A72-16631| Snpercellular requlators of triqqerinq mechanism
of reqenerative reaction in sternum
erythropoietic bone marrow tissue
P0322 172-28636
Nervous and humoral stimulation and hypoxia
effects on erythropoiesis control, studyinq
human blood serum additions to bone marrow
cultures
P0197 A72-10762
Pyroqenal infection test for hematopoietic tissue
function in doqs, describing response as
transient leukopenia followed by pronounced
leukocytosis due to bone marrow qranulocyte
election
t>05«2 A72-U3911
Estimating individual'bone marrow radiation doses
in leukemia patients'
P0210 N72-17729
Effectiveness of lead screens in protecting bone
marrow quantity necessary for survival of piqs
qamma irradiated with Co-60
fFBNC-TH-971 p0305 N72-20078
BOIES
NT CEBEBROB
NT CSANI08
NT FEHUB
NT INTBACBANIA1 CATIII
NT PELVIS
NT SCIATIC BEGION
NT SKULL
NT STEBNOH
NT TIBIA
NT OLNA
NT VEBTEBBAE
Rydroxyapatite Isotropic and anisotropic elastic
properties compared with experimentally observed
anisotropic behavior of bone
P0008 A72-10625
Aseptic bone necrosis patholoqy from radioqraphic
studies in doqs vith decompression sickness
notinq articular cartilage erosion and.joint
dysplasia and exostosis
P0110 A72-17876
Calcium metabolism perturbations in astronauts
under weightlessness conditions and in
immobilized test subjects, notinq bone tissue
renewal cycle modification, calciuria variations
and bone calcification
pOISI 472-192H5
Skeletal bones ash content in man and primates,
implying differences due to adaptive
physiological function
P0227 A72-23736
Calcium and phosphorus excretion relation to.bone
density changes in immobilized Hacaca nemestrina
monkeys
P0281 A72-27H73
Comparative study of two direct methods of bone
mineral measurement.
pO<(10 A72-31552
Badioqraphic study of bone demineralization in
Gemini crewmembers
f EXPT-H0061 P0119 N72-110S6
Bypodynamia and thyroid hormone effects on calcium
metabolism of rat bones
pO«81 H72-29053
Bone atrophy caused by inactivity in qninea piqs
rAD-7!)Of»S8) P0525 H72-30091
Geometric properties of human ribs and thin walled
ellipse model for rib cross section
fAD-7tO«50) P0525 H72-30093
Effect of disuse bone atropy on spinal impact
tolerance in Bhesus monkeys
rAD-7<IOU53] P0526 N72-30096
Phosphate and bone ash composition of beef and
human bone under living body conditions '
fNASA-TT-F-139161 P0568 N72-33079
BOOST
D ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
BOBESIGHTS
Opthalmologic examinations for determining retina
damage caused by helium-neon laser boresights
fAD-738629] POU39 N72-27087
BOBIDES
Comparison of effect produced on animals by
titanium boride, zirconium boride and chromium
boride with amorphous boron and metallic
compounds of these borides
fNASA-TT-F-1<l255;i p0350 N72-22078
BOBON COHPOOHDS
NT BOEIDES
BOSONS
NT ALPHA PABTICLES
NT LIGHT BEAHS
NT PHOTONS
NT PIOUS .
BODNDABIES
NT LIQOID-VAPOB INTEBFACES
BODBDABI LATER NOISE
D AERODYNAMIC NOISE
BOB SHOCK 1AVBS
D SHOCK iAVES
BHADICiBDIA
Antonomic blockade effects on reflex bradycardia
due to phenylephrine induced arterial pressure
in man during rest and supine exercise
P0170 A72-20688
Case report of pilot near'syncopal episode with
bradycardia due to hyperactive right carotid
sinus reflex
P0283 A72-27U87
Bradycardia diving reflex to apneic face immersion
related to physical exercise . .
POU21 A72-3596<l
Aortic requrqitation variation with respiratory
sinus arrhythmia and respiratory cycle in dogs
during tachycardia and bradycardia
P051H A72-I1267Q
Continuous recording of His bundle electrogram
during selective coronary cineangiography in man.
P05H2 A72-K3813
Measurement of human subject heart rate during
dives with scuba equipment to determine effects
of temperature
fAD-731675] ' p02«7 N72-18118
BEAIN
NT BBAIN STEH
NT CEBEBELLUS
NT CEBEBBAL COBTEI
NT CEEEBBDH
NT HIPPOCAHPUS
Intracellnlar pH prime regulation in rat brain
during acute and sustained hypercapnia,
discussing cellular bicarbonate accumulation
P0008 A72-10623
Hypoxia, hyperoxia and hypercapnia short period
effect on rat brain oxygen supply, measuring
blood qas values, tissue oxygen partial pressure
time variations, etc
P0023 A72-11957
Nervous respiratory disorder in patients with
diencephalic and veqetative vascular syndromes,
discussinq arterial hypoxemia development and
resulting oxyqen insufficiency
. ' p0023i A72-12012
Insulin injection or carbohydrate consumption
effects on serotonin and tryptophan
concentrations in rat brains
P0032 A72-128H5
Acute and chronic hypercapnia effect on lactate,
pyrnvate, alpha-ketoglutarate, glntamate and
phosphbcreatine contents of rat brain
pOOSU A72-13677
A-72
SUBJECT IIDEZ BB1I8 COITD
Electrophysioloqy for auditory temporal masking
mechanism study of cat cochlear nucleus and
inferior collicalos single neurons
P0101 A72-17175
Hat brain acetylated and unacetylated coenzyme A
aberration in aarqinally hyperoxic space capsule
environments
P0110 172-17875
Hologram data treatment comparison to human brain
function, discussing recognition signals,
Pavlovian qualities and intelligence function
P0112 172-17997
Factor analysis of frontal and occipital brain
regions EEC indices interzonal variability,
relating autocorrelation function paraneters to
neuron ensembles force level
P0112 172-18057
RBI content changes in ground squirrel brain
during active and hibernation states
P0112 172-18058
Betina, tectum opticnm and Rostral brain
structures role in analysis and processing of
visual sensory stimuli in toad distinguishing
between prey and enemies
P01U7 172-18775
Sensor systems terminals location in cats
colliculus anterior through electrical response
measurement to light and sound signals and skin
stimulation
p0118 172-18865
Human behavior analysis based-on nine component t
functional brain model, discussing information
transmission mechanism via nerve path-'channels
P0167 172-20H60
Inhaled oxygen pressure variation effects on* •'..
adenosines, glucose, lactate and 'pymvate levels
in.rat brains, noting anoxic limit value
relation to age
P0169 172-20658
Brain structures role in fixation of temporal
relationships in-information memory function of
central nervous system '.,'
p0181 172-21836
Physiology of sleep phases and dreams,.discussing
data on highly organized and interacting
nenrohnmoral mechanisms exhibiting alternating
forms of brain bioelectric activity •*•
P0181 172-21838
Breathing regulation characteristics shoving
reflex control of respiratory functions in
normal environment and brain .tissue receptor
control under hypoxia
P0185 172-22079
Stepvise adaptation to high mountain conditions
effect on brain and snral muscle oxidation
. processes in rats
P0186 172-22085
Soviet book on psychic phenomena and Drain,
covering cybernetics, dialectical materialist
implications, consciousness, psychophysiology
and cerebral nenrodynamic structures
. p0186 172-22161
Photically induced and spontaneously discharged
neuron impulse propagation through direct
pathways fro* superior colliculus to dorsal and
ventral lateral genicnlate nuclei in cats
P0217 172-22863
Beviev of biology and biochemistry of memory,-
suggesting molecular level mechanism of cerebral
information processing
p0228 172-23925
Mathematical model of extracellular pH in brain
tissue from blood and cerebrospinal fluid
acid-base parameters for respiration central
chemosensitire mechanism study
p0273 172-26660
Bespiration control by extracellular pB in
medullary tissue, studying chemoreceptor
response to hydrogen ion concentration in cat
cerebrospinal fluid
p0273 172-26661
Vascular-capillary study of age related
angioarchiteetonic features of human brain optic
lobe
P0271 172-26675
Thyroid and adrenocortical hormonal state effect
on cell number and functional maturation of
brain, discussing nenrogenesis in infants
P0280 172-27298
Thermoregulation in deeply hibernating rodents
during separate chilling and steady hibernation
temperature maintenance 'of skin and brain
P0287 172-27827
Coherent brain model for evolution mechanisms of
biological resonance in neuron network signal flow
P0321 172-28155
Digital evoked brain potential detector using
multichannel amplitude analyzers
P0323 172-28615
adaptation period to inverted work-rest cycle
observed with encephaloqraph, noting effect of
brain bioelectric activity circadian rhythms
stability
P0327 172-29315
Electric stimulation of rabbit brain limbic
formations /claustrum, amygdala, hippocampus/,
showing effect on emotional response motor and
vegetative components
P0338 172-30668
Human brain sensomotor region EEG dependence on
proprioceptive influence, instruction for active
movement-and preparation passive movement of hand
.;.' 5 p0372 172-32992
Biochemical analysis of cat brain regions for
gamma-aminobntyric, aspartic and giutanic acids,
glycogen and phosphatidopeptide concentrations
during paradoxical sleep deprivation
P0376 172-33559
Bioelectric activity of the medulla oblongata
during hypothermia and bloodletting
P0116 172-35021
Sperry neuronal specificity hypothesis for nerve
cell connections formation between eye and brain
during embryonic development, proposing systems
matching theory
P0116 172-35070
Russian book - Intracranial blood circulation
under conditions of accelerations and
weightlessness
>.:•. p0118 172-35160
Language and speech capacity of the right
hemisphere.
P0153 172-38150
Synaptic patterns in the superficial layers of the
superior colliculus of the monkey,' Hacaca mulatta.
pOISS 172-38617
Proteinase activity in different regions of the
brain during development and inhibition of a
conditioned passive-avoidance reflex
P0157 172-38927
Effects of free amino acid doses and of amino acid
metabolism cofactors on the distribution of
regional free amino acid resources in the brain
and blood of animals
P0163 172-39321
Negative /painful/ stimulus cessation relation to
emotionally positive zone activation in rat
brain during self stimulation experiments
P0163 172-39110
Localization and structural-functional
organization of the system of vagus nerve nuclei
constituting the (cardiac center* of the medulla
oblongata
p0506 172-11673
Rev modifications of manipulators for
investigations using microelectrodes
P0509 172-12073
Bodnlating effect of limbic brain formations on
the blood system
P0510 172-12282
Suprapontine influences on hypoxic ventilatory
control.
P0513 172-12590
Dependence of inhibitory areas of inferior
collicnlns neurons on the time characteristics
of acoustic stimuli
'• •• • p0515 172-12721
Mechanism of adaptation to hypoxic hypoxia
P0512 172-13907
Influence of elevated partial oxygen pressure on
the sympathetic-adrenal and acetyl-choline systems
P0551 172-11595
Electromagnetic fields as isolated stimuli for ..brain
P0081 1172-12013
Bioelectric and histochemical changes in brain of
hibernating animals
CSlSl-TT-F-619] p0356 H72-23071
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BBAIi CIBCOLATIOI SUBJECT IBDEI
Problems- in' 'neurobionics of creating technical
devices to behave like human brain
P0389 N72-29127
Human process of classification--and formation' of
' concepts analyzed bv construction of model-'of
brain as learning system
' P0390 H72-2H130
Elastic properties of excised human brain arteries
subjected to dynamic loads • • •
fAD-7UOH5U1 . P0526 H72-30097
BBAII CIBCOLATIOI ' . .
Ozyqen- distribution in human brain under
countercurrent capillary blood flow conditions,
presenting oathematical siaalation for transport
in Krogh svsten
• . ' . ; • • • • p0021 A72-12037
Epin'ephri-ne and norepinephrine effects on cerebral
blood circulation volune and ozyqen tension in
tissues '
P0031 A72-12517
Ballistocardioqraphic measurement of net cranial
blood inflow during cardiac ejection
P0051 A72-131U5
Dock oh experimental brain hypoxia covering
changes in heaodynamics, energy metabolisms,
' ^electrolyte and water movement and cerebral and
•peripheral venous blood serum proteins
P0211 A72-22238
Objective evaluation of main rheoencephaloqran
parameter for disturbed brain blood circulation
P0290 A72-28218
Human brain stem vascular-capillary network '.
density and .dimensional characteristics
P0321 A72-28062
Hiqh altitude natives cerebral arterial-venous
ozyqen difference measurement during ambient'air
and ozygen breathing, showing chronic hypozia
effect on cerebral blood flow •
P0339 A72-30704
Human cerebral hemodynamic changes during -arousal''
and orienting reactions to auditory stimuli
• ' • ' ' P0372 A72-32993
Cerebral blood flow and metabolic changes during
wakefulness, sleep, coma and epileptic seizures
in terms of homeostatic mechanisms
. '• . i •• • ' ' P0376 A72-33558
Studies of the influence of theophylline on the
' vasodilating action of different medications on
the'cerebral and coronary circulation of man
P0426 A72-36799
Onre'sponsiveness of pial precapillary vessels to
catecholamines and sympathetic nerve stimulation.
P0507. A72-U193<t
Effect of vibration on the permeability of' the
blood-brain barrier
P0508 A72-U2070
Carotid-rete role'in-brain protection against
eztreme 'elevations of systemic blood 'pressure,
presenting goat cerebral-blood -flow measurement
procedure
p051<* 172-42671
Bheoaraphic investigation of cerebral, pulmonary
. and.peripheral circulation during bed rest'in
antiorthostatic position •-'
p05<»3 172-43914
Cerebral blood filling reduction and blood vessel
tone deterioration'during 120 day clinostatic
hypokinesia of healthy male subjects
P0544 172-43922
Comparative study of-regional hemodynamics during
tilt test and lower body negative pressure
exposure. • .
• • • ' ' • p0554 172-45131
BB1IH DABAGE . . •
High energy proton irradiation late pathological
effects on rabbit brains, discussing brain
lesions and radiation dosages
fCEBH-71-161 • P0025 A72-12056
Frontal lobe damage effect on conditional motor
reflezes, communication capability and emotional
behavior in baboon apes - • •
• • P0073 A72-15583
Human craniocerebral trauma dependence on impact
conditions, giving case histories
P0100 172-16643
Cerebral vascular disorder biochemical analysis,
'noting retinal vascular change' relation to
coronary arteriosclerosis and anozia and flight
stress -effect on serum lipid and cholesterol
P0167 172-20448
Book on ezperimental brain hypozia covering
changes in henodynamics, energy metabolisms,"
electrolyte and water movement and cerebral and
peripheral venous blood seraa proteins
P0214 A72-22238
Tentorium cerebelli microstructnre and leaflets
strength in study of chronic and acute hypozia
injury to fetus during pregnancy and labor
' • P0220 A72-23193
Hydrogen- peroxide formation relationship to lipid
perozidation and seizures in brain daring high
pressure ozygen exposure •
P0295 A72-28300
Destructive changes in rabbit brain and .eyes under
pulsed-laser beam irradiation
p0329 A72-29333
Human and animal central nervous system repair
processes for brain damage caused motor function
disturbances
P0315 A72-31100
'Crash helmet performance prediction through
mazimnm strain criteria, using brain injury
biodynamic model
. P0370 A72-32607
Brain tumors in irradiated monkeys.
- . . : . • ' pOB18'472-356«7
Seflex and conditional movement observation of
central nervous system function restitution in
Hacaca mulatta monkeys with cortical lesions,
stndyinq pathological forced grasping
P0429 A72-36977
Language and speech capacity of the right
hemisphere.
P0153 A72-38150
'Supplementary cues and delayed-alternation
performance of frontal monkeys. '•
P0163 172-39372
Higher nervous activity of monkeys two years after
the extirpation of the dorsolateral frontal cortez
pO«97 A72-t0803
Bole of the reticular formation of the mid-brain
in the storage and recreation of a system of
conditioned reflexes
P0198 A72-110809
Impact parameter effects on severity of human
craniocerebral trauma in aircraft accidents
' P0122 H72-1«081
Correlation between electrographic trace phenomena
in brain and immediate memory using normal and
alcoholic subjects
CJPBS-550K8] p0191 H72-16018
Chest-back acceleration effects on rabbit
telencephalic vessels
p0250 H72-19081
Chest-back acceleration effects on'rabbit
mesencephalic and metencephalic blood vessels
P0250 R72-19082
Computer program for analyzing impact damage to'
skull-brain system models
•rAD-733986] p0307 H72-20087
Use of mathematical 'model for evaluation of head
injury severity index criteria
fAD-71|OaiH] p052« N72-30087
Bathematical models for testing effectiveness of
mnltilayered viscoelastic and elastic-plastic
brain protection system during impact shock
'[AD-710164] p0527 H72-30102
Effects of ezternal impulsive head loads on human
brain behavior' ' '
fAD-7«OU73] P0528 H72-30108
BBAIH STEH
Human brain stem vascular-capillary network
density and dimensional characteristics
P0321 A72-28II62
Bole of the reticnlar formation of the mid-brain
in the storage and recreation of a system of
conditioned reflezes
POU98 A72-fl0809
Eye movements evoked by collicular stimulation in
the alert monkey.
P0551 A72-11906
First-breath response of medullary inspiratory
neurones to the mechanical loading of inspiration.
p0552 A72-1U959
Temperature-sensitive neurons in the brain stem -
Their responses to brain temperature at
different ambient temperatures.
P0555 A72-15232
SUBJECT IBDBI . ,CABIH ATSOSPHBBES
BRAKES (FOB ABBBSTIHG BOTIOB)
HT AIRCBAFT BRAKES
BBB1THIIG . . .
HT BIGB ALTITUDE BBEATHIBG
NT OHIGEH BBE6THISG
Respiratory system frequency response analysis for
chemical reqolation of breathing, using time
domain nethod and step fanctions
p002t,A72-12010
Buman reaction to inhalation of qas mixtures with
3-9 percent carbon dioxide, measuring
respiration rates, ninute breathing volume,
heart rates, arterial pressures, etc
P0099 A72-16632
Balbar respiratory neuron discharge pattern
response to nasal and tracheal receptor
stimulation in cats, relating changes in
neuronal activity and intratracheai pressure
P0177 A72-21U73
Toxic effect of carbon dioxide breathing on human
body
.P0121 N72-1U070
BBEATBIHG APPABATDS
NT OXYGEN BASKS
NT ONDERBATER BREATBING APPABATOS
Design, development, and characteristics of -.
.-
 : portable life support system for extravehicular
activity
[BASA-CB-1085!H1 . p0087 N72-13072
Quantitative photometric leakage.measurements on
human dust respirators in aerosol test .chamber
r "-DC-11959] P0137 B72-15071
Conference on portable life support, systems for
human protection
fNASA-SP-302] P01D2 N72-27106
Portable breathing apparatus containing chlorate
candle oxygen source for mine rescue operations
. POU43 H72-27112
Human tolerance to external respiratory, resistance
for design of breathing apparatus • ;
POH45 N72-27127
Control system analysis for mathematical modeling
of respiratory protective•devices •
POM5 .N72-27128
Simulation and design of breathing metabolic
simulator • ••
pO")05 H72-27129
Operational performance of pneumatic seal-type
facemask design
pOSUS N72-27130
Power assisted breathing device for reducing:gas
, . mask- resistance
rAD-7U06i(3J ,' pO»86>72-29093
Operation and maintenance;procedures for fire
rescue air pack
rNASA-CB-6861«7 , P0566 S72-32135
BREECHES ' .
.0 CLOSDBES
BBIGBTBESS
Simultaneous brightness contrast .under scotopic
. conditions, investigating fovea rod and cone
systems interaction in. subjects with normal .
color vision • . .', i . ,
. • P0056 A72-13937
Visual displays of radar, and other weapon system
devices providing signals varying in .brightness
discrimination thresholds •:. : " '
fAD-731376] ' p02<l" N72-18098
BBIGBTHESS DISCBIHIBATION . •
Head mounted monkey eye orientation.measuring
system for performance of brightness . .
discrimination tasks •' • ;.
.P0050 .A72-13073
Contrast vision enhancement.in Hermann grid with
variable figure-ground ratio, using Baumgartner
receptive .field hypothesis -. -.
• . P0053 A72-1362U
Model to account for visual responses to light
flashes of dark adapted eye, discussing
perceived brightness variation with intensity
P0426 A72-36611
Hach band measurement by psychological
compensation technique, causing band •
disappearance by changes in stimulus pattern
luminance and brightness distribution relations
P0951 A72-37827
Investigations concerning the problem of-virtnal
contours in visual perception
pOt56 A72-38719
The effects of.simultaneous and .successive
contrast on perceived brightness., * . . . . -
. . ' ' p0552 A72-U4910
. Automated .visual sensitivity tester for , .,
-.determining visual field sensitivity and. blind
spot size • ' . : . . r- . . '
• • fNASA-CASE-ARC-10329-1] P0317 N72-21079
BBITTLEHBSS. . . . ; . . .-,- I
Pure biocarbons for skeletal .fixation of. linb
prosthetic devices, noting load bearing
applications dependence on brittle characteristics
. - . , - , . . P0288 A72-28095
BBOKEH CLOUDS , ' - • .. - ; . - - . - ' -
0 CLOUDS (iETEOROlOGY) • . . ,'j '.- ....
BBOHIBE COBPOOBDS ......
. Biomedical effects on air crews of chemical fire
i suppression agent Balon 1301. ... . .,- ....
/bromotrifluorometbane/ during simulated •
aircraft cabin fires
P0297 A72-28308
BBOSCBI . . - . < - . ,
Quasi-steady creeping flow.in snail air»ays;of
spherical, oblate and prolate ellipsoid and
circulars-cylinder lung models, obtaining Stokes
equations solutions . . . . • . .
... , ,. • - . - , ? - - .. P0231 A72-24U69
Breathing rate response to oral instructions in
relationship to nervous system, bronchial muscle
tonns.and gas metabolism rate reflex-type changes
! , . . - • ' , - . pO«97 A72-U0761
;Degenerative changes in bronchial vessels of
rabbits caused by hypodynamia and hypokinesia
, , , - , ' ' . . P0251 N72-19088
BBOHCHIAL TUBE
NT PHAHYNI . ; . - . . •
Mathematical model ,for flow limitation in •
collapsible tube in relation to pressure in
pulmonary and circulatory system- . -
*• • . , P0121 A72-35972
BUBBLES . ,i . • ' .•.-. • • • • : - . - ,
Ultrasonic transducer monitoring ..of . -•
•:•>• ' decompression-caused gas bubbles in rat thigh
muscle tissue for.decompression sickness time
. .- course development studies- : •
.
 J , . . ''••••• - . p0163 A72-20183
r.: Dynamics.of dissolution of gas bubbles or pockets
- - in-itissues. ; . . * .. • • -
pO«29 A72-37027
Precordial monitoring for pulmonary gas embolism
. , •- and decompression bubbles.
- . . . . . . , .P0156 A72-38710
Bubble .^growth during .decompression and.-allqwable
. -. gas tension in human body
rDLB-FB-71-D81. , . , . -,p0305 S72-20075
BDFFBTIBG ' , . . - - .
" •; Biothermal response of increased core temperature
in rhesus monkey, to.-mechanical:.vibration, .noting
implications for•pilot .performance during-
prolonged buffeting : . • •. •
P0292 A72-28268
BDBNS,(IHJOBIES)
Heat transfer ..through fabrics by-,convection,.-., .-*
conduction,-radiation and vaporization-.related
to skin temperature and thermal.-inlury;
' - P005H A72-13700
.Epithelial follicle ,and mast cell.role in
peroiidase activity-of thyroid-gland during
experimental ;burn development - •, •• ,. :
P0329 A72-29330
BOITBIC ACID • , . ' . .-, . - -
Rapid eye ..movement sleep.-deprivation .and
hyperbaric oxygenation influence on ,- - -
qamma-aminobutyric acid levels in mice brains,
suggesting protective mechanism against .nerve: .(.
ceil oxygen intoxication : •
. . -.'. . • . , ..p016« A72-20191
C-130 AIBCBAPT : , . . • > • > - . - • . .
Development and evaluation of C-130 aircrew ,•
training program based on systems approach
tAD-7270551 • : • . > . • • P0087 N72-1206U
CABIH ATHOSPBEBES . -. - .. - • - . . • i
NT SPACECBAPT CABIN ATMOSPHERES
CO contamination of cabin-and hazard to pilots,
discussing .concentrations,.avoidance, control
.and analysis . . . .....
. . " . . ' . pO'165 A72-20267
-A-75
CABIBS SUBJECT IBDEI
Sealed cabin air regeneration by means of
• • potassium superoxide, noting weight and space
savings . • .
. P0270 A72-2659<»
Insecticide dichlorvos vapor toxicity in aircraft
cabin atmosphere at 8000 ft, studying plasma
cholinesterase activity, erythrocytes, dark
adaptation and bronchiolar resistance
P0312 A72-31082
*' Environmental, medical and acoustic investigations
with underwater laboratory, discussing cabin
atmosphere control, depressurization, health
conditions and sonar operation
P0165 A72-39938
Sampling- of transport aircraft atmospheres to
determine 'health hazards of cigarette smoking to
passengers
P0252 N72-19095
Sanitary and chemical evaluation of water
regenerated from atmospheric condensate by
extraction with amines and alkyl phosphonic acids
pO«81 H72-29056
Toxicology and flammability hazards of insecticide
vapor in aircraft cabin environment' " '.'.
[FS-70-601-120A) P0521 H72-30061
CABIBS
Body measurements and statistical analysis in
designing control cabins
P0191 H72-16021
CADHIDH :
Lead, cadmium, and sulfur dioxide contamination of
vegetation and affected animals
p026« H72-19387
Lead, cadmium, and arsenic concentrations in human
scalp hair and environmental sites 'in Hontana
P0264 H72-19389
CAFFBIHE
Effect of caffeine on athletic performance in 100'
yard dash
[NASA-TT-F-1II5611 p0561 H72-32098
Graf driving machine for determining sobering
effect of caffeine and pervitin on intoxicated
individual
[NASA-TT-P-1U56U1 P0561 H72-32099
CALCIFICATION : •'
Calcium metabolism perturbations in astronauts
under weightlessness conditions and in
immobilized test subjects, noting bone tissue
renewal cycle modification, calciuria variations
and bone calcification . .. - -
P0151 A72-192U5
Calcium metabolism conditions in calcified 'tissues
of rats during a lasting hypodynamia and
thyrocalcitonin administration
pO»91 A72-10432
CALCIOH
Conformal electron interactions in biopolymer and
hypermolecular biological systems, discussing
calcium ions effects, enzyme activity, muscle
contractions and information theory. • -
p01«7 A72-188C3
Total body neutron activation analysis of calcium
in man • .-.
fBNt-16659] pO«71 N72-28064
CALCIOH COIPOUHDS
HI CALCIOH PHOSPBATES
CALCIOH HETABOLISH
Immobilization hypercalcinria, discussing
treatment by diet-induced extracellular volume
depletion and possible pathophysiologic
mechanism of intercompartmental fluid and
electrolyte shift
P0061 A72-1U871
Calcium metabolism perturbations in astronauts
under weightlessness conditions and in
immobilized test subjects, noting bone tissue
renewal cycle modification, calcinria variations
and bone calcification
P0151 A72-192K5
Isolation stress effect on excretory products in
unrestrained chimpanzee, suggesting Ca to P
excretion ratio as physiological stress indicator
TAD-7391167] p0163 A72-20179
Calcium and phosphorus excretion relation to bone
. ' density changes in immobilized Hacaca nemestrina
monkeys
P0281 172-27173
Physiological evaluation of- diastole mechanism in
rat hypertropheid myocardium as function of
heart rate, Ca ion concentrations and temperature
i . P0321 A72-28521
Temperature and extracellular Ca level effects on
• <' mammalian ventricular myocardium force-freguency
relationships, determining contractile tension,
.velocity and phase duration • •: .
i • ' • ' p033» A72-30015
weightlessness effects on calcium and electrolyte
•metabolism from measurements during • Gemini >7
flight, using dietary control and excreta '
collection technigues
• • • • P0375 A72-33552
Comparative study of two direct-methods of bone
mineral measurement.
• -. •..•pO«.10 .A72-315S2
• Calcium metabolism conditions 'in .calcified tissues
• of rats during a lasting hypodynamia and •
thyrocalcitonin administration
. .- ' pO«91 A72-K0432
Calcium metabolisminnder stress and in repose.
P05UO A72-43389
Effects of very low calcium diets .on human calcium
metabolism and osteoporosis development
rHASA-CH-115211) '. y - pOOSO H72-12017
Hetabolic weightlessness effects on calcium and
nitrogen balance in skeletal and muscular
; " ^systems of spacecrew on Gemini.7 -. 'is;,;
' fEXPT-H007] . ... • p0119 N72-14057
Effects of excess calcium imbalance on-human body
." - functions ' • • ' .
fNiSA-TT-F-111551 p0189 N72-16007
Existence of hypocalcemic factor in human thyroids
CNASA^TT-7-1"t3«1] pO<!38 1172-27079
Effect of age on TCT produced hypocalcemia and
hypophosphatemia in rats
' TNASA-TT-P-111358] p0170 H72-28053
Bypodynamia and thyroid hormone effects on calcium
metabolism of rat bones
pO«81 H72-29053
Hypoxia effect on development of morphological and
metabolical changes in skeletal rat muscles
during hypokinesia
pO»81 H72-29051
CALCIOH PHOSPHATES
Process for preparing calcium phosphate salts for
tooth repair
'
::.' fHASi-CASE-EEC-10338] p0567 H72-33072
CALCOLUS • •:•
»T yECTOB ANALYSIS ,
' CALIFOEHIA
Ocean-oriented industry in Florida and Southern
California .
fPB-209281-101 P0536 H72-31135
CALOBIC BEQUIBB1E1TS .
 ;
Evaluation of cardiopulmonary function and work
•^• • performance in man during caloric restriction.
p0490 A72-40423
CALOBIC STIHOLI
Vestibnlar system tests using optokinetic,
caloric, positional and rotational stimuli
' . i ' p0015 A72-11292
Influence of.thermal, osmotic, and chemical
-stimulations on food and'Water intake
.pO»16 .A72-35016
Influence of vestibules.stimulation on segmentary
reflexes in spinal cord
. ... . P0388 H72-2II109
CALOBIHETBI .
0 BEAT BE4SOBEBENT
CALDTBOBS
0 CICLOTBOHS
CAHBBAS
.Camera slit lamp apparatus design for anterior eye
diagnosis in two dimensional and stereoscopic
photography and ophthalmic application
P0059 A72-1U725
Clinical IB thermography with Thermovision camera
for body temperature discontinuity detection,
discussing image resolution
. . ..- p0430 A72-37196
CAHOOFLA6E
• Determining the detectability range of camouflaged
targets.
P0419 A72-35690
CAIADA
Human engineering survey of Canadian VFB air
traffic training base capacity,
[DCIEH-832] , -;- pO«77 B72-28107
A-76
SUBJECT IIDBX CABBOBYDBATB BETABOLISB
CABCEB
Hazard rate of recurrence in patients with
malignant melanoma, investigating survival
; P0020 A72-11713
Lanqs.fibrosis and cancer .caused by asbestos -
fibers inhalation, noting environment control
for protection against workers health hazards
P0265 A72-2S5H8
Hazard rate of recurrence in germinal cell tumors
of the testis. •
.P0511 A72-42U98
Hew cancer therapy treatment techniques using
space dosimetric concepts.
P0553 A72-KS112
••'• Bodgkins disease post-surgery recurrence hazard
rate in flying personnel, developing-statistical
base for decision regarding return to military
flying duty
• - • • ' • ' P0558 A72-«5661
Clinical investigations of cancer prevention,
infectious diseases, body fluids, and
electrophoresis
tOBNt-«683-PT-1] p0014 H72-11078
Glycolysis in fibroblasts of rat embryos infected
with adenovirnses, and oncoqenic adenovirus.type
12. = • •
t!IASA-TT-F--U061J • -P0087 N72-13062
Effect of microorganisms on growth and destruction
of malignant tumors .
fHASA-TT-F-1<:302'| P0383 H72-21072
CAHHDLAE
Pulsatile blood pressure and ECG in squirrel
monkeys, considering catheter electromanometer
system and implanted arterial cannulas long. -
stability . ,.
- p0173 A72-20900
CAPACITAHCE
Stainless steel electrodes resistive and ••.••-.
capacitive properties in contact with saline
solutions of various concentrations and over
extensive freguency range and current densities
pOOt9--A72-12953
Distensibility and stress relaxation
characteristics of capacitance and resistance
vessels of isolated rabbit ear as function of
vasal tone
P0068 A72-15121
CAPE KEIBEDY LADBCB COBPLEI
Effects of dry heat on bacteria spore growth at
125 C at Cape Kennedy •
fHASA-CB-1277681 pO«83 .H72-29075
CAPILLABIES
Qnantitation of serum proteins on'whole -•
blood-electroimmunodiffusion technique
applicable to capillary blood.
p0511 A72-»2«95
CAPILLABIES (ABATOBI)
Bien intravascular effect on plasma carbon dioxide
gradients near pulmonary capillary wall,
discussing free energy reguirements
P0172 A72-20890
Badial diffusion and convection capillary model
for analysis of tissue protein concentration and
colloidal osmotic pressure changes during
transcapillary fluid movement
P0173 S72-20896
Continuous and intermittent maximal exercise
effects on human muscle intracellular and
capillary blood pe
P0231 A72-2««77
Pulmonary capillary bed filling as function of
arterial pressure in prefused frozen dog lungs.
P0232 472-2H180
Vascular-capillary study of age related
angioarchitectonic features of human brain optic
lobe
P0274 A72-26675
Albino rats spinal cord capillaries oltrastrncture
upon hypothermy, noting-endothelial cells
sinking to lower levels from microscopic
observation v
P0280 A72-2730U
Bnman brain stem vascular-capillary network
density and dimensional characteristics
P0321 »72r28U62
Cardiac hypertrophy, capillary and muscle fiber
density, muscle fiber diameter, capillary radius
and diffusion distance in the myocardium of
growing rats adapted to a simulated altitude of
3500 m. •
P0506 A72-U1624
Blood flow, oxygen uptake, and capillary
filtration in resting skeletal muscle.
pOSII A72-12668
CAPILLABI CIBCOLiTIOH
0 CAPILLABY PLOi
CAPILLABT FLOB
Oxygen distribution in human brain under
countercurrent capillary blood flow conditions,
presenting mathematical simulation for transport
in Krogh system
p002<; A72-12037
Quasi-steady creeping flow in small airways of
spherical, oblate and prolate .ellipsoid and
circular cylinder lung models, obtaining Stokes
eguations solutions
P0231 A72-21K69
Open capillaries control mechanism of pulmonary
diffusion capacity, presenting mathematical
interpretation of humoral and hydraulic blood
pressure control
P0233 A72-2»787
Tilt tablettest for.gravitational stress effects
-on human pulmonary capillary blood flow
P0294 A72-28286
Effects of diffusion impairment on 02 and C02 time
courses in pulmonary capillaries.
- P0421 A72-35967
Capillary circulation as a regulator of sodium
'•" reabsorption and excretion.
P0545 A72-13995
1
. Oxygen diffusion under conditions of cerebral
•hypoxia
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-1661] P0562 H72-32108
• CAPTIVE TESTS
HT STATIC TESTS
CABBAHATES (TBADBSAHE)
Synthesis and characteristics of iron
•'PC :- dithiocarbamates based on infrared and Hossbaner
spectroscopy, conductivity measurements,
elemental analyses, and NUB aethods
rHTO-3859-13] p003t H72-10078
CAHBIDBS
Comparison of effect produced on animals by
titanium boride, zirconium boride and chromium
boride with amorphous boron and metallic
compounds of these borides
rNASA-TT-F-11255] P0350 B72-22078
CABBOBIDBATE BETABOLISB
.HT HYPEB6LYCEHIA
, HI BYPOGLYCEHIi - .. «
Insulin injection or carbohydrate.consumption
effects on serotonin and tryptophan
concentrations in rat brains
P0032 A72-128K5
Carbohydrate metabolism, glycolytic ferment
activities and leukocyte size under ionizing
radiation,.showing compensatory bone marrow cell
formation .with leukopenia
.•; • P0056 A72-1t609
Coacervate drops oxidoreductases and stability in
primitive prebiological systems, using
polyphenol oxidase-carbohydrate-histone-guinones
P0062 A72-14784
Daily prolonged exercises effects on human muscle
glycogen utilization, noting reduced lactate
accumulation and increased free fatty acid levels
P0069 A72-15213
Hypertension and blood sugar and lipid level
increase as ischemic heart disease risk factors
P0178 A72-215U2
Isolation-of extremely halophilic
carbohydrate-utilizing bacteria; using acid
formation from various sugars as carbohydrate
metabolism index '
. . . % • '• p0370 A72-32729
Hyocardial lipid and carbohydrate metabolism in
• •' fasting men during prolonged exercise.
pOtOS A72-34347
Substrate utilization and glycolysis in the heart.
P0112 A72-31977
Effect of nicotinic acid on myocardial metabolism
in man at rest and during exercise.
pO«21 A72-35968
Cortico-visceral studies of spinal cord reticular
formation stimulation and destruction effects on
electroencephalogram, cardiac activity and
interoceptive glycemic reflexes
A-77
'CABBOHYDBATESr SUBJECT IHDEI
*'pO!!96-472-40757
•Ca'rdiocirculatory adaptation' to chronic hypoxia.
- • .11=- Comparative study >of myocardial- metabolism
of glucose, lactate, pyruvate and free fatty
• acids between sea level and high altitude
residents. . " • •: ' ' ' ' • • - • • • .
- - ' • ' • • - '• ' ••- P0519 472-43022
Evidence for a.metabolic limitation of survival in
- ~hypothermic hamsters.
• -. - '• . - - . . . - . - • : p0547 A72-44364
Localization 'and .'dynamic changes of glycogen- in
frog retina adapted to darkness or light. I, II.
- . . . . ' • • p0547'A72-44377
-... Effects of atmospheric* composition- on intestinal
• qlucose metabolism; in rats • -. •
t,-• -, • . '." ' p0121 N-72-14071
Low frequency pulsed electromagnetic field effects
on carbohydrate energy and nitrogen metabolism
of living organism. - : . - . ' • -
[JPES-56583] . p0471 N72-28061
•Effect "of continuous noise and vibration on
carbohydrate, fat, and -protein metabolism in-
white rats - ar .-.^ ..: -•-•
fNASA-IT-F-14569} : . it-., i>0560*N72-32090
CABBOHYDRATES
NT ADEHOSINE DIPHOSPHATE (ADP) . - , - ' - , •-.-
NT ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPH4TE (ATP) . ' : -
NT ADENOSIHES , .
' NT .CITRIC 4CID
NT FATS- . • . - ... n.,-'.: .
NT GLOCOSE . . . , •--. rs'
NT 6LICOGENS . . : :. .- •
:. NT NnCLEOSIDES
NT. .SDCROSE. • •• . . -. ..... . <-'•
NT SOG4RS i. • . . -...;. . . . • - • • - :,
Ion.selective accumulation-model of carbohydrates
diffusing through artificial- polymer' membranes,
"relating prebioiogical systems to catalytic
microsystems'. • • • •• s-j.,
• . ' • • • • - , - . : ... •" p0062-472-14788
Synthetic carbohydrates toxicity effects'on rat
-liver-lysosomes application to astronaut
potential food sources • . . - ' . . . - ' '
-P0335 472-30381
. Human plasma free fatty acids relation to -lactic
acid concentration and maximum aerobic power,
noting carbohydrate availability as exercise
,. capacity limiter • ;. - '. •
..: • • .; • pOSOS-472-41520
Toxicological evaluation of synthetic
carbohydrates in liver lysosomes of white rats
.p0387 N72-21102
C4EBOI
 : : ' *) . , . . ' • '
. N T CARBON ISOTOPES • ; - . . . - . . . - .
Carbon compound distribution on moon.-from 4pollo
11 samples, comparing with earth data •" -
.-. . . - - ,-. . p0184 472-22013
.Pure biocarbons for skeletal fixation of limb
prosthetic devices, noting load be'arin'g .
applications dependence on brittle characteristics
•-. ' . . - , .- P0288.472-28095
C4BBOB COMPOUNDS ' .. .. - .
NT CARBIDES . . • • • . • •• •. • . • • ,
NT C4RBONATES . - ' . :• ' . . - -•..--'
HT POLYC4HBOB4TES ... • --.....
C4RBOI DIOXIDE
Human .reaction .to inhalation of gas mixtures .-with
3-9 percent carbon dioxide, ..measuring -- _ •
respiration rates, minute breathing volume,
heart rates, arterial pressures, .etc ^  .... •,•
. . ' -P0099 472-16632
.• Development of a desiccant CO2 adsorbent tailored
for shuttle application.V ^. -. • " . . . ' •• , • •
fASHE PAPER -72-EH4V-11] pO«61 472-39166
Separation of central effects of C02 and nicotine
on ventilation and blood pressure.
 ;" - . •
" • - POU98 472-10918
• -Regeneration of oxygen froa'carbon- dioxide and
water. • .- -— . •
- - P0554 472-45183
: ^  Exhalation, gas exchange, and carbon dioxide .
content in humans:during passive orthostatic tests
• . • P0078 N72-12001
Toxic effect of carbon dioxide-breathing on human
-. - body . • - •• - . . . . . " . .
.. - P0121 N72-14070
Lactate-pyruvate and redox state responses.of •
blood and tissue in chronic hypercapnia .
T4D-7341201 P0314-N72-21057
Plasma- creatine phosphokinase response to
' - hypercapnia • • - -
[40-734126] P0314 N72-21058
"Glycolytic metabolism effects from responses'of
blood -lactate-pyruvate and'redox state tof
chronic exposure to 3 percent C02'
[4D-734122]' ' ;'' pp314 S72-21059
'' '--• Optimization trends and operating parameters of
-' -integral molecular sieve bed heat' exchanger for
C02 control in life support systems for manned
<•• orbital laboratories •
[N4SA-CR-1120211 : P0353 N72-2209U
' Development of flueric-electronic system for
monitoring concentration of carbon dioxide in
't • respiratory gases ' ' • .- •
. • [AD-737003] •• ' : - . P0355 N72-22106
•. Analysis of carbon monoxide absorbing capability
of- soils and plants
' - fPB-205890] p0358 N72-23081
-"-Six-man solid electrolyte oxygen regeneration--
' ".-system for producing 12.5 Ibs oxygen daily by
• electrolysis of C02 and water vapor
[NASA-CR-1120631 ' ' p0485 N72-29083
Digital simulation and experimental evaluation of
C02-H(plus) - control of pulmonary ventilation
[NAS4-CR-127819V 5 - •-•- - - p0521- N72-30056
. CARBON. DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION -
Ventilatory and metabolic responses of-
unanesthetized dogs exposed to various carbon
- -dioxide concentrations at 2 and .18 C, discussing
oxygen uptake relation to cold
• '• -• .-•'•'-• p0022 472-11954
Scute hypercapnia neurotropic effect in rabbits,
describing carbon dioxide inhalation period,
prenarcotic and narcotic stages and recovery phase
• - . - - • : • - . . p0023. 472-12015
Hagnetometer and spirometer ventilation. . '
measurements from chest and abdomen movements
during carbon dioxide inhalation * s -•' •
..:• ' . - ' • - . . • - •
 P0103 472-16790
Hypoxic and-normoxic gas mixture breathing during
intense muscular activity, relating oxygen
- consumption and carbon dioxide elimination .
magnitudes and motor performance ' . '
P0185 472-22081
Human external respiration characteristics changes
•'' -' during: increasing hypercapnia, relating carbon
• dioxide concentration rate to compensatory
mechanisms and endurance
... p0186 472-22084
SSded elastic load tests for thoracic elastance
•' change effects on human response to carbon
dioxide inhalation, using rebreathing technigne
. . . . . . . . . p0285 472-27726
Exercise role in ventilatory acclimatization to
. >' graded hypoxia in goats from carbon dioxide
response curve measurements .- • - •
P0285- 472-27727
Native highlander .and lowlander chemoreflex
ventilatory response to transient carbon dioxide
inhalation at low-and high altitudes ' -.
• • - - • • . p0286 472-27728
: Regression analysis for steady state H2 inequality
- in 02 consumption calculations.
P0409 A72-34542
Relaxation phenomena in the biological carbon
cycle under, conditions of variable atmospheric
C02-content.
P0412 472-34897
Interaction of chronic-hypoxia and hypercapnia
upon blood gases, and acid base status. •
. . . p0417 472-35166
Integrated water vapor electrolysis oxygen
. . generator and hydrogen depolarized carbon
dioxide concentrator development.
[4SHE P4PER 72-ESAV-7] p0462 472-39170
1
 •Changes: in external respiratory rate of men-
exposed to increased C02 concentrations
fNASA-TT-7-14259] p0382 N72-24064
CARBOH DIOXIDE LASERS •' •
Rabbit* and monkey/corneal''damage following- C9
carbon dioxide laser irradiation, discussing
hazard level derivation
[FPRC/13141 ' p0029 472-12413
. - Ruby laser simulation for determining effects of
C02 laser effects .on skin' tissue - -
fAD-735714] • - .; . p0358 N72-23078
CARBON DIOXIDE BEHOVAL
Electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrator
1-78
SUBJECT IHDBI C1BBOB 10BOIIDB POISOBIBG
materials compatibility .to space' shuttle life
support environment, comparing with.LiOH method
i p0009 172-10768
Extravehicular-life support,systems for shuttle,
space station, lunar base and Bars missions,
considering thermal control, carbon -dioxide
.- control and oxygen supply subsystems
- CAIAA PAPEB 72-2311 . p02_31 A72-2«ll«1
-. Bioengineerinq models, of energy and mass exchange
. of algae under varying ambient conditions,
noting mass cultivation possibility for oxygen
regeneration in closed environments
pOU58. A72-38959
Bosch C02 reduction unit research and development.
fASHE PAPEB 72-ENAV-10] . p0161 A72-39167
• Bosch carbon dioxide redaction process for manned
, -spacecraft oxygen recovery, analyzing carbon and
water forming reactions with iron as catalyst
• - [ASHE PAPEB 72-EBA7-9] pOU61 A72-39168
Skylab regenerable carbon dioxide removal system.
, fASHE PAPEB 72-EBAV-UJ pOH62 A72-39173
Determination of oxygen consumption by use of the
paramagnetic oxygen analyzer.
:, . . . pOU91 A72-HOII29
Service life and- performance of one man
, • electrochemical C02 concentrator • -
rNASA-CB-111426] . : '- .. - pOUOI.H.72-2513*
Carbon dioxide- and thermal-control in
.regenerative life support system for • - . . •
extravehicular human protection during advanced
space missions .
POH43 H72-2711H
CABBOB DIOXIDE TBSSIOB
BT HIPEBC4PHIA ' - > .
BT HYPOCAPBIA • '
• Breathing control during speech, noting carbon
dioxide response, hyperventilation. and apnea
p0070 A72-1S218
Bebreathing technigue to estimate human mixed
venous oxygen and carbon dioxide tension changes
- at start-of exercise under respiratory stress
and natural conditions
. P0171 A72-20883
wien intravascnlar effect.on plasma carbon dioxide
.gradients near pulmonary capillary vail,
discussing free energy requirements
P0172 A.72-20890
Isotopic labeled microspheres for cat nveal and
retinal blood flow and oxygen consumption
determination, studying increased intraocular
pressure and carbon dioxide tension effects
P0287 A72-27841
Human centrifuge studies of high positive
acceleration effects on blood oxygenation and
arterial oxygen and carbon dioxide tension
p029H A72-28287
Physiological and subjective responses of
physically fit young men to combined
exercise-carbon dioxide stress tests
• - ... . , p0297 A72-28311
Alveolar carbon dioxide pressure-ventilation
response curve measurement by Campbell
rebreathing method in consecutive daily trials
P0331 A72-29846
. Bebreathinq studies of carbon dioxide pressure
level effect on carbon dioxide content
difference in.arterial blood and alveolar gas
during exercise and rest
POU08 A72-303U6
Respiratory fregnency and alveolar oxygen and
carbon .dioxide tension relationship to
hypercapnia in man
P0421 A72-35965
Effects.of diffusion impairment on O2 and C02 time
courses in pulmonary capillaries.
pO«21 A72-35967
Beproducibility of indirect /CO2/ Fick method for
calculation- of cardiac output. . •
P0421 A72-35971
Experimental studies on the alkali-acid
equilibrium in the blood gases under the chronic
action of low concentrations of lead.
P0551 A72-lt<t82«
CABBOB ISOTOPES
Sinqle breath diffusing capacity and alveolar dead
space measurements for carbon 18 monoxide using
respiratory mass spectrometer
P0069 A72-15215
CABB01 BOIOIIOB
CO hemoglobin concentration measurement in blood
of smokers, nonsmokers and deceased crewmembers
of crashed aircraft
: p0003 A72-10211
Pulmonary functional inhomogeneities effects on
• steady state oxygen and CO diffusing capacity
estimates in gas transfer resistances terms
P0011 A72-10847
Human blood carboxyhemoglobin saturation relation
to inspired air oxygen and CO concentrations
from small closed rebreathing system tests
[AD-7409291 • P006U A72-14863
Single breath diffusing capacity and alveolar dead
space measurements for carbon 18 monoxide using
respiratory mass spectrometer
P0069 A72-15215
Carbon monoxide induced hypoxia inhibition of
reflex vasoconstriction in man in presence of
. • normal arterial oxygen tension
P01S3 A72-19138
CO hypoxia effect .on oxygen transport durinq
exercise, discnssinq changes in cardiac and
- respiratory functions and work'capacity
p0172 A72-20893
Hiqh altitude acclimatization effects 'on human
lung diffnsinq capacity for carbon monoxide at
different oxyqen tensions
p0231 A72-21976
Carbon monoxide dynamics in chlorella reactor
closed environment and in man-chlorella system
at relatively constant level
P0335 A72-30377
Hypoxic pulmonary steady-state diffnsinq capacity
for CO and alveolar-arterial 02 pressure
differences in growing rats after adaptation to
a simulated altitude of 3500 i.
P0506 A72-41622
Influence of a preliminary exposure .to carbon
-
r
 . monoxide on the development of hypokinetic
disturbances in albino rats
• . p05«2 A72-43909
Bematological effects of long-term exposures of
dogs and monkeys to carbon monoxide
fAD-727501] P003H B72-10080
• Carbon monoxide exposure effects on human sleep
patterns and psychomotor performance involving
time estimation, mental arithmetic, tracking,
and vigilance under moderate or high workloads
[AD-727506] P0035 N72-10084
Toxicity of carbon monoxide in confined
environment under hiqh pressure
CAD-727508] p0035 B72-10085
Effect of low concentrations of carbon monoxide on
human behavior and performance
[AD-727509J p0035 H72-10086
Bioloqical effects of short term and continuous
exposure of humans to low concentrations of CO
CAD-727507] p0035 H72-10087
Effects of low CO concentrations-on learned
behavior patterns usinq human subjects
fAD-7275101 p0036 B72-10088
Effects of carbon monoxide on coronary
hemodynamics and left ventricular function in
conscious doq
fAD-727511] p0036 H72-10089
Analysis of carbon monoxide absorbinq capability
of soils and plants
[PB-205890] ' p0358 B72-23081
Stabilization of carbon monoxide metabolism in
man-Chlorella system
P0387 B72-21098
CABBOB BOBOIIDB POISOBIBG
CO contamination of cabin and hazard to pilots,
discussinq concentrations, avoidance, control
and analysis
P0165 A72-20267
Effect of hyperoxic media on the stability of rats
durinq acute carbon monoxide exposure
P0491 A72-UOU37
Expired air as a source of spacecraft environment
carbon monoxide contamination
; P05S3 »72-45120
Pathology in animals exposed to hiqh
concentrations of carbon monoxide for six months
fAD-7275053 p003« B72-10081
Bvperoxia effects'on rat body weight, oxygen
consumption, and tolerance to carbon monoxide
exposure
CABBOH TBTBACBLOBIDE POISOHIH6 SUBJECT IHDEX
- P0t81 H72-29058
CABBOB TBTHAC8LOBIDE POISOHIBG •
Borphological changes in the lanqs and kidneys
during prolonged intoxication of the orqanisn bv
carbon tetrachloride •' • :
1
 " P0453 A72-38035
CABBOIACBOOS 9ETE08ITES
Comet collisions in planetary nebnlae as source of
orqanic compounds in1 universe in preplanetary
era, notinq nucleic acid bases in carbonaceous
meteorites
'• P006U A72-11*802
Prebioloqical food oriqin in carbonaceous me*
teorites? considering extraterrestrial '••
environments, orqanic synthesis and terrestrial
analogs ''
P0064 A72-1I1803
CABBOIiTES ' ' •'
MT POLYCABBOHATES ' •
Acid-base balance shift dnrinq muscular exertion,
determining pH and bicarbonate content variation
by Astrup micromethod
P0113 A72-18062
CABBOIIHEHOGIOBH
Volumetric analysis of blood oxyqen and CO, ''
•shovinq combination with hemoglobin-without
significant molecular volume increase
P0102 A72-16786
Effects of carbon -monoxide on coronary
hemodynagics and left ventricular function in
conscious doq
rAD-727511] P0036 N72-10089
CABBOIYBEBOGLOBIH TEST
Human blood carboxyhemoqlobin saturation relation
to inspired air oxyqen and CO concentrations
from small closed rebreathinq system tests---
[AD-740929] - • pOOSU A72-14863
CABBOITLIC ACIDS ' ' :
HI CUBIC ACID ' •;.'.•
NT LACTIC ACID
HT NICOTIMIC ACID
NT TBIPTOPHAH ' '
CABCIBOGBIS
Collaqenase and collagen content of hairless mice
skin'durinq carcinoqenesis
tHASA-TT-P-1»579l p0562 H72-32105
CABCISOB1
D CABCEB
CARDIAC ADBICIES
Physical exercise effect on ECG atrial recovery
wave duration-and maqnitude in humans with A-V
blocks • ;
P0032 A72-12891
Computerized oesocardioqram for left auricle
mechanical activity examination, comparing'with
catheterization' technique
' ' P0168 A72-20608
CABDIAC VBHTBICLBS
Bight heart ventricle intracardiac • • ' • • •
phonocardiograms, recording pulmonary early
diastolic click simultaneous with artery •
pressure carve dicrotic wave ' - --'•;
p0002 A72-10121
Extrasystolic potentiation of ventricular
contraction effect on doq mitral valve function,
using roentqen videodensitometry
P0012 A72-11036
Paroxysmal sup'raventricnlar tachycardia initiated
by sinus beats in patient, observinq A-V nodal
conduction delay by ECG and electrophysiological
methods •
P0017 A72-11U23
Ventricular ectopic arrhythmias from treadmill
exercise in patients observed during ECG
monitoring '
p0017 A72-1142U
BIS bundle electrocardiography for arrythmia
studies, discussing conducting tissue potential
recording, ventricular delay and block site
determination and electrophysiological effects
of drugs ' •
P0017 A72-11U73
Canine and human ventricular myocardium
microelectrophysiologic studies of
postextrasystolic T wave change relation to
cellular repolarization and contractile
potentiation magnitude
P0017 A72-11174
Human left ventricular volume determined by
peripheral venous scintillation angibcardiograph
isotope method, comparing with X ray method
P0017 A72-11175
Beta-adrenergic and vagal blockage altered
autonomous control effects on left ventricular
function in conscious doqs, noting heart rate,
stroke volume and end-diastolic and end-systolic
diameters
A72-12090
Idiopathic hypertrophic subaortic stenosis
ballistocardiography, measuring ventricular
function by angiography
P0051 A72-13112
'Bxercise ECG correlation to morphological patterns
of selective cinecoronary arteriography and
yentricnlography, revealing significant
information on occlusion and stenosis
' p0052 A72-13178
Ballistocardiographic and angiographic
correlations of ventricular function in patients
' with idiopathic hypertrophic subaortic stenosis
pOOSS A72-14442
Familial cardomyopathy detection by
electrocardioqraphy noting'arrhythmias,
ventricular hypertrophy, abnormal Q .waves and
• intraventricular conduction defects
P0056 A72-1lt«t3
Doppler cardiometry vdetermination of human
cardiovascular velocities in patients with heart
diseases, discussing impaired left ventricular
function detection
P0098 A72-16155
Asymmetrical hypertrophic cardiomyopathy symptoms
simulating mitral stenosis, suggesting
electrocardiography, chest X ray and hemodynamic
studies as diagnostic procedures
P010U A72-17380
Ventricular function determination by. computer
graphic techniques for increasing speed,
accuracy,' reliability and scope of
angiocardiographic analyses determining human
heart dimensions
P0152 A72-19308
Idiopathic snbvalvnlar aortic stenosis
characterized by muscular or membrane
obstruction in left ventricular infundibular,
discussing diagnostic importance for pilots
p016« A72-20189
Continuous transducer measurement of left
•ventricular wall thickness in open chest dogs,
adapting mutual inductance coil technigue
P0173 A72-20897
Vectorcardiographic and ECG diagnosis of left
anterior hemiblock combined with-complete right
bundle branch block, discussing coexisting
myocardial infarction influence
P0182 A72-21850
Ventricular myocardium contractile function
disorder diagnosis by phase coordinate method
with intracardial hemodynamics application
P0187 A72-22186
Ventricular and snperventricular arrhythmias
incidence during maximal treadmill exercise in
normal man, noting age factor and'cardiovascular
disease presence effects
P0221 A72-23272
Intraventricular conduction defects incidence and
mortality in acute myocardial infarction, notinq
left anterior hemiblock.dominance
p0221 A72-23273
Clinical effects on atrio-ventricnlar pacinq
system of electromagnetic weapon detector
systems used for air passenger screening at
airports in air hijacking prevention efforts
P0228 A72-237UO
Human left ventricle measurements, modeling, •
control and simulation for heart monitoring
purposes, describing muscle performance
mathematical model and stress effect prediction
control system
p0228 A72-23924
Left ventricular volume time course from computer
processing of video angiocardiographic data
based on- X ray densitometry measurements
P0272 A72-26627
Electrode system for ventricular 'defibrillation,
- noting current density role and' rounded edge
effectiveness
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SUBJECT INDEX CABDIOGBAPHY
P0272 A72-26628
left ventricular dynamic function in terns of
internal diameter, pressure and flow in dogs at
rest and darinq isoproterenol and metaramijiol
infusions
' . . P0277 A72-26773
Fluid mechanics of left ventricle model with
mitral and aortic valves, shoving ring vortex
relation to diastole and closure
P0277 A72-26775
Biqh altitude hypoxia preadaptation effects on
left ventricle myocardium noradrenaline
concentration in rats with experimental vitium
cordis
P028U A72-27648
Dynamic electrocardiography with analoq computer
program to detect, count and classify atypical
ventricular depolarization complexes
P0293 A72-28281
Heart enzyme activity under experimental
myocardial ischemia in rabbits determined;for
blood, left and right ventricles and atrium
P0321 A72-281(63
Piloting aptitude evaluation from ECG during
hypoxia, considering right intraventricular . •
conduction and-ventricular repolarization
• anomalies
- , P0332. A72-29857
Contractile responses of guinea pig, rat and human
isolated ventricular myocardium to increased
stimulation freguency '
P0331.A72-30IW
Temperature and extracellular ca level effects on
mammalian ventricular myocardium force-frequency
relationships, determining contractile tension,
velocity and phase duration
, P0334 A72-300U5
Quantitative angiocardiography of abnormal left
ventricular function and contractile spectrum in
ischemic heart .disease patients
' .; p0342 A72-3Q968
Radiocardioqraphy method tor ventricular volume
measurements, recording subclavian vein-injected
radioisotope passage through cardiac cavities
P0368 A72-32495
Indicator dilution.methods for ventricular volume
measurements from washout curves, discussing
intraventricular blood mixing,uniformity
. P0368 A72-32496
Left ventricle intracavitv volume measurements
based on biplane angiogtaphic data , .
P0368 A72-32497
Baboon heart endocardial structure dynamic,
• behavior, comparing left ventricle septum and
epicardium contractile force and intramyocardia).
pressure changes '
p0371 A72-32748
Computerized angiographic heart geometry analysis
for three dimensional ventricle models of man
and dog, using Ta markers
P0373 A72-331211
Influence of hyperosmolality on left ventricular
stiffness,
, pOU1d A72-34727
Induction of ventricular arrhythmias by elevation
of arterial free fatty acids in experimental
myocardial infarction.
p041« A72-34997
Acgnired complete right bundle branch block
vith'ont overt cardiac disease - Clinical and
hemodynamic study of 37 patients. ;'
pO«19 A72-35821
A human left ventricular control system mqdel for
cardiac diagnosis.
: , pOi»29 A72-37029
Left ventricular dynamics during handgrip.
: ' p04t9 A72-372U3
Analysis of left ventricular wall motion by
reflected ultrasound - Application to assessment
of myocardial function.
P0450 A72-37U97
Evaluation of left ventricular function by
echocardiography.
pOltSO A72-37498
Determination of systolic time intervals using the
apex cardiogram and its first derivative.
P0457 A72-38817
Echocardiographic determination of left
ventricular dimensions, volumes and performance.
P0457 A72-38819
Determination of the elastic modulus of the
left-ventricle myocardium, with the aid of irray
. kymography
P0158 A72-38940
The mitral apparatus - Functional anatomy of
mitral requrgitation.
. . p0464 A72-:39460
Beiationship of pulmonary artery to left -
ventricular diastolic pressures in acute
myocardial infarction.
P0464 A72-39461
An indirect method for evaluation of left
ventricular function in acute myocardial .
infarction. .
.. P0464 A72-39462
Cardiac hypertrophy, capillary and muscle fiber
density, muscle fiber diameter, capillary radius
and diffusion distance in the myocardium of
growing rats adapted to a simulated altitude of
3500 m. . !
P0506 A72-41624
The standard 12-lead scalar electrocardiogram - An
assessment of left ventricular performance.
p0542 A72-43812
Comparison of ,the vectors of the ventricular
depolarization and repolarization of man during
' immersion in a standing position
P0552 A72-1HI92*
H-V intervals in left bundle-branch block -
Clinical and electrocardioqraphic correlations.
P0558 A72-45690
Clinical and anatomic implications of
intraventricular conduction blocks in acute .
myocardial infarction.
P0558 A72-45691
CABDIOGBAHS
Image processing of diagnostic echocardioqram by
ultrahiqh speed analog to digital converter
interfacing digital computer
p0153 A72-19312
Computerized oesocardioqram for left auricle
mechanical activity examination, comparing with
catheterization technigue
, . P0168 A72-20608
& rapid assay of'dipolar and eitradipolar content
in the human electrocardiogram.
p05«2 A72-43811
The.standard 12-lead scalar electrocardiogram - An
assessment of left ventricular performance;
. . p'05«2 A72-U3812
Automatic volume control for recording complex
signals with broad freguency band on ultrasonic
Doppler cardiograms
1 1
 pOQ78 H72-12007
Application of magnetometer for measuring magnetic
signature of human heart and development of
magnetocardiogram
fPB-201939] p0196 B72-16061
CABDIOGBAPHI . . •
NT BALLISTOCABDIOGBAPHI
HT ELECTBOCABDIOGHAPHI
NT HAGNETOCABDIOGBAPHT.
NT PHONOCABDIOGBAPBT
Human left ventricular volume determined by .
• peripheral venous scintillation angiocardiograph
isotope method, comparing with X ray method
, ' p0017 A72-11«75
• Badiotelemetric cardiorespiratory determinations
during submaximal dynamici exercise
, • ' , , P0028 A72-1213H
Computerized polycardiographic data processing
covering 23 cardiac and respiratory
characteristics, using rabbits data
p0148 A72-18868
Electrophysiological responses to maximum exercise
in healthy humans from polarcardiographic
display of heart vector changes •
P0148 A72-18891
Ventricular, function determination by computer
graphic technigues for increasing speed,
accuracy, reliability and scope of
angiocardiographic analyses determining human
heart dimensions
. p0152 A72-19308
Cardiographic interpretation of computerized
apexo-carotid diagram, using heart-motor pump
comparison
p0168 A72-20607
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C4BDIOIOSI SUBJECT I1DBI
Local and cardiac complications of selective
percutaneous transfeDoral coronary
• arteriographv, notinq hemorrhages thromboses,
embolisms, myocardial infarction* • ...
bradyarrhythmia and ventricular fibrillation
P0222 172-23325
Human left ventricle measurements, modeling,
• ' control and simulation for heart monitoring
purposes, describing'muscle performance
mathematical model and stress effect prediction
control system
P0228 A72-23921
Ear densitoqraph for noninvasive cardiac
performance measurements during physical
, .activities, exercise tests, flight conditions
and for critical patients long-term monitoring
p0265 A72-25500
left ventricular volume time course from computer
processing of video angiocardiographic data
based on X ray densitometry measurements
• , P0272 172-26627
Hunan cardiovascular function'Change as indication
of hypoxic circulatory•stress, using noninvasive
cardioqraphic measurements of cardiac
electromechanical time intervals -'• ':
. ' • . p0280 A72-27170
Hedical monitoring system for enclosed men,, using
ultrasonic Doppler-cardiography for heart rate
determination - '
P0336 A72-30381
Quantitative angiocardiography of abnormal left
- ventricular function and contractile spectrum in
ischemic heart disease patients *
P03U2 472-30968
Calibrated IF acceleration vibrocardiography to
examine hemodynamics indices relation to main
wave amplitudes
. i p0361 472-31313
jpeiocardioqrams and carotid pulse measurements as
indicators of cardiac function and mypcardial
contractility
•- P0368.172-32191
Hadiocardiography'method for ventricular volume
measurements, recording snbclavian; vein-inlected
radioisotope passage through cardiac cavities
, i p0368 A72-32195
Computerized angioqraphic heart geometry analysis
for three dimensional ventricle models of man
and dog,' using Ta markers
P0373 A72-33121
Non-invasive assessment of prosthetic mitral
paravalvular and intravalvular regnrgitation.
P0107 A72-31221
Changes of the mitral echocardiogram with ageing
and the influence of atherosclerotic risk factors.
P0130 172-37031
Analysis of left ventricular wall motion by
reflected ultrasound - Application to assessment
of myocardial function.
, • l ;p0150 172-37197
Evaluation of left ventricular function- by .. j
echocardioqraphy. • ; . '
 ; , - :.:
P0150 472-37*98
• Echocardiography in the diagnosis of congenital
. mitral stenosis and in evaluation of the results
of mitral valvotomy. . - • ' - .
pOISO 172-37199
Determination of systolic time intervals using the
apex cardiogram and its first derivative.
; •• '. . • : P0157 A72-38817
Echocardioqraphic determination of left; ,
ventricular dimensions, volumes and performance.
. , pO<(57 A72-38819
Echocardiographic ^ investigation of heart rate, ,sex
and normal aging' effects on mitral valve leaflet
movement in .healthy subjects
. VP0519 472-113021
Effects of coronary arteripgraphy on mypcardial
'blood flow.
. 1 P0511.A72-13933
Clinicoarteriographic correlations in angina
pectoris Kith and without myocardial infarction.
P0553 472-15010
General index for the assessment-of cardiac
function. •'
•i • ' ' P0553 172-15011
Development of system for processing of cardiac
performance data-.from analog to digital form for
direct entry into computer •
[H4SA-TB-I-2519] •' p0216 H72-18111
CifiDIOLOGI .
Bespiration effects on hnman heart rate
deceleration and biphasic cardiac response in
• aversive.shock conditioning situation '
 ;
P0003 472-10195
Photo-optical techniques in biomedical data
acguisition, discussing cineanqiography and X
ray tomography applications in cardiological '
research worX '; •
•pOIOS 472-17137
Cardiac catheterization practice review, : ?.- •'
discussing pediatric and adult cardiology, 'risk •
redaction, diagnostic aids, relationship to '
radiology and laboratory equipment complexity .:
P0168 47,2-20553
Abnormal ECG in healthy man due to former disease, ,
snbclinical disease, congenital anomalies; • •
hereditary disease or functional aberrations •. ' •'
p0168 472-20571
Atypical ECG of sportsmen, considering •
repolarization disorders dne to ischemia, • ' ••.
lesion, excitability and conduction signs ,< .
p0168 472-20575
Computerized oesocardiogram for left auricle
mechanical activity examination, comparing with
catheterization technique •'• •
. - • : • • . - . . . : p0168 472-20608
Ventricular myocardium contractile function ' •-'
disorder diagnosis by phase coordinate method
> with intracardial hemodynamics application
: • • • * . . - ' ' . p0187 472-22186
Cardiac.cycle intervals measurement' with multibeam
cathode oscilloscope synchronized with '
multichannel polycardiographic automatic
•> recording machine • . '
, •' • • -. •.- -S p0220 472-23192
Clinical reliability and normal/variations'of
Frank ECG computer analysis by Smith-Hyde_ <
> program for healthy and cardiac patients •
. . .
 t . . p0221 472-23271
Hyocardinm biopulse-controlled cardiosynchronizer
as key component of biocontrol systems for
cardiological studies • . . <
. P0269 472-26155
Cardiac membrane pain, sensitivity in vagotomized
i cats under sensitizing acetylcholine influence
durinq reduced cholinesterase '-activity
•- . . . i - . < p0329 472-29329
Exchangeable potassium; in heart disease - • !
Long-term effects of potassium supplements,and
, aiiloride.
; • . . • I , .1 pO»12 472-31932
Acquired complete right bundle branch block ,
without overt cardiac disease - Clinical land,-
hemodynamic study of 37-patients. i
. . . . . - • • • • p0119 472-35821
Work capacity and physiological- responses to <
maximum exercise in 51 year old men in relation
to heart disease and cardiovascular hazard :studies
P0119 472-35822
Eeproducibility.of indirect /C02/ Fick method for
calculation of cardiac output. t
i • > - . ' . i' ;p012T A72-35971
4-human left ventricular control system model for
cardiac diagnosis. , :
- - . pO«29 A72-37029
Byocardiam automatism, excitability/; conductivity
and contractility under cooling,-'noting complete
f
- inhibition at 9-3 deg C
' '• ••-... P0509.A-72-12072
Evaluation of the .pulse-contour-method of••. r
determining .stroke.volume in man. . . .
p0511 A72-13931
Description.of routine cardioloqic program to -
determine flight fitness for German Air Force
p0125 N72-11102
CABDIOT4CHOHETEBS
ECG amplifier and cardiotachometer for exercis.e
studies, using diqital algorithm -for heart rate
computation ..and ECG signal preprocessing for ,R
wave detection .. i • , . • i .
.. p0310 A72-30707
Exercise cardiotachometer with heart rate display
on 'beat to beat basis, R wave recognition . •
circuit and noise linear filtering efficiency
. . , - • ' ¥ . p0314 A72-31092
Cardiotachometer for instantaneous heart .rate .-• ,
.measurement •• .- . • •.
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SUBJECT IIDBI •; CAHDIOTASCDLAB SYSNB
f BASA-CASE-BFS-20284] P0353 B72-22098
Hethod and criterion for evaluating ELF aaqnetic " > .
field interference effects on cardiac pacemaker
function . • '. •-. -'.
fAD-737237] -. . r p0401 H72-25111
CJBDIOTASCOL4B STSTBB
H I AORTA • , - - - . i
HT ABTESIES '- . - .
BT BIOOD VESSELS l . . -•
HT CAPILLARIES (SHATOHY)
.NT CABDIAC AURICLES
HT CARDIAC VEHTSICLES . . . • .
HT CORPUSCLES . . ' , . ' . , -.:
HT DIASTOLE .
HT EPICABDIOH . , • - .
BT EBYTHBOCYTES
HT -GLOHEBULOS -. .. •' > V- •"
HT HEABT . . i • - • • 'i s '< •
HT HEBATOPOI3SIS • • • ' • . . .
HT-BEBATOPOIETIC SYSTEH
HT LEUKOCYTES . : - • . - •- •' . <
HT LYMPHOCYTES • . • • • . - . . - • . • . • -
HT BYOCARDIOH ' • • ••• ' • • ' • ' •!•••
NT 'SETICOLOCYTES
HT SYSTOLE ^ • • • • ' . • .' . • . . . . . ; .
HT THROSBOPLASTIH . , :>..;-•-..
HT VEIHS . . ' • ; - . . . • • • : . ,-:.
'.Lonq tern 'bed rest effect on humans and primates,
detailing cardiovascular metabolic and' •. - . : . • •
musculoskeletal physiological systems >.-••. •
TAD-737557] . > . , . p0012 A72r 10932
1
 .Implanted telemetry development for cardiovascular
research, discussing blood pressure,, flov-arid..'
hydraulic impedance relationships > -. . .
i . ..... • • P0028 A72-12140
In vivo investigation of dogs natural' mitral valve
flow dynamics, developing cardiohemic system
physical model for -data analysis and electrical'
analog simulation > . •
fASBE PAPEB 71-WA/BHF-2] ' P0096 . A72-15949
Hydrodynamic model of human systemic arterial
'•circulation to -test' artificial, heart pumps - •
fASHE PAPEB 71-BA/AOT-131 • ' - :• P0096 -A72-:15954
Doppler ultrasonic probe phonocardiography for •
•human 'cardiovascular velocity measurement,
•shoving (normal tracings and -aging 'effects -. • .
'• • ' • •' • P0097 A72->16154
Doppler cardiometry determination of 'human r r,
. cardiovascular velocities in patients vita heart
diseases, discussing impaired- left ventricular I
function detection i - . . r. *' .
P0098 A72-16155
' Bath'ematical model for blood leucocyte population
changes after radiation' exposure within 'Blair' .'
model leucocytes 'hemopoieti'c to cardiovascular
systems transport I • :. . . , » . • •
• ' • • P0099 A72-16635
Cardiac acceleration by voluntary muscle •
• contractions 'of minimal duration-in men-due to
1
 vagal tone inhibition i ... •-.
P015<4 A72-194U2
Cardiovascular and respiratory responses to . ••• •
intraarterial infection of. K -and Ha ions. in dogs
for 'peripheral receptor site determination
• •' ' • ; , . . . • • • •. P0162 A72-20177
Byperbaric oxygen exposure effect on .
•' cardiovascular system in rats, discussing
pulmonary edema -relation to 'hypertensive left "
• ventricular failure ... -: --; 5 .-
•• ' P0163 172^ 20182
'Control system model integrating human left
ventricle and circulatory system .mechanics and
regulation by central. 'nervous system . i .••,->>-.
' ' P0165 A72-20356
Cardioqraphic interpretation of computerized •• * ' -
apexo-carotid diagram, using heart-motor pump
- • 'comparison
Cardiovascular analog computing circuits 'vith ••'> !
•outputs for left ventricular pressure maximum
rise rate, cardiac stroke volume and'- i- ••' •
atrioventricular conduction time -• •-•' <• ••'•
P0173 A72-20899
Digital simulation of human cardiovascular: system,
noting -blood pressure control by -physiological
reflexes - . .• , . >-.
P0178 &72-21H75
Dynamic orthosynpathetic control of cardiovascular
system, studying efferent element link betveen
antonomic-vasomotor.and cardiac centers and
effector cells . • .
> • • . i : • • • . • • • • . p0179 A72-21518
Cardiovascular system model for.demonstration of
biological-system analog simulation-and
••computation, describing components for heart
pumping action and systemic circulation
. ' . , . . . . , . ,p021« A72-22950
Bybrid computer- simulation of cardiovascular
system in biomedical engineering education
P0214 A72-22U55
'Electromagnetic velocity and flov measurements
techniques application to cardiovascular
patients, discussing utilization problems
. . . - . :
 ;
 ' . • . . ^  D0221 A72-23275
On-line .analog display system for cardiovascular
•'.' functions and beat-by-beat cardiac output
•derived ifrom single aortic blood .flow measurement
. . . . - p0230 A72-21375
Cardiovascular changes produced- by vhole body ^
' ~. ' -vibration-of dogs and pigs, obtaining resonant
• frequencies of organ systems :
-tt ' .' . -i • . p0232 A72-24U8U
Positive acceleration effects on .human '
cardiovascular system during centrifuge .tests,
. • ^ 'studying ECG changes in terms of cardiac rhythm,
;'heart rate and vave .parameters • .- . -'• - •>
• •-. . . -' . :. •.. • p0267 A72-26015
Cardiovascular responses to positive.pressure
r- . oxygen-.breathing from blood pressure and heart
and respiratory rate measurements ' '
 ; •
-.'-!.» • - - . . : . - ,,; p0267 A72-26017
Human cardiovascular .function change as indication
'of hypoxic circulatory stress, using noninvasive
cardiographic measurements of cardiac" .
electromechanical time intervals >. - . . •
P0280 A72-27470
Cat and'rat'cardiac and cardiovascular reflexes
-- response to electric pulse stimulation of
sensorimotor cerebral cortex
• P0284 'A72-276U7
rIMlultivariate algorithms of optimum content and
form for cardiovascular .risk-assessment in • •
pilots and air transport, personnel •-
; - . ; . l ?"p029.1 .A72-28264
' -Clofibrate treatment for atherosclerotic
'•cardiovascular disease prevention along Sabena
flying personnel .:-• - • '
: • .:• p02 95 472-28293
•Physiological effects on anesthetized and
conscious dogs during exposure at 80,000 ft for
different decompression.rates,' discussing
'..:- cardiovascular, biochemical and pathological
-.effects •' - . • - . - ' . .
. . . • , . ' . , -. ' - • :• ,-•;
 P0298 A72-28322
Honinvasive polygraphic technique to assess
cardiovascular responses to intravenous glucagon
1
 infection- . . ". - . •• ' . .
'• P0322 A72-28570'
' -Cardiovascular and respiratory changes in dogs
exposed to acute overheating, relating ECG
changes to adrenergic and hypoxia effects. • '
. V-, - • .' •. ' p0335 A72-30382
Cardiovascular system -functional state elevation
• :during controlled cooling, studying hemodynamic
changes . •.<• .\ >.
' ' • i ; p0336 172-30386
Simulation of the human cardiovascular system -A
model vith -normal responses to-change of
posture,'blood loss, transfusion, and antonomic
blockaded; ' '' - - • ' . • . - . - -,.1 . - ' • . '
.:.•: '.- . •!.' •- 1 -> . • -.-I - • • • - . - p0409 172-34445
-Pathology o£ the cardiovascular system in terms of
.'• the theory 'of 'cortico-visceral interrelations -
. T •• ' 0^496 A72-40756
Hemodynamic reflexes during acceleration stresses,
' '^considering vessel vails, cardiac rhythm, blood
distribution and .sinus carotis receptors • .
.p0508 A72-41?83
•'- The function of external respiration in mental
activity : - . -• .••-. . • • • . • .•'
,'.:. '.- -•.'••.•• • - ' ,p0510 JA72-42234
Hev mechanical device for producing traumatic
shock in dogs - Circulatory and respiratory
responses. :
- . - - . . ' ' • p0511 A72-42490
High altitude;physioloqy:-Cardiac.and respiratory
aspects; Proceedings.of the Symposium, London,
England, February 17, 18, 1971.
i-83 ;
CiBDS SUBJECT IBDEI
p0512 A72-42583
Chronic altitude sickness pathology based on
• anatomical and histoloqical findinqs in abnormal
noantain inhabitants autopsies, comparing vith
cardiovascular system aorphology in nornal people
P0512 172-02586
Limbico-neocortical, cardiovascular and hormonal
systeu vegetative shifts associated vith
emotional behavior response, presenting
nenrogenic stress model for animals '~
p0520 A72-43166
Cardiovascalar system venous part responsiveness
to central -nervous and humoral influences
• - • - p0520 A72-43167
Bervous-emotional stress as a problem of modern
work physiology . ' • ' . '
P0520 A72-43170
Studies on> -weightlessness in a primate in the •'
Biosatellite 3 experiment.
P0540 A72-43388
A large-scale model of the human cardiovascular
system and its application to - '
ballistocardiography. •C A S H E PAPER 72-AUT-Q] ' -'' ' p054i A72-43635
Fhotoelastic analysis of cardiovascular-magnitude
stress pattern produced by flov through
•gelatin-agar vailed channels for analysis of
mechanical stresses on blood vessel vails
• -.- • - p0545 A72-43936
Use of implantable telemetry systems for study of
. Cardiovascalar phenomena.
• - P0545 A72-43996
A special vitamin complex for prophylaxis'of
atherosclerosis in aviation personnel - '
P0546 A72-44153
Experimental development of a method for long-term
•implantation of plastic catheters in different
sections of the cardiovascular system •'
P0553 A72-45118
Longevity and cardiovascular mortality among ' ;••
former college athletes. "•• ' ''v
P0558 A72-45689
Effects of true and simulated weightlessness on ";i
human cardiovascular system - - '
rNASA-TT-P-1l!030] P0033 B72-10073
Effects of carbon monoxide on 'coronary
' hemodynamics and left ventricular function in
conscious >dog *'•
[AD-7275111 ' p0036 B72-10089
Modification of cardiovascular mathematical models
for application to lover body negative pressure ""
response • '. i ... •
 t. • *
fBASA-CR-115243] • . pOOSO H72-12015
nethods for conditioning cardiovascular system
during prolonged weightlessness
fBASA-CR-1246051 pOOSS H72-12051
Effects of pulsatile venous pressure caffs in
cardiovascular conditioning to-postflight * •
orthostatic' intolerance produced by water
immersion< . " • ' •
fEXPT-BOOl] ' • p0118 N72-14054
Response of spacecrev cardiovascular systems to
calibrated vorkloads-during long duration space
flight
CEJPT-H0031 P0119 B72-14058
Cardiac conditions'as factor in evaluating flight
fitness of Air Force personnel • • , •
P0125 H72-14101
Analysis of nonanditory effects of noise on task
performance, cardiovascular system, and general
health of human subjects . • ;
fAD-7284261 P0139 B72-1S080
Electronic circuits for measuring left'ventricular
processes and providing time signals for;
computer monitoring of cardiovascular systeo
• rBASA-TH-X-680011 . • p0191 H72-16017
Application of magnetometer for measuring magnetic
signature of human heart and development of
• magnetocardiogram
fPB-201939] P0196 H72-16061
Design of specialized analog computer, for on-line
monitoring of cardiac stroke volume by means'of
modified version of pressure pulse'contour method
tNASA-TN-D-6658] P0310 B72-20108
Characteristics of heart* rate information during
sleep, and extracting sleep information from
heart rate data " '
flD-7342831 ; • p031U B72-21061
Portable eguipment for detecting myocardial activity
•'TAD-735882]
 :p0318 H72-21084
Baroreceptors as pressure transducers in
. , cardiovascular system
' . fAD-735961] . . P0357 B72-23077
Effects of lover body decompression on cardiac
electric activity in humans
P0387 B72-21104
Subzero cooling method for increasing functional
capacity of hnaan cardiovascular system
P0388'B72-24107
Comparing effects of positive Gy acceleration on
cardiovascular and respiratory functions in dogs
under normal respiration in air, and when
totally immersed in oxygenated fluorocarbon
rHASA-CB-127262] p0438> B72-27078
Effects of bromotrifluoromethane inhalation 'and
epinephrine challenge on cardiovascular system
fAD-739699] p0441 H72-27098
Hybrid real time simulated mathematical models of
human cardiovascular system
' ' [HASA-CR-2084] P0468 B72-28039
Computer analysis of cerebrovascalar system
response during exercise, atri'al pacing, and
drug injections ' . ' ' '
' fAD-7377471 " " p0472 H72-28068
Behavior analysis of mechanical, model of systemic
circuit 'of human cardiovascular system . '
fAD-738583] : ' p0479 B72-28119
Biodynamic models for monitoring 'changes in'human
'•'" cardiovascular system caused by impact shocks
[AD-740459] p0526 B72-30098
Effect of vibration on blood flow and pressure in
:
' major 'arteries of dogs
IAD-710466] • •' ' 'p0527 H72-30104
Effects of prolonged bed rest on physical work
capacity,' tilt-table tolerance, and urinary
calcium excretion ' ' •
>• [BASA-TT-P-14342) p0559 B72-32085
Framinghaa indicators* for detecting potential
coronary heart disease susceptibility in third
"' • ' class'airman population
[JAA-AH-72-26] p0571 H72-33099
CARDS - • '
Evaluation of programmed instructions for visual
• aircraft recognition training of personnel
• ' '-'[AD-739521J p0480 B72-28122
CABOTID SIIDS REP1EI
Carotid sinus coanterpressure as baroreceptor
' stimulus'in intact'dog, recording arterial
pressure response in closed loop gain
• . TAD-7398051 P0154 A72-19439
Case-report.of pilot near-syncopal -episode with
bradycardia due to hyperactive right carotid
7'..'•" sinus reflex - -^ •'
• • • ' • ' , > p0283 A72-27487
- - Pressure chamber training effects on rats chain
motor reflexes hypoxia adaptation, noting
sinocarotid receptors importance in
- compensatory-adaptive' reactions ' '
: • ' . • ( • ' • p0323 A72-28641
Venous responses to stimulation of carotid
chemoreceptors by hypoxia and hypercapnia.
. - . - • - i : p0422 A72-36025
Hemodynamic'reflexes during acceleration stresses,
considering vessel walls', cardiac rhythm, blood
•- ' distribution and sinus carotis receptors
- ' '• pOSOS A72-41983
Carotid rate role in brain protection against
' extreme elevations of systemic blood pressure,
presenting goat cerebral blood flow measurement
procedure' • '
:•' ' - - . . - . ! • • • p0514 A72-42671
CARRIER SOBIL1TT • ' 1 '
;
 M ELECTROB HOBILITI
CARTRIDGE ACIDATBD DEVICES ' "
D EXPIOSIVE-DEVICES ' ) • . ! . • ' •
CASCADES (FIDID DYBAHICS) ' '
0-FLUID DIHABICS
CASE HISTORIES - '
Case report on compensated hemolytic anemia
associated vith Gilbert syndrome, discussing
implication in aviation
> - i ' ' ' '- P0016 A72-11299
Case history of student aviator vith psychosomatic
Lymphogranuloma venereum related to vestibnlar
apparatus '
. . ' - P0020 A72-11712
»-84
SUBJECT IBDEI C1TITI BESOBATOBS
Fainting, prevention in flying personnel, ...
discussing constitutional susceptibility,.health
irregularities, alcohol, heavy socking, lack of
sleep, emotions and oedical histories . .
. . . . . . p0054 A72-13722
ECG, physical exercise and. drug use in diagnosis
and aeromedical evaluation of supraventricular
arrhythmias, presenting case histories 'of pilots
with wandering cardiac pacenakers
fAD-74.0987] . p0228 A72r23741
. Case report of fighter pilot disorientation
episode during night flying exercise, suggesting
psychological stress factor . . - '.
. p0267 A72-26019
Case report of pilot near-syncopal, episode with
bradycardia due to hyperactive, right carotid
sinus reflex ..
. ' . ' . . , • P0283 A72-27487
,,. Case report on dive deconpression induced :
maxillary sinus barotrauma due to sinus pressure
buildup caused by ostium blockage ,
P0511 A7.2-42497
CATABOLISH . . . .
Oxidative catabolism of pyruvate to acetyl
coenzyme A i n yeast cells . 1
r»iSiTTT-F-13909l p0568 H72-33077
CATALASB : ., - . . . , . . ... . ,! ,
Erythrocytes catalase activity and number, content
•. relationship in human and albino rats blood,'
discussing compensatory effects.
' - , p0112 A72-18060
CATALYSTS • ,
Bosch carbon.dioxide reduction process, for manned
spacecraft oxygen recovery, analyzing carbon and
water forming reactions with iron as catalyst
CASBE PAPEB 72-EBAV-9] , ,..,,pOt61 A72-39168
Catalysts for oxidation of vapor-gaseous phase,
formed during pyrolysis of human wastes
, , . '.','.' p0123 H72-14084
Catalytic effect of.cobalt powder on sodium
chlorate candles as source of oxygen
. ~1x p0445 .H72-27131
CATALYTIC ACTITIM . . . . . .
Catalytic oxidation of gaseous products formed
during thermal treatment of human wastes,
considering hopcalite, Cu-Cr, Cu-Co, Pt and Pd
. p0101 A72-166H6
CATABACTS . v.,, . ..
Cataractogenesis from microwave radiation ,
exposure, discussing, protection, legislation^, and
western and soviet literature review
.->-.",• , • . p0110 A72-17877
Belative biological effectiveness of-, 3-GeY proton
beams in producing cataracts.in rabbits
fCEA-COHF-17821 .pO137,H72-15072
Hicrowave'radiation effects in cataract development
[.AD-730922] . , . ...;.. ,p0199 H72T17043
CATECBOLiHIHE . , . . .. .,
HT EPIHEPHBIME " , '. . " .. ' , . .
Byocardinm catechplamine level reduction by heart
hyperfnnction from aortic coarctation during
moderate thyroidin doses .
,y, p0169 A72T20622
Inhibitive effect of immobilization on urinary
cathecholamine eicretion and blood-plasma
thyroxine level in rats .
 : .
, . . P0216 A72-22648
Sleep deprivation effect on circadian rhythms in
human performance, psychological fatigue ;
ratings, catecholamine- excretion, and urine flow
. . P0276 A72-26692
Hyocardial infarction stress effect on serum
cortisol, plasna free fatty acid and urinary
catecholamine levels *-• . v;i ... ••
. 'p0278 A72-26787
Parachutist biomedical responses in-aerial tow at •,
110-175 knots,'determining heart:and respiration
rates and urinary catecholamines
 A •* • - ..-.-; >•. ••
p'0292 A72-28272
Changes of the catecholamine content in the, brain.- >
of albino rats under overstrain caused by
running in a rotating drum - , - .
POU53 A72-38034
Adrenaline and noradrenaline metabolic stages and
production mechanism under various physiological
and patholoqical conditions,.noting application
to flight emotional stress detection -
' '. p0501 A72-41196
Dnresponsiveness of pial precapillary vessels to
catecholamines and sympathetic nerve stimulation.
... . p0507 A72-IH934
Prediction of vegetative reactions to extremal
actions on the organism
. . ' p0509 A72-42168
The effect of hypoxia on the coronary blood flow
in reserpiuized.dogs. . ...
P0549 A72-44562
CATBETEEIZATIOH .
Cardiac catheterization practice review,
discussing pediatric and adult cardiology, risk
reduction, diagnostic aids, relationship to
. radiology and laboratory egoipment complexity
. p0168 A72-20553
Pulsatile blood pressure and ECG in squirrel
monkeys, considering catheter electromanometer
system and' implanted arterial cannulas long
stability
p0173 A72-20900
Local, and cardiac complications of selective
percutaneous transfemoral coronary
arteriography, noting hemorrhages thromboses,
embolisms, oyocardial infarction,
b'radyarrhythmia and ventricular fibrillation
,:, . P0222 A72-23325
Space medical nrological problems from experience
with Biosatellite 3 monkey,, discussing closed
catheter conduit system, urinary calcium changes
. in immobilized aniaals and urinary diuresis
p0226 A72-23728
i; Analysis of intracavitary electrocardiograms
through a saline bridge in the diagnosis of
cardiac arrhythmias.
,• , • . P0549 A72-44559
Experimental development of a-, method for long-term
implantation of plastic catheters in different
sections of the cardiovascular system •
P0553 A72-45118
CUHODBS ..
HT COLD CATHODES
CATIOHS ,'
HT HETAL IOHS . .
Exchange diffusion process contribution to hnman
red blood cell transmembrane cation movement
froo sodium tracer influx studies
P0371 A72-32746
Effect of direct application of K,-Ca, Bg, and Ba
ions on body temperature and sweat secretion
. tHASA-TT-F-14545] , p0560 H72-32095
CATS..- . . - . • , - •
Gain control of cat retina rapid light adaptation
process to attenuate signals reaching retinal
ganglion cells fron photoreceptors
• . p0280 172-27299
Dynamics of corticograms and subcorticograms of
cats during sleep, awakening, and wakefnlness
[HASAT-TT-F-14068] p0081 H72-12022
Electrophysiological excitability changes in
visual system of anesthetized cats in response
to flash signals
P0133 S72-15043
Besponses of anesthetized cats to acoustical
stimuli imposed on auditory cortex
. CiD-730191] p0140 H72-15091
Quantitative characteristics.' of auditory cortex
response in anesthetized cats to sound from
different directions
fAD-730192] - . p0141 H72-15092
Gravitational stress effects on<neurons in
antomons nervous ganglia of cats
• . , - • " • • : p0249 H72-19077
iVisual evoked.potential changes of chloralose
anesthetized cats in hyperbaric atmospheres ,
TAD-733416) . p0254 H72-19112
Hypothermia in cats during physical restraint and
accompanying decrease in heat production and
increase in heat loss'..
CAD-735883] • p0384 B72-24083
CAVITATIOH . .
0 CAVITATIOH FLOW .
CAVITATIOB FlOW, . . . . .
. Dltrasonically produced cavitation events -
correlation to amoeba cells number decrease
under 1 HHz irradiation
. •' . p0073 A72-15299
CAVITI BESOHATOBS
Cochlea enclosed two dimensional cavity potential
flow model for fluid mechanical theory of hearing
A-85
CDC 'COHPDTEBS SUBJECT IBDBI
p0230 A72-2B295
CDC COBPOTEBS " • • ' . ' . . .
Automated,Hospital information management system
operations manual and system program listinq
rNASA-TH-X-'657»7] " '.-''.". p003« S72-10077
CELESTIAL BODIES . - • - . • -
HI CABBONACEOUS BSTEOBITES " ' .
HT COMETS ' ' ' ; ' *
HT BASS (PLANET) '' . ""•' '
HT'PLABETS ' ' .
CELESTIAL HAVIGATIOS' "
Orientation, of nocturnally migrating birds based
on'reference to stellar positions and sky rotation
. - . . . - , . . P0397 S72-25074
Analysis" of.pattern recognition Capability of
, migratory birds..and .manner'of orientation with
''stellar presentations "' ". '
P0397 S72-25075
CELL DIVISIOl "
Euqlena ceil .division 'timing control .by'endogenous
. circadian rhythm, shoving direct entrainment'by
low frequency dark-light cycles .
p0157 172-19539
Cell proliferation in lungs of mice exposed to
elevated concentrations of oxygen. .",'_'.. '
.pbl09 ;i72^3USU8
Effects of ultrasonic waves on reproductive '*.
integrity of mammalian cells cultured in vitro
[NASA-CB-128356] p0567.H72-33073
CELLS (BIOLOGT) ' ' ' ;
HT AXONS
HT C1BBOXYBEBOGLOBIH , '
HT CHBOBOSOBES " ' : • • - . • • • - • : • ' •
HT COLLAGEHS ' ' ". ' , ' "
HT COBPDSCLES - . •' • ,
BT ZBYTHBOCYTES ' ' "'" ' "" '''' ' '•'
HT FIBBOBLASTS
HT HEHATOPOIESIS' ' " ' " ' ' .
HT HEHOGIOBIH ' " :' . ' ' : .'
NT LEUKOCYTES ' '"'
HT LYBPHOCTTES - . ' - • • " •••••- .
HT HITOCHOHDBIA . < • ..
NT HEUBONS
HT OXYHESOGLOBIH '. "
H T BETICULOCYTES ' " ' ' • • ' • . . . . • • .
'space flight biological effects on lysogenic ,,
bacteria and' human cells in culture ' " '
" - ' . ' • " ' p0004 'A72-10365
., .Ihree dimensional organization of spherical
colonies formed by L5178Y cells grown in soft
aqar cultures from .liqnt and scanning'electron
.microscopy'' . " ' ' ''
 ( .
' .;' " ' .'" ..' p0013 A72-11039
Neurosecretory cell functional activity of
supraoptic and paraventricular hypothalamic
nuclei in'rats after electrical stimulation of
midbrain reticular'formation
" ' ' ; , ' : " ' ,i>0021 A72-11759
Foresight, forecast 'and prognosis concepts in
physiology, discussing intuition role and
relation between molecular and cellular
processes ana organism activity ' ' '"'
' . ", ".. , '•.' : ' p0029 A72-12346
Free radicals participation in cell membrane
biopotential generation mechanism, comparing
properties of .protein .molecules with
semiconductors • . ' '
' ; ' '
 t: • '
 :p0029.A72-12348
Nucleic acid, protein and cell primordial
sequence, ribosomes and genetic code for life
origin,'discussing experiments on, homopolyamihe
acids reaction with nononncleotides' "
. , , , - . . - . - - 'p0061 A72-1I1775
Bereditary endosymbiptic model of microbial
evolution'of'Precambrian prokaryptic and
eukaryotic cells ,
' " '"' ' p006« A72-11800
' •' Ultrasonically produced cavitation events
correlation 'to amoeba cells•nunber'decrease
--under 1 HH'z-irradiation '' -' ' ' '"
- p0073 A72-15299
Oriqin and development of plasma membrane derived
invaginatipns'in Tinea 'rosea, observing
:
 endocytosis in plant cells' -
' " ' p0095 A72-15810
' Soynz 5 satellite vehicle space flight factors
effect on chlorella cells,'investigating .
survival rates and'mutability
P0102 A72-16776
Synaptic contacts in vertebrate retinas, reviewing
bipolar terminals, ganglion cells and amacrine
responses from electron microscopy
P0107 A72-17719
.Betinal ganglion cell spikes timing in mammalian
retina, using electroretinography and computer
analysis
P0107 A72-17721
Thalamus functional and organizational anatooy
studies froa improved neurophysioloqical
research methods, emphasizing cytoarchitectural
differentiation functional significance''
P0165 172-2027H
Cellular evolution investigation using molecular
biology, microbial physiology and ecology
- . p0181 A72-22011
Biological cell sorting by differential
fluorescence generated electric signals via
laser beam illuminated liquid stream
p0222 A72-23403
Continuous and intermittent maximal exercise
effects on human muscle intracellnlar and
capillary blood pH
P0231 A72-24177
Thyroid and adrenocortical hormonal state effect
on cell number and functional maturation,of
..brain, discussing neurogenesis in infants
-' • - • p0280 A72-27298
Albino rats spinal cord capillaries ultrastracture
upon hypothermy, noting endothelial cells
sinking to lower levels from microscopic
observation
P0280 A72-27301
Irreversibility mechanism in postpartum ductus
arteriosus closure in guinea pigs, studying
vessel cellular changes and smooth mnscle
'response to oxygen pressure
P0287 A72-27826
Rat vena porta muscle cells spontaneous activity
intensified by direct current depolarization and
inhibited by hyperpolarization, noting effects
of calcium'and sodium ions
P0322 A72-28638
Epithelial follicle and mast cell'role in
peroxidase activity of thyroid gland during
experimental burn development
' P0329 A72-29330
Interval scanning photomicrography for recording
growth of microbial cell populations during
incubation
• , p0330 A72-29709
Synthetic carbohydrates toxicity effects on rat
liver lysosomes application to astronaut
potential' food sources
P0335 A72-30381
Organ cell lysosomes polymorphic properties and
'formation by Golgi complex, discussing role in
nenrocyte structure restitution following gamma
irradiation
P0337 A72-3059H
Potassium; sodium and calcium ion distribution in
skeletal muscle subcellular organoids,'
. discussing lipid, protein and nucleic acid binding
' p0338 A72-30670
Gravity effects on plant organ' orientation with
respect to force direction from Chara rbizoid
cell statoliths
P0366 A72-31932
Dynamics of secondary vacuole movement within
cytoplasm of Tradescantia virginiana hair'cells
, P0367 472-32350
.Soyuz 5 satellite vehicle space flight factors
effect oh'chlorella cells, investigating . /
survival'rates and mutability
' ' pO"> 17; 472-35279
Lipid composition of growing and starving cells of
Arthrobacter crystallopoietes.
"' p0119-172-35835
Biomembrane hydration mechanism of Ha-K ion pump
of living cell based on fractionation at air-sea
interface
P0424 A72-36441
Acceleration stress tolerance dependence on
electron or ion transport across cell surface
activation energy barrier, studying rat survival
times ' '.
P0425 A72-36448
Freeze etching techniques in electron microscopic
investigations of biological cells molecular
»-86
SUBJECT IHDBI CBJTBAL IBBVOOS SISTB1
structure
P0426 A72-36829
Computerized statistical simulation of automatism
. of spontaneously active smooth muscle strip,
neqlectinq individual cell spontaneous activity
' POA52 A72-379H9
Receptive fields of units in the visual cortex of
the cat in the presence and absence of bodily
tilt. . .
pOISS A72-38646
Adaptability limits on protein-nuclein-water life
under exbbiological extremal conditions,
considering macromolecnles,' extraterrestrial
life search and origin
1
 ' p0458 A72-38958
..Book - Energy metabolism of human muscle.
P0464 A72-39700
Biological rhythms origin and mechanisms,. '
discussing 24-hour cycle, snbcellular biological
clock and rhythm disruption effects in' .
speblogists, astronauts and pilots
' P0508 A72-41985
Effects of simulated space vacuum on bacterial
cells.
. ' " . . P0541 A72-H3395
Intracellular.potassium in cells of the distal
tubule.
. ..,. . . ;:; ' pOSSS A72-45231
Human blood monocytes - Stimulators of granulocyte
and mononuclear colony formation in vitro.
p0556 A72-45374
Hypoxic and illuminative effects on diurnal rhythm
of erythropoietic mitosis in bone marrow of
guinea pigs
' P0121'H72-14069
Physiological photoconductivity effect in
pigmented'epithelial eye cell during action'of
visible light
POT31 872-15048
Aerospace environment effects (noting
weightlessness and bioevolution) on planets,
cells, and frogs observed in Gemini and'
.Biosatellite experiments
rHASA-Tn-X-675051 . p0192 N72-16032
Adaptation of cells to aerospace environments
noting cell renewal, regulation, and limitations
P0193 H72-16040
Effects of weightlessness on cellular systems
, , P0194 N72-16045
Differentiation of cultivated mosquito cells
... . P0194 H72-16048
Development of algae, nerve cells, and amphibia
eggs applied to space flight
' P0194 H72-16049
Effects of cosmic rays on cells and aging action
of heavy ions on cerebral cortex
;' P0194 .H72-16051
Human blood:'cell dose-response relationship to
total body irradiation
P0208 H72-17631
Effects of high energy protons on erythropoietic
stem cells and'radioprotectibn by chemicals
determined with laboratory mice
P0209 H72-17686
Reaction of mouse epidermal cells to heavy
particle radiation using helium, lithium, and
carbon ions
P0210 H72-17688
Classification of two.fungus.strains as
Aphanoascus Zukal or Anixiopsis Hansen
fNJSi-TT-F-140921' P0239 H72-18065
Automatic histocompatibility testing of cells
fNASA-CB-1255901 ' '*p0248 872-19071
Experinents with invertebrates, plants; and .
cellular systems on Biosatellite 2'flight
C.HASJ-SP-2041 . .
 ; p0301 H72-20048
'Effect of weightlessness and spacecraft
., environment on spontaneous and radiation induced
somatic mutation rates and cytoloqic changes in
Tradescantia ' ' '
fEXPT-P-11231 ' P0302.H72-20054
ffeiqhtlessness effects on single cell, amoeba
'Pelomyxa carolinensis
f.EIPr-P-10351 * ' ' . " . ' P0303 H72-20061
. Effects of high altitude on cellular and energy
metabolism in rats ' '
fAD-73«9331 P0315 S72-21064
Electrophysiology of embryonic rat surface cells
stimulated" by, protein fraction of fetal-calf serua
[HASA-TT-F-14306] p0382 H72-24071
Toxicological evaluation of synthetic
'carbohydrates in liver lysosomes.of white rats
' .. .; . p0387 H72-24102
Delineation and analysis of mechanisms of oxygen
toxicity at cellular level
. fAD-712443] . p0523 B72-30077
Alkaline phosphate activity of adrenocortical.
cells in tailed newts . . "
fHASi-TT-F-14577] P0561 H72-32104
Bibliography on influence of ionizing radiation
dose rates on cells and organisms . ' .
fPB-209804] .. P0570 H72-33093
CBHTEB OF SBiTITI "
Simulated gravity environment tests of vertical
•lump features, recording work performed, body' *
center of gravity upward velocity, potential and
kinetic energy changes . •
P0282 A72-27479
Instrument for recording position of center of
gravity projection in horizontal plane
fAD-739439] ' p04<16 H72-27136
CESTB1L SEBVOOS STSTBB '
HT BBAIH .
HT BSilH STEH . ..,'',' . .
BT CEBEBEL1DI1 •• . • . .•
HT CE8EBBAL COBTEI
HT CEFEBBUI! ... ..".'_""' '' •' "
HT HIPPOCAHP0S -. - - . - . . .
HT SPIHAL COED •
HT SPIHE . • '
HT THALABDS .
Book on hibernation and hypothalamiis covering
central nervous systea regulating mechanisms,
biologic rhythnicity, migration, ' " .
thermoregulation, torpor, human implications, etc
P0003 A72-10169
Receptor activity control from clinical
physiological and electrophysiological
observation data analysis, noting central '
• nervous system role and feedback and self
adaption capabilities . -. • -
. • ' p0017 A72-11543
Bat central nervous systen oxygen toxicity seizure
susceptibility relation to circadiah rhythms
P0064 A72-14867
Short and long term mental and physical work
effects on central nervous system and motor
apparatus in young people
P0071 A72-15230
Conditioned reflex as component of artificial
conditioned-natural unconditioned reflex system
. ,,controlling adaptive behavioral patterns, noting
contribution to complex nervous.activity
understanding r • ~ : '• .
' . ' . " ' .
 ;
' •/ P0073 A72-15582
Cat mean renal nerve activity modification by
hypothalamns stimulation and baroceptor reflex
interactions, discussing mean aortic pressure
variation effects • , '. ' '
• • . ' ; . ' . . . •', . p0075 A72-15722
Aeromedical diagnostics'for aircraft pilot hearing
sense tests, considering cockpit environment and
stress-produced impairments in central -nervous
systen
. • . ' p0102 A72^16781
Control system model integrating human left
ventricle.-'and circulatory system nechanics and
regulation by central nervous system
. , ,p0165 A72-20356
Entropy effect in t»'o dimensional conditional
reflex' decision situations upon rats central
. nervous analysis-synthesis processes
' , . p0170 A72-2Q661
Central nervous plasticity and stereotypy
intercorrelation in' conditional reflex two
dimensional decision situations
;ip017p A72-20662
Brain structures .role in fixation, of'.temporal
relationships in information aenocy function of
central-nervous system •
. p0181 A72T21836
Central nervous system pharmacology, discussing
somniferous, narcotic and neurotropic substances
effects on brain activity
P0181 A72-21841
Electrocorticograph monitoring of central nervous
system state in doqs reanimated by artificial
blood circulation after prolonged'clinical death
4-87
CEHTBAL IEBVOOS SISTEH STIHDLAHTS S0BJECT IHDBX
• by drowning
P0289 A72-28215
Central nervous system symptoms and simple bends
in qas decompression sickness cases dnrinq OSAF
operational flyinq
P0293 A72-28283
Proton irradiation effects on monkey central
nervous system, shotting inflammatory reaction
and nenroqlial astrocyte qlycoqen accumulation
P0331 A72-29833
Human and animal central nervous system repair
processes .for brain damaqe caused motor function
disturbances
P0345 A72-31100
Effect of a magnetic field on the nervous system
POH15 A72-35010
Benropatholoqical evaluation of monkeys exposed to
body-alone I-radiation.
P0424 A72-36439
Manipulation of projected afterimages by means of
. the physiological theory imposed on the observer.
p0428 A72-36920
Reflex and conditional movement observation of
central nervous system function restitution in
Hacaca mulatta monkeys with cortical lesions,
• studying pathological forced grasping
. . . p0429 A72-36977
possible ,role of supraspinal formations in the
fixation of trace alterations at the segmental
apparatus level of the spiaal cord
P0494 A72-40592
participation of supraspinal structures in the
formation and control of a system of arbitrary
cyclic motions of man . >
P0494 A72-40594
Breathing rate response to oral instructions in
relationship to nervous system, bronchial muscle
tonns and gas metabolism rate reflex-type changes
P0497 A72-<i0761
The functional orqanisation of object directed
human intended-movenent and the forminq of a
mathematical model.
P0504 A72-41422
Electrophysioloqical analysis of defense reflex
and unconditioned reaction and conditioned
• siqnal analyzers in nodal mechanisms of
functional system /afferent synthesis, decision •
makinq, correction, etc/
P0506.A72-41675
Effect of vibration on the permeability of the
blood-brain barrier
pO-508 A72-42070
Cardiovascular system venous part responsiveness
to central nervous and humoral influences
P0520 A72-43167
Studies on weightlessness in a primate in the
Biosatellite 3 experiment.
P0540 A72-43388
Effect of exposure to extremely lov frequency
magnetic fields on central nervous system of
squirrel monkeys
[AD-731994] P0201 H72-17053
Effects of long term ELF magnetic field exposure
on central nervous system of squirrel monkeys
CAD-735456] P0351 H72-22084
Heterostatic theory for brain functions and
artificial adaptive systems
rAD-742259] P0523 N72-30078
Low level microwave radiation effects on central
nervous system and vestibular apparatus
CB-983-BC] . .P0530 H72-31095
Effects of sleep deprivation and work-rest cycles
on human performance and automatic and central
nervous system
rAD-741939] P0532 872-31101
Bole of hiqher sections of central nervous system
in motion sickness
tAD-7424091 P0565 H72-32133
CEBTBAL 1EB70US SISTEH STIBOLAHTS
'The simultaneous action of stimulants and
. tranquilizers on the efficiency of a human
operator
P0544 A72-43923
CE1TBAL PBOCESSIBG OBITS
Control center relation to process control
computers in production engineering, discussing
information flow and communication in man
machine systems
pO.454 A72-38310
CBSTBIFOGAL FOBCE
Beasurement of visual reaction time in positive-
and transverse centrifugal force
CHASA-TT-F-14000] p0043 B72-11071
CBBTBIFOGES
HT HOBAB CEHTBIF0GES
Construction of animal centrifuqe, and
relationship between discrioinability of q
differences and location along effective weight
continuum
fHASA-CB-127067] p0431 H72-26043
CEHTBIF06IIG
Talsalva and H-1 maneuvers acceleration tolerance
protective effects dnrinq hiqh-q centrifnqinq
with and without anti-q suits '
p0298 A72-28318
CEHTBIF06IB6 STRESS •
Chronic centrifnqation effects on rat deep body
temperature by implant biotelemetry, comparing
with body mass and food consumption changes
P0028 A72-12089
Histological examination of transverse
acceleration stress effect on inner ear
development of gestating rat embryos
P0167 A72-20446
fligh gravity environment exposure effects on
gravity preference in chronically centrifuged
rats, showing dependence on reference level? •
P0170 A72-20787
Positive acceleration effects on haman
cardiovascular system during centrifuge tests,
studying ECG changes in terms of cardiac rhythm,
heart rate and wave parameters
. p0267 A72-26015
Pulmonary atelectasis and arterial-venous shunting
and heart displacement prevention during
centrifuging of dogs breathing oxygenated liquid
fluorocarbon in water immersion respirator
P0270 472-26609
Bed rest and centrifnging effects on human plasma
thyroid hormone level, discussing total protein,
albumin and thyroxin binding.globulin .
concentrations •
. .p0281 A72-27477
Centrifugation tolerance reduction after 14 days
bed rest with moderate exercise, determininq
rehydration effects
P0295 A72-28295
Heck proprioception effects and otolith organ
activity in perceived visual target elevation
under centrifnqinq stress
. . P0296 A72-28305
Orqanism response to extreme overload factors, .
discussinq centrifuqing and vibration stress
effects on mean swimming time and
post-irradiation survival time in mice
P0375.A72-33554
Effects of combined 0-G simulation and
hypergravity on eggs of the.nematode, Ascaris
snnm.
[DF7LB-SOHDDB-225] p0409 A72-34547
Stress and adaptation responses to repeated acute
acceleration.
• • :p0410 A72-34729
Hypothermia and resistance of mice to lethal
exposures to high gravitational forces.
p0511 A72-42494
CEHTBIPETAL FOBCE
Participation of cholinergic structures in the
development of disturbances of the functional
state of the cerebellum under the action of
centripetal accelerations
• . P0453 A72-38033
CEPHALAGIA
D HEADACHE
CEPBALOPODS
HT HOLLOSKS
CEBBBELLOB
Human craniocerebral trauma dependence on impact
conditions, giving case histories
, p0100 A72-16643
Te&toriuB cerebelli microstructure and leaflets
strength in study of chronic and acute hypoxia
injury to fetus during pregnancy and labor •
P0220 A72-23193
Amygdala projection to accessory olfactory bnlb in
rats, discussing main bulb,-olfactory tubercle,
pyriform cortex accessory bulb and amygdala
relationships
A-88
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p0277 A72-26770
Cat cerebellum cortex evoked response impulses
interaction daring stimulation of hypothalamus
and peripheral nerves
P0338 172-30669
Participation of cholinerqic structures in the
development of disturbances of the functional
state of the cerebellnm under the action of
centripetal accelerations
P0153 A72-38033
. Influence of a preceding afferent stimulation on
the pyramidal activation of spinal notor neurons
• . P0191 A72-U0588
Analysis of the activity evoked in the cerebellar
cortex by stimulation of the visual pathways.
. . P0505 A72-U1»60
Morphological and electrophysioloqical analysis of
afferent receptor connections in cerebellar
cortex, discussing, fast conducting, diffuse
reticular and inferior olive fiber paths
p0506 A72-11671I
norpholoqy of -cerebral vascular system of dogs
subjected to-transverse acceleration
. . P0078 1172-12010
CEBBBBiL COBTEI
Henron responses in cat visual system /retina,
geniculate body, primary, secondary and tertiary
visual cortex/ to simple visual stimulus pattern
: pOOOS A72-10U66
Functional organization of visual cortex in
monkeys, discussing monocular and binocular
responses; trigger and stimulus abstraction
P0005-A72-10U67
Computer simulation of evoked cortical audio
potentials in animals and humans, noting
clinical -application for hearing threshold
measurements
P0016 A72-11321
Postsynaptic electric potential responses to click
vof auditory cortex 'neurons in cats
• P0020 A72-11757
Pyramidal tract neuron reactions to antidromic'and
afferent stimuli in cats, determining
somatosensor cortical neurons responses by '
intra- and extracellular potential outlets
p0022 A72-11768
Bats auditory cortex electrical responses to
ultrasonic stimuli, determining maximum
sensitivity freguency range
. P0022 A72-11769
Visual response to monocnlarly and dichoptically
•'. presented flashed patterns, discussing
physiological mechanism based on cortical visual
field concept
P0029 472-12185
Cortical responses to visually displayed vord and
nonsense syllable stimuli, using EEC and
computer techniques
P0072 A72-15218
Cerebral neurons population electric stimulation
effect on deep sleep duration in Parkinsonism
patients •
P0073 A72-15585
• Human visual system selective adaptability to
speed, size and orientation, suggesting motion
analysis by visual cortex neural subsystems
P0106 A72-17603
Cerebral cortex striate area relation to visual
field in various animals
P0108 A72-17722
Phylo-ontogenetic maturation of corticopetal
projections of visual cortex, using evoked
potential measurements in rabbits
P0108 472-17736
Short-time memory and electrographic effective and
trace processes relationship from visual and
Eolandian cortical regions activity and
Tarkhanov galvanocqtaneous reaction • '
P0111 A72-17993
EEG study of cortical aftereffects to peripheral
stimulation in cats
p01«8 A72-18866
Hypothalamic stimulation conditioned negative fear
reflex in cats before/after neocortex isolation
P0159 A72-19859
Human cortical auditory evoked response to speech
and sound effects, relating EEG interhemispheric
»ave amplitude asyaoetry to stimulus
meaningfnlness
P0173 A72-20980
Evoked cortical potentials changes from emotional
visual word stimuli stress under amyzil
anticholinesterase drug influence
P0176 A72-2119U
Hembntal barbiturate effects on afferent signals
transmission and thalamocortical level of
somatosensory system
P0176 472-21195
Comparative EEG characteristics of frontal and
occipital human brain cortex, relating
psychophysiological and nenrophysiological factors
P0176 A72-21196
Cortical synthesis and information handling
properties of evoked potential in human normal
and pathological behavior
P0181 A72-21840
Corticosterone content in blood plasma, cerebral
cortex and skeletal muscles daring hypoxia
adaptation in rats
p0185 A72-22083
Protein biosynthesis inhibitors retardation of
noradrenaline and serotonin induced
hyperpolarization of neuron membranes in
cortical sensomotor region of rabbits
P0187 472-22192
Reurophysioloqical mechanisms of sleep, studying
sleep and vakefulness state evoked potentials
relation to cortex and subcortical activity levels
P0213 472-22224
Negative and positive emotional states influence
on blood cholesterol and arterial pressure
levels in dogs, suggesting common snbcortical
genesis of atherosclerosis and hypertension
P0214 A72-22198
Functional organization of monkey cortical
efferent zones in distal forelimb muscle control
from intracortical microstimulation studies,
shoving stimulation thresholds distribution
P0224 472-23582
Peripheral afferent input to monkey cortical
efferent zones of distal forelimb muscle
control, using single microelectrode for
intracranial stimulation and cellular discharge
recording
P0221 A72-23583
Visual evoked cortical responses in objective
refraction related to retinal image clarity for
clinical applications
P0265 472-25349
Lenticular conditioning-shock stimulation effect
on cat visual cortex response to light stimuli,
noting lateral gy'ras photically evoked potential
amplitude increase
P0266 A72-25801
Response latencies and correlation-in single units
and visual evoked potentials in cat striate
cortex following monocular and binocular
stimulations '
P0277 A72-26771
Extrageniculostriate vision in monkey, discussing
circle vs triangle and red vs green discrimination
P0277 472-26772
Interhemispheric effects on choice reaction times
to single and multiple letter displays,
analyzing cerebral dominance and visual
information transmission compared Kith verbal
response
P0279 A72-27075
Visual cortex neuronal background activity in
nnanesthetized rabbits under stimulation and
depression of lateral geniculate body and
mesencephalic reticnlar formation, considering
synaptic organization
P0284 A72-27646
Cat and rat cardiac and cardiovascular reflexes
response to electric pulse stimulation of
sensorimotor cerebral cortex
' ' p0284 472-27647
Cat auditory cortex neurons response to auditory
and medial genicnlate body electrical stimulation
P0285 A72-27651
Cortico-subcortical connections transection effect
on cat lateral genicnlate body and visual cortex
neurons spontaneous activity
P0285 A72-27652
Deep brain structure biopotential correlations
during man sleep developaent, using
electrosnbcorticograms
A-89
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... . • . P0322 472-28631
Renronal spike activity changes in rabbit visual
and.^sensorimotor. neocor.tex and hippocampus
during EEG activation • -
P0323 i72-286113
Functional organization and neurophysiological
mechanisms of return corticothalamic system in
anesthetized cats, shoving azon terminal
presynaptic depolarization • : ' . ' •
. . P0321 172-28762
Visual cortez neuron reactions to antidromic
; stimulation of cat pyramidal tract, noting azon
activation increased discrimination in analysor
.' • • p0325 172-28781
'Cat visual cortez receptive field responses to,
. .-light bands of variable widths and intervals .'
P0331 A72-30256
Visual cortez repetitive stimulation effect on
primary response habituation.in young normal
rabbits and adults with septum pellucidnm lesion
• ... • - . P0337 172-30596
Cat cerebellum cortez evoked response impulses • •-
interaction during stimulation of hypothalamus .
and peripheral nerves . . . - .
. ... p0338 172-30669
Cerebral cortez electric shock stimulation effects
on phrenic nerve discharges in bivagotomized and
curarized cats
P0311 172-30812
Cat bulbar respiratory neuron discharge ,
modification by single electric shock
stimulation of cerebral cortez
• . . P0311 172-30813
Conditioned slow negative potential of human brain
cortez dependence on motivation, .emphasizing.,
punishment avoidance conditions- > .
P0372 172-33097
The nenrophysiology of binocular vision.
. , P0119 172-37250
Changes of the catecholamine content in the brain
of albino rats under overstrain caused by
running in a rotating drum-. ' .', ' .
•p0153 172-38034
Receptive fields of units in the visual cortez of
the cat in the presence and absence of bodily '.
tilt. , . .
• pOISS 172-38616
Influence of cooling of the sensomotor region of,
• the cerebral cortex on the neurons of the
mesencephalic reticular formation
P0157 172-38926
BN1 content in the cortez neurons in connection
with the change in its function during the
emergence of an animal from hypothermia
P0157-172-38928
Changes in the overall electrical activity of the
 ;
mesencephalic reticular formation,, the - • ...
hippocampus, and the cerebral cortez under .the
influence of hydrocortisone and DOC1 . •• ...
• .
 : ,. ' P0157 172-38929
Hyogenic and .eardrum evoked auditory, potentials
and cortical responses to 0.2 millisecond.,
voltage pulse acoustic stimuli ...' -
. ; . ' . • ' p0157 172-38932
Determination of the functional state of the .
auditory analyzer through the action of •
short-term acoustic stimuli of increasing
intensity . . . . . . . .
' , ' • ' . ' ' . • ' , , ' P0158 172-38939
Study of bilateral cortical nerve connections
between the proreal gyrus and various cortical
regions .;• . .
P0163 172-39323
Supplementary cues and delayed-alternation
performance of frontal monkeys.
. . . . - : " . . . ' . . ' . ' p0163 172-39372
Intracellniar study of rnbrospinal neurons and of
• their, synaptic activation during the stimulation
of the sensomotor cortical.region
P0193 172-10586
Synaptic potentials of sensor and motor neurons of
trigeminal nuclei during corticofugal stimulation
P0193 172-10587
Pyramidal control of the activity of interneurons
related to various types of peripheral afferents
' ' " ' " ' . • p0191 172-10589
Role of pyramidal and eztrapvramidal components of
cortically-induced efferent stimuli in the
' mechanism of cortical motor activity coordination
•. P0191 172-10591
Bole of efferent influences of .
• temporo-rhinencephalic cerebral structures in
pre-ad1ustment. alterations of spinal motor
neuron excitability
. • p0191 172-10596
Bussian book - Cortico-visceral.-interrelations in
physiology, biology and medicine.
P0196 172-10752
Horpho-physiological structures thalamic afferent
switching mechanisms of visceral, analysers in
• motor, preaotor, frontal and limbic cerebral
sections - , - . . - . • .
. . " • P0196' 172-10753
Polysynaptic sympatho-reticular and somatic
afferent visceral links between internal, organs
and cerebrum in interoceptive reflez fields
- , - , . . P0196'172-10755
Pathology of the cardiovascular system in terms of
the theory of cortico-visceral interrelations
. . "p0196 172-10756
Blood vessel reactions to .natural, defense and •
.. conditioned reflexes from plethysmography and
blood pressure measurements, discussing cortical
effects mechanisms • *<•• • .- . :
. . . P0196 172-10758
Cortical effects mechanisms in animal vegetative
systems, noting biological ozidation and organic
phosphorus compound studies . . ,. • ...
-. P0197 172-10759
Cortical metabolism regulation and effector
systems of the adaptation process ,.
. • • , . . . P0197 172-10760
Higher nervous activity of monkeys two years after
, the eztirpation of the dorsolateral frontal cortez
P0197 172-10803
Characteristics of certain parameters of memory
for visual signals in lower .monkeys . -- .
.P0197"l72-10801
Effect, of electrical ezcitation..of various. >
.auditory, analyser* levels on a conditioned motor
reflez : • .. . .
P0197 172-10805
Evoked potentials of the primary auditory..cortical
zone.produced by positive and. inhibitive . . .
conditioned stimuli ' :
, .... P0197 172-10806
Some structural..and functional characteristics, of
, a retina projection onto the visual cortez of cats
. . . . . P0198 172-10808
Visual experience as a determinant of the response
characteristics of cortical receptive" fields in
cats. ' ' ' ' . ' .
. , ' . , . . ' P0505 172-11161
Borphological and electrophysiological -analysis.of
afferent receptor connections in. cerebellar
cortez, discussing fast-conducting, diffuse
reticular and inferior, olive fiber paths
• p0506 172-11671
Reactions of auditory cortez neurons to . •. ••
geniculocortical fiber.stimulation
P0511 172-12723
Cerebral auditory system acoustic information
processing, discussing-.ganglia and cochlea < ' - -
. nenrophysiological.functions in response to
afferent stimulations . . .
,p0517 172-12786
Dynamics of'the electrical activity of various,
regions.of the neocortez during the
sleep-wakef nlness cycle ..' . , , .
' • . • ' . . . . . . . pOS.18 172-12955
The effect of electrical stimulation of the
. olfactory bulbs on the behaviour of cats and on
the electrical activity of the neo- and
archepaleocortez ., • .
.- - :. . .- P0518.172-12960
Electrophysiological .investigation of the
'.. ezcitation and inhibition processes in the
, auditory cortez : . .. -
. • / P0520 172-13165
Limbico-neocortical, cardiovascular- and hormonal
system vegetative shifts associated with .
emotional behavior response, presenting
neurogenic stress model for animals ,
... , . p0520 172-13166
Changes in the impulse activity of cortical
neurons during selective reinforcement of a
chosen range of their interpulse intervals
P0516 172-11087
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Synaptic -events durinq specific and nonspecific
inhibition of visual cortex neurons - -
• P0516 A72-11088
Nenronal and focal reactions of the parietal • • - •
associative .cortex to various peripheral stimuli
• ' ' p0516 A72-11089
Techniques for analysing differences in VEBs:
Colored and patterned stimuli. ' • '
p05»8 172-11387
Elaboration of steady changes in the firing rate- •
of cortical neuron populations
: - pOSSO A72-11587
Control, by the visual cortex, of the posterior
lateral thalamic group in the cat
•'• P0553 472-45009
Electrophysioloqy of thalmo-cortical recruitment
reaction • • • - . .
• CAD-725322] P0039 H72-10107
Human retinal adaptation to cortical excitation of
sensory centers • '
' • p0133 B72-15040
Neuron inhibition in-subcortical response of '
rabbit visual system to repetitive flicker -stimuli
' • ' ' p0134 B72-15011
Physiological effects of photic and acoustic •
stimuli on evoked potentials in rabbit visual
cortex' ' -• '
. - • • ' ' ' ' : - . . , - p013« B72-15015
Effects of cosoic rays on' cells an'd aging action
- of heavy ions on cerebral cortex
• ' • P0191 B72-16051
Cerebral cortex potentials evoked in man 'by •
perceived and not perceived acoustic stimuli
fADr7392703 ' '.' - . p0173 B72-28078
Psychophysiol'oqy of evoked cortical potentials and
human information processing
r»D-73896«] •" :" ' p0471 N72-28080
CEBEBB1L YASCDLAE ACCI DEBTS • •
Cerebral vascular disorder biochemical analysis,
noting retinal vascular change relation to
coronary arteriosclerosis' and anoxia and flight
stress effect on serum lipid and cholesterol
p0167 A72-20418
CEBEBBOSPIBAL FLOID *• •
Cerebro-spinal fluid pressure remote monitoring;- by
intracranially implanted radio pressure
transducers, describing
receiver-'detector-recorde'r system
• • . ' • ' • • • ' ' p0159 A72-19911
Respiration control by extracellular pH in
• medullary tissue, studying chemoreceptor ' '
response to hydrogen ion concentration in cat
cerebrospinal fluid
' P0273 A72-26661
Cerebrospinal fluid' pH change effects 'on cat ' '
respiratory response before and after vagotomv,
shoving 'vaqal' activity relation to 'central
chemical'control of respiration
P0286 A72-27825
Mathematical models-for determining effect of'• •
dynamic loading on spinal fluid and spinal '•
porosity •
CAD-710172V • : P0528 H72-30107
CEBEBBDB • • -. , - .
Split' human cerebrum ph'ysi'ologv,- discussing corpus
callosum as interheoispheric nervous process
transfer, and right and left hemispheres
functional differentiation and asymmetry
• • • ' • ' • ' ' ••• p0018 A72-11511
Bioelectric activity study of cat'and dog cerebral
intercentral relations during various motor
activities' and -poses ' ' ' • ' • •
- • • P0071 A72-15231
Functional condition of rabbits cerebrum .'
precortical arteries during hypertension '
produced by intravenous noradrenaline infusion,
discussing hypo a'nd hyperkinesia' • ' - ' •
' P0106 A72-17671
Early diagnostics of cerebral arteriosclerosis in
' flying personnel, investigating hypertonia,
nenrocircnlatory dystdnia and myocarditic
cardiosclerosis effects on flight performance
' - P0113' A72-18198
Behavioral properties of soma'tosensory-motor
inte'rhemispheric transfer.
' • • • ' • P0118 A72-35163
Frontal cerebrum region and elementary mental '
activity ... - ; .
P0123 A72-36400
• -Cerebrum sections and related afferent processes
as activator of automatic neuron mechanism
control of cotor activity, discussing segmentary
spinal cord changes • ' -
pfl«91 A72-10593
Besponses of anterior suprasylvian gyrus neurons
to peripheral stimuli of different modalities
• • p0516 A72-11090
Computer analysis of cerebrovascnlar system
response during exercise, atrial pacing, and
drug infections • • ' ••
fAD-7377171 P0172 E72-28068
Biodynamic cerebellar model for mammalian
acceleration response
tAD-7101571 • • • ' p0523 H72-30071
Effect of vibration 'on relationship of bioelectric
' activity and oxygen demand in cerebrum of rats
CHASA-TT-F-1U570] ' -' P0560 B72-32091
Oxyg'en diffusion under 'conditions of cerebral
' hypoxia ' . - * ' ' ' ' •
' fBAE-HB-TBAHS-1661] p0562 H72-32108
CEBEHKOV EFFECT •' . '• '
0 CEBESKOT HADIATIOH ' :
CBBBBKOV BADIAT1OH
• Detection of Cerenkov radiation in relativistic
muons by human eye
' fAD-729119] •• p0117 H72-11018
CBB1IFICATIOB
Statistics on number of DS civil aviation
personnel based on certificates issued to 'pilots
and nonpilots
fAD-732568] . ' p0206 S72-17090
'Factors contributing to attrition from active
' airman status, particularly biological and
medical characteristics
CFAA-AH-72-13] ' pOlOO H72-25101
CESIOH 137
ATP infection protection against Co 60 or Cs 137
gamma radiation in albino mice, guinea pigs and
dogs ' " •
' • p0099 A72-16636
CESSBA BILITABI AIBCBA?T '.
*0 HIJ.ITABT AIBCHAFT
CHAIBS • - . . . ' '
D SEATS • • ' • - . - -
CHALC06EBIDES
RT CARBON DIOXIDE
HT CABBOH HOBOXIDE • '
HT DISD1FIDES ' ' '
BT HIDB06EN PEBOXIDE
NT HITBO6EN OXIDES
BT BITBOOS-OXIDES ' • • • • • • . . - • •
»T PEBOXIDES '
BT POTASSIOH OXIDES ' ' '
BT QUABTZ
BT S01FOB OXIDES' ' '
CHABCE-VOOSHT ULITABT AIBCBAFT '
0 HILITABY AIBCBAPT
CHABHEL F10B - ) ' • • '
Photoelastic analysis of cardiovascular-magnitnde
stress pattern produced by flov through '
gelatin-aqar vailed channels for analysis of
mechanical stresses 'on blood vessel vails
P0515 A72-13936
CBABHELS (DATA TBABSHISSIOB)" -
Bultichannel automatic data acquisition and '
processing in ergonoaic aeasorenents of 'radar
controller vork from ECG, EOQ, ERG and respiration
p0219 A72-23136
CHAOTIC CLODD PATTEBBS ' '
U C10DDS (HETEOBOLOGI) • • ' • • •
CBAPHAH-JOOGET FLAHE : ''
u CHEBICAL EOOILIBBIDB
CBABACTBB BECOGBITIOB
Human touch deficiency in artificial pattern '
recognizers regarding handvriting, speech and
• pattern recognition involving nonevents
• - - ' - 'pOOOS A72-10161
Electronic analog models'of human'retina and
• visual system, discussing optical character
recognition, signal processing, photoreceptor '
stimulation, visual cortex excitation and
further model development
P0006 A72-10171
Truth table classification 'and numerical
' 'identification of character patterns of elements
in groups and clusters '
P0215 A72-22611
A-91'
CHABACTEBS SUBJECT INDEX
Visual search model from perceptaal theory, animal
studies and search data,, discussing selection, •
inspection and naming sinqle cued.letters, in.f
visual array , , ;
P0225 A72-236»7
Character recognition,experiments to determine
attention control and' temporal-spatial, capacity
limitation dnrinq visual information processinq
P0278 A72-27071
Alphanumeric characters for small TV type raster
displays, describing legibility experiment for
character height optimization,. - •/.
.P0331 472-29821
Visual and acoustic imaqe processing rates during
letter sequencing tasks, sugqestinq implicit, ,
verbal control involvement
P03.71 A72-3276H
Visual half-field differences in the recognition
of bilaterally presented single letters and
vertically spelled words.
p0427 A72-36908
Novelty, recency,and freguency effects on visual
recognition and pseudo-recognition thresholds.
pO«27 A72-36909
Proximity and direction of arrangement in numeric,
displays. • .
.
 ; , P0"9? A72-IM017
Interactions of'signal and background variables in
visual processinq.
P0518 A72-12931
Visual perception psycholoqy of character
recognition
p003« N72-10079
Effect of reproduction scale on probability of
imaqe recognition
tAD-727157] pOO"t6 N72-11096
Development of automatic pictorial pattern .* ,- ., •
recognition schemes for use in control of remote
legged devices
fAD-728211] , .. P0087 N72-13085
CBABACTBBS
D SYMBOLS . ...
CHARGE SEPARATION
0 POLABIZATIOB (CBABGE SEPARATION)
CBABGED PARTICLES
NT ALPHA PARTICLES . .
HT BETA PARTICLES .
HI CATIONS
NT METAL IONS
NT PLASHAS (PHISICS)
NT BADIATIOH BELTS
NT SOLAS PBOTONS
NT SOLAR BIND
CHARTS .
NT GRAPBS (CHABTS) . ,-', .
Ishihara charts readings in artificial daylight at
low color temperatures, lov light intensity' and
limited exposure time by .normal and,color
defective sublects' .
P0056 A72-13939
Recently published protein sequences. I.
p05U1 A72-U3570
CHECKOUT
Checkout of space station environmental .control
and life support'aspects
fNASA-CRr115260] P0087 N72-1307«
CHECKOUT BQOIPBEHT
0 TEST EQOIPBENT
CBERICAL ANALYSIS
NT GAS ANALYSIS
NT BICHOANALYSIS
 ; .
NT NEDTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS . . .
NT QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS . ,
NT SPECTBOSCOPIC ANALYSIS
NT ORINALYSIS
NT VOLOHETBIC ANALYSIS . ...
Toxicoloaical. control and chemical analysis.of
outqassinq products from npnmetallics in high
. temperature oiyqen atmosphere, investigating use
within LH crew compartment
P0009 A72-10771
Stabilized human plasma protein solution analysis,
noting albumin presence
P0055 A72-13855
Methods for analyzinq base composition of RNA.and
DNA hydrolysates with emphasis on gas-liquid
chromatography method ,.
fNASA-CR-125593J p0239 N72-18066
CHEMICAL BONDS . ; • -
Qualitative microscopic model for'bioloqic
postsvnaptic meabrane with tunneling chemical
bonds, notinq selective ionic conductivity as
function of electric field , •.;
- , .- . .'... p0320 A72-28769
The influence of molecular bindinq on the stopping
power of alpha particles in hydrocarbons.
pOOSO A72-37193
Investiqations of bondinq, structure, and
quantitative analysis in bioloqical systeas by
means of I ray photoelectron sp'ectroscopy
[LBL-3061 p0253 N72-1.9103
CBEHICAL CLEAIII6
Chemical liquids, chemical gases, and mechanical
methods for microbial decontamination of
spacecraft <
tNASA-CR-125688] p0252 N72-1909I1
CBEHICSL COHPOSITIOH
NT CAHBOH DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION i. :
CBEHICAL ELEHENTS . .
NT ALUHINOB
HT ARGON
NT ARSENIC • • , . -
HT CADHIOH , -
NT CALCIOH
NT CARBON , . . ,
BT CARBON ISOTOPES . . . -- .
N T COBALT ' ' . - . . - .
NT FLOOBINE . ' . .
NT GALLIDB ISOTOPES
NT HALOGENS
NT HELIOh ,,
»T HYDROGEN.. , . " • ; .
NT IODINE ISOTOPES
NT IBON
NT LEAD (HETAL)
NT LITHIDB . .
NT HAGNESIDB . . . .
NT NITROGEN
NT PALLADIOI ..
 : .
NT PLOTONIUB
NT PL0TONIOH ISOTOPES
NT POTASSIDB
NT RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES ,
NT RARE GASES
NT.SCANDIDH
NT SILVER
NT SODIDH . : .
NT TITANIDM
NT TRACE ELEMENTS
NT ZINC ' . .
Compilation of caw data on elemental
concentrations*in.normal and diseased human organs
( [DCRL-51013-PT-1-REV-1] p0306 N72-20081
CBEHICAL ENEEGY -.--.'
Biological energy transformation origin and •
evolution, discussing inorganic pyrophosphates
precursor to adenosine phosphates as-energy
carriers - '
i p006» A72-1I4798
Physical and chemical identification methods for
biochemical reactions and energy balance of
muscular contraction and shaking
, P0505 A72-11H69
Chemical.energy transformation to mechanical
energy and heat in muscles during exercise,
considering enerqy sources for contraction,
oxidations, glycolysis and alactic anaerobic
mechanism . .; .
J p0505 A72-<H*70
CHEHICAL BQUILIBBIOH • ..
NT ACID BASE EQOILIBEIDB
Effects of excess calcium imbalance on human body
functions
rNASA-TT-P-14155]. , p0189 N72-16007
CHEHICAL.EXTINGUISHERS • '
0 FIRE EXTINGniSHERS ,.
CHEHICAL -FUELS . :
NT 'JET ENGINE FUELS ... • :•
CBEHICAL INDICATORS . . ,
Indicator dilution methods,for ventricular volume
measurements-'froo washout curves, discussing
£ . intraventricular blood mixing uniformity
p0368 A72-32496
CHEMICAL KINETICS
 x .
U BEACTION KINETICS j
CHEHICAL LASERS . :
Histopathology of argon, ruby, gallium arsenide.
A-92.
SUBJECT INDEX CBBBOTBEBAPY
neodynina, an<i carbon dioxide laser induced
retinal lesibas
fAD-7«1380] POS65 H72-32127
CBEBICAL PBOPBBTIBS
HT HEAT OF TAPOBIZATION
analysis of toiicity of various organic chemicals
and development'of safety measures foe human
subjects '
fNASA-CB-12«835] P0087 H72-13060
Chemical properties'of carboxypeptidase C taken
from oranqe leaves
CNASA-TT-F-iai861 P0253 H72-19100
CBE1ICAL REACTIONS
NT ACYLATION
HI COPOLIBEBIZATIOH '
NT DEBYDBOGENATIOB
NT PEBHENTATION
NT GIYCO1YSIS
HT HIDBOLISIS
HT H1TBIDIHG
HT OXIDATION
»T OIYGEHATIOH
NT PBOSPBORYLATION
NT PHOTOCHEBICAL REACTIONS
NT PHOTOSYNTHESIS
HT PYBOIYSIS
NT BEDDCTION (CHEBISTBY)
Bed blood cell metabolite 1,3 diphosphoqlycerate
determination method by rapid deproteinization,
concentration by precipitation and enzymatic'
reaction
P0367 A72-32488
Synthesis of bicyclic disulfides for conversion
into sterically rigid cysteamine derivatives
fAD-732509) p0200 N72-170U6
Kinetics and mechanisms of homogeneoasly catalyzed
autocatalytic condensation and application to
synthesis of sugar for space flight feeding and
food manufacture
fNASA-CB-1263971 P0359 N72-23086
Active transport of Ha and K ions and reaction
mechanism for ATP-ase
fNLL-BTS-6898J pO«38 H72-27075
CBEBICAL BEACTOBS
Regeneration of oxygen from carbon dioxide and
water.
P0554 A72-»5183
CBEBICAL SHIFT
D CBEBICAL EQUILIBBIUB
CBEBICAL STEBILIZATIOH
Space flight hardware sterilization, considering
dry heat and chemical destruction
P0010 A72-10822
PCE cold-sterilization of nutrient media '• '
r NASA-TT-F-1<tlt12l • POU68 H72-28042
CBEBICAL TESTS • '
NT CBEBICAL ANALYSIS '•" '
NT GAS ANALYSIS
NT BICBOANALYSIS
NT NEOTBOH ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
NT QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
HT SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS -
NT OBINALYSIS
HT VOLDBETBIC AHALYSIS
Solar activity effects on bismuth chloride
hydrolysis tests'from statistical results
following solar flares ''
P0289 A72-28212
CHEBICAL iABFABE • '
Comparison of physical, biophysical and
physiological methods of evaluating the thermal
stress associated with wearing protective
clothing.
' P0165 A72-39808
CBEBILOBI8BSCEBCE
Feasibility of chemiluminescenc'e method for- •
monitoring sterility of reclaimed water using >: :
tape sample transport system
rNASA-CB-115«57] P025V N72-19093 '
CHBBOBECBPTOBS
Cat respiratory center activity phase relation to
arterial chembreceptor afferent discharge
oscillations effect on lunq ventilation freguency
1 ;
 P0103 A72-16789
Bespirati'on control during hyperoxia, discussing
chemoreceptor significance in minute volume
respiration rate reduction mechanism from Pamir
mountain aborigines oxygen breathing reaction
studies • ' i
P0185 A72-22076
Arterial cheaoreceptor deafferentation influence
on rat respiratory'response to hypoxic and1
hypercapnic gas mixture breathing
p0185 A72-22078
Breathing regulation characteristics showing
reflex control of respiratory functions in
normal environment and brain tissue receptor
control under hypoxia
P0185 A72-22079
Olfactory receptor models sensitivity,, discussing
threshold dependence on adsorbed odoriferous
agent amount and exposure time
P0269 A72-26453
Batheoatical model of extracellular p3 in brain
tissue from blood and cerebrospinal fluid
acid-base parameters for respiration central
chembsensitive mechanism'study
p0273 A72-26660
Bespiration control by extracellular pR in
medullary tissue, studying cheooreceptor
response to hydrogen ion concentration in cat
cerebrospinal fluid
P0273 A72-26661
Bountain sickness relation to ventilation response
to hypoxia, noting response intensity dependence
on peripheral chemoreceptor sensitivity
P0282 A72-27181
Acute.hypoxia effects on dog coronary blood flow
and cardiac function from cardiac
beta-adrenergic and hemodynamics study
P0282 A72-27D82
Native highlander and lowlander chenoreflex
ventilatory response to transient carbon dioxide
inhalation at low and high altitudes
P0286 A72-27728
Cerebrospinal fluid pH change effects on cat
respiratory response before and after vagotomy,
showing vagal activity relation to central
chemical control of respiration
P0286 A72-27825
Ventilatory peripheral chemoreflex response to
hypoxia during physical exercise in native
highlanders and altitude-acclimated lowlanders
pOKOS A72-313U5
Venous responses to stimulation of carotid
chemoreceptors by hypoxia and hypercapnia.
POU22 A72-36025
A mathematical model of the chemoreflex control of
ventilation.
P0198 A72-t0917
The carotid body in animals at high altitude.
p0513 A72-K2589
Genetic aspects of the blunted chemoreflex
ventilatory response to hypoxia in high altitude
adaptation.
P0513 A72-1I2591
Comparison of three methods'for guantitating
respiratory response to hypoxia in man.
P0552 A72-111960
Rater-soluble insulin receptors from human
lymphocytes.
P0556 A72r»5375
Effect of chemical stimuli on orientation behavior
of fish
P0398 N72-25090
Factors affecting migratory habits and orientation
of sea turtles
P0398 N72-25091
CHBBOTBBBAPY
Time zone shift and p-chlorophenylalanine
desynchronizing effects on sleep alteration and'
circadian rhythms in monkeys
P0050 A72-13071
Isoniazid tuberculosis chemoprophylaxis safety in
aviation personnel, discussing renal function, .
serum trausaminase activity, hemotology,
electrocardiograms and neurological examinations
• ' p006» A72-14872
Byorelaxant 3,5-dimethyl-4-bromopyrazol injection
effect on rabbit and dog heart daring direct
extracardiac nerve stimulation•
' P0098 472-16358
Civil aeronautics environment relation to
'psychiatrists and medical psychologists
treatment'of air navigation personnel,
discussing chemotherapeutic-and
psychotherapentic treatment administration
problems
A-93
CHEST SUBJECT IHDEI
P0151 A72-19243
Clinical response to nitroqlycerin therapy '
correlation with coronary anqiography as .
diagnostic test for coronary artery disease in
patients with chest'pain
P0160 472-19993
Hypnotic drag ase effect on pilot performance and
flight safety, asing qlutethimide, flurazepam
and placebo in doable blind study
P0164 A72-20188
Hyocardial infarction effects on drag tolerance
and hemodynaoic changes doe to digitalis 'doses,
discussing toxic arrhythmias
P0175 A72-21082
Hyperlipidemia progressive increase among 'flying
personnel, shoving Clofibrate treatment effect
on lowering rate
P0178 A72-21545
Dietary and pharmacological treatment of
atherogenic hyperlipidemias fron lipid-sngar •
balance and drug efficacy studies
P0179 S72-21S<17
Propranolol as adrenergic beta receptor inhibiting
agent for hyperthyroi'dism symptom amelioration
P0179 A72-21S50
ECG, physical exercise and drug use in diagnosis
and aeroiedical evaluation of supraventricalar
arrhythmias, presenting case histories of pilots
with wandering cardiac pacemakers
[AD-7H09871 P0228 A72-23741
Left ventricular dynamic function in terms of
internal diameter, pressure and flow in dogs at
rest and during isoproterenol and metaraminol •
infusions ' '
P0277 A72-26773
Clofibrate treatment for atherosclerotic
cardiovascular disease prevention among Sabena
flying personnel :
P0295 A72-28293
Amitetravite /biological protectant/ effect on
natural inoanity state of dogs exposed to
chronic gamma irradiation simulating space
flight environment
P0335 A72-30380
Saccinate and glutathione as protective agents '
against chronic effects of hyperbaric oxygen
toxicitv in rats ' : .•
p03'44 A72-31091
Exchangeable potassium in heart disease -
Long-tern effects of potassium supplements and
• amiloride.
P0112 A72-34932
Increased tolerance of leukemic mice to arabinosyl
cytosine with schedule adjusted to circadian
system. ' ' -
P0418 A72-35397
Studies of the influence of theophylline on the
vasodilating action' of different medications on"
the cerebral and coronary"circulation of man'
p0426 A72-36799
Apparatus for programmed oral administration of
drugs to large primates in altered environments.
P0428 A72-36921
Effect of beta-adrenergic blockade on plasma
volume in{ human subjects.
P04S3 A72-38029
Calcium'metabolism conditions in calcified tissues
of rats during a lasting hypodynamia and
thyrbcalcitonin-administration
P0491 A72-40432
Ocular and induced' visual effects of systemic" and
topical drugs in terms of eye nenroanatomy and
pharmacology, stressing glaucoma therapy
P0511 A72-42499
The simultaneous action of stimulants and
tranguilizers oh the efficiency of a human
operator
:•• - . • .. -. P05II4 A72-P3923
Effectiveness of benactyzine' hydrochloride and
other'antimotion sickness drugs combined with
scopolamine
rAD-7372201 • " l pO«02 H72-25118
CHEST
LF snbaudible chest wall vibration recordings,
discussing external, epicardial surface'and ;
intraventricnlar pressure precordial ' •
displacement tracings - • ' •
: • P0002 A72-'10120
Ragnetometer and spirometer ventilation
measurements 'from chest and abdomen movements
during carbon dioxide inhalation '
. ! . . p0103 A72i16790
CHICKBSS
Effect of helium-oxygen atmosphere 'on developing
chicken embryo and growth rate of chicken after
hatching
fAD-730278] ' ' p0139 872-15085
Biological effects of exposing 'chickens to single
acute doses of either 2', 2 GeV protons or '250 kVp
X rays .
1
 P0210 H72-17689
CHILDBED ' ' . . '
Statistical analysis of erythrocyte acid
phosphatase inheritance in French families based
on starch g'el electropho'resis of hemblysates
'tHASA-TT-F-140'15'1 • p0033 H72-10067
• Color discrimination ability in children with
reduced visual acuity - :--"
:
 ' p0133 H72-15037
CHILLIH6 • ' • '
0 COOLIHG _ ' • • . ( • .
CHIHES
0 AUDITOR! SIGNALS
CHIHPAHXEBS ' ' ' •' "' ' '
HT HOHKEIS ' .' ' . , . ,
Isolation stress effect on excretory products in
unrestrained chimpanzee, suggesting Ca to P
excretion ratio as physiological stress indicator
fAD-739467) ! . p0163'A72-20179
Isolation stress effect on micturition circadian
rhythm and diuresis occurrence in unrestrained
chimpanzee under entrained and free running
conditions • • ' ;
CiD-739168] p0163 A72-20180
Isolation stress-effect oh circadian rhythmic
patterns of EEC activity daring sleep-wake'and
sleep cycles in unrestrained chimpanzee
fAD-7391169] p0163 A72-20181
CHII '" •'•
Chin-sternnm-heart syndrome from partial parachute-
failure, with close reference to atrial ' "
endocardial and myocardial lacerations
P0020 A72-11711
CHLOBATBS
Catalytic effect of cobalt powder on sodium''
chlorate candles as source of oxygen •
-
 :
 ' p0445 S72-27131
CHLOBELLA ' ' . ' •
Chlorella alga'e size distribution curves by
:
 combining device for counting electrical
conductivity pulses with discriminator fortgamna '
scintillation1 spectirometry
' - . ' • • ' • A72-10UOO
Chlorella growth rate model, presenting specific
photosynthetic and urea and carbon dioxide
utilization rates
•" •' •' p002U A72-12038
Gibberellic acid effects on Chlorella algae growth
rates', using algal suspension optical: density'as
measuring technigne
' - P0049 A72-12975
Space flight effects oh Chlorella cell survival '
and mutability in Zohd automatic stations
' > pp102 A72-16775
Soyuz 5 satellite vehicle space flight factors
effect' on Chlorella cells, investigating
survival rates and mutability
' ' . '
;
 p0102 A72-16776
Chlorella population age structure'and cell'
• requirements correlation with nutrient medium
nitrogen and phosphorus absorption ' ' '
" - - • > • ••" P0327 A72-29311
Human-' immonobiological status during prolonged
maintenance in bibregenerative life support '
system, discussing possible allergic reaction to
•'' ' Chlorella gaseous metabolites
• P0327' A72-29312
Carbon-monoxide-dynamics in Chlorella reactor
closed environment and in man-chlorella' s'ystem
at relatively'constant level
P0335 A72-30377
Han, Chlorella and wheat plant'in life-supporting
biological system, showing compatibility
relative to gas and water exchange
1
 ' - • p0365 172-31826
Space flight effects on Chlorella cell survival
and notability in Zbnd automatic stati'ons-
A-94 :
SOBJECT IDDBI; CHBOBAII
... P0«17, A72-35278
Soyuz,5 satellite 'vehicle' space.flight' factors
effect' on chlorella-cells,, investiqati.nq
 4 .
-.. .survival rates'and mutability .
' pO«17 A72r35279
Rathematical model of .two-component alga-bacteria
biocenosis - . , , . .
' . . . . . . . p0491 A72-10U31
Effects of space fliqht on cell morphology and
photosynthetic activity of chlorella culture
dnrinq Cosmos-368 artificial earth satellite
fliqht ' ' " . . . .
,... , . f , P0203 N72-17066
Stabilization of carbon monoxide metabolism in _.,.
man-Chlorella systen . • , . - ' ' " " '
.,,.'' , . . P0387 N72-.2H098
flathemati,cal. .model for alqal-bacterial" community
. • forminq darihq nonsterile cultivation of Chlorella
'•••'. '. ' . . . , . P048.1 H72-290S2
CHLORIDES ' ',:•.• , ' . ' • ' • ,
NT HYDBOCHLOBIC ACID
«T POT&SSIDB CHLOHIDES . , ;••:
BT SODIOB CHLOBIDES ,
Electroretinoqraphic illonination potentials . .._., ...
dependence on extracellular chloride ion ..„.-.
concentration in isolated froq retina " . ,., ' ., ...
P0368J 172-3249.1
Bespiratory effects.of hypochloremic alkalosis and '
potassium depletion in the doq. '
 ; - ^ ',
< • • • ' ' " ' ' . . . , . . : • " • P0090 A72-<t0418
Air pollution tests of plants exposed to gaseous
hydrogen chloride • . , . <i - .
tAD-732195] '. ' . . , . . . . . . . p0201 B72-17052
Effects on animals of continuous.exposure to» ,.
dichloromethane vapors
[NASA-CB-127698] pO«6,9 B72-28051
Partially purified thyrocalcitonine causing. •,'
increased, urinary 'sodium and chloride excretion
in nan - .' '-j , . [ ' _ , • . . • . .'
i. CBASA-TT-F-KI3561 pO»70 H72-28051
CHLOBISE COBPOnSDS ; ,
NT CH10RATES - . , . , . . . ( • - • - . - - . . .
BT CH10BIDES . ' . " ' • : - , , '
BT CHLORINE FLDOBIDES . '
NT HYDBOCHLOBIC ACID '
NT POTASSIDH CHLOBIDES • • . .. :
NT SODIOH CHLOBIDES . . . . .
CHLOBIHE FLOOBIDES . .'-. . | ,
Suit for personnel handling liquid rocket
propellants for protection fron chlorine . .
trifluoride,and elemental fluorine
fAD-731556/li. .,. '.. ' p0310 B72-20115
CHLOBOPHTLLS ..... , , . , ' . < • • . , ' • ,:. -
Acid base equilibrium effects.on chlorophyll..
.,'.•. primary photosynthetic requlatinq mechanism,
considerinq, electron transfer to BADP. and- ATP;
formation . .• , -. ;c ' - •' -'.
' ' P0061 A72-11778
, Structural lipids role in accnnulatinq liqht
enerqy.durioq prebiolpdical evolution, nsinq-
condnctance studies in lipid-chlorophyll-vater
system ' , . . .: , ' , . . "
--.. .;. ' P0061 A72-1*779
Pigment system and primacy photosynthesis
evointi'on,.'usinq. comparative analysis., of •
• - bacteriochlorophyll, b'acterioviridin and
chlorophyll ... - - ,. • . . .
.[. t j ' . . - , . P0061 A72-14780
Pigments participation in lipid systems formation,
,. considering chlorophyll photochemical activity
in surface active aqents , -
..,.,',' . P0062 A72-14785
CHLOBOPLASTS ... . , . . . - , ' ' , : •
Bolecnlar aspects of structural and functional
circadian rhythms in cbloroplasts of unicellular
alqa Acetabalaria, enpbasizinq,protein synthesis
.,.role ;,..: ... i. . - • ; . : . . . ' : , -
. , pO.158 A72-19SI10
. .;, Photon trapping in photosysten II of
photosynthesis -..The fluorescence .rise curve in
the presence of, . . :
3-/3,4-dichloroph'enyl/-1,1-dimethylurea. . ,
... ' " "pO«19 A72-35761
The. presence,.of• P700 iniChloroplast fraqments .,
prepared by short time incubation iiith Triton
1-100. . ' ...
... • . ' ' P0547 A72-4U325
CHLOBPBOBiZISE , , • • . .
Chlorprboazine tranquilizer influence on.squirrel
monkeys in electric shock tests, shifting
postevent aqqressivity to pre event anticipation
'. - p01H9 A72-18975
CBOLESTEBOL . .
negative and positive emotional states influence
• on blood cholesterol and arterial pressure
levels in dogs, suggesting common subcortical .
genesis of atherosclerosis and hypertension •
P021U. A72-22498
The use of cholesteric liquid crystals in the '
s.tndy of skin temperature and their applications
i n aviation^ medicine . . . . *
.pOSOp 17.2-41192
CHOLIHBBGIC BLOCKIBG AGEBTS
0 ANTICBOLINEBGICS . ,. . . . . . .
CBOLIBBB6ICS /. . . . . .
NT ANTICHOLIBEBGICS " • - . . . . , *
• . Antinotion sickness druqs effectiveness based on
acetylcholine or norepinephrine induced changes
of balance between vestibular and.reticular.
neurons , ' • - • '
• • • . - . ' t>0226 472-23726
Nuclein acid contents.in cholinerqic.and - ., .. .,
adrenergic spinal cord neurons and in their
qlial satellite-cells dnrinq hypoxic hypoxia and
a post-hypoxia period .... ,
, .'' I , , ' • . . . - . pO«51 A72-37742
Participation" of cholinerqic structures in the
development of disturbances of the functional
state of the cerebellum under the action of ,
centripetal accelerations - . . •
.'..'. . . , P0453 A72-38033
CHOLIBESTEBASE , ' ' ,. , .
Cardiac membrane pain sensitivity in vaqotooized
. cats under sensitizing acetylcholine influence
during reduced cholinesterase activity
, P0329 A72-29329
. Variation of the acetylcholine content and. of the
.cholinesterase activity in the blood under
muscular strain . . •
', , . , : P0158 A72-3893II
Cholinesterase methods for assaying pesticide
poisoning in blood of aerial applicator personnel
CFAA-AB-72-12] pb<(38 N72-27080
CBOBDBITES • ,. . . . : .-.
NT CARBONACEOUS-HETEOBITES ' '! ,
CBOBOID BEBBRABES .
 :
. Intravascnlar injection and histology studies of
human embryonic, and fetal choroidal vasculature
development , , . .
pO«l.<(9 A72-37398
CHROHATOGBAPBI
Aluminum oxide chromatoqraphy for ethanol-amine
acetyl.derivatives detection and separation in
animal tissue extracts, using vater-bntanol
, solution)as solvent
. , , • P0312 A72-30972
Methods for analyzinq base composition of SNA and
DBA hydrolysates Kith emphasis on gas-liquid
chromatoqraphy method
fBASA-CR-125593]. P0239 N72-18066
CHBOHOSOBES . .' , . . - • '
Inhaled ozone effect on chromosome aberrations
break frequencies in circulating blood •
lymphocytes of irradiated Chinese hamsters
p0013 A72-11119
Chromosome aberrations and, gemination.speedup in
Soynz 5 carried oat. seeds,, notinq stimulatinq
effect by preflight ethylenimine. treatment
P0102 A72-16777
Pulsed.and continuous BF irradiation effects, on
mitotic activity and chromosomal aberrations in
regenerating rat liver tissue • . ' . • • .
; . . pOISU A72-19113
Influence of a maqnetic field on^ radiation-induced
chromosome aberrations in plants . -., •,
pOI.15 A72-35007
Chromosome aberrations and germination speedup in
Soyuz 5 carried barley seeds; noting;.stimulating
effect.by preflight ethylenimine treatment
P0117 A72-35280
Effect of gamma ray irradiation on chromosomes in
human blood ' ' ' - . -• ••
[LIB/TBABS-366] -. .P0564 N72-32122
CBBOBOTOGBAPHI . . ....
BT THIB LAIEB CHBOBATOGBAPHY . , , ,
CHBOHAII ' • . ' . - ' , - . •
DBA-BBA molecular hybridization testing of chronon
theory of circadian timekeeping in protozoa cells
1-95
CHBOBIC COBDITIOSS SDBJBCT IBDBX
P0158 172-.19542
CHBOBIC COHDITIOHS
Hypertrophic effects of chronic exercise on plasma
corticosterone and adrenal cortex in rat
P0070 A72-15219
Tvo staqe description of middle qerm layer chronic
polyarthritis, noting heart muscle and vascular
•all tissues necrosis
P0286 A72-27822
Electrode design and implantation method for
chronic experiments, discussing infornatioo loss
factor elimination
P0337 172-30393
High altitude natives cerebral arterial-venous
oxygen difference measurement during ambient air
and oxygen breathing, shoving chronic hypoxia
effect on cerebral blood flow
P0339 172-30704
Succinate and glntathione as protective agents
against chronic effects of hyperbaric oxygen
toxicity in rats
P0344 172-31091
Hyocardial ultrastructure in acute and chronic
hypoxia.
P0413 172-31988
Hyocardial metabolic changes in chronic hypoxia.
P0413 172-3*989
Inoxic tolerance of the heart muscle in different
types of chronic hypoxia.
P0414 172-34991
Cardiac performance and the coronary circulation
of man in chronic hypoxia.
pOUKl 172-34992
The effect of chronic erythrocytic polycythemia
and high altitude upon plasma and blood volumes.
P0453 172-38028
Hemopoiesis in the pig-tailed monkey Hacaca
nemestrina during chronic altitude exposure.
P0463 172-39344
Chronic altitude sickness pathology based on
anatomical.and histological findings in abnormal
mountain inhabitants autopsies, comparing'vith
cardiovascular system morphology in normal people
P0512 172-42586
Heart function and pulmonary circulation in humans
• suffering from chronic mountain sickness
P0512 172-42587
Cardiocirculatory adaptation to chronic hypoxia.
II - Comparative study of myocardial'metabolism
of glucose, lactate, pyruvate and free fatty
acids between sea level and high altitude
residents. ' ' . . . .
P0519 172-43022
Physiological and hematological effects of chronic
irradiation. • ' , • ' •
• p0540 172-43392
Inimal studies of effect of chronic exercise on
the heart and atherosclerosis - 1 review.
P0550 172-44563
Experimental studies on the alkali-acid
equilibrium in the blood gases under' the chronic
action of low concentrations of lead.
P0551 172-44824
Effects of chronic potassium deficiency on
skeletal muscle cell excitability, resting
potential, and latency time
rUlSl-TT-F-14129} P0241 S72-18075
CBEOBOLOGY
Nucleic acid, protein and cell primordial
seguence, ribosooes and genetic code for life
origin, discussing experiments on hombpolyamine
acids reaction vith mononncleotides
p0061 172-14775
CHBOHOPHOTOGH1PHT
lutomated'analysis of time lapse photographic data
of unrestricted laboratory animals during
spacecraft cabin toxicology experiments
flD-7275141 p0036 H72-10090
CBBO1OTBOBS
D PULSE B1TE'
0 TIHE LIG
CIBEFLOOBOGBAPHY
0 HOTIOH PICTURES
D R1DIOGR1PHY
CIBEB1DIOGB1PHT
0 HOTIOH PICTDBES
0 B1DIOGB1PHI
CIEC1DI1I BHITHBS
Time zone shift and p-chlorophenylalanine
desynchronizing effects on sleep alteration and
. circadian rhythms in monkeys
' , ' P0050.172-13071
Bat central nervous system oxygen toxicity seizure
susceptibility.relation to circadian rhythms
P0064 172-14867
Bypoxia effect on diurnal mltotic activity rhythm
of marrow erythropoiesis, system, of guinea pigs
in pressure chamber
P0099 172-16631
Optimum duration of human circadian cycle with
' respect to energy cost during work hours,
relating normal cycle change to prolonged space
mission stresses
•
 J
 • ' p0100 172-16639
Transmeridian flight'psychological effects on
aircrews, discussing anxiety, stress, circadian
rhythn/disrnption and sleep loss effects on
performance deterioration
P0108 172-17816
Circadian rhythms of activity-sleep .time in free
running birds and man in isolation ;
P0155 172-19527
Circadian rhythms variations for sleep, EEC,
temperature and activity in.monkeys, indicating
acrophase, amplitude and level regulation
P0156 17,2-19528
Phase resetting behavior of circadian rhythm' of
pupal eclosion in fruitfly populations
P0156 172-19529
Hathematical model physical structure,
effectiveness and limitations for circadian
rhythms, discussing Princeton and modified
biochemical models ' ' < '
i ' ' P0156 172-19530
Beak IF electric field influence on circadian
rhythms of human rectal temperature and activity
p'0156 172-19531
Circadian periodicity of resistance'to ionizing
radiation in pocket mouse at high and low
metabolic rate '. .
P0156 172-19532
Coincidence model'tests'of photoperiodic time
measurement relation to circadian system in moth
Pectinophora gossypiella, using induction by
skeleton photoperiods and light cycles
• ' P0157 172-19533
Phase shifts of'circadian rhythm of optic nerve
potentials from isolated eye of sea hare in
darkness
'p0157 172-19534
Spectral photosensitivities for phase shifting of
circadian body temperature rhythms in*pocket mice
. ' p0157 172-19535
Phase shifting effect of light-on circadian rhythm
and ph'otoreceptive. pigment location'in
Drosophila in postpupation stages
P0157 172-19536
Ecdysone harmonal control of Drospphila circadian
rhythms and synchronizing mechanisms',, discussing
light stimulation and neurohormone secretion
.P0157 172-19537
Betabolic control of temperature compensation in
circadian rhythm of Euglena gracilis'strain
P0157.172-19538
Enqlena cell division timing control by endogenous
circadian rhythm, showing direct ehtrainment by
low frequency dark-light cycles
->• • p0157 172-19539
flolecnlar aspects of' structural and functional
circadian rhythms in chloroplasts'of unicellular
alga Icetabularia, emphasizing protein synthesis
role ' " • ' '. '
P0158 172-19540
DH1-BN1 molecular hybridization testing of chronon
theory of circadian timekeeping in protozoa cells
- ' _ p0158 172-.19542
Eastbonnd and westbound transmeridian flights
effect' on body temperature and psychomotbr and
visual performance circadian rhythms, discnssinq
readjustment times
ClBBL-TB-71-89] p0162 172-20176
Isolation stress effect on micturition circadian
rhythm and diuresis occurrence in unrestrained
chimpanzee under entrained and free ranninq
conditions
flD-7394681 p0163 172-20180
Isolation stress effect on circadian rhythmic
patterns of EEG activity during sleep-wake and
1-96
SOBJBCf IHDBI CIBCADIAB EBIIBHS COBTO
sleep cycles in unrestrained chimpanzee
(ID-7391691 P0163 172-20181
Bhythmostasis as fundamental life characteristic
analogous to homeostasis, discussing human
circadian rhythm and cycle desynchrony durinq
aic travel '
P0167 172-20005
Hitosis duration and nitotic activity diurnal
rhythis in esophaqeal epithelium of rats qiven
thyroxine
P0169 A72-20623
Light-dark cycles and physiological stress stimuli
effects on circadian rhythB in rat blood serai
serotonin levels
P0174 A72-21081
Circadian adrenal periodicity of plasma
corticosteroid levels in nan under randon living
schedule
P0215 A72-22643
Day/night workers sleep patterns in terms of
intrasleep BEi-BBEB ultradian cycle, noting
sleep temporal" instability for night workers
P0226 A72-23730
Diurnal rhythm and loss of sleep effects on human
efficiency - Conference, Strasbourg, July 1970
P0274 S72-26676
Hunan performance dependence on tine of day,
discussing circadian and physiological rhythms
relation and environmental change effects
P02711 A72-26677
Sleep deprivation effects relation to work
duration, time of day, circadian rhythm, memory
function, task performance, environmental
factors, drug use and age
P0274 A72-26678
EEG measurement of sleep behavior patterns,
discussing sleep stages, temporal patterns,
circadian rhythm, intrasleep process stability
and age factor
P0274 172-26679
Time displacement effects on human physiological
and psychological.functions, discussing
circadian rhythm phase shift and performance
deficits
P0274 A72-26681
Cumulative partial sleep deprivation effects on
human performance in auditory vigilance, routine
addition and running digit span tests, observing
circadian rhythms
: P0275 A72-26683
Sleep, lack of sleep and circadian rhythm effects
on psychometric test performance
P0275 A72-2668I1
Sleep interruption, sleep deprivation and
continuous darkness effects on circadian rhythms
in human performance
P0275 A72-26685
Sleep-vakefalness cycle variations effect on
reaction time and spontaneous tempo during time
isolation experiment, shoving tendency toward
circadian rhythm
P0275 A72-26687
Human functional level performance
characteristics, noting relationship between
spontaneous rhythm diurnal variations in psychic
and physical performance
p0276 A72-26691
Sleep deprivation effect on circadian rhythms in
human performance, psychological fatigue
ratings, catecholamine excretion and urine flow
P0276 A72-26692
Circadian rhythm effects on introverts and
extroverts biochemistry, physiology and
performance, suggesting arousal mechanism
differences
P0276 A72-26693
Transzonal air travel as cause of psychological
and physiological rhythm.change effects on pilot
performance •
P0276 172-26694
Project Pegasus vigilance tasks for mental
performance aspects of time zone change effects
on human circadian' rhythms
P0276. A72-26695
Time zone transition induced circadian rhythm
disturbance effect on military personnel mental
and physiological performance
P0276 A72-26696
Retabolic and hormonal response adaptation to
prolonged hypodynamics in water immersion /head
out/, noting diurnal and nocturnal differences
in circadian rhythms
P0292 472-28267
Circadian rhythms of visual accommodation
responses and physiological correlations during
target tracking, recording monocular focus state
by IS optometer
P0296 A72-28306
Latent desynchronosis caused by disturbances in
circadian rhythms, noting rapid eye movement state
P0327 A72-29314
Adaptation period to inverted work-rest cycle
observed with encephalograph, noting effect of
brain bioelectric activity circadian rhythms
stability
P0327 A72-29315
Pulse rate studies of human adaptation to 16 hour
work-rest cycle, showing persistence of 24 hour
cycle
P0327 A72-29316
Heart rate change regularities during inverted
work-rest cycle of isolated man, noting relation
to circadian rhythm
P0327 A72-29317
Diurnal changes in gas exchange and metabolic rate
under normal and inverted day-night schedule
conditions, studying human adaptation to shifted
schedule
P0328 A72-29318
EEG diurnal rhythms during 72 hour insomnia,
considering adaptation to altered work-rest
cycle in subjects with stable and unstable brain
activity rhythms
P0328 A72-29319
Sleep deprivation effects on diurnal urine
potassium excretion, showing individual
circadian rhythm variations
P0328 A72-29320
Illumination intensity effects on circadian
periodicity and behavioral thresholds in Bhesns
monkey, demonstrating exception to Aschoff rule
P0331 A72-29844
Dork capacity evaluation from fatigue, biological
rhythm, tissue respiration and oxygen
consumption studies, discussing pharmacological
stimulation effects
P0335 A72-30376
Human respiratory rate diurnal rhythm adjustments
during inverted work-rest cycles in isolation
chamber with controlled comfortable atmospheres
P0337 A72-30390
Heart rate diurnal rhythm adaptation to work-rest
cycle change, using recumbent and sitting
position data parameters
P0337 A72-30391
Noise and vibration stress combined effects on
human mental performance as function of time of
day, taking into account circadian rhythm factor
P0342 A72-31083
Increased tolerance of leukemic mice to arabinosyl
cytosine with schedule adjusted to circadian
system.
P0418 A72-35397
EEG investigation of circadian variations in
gnalitative and quantitative BNA content in
human leukocytes, noting changes during sleep
P0126 A72-3662U
Circadian rhythms in physiological and
psychological functions related to jet travel,
studying body temperature variations and
psychomotor performance durinq isolation and
. varying light-dark cycle conditions
P0464 A72-39723
Human tryptophan and tyrosine metabolism - Effects
of acnte exposure to cold stress.
P0490 A72-10117
Biological rhythms origin and mechanisms,
discussing 24-hour cycle, subcellular biological
clock and rhythm disruption effects in
speologists, astronauts and pilots
P0508 A72-41985
Thermal balance in man during 24 hours in a
controlled environment
POS15 172-42747
Time series analysis of meteoropathological
disturbances of human regulation mechanisms,
investigating annual variations of diurnal rhythms
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CIBCDITS SUBJECT IHDBI
' '••" P0519 172-H2977
Exogenous modifications of circadian irhytbos' of
adrenal hormones in man.
P0519 A72T42978
Hataal relations between different physiological
functions in circadian rhythms in nan.
• ' • p0519 A72-42979
Studies on weightlessness in a-primate in the
Biosatellite 3 experiment.
P0540 A72-43388
Dse of inplantable telemetry systems for stndy o£
cardiovascular phenomena.
P0515 A72-43996
Hypoxic and illuminative effects on dinrnal rhythm
. of.erythropoietic mitosis in-bone^marrov of
guinea pigs ' ' • ' ' -
'' " • p0121 H72-14069
Information and energy costs in human- daily
• ' circadian vork-rest cycle
:
 •• ' P0122 N72-1U077
Circadian rhythms related to space missions noting
endogenous'rhythm ' ' • ' • • •
P0193 N72-16042
•Effects of partial sleep deprivation on basic '
biological rhythms used for determining
performance of signal detection tasks
[AD-732872] p025U H72-19107
Time series method for measuring human behavioral
and physiological response rhythms
rAD-7329511 . P0262 .H72-19173
•Coordination of circadian rhythm with human
respiration rate during inversed -work-rest cycle
P0388 N72-24111
' Effects of clock shift on'Orientation of migratory
birds and deviations in initial orientation
produced by varying amounts of clock shift
• •• • • ... p0397 H72-25078
Environmental and endogenous'timing factors as
stimuli for bird migration •
P0397 H72-25082
Factors modifying biosynthesis of -unsaturated
fatty acids in hepatic endoplasmic reticulnm
fHiSA-TT-P-14357] . pO«70 N72-28056
Effect of circadian variations in sleep-wake cycle
on optical and acoustic stimuli reaction times
fRAB-LIB-TBAHS-1668] P0560 H72-32093
CIBCOIIS
NT ANALOG CISCOITS
NT COUPLING CIBCDITS ' •
NT DISCBIHINATOES
HT FEEDBACK CIBCBITS
NT FLDIDIC CIBCDITS
NT INTEGBATED" CIRCUITS. '
NT NEGATIVE RESISTANCE CIBCDITS
NT EC CIBCDITS
NT SWITCHING CIBCOITS i . • • • • . , •
• " Analogy between reversible follow-up system and
electrical circuit ' • • . '.
' . . • • • •. . pOS71 N72-33105
CIBCDLATIOB • . • .
NT BLOOD CIRCULATION
N T BBAIN CIBCOIATION ' . - . • . - - . '
NT CARBOXIHEHOGLOBIN . .
NT COBONAEY CIBCOLATION
.NT INTERCBANIAL CIECOLATIOH r
NT INTBAVASCDLAB SY.STEH
. , NT ISCHEHIA. : .: • •
N T PEBIPHEBAL CIECOLATION . - . - • • . • :
HT PDLBONABI CIBCDLATION
• CIBCOLATOBI SISIEH
•ST AORTA
NT ABTEBIES
NT BLOOD VESSELS
NT CAPILLABIES (ANATOHY) •.
NT GLOHEBDLOS . .
.NT VASCOLAB ST.STEH
NT VEINS . • . • '
Physical conditioning effect on central and
peripheral circulatory responses to arm work,
measuring cardiac output at 80 percent maximum
aerobic'power • . • .
P0068 A72-14900
- Control system model integrating, human left
ventricle and circulatory system mechanics.'and
,:• regulation .by central nervous system
•P0165 A72-20356
Oxygen intake and cardiac output measurements
during various treadmill and bicycle ergometer
exercises, relating exercise type to heart rate
and arteriovenous' oxygen differences•
• P0171 A72-20885
Bydranlic transmission line equations for-computer
simulation of arterial'circulatory systems
f ' I ' P0234 A72-24811
Heart and circulatory system functional
diagnostics, discussing ECG, blood pressure, X
ray, phonocardiographical and pulmonary-
examinations • • - • • ' • • • ' .
• - P0279 A72-27271
Human cardiovascular function change as indication
of hypolie circulatory stress, using noninvasive
cardiographic measurements of cardiac ' •
electromechanical time intervals
P0280 A72-27470
'Gas-mask-caused air flow resistance effects on
• respiratory and circulatory response to
exercise, assessing maximal oxygen uptake
P0330 A72-29818
. Physiological and psychological effects of noise
noting vulnerability of circulatory apparatus,
neurovegetative system'and stomach
. . • • - . • P0339;A72-30696
Digital computer technigue for . • • •-
ballistocardiography simulation, using '.-'••
distributed parameters for vessel'segments in
circulatory system model - •• <• V*
P0422 A72-36038
Fluid transfer between blood and tissues- during
exercise.- i ' • - - , . . . . . . - . .
i . ' ' - . - • • • • • p042S A72-36560
Horphological effects of space-flight environment
on vascular, muscular, and nervous biological
' systems ' • •' •• '• ' • '' ' " • '
' tJPBS-55341] . , . - • • -'
 P02«9 N72-19074
Hofphological effects of gravitational'forces on
• • animal microcirculatory system ' . ' •
P0219- N72-19076
CITBATES . ' •• '•.-'!
Experimental and clinical studies in tre'ating' -'.'
digitalis caused'cardiac-arrhythmias with .sodium
• citrate using heart patients and' dogs-
rNASA-TT-P-1419l|] . p0312 N72-2104S
CUBIC ACID . . • . . . . ' • ' • :
Chemical properties of carboxypeptidase C taken
'from orange leaves • ' ; . .
CNASA-TT-F-141861 .. . .' P0253 • N72-19100
CITIl AVIATION • , • • - . . - • . .
LOX supply systems installation for civil *
. transport aircraft crew and/or passenger
breathing oxygen •' i--"'-•'•
rsAE AIB 1223] • . . p0268 A72-26030
Flight psychiatry in NATO contries, discussing
organization-and facilities with respect to
military and civil aviation
. • ' . » • • P0332 A72-29858
Psychological criteria for flying personnel • 'r-°
• selection in civil aviation, noting performance
prediction based on maximum likelihood estimates
P0341 A72-30B16
Abstracts on aerospace and civil aviation medicine
P0043 N72-11073
. Statistics on number of OS civil aviation ' :
personnel based on certificates issued to pilots
and nonpilots . . '• •
[AD-732568] p0206 N72-17090
Physiological effects of high altitude flight and
development of life support systems for civil
.•aircraft environmental control •
rJPBS-55454] - ' , • - . - ! i p0309 N72-20107
• FAA index'on aviation medicine and aeromedical
data reports • ' ' • •
rFAA-AB-72-1] • - p0400 M72-25103
•'CITIL DEFENSE
.Besponse of- human subjects to reduced levels of
water consumption under simulated civil defense
• shelter conditions . -' • •-.••-.
C1D-738562] p0435 N72-26076
CLASSIFICATIONS - . . . •
NT HIEBABCHIES •• • ...
NT INDEXES (DOCDHESTATION) • . .... -
Truth table classification and numerical-
identification of character patterns of elements
in groups and1 clusters '. • ' '
; . .-. p0215 A72-22644
Probability'threshold of data-element similarity
as separation criterion' foe. automatic
mnltiparameter biomedical data classification
P0458 A72-38937
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SOBJECT IIDBI . CUBICAL BEDICI1E
Classification.of two fungus strains as
Aphanoascns Zakal or iniiiopsis Bansen
CBASA-TT-F-1Q092] p0239 H72-18065
Hedical atlas of radionuclides ased.in -Bedicine,
.biology, industry, and agriculture
rEUR-9606] . ... p0568.B72-33082
CLASSIFYING . , .
Biological cell sorting by differential
fluorescence generated electric signals via
laser beam illuminated liquid stream
• . . ' P0222 A72-23S03
CLBAI BOORS
Planetary quarantine aicrobial contamination
control, considering clean, rooa concept and
Bicrobiologic barrier techniques
: p0010 472-10821
Results of developaent tests perforaed on portable
clean room for controlling surgically induced
infections
fB4S4-CR-12»619;| P0078 H72-12012
Portable clean roop, ventilation systeB,.haaan
factors, electrical subsystem, and material
compatibility test procedures for experimental
systeB for control of surgically induced •
infections
tHASA-CH-1217621 . . p0087 872-13075
Conference on application of.clean, room technology
• to surgery suites
rmSi-CB-1274121 , . . •'. pO«67 H72-2803U
Operating and maintenance instructions for use
,with experimental system for control of
. surgically induced infections .
[BASA-CR-1276111] . .POU67 H72-28035
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of prototype
experimental system for controlling surgically
induced, infections
rHASA-CB-127449:) ; p0067 H.72-28036
CLEiHEBS
HI AIB FILTERS . .
CLBA1LIIESS . ' . '
Honsterile space flight hardware-effects on
planetary, quarantine, evaluating contamination
sources, design and mission parameters, *
cleanliness conditions and bioload
P0011 A72-1082K
Forecasting technique for accumulated particulate
contamination on spacecraft assemblies,
discussing cleanliness optimization and test
procedures. . ' • .
. P0147 A72-18763
C1IHATE
Bicycle.erqoieter measurements of therBoregnlation
.input and output under vide range of work load
and climatic conditions, deriving correlation
equation . .
- . P0267 472-25871
CLIHATOLOGI .
BT BIOCLIBATOLOGY
Accliaatization and water balance of miners.doing
• . heavy work in hot damp climate
rHASA-TT-F-1«121.] - . p02«2 H72-18081
' CLIHBIBS FLIGHT
DSAP V-51R noise protector earplugs modification
to allow for pressure equalization during
aircraft climb and descent
- p0293 A72-28276
CLIIICAL HEDICIHE , • .
Clinical:electrocardiography diagnostic •
capability, discussing.phase plane cardiogram
i sensitivity to aberrations in QBS contours
P0003 A72-101U8
Ballistocardiography and clinical studies -
Conference, Atlantic City, 2 Bay 1970
p0050;-A72-131U1
Coronary angiography findings in 263 patients of
different age groups .compared with' history of
angina pectoris, risk factors and' ECG at rest
• P0052 472-13177
Clinical response to nitroglycerin therapy :
correlation with coronary angiography as
diagnostic test for coronary artery diseaseiin
patients with'chest pain . •-
• • • • i p0160-A72-19993
Idiopathic subvalvular aortic stenosis :
•• characterized by muscular or membrane
obstruction in left ventricular infnndibnlua,
discussing diagnostic importance for.pilots
. . , . pOISU 472-20189
Flight personnel statistical survey of clinical,
physical and psychic causes of temporary and
permanent flight service nnfitness
P0167 A72-20117
Reliability of electroencephalography as
diagnostic Bethod from specialists
interpretation of curve morphological features,
discussing normal and pathological record
evaluation
p017» A72-21000
Dietary and pharmacological treatment of
atherogenic hyperlipideaias froi lipid-sugar
balance and drug efficacy studies
P0179 A72-215H7
Clinical death period and reanimation concepts,
noting erroneous interpretations of irreversible
histological alterations, revival attempt period
and organism self reanimation potential .
P0217 A72-22876
Physiological and clinical effects of long
distance flight in pressurized commercial planes
with simulated altitudes over 1500 meters
P0283 A72-27186
Clinical diagnosis of SI/1 depression in resting
ECG, noting coronary heart disease and left
ventricular hypertrophy
P0286 A72-27733
Frontal sinus'hematoaa incidence in flying
personnel and scuba divers, discussing diagnosis
and clinical treatment
p0293 A72-28275
Annual clinical and physiological evaluation of
test pilots physical performance over ten year
period from body.composition, pulmonary function
and.work capacity.measurements
P0311 A72-31093
Coronary heart disease discriminatory factors from
coBparison. with healthy controls, noting
diastolic hypertension significance
P0361 A72-31282
Diagnostic errors in draft age patients, noting
doctor, ezaaination methods, disease type and
patient factors and psychosomatic disturbance
detection
p0379 A72-34149
Clinical observations as a research method in
physiology
pO«16 A72-35017
Clinical IB thermography with Thermovision camera
for body temperature discontinuity detection,
discussing image resolution
.- pO»30 472-37196
A system for the mass examination of
electrocardiograms. • :
POI151 A72-37853
A model corporate pilot physical program.
P0465 A72-397H6
The Hacruz index and its clinical evaluation in
electrocardiography with regard to the selection
and control of air crews
pOSOO A72-11193
Clinical investigations of cancer prevention,
infectious diseases, body fluids, and
electrophoresis
[OHBL-1683-PT-1] pOOUU H72-11078
Utilization of aerospace technology in' medical field
[HASA-CB-124611] P0078 H72-12011
Utilization of aerospace medical technignes to
public health particularly hypokinesis
[HASA-TT-F-14018] pOOSO H72-1201U
Clinical causes for permanent grounding of British
air fleet crews
P012U H72-11092
Clinical causes for permanent grounding of Geraan
araed forces flying personnel
P0125 B72-10097
Design of digital low pass and bandpass filters
for analyzing biomedical data for'diagnostic
purposes
fCOHF-710217-1] • p0128 B72-14119
Use of dosimeters in biological and clinical
procedures
[HYO-3510-18] • • P0190 H72-16010
Analysis of histologic substrate of
atherosclerosis transpiring without syaptoms in
young huaan subjects
P0201 S72-17073
Effects, of radio waves on. human body
CHRC-TT-1519] • . p0210 H72-18073
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CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SISTERS SUBJECT IBDBI
Acoustic impedance bridqe for clinical evaluation
of eastachian tube function
rAD-731126] P0213 B72-18095
Effects of partial and whole body radiation on
biochemistry and physiology in humans
rAD-732025] p0251 H72-19110
Clinical observation of massive injury cansinq
serai enzyme activity in man after crash accidents
P0258 B72-1913B.
Production and nse of aerosols in treating
• respiratory tract disorders
CIJB-3190-3J P0306 H72-20085
Experimental and clinical studies in treating
digitalis caused cardiac arrhythmias vith sodium
citrate using heart patients and dogs
tBASA-TT-F-111911 p0312 B72-21015
Clinical analysis of hypokinesia caused changes in
nervous systen and effects of phamocological
. preparations on hypokinesia disorders
tHiSA-IT-p-112251 P0312 S72-210U6
Clinical treatment of vibration induced disorders
in construction workers . -
rBAE-LIB-TBABS-1611J p0313 B72-21051
Clinical observation of vertebral injuries caused
by vertical acceleration of spine
rBASA-CB-111152J p0350 1172-22077
Clinical tandem walking test for evaluating
atazial battery test perfornance in detecting
vestibnlar problems
CAD-7351S5J P0351 S72-22083
Clinical observation of constant diet, ninimal
oral hygiene, and simulated weightlessness on
Dicrobial populations in human dental plague
[AD-735275] P0351 B72-22085
Clinical determination of human physical
performance and effect of drag stimulants on
performance
p0386 B72-21097
Automatic system for measuring and monitoring
systolic and diastolic blood pressure in humans
rBASA-CASE-HSC-13999-1] pOIOS H72-25112
Biological models for clinical analysis of
pulmonary circulation during simulated abnormal
pathological or environmental conditions
[BASA-CB-1271111 p0131 H72-26011
Naval research on laser caused visual acuity
decrement in monkeys and ocular injury in humans
P0132 N72-26056
Clinical evaluation of human physiological
acclimatization processes in Antarctica
P0133 H72-26061
Standardized treatment of decompression sickness
occurring while diving under pressure
CAD-737700] pOIIO H72-27088
Huitichannel bioelectric control system for '
simulating neuromnscular movements and treating
motor function disturbances
riBC-IT-1552] P0115 H72-27131
possibility of using pepsinogen and amylase
present in perspiration as diagnostic tool
[NLL-DBIC-TBANS-2580-(3623.66)1 P0167 B72-28031
Koise stress effects on human life
r8TID300.7J p0522 1172-30063
Clinical analysis of coronary heart disease
susceptibility in air traffic controller
populations
rFAA-AH-72-20] p0522 H72-30066
Clineal and experimental data on treating
malfunctions of human thracic and lumbar back
regions
rAD-7101S1J. P0526 H72-30091
Human forearm models for aiding diagnostic and
therapeutic monitoring of neuroauscnlar diseases
fAD-710163] P0527 H72-30101
Lymphoblastic transformation test for studying
immunity of pregnant women
CBASA-TT-F-11591] P0562 H72-32106
Process for preparing calcium phosphate salts for
tooth repair
[NASA-CASB-EBC-103381 p0567 H72-33072
Development of Si (Li) and Ge(Li) detectors for
. clinical diagnosis
[OBO-2101-08] P0572 B72-33120
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL STSTBHS
Human blood carboxyhemoglobin saturation relation
to inspired air oxygen and CO concentrations
iron snail closed rebieathiag syste» tests
[AD-710929J P0061 A72-11863
Closed loop life support systems, discussing
manned ninety day test in space station
simulator. Soviet experiments and water and
oxygen regeneration
P0231 &72-21973
Human immunobiological status during prolonged
maintenance in bioregenerative life support
system, discussing possible allergic reaction to
chlorella gaseous metabolites - '
'• p0327 A72-29312
Vapor-liguid equilibrium analysis of water soluble
volatile organic compounds in closed airtight
systems by gas chromatography
p0328 A72-29326
Carbon monoxide dynamics in chlorella reactor
closed environment and in man-chlorella system
at relatively constant level
P0335 A72-30377
Han, chlorella and wheat plant in life-supporting
biological system, showing compatibility
relative to gas and water exchange . -
p0365 A72-31826
Thermodynamic properties and mathematical modeling
of complex biological systems, considering
energy and mass exchange in photosynthesizing
organisms for exobiological life support
P0159 A72-38960
Space station atmospheric revitalization system •'
design, covering temperature, humidity, carbon'
dioxide, contaminant and oxygen generation and
composition control and vehicle configuration
fASHE PAPEB 72-ENAV-21] p0160 A72-39153
Functional reliability of the biological component
of a life support system,
( P0492 A72-10H8
Expired air as a source of spacecraft environment
carbon monoxide contamination
P0553 A72-1S120
The problem of decontaminating and preserving
drinking water in spacecraft water supply systems
P0553 A72-15121
Degeneration of oxygen from carbon dioxide and
water.
P0551 A72-15183
Spacecraft food synthesis, using carbon dioxide
and water from chemically regenerated human
metabolic and waste products
POS55 A72-15277
Annotated bibliography of water purification and
decontamination including recycling.of closed
ecological systems for potability of water
fAD-725610] p0017 H72-11103
Toiicoloqical characteristics of artificial
atmosphere of closed ecological systems in
spacecraft and submarines
CJPBS-51531] p0085 H72-12058
Biotechnical life support systems for regeneration
of vital substances needed by man-on' prolonged
space flights
CHASA-TT-F-11102] . p0112 H72-15100
Developments in space hydrbbiology research and
application to creating closed ecological system
for support of space crews
CJPBS-55281] .. p0212 H72-18082
Stabilization of carbon monoxide metabolism in
man-Chlorella system
P0387 H72-21098
Decreased resistance to infections of respiratory
system in closed ecological system
[BASA-CB-115611] " . . •-1 p0396 B72-25061
Plant cultivation in closed ecological system in
space flight
[JPBS-56129] pOlOO H72-25106
Design of auxiliary survival shelter as portable
life support system in mines ,
P0113 H72-27115
Influence of closed microbial ecologies on
, modification of natural intestinal flora of
ferrets in closed environmental system •
. rHASA-CB-115678] . ..p0169 H72-28017
Toxic effects of volatile components from
synthetic materials used in closed ecological
systems
P0181 H72-29055
Reliability of microbial cultivation in chemostat
of closed ecological life support system ,
. ' . • pones m-29<no
Research .on growth and metabolism of green.algae,
emphasizing Chlorella sorokiniana for closed
A-100
SUBJECT IHDEI
environment . '.
[HASA-CB-1282961 ' p0559 H72-32082
Fnnqal induced detrimental changes in
human-environmental nicroflora during 90 day
test of advanced regenerative life support system
[NASA-CB-1120181 . ' P0563 S72-32115
CLOSED LOOP SISTERS
0 FEEDBACK CONTBOL
CLOSTBIDIUB BOTOLIBOH .
Thermolabile triose phosphate isomerase in
psychrophilic Clostridiun at moderate temperatures
P0233 172-2*750
CLOSURES . . . :
Fragmentation and closure in afterimages of bright
flash stimuli . • . .
- p0056 A72-13938
CLOTH
0 FABRICS
CLOTBIHG ' • ' > • : • .
HT FLIGHT CLOTHING . . ' . - . . ' • > '
NT GABHEHTS . • - .
HT GLOVES
HI GOGGLES .
HT HELHETS • v
NT PBESSOBE SOUS
HT PROTECTIVE CLOTHIHG
HT SHOES '
HT SPACE SOITS •
HT SOUS .
Russian book - Climatic conditions and the thermal
state of man.
pO«92 A72-UOU58
Computer analysis of clothing and. human
acclimatization to Antarctic Region
CAD-73U0711 p0313 H72-21055
CLOTH BG -
Effect of flight stress on"blood clotting in
fighter pilots
CHASA-TT-F-114455] P0562 H72-32109
CLOOD STREETS
0 CLOUDS (HETEOBOLOGI)
CLODDS
HT CLOUDS (BETEOBOLOGT)
CLODDS (BBTEOBOLOGT)
Radar observations of birds migrating in opaque
cloud cover to determine effects of wind and
meteorological conditions
P0396 H72-25073
CLOTCHES . . . . - . - . . . .
Hanipulators with permanent magnet clutches for
safety in handling dangerous materials '
P0571 H72-33106
CLOTTEB
Time-compressed displays for target detection.
pOU20 A72-359U5
COAGDLATIOH ! • • '
HT BLOOD COAGULATION
Electronic and heoatocrit'devices to'investigate
cardiovascular system functions including'blood
coagulation process, pressure and flow
-'
 ;
 p0269 A72-26«6»
COASTAL ECOLOGI
Biological resources of Chesapeake Bay and
measurement of chemical, physical, and •'
meteorological features to improve'resources'
management ' : • •
p0437 H72-26278
COBALT - ' - - • - .
Simultaneous neutron-activation analyses of
scandium, cobalt, iron, and zinc in biological
objects uith the aid'of a total-absorption'gamma
spectrometer
' • p0539 A72-«33»7
COBALT COHP001DS • .. - • •; ... 1
Effect of copper, cobalt and manganese-salts-on
certain morphological-biochemical components of
the blood in young sheep of the Hissar breed
' • : : • • • pb«65 A72-40075
COBALT 60 ' ' .-' . > =
Blue green algae Anacystis nidnlans photorecovery
after Co 60 gamma radiation exposures, using
white and red light ' •-'
P0073 A72-15516
ATP injection protection against Co 60 or Cs 137
gamma radiation-in albino mice, guinea pigs and
dogs - '• ' ' * *
P0099 A72-16636
Effect of flight conditions and prolonged ground
storage on viability and'radibsensitivity of
-.hydrogen bacteria cells
' p0202 H72-17061
Effectiveness of lead screens in protecting bone
•arrow quantity necessary for survival of "pigs
gamma irradiated vith Co-60 '
CFBNC-TH-97] P0305 N72-20078
COCHLEA '
Heurophysiological hearing mechanisms of inner ear
in peripheral auditory pattern recognition
P0006 A72-10181
Henrophysiology of auditory pattern* recognition of
simple and complex sounds, using cats data on
cochlear nerve neural mechanism
. - . - . . p0007 A72-10482
Cats cochlea and cochlear nucleus neural responses
in auditory masking of lov freguency tones,
shoving phase locked cells -progressive
desynchronization vith intensity
• '
 :
 P0072 A72-1S251
* • Electro'physiology for anditory temporal masking
mechanism study of cat cochlear nucleus and
inferior colliculus single neurons
p010» A72-17175
Field and intracellnlar potentials in cat
trochlear nucleus following vestibnlar nerve and
nuclei stimulation for synaptic organization
study of vestibnlo-ocular reflex
P0167 A72-20501
Cochlea enclosed two dimensional cavity potential
- flow model for fluid mechanical theory of hearing
P0230 A72-2U295
Hybrid computer simulation of cochlea mathematical
model, noting nonlinear- damping
p0378 A72-33971
Cerebral auditory system acoustic information
processing, discussing ganglia and cochlea
neurophysiological functions in response to
afferent: stimulations
P0517 A72-42786
Relation between response thresholds of
'cupnlar-endolymphatic system to angular and
Coriolis accelerations in humans and motion
sickness tolerance
P0075 H72-11996
Impulse noise damage to cochlear of Rhesus macaque
monkeys•
rAD-7US105] P0570 N72-33091
COCKPIT SIBOLATOBS
Respiratory adaptation to pure oxygen excess
pressure after cockpit depressurization from
flight simulator tests with pressure-suited
pilots, presenting ECG reactions
' ' P0102 A72-167I19
Integrated cockpit research procedure used to
identify control and display requirements for
•-'advanced aircraft
P0355 H72-22625
Assessment of desiqn, aircraft cockpit layout, and
display/control system
p0355 H72-22629
COCKPITS
Human factors engineering of aircraft cockpit data
' entry keyboards on area navigation control and
display units " •
P0013 A72-11138
Anthropometric data utilization for military
pilot/aircraft compatibility evaluation,
discussing cockpit exclusion code development
and implementation
P0298 A72-2832«
' Effects on threshold luminous intensity and
display visibility in aircraft cockpits
TRAE-LIB-TRANS-ISUS] p0087 H72-13079
CODEBS ;
Data processing in isolated crab biological'strain
receptor formed by muscle, transducer and
' encoder, noting pulse freguency modulation in
- encoding process '' ' '•;" "' •'"
p0283'A72-27577
CODIS6
HT DECODIHG ' '
Skill acquisition in performance of three phase
code transformation task
P0013 A72-11193
Time sharing three phase code transformation
multitask effects on sustained performance
' ' P0013 A72-11191
- Illumination code efficiency in impulse activity
of neurons of outer geniculate body of cat
i-101
COEFFICIENTS SUBJECT IHDEI
visual system, emphasizing poise per.group
technique
P032S,A72-28780
ae3.n.in.<;tuL sh.3.ve coding toe atcctatt snitch, taotss.
: • , P0420 A72i359««
Error search reading tasks to investigate
practical applicability of blinking display
coding techniques, noting-reading speed
redaction compared to steady display
P0099 A72-H1018
COEFFICIENTS . .
HI COBBELATIOB COEFFICIENTS
HI DIFFDSIOB COEFFICIENT . , .
COEIZTHES ' • .
H I CTTOCHEOHES . . . . .
BT GLDTATHIOHE '
Bat brain acetylated and anacetylated coenzyme A
aberration in nargin.aHy hyperoxic space capsule
environments
P0110 A72-17875
Oxidative catabolis» of pyrovate to acetyl
.- coenzyme A in yeast cells
fNASA-TT-F-13909] P0568.B72-33077
COBBITIOB . .,
Sone sliects of cognl-^ i-''* siailiiiV? on proactive
. and retroactive interference in short-term memory.
, P0512 A72-H25U8
Utilization of computation principles in living
organisms to constrict cognitive systems
[AD.-727795] ' pOOHO H72-10115
Teaching and training innovations and
technological improvements for augmenting human
cognition .
. [AD-726755] p0011 H72-10124
Hunan cognitive processes involving artificial
intelligence and man machine systems for problem
solving and learning . . •
fAD-729070] ,p0087 H72-13089
COHEEEBT ELECTBOHAGBETlC BADIATIOI
BT COHEBEBT LIGHT . . .
COHEBEHT LIGHT
Human eye relative loiinous efficiency for near IB
and DV coherent liaht, using ruby laser pumped
tunable, dye .laser primary and second harmonic
outputs
P0363 172-31380
COBEBEBI BADIATIOB . .
HI COHEEENT LIGHT
Bhesns monkey retinas ultrastructnral alteration
and damage in rods and cones produced by Q
switched ruby laseF coherent radiation
..-. . .. POU17 A72735396
Effects of laser radiation' on tissues' and organs
of animals and measures for protection from
effects of laser radiation
[AD-73019111 . P0139 H72-1508U
COHBBBHT SOOBCBS "••,-;.
.0 COHEBEHT BADIATION
COHBBEHT TB4BSHISSIOH : • , ; - .
D COHEBEHT BADIATIOH . . . .
COLD ACCLIHATIEATIOB
,Heat production increase by muscular contractions
due to noradrenalipe in cold., adapted rats
. • pOlOU A72T17215
Heat and cold acclimatization in hamsters,
relating thermoregi>latory response to
helium-cold hypothermia induction'.
. 'p0175 A72-21085
Cold adaptation effects on rat skeletal muscle
tissue Vant-Hoff coefficient, considering • .
phosphorylation an£ oxidation rate, P/0 and .
mito'chondrial ATP-#se. activity . .
P0323 A72-28639
Rodifications of the rate of renewal of
norepinephrine in Carious peripheral organs of
the rat during exposure and acclimatization' to
cold • ..........
. . . . . . . . .. -Vp05»7 A72-<|i)2<ltt
Beasurinq thermoregu^atory.responses to.cold
immersion stimulus in summer and winter for
study of metabolic cold acclimatization
t&D-726«67] P0038 H72-10101
Computer analysis of clothing and.human:
acclimatization to Antarctic, Begion . .
tAD-73»071] .'' . ', , P0313 B72-21055
Bionedical data reports on human acclimatization
to polar regions a** psychophysiology ... ,
rJPBS-56252] . . i>0433 B72-26060
Bedical aspects of human cold acclimatization
during stay in polar regions
t JPBS-56225] P01433 B72-26062
Antarctic acclimatization
POD33 B72-26063
Clinical evaluation of human physiological
acclimatization processes in Antarctica
P0433 B72-26061
Physiological characteristics of human cold
acclimatization. in Antarctica •
POU33 B72-2606S
Psychophysiological factors of human adaptation to
Antarctic life
.. pO<(3» H72-26066
Sleep patterns of human adaptation to Antarctic life
... • P0<t3<l B72-26067
Polar light regime effects on human -blood system •
during. Antarctic life , •
. '. ' • < pO«3« H72-26068
Oxygen saturation of human. Plood during prolonged
stay in Antarctic region
.- • P013H B72-26069
Spirpgraphic examination of human. pulmonary
. functions onring stay in }ii>taictica
pO«3« B72-26070
Physiological evaluation of thermal insulation- .
properties of camel hair suits. for human -Arctic
stay
. . .. -., pO«3« B72-26071
COLD CATHODES . •
Legibility of. cold cathode, side illumination and
-. straight projection electronic digital displays
under varying ambient ligft and viewing positions
. . . . ' P0002 A72-10118
COLD rOLEBASCB . . . . ' ••
.Helium-cold hypothermia induction and maintenance
effect on hamster myocardia, with ventricle.
analysis of hypoxic damage, glycogen and
catecholamines . , .
. ' ' . • . • , 'P0075 A72-15720
Peripheral thermoregnlation in arctic canines,
showing subzero bath-immefsed foot temperature
. maintenance above tissue freezing point
' . P018H A72T22019
Aircrews tolerance to cold water and life raft
exposure, discussing . prediction model based. on
: thermal, insulation effectiveness, assumed
metabolism and body surface area and mass, • , ,
[AD-7402761 p0227 A72-2373«
Thermally protective life rifts and clothing . ..
evaluation for cold sea survival potential. .
assessment and tolerance limit determination .
p03«3.'A72-31088
High gravity, cold and starvation space stress.
effects on.oxidative. netapolisa of • .
ethylmbrphine', aniline and p-nitroanisole in
.-. ./'male rat liver
P036U A72-31700
Hyocardinm automatism, excitability, conductivity
and contractility, under. cooling, noting complete
inhibition at 9-3 deg c,
POS09 A72-42072
Acclimatization ability of divers analyzed to .
determine effect of cold tolerance on work , - .
capacity - .
[AD-726753] ,' ' " . . - . ' ' p0037 B72-10099
COLD BATES ' . ,
Thermally protective life rafts and clothing
evaluation for cold sea survival potential
assessment and tolerance limit determination
. ' . ' - , . 'p03t3 A72-31088
COLD BEATHEB
Cold weather face mask to provide protection from
cold, wind, blowing snow, and frostbite in
environments to -65 F and 35 mph wind velocities .
-f Ap-7277»<n . . . V . . p0086. B72-1 2063
COLD BEATHEB TESTS
Human .try ptophan .and tyrosine metabolism - Effects
of acute exposure to cold stress.
P0490 A72-»Oai7
Human, factor evaluation of cold weather face masks
fAD-7115087) P0573. H72-33127
COLLA6BBS .
Confinement, physical deconditioning and . . .
hypercapnia effects on human muscnloskeletal.-
protein by chromatographie method for .- -,•••-.
quantifying .urinary peptides and free ami no acids
[AD-736665J • ' , . " ' • P0109 A72-17869
A-.102
SOBJECT IHDBI C010B VISIOI
Pathological significance of high oryqen tension
exposure effects on acid soluble collagen .
extracted froo noose skin
. • . p0282 A72-27»83
Collagen in hnoan myocardium as a> function of age.
p05»« A72-43935
Collaqenase and collagen .content of hairless nice
skin during carcinogenesis •
••' fBASA-TTTF-145791 P0562 H72-32105
COLLATI1S . • ' " ' ; • •
Collator simulation for determining transfer 'of
• training performance in Bales .and females
fAD-730951] 'P0206 H72-17086
COLLIBATOBS - .' • .
• Collimator for profile scanning in longitudinal
direction of human body
' ' tOABAEB-82] p0039 H72-10110
COLLISIOH AVOIDABCE • : - - . ' '
DFO sighting case history and analysis, discussing
•bright light approaching on collision course
during night instrument flight rules ' •
P0216 A72-22646
• Pilot ^ warning systens for visual midair collision
avoidance, noting reaction to imminent threats,
scanning patterns and display sector size effects
[SAE PAPEB 720312) p0265 A72-25576
Physiological effects of intense anticollision
flash light backscatter pulses•on instrument
rated pilots . ' . : .
••' • . . P0296 A72-2830.3
Detection range, color, brightness and flash '
'subjective- response tests' to evaluate1 light4
signals for nighttime, sea navigation and'visual
collision avoidance '
•' P0299 A72-28326
Head-up omnidirectional tvo dimensional audit'oiry '''''
display device for visual detection facilitation
in aircraft collision.avoidance systems -'
P0299 A72-28327
Analysis of pilot performance and response to
'• collision threats provided by pilot warning
instruments . . • .- „ : .• , . •
fFAA-BA-71-54] p0087( B72-13082
Simulator evaluation of airborne displays used as
traffic situation monitors in high density
terminal airspace to determine effect on ' •
aircraft pilot performance • • • •••
CPAA-EB-72-31 '' ' p0566'H72-32137
C01LISIOI'BABBIBG DEVICES ' - ' ' ' .
'0 COLLISIOS AVOIDAHCE . - '
0 HARBIBG SYSTEHS • i •• - . - ' ' . •
COLLISIOBS •••' • ' '• ;:• '•' ' " • •' ' •'•• :
BT BET30BITE COLLISIOBS ' ' '•' ' :
BT BIDAIB COLLISIOBS
Simulation of frontal collisions and injuries
sustained by cadavers, using safety belts and
air bags •' ' * ' '
p0260 S72-19159
COLLOIDIBG '• '
Living organisms defense and 'preservation via.'-'
refrigeration and'vacuum combined use in
lyophilization technique ' ' • • • ' • •
' P0279 A72-27293
COLLOIDS •' . ...• .
BT AEBOSOLS ' ' • ' • ' - • -•
Abiogenic formation of nucleic acid bases and
nncleosides in photochemically synthesized self
sustaining coacervates ' '• '•
• • • • • ' • • p0285 A72-27657
COLOIIES ' . ' . . ; . i
. Three dimensional organization of spherical •
colonies formed by L5178T cells grown in soft
agar cultures from light and scanning electron ;
microscopy ' > '•'• ' -
" • • •• • p0013 A72-11039
COMB • • • - . - - • :
" Extraversion, neuroticiss, and color, preferences.
pO«27.'A72-36903
Colors for elements of multicolored aircraft •
display to insure minimum number of instrument
reading errors
• ' P0355 B72-2262U
COLOB BLIHDBBSS
0 COLOR VISION . • " • ' • • •
COLOB PEECEPTIOB . •
o COLOB vision- ' • • • * . ' >
COLOB PHOTOGB1PBI ' . ' ' ' ' ••'"''.
IB absorbent effects on evaporographic image
contrast-performance based on photometric study.
presenting color photographs ' .
P0364 472-31615
COLOB TISIOI •
Temporal characteristics of: wavelength and •
•• ' luminance modulated light perception, discussing
visual system dynamics of color-discrimination
. - . ' • ' .• p0030 A72-12487
Photopic spectral carves of relative luminous
efficiency for congenital deficiencies of color
vision, using optical bench, interference
filters and Bachstein flicker photometer '
P0056 A72-13935
Simoltaneous brightness contrast under scotopic
conditions, investigating fovea rod and cone
systems interaction in subjects with normal
'color vision
• • • ' ; '' . • ' "•• ' p0056 A72-13937
Ishihara charts readings.-in'artificial daylight at
low color temperatures, low light intensity and
• • limited exposure time by normal and color
defective-subjects '' '• ( - • • ; •
. - '. : pOOSS A72-13939
Human visual system frequency specific color-
adaptation, considering neural channels '
sensitivity to color and. frequency input
• ' • ' • . ' -pOIOS A72-17U12
Color defective vision performance predictions
during day and night tests of aviation color
signal light discrimination :
•p'0'109 A72-17871
Raman vision - light adaptation' effects' on -
dichromatic color matches for'bipartite'
centrally fixated circular matching field
' • ' . . • • ' . ' ' pOISO A72-19033
Achromatic and chromatic thresholds during dark
•' adaptation against varying background
luminances, noting trend change at transition
from cone'to rod function . '.' ''
'••' ' • • • - ' -' V -,L
 P0158'" 172-19828
Spectral response and vision thresholds of human
eye for light detection and color sensation '
' . •
 ;
 • ' " ' . . ' ' pOI-77 A72-21332
Three color response of human-vision,-noting
relationships to color matching function and
. brightness '- ' '
' • '•' ' • P?21? A72-22617
Proposed cone sensitivities relation to Bright
color discrimination lines, tabulating optimum
weighting factors and longest to shortest
chromacity'steps ratios' ' • • - . - "
• "• '• " ' p0215 A72-22619
Isolated specific color dependent waveforms of
visual evoked response ta strong 'colored lights
relating luminance and wave' amplitude changes
1
 00223 A72-23500
Spatial freguency specificity of edge continent
color aftereffects
•P0237 A72-25182
Extrageniculostriate vision in 'monkey, discussing
circle vs triangle and red vs green discrimination
' ' p0277 A72-26772
Freguehcy-specific'color aftereffects as result of
alternate .exposure' of subject to4 inspection
gratings of different spatial freguencies
•_'•'• - ^0322^72-28615
Color discrimination'threshold' determination' for
spectral sensitivity in subjects with congenital
color vision disorders
. " ' ' • - ' ' '•• p0324 A72-28763
Selective chromatic adaptation in cone '
photoreceptors of cynamolgons macagne monkeys,
using- late receptor- potential as response index
P0332 A72-29967
Batched luminance chromatic stimuli wavelength
effects on human visual latency
• • • . : ' '.''• p0335 A72-30267
Opponent color responses of monkey optic tract
fibers'to monochromatic lights, using chromatic
adaptation and microelectrode recording
. • • '•• P0362 A72-31369
Detection and recognition' of colored signal lights.
' 'pO«19 A72-35691
The effect'of chlprdiazepoxide on visual field,
. extraocular muscle balance, colour matching
ability and hand-eye co-ordination in man.
• pO«19 A72-35915
An analytical 'description' of the line element in
the zone-fluctuation model of colour vision. I,
II.
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P0426 172-36606
Fly colour vision.
. P0426 A72-36609
Hue shifts accompany phase induced modulation
enhancement of sinnsoidally flickering lights.
' " pO<!26 A72-36613
Contour-contingent color aftereffects - Betinal
area specificity.
P0449 A72-37273
Psychophysical procedures to investigate selective
visual adaptation to light of different
• wavelengths froa test gratings vith various
orientations and spatial freguencies
pO«51 A72-37829
Spectral sensitivity after prolonged intense
spectral light exposure of rhesus monkey
corneas, demonstrating long tern loss of cone
photopigaent response
P0495 A72-40739
The photopigtnent bleaching hypothesis of
complementary after-images - A psychophysical
test.
P0547 A72-44376
Visual sensitivity measurement in retinal areas
vith stepvise change froa one monochromatic
light to another, discussing eye movements
effects and perception thresholds
pOSUB A72-44385
Techniques for analysing differences in VEBs:
Colored and patterned stimuli.
P0548 A72-44387
Small field tritanopia of central fovea in terms
of dichromatic area color response mechanism and
adaptation speed
P05H9 A72-44390
Analysis of international aviation standards for
colors and color perception regnired for civil
aircraft pilots
[AVIATIOB-BED-BEBO-29] p0081 B72-12020
Analysis of human sensory interactions between
color perception and ambient white noise intensity
tAD-7281991 p0087 H72-13065
flathematical model for human color vision process
simulation
P0132 H72-15030
Bathematical model of psychophysiological
-relationship between sensation and stimulus in
hnaan colof perception
P0132 B72-15031
Grassmann algebra for functional model of color
vision statics in human perception
P0132 H72-15032
Spectral sensitivity functions of retinal color
vision receptors
P0133 H72-15034
Spectral egnation for plotting functional
responses of human color vision receptors
P0133 H72-15035
Color discrimination ability in children with
reduced visual acuity
P0133 N72-15037
Phased development of human visual color perception
P0133 H72-15038
Reightlessness effects on achromatic and chromatic
visual perception in humans
P0135 H72-15053
Development of spectral sensitivity curves for
optic tecnm of turtles and effect of wavelength
on reptilian vision
tAD-7302861 P0140 B72-15089
Color perception tester for testing color code
perceptiveness of individuals
fBASA-CASE-KSC-10278] p0190 H72-16015
Beasnrement of color and movement detection by
neurons
ClD-733421] p0255 S72-19114
Time variation in human processing of movement
directions and Stroop color words
flD-734299) p0308 B72-20095
Hunan visual acuity measured by chromatic square
wave gratings under luminance conditions
flD-734931] P0315 H72-21063
COLOB1TIOI
0 COLOR
COIOBIBETBT
Proposed cone sensitivities relation to (right
color discrimination lines, tabulating optimum
weighting factors and longest to shortest
chromacity steps ratios
P0215 A72-22619
Drea determination in urine and water wastes for
'recycling process, using
B-dimethylaminobenzaldehvde coldrinetric method
P0328.A72-29325
COBA
Cerebral blood flow and metabolic changes during
wakefnlness, sleep, coma and epileptic seizures
in terms of homeostatic mechanisms
P0376 A72-33558
COBBAT
Sleep loss and work-rest cycle effects on combat
efficiency, considering psychomotor reactivity,
vigilance and decision making capacity
P0275 A72-26688
Pilot and back-seat man physiological responses
during high-g aerial combat maneuvers in F-4E
aircraft, discussing ECG, respiratory rate and
minute volume
P0298 A72-28317
Begression analysis technigne for selecting
Binuteman combat crew members
[AD-7408411 p0535 H72-31126
COBBIHED STBESS
Effect of combined environmental stresses during
flight on pilot performance
flD-727041] p0038 H72-10104
COBBDSTIBILITI
0 FLABBABILITT
COBBOSTIOH PBYSICS
Development and characteristics of controlled
atmospheres adegnate for habitation which will
not support combustion
[AD-741808] p0486 B72-29096
COBEIS
Comet collisions in planetary nebulae as source of
organic compounds in universe in preplanetary
era, noting nucleic acid bases in carbonaceous
meteorites
P0064 A72-14802
Cosmic sources of organic compounds from chemical
evolution viewpoint, discussing comets,
interstellar space, prestellar nebulae and cool
stellar atmospheres
P0184 A72-22014
COBPOBT
Design of vibration absorbers minimizing human
discomfort.
pOSOl A72-41231
Applied research into the effects of vibration ,
upon displays.
P0504 A72-41424
COBBAHD ADD COHTHOL , ..
Development of on-line partial data reduction
process for use with reaction time experiments
conducted on command and control simulator system
[AD-736868] p0359 H72-23089
Performance of personnel operating moving command
and control system that monitors psychomotor tasks
fAD-738133] p0478 B72-28114
COBBABD BOODLES
Zero-gravity open type urine receptacle for Apollo
command module
[NASA-IB-1-58085] P0476 H72-28095
COBBAHD-COBTBOI
0 COBBAHD ASD COBTBOL
COBBEHCIA1 AIBCBAFT
Reliability design for airborne ecological system
for jumbo jets, discussing toilet 'flushing and
multiple server queueing model
P0229 172-23999
COBBBBCIAl 17I1TIOB
0 CIVIL 1VI1TIOH
D COBBEBCIAL 1IBCB1FT
COBBDIICATII6
BT AIBCBAFT COBBDHICATIOB
BT ELECTBOCOTABEOOS COBBDBICATIOB
BT IBTEBSTELLAB COBBOBICATIOB
BT VERBAL COBBOBIC1TIOB
COBBOBICATIO1
BT OHDEBWATEB COBBOBIC1IIOB
BT VERBAL COBBDBICATIOB
Ban-machine systems communication ambiguities due
to information misinterpretation involving sense
organs, previous experience and expectational bias
p0064 172-14850
Possibility of communication with dolphins based
on -analyses of language and intellect
p0390 B72-24131
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SUBJECT IBDBI COBPOTBB GRAPHICS
COBBOIICATIOB EQUIPBBBT
HT BADIO BECEIVEBS
COBBOBICATIOB TBEOBY
NT SYLLABLES
BT BOBDS (LANGUAGE)
Bussian book on visual sensor signal dynamics
covering nerve signal transformation, light
stimuli responses, afferent flow, bionics,
neurocybernetics and communication theory
P0268 A72-26049
COBBOBITIBS
BT HOOBTAIB IBHABITANTS
COBPABTBBITS
BT AIB LOCKS
BT AIBCBAFT COBPABTREBTS
BT COBBABD flODULES
BT PBESSOBE CBABBEBS
BT PBESSDBIZED CABIBS
BT SPACECBAFT CABIBS
BT TEST CBABBEBS
BT ViCDDB CBABBEBS
COBPiTIBILITI
Anthropometric data utilization for military
pilot/aircraft compatibility evaluation,
discussing cockpit exclusion code development
and inpleaentation
p0298 A72-28324
COBPEBSiTIOB
Prolonged weightlessness effects on
cardiovascular, digestive, musculoskeletal and
nervous systems, blood and ^ etabolism, noting
cODpensatory reactions
P0374 A72-33546
COBPBBSATOBI TBACKIHG
Compensatory tracking task performance vith
continuous error information feedback via
visual, auditory or electrocntaneous displays
p0345 A72-31152
Auditory display in dual-axis compensatory
tracking task, discussing performance measures
in terms of sguared error integral and human
operator describing functions
P0378 A72-33866
Congruent and spurious motion in the learning and
performance of a compensatory tracking task.
P0419 A72-35692
Human operator dynamics for aural compensatory
tracking.
P0507 A72-41950
Human identification of threat symbols on
simulated ECB display scopes while performing
compensatory tracking tasks
CiD-7311861 P0144 H72-1S117
Comparison of human eye controlled and hand
controlled tracking tasks
fSC-BB-71-0502] P0205 B72-17082
Pilot describing function technigue for analyzing
secondary task influence on tracking performance
fUTIAS-178] P0530 B72-30118
COBPLEX STSTEBS
Integration of primitive biological levels into
higher organizational complexes
fHASA-TT-F-13729] P0034 N72-10075
COBPLEIITI
BT TASK COBPLEXITY
Stimulus complexity and the EEG - Differential
effects of the number and the variety of display
elements.
P0407 A72-34248
Effects of noise and illumination on human motor
performance
fAD-739474] p0441 S72-27095
COBPLIiBCE (ELASTICITY)
0 BODOLDS OF ELASTICITY
COBPLICATI01
0 COSPLEIITY
COBPOBEBT BELIABILITY
Functional reliability of the biological component
of a life support system
P0492 A72-40448
COBPOSITE BATEBIALS
BT 8EIBFOBCED PLASTICS
Bulti-cycle plasma arc evaluation of oxidation "
inhibited carbon-carbon material for shuttle
leading edges.
TASBE PAPEB 72-EBAV-26] P0460 A72-39151
Design and development of Apollo space suits with
emphasis on materials used and combination of
materials to obtain desired protection
P0196 B72-16426
Design of insulated lightweight shoes
[AD-73493U] p0263 B72-19183
COHPOSITBS
D COBPOSITB BATEBIALS
COHPOSITTO1 (PBOPBBTY)
BT ATBOSPBEBIC COBPOSITIOB
BT ATBOSPBEBIC BOISTOBE
BT BODY COBPOSITIOB (BIOLOGY)
BT CABBOB DIOXIDE COBCEBTBATIOB
BT COBCEBTBATIOB (COBPOSITIOB)
BT GAS COBPOSITIOB
BT LOBAB COBPOSITIOB
BT BOISTOBE COBTBBT
Phosphate and bone ash composition of beef and
human bone under living body conditions
CBASA-TT-F-13916] p0568 B72-33079
COBPBESSBD AIB
Visual evoked response as measure of nitrogen
narcosis in divers breathing compressed air from
0 to 250 feet
[AD-737208] p0401 B72-25114
Effects of compressed air or helium oxygen mixture
breathing on learning behavior of rats
CAD-7396901 p0474 B72-28082
COBPBBSSED GAS
BT HIGH PBESSOBE OIYGEB
COBPBBSSIOB LOADS
BT IBPACT LOADS , . . •
Bonlinear deformation of intervertebral discs in
human spine when subjected to shock loads
involving axial compressive impact
P0437 B72-26857
COBPBBSSIVE STBEBGTB
Bechanical compression strength of vertebrae and
intervertebral disks in humans
tBASA-TT.TF-145661 p0561 B72-32101
COBPDTBB DBSIGB
Design of specialized analog computer for on-line
monitoring of cardiac stroke volume by means of
modified version of pressure pulse contour method
[BASA-TB-D-66S8] p0310 B72-20108
COBPDTEB GRAPHICS
Pattern recognition by computerized local
processing of binary matrix representations
A72-10476
Computer controlled scintiscanniog for pulmonary
blood flow distribution, discussing real time
data monitoring, contour plots and three
dimensional and wall reflection maps
P0012 A72-11038
ventricular function determination by computer
graphic techniques for increasing speed,
accuracy, reliability and scope of
angiocardiographic analyses determining human
heart dimensions
P01S2 A72-19308
Computer graphics system simulation of saccadic
eye movement made for time optimal control
behavior study, incorporating eye muscle
characteristics
P0152 A72-19309
Computerized angiographic heart geometry analysis
for three dimensional ventricle models of man
and dog, using Ta markers
P0373 A72-33424
The airborne visual simulation as an electronic
display.
P0502 A72-41410
A new concept of flight displays compatible with
digital airborne computers.
P0504 A72-41426
Otilization of computation principles in living
organisms to construct cognitive systems
CAD-727795J p0040 B72-10115
Computer graphics for training device instructor
console applications
TAD-731739] p0196 B72-16063
BIOHOD - interactive computer graphic system for
modeling continuous biological systems
CB-747-BIH] P0304 B72-20067
Operators reference manual for BIOHOD computer
graphics system
tB-746-HIB] P0309 B72-20104
Interactive graphics for structural languages and
biological waveform analysis, using special
purpose computers
CAD-739258] P0446 B72-27135
»-105
COHPOTEB HETHODS SUBJECT IHDEI
COHPOTEB BETHODS
0 COHPOTEB PBOGBIHS
COBPDTEB PBOGB18HIHG
»T OH-LIHE PBOGBAHHING
Artificial intelligence and heuristic programing
•research •
r»D-72«867J. ' pOO<16 B72-11102
Developing cent'er for computer-based behavioral
studies for studying and analyzing national
policies and problems
[AD-731859] • p0200 H72-17050
Applications of computer programming in biomedicine
CISS-71/14] p0384 H72-24081
Analog computer program for analysis of extended
electrocardiographic monitoring
P0395 H72-25053
COHPOTEB PBOGBAHS
HT COHPDTEB SYSTEMS PBOGBAHS
EEG parameters estimation and statistical
uncertainty calculation by computer program
P0001 172-10073
Hagnetic tape' recorded flight data'analysis'by
FOBTBAH program • ' . • ' •
P0004 A72-10215
"Computerized polycardiographic data processing
covering 23 cardiac and respiratory •' ,
characteristics, using rabbits'data ' ' •
p0148 A72-18868
Dynamic electrocardiography with analog computer
program to detect, count and classify atypical
ventricular depolarization complexes •*
p0293 172-28281
General principles and'detail similarities'in
visual pattern analysis by single neuron
•operation; computer'programs and psychological
perception '' •'•'
p0462'172-39275
Belative position of the rib within the chest and
its determination on living sublects with the
aid of a computer program. •
• p0552 A72-«4957
Computer program for correlating human reactions •
to psychological stress
CAD-7304521 .p0139 H72-15081
Tvo Honte Carlo codes for calculation of dose
distribution in human phantoms irradiated by
external photon sources
rKFKI-71-12] p0306 N72-20082
Computer program for analyzing impact damage to
skull-brain•system models •
riD-733986] v • • p0307 H72-20087
Computer analysis of clothing and human
acclimatization to Antarctic Begion ' ' •' •''
riD-7340711 p0313 H72-21055
Computer program arrangement for recording
psychiatric data
fISS-71/121 p0384 N72-24082
• Computer program for predicting microbial burden
of unmanned planetary-spacecraft
f »ASA'-CB-1271(67] . p0469 H72-28048
Vargus 9 computer programs for analyzing human .,
pattern perception mechanism
1:10-738174] p0472 H72-28070
COBPDTEB SIBOLATIOS .
0 COHPOTEBIZED SIHOLATIOH' '
COHPOTBB STSTEHS PBOGBIHS
Automated hospital information management system
operations manual and system program listing
CHAS1-TH-X-65747] p0034 'N72-10077
COBPDTEB TECBHIQOES
Computer aided biplane roentgen videometry system
for dynamic circulatory structure studies
including blood flov and heart volume
determination
P0013 172-11040
Synergic control of computer-manipulators,
' - evaluating system '•
P0098 A72-16450
Computers in biomedicine - Conference, University
of Hawaii, January 1972
P0152 A72-19306
Computerized EEG data acquisition and transmission
system for large hospitals with multiple
critical care patient monitoring units, noting
telephone access from outside .
P0152 A72-19307
Cardiographic interpretation of computerized
apexo-carotid diagram, using heart-motor pump
comparison '' • ' - /
P0168 172-20607
Computerized oesocardiogram for left auricle
mechanical activity examination, comparing with
catheterization technigue • •'
P0168 A72-20608
Anthropotechnical aspects of aircraft:taxiing'•
guidance in airfield runway areas, suggesting
computerized operational system
P0216 A72-22779
Clinical reliability and normal variations of
Frank ECG computer analysis by Smith-Hyde
program for healthy and cardiac patients ' '
P0221 A72-23274
Digital computer technigne for computation of
pulmonary mechanics parameters, using phasor
meth'od and Fourier series analysis of :
respiratory flow signals
' P0272 A72-26620
Computer assisted monitoring of ECG waveforms and
heart sounds freguency spectra to detect bubble
laden blood 'during decompression sickness . "' ' '
' P0272 A72-26626
Left ventricular volume time course from computer
•processing of video angiocardiographic data
based on X ray densitometry measurements
' p0272 A72-26627
Bandom sample comparison of computer program for
ECG diagnoses and physicians readings '
P0278 A72-26975
Menu selection for SKTLAB astronauts by computer
technigue based on mixed integer programming
code, using measure of pleasure lists
P0280 A72-27H42
Computer analysis of helicopter pilots eye
movement patterns dependence on visual task ''•
skill and'performance time '
P0281 172-271(75
Automatic ECG recording and analysis by electronic
data processing equipment, discussing methods of
data acguisition and transmission for routine
diagnosis and prophylactic mass examinations
P0286 A72-27821
Low cost real time computerized C 11 •
radiorespirometry telemetering system for
monitoring human metabolism data during space
missions
P0293 A72-28277
Computerized measurement and analysis of •
day-to-day variations of corrected orthogonal
ECG and vectorcardiogram in normal sublects,
using results as assessment standards
p0311 A72-30967
Biotelemetry and computer analysis technigues for
steep states and wakefulness studies durin'g •
•aerospace flight
P0376 A72-33560
Serial ECG change detection and description in
myocardial infarction survivors, using computer
analysis to find best diagnostic discriminants
from multiple criteria
P0379 A72-34008
An automatic measuring and recording system for
clinical electro-oculography. - s
p(W9 A72-37UOO
Prediction displays'based on the extrapolation L
method.
. p0502 172-411109
Human or computer control role in teleoperator
remote control mechanisms, discussing control
modes, sensing and transmission time delay '
problems
P0503 A72-41416
Computerized supervisory control for
•interpretation of subgoal statements from human
operator to permit teleoperator interaction with
environment without long time delay
P0503 172-41417
A method for the development and optimization of
controller-models for man-machine systems.
P0504 A72-41420
Instrumentation for pre-computer processing-of •
electromyogram signals
P0078 N72-12006
Computerized' analysis of display requirements for
aircraft longitudinal control in landing approach
tNlSl-CB-1952) P0084 H72-12049
Utilization of computer technology in biomedical
data processing ~ •
. [1D-737676] P0385 N72-24086
1-106
SDBOBCT IHDEI COHDITIONH6 (LBABIIHG)
.Automatic analysis of ECG at rest, daring and
after exercise vith two computer systems
P0395 H72-25052
COHPUTBBIZBD SIHULATIOH . . .
BT ASALOG SinOLATIOH
HI DIGITAL SIMULATION
Computer simulation of evoked cortical audio
potentials in animals and humans, noting
clinical application for hearing threshold
measurements
P0016 A72-11324
Aircraft safety enhancement by computer controlled
. flight simulator training of air crews,
discussing Boeing 747 program
P0148. A72-18839
Computer graphics system simulation of saccadic
eye movement made for time optimal control ..
behavior study, incorporating eye muscle
characteristics
P0152 A72-19309
Computerized simulation from model of,.human
pupillary motor behavioral response to light,
• accommodation and fusional inputs . ...
P0152 A72-19310
Electrical cardiac activity computer simulation
model including biophysically faithful
conduction system and electrocardiograms for
high fidelity production
p0153 A72-19313
Apollo manned mission real time ground support .
computer simulation for NASA.flight controller
training to maximize flight crew safety
P0165 A72-20329
Bioelectric ECG and EEG signal analysis using
hybrid computer techniques and parameter ,
optimization for autocorrelation function modeling
p0165 A72-20333
Nonlinear model for computer simulation of human
arterial system, using finite difference
technigue for pressure and flow calculations .
P0165 A72-20357
Hybrid computer simulation of cardiovascular
system in biomedical engineering education
P0214 A72-22455
Hydraulic transmission line equations for computer
simulation of arterial circulatory systems
P0234 A72-24811
Hybrid computer simulation of cochlea mathematical
model, noting nonlinear damping
,p0378 A72-33971
Computerized simulation of ballistocardiograph
• - sublective evaluation and objective manual
measurements, correlating heart beat with ideal
pattern ..:'
. , p0422 A72-36037
Digital computer technique for
ballistocardiography simulation, using
distributed parameters for vessel segments in
circulatory system model ,
P0422 A72-36038
Digital computer simulation of human systemic
arterial pulse wave transmission - A nonlinear
model. ,
p0429 A72-37028
Computerized statistical simulation of automatism
of spontaneously active smooth muscle strip,
neglecting individual cell spontaneous activity
P0452 A72-37949
Computer simulation of the space shuttle orbiter
environmental thermal control system.
[ASSB PAPEB 72-ENAV-12] p0461 A72-39165
The airborne visual simulation as an electronic
display.
P0502 A72-41410
The effect of membrane parameters on the
properties of the nerve impulse. •
P0507 A72-41936
Besponse of a seat-passenger system to impulsive
loading.
p0516 A72-42766
Utilization of computation principles.in living
organisms to construct cognitive systems
TAD-727795] P0040 N72-10115
Computerized simulation of human impact- in sled
acceleration test
CPB-203717] • p0246 N72-18116
Computerized simulation model for studying
performance of air bag
tPB-204170] P0261 N72-19184
Use of computer technology for solution ,to.
problems in cybernetics •
CJPBS-55937J p0389 H72-24.126
Hodifying Siegel-Holf operator simulation mbdel^
for on-line operation , . ' .
 f ...,, .. . ...
CAD-7377981 " ' pO«46 N72-27138
• Computerized simulation for predicting time needed
to correct electronic equipment .malfunction by
humans , -
CAD-738572] , pOM79 H72-28116
Digital simulation and experimental evaluation of
C02-H(plus) control of pulmonary ventilation
CNASA-CB-127819] p0521 N72-30056
Behavior of computer generated visual system
[AD-744927] ' p0569 N72-33086
COBPDTEBS
NT AIKBOBNE/SPACEBOBNE COBPDTEBS
 (
NT ASALOG COMPUTERS .,, ,
NT CDC COBPUTEBS
NT DIGITAL COBPUTEBS . . . . . .
NT BYBBID COBPOTEBS
Russian book on -man and computer covering
interaction systems technological capabilities,
mathematical aspects and applications
. , p0361 A72-31272
Besearch in agriculture., .computers, and
cybernetics, medicine, and electronics
.. CJPBS-56202] pO«33 N72-26061
Quantitative analysis of phpnocardioqrams by . ..
electronic computers
tNASA-TT-F-14608] . p"0563 1172-32113
CORCE8TBATIBG
Biological phosphate origin through
atmosphere-hydrosphere interrelations,
discussing concentrative processes, dehydration
mechanics and evaporation . • . .
P0097 A72-16129
CONCBHTBATION (COBPOSITION) . ;
NT ATBOSPHEBIC .BOISTUBE .
NT CABBON DIOIIDE CONCENTBATION
NT..HOISTUBE CONTEST
Effect of low concentrations of carbon monoxide on
human behavior and performance
TAD-727509] p0035 N72-10086
Compilation of raw data on .elemental . .
concentrations in normal and diseased human organs
CUCBL-51013-PT-1-BEV-1] p0306 N72-20081
CONCEHTBATOBS
Electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrator
materials compatibility to space shuttle life
support environment, comparing with LiOH method
P0009 A72-10768
COHCOBDE AIBCBAPT
.Cosmic radiation effects in Concorde,, prototype
cabin, using photographic dosimeters for neutron
dose measurement and nuclear emulsions for all
'• charged particle recordings
- . . . . . . p0151 A72-:19241
Passive dosimetric interpretation of cosmic
radiation dose rate onboard French .prototype of
Concorde 001 supersonic transport aircraft
P0432 N72-26052
CONDBNSATBS
Sanitary-hygienic evaluation of the extraction •
method for water recycling in atmospheric
moisture condensates . > • <
. , p04?1 A72-40435
Production of condensates from man occupied
. -chambers and application to repeated cultivation
of plants -, • -
- . - ,' ,p0204 N72-17078
CONDITIONED BESPONSES .
0 CONDITIONING (LEABNING). .
CONDITIONING
Methods for conditioning cardiovascular system
during prolonged weightlessness - - .
 t •
tNASA-CB-1246051 pOOSS N72-12051
COHDITI08IHG (LEABNING)
Bespiration effects on human heart rate
deceleration and biphasic cardiac response in
aversive shock conditioning situation
. . . - p0003 A72-10195
Soviet book on.physiology of conditioned reflexes
covering brain, and-nervous system, tonic,
reflexes, functional models, inhibition
localization, etc
P0004 A72-10295
Operant conditioning for producing gross motor
responses, discussing application to physical
Ar107
COHDITIOHS SDEJECT IHDEZ
medicine and rehabilitation with mentally
retarded Downs syndrome children
P0059 172-14706
Conditioned refloat as component of artificial
conditioned-natural unconditioned reflex system
controlling adaptive behavioral patterns, noting
contribution to complex nervons activity
understanding '
' p0073 172-15582
Frontal lobe damage effect on conditional motor
reflexes, communication capability and emotional
behavior in baboon apes
P0073 472-15583
Rapid ventilatory response in man at work on set
for different standard starting commands, • '
discussing relation to work load and
conditioning process
P0103 172-16788
Hologram data treatment comparison to human brain -
function, discussing recognition signals,
Pavlovian gnalities and intelligence function
P0112 172-17997
Hypothalamic stimulation conditioned negative fear
reflex in cats before/after neocortex isolation
P0159 172-19859
Improperly controlled learning processes
 r
relationship to hypertonic blood pressure
irregularities pathogenesis in rats, '
investigating negative emotional reactions effects
P0169 172-20659
Entropy effect in two dimensional conditional
reflex decision situations upon rats central
nervous analysis-synthesis processes ' -'
P0170 172-20661
Central nervous plasticity and stereotypy
intercorrelation in conditional reflex tvo
dimensional decision situations :
P0170 172-20662
Bod-cone interaction in human scotopic vision,
presenting test flash threshold as function of
conditioning flash interval
p0177 472-21460
Soviet papers on human higher nervous activity
physiology covering conditioned reflexes and
adaptive behavior, neurotropic substance
effects, mathematical and structural modeling, etc
p0181 172-21834
Henrophysiological mechanisms responsible for
conditioned reflexes, considering cells,
reaction relationship to animal behavior,
neuronal stimuli interactions, internal
inhibitions and trace process reproduction "*
P0181 172-21835
Conditioned reflex mechanisms responsible for
regulation of emotions in higher order animal
and human nenrophysiology
P0181 172-21837
Conditioned reflex activity, discussing biological
and nervous system, electric analog simulation
and mathematical and structural modeling
P0182 172-21842
Conditioned stimuli presentation role in
successive differentiation and inhibition limits
in monkeys
P0323 172-28644
Passenger behavioral inaction in survivable
aircraft accidents, suggesting maladaptive
behavior counteraction by leadership and/or
training
P0324 172-28727
Concentrated and extended learning effects on
formation rate and retention degree of
conditioned reflex during mice adaptation to
high altitude hypoxia
P0325 472-28770
Unconditioned /muscular load stimulus/ and
conditioned /metronome stimulus/ cardiac
reflexes in hypnotic and alert states
P0372 472-32991
LF whole body vibration effects on rat escape
conditioning in terms of freguency; amplitude
and controls for noise and activation
P0378 172-33868
Reflex and conditional movement observation of
central nervous-system function restitution in
Racaca mnlatta monkeys with cortical lesions,
studying pathological forced grasping
P0429 172-36977
Proteinase activity in different regions of the"- •
brain during development and inhibition of 'a
conditioned passive-avoidance reflex >
P0457 172-38927
Blood vessel reactions to natural' defense and
conditioned reflexes from plethysmography and
blood pressure measurements, discussing cortical
effects mechanisms
P0496' A72-40758
Higher nervous activity of monkeys tvo years after
the extirpation of the dorsolateral frontal cortex
P0497 472-40803
Effect of electrical excitation of various
auditory analysor levels on a conditioned motor
reflex . - • - . -
P0497 172-40805
Evoked potentials of the primary auditory cortical
zone produced by positive and inhibitive
conditioned stimuli
;
 ' P0497 472-40806
Role of the reticnlar formation of the mid-brain •
in the storage and :recreation of a system of
'• conditioned reflexes
'• • ' P0498 172-40809
Critigue of Pavlov conditioned reflex role in
•higher nervous activity and association
principle role in psychic activity
P0498 172-40811
Electrophysiological analysis of defense reflex
and unconditioned reaction and conditioned 5
signal analyzers in nodal mechanisms of
functional system /afferent synthesis, decision
making, correction, etc/
- P0506 172-11675
Development of a defensive conditioned reflex to a
light stimulus after previous visual deprivation
P0546 472-44078
Ige-induced long-tern memory changes in animals
P0546 172-44079
Characteristics of conditioned reflexes to an
ecologically adegnate stimulus in hens
POS46 172-44080
Effects of lov CO concentrations on learned
behavior patterns using human subjects
[1D-727510] p0036 H72-10088
Effects of compressed air or helium oxygen mixture
breathing on learning behavior of rats
[1D-739690] p0474 H72-28082
Influence of discriminative training and stimulus
control oh*key pecking behavior in pigeons
tHASA-CH-127772J P0480 H72-29049
COHDITIOiS
HI CHROHIC COHDITIOHS
HI FLIGHT COHDITIOHS
COHDOCTAHCE
D RESISTANCE
CONDUCTIVE BEIT TB1HSFBB
Heat transfer through fabrics by convection,
conduction, radiation and vaporization related
to skin temperature and thermal injury
P0054 172-13700
CONDUCTORS
RT ELECTBIC KIBE
HI ELECTBOITTES
NT IOH EICHAHGE HEHBBAHE ELECTROLYTES
COHFEBEHCES
Pattern recognition in biological and technical
systems - Conference, Berlin, April 1970
pOOOS 472-10463
Protection against accelerator and space radiation
Conference, Geneva, April 1971, Volume 1, Health
physics
[CERH-71-16] p0024 172-12051
Medical primatology - Conference, Hev York,
September 1969
pOOSO 172-13068
Ballistocardiography and clinical studies -
Conference, Atlantic City, 2 Bay- 1970
pOOSO 472-13141
Systems, man'and cybernetics'- IEEE Conference,
Inaheim, California, October 1971'
P0051 172-13161
Coronary heart disease - Conference, Frankfurt am
Hain, Rest Germany, January 1970
I p0052 172-13176
Biomechanics - Conference, Eindhoven, Netherlands,
August 1969
P0059 172-14703
1-108
SUBJECT IBDEI COBSTBAIBTS
Chemical evolution and life origin - Conference,
Pont-a-Bousson, France, April 1970, Volume 1,
Bolecalar evolution
P0059 A72-1B751
Vertebrates visual processes - Conference, ,
University of Chile, Santiago, - ' . " ' '
Hovember-December, 1970
P0107, A72-17718
Computers in biomedicine - Conference, University
of Hawaii, January 1972
P0152 A72-19306
Biochronometry - BAS-BASA Conference, Friday
Harbor, iashinqton, September 1969
. pOISS A72-19526
Transportation noises - Conference, University, of
Washington, Seattle, Daren 1969
p0161 A72-r20162
Atheromatosis, chest angina and arrhythmia - ...
Conference, Brussels, October 1970
p0178 A72-215U1
ATC tasks work load assessment - Conference, . ,;
Darmstadt University of Technology,, June 1971
p'0218 A72-23126
Diurnal rhythm and loss of sleep effects on human
efficiency - Conference, Strasbourg, July 1970
p027U A72-26676
Aerospace medicine - Conference, Bal Harbour,
Florida, say 1972
. P0290 A72-28251
Environmental progress - conference. Hew York,- Hay
1972
, p0369 A72-32601
Betabolism of the hypozic and ischaemic heart;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Geneva, '
Switzerland, June It-17, 1971. Part 1.
POU12 A72-31976
Circulatory assist and ballistocardiographic
studies: Proceedings of the Fifteenth Annual
fleeting, Atlantic City, B.J., Bay 1, 1971.
pO«22 A72-36032
Displays and controls; Proceedings of the Advanced
Study Institute, Berchtesgaden, Rest Germany,
Harch 15-26, 1971.
. p0501 A72-H1402
High altitude physiology: Cardiac and respiratory
aspects; proceedings of the Symposium, London,
England, February 17, 18, 1971.
P0512 A72-42583
International Interdisciplinary Cycle Research
Symposium,. 3rd, Hoordwijk, Netherlands, August
22-28, 1971, Proceedings. 7cr «•
P0518 A72-42976
Life sciences and space research X; Proceedings of;;
the Fourteenth Plenary Beeting, Seattle, Rash., .
June 21-July 2, 1971.
P0539 A72-43381
General and specific medical causes for grounding •
flying personnel - conferences
rAGABD-CP-09-71] p0124 H72-14090
Conference on research at Institute for Bnman .
Factors Engineering optimization of man machine
systems, Beckenheim, Germany, Jnn. 1970
tABTHEOPOTBCH-U/70] p0191 H72-16019
Conference on space biology related to-Post-Apollo
program, Paris, Bar. 1971
[ESBO-SP-73] P0192 S72-16029
Conference on human bioenergetics and
thermoregulation ,
 1<;,.
fAD-733«01] P0251 B72-19111
Linear acceleration of impact type,/causing human
inluries - conferences ,
rAGABD-CP-08-71] p0255 B72-19119
Conference'papers relating to military training
device technology and training methodology
fAD-7372261 p0391 H72-21137
Proceedings of conference on medical aspects of
spatial disorientation and effects on safe •
aircraft operation
fAGABD-CP-95-PT-1] P0392 B72-25031
Aeromedical reguirements and examination
techniques for aircrews - conference
fAGABp-CP-95-PT-2J p039« B72-250I18
Proceedings of conference on animal orientation
and navigation capabilities
fFASA-SP-262] P0396 H72-25062
Conferences on biophysical approaches to solving
problems of ionizing and nonionizing radiation
effects during high altitude flight, manned
space flight, and ground based egnipment
[AGABD-CP-95-PT-3] pOO31 H72-260U5
Conference on portable life support systems for
human protection
CBASA-SP-302] . pO»»2 B72-27106
Bearing, bioaconstics, and biomechanics for . ..
biodynamic models - conference
riD-739501] pO««6 B72-271HO
Conference on application of clean room technology
> to surgery suites
[BASA-CB-127*42] . p0467 H72-28034
COHFIDEBCE
Obedience to rotation-indicating visual displays
as a function of confidence in the displays.
P0420 A72-35943
COBFIBBBBBT .
Compositional changes in E. coli in human .
intestines during confinement
tJPBS-55191] p0252 B72-19096-
COBFLUEBCE
0 COHVEHGEHCE
COHGEHITiL AHOBILIES
Photopic spectral curves of relative luminous
efficiency for congenital deficiencies of color
vision, using optical bench, interference
filters and Bachstein flicker photometer
P0056 A72-13935
Familial,,cardonyopathy detection by
electrocardiography noting .arrhythmias,
ventricular hypertrophy, abnormal Q waves and
intraventricular conduction defects
. . . p0056 A72-1111I3
Abnormal ECG in healthy man due to former disease,
sabclinical disease, congenital anomalies,
• .1. hereditary disease or functional aberrations
. p0168 A72-2057Q
Color discrimination threshold determination for
spectral sensitivity in subjects with congenital
color vision disorders
P0321 A72-28763
Echocardiography in the diagnosis of congenital
mitral stenosis and in evaluation of the results
of mitral valvotomy.
. , , pOaSO A72-37499
The mitral apparatus - Functional anatomy of
mitral regurgitation.
, pOiet A72-39U60
The scoliosis of congenital heart disease.
, . p05«9 A72-it1560
COBGEBITAL COBDITIOBS , . ,
U COBGEBITAL AHOHALIES , ' • .
COBBECTITE TISSUE
BT COLLAGEBS
. -Training effect on oxygen consumption in negative
muscular work, considering connective tissue
strengthening and muscle viscosity changes
P0053 A72.-13676
Structural and mechanical characteristics of human
connective tissue
. P0258 H72-191UO
COBSCIOOSBESS
Soviet book on psychic phenomena and brain,
. covering cybernetics, dialectical materialist
implications, consciousness, psychophysiology
and cerebral nenrodynamic structures
P0186 A72-22164
Human consciousness and choice role in biological
control process automation to define differences
between manual and automatic control systems
P0502 A72-11405
Some data on the interrelations of conscious and
unconscious reactions
P05H5 A72-1U076
COBSOLES
HT BEBOTE COBSOLES " .
COHSTABTS
HT PEBCEPTOAL IIBE COHSTAHT ,
BT TIBE COBSTABT .,
COHSTITOTIVE EQUATIOBS
Blood flow mathematical formulation, .considering
tissues constitutive eguations, geometrical
configurations, arterial wave propagation, etc
P0111 A72-17959
COBSTBAIBTS
HT HETEOBOLOGICAL PAEABETEBS
Acceleration force simulation for altered weight
effect on animal tolerance to restraint,
discussing body mass loss, reduced lymphocyte
count and disorientation
p006i) A72-11866
A-109
COHSTBICTOBS SUBJECT IIDBX
Restraints for passengers in automobiles •
: • P0256 N72-19122
Linear and angular acceleration terminology, human
acceleration simulation, airplane airbag
• 'restraint systems, and mathematical models of -
automobile crash loads
P0259 H72-19155
Protective aspects of passive restraints for
vehicles . :.
P0260 H72-19156
Simulation of frontal collisions and injuries
sustained by cadavers, using safety belts, and-
air bags
. p0260 B72-19159
COHSTHICTOBS
Chest strapping-induced increased lung recoil
pressure effects on maximal expiratory flow
relation to lung .surface :compliance decrease
> • < : P0231 A72-24II78
COHSDBPTIOH . . : •
HT FUEL COHSUHPTIOH
HI OXYGEH COHSDHPIIOH : i- -
ST iiTEB COHSOHPTIOH . » ;
COITABIIAITS
HT RADIOACTIVE CONTAHIHAHTS
HT-TRACE COHTABIHAHTS . .. •
Dltrastrnctural and morphometric studies -.of
beryllium oxide-contaminated environment effect
on monkey-and dog lung tissue
P0170 A72-20686
Spacecraft critical surfaces protection from.. >
molecular and particulate contamination.,sources.
including gloves, tissues, and. covering or
packaging materials:- : .
p0278 A72-27012
Aviator breathing oxygen contaminant detector
using gas chromatography and portable IR analyzer
. P0290 A72-282S3
Spacecraft functional properties degradation due
to surface contamination with ontgassing vapors,
discussing contaminant materials transport and.,,
sprption characteristics ...
P05U1 A72-U3619
Chemical contaminant influence on design of
biovaste resisto-|et propulsion system for space
station use
THASA-CR-1119771 . . p0039 H72-10111
COHTiHIHATIOH . j _ . . .
HT FUEL COHTAHIHATIOH
HT SPACECRAFT COHTABIHATIOH
Planetary guarantine microbial.contamination . .
control, considering clean.room .concept and
microbiologic barrier techniques
P0010 A72-10821
Honsterile.space flight hardware effects on
planetary quarantine, evaluating contamination
sources, design and mission parameters,
cleanliness conditions and bioload'
. P0011 A72-10824
Terrestrial biosphere back contamination from
outer space organisms, discussing microbiologic
control and prevention requirements
P0011 A 72-,10825
Potential health hazards due to ingestion of
garden vegetables contaminated by arsenic,
cadmium, lead, and zinc
.. •• . H72-19390
COHTEIT
Effects of »ater activity on control and
deterioration mechanisms of dehydrated food
systems
fHASA-CR-111861] p0136 H72-26080
COHTIHEHTS
HT AUSTRALIA
HT EUROPE
COHIIHGEHCI . i . . •
Human flexible processing accomplishment in
speeded recognition task with visual stimulus
dimension relevancy contingent upon other
. dimension stimuli values
P0331 A72-29832
COHTIHOOUS RADIAIIOH .
Rabbit and monkey corneal damage following CR
carbon dioxide laser irradiation, discussing
hazard level derivation
CFPRC/13111 .1 . . P0029 A72-12I413
COBTIHOOOS IAVES
U COHTIHUOUS RADIATIOS - •
COHTOURS ,.
Perspective effects on direction of rotation
.^adgments, using fignres with rectangular and
trapezoidal contours . ,
• . ' . PQ022 'A72-11898
COHIRACTIOH . -
Effect of middle ear auscle.contractions on
hearing and echo processing in-Bustache Bat
P0398 H72-2508H
COBTBAST , .
HT IBA6E COHTRAST
•' Detection and recognition of colored signal lights.
. - P0419 A72r35691
COHTROL . .
The foot as input device for control operation.
' ••- P0504 A72-11I128
COITBOL BOARDS.
Beaningfnl shape coding for aircraft switch knobs.-,
; pO«20 A72-35944
COITROL EQUIPBEHT
HI COHTROL STICKS
HT PRESSDBE REGULATORS /. . • .
HT TELEOPERATORS ' .
COHTSOL PAVELS I • .
0 COHTROL BOARDS . . .
COHTROL SIHULATIOH •; i
•Apollo manned mission real time ground support
computer simulation for NASA flight controller
training to maximize flight crew safety
- p0165 A72-20329
ATC system.analysis by fast time arithmetic
simulation techniques, describing ground model
• .•development
P0220 A72-231U1
Individual style differences.between operators of
simulated aircraft control
, . p0223 A72-23579
Teleoperator manipulator for payload handling in
space shuttle, noting ;design-features and
simulations of master-slave remote control system
tAIAA PAPER 72-238] p0326 A72-29075
A model for analysing the coordination of manual
movements. , , -
P0503 A72-41113
fleasnrement of pilot stress in simulated aircraft
control tasks
P0012 H72-10131
COHTROL STABILITY
The influence of a prediction display on the human
transfer characteristics.
• , - pOSOS A72-41432
COHTBOL STICKS
•>.'. Influence of prolonged longitudinal accelerations
j on control habits
P0507 A72-41750
Ban/control stick as control system
p0191 H72-16021
COHTBOL SYSTEBS
U COHTHOL
COHTROL THEOBI
Online identification on haman describing function•
by iterative differential analyzer, noting
application to man-machine systems and on-line
adaptive control systems
P0031 A72-12661
Ban machine system input via human controller
output transformation, illustrating with
spacecraft lateral position manual control problem
P0502 A72-41111
Lectures on theory of manual-vehicle control.
pOS03 A72-41II18
Some contributions to the theory of linear models
describing the control behaviour of the human
operation.
P0503 A72-41U19
Ban machine control system synthesis, noting
gnality criteria and estimates for weighting
function coefficients of optimization -potential
p0556 A72-45508
Invariant transformation of the control laws in
ergatic systems
p0556 A72-«5510
flathematical description of a human operator in
ergatic control systems
p0556 A72-4551U
Betaodical aspects of studies of ergatic
differential-game systems
P0557 A72-45517
A-110
SUBJECT IBDBI COBSBA
Han in a control circuit during an information
game synthesis
'• I • - i • p0557 A72-45520
Theoretical-experimental method for parametric
'' ' synthesis of director-type control systems
P0557 A72-«5522
Hathematica*!' model for stability and control of
ir leqqed locomotion systems •• ' " • " •
-' • ' [iDi727806) P0039 H72-10113
Electroencephalogram analysis method as, means' for
.controllinq hunan operator ' ' '
; • ' ' • '- •• P0390 S72-21133
'Human behavior in control system and qame theory
fJPBS-562771) pO»36 H72-26083
Control system analysis for mathematical modeling
"' of respiratory protective devices
pO»»5 B72-27128
CORHOL yilVES:
J
"- Designs for electro-pneumatic flow control valves
for artificial limbs ••"' •'
[AD-726H92] -POOU2 H72-10129
COHTBOU.BD ATHOSPHEBBS - ' "- ' •
HT CABIB ATHOSPHEBES " • ' • >'
HI SPACECBAFT CABIH ATMOSPHEBES • 3>
Hormal and qerm free rat antibody response to-"
sheep erythrocyte inoculation in'-He-O
atmosphere,'analyzing microaqglntinin and
hemolysin titres - ' '' : - •'
. fAD-73632UJ •• » ' ' • . p0064 A72-1U861
Bespiration in altered gas environment for-
spontaneous breathing and voluntarily maintained
pulmonary ventilation level conditions
p'0.185 A72-22077
!
* Hypoxia'. effect on aircraft pilot performance,
using-Link GAT 1 trainer and controlled <
composition atmosphere under varied altitude
conditions for simulated IIS landing approaches
' . • ' p0297 A72-28310
Calculation procedures'for some parameters of
• ' space suit • gas medium supply' systems ' -
• • • • • • ' P0192 A72-4<W9
lexicological characteristics of artificial •
atmosphere of closed ecological systems in
spacecraft and submarines
" rJPBS-51531)' P008S N72-12058
Heasnrement of physiological effects on metabolism
of personnel resulting from long periods of time
in submarine environment • < • ' • •
tAD-7388091 • ' ' pO«73 S72-2807t
Development and characteristics of-• controlled *
atmospheres adequate for habitation which will
not support combustion ' •' '•" '•'
fAD-7111808] - ' P0486 B72-29096
Effects of confined submarine environments on crev
performance and biological processes durinq
prolonged submergence . • • •
fAD-71407961 P0535 H72-31129
COBIB01IED STABILITY
0 COBTBOL
COiTBOLLBBS
HT SEBVOHECHAHISHS '
COHVAIB BILITJBY AIBCEAFT
0 HILITABT AIBCBAPT' • - • • • ' •
COI7ECTIVB FIQS -
Badial diffusion and convection capillary model
for analysis of tissue protein concentration and
colloidal osmotic pressure changes during
transcapillary fluid movement •'••••
P0173 A72-20896
Influence of intracellnlar convection on the
oxygen release by human erythrocytes.
•' • ' • P0506 A72-U1625
COIVBCTIVB BEAT TBAHSPBH
Beat transfer through fabrics by convection,
conduction, radiation and vaporization related
to skin' temperature and thermal injury
pOOSH A72-13700
Convective heat transfer from human form, using
cylindrical model and aluminum statue physical
replica in oven and wind tunnel air flow studies
P0172 A72-20892
COIVBBGEHCB
Convergence effects in visual distance perception
of pilot during aircraft landing • "
P0135 S72-1505K
COIVBBTAPLAIES " .
D V/STOL AIBCBAFT
COHTOLSIOIS
Functional development of the altitude convulsion
mechanism in mice and rabbits /Research note/.
pO»2l| A72-36UHS
COOLIBG
BT LIQDID COOLIHG - : .
Leg coolinq effect improving tolerance to positive
headvard acceleration in sitting position '
P0068 A72-15210
Skin temperature determination under
comfort-controlled liquid-cooled qarment in
exercising subjects
CBASA-CB-11529Sr P0087 H72-13078
COOLIHG STSTBBS
Berve structures localized coolinq device usinq
vacuum insulated closed circuit controlled
cryogenic probe with coolinq ranqe of plus/minus '
20 C
' P0072 A72-15252
Comparison of water cooled, convective air, and
reverse flow system for flight personal
conditioning noting hot environmental condition '
simulation —
fABC-CP-1210] . pO»86 B72-29092
COOBDIBATES
HT POLAS COOBDIHATES
COOBDIHiTIOH '
Eye-hand coordination modifiable parameters under
optical distortion conditions, deriving
quadratic equation for hand response adaptation
P0022 A72-11897
COPILOTS
D AIBCBAFT PILOTS : . , • ' . • ' • .
COPOLIBEBIZATI01 .
Acrylamide polymerization - Bev method for
determining the oxygen content in blood.
P05S6 A72-«5376
COPPEB COHPOOSDS
Effect of copper, cobalt and manganese salts on
* " certain' morphological-biochemical components of
the blood in young sheep of the Bissar breed
P0465 A72-U0075
COBDSGB ' ' . - . - . . ,
Fabrication of root cord restrained fabric suit
sections from sheets of fabric
CBASA-CASE-HSC-12398J p0308 H72-20098
COBIOLIS EFFECT ' .
navigators, pilots and airman trainees response to
Coriolis accelerations, investiqatinq nystagmus
sensitivity coefficient relationship to motion '
sickness resistance
P001U A72-11286
Alcohol inqestion effect on vestibular responses
to angular acceleration and Coriolis
stimulation, discussing nystagmus and subjective
responses
P03<t3 A72-31090
Features of a speech siqnal'durinq cumulative
action of Coriolis accelerations
P0517 A72-Uit151
Human reaction time tests to determine ability to
perform binary choice task vhile subjected to
coriolis stimulation
CIZF-1971-19] 'P0385 H72-21090
COBHEA ' •
Babbit and monkey corneal damage following CW
carbon dioxide laser irradiation, discussing
hazard level derivation
ffPBC/131111 • P0029 A72-12113
Keratoconus /noninflammatory conic protrusion of
cornea/ diaqnosis and rehabilitation in OSAF
flying personnel
P0299 A72-28331
Laser irradiations inhibitory effect on cornea
vascularization after treatment with suprarenal
total extract
P0332 A72-29867
Spectral sensitivity after prolonqed intense
spectral liqht exposure of rhesus monkey
corneas, demonstrating long term loss of cone
photopigment response
. p0495 A72-a0739
Unsteady state description of living corneal mass
transport modes, elucidating cornea thickness
control mechanism
pO«98 A72-U0912
Keratoconns incidence in USAF flying personnel,
discussing diagnosis, etiology and therapy
P0558 A72-U5663
Hyperbaric air and corneal vascnlarization caused
by hypoxia
COEOIiEI CIBCOLATIOH SOBJECT IHDBI
tAD-7323981 p0243 H72-18092
COBOH1EI CIBCOLATIOH
Hunan cardiocirculatory responses to subnaiinal
physiologically paced bicycle ergometry,
recording preelection period, isovolnmic
contraction; left ventricular ejection and pulse
transmission tine
P0003 A72-10147
Coronary heart disease - Conference, Frankfurt at
Bain, Best Germany, January 1970
P0052 472-13176
Coronary anqioqraphy findinqs in 263 patients of
different age groups compared with history of
angina pectoris, risk factors and ECG at rest
P0052 A72-13177
Exercise ECG correlation to norpholoqical patterns
of selective cinecoronary arteriography and
ventriculoqraphy, revealing significant
information on occlusion and stenosis
p0052 A72-13178
Hyocardial blood .flow measurement value in
ischemic heart disease assessient, discussing
Xenon 133 infection into coronary arteries
p0052 A72-13179
Xenon 133 net hod for coronary blood flov
measureaent.during exercise, noting .
nnsnitability for patients with coronary disease
p0052 A72-13180
Coronary blood flow measurement in various
hemodynamic conditions by argon technique,
determining oxygen consumption and coronary
vascular resistance
. p0053 A72-13183
Clinical assessment of degree of obstruction frog
coronary arteriograms of ischemic and rheumatic
heart patients
P0055 A72-13817
Human epicardial arterial circulation.platelet
aggregates role in sudden coronary death,
discussing relation to atherosclerotic stenosis
and acute thrombi
P0096 572-16013
Stellate ganglion stimulation and hypoxia effects
on hemodynamics and coronary circulation in
dogs, discussing myocardial oxygen consumption,
sympathetic nerve vasoconstrictor effect and
vasodilatory response
P0097 A72-16153
Reciprocal temperature changes in dogs during
constant thermodilntion for coronary sinus blood
flov measurement
P0113 A72-18197
Beta-adrenergic inhibitors effects on coronary
blood flov and myocardial oxygen consumption of
normal and coronary artery disease patients
p0179 A72-21549
Tachycardia role in coronary vascular bed
hemodynamic response to severe exercise in dogs
p0232 A72-24483
Assessment of regional myocardial temperature
changes effect on blood flov neasureients by
heated cross-thermocouples in dogs
P0235 A72-25071
Beta-adrenergic blocking 'effect on canine coronary
and systemic hemodynamic adaptation dnrinq
treadmill exercise
p0266 472-25802
Hemodynamic variables relation to coronary blood
flov and myocardial oxyqen consumption during
upright bicycle exercise
p0271 A72-26618
Left ventricular dynamic function in terms of
internal diameter, pressure and flov in doqs at
rest and during isoproterenol and metaraminol
infusions
p0277 A72-26773
Acute hypoxia effects on doq coronary blood flov
and cardiac function from cardiac
beta-adrenergic and hemodynamics study
P0282 A72-27482
Clinical diagnosis of ST/T depression in resting
ECG, noting coronary heart disease and left
ventricular hypertrophy
P0286 A72-27733
Autonomic nervous system role in controlling
coronary and cardiac responses to hypoxic
hypoxia, aeasuring blood flov vith Doppler
ultrasonic flov transducer
P0297 A72-28313
Coronary system aotoregnlation patterns and .
mechanisms from coronary flov shift neasnrements
during circumflex artery perfusion experiments
in dogs
P0322 A72-28637
Cardiac stroke volume measnrenents during supine ••
bicycle exercise and recovery period, using
indicator-dilution technique
P0339 A72-30701
Platelet aggregates role in intramyocardial vessel
circulation impedance in patients dying suddenly
' of coronary artery disease
P0365 A72-31770
Badiocardiograpby method for ventricular volume
measurements, recording snbclavian vein-injected
radioisotope passage through cardiac cavities
P0368 A72-32495
Indicator dilation methods for ventricular volume
neasurements from vashout curves, discussing
intraventricnlar blood mixing uniformity
P0368 A72-32496
Roantain inhabitants cardiocircnlatory, adaptation
to chronic hypoxia/ studying coronary flov and
nyocardial oxygen consumption and efficiency
P0369 A72-32498
Cardiac performance and the coronary circulation
of man in chronic hypoxia.
P0414 A72-34992
. Studies of the influence of theophylline on the
vasodilatinq action of different medications on
the cerebral and coronary circulation of Ban
P0426 A72-36799
Coronary flov determination in experimental
conditions vith the use of radioactive xenon-.
P0450 172-37175
Coronary collateral circulation and myocardial .
blood flov reserve.
P0450 A72-37500
Temporal relation of the second heart sound to
aortic flov in various conditions.
P0457 A72-38818
Coronary blood flov and myocardial metabolism in
man at hiqh altitude.
P0513 A72-42593
Anatomy of the coronary circulation at high
altitude.
P0513 A72-42594
Cardiocirculatory adaptation to chronic hypoxia.
II - Comparative stud? of myocardial metabolism
of glucose, lactate, pyruvate and free fatty-
acids betveen sea level and hiqh altitude
residents.
P0519 A72-43022
Continuous recording of His bundle electrogram
dnrinq selective coronary cineanqioqraphy in man.
P0542 A72-43813
Effects of coronary arterioqraphy on myocardial
blood flov.
P0544 A72-43933
The effect of hypoxia on the coronary blood flov
in reserpinized doqs.
P0549 A72-44562
Clinicoarteriographic correlations in angina
pectoris vith and vithont myocardial infarction.
P0553 A72-45010
Clinical analysis of coronary heart disease
susceptibility in air traffic controller
populations
fFAA-AH-72-201 P0522 1172-30066
CORPUSCLES
Simultaneous determination of blood plasma volume
and corpuscle mass by chroaium 51 tagged
erythrocytes and iodine 131 labeled human serum
• albumin
fHASA-TT-F-14070] P0081 H72-12021
COBPOSCDLAB BADIATIOH
HI BETA PABTICLES
HT ELECTBOH BEAHS
HT ELECTBOS EAOIATIOH
NT PBIHABT COSHIC BATS
HT BADIATIOH BELTS
HT SOLAB COSHIC BATS
HT SOLAB PBOTOHS
The imaging properties of the positron camera
P0423 A72-36424
COBBBCTIOH
HT OPTICAL COBBECTIOH PBOCEDOBE
COBEBL1TIOB
HT ADTOCOBBELATIOH
A-112
SOBJECT IHDBI COSHOS SATELLITES
HI CORRELATION COEFFICIEHTS
HI CROSS CORRELATION
NT DATA CORRELATION
NT STATISTICAL COBRELATIOB
Daily behavior of ten aquanaat teans in underwater
habitat and correlation analysis
fAD-7334l»3;i P0263 N72-19177
CORRELATION COEFPICIEITS
Banian tilt tolerance relation to aerobic capacity,
weiqht, heiqht and physical fitness, determining
* correlation coefficient between heart rate and
orthostatic response
P0227 A72-23733
COBRELATIOI FUNCTION'S
'0 CORRELATION
COEEOSION RESISTANCE
NT OIIDJTION RESISTANCE
COBEOSIOI TESTS
Biodeqradation of coated aluminum by microorganisms
[NASA-CR-127864] p0522 N72-30068
CORTICOSTBBOIDS
NT ALDOSTEROBE
NT CORTISONE
NT BIDROXICOHTICOSTEROID
Short term response of insulin, glucose, growth
hormone and corticosterone to acute vibration
stress in rats <
P0014 A72-11269
Bypertrophic effects of chronic exercise on plasma
corticosterone and adrenal cortex in rat
P0070 A72-15219
Shock-induced fiqhtinq effect' on pituitary
adrenocorticotrophic hormone ACTS and
adrenocortical steroids plasma concentration in
rats, relating psychological stress to
physiological function
P0096 A72-16080
Adrenocortical steroids durinq acute exposure to
environmental stresses, noting effects of
injected cortisol removal, uptake and release
p0110 A72-17874
Corticosterone content in blood plasma, cerebral
cortex and skeletal muscles durinq hypozia
adaptation in rats
P0185 A72-22083
Circadian adrenal periodicity of plasma..
corticosteroid levels in man under random livinq
schedule
P0215 A72-22643
Buman blood serum 11-oxycorticosteroid content
after maximum stress exercise, noting heart rate
and blood pressure changes ^
PQ217 A72-22878
.Changes in the overall electrical activity of the
mesencephalic reticular formation, the
hippocampus, and th& cerebral cortex' under the
influence of hydrocortisone and DOCA
P04S7 A72-38929
Onconlnqated urinary corticosterone excretion in
laboratory rats exposed to high pressure
helium-oxygen environments.'
'. ' i>0557 A72-45656
CORTISONE
Hyocardial infarction stress effect on serum
cortisol, plasma free fatty acid and,urinary
catecholamine levels
p0278 A72-26787
Lysosomal enzymes of eye tissues during the action
of hydrocortisone • >
p0509 A72-42279
COSHIC BASES
NT INTERSTELLAR GAS
COSHIC RADIATION
0 COSHIC RAYS
COSHIC BATS
NT PBIBART. COSBIC RATS
NT SOLAR COSBIC RAYS
Cosmic ray exposure thindovn tracks in human
tissue from solar minimum to maximum at SSI
flight level
rCERN-71-161 p0027 A72-12079
Cosmic radiation effects in Concorde prototype
cabin, using photographic dosimeters for neutron
dose measurement and nuclear emulsions for all
charged particle recordings
P0151 A72-19241
Brief survey of the problems of space radiobiology
and radiation safety in space flights.
p0417 A72-35376
Solar and cosmic radiation monitoring for Soynz 9
flight
P0075 N72-11995
Light flashes seen by Apollo astronauts caused by
ionization in retina by cosmic nuclei
[NASA-CRT12SH53] ,p0192 H72r16034
International cooperation in biophysics, cosmic
rays, heavy ions, and radiation effects research
P0192 H72-16035
Biological effects caused by heavy ions in cosmic
rays durinq space fliqht
P0191 N72-16050
Effects of cosmic rays on cells and aging action
of heavy ions on cerebral cortex
P0194 N72-16051
Radiation hazard from heavy galactic cosmic rays
to astronauts on extended missions
P0211 N72-17732
Estimation of proton penetration and absorption of
heavy nuclei from cosmic rays daring space •
missions
rBASA-TN-D-66001 pOZUO' N72-18074
Relative biological effectiveness of. various types
of cosmic radiation
p0301 N72-200U3
Biological effect of cosmic radiation under flight
conditions as analyzed from data collected in
experiments conducted during past 40 years
..'. . . " P0301 N72-200H6
Active dosimetry for protection and control, of
'cosmic rays in supersonic aircraft
P0131 B72-26047
Passive dosimetry for measuring cosmic'radiation
dosage and its effects during manned space fliqht
P0431 N72-26048
Relative biological effects of heavy cosmic ray
ions on livinq tissue
P0431 N72-26049
Effects of accelerated particles and cosmic rays
on light flashes in human eye
fNASA-IB-X-68460] ' ' p0432 H72-26051
Passive dosimetric interpretation of cosmic
radiation dose rate onboard French prototype of
Concorde 001 supersonic transport aircraft
P0432 S72-26052
COSBONADTS
Radiation doses received by cosmonauts in manned
Soynz 3-9 from mission retrieved
thermoluminescent glass dosimeters
rcEHN-71-16] P0027 A72-12075
Systems used in Vostok and Voskhod spacecraft for
protection of cosmonauts from radiation hazards
P0301 N72-20047
COSHOS SATELLITES
Cosmos 368 weightlessness experiments on
microorganisms, insects, animal cells, vegetable
tissue, and seeds for biomedical control of long
manned space flights
CHASA-TT-F-140641 '. p0081 S72-12023
Effects of preflight and postfliqht irradiation of
biological specimens using yeast cells, hydrogen
bacteria, lettuce, and pea seeds on Cosmos
satellite-368
P0202 N72-17057
Effects of extraterrestrial radiation on
escherichia coli culture during flight of
Cosmos-368 artificial earth satellite
' ' P0202 N72-17058
Effect of specific flight factors on preirradiated
yeast cells daring fliqht of Cbsnos-368
artificial earth satellite
P0202 N72-17059
Effect of specific flight factors on preirradiated
yeast cells durinq flight of Cosmos-368
artificial earth satellite
P0202 N72r17060
Biological effects of gamma rays on germination
and growth processes of lettuce seeds durinq
Cosmos-368 artificial satellite fliqht
P0202 N72-17062
Effects of extraterrestrial radiation on dormant
pea seeds during flight of Cosmos-368 artificial
earth satellite
P0203 N72-17064
Effects of space fliqht on cell morphology and
photosynthetic activity of chlorella culture
during Cosmos-368 artificial earth satellite
fliqht
P0203 B72-170J6
A-113
COSBOS 110 SATELLITE SUBJECT IBDBX
COSBOS 110 SATELLITE .
Physiological effects on prolonged weightlessness
in doqs aboard Cosnos 110 biosatellite,
emphasizing body weight loss and enzyme activity
and bone tissue mineral,concentration changes
p037« A72-33547
COST AIALTSIS ' . . •
Planetary quarantine cost and Bission success .
constraints, formulating mathematical -models for'
international goals and implementation system's
• P0010 A72-10819
Human election vertebral injury data in aircraft
accidents by cross reference to final medical
. diagnosis, considerinq costs and prevention -for
seat systems
p0020 A72-1171I!
COST ESTIMATES
Cost analysis of traininq and maintaining Army. .
pilots including costs of injuries and fatalities
CAD-7251821 p0087 1172-13086
COST BBDOCTIOB . -. • - - . . .
The Space Station Prototype Program - The
development of a regenerative life support
system for extended-duration missions.
i • • pOSSU A72-45193
coneBBS • .
Collapsible conch system for manned space vehicles
CHASA-CASE-HSC-13140] pOO«« 872-11085
COOITEBBB1SOBBS .) •' . '•••.
HT ELECTHOHIC COOHTEBBEASOBES
COOITSBS i
HT RADIATIOR COOHTEBS . • i
HT SCIBTILLATIOB COOHTEBS • >
Design of white blood cell counting system for use
in Skylab IBSS . I
fNASA-CB-115706] p0475 H72-28086
Dse of lov level counting Ge(Li) detectors in
nuclear medicine -
tOCBL-730231 • : . p0572 H72-33T19
COOPLBBS --
HT COOP1IHG CIBCOITS
CODPLIBG .
HT OPTICAL COUPLIHG , • . . :
COOPLISG CIBCOITS . i
Optimal vascular pressure measurements with
transducers located outside body with rigid and
elastic tube couplings < • . ••
pO»51 A72-37757
CEABS . • • ,- . .
Medical research abstracts on-limnlus visual
system, electronic neuron model development, and
auditory adaptation in horseshoe crab
fAD-734017] " p0316 H72-21073
Phenomena related to sensory perception 'including
physiology of Limnlas visual system
CAD-713502] pOS69 .N72-33087
CBACKIBG (FB&CTOBIBG)
Impact tests to obtain skull fracture data.for
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards
f.PB-2042391 p0199 H72-17041
Finite element elastic analysis for determining
crack strength of human sknll under heavy loads
fAD-731176] p02S5 H72-19115
CBAPT • ' ••
0 VEBICLES . .
CBAHIDB
HT IHTBACBAHIAL CAVITY , .
Human cranibcerebral trauma dependence on impact
conditions, giving case histories
, p0100 A72-16643
CEASH IBJDBIBS, ' • ,
Fatal aviation accident human factors
investigation by; roentgenography, noting flight
environment factors, injury pattern relation1 to
aircraft design and victim identification
P0111 A72-17880
Crashworthy upper torso restraint systems for
general aviation, incorporating strap takeup
devices • • . i
. . . , . - P0180 A72-21578
Vertical drop rig test equipment for measuring
shock attenuation of crash helmets, discussing
shock absorption criteria for impact* protection
• p0267 A72-26016
Analytical model for nonpenetrating impact caused
head injuries, evaluating protective device
effectiveness via energy absorption •
characteristics
. p0369 A72-32602
Aircraft crash landing induced acceleration
effects on seated occupants, discussing energy
absorber system dynamic response characteristics
for injury protective devices . - ' '
P0369 A72-32603
Crash' helmet performance prediction through*
maximum strain criteria',* using brain^ injury' -
biodynamic model ' ' ' ;•'.,'••
1
 P0370 A72-32607
Crash energy absorption for prevention of fatal
injuries, considering human deceleration '
tolerance with respect 'to- required energy •'•
absorber force-deflection relationship .
P0370 A72-32630
Aircraft accident in the Faroe Islands in 1970 - '. "••
Observations from a medical point of view, with >'
• special reference to spinal fractures. •• .
- i i - pO»10, A72-34556
Blood serum enzymes activity changes in •
polytraumatized humans injured in- automobile
•accidents
pOSOO A72-41188
Bnman tolerance limitations related to aircraft •'
crashworthiness. ' ' • ' -
'• p0516 172-42765
Eesponse of a seat-passenger system to impulsive
loading. • • . . : , ' ' > •
, .. -i . p0516-A72-»2766
A study of OSAF -survival accidents 1 Jan. 1965-31
Dec. 1969.
i . ' p05«1 A72-U3425
Cost analysis of training and.maintaining .Army <
pilots including costs of injuries, and'fatalities
TAD-7254821 P0087 H72-13086
Bnman tolerance to abdominal impact injury in • •
motor vehicle accidents
[PB-20H171] p025S :H72-19118
Linear acceleration of impact type,-causing human
injuries - conferences • t .
IAGABD-CP-88-711 P0255 B72-19119
Crash injury research, including pathology and
protection • • i i :
' • • . .' p0255 N72-19120
Biodynamic and bioengineering applications to
operational problems, resulting in crash injuries -
P0255 H72-19121
Exposure to extreme forces through human , •• . •" '.
accidental and suicidal free falls :
. • p02S6 'H72-19125
• Safety device study for human protection during-
• impact acceleration
• •. P02S6 572-19131
Clinical observation of massive' injury causing:
serum enzyme activity in man after crash accidents
. j • i . i • •, , . p0258 H72-.19138
Protective 'helmets designed to lessen effects of
head injury due to impact in aircraft accidents
. .
 ( ; .' p0260 H72-19160
Hodels for head injury prediction land helmets, and
prediction of optimum helmet performance
. ' . • f l- p0260 H72-19161
Dse of shoulder harness in general aviation - . .
aircraft to prevent or minimize injury during
crashes . i . c . : r
[FAA-AB-72-3J . . ; , p0317 .H72-21077
i Effectiveness, of restraint eguipment in
controlling head impact forces; and .body • - .1 .:
kinematics in enclosed aircraft areas • '»' '-
rFAA-AB-72-6) p0317 H72-21078.
Performance-of fiberglass -instrument) glare shield
as protection against head injury during general
aviation aircraft accidents . \,
rFAA-AB-72-7] . 5: , P0386 H72-24095
Helmets for sknll protection against buffeting and
crash injuries . ' ' '•
CABC-CP-12021: • . pOU86 H72-29091
Dse of .mathematical model for evaluation of head
injury severity index' criteria . "
[AD-710»al] p0524 B72-30087
CB1SB LASDIHG .
 r. .
Pilot survival probabilities, under various ;.
conditions of high -performance aircraft takeoff
and landing accidents, suggesting emergency
action guidelines for pilot traioing , t
P0226 A72-23732
General aviation crashworthy personnel restraint
systems, discussing strap take-up devices,- ' '.
.comfort, fit and ease of use .. -. , . . •
• , . P0324 A72-28726
1-114
SUBJECT IBDBX CULTIVATION'
Aircraft .crash landing induced acceleration
effe.cts on seated occupants, discnssing energy
absorber system .dynamic response characteristics
for injury protective devices
 ; •
P0369 A72-32603
Deceleration attenuation effectiveness of airbaq
restraint systems compared with seat . . .
belt-shoulder harness for aircraft occupants
\ crash protection
. „I . p0370 A72-32605
Biodynamic nodels for determining suitability of
energy absorber in protecting seated man from
high acceleration aircraft, impacts •••- . ;
. fAD-740447] p0484 H72-29077
CBASHBS ' . ••• i i • • • • : • : • •
HT CRASH .LABDIHG , .
Linear and angular acceleration terminology, human
acceleration simulation, airplane airbag
restraint systems, and mathematical1 models of • ^
automobile crash loads • ' • -
P0259 H72-19155
CBEATIHE , , .
Buscle metabolism during isometric exercise - .
performed at constant force. , -
; I p0490 A72-40425
CBEATHIHB : • ; . ! . . ' . : - . . . -
Orine and plasma protein and creatinine
.... measurements in acclimatized and unacclimatized
men before, during and after high altitude ascent
p0232'A72-24482
'Nitrogen excretion as a measure of protein
metabolism in man -under different conditions of
: renal function. . - ..- . i • ,• -' • '•'
pOSOS A72-41523
CRESS • .. . : , ; , . . . . , . ..,,f-
HI FII6HT CHEWS .- • .. :
HT SPACBCBEBS . • i
Mathematical model- of more .effective protection,
for shipboard personnel against shock-excited •
>'» deck motions • •
T1D-727133J . . : ., - . p0037 H72-10094
Rorschach inkblot test for determining personality
changes 'of crewman daring 90 day manned test
[HASA-CR-1120191 p0241 H72-18081
CRICKETS ' . ' , . . • • • .
HT BEETLES ;.-
HT THIBOLIA .. - • i . . - . ,:. ...
CRITERIA - • • • . . ( . - . ,
Air traffic control systems efficiency evaluation,
discnssing measures for criteria conflict solution
.- p0218 A72-23128
CRITICA1 FLICKER FUSIOI
Flicker and flash threshold experiments ,'•. ' - .-•• I
discussing flicker cut-off frequency and flash
duration relations and visual sensitivity
' > •' - .P0149 A72-19028
Light variation threshold amounts for flicker and
: flickering pattern detection as function of
variation- fregnency •. • . < •
•sp0215 A72-22615
Bole of eye movements in the perception of
apparent motion. i • - . . : . -
• • - p05U2 A72-43804
Sensitivity of the human EBG and VECP to ; - - '-
sinusoidally modulated light. • '• -
. - • / . - P05U8 A72-44383
CRITICAL BEHOLDS IDHBER . •
0 BEYSOLDS NOB BEE I • ";
CROP GBOBTH -
Action! of a constant magnetic field on plant' growth
• '• '• •• :- ' <;.p0415 A72-35006
European research and atomic energy, application's
to agricultural crops and insect sterilization
f.BP-19016] .-• - I ; p0305 B72-20077
CROSS COEBELATIOI
Auto- 'a'nd cross correlation functions for neuron
reactions in .vasomctorlal center to-adeguate
stimulation of cats vestibular apparatus > . •• •
p0106 172-17673
CEORDIIG ., (.- . /
Crowding phenomenon effect on blood cell oxygen
consumption, using Cartesian diver technique for
polymorphonnclear leukocyte, lymphocyte and '
platelet measurements • •
P0287 A72-27842
CRDSTS .•
BT EARTH CBDST :. • . - • 1
CBTOGEIIC EQDIPHEBT > ' .
Herve structures localized cooling device using
vacuum insulated closed circuit controlled -:.
cryogenic probe.with cooling range of .plus/minus
20 C ... ' •
. . . . • . . . • p0072 A72-15252
Postflight analysis of Apollo 14 cryogenic oxygen
system •:
[HASA-TH-X-68616] p0570 H72-33097
CRTOGBBIC FLUIDS , , . . :•
HT LIQUID OIIGEH , . . , ' :
CBI06BHIC STORAGE
Space shuttle environmental temperature
control-life support system program changes,
discussing air cooled electronic equipment,
cryogenic stores, crew size and mission duration
[1SHE PAPEB 72-EHAV-18] p0461 A72-39159
CRIOGBHICS
Electron microscope examination of freeze-etched • •-
air-filled lung alveoli extracellular lining
layer, discnssing sample'preparation techniques
• - . P0103 A72-16787
Cryogenic Josephson junction magnetometer in
magnetocardiography, discussing high.ambient
noise levels in unshielded environment. .1
." . •: . i p0279 ,&72-27288
Cryobiology phenomena and applications,
considering mode of action of various substances
for freezing injury protection
' _ ' ; . , : . p0457 A72-:38828
CBISTAL STRUCTURE • •"'-.•
Russian book on powdered metals toxicity covering
industrial dust, physiological effects, safety
standards, electron configurations and
crystalline structure -• . • . • - '
.. . • •,: -•• " p0268 A72-26067
CBTSTALS . - . •
BT CREATIHE '. : :
. BT LIQUID CBIST1LS . • • • . •
CDES •
•Reactions choice limiting cueing signals effect on
reaction time, considering dependence on time .
interval between cueing and start signals
p0032 A72-12852'
Oculomotor accommodation and convergence as
distance perception cues, showing size ' '.' ' -. '" •
perception'change relation to glasses adaptation
• ,;• . p0105 A72-17411
Oculomotor cue-based distance perception,
' discussing glasses adaptation-caused
accommodation and convergence changes in
stereoscopic depth perception . . . . :
p0105 A72-17414
Visual space geometry and perception'experiment's,
' demonstrating size-distance relations for
various visual cues i • - . - • • •
'- • . i p0150 A72-19031
Counteradaptation and cue discrepancy'as - *
perceptual adaptation basis, considering 'changes *•
in registered--and apparent distance of luminous
object moving in dark , ..
• . p0174 A72-20988
Vergence eye movements to pairs of disparity ' • '
stimuli with shape selection cues.
• • : . ' - p04'26 A72-36612
Effects of visual cues on the standing body sway •"
of males and females.
P0428 A72-36918
Supplementary cues and delayed-alternation
performance of frontal monkeys. '
-' . ' •- p0463 'A72-39372
'Visually -directed pointing as a function of target
distance, direction, and available cues.- ' '• '
• P0518 A72-42929
Visual, aural',' motion^ 'and.'control movement cues
for pilot training ' ' ' . : "
[AD-726430] . ; .. . . p0040 B72-10120
Function of visual cues in orientation navigation
systems'Of 'desert ants ' : - • ' . - • . .
. : . •' • • . , ' . . - -. . .-p0398 B72-25088
Effects of color, spatial, and conventional -visual
• 'cues' on human performance
[AD-739583] - - . . . I - : L p0479 -H72-28121
CUFFS • . >.• - - . • • • ' - . ' • -1 . • •:•' . . . . ' • •
Effects of-pulsatile venous pressure'cuffs in-
cardiovas'cular conditioning to postflight
"orthostatic intolerance produced by water l ;
immersion • ; - '• • '
rEXPT-B001]. : ' " • P0118 N72-14054
COLTI7ATIOH :
•Bioengineering models of energy and mass exchange
A-115
C0LTDBE. TECHHIQUES SUBJECT ISDEX
of1 alqae ander varying ambient conditions,
noting mass cultivation possibility for oiyqen
regeneration in closed environments
p0158 172-38959
Rathematical model of two-component alga-bacteria
biocenosis
: '"'-'• ' ' p0191 472-10131
Differentiation of cultivated mosquito cells •
p0191 872-16018
Production of condensates fron nan occupied
j chambers 'and application to repeated cultivation
of plants - ...
p0201 H72-17078
CDLTDEE TECHBIQDES
Microbiological examination of space hardware,
. discussing viable organisms neutralization'
buried inside solid materials, sampling'
procedures and culture media
• p0010 A72-10820
Three dimensional organization of spherical
colonies formed by 15178Y cells grown in soft
agar cultures from light and scanning electron
microscopy , : >.
— p0013 472-11039
Tobacco tissue cultures with 4pollo'12 lunar "'
material, determining endogenous sterols and
fatty acids concentrations by gas chromatography
and mass spectrometry •' *>' •''•
p0159 A72-19850
nodular microbiology laboratory design •••'•- • 3
considerations and zero gravity experiments to*
investigate microbial culture systems behavior
p0293 172-28280
Chlorella population age structure-and cell'
regnirements correlation with nutrient medium1
- nitrogen and phosphorus absorption
P0327 472-29311 .
Isolation of extremely halophilic t •* - -
carbohydrate-utilizing bacteria, using acid
formation from various sugars as carbohydrate
metabolism index
p0370 472-32729
Isolation of a polyvalent bacteriophage for -' .
Escherichia coll, Klebsiella pneumonias, and '
Aerobacter aerogenes. •>-' •*
pOISO 472-37650
Functional reliability of the biological component .
of a life support system
p0192 472-10118
Determination of copper, iron, cobalt, nickel, and
manganese in biological samples of vegetable :
origin
pOSII 472-13921'
Lactate dehydrogenase from an extremely '• ''
thermophilic bacillus. * '• • "
P0519 472-11150
Bater-soluble insulin receptors from human •'
lymphocytes. •. . • ••:
p0556 A72-15375
Environmental control culture technigne for plant
metabolism , •
P0193 H72-16039
Mathematical model for algal-bacterial community
forming during nonsterile cultivation of Chlorella
, • -p0181 K72-29052
COBIBG
The effects of various cure cycles upon the
viability of Bacillus snbtillis var. niger
spores within solid propellant.
P0123'472-36137
CUBBBST DEHSITY
Electrode system for ventricular defibrillation,
noting current density role and rounded edge
effectiveness . . . • •• "
p0272 A72-26628
Electrocardiography and magnetocardiography to
determine flux and vortex sources respectively
of heart electrical activity impressed current
density • ,
P0326 A72-28998
CUBIISS-WBIGHT BIHIABY AIECBAFT
0 HILITAHI 4IBCB4FT . . . .
COBV4TOBB
Effect of spherical spectacle;lenses on the
monochromatic aberration of the eye
P0196 472-10716
COBVED SOBPACES :
0 COHTOnBS
0 SHAPES
COSB10HS
Seat cushion evaluation for behavior during
helicopter crash or aircraft ejection and spinal
in-tury probability
P0180 472-21577
Dilatant suspensions impact energy' absorbent
1
 '"properties, considering application to ejection
seat cushions for'occupant acceleration
attenuation ?
P0369--472-32601
Acceleration protection system design, inpact
testing of restraint harnesses and' ejection seat '
cushions, and implications
P0260 1172-19157
COI4I8ODS PEBCBPTIOH '
0 TOUCH " • '- •
CTABIDES • ' '
NT HTDBOGEH CTAHIDBS
Potassium cyanide effect on ph'ospholipid exchange
in rat" brain and liver d'nring histotoxic hypoxia
as function of body temperature
"p0098 A72-16357
CIAHOPHITA '
0 BLOE GBEEH ALGAE
CI4HOSIS • ' •
The scoliosis of congenital heart disease.
•' ' • . r • "
 P0519 A72-11560
CIBEBHETICS
Systems; man and-cybernetics * IEEE Conference, "'
Anaheim, California, October 1971
: :
 p'0051 472-13161
Hologram data treatment comparison to human brain
' function, discussing' recognition signals,
Pavlovian gualities and intelligence function
P0112 472-17997
Soviet, book on psychic phenomena and brain,
covering cybernetics, dialectical materialist
implications, consciousness, psychophysio'logy
and cerebral neurodynamic structures
P0186 472-22161
Object code storage in-the static portion of a
short-time memory
- p0119 472-37123
Nodels of neurons reacting to input signal •
alternation in space and tine
: • pOISO A72-37121
Neuron mathematical model synthesis from ' '
algorithms to construct neural networks and
single threshold element in network form
p0150 A72-37125
General principles and detail similarities in
visual pattern analysis by single neuron
operation, c'o'mpnter'programs and psychological
• perception • '' " -• •' -
' p0162;472-39275
•Preprocessing of nerve pulse sequences for
analysis by digital computer .
' p0517 472-11319
Problems of complex object modeling based on
heuristic self-organization
P05S6 472-15509
Future prospects of cybernetics
fJPBS-51355]' p0082 H72-12039
Varied applications of spectral analysis and
cybernetics, including' general mechanics, '
elasticity and oscillation theories, and
aerodynamics ' ' ''
' — • ' ' •• p0082 N72-12011
Theoretical and applied biocybernetics for memory
simulation ' ' '
'I ' ' . P0081 H72-12011
Sequences of'natural numbers mapped into'
transclassic systems
CAD-732291] : • -• i'
 P0196 H72-16061
Anisal-environment model, based on compliance of
organism to ecology '
CJPBS-55887] p0359 H72-23087
Dse of computer technology for solution to
problems in cybernetics ' '
CJPBS-55937] ' • p0389 H72-24126
Problems in nenrobionics of creating technical
devices to behave like human brain
P0389 H72-21127
Hunan process of classification and formation of
concepts analyzed by construction of model of
brain as learning system
p0390 S72-21130
Possibility of communication with dolphins based
on analyses of language and intellect
A-116
SOBJECT IHDEX DABK 4DAPTATIOB
P0390 872-21131.
Ratheiatic modeling, automata theory, speech
synthesis, and mechanical model' of heart and lungs
'[ JPBS-560721 P0105 .872-25135
, Research in agriculture, computers and
cybernetics, medicine, and electronics
[JPHS-56202] . p0133 872-26061
Heterostatic theory, for brain functions and
artificial adaptive systems
fiD-7H2259] P0523 H72-30078
CYCLES . . .
SI ACTIvTII CYCLES (BIOLOGY) . .-
HI iOBK-BEST CYCLE • -
CYCLIC ACCELBBATOBS
HI BEVATB'OH . • .• -,.H-CYCLIC BYDBOCABBOIS ' :
HT CYCLOPBOPAHE
CTC10FBOPA1E
Differential neurophysiological and psychological
, effects of. subanesthetic concentrations of
cyclopropane, diethyl ether, oe'thoxyflnrane and
ethrane in conscious ian
P0070 472-15220
CYCLOTBOBS ' ., • , ,-,u.
Direct and indirect cyclotron production of 1-123,,; •
for radiation therapy •. . , ; . • :•
. rHiSArTB-X-675911] p0137 1172-15068
CYSTEABIBE
Synthesis of bicyclic disnlfides for conversion ;
into sterically rigid cysteamine derivatives .
[40-732509] p0200 872-17016
CISTS . . , .
Benal polycystopa - Incidence among flight personnel
I. • , . P0152 A72-37877
CITOCHBOBES
Evolutionary rate of cistrons in vertebrates, • „ . . •
discuss'ing hemoglobin and cy.tochrome, c changes
involving amino acid mutant substitution
, . . . . p0021 472^ 11762
Cytochrome c X ray structure and molecular
evolution rates, using amino acid sequence . .
comparative data . . > ,
 v
• p0021 A72-11763
Zn concentration in chromatoid bodies of ribosome
crystals in Entamoeba invadens, using absorption
spectroscopy, electron microprobe and dithizone
staining techniques .
P0365 472-31725
Evolutionary clock - Nonconstancy. of rate in
• different species.
; , .. , ,p0151 A72-38551
Respiratory,chain components correlation to ,. _•
tension production at various oxygen pressures
in guinea pig dnctus arteriosus, investigating,
light absorption changes
: p051« A72-12670
CYTOGBBESIS ' ^
 :. ' ... ,
Biological dosimetry in acute human irradiation
from cytogenic study of peripheral- blood and
bone marrow -
 ; .
P0056 A72-11606
CYIOLOGT .
Chronic microwave irradiation effects on
experimental.animal blood forming systems,
examining peripheral blood count changes and •
nuclei and mitosis abnormalities in •, •
erythroblastic and lymphoid cells
p0019 472-11708
Soviet booX on gravitation receptor covering .: '
evolution of structural, cytochemical and
functional organization in invertebrates
/statocvst/ and vertebrates /vestibular apparatus/
P0055 A72-13850
Organ cell lysosomes Dolymorphic properties and,
formation by Golgi complex, discussing role in •
neurocyte structure restitution following gamma
irradiation
. . . p0337 A72-30591
Dynamics of secondary vacuole movement within
cytoplasm of Tradescantia virginiana hair cells
P0367 A72-32350
Acute hypoxia of the ayocardium - Dltrastructural
chanqes.
, ,- . ' . ; . . p0113 472-31982
Hyocardial ultrastructnre in acute and chronic
hypo»ia. , .
 r
P0113 472-34988
Cytoloqic aspect<of BP.radiation in the monkey.
P0156 A72-38709
Borphological changes in spinal cord neurons of
animals due to the decreased intensity of
snpraspinal stimulation
P0193 472-10580
Belation between mitochondria and glycolysis
[HASA-TT-F-14031] p0033 872-10072
' Bedical science research projects involving cell
structure, malaria, hepatitis, hemolytic
streptococcus, acute renal failure, and effects
of lasers • >
f4D-730310] p0212. 872-18090
florphologicai effects of space flight environoent
on vascular, muscular, and nervous biological
systems '*•
CJPBS-553111 . p0219 H72-19074
Bagnetic field and transverse acceleration effects
on pharyngeal and esophageal nerve cells of rats
P0219 872-19079
Biophysical and cytological studies with laser
•icrobeaos . •
C4D-731181J; •> p0307 »72r20090
CTTOPL4SB
Phylogenic origin of cytoplastids from
\- Cyauophycean alga involved in endosymbiosis with
colorless Cryptophyte
P0333 472-29996
Dynamics of secondary vacuole movenent within
cytoplasm of Tradescantia virginiana hair cells
,.r ' p0367 472-32350
Cvtoplasmic heredity theory linking mitochondria
origin to bacteria >
p0451 472-38519
R84 content in the cortex neurons in connection
with the change in its function daring the
emergence of an animal from hypothermia
pO«57 472-38928
Badiation and acceleration effects on structure of
cytoplasm in aerospace environments
P0191 872-16017
D4EBO (DATA AIA1YSIS)
D D4T4 PBOCESSIHG • .
0 D4T4 BEDOCTIOM
0 D4T4 TB4HSBISSI08
D4BAGE
NT IBPACT D4B4GE
NT B4DIATIOB D4B4GE
DABPIHG
BT VIBB4TIOB DABPIHG.
D4BPIBG IB YAB
0 Y4i
D4HPHBSS -:
0 BOISTDBE COHTEBT .
DISK ADAPTATIOH
Sensitization by annular surrounds,, tracing, early
light and dark adaptation carves
P0056 472-13936
Darkness enhancement measurement in intermittent
light as function of flicker frequency,
describing experimental assembly
P0106 472-17605
Visual adaptation to light and dark in humans and
animals, discussing cellular mechanisms
P0107 472-17720-
Bnman dark adaptometric visual threshold recovery
and electroretinoqrams in response to double
light flashes, using Fourier analysis of
• oscillatory potentials
P0119 472-19021
Dark adaptation with logarithmically time
decreasing background luminance; noting
threshold time lag variation with rate of
background change
P0158 472-19827
Achromatic and chromatic thresholds during dark
adaptation against varying background
luminances, noting trend change at transition
from cone to rod function
; P0158 472-19828
Temporal summation function form change during
dark adaptation, noting relationship to change
under other stimulus manipulations
P0215 472-22616
Landolt rinq radioactive plaque night vision
tester comparison with electroretinography and
Goldmann-Heekers dark adaptometry apparatus from
special tests of night blind patients
A-117
DABKHBSS SDBJECT IBDEZ
P0299 A72-28332
Five-component cyclic model of retinal
photopigment kinetics for photochemical changes
corresponding to rod adaptation in rat and'man
in dark
- . ' ' p0332 A72-29966
Consensual photopnpil responses to light flashes
recorded in' fall dark adaptation, noting -
bieacbihg and backgrounds effects
• . • . P0333 472-29969
Haman retinal rod rhodopsin bleaching and
regeneration measurements, tracing dark
adaptation curves
P0361 A72-31360
Dark adaptation studies of bleach-induced visual
.threshold rise and snbseguent return to
rhodopsin level
' P0362 A72-31365
Lamellar structure and rhodopsin location in ,
bleached and unbleached rod phqtoreceptor
membranes of dark adapted frog retinas by I ray
. diffraction study' ' .
P0367.A72-32199
Bodel to account for visual responses to light"
flashes, of dark adapted eye, discussing
perceived brightness variation vith intensity
- •, POU26 A72-36611
Age dependence of changes in pupil diameter in the
dark. '
POU95 A72-10732
. Localization and dynamic changes of glycogen in
frog retina adapted to darkness or light. I, II.
: P05U7 A72-IKI377
Photopic and scbtopic contributions to the.hamah
visually evoked cortical potential. ' '/,
, . . . P05U8' A72-U4380
On a long-term temporal aspect of stereoscopic
depth sensation. . ' .
P05U8 A72-U4381
Component analysis of electroretinogram in dark
and light adapted sheep eye; noting rod and cone
receptor potentials and transient and'dc responses
' p05«8^.A72-l|»382
Restoration time for light sensitivity in human'
subjects exposed to. light flashes and dark
adaptation
P013S B72-15057
Effects of accelerated particles and cosmic rays
on light flashes in human eye
r. NASA-TB-Z-684601. . . p01»32 H72-26051
Dark adaptation recovery of human eye after
exposure to single light pulses
CAD-7U316«] P0533 B72-31113
DABKHSS
Sleep interruption, sleep deprivation and .'.
continuous darkness effects on circadian rhythms '
in human performance . . . .
P0275 A72-26685
DATA ACQUISITION
Computerized EEC data acquisition and transmission
system for large hospitals vith multiple
critical care patient monitoring units, noting
telephone access from outside *
' ' P0152. A72-19307
Bnltichannel automatic data acguisition and "
processing in ergonomic measurements of radar
controller vork from EC6, EOG. EHG and respiration
P02.19 A72-23136
Lov cost real time computerized C HI .,' . '
radiorespiro'metry telemetering system" for
monitoring human metabolism data during space
missions
' p0293 A72-28277
. Psycnophysiological data acquisition vith hybrid
analog circuits
p0038,N72-10105
Data acquisition and data analysis of
microspectrophotoaetric data in presence of noise
tAD-727098]" p0040 H72-10116
Digital systems 'for'data'acguisition and storage
for'medical" imaging instruments
[OBO-2401-37J ' ' ' ' pOOIS H72-11089
Acquisition of data concerning possible
deleterious effects on'health of population'due
to small exposures to ionizing radiation at low
dose rates
CLBL-331) ' ' - p'0357 B72-23074
Application of statistical analysis techniques for
determining orientation and navigation
characteristics of animals
p0396 H72-25066
DATA ADAPTIVE BVAIUATOB/BOHITOB
0 DATA PBOCESSIBG
0 DATA HEDOCTIOS
0 DATA TBABSHISSIOH
DATA ANALYSIS
0 DATA PROCESSIHG
D DATA BEDDCTIOH
DATA COBPBESSOBS
0 DATA BEDOCTIOB
0 DATA TBiHSBISSIOB
DATA COHTBOL SISTBHS
0 DATA SISTEBS
DATA COHVEBTEBS
HI ABALOG TO DIGITAL COHVEBTEBS
DATA COBBELAHOI
Physical training effect on subjective rating of
perceived exertion, investigating correlation
vith heart rate.and blood lactate concentration
p0054 A72-13678
QSS amplitude relation to frontal QBS axis and
heart-electrode distance, using 12-lead ECG
p0055 A72-13881
Central nervous plasticity and stereotypy
. intercorrelation in conditional reflex tvo
dimensional decision situations
p0170 A72-20662
DATA HABDLIIG SISTEHS
0 DATA STSTEH3
DATA HABAGEBEBT
Integration of an automated onboard data
management system vith a manned spacecraft
environmental thermal control and life support
system.
fASHE PAPEB 72-EHAV-6) p0462 A72-39171
Data management techniques and designs for
integrating OPE vith IBBLHS for manned space '
flight
fHASA-CS-111996] p0127 H72-1M115
DATA PEOCESSMG
HT DATA COBBELATIOB
NT DATA BEDOCTION
BT DATA BETBIEVAL
NT DATA STOBAGE
NT OPTICAL DATA PBOCESSING
NT SIGNAL PBOCESSING
Tissue egoivalent plastic counter for radiation
dose eguivalent measurement in mixed radiation
field, discussing data processing
rCEBH-71-16] p0027 A72-12070
Computerized polycardiographic data processing
covering 23 cardiac and respiratory
characteristics, using rabbits data
pOIIS A72-18868
Computers in biomedicine - Conference, University
of Bavaii, January 1972
P0152 A72-19306
Multichannel automatic data acgnisi'tion and
processing in ergonomic measurements of radar
controller vork from ECG, EOG, EBG and respiration
P0219 A72-23136'
Time series analysis of physiological and vork
study data in ATC tasks, using heart rate'as
strain indicator
P0220 A72-23137
Sleep loss effect on reaction and movement times
during information processing in step tracking
task
P0274 A72-26680
Data processing in isolated crab biological strain
receptor formed by muscle, transducer and
encoder, noting pulse frequency modulation in
encoding process
P0283 A72-27577
Automatic ECG recording and analysis by electronic
data processing eguipment, discussing methods of
data acquisition and transmission for routine
diagnosis and prophylactic mass examinations
P0286 A72-27821
Human flexible processing accomplishment in
speeded recognition task vith visual stimulus
dimension relevancy contingent upon other
dimension stimuli values '
P0331 A72-29832
Predictive model for human operator performance in
short term visual information processing based
on psychological research to obtain decision
accuracy and response time
A-118
SUBJECT IHDEI
P0378 172-33865
Ban nachine systems operational effectiveness
*" aagaentation through human factors enqineering
to enhance human operator capability for
parallel data processing and decision Baking
P0454 A72-38308
Probability threshold of data element similarity
as separation criterion for aotonatic
nnltiparaneter biomedical data classification
P0458 A72-38937
Proportional relationship between reaction tine
and information processing in hamans as factor
of system design
[AD-728217] P0087 B72-13093
Design of digital low pass and bandpass filters
for analyzing biomedical data for diagnostic
purposes
[C08F-710217-1] . p0128 B72-14119
Processing of human 'performance data in man
machine systems
:
 P0192 B72-16025
Human operator performance optimization in
industrial machine processes and data systems
: fJPBS-55216] " p0261 H72-19164
Automatic protocol analysis as task for artificial
intelligence
[AD-734286] p0262 H72-19175
Time variation in human processing of movement
directions and Stroop color words
tAD-734299] - p0308 B72-20095
Development of on-line partial data reduction
process for use with reaction time experiments
conducted on command and control simulator system
rADT7368681 . p0359 872-23089
Utilization of computer technology in biomedical
-. data processing
fAD-737676) ' ; P0385 S72-24086
Application of statistical analysis techniques for
determining orientation and navigation
.characteristics of animals
. p0396 H72-25066
Psychophysiology of evoked cortical potentials and
human information processing
fAD-738964] p0474 B72-28080
Proposals for applications of data processing-to
medical science, including research,, technology
development, and demonstration projects
[BHBH-FB-DT-72-03] p0569 872-33083
DATA PBOCBSSI8G BQuTPHEBT ,
ST AIBBOBSB/SPACEBOBSE COBPDTEBS
ST ANALOG COHPOTEBS
ST CDC, COHPOTEBS . . ' " "
ST COSPOTEBS ' ' ' ' ',
ST DIGITAL COBPOTEBS
ST HYBRID COBPOTEBS
Data acquisition and data analysis of
microspectrophotometric data in presence'of noise
JAD-727098] p0040 H72-10116
'Data systems for studying hyperbaric physiology of
human and animal subjects
fAD-744053) . ; P0565 872-32129
DATA PBOCESSOBS
D DATA PBOCBSSING EQOIPHEHT
DifA BEADOOT STSIEBS '
0 DATA SYSTEHS . '
0 DISPLAY DEVICES
DATA BECOBDEBS
Vestibulometric swing to obtain measured doses of
receptor stimulation*in otolith apparatus and
semicircular labyrinth ducts with simultaneous
physiological data recording
P0114 A72-18200
Electronic circuits for measuring left ventricular
processes and providing time signals for
computer monitoring of cardiovascular system
rHASA-TB-X-68001] p0191 H72-16017
DATA BECOBDI8G
Magnetic tape recorded flight data analysis by
FOBTBAH program
P0004 A72-10215
Computer program arrangement for recording
psychiatric data
riSS-71/121 . . .
 p038a H72-2»082
DATA BEDOCTIOB
flaqnetic tape recorded flight data analysis by
POBTBAB program
pOOOB A72-10215
On-line digitaijcomputer system for real time'
interpretation and report generation of
electrocardiograms from remote locations over
switched telephone network
P0152 A72-19311
Application of sample guantiles to the compression
of telemetric transmission and statistical
processing of medical information
POS09 A72-42221
Digital automatic data reduction techniques used'
for physiological data obtained in 1000-fliqht
biomedical study
[SASA-TB-D-6601] p0086 B72-12059
DATA BETBIEVAl
Annotated bibliographic data retrieval system on
space food and nutrition
fBASA-CB-115414] P0244 H72-18103
DATA SAHPLIBG
Bathematical model for adapting psychometric data
in automated pilot performance evaluation
f.AD-726632] P0086 "72-12062
DATA STOBA6E
Digital systems for data acquisition and storage
for medical imaging instruments
fOBO-2401-37] p0045 B72-11089
DATA SYSTBHS '
Development of system for processing'of cardiac
performance data from analog to digital form for
direct entry into computer
CHASA-TH-X-2519J P0216 B72-18111
Evaluation of task classification system for
generalizing research findings on hnman
performance from data base
fAD-7361921 ' . P0351 H72-22082
Human performance reliability data system for
documentation and retrieval of information
obtained from general behavioral and man machine
specific studies
fAD-7383221 , . P0391 872-2*142
DATA TBABSBISSIOH
ST CHANSELS (DATA TBASSHISSIOB) .
. Rethodological problems in unidimensional
..information transmission involving circular
light identification tasks
P0009 A72-10718
Computerized EEG data acquisition and transmission
system for large hospitals with multiple
critical care patient monitorinq'units,.(uotinq
telephone access from outside
• . , . - . . P0152 A72-19307
Human behavior analysis based on nine component
functional brain- model, discussing information
transmission mechanism via nerve path channels
' P0167 A72-20460
DATING : •
0 CHBOBOLOGY ' ' ' , . •
0 TIHE HEASUBEHEHT ' ...
DC (COBBBBT) ' •" •' • .•'
0 DIBECT COBBEBT • .
DC 10. AIBCBAFT ' "
How Onited trains DC-10' pilots. "
P0452 A72-37898
DE HiTILLABD AIBCBAFT :
Boise environment of C-7A durinq ground and
airborne operation ' - ' • .
. fAD-738627] p0439 B72-27086
DBACCLIBATIZATIOS
0 ACCLIBATIZATIOB ' .
DBiCTIViTIOB " , • ' .'
Bacteriophage synergistic inactivation by heat and
ionizing'radiation from kinetic model'describing
dose rate and temperature dependences
. p0113 A72-18185
Optimal temperature control for microbial ,
inactivation by composite environment of heat
and gamma radiation, using quadratic technique
' ' . . . p0423 A72-36313
DBAFSESS
0 AODITOBY DEFECTS • '
DEATH . . . .
Clinical death period and reanimation concepts,'
noting errpneous interpretations of irreversible
histological alterations,, revival attempt period
. ,and organism self reanimation potential
P0217 A72-22876
Tolerance and death in albino nice due to'various
tozic oxygen levels
f AD-733018] .'P0254 B72-19113
Death behavior of microorganisms during heat
sterilization
fHASA-TT-F-14543]' . ' p0559 B72-32086
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DBBDGGIB6 SUBJECT ISDBI
DEBOGGI1G
0 CHECKOUT
DECAY
HI BIOIOHIBESCEHCB
BT CHEHILOBIBBSCEBCE
BT ELECTBOLOBIBESCEBCE
BT FLOOBESCEBCE
BT LDBAB LOHIBESCEBCE
BT PBOTOE1ECTBIC EFFECT
BT SECOBDABT EBISSIOB
DBC1I HIES
On a lonq-tern temporal aspect of stereoscopic
depth sensation.
P0548 A72-44381
DECBLBBATIOI
Crash energy absorption for prevention of fatal
injuries, considering human deceleration
tolerance vith respect to required energy
absorber force-deflection relationship
P0370 172-32630
Biodynamics of air blast during accelerative and
decelerative events
p0257 H72-r19134
DECISIOB HAKISG
Entropy effect in two dimensional conditional •
reflex decision situations upon rats central
nervous analysis-synthesis processes .
P0170 472-20661
Central nervous plasticity and stereotypy
intercorrelation in conditional reflex tiio
dimensional decision situations
P0170 172-20662
Group composition and n-dominance personality
trait effects on decision and communication task
efficiency in laboratory triads
P0176 A72-21200
Ban aachine decision Baking procedures for
mnlticriterial aggregate estimates, nsinq
pairvise comparisons and linear programing • *
p0223 A72-23430
Sleep loss and vork-rest cycle effects on combat
efficiency, considering psychomotor reactivity,
vigilance and decision making capacity
P0275 A72-26688
Altitude effects on decision naking perforaance of
cognitive, psychomotor and complex card sorting
tasks •
P0379 A72-34096
Han machine systems operational effectiveness
augmentation through human factors engineering
to enhance human operator capability for
parallel data processing and decision making
P0454 A72-38308
Behavioural characteristics of men in the
performance of some decision-making task
components.
P0465 A72-39805
Human operator decision making role in information
presentation system determined by experiments
using laboratory performance and test measures,
field observation, electrical and biochemical
measures
P0502 A72-41408
Hodel for optimizing effectiveness of man machine
' decision making in pattern recognition system
CAD-7309441 p0131 H72-14136
Human'decision making performance concerning
ambiguity tolerance
CAD-7298281 p0138 H72-15075
Human decision making model for linear systems,
based on optimal control model for pilot/vehicle
systems
CHASA-CB-19531 P0205 B72-17079
Annotated bibliography of selected vorks on
ambiguity and its effect on decision making
fAD-734348] p0254 B72-19109
Policy making process governing medical research
on humans
CBASA-CB-1266121 ' P0386 H72-24093
Group dynamics and alternative distribution of
rewards • .
rAD-741176] P0567 B72-32143
DECISIO* TBEOBT
Landing sequence strategy variations for
individual ATC operators, indicating dependence
on flight progress data variation, existing
maneuvering conditions and controller
personality traits
P0219 A72-23131
Tea* size and decision rnle in the performance of
simulated monitoring teams.
P0499 A72-41016
Dynamic sequential pattern recognition applied in
medical diagnosis
fAD-734292] P025U B72-19108
Decision tree format for including human resources
data in systems engineering design
fAD-741768] P0530 B72-30120
PECODIHG
Periodic, continuous and aperiodic white noise
effects on human serial decoding-performance,
relating snblective and antonomic responses
P0294 A72-28289
DECOHPOSITIOB
BT GLICOLTSIS
DECOBPBBSSIOI
U PBESSDBE HEDOCTI08
DECOHPBESSIOB SICKB8SS
Aseptic bone necrosis pathology from radiographic
studies in dogs with decompression sickness
noting articular cartilage erosion and joint
Idysplasia and exostosis
" p0110 A72-17876
Ultrasonic transducer monitoring of
decompression-caused gas bubbles in rat thigh'
muscle tissue for decompression sickness time
course development studies ' • ' .
P0163 A72-20183
Compression cycles effects on alveolar volumes of
sea lions and dogs excised lungs, noting
decompression sickness prevention by airways
cartilaginous reinforcement
P0175 A72-21186
Decompression sickness treatment in OSAF =
hyperbaric oxygen chambers . • :
P0180 A72-21S75
Computer assisted monitoring of ECG waveforms and
heart sounds frequency spectra to detect bubble
laden blood during decompression sickness
P0272 A72-26626
Central nervous system symptoms and simple bends
in gas decompression sickness cases dnring OSAF
operational flying
P0293 A72-28283
Hyperbaric environment decompression effects on
human blood and urine chemistry and hemostatic
system, showing physiological parameter
alteration in • presence and absence of bends
symptoms
P0343 A72-31087
•Effects of nitrogen and helium upon pulmonary
damage after rapid decompression to 2 torr.
fAD-746093] p0409 A72-31544
Influence of prolonged starvation on the frequency
of occurrence of decompression-induced pulmonary
hemorrhage.
POU09 A72-34545
Effects of vagotomy and increased blood pressure
on the incidence of decompression-induced
pulmonary hemorrhage.
p042» A72-36446
Boentgenologic studies of the effects of rapid
decompression and hypoxia on the gall bladder in
cats.
P04S5 A72-38705
Precordial monitoring for pulmonary gas embolism
and decompression bubbles.
PQ456 172-38710
Case report on dive decompression induced
maxillary sinus barotranma due to sinus pressure
buildup caused by ostinm blockage
. P0511 A72-42U97
Interactions between gas bubbles and components of •
the blood - Implications in decompression
sickness.
P0557 A72-45652
Analysis of pbysioloqical problems created by
exposure to high pressures for prolonqed periods
[AD-726206] p0082 H72-12036
Anqioqraphic study of'hamsters in relation to
decompression sickness
fAD-728396] ~ P0087 H72-13067
Development of divinq tables and procedures for
swimmer delivery vehicles and various underwater
breathing apparatus types
[AD-728759] P0144 H72-15112
Technique for predicting etiology of decompression
sickness in unpressurized aircraft above 20,000
A-120
SUBJECT IBDEX DEOITBIBOHOCLBIC 4CID
feet.
fAD-731118] p025H H72-19106
.Feasibility and efficiency of portable
recoipression chamber for treating decompression
sickness
C1D-73370B1 p0263 H72-19178
Standardized treatment of decompression sickness
occurring while diving under pressure
flD-737700] pOIUO B72-27088
Design of portable decompression chamber with
seaiclosed gas recirculation system for treating
underwater divers
POI143 H72-27116
Ultrasonic technigae for babble detection in
biological systems exhibiting decompression
sickness symptoms
rAD-739700] p017» H72-28083
Effects of posture on decompression and hypozic
stress recovery induced by emergency descent of
high altitude/multi-Bach transport aircraft
fAD-7111686] . -p0565 B72-32131
Etiology of pulmonary edema and plasma volume
changes daring decompression in hybrid swine •
[HASA-TB-1-58095] p0568 H72-33081
Pathological analysis of decompression caused
lesions in nervous system
[HLL-DRIC-TBAHS-2790-<3623.66)] p0570 H72-33095
DBCOIDITIOHIHG
Confinement, physical deconditioning and
hypercapnia effects on human muscnloskeletal
protein by chromatographic method for
quantifying urinary peptides and free amino acids
fAD-736665] p0109 A72-17869
DECOITABIHATIOH
HT SPACECRAFT STEBILIZATIOH
Bicroflora accumulation prevention methods daring
spacecraft flight, noting bacterial filters for
air purification and wiping with disinfectants
for surface contamination redaction
p0555 172-115213
Using ethylene oxide as decontaminating agent for
planetary quarantine
rnASA-CB-12603»] P0313 H72-210U8
Terminal decontamination of rooms by gaseous
formaldehyde
CHASA-TT-F-KlSua;] P0559 H72-32087
DEEP SPACE
HT IHTEBSTELLAB SPACE
Papers on planetary quarantine covering microbial
survival in deep space, contamination by
nonsterile flight hardware and sterilization
P0010 A72-10817
Hicrobial sarvivability in deep space
environmental simulation experiments, describing
aerospace ecology and panspermia avoidance
P001T A72-10823
Temperature effects on microorganism survival in
deep space vacuum, using molecular sink test
P0215 A72-226U1
DEFECTS
HI ADD1TOBI DEFECTS
DEFLATING
D INFLATABLE STBDCTUBES
0 PBESSDBE DEDUCTION
DEFOCUSIIG
Differential effects of refractive errors and
receptive field organization of central and
peripheral ganglion cells.
P0151 A72-37826
DBFOBBATIO1
HT ELASTIC DEFOBBATIOH
DE6EIEBATIVE FEEDBACK
D HEGATIVE FEEDBACK
DEGBADATIOB
Bacterial degradation of organophosphoros •
insecticide parathion
[HASA-CB-127913] p0522 H72-30065
DEHTDBATED FOOD
Biochemical and physiological evaluation of
nourishment of subjects feeding on dehydrated
products in test chamber with regenerative life
support system, discussing metabolic data and
hormone function
P055U A72-15128
Effects of water activity on control and
deterioration mechanisms of dehydrated food
systems
rHASA-CB-110861] pOQ36 H72-26080
Bice preparation process consisting of cooking,
two freezing-thawing cycles, and then freeze
tHASA-CASE-BSC-135l»0-1] p0570 H72-33096
DEHIDBATIOH
Posthypoxic thirst and relative dehydration of
rats after return from hypoxia to normoxia,
measuring body weight and water intake
p0032 A72-12835
Energetical conditions of primeval biosynthesis
and transdehydration feasibility on simplified
present day templates
p0059 A7 2-114 757
Energy transfer conditions of transdehydration
reactions on primeval earth leading to
transphosphorylation, transacylation and peptide
synthesis
p0061 A72-11768
Biological phosphate origin through
atmosphere-hydrosphere interrelations,
discussing concentrative processes, dehydration
mechanics and evaporation
p0097 A72-16129
Living organisms defense and preservation via
refrigeration and vacuum combined use in
lyophilization technigae
P0279 A72-27293
Changes in enzyme activity in small intestine of
rodents deprived of drinking water and subjected
to high temperatures and intense solar radiation
fHASA-TT-F-1<»5211 p0521 H72-30058
DEHIDB06EHATIOI
Relation between lactic dehydrogenase and alpha
hydroxybntyric dehydrogenase of red and white
blood cells
fNASA-TT-F-13990] p0080 H72-12016
DBKATBOHS
D CODRTEBS
DEBIBBBALIZIHG
Badiographic study of bone demineralization in
Gemini crewmembers
CEIPT-B006] p0119 H72-14056
DEISITOHETEBS
HT BICBODEHSITOBETEBS
Ear densitograph for noninvasive cardiac
performance measurements daring physical
activities, exercise tests, flight conditions
and for critical patients long-term monitoring
p0265 A72-25500
Left ventricular volume time coarse from compater
processing of video angiocardiographic data
based on I ray densitometry measurements
P0272 472-26627
DBHSITI (HASS/VOLDBB)
HT ATBOSPBEBIC DEHSITI
HT GAS DEHSITT
Anaerobic glycolysis and specific gravity of red
blood cells in rats exposed to pure oxygen at
600 torr
p0016 A72-11297
Calcium and phosphorus excretion relation to bone
density changes in immobilized Bacaca nemestrina
monkeys
P0281 A72-27473
DEHSITI (HUBBEB/VOLOBB)
Gamma ray absorption method for nondestructive
determination of vegetation density
fAD-729319] p0087 H72-13068
DBHSITI BEASUBBHEHT
NT X BAT DEHSITI BEASUBEHERT
DBHTISTBI
Clinical observation of constant diet, minimal
oral hygiene, and simulated weightlessness on
microbial populations in human dental plague
CAD-735275] p0351 H72-22085
Electrical currents for controlling orofacial pain
fAD-736391] p0358 H72-23083
Process for preparing calcium phosphate salts for
tooth repair
rHASA-CASE-EBC-10338] p0567 H72-33072
DEOIIBIBOHUCLEIC ACID
Photochemical reactions in pyrimidine base of DHA
after 0V irradiation, relating mntagenic and
lethal effect to dimerization
P0056 A72-14608
Biological effects of unfocused laser radiation on
DHA and BHA synthesis and cell activities in
thymine dependent E. coli strain
P0059 A72-11610
A-121
3EPBBDBBCB SOBJECT IIDEI
DBA prinarv structure variability relation to
origin and 'evolution, discussing tazon scale in
ezistinq animal, .plant and microorganism systems
. ' . P0062 172-14792
DBA-BHA molecular hybridization testing of chronon
theory of circadian timekeeping in protozoa cells
p0158 A72-19542
Evolutionary significance of primary amino acid or
nucleotide base sequences of DBAs within various
phyloqenetic groups
' ' . P0279 172-27160
Anpzia and genetic strain effects on ionizing
radiation damage and. repair of deoxyribonucleic
acid in Escherichia coli
CBTO-280U-39] '..'''.'" p0082 B72-12028
Ionizing radiation effects in damage and repair of
deozyribonncleic acid in Escherichia coli
fHIO-2804-38] , p0082 H72-12029
Radiation damage in phiX-174 replicative fora DHA
measured as function of linear energy transfer
[IBL-281 p0199 H72-.17038 .
Hethods for analyzing base composition of BBA and
DBS h'ydrolysates with emphasis on gas-liguid
chromatoqraphy method
rHASl-CB-1255931 p0239 H72-18066
Distribution of DRA nucleotide blocks in radiation
injury and leukosis in henatopoietic system of
rats
rBlSA-TT-F-14520T ' 'p052V B72-30057
Dynamics of DHA~, BBA and protein synthesis' in
mitochondria and nuclei of heart muscles of rats
' dnrinq adaptation to hiqh altitude bypoxia
CHAS1-TT-F-145241 p0521 B.72-30059
DEPBIDEHCB , .
HT SPATIAL DEPEHDBBCIES . ' " . .
HT TIBE DEPEBDEHCE • '
DEPOLABIZATIOH
Dynamic electrocardiographv with analog computer
proqram to detect, count and classify atypical, , .
ventricular depolarization complexes ' ' '.
' p0293 A72-28281
Bat vena porta muscle cells spontaneous activity
intensified by direct current depolarization and
inhibited by hyperpolarization, noting effects'
of calcium and sodium ions
' • . " ' . p0322 A72-28638
Functional orqanization and neurophysiological.
mechanisms of return corticothalamic system in
anesthetized cats, showing axon terminal
presynaptic depolarization ' '
'p0324 A72r28762
Comparison of. the 'vectors of - the. ventricular
depolarization and repolarization of man dnrinq
immersion in a standing position
P0552 172-44924
DBPOLABIZBBS
0 DEPOLABIZATIOB . ' . ' . ' • . " ' '
DEPBBSSOBIZATIOB ' ' . .
0 PRESSOBE BEDOCTIOH ' ' •'• '' . ' '•' '
DBPBIVATIOB
ST SEBSOBT DEPBITATIOH .
BT SLEEP DEPBITATIOH ' ' '' . ' '
ST SATEB DEPEIVITIOH ' .
Space environment weiqhtlessness induced -
perceptual deprivation, considering hand-eye •
' coordination, visual ludgnents and motion and
time perception .
p0374 A72-335U9
DBPTH PEBCEPIIOH ' ' ' . , ' . .
0 SPACE PEBCEPTIOH • • • . . _ •
DBSCBBT
BT PABACHOTE DESCEHT ,
DBSCEBT TBAJECTOBIES ' -:
Environmental effects on parachute impact injuries.,
at 6,000 to 10,000 feet'usinq 'parabolicrapex' .
vented static line deployed parachute ' ;
p0257 B72-19137
DESEBI ADAPTATIOB . ,,
Natural acclima'tization to vork in severe .heat. '
; ' . _ pOUlO A72-34550
Bev data on physioloqical adaptations to'arid zones
P0416 A72-35021
DBSBBTS ' . . •
Prebiotic thymidine phosphorylation at.65 C by' '
urea-phosphate mixtures in simulated desert
conditions
1
 • ' . p036l| A72-31629
DBSICCA1TS . J '
Development of a desiccant C02 adsorbent tailored .
P0461 A72-39166
. bacterial
for shuttle application.
• fASHB PAPEB 72-EBAV-11]
DBSICB OF EIPBBIBEHTS
0 EXPEBIBEHTAL DESIGB
DESOBPTIOB -
Effects of.simulated space vacut
cells.
pOSSI A72-113395
DESIBCBBOHIgBD SLEEP
0 BAPID BYE HOVEBEBT STATE
DETACHBEBT '
Analysis of aircraft pilot reports on occurrence
of unreality and detachment during flight and .
relationship to spatial disorie'ntation
. . , ,. , P0393 H72-25042
DETBCTIOH . . . .
HT AIBCBAFT] DETECTIOH.
HT BADAB DETECTIOH . .
HT SIGNAL DETECTIOB
BT TABGET BEC06BITIOS. , . . , ,
DETEBIOEATIOB ,' ' . . •
Effects of water activity on control and ., .
• deterioration mechanisms of dehydrated food
systems , . . .
[BASA-CB-11«8'611 . pO«36 B72-26080
DBilB SISTEBS ' r ' ' " ' , .
0 CBIOGEHIC EQOIPHEBT
DIABiTIC PBOCBSSBS
0 HEAT TBABSFEB ' ' '
DIABETES HBLLITOS '; . : ' ,
Possible diabetes' mellitns in flight cr'ews,
Canadian Air Force
•I ' ' ' p0126 B72-11109
Factors modifying biosynthesis of unsatnrated
fatty acids in hepatic endoplasmic .reticulum
rBASA-TT-F-1li357] . p017d B72r28056
DIASBOSIS
Clinical electrocardioqraphy diagnostic
capability, discussing, .phase plane cardioqram
sensitivity to aberrations in QBS contours
P0003 172-10148
The'rmovisors /recordinq IB detectors,/ development,
discussing application to biomedical . ',
investigations and disease diagnostics
' . ; p0015 172-1.1293
Byokinase activity determinatio'n as diagnostic •
test for human myocardial infarction, comparing
to creatine phosphokinase activity test
' ' ' . • . • ' ' . . P0098 A72-16388
Image processing of diagnostic echocardiogram by
uitrahiqh speed ahaloq to diqital converter
interfacinq diqital computer ' ' > . - •
. , , . . , . . - , . . . ' . P0153 A72-19312
Reliability of. electroencephaloqraphy as
diagnostic method, .from specialists . .
. interpretation of carve morphological features,,
discussing .normal and pathological record
evaluation "
P0174 A72-21000
Picoscale blood Diagnostic device for red and
white-cell co'unt,'notinq piston principle,
electronic,operation
' , ; , P0221 172-23257
ECG, physical, exercise and drug use in diagnosis
and ae'romedical evaluation of supraventricular
arrhythmias, presenting, case histories of pilots
with wandering cardiac pacemakers
tlD-740987.] p0228 172-23741
Serum petidase: activity, determination as enzymatic
diagnostic test for myocardial infarction
' . . . ' . . . ' p0266 A72-25851
Bandom sample comparison of computer proqram for
ECG diaqnoses and physicians readings
• ' . • p0278 A72-26975
Heart and'circulatory system functional
diagnostics, discussing ECG, blood pressure, I ,
ray, phonocardioqraphical and pulmonary
examinations • . ,
p0279. 'A72-27271
Automatic ECG^recordinq and, analysis by electronic
data processing equipment, discnssinq methods of
data acquisition and 'transmission for routine
diagnosis and prophylactic mass examinations
. ' p0286 A72-27821
Objective evaluation of main rheoencephalogram
parameter for disturbed brain blood circulation
• , . '... p0290 A72-28218
Frontal sinus hematoma.incidence in flying
personnel and scuba divers, discnssinq diagnosis
A-122-.
SUBJECT IHDKI DIETS
and clinical treatment
' ' p0293 A72-28275
ECG diagnostics for arrhythmia assessment in
flying personnel flight fitness examination
P0295 A72-28294
Keratoconas /nbninf lammatoty conic protrusion' o'f
cornea/ diagnosis and rehabilitation in OSAF
'flying personnel
P0299 172-28331
Serial ECG cbanqe detection and description in
•yocardial infarction survivors, osinq computer '
analysis to find best diagnostic discriminants
from multiple criteria • • " '
1
 p0379 A72-3H008
Diagnostic errors in draft aqe patients, notinq
doctor, examination methods, disease type and ' • (
patient factors and psychosomatic disturbance
detection
' - p0379 A7'2-31HH9
Bethods for measuring the HF oscillation frequency .
in ultrasound pulses of equipment for diagnostic
ultrasonography.
' ' p<W9' 1172-37399
Echocardipgraphy in the diagnosis of congenital
mitral stenosis and in evaluation of the results
of mitral valvotomy. ,
pOISO .A72-37199 .
Description of an easy and simplified test for
electromyoqraphic diagnosis of latent . .
spasmophilia in flight personnel '
P0452 A72-37878
Benin in differential diagnosis of hypertension.
pOi(53 A72-381«<l
Analysis of intracavitary electrocardiograms
through a saline bridge in the' diagnosis of
cardiac arrhythmias. ' '
P05U9 A72-11S59 '
Introduction to'experimental psychology including
methods in perception, learning^ sociology,' and
diagnostics
' . P0039 H72-10108
Dynamic sequential pattern recognition applied in
medical diagnosis
rAD-73»292J. ' p025U B72-19108
Methods for protecting medical personnel from
ionizing radiation during diagnostic and.
therapeutic procedures
fHP-19051] •- ' p'0351 N72-22080
Clinical tandem walking test for evaluating
atazial battery, test performance -in detecting
vestibnlar problems : •
rAD-735455] " •' ' p0351 B72-22083
Application of aerospace technology to medical
eguipment, and cleaning and diagnostic
procedures of earth health care systems
THASA-CB-126664J • '• P0381 B72-24056
Clinical electrodiagnosis in prognosis of lower
motor neuron lesions
. . p0395 B72-25058
Signal and data processing technology for
diagnostic techniques in-phonocardiograpny
'• -pOlt05'H72-25801
Possibility of using pepsinogen and, amylase .
present in perspiration as diagnostic'tool "
i;BLL-DBIC-TBABS-2580-(3623.66) 1 p0167 B72r28031
Diagnosis of heart disease by hybrid computer from
phonocardiogram data * ' •
fBASi-TT-F-1115881 P0563 B72-321T4
Development of Si (Li) and Ge(Li) detectors for
clinical diagnosis
rOBO-2101-1181 P0572 B72-33120
DIALYSIS
Improved hemodialyzer for removing selected
'substances from blood by process of dialysis
[BASA-CASE-HQH-10741] p0310 B72-20111
DIABIHBS ' ; • . . - • : • • • •
BT GOABETBIDIBE - ' ' • ' • '
DIAPBBAGB (ABATOBT)
ECG P-wave-like deflections caused by strong
diaphragmatic action potentials in obese woman
"'"with fever and erysipelas • '
• p0321 A72-28569
Electromyographic investigation of diaphragm cross
contraction following spinal cord section in
cats, notinq diaphragm motonenrohs excitation by
breathinq center poises '
P0510 A72-12281
Electrophysioloqy of rat respiratory muscles
exposed to high pressure atmosphere
rHASA-TT-P-1»2S8l p0381 B72-2U063
DIASTOLE ' ' , . ' . ' '
Beta-adrenergic and vagal blockage altered
autonomous control effects on left ventricular
function in conscious dogs, noting heart rate,,
stroke volume and end-diastolic and end-systolic
diameters • ,
. ' ' . • A72-12090
Fluid mechanics of left ventricle mo'del with
mitral and aortic valves, showing ring vortex
relation to diastole and closure
p0277 A72-26775
Physiological evaluation of diastole mechanism in
rat hypertropheid myocardium as function* of
heart rate, Ca ion concentrations and temperature
' . • ' p0321 A72-28521
Coronary heart disease 'discriminatory factors from
comparison with healthy controls, noting
diastolic hypertension significance
... . " p0361 A72-31282
DIASTOLIC PBBSSUBE. . - .
Automated constant cuff-pressure sys.tem to measure
average systolic and diastolic blood pressure in
man.
' , , pO<K>7 A72-3H298
Left ventricular dynamics during handgrip.
p04«9 A72-372U3
Relationship of pulmonary artery to left
ventricular diastolic pressures in acute
myocardial infarction. .
. .' P046H A72-39461
Automatic system for measuring and monitoring
systolic and diastolic blood pressure in humans
CSASA-CASE-BSC-13999-1] pOtOS B72-251U2
Automated constant cuff pressure system to
remotely determine average systolic and
diastolic blood pressure in man
tAD-738832] . . , pO«37 H72-26089
DIEBCEPHALOH .
Bervous respiratory disorder in patients 'with
diencephalic and vegetative vascular syndromes,
discussing, arterial hypbxemia development and
resulting oxygen insufficiency
,' . p0023 A72-12012
Changes of the catecholamine content in the brain
of albino rats under overstrain caused by
running in a rotating, drum
' pOU53 A72-38031
DIETBTL ETHEB ' '. ' . . "
Differential nenrophysiological and psychological
effects of subanesthetic concentrations of
cyclopropane, diethyl ether, nethoxyflurane and
ethrane in conscious man '
• • • po070 A72-15220
DIETS ' , ,
Apollo 11 food system, describing new items,
improvements in production methods, packaging
and preparation with emphasis on rehydratable
foods
P0019 A72-11706
Biochemical and physiological effects of Apollo
flight diet, noting no significant variations in
serum electrolytes, endocrine values,.body.
fluids and hematologic parameters
'p0019 A72-11707
Protein-rich food substitute from microalgae
cultures for human nutrition, describing
experimental production, protein value
determination, special diets and food shortage
relief
P0113 A72-18159 '
Gaseous nitrogen production in humans under
steady-state conditions, relating expired,
nitrogen minute volume increase after protein
consumption to possible gastrointestinal and
metabolic effects
P0170 A72-20882
Dietary lipid effect on platelet adhesion and
aggregation, blood coagulation and fibrinolysis
and' relation to atherosclerosis and thrombosis
. " ' P0178 A72-215U3
Blood lipid levels and dietary habits in •
atherosclerotic and healthy.subjects, showing
lipid and glucose metabolism disturbance
increase in coronary cases
P0179 A72-21546
Dietary and pharmacological treatment of
atherogenic hyperlipidemias from lipid-sugar
balance and drag efficacy studies
A-123
DIFFBBEITIAL AHA1YZBBS SUBJECT ISDEI
p0179 A72-21547
Benn selection for SKY16B astronauts by' computer
technique based on Dixed integer programming
code, using measure of pleasure lists
..P0280 A72-274112
Dihydroxyacetone /DBA/ as nutrient in growing fats
diet, shoving unsuitability of regenerated ,. !
DBA-containing formose 'mixtures for space crew
diets
p0373 A72-.33371.
Beiqbtlessness effects on calcium and electrolyte
metabolism from measurements during Gemini 7
flight, using dietary control and .excreta
collection technigues '
,. p037S A7~2-33552
Bat- pulmonary lipid metabolism during feeding and
fasting from studies of lung lecithin' half life
after C-14/l/palmitate and H-3/D/glucose inlection
P0426 A72-36573
Dietary regulation of fatty acid synthesis in rat
liver and hepatic autotransplants.*
p0453 A72-38147
Belationship of sodium deprivation to +62 '
• acceleration tolerance.
p0557 A72-45653
Extraction of microelements in human food rations
and excreta ' '
 T'
.p0078 H72-12001
Influence of potassium and synthetic' sugar diets
on swimming duration in rats
fHASA-TT-F-14125] p0240 H72-18071
Clinical observation of constant diet, minimal
oral hygiene, and simulated weightlessness on
microbial populations in human dental plague
CAD-7352751 p0351 B72-22085
DIFFEBBITIAL ABALIZBBS
0 ABALOG COHPOTEBS
DIFFEBBITIAL EQOAIIOHS
Henron networks dynamic behavior in terms of
linear differential equations for membrane
potential changes and neuron threshold
p0288 A72-27925
DIFFEHEITIAL OPEBATOBS
D DIFFEHEHTIAL EQOATIOHS
DIFFEBEBTIATIOH (BIOLOGY)
Differentiation of cultivated mosquito cells
P0194 H72-16048
DIFFBACTIOH GBATIHGS
0 GEATIHGS (SPECTBA)
DIFFBACTIOH PATTEBHS
Betina visual acuity testing by zero and first
order moire fringes, using sguare-wave amplitude
gratings
P0288 A72-27953'
Phase correlation between two sources formed on a
diffusing surface - Application to' the human
retina
p0548 A72-44379
DIFFUSE BADIAIIOH
Phase correlation between two sources formed on a
diffusing surface - Application to the human
retina '
'p0518 A72-44379
DIFFOSIOH
ST GASEOUS DIFFOSIOH '
HT IONIC DIFFOSIOH
HI BOIECDLAH DIFFDSIOH
Study of the diffusing properties of the retina -
Application to the optical systei of the eye
P0495 A72-40736
DIFFOSIOB COEFFICIENT • "
Free oxygen content and diffusion coefficient in
adrenalectomized rat skeletal muscles after
physical strain
'• p0056 A72-13991
DIFFOSIOI EFFECT
0 DIFFDSIOH
DIFFUSION THBOBT. '
Badial diffusion and convection capillary nodel
for analysis of tissue protein concentration and
colloidal osmotic pressure changes during
transcapillary fluid movement '
P0173 A72-20896
DIFFUSirtTY
Inspiration time correction factor for pulmonary
diffusing capacity measurement by single breath
method
P0014 A72-11259
1DIGESTIVE SISTER
HT GASTBOIHTESTIHAL .SYSTEH
BT IHTESTIBES,
B T BOOTH. . . . . .
HT PAHCBEAS . " 1 • . '
HT TEETB , .
 t '• • ' . • . , .
Incorporation of methionine-S 35 in.the proteins
«of, the digestive organs of rabbits under the
action of radiation and. vibration . ..
... . ' "' - ' . '• P0192 A72-U0400
Bole of the hypothalamns and limbic, system in the
> regulation of the motor and secretory functions
of the digestive apparatus
.} . . , P0496 A72-40754
Behavior concept formulation .for visceral systems,
considering digestive systea data and .extension
from motor function concepts. . ,
P0550 A72-44586
Biological effects of ionizing radiation on
letabolism of digestive system . ...
rBBC-TT-1498] . , pOOSO B72-12019
DIGITAL COBPOTEBS
'Ban computer dialogue, considering human factors
. effects on interaction course ,
' p0150 A72-19128
On-line digital computer system for real time
interpretation and report generation of .
electrocardiograms from, remote locations over
switched telephone network
. . . . . . * i . p0152 A72-19311
Image processing of diagnostic echocardiogram by
iultrahigh speed analog to digital converter
. interfacing digital computer
P0153 A72-19312
A new Concept of flight displays compatible with
digital airborne computers.
' .. p050« A72-41426
Bodifled pattern recognition of EEG for use on
digital computer to determine sleep.stage
[AD-726210] , P0082 B72-12035
Digital simulation and'experimental evaluation of
C02-H(plus) control of pulmonary ventilation
[BASA-CB-127819] p0521 B72-30056
DIGITAL DATA
Digital thermometer with interchangeable
temperature sensors
[AD-735662] ' ,p0318 B72-21087
DIGITAL. FIITEBS
Bathematical methods for improving the
significance of scintigrams
P0423 A72-36425
DIGITAL SIBOLATI01
Human postural control' system dynamic model,
discussing stick man pitch axis dynamics digital
simulation and difficulties in linearizing:
eguations of motion
'.'. . , ' . p0051 A72-13163
Digital simulation of human cardiovascular system,
noting blood pressure control by physiological
reflexes
' p0178 A72-21475
Digital computer simulation of circulatory and
respiratory systems interaction model for oxygen
and'carbon dioxide gas exchange between
pulmonary blood and.alveolar air
p0214 A72-22456
ATC system analysis by fast time arithmetic
simulation technigues, describing ground model
development
P0220 A72-23141
Digital and analog simulation of deep space
rendezvous by astronauts using self maneuvering
units and considering human reactions and fuel .
consumption
P0087 872-13084
Psychological verification of digitally .simulated .
models of human visual system'
[AD-7424~31J p0565 H72-32132
DIGITAL STSTEHS
Digital systems for data acgnisition and storage
.for medical imaging instruments ,
fOBO-2401-37] ' p0045 H72-11089
DIGITAL TECBBIQOBS
Digital computer technique for computation of
pulmonary mechanics parameters, using phasor
method and Fourier series analysis of
respiratory flow signals
P0272 A72-26620
A-124
SUBJECT IIDBX DISOBDBBS
Diqital evoked brain potential detector using
•oltichannel amplitude analyzers
P0323 A72-28645
ECG anplifier and cacdiotachooeter for exercise
studies, using digital algorithm for heart rate
computation and ECG signal preprocessing for B
wave' detection'
' p0340 A72-30707
Digital automatic' data reduction techniques used
for physiological data obtained in 1000-flight
biomedical study
CNASA-TN-D-6601] p0086 H72-12059
DIGITALIS
Arrhythmias relation to coronary artery disease,
discussing conduction defects, sudden death'
prodromata and prevention and digitalis as
antiarrhythmic agent
P0017 A72-11176
Byocardial infarction effects on drug tolerance
and hemodynamic changes due to digitalis doses,
discussing toxic arrhythmias
p0175 A72-21082
Experimental and clinical studies in treating
digitalis caused cardiac arrhythmias with sodium
citrate using heart patients and dogs
[NASA-TT-F-14194] p0312 N72-21045
DIGITIZEBS
0 ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVEBTEBS '
DIGITS
Hathematical model for digit summation task search
time distribution dependence on size of visual
display Kith randomly arranged three digit numbers
POS49 A72-44558
DILOTIOI
Indicator dilution methods for ventricular volume
measurements from washout curves, discussing
intraventricnlar blood mixing uniformity
P0368 A72-32496
DIHE1SIOBAL ANALYSIS
Dimensional analysis and similarity theories
application to biological organisms
relationships between body size and metabolism
P0268 A72-26074
DIHEiSIOHAL HEASUBBBBBT
Ty microscopic system for on-line measurement of
cat omentnm microvessels diameter relative to
heart action
P0272 A72-26621
DIHB1SIONLESS HDHBEHS
NT REYNOLDS NDHBEB '
Biological tissue heat transport dimensionless
parameters for steady state and transient
analysis of homeotherm thermoregulation
' p0064 A72-11864
Biological similarity theory for numerical
relationships of morphometric and physiometric
organization in mammals, using allometric growth
eguations and body weight correlations
P0235 A72-25098
DIBETBTLHTDBAZIHES
Effect of heurohomologous phospholipids associated
with other substances on experimental ' *
intoxication by asymmetrical dimethylhydrazine.
II - Biochemical aspects of the '
pyridoxine-phospholipid association
pOSOl A72-41195
DIODES
NT TDNNEL DIODES
DIOXIDES
NT CABBOH DIOXIDE
NT HYDROGEN PEBOIIDE
NT QOABTZ ,
DIPHOSPBATBS
NT ADENOSINE DIPBOSPBATE (ADP)
DIBECT COBBEIT
Battery powered dc integrated circuit for
temperature regulation in small experimental
animals, using thermistor probes and heating pads
p0173 A72-20895
Bat vena porta muscle cells spontaneous activity
intensified by direct current depolarization and
inhibited by hyperpolarization, noting effects
of calcium and sodium ions
. ' p0322 A72-28638
DIBECT POBEB'GENEBATOBS
NT BEGENEBATIVE FOEL CELLS
NT THEBBOELECTBIC GENEBAIOBS
DIBECTIONAL COHTBOL
Hathematical models for describing pilot
•performance during multiple input-output
controller tasks
CNASA-CB-112048) . pO«03 N72-25128
DIBECTOBIES
D INDEXES (DOCDHENTATION)
DISCBIBIHATIOH
NT BBIGBTNESS DISCBIHIBATION
NT SENSOBI DISCBIHINATION
NT TACTILE DISCBIHINATION
NT VISOAL DISCBIHINATION
Construction of animal centrifuge, and
relationship between discriminabiiity of g
differences and location along effective weight
continuum
' CHASA-CB-127067] P0431 N72-26013
Influence of discriminative training and stimulus
control on key pecking behavior in pigeons
tNASA-CB-127772] p0480 N72-29049
DISCBIHIN1TOBS
Hultichannel 1C spike height discriminator for
separating electrical activity of neural units
recorded with microelectrode
P0071 A72-15223
DISEASES
NT AEBOSINBSITIS ,
NT AIBBOBNE INFECTION
NT ANEHIAS
NT ABTEBIOSCLEBOSIS
NT ABTHBITIS
NT ASTBHA
NT ATAIIA
NT ATELECTASIS
NT CANCEB
NT CABBON HONOXIDE POISONING
NT CYANOSIS
NT DIABETES BELLITOS
NT EDEBA
NT ENCEPHALITIS
NT EPILEPSY
NT FIBBOSIS
NT HEADACBE
NT HEABT DISEASES
NT INFABCTION
NT INFECTIOUS DISEASES
NT KIDNEY DISEASES
NT LEAD POISONING
NT LEDKEHIAS
NT NABCOLEPSY
NT PARKINSON DISEASE
NT POLHONABY LESIONS
NT BADIATION SICKNESS
NT BESPIBATOBY DISEASES
NT TACBYCABDIA
NT TBBOBBOPENIA
NT TOOTH DISEASES
NT TOBEBCOLOSIS
NT TDMOBS
NT DBOLITBIASIS
Intestinal disbacteriosis and autoinfection
occurrence in guinea pigs and rats under
magnetic field effect, noting Escherichia
population changes
P0101 A72-16647
Inheritance of lactate dehydrogenase and malate
dehydrogenase enzymatic diseases in human
erythrocytes
fNASA-TT-F-1U016] P0043 N72-11070
Infrared radiometer and video scan system for
remote sensing of root rot disease in Pacific
Northwest Douglas fir tree population
[NASA-CB-1267191 P0392,N72-25029
Decreased resistance to infections of respiratory
system in closed ecological system
fNASA-CB-1156411 P0396 N72-25061
Bemote multiband photographic vegetation
inventories to determine environmental
conditions that breed public health hazards.
P0487 N72-29322
DISINTEGRATION
Bat tissue autolysis rate during hypokinesis,
discussing relation to free amino acid
background changes
P0101 A72-16648
DISKS (SHAPES)
NT INTEB7EBTEBBAL DISKS
NT BOTATING DISKS
DISOBDSBS
Nasal and aural disorders and flight fitness in
German armed forces
i-125
DISOBIBITATIOS SUBJECT IIDEI
'- ' ' p0126 H72-14107
Clinical analysis of hypokinesia caased changes in
nervous system and effects of pharmocological
preparations on hypokinesia disorders ' '
CHASA-TT-P-14225] p0312 H72-21046
Clinical treatnent of vibration induced disorders
in construction workers' ' • •
CB1E-LIB-TB1HS-1611] p0313 N72-21051
Technigues for eliminating disorders associated
with prolonged weightlessness
[JPBS-S571U] P0353 H72-22095
DISOBIEHTiTIOl
HI D1SOBDEBS '
Disorientation and related experiences reported-by
pilots flying several aircraft types, coaparing
with previous reports • •
P0011 472-11288
Disorientation in naval aircraft accidents from
psychophysiological and environmental factors,
suggesting flight scheduling and training
improvements
pOIBO A72-21571I
Case report of fighter pilot disorientation
episode during night flying exercise, suggesting
psychological stress factor
P0267 A72-26019
Brief vestibalar disorientation test technig'ue for
assessment of potential nonpilot airborne
. specialists or naval flight officers
P0290-A72-28256
Obedience to rotation-indicating visual 'displays
as a function of confidence 'in the displays.
P0420 A72-35913
Belation between a pilot's sensory perception of
linear accelerations and the aircraft notion.
P05S7 A72-45654
Proceedings of conference on nedical aspects of
spatial disorientation and effects on safe
aircraft operation
tAGABD-CP-95-PT-1 ] p0392 H72-25031
Analysis of spatial disorientation reports by
flying personnel during 14 year period
fHASA-CB-1267861 P0392 H72-25032
Analysis of spatial disorientation occurrences
among military pilots'and classification
according'to types of aircraft and nature of
accidents
P0392 H72-25033
Analysis of military aircraft accidents caused by
spatial disorientation
: p0392 H72-25034
Statistical analysis of military aircraft • . .
accidents to determine incidents caused by -
spatial disorientation
• P0392 H72-25035
Psychophysiological and-environmental factors •
involved in aircraft accidents of military
aircraft and effect of flying experience in
reducing spatial disorientation
P0392 H72-25036
Human centrifuge tests to determine aircraft pilot
disorientation during'. aircraft catapult launchings
P0393 N72-25037
Contribution of reduced visibility and turbulence
to loss of aircraft control and inadvertent
aircraft maneuvers . -- -t
1
 P°3.93 N72-25041
Analysis of aircraft pilot reports on occurrence -
of unreality and detachment daring -flight- and
relationship to spatial disorientation
P0393 H72-25042
Development of procedures for exposing 'aviators to
effects of spatial disorientation in ground
based simulator I
•- ' • P0394 H72-25045
Application of methods of simulation of instrument
flying as means of reducing occurrences of
spatial disorientation in flight -
I p0394 N72-25046
Clinical evaluation and 'medical treatment of
spatial disorientation problems in flying ' •
personnel
. . P0394 H72-25047
Chronic irradiation effects on vestibnlar-somatic
reactions of dogs ' '
POK81 H72-29060
DISPOSSESS :
Bechanism for dispensing precisely measured l
charges of potable water into-reconstitution bags
1
 rHASA-CASE-BPS-21115-11 . P0476 H72-28097
DISPEBSIOBS ' ' • • - . ' •'• -
HI AEBOSOLS '* ' I. ' '
BT COLLOIDS
ST HUCLEAB BBOLSIOHS
HI SHOKE ' ' . : ' \
DISPLACBBBHT HEASOBBBE1T I : ' . • .<
'Involuntary head movement and helmet, motion
displacements during'human centrifuge runs "to 6
Gz from photographic recordings ' ''
p0294 A72-28288
Positive acceleration force-produced displacements
of helmet-attached reticle in front of 'lett eye
P0299 A72-28330
Carotid displacement pulse first time derivative
recording«as noninvasive technigu'e for heart
function assessment £ :
1
 p0549 A72-44561
Belative'position of the rib within the chest and
its determination on living subjects With the
aid of a computer program. • '
p0552 A72-44957
General index for the assessment of cardiac-
function:
' p0553 A72-45011
DISPLAY DEVICES
HI BEAD-OP DISPLAYS : • • • • .
BT HOT-PILB ANEBOBETEHS • " ' ' •
HI HOT-BIBE -ABBBOBETEBS ' ' '
NT PLAH POSITIOH IHDICATOBS ' • V < ' - •
HI POSITIOH IHDICATOBS
NT BADABSCOPES
Legibility of cold cathode, side illumination and
straight projection electronic digital displays
under varying ambient light and viewing positions
•I p0002 A72-10118
Human factors engineering of aircraft cockpit data
entry-keyboards on area navigation control and
display units - • . • ' •
p0013 A72-11138.
Concurrent and terminal display exposure effects
on perceptual adaptation for localizing ' •'
movements with displacing prism
pOOSS A72-13878
Moving display visibility effect on pilot tracking
performance, discussing dependence on
illumination intensity and color .
• ! p0056 A72-1KM45
On-line analog display system for cardiovascular
functions and beat-by-beat cardiac output
derived from single aortic blood flow measurement
p0230 A72-2U375
Electronic production of shifting grid pattern,
displays featuring variable spatial freguency,
temporal fregnency and modulation depth
I . • '< •' . ' p0237 A72-25181
Pilot warning systems for visual midair collision
avoidance, noting reaction to imminent threats,
scanning patterns and display sector size effects
t'SAE PAPEB 7203121 p0265 A72-25576
Data display technignes in man operated automatic
control system, assessing information volume
versatility and operability
p0269 A72-26451
Alphanumeric characters for small TV 'type raster
displays, describing legibility experiment for
character height optimization
. • '• p0331 A72-29821
Exercise -cardiotachometer with heart rate display
on beat to beat1'basis1, B-wave recognition
circuit and noise linear filtering efficiency
p0344 A72-31092
Compensatory tracking task performance with
continuous error information feedback via
visual, auditory or electrocutaneous displays
•'• • • • -'• : • p03«5 A72-31152
Target and surrounding nontarget stimuli size '
differences effect on visual search tine for
displays with large fields
p0345 A72-31153
Shite background noise intensity effects on human
visual target detection 'performance considering
display difficulty levels, target* location,
^detection time and error • '
P0315 A72-31156
Auditory display in dual-axis compensatory
tracking task, 'discussing performance measures
i. in terms of sguared error integral and human
operator describing functions
A-126 -.
SOBJECT IBDEI .'.DISSIPATIOH
. A, •-,.. ,, ,, ,,p0378.A72-33866
Stimulus complexity and the EE6 - Differential
effects of the number and the variety of display . >
elements. ,
p0407 472-34248
Obedience to rotation-indicating visual displays
as a f auction of confidence in .the, .displays. . ..
„..-.-; . . ..- '" P0420 A72435943
Recent re'seafch applicable ,.to the design of
electronic displays. , . i • , - .
• ; - V " " ' p0427 472-36902
Proximity and direction .of-.arrangement in numeric
displays;- ,• - . • \ - * -
iv '.-. ' .P0199 472-41017
Error search readinq tasks to investigate.
 ;
practical applicability of Blinking display
coding techniques, noting reading speed '•
• .redaction compared to steady display
(, ... v ... .,pO«99 472-41018
Temporal and .^spatial characteristics, of. selective
encoding "from visaal displays.
 l(
, . , . P0501 472-41255
Displays and controls; Proceedings of the 4dvanced
Study Institute, Ber'chtesgaden, Rest Germany,
. Harch 15-26, 1971.
p0501 ,-472741402
Display device layout based on human operator . ,
manual control information requirements • . >.
consideration, discussing functional -.categories, •,
motion compatibility, indicators relation and •;
integration -, j .•• •••! .
p0502j 472-41104
Prediction role in execution .of manual control
Kith display device.to aid. human operator
adaptation ; j , ...... , .
 :
..... " . ' p0502 472-41406
Display device design and human- operator training,
based on.visual and .auditory.sensation and . .
perception principles, emphasizing fitting
between man and information
] ,. . , . - • ' : • P0502 472-4.1407
Prediction .displays based on ^ he »extrapolation
method. ' • - .
pOS02 472-41409
The airborne visual simulation as an electronic . .
display. ' . . ' , ' •
, '• ',.'•:, P0502 472-41410
Problems arising in the transfer of training from
simulated to real control systems.
. . . . . . , p0503 472-41412
-Hanual vorkloaid determination by control
characteristics, control-display relationships,
demands for dexterity and sensitivity and speed -
and accuracy requirements ' ;
',. , . - ' ' • ' , , P0503 472-41414
..Han machine system functions and display and
control, role descriptions by flow diagrams, •
giving .examples of keying and task in-guided
weapon system .
 t ' .
. , . pO.503 472-41415
The design of .a nonlinear multi-parameter model
for the human- operator. ' • , . . • -.- .,.,-
•'•• p0504 472r.41421
4 new concept, of flight displays compatible with
digital airborne .computers.
' . " . , - . ' " • ' . . . p0504 -472-41426
4 psychologist's laboratory approach .to a human
• factors problem.
. i. 4 p0504 472-4,1430
Besults of the investigation of different
extrapolation (displays. -. • -
.- , P0505 472-41431
The influence of a prediction display on the human
transfer characteristics. - ,
• i, i - -, pOSOS 472-41432
.Buman operator dynamics for aural compensatory
tracking. , .. . .,,...
. ' . 'p0507' 472-41950
Interactions of signal and background variables in
• .visual "processing.
p0518 472-.42931
Hathematical model for digit summation task search
time.distribution.dependence on size of visual,
display with randomly arranged three digit numbers
,. ., P0549 472-44558
Computerized analysis of display requirements fpr
aircraft longit'adinal control in landing .approach
CHAS4-CE-1952] .-. ..'. p0084 S72-12049
Effects on threshold luminoas intensity and
display visibility .in aircraft cockpits . ,.
[E4E-LIB-TB4HS-J545] . P0087 H72-13079
Psychological tests for evaluation, of animated
visual displays for'acoustic signal recognition
t4D-728056] - . .-p0129 H72^14123
Comparison of human performance .in reading.
aircraft instrument display systems consisting
of .vertical tape and.vertical,light emitting :
diode devices ... ...
fAD-730316] p0131 H72-14138
Development of adaptive displays for assisting •;
human operator in detecting, diagnosing, and
adapting to changes.in systems or environment
[4D-729985], i ' - p0143 H72-151JO
Baman identification of threat symbols on ,
.... simulated ECB display scopes while performing
compensatory tracking tasks .•
[AD-731186J . . , " : . . p0144 H72-15117
Distribution of visual aids and display devices in
front of aircraft pilots ...
p0191 1172-16023
Computer graphics for training-device instructor
console applications
[AD-731739] p0196 H72-16063
Effects of different alcohol dosages and levels of
instrument display illumination on pilot
tracking performance daring vestibnlar stimulation
T4D-732444] p0243 H72-18096
Visual-displays of radar, and other weapon system
devices providing signals varying in brightness
discrimination thresholds -t
. : [4D-731376J p0244 H72-18098
Time history display effects on auditory and
visual perception
; C4D-733092] p0244 H72-18099
Six display formats used by three instrument-rated
pilots to regulate against random disturbances
for precision tracking . . .
(4D-731580] p0248 S72-18125
4pplying engineering .psychology to ••
circular-scanning radar, and display devices
[JPBS-55522] • p0262 H72-19172
Human perceptual characteristic data relating to
individual electronic flight display design
• - , p0355 H72-22622
Colors for elements of multicolored aircraft
display to insure minimum number of instrument
reading errors •• -• - <'.
, . p0355 S72-22624'
Integrated cockpit research procedure used to
identify control and display requirements for
advanced aircraft , . •
.. p0355 H72-22625
.Prediction and measurement of multichannel pilot
performance, and system, design implications for
pilot capability and limitations
P0355 H72-22626
Assessment of design, aircraft cockpit layout, and
display/control system
: . , - . .. ,p0355 H72-22629
Remote sleep monitoring display.console
[H4S4-CB-115573] P0386 H72-24092
Teleoperator technology and performance, evaluation
of general purpose anthropomorphic manipulator
with controllers and displays
,. rH4SA-CR-123741] p0475 H72-28090
Effects of color, spatial, a^nd conventional visual
cues on haman performance -
tAD-739583] ,. • : ' . • ! - p0479 H72-28121
•Instrumentation regairements of regenerative life
support system for providing indications :of•
malfunctions .' . . - . . ' »
rH4S4-CR-112105] - P0529 H72-30113
Simulator evaluation of airborne displays used as
traffic situation.monitors in high density
terminal.airspace,to determine effect on
aircraft pilot performance
tP44-EH-r72-3] p0566 H72-32137
Eye-safe levels for operating illuminated imaging
systems in terms of maximum permissible-corneal
irradiance .
OD-744656] P0573 N72-33121
DISPLAY SISTBBS :
0 DISPLAY. DEVICES
DISPOSAL ,
HT BASTE DISPOSAL
DISSIPATIOH .
HT EHER6I DISSIPATIOH . - •- - ,
4--127
DISSOCIiTIOB SOBJECT IHDBZ
DISSOCIiTIOH
HT GAS DISSOCIATIOH '
DISSOLVING
DyDanics of dissolution of qas babbles or pockets
in tissues.
pO»29 A72-37027
DISTA1CB HEASOBIIG EQOIPBEHT
HT ALTIBETEBS
HT GEODIHETEES
DISTAHCE PEBCEPTIOH
0 SPACE PEBCEPTIOH
DISTILLATIOB EQOIPBEHT
Compression distillation unit design and •
development for integrated vater and waste
management system onboard spacecraft, describing |
reliability and perfornance tests
fASBE PAPEB 72-EBAV-1] p0462 A72-39176
DISTOBTIOI
HT PLOW DISTOBTIOH
Eye-hand coordination modifiable parameters under,
optical distortion conditions, deriving
quadratic equation for hand response adaptation
P0022 A72-11897
OISTBIBOTIOH (PBOPEBTT)
HT DIFFHACTIOH PATTEBHS
BT EHEBGI DISTBIBOTIOH
HT FLOW DISTBIBOTIOH
HT FOBCE DISTBIBOTIOH
HT IOH DISTBIBOTIOH
HT PBESSOBE DISTBIBOTIOH
HT BADIATIOH DISTHIBOTIOH
HT SPATIAL DISTBIBOTIOH
HT STBESS COHCEHTBATIOH
HT TEHPEBATOBE DISTBIBOTIOH
HT VELOCITY DISTBIBOTIOH
HT VEBTICAL DISTBIBOTIOH
Topographical distribution of CHV on human scalp
during analogous sustained and delayed response
tasks
rHASA-TB-I-62097] p01U2 H72-15099
DISTBIBOTIOH PDHCTIOHS
Experimental determination of the distribution
rule for the time of failure-free operator
action in the tracking mode /with pursuit/
p0557.A72-»5521
Group dynamics and alternative distribution of
rewards
rAD-7U1176] p0567 H72-32143
DISTBIBOTIOH BOHEHTS
HT STABDABD DEVIATIOH
HT VABIAHCE (STATISTICS)
DISTBICT OF COLOBBIA
Hobile monitoring of man made radio fregoency and-
• microwave radiation levels in Washington, D.C.
area
. [PB-206216] '• p03S2 B72-22091
DISOLFIDES
Synthesis of bicyclic disulfides for conversion
into sterically rigid cysteaaine derivatives
fAD-7325091 p0200 872-17046
DIOBESIS
Isolation stress effect on micturition circadian
rhythm and diuresis occurrence in unrestrained
chimpanzee under entrained and free running
conditions
rAD-739468] p0163 A72-20180
Benal clearance studies of left atriai distention
effect in dog, indicating antidiuretic hormone
inhibition mechanism of diuresis
p0287 A72-27828
Water immersion tests to study body fluid balance
disturbances during weightlessness, observing
diuretic reflex control of blood volume
p0375 A72-33551
Vasopressin /antidiuretic hormone/ role in central
vascular volume and fluid balance maintenance
daring continuous positive pressure breathing in
dogs
p0420 A72-35917
DIOBBAL BHITHBS
0 CIBCADIAB BHITHHS
DIOBHAL 7ABIATIOBS
Twelve hoar light-dark-dark cycle phase shift
effects on monkey feeding behavior and, serial
task performance
p0019 A72-11703
Saccadic eye movements significance for jet
pilots, noting saccade rate diurnal fluctuations
and alcohol and trangnilizer negative effects
P0095 A72-1S800
Diurnal and beat-to-beat variation factors in
vectorcardiograas, noting respiratory movements,
electrode'location shift, skin-electrode'
impedance and heart electrical center mobility
,' . ' P0182 £72-21849
Human, performance' dependence on tine of day,
• discussing circadian and physiological rhythas
relation and environmental change effects
P0274 A72-26677
Sleep deprivation effects relation to work
duration, time of day, circadian rhythm, aeaory
function, task performance, environmental
factors, drur ase and age
. V- p0274 A72-26678
Human functional level performance
characteristics, noting relationship between
spontaneous rhythm diurnal variations in psychic
and physical performance
' . . p0276 172-26691
Diurnal changes in qas exchange and metabolic rate
under normal and inverted day-night schedule
conditions, studying human adaptation to shifted
schedule.
P0328 A72-29318
Sleep deprivation effects on diurnal urine
potassium excretion, showing individual
circadian rhythm variations
P0328 A72-29320
Beteoroloqical-astronomical diurnal and seasonal
environmental rhythm simulation for
psychological stresses alleviation in long term
space missions
p0328!A72-29322
Computerized measurement and analysis of
dayrto-day variations of corrected orthogonal
ECG and vectorcardiogram in normal snblects,
. using results as assessment standards
P0311 A72-30967
Psychological tests for diurnal variations of
haman visual discrimination threshold by varying
test object illumination level
P0457 A72-38931
Influence of simulated sonic booms introduced
during sleep on complex mental, monitoring, and
pattern discrimination tasks
CFAA-AH-72-19] ' ,p0522 H72-30067
DIVIHG (OHDEBBATEB)' '
Human mental and psychomotor performance
measurements in compressed oxygen-helium
atmosphere pressure chamber for dive between 100
and 1500 feet
p0018 A72-11701
Diving operations, medical aspects significance for
manned planetary surface exploration in high
density, atmospheres, considering protective
clothing, breathing apparatus and gas mixtures,
etc
P0280 A72-27915
Bioteleaetry system for EEG monitoring of free
swimming diver at 15 meter depth, discussing
power requirements} antenna design and signal
attenuation
P0282 A72-27178
Frontal sinus hematoia incidence in flying
personnel and scuba divers, discussing diagnosis
and clinical treatment
!' p0293 A72-28275
Bradycardia diving reflex to apneic face immersion
related to physical exercise
P0421 A72-35964
Case report on d'ive decompression induced
maxillary sinus barotranma due to sinus pressure
buildup caused by ostini blockage
p0511 A72-42497
Acclimatization ability of divers analyzed to
determine effect of cold tolerance on work
capacity ,
fAD-726753] . P0037 B72-10099
Hoise effects of sensorinenral hearing loss to
divers and hyperbaric chamber personnel
rAD-725144]
 r p0038 H72-10106
Effects of oxygen atmosphere in high pressure
diving chamber simulation on human body
[10-728760] P0082 H72-12038
Analysis of diver performance on communication
dependent.task using closed and open cycle
breathing apparatus
fAD-726225] P0087 H72-13088
A-128
SOBJECT ISDN DOPPLEE EFFECT
Development and characteristics of instruments to
monitor physiological reactions of deep sea divers
CAD-7280651 • • ' • ' p0087 H72-13092
Anthropometric data for Ha»y divers collected and
analyzed for Bean, standard deviation, skewness,
and kartosis -'
[AD-72966HJ . P0129 H72-1B126
Physiological and psychological tests to determine
effects of isolation during long periods in
underwater shelters during Tektlte project
CN1SA-CB-123496] P0137 H72-15069
Development of diving tables and procedures for
swimmer delivery vehicles and various underwater
breathing apparatus types
[AD-7287591 ' • p01Q» H72-15112
Performance tests of underwater breathing
apparatus at simulated depth of 600 feet during
seven day saturation dive
tAD-729665] . pOIUS H72-1S113
Phosphofrnctokinase activity and adenine
nncleotide levels in blood of guinea pigs
exposed to 15 percent CO2 in 21 percent 02,
balance H2 for periods of tine up to one week
CAD-73198UJ ' p0200 B72-170»7
Heasnrement of hnman subject heart rate during
dives with scuba equipment to determine effects
of temperature
tAD-731675] . . . p0247 B72-18118
Estimating absolute distance underwater, and
improvement of visual judgement accuracy by
training '
fAD-734125] p0307 H72-20089
Optimum underwater work measurement technignes
[AD-7340141 . ... ' p0307 B72-20092
Lactate-pyruvate and redox state responses of
blood and tissue in chronic hypercapnia
[AD-73U120] p031» H72-21057
Plasma creatine phosphokihase response to
hypercapnia
[AD-731H26] p031» B72-21058
Development and tests of sensitive methodologies
for measuring sensory and motor impairment in
hvperbaric environments
fAD-735117] P031S H72-21062
Analysis of behavior of aerosols in high pressure
helium-oxygen environment and removal of harmful
aerosols from environment
TAD-735960] P03S7 N72-23076
Agualung swimmers, using air and normoxic mixtures
of argon and helium for breathing
rHASA-TT-F-1U260l p0392 H72-25030
Occurrences of vertigo in hyperbaric atmospheres
and among underwater divers with theoretical
explanations of etiology involved
P0393 H72-25043
Visual evoked response as measure of nitrogen
narcosis in divers breathing compressed air from
0 to 250 feet
[AD-7372081 pO»01 H72-2511U
Diver performance in manual and mental tasks at 66
feet
[AD-737376] pO»02 H72-25116
Standardized treatment of decompression sickness
occurring while diving under pressure
rAD-7377001 pO»«0 H72-27088
Besearch in deep sea diving and lightning
triggered by man
pOttUI N72-27099
Development of deep sea diving technology
P04U1 H72-27100
Design of gas mixture breathing systems for
underwater diver eguipmept
pO'lU2 H72-27108
Design of deep sea heavy duty-diving eguipaent for
salvage divers
pOfl«3 H72-27118
Performance of closed circuit mixed gas underwater
'breathing apparatus
ppitlii H72-27119
Diving suit and heat element combinations for
thermal protection of underwater divers
.pO««» S72-27120
Design and performance of prototype portable heat
'source for providing thermal insulation in
diving suit
pOUdU H72-27122
History, organization, and accomplishments of
Project Tektite with emphasis on psychological
reactions of aguanauts daring lengthy underwater
isolation
[HASA-CB-127689] pOU68 H72-280K1
Beasurement of serum constituents before, during
and after saturation - excursion dives
CAD-7405081 , p0529 H72-30111
Analysis of practical approaches for supplying
diver with breathing gas
(AD-7H2080J p0536 B72-31138
DM • '
D DEOIYBIBOHOCLEIC ACID
DO-31 AIBCBAFT
Anthropotechnical aspects of V/STOL aircraft
control, discussing instrument and control
systems concepts based on development and flight
tests of experimental Do-31 VTO1 aircraft
. . p0217 A72-2278U
DOCKIBG
0 SPACECBAFT DOCKIBG
DOCOBBBTATIOB
Human performance reliability data system for
documentation and retrieval of information
obtained from general behavioral and man machine
specific studies <
CAD-7383221 p0391 H72-2H112
DOCDBEITS
BT ABSTBACTS
BT BIBLIOGBAPHIES
BT HiHDBOOKS
HT HABOALS
D06S
Technique using electrodes for measuring arterial
oxygen partial pressure in dogs, rabbits, and
monkeys
P0193 B72-16037
Changes in atrium nerve cells following transverse
acceleration of dogs
P0249 H72-19078
Experimental and clinical studies in treating
digitalis caused cardiac arrhythmias with sodium
citrate using heart patients and dogs
[HASA-TT-F-11194] p0312 H72-21045
Erythrocyte reserve in healthy and chronically
irradiated dogs subjected to physical loads
P0387 B72-21100
Chronic gamna radiation effects on
immunobiological reactivity in dogs protected by
amitetravite
p0387 B72-214101
Hvperthermia effects on cardiac arrhythmias,
arterial pressure, and respiration in dogs and
electrocardiographic effectiveness in diagnosing
threatening onset
P0387 B72-2U103
Gamma irradiation effects on functional activity
of leukocytes in dogs
P0181 S72-29059
Chronic irradiation effects on vestibular-somatic
reactions of dogs
P0181 N72-29060
Surgical trauna in canine intervertebral space and
surrounding structures and infrahaman
experimentation and biostatistics in clinical
orthopedics
tAD-7«0«751 P0528 B72-30110
OOLPBIIS
Hydrodynamic wake, drag, and vortex formation
behind fish and dolphins
rJPBS-551«31 P02UO H72-18067
Low hydrodynamic drag of fish and dolphins related
to hydrodynamic pressure rather than water
velocity changes
P0240 B72-18068
Signal ranging and reception processing mechanisms
as function of distance to target
fJPHS-55729] P0382 B72-21066
Possibility of communication with dolphins based
on analyses of language and intellect
P0390 H72-21131
Operational characteristics of dolphin
hydrolocator system
pOUOO H72-25107
DOHIBAHCE
NT EJE DOHIBAHCE
DOPPLEB EFFECT
Doppler ultrasonic probe phonocardiography for
human cardiovascular velocity measurement,
' showing normal tracings and aging effects
P0097 A72-16151
A-129
DOBHAHT VEGETA1IOH SOBJECT IHDBX
Doppler cardiometry determination o£ human ''
cardiovascular velocities in patients with heart
diseases, discussing impaired left ventricular
function detection
P0098 A72-16155
Instantaneous and continuous blood flow velocity
measurement by Doppler ultrasonic flowmeter
using transcntaneons and implanted probes
• • • • • • ' . P0278 A72-26778
Hedical -monitoring system for enclosed men, using
ultrasonic Doppler-cardiography for heart rate
determination
P0336 A72-3038*
Blood ves'sel flow velocity measurement with
ultrasonic Doppler technique •
CTH-71-E-20] . P0137 H72-15073
Doppler discrimination in hiqh background-noise of
rotary winged aircraft
'fAD-7311181 " P0311 H72-21056
DOEH11T VB6ETATIOH • • ' '• ' • :
0 VEGETATIOH
DOESAl SBCTIOHS I - '
High threshold afferents role in dorsal surface
potential formation in cat spinal cord •
p0329 A72-29327
A possible anatomical basis for descending control
of impulse transmission through the dorsal horn.
pO«93 A72-U0578
DOSAGE ' ; ' . '
NT BADIATIOH'DOSAGE '
Apparatus' for' programmed oral administration of
drugs to large primates in altered environments.
•' ' ' .'• POU28 A72-36921
Biological' effects' of daily low concentration'
monomethylhydrazine exposure on dogs; monkeys,
rats, and mice •
tAD-727526] p0035 H72-10083
Sequential search of' optimal dosage for biomedical
problem '•'
(AD-7U53261 p0570 H72-3309U
DOSE '
0 DOSAGE ' •
DOSIBSTBBS -
HI TBBESHOLD DETECTOBS (DOSIHETEBS) •'
Polycarbonate merits as visual solid detector in
high energy radiation dosimetry ' • : . . - .
[CEBN-71-16] 'p0026 A72-12066
• Cosmic radiation effects in Concorde prototype
cabin, using photographic dosimeters for neutron
1
 ' dose measurement and nuclear emulsions for all
charged particle recordings - •
- p0151 A72-192U1
Ren cancer therapy treatment techniques usinq
space dosimetric concepts. '
-:> -p0553 A72-45112
Solar and cosmic radiation monitoring for Soyuz 9
flight
p0075 H72-11995
Dse of dosimeters in biological and clinical
procedures "
[HTO-3510-18J P0190 H72-16010
High Z particle measurements by polycarbonate
plastic dosimeter on Apollo astronauts '
, ' p0207 H72-17621
Energy loss fluctuations in dosimetric'-
interpretation of radiation absorption in
biological systems
•p0207'H72-17622
Development of micfodosimeter to determine energy
deposition in small tissue region during
exposure'to space radiation - • ' •
P0209 N72-17656
Paired miniature'ionization chambers•used for
research reactor dosimetry measurements
fiD-7361771 ' ' ' P0352 H72-22090
Active dosimetry for protection and control of
cosmic rays in supersonic aircraft
, - • . - pOU31 S72-260K7
Passive-dosimetry for measuring cosmic radiation
dosage and its effects during manned space flight
. • P0131 H72-26048
Passive dosimetric interpretation of cosmic '
radiation dose rate onboard French prototype of
Concorde 001 supersonic transport aircraft •
P0432 H72-26052
Dosimetric techniques for calculating microwave
energy absorption in animal- tissues
[PB-208233] P0533 H72-31109
Tissue equivalent human phantoms used to measure
 t
radiation dose rate of prototypic Plutonium .
circulatory support heat sources
tBHIL-SA-ai21] p056» H72-32123
DOOGliS BILITAEI AIBCBAPT ' ' . ,
0 1ILITABI AIBCBAFT ..."':':'-
DOVAP . . . . . . '
O DOPPLEB EFFECT ' ' .' '
... ...
Hydrodynamic wake, drag, and vortex formation
behind fish and dolphins ... ' . . ' . ' . .
tJPBS-551lt3] . "' " .p02aO H72-18067
Low bydrodynamic drag of fish. and dolphins related
to hydrodynamic pressure rather than water
velocity changes . .
p02i(0 H72- 18068
Vortex formation and vortex-induced1 resistance in
fish wakes .
P0240 H72-18069
DBAG EFFECT ' . : . ; ' : . , '''
0 DRAG : ' ' .
DBEAHS ...... : ...
Physiology of sleep phases and dreams, discussing
data on highly organized and- interacting; '
nenrohnmoral mechanisms exhibiting alternating
forms of brain bioelectric activity. ' ' '
p0181'A72-21,838
DBIF« BATE ' ' * ' '.
Human visual system multiple channels sensitivity
to patterns at low luminance or high drift '
rates, noting retinal ganglion cells selective
sensitivity ' " ...
P0105 A72T17602
DBIHKIH6 /'''• ; . .•"•''.' ',_',
Calorimetric measurements of human body • ' :'
temperature' an'd of hot saline solution drinking
effects 'oh sweating rate ' - '
P0223 A72-23110
Calorimetric study of sweating- man response to
drinking hot saline solution as' function of
•temperature, volume and- salinity of ingested
' • liquid
• • • ' P0223 A72-23101
DBOGUBS - ' '
D TOIED BODIES
DBOiB AIBCBAFT •' ' . ' " . • • ' ' ' • ' •'"'
HI TAHGET DBOHE AIBCBAFT ' .......
DBOIB HBLICOPTBBS
0 HEIICOPTEBS
DBOHE ' TBHICLBS • • • : -• . ' : V
HT TARGET DBOHE AIBCBAFT • i
DBOP SIZE '
Coacervate drops oxidorednctases and stability in
primitive prebioloqical systems, using
polyphenol oxidase-carbohydrate-histone-qninones
• • ' • : • • p0062 A72-1«78«
DBOSOPBILA ' - • • ' • - ! '
Phase resetting behavior of circadian rhythm of
pupal eclosion in fruitfly populations
' ' . P0156 A72-19529
Phase- shifting effect of light on'circadian rhythm
and photoreceptive pigment location in
Drosophila in postpupation stages
' ' , p0157 A72-19536
Ecdysone^ haroonal control of Drosophila circadian
rhythms and synchronizing mechanisms, discussing
' • light stimulation and nenrohormone secretion
• ' P0157 A72-19537
Viruslike particles in salivary 'glands, muscles
' and nerves of normal and gamma irradiated
Drosophila melanogaster, showing age dependent
infection . • •. . • . . • -
i • P0176 A72-21198
-.'Natural aging and radiation-induced life
shortening in Drosophila melanoqaster. ' »'
' • ' - - p0555 A72-1S279
Hales of Drosophila melanogaster treated with 250
' ky X rays for determination of germinal
mutations induced in germ cell cycle ' < L
COBO-384U-7] ' 'P0082 H72-12027
Radiation effects in Drosophila -due to space'
environment
CEIPT-P-1160'1 • ' 'p0302 'H72-20051
Teratogenic and genetic effects in Drosophila
'caused by space environment ''' '
[EIPT-P-1159] " ". P0302 H72-20052
• natural ionizing radiation effects on
multiplication of unicellular organisms and
Drosophila melonogaster development
1-130
SUBJECT IIDBI , DIBiBIC BODBLS
pO»31 H72-26050
DBOISIIBSS
0 SLEEP
DBOG TBEBAPI
0 CHEHOTBBBAPY • . ••
DRUGS ' ' . .
NT ADBEBEEGICS
HT AHTI4DBEHEBGICS
81 AHTIBIOTICS
HI AHTICHOLIBEBGICS
HT AHTIDIOBBTICS :'
. HT AHTIBADIATIOB DBOQS
'HI CAFFBIHE . .
BT CEHTBAL HBBVODS SJSTEH STIBDLAHTS
FT CHOLIHEBGICS
HT COBTISOBE
HT CTCLOPBOPABE
HT DIGITA1IS
HT EPIBEPHBIBB
BT HEBOSTATICS
BT BISTABIHES
BT IHSDLIH
HT BOBPHIBB
BT BOTIOB SICKNESS DRUGS ' ,
BT BABCOTICS .
HT BEBBDTAL (TBADEBAKK)
BT BOBADBEBALIBB
HT HOBEPIHEPBBINE
HT PEHICILLIH
BT PEHTOBABBITAL SODtUB ,
HT BESBBPISE
HT SEDATIVES ' .
HT STIBOLAHT
BT TBABQDILIZEBS
HT VASOCOHSTBICTOB D8DGS ,
lake-sleep cycle importance in military service,
considering drugs effects on vakefalness
P0166 A72-20383
Bedication effects on pilot performance, covering
trangnilizers, sedatives, antibiotics,
stimulants, antihistaaine and hypotension drags
p032« A72-28750
. Apparatus for programmed oral administration of
drags to large primates in altered environments.
pOK28 A72-36921
Development of laboratory technique for
determining physiological effects of medication,
on flying personnel and spacecrews
fAD-7266511] p0082 H72-12031
Effect of sleep inhibiting drags on human operator
performance
fBAE-LIB-TBAHS-1607] p0189 872-16004
Clinical determination of human physical
performance and effect of drag stimulants on
performance , • . ,
p0386 B72-21097
Chronic gamma radiation effects on
immunobiological reactivity in dogs protected by
amitetravite
P0387 B72-29101
Computer analysis of cerebrovascular system-
response daring exercise, atrial pacing, and
drag inlections . ,
CAD-7377471 pO«72 H72-28068
Hearological effects of drug isoniazid on pilot
performance ' .. . . ,
rAD-7«»8081 ' ; ' '.p056« 872-32119
Effect of isoniazid on psychomotor performance of
aviator instructors , .
[AD-728823] . . p056« B72-32120
DBT BEAT
Space flight hardware sterilization, considering
dry heat and chemical destruction
P0010 A72-10822
Spore survival in 4ry heat sterilization-.as
fnnction'of water activity, indicating
entropy-molecular stability relationship
• p0073 A72-152S9
Dry heat resistance of bacillus spores on
spacecraft metal surfaces for different-
pressures, atmospheres and materials •
P0073 A72-15261
Effects of dry heat on bacteria spore growth at
125 C at Cape Kennedy
rnASA-CB-1277681 .- pO»83 H72-29075
Death behavior of microorganisms daring heat
sterilization
i;HASA-TT-Fr1U5«3J P05S9 H72-32086
DBTIB6
HT DEBIDBATIOH
BT FBEEZE DBTIHG
DDHBIES
Impact tests on anthropomorphic dammies for
protection effectiveness evaluation of lap belt.
Air Force shoulder harness-lap belt and
airbag-lap belt restraints
CAD-7U1530] p0281 A72-27U71
Human body or dummy mechanical impedance
calculation by acceleration measurement at t»o
point reference system with circular spring
supporting mass
P0370 A72-32608
Feasibility analysis for ase of anthropomorphic
dummies, animals, and man in biodynamic modeling
and scaling for impact damage prediction
[AD-7aO«n3] . p0525 H72-30089
Tissue equivalent human phantoms used to measure
radiation dose rate of prototypic plutoniam
circulatory support heat sources
[BH1-L-SA-4121] p0564 H72-32123
DIBASIC CBAEACTEBISTICS
HT COBTBOL STABILITY
HT DBAG ;
HT FLOI DISTBIBOTIOH
HT FLO» VELOCITT.
HT TBAHSIEHT BESPOBSE
Human operator dynamic characteristics
measurement, using pseudorandom binary signals
and mathematical models in closed .loop•control
system
P0031 A72-12660
Artificial biped locomotion dynamic equilibrium
representing mathematical model by two nonlinear
differential equations with variable coefficients
P0115 A72-18703
Dynamic characteristics of haman body in
operator-machine system subjected to random
vibrations
tBAE-LIB-TBASS-16511 p0178 B72-28109
Estimation method for solving systems of eguatious
of motion for machines vith electric drives and
elastic links
p0572 B72-33110
DIHAHIC COBTBOL
Parameter estimation in dynamic biological control
systems based on multicompartmental input-output
behavior
. . p0371 A72-32766
Experimental investigation of an astronaut ,
maneuvering scheme.
p0429 A72-37026
flan as element of dynamic control system and
capacity for haman adaptation and system
modification
P0191 .H72-16022
DTHABIC LOADS
BT BLAST LOADS
BT IHPACT LOADS
• BT SHOCK LOADS
Besponse of a seat-passenger system to impulsive
loading.
P0516 A72-U2766
Elastic properties of excised human brain arteries
subjected to dynamic loads
rAD-7«0«5«) p0526 872-30097
Bathematical models for determining effect of
dynamic loading on spinal fluid and. spinal• •
porosity
CAD-7I10»72] p0528 H72-30107
DIHABIC HODELS
Human postural control system dynamic model,
discussing stick man pitch axis dynamics digital
simulation and difficulties in linearizing
egaations of--motion •
• . • p0051 A72-13163
Holographic measurement of red blood cell rotation
.in orifice flow, transforming-orientation into
form distribution data
P0068 A72-15110
External biodynamic models for haman mechanical
response to various environmental forces,
emphasizing injury mechanisms
rAD-7369851 p0073 A72-15266
Aircraft ejection simulation by human •
thoraco-iumbar spine flexion dynamic model,
using, strength of materials theory and shear
effects for carved elastic beam
A-131
DTHASIC PBOPBBTIBS SUBJECT IHDEZ
[ASHE PAPEE 71-SA/BHF-7] p0096 A72-15947
Pulmonary oxygen transport dynamic model
representing long gas-side airway and alveolar
regions and blood-side capillary bed
P0325 A72-28996
Bill »odel for myocardium activity, taking into
account contractile state variations and
characteristic force-velocity curve
p0368 472-321492
Tvo-aass system as hnnan body dynamic model in
ballistocardioqraphy, outlining transfer
function paraneter coipntation procedure
p0423 A72-36039
Behavior analysis of mechanical model of systemic
circuit of human cardiovascular system
CAD-738583] p0479 572-28119
Biodynanic models used as simulation technigue in
design of Air Force emergency escape systems
[AD-740439] p0487 N72-29100
Biodynanic modelling of mechanical properties of
skin and soft tissues
fAD-740449] p0525 H72-30092
DTBA8IC PBOPEBTIES
0 DtHAHIC CHABACTEEISTICS
DIBA8IC BESPOKE
HT TBAHSIEHT BESPOHSE
Bodified Tan der Pol wave motion oscillator model
for prediction of aortic.dynamic response to
negative q impact accelerations
p0292 A72-28271
Aircraft crash landing induced acceleration
effects on seated occupants* discussing energy
absorber system dynamic response characteristics
for injury protective devices
p0369 A72-32603
Chamois leather mechanical response, comparing
stress relaxation and fregnency response
characteristics to human skin for applications
in anthropometric dummy construction
p0370 A72-32606
Response of a seat-passenger system to impulsive
loading.
p0516 472-12766
Theoretical mechanics for expressing kinematics of
human impact acceleration, using two coordinate
systems
p0257 872-19132
Biodynamic models of human response to various
environmental forces
p02S7 872-19133
Elastic thin shell theories for explaining dynamic
behavior of prestressed blood vessels
[8ASA-CB-125827] p0304 872-20070
Indirect measurement of primate vestibnlar system
function through analysis of vestibulo-ocular
reflex response to various input stimuli
[AD-734545L] p031S H72-21065
Beasnring describing functions by using cross
power spectral density of pilot output and error
[OTIAS-TH-167] p0390 872-24135
Propagation of longitudinal elastic waves along
spinal column
[AD-740471J p0528 H72-30106
DIHAHIC STABILITY
HT COHTBOL STABILITY
DTIABIC TESTS
Dynamic deceleration anthropomorphic dummy tests
of general aviation occupant lap belt/shoulder
harness restraint systems
CSAE PAPEB 720325] p0266 A72-25588
Static and dynamic tests of human tracking
efficiency after alcohol ingestion
fAD-729679] p0144 872-15111
Belmets for skull protection against buffeting and
crash injuries
[ABC-CP-1202] p0486 H72-29091
EAB
HT COCHLEA
8T EABDBDHS
HT EOST4CHI4H TUBES
HT LABTBI8TB
8T MIDDLE EAB
HT SBBTCIBCULAB CAHALS
HT VESTIBULES
Distensibility and stress relaxation
characteristics of capacitance and resistance
vessels of isolated rabbit ear as function of
vasal tone
P0068 A72-15124
Various work-rest cycles and environmental
temperature effects on body temperature,
determining external auditory canal and core
temperature relationship
P0171 A72-20886
Ear site body temperature measurement relation to
radiant heating of scalp and upper face
P0299 A72-28333
Thermal relationship between tympanic membrane and
hypothalamns in conscious cat and monkey.
pOtOB A72-34344
The physiology of hearing. I - The middle and the
inner ear
P0517 A72-42785
Saspectibility of chinchilla ear to damage from
impulse noise •.
[AD-726333] p0037 H72-10098
Grounding of flight crew personnel due to nasal
and aural disorders
P0126 872-14106
Hasal and aural disorders and flight fitness in
German armed forces
P0126 H72-1U107
Effect of noise and vibration on hearing and
worker ear structures
CHASA-TT-F-14542] p0560 H72-32094
BIB PBESSDBE TEST
Simulated sonic boom effect on tracking
performance and antonomic response, noting heart
rates, skin conductance and startle reflex
p0109 A72-17868
UB PBOTECTOBS
Earplugs effect on passenger speech reception and
intelligibility in rotary wing aircraft, noting
protection against noise annoyance, fatigue and
deafening
P0015 A72-11294
Flight helmet optimal fitting technigne, using
automatic recording audiometer and noise source
for acoustic leakage detection
P0064 A72-14873
Aircraft noise protective earplug design,
employing perforated and slit modifications for
additional protection without tympanic membrane
pressure excess risk
p0164 A72-20187
OSAF V-51B noise protector earplugs modification-
to allow for pressure egualization during
aircraft climb and descent
P0293 A72-28276
Earplugs effectiveness for narrow band white noise
real-ear attenuation and wearability
P0373 A72-33325
Attenuation, effectiveness, and wearability of ear
protection devices
fAD-731182] p0145 B72-15119
Tests to determine sound attenuation achieved by
several Air Force ear protector devices
[AD-731123] P0195 872-16054
Ambient noise measurement and speech reception
levels associated with F-111 A flight
preparation area to find noise attenuation
features of ear protection' devices
[AD-7448281 p0569 H72-33085
EABDBDHS
Aircraft noise protective earplug design,
employing perforated and slit modifications for
additional protection without tympanic membrane
pressure excess risk
P0164 A72-20187
Myogenic and eardrum evoked auditory potentials
and cortical responses to 0.2 millisecond
voltage pulse acoustic stimuli
pO«57 A72-38932
Human eardrum rupture and hearing loss injuries
from nuclear explosions
UD-737643J .P0440 H72-27092
EABPBOHKS .
;Effects of sonar headset echo ranging on hearing
effects in sonar technicians
[AD-737207) . p0401 H72-2S113
EABTB ATHOSPHBBB
HT LORES ATROSPHEBE . .
VI BADIATIOH BELTS
Planetary atmospheres composition diversity,
discussing evolution of oars, Tenus, earth and
A-132
SUBJECT INDEX.' EFFECTIVENESS
Jupiter from primitive solar nebula
P018U A72-22012
Russian papers on solar activity effects on earth
atmosphere and biosphere covering climate,
vegetation, animals and nan
P0289 A72-28206
Visual fields of luminous objects in earth
atmosphere
[IFA-SB-36] , P053S H72-31121
EABTH CBDSt
Hicroorganisms effects on oxygen and compounds
cycles, leading to changes in oxygen
distribution in earth crust, hydrosphere,
atmosphere and biomass
P022U.172-23592
BABTH BIDBOSPBEBE
Terrestrial biosphere back contanination from
outer space organisms, discussing- microbioloqic
control and prevention reguireaents -
p0011 A72-10825
Biochemical functions of organisms in evolution of
biosphere, discussing redox reactions, .
elementary compositions and metal compounds role
in photosynthesis ,
p0061 A72-11796
Soviet book on gravitational effects on animal
evolution covering land and agneous conditions
adaptation and weightlessness in space
P0109 A72-17818
Russian papers on solar activity effects on earth
atmosphere and biosphere covering .climate, .
vegetation, animals and man
P0289 A72-28206
• Solar activity effects on biospheric processes for
biological and physicochemical systems in "• : '
unsteady state, considering aaximam effects on
man at certain electromagnetic wave fregnencies
P0289 A72-28211
Solar activity effects on biosphere processes,
discussing radiation-induced molecular
activation mechanisms in water and biological
plasma calcium ion concentration changes .
p0289 A72-28213
EAETB RESOURCES
HI DESERTS
HI GHAIHS (FOOD)
HI GRANITE
NT LAVA
NT VEGETATION
BABTH SATELLITES • .
NT BIOSATE1LITES : .' . . !
NT COSHOS SATELLITES
EATIBG
Twelve hour light-dark-dark cycle phase shift
effects on monkey feeding behavior and serial
task performance
P0019 A72-11703
ECHOES
Signal ranging and reception processing mechanisms
as fanction of distance to target.- ..
rJPHS-557291 • p0382-1'N72-2<l066
ECOLOGICAL STSTEBS .-. B
U ECOLOGT. • • •: •
ECOLOGY .
NT COASTAL ECOLOGI
Bicrobial snrvivability in deep space
environmental simulation experiments, describing
aerospace ecology and panspermia avoidance '
T
 p0011 A72-10823
Ecogenesis of volcanic island of Snrtsey after
1967 lava eruption, discussing terrestrial and
oariue littoral and sublittoral biomes
p0068 A72-1U916
Biotelemetry applications in' medicine, animal
experiments and ecology, including > •• •
ergouometrics, internal bleeding detection,
fetal monitoring, animal brain implantations,
animal movement tracking, etc •
P0160' A72-19916
Cellular evolution investigation using molecular
biology, microbial physiology and ecology '"
P018Q A72-22011
Space flight ecology and physiology, discussing
atmospheric temperatures and radiation,
biological effects of acceleration,' deceleration
and weightlessness and physiological stresses
p0267 A72-26018
Characteristics of conditioned reflexes to' an
ecologically adequate' stimulus in hens
p05»6 A72-44080
Ecology of biting insects, birds, and mammals with
their associated pathogens
[AD-726645.] . pOO«» N72-11082
Environment pollution control and dialectic
materialism
. . ' p0197 N72-1697*
Biostatistical -procedures for. analyzing ecological
and environmental problems
CBNBL-SA-3977-BBV] p0198 N72-17037
Ecology and thermal activation.of microorganisms
in and on interplanetary spacecraft components
CNASA-CB-125658] p0239 N72-1806*
Effects of atmospheric distribution of Plutonium
on ecological systems of desert areas
[UCLA-12-848] p035» S72-22101
Bioassay of screwworm breeding ecology
[NASA-CR-115708] pOU68 H72-28045
ECONOHIC FACTORS
Development trends in airborne nan machine flight
control, discussing optimal division between
human pilot and machine in relation to total
system performance and economic factors
P0217 A72-22781
Flight crew training programs cost and gnality,
emphasizing safety and flight simulator
application •
P0278 472-26998
EDEHA
' Bemodynamics, pulmonary gas exchange and
circulatory responses to high altitude in
subjects vith previous history of high altitude
pulmonary edema • --
' p0016 A72-11422
Hyperbaric oxygen exposure effect on
cardiovascular system in' rats, discussing
pulmonary edema relation to hypertensive left
ventricular failure
p0163 A72-20182
Thyroid glands iodine concentrations, blood
- ' proteins and morphological changes in rats with
acute hypoxic hypoxia and pulmonary edema
p0169 A72-20620
EDUCATION
NT ASTRONAUT TRAINING
NT FLIGBT TRAINING
NT PILOT TRAINING
NT SPACE FLIGBT TRAINING
Education and training of personnel for
photointerpretation, discussing psychological,
physiological and methodological aspects of
aerial photointerpretation
P0221 A72-23298
Introduction =to experimental psychology including
methods in perception, learning, sociology, and
diagnostics
P0039 H72-10108
Teaching and training innovations .and
technological improvements for augmenting human
cognition
tAD-726755] pOO»1 H72-10124
Development and evaluation of C-130 aircrew
training program based on systems approach
CAD-727055J p0087 N72-1206*
Development of concepts to improve selection and
training of apprentices in aviation work
rAD-729651} p01"43 N72-15109
Training in identification of sound
characteristics in sonar classification task
[AD-733451] p0311 N72-20117
BEG (BLECTBOEBCBPBALOGBAIS) •
0 ELECTROENCEPHALOGBAPHT
EFFECTIVE PEBCEITEO BOISE LEVELS
Perceived noise level correction for background
noise effects based on frequency band SUB
p0161 A72-20170
dark VII ear performance calculation procedure for
perceived loudness or noisiness levels relation
to sound pressure, using experimental freguency
weighting contours
P0182 A72-21895
EFFECTIVENESS
NT SySTEH EFFECTIVENESS l
Stochastic models of human performance
effectiveness functions reliability and
correctability from error data generated by
tracking and vigilance tasks
P0229 A72-2U001
A-133
EFFEBBIT BEBVOOS STSTBHS SUBJECT IIDEI
EPPEHESl HBBVODS SISTEHS
Discharge patterns in motor nerve fibers daring
human voluntary muscle contractions
pOOOS 472-10621
Spinal reflexes tbrongh electric stimulation of
gastrocnemius and solens. human leg muscles,
attributing increased tendon reflex amplitudes
to ganna motonenrons hyperactivation
P0059 472-11701
Short and long tern mental and physical work
effects on central nervous system and motor
apparatus in younq people
P0071 472-15230
Bioelectric activity study of cat and dog cerebral
intercentral relations daring various notor • .-
activities and poses
P0071 A72-15231
Bnman am muscle motor neuron reflex response to
rectangular pulse excitation of nlnar nerve •
P0075 A72-15587
Cat and rabbit middle ear muscles contraction by
electric stimulation of motor nerves, noting
sound transmission redaction
P0175 A72-21136
Cat middle ear mascles motor units twitch tension
and contraction time in response to motor neuron
threshold stimulation • •
. . . . • . p0175 A72-21137
Dynamic orthosympathetic control of cardiovascular
system, studying efferent element link between
autononic vasomotor and cardiac centers and
effector cells.
p0179 472-21518
Energetic motor activity rule hypothesis for
physiological mechanisms of certain ontogenesis
patterns, suggesting motor activity as excess
anabolism induction factor
P0213 472r22225
Functional organization of monkey cortical
efferent zones in distal forelimb muscle control
from intracortical microstimulation studies,
showing stimulation thresholds distribution
' p0221 472-23582
Peripheral afferent input to monkey cortical.!
efferent zones of distal forelimb muscle
control, using single microelectrode for
intracranial stimulation and cellular discharge
recording . ,'
P0221 A72-23583
Vasomotor efferent effects on rabbit .lung
posterior lobe blood content in response t'o
electrical stimulation of vagus nerve peripheral
ends
-j p0225 A72-23693
Efferent vestibular activity in response to
horizontal plane rotary stimulation in frog,
showing efferent relations.between both ears
. .,p0235 472-25099
Electromyogra* and myogram responses in phasic
stretch reflex under prestrain conditions as
index of fosimotor activity level in.normal humans
,p0273 472-26632
Henronal mechanisms of muscular-motor activity
control, analyzing cerebrum-motonearon
connections, spinal potentials, monosynaptic
responses and depolarization .• .
P0333 A72-29981
Bnman spinal segment functional state before
voluntary movement during water immersion, using
B-reflex foe spinal cord motoneuron excitability
evaluation
. . ' p0331 A72-30255
Bnaan and anioal central nervous system repair
processes for brain damage caused motor function
disturbances
, p0315 A72-31100
multilevel motion control
P0116 472-35018
Servo action in•human voluntary movement. -
P0129 472-36999
Russian book - Mechanisms of descending control of
spinal cord activities.
, , . • . " . . ' . - . p0192 472-10577
Horphological changes in spinal cord nenro.ns of
animals due to the decreased intensity of
supraspinal stimulation
.. p0193 A72-10580
Synaptic suprasegmental control mechanisms of
spinal cord motor neurons
P0193 A72-10581
Influence of a preceding afferent stimulation on
, the pyramidal activation of spinal motor neurons
p0191 A72-10588
Bole of pyramidal and extrapyramidal components of
cortically-indoced efferent stimuli in the.
mechanism of cortical.motor activity coordination
P0191 472-10591
Synchronization in the work of motor neurons
during arbitrary motor activity of various types
' . p0191 472-10595
Bole of efferent influences of
temporo-rhinencephalic cerebral structures in
pro-adjustment alterations of spinal motor
neuron excitability
p0191 472-10596
Bole of the hypothalamns and limbic system in '.the
regulation of the motor and secretory functions
of the digestive apparatus
j>0196 472-10751
Cortical metabolism regulation and effector
systems of the adaptation process
p0197 472-10760
Bole of afferent and efferent connections in the
formation and reproduction of trace processes in
man •
p0197 472-10807
Patterns of spontaneous and reflexly-induced
activity in phrenic and intercostal motonenrons.
pOSOS 472-11162
Effects of physical exercise on spinal
reflectivity in man . •
.pOSOS 472-11521
Bespiration control mechanism ensuring adaptation
to power requirements and chemical environment
maintenance in tissues, considering brain stem
location ' .. .
. p0551 472-11600
Sathematical models for analyzing sequential and
continuous motor behavior in humans
[40-731681] p0311 H72-21060
Development and tests of sensitive methodologies
for measuring sensory and motor impairment in
hyperbaric environments
rAD-735117] ' p0315 H72-21062
BEG as.indicator of sensory and motor response in
pilot studies
CAD-710821] p0535 H72-31127
EGGS
Effects of combined O-G simulation and
hypergravity on eggs of the nematode, Ascaris
saum.
[DFVLB-SOHDDB-225] . p0109 472-31517
• • The influence of clinostat rotation on the
fertilized amphibian egg.
p0123 A72-36135
Inert gas effects on embryonic development. .
p0515 472-12711
Weightlessness effect on fertilized frog egg growth
(EIPT-S003) ' p0120 H72-11061
Subgravity effects on sea.urchin eqq fertilization
and development
. ,- CBIPT-S002] p0120 B72-11065
Effect of weightlessness on fertilized eggs of .
grass frog, Sana pipiens
tEXPT-P-IOI'n p0303 1172-20060
EJBCTIOB
Performance tests of protective clothing to
determine effectiveness against air blast during
high speed ejection
p0259 B72-19117
EJECTIOH HJOBIBS
Bnman ejection vertebral injury data in aircraft
accidents by cross reference to final medical
diagnosis, considering.costs and prevention for
seat systems
p0020 472-11711
Aircraft ejection simulation by. human
thoraco-lambar spine flexion dynamic model,
using strength of materials theory and shear
effects for curved elastic beam
tASHB P4PEB 71-iA/BBF-7l .' p0096 472-15917
Seat cushion evaluation for behavior during
..' helicopter crash or aircraft ejection and spinal
injury probability
. . p0180 472-21577
Ejection injuries from O.S. Davy aircraft,
discussing statistical distribution of
vertebral, shoulder, arm/hand, knee, leg,-head
,4-131
SUBJECT IBDEX BLBCTBIC STIBOLI
and face injuries
. ' ' ' '' ' ' ' p0292 A72-28273
A study of OSAF survival accidents 1 Jan. 1965-31
Dec. 1969.
' ' • ' • p'0541 172-13*25
Analysis of aerodynamic forces cansinq distortion
. ' •' of limbs and flailing of body extremities
following ejection seat bailont at high speed
tAD-731195] ' - '. pfliaS H72-1S121
. Effects of Q forces on injuries daring
ejection/extraction escape in OSAP .
P0258 H72-19144
Buman tolerance and physiological changes caused
by acceleration and ejection stresses
P0259 H72-19146
Badiological observations of spinal injuries to
pilots caused by sudden ejection ' •' ' • -.'
• - • p02S9 H72-19148
Clinical observation of vertebral injuries-caused
by vertical acceleration of spine
rHASA-CB-T14452-] ' ' ' '• p0350 H72-22077
Effect of impact angular acceleration on'human
body under emergency conditions-aircraft ejection
CHASA-TT-F-145651 ' '• ' P0561 'H72-32100
BJECTIOB SEATS • • • . • • -
pilatant suspensions iopact energy absorbent
properties, considering application to ejection
seat cushions for occupant acceleration
'attenuation ' " :• • •. •• -. •
P0369 A72-32604
Bodel of human subject and ejection seat used to
,. , calculate aerodynamic and dynamic forces, "
deflections, and trajectories for zero speed and
' high' speed ejections • • ' • • ' • • • ' . . - .
"fAD-730907 J . ' .! . • p0131 H72-1H137
Analysis of aerodynamic-forces causing-distortion
of limbs and flailing of body extremities
' following ejection seat bailont at high speed
[AD-731195V ' ' P0145 H72-15121
Energy absorption and safety'properties of
diiatant suspension systems used in ejection
seat cushion materials * ' ' '
fAD-734423] . ' . p0263 H72-19181
Biodynamic modelling of aircraft escape systems to
determine human tolerances to aircraft ejection
tAD-7UO«»6] ' "- ' p0487 H72-29101
.ELASTIC COBSTS1TS ' .
0 ELASTIC PEOPEBTIES ' ' ' ,
ELASTIC DBFOBHATIOH •
Human spine elastic deformation'due-to bending
stresses, presenting statistical data on
candocepbalad acceleration effects in vertebral
column injuries • ' * '> •
' I ' ' p0002 A72-10111
ELASTIC BODOLDS - '
0 HODOIOS OP ELASTICITY
ELASTIC PEOPEBTIES , • '
HT aODOLOS OF ELASTICITY
BT VISCOELASTICITY '
Hydroxyapatite isotropic and anisotropic elastic
properties compared vith experimentally observed
anisotropic behavior of bone •' • " • ' '
. pOOOS A72-10625
Dog mesentery terminal venous microvessel
distensibility characteristics from response to
arterial and venous pressure changes
P0113 A72-18196
Speed' and 'mechanical
 vvork measurements daring'knee
bending and immediate or 'delayed leg 'extension
exercise, showing muscle elastic potential
energy utilization
P0271 A72-26615
Added elastic load tests for thoracic elastance
change effects on human 'response to'carbon
dioxide inhalation, using rebreathing^technigne
P0285-A72-27726
'' Energy absorption and safety properties of '
diiatant suspension systems used in ejection -
seat'cushion materials •-< • .- : : . '
fAD-734423] ;• . - > p0263 N72-19181
Elastic thin shell theories fo'r explaining dynamic
behavior of prestressed blood vessels • • • • • '
tBASA-CR-125827] , ' . " ' p0304 B72-20070
Elastic properties of excised human brain arteries
subjected to dynamic loads
TAD-740454] p0526 B72-30097
ELASTIC BITES • f - - - - , -
BT AEBODIBABIC BOISE • ' ' :
MT AIBCBAPT BOISE ' '' ' : '
BT JET AIBCBAPT BOISE
BT BOISE (SOOBD)
BT SHOCK BATES
BT SOBIC BOOHS
BT OLTBASOBIC BADIATIOH.
Besponse of anesthetized Bhesas' monkey vertebral
column' and internal organs to pressure waves
generated during seated- spinal impacts
[AD-740460J P0524 B72-30085
Propagation of longitudinal elastic waves along
spinal column " ' ' • ' '
CAD-740471] ' • p0528 B72-30106
ELASTICITY
0 ELASTIC PBOPEBTIES '
BLBCTBIC AB4LOSIES • • • •'
D ABALOGIES ' '
ELBCTBIC CHABSE .
BT ELECTBIC DIPOLBS
ELECTBIC CIBCOITS •
0 CIBCOITS •
ELECTBIC COHBEBT
VI DIBECT CDBBEUT • -
BT LIGHTHIBG ' •' . ' • ' • - . . .
Electrical currents for controlling orofacial pain
[AD-736391] . • . . .
 P0358 H72-23083
ELECTBIC DIPOLES i. . •
Human torso surface mathematical'model-to
. determine eguivalent heart dipole and quadrupole
locations for ECG measurements '•" • >
• ' ' ' ' ' p0322 A72-28571
Electrophysiblogic data acgnisition by multiple
dipole type of inverse eiectrocardiographic
procedure based on model data, noting favorable
. and unfavorable dipole array configuration •
• . ' - ' • - - • . , • p0326 A72-28997
ELECTBIC DISCHARGES
BT LIGHTHIBG ' •
ELECTBIC FIELDS
Veak LP electric field influence on circadian
'rhythms of human rectal temperature and activity
. ' . ' • • • • ' p0156 A72-19531
Qualitative microscopic model' for biologic
postsynaptic membrane with tunneling chemical
bonds, noting selective ionic conductivity as
function of electric field
' . . ' • ' • • • p0324 A72-28769
Electric field projections in contrast to voltage
as working quantity for frontal plane ECG leads
:
 ' ' p0365 A72-31766
ELECTBIC FILTBBS • • . • '•
H T BAHDPASS FILTEBS . ' • • ' ' ' . " •
HT DIGITAL FILTEBS . - ,
BT LOB PASS FILTEBS
HT OPTICAL PILTEBS
ELBCTBIC GBHEBATOBS '
BT BEGEHEBATITE FUEL CEL1S
HT TBEBBOELECTBIC GEHEBATOBS
ELBCTBIC IHPOLSES
0 ELECTRIC POISES ' ' , . ' - '
ELECTBIC LEADS
•0 ELECTHIC BIBB ' - ' ' " "' • " ' • ' •
ELECTBIC.iOTOBS
Structural design and electrical drive mechanism
of helicopter ho'ist for rescue operations
• • • • • - ' ' ' . • '
 P0334 A72-30097
ELECTBIC POTENTIAL ' •• ' ''
'HT BIOELECTRIC POTEHTIAL
HT SPIKE POTEHTIALS ' ' ' • '
ELECTBIC POWER SUPPLIES ' '
HT SPACECHAPT POBEB SOPPLIES
BLBCTBIC POLSES
Computation of the shape and velocity of a nerve
pulse . • • '
•;• '.. ' . p0509 A72-12156
ELECTBIC SOCKET EHGIBES
'HT BESISTOJET EHGIHES
ELECTBIC STIBOLI ' ' '
Visual cortex neuron responses to light flashes
under h'ypothalami'c and reticnlar electric '
stimulation in rats
: • • ! • . - • - . . ' . . • p0021 A72-11758
. Beorosecretory cell functional activity of
snpraoptic and paraventricular hypothalamic
nuclei in rats after -electrical stimulation of
midbrain reticnlar formation
P0021 A72-11759
Testibnlar nuclei bnlbar complex evoked potentials
under visceral and somatic nerves electric
stimulation in anesthetized cats
'A-135
BLBCTBIC STIBOU CORD SOBJECI IIOBX
p0030 A72-12S12
Hippocaipns electric activity and cardiac rhythms
variations responses to various intensity
electric stimulation of central gray natter
P0032 472-12881
Blink reflexes in man during sleep and
vakefulness, discussing eiectromyographically
recorded orbIcalaris oculi mono- and
polysynaptic responses to electrical stimuli
p0072 A72-15250
Analgesic electrical stimulation in rat brainstem
nitb other sensory aodes unaffected
P0073 A72-15361
Cerebral neurons population electric stimulation
effect on deep sleep duration in Parkinsonism
patients
P0073 472-15585
Thermal stability variations in blood serom
protein after electrical stimulation of rabbit
hypothalamic structures
P0158 472-19649
Cat and rabbit middle ear muscles 'contraction by
electric stimulation of motor nerves, noting
sound transmission reduction
P0175 A72-21136
Cat aiddle ear muscles motor units twitch tension
and contraction time in response to motor neuron
threshold stimulation
P0175 A72-21137
Functional organization of monkey cortical
efferent, zones in distal forelimb muscle control
from intracortical microstimnlation studies,
showing stimulation thresholds distribution
P0224 A72-23582
Vasonotor efferent effects on rabbit lung
posterior lobe blood content in response to
electrical stimulation of vagus nerve peripheral
ends
P0225 472-23693
Lenticular conditioning-shock stimulation effect
on cat visual cortex response to light stimuli,
noting lateral gyrus photically evoked potential
amplitude increase
P0266 A72-25801
Electrode system for ventricular defibrillation,
noting current density role and rounded edge
effectiveness
p0272 £72-26628
Cat and rat cardiac and cardiovascular reflexes
response to electric pulse stimulation of
sensorimotor cerebral cortex
, p0284 472-27647
Cat auditory cortex neurons response to auditory
and medial genicalate body electrical stimulation
P0285 A72-27651
Heuronal spike activity changes in rabbit visoal
and sensorimotor neocortex and hippocampus
during EEG activation
P0323 472-28643
Contractile responses of guinea pig, rat and human
isolated ventricular myocardium to increased
stimulation fregnency
P0334 472-300111
Electric stimulation of rabbit brain liable'
formations /claustrnm, amygdala, hippocampus/,
shoving effect on emotional response motor and
vegetative components
P0338 472-30668
Cat cerebellum cortex evoked response impulses
interaction during stimulation of hypothalamns
and peripheral nerves
p0338 A72-30669
Cerebral cortex electric shock stimulation effects
on phrenic nerve discharges in bivagotomized and
curarized cats
p0341 472-30842
Cat bnlbar respiratory neuron discharge
modification by single electric shock
stimulation of cerebral cortex
p0341 A72-30843
Succinic dehydrogenase activity in rabbit eye
ciliary epithelium during electric stimulation
of hypothalamns, using histochemical techniques
p0345 472-31099
Long term weightlessness-induced physiological
response normalization by muscle
bioelectrostianlation, muscular tissue energy
load increase and mineral metabolism stabilization
p0374 A72-33543
Response-dependent electric shock punishment
schedule preference during response seguence in
food-deprived pigeons
P0377 472-33773
Renroinbibition in the regulation of emesis.
P0425 472-36449
Vicarious influence effect on-eliciting pain in
individuals subjected to previously reported-
nonpainfnl electric shocks
P0428 A72-36916
Electrical stimulation of vestibnlar nuclei -
Effects on light-evoked activity of lateral
genicalate nucleus neurones.
P0454 A72-38220
Froteinase activity in different regions of the
brain during development and inhibition of a
conditioned passive-avoidance reflex
P0457 A72-38927
Device for eliminating the artifact of electrical
stimulation vhen recording evoked pulse activity
of neurons
P0458 A72-38938
Bole of pyramidal and extrapyramidal coaponents of
cortically-indnced efferent stinoli in the
oechanism of cortical motor activity coordination
P0494 A72-40591
Effect of electrical excitation of various
auditory analysor levels on a conditioned motor •
reflex : •
p0497 A72-40805
Analysis of the activity evoked in the cerebellar
cortex by stimulation of the visual pathways.
P0505 472-41460
Onresponsiveness of pial precapillary vessels to
catecholaaines and sympathetic nerve stimulation.
P0507 472-41934
Bodnlating effect of limbic brain formations on
the blood system
p0510 472-42282
Reactions of auditory cortex neurons to
geniculocortical fiber stimulation
P0514 472-42723
Effect of a polarizing current on the activity of
neurons of the respiratory center
P0515 472-42725
Biological system transfer-function extraction
using swept-freguency and correlation technigues.
p051*6 472-42773
The effect of electrical stianlatibn of the
olfactory bulbs on the behaviour of cats and on
the electrical activity of the neo- and
archepaleocortex • /.
. p0518 472-42960
Lung volume changes of people in antiorthostatic
position in hospital beds for control,
exercising and muscle electric-stimulated groups
p0543 472-43918
Retabolic changes in healthy humans caused by
prolonged bed rest in horizontal position,
noting prevention by physical exercises and
electric muscle stimulation
P0543 A72-43921
Changes in the impulse activity of cortical
neurons during selective reinforcement of a
chosen range of their interpnlse intervals
P0546 472-44087
Henronal and focal reactions of the parietal
associative cortex to various peripheral stimuli
P0546 472-44089
Besponses of anterior snprasylvian gyrus neurons
to peripheral stimuli of different modalities
P0546 472-44090
Post-synaptic potentials of aotor neurons of the
facial nerve nucleus evoked by afferent and
corticofngal pulse stimulation
P0546 472-44091
Elaboration of steady changes in the firing rate
of cortical neuron populations
pOSSO 472-44587
Eye movements evoked by collicular stimulation in
the alert monkey.
P0551 472-44906
Vestibnlar reactivity in humans to galvanic
current stimuli
P0078 H72-12008
Effects of experimental manipulation of painful
electric shocks, independent of subject
performance, on sgnirrel monkey response
[B4S4-CB-1192»8] p0117 H72-14046
4-136
SUBJECT IBDBX BLECTBOCABDIOGBAPHT
Influence of vestibules stimulation on seqmentary
reflexes in spinal cord
P0388 H72-2U109
BLBCTBIC 1IBB
Ricrobioloqical assay of electric wire bundle from
Surveyor 3 spacecraft
pO«37 H72-26769
B1BCTBIC IISII6
0 ELECTSIC HBE
BLBCTBICAL COJDDCTITITI
0 ELECTBICAL BESISIIVITT
ELECTRICAL IBPEDAHCB
HT ELECTBICIL EESISTAHCB
81 SKIN RESISTANCE
Transistorized anplifier inpat elenents design for
biopotentials recording, providing Bininun noise
at high input impedance
P0270 A72-26U68
Electrical components of cardiac and skeletal
muscle impedance, calculating rectangular
stimulating current Bean value
P0321 A72-28U61
ELECTBICil PHOPEBTIES
HT CAPACITABCE
HT BLBCTBIC M. IBPEDAHCE
HT ELECTBICAL BESISTABCE
HT BLECTHICAL BESISTIVITI
HT ELECTBOH MOBILITY
HT IHDUCTASCE
HT PHOTOCOHDUCTIVITY
BT PHOTOVOLTAIC EFFECT
HT POLABIZ1TIOH CHABACTEBISTICS
HT SKIN BE5ISTAHCE
The effect of membrane parameters on the
properties of the nerve inpulse.
P0507 A72-41936
EIECTBICA1 BBSISTAHCB
HT SKIN SESISTAHCE
Organism blood voluae and losses determination by
measuring human body electrical resistance,
noting unsatisfactory results
P0111 A72-1799U
ELECTBICAL BESISTIVITI
HT PHOTOCOHDDCTIVITI
Stainless steel electrodes resistive and
capacitive properties in contact with saline
solutions of various concentrations and over
extensive frequency range and current densities
P0049 A72-12953
BLECTBOACOOSTIC TBABSDDCBBS
HT ilCBOPHOHES
ELECTBOAJBStHBSIA
Electrical currents for controlling orofacial pain
tAD-7363911 p03S8 H72-23083
ELBCTBOCiBDIOGBAHS
D ELBCTBOC&BDIOGBAPBY.
ELECTBOCABDI06BAPBT
Human patients with chest pain and normal ECG,
examining diagnostic value of graded exercise
test, bistory and lipid levels with coronary
arteriography data
P0003 A72-10146
Clinical electrocardiography diagnostic
capability, discussing phase plane cardiogram
sensitivity to aberrations in QBS contours
P0003 A72-10118
HIS bundle electrocardiography for arrythmia
studies, discussing conducting tissue potential
recording, ventricular delay and block site
determination and electrophysiological effects
of drugs
P0017 A72-11«73
Canine and human ventricular myocardium
microelectrophysiologic studies of
postextrasystolic T wave change relation to
cellular repolarization and contractile
potentiation magnitude
P0017 A72-1H7U
Arrhythmias relation to coronary artery disease,
discussing conduction defects, sudden death
prodroaata and prevention and digitalis as
, antiarrhythmic agent
p0017 A72-11176
ECG telemetry systems parameters, discussing
manufacturers specifications and standardized
laboratory performance test data
P0028 A72-12139
Human pulse wave propagation velocity measurement,
using biotelemetry system of photoresistance
sensors and endoscopic bulbs connected to
electrocardiograph
P0031 A72-12519
Physical exercise effect on ECG atrial recovery
wave duration and magnitude in humans with A-V
blocks
P0032 A72-12891
Age related diminutions in ballistocardiographic
and electrocardioqraphic amplitudes, observing
relation to heart position lateralization and
size reduction
P0051 A72-13W
Exercise ECG correlation to morphological patterns
of selective cinecoronary arteriography and
ventriculography, revealing significant
information on occlusion and stenosis
P0052 A72-13178
QBS amplitude relation to frontal QBS axis and
heart-electrode distance, using 12-lead ECG
pOOSS A72-13881
Familial cardomyopathy detection by
electrocardiography noting arrhythmias,
ventricular hypertrophy, abnormal Q waves and
intraventricular conduction defects
P0056 A72-1UW3
Exercise ECG multichannel radio telemetry
equipment, discussing sources of malfunction and
unreliability and remedial procedures
P0099 A72-16610
Electrocardiography telemetry system for intense
radiation environment, describing electrode and
transmitter implantation in monkey and heart
signal transmission and reception
P0102 A72-16678
Electrocardioqraphic aqe trends in adult healthy
populations, discussing diagnostic implications
and overweight, exercise and latent coronary
artery disease influence
P010S A72-17U25
Airline pilot postexercise electrocardiograms,
showing S-T sequent depression correlation to
subsequent coronary heart disease
P0111 A72-17881
On-line digital computer system for real time
interpretation and report generation of
electrocardiograas from remote locations over
switched telephone network
P0152 A72-19311
Electrical cardiac activity computer simulation
model including biophysically faithful
conduction system and electrocardiograms for
high fidelity production
P0153 A72-19313
Biomedical transducers for HASA space program,
discussing spray-on electrodes and telemeterinq
for ECG respiration and body temperature
P0160 A72-19917
Coronary artery disease and vessel involvement
severity predictions from electrocardioqraphic
and vectorcardiographic patterns of anterior
wall myocardial infarction
P0160 A72-1999*
ECG evidence of myocardial ischemia in patients
without arteriographic evidence of coronary
artery disease, studying myocardial oxygen supply
P0160 A72-19995
ECG and VCG in diagnosis of myocardial infarction
and QBS changes
P0162 A72-2017U
Bioelectric ECG and EEG signal analysis using
hybrid computer techniques and parameter
optimization for autocorrelation function modeling
P0165 A72-20333
Abnormal ECG in healthy man due to former disease,
snbclinical disease, congenital anomalies,
hereditary disease or functional aberrations
P0168 A72-2057B
Atypical ECG of sportsmen, considering
repolarization disorders due to ischemia,
lesion, excitability and conduction signs
P0168 A72-20575
Pulsatile blood pressure and ECG in sguirrel
monkeys, considering catheter electromanometer
system and implanted arterial cannnlas long
stability
P0173 A72-20900
Vectorcardiographic and ECG diagnosis of left
anterior hemiblock combined with complete right
bundle branch block, discussing coexisting
A-137
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nyocacdial infarction influence
P0182 172-21850
Cardiac cycle intervals measurement with mnltibeam
cathode oscilloscope synchronized vith
multichannel polycardioqraphic automatic
recordinq machine
P0220 A72-23192
Clinical reliability and normal variations of
Frank ECG computer analysis by Smith-Hyde
program for healthy and cardiac patients
P0221 172-23274
Mathematical, physical and engineering aspects of
'electro- and magnetocardiography, noting heart
field nondipolar properties and heart vector
determination difficulties•
p0222 172-23K14
ECG, physical exercise and drug use in diagnosis
and aeromedical evaluation of-supraventricular
arrhythmias, presenting case histories of pilots
vith wandering cardiac pacemakers- *
tlD-7409871 P0228 172-23741
QBS wave detectors for arrythnia and hemodynamic
data analysis, using standardized FH magnetic
tape containing various artifacts'for evaluation
p0265 172-25499
Positive acceleration effects on human
cardiovascular system during centrifuge tests,
studying1 ECG changes in'terms of cardiac rhythm,
heart rate and wave parameters
P0267 172-26015
Computer assisted monitoring of ECG waveforms and
heart sounds fregnency spectra to detect bubble
laden blood during decompression sickness
P0272 172-26626
Gabor-Nelson -myocardium electrical activity 'model
for mathematical construction of
vectorcardiograph from ECG for comparison of
various lead systems
p0273 172-26629
Bahdom sample comparison of computer program for
ECG diagnoses and physicians readings
P0278 172-26975
Triglyceridemia relation to age, relative weight
and ischemic cardiopathy probability from ECG,
anthropometry and lipid and glucid metabolism
studies
P0279 472-27238
Heart and circulatory system functional
diagnostics, discussing ECG, blood pressure, X
ray, phonocardiographical and pulmonary
examinations
p0279 172-27271
Clinical diagnosis of ST/T depression in resting
ECG, noting coronary heart disease and left
ventricular hypertrophy
P0286 172-27733
Automatic ECG recording and analysis by electronic
data processing equipment, discussing methods of
data acquisition and transmission for routine
diagnosis and prophylactic mass examinations
P0286 A72-27821
Dynamic electrocardioqraphy vith analog computer
program to detect, count and classify.atypical
ventricular depolarization complexes
: ,P0293 172-28281
Stress vectorcardioqraphy quantitative analysis of
ECG response to treadmill exercise test to
establish diaqnosis criteria'for coronary heart
disease
P0293 172-28282
ECG diaqnostics for arrhythmia assessment in
flyinq personnel fliqht fitness examination
P0295 172-28294
ECG P-wave-like deflections caused by strong
diaphragmatic action potentials in-obese woman
vith fever and erysipelas
p0321 172-28569
Human torso surface mathematical model to
determine equivalent heart dipole and.guadrnpole
locations for ECG measurements
P0322 172-28571
Electrophysioloqic data acquisition by multiple
dipole type of inverse electrocardiographic
procedure based on model data, noting favorable
and unfavorable dipole array configuration
P0326 172-28997
Electrocardiography and magnetocardiography to
determine 'flux and vortex sources respectively
of heart electrical -activity impressed current
density
p0326 172-28998
Piloting aptitude evaluation from ECG during
hypoxia, considering right intraventricular
conduction and ventricular repolarization
anomalies ' '
P0332 A72-29857
Cardiovascular and respiratory changes in dogs
exposed to acute overheating, relating ECG
changes to adrenergic and hypoxia effects
p0335 172-30382
Lower body decompression effects on ECG, shoving
heart rate increase, B and T amplitude changes
and heart electric axis displacement
p0336 172-30383
ECG amplifier and cardiotachometer for exercise
studies, using digital algorithm for heart rate
computation and ECG signal preprocessing for B
vave detection
p0340 172-30707
Computerized measurement and analysis of
' day-to-day variations of corrected orthogonal
ECG and vectorcardiogram in normal subjects,
using results as assessment standards
p0341 172-30967
ECG heart rate recordinq of helicopter instructor
pilots during flight training tasks,
administrative work, automobile driving and'eating
p0344 172-31097
Electric field projections in contrast to voltage
as working guantity for frontal plane ECG leads
p0365 172-31766
Cardiac cycle length /HE interval/ and QT interval
mathematical relationship from ECG obtained
during exercise and recovery periods
P0371 172-32747
Serial ECG change detection and "description in'
myocardial infarction survivors, using computer
analysis to find best diagnostic discriminants
from multiple criteria
:
- p0379 A72-34008
Some preliminary observations on the correlation
of the high frequency /acceleration/ direct-body
ballistocardiogram vith the apex cardiogram,
carotid pulse and their derivatives.
P0422 172-36036
'vi-like1 and 'aVF-like1 leads for continuous
electrocardiographic monitoring.
P0449 172-37244
1 system for the mass examination of
electrocardiograms.
P0451 17J-37853
Prognostic value of an electrocardiographic sign
in acute myocardial infarction.
P0452 172-37871
Belation of the electrocardiogram to hemodynamic
alterations in pulmonary embolism.
p0456 172-38816
Vectorcardioqraphic and electrocardiographic
differentiation between cor pnlmonale and
anterior wall myocardial infarction.
p0497 172-40769
The Hacrnz index and its clinical evaluation in
electrocardiography vith regard to the selection
and control of air crevs
pOSOO 172-41193
Potassium chloride test for electrocardiogram
evaluation in flight personnel medical appraisal
P0506 172-41747
Tield of ischaemic exercise electrocardiograms in
relation to exercise intensity in a normal
population.
p0518 172-42900
1 rapid assay of dipolar and extradipolar content
in the human electrocardiogram.
P0542 A72-43811
The standard 12-lead scalar electrocardiogram - In
assessment of left ventricular performance.
p0542 172-43812
Continuous recording of His bundle electrbgram
during selective coronary cineangio'graphy in man.
P0542 172-43813
Continuous ECG monitoring method /scatterqram/ for
arrhythmia pattern recoqnition in intensive care
units
P0545 172-43938
Ose of implantable telemetry systems for study of
cardiovascular phenomena.
P0545 172-43996
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SUBJECT IIDBX ELBCTBOBHCBPHiLOGBAPBT
analysis of intracavitary electrocardiograms
through a saline bridge in the diagnosis of
cardiac arrhythmias.
p05i»9 A72-«i»559
H-v intervals in left bundle-branch .block -
Clinical and electrocardiographic correlations.
p0558 A72-U5690
Clinical and anatonic implications of
intraventricnlar conduction blocks in acute
Dyocardial infarction.
POS58 A72-»5691
Biomedical technology transfer of HASA ,
cardiovascular nonitoring
rHASA-CB-12»817J p0087 H72-13056
. Electrocardioqraphic and phonocardiographic
cardiac cycle measurements on crewmembers during
- long term space flights
[EXPT-BOOa] P0118 H72-1&055
long tern electrocardiograms in analysis of
.rhythmic heart disturbances of German Air Force
P0125 H72-14103
Portable eguipment for detecting oyocardial activity
fAD-735882] . p0318 H72-2108S
Insulated electrode and impedance transformer
system for electrocardiographic data acqaisition
fHASA-CB-115530] P0353 H72-22096
High power radio telemetering of heart rate
detected by ECG
rAD-7371111 P0360 H72-23092
Long term ECG examinations of pilots using tests
at rest and master tests
P0394 H72-25050
One-channel portable tape recording system for
long tern ECG recording of flying personnel
P0391 N72-25051
Automatic analysis of ECG at rest, daring and
after exercise with two computer systems
P0395 B72-25052
Analog computer program for analysis of extended
electrocardiographic monitoring
P0395 H72-25053
Method and criterion for evaluating ELF magnetic
field interference effects on cardiac pacemaker
function
CAD-737237] pOU01 H72-25111
BIECTBOCBBBICAL CELLS
HT BEGEHEBATI7E FOEL CEILS
BLECTBOCBBHISTBI .
HT ELECTBOLYSIS
Electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrator .
materials compatibility to space shuttle life
support environment, comparing with LiOH method
P0009 A72-10768
BLECTBOCO1DDCTIVIII
> motion.
POU58 A72-38935
Study of the conductivity of the motor neuron
membrane during supraspinal stimulation
p0193 A72-10585
BLBCTBOCUTAHEOOS COHHOHICATIOH
Compensatory tracking task' performance with
continuous error information feedback via
visual, auditory or electrocutaneous displays
p03«5 A72-31152
ELECTBODEBRA1 BESPOHSE
0 GJLVAHIC SKIH BESPOHSE
ELECTBODES
HT COLD CATHODES
HT IOH SELECTIVE ELECTBODES
Stainless steel electrodes resistive and
capacitive properties in contact with saline
solutions of various concentrations and over,
. extensive frequency range and current densities
p0049 A72-12953
Biomedical transducers for HASA space program,
discussing spray-on electrodes and telemetering
for ECG respiration and body temperature
p0160'A72-19917
Electrode system for ventricular defibrillation,
noting current density role and rounded edge
effectiveness
P0272 A72-26628
Electrode design and implantation method for
chronic experiments, discussing information loss
factor elimination
P0337 A72-30393
Surface electrode position effect on
electromyogram recording of electrical activity
during repeated biceps and triceps brachii
contractions
P0367 A72-32189
Surface electrode distance, area and pressure. .
effects on electromyogram recording of large
skeletal muscle electrical activity during
defined muscular tensions • .
pO'3'68 A72-32190
•yi-like1 and 'aVF-like1 leads for continuous
electrocardiographic monitoring. .
pO«49 A72-3724tt
Design of photo-optical recorder, implantable
electrodes, and magnetic/Doppler'flow-sensor.
[HASA-CR-125095] . P0128 H72-1Q117
Technique using electrodes for, measuring arterial
oxygen partial pressure in dogs, rabbits, and
monkeys
. . P0193 H72-16037
Development and characteristics.of electrodes for
measuring ERG, ECG, and temperature of
laboratory animals -. - -
P0203 H72-17068
Insulated electrode and impedance transformer
system 'for electrocardiographic da'ta acquisition
, CHASA-CB-1155301 ' p0353 H72-22096
. Bethod and design for securing implanted
electrodes during chronic experiments
."p0389 H72-2U114
Hanufacturing process for making .perspiration
resistant-stress resistant biopotential electrode
. fHASA-CASE-BSC-90153-2] pO»02 S72-25120
Dry electrode manufacture, using silver powder, .
with cement .
CHASA-CASE^FBC-.10029-2] ,pO«02 H72-25121
Compressible electrolyte saturated sponge
electrode for biomedical applications
CHASA-CASE-HSC-13648J P0142 H72-27103
ELBCTBOEICBPHALOGHAB - . ' . .
0 ELECTBOEHCEPHALOGBAPBT - .
BLECTBOEHCBPHALOGBAPHI
flultichannel topography of human scalp alpha EEG
potential fields
p0001 A72-10072
EEG parameters estimation and statistical
uncertainty calculation by computer program
. pOOO'l A72-10073
EEG and electrooculogram recording of chimpanzee
sleep, noting rapid eye movement stages
. . pOOOl A72-1007t
EEG phase asymmetry fluctuations relation.to
• respiration rhythm in subjects from, pneumograms
during rest, mental activity, hypnosis and sleep
P0101 A72-17214
Short-time memory .and electrographic effective and
trace processes relationship from visual and
Bolandian cortical regions activity and
Tarkhanov galvanocutaneous reaction
P0111 A72-17993
Factor analysis
 rof frontal and, occipital brain
regions EEG indices interzonal variability,
relating autocorrelation function parameters to
neuron'ensembles force level
. P0112 A72-18057
EEG discharges virtual dipolar .sources . .
computation, using mathematical model ,with
homogeneous spherical conductive medium to
simulate human head , • .
' . . P01.1H A72-18201
EEG study of cortical aftereffects to peripheral
stimulation in cats
p01<!8 A72-18866
Dniform visual field influence on
electroencephalographic alpha rhythm in man,
discussing ocular fixation, visual attention and
vigilance change effects
.pOISO A72-190»0
Occipital electroencephalographic response to
slowly repeated aperiodic 'light flashes,
discussing alpha wave .and rhythmic afteractivity
amplitude changes '
' ' ' ' pOISO A72-19011
Phase relations between alpha waves' in EEG and
automated.rhythmic motoric activity as function
of subject behavioral activity and thalamic .
pacemaker zones
„'. ' . p0150 A72-19109
Computerized'EEG data acguisition and transmission
system for large hospitals with multiple
critical care patient monitoring units, noting
telephone access from outside . ' '•
A-139
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P0152 A72-19307
Circadian rhythms variations for sleep, EEG,
temperature and activity in monkeys, indicating
acrophase, amplitude and level regulation
P0156 A72-19528
Isolation stress effect on circadian rhythnic
patterns of EEG activity daring sleep-wake and
sleep cycles in unrestrained chimpanzee
fAD-7390691 P0163 172-20181
Bioelectric ECG and EEG signal analysis using
hybrid computer techniques and parameter
optioization for autocorrelation function modeling
P0165 A72-20333
Hunan cortical auditory evoked response to speech
and sound effects, relating EEG interhemispheric
nave amplitude asymmetry to stimulus
meaningfnlness
p0173 A72-20984
Reliability of electroencephaloqraphy as
diagnostic nethod fron specialists
interpretation of curve morphological features,
discussing nornal and pathological record
evaluation - n,
. p017» A72-21000
Comparative EEG characteristics of frontal and
occipital human brain cortex, relating
psychophysioloqical and nenrophysiological factors
P0176 A72-21196
Isolated specific color dependent waveforms of
visual evoked response to strong colored lights
relating luminance and waye amplitude changes
P0223 A72-23SOO
Orienting response indication by EEG alpha rhythm
desynchronization in relation to visual'
stimulation intensity
>0269 A72-26238
EEG measurement of sleep behavior patterns,
discussing sleep stages, temporal patterns, .'
circadian rhythm, intrasleep process stability
and age factor
P027U A72-26679
Jet aircraft noise effect on sleeping EEG and .•
subsequent waking performance, showing presence
of carry-over effects . •
p0281 A72-27K7U
Biotelemetry system for EEG monitoring of free
swimming diver at 15 meter depth, discussing
power requirements, antenna design and signal
attenuation ' .
p0282 A72-27H78
Human electrophysioloqical changes during
perceptual isolation from EEG, EBG, vertical eye
movements and electrodermal measurements . . .
p0283 A72-27484
Electrocorticoqraph monitoring of central nervous
system state in dogs reanimated by artificial
blood circulation after prolonged clinical-.death
by drowninq '*- " ' •
p0289 A72-28215
EEG recording and analysis by analog technique as
means of studying human responses to' '. • • •.
hyperventilation
p0297 A72-28312
Deep brain structure biopotential correlations
during man sleep development, using
electrosubcorticoqrams . . " •
P0322-A72-2863U
Henronal spike activity changes in rabbit-visual
and sensorimotor neocortex and hippocampus
during EEG activation
P0323 A72-286Q3
Adaptation period to inverted work-rest cycle
observed with encephalograph, noting effect of:
brain bioelectric activity circadian rhythms '
stability .
p0327 A72-^29315
EEG diurnal rhythms during 72 hour insomnia,
considering adaptation to altered work-rest
cycle in subjects with stable and unstable brain
activity rhythms •
P0328 A72-29319
Human brain sensomotor region EEG dependence on
proprioceptive influence, instruction for active
movement and preparation passive movement of-hand
P0372 A72-32992
Occipital EEG activity during fluctuations of
perception under stabilized image and simplified
stimulus conditions.
pOU07 A72-34247
Stimulus complexity and the EEG - Differential
effects of-the number and the variety-of display
elements.
P0007 A72-31218
Cortico-visceral studies of spinal cord reticular
formation stimulation and destruction effects on
electroencephalogram, cardiac activity and
interoceptive glycemic reflexes
pO»96 A72-I40757
Electrophysioloqical analysis of limbic-reticnlar
interaction during the orientating reflex
.p05U6 A72-QU081
Ensemble characteristics of the human visual
evoked response - periodic and .random stimulation.
: • . .p0550 A72-44575
- -Dynamics of corticograms and subcorticograms of
- -• cats -during sleep, awakening, and vakef nlness
rHASA-TT-P-11068] • .'p0081 H72-12022
Bodified pattern recognition of EEG for use on
digital computer to determine sleep stage
CAD-726210] p0082 B72-12035
Electroencephalographic recording of sleep periods
during manned space flight
fEIPT-BOOB] : • - - - P0119 H72-11060
Correlation between electrographic trace phenomena
in brain and immediate memory using normal and
alcoholic subjects
[JPBS-550181 . - P0191 H72-16018
Spectral analysis and integration of
electroencephalogram daring sleep and wakefnlness
fIIASi-TT-F-111172] p02U5 H72-18110
Osing computer-analysis to evaluate changes in
waking EEG of normal .subjects during oral
administration of Dalmane, and fabrication of
EEG sleep-monitoring and analysis equipment
CNASA-CB-1155511 p0385 H72-21088
Electroencephalogram analysis method as means for
controlling human operator
' . • . . p0390 H72-2IH33
..EEG-as indicator of sensory and motor response in
.pilot studies
[AD-7«082»] • •-, .p0535 H72-31127
ELBCTBOETDBADUC COIIBOL
0 HIDBAULIC COHTBOL
BLECTBOLOBIHBSCEHCE . : ..
Temperature effects on blood
electrobiolnminescence, relating luminescence
peaks to protein and lipid molecular structure
changes . . •
P0225 A72-23694
BIBCTBOLUBIHBSCBHT 11BPS
D ELECTBOLOfllHESCEBCE
0 LOHTHAIBES
BIECIBOIISIS . • . . . . • -
Integrated water vapor electrolysis oxygen ' •
generator and hydrogen depolarized carbon
dioxide concentrator development.
tASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-7]' pO«62 A72-39170
Six-month test program of two water electrolysis
systems for spacecraft cabin oxyqen generation.
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EHAT-5] • . pOU62 A72-39172
Begeneration of oxygen, from carbon dioxide and
water.
: . . p055» A72-4S183
Six-man solid electrolyte oxyqen regeneration
system for producing 12.5 Ibs oxygen daily by
electrolysis of C02 and water 'vapor
[HASA-CB-112063] .-•- p0185 H72-29083
BLECTBOLITE BETABOLISB
Antinatrinretic effect of acute thoracic and
abdominal inferior vena cava constriction on
arterial pressure, renal hemodynamics and •
electrolyte excretion
P0018 A72-11660
Active Ha-K transport and passive permeability
temperature adaptation in ground squirrel
erythrocytes ' '. . '
. .. . p0073.A72-155H6
Body thermal stress, local heating and arterial
occlusion effects on sweat electrolyte content
P0153 A72-19H37
Cardiovascular•and respiratory responses to
intraarterial injection of K and :Ba ions in doqs
• -for peripheral receptor site determination
,ic.. : p0162 A72-20177
Aortic constriction and release effects on kidney
qlomeralotubnlar balance in saline- and
water-loaded doqs, stndyinq sodium reabsorption
chanqes
SUBJECT IHDBI .BLECTBOHIGSBTIC POISES
- p0175 .172-21084
Hnltihonr immersion effects on.blood plasma
protein and electrolyte concentration in trained
• and untrained subjects
.. ' - . • -p0282 172^ 27480
•.Sleep deprivation effects on diurnal urine
potassiaa excretion, shoving individual •
circadian rhythi variations
•. • P0328 A72-29320
Hypokinesia effect on fluid and electrolyte
metabolism.change patterns'in rabbits.from•blood
plasma studies
P0336 172-30389
'Potassium, sodium and calcium ion distribution in
•• skeletal ooscle snbcellular organoids,
discussing lipid, protein and nucleic acid binding
p0338 172-30670
.Blectroretinographic illumination•potentials•
dependence on.extracellular chloride ion- .
concentration in isolated frog retina
P0368 172-32091
ieightlessness effects on calcium and electrolyte
metabolism from measurements during .Gemini 7
flight,-using dietary control and eicreta
collection technigues •• < •
P0375 172-33552
Effect of Icetazolamide /Diamox/ at different dose
levels on survival time of rats under acute
hypoxia and on Ba/+/-K/*/-lTP-ase activity of
. rat tissue microsomes. . -•
. p0409 172-34546
Changes' of intracellular myocardial electrolytes
in experimental hypertension.
. , . P0413 172-34984
Ion alterations during myocardial ischemia.
P0414 172-34994
Interrelationship of hemodynamic alterations of
valvular heart disease and renal function -
Influences on renal sodium reabsorption.
P0452 172-37872
Sweat depression during controlled hyperthermia in
man - Effects on the sweat rate and sweat
electrolytes . • •" ' .
P0464 172-39591
Bespiratory effects of hypochloremic alkalosis and.,
potassium depletion in -the dog. • *
P0490 172-40418
Effects of simulated high altitude on
renin-aldosterone and Ma homeostasis in normal
man.
P0490 172-40422
Excitation contraction correlates in true ischemia.
P0542 172-43814
Capillary circulation as a regulator of .sodium • -
reabsorption and excretion.
p0545 172-43995
Increased fluid turnover and the activity'of.the
renin-angiotensin system under various
experimental conditions. - - -'
P0545 172-43997
Hetabolism of angiotensin"II in sodium depletion
and hypertension in humans.
P0545 172-43998
Intracellnlar potassium in cells of the distal
tubule.
pOSSS 172-45231
Relationship of sodium deprivation to *Gz
acceleration tolerance. . -• >
• P0557-172-45653
Response to daily lower body negative pressure .
/LBHPX exposure /-70mm Hg/, with emphasis on
plasma renin activity, sodium and potassium ..
excretion.
P0557 172-45658
ELECTROLYTES
HI IOH EICH1HGE HEHBH1HB ELECTROLYTES
Electrolyte hydrostatic pressure measurement .in
limited volume biological compartments by fluid
filled glass micropipette used in
.microtransdncer capacity
• . P0272 172-26623
The problem of decontaminating and-preserving
drinking water in spacecraft:water-supply systems
-SP0553 172-45121
Pathological changes in cell electrolyte balance
taken from skeletal and myocardium .-muscles of
sudden death and congestive heart ..failure patients
• rHlSl-TT-F-14128] . p0239 S72-18060
Solid electrolyte oxygen regeneration system with
electrolyzer, carbon deposition .reactor, and
palladium membranes for separating hydrogen
CHlSi-CB-2014] . . P0403 N72-25125
lutomated, six channel, discrete sample
electrolyte analyzer, using peristaltic pump
tID-7375681 i p0440 B72-27091
Compressible electrolyte saturated sponge
electrode for biomedical applications
CBlSi-ClSB-BSC-13648] p0442 B72-27103
BLECTBOLYTIC CELLS
Begenefation of oxygen from carbon dioxide and
water.
• p0554 172-45183
BLBCTBOHIGHBTIC IBSOBPTIOH
HI PHOTOIBSOBPTIOH
Light absorption and scattering factors in whole
blood related to hemoglobin concentration,
discussing oxygen saturation, cardiac.output and
pathological conditions
. . P0273 172-26630
IB absorbent effects on evaporographic image
contrast performance based on photometric study,
-.^'i presenting color photographs
P0364 172-31615
Bespiratory chain components correlation to .
tension production at various-oxygen pressures
•' in guinea pig ductus arteriosus, investigating
light absorption changes
' - P0514 172-42670
Hossbauer effect for measuring .radio freguency
fields in biologic entities
• flD-731119) . p0253 B72-19105
BLBCTBOH4GHBTIC COBTBOL .
0 BEHOTE COHTBOL .
ELECTBOHAGHBTIC FIELDS
Magnetic storm strength ELF electromagnetic .field
effects on; rabbits,' dogs and bacteria,
'. .discussing changes in EEG, ECG and blood
characteristics
. P0289 172-28214
Electromagnetic fields as isolated stimuli for brain
P0084 H72-12043
Low frequency pulsed electromagnetic field effects
on carbohydrate energy and nitrogen metabolism
of living organism
[JPBS-565831 P0471 H72-28061
ELECTBOH16HBTIC IBTEB1CIIOHS
Therapeutic electromedical egnipment hazards due
' • to-electromagnetic interaction, considering
implantation and simulation of .human body
, ' p0369 172-32572
ELECTBOHAGHBTIC IHTEBFBBEHCE
• HT ELECTBOBAGHETIC HOISE
HT BiDIO FBEQUEHCY IHTBBFEBEHCB
ST iHITE HOISE . . . . .
. Hethod and criterion for evaluating ELF magnetic
field interference effects on cardiac pacemaker
function
flD-7372371 p0401 N72-25111
BLECTBOH1GHETIC BE1SOBEBEHT •
Electromagnetic velocity and flow measurements
.- technigues application to cardiovascular
patients, discussing utilization problems - -
• • P0221 172-23275
ELECTBOH1GHETIC HOISE
•UHT BHITE HOISE
Intraocular noise--.Origin and characteristics.
P0426 172-36605
Impulse noise damage to cochlear of Bhesus macague
. -. -monkeys
tlD-745105] p0570 B72-33091
BLECTBOH16HETIC PBOPEBTIBS
NT BIBEFBIHGEBCE . • '.
NT BBIGHTHESS
.HT COLOB '
NT ELECTBIC1L PROPERTIES
HT ELECTBOH1GHETIC IBSOBPTIOH '
HT OPTIC1L PBOPEHTIES .-
HI PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY :
•BT PBOTOELECTBIC EFFECT
BT PHOTOVOLT1IC EFFECT '
BT BEFLECT1BCE . ' •
BT EEFR1CTIVITY
'ELECTBOHIGBETIC PULSES
Electromagnetic pulsed radiation fields effects on
monkeys and dogs behavior and blood chemistry,
noting biological hazard absence
P0337 172-30423
1-141
ELECTBOHAGHBTIC BADIATIOH SUBJECT IJDBI
Suspectibility of chinchilla ear to damage from.-:
inpalse noise
fAD-726333] ' • p0037 H72-10098
ELECTBOBiGBBTIC BADIATIOH
HI CEBEHKOV.BADIATIOH • . '
HI COHEBEHT LIGHT
BT ELECTHOHAGSETIC POLSES
ST GAHHA BAT BEADS
HT GAHBA BAYS . . ' .. • • •
NT ISPBABED BADIATIOH
HT LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIATIOH)
- HT LIGHT BEABS
HT LOHG SAVE BADIATIOH . . .
HT HICBOWAVES
HT BOHOCHBOHATIC BADIATIOH
HT HEAB IHFBABED BADIATIOH
HT HEAB OLTBAVIOLET BADIATIOH •
HT PLAHETABY RADIATIOH
HT BADIO SAVES
HT SOHLIGBT , . .,
HT THEBBAL BADIATIOH
HT DXTBAVIOLET BADIATIOH
HT I BAYS
Clinical effects on atrio-ventricular pacinq -
system of electromagnetic weapon detector
systems used foe air passenger screening at
airports in air hijacking prevention .efforts
• p0228 A72-237UO
Standardization of microwave irradiation
experiments on animals, discussing power density
level evalnations and local vs whole-body
irradiation effects
p03«IO .A72-307«6
Ultrabroadband probe design for microwave '
radiation intensity measurement in harmful
exposure stndy
- - i . p0369 A72-32570
Honionizing electromagnetic radiation: effects in
biological systems, discussing microwave
penetration, therapeutic warming, light •:
scattering in tissues and medical instrument
applications
p0377 A72-3375t
Microwave radiation - Biophysical considerations
and standards criteria.
pOtOS A72-3«299
Cytologic aspect of BF radiation in the monkey.
pO«56 A72-38709
Physiological effects of microwave radiation on
animals and interaction 'of electromagnetic waves
with tissue to change structure and function
fAD-7283971 p0087 H72-13069
Effects of electromagnetic radiation on biological
systems of living organisms
P0248 H72-18261
Effects of.microwave electromagnetic radiation on
organisms of man and animals • •
rHASA-TT-F-7081 P0350 H72-22073
Effects of long term ELF magnetic field exposure
on central nervous system of sgnirrel.monkeys
TAD-735U56J p0351 .H72-22084
. Biological effects of DBF electromagnetic radar
emissions on human organism • • ••
; P0432 H72-26053
Havy research.and instrumentation for. analyzing
nonionizing radiation effects on human personnel
. . pO«32..H72-2605«
ELECTBOBAGHETIC SCATTBBIHG
HT LIGHT SCATTEBIHG
ELECTBOBAGHETIC SBIBLDIHG .
• Semiconductor devices potential interference and
biological exposure hazards in microwave leakage
.field, considering shielding and? filtering .
methods for reducing susceptibility
P0056 A72-1U032
ELECTBOHAGHETIC SHOCK TDBES . ..
0 SHOCK TUBES -• ,
BIECTBOBSGIETIC SPECTBA . ,
HT FBAOBHOFEB LIHES . .
ELECTBOBAGHETIC WAVE PILTEBS
HT OPTICAL PILTEBS
ELECTBOBAGHBTIC 1AVE TBAHSBISSIOH
HT LIGHT SCATTEBIHG
HT LIGHT TBAHSHISSIOH
ELECTROBAGHETIC 8AVBS • . . . •
0 ELECTBOHAGHETIC BADIATIOH • .•
ELECTBOHECHAHICiL DEVICES
. Han machine systems in navigation, discussing
problems of integrating man with high speed and
high capacity electromechanical systems with
allowance for human weaknesses and abilities
p0216 A72-22777
ELECTBOBIOGBABS
0 ELECTBOHYOGBAPHY • 1
ELECTBOBYOGBAPHS
0 ELECTBOHYOGBAPHY
ELECTBOBYOGB1PHY
Optimum cylindrical handle size determination by
muscle electromyography, considering gripping
task, routine performance and fatigue test
. P0002 A72-10119
Human and monkey muscle tonic vibration reflex
response to vibratory stimulation dependent on
frequency range, electromyograph discharge
interval -length, etc
.- P0028 A72-12250
Electromyographic determination of muscular
compliance during arm movements, using on-line
analog computer '
P0059 A72-10708
Frog and rabbit sciatic nerve afferent, impulse
recordings during prolonged sinusoidal vibration
of foot
P0072 A72-1S235
. Electromyogram stndy of antagonist muscles
reactions- to Achilles tendon percussion or whole
body sudden motion via test stand jerking
P0108 A72-1886H
. -Electromyogram and myogram responses in phasic
stretch reflex under prestrain conditions-as
index of fnsimotor activity level in normal humans
P0273 A72-26632
Dynamic bioelectric impedance level of tissue area
.; between active electromyograph electrodes
related to human skeletal muscle fatigue
P0329 A72-29332
Surface electrode position effect on
electromyogram recording of electrical activity
: - .during repeated biceps and triceps brachii
contractions
P0367 A72-32II89
Surface electrode distance, area and pressure
effects on electromyogram recording of large
skeletal muscle electrical activity during
• • defined muscular tensions
P0368 A72-32U90
Description of an easy and simplified test for
electromyographic diagnosis of latent .
spasmophilia in flight personnel
POU52 A72-37878
The silent, period in man during muscle lengthening
produced by loading
• - pOU6« A72-39590
Synchronization in the-work of motor neurons
during arbitrary motor activity of various types
, POU90 A72-U059S
iElectromyoqraphic investigation of diaphragm cross
contraction following spinal cord section in
cats, noting diaphragm motoneurons excitation by
breathing center pulses
P0510 A72-U2281
Instrumentation for pre-computer processing of
electromyogram signals ? • .•
. . p0078 H72-12006
. Electromyographic activity of biceps muscle during
snbmaximnm isometric contraction determined from
auditory feedback • . *.
CAD-73Q300] p0308 H72-20094
Electromyographic measurement of maximum voluntary
muscle contraction endurance in chronic *
hyperventilators
tAD-73«2981 . P0316 H72-21072
'Clinical electrodiagnosis in prognosis of lower
motor neuron lesions
P0395 H72-25058
ELECTBOH BEABS
Absorbed doses at various depths in water target
exposed to charged pions, muons and electron
beams, using Honte Carlo program
CCEBH-71-16J p0026 A72-12063
Disk scintillator calculation of absorbed dose
rate.from electron beams in tissue medium
[AD-739207]. .. .-•• • p0523 N72-30079
ELECTBOH COLLISIOIS
0 ELECTBOH-SCATTEBIHG
ELECTBOH EHISSIOH . . .
HT SECOHDABY EHISSIOH
A-112
SUBJECT IHDBX ELECTBOPHYSIOLOGT
ELECTBOH IHTEB1CTIOHS
D ELECTROS SCATTERING . - • • - •
ELECTBOI IOHIZATIOB
0 IOHIZATIOH - ' '
ELECTBOH IBBiDIAIIOH '
Electron abundance equilibrium as factor'in ' •'••.•
bioloqical effectiveness of proton bean
irradiation of animals
,i ' • . - • • . pO»92 A72-40U50
Synchronous orbit simulation for determining-lonq
tern effects of electron irradiation; on
• spacecrevs asinq miniature piqs
. . . ' - , r , •. . P0210 872-17690
BLBCTBOH BICBOSCOPES
Electron microscope examination of freeze-etched
air-filled long alveoli extracellular .lining
:
" layer, discussing sample preparation techniques
• . • . . . p0103 A72-16787
Electron microscope study of hyperoxia-induced
pathoqenetic ultrastrnctnral changes in rat lung
. P0283 A72-27531
Freeze etching techniques in electron microscopic
investigations of biological cells molecular
structure " -
: P0126 A72-36829
Review and forecast of electron microscope studies
of membrane systems in terms of fundamental
problems of biomedical research and molecular
biology •
.! • . • . .: ' . • :. .pOSSI A72-!4<(869
ELECTBOH BTCBOSCOPI .. . - - . - •
0 ELECTBOS HICROSCOPES' . • - - .
ELECTBOH HOBIIITI
Normal' and hypoxic myocardium mitochondrial• ' '
metabolism -process,'studying electron transport
system •*. •"" - • • •- •
pO«12 A72-34978
Acceleration stress tolerance dependence on
electron or ion transport across cell surface
activation energy barrier, studying rat survival
times •
pO»25 A72-361HI8
Studies of the election transport chain of
extremely halophilic bacteria. VII -
Solubilization properties of menadione.rednctase.
P0450 A72-37649
ELECTBOH BADIATIOH
HI BETA PARTICLES . ... . . -.
NT ELECTRON BEAHS
Summary of latent effects in long term survivors
of whole body irradiations in primates.
' • p05«1 A72-U3393
ELECTBOH SCATTEBIHG
Cpnfdrmal electron interactions in biopolymer and
hypermolecular biological systems, discussing
calcium-ions effects, enzyme'activity, muscle
"' contractions and information theory
P01U7 A72-18803
Optimal choice of scattering foils for electron
therapy including computation of energy losses
CTRITA-EPP-72-171 pO<!86 N72-29090
ELECTBOH SBEEPIHG
D SSEEP ?BEQUE8CY
ELECTBOH TOHBELIHG . - ' • . .
Electron tunneling as possible semiconduction
mechanism in solids composed of protein molecules
[NASA-TH-D-6559] p0012 N72-11069
ELECTRONIC AIPLIFIEBS
0 AHPLIPIEBS .. • .
ELECTBOHIC COOHTEBHEASOBES .
Human identification of threat symbols on •
simulated ECU display scopes vhile -performing
compensatory tracking tasks
fAD-7311861 p01«1 872-15117
ELECTBOHIC EQDIPHEHT
HT ELECTBOBIC TBANSDOCERS
KT RDBY LASEBS -
NT SEBICONDDCTOB DEVICES
NT SPACECBAFT ELECTBONIC EQBIPBENT '
NT THERMISTORS • ' . '.'
NT TBANSISTOB AHPLIFIEBS
Electronic production of shifting grid pattern
displays featuring variable spatial frequency,
temporal frequency and modulation depth
' . P0237 A72-2518*
Therapeutic electromedical equipment hazards due
to electromagnetic interaction, considerinq
implantation and simulation of human body
P0369 A72-32572
Space shuttle environmental temperature
control-life support system program changes,
discussing air cooled electronic equipment,*
cryoqenic stores, crew size and mission duration'
[ASHE PAPEB 72-EBAV-18] P0461 A72-39159
Designs for electro-pneumatic flow control valves
for artificial limbs.
[AD-726192] p0012 N72-10129
Electronic circuits for measuring left ventricular
processes and providing tine -signals for
computer monitoring of cardiovascular system
fBASA-TB-I-68001] p0191 B72-16017
Training devices for training operators in use
characteristics and maintenance of Naval
electronic equipment " • •
[AD-733171] p0311 B72-20116
Human perceptual characteristic data relating to
individual electronic flight display desiqn
P0355 N72-22622
Besearch in agriculture, computers and
cybernetics, medicine, and electronics
(JPBS-56202] ' POU33 872^ 26061
Computerized simulation for predicting time needed
to correct'electronic equipment malfunction by
humans . •
fAD-7385721 ... p0479 N72-28116
ELECTRONIC EQDIPHEHT TESTS
Human factors characteristics for evaluatinq
electronic equipment - •
tAD-7288211 , p0087 N72-13095
ELECTBONIC SIGNAL HEASOBEBEBT
U SIGNAL HEASDBEBEBT
ELECTBONIC SWITCHES
0 SDITCBIHG CIBCDITS :
ELECTBONIC TBAHSDDCEBS '
Continuous transducer measurement of left
ventricular »all thickness in open chest dogs,
adapting mutual' inductance coil technique
P0173 A72-20897
Pneumatic thermistor transducer to measure steep
election time interval betueen cardiac volume
pulse upstroke start and maximum rise rate
occurrence
P0273 A72-26633
ELECTBOPBOBESIS
Erythrocyte hemolysate cataphoresis studies of
human hemoglobin changes during stepvise
adaptation to high mountain conditions
i p0218 A72-22880
Sacaca nemestrina monkey organ tissue
concentrations of lactic dehydrogenase /LDH/,
creatine phosphofcinase and aldolase, with
electrophoretic determination of LD3 isozymes
P0332 A72-29861
Platelet electrophoretic mobility response to
adenosine diphosphate /ADP/ in patients with
coronary artery disease
P0361 A72-31283
Clinical investigations of: cancer prevention,
infectious diseases, body fluids, and
- electrbphoresis
rOBNL-«683-PT-1] ' pOOIK N72-11078
ELECTROPHOT01ETEBS
' Combined photoelectric-photographic and
plethysmoqraphic technique for continuous
measurement of rabbit ear vein diameter and
tissue volume changes
P0223 A72-23113
ELECTBOPHISIOLOGI
HIS bundle electrocardioqraphy for airrythmia
studies, discussing conducting tissue potential
recording, ventricular delay and block site
determination and electrophysioloqical effects
of drugs - '
P0017 A72-11H73
Canine and human ventricular myocardium
microelectrophysiologic studies of
postextrasystolic T nave chan'ge relation to •
cellular repolarization and contractile
potentiation magnitude
P0017 A72-11474
Beceptor activity control from clinical
physiological and electrophysiological
observation data analysis, noting central
nervous system role and feedback and self
adaption capabilities
> P0017 A72-11513
Fish electroreceptor system morphology, physiology,
and evolution, considering electric current
A-113
BLBCTBOBBTIIOGBAPHY SOBJECI IWDEI
action, peripheral coding activity and central
snbsystens
p0018 A72-115«5
Spinal reflexes through electric stimulation of
gastrocnemius and solens human leg muscles,
attribatinq increased tendon reflex amplitudes
to gamma motoneurons hyperactivation
P0059 A72-1170U
Nenroelectric signal recognition system vitb
computerized compensation for variations dae to
small random changes, slov trends and
interference potentials
P0072 172-15253
Human male qonadotropin secretion'relation to
sleep stages, using electrophysiologic
recordings and radioinmnnoassay techniques
P0103 A72-17128
Electrophvsiology for auditory temporal Basking
mechanism study of cat cochlear nucleus and
inferior colliculns single neurons
p010« A72-17175
Electrophysiological responses to maximum exercise
in healthy humans from polarcardiographic
display of heart vector changes . •
P01U8 A72-18891
Electrophysiological, nenrophysiological,
metabolic, vegetative, psychological, chemical
and pathological aspects of sleep, noting
disturbance and vakefnlness mechanisms for
various clinical disorders
P0213 A72-22223
Multichannel oscillograph for real time biomedical
studies of LP physiological processes .
P0218 A72-22881
Mathematical, physical and engineering aspects of
electro- and magnetocardiography, noting heart
field.nondipolar properties .and heart vector
determination difficulties , - ,
P0222 A72-23»1<l
Peripheral afferent input to monkey cortical
efferent zones of distal forelimb muscle
control, using single aicroelectrode for.
intracranial stimulation and cellular discharge
recording
P0224 A72-23583
Single lateral genicnlate neuron recording during
receptive field-centered flashing spot
variations for intensity response function
comparison vith optic neurons in cats
P0236 A72-25177
Human electrophysiological changes during
perceptual isolation from EEG, EHG, vertical eye
movements and slectrodermal measurements
P0283 A72-27«8U
Electrical components of cardiac and skeletal
muscle impedance, calculating rectangular . > •
stimulating current mean value
p0321 A72-28H61
Functional organization and neurophysiological
mechanisms of return corticothalamic system in
anesthetized cats, shoving axon terminal
presynaptic depolarization
p032« A72-28762
Electrophysiologic data acgnisition by multiple
dipole type of inverse electrocardiographic
procedure based on model data, noting favorable
and unfavorable dipole array configuration
: P0326'A72-28997
Electrocardiography and magnetocardiography to
determine flux and vortex sources respectively
of heart electrical activity impressed current
density
P0326 A72-28998
Lover body decompression effects on ECG, shoving
heart rate increase, B and~T amplitude changes
and heart electric axis displacement
P0336 A72-30383
Electric field projections in contrast to voltage
as vorking quantity for frontal plane ECG leads
P0365 A72-31766
Weightlessness.effects on animal voluntary motor
activity and vakefnlness from brain and muscle
area electrical activity recordings during
ballistic flight
p'037U A72-335»8
An automatic measuring and recording system for
clinical electro-ocnlography.
P01K9 A72-37HOO
Bole of afferent and efferent connections in the
' formation and reproduction of trace processes in
man
P0497 A72-10807
Patterns of spontaneous and reflexly-indnced
activity in phrenic and intercostal motoneurons.
P0505 A72-H1H62
Rorphological and electrophysiological analysis of
afferent receptor connections in cerebellar
cortex, discussing fast conducting, diffuse
reticular and inferior olive fiber paths
P0506 A72^U167«
Electrophysiological analysis of defense reflex
and unconditioned reaction and conditioned,
signal analyzers in nodal mechanisms of
functional system /afferent synthesis, decision
making, correction, etc/
P0506 A72-11675
Electrophysiological investigation of the
excitation and inhibition processes in the
auditory cortex
P0520 A72-13165
Electrophysiological analysis of limbic-reticnlar
interaction during the orientating reflex
P05U6 A72-44081
Preprocessing of nerve pulse sequences for
analysis by digital computer
p05«7 A72-U<I3<19
Comparison of the vectors of the ventricular
depolarization and repolarization of man during
immersion in a standing position
P0552 A72-4492H
Electrophysiology of thaimo-cortical recruitment
reaction
[AD-725322] p0039 H72-10107
Mathematical models for determining nature of
electrosensing mechanism and its sensitivity in
fish
TAD-73U0271 p0308 H72-20093
Electrophysiology of rat respiratory muscles
exposed to high pressure atmosphere ,
[NASA-TT-F-14258] p0381 B72-21063
Electrophysiology of embryonic rat surface cells
stimulated by protein fraction of fetal calf serum
rHASi-TT-F-1U306] P0382 872-2M071
Interactive graphics for structural languages and
biological vaveform analysis,, using special
purpose computers
[AD-739258] P04M6 H72-27135
Evoked potentials and electrophysiology of nervous
system
CHASA-CB-1282U91 p0559 H72-32081
BLECTBOBBTIH06BAPHT
Conduction velocity groups in cat optic nerve from
antidromic responses recorded in peripheral
retina and area centralis
P0053 A72-13621
Eye movement control device for
electronystagmography, describing construction,
line draving and basic circuits
P0055 A72-13724
Retinal ganglion cell spikes .timing in mammalian
retina, using electroretinography and computer
analysis
P0107 A72-17721
Human dark adaptometric visual threshold recovery
and electroretinograms in response to double
light flashes, using Fourier analysis of
oscillatory potentials
P0119 A72-1902U
Intraelectroretinographic analysis of light signal
spatial summation at different retinal nerve
levels in frogs
P0269 A72-26«5«
Landolt ring radioactive plague night vision
tester comparison vith electroretinography and
Goldmann-Heekers dark adaptometry apparatus from
special tests of night blind patients
P0299 A72-28332
Electroretinographic illumination potentials
dependence on extracellular chloride ion
concentration in isolated frog retina
P0368 A72-32491
Electroretinographic evidence for a photopic
1
 system in the rat.
pOUII A72-34878
Intraocular noise - Origin and characteristics.
P0126 A72-36605
A-14U
SUBJECT ISDBI BHOTION4L FACTOBS
The electrical activity of the isolated froq
retina in buffered chloride-deficient Singer's
solution
P0519 472-02987
Component analysis of electroretinoqram in dark
and light adapted sheep eye, noting rod and .cone
receptor potentials and transient and dc responses
P05U8 472-UU382
Sensitivity of the hunan EBG and VECP to
sinusoidally nodulated light.
p05U8 A72-OH383
Hathematical model for linear stationary operator
describing relationship between stimulus and
evoked potential in electroretinoqrams
P0132 N72-15033
Electroretinographic evaluation of Bunsen-Roscoe
Law for human eye at high energy levels
rAD-738803] pO«73 H72-28075
ELECTBOSEISBIC EFFECT
0 ELECTBIC CDEEEHT
ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS
0 ELECTRIC FIELDS
ELECTROSTATIC PLISBi
0 PLASMAS (PHYSICS)
ELECTROSTATICS
Electrostatic adhesive devices for zero-g
intra/extravehicular activities, noting
applications to astronaut and cargo maneuvering,
worksite restraint, tool and equipment tiedown,
etc
P0233 472-2U650
ELECTBOTHEBBAL ENGINES
MT HESISTOJET ENGINES . -
ELEHEITABI PARTICLES
NT AtPHA PABTICLES • •
HI BETA PARTICLES
NT LIGHT BEADS
HI NEUTBON BEABS
NT NEUTRONS
NT NUCLEONS i
NT PHOTONS
NT PIONS ' '-"
NT SOLAS PBOTONS
EBBOLISBS
NT AEROEBBOLISB
Precordial monitoring for pulmonary gas embolism
and decompression bubbles.
P04S6 472-38710
Relation'of the electrocardiogram to hemodynamic
alterations iu pulmonary embolism.
P0156 A72-38816
EBBBIOLOGY
Alpha-L-fucosidase, beta- and
alpha-b-galactosidases and alpha-D-mannosidase
activity,changes in human placenta at various
embryogenesis phases '
p0029 472-12294
Histological examination of transverse
acceleration stress effect on inner ear ,
development of qestating rat embryos
P0167. 472-20U46
Energetic motor activity rule hypothesis for
physiological mechanisms of certain ontogenesis
patterns, snqqesting motor activity as excess
anabol-lsm induction factor
P0213 472-22225
Embryogenesis of fertile chicken eggs.in pure
oxygen at reduced pressure
P0215 472-226U2
Sperry -neuronal specificity hypothesis for nerve
cell connections formation between'eye and brain
during embryonic development, proposing systems
matching theory
pOt16 472-35070
Intravascular infection and histology studies of
human embryonic and fetal choroldal vascnlature
development
pO»»9 A72-37398
EBBBYOS
Inert qas effects on embryonic development.
P0515 A72-U27UII
Glycolysis in fibroblasts of rat embryos infected
with adenoviruses, and oncogenic adenovirus type
fNASA-TT-F-1110611 p0087 N72-13062
Effects of radiation by fission neutrons and X
rays on mouse zygote
P0209 N72-17685
Kjeldahl semimicro and mass spectroscopic methods
for studying atmospheric nitrogen assimilating
ability of quail embryo
rNASA-TT-F-11273] p0382 N72-2H069
Electrophysioloqy of embryonic rat surface cells
stimulated by protein fraction of fetal calf serum
[NASA-TT-F-14306] p0382 N72-24071
EBBBSBHCIES
Emotional aspects of pilot performance under high
stress in emergency situations, discnssinq
psychophysiological training methods
P0103 A72-17098
Psychophysiological potentials of pilots in
simulated emergency situations, investigating
motor reaction time, signal selection time,
error number and type and processed information
amount and rate
P0114 472-18199
Pilot survival probabilities under various
conditions of hiqh performance aircraft takeoff
and landing accidents, suggesting'emerqency
action guidelines for pilot traininq
P0226 A72-23732
Effect of impact anqular acceleration on human
body under emergency conditions-aircraft election
fNASA-TT-F-1t56S] p0561 N72-32100
BBEBGBICY LIFE' SUSTAINING SYSTBBS
Disposable emerqency oxygen mask for air
passengers based on continuous flow, phase
dilution principle, describing altitude chamber
tests with human subjects to study physiological
responses
p0324 472-28702
Design, development, and characteristics of
portable life support system for extravehicular
activity
CHASA-CB-1085IH ] p0087 N72-13072
Portable emergency supplies and rescue search
operations for spacecrews after forced landings
on land or at sea
P0120 N72-14067
Effectiveness and limitations of current portable
oxygen breathing equipment for mine rescue
operations •
POUU2 N72-27107
• Desiqn of portable decompression chamber with '
semiclosed qas recirculation system for treatinq
underwater divers
pOU»3 H72-27116
Life'support system for rescue crew in altitude
chamber' tests
.pO«15 H72-27133
Simulation of emergency occurring on Apollo 13
flight and development'of procedures for
employing lithium hydroxide canisters to reduce
ambient carbon dioxide levels
[NASA-TB-X-68571] ' pO»8* N72-29082
EBISSION
NT BIOLUBINESCENCE :
NT CHEBILOBINESCENCE
NT ELECTROLUMINESCENCE
NT FLOOBESCESCE •
NT LUNAR LDBINESCEBCE • •
NT PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT
NT SECONDARY EBISSION
EBISSION SPECTRA
External radiation and internal emitter studies
fOCD-472-118] . p0199 N72-17039
BBISSITITY : . .
Human skin thermal radiation properties,
presenting data on reflection, emission,
transmission and complex refraction
fASBE P4PEB 71-S4/HT-373 p0095 472-15888
EBISS06B4PHS
U BECORDING INSTBUHENTS
BBOTION4L FACTOBS \
Fainting prevention in flying personnel,
discussing constitutional susceptibility, health
irregularities, alcohol, heavy smoking, lack of
sleep, emotions and medical histories
pOOSU 472-13722
Human coagulating and anticoaqnlatinq blood system
changes due to emotional stress during parachute
jumps, noting plasma recalclfication time increase
p0071 472-15233
Emotional aspects of pilot performance under high
stress in emergency situations, discussing
psychophysiological training methods
P0103 472-17098
4-1»5
SUBJECT IIDE!
Crev members-handling of emotionally disturbed
aircraft passengers
P0147 A72-.18836
Hyperventilation relationship with spasmophilia,
notinq psrchoemotional cause and nenromnscular
excitability
P0166 172-20381
Improperly controlled learning processes
relationship to hypertonic blood pressure
irregularities pathogenesis in rats*
investigating negative emotional reactions effects
P0169 472-20659
Evoked cortical potentials changes from emotional
visual vord stimuli stress under amyzil
anticholinesterase drug influence
P0176 A72-2119<!
Conditioned reflex mechanisms responsible for
•regulation of emotions in higher order animal
and human neurophysiology
P0181 A72-21837
Psychiatric preventive intervention in emotional
crisis situations during patients aeromedical
evacuation and transportation, discussing
personnel shortage ' .
,.p0228 A72-237H3
Electric stimulation of rabbit brain limbic
formations /claustrum, amygdala, hippocampus/,
shoving effect on emotional response motor and
vegetative components . , ,
p0338 A72-30668
Social and emotional crises vith respect-to
isolation, confinement and group dynamics of
astronaut crews during long duration space flight
. . p037« A72-33545
Increase in skeletal muscle performance during
emotional stress in man.
P0412 A72-34942
Limbico-neocortical, cardiovascular and hormonal
system vegetative shifts associated with,
emotional behavior response, presenting
, neurogenic stress model for animals
- , . t>0520 &72-43166
Nervous-emotional stress as a problem of modern
work physiology
p0520 A72-43170
Causes and prevention of flight stress and
evaluation of emotional stability of flying
personnel
fJPBS-55306] p02U2 B72-18083
EBOTIOBS
Negative and positive emotional states influence
on blood cholesterol and arterial pressure
levels in dogs, suggesting common subcortical
genesis of atherosclerosis and hypertension
p021« A72-22498
Psychological and physiological parameters
correlation for astronaut functional state • _ •
relation to emotional tension level .during
ground and flight tests i
. p0376 A72-33563
Negative /painful/ stimulus cessation relation .to
emotionally positive zone activation in rat
brain during self stimulation experiments
pOU63 A72-39410
EMPLOYEE BELJTIOBS . . ,
,Frankfurt Airport air traffic controller opinion
survey of attitudes toward work and working
environment " . . .
P0220 A72-23138
BBULSIOBS .
NT N0CLEAB BHDLSIONS ' '' ' . ,
ENCEPHALITIS • ' - ' . ,
Influence of rhythmical photostimnlation. on
lover-order monkeys vith hyperkinesia. of
post-encephalitic origin
pOU57 472-38930
EICODEBS ,
0 CODEHS . ..
EHCODIBG .
0 CODING "
ENDOCBISE GLABDS
NT ADRENAL GLAND
VI GOSiBS ' "
NT PANCBEAS • . . . . . . .
NT PABATBYBOID GLAND '
NT PITOITABY GLAND
NT THYBOID GLAND
Bypoxic hypothermia effects on endocrine organs
phospholipid metabolism during chronic h/poxic
hypoxia f •• ' • • "••. .
P0031 A72-12516
BHDOCBINB SECBETIOIS .. - • . . . . ,
HI ALDOSTEBONE • ,
NT HOBBOBBS
NT HYDBOIYCOBTICOSTEBOID
HI INSDLIN ':.>
BT PITDITABY HOBBONES . , . • ( , .
HI THYBOXIBE . ,:,, , .
Hypokinesia effects on neurosecretory system of
rat hypothalamns and hypophysis, noting
increased antidinretic hormone contents in blood
P0099 A 7.2-16634-
work-rest schedules endocrine and metabolic ,
effects on aircrevs during 50 hour-.flight . • - ;.-.
missions in C-111 aircraft, using urinary test
technignes - / - , - . • • • ! •
[AD-7H09921 p0227 A72-23737
Bole of the hypothalamns and limbic system in the
regulation of the motor and. secretory .functions
of the digestive apparatus . .
, j • pO«96 A72-H0754
Effects of gravity on neurosecretory physiology in
fresh vater teleost fish
rStSA-CB-1256891 ; •.; p02*9 H12-19072
Existence of hypocalcemic factor in human thyroids
rNASA-TT-F-1l»3«1] ... • p0438 H72-27079
Effect of age on TCT produced hypocalcemiaLand
hypophosphatemia in rats
rNASA-TT-F-14358] , . . pO»70 N72-28053
EBDOCBINB SISTEBS , - . .
Central cooling and warming effects of - .. :
preoptic/anteripr hypothalamic .region on- .
 ;;.
< thermoregulatory activity of neuroendocrioe,
cardiovascular and neuromuscular systems
. p0050,A72-13070
Blood serum proteins thermal stability in patients
vith vegetative vascular and nenroendocrine
syndromes, discussing ATP effects
P0217 A72-22877
Nenroendocrine responses in microyave radiation
exposed rats, correlating thyroid, and- . •-: .
thyrotropic activity
p0298 A72-28321
Hippocampus morphology and physiology in
relationship to. emotion and memory mechanisms,,
time links, visceral activity and motivation^
and endocrine control
, ; p0372
 :A72-33099
Seasonal rhythms of endocrine* system in - i -,.
, hibernating mammals, discussing central and
peripheral biological clocks in relation to
hypothalamus and pancreas/thyroid gland
'P0373 A72r33100
Horpho-functional changes in the. endocrine system
during oxygen starvation , .
• • , . .. p0492 A72-40117
Oxygen starvation effects on functions of animal
>_ - endocrine .system
• -. , ,p0483 N72-29069
ENDOCBIBOLOGI , * , » . .
Shock-induced fighting effect on' pituitary
adrenocorticotrophic hormone ACTB and
adrenocortical steroids plasma concentration in
rats, relating psychological stress .to
 <( , ,L
physiological function , • • .
:. p0096 A72-16080
ENDOGEBODS COBDITIOIS
0 PBYSIOLOGY . .
EBDOLYBPB , , . i - , .,-
Bathematical model for semicircular canal dynamic
response to;angular acceleration, emphasizing/ •
role of perilymph over endolymph; in cnpula • :
displacement . . .
, p0155 A72-19U91
Testibalar, auditory, acceleration and altitude •
decompression testing of pilot following
endolymphatic shunt surgery for Henieres disease
p0283 A72-27485
The vestibnlar apparatus. I - The physics and
physiology of the otoliths and the semicircular
canals
P0517 A72-112787
Relation,between response thresholds of •- ,
cupulaf-endolymphatic system to. angular*and
Coriolis accelerations in humans and motion
sickness tolerance c
..- , . p0075 N72-11996
A-146
SUBJECT IBDEI " EBTBOPI
EBDOTHBLIOH .':• •
Albino.'rats spinal cord capillaries ultrastructnre
upon hypothermy, noting endothelial cells '
sinking to lover levels from microscopic
observation
' p0280 A72-2730Q
EIDDB1HCE
Screeninq test for physical fitness on bicycle
ergometer, comparing endurance indices derived
from heart tate, oxygen consumption; oxygen-debt
and vork rate measurements
J • pOOOO A 72-10212
EHEEGT ABSOBPIIOS
HT ELECTBOHAGHETIC ABSOBPTIOH
HI PHOTOABSOBPT1OB • '
Energy absorbing seat design for light aircraft',
describing development and static and dynamic '
- testing '
f SAE .PAPEB.720322] ' p0266 A72-25585
Aircraft crash landing induced acceleration
effects on seated occupants, discussing energy
absorber system dynamic response characteristics
for injury protective devices • '• '
• - P0369 A72-32603
Dilatant suspensions impact energy absorbent" '
properties, considering application to ejection
seat cushions for occupant acceleration '
attenuation
'' •
 § p0369 A.72-3260H
Crash energy absorption for prevention of fatal'
injuries, considering human deceleration
tolerance with respect to required energy
absorber force-deflection relationship''
1
 . ' p0370 'A72-32630
Energy absorption and safety properties of
dilatant suspension systems used in ejection
'seat cushion materials ' •'• • ' ;-
tAD-7341123] . • = ' •' p0263 'F72-19181
EHEBGI BUDGETS
German papers on human body energy balance and
temperature control covering energy conversion
processes, chemical secretions, muscle activity,
e t c > ' . . ' . . i."-
P0268 A72-26071
Physical and chemical identification meth'ods for
biochemical reactions and energy balance of
muscular contraction 'and shaking ' ' '''
pOSOS A72-U1169
1> Pulse modulated biotelemetry system for
determining energy budgets in free-ra'nging
 t -• '
vertebrates from heart rate and body 'temperature
measurement ' - . i . , - • - ,
- ' - P0103 H72-25123
EIBBGI COHVEBSIOB
German -papers on human -body energy balance and •'"
temperature control covering1'energy conversion
••'processes,'chemical secretions, muscle activity,
etc . ' - • • • . • . . • - • • - ' : • -
• ' P0268 A72-26071
Therm'odynanics of human body metabolism,
discussing energy conversion calorimetric :;
measurements, body size, fdod intake, age, sex,
endocrine 'and nervous effects '
1
 • ; • P0268 A72-26072
Human body biochemical energy^conversion processes
daring muscular activity, discussing nutrition,
circulation and respiration roles
" p'0268" A72-26075'
Effect of chronic hypoxia on the kinetics of• - '*
energy transformation in heart mitochondria. * ' ''
> if • - pO«11 A72-31993
Chemical energy transformation to mechanical
energy and heat in muscles during exerci'se,
considering energy sources for contraction,
oxidations,' glycolysis and alactic anaerobic
mechanism f . . . , - . • . '_ •
' . •'• pOSOS A72-41170
Hathemati'cal model f6r life support system • • '•*
optimization in terms of reduced mass
minimization as quality criteria for enerqy
conversion and metabolic processes *
p055U A72-45133
' Spectroscopic, kinetic, and thermodynamic analysis,
of biological;energy conversion mechanism in
flavin molecular complexes' ' V.'.. • i * '
CAD-735272] L- pOltSU H72-29079
EHEBGI DISSIPATIOI ' " - : - '•'
' Human- body calorimetry with vater cooled garment
for dynamic and continuous recording of heat
dissipation from surface over extended time *':1
P0233 A72-2n»85
Information and energy costs in human daily
circadian work-rest cycle
• ' •' ' p0122 H72-11077
Energy loss fluctuations in dosimetric
interpretation of radiation absorption in
biological systems
' •• ' ' p0207 H72-17622
Optimal choice of scattering foils for electron
therapy including computation of energy losses
fTBITA-EPP-72-17] pO«86 S72-29090
EBEB6I DISTBIBDTIOB •
Linear energy transfer distribution for negative
pions beams in human tissue, calculating
- ' relative'biological efficiency and oxygen
enhancement ratio • '
[CEBH-71-16] P0026 A72-1206*
EHEBGI BICHABGB •
0 EBEBGT TBABSFEB
EHEBGI LOSSES ' ' ' ' ' '
D EHEBGY DISSIPATIOH
EHEBGI REQOIEEHBBTS
Optimum duration of human circadian cycle with
respect to'energy cost during work hours,
relating normal cycle change to prolonged space
mission stresses ' ' :" '
pOlOO A72-16639
Speed and mechanical work measurements during knee
:
' bending and immediate or delayed leg extension
exercise,-showing muscle elastic potential •
energy utilization
•-
 :
 P0271 A72-26615
Energy cost /oxygen consumption/ prediction for
treadmill and various levels terrain walking at
two speeds under three different pack loads
P03UO A72-30706
Hetabblic energy requirements for pushing loaded
handcarts, measuring.expenditure during
treadmill' and outdoor asphalt circuit walking
p0190 A72-40119
A'nalysis of body temperature control and thermal
economy during' work by unclothed subjects on
ergometer
[EAE-LIB-TBABS-1610] p0305 H72-20072
Effects of high altitude on cellular and energy
metabolism in rats "
fAD-731933] p0315 N72-21061
EBEBGI STOBAGE ' '
Structural lipids role in accumulating light
energy during prebiological evolution, using
conductance' studies in -lipid-chlorophyll-water
system ' ' ' .
• ' • " • p0061 A72-11779
' Changes in energy stores in the hypoxic heart.
: pOH13 472-349"85
EHEBGI STOBAGE DEVICES ' '
0 ENEBGY STOBAGE " '
EHEBGI TBABSFBB '
HT COOPLIHG CIBCOITS
BT LIHEAB EHEBGY TBAHSPEB (LET)'' ' ' ' '
Linear- energy transfer distribution for negative
pions beams in human tissue, calculating
relative biological efficiency .and, oxygen . .,.,.
enhancement ratio
[CEBH-71-16]';
 f . . P0026 472-120611
Linear energy 'transfer response of ' . .
poly.vinyltoluene plastic scintillator,
presenting data on quality factor and radiation .
dose equivalent determinations in mixed
radiation field '•" '
[CEBH-71-16]
 : | P0027 472^12071
Energetical•conditions of primeval biosynthesis
and transdehydration feasibility on simplified
present day templates ;
" p0059 A72-11757,
Energy transfer conditions of transdehydration: '
reactions on primeval earth leading to '. . .
 t
transphosphorylation, transacylation and peptide
synthesis . .
pO'061 A72-11768
Book - Energy metabolism of human muscle.
pOt6t A72-39700
EBGIHEEBIHG DETELOPREBT ' ..
U PBODOCT DEVELOPBEHT „
EHGIBES
HT HDCLEAB BOCKET EHGIHES
EBTBOPI • -' '
Entropy'effect in two dimensional conditional
A-147
BHVIBOHBEIT BODELS SDBJBCT IHDBI
reflex decision situations upon rats central
nervous analysis-synthesis processes
P0170 472-20661
BHVIBOHBB1T BODELS
Bathematical expression for pilot incapacitation
applied to data from high stress/short duration
encounters with environmental problems
•p0293 A72-28284
EHVIBOHBEHT POLLOTIOB
HT AIB POILDIIOH ' - '
HI BATES POLLUTION
Oltrastructural and morphometric studies of
beryllium oxide-contaminated environment effect
on monkey and dog lunq tissue
P0170 172-20686
Potential applications of NASA-developed
technology to problems of the environment. '
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-231 p0160 A72-39154
Pollution problems in Sweden, dae to use of
insecticides, heavy metals, and plastics
p0087 H72-13960
Environment pollution control and dialectic
materialism- •
" - - - >p0197 H72-16974
Biostatistical procedures for analyzing ecoloqical
and environmental problems
[BHBl-SA-3977-BEV] '. . p0198 S72-17037
Biochemistry, radiobioloqy, and environmental
effects of radiation '
[OCLA-12-815] p0199 H72-17040
Lead,•cadmiam, and arsenic concentrations in human
scalp hair and environmental sites in Bontana •
•
 :
 P0264N72-19389
Sensitivity of Ge(Li) detectors in biological and
environmental counting ' ' ...
[OCBL-73505J p0306 H72-20079
Onited Rations study of human environmental quality
[PB-206618-3-11 p0573 H72-33126
ENVIBONBEHT SIBULATIOH - ' ' "-- .- .
NT ALTITODE SIMULATION " •' '•-
HI SPICE BNVIBOHBENT SIBDL1TIOH
HT SBIGHTLESSHESS SIBULATIOH
Acceleration force simulation for altered weight •>
effect on animal tolerance to restraint, ' -:
discussing body mass loss, reduced lymphocyte
count and'disorientation
p0064 A72-14866
Condenser microphones sensitivity and frequency
response characteristics measurement at normal
and elevated atmospheric pressures in"hyperbaric
chamber air-and Be-air environments
P0108 A72-17808
Simulated qravity environment tests'of-vertical
•(amp features, recording work performed, body
center of qravity upward velocity, potential and
kinetic energy changes
P0282 A72-271179
Beteorological-astronomical diurnal and seasonal
environmental rhythm simulation for
psycholoqical stresses alleviation"in long term
space missions • - . . • - - •
'p0328 A72-29322
Environmental chamber simulation to-'shov ~ -
terrestrial microorganisms survival under Jovian
atmospheric conditions •
•'•• P0361 A72-31293
Biological models for clinical analysis of
pulmonary circulation during simulated abnormal
pathological or environmental conditions '"
CHASA-CB-127111] p0431 N72-26044'-
Bibliography of simulation models for vegetation "•'•'•
CNiSA-CB-1271261 p0439'N72-27082
Comparison of water cooled, convective air, and • '
reverse flow system for flight personal
conditioning, noting hot environmental condition
simulation
[ABC-CP-1210] p0486 1172-29092
BHVIBOHHBiT SIBOLATOBS . '
HT SPACE SIHDLATOBS • • .
Hight Carrier Landing Trainer flight and-carrier
environment' simulator for 4-7 aircraft pilot
training, discussing performance predictions
from computer data'analysis :- •
' . -pOISO A72-19137
OSAF aerospace medical research on human ^
capabilities as limiting factor in defense
systems development, discussing environmental
simulators and human etest facilities '
-P0498 A72-00973
Simulation and design of breathing metabolic
simulator
p'OI!«5 H72-27129
BHVIEOBBBHTAL CHABBEBS
D TBSf CBABBEBS
EHflBOIBEHIAL COBIBOL
Bathematical models for man-machine control
behavior in biodynamic environments including
• manual control performance and interface elements
P0051 A72-13162
Lungs fibrosis and cancer caused by asbestos
fibers inhalation, notinq environment control
for protection against workers health hazards
p0265 A72-255»8
Pilots seating active and passive isolation from
LF vibrations in helicopters and jet aircrafts,
discussing human factors and dynamic -environment
P0330 A72-29558
O.S. federal regulation on occupational noise
^exposure*control for hearing loss prevention,
^discussing noise measurement, reduction and
periodic tests
• ; P0373 A72-3332»
Optimal temperature control for microbial ' '
inactivation by composite environment of heat
and gamma radiation, using quadratic technique
. • ' ' , * p0123 A72-36313
Space station prototype environmental/thermal
control and life system - A current overview.~
tASBE PAPEB 72-EHAY-351 pO»59 A72-391H3
Development of a laboratory prototype spraying
- flash evaporator.
fASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-28] ' pO»59 A72-39149
Design criteria for the modular space station
environmental control and life support system-
selection. '• .
tASBE PAPEB-72-EHAT-25] '"pO«60 A72-39152
Space station atmospheric revitalization system
design, covering temperature, humidity, carbon
> dioxide, contaminant and oxygen generation and
composition control and vehicle, configuration
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-24] P0460 A72-39153
Environmental control and life support subsystem
conceptual design studies for shuttle launched
6-12 man crew modular space station
CASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-22] pOH60 A72-39155
Significant factors in environmental and thermal
control/life support system design for space
shuttle orbiter
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-21) •' p0460 A72-39156
Optimal shuttle research applications module /BAB/
environmental control and life support system
for'sortie missions
;[.ASBE PAPEB -72-BNAY-20] p0460 A72-39157
Comparative evaluation of environmental-control
• ' and life support systems for the space shuttle
orbiter. <
fASBE PAPEB 72-BSAV-19] '' p0461 A72-39158
Space shuttle environmental temperature
control-life support system program changes,
'' discussing air cooled electronic equipment,
cryogenic stores, crew size and mission duration
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-181 pO«61 A72-39159
Bodnlar environmental control/life support system
design for low cost shuttle launched space -
station, evaluating humidity,' carbon dioxide,
water and waste management
[ASBE PAPEB 72-BHAV-17] pO«61 A72-39160
Computer simulation of the space shuttle orbiter
environmental thermal'control system:
'•[ASBE PAPEB 72-BHAV-12] pO»61 A72-39165
Integration of an automated onboard data
management system with-a manned spacecraft
'-environmental thermal control and life support;
system.
[ASBE PAPER 72-EHAT-6] pO«62 A72-39171
R and 0 on environmental and thermal control/life
-• support system application to lunar base
mission, discussing reliability and food'
••regeneration • * '' " :
pOSSU A72-4S164
The Space Station Prototype Program - The
development of a regenerative life support
system for extended-duration missions.
' p055« A72-45193
Thermal environment control for astronauts
[HASA-CB-1852] ' pOO«t2 H72-10130
Personal protection measures, environmental
control,'and noise reduction to avoid hearing
1-148
SDEJECT IHDBI BHZTHE ACTIVITY
loss anonq submarine crew personnel
fSD-726217] P0082 B72-12034
Checkout of space station environmental control
and life support aspects : > - - . • • • - . .
[HASA-CB-1152601 P0087 N72-13074
Effect of helium-oxygen atmosphere•on developing
chicken embryo and growth rate of chicken after i
hatching .
 v -
rAD-7302781 " . . " ,pO;i39 N72-15085
Environmental control culture technique for plant
metabolism . •
' ,' , ... p019? H72-16039
Environment pollution Control' and dialectic
materialism
, . . . • . , P0197 H72-16974
Developments in space hydrobioloqy research and
application to creating closed ecological system
for support ^ of space crews
[JPBS-552841 ,. P0242 N72-18082
Environmental.control ,and life support, systems for
aircraft flight :Crews~ . „-,
[iD-732015l" ' p0244 H72T18101
Air conditioned undergarment for use in
environmentally.controlled suit in sterile chamber
CN4Sl-CASE-LA?-10p76r1] . pQ309 H72-20106
Physiological effects of high altitude flight and
development of life support systems for civil
aircraft environmental control •. . . -
\ JPBS:r554541 , . P0309 B72-20107
Environmental control/life, support system for.,
fonr^man, seven-day orbital shuttle .
fHASA-CB-19811 .p0403 H72-25126
Evaluation >of flow control and .thermal pumping , ,.
systems for integrated environmental. . - .-.
control/life support resisto-jet control system,
CNASA-CB-1121041 p0477 H72-28101
Environmental control and life support subsystems
guide for space^biology payload definition and .
integration study
rsASA-TH-X-64678] i p0480 N72-29050
Nomographic determination of optical oxygen ..-, ,
parameters ,in environmental control system for)
spacesuit- • . . - - - • . : • - -,. • j •
; . - . V ' . - , . . . p0483 N72-29071
Simulation of emergency occurring on Apollo .13
flight and development of procedures for.
employing lithium hydroxide canisters to,reduce
ambient carbon .dioxide.levels . . . • , - •
fHASA-TH-X-68571] p0484 S72-29082
EHVIBOBBEHTAL EHGINEEBIBG . , • -;- •
Collaboration of;.World Health Organization and ^  '-..
various international astronautical .t , ..... r.-
organizations for space technology applications
. to man-environment relationships and medical and
communication,sciences c ; •
.... . . . . . ..-. . - p0165 A72-20300
Aircraft pilot seating protection from dynamic •
environment. by active vibration isolation, •.-,.r
discussing-human .frequency response • ' .
characteristics-.. < ,,- . —
... ; p0269,A72-26391
Environmental progress .- Conference, Nev York, Hay
1972 ' . •
p0369;A72-32601
Potential applications of'HASA-developed . . ^
technology to problems of the environment.
fASHE PAPEB 72-ENAV-231 . . p0160.A72-39151
Ground humidity and vind velocity effects on
terrestrial scintillation, considering, -adiabatic-:
temperature stratification factor , ., • .
- - . .-. . p0495 A72-40738
Plying personnel .auditory defects caused by .... -
environmental .conditions, .discussing aircraft
noise, vibrations and atmospheric pressure effects
P0198 A72-U0924
Effect'of combined environmental-stresses during
flight on .pilot performance -,* , •«
fAD-727Qlin ... , . ,p0038 H72-10104
Production of condensates from man occupied .- . .
chambers and application to repeated,cultivation
. of .plants
. ., P02Q14 H72-17078
ERylBOIHEHTAL IHDEI ... .
 ;
Environmental and endogenous.timing factors.as
stimuli for bird migration
i • • ,;,p0397.S72-.2S082
EHVIBOHBEHTAL QOA1ITT ' '?P " .-"•.
United Nations study of human environnental.guality
rPB-206618-3-1 1 . • . . p0573 1172-33126
BHtflBOHBBHTAl TBBPBBATOBB
0 ABBIEBl TEHPBBATUBE
EHVIBOHBEHTAI TESTS
HI COLO IEATHEB TESTS . - •
BT COBBOSIOH TESTS
HI LOB TEHPEBATOBE TESTS
HT ONDEBHATEB TESTS
Bicroorqanisn life in extreme high temperature, pB
and solute concentration environments, noting
salt effect on enzyne activity
p006» A72-14801
External biodynamic models for human mechanical
response to various environmental forces,
emphasizing injury mechanisms
CAD-736985] P0073 A72-15266
Sonic boons effects on-domestic and wild.animals,
discussing field and laboratory findings
P0222 A72-23322
Parotid fluid '17-hydroxycbrtico steroid level
relation to hyperthermia stress at various heat
levels during thermal environmental testing
- :. p0300 A72-28335
Irradiation system for animal and human subjects
exposure to. controlled microwave radiation in
environmental.tests
• "' . p0369 A72-32573
-Blood oxygenating ability of helinm- and .
argon-oxygen environments relative to air, using,
alveolar gas equation to predict arterial oxygen
^ pressure
I . , . . pO«2« A72-36438
OSAF aerospace medical.research on human
capabilities as limiting factor in defense
systems development, discussing environmental .
simulators and human test facilities
,v pO»98 A72-40973
Inert gas effects.on embryonic development.,
• p0515 A72-42744
Thermal balance in man during 2U'hours in a
controlled environment . . .
P0515 A72-12747
Influence of a preliminary exposure to carbon
monoxide on the .development-of hypokinetic •,
disturbances in albino rats
p0542 A72-13909
Evaluation of life detecting systems under various
,. environmental and soil conditions
fHASA-CB-124691] P0087 H72-13051
Environmental tests of commercially available
abandon-ship survival-suit
fAD-734136] , p0263 N72-19182
EBTIBOBBEHTS
NT AEBOSPACE ENVIRONBEBTS
HT DEEP 'SPACE . • .
»T EXTSalEBKESTEIAL ENVIHONHEHTS
HT HIGH A1TITODE EHVIBOHBEHTS - c. .
MT HIGH GBAYITI EHVIBOBHEHTS
HT HIGH. TEHPEBATOBE EHVIBOHHEHTS • •
IIT INTEBSTE11AB SPACE
FT JOPITEB ATHOSPHERE . .
HT IOB TEHPEBATOBE EHVIBOHHENTS
HT LUHAB ENVIBOHHENT
NT BABS ATHOSPBEBE . . '
HT HABS ENTIBONHENT-
HT P1ANETABI ATHOSPBEBES . -
HT BOTATIHG ENVIBONHENTS
HT SO1AB ATBOSPHEBE • -,
HT SPACECBAFT EHVIBOHHENTS
HT STE1LAB ATHOSPBEBES : . ' . - ' - . - .
NT THEBHAL ENVIBONHENTS • • •
EHXIBE ACTI7ITI . . . „ •.
NT FEBHENTATIONj , . . •
Bypophysectomy :in rats, resulting'in prolonged red
blood cell-survival.due to oxygen consumption
decrease and altered erythrocyte enzymatic •
processes
. . -~ •'• .p0001 A72-10075
Starvation effects on male rats, mice and guinea
pigs hepatic drug metabolism, discussing ' •
ethylmorphine, p-nitroanisole-~and aniline
.- P0014 A72-11262
Alpha-L-fucosidase, .-beta- and .
alpha-D-galactosidases and alpharD-mannosidase
-. • activity changes in hunan placenta at various
embryogenesis phases • ... ,
- . - . . • P0029 A72-12294
High altitude hypoxia effects on rat myocardium
lactic dehydrogenase isozyme complement and
anoiic tolerance
A-1U9
EHZTBE ACTIVITY COHTD SUBJECT IHDEX
P0032 A72-1283*
Biochemical processes and stractares
interrelation, using nucleoprot'ein cbacervate
models and ribonoclease and polynncleotide
phosphorylase enzyaes .
P0062 A72-18783
Coaceryate drops oxidorednctases and stability in
primitive 'prebioloqical systems, asinq
polyphenol oxidase-carbohydrate-histone-quinones
P0062 A72-10784
Primitive.earth model of ion selective enzyaatic
asymmetric synthetic membrane for accelerated
nutrients and metabolites transfer studies
" ' P0062 A72-1«787
Hicroorqanism life in extreme high temperature, pH
and solute concentration environments,'noting
salt effect on enzyme activity
• 'pOOSU 172-11»801
Serum enzyme activity changes response to constant
test exercise, discussing relation to maximum
oxyqen uptake " .
..' .,, ...''
 ;. p006» &72-11897
Plasma re'nin activity during supine physical
exercise as function of salt loa'dinq
P0069 A72-.1521II
Hyokinase activity determination as diagnostic
. test for human myocardial infarction, comparing
,to' creatine phosphokinase activity test
P0098 A72-16388
Conformal electron interactions in biopblymer and
hypermolecular biological systems, discussing
calcium ions effects, enzyme activity,"muscle
' contractions and information theory
P0117. A72-18803
Kinetics of heat inactivation of phosphoqlycerate
kinase in soluble fraction from hydroqenomonas
facilis "
P0161 A72T20237
Ribonuclease molecule damage and enzyne activity,
under DV irradiation and repeated freezing and'.
thavinq ,'
> • • • • • " p0224 A72-2359H
Parenterally introduced protein hydrolyzates and
amihopeptides influence on human pancreas enzyme
secretion activity
- - • • ' ! p022» A72-23595
In vitro measurements of oxygen tension effect on
teleost and amphibian retinal lactate
dehydroqenase activity, discussing acetazolamide
produced hypoxia effects
• • • - • • - • • p0226 A72-23729
Pressure sensitivity of Fa-K-Hg ATPase activity
from rat intestine, investigating inhibiting
effects of oxygen,' nitrogen and helium tension
'increases " ~ ""• " ' ' .
P0226 A72-23731
Thermolabile triose phosphate isomerase in
psychrophilic Clostridium at moderate temperatures
" '" '. ' /P0233 A72;j-24750
Serum pet'idas'e activity determination as enzymatic
diagnostic test for myocardial infarction
' " " . . ' . P0266 A72-25851
Heart enzyme activity 'under experimental
myocardial ischemia 'in'rabbits determined for
blood,' left and right ventricles and atrium
; ' . ' ' . ' ' ' P0321 A72-28163
Cardiac membrane pain sensitivity in vagotomized
.cats under sensitizing acetylcholine influence
during reduced cholinesterase activity .
• " - ; ' P0329 A72-29329
Epithelial follicle and mast cell role in
peroxidase activity of thyroid gland during
• experimental burn development
' • • • ' - ''p0329 A72-29330
Mechanical'vibration induced,physiological changes
. in rats, determining plasma Ca^ Bg and inorganic
phosphate" concentration and xanthine oxidase
 ; .
activity response to frequency and g-levels
P0330 A72-29560
Hacaca nemestrina monkey organ tissue
concentrations of lactic dehydrogenase /IbH/,
creatine phosphokinase and aldolase,~with
electrophoretic determination of LDfi isozymes
P0332 A72-29861
Enzyme activity and ascorbic acid concentration as
index of rat thyroid gland tissue functional ;
activity' during hyperthermia' '
- • " P0315 A72-31098
Succinic dehydrogenase activity in rabbit eye
ciliary epithelium during electric stimulation
of hypothalamus, using histochemical tecnnignes
P0315 A72-31099
Physiological effects on prolonged veiqhtlessness
in dogs aboard Cosmos 110 biosatellite,
emphasizing body weight loss and enzyme activity
and bone tissue mineral concentration changes
P0371 A72-33517
Effect of Acetazolamide /Diamox/ at different dose
. levels on survival time of rats under acute
hypoxia and on Ha/+/-K/+/-ATP-ase activity of
rat tissue microsomes.
pO«09 A72-31I516
Hagnetic field effects in enzymes, tissue
respiration and some metabolism characteristics
of an intact organism
POU15 A72-35003
Studies of the electron transport chain of
extremely halophilic bacteria, yu -
Solubilization properties of menadione rednctase.
POU50 172-376U9
Bypocapnic hypoxia effects on blood coagulation
and fibrinolysis •
 (
POU52 A72-37880
Eenin, in differential diagnosis of hypertension.
I . '. POU53 A72-381««
Peripheral venous renin activity during 70. deg
tilt and lower body negative pressure.
. . p0155 A72-38703
proteinase activity in different regions of the
brain during development and inhibition of a
conditioned passive-avoidance reflex
POU57 A72-38927
Variation of the acetylcholine.content and of the
cholinesterase activity in the blood under
muscular strain
: P0458 A72-38931
The resonance.mechanism of the biological action,
of vibration '
.P01I63 A72-39109
Effects of simulated high altitude oh .
'renin-aldosterone and Ha homebstasis in normal
man.
" p0490 A72-10422
Blood serum enzymes activity changes in
poiytraumatized humans injured in automobile
accidents
. pOSOO A72-11188
Effect of hypoxia and physical activity on plasma
enzyme levels in man.
p0505'A72-U1522
Lysosomal enzymes of eye tissues during the action
of hydrocortisone
' p0509 S72-1I2279
Succinic and lactic dehydroqenases activities in
homogenates*from myocardial tissues of guinea
pigs, rabbits and dogs in high altitude
environments
P0513 &72-12592
Hypoxic acclimation effects on rats heart, liver
and kidney mitochondria, measuring cytochrome
oxidase and snccinic dehydroqenase activities
P0514.A72-U2673
Increased fluid turnover'and the activity of the
.. . renin-anqioteusin system under various
experimental conditions.
P05U5 A72-K3997
Hetabolism of angiotensin II in sodium depletion
and hypertension in humans.
P05U5 A72-43998
Lactate dehydrogenase from an extremely
thermophilic bacillus.
p05»9 A72-11150
Influence of elevated partial oxygen pressure,on.
the sympathetic-adrenal and acetyl-choline systems
D05S1 A72-ia595
In vivo hemolysis due to hyperoxia - Bole of H202
accumulation.
P0557 A72-a5651
Besponse to daily lower body negative pressure
/LBRP/ exposure /-70mm Bg/, with emphasis on.
plasma renin activity, sodium and potassium
excretion.
p05'57 A72-U5658
Inheritance,of lactate dehydrogenase and malate
dehydroqenase enzymatic diseases in human
erythrocytes
[NASA-TT-F-11016] P0043 S72-11070
A-150
SUBJECT INDEX EQOATIOIS OF BOTIOB
Determination of bacterial ATP as measure of
urinary tract infection nsinq enzymatic
biolnminescent assay technique
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11092-2} p0043 N72-1107H
Chanqes in activity of aspartate aminotransferase
and mitochondrial membranes in male humans and
rats exposed to transverse and centrifugal
acceleration, respectively -' ' • '
' •: P0075 H72-11992
' Acid phosphatase distribntion and functional
•differences of neurons in froq retina
' P0136 N72-15059
Bathematical models for deterinininq enzyme
activity and nitrification of terrestrial soil
' in relation to Bars surface exploration
rBASA-CR-1255911 . P0239 B72-18062
Requlation mechanism of alpha-acetohydroxyacid
synthetase properties in Bacillus cereus T.
[NASA-TT-F-11HII1] p02ltO N72-18072
Growth of Aeromoaas proteolytica and production of
proteolytic enzymes inside spacecraft cabin
durinq'space f'liaht
' ' [BASA-CH-1258051 p02U9 B72-19073
Atrophy and cytochemical changes'in rat skeletal
muscles caused by hypokinesia
P0250 1172-19086
Effects"of muscular stress on biochemical chanqes
in serum enzyme activity
rKASA-TT-F-1IH871 ' ' ' . p0253 N72-19101
Clinical observation of massive injury causinq
serum enzyme activity in man after crash accidents
P0258 H72-19138
Inhibitory effects of qlucose on biosynthetic
respiratory adaptation 'of protoheme by yeast
r»ASA-TT-F-1«330:i . . P0135 B72-26073
Effects of 'water' activity' on control 'and
deterioration mechanisms of dehydrated food
systems ' '
r»ASA-CE-11«861] pO«36 B72-26080
Chanqes in enzyme activity in small' intestine of
rodents deprived of drinkinq water and subjected
to'hiqh temperatures and intense solar radiation
rHASA-TT-F-1lt521l' ; ' p0521 N72-30058
Regulatory'mechanism of acetyl-CoA carboxylase '
activity in fatty acid biosynthesis .
[SASA-TT-F-1ll5l(9] p0560 1172-32096
Collaqenase and collagen content of hairless mice
skin during carcinoqenesis - ' ' " . '
fHASA-TT-F-115791 p0562 872-32105
'PH dependent inhibition and reactivation of
anqiotensin 2 A and anqiotensin 2 H and EDTA .
anqiotensinases inhibition in amide cleavinq
. enzymes of human blood plasma
[NASA-TT-F-14H571 ' p0563 H72-32118
Oxidative catabolism of pyruvate to acetyl
coenzyme A in yeast cells
fHASA-TT-F-13909) ' p0568 N72-33077
EHZIHES . ' - . ' "
NT CATALASE
BT CHOLINESTEBASE
NT COEHZYBES '. '
NT LYSOZYHE '
HI OXIDASE ' ' ' '
Thromboelastoqraphic study of renin and
anqiotensin effect.on blood clottinq system of
anesthetized and unanesthetized doqs
p0186'A72-22095
Statistical analysis of erythrocyte acid
phosphatase inheritance in French families based
on starch qel electrophoresis of hemolysates •
rBASA-TT-F-140151 p0033 B72-10067
Wet extraction methods for proteins, amino acids,
nucleic acids, enzymes; and other orqanic
compounds in soils ' '
fPR-60] P0087 S72-13052
Enzyme'synthesis and qenetics
p0087 B72-13952
Chemical properties of carboxypeptidase C taken
from oranqe leaves
fHASA-TT-F-1«186] p0253 N72-19100
Plasma creatine phospbokinase response to
hypercapnia
riD-73U126] , ' P0311 N72-21058
Active transport of Na and K ions and reaction
mechanism for ATP-ase
rHll-RTS-68981 . pfll|38 B72-27075
Possibility of using pepsinoqen.and amyiase
present in perspiration as diaqnostic tool
rHLl-DRIC-THANS-2580-(3623.66) ] pOlt67 N72-28031
Spectroscopic, kinetic, and thermodynanic analysis
of bioloqical enerqy conversion mechanisn in
flavin molecular complexes
[AD-735272] ' pO«8» N72-29079
Determininq enzyme kinetic constants using full
progress curve of conversion of substrate to
products
C&D-743176] p0533 H72-31112
EBZIBOLOGI ' ' '
Liver and muscle type isozymes of Dps-linked
glycerol-3-P dehydrogenase in chickens in terms
of tissue distribution, ontogeny and avian
evolution .
P0279 A72-27161
EPICABDIOH
Human epicardial arterial circulation platelet
aqqregates role in sudden coronary death,
discussing relation to atherosclerotic stenosis
and acute thrombi
p0096 A72-16013
Baboon heart endocardial structure dynamic
behavior, comparing left ventricle septum and
epicardinm contractile force and intramyocardial
pressure chanqes
'- " p0371 A72-327U8
EPIDEBBIS
Development of method, for measuring epidermal
thickness for application to radiation, dosimetry
rBD/B/H-193a-PT-31 ' " p0190 N72-16012
Reaction of mouse epidermal cells to heavy
' particle radiation using helium, lithium, and
carbon ions
p0210 N72-17688
EPILEPSY .
Cerebral blood flow and metabolic chanqes daring .
vakefulness, sleep, cona and epileptic seizures
in terms of homeostatic mechanisms
p0376 A72-33558
EPINEPHRIBB . . . .
BT SpEEPINEPHBIllE .- ' . .
Epinephrine'and norepinephrihe effects on cerebral
blood circulation volume and oxygen tension in
tissues ' ,
' P0031 172-12517
Ground and flying activity endurance training
.effect on urinary excretion of noradrenaline and
adrenaline•
. ,p0064 A72-11868
Adrenaline and noradrenaline metabolic stages .and
production mechanism under various physioloqical
and pathological conditions, noting application
to flight emotional stress detection
; p0501 A72-41196
Effects of bromotrifluoronethane inhalation and
epinephrine challenge on cardiovascular system
, fAD-739699] • P0411 N72-27098
BPITBELIOB " ,
Hitptic index and aberrant mitose'frequency in
mice cornea! and intestinal-epithelial cells
exposed to 50-630 BeV protons, estimating
relative biological efficiency coefficients
fCEBB-71-16} ' P0025 A72-12055
Byoepithelial mechanism of high frequencies
pulsatile discharge of human sweat glands
p015« A72-19114
Hitosis duration and mitotic activity diurnal
rhythms in esophageal epithelium of rats given
thyrbxine ., .
. p0169 A72-20623
. Epithelial follicle and n'ast cell role in
peroxidase activity of thyroid qland durinq
experimental burn development . - .
' ' • , p0329 A72-29330
. Succinic dehydroqenase activity in rabbit eye
ciliary epithelium durinq electric stimulation
' of hypothalamns, using histochemical'techniques
: ' ' • . " . P03K5 A72-31099
EPBL
0 EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED BOISE LEVELS
EPOCHS
U TIBE BEASDBEBEBT . "..' . " .
BPOXI COBPODBDS , . L • . . .
HT ETBYLENE OXIDE ,
NT HYOSCIBE
EQDATIOBS OF BOTIOB
BT BYDRODYBABIC EQDATIOHS , '
Human body dynamics^ discussinq confiquration,
modeling techniques, kinematics, equations of
motions and various limb motions examples
A-151
EQDH.IBBIOB SUBJECT IBDBZ
P0001 A72-10110
Estimation method for solvinq systems of equations
of notion for machines with electric drives and
elastic links
P0572 H72-33110
EQOILIBRIOH
Tests of broadband high intensity noise on human
equilibria!
tAD-737826] pO«40 H72-27093
EO.OIPHEBT
Evaluation of equipment used in aircraft crash
rescue operations
[AD-7255H1] pOO«7 H72-11106
Guidelines to utilization of haman factors in
testing general supplies and equipment
fAD-7298551 P0129 H72-11125
EQOIPHENT SPECIFIC4TIOHS
ECG telemetry systems parameters, discussing
manufacturers specifications and standardized
laboratory performance test data
P0028 A72-12139
Design of photo-optical recorder, implantable
electrodes, and magnetic/Doppler flow sensor
fBAS1-CH-1250951 . p0128 H72-11117
' Performance and support regnirements of life
support systems for aircraft flight crews
C1D-7321631 P0195 B72-16058
Eguipment designed for accurately measuring
mechanical response of man duringi impact
P0259 N72-191I15
Specifications and engineering model of urine
sampling and collection system for manned space
flights
[HASA-CB-1155071 P0310 H72-20109
Equipment specifications for general purpose
bioamplifier for use in Integrated Medical,
Behaviorial, and Laboratory Measurement system
fBASA-CR-115506] p0310 H72-20110
Modified Apollo portable life support system for
Skylab astronauts
POKU3 F72-27117
EBGOHBTEBS >
Maximum oxygen intake during exercise on treadmill
compared with bicycle ergometer, analyzing
circulatory dynamic factors and cardiac output
relation to oxygen transport capacity
P0165 A72-20251
Bicycle ergometer measurements of thermoregulation
input and output under wide range of work load
and climatic conditions, deriving correlation
equation
P0267 A72-2587U
Physical work capacity comparison during bicycle
erqometry and treadmill walking tests, measuring
oxygen uptake, ventilatory parameters and excess
carbon dioxide production
P0269 A72-26095-
aaximal oxygen uptake and heart rate during
laddermili climbing, inclined treadmill running
and cycling ergometer tests
P0271 A72-26612
Correlation between erqometry,
ballistocardioqraphy and coronary anqiography in
267 patients.
p0422 A72-3603*
Self-paced ergometer performance - Effects of
pedal resistance, motivational contingency and
inspired oxygen concentration.
P0427 A72-36911
Ergometer for use as quantitative exercise device
in spacecraft environment
fBASA-CASE-MSC-11561-1] pOOOS-B72-11087
Measurement of heart rate and oxygen uptake of
subjects at optimal speed on bicycle erqometer
[AD-729831] p0205 B72-.1708»
Analysis of body temperature control and thermal'
economy during work by unclothed subjects on
ergometer
rBAE-LIB-TBABS-16101 p0305 H72-20072
Physiological stressing and conditioning ergometer
system
fHASA-CASE-MFS-21109] p0310 H72-20112
Tilting table for testing human body in variety of
positions while exercising on ergometer or other
biomedical devices
tBASA-CASE-HFS-21010-11 p0103 H72-25127
EBGOHOMICS
D HOBAH FACTORS ENGINEERING
BBOSIOB •'
BT RIND EBOSIOH
EBBOB ABiLISIS
Vibrotactile warning device effectiveness under •
auditory and visual loadings, investigating
reaction time and errors number
P0180 A72-21569
Stereoscopic acuity for photometrically matched
background wavelengths at scotopic and photopic
levels, plotting variable depth error as
function of retinal illuminance
p0229 A72-21269
Hemoglobin determination in whole blood with
Specol-Zeiss spectrocolorimetry, comparing ' .
accuracy to cyanoetheaoglobin measurements
P0311 A72-30787
Error arising from experimenter Influence on
subject behavior and performance, discussing
expectancy effects on stimulus presentation and
IQ and success-failure judgments
pO«27 A72-36907
Some effects of cognitive similarity on proactive • •
and retroactive interference in short-term memory.
P0512 A72-425U8
EBBOB BAHD •
0 ACCDBACT
EBBOB COBEECTIBG DEVICES : - •
Inspiration time correction'factor for pulmonary
diffusing capacity measurement by single breath
'' method
P0011 A72-11259
BBBOBS
FT IHSTBUMEBT E8HOBS
BT PHOT EBBOB
HI POSITION EBROBS . .
Human operator errors in performing audio-video
and audio only tracking tasks
P0135 H72-26078
BBTTHBOCITES
HT BETICOLOCYTES . . .. .
Hypophysectomy in rats, resulting in prolonged red
blood cell survival due to oxygen I'cohsumption
decrease and altered erythrocyte enzymatic
processes . . . • - • •
P0001 A72-10075
Anaerobic glycolysis and specific gravity of red
blood cells in rats exposed to pure oxygen at
600 torr
P0016 A72-11297
Normal and germ free rat antibody response to
sheep erythrocyte inoculation in He-O
atmosphere, analyzing microagglutinin and
hemolysin titres
[AD-736321] p0061 A72-111861
Prolonged muscular work effects on erythrocyte
2,3-DPG generation relation to oxyhemoglobin
affinity
P0061 A72-14898
Holographic measurement of red blood cell rotation
in orifice flow, transforming orientation into
form distribution data
P0068 A72-15140
Physiological effects of transfusing
2,3-diphosphoqlycerate /DP6/ depleted red cells
with high oxygen affinity in.anemic hypoxic
patients
P0069 A72-15211
Active Ba-K transport and passive permeability
temperature adaptation in ground sguirrel
erythrocytes
p0073 A72-15516
Snblethal I radiation effects on rat
erythropoietic system during altitude hypoxia
acclimatization
P0075 A72-15721
Light scattering time dependence, erythrocyte
aggregation rates and hydrodynamic
characteristics in ox, pig and horse blood stream
p0098 A72-16230
Human urine regenerated water in various dilutions
effect on fish and rat erythropoiesis
P0101 A72-16651
Erythrocytes catalase activity and number content
relationship in human and albino rats blood, •
discussing compensatory effects
p0112 A72-18060
Hyperoxia effect on kidney blood flow
erythropoietic properties in rabbits, noting
inhibiting effect on erythroblast cells mitotic
A-152
SUBJECT! IBDEI ETCBIH6
activity in bone marrow caltare
P0112 172-18061
Plasma erythropoietin concentration in men and
•ice daring altitude acclimatization
P0159 472-19*90
Ricrocircnlation study of intravascular
erythrocyte aggregation /blood sludge/ in cats
P0158 172-19686
Chinchilla and qninea pig tolerances to hypozia
and hyperozia in pressure chamber tests,
suggesting relation to red blood cell size and
number
P0216 172-22647
Erythrocyte hemolysate cataphoresis studies of
bnaan hemoglobin changes during stepvise
• 'adaptation to high mountain conditions
P0218 172-22880
Picoscale blood diagnostic device for red and
white cell count, noting piston principle
electronic operation
P0221 472-23257
Brythrocyte life span in mice under normal
atmospheric pressure and various degrees of
hypozia acclimatization, using radioactive
labeled diisopropyl phosphoroflnoridate
P0270 472-26608
Bed cell mass plasma volume decrease in Apollo
mission crevs, indicating erythropoiesis
inhibition .
P0291 172-28266
Suppression effects of hyperozic breathing gases
on red blood cell and erythropoietin hormone
production following blood loss
P0295 172-28298
Supercellular regulators of triggering mechanism
of regenerative reaction in sternum <
erythropoietic bone marrow tissue
P0322 172-28636
Bed blood cell reserve mobilization in healthy and
chronically irradiated dogs after treadmill
exercise
P0335 172-30379
Stepwise altitude acclimatization and subsequent
reanimation after blood loss caused clinical
death effects on dog peripheral blood
erythrocytes, reticulocytes, hemoglobin and
hematocrit
p0338 172-30671
whole blood flow dependence on optical density
from light transmission measurement, shoving
photometric effects of red cell aggregation,
deformation and orientation
P0364 172-31639
Light transmission measurements of blood flow to
gnantify red cell aggregation and dispersion
P0364 172-31600
Bed blood cell metabolite 1,3 diphosphoglycerate
determination method by rapid deproteinization,
concentration by precipitation and enzymatic
reaction
P0367 172-32*88
Ezchange diffusion process contribution to human
red blood cell transmembrane cation movement
from sodium tracer influz studies
P0371 172-32706
Istronants red cell mass changes associated with
space flight due to space and earth environment
differences
P0376 172-33564
Effects of in vivo inhalation of 100* ozygen at
reduced pressure on serum and red cell lipids.
flD-746090] p0410 172-34553
The effect of chronic erythrocytic polycythemia
and high altitude upon plasma and blood volumes.
p0153 172-38028
motion. >
. p0458 172-38935
Nervous and humoral stimulation and hypozia
effects on erythropoiesis control, studying
huoan blood serua additions to- bone marrov
cultures
P0497 172-40762
Ezperimental studies of the production of
erythropoietin in relation to the intensity and
duration of hypozia
pOSOO 172-41189
Studies of renal and eztrarenal production of
erythropoietin in male and female rats
pOSOO 172-41190
Influence of intracellnlar convection on the
ozygen release by human erythrocytes,
P0506 172-41625
Control of the circulating blood mass in the case
of a functional detachment of various amounts of
pulmonary tissue
P0507 172-41825
Bodnlating effect of limbic brain formations on
the blood system
P0510 172-42282
Statistical analysis of erythrocyte acid
phosphatase inheritance in French families based
on starch gel electrophoresis of hemolysates
tNiSl-TT-F-14015J P0033 H72-10067
Inheritance of lactate dehydrogeoase and malate
dehydrogenase enzymatic diseases in human
erythrocytes
[NIS1-TT-P-140161 P0043 B72-11070
Belation between lactic dehydrogenase and alpha
hydrozybntyric dehydrogenase of red and white
blood cells
fNISI-TT-F-139901 pOOSO H72-12016
Erythropoietic changes in fish and rats caused by
water regenerated from human urine
P0123 B72-14089
Adaptation of cells to aerospace environments
noting cell renewal, regulation, and limitations
P0193 N72-16040
Erythrocyte reserve in healthy and chronically
irradiated dogs subjected to physical loads
P0387 B72-24100
ES1KI DIODES
0 TON HE I, DIODES
ESCAPE SISTBBS
Effects of Q forces on injuries during
ejection/extraction escape in DSAF
P0258 N72-19144
Biodynamic models used as simulation technique in
design of lir Force emergency escape systems
[1D-740439] P0487 B72-29100
Biodynamic modelling of aircraft escape systems to
determine human tolerances to aircraft ejection
[1D-7U0446] P0487 B72-29101
ESCBEBICBIA
Intestinal disbacteriosis and autoinfection
occurrence in guinea pigs and rats under
magnetic field effect, noting Escherichia
population changes
P0101 172-16647
Isolation of a polyvalent bacteriophage for
Escherichia coli, Klebsiella pneumoniae, and •
lerobacter aerogenes.
pfl«50 172-37650
Inozia and genetic strain effects on ionizing
radiation damage and repair of deozyribonucleic
acid in Escherichia coli
CBIO-2804-39] P0082 B72-12028
Ionizing radiation effects in danage and repair of
deoxyribonncleic acid in Escherichia coli
fBTO-2804-38] P0082 B72-12029
Effects of eztraterrestrial radiation on
escherichia coli culture during flight of
Cosmos-368 artificial earth satellite
P0202 H72-17058
Compositional changes in E. coli in human
intestines during confinement
(JPBS-551911 p0252 B72-19096
ESTEBS
NT C1BBIHATES (TB1DEB1BE)
NT GLOTSHATES
NT L1CT1TES
NT NITBOGLTCEBIN
NT POLTC1BBON1TES
Esters and amides participation in prebiotic
Polymers, discussing ribosome bonds and
messenger BN1
P0061 172-14767
ESTIH1TES
NT COST ESIIBATES '
Accuracy of monocular motion parallax absolute
distance estimation before and after training
CAD-742078] P0536 N72-31134
BTCHUG
Electron microscope examination of freeze-etched
air-filled lung alveoli extracellular lining
layer, discussing sample preparation techniques
P0103 A72-16787
Freeze etching techniques in electron microscopic
investigations of biological cells molecular
1-153
ETETEBS SUBJECT IHDEI
struct ore
pOt26 A72-36B29
Freeze* etching method £OE studying yeast cell
envelope structore
[HASA-TT-F-1U308] p0469 H72-280t6
ETHEBS ' ' • ' '
HI AHISOLE
HI DIBTHTL ETHEB
ETBII ALCOHOL
Aluminum oxide chromatograpby for ethanol-amine
acetyl .derivatives detection and separation in
animal tissue .extracts, using vater-bntanol
solution as solvent " . "
' P03.H2 A72-30972
Effects of different alcohol dosages and display
illumination on tracking 'performance during
vestibnlar stimulation.
pOIIO A72-3H554
ETBYLBHE OXIDB
Using ethylene oxide as decontamina'ting agent for
'planetary guarantine .......
CHASA-CB-1260341 'p0313 H72-21048
ETIOLOGT
Age related diminutions in ballistocardiographic
and electrocardiographic amplitudes', 'observing.
relation to heart position lateralization and
size reduction
pOOSV A72-131I4H
EDCIIDEil GBOBBTBI
HI ABGLES (GEOBBTBY)
HI IIHES (GEOHETBY)
OTGLBIA " ' '
Englena cell division timing control by endogenous
circadian rhythm* showing direct entrainment by
low freguency dark-light cycles
P0157 A72-19539
EDBOPE ' ' . ' . ' ' . ,
European research and atonic' energy applications'
to agricultural crops and insect sterilization
fHP-190161 P0305 H72-20077
EOSTACBIiH TOBES ''
Acoustic impedance bridge for1 clinical evaluation
of eustachian tube function' • . . - - , .
[AD-731126] " ' .-' p0213 H72-18095
EVICB1TIBG (TEiSSPOETiTIOH)
General aviation patient transportation,
investigating military helicopter airlift
performance ' "'
' ' P0016 A72- 11298
Psychiatric preventive intervention in emotional '
crisis situations during patients aeromedicaT
evacuation and transportation, discussing .
personnel shortage
P0228 A72-237U3
Belicopter search, rescue and' transportation of' '
wounded and ill persons in' Denmark, discussing'
accidental hypothermia treatment
• POU56 172-3871U
E7APOBATIOH . . - • , ' . . : •
Biological phosphate origin through
atmosphere-hydrosphere interrelations, •
discussing concentra'tive processes,'- dehydration
mechanics and evaporation
P0097 A72-16129
Tnernodynamic analysis of heat of evaporation of
sweat, considering ambient temperature and
humidity effects, body heat storage and presence
of solutes '
P0270 A72-26610
weight loss due to respiratory tract evaporative
water loss daring exercise, from humidity '
change, ventilatory exchange and oxygen uptake.
data "
. - • • • • P0271 A72-26613
Spacecraft functional properties' degradation due
to surface contamination- with outgassing- vapors,
discussing contaminant materials transport and
sorption characteristics • '
• p05«1 A72-113619
BVAPOBATOBS
Development of a laboratory prototype spraying "
flash evaporator. ' ' ' ••','•'
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-28] • pO»59 A72-391I19
IB absorbent effects on evaporographic image '
contrast performance based on photometric study,
presenting color photographs
' '
 :
 " '". P0361 A72-31615
EVOLDTIOH (DBVELOPBEIT)
HI ABIOGEHESIS . ......
HI BIOLOGICAL EVOLOTIOH '
BT PLAHETABTt E'OLDTIOB . ' ' '. .
.Significance' of water in biochemical processes and
' organic molecule synthesis for evolution of life
[PB-57.J, ' ' pOOSO H72-12018
Heightle'ssness effect on fertilized frog egg .growth
fEIPT-S003J p0120 H72-1B061
Snbgravity effects on sea urchin egg fertilization
and development . .
[EXPT-S002J ..
 ;." p0120 H72-14065
Influence of flow conditions on thrombus formation
in fre'sb blood
tHASA-CBTl938] . . . p0132 S72-15026
natural ionizing radiation effects on .
multiplication of unicellnlar organisms and ...
Drosophila melonogaster development
' • , . pOl|31 H72-26050
EXABIIATIOB " .
NT EYE EXABIHATIOHS ' '" ','. . ' . .
BXCBAHGIHG '' •
HI GAS EXCBAHGE
HI 10B EICHAHGING . . .,
BXCIIiflOH ' ' . . . " " . ' .'...
HI SELF EXCITATIOH . .'.''.';
EXCBETIOH ' " . . . . ' . ' . ' . • • : • • -
Ground and flying activity .endurance' training
effect on urinary excretion, of noradrenaline .and
adrenaline ' . .'
• ' ' " . . . . pOqeit A72rTU868
• Immobilization hypercalciuria,, discussing
treatment by diet-induced extracellular volume
depletion and possible pathopbysiologic
mechanism of intercompartmental fluid and
electrolyte shift '
'• ' ' ! pOOSI A72-11871
Isolation stress effect on excretory products in
unrestrained chimpanzee, suggesting Ca' to P
excretion ratio as physiological stress indicator
IAD-739167] ' ' ' pO.163 A72-20179
Food deprivation stress effects on nrinary .
excretion values in unrestrained-' chimpanzees .
. ' " ' .-..'' p0234 A72-2U822
Calcium and phosphorus excretion relation to bone
density changes in immobilized Bacaca nemesirina
'monkeys ' '
. p0281, A72-27473
Sleep deprivation effects' on' dinrn'al' urine .
potassium, excretion, showing, individual. . '
circadian rhythm variations .' , ' '
' p0328 A72-29320
Weightlessness effects on calcium 'and electrolyte
metabolism from measurements during Gemini 7
flight,, using dietary control and excreta' vl'"
collection technignes
P0375 A72-33552
Interrelation of interoceptors and exteroceptors
. in the- process of urination and defecation
reflex act maturation 'in ontogeny
• "- 'p0116 A72-35022
Hitrogen excretion as a measure of protein . . .
metabolism in man under different conditions of
renal function. ' ' ' . '
P0505 A72-U1523
Capillary, circulation as a regulator of sodium.
reabsorption and excretion.
. pOSIS A72-43995
EMCDHVE HHCRiPT
0 GEHEBAt AVtATIOH AIBCBAFT
EIBBCISE,(PHISIOLOGI) '
Buman exercise capacity assessment from maximal
oxygen intake estimates and Harvard step'test
' . p0002 A72-10.116 .
Bnman patients with chest pain and normal ECG,
examining diagnostic value of graded exercise
•test, history and lipid'levels with coronary
arteriography data • :' " '
P0003 A72-10116
Bnman cardiocirculatory'responses to 'snbmaximal
physiblpgically paced bicycle ergometry,' '
recording-preelection period, 'isovolumic
contraction, left ventricular ejection and pulse
transmission time
p0003 A72-10147
Exercise and deiiervation effects on intrafosal
muscle fibers morphology, noting 25-33 percent
cross-sectional area atrophy in nnclear bag and
chain fibers " . ..
SUBJECT IHDBI EIOBIOLOGT
p0.06« A72-11895
Exercise ECG multichannel radio telemetry
equipment, discussing sources of malfunction and
unreliability and remedial procedures
'p0099 A72-16610
Buman temperature regulation durinq upright and
supine exercise, shooing nonlinear relationships
between perspiration and'skin and core
temperatures
pO'165 A72-2'0275
. Endurance exercise effect on respiratory capacity
in white, red and intemediate muscles in rats,
relating fiber type to oxidative capacity
; p0175 172-21083
Physiological and subjective responses of
physically .fit 'young .Ben to combined
exercise-carbon dioxide stress tests
" P0297 A72-28311
ECG amplifier and cardiotachometer for exercise
studies, using digital algorithm for heart rate
computation and ECG signal preprocessing for B ,.
•a»e detection
p03«0 A72-30707
Buoan plasBa free fatty acids relation to.lactic .'.
acid concentration and maximum aerobic power, '
noting carbohydrate availability as exercise,
capacity limiter
p0505 A72-11520
Erqometer for use as quantitative exercise device
in spacecraft environment
fHASA-CiSE-BSC-11561-1] pOO«5 H72-1.1087
Use of. isometric exercises as means of. preventing
muscular atrophy in. treatment of 'fractures of
extremities . ' '
rHASA-TT-F-110961 ' .' pOIII H72-15091
Betabolic, respiratory, and circulatory '
measurements during exercise and rest, including
Ion concentration study of C02
fNASA-CB-115362] p0239 H72-18059
.Gastric motility in normal people at rest and
during physical exercise
fSASA-TT-P-11207] . . . - p0305 H72-20071
Tilting table for testing human body in variety of
positions while exercising on ergometer or other
biomedical devices . ' •
[HASA-CASE-BFS-21010-1] ' p0103 H72-25127
Effects of exhaustive exercise on rats at various
times following blast exposure
fAD-731395] . ' ..' '. p0169 H72-28052
Rhesus monkey heart rate duriiig exercise
[HASA-CB-1276961 ' p0471 H72-28060
Computer analysis of cerebrovascular system
response.during exercise, atrial pacing, and
drug infections .' ".
rAD-737717;) i>0172 H72-28068
8IEBTIOB
0 FHTSICAL WOBK
BIBALATIOS . ' ;
Exhalation, gas exchange,, and carbon dioxide -
content in humans daring passive orthostatic tests
. P0078 H72-12001
EXHAUST FlOB SIBULATIOH
HI FLIGHT SIBOLATION
EXHAOSTIOH
Raman performance and exhaustion predictive model
from responses to exercise and environmental
stresses, considering circulation', thermal
'regulation, work load and oxygen pressure effects
P0166 A72-20358.
Sweating relation to body temperature after •
exhaustive exercise for various' oxygen uptakes •
and ambient temperatures
, ' P0339 A72-30702
EXOBIOLOGY
Life.origin in space from point of hydrocarbons,
cyanides, abiogenetic.organic synthesis and
protobionts evolution . .
. . . . . . . ' pOOS9 A72-11752
Comet collisions in planetary nebulae, as source, of
organic compounds in universe in preplanetary
era, noting nucleic ac'id bases in carbonaceous
meteorites. ' .
•"' ' ' • ; p006i A72-11802
Extraterrestrial life on Bars and Venus and '
Jupiter atmospheres, discussing abiogenesis
failures on life-supportable planet's
' " p0061 A72-14805
Extraterrestrial life origin and evolution, "
estimating possibilities on Bars, Venus and
. . Jupiter
. p0061 A72-1,1806
Papers on exobiology theory and experiments,
considering extraterrestrial organic compound
detection, Jupiter atmosphere, porphyrins,
radiation production of life molecules, etc
P0097 A72-16126
Forphyrin exobiology, discussing organic and
random biosynthesis and extraterrestrial .
existence based on interstellar spectral evidence
- ' p0097 A72-16130
Papers on exobiology covering abiogenesis,
extraterrestrial life, primordial organic
chemistry/ biochemical evolution electronic
factors, membranes origin,' molecular chirality,
protein and cellular evolution, etc'
, ' p0183 A72-22001
Cosmic sources of organic compounds from chemical
evolution viewpoint, discussing comets,
interstellar space, prestellar nebulae and cool
stellar atmospheres
P0181 A72-22011
Terrestrial life origin understanding by
investigating life possibilities 'in '
nonterrestrial environments
P0181 A72-22015
Seviev of HASA Ames Research Center 1971
conference on interstellar molecules and origin
o f life , . . . .
. P0216 A72-22.615
Bars biology likelihood from long winter model,
suggesting north polar cap summer remnant ' . '.
vaporization as atmosphere, liquid water and
greenhouse effect source
P0225 A72-23717
Biological experiments of Viking Bars lander 1975 ,
mission regarding Oparin-Haldane evolution
hypothesis
P0230 .A72-21381
Biological experiments on plants, animals and
bacteria aboard Zond.5, 6 and 7 space probes,
noting flight conditions effect on physiological
• functions and hereditary structures •
. . . p0267 A72-259H1
Environmental chamber simulation to show
terrestrial microorganisms' survival under Jovian
atmospheric conditions *
P0361 A72-31293
Spacecraft bacteria .population resistance to
simulated Jovian trapped radiation belt
electrons and solar wind protons, noting
dependence on isolate, dose and electron energy
P0366 A72-31993
Survival of common terrestrial .microorganisms
under simulated Jovian conditions. .
... P0151 A72-37721
Bussian book - Problems of the stability of
biological system.
POU58 A72-38957
Adaptability limits on protein-nuclein-water life
under exobiological extremal conditions,
considering macromolecnles, extraterrestrial
life search and origin
POU58 A72738958
Thermodynamic properties, and mathematical m'o'deling
of complex biological systems, considering .
energy and mass exchange in photosynthesizing
. organisms for exobiological life support
. . . , P0159,A72-38960
Life sciences*and space research X; Proceedings .of
the Fourteenth Plenary Heeting, Seattle, Bash.,
June 21-July 2, 1971.
P0539 A72-43381
Development of planetary guarantine in the United
States.. ' .
, . . .' .P0539 A72-13382
Biological instrumentation for the diking 1975
• • mission to Bars.
P0511 A72-13396 •
Biological aspects of communications with
extraterrestrial intelligence, discussing life
existence possibility on wandering planets
' ' P0553 A72-15127.
Aerospace medical and exobiological factors of
manned space flight
'[JPBS-51768J . P0120 H72-11066
Conference.on space biology related to Post-Apollo
program, Paris, Bar. 1971
CSSBO-SP-731 P0192 S72-16029
A-155
EXPANDABLE STBOCTOBES SUBJECT IHDEI '
aerospace environment effects (noting >
weightlessness and bioevolntion) on planets* •
cells, and frogs observed in Genini and
Biosatellite experiments
tBAS&-TB-I-675051 ' p0192 H72-16032
Exobiology research emphasizing oxygen supply, -
ezperiients on leeches, and international
cooperation • -
. P0193 B72-16038
Effects of weightlessness on cellular systems • •
p019« S72-160U5
Biological effects caused by heavy ions in cosaic
rays daring space flight
- p019t B72-160SO
Capability of space shuttle sortie mode for
performing biological and medical research
•experiments ; . • - . . - - .
[BASA-CB-125666J ' . p0211 H72-18078
Developments in space hydrobiology research and
. application to creating closed ecological system
.for support o£ space crews • . •
fJPES-55284] p0242 H72-18082
Problems concerned with biological effects of
space radiation
CHASA-TT-P-601] P0301 B72-20039
Quantitative evaluation of effects of radiation
sickness as applicable to problems of space' -
radiobiology
P0301 572-20001
Hodifying influence of various flight factors on
radiobiological effects of ionizing radiation on
organisms in space flight
P030V H72-20012
Relative biological effectiveness of various types
of cosmic radiation - • ...
P0301 B72-20043
Abstracts on space biology and medicine involved
in cosmonaut training - . •
CJPBS-55687] P0312 H72-21043
Extraterrestrial life and its detection methods
CHASA-TT-P-710] p0382 H72-2406B
Eesalts of studies on microorganisms with direct
bearing on space biology •.,,.
CHASA-TT-F-14307] p0439 B72-27081
Environmental control and -:life support subsystems •-.
guide for space biology payload definition and
integration study
tBASA-TH-X-64678] P0480 H72-29050
Aerospace medicine and exobiology problems of
manned space flight • -.,
fJPES-56675] POU80 H72-29051
EIPAIDABLE STBOCTOBBS
HT GAS BAGS ' ...
HI IBFLATABLE STEOCTOHES
BIPABSIOB WAVES
0 ELASTIC SAVES . . . i
EIPEBIBEHTAL DESI6H •i .
Flight summary of biomedical sciences experiments
in Gemini Program
fBASA-TH-X-580741 P0118 B72-14053
Pilot trainee experiment to compare three adaptive
variables and two logic schemes in adaptive
training of manual control .,-
fAD-736621] . .. p0360 H72-23097
BXPIBATIOH . .,
Plethysmographic and laryngoscqpic investigation
of glottis opening and airway resistance
relation to lung volume during panting, and
continuous slow expiration
P0270 A72-26611
Inspiration, expiration and hand muscle control
comparison in psychophysical category production
method for human voluntary breathing regulation
investigation . • • = -.,,
p0288 A72-27843
EIPIBED AIB . - .
Gaseous nitrogen production in humans under-
steady-state conditions, relating expired .
nitrogen minute volume increase after protein
consumption to possible gastrointestinal and
metabolic effects
P0170 A-72-20882
Four-parallel-compartment lung model for emptying.-
pattern study,'using expired nitrogen ...
 :r
concentration data to calculate alveolar
dilution ratio and emptying rate , ...
! .
 c :T P0339 A72730703
Ryth of nitrogen equality in respiration - its
history and implications. {
P0456 A72-38708
Expired air as a source of spacecraft environment
carbon monoxide contamination •
"• POS53 A72-t5120
Bespiratory gas analyzer- for aircrew pulmonary
function measurements
rBASA-TB-X-68370] r ' • p0395 B72-25057
EIPIODIBG COHDOCTOB CIBCDITS ' •-
0 CIBCDITS
EXPLOBATIOB
BT SPACE E1P10BATIOS
EZPLOSIOBS . ' • '
HT AEBIAL EXPLOSIOBS '
BT"BUCl.EiB BIPLOSIOBS
BT OBDEB»iTEB EIPLOSIOBS . •• '
EIPIOSIVE DECOHPBESSIOB • •
Bedical and physiological hazards for SST •
passengers and crews, discussing cumulative
cosnic radiation and high altitude decompression
risks
• ' -• .- p0266 A72-25816
Case report of .rapid decompression:in supersonic
trainer aircraft pressurized cabin, discussing
physical and blast effects, pressnrization
safety, decompression sickness and hypoxia
- ' • '' 'P0267 A72-26020
Influence of prolonged starvation on the fregnency
of occurrence of decompression-induced pulmonary
hemorrhage. • • •'
• pO»09 A72-3151S
EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
Eye protection against laser visible and. near IB
radiation, using explosive mirror assembly
fAD-731780] P0195 B72-1605S
EXPLOSIVES '
Lethal head injuries to man swimming underwater,
caused by detonation of firecracker ' :
P0257 B72-19135
EXPOSURE ' • , . • :
Aircrews tolerance to cold water and life raft .
exposure, discussing prediction model based on '
thermal insulation effectiveness, assumed
metabolism and body surface area and mass .
CAD-740276] - - , • . .. p0227 A72-23734
Biological effects of short term and continuous -
exposure of humans to low concentrations of CO
[AD-727507] : P0035 B72-10087
Guides for short term human exposure to air
pollution • • .
[PB-19990II] P0036 B72-10092
Exposure criteria for visual aids in aircraft
recognition training . •• .
fAD-7399231 -. . ... pOISO B72-28123
EITIBGOISHBBS •
D FIRE EXTIBGOISBEBS
BXTBACTIOB • -, !
HT IOH EXTBACTIOB , . - •
BT SOLVEBT EITBACTIOB
Ret extraction methods for proteins, amino acids,
nucleic acids, enzymes, and other organic
compounds -in soils • ' • -
[PB-60] i ' p0087 B72-13052
Improved hemodialyzer for removing selected-
• substances from blood by process of dialysis
fBASA-CASE-HQS-107l(1] p0310 B72-201H1
EXTBASiLACTIC LI6BI .
D EXTBATEBBESTBIAL BADIATIOH . .
D LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIATION)
EXTBAPOL&TIOB
Prediction displays based on the extrapolation,
method. •• * -- . - ' • -
' . . p0502 A72-41109
EITBATEBBESTBIAL -EBVIBOHBEBTS
BT DEEP SPACE ' • :
HT IHTEBSTELLAB- SPACE '
HT JDPITEB ATHOSPHBBE . i , . : '
BT LOHAB EBVIBOBHEBT
HT HABS ATHOSPBEBE
BT BABS EHVIROHHENT
RT PLABETiBI ATHOSPHEBES
BT SOLAS ATBOSPBEBE
BT STELLAS ATBOSPHEBES
Porphyrin exobiology, discussing organic and
random biosynthesis and extraterrestrial
existence based on interstellar spectral evidence
p0097 A72-16130
BXTBiTBBBESTBIAL LIFE .
Terrestrial biosphere* back contamination from
outer space organisms, discussing microbiologic
A-156.
SOBJECT IHDBI EITBIVBHICOLAH &CTIVITI
• 'control and prevention requirements
pCCtt 472-10825
Extraterrestrial life on Bars and Venus and
Jupiter atnospheres, discussing abioqenesis
failures on life-supportable planets
p0064 172-14805
Extraterrestrial life origin and evolution,
estimating possibilities on Bars, Venns and
Jupiter
P0064 172-14806
Ti leaching from granitic rocks by Penicillinm,
simplicissimnm, discussing extraterrestrial life
detection
• ,p0095 A72-15809
Papers on exobiology theory and experiments,
considering extraterrestrial organic compound •;,
detection, Jupiter atmosphere, porphyrins, -. •
radiation production of life molecules, etc
, p0097 172-16126
Papers on exobiology covering abioqenesis,
extraterrestrial lite, primordial organic
chemistry, biochemical evolution electronic
factors,,membranes origin, molecular chirality,
protein and cellular evolution, etc
p0183 A72-22001
Extraterrestrial life origin and development
possibilities fron earth chemical and biological
evolution description, noting-external
conditions requirements
p0183 172-22002
Terrestrial life origin understanding by r
investigating life possibilities in
nonterrestrial environments
p018U 172-22015
Life beyond solar system, discussing planetary
formation and prebiological organic chemistry
developments and interstellar communication
P018U A72-22016
Biological experiments of Viking Bars lander 1975
mission regarding Oparin-Haldane evolution
hypothesis
p0230 172-24384
Viking Lander light scattering experiment to
detect oicrobial growth from agneous turbidity
changes in contact vith Bartian soil
p0230 172-24387
Life on Bars, investigating ground based and probe
observations of atmospheric composition and
pressure, surface temperature and features and
DV radiation
:p0284 172-27624
Extraterrestrial life search, noting radio contact
vith-civilizations, bioastronantics, Bartian
conditions and phystcochemical experiments
• p0339 172-30694
Environmental chamber simulation to show
terrestrial microorganisms survival under Jovian
atmospheric conditions
p0361 172-31293
Adaptability limits on protein-nnclein-vater life
under exobiological extremal conditions,
considering macromolecules, extraterrestrial-
life search and origin
p0458 1.72-38958
Thermodynamic properties and mathematical modeling
of complex biological systems, considering
energy and mass exchange in photosynthesizing
organisms for exobiological life support
P0459 172-38960
Biological aspects of communications with
extraterrestrial intelligence, discussing life
existence possibility on wandering planets
P0553 172-45127
Extraterrestrial life and its detection methods
rNASA-TT-F-710] p0382 B72-24068
BITBATBBBBSTBIAL H1ITEB
HT IHTEBSTELL1B GAS
EXTB1TBBBESTBI1L BADIAHOS
HT GALACTIC BAOIATIOB
ST PLAKETABI BADI4TIO8
HT PBIHARY COSBIC BATS
HT SOLAB COSBIC HATS
HT SOLAB PBOTOHS
HT SOLAB BADIATIOH
HT SOLAB SIHD ' • •
HT SOHLIGHT ;
Protection against accelerator and "space radiation
Conference, Geneva, April 1971, Volume 1, Health
physics
[CEBH-71-16] • • p0024 .A72-120S1
A new model for estimating space proton dose to '
body organs.
. • P0417 A72-35354
Summary of latent effects in long term survivors
of whole body irradiations in primates.
P0541 172-43393
Effects of preflight and postflight irradiation of
biological specimens using yeast cells, hydrogen
bacteria, lettuce, and pea seeds on Cosmos
satellite-368
p0202 H72-17057
Effects of extraterrestrial radiation on
escherichia coli culture during flight of
Cosmos-368 artificial earth satellite
: p0202 H72-17058
Effect of specific flight factors on preirradiated
' yeast cells during flight of Cosmos-368
artificial earth satellite
: p0202 H72-17059
Effect of specific flight factors on preirradiated
yeast cells -during flight of Cosmos-368
artificial earth satellite
p0202 H72-17060
Biological effects of gamma rays on germination
and growth processes of lettuce seeds during
Cosmos-368 artificial satellite flight
P0202 H72-17062
Effect of space flight factors on spontaneous and
induced mntagenesis of gamma irradiated and
nonirradiated lettuce seeds
. p0202 H72-17063
Effects of extraterrestrial radiation on dormant
pea seeds during flight of Cosmos-368 artificial
earth satellite
p0203 H72-17064
Effects of space flight factors on formation of
anomalous metabolites and activity of enzymes in
plants ' •
P0203 H72-17065
Zond 8 space probe experiments to determine
effects of flight factors on physiological and
biochemical properties of yeast and algal bacteria
P0203 H72-17067
High energy particle irradiation effects on
biochemical systems of spacecrews
P0208 H72-17629
Development of microdosimeter to determine energy
deposition in small tissue region during
exposure to space radiation
P0209 H72-17656
Biological response of sheep and swine to space
radiation dose protraction and dose distribution
at low intensities
P0209 H72-17683
Problems concerned with biological effects of
space radiation
[HAS1-TT-F-604] p0301 H72-20039
Analysis of ionizing radiation sources in space
p0301 H72-20040
EITBIVEHICOL1E 1CIITITT
Extravehicular life support systems for shuttle,
space station, lunar base and Bars missions,
considering thermal control, carbon dioxide
control and oxygen supply subsystems
[AIAA P1PEB 72-231] p0231 172-24441
Electrostatic adhesive devices for zero-g
intra/ertravehicular activities, noting
applications to astronaut and cargo maneuvering,
worksite restraint, tool and equipment tiedown,
e t c - • • ' ' " . •
P0233 '172-24650
Calculation procedures for some parameters of
space suit gas medium supply systems
P0492 172-40449
Design, development, and characteristics of
portable life support system for extravehicular
activity
CHASA-CB-108541] p0087 H72-13072
Russian astronaut training in aircraft for IVS and
EVA in space
tJPBS-54649] p0087 H72-13076
Development and evaluation of space activity suit
assembly for extravehicular activity applications
tHASA-CB-1892] p0087 H72-13077
Problem areas defined for university research in
astronaut life support systems involving
extravehicular guidance and stabilization
CHASA-CB-1919) P0261 H72-19168
»-157
BITHBBBLY. LOi PBEQOEBCIBS StJBJECt IIDEI
Open loop life support sabsysteB asing breathing
bag as reservoir for EVA
rHlSi-CASE-HSC-12lH1-1] p0308 F72-20096
Oevelopoent of regenerable or partially
regenerable life support systems ose in EVA
protective systems
CHASA-CH-11H3821 • pOUOD-B72-25133
Portable life support systen for astronaut working
outside of lunar module
P0112 B72-27109
Beqenerative portable life support systen
developient for extravehicular human activities
during advanced space missions
p<W3 H72-27113
Carbon dioxide- and thermal-control in
regenerative life support system for • '
extravehicular human protection during advanced
space missions • • •
P0413 B72-27111
Description of astronaut space suit used during EVA
P0477 H72-28101
Development of life support subsystems for
advanced extravehicular protective systems
fHASA-CB-1143211 p0529 B72-3011H
BITBEBELI LOB PBEQOEBCIES
Magnetic storm strength ELF electromagnetic field
effects on rabbits, dogs and'bacteria, '
discussing changes intEEG, ECG and blood
characteristics
p0289 A72-2821Q
Bethod and criterion for evaluating ELF magnetic
' field interference effects on cardiac pacemaker
function
.fAD-737237] POU01 H72-25111
BITBOVEESIOH
Boise effects on human attention and work
efficiency in extroverted and introverted
individuals
P0186 A72-22137
Circadian rhythm effects on introverts and
extroverts biochemistry, physiology and
performance, suggesting arousal mechanism •
differences
P0276 A72-26693
Extraversion, neuroticism, and color preferences.-
P0427 A72-36903
BIS (AHATOHI) -
NT CHOBOID BEBBBAHES
8T COBHEA • •
BT FOVEi
BT HISTAGBDS
BT OCOLOHOTOB BEEVES
BT PUPILS
BT EET1BA :
Anatomical-physiological; optical and
behavioral-visual similarities of nonhuman and
human primates '
pOOSO 172-13069
Spectral response and 'vision thresholds of human
•eye for light detection and color sensation
P0177 A72-21332
Biological hazards of high intensity light
sources, considering physiological factors
involved in threshold eye damage values
determination
p0177 A72-21333
Destructive 'changes in rabbit brain and eyes under
pulsed laser beam irradiation
p0329 A72-29333
Snccinic dehydrogenase activity in rabbit eye
ciliary epithelium during electric stimulation
of hypothalamus,•using'histochemical techniques
P0315 A72-31099
Eagle eye retinal image quality determination by
ophthalmoscopic method, comparing to human
visual acuity
P0365 A72-31724
The distribution of the long vave photoreceptors
in the compound eye of the honey bee as revealed
by selective osmic staining.
pO«11 A72-34877
Light induced alterations in growth pattern of the
avian eye.
ppB11 A72-3U880
Sperry nenronal specificity hypothesis for nerve
cell connections formation between eye and brain
during embryonic development; proposing systems
matching theory ' ' i
P0416 A72-35070
Intraocular noise - Origin and characteristics.'
- -pO«26 A72-36605
Ply colour vision.1
' ' ' pO«26 A72-36609
The neurophysiology of binocular vision.
pO»»9 A72-37250
An automatic measuring and recording system for
clinical electro-oculography. • ' '
'pOniW A72-37UOO
Receptive fields of units in the visual-cortex of
the cat in the presence and- absence of bodily
tilt. ' ' • ' •
pO»55 472-38606
Quantitative determination of fluorescence within
< the eye without disrupting the integrity of the
eyeball
pO»58 A72-38901
Continuous1objective measurement'of the'
accommodation of the hnman'eye
pO»95 A72-40730
Crystalline lens optical structure in hnman"eye,'
representing on and off axis imaging •
characteristics by mathematical model ' '
pO«95 A72-40737
Effect of spherical spectacle lenses on the •
monochromatic aberration of the eye•
.'• pO»96 A72-40746
Lysosomal enzymes of eye tissues during the action
of hydrocortisone ' '
p0509 A72-12279
Ocular and induced visual effects of systemic and '
topical drugs in terms of eye nenroanatomy ana
pharmacology, stressing glaucoma therapy
,p0511 A72-42099
Biological effects of laser radiation on eyesight,
skin, and other body organs •
[AD-726558] ' p0037 B72-10100
Optic functions and retinal circulation in humans
exposed to combined centripetal and Coriolis'
accelerations ' ' '• ' •
. 1 p0078'B72-11998
Physiological factors-in color vision, • simulation
of visual systems, aerospace environment effects
on visual perception, 'and electrophysiological
aspects of eye-responses
CBASA-TT-F-650] p0132 1172-15028
Spectral sensitivity functions of retinal color
vision receptors •
- p0133 H72-1503H
Spectral equation for plotting functional
responses of'human color vision receptors
p0133 B72-1S035
Psychophysiological fatigue effect on human visual
analyzer during microscopic assembling of
semiconductor devices ' ' " '
1
 • p0133 H72-15042
Physiological photoconductivity effect in'
• pigmented epithelial eye cell during action of
visible light
' ' p013« B72-15018
Environmental aerospace effects on human visual
physiology
p013«! B72-15050
Befractive optics of fish eyes in relation -to lens
position and retina :
1
 • p0135-B72-15058
Polarization measurements and optical model for
anisotropic areas-in eye tissue
p0136 B72-15060
Ophthalmoscopic photograph of eye structure using .
polarized light and diagnostic applications
p0136 H72-15061
Chronoreflectonetric determination of human eye
accommodation time and visual acuity in fitting
of optical glasses '
p0136 B72-15062
'Binocular eye! function characteristics during
isometropic and anisometropic vision
p0136!H72-15064
Analysis of precautionary measures for•use with
'geodimeter which emits optical beam found to be
potential ocular hazard ' • . ' - ,
[AD-729315] ' •• '- p0138 H72-1S079
Determination of relationship between frequency of
small eye movements and;vernier acuity in human
subjects
[PB-202995] " 'p0213 B72-18091
Literature survey and graphs of human ocular
absorption in visible spectrum
a-158
SUBJECT IHDBI BYE HOVB1EBTS-
fIZF-1972-8], . , . p0381.B72-24061
> Effects of-~radiation from ruby and neodynium
lasers OD conponents of human eye and
. applications to correct physical defects in eye
structure „ . .. , . - •
 :
; [JPHS-55761] p0382 H72-21067
Effects'of ultrasonic transducer-manipulations on
optical component depth and component •interface
amplitudes, of primate eye
[ADr 738587-] • . •• • • .. , P0472 H72-;28p72
ElectroretinoqraRhic evaluation of Bunsen-Roscoe
law for hnnan eye at high energy levels
.- CAD-738803]. pOH73 872-28075
Dynamic .visual acuity in motion>perception- - •
fAD-701528]. " . .... .. i "p0533 B72-31115
Spatial sensitivity of visual system . . .,
•; CiD-711325) p0570 H72-33090
Eye-safe levels for operating illuminated imaging
systems in terms of maximum permissible corneal
. irradiance
C1D-714656:) ., , . . . P0573 1172^33121
BTB DISEASES :'.,,', , . . , ,• T
HI ASTIGHATISH , . • . - • . - - . - .
NT CATARACTS
HT GLAOCOBA . ,. . , . . •
Optic disk drusen and Harcns Gnnn pupillary. •
• - phenomenon relation to visual field defects,
.discussing need.for-calibrated perimetry and _ .
binocular field testing • • , ' ^
tAD-737860]: p016» A72-20190
keratoconns /noninflammatory, conic protrusion of :
cornea/ diagnosis and rehabilitation ..in OSAF -.
flying personnel ,., ', ,
- . . : ' ' ' P0299 A72-28331
Color discrimination threshold determination for
spectral sensitivity, in subjects with congenital
. color vision disorders
, - - • ., , P032U .A72-28763
Sight impairment-caused flight personnel
disqualification analysis, establishing eye
• disease structure, sight damage preconditions
and ophthalmological practice.inadegnacies ••
. • ., . . ., p03HO A72-30748
. Pupil reflex loss /pnpillotonia/ diagnosis in
pilots, testing sensitivity to methacholine.
chloride •••'
TADT71I4368] •-. ' .,, • : . p031« A72-31096
Keratoconus incidence in DSAF flying personnel,
• -discussing .diagnosis, etiology and therapy
i .. . ip0558 A72-«5663
Therapeutic irradiation effects on visual
• perception times in humans with optical nerve
• diseases. • • • .
. , , . . . ! • ' .. .. p0133 H72-15041
Disturbance or absence of light invoked potentials
in electroretinogram and electroencephalogram in
diseases of-the human-vis,nal system ,
• : ..- . r i . ,- P0134 [872-150117
Ophthalmoscopic photograph of eye structure using ' .
polarized light and diagnostic applications
.; i ; • P0136 H72-15061
nicrowave radiation effects in cataract development
fAD-7309221 , P0199 H72-170»3
EIE DOSIBAICE . . . .
 :
Interhemispheric effects on choice reaction times
to single and multiple letter displays,
analyzing cerebral dominance.and visual
 :,
information transmission-compared with verbal
response ,
i. . • •- . , p0279 A72-27075
Quantitative decision criteria for identification
of visual evoked responses obtained during
binocular rivalry. , ,
: . . - POU23 A72-36312
Bering's law of egual innervation^and the position
of the binoculus.
i ;!- pO»51 A72-.37828
Apparent movement and change in perceived location
of a stimnlns produced by a change in
accommodative vergence.- . - <• • .- •. • . •
: • " - - . ' . ' . pOSOO A72r»1024
EIE EZAHIIATIOHS . . . . •
.Camera slit lamp apparatus design for anterior eye
diagnosis in-two dimensional-and stereoscopic i .
photography and ophthalmic application -
P0059 A72-1U725
Retina; visual acuity testing by zero and first-r
order moire fringes, using.square-wave amplitude i
gratings ' - . • . . . -
... - .: . . - • . - , ' P0288 A72-27953
Landolt ring radioactive plague night .vision
. tester comparison with electroretinography.and
Goldmann-Ieekers dark adaptoietry apparatus from,
special tests of night blind patients • -,
. • -p0299 A72r28332
Considerations in the design of an automatic
visual field tester. . . •
:p0929.A72-37013
.^Visual Field Analyzer presentation of single and
multiple stimuli for differential threshold
levels investigation, discussing eccentricity,
spatial orientation, and snpraliminal.stimuli .
effects'
, . . : p0451 A72-37831
Ophthalmoscopic, photocalibronetric,and
ophthaliodynamometric examinations of .test
subjects visual acuity daring bed rest in
hypokinetic-antiorthostatic position
-, . • p05«3. A72-13916
Information, aspects in visual perimetry, obtaining
memory requirement for control computer in .
automated perimetry . • • - -»
p05»7 A72-1U378
Optical vision testing unit for. testing eyes and.-
visual system-of human subject
[HASA-CASE-HSC-13601-1] . pOOIS H72-11088
Automated visual-sensitivity tester .for
determining visual field sensitivity and blind,
spot size
f HASArCASE-ARC-10329-1.] D0317 H72-21079
Opthalmoloqic examinations for determining retina
damage caused by helium-neon laser boresights
. [AD-738629] pO«39 B72-27087
ETE HOVBBEHTS ; . ,
Position constancy and motion perception tests of
head movement feedback calibration of perceived
direction of optical motions
p0009 A72-10719
Human centrifuge, tests for gravitoinertial force
effect on ocular counterrolling in-normal and
deaf subjects - > ;
p0022 A72-119S6
Bead mounted monkey eye orientation measuring
system for performance of brightness -
discrimination tasks
P0050 A72-13073 i.
lateral geniculate body neurons activity during
nystagmic eye movements in cats after vestibnlar
stimulation related to visuo-motor .mechanisms
counteracting illusory shifts
• P0053 A72-13623
Eye movement control device for
electronystagmography, describing construction,
line drawing1 and basic circuits . -
; i . - pOOS5-:A72-1372«
Alcohol ingestion effects on tracking performance
during angular acceleration, observing nystagmic
eye movements and eye-hand coordination
P0056 .A72-11174
Human vestibulo-ocnlar responses to oscillatory
rotational stimulation during .various sleep and
arousal stages,.discussing Sngie-Johes reflex .
system mathematical,model . . - •
.p0072 A72-15219
Blink- reflexes in man during sleep and
wakefnlness, discussing electromyographically
recorded orbicularis ocnli -mono- .and ;•
polysynaptic responses to electrical stimuli
; ;.P0072 A72-15250
Saccadic eye movements significance for let
pilots, noting saccade rate.diurnal fluctuations
and alcohol and trangniiizer negative effects
-, , . . , p0095 A72-15800
Involuntary eye movements effects on visual
images, emphasizing drift and tremor effects on
spatial fregnency distortion
• _ • • - . • • • P0102 A72r1667«
Bead.movement adaptation to horizontal ,<and
vertical field displacements, discussing eye , •
movement direction learning
•P0104 A72-17410
Borizontal and vertical eye motions temporal,
relations in tracking light spot, discussing
saccadic system orthogonal {interaction mechanism
•-.i •-•'• .- • • ' P0105 A72-H7601
Suppression of visual evoked responses to low
intensity light flashes and shifting stripe •' •
t patterns during saccadic eye movements
A-159
EIE PBOTBCTIOH SUBJECT IBDBI
P0149 A72-1902S
Extraretinal inflov eye position information
awareness fron experimental load application to
eyes in total darkness
P0149 472-19026
Dynamic visual acoity and eye novement data for
moving targets, deriving retinal target imaqe
position and velocity errors daring ocular pursuit
p0149 472-19030
Afterimage apparent notion preceding smooth eye
movement association vith target tracking,
noting unequal impairment occurrence over entire
visual field
P0150 A72-19034
Computer graphics systen simulation of saccadic
eye movement made for time optimal control
behavior study, incorporating eye onscle
characteristics
P0152 A72-19309
Human binocular visual system fusional information
processing, evaluating compensatory eye
movements role in overcoming retinal image
disparity
P0153 472-19314
Field and intracellular potentials in cat
trochlear nucleus following vestibular nerve and
nuclei stimulation for synaptic organization
study of vestibulo-ocular reflex
P0167 A72-20501
Stochastic model for eye movements during fixation
on stationary target
P0228 A72-23795
Stimulus complexity effect on amplitude of human
cyclofnsional response, evaluating relative
roles of compensatory eye movements and central
responses
P0236 A72-2S180
Image visual recognition daring voluntary saccadic
eye movements, noting stimuli visible luminance
change effect
P0280 472-27310
Computer analysis of helicopter pilots eye
movement patterns dependence on visual task
.skill and performance time
P0281 A72-27475
Haman electrophysiological changes during
perceptual isolation from EEG, EHG, vertical eye
movements and electrodermal measurements
p0283 A72-27484
Nystagmus eye movements relationship to ocnlogyral
illusion from test involving vestibnlar
stimulation and visual stimuli velocity estimates
P0296 472-28304
Foveal and nonfoveal afterimages effects on
saccadic behavior of eye movement
P0333 A72-29971
Eye movements and dynamic visual acuity as
function of tracking, velocity, analyzing pursuit
and saccadic component by electroocnlography '
P0334 A72-30043
Voluntary saccade length dependence on visual
field nontarget stimuli number, locus and
distance from target
p0341 472-30966
Voluntary eye movement and convergence effects on
relation between binocularly perceived and
physical distance ratios
p0377 472-33617
The effect of target contrast variation on dynamic
visual acuity and eye movements.
P0411 472-31876
Eye movement pattern monitoring to investigate
retinal afterimage role in release of pursuit
movements
P0112 A72-34886
Russian book - Eye movements as the basis of
spatial vision and as a model of behavior
pOll'e A72-35159
BEH period functional maintenance of coordinated
eye movement facilitation and binocular depth
perception accuracy following sleep
P0418 A72-35462
Optokinetic thresholds in the normal monkey.
. p0426 A72-36610
Vergence eye movements to pairs of disparity,
stimuli vith shape selection cues.
P0426 472-36612
Personality correlates of lateral eye movement and
handedness.
P0427 472-36905
Bering*s lav of. equal innervation and the position
of the binoculus.
P0451 472-37828
Parallel swinu vith affixed luminous disks test
for induced vestibnlar stimulation effects on
moon illusion, noting eye movement factors
P0457 472-38900
Fixation eye movements and the processing of
< visual information.
P0196 472-10710
Parametric adjustment to a shifting target
alternating vith saccades to a stationary
reference point.
* P0501 472-11250
Bole of eye movements in the perception of
apparent motion.
P0542 472-43804
Involuntary eye movements during the performance
of mental tasks
P0546 472-44077
Conjugate and disjunctive optokinetic eye
movements in the rabbit, evoked by rotatory and
translatory motion.
P0547 472-44213
Visual sensitivity measurement in retinal' areas
vith stepvise change from one. monochromatic
light to another, discussing eye -movements
effects and perception thresholds
. p0548 472-44385
Eye movements evoked bv collicnlar stimulation in
the alert monkey.
P0551 472-44906
Perception smear suppression during saccadic eye
movements in terms of metacontrast determined by
post-saccadic accumulated luminance relation to
stimali masking
P05S6 472-45377
Besearch projects to determine visual perception
capability and factors vhich affect visual
perception efficiency
fAD-731747] , p0206 B72-17088
Determination of relationship betveen frequency of
small eye movements and vernier acuity in human
subjects
CPB-202995J i p0243 H72-18091
Haval research on laser caused visual acuity
decrement in monkeys and ocular injury in humans
P0432 H72-26056
Otolith organ response of normal vision'people and
persons vith severe bilateral labyrinthine
function loss exposed to prolonged tilt
CH4S4-CB-127034] . . P0433 H72-26058
Perception of real motion by human eye
CICBL-BB-70-71 • p0534 H72-31119
Effect of maneuvers and flight conditions on
helicopter pilot eye movements
[4D-742276] ' ' p0565 1172-32130
Effect of schedule control and sleep deprivation
on human eye movement behavior
[40-741397] P0566 H72-32134
ETE PBOTBCTIOH •
Industrial safety rules recommendations for lasers
based on radiation biological effects and eye
optical and physiological properties
p0284 472-27615
Visual acuity restoration improvement after flash
blindness by monocular shielding and ingestion
of vitamin complexes containing ATP vith
pyridoxal, considering tvilight vision.:.
P0506 472-41748
Eye protection against laser visible and near IB
radiation, using explosive mirror assembly
t4D-731780] P0195 B72-16055
Ocular laser protective filter vith narrovba'nd
absorption, luminous transmission, and optical
density of 3.5
[4D-735799] . p0317 H72-21083
EYEPIECES . .
Oculomotor accommodation and convergence as
. distance perception cues, shoving size
perception change relation to glasses adaptation
P0105 472-17411
Oculomotor cue-based distance perception,
discussing glasses adaptation-caused
accommodation and convergence changes in
stereoscopic depth perception
p0105 472-17414
A-160
SOBJECT IBDBI FEED SISTEHS
P-a AIBCBAFT
Pilot and back-seat man physiological responses
during hiqh-q aerial combat maneuvers in F-1E
aircraft, discussing ECG, respiratory rate and
minute volume
P0298 A72-28317
P-10» AIBCBAFT
Human, technical and environmental factors in
accidents of naval p-101 squadron, considering
temporal distribution of accidents and pilot
physical condition
P0286 A72-27820
P-111 AIBCBAFT
Ambient noise measurement and speech reception
levels associated with F-111 'A flight
preparation area to find noise attenuation
features of ear protection devices
fAD-7«Q828] • ' p0569 H72-33085
FAB (PBOGBABBIBG LA86DAGB)
0 FOBTBAH
FABBICATIOH
Fabrication of root cord restrained fabric snit
sections from sheets of' fabric
fHASA-CASE-HSC-12398) ' ' p0308 B72-20098
FABBICS
Heat transfer through fabrics by convection,
conduction,' radiation and vaporization* related
to skin temperature and thermal injury
p005» A72-13700
Fabrication of root cord restrained fabric suit
sections from sheets of fabric
rHASA-CASZ-BSC-12398J p0308 S72-20098
FABBT-PBBOT IASEBS
0 LASEBS
PACE (AHAIOHI)
HT CHIH
HT HOSE (AHATOHI)
Post-synaptic potentials of motor neurons of the
facial nerve nucleus evoked by afferent and ' '
corticofngal pulse stimulation
P05H6 A72-lt«091
FACIOB ABA1ISIS
Factor analysis of frontal and occipital brain
regions EEG indices interzonal variability,
relating autocorrelation function parameters to
neuron ensembles force level
P0112 A72-18057
Development of semiautomatic tracking concepts and
' control of complex systems
fAD-730193] P0131 H72-11135
FAILOBE
HI STBOCTDBAl FAlfLDBE
HT SISTEH FAILUBES '
Biodynamics of load deflection and failure
mechanisms in Bhesus monkey knee joints during
anterior loading
fAD-7404521 P0526 872-30095
PAIBCHIID HILITABI AIBCBAFT
0 HILIIABT AIBCBAFT '
FABB CHOPS
HT FBOITS
FATI6DE (BIOLOGY)
BT FLIGHT PATIGOE
BT HOSCU1AB FATIGDE
Environmental noise induced human fatigue,
considering -physiological and psychological
effects
P0001 A72-10050
Eitracardial chronotropic effects on cardiac
rhythm variations during fatigoe, using
variatidnal pnlsometry and autocorrelation and
spectral analysis
P0030 A72-12513
Fatigue factors in aircrew related to shift
working and technological advances, considering
implications for industry and w'ork-rest cycles
' p023U A72-24988
IB pnpillography for screening narcoleptics and
fatigue prone individuals from driver and pilot
training applicants ••
; ' p0298 A72-28323
Work capacity evaluation from fatigue, biological
rhythm, tissue respiration and oxygen
consumption studies, discussing pharmacological
stimulation effects
P0335 A72-30376
The role of inhibition in the fatigue phenomenon
P0116 A72-35015
Changes of the catecholamine content in the brain
of albino rats under overstrain caused by
running in a'rotating drun
P0153 A72-38031
Bethods of measuring visual fatigue of workers
engaged in tasks involving visual checks
fHIL-LIB-COBH-1598-(5196)] pOO»2 H72-10133
Psychophysiological fatigue effect on human visual
analyzer during microscopic assembling of
semiconductor devices
P0133.H72-150U2
Effects of low altitude high speed flight on
physiological responses, cumulative fatigue, and
decrease in performance capabilities of aircrews
TAD-737827] pOU72 H72-28069
Effects of prolonged wideband noise on functional
condition of human organism
t»ASA-TT-F-1«567] p0560 H72-32088
FAII60B (BATEBIA1S)
Boeing 707 rapid decompression at 25,000 feet,
noting rivet hole fatigue damage
P0020 A72-11715
FITS
Effect of continuous noise and vibration on
carbohydrate, fat, and protein metabolism in
white rats
CHASA-TT-F-1U569] p0560 H72-32090
FATTI ACIDS
Tobacco tissue cultures with Apollo 12 lunar
material, determining endogenous sterols and
fatty acids concentrations by gas chromatography
and mass spectrometry
P0159 A72-19850
Glucose and fatty acid metabolic response during
impending myocardiac infarction in animals
P0162 A72-20175
Dose dependent hyperglycemia and hypolipemia
response to pentobarbital sodium injection in
rats from plasma glucose and fatty acid analysis
p0175 A72-21187
Byocardial infarction stress effect on serum
cortisol, plasma free fatty acid and urinary
catecholamine levels
P0278 A72-26787
Induction of ventricular arrhythmias by elevation
of arterial free fatty acids in experimental
myocardial infarction.
pO»1tt A72-34997
Dietary regulation of fatty acid synthesis in rat
liver and hepatic autotransplants.
pO«53 A72-381U7
Human plasma free fatty acids relation to lactic
acid concentration and maximum aerobic power,
noting carbohydrate availability as exercise
capacity limiter
P0505 A72-41520
•Factors modifying biosynthesis of unsaturated
fatty acids in hepatic endoplasmic reticulnm
fBiSA-TT-F-1«357] pOt70 H72-28056
Regulatory mechanism of acetyl-CoA carboxylase
activity in fatty acid biosynthesis
CBASA-TT-F-1»5«9] POS60 B72-32096
FEAB
Hypothalamic stimulation conditioned negative fear
reflex in cats before/after neocortex isolation
P0159 A72-19859
Group dynamic behavior in simulated panic situation
CAD-7317«1] p0201 H72-17051
FECBS
Beasurement of radionuclide content in feces and
urine of Apollo 12 and 13 astronauts
rBASA-CB-121713] p0087 N72-13055
Determining radiation exposure of astronants by
gamma analyses of neutron activated fecal
samples from Apollo 12 and 13 missions
[HASA-CB-124838] P0087 H72-13083
Determining radiation exposure of astronants by
analysis of urine salts and raw feces in gamma
ray spectrometers
[BBiL-SA-3608] - p0117 H72-11047
Badiochemical technique for determining
radionnclides present in urine and feces of
Apollo 15 astronants
fHASA-CB-127563] pOU68 N72-280UO
FBBD STSTBBS
Pressurized.tank for feeding liquid waste into
processing egnipment
A-161
FEEDBACK SUBJECT IBDEI
fBASA-CASE-LAB-10365-1] pO««1 B72-27102
FEEDBACK ' ')
HT HEGATIVE FEEDBACK • -.
BT SEBSOBY FEEDBACK
Motivation-in vigilance, studying effects of
subject self evaluation and eiperinenter
/knowledge of results/ controlled feedback
P0106 A72-17711
FEEDBACK CIBCDITS
Banan nenromnscular coordination control
optimization, discussing preprogrammed open-loop
control with feedback monitoring loop
P0059 A72-1U705
FEEDBACK COBTEOL
Roman short term thermoregnlation
feedback-feedforvard control mechanism, using
hypothalamic temperature as set point
''. • P0023 A72-12036
. • Hunan operator dynamic characteristics
measurement, using pseudorandom binary signals
and mathematical nodeIs in closed loop control
system
• • • • • • • ' • p0031 A72-12660
Lectures on theory of manual-vehicle control.
P0503 A72-41U18
Some contributions to the theory of linear models
describing the control behaviour of the human
operation.
P0503 A72-1HD19
A method for the development and optimization of •
controller-models for man-machine systems.
• pOSOt A72-«1U20
Development and optimization of a nonlinear
mnltiparameter human operator model.
• • ' : • - • . P0507 A72-419H9
Algorithmic description of the generalized
' •• operational characteristic of a human operator
i . ,-••- . f • '• p0556 A72-U5515
Estimate of the operational efficiency of a human
operator in 'the follov-ap mode of a closed-loop
control system «.i.-
•. ' P0556 A72-H5516
Experimental determination of the distribution
rule for the time of failure-free operator
action in.the'tracking mode /with pursuit/
f . P0557 A72-U5521
Optimal control algorithms for on-line closed loop
blood pressure regulation
f'AD-735900] . P0318 N72-21088
Operating principles of remotely controlled <
, • master-slave manipulators
.• . . : p0571 H72-33103
FEEDFOBBAHD. COBTBOL • .., . . •
Buman short term thermoregulation * • . , .
feedback-feedforward control mechanism, using
hypothalamic temperature as set point
P0023 A72-12036
FEEDIIG (SOPPLTIBG) ' ; • .
Automatic pair feeding device for controlled •
feeding of test animals
.fHASA-:CASE-ABC-10302-1] • p0313 B72-21052
FBBL . • . '. • • .
0 • SEBSOBY FEEDBACK .
PEBALES
' Collator simulation for determining transfer of
training performance in males and females
. ..CAD-730951] . .
 A P0206 H72-17086
Lymphoblastic transformation test for studying
immunity >of pregnant women . •. '•
rBASA-TT-F-1»59il ... p0562 B72-32106
FEBOB , - .-. . .- ' • • - - • . -
Stress distribution analysis of femnral neck,
using three dimensional photoelastic model
. . p001(9 A72-12952
Local and cardiac complications.of selective .
percutaneous transfemoral, coronary •
arteriograpby, noting hemorrhages thromboses,
• embolisms, nyocardial infarction,
bradyarrhytbmia and ventricular fibrillation.
.,;, P0222-A72-23325
FEBHEHTATIOB
Carbohydrate metabolism, glycolytic ferment
activities and leukocyte size.under ionizing
radiation, showing compensatory bone marrow cell
formation with lenkopenia
P0056. A72-1U609
PEBHIOIS . . . .
HI HEOTBOBS
•HI SOLAS PBOTOHS
FETDSBS
Tentorinm cerebelli licrostrnctnre and leaflet's
strength in study of chronic and 'acute hypozi'a
injury to fetus during pregnancy and labor
'P0220 172-23193
Irreversibility mechanism in postpartnm dnct'ns'
arteriosns closure in guinea pigs, studying
vessel cellular changes and smooth' nnscle
response to oxygen pressure'' " • ' - ' - •
. p0287 A72-27826
Intravascular injection and histology studies of
human embryonic and fetal choroidal vascnlatnre
development " '' '
•• • ' ' ' p04»9 A72-37398
FIBEB OPTICS • • • ••'••
Optical image transfer functions characteristics
and modulation in isolated retinas and retinal
receptors, noting similarity to optical fiber
bundles . ' • •
.p01«9 A72-19027
FIBEB STBEB6TH
Contractile and muscle-like fibers and ' ' ' " •' "
autopnlsation systems for polymer engine and
spring action studies' '•' ' " •"• ' ' '
pO«5l| A72-38200
FIBEB6LASS
U GLASS FIBEBS «, . : . !
FIBEBS • . • . • ' . • . • • : - • . ;-' ...
HI GLASS FIBEBS ' ••• "' :
HT-HAIB ' "••'
FIBBILLATIOI .:
Electrode syste* for ventricular defibrillation',
noting current density role and rounded edge
effectiveness • • • - ; • .
P0272 A72-26628
FIBBIH . ' : - • . !
Dietary lipid effect on .platelet' adhesion and •
aggregation^ blood coagulation 'and- fibrinolysis
and relation to atherosclerosis and thrombosis
P0178 A72-21513
Bypocapnic hypoxia effects on blood coagulation
and fibrinolysis
P01152 A72-37880
Effect of flight stress on blood clotting 'in
.fighter pilots ... •
fNASA-TT-F-1««55] •:• . . p0562 B72-32109
FIBBOBLASTS , . '= •
BT COLLAGEBS . - •
. Glycolysis in fibroblasts of rat embryos infected
with.adenoviruses, and oncogenic adenovirns type
12 . . • . . ; • - : .
[BASA-TT-F-1«0611 p0087 S72-13062
FIBBOSIS : • . • . ; . . - . . .s
Lungs fibrosis and cancer caused by asbestos
. , fibers.inhalation, noting environment control
for protection against workers ''health hazards'1
• p0265 A72-2551I8
FIDELITY -' '. '.• '
D -ACCBBACI . - •'• :'• '
FIGHTEB AIBCBAPT
Performance of human model in controlling
attacking fighter aircraft
P0135VH72-26077
Fighter aircraft pilot tolerance to sustained
linear acceleration
CAD-738U78J • ' ' ' p047<! B72-28079
FILIBBIBG
0 FILTHATIOB I ' . •.
PILTBiTIOB , -: I- s • - '
HT SPATIAL FILTEBIBG •
later decontamination by silvered filters that
create silver ion concentrations in solutions
: . P0121 H72-14075
Design principles of hyperfiltration shower
• wastewater reclamation system operating at
elevated'temperature < '
CHASA-CB-112127] pOS31 872-31118
FIBS STBDCTDBE
Fine structure of Psendomonas saccarophila at
early and late log phase of growth,'using
electron microscopy and various culture technignes
.. . ' • • p016« A72-20238
FIBES
• Analysis of vegetable seedlings grown in contact
with Apollo 11 lunar surface fines.
POU20 A72-3S925
FIB6EBS .. '
Choice reaction task times for responses to
signals by middle, little and index fingers
A-162
SUBJECT IIDBX . K.1SB BLIBDBBSS
P0231 172-21985
FIITTB BLEBBBT BBTBOD
Finite element elastic analysis for determining
crack strength of human skull under heavy loads
fAD-73417,6] ' P025S B72-19115
PIBB COITEOL ...
Design characteristics of andervater fire control
systems for training Navy personnel in
naintenance and calibration
riD-733963] p0262 S72-19174
PIBE EXTIBGOISHEBS i
Biomedical effects on air crews-of chemical fire
suppression agent Halon 1301 . •
/bronotrifluoroosthane/ daring simulated
aircraft cabin fires • . - •
i p0297 172-28308
PIBB FIGBTIBG .
Flame resistant materials for aircraft fire
fighter protective clothing from systems
approach tests
p0180 172-21585
PIBEPBOOPIS6 . . .
Plane resistant materials.for aircraft fire
fighter protective clothing fron systems
approach tests
p0180 172-21585
Bioassay tests to evaluate fire resistance and
thermal protection properties of lightweight
fabrics used for flight clothing ••
[1D-732429] p0206 H72-17091
PIEES
Icnte tozicity of brief exposures to HP, BC1, NO2,
and BCN singly and in combination with CO vhich
constitute some products produced in aircraft
fires
tFll-lB-71-41] p0087 B72-13061
Facility design for development and evaluation of
thermal- protective clothing in .reproducible,
aircraft fuel fire environment
CAD-729362] p0129 B72-14124
FISH .
D PISSES
FISBES
HI SCBOOLS (PISB) . .
Fish electroreceptor system morphology, physiology
and evolution, considering electric current
action, peripheral coding activity and central
subsystems
. p0018 172-115*5
Erythropoietic changes in fish and rats-caused by
water regenerated from human urine
• ' P0123 B72-14089
Befractive optics of fish eyes in relation to.lens
position and retina , : '
p0135 H72-15058
Hydrodynamic vake, drag, and vortex formation
behind fish and dolphins
fJPBS-55143] p0240 872-18067
Low hydrodynamic drag of fish and dolphins related
to hvdrodynanic pressure rather than water
velocity changes
P0240 N72-18068
• •• Vortex formation and vortex-induced resistance in
fish vakes . •
p0240 H72-18069
Effects 'of gravity on neurosecretory physiology in
fresh water teleost fish •
CBAS4-CB-125689] p0249 B72-19072
Hathematical models for determining nature of
electrosensing mechanism and its sensitivity in
fish • . . . .
[ID-734027J i p0308 H72-20093
Simulation tests to determine sonic boom effect on
fish, . . ' •
rHlSi-TH-X-621631 • p0382 H72-24065
Bydrodynamic and surface characteristics of fish
. at high velocity
P0389 H72-24123
Ose of sunlight as underwater visual direction
finder by fishes . - . :
P0398 H72-25089
. Effect of chemical stimuli on orientation behavior
of fish
p0398 B72-25090
FISHTAILIgG . •
0 III
PISSIOH P80DDCTS
Space crew radiation dosage calculation from Bars
mission high impulse 'gas core nuclear rocket
engine exhaust pluie fission fragments
p0016 172-11353
Exposure rates from experimentally fractionated
fission products of 0-235
tlD-732375] p0201 B72-17054
PIIHBSS
HI PLIGHT PITBESS
• BT PHYSICAL FITBESS
PITTIB6 ' - •
Flight helmet optimal fitting technique, using
automatic recording audiometer and noise source
for acoustic leakage detection
P0064 172-14873
FIIED-nSG 1IBCB1FT
0 1IBCB1FT COBFIGDB1TIOBS
FLA6BLLATA
Metabolic control of temperature compensation in
circadian rhythm of Euglena gracilis strain
p0157 172-19538
FLAHE IHTBBACTIOB
0 CBEBICAL BE1CTIOBS .
PLABHABILITI
Toxicology and flammability hazards of insecticide
vapor in aircraft cabin environment
• CFS-70-601-1201] P0521 B72-30061
PLABB1BLB G1SES
BT PYEOGBH .
FLAP COHTHOt
D 1IBCBAFT COBTBOL
FLASH
Optimal flash rate and duty cycle for flashing
visual indicators, testing observer ability to
determine indicator state
.p0007 172-10565
Fragmentation and closure in afterimages of bright
flash stimuli
. p0056 172-13938
Human dark adaptometric visual threshold recovery
and electroretinograms in response to double
light flashes, using Fourier analysis of
oscillatory potentials
P0149 172-19024
Flicker and flash threshold experiments,
discussing flicker cut-off frequency and flash
duration relations and visual sensitivity
P0149 172-19028
Occipital electroencephalographic response to
slowly repeated aperiodic light flashes,
discussing alpha wave and rhythmic afteractivity
amplitude changes
P0150 172-19041
Bod-cone interaction in human scotopic vision,
presenting test flash threshold as function of
conditioning flash interval
p0177 172-21460
Iverage evoked potentials correlates of two flash
perceptual discrimination in cats, discussing
parallel changes as function of interflash-
intervals and peripheral level
p0236 172-25178
Light flashes observed by astronauts on exposure
to primary cosmic radiation during translnnar
flights, investigating effect upon retina in man
and animal
P0366 172-31917
PLASB BLIHDHBSS
Flash blindness effects during flight simulation,
investigating recovery time
tlD-742863] . . . p0015 172-11296
Physiological effects of intense anticollisibn
flash light backscatter pulses on instrument
rated pilots
P0296 172-28303
Visual acuity restoration improvement after flash
blindness by monocular shielding and ingestion
of vitamin complexes containing ATP with
pyridoxal, considering twilight vision
P0506 172-41748
The suppression-recovery effect in relation to
stimulus repetition and rapid light adaptation.
P0552 172-44909
Statistical analysis on restoration time of human '
visual acuity after temporary blinding by light
flashes
P0135 872-15056
Restoration time for light sensitivity in human
subjects exposed to light flashes and dark
adaptation
P0135 872-15057
1-163
PUSH LIHCS SUBJECT I8DEI
FLASH LAMPS
Effects of high intensity anticollision light
pulses on physioloqical responses of instrument
rated pilots and non-pilots
[FAA-AH-72-8] P043D B72-26072
FLASH TOBBS
D PLASH LABPS
FLEIIBG
Aircraft ejection sinalation by htnan
thoraco-lnmbar spine flexion dynamic model,
nsing strength of materials theory and shear
effects for carved elastic beam
CASHB PAPEB 71-WA/BHF-7] p0096 A72-159H7
FLICKBE
Darkness enhancement measurement in intermittent
light as function of flicker frequency,
describing experimental assembly
P0106 A72-17605
Light variation threshold amounts for flicker and
flickering pattern detection as function of
variation frequency
P0215 A72-22615
Flicker adaptation, discussing intermittent lights
effect on apparent brightness
P0236 A72-25181
Hue shifts accompany phase induced modulation
enhancement of sinusoidally flickering lights.
pO«26 172-36613
Error search reading tasks to investigate
practical applicability of blinking display
coding techniques, noting reading speed
reduction compared to steady display
P0099 A72-U1018
FLICEBB FIJSIOH FBBQOEUCI
0 CBITICAL FLICKEB FOSIOH
FLIGHT ALTITUDE
Low-altitude flight imposed psychophysiological
stresses due to air turbulence discomfort,
instrument dial vibration and ground-based
navigational objects recognition difficulty
p03»0 A72-30707
FLIGHT CLOTHING -,
Flight helmet optimal fitting technigue, using
automatic recording audiometer and noise source
for acoustic leakage detection
.p006« A72-1H873
Bioassay tests to evaluate fire resistance and
thermal protection properties of lightweight
fabrics used for flight clothing
CAD-732129] . p0206 H72-17091
Flight glove material development for mechanical
performance characteristics similar to leather,
but flameproof and thermally stable
CAD-7370991 p0359 872-23090
FLIGHT COBDITIOBS •
. Effect of maneuvers and flight conditions on
helicopter pilot eye movements
CAD-742276] p0565 B72-32130
FLIGHT COBTBOL
BT AUTOMATIC FLIGHT COBTBOL
Unmanned systems flight testing by test bed
vehicle conversion to man operated mode,
discussing T-33A jet trainer conversion to drone
operation
P0102 A72-1666S
Apollo manned mission real time ground support
computer simulation for BASA flight controller
training to maximize flight crew safety
.:' . p0165 472-20329
Problems arising in the transfer of training from
simulated to real control systems.
P0503 A72-IHH12
Determination of optimal stability augmentation
system for minimizing pilot rating for pitch
tracking task
TAD-7301U31 p0130 B72-1H13H
Scheduling factor analysis for flight controllers
of long duration manned space flight missions
tAD-731765: P0195 B72-16057
Measurements of mnltiloop pilot response.>during
simulated instrument approach
CBASA-CB-2019] . p0385 B72-24087
Contribution of reduced visibility and turbulence
to loss of aircraft control and inadvertent
aircraft maneuvers
P0393 B72-25011
Application of methods of simulation of instrument
flying as means of reducing occurrences of
spatial disorientation in flight
p039« B72-25016
Measurement of maximum isometric forces male
subjects can exert at six locations of hand
operated aircraft controls
CAD-7(I0930] 'p0530 B72-30122
FLIGHT CBBiS
Spacecraft and aircraft crew survival after
emergency landing in adverse environments,
discussing water and food requirements, survival
supplies and medical and first aid eguipment
P0099 A72-16629
Transmeridian flight psychological effects on
aircrews, discussing anxiety, stress, circadian
rhythm disruption and sleep loss effects on
performance deterioration
P0108 A72-17816
Crew members handling of emotionally disturbed
aircraft passengers
p01«7 A72-18836
Sleep pattern relation to duty hours of aircrew
operating worldwide east-west routes
' • p0162 A72-20178
Physiological evaluation of crew piloting
gualities, considering nervous/emotional stress,
ECS, arterial pressure and breathing frequency
recorded on simulator.
P0166 -A72-2037S
Asthmatics evolution and treatments in armed
forces aircrews, noting acetylcholine test
p0176 A72-21270
Byperuricemia, gout and lithiasis among operating
air crews, discussing diagnosis and relation to
arteriosclerosis
p0176 A72-21271
Dazzle glare effects and acuity recuperation among
aircrew, noting civil and military aircraft
accidents during daytime and nighttime flights
P0177 A72-21272
Permanent flight unfitness attributable to air
service, noting orthopedic traumatic sequelae,
cardiovascular illnesses, psychological and
ophthalmological causes
p0177 A72-21273
Custom fit oxygen mask for life support of crew
members
p0179 A72-21567
Aircrews tolerance to cold water and life raft
exposure, discussing prediction model based on
thermal insulation effectiveness, assumed
metabolism and body surface area and mass
CAD-710276] P0227 A72-2373H
fork-rest schedules endocrine and metabolic •
effects on aircrews during 50 hour flight--
missions in C-141 aircraft, nsing urinary test
techniques
CAD-7H0992] • • p0227 A72-23737
Fatigue factors in aircrew related to shift
working and technological advances, considering
implications for industry and work-rest cycles
P0234 472-24988
Bemodynamic criteria for physical fitness in
airmen, discussing age dependent variations in
heart beat, arterial pressure and body temperature
p0278 A72-26987
Flight crew training programs.cost and quality,
emphasizing safety and flight simulator
application
p0278 A72-26998
Life support equipment and pressure suit '
• operational requirements from viewpoint of
flight crews and test pilots
P0283 A72-27516
Pilot selection criterion for replacement air
group /BAG/, nsing scored maneuver item•
correlations for flight crew and pilot training
p0291 A72-28262
Bultivariate algorithms of optimum content and
form for cardiovascular risk assessment in
pilots and air transport.personnel
P0291 A72-28264
Biomedical effects on air crews of chemical fire
suppression agent Balon 1301
/bromotriflnoromethane/ daring simulated
aircraft cabin fires
P0297 472-28308
USAF aircraft accidents/incidents involving
aircrewmen with medical waiver on various
visual, cardiopulmonary and.other chronic
pathological and psychiatric conditions '
1-16«
SOBJECT IHDBI - . FLIGHT FIIHESS
P0297 472-28315
Place of tropical pathology in medical assessment
of aircrew
pfl«52 472-37882
Hemodynamic indices in flight crew personnel
during hypertonic sickness and atherosclerosis
of coronary arteries
P0463 A72-39391
The Hacrnz index and its clinical evaluation in
electrocardiograph? with regard to the selection
and control of air crews
pOSOO 172-11193
Effects of environmental stresses on attack
helicopter crev task performance in NATO theater
[AD-726949] p0041 B72-10122
Performance and acceptance tests of oxygen and
protective masks
tAD-725540] . POOU7 H72-1110I1
Digital automatic data reduction techniques used
for physiologicaltdata obtained in 1000-flight
biomedical study.
fHASA-TB-D-6601] p0086 B72-12059
Development and evaluation of C-130 aircrew
training program based on systems approach
C4D-727055] . p0087 H72-12064
Statistical study of physiological and . '
psychological factors in grounding of Italian
Air Force flight crews - .
• •• . p0124 H72-11091
Clinical causes for permanent grounding of British
• air fleet crews
p0121 1172-14092
Analysis of causes of temporary and permanent
unfitness in Belgian Air Force
. p0124 B72-14093
Grounding of flight crew personnel due to nasal
and aural disorders
p0126 B72-14106
Possible diabetes mellitns in flight crews,
Canadian Air Force
• . - p0126 872-11109
Psychiatric reasons for permanent grounding of
flight crew members in Boyal Air Force
P0127 H72-14110
Threshold values for spatial vision and distance
perception of flight crew
P0135 H72-15052
Statistics on number of OS civil aviation
personnel based on certificates issued to pilots
and nonpilots
rAD-73J5681 p0206 B72-17090
Effects of psychological conditioning on flight
crews and passengers of commercial aircraft
rKASA-TT-F-13951j . , • p0210 F72-18070
Environmental control and life support systems for
• aircraft flight crews •
[AD-732015] p0244-B72-18101
' Median hearing-levels determined for young airmen
entering training for occupations involving
exposure to potentially hazardous noise
fAD-7311311 . p02«7 B72-18123
Design, development, and testing of helmets for
flight crews
p0260 B72-19162
Listening levels preferred by flying personnel
f AD-73I(7781 • ' p0307 N72-20088
Set covering algorithm for extracted snail
matrice's, applied to airline crew scheduling
CTB-320-30041 ' . • p0308 B72-20099
Semi-automatic methods for airlines crew scheduling
CTB-320-30061 . • - , .. p0309 H-72-20100
Anthropometric regnirements for entrance into
naval flight training program • ' •
f40-735101} * ' ' .' >p0315 H72-21067
Handbook on aviation medicine for safe mental and
physical health of aircrew during flight
riGABD-AG-15«] ' ' p0381 B72-24058
Effects of high altitude- and oxygen deficiency on
psychomotor performance of flight crews ' •
fDLB-FB-72-02] p0384 H72-24080
Aeromedical reguirements and examination
techniques for aircrews - conference
CAGABD-CP-95-PT-2] • . ' p039« 872-25048
Baised arterial blood pressure levels in aircrew
members
' • p0395 N72-2505U
Bespiratory gas analyzer for aircrew pulmonary
function measurements >
tBASA-TH-I-683701 p0395 B72-25057
Comparison of water cooled, convective air, and .
. reverse flow system for flight personal
conditioning noting hot environmental condition
simulation
' [ABC-CP-1210] P0486 1172-29092
STAI measurements of simulated stress in ATC and
other aviation personnel
[FAA-AB-72-23] P0529 H72-30117
FLIGHT FATIGUE , . . . - '
Prolonged let flight effect on passenger
interstitial and intracellnlar fluid volumes
from plasma, extracellular and total body water
measurements, noting dehydration and foot swelling
P0109 A72-17866
Psychological principles of active rest daring
long space flights
P0492 A72-40446
FLIGHT FITBESS
Student naval aviator selection by multiple
correlation technigne using noncoqnitive college
and flight background questionnaire to reduce
attrition rate
P0019 A72-11704
Psychological tests of airmen with performance
error histories, considering psychic
characteristics for limited assignment
readjustment
P0054 A72-13723
Pilot in-flight incapacitation probability from
airline reports, career termination studies and
guestionnaire responses •
P0064 A72-14870
Physiological evaluation of crew piloting
qualities, considering nervous/emotional stress,
ECG, arterial pressure and breathing freguency
recorded on simulator
P0166 A72-20375
Flight personnel statistical survey of clinical,
physical and psychic causes of temporary and
permanent flight service unfitness
P0167 A72-20447
Permanent flight unfitness attributable to air
service, noting orthopedic traumatic segnelae,
cardiovascular illnesses, psychological and
ophthalmological causes to
P0177 A72-21273
ECG diagnostics for arrhythmia assessment in
flying personnel flight fitness examination
P0295 A72-28294
• Sight impairment-caused flight personnel
disqualification analysis, establishing eye
disease structure, sight damage preconditions
and ophthalmological practice inadequacies
- • P0340 472^ 30748
Medical factors in air racing accidents,
investigating drug,- fatigae and gastrointestinal '
symptoms effects on pilot reaction to emergency
P0343 472-31089
Active leisure effect on pilot work efficiency,
health maintenance and job longevity
P0453 A72-38148
Professional capabilities activation of flying
personnel, discussing psychological training for
flight fitness
P0489 A72-40172
The prediction of the condition of man during a
• space flight '- ' •
P0508 A72-42067
..General and specific medical causes for grounding
flying personnel - conferences '
i;AGABD-CP-89-.71] . . . -• P0124 H72-14090
Clinical causes for permanent grounding of British
air fleet crews
P0124 B72-1U092
Analysis of causes of temporary and permanent
nnfitness in Belgian Air Force
'- - _- - P0124 B72-14093
Trends and factors related to medical causes for
grounding flyers, based on OSAP. School of
Aerospace-Medicine experience
... . P0124 B72-14095
Medical practice, management, and reasons for
grounding in relation to Air Force flying
personnel - '
P0124 B72-1U096
Clinical causes for permanent grounding of German
"armed forces flying personnel
• ' • P0125 B72-14097
•4-165
FLIGHT HAZABDS SUBJECT IBDEI
Seuropsvchiatric and other causes for permanent
grounding of French Air Force flyinq personnel
P0125 872-1*098
Ten year analysis of medical factors in flyinq and
fliqht training in Greek lir Force
P0125 B72-10099
Cardiac conditions as factor in evaluating fliqht
fitness of Air Force personnel
• p0125 B72-1.U101
Description of routine cardioloqic program to
determine fliqbt fitness for German Air Force
P0125 B72-1Q102
Factors in nedical suspensions of Air Force flyinq
personnel
p0126 H72-1K105
Grounding of fliqht ere* personnel dne to nasal .
and aural disorders
P0126 B72-1»106
Vasal and aural disorders and fliqht fitness in
German arned forces
P0126 H72-19107
Ophthalmoloqical reasons for grounding pilots of
German Air Force
.p0126 B72-1U108
psychiatric reasons for permanent grounding of
fliqht crew members in Boyal Air Force
P0127 S72-11110
psychological factors in pilot qroundinq in German
Air Force
..P0127 H72-1U111
Annotated bibliography on vestibular functions and
aviation safety
TFAA-AH-72-161 p0521 B72-30060
FLIGHT HAZABDS
Effective dose change after repeated radiation
exposures as function of time intervals between
fractions, evaluating space fliqht radiation
hazards . .
rcEBN-71-16] p0025 A72-12059
nedical and physioloqical hazards for SST
passengers and crews, discussing cumulative
cosmic radiation apd high altitude decompression
risks -
P0266 A72-25816
Stapedectomy postoperative complications as flyinq
hazard, discussinq pilot reaction to middle ear
pressure changes . - . . • -
p03<l<l A72-31091
Airline .manaqement and fliqht crew role in
prevention, detection and dealing with airline
pilot incapacitation in flight, noting
physioloqical and psychological factor.recognition
. pOaiO A72-3155S
Analysis of spatial disorientation occurrences
ambnq military' pilots and classification .
according to types of aircraft and nature of
accidents
P0392 B72-25033
FLIGHT IISTBOBEITS . .
NT ATTITODE INDICATORS
HI AOTOBATIC PHOTS
BT HOBIZOH SCABHEBS
A new concept of flight displays compatible with
digital airborne computers.
P0500 A72-«1»26
Bnnan perceptual characteristic data relatinq to
individual electronic fliqht display, desiqn
P0355 B72-22622
pupil diameter variations for measuring mental
process involved in interpreting aircraft
instruments • t. •
fAD-71137271 P0569 B72-33089
FLIGHT PLAIS . .
Automation in planning and execution of fliqhts,
considering navigation, communication, fliqht
instruments monitoring, control/stabilization
and warning .systems
P0216 A72-22780
FLIGHT BECOBDEBS .
nagnetic tape recorded fliqht data analysis by
FOBTBAR program .
• . pOOOU A72-10215
FLIG8T BOLES-
BT IBSTBOBBBT FLIGHT BOLES
BT VISOAL FLIGHT HOLES . , :
FLIGHT SAFETY
Pilot in-.flight incapacitation probability from
airline reports, career termination studies and
questionnaire responses
P0064 A72-1H870
Trangnilizers effect on pilot in-flight
performance, discussing fliqht safety, alcohol
potentiating effect, student pilot stress
reactions and airsickness treatment .
P0113 A72-18158
Hypnotic drug use effect on .pilot performance and
fliqht safety, using glutethimide, flnrazepam
and placebo in double blind study ; .•
p0164.A72-20188
Disorientation in naval aircraft accidents from
psychophysiological and environmental factors,
sugqestinq flight scheduling and traininq
improvements
P0180 A72-2157U
Besnmption of fliqht after retinal surgery
p(W52 A72-37879
Human organism and space fliqht stress endurance
. limits and manned space mission rescue
capabilities requirements, considering cabin
decompression, anoxia, radiation, onboard
illness, etc
P0555 A72-15218
Development of analytical model for determining
probability of successful instrument landing and
assessment of interaction of factors with flight
crew
[BASA-CB-2022J p035« B72-22099
FLIGHT SIBOLATIOB . .
Flash blindness effects during flight simulation,
investigating recovery time
CAD-7U2863] pOOIS A72-11296
Pilot glide slope and localizer tracking
performance during successive in-flight
simulated ILS approaches
p.0291 A72-28260
Pilot pursuit tracking performance under '
acceleration stress, simulating, high performance
aircraft dynamics via human centrifuge equipped
with simulated head-up predictive gnnsiqht
. ' p0298 A72-28320
Time perception distortion level in simulated and
real flight due to task complexity-related pilot
emotional stress
p0337 A72-30392
The airborne visual simulation as an electronic
display.
p0502 A72-i»1it10
Improved qround trainers for flight simulation and
pilot traininq
[AD-727009] p0016 H72-11098
Simulated fliqht tests of waste disposal system
for use on manned spacecraft
. [BASA-CB-115327] p01«1 B72-1S093
Effectiveness of tactile warninq system under .
varyinq gravity loads and fliqht conditions
[AD-732194] . p0195 B72-16060
Selection, traininq, and performance of cosmonauts
during actual and simulated space flight - OSSB
C JPBS-560.30) . p0386 B72-24096
Effects of flight stress on pilots time perception
in simulated and real space fliqht
p0389 B72-2H113
Application of methods .of simulation of instrument
flying as means of reducing occurrences of
spatial disorientation in fliqht
p039* N72-25016
Pilot tracking performance during in-flight
simulated instrument approaches with single ,
engine general aviation aircraft
CFAA-AH-72-9] pOUOU B72-25130
Simulation and training for spacecraft docking
pO<l«6 B72-27882
FLIGHT SIH0IATOBS '
HT COCKPIT.SIBDLATOBS
Aircraft safety enhancement by computer controlled
' fliqht simulator training of air crews,
discussing Boeing 717 program
. . , p01U8 A72-18839
Biqht Carrier Landing Trainer fliqht and carrier
environment simulator for A-7 aircraft pilot
training, discussing performance predictions
from computer data analysis
p0150 A72-19137
Hypoxia effect on aircraft pilot performance
during altitude and fliqht simulation, testing
instrument landing approaches . .
. rABBL-TB-71-97] , p016M A72-20186
A-166
SUBJECT IHDBI P1ISHT THAIHIHG
Fliqht crew training programs cost and quality,
emphasizing safety and flight simulator
application ••• ' '
P0278 A72-26998
Boy United trains DC-10 pilots.
p0452 A72-37898
Studies in pilot training - The anatomy of transfer.
•. • ' • p046« 172-39718
Beasnrements of multiloop pilot response during
simulated instrument approach
.(HASA-CB-20191 • : p0385 H72-24087
Effects of high temperature on-pilot performance
as determined in flight simulator daring
simulated instrument flight r-
' rFAA-AH-72-17] . pO«83 H72-29074
Effectiveness of training transfer by pilot
trainees from ground based simulators to actual
flight • • - . . -
fIC-77-1719771 p0484 N72-29080
Flight simulators as'man machine system applied to
pilot training
[FB-71 P0535 H72-31123
Buman perfprmance in transfer of instrument flight
training with flight simulator
fAD-703155] ' ••'• ' p0536'H72-31132
Ground trainer in :lob sample approach to "' .
predicting pilot performance
[AD-741747] p0567 N72-32142
PLIGHT STRESS •
 :: . : '
Transmeridian flight" psychological effects on
aircrews, discussing anxiety, stress, circadian
rhythm disruption and sleep loss effects on
performance deterioration
' " ' • ' " . " pOIOS A72-17816
Changes in the functional state of analysers in
flying personnel during long flights
' ' pO<!92 A72-40445
'Effect'of combined environmental stresses.during
flight on pilot performance • •' • .
tAD-727041] '• -
 P0038 H72-10104
Effect of flight stress on blood clotting in
fighter'pilots
r'H»SA-TT-P-14'«55] - ' ' p0562 1172-32109
FLIGHT STUBSS (BIOLOGY)
HI SPACE PLIGHT STHESS .
Ground and'flying activity endurance training "
effect on urinary excretion of noradrenaline and
adrenaline
' • p0064 A72-14868
Trangnilizers effect on pilot in-flight
performance, discussing flight safety, alcohol
•potentiating effect; student pilot stress .'
'reactions and airsickness treatment
P0113 A72-18158
iork-rest schedules endocrine and metabolic
effects on aircrews during 50 hour flight '
missions in c-141 aircraft, using urinary test
techniques . ' ' ' ' • '' ' '
. t»D-740?921 p0227 A72-23737
Case report of fighter pilot disorientation
episode during night flying exercise,'suggesting
psychological stress factor ' '
p0267 A72-26019
Flight stress and performance of training'in
general aviation simulator compared with actual
flight . - , . . .
P0291 A72-28261
Anxiety relation to success or failure in naval
flight training'proqra'm » > • < • . • ••.. : '
P0291 A72-28263
• Hathematical expression for pilot' incapacitation
applied to data from high stress/short duration
• • encounters with environmental problems
:
 P0293 A72-28284
Time perception distortion level in simulated and
real flight due to task complexity-related pilot
emotional stress ' • • . . , < • " ' ' '
- • • • • ' - ,p0337 A72-30392
Low-altitude flight imposed psychopbysiological
stresses due to air turbulence discomfort, :
instrument dial'vibration and ground-based
navigational objects recognition difficulty
p0340 A72-30747
Russian book - Theory and practice of aviation
medicine ' • • ' • • • • •
' ' p0450 A72-37447
Professional capabilities'activation of flying
personnel, discussing psychological training for
flight fitness
p0489 A72-40172
Flight acceleration stress effects oh pathogenesis
of 'illusory sensations and metabolic changes in
human body •'
' P0122 H72-14080
Effects of psychological conditioning on flight
crews and passengers of commercial aircraft
CHlSA-TT-F-13951]! p0240 H72-18070
Causes and prevention of flight stress and
evaluation of emotional stability of flying
personnel
CJPBS-55306] P0242 H72-18083
Prolonged space flight effects on auditory-,
visual-, and vibrotactile-analyzers of spacecrews
• ' ' . ' ' P0482 H72-29067
FLIGHT SOEGEOHS
Bole of flight surgeon and physician-pilot in '
' • evaluation and treatment of -let fighter pilots
p0124 H72-14094
Operation of, and medical cases reviewed by. Navy
Special Board of Plight Surgeons
• ' • • • • ' p0125 H72-14100
FLIGHT TESTS
Unmanned systems flight testing by test bed
vehicle conversion to man operated mode,
discussing T-33A jet trainer conversion to drone
operation
P0102 A72-16665
Crew compartment vibration environment in B-S2
aircraft during low altitude, high speed flight
fAD-727023] ' 'p0041 B72-10127
Automated techniques for measuring flight
performance of helicopter trainees'and pilots
[AD-743157] p0536 H72-31136
FLIGHT TB1IIIIG '
111 SPACE FLIGBT TRAIHI1IG
Instrument flying skills retention, discussing
initial training, discrete procedural and
tracking 'responses :
:
 P0007 A72-10564
Student'naval aviator'selection by multiple
correlation technique using noncognitive college
and flight background gnestionnaire to reduce
• attrition rate
•'*-' p0019 A72-11704
Ground and flying activity endurance training
effect on urinary excretion of noradrenaline and
adrenaline
<• '• -p0064 A72-14868
Aircraft safety enhancement by computer controlled
flight simulator training of air crews,
discussing Boeing 747 program• '
P0148 A72-18839
Instructor station design for automated flight'
training systems, considering human factors and
informational reguireaents
p0152 A72-19277
Flight crew training programs cost and quality,
emphasizing safety and flight simnlat'or
application
•p0278 'A72-26998
Factor analysis of grades for successful
performance skill identification during
undergradaate and graduate jet pilot training
P0281 A72-27472
Flight stress and performance of training in
general aviation simulator compared with' actual
flight
' ''- ' ' 'P0291 A72-28261
Anxiety'relation'to success or'failure in naval
flight training program '"
P0291 A72-28263
Pilot landing performance prediction.criteria
'based on day and night carrier qualification
trials and'flight training '
' • - ' •• ' p0343 A72-31084
.ECG .heart rate recording of helicopter instructor
pilots during flight training tasks,
administrative work, automobile driving and'eating
*- ' >.J i ' ' p0344 A72-31097
Effects of instructions on measures of state and
trait anxiety in flight students.
P0409 A72-3446H
Professional capabilities activation of flying
personnel, discussing psychological training for
flight fitness
pO«a9 172-10172
Problems arising in the transfer of training from
simulated to real control systems.
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PLOATI1G SUBJECT IBDEX
p0503 A72-41412
Determination of state and tcait anxiety in
student drop oats fron Baval flight training
program
CAD-727614) p0046 H72-11097
Development and evaluation of C-130 aircrew
training program based on systems approach
[iD-7270551 p0087 B72-12064
Cost analysis of training and aaintaining Army
pilots including costs of injuries and fatalities
CAD-725482] P0087 r72-13086
Operational evaluation of Methods for training
pilot personnel on T-38 aircraft
TAD-728687] p0087 H72-13091
Management procedures to improve training,
quality, career development, and duty assignment
of military pilots
fAD-729760] p0143 H72-15107
Performance of 67 students receiving basic flight
training
fAD-732613] p0246 H72-18115
Hedical elimination of students undergoing primary
flight training
p0394 B72-25049
Human performance in transfer of instrument flight
training vith flight simulator
rAD-7431551 P0536 H72-31132
FLOATI16
Inflatability and flotation of one man life raft
after puncture to main vail
fBASA-CASE-LAB-10241-1] p0317 H72-21076
FIOBA
D PIAHTS (BOTANY)
PLOBIDA
Ocean-oriented industry in Florida and Southern
California
fPB-209281-101 P0536 B72-3113S
FLOTATIOB
Development of materials for providing flotation
capability for personnel (earing body armor
[AD-731000] p0144 H72-15115
FLOB CHABACTSBISTICS
BT P10W DISTRIBOTIOB
BT FLOW VELOCITY
FLOW DIStOBTIOB
Aortic flov disturbances in vivo study by hot-film
anemometer, considering peak flow velocity and
pulse rate effects
P0168 A72-20537
FlOW DISTBIBUTI08
Approximate numerical method for calculating flov
profiles in arteries from local pressure
measurements, taking into account Bavier-Stokes
equations nonlinear terms
fASHB PAPEB 71-BA/BHP-3] p0096 A72-15948
FLOW FIELDS
D PLOW DISTHIBOTIOS
FLOW GEORBTBY
Blood flov mathematical formulation, considering
tissues constitutive egnations, geometrical
configurations, arterial vave propagation, etc
p0111 A72-17959
FLOW BEAS0BEHEBT
Ballistocardiographic measurement of net cranial
' blood inflov during cardiac ejection
P0051 A72-13145
Hyocardial blood flov measurement value in
ischemic heart disease assessment, discussing
Xenon 133 injection into coronary arteries
P0052 A72-13179
lenon 133 method for coronary blood flov
measurement during exercise, noting
unsuitability for patients vith coronary disease
P0052 A72-13180
Xenon 133 myocardial clearance method accuracy and
reliability in determining high and lov left
coronary artery blood flov under different
henodynamic conditions
P0052 A72-13181
Byocardial blood flov measurement by Xe 133
clearance method after direct application of
isotope into subendocardial and snbepicardial
layers of left ventricle
P0052 A72-13182
Coronary blood flov measurement in various
hemodynamic conditions by argon technique,
determining oxygen consumption and coronary
vascular resistance
P0053 A72-13183
Beciprocal temperature changes in dogs during
constant thermodilution for coronary sinus blood
flov measurement
P0113 A72-18197
Bnscle blood flov relation to oxygen consumption .
from measurements during bicycle ergometer.
exercises, using Xe 133 clearance method
P0171 A72-20888
Electromagnetic velocity and flov measurements
techniques application to cardiovascular
patients, discussing utilization problems
P0221 A72-23275
Alternative heating local heat clearance probes
for human muscle blood flov measurement
P0223 472-23442
Ultrasonic Doppler flovmeter for instantaneous
measurement of blood vessel flov velocity by
averaging freguency shift over-received signal
power density spectrum
P0230 A72-24373
Assessment of regional myocardial temperature
changes effect on blood flov measurements by
heated cross-thermocouples in dogs
P0235 A72-25071
Coronary flov determination in experimental
conditions vith the use of radioactive xenon.
p04SO A72-37475
Carotid rete role in brain protection against
extreme elevations of systemic blood pressure,
presenting goat cerebral blood flov measurement
procedure
P0514 A72-42671
FLOW PATTBBBS
D PLOB DISTBIBOTIOB
FLOB BATE
0 F10B VELOCITY
FLOB BEGOLATOBS
Evaluation of flov control and thermal pumping
systems for integrated environmental
control/life support resistojet control system
(BASA-CB-112104] p0477 H72-28101
FLOB BESISTABCB
Bespiratory flov resistance measurements in man,
comparing esophageal catheter, plethysmographic,
forced pressure oscillations and airvay
interrupter methods
P0070 A72-15222
Plethysmographic and laryngoscopic investigation
of glottis opening and airvay resistance
relation to lung volume during panting and
continuous slov expiration
P0270 A72-26611
Byperoxia effect on human airvays resistance
during high pressure oxygen breathing
P0271 A72-26614
FLOB THEORY
Sheet flov theory for pulmonary alveolar blood
flov, discussing blood pressure effects,
membrane tension, blood volume and transit time
distribution
P0277 A72-26702
Hathematical models for flov ejection and aorta
pressures based on displacement
ballistocardiography and time dependent
incompressible flov theories respectively
p0422 A72-36035
FLOB VELOCITY
Aortic flov disturbances in vivo study by hot-film
anemometer, considering peak flov velocity and
pulse rate effects
P0168 A72-20537
Instantaneous and continuous blood flov velocity
measurement by Doppler ultrasonic flovmeter
using transcntaneous and implanted probes
p0278 A72-26778
Undisturbed and active solar photospheric
turbulent velocity determination by comparing
half vidtbs of observed veak Prannhofer line
profiles vith model calculation
P0332 A72-29929
Blood vessel flov velocity measurement vith
ultrasonic Doppler technigne
[TH-71-E-20] p0137 B72-15073
FLOBBETEBS
BT BBEOHETEBS
Ultrasonic Doppler flovmeter for instantaneous
measurement of blood vessel flov velocity by
averaging fregnency shift over received signal
pover density spectrum
A-168
SOBJECT IHDEI FLUNG PEBSOBIBX
P0230 A72-24373
- Instantaneous and continoous blood flov velocity
measurement by Doppler ultrasonic flovmeter
nsinq transcutaneoas and implanted probes
p0278 472-26778
PLOEICE
Particle energies and angular floence
distributions for calculating dose rate
conversions in human radiation exposure
p0208 N72-17655
PIDID BOOIOABIES
HI LIQDID-ViPOE IHTEBFiCES
PLOID DII1BICS
HI GAS DTNABICS
HI BIDBODTHABICS
Biodynamic models for monitoring changes in human
cardiovascular system caused by impact shocks
[AD-740459] P0526 H72-30098
FIDID PILTEBS
HT AIB FILTEBS
later disinfection by Ag coated filters obtained
by silver nitrate reduction with ascorbic acid,
hydrqgninone, formaldehyde and sodium tartrate
activated carbon and ion exchange resin surfaces
p0100 A72-16637
Synthesis and application of redox polymers in
sorptiori'method for purifying water of organic
impurities
P0123 R72-14083
Use of gas and liquid filters to sterilize
spacecraft
CHASA-CB-126035J p0312 H72-21047
water soluble filter for trapping airborne
microorganisms
CNASA-TT-F-144401 p0562 H72-32111
PLOID FLOW
HT AIB PLOW
HT BLOOD FLOW
NT CAPILLABT FLOW
HT CAVITATIOH PLOB
HT CHAHREL PLOW
HT COHVECTIVB FLOW
HT GAS FLOW
HT PIPE PLOi
HT POTENTIAL FLOW
HT BEVEBSED FLOW
HT STOKES FLOW
HT STRATIFIED FLOW
HT UHSTEADT PLOW
Flow of Casson fluid under periodic pressure in
rigid tube, and guasi-steady solutions
applicable to blood flov
[AD-731276] p02«2 H72-18089
Improved hemodialyzer for removing selected
substances from blood by process of dialysis
fHASA-CASE-HOH-107111] p0310 H72-20114
PLOID HBCHAIICS
HT FLUID DTHAHICS
HT GAS DTHAHICS
BT HYDBODYHAHICS
Fluid mechanics of blood pulsatile flov in
microcirculation, considering plasma layer
nature and transcapillary mass transfer
P0160 A72-20087
Cochlea enclosed two dimensional cavity potential
flov model for fluid mechanical theory of hearing
p0230 A72-24295
Fluid mechanics of left ventricle model with
mitral and aortic valves, shoving ring vortex
relation to diastole and closure
p0277 A72-26775
Fluid mechanical model for thorax response to air
blast and impact shock
tAD-7404381 p0524 H72-30084
PLOIDIC CIBCOITS
Performance of flnidic volume-cycled respirator -
breadboard model 4
rAD-736353] p0354 H72-22103
FLOOBESCEWCE
Abiogenic formation and fluorescence spectra of
porphin, chlorin and bacteriochlorin during
chemical evolution, using pyrrhol-fornaldehyde
model
}
- ' p0187 A72-22185
Biological cell sorting by differential
.••'i: fluorescence generated electric signals via
laser beam illuminated liguid stream
P0222 A72-23403
Photon trapping in photosystem II of
photosynthesis - The fluorescence rise curve in
the presence of
3-/3,4-dichlorophenyl/-1,1-dimethylnrea.
p0419 A72-35761
Quantitative determination of fluorescence vithin
the eye without disrupting the integrity of the
eyeball
p0458 472-38941
Effects of pollutants and nutrients on grovth of
several fre'shvater and marine algae
P0360 H72-23971
FLOOBBSCBHT EHISSIOH
D FLOOBESCEBCE
FLOOBIDBS
HT CBLOBIHE FLOOBIDES :
HT OXYGEH FLOOBIDBS
HT SOLFOB FLOOBIDBS
FLOOBIHB
Suit for personnel handling liguid rocket
propellants for protection from chlorine
triflnoride and elemental fluorine
fAD-731556] P0310 H72-20115
FLDOEIHB COHPOOHDS
NT CBLOBIHE FLOOBIDES
NT FLDOBOCABBOHS
HT FLOOBOHYDBOCABBpRS
HT OXTGBH FLBOBIDBS
HT SDLFOB FLOOBIDES
FLOOBIHE OBGANIC COBEOOIDS
HT FLOOBOCABBOBS
HT FLOOBOHTDBOCABBONS
PLOOBO COBPOONDS
NT FLOOBOCABBORS
NT FLUOBOHYDBOCABBONS
PLOOBOCABBOHS
Comparing effects of positive Gy acceleration on
cardiovascular and respiratory functions in dogs
under* normal respiration in air, and vhen
totally immersed in oxygenated flnorocarbon
fHASA-CBr127262] pOH38 H72-27078
PLOOBOHTDBOCiBBOHS
Biomedical effects on air crevs of chemical fire
suppression agent Balon 1301
/bromotrifluoromethane/ during simulated
aircraft cabin fires
p0297 A72-28308
FLOI (BATE)
HT BEAT FLOZ
NT SOLAB PLOI
FLOX DBHSITI
HT COBBEHT DEHSITY
HT ILLOHIRAHCE
HT IBBADIAHCE
HT LOBIRAHCE
HT LOHIHOOS IHTENSITT
BT BADIAHT PLOI DEHSITI
NT SOOHD INTENSITY
FLOIHBTBBS
0 BEASOBIHG IHSTBOHEHTS
FLIIHG PEBSOIHEL
NT AIBCBAFT PILOTS
NT ASTBONAOTS
RT COSBORADTS
HT FLIGHT CBEWS
HT PILOTS (PBBSONNEL)
HT SPACECBEBS
HT TEST PILOTS
CO hemoglobin concentration measurement in blood
of smokers, nonsmokers and deceased crevmembers
of crashed aircraft
P0003 A72-10211
Painting prevention in flying personnel,
discussing constitutional susceptibility, health
irregularities, alcohol, heavy smoking, lack of
sleep, emotions and medical histories
p0054 A72-13722
Psychological tests of airmen vith performance
error histories, considering psychic
characteristics for limited assignment
readjustment
P0054 A72-13723
Isoniazid tuberculosis chemoprophylaxis safety in
aviation personnel, discussing renal function,
serum transaminase activity, hemotology,
electrocardiograms and neurological examinations
P0064 A72-14872
Early diagnostics of cerebral arteriosclerosis in
flying personnel, investigating hypertonia.
A-169
FOCOSIH6 SUBJECT IIDEI
neurocircnlatory dystonia and mvocarditic
cardiosclerosis effects on flight performance
P0113 A72-18198
Aging effect on visual acuity variations relation
to refraction variations in flight deck
personnel, noting eye functional value diminution
P0151 A72-192U4
Flight personnel statistical survey of clinical,
physical and psychic causes of temporary and
permanent flight service anfitness
P0167 A72-200U7
Hyperlipideaia progressive increase among flying
personnel, showing Clofibrate treatment effect
on lowering rate
P0178 472-21545
Brief vestibnlar disorientation test technique for
assessment of potential nonpilot airborne
specialists or naval flight officers
P0290 A72-28256
Statistical survey of barosinnsitis incidence in
D.S. Havy flying personnel during altitude
chamber training, discussing diagnostic methods '•
and clinical management
P0292 A72-28274
Frontal sinus 'hematoma incidence in flying
personnel and scuba divers,• discussing diagnosis
and clinical treatment ' '
*> p0293-A72-28275
'Change in Naval Flight officer operational role
due to modern eguipment design in weapons ''• "'
systems, sensors and navigational aids
' • p029t A72-28291
Serum cholesterol, phospholipid and lipoprotein
, levels relation to atherosclerotic heart disease
occurrence in DSAF personnel
• '; ' ' •' ' P0294 A72-28292
Clofibrate treatment for'atherosclerotic
cardiovascular disease prevention among Sabena
flying personnel
P0295 A72-28293
.ECG diagnostics for arrhythmia assessment in
flying personnel flight fitness examination
P0295 A72-2829U
Heviev of aeromedical records for grounding OSAF
flying personnel during 1956-1970, noting
increased age factor effect
. p0297 A72-28316
Keratoconns /noninflammatory conic protrusion'of
cornea/ diagnosis and rehabilitation in DSAF
flying personnel
' • P0299 A72-28331
Sight impairment-caused flight personnel
disgnalification analysis, establishing eye
disease structure, sight damage preconditions
and ophthalmological practice inadequacies
P0310 A72-30748
Psychological criteria for flying personnel
selection in civil aviation, noting performance
prediction based on maximum likelihood estimates
• • P0311 A72-30816
Low pressure chamber as aerospace medical
diagnostics tool for flying personnel
examinations regarding oxygen deficiency, low
air pressure and air pressure fluctuations
tolerance-
• p03«1 A72-30819
Benal polycystoma - Incidence among flight -personnel
P0152 A72-37877
Description of an easy and simplified test for
electromyographic diagnosis of latent
spasmophilia in flight personnel
P0452 A72-37878
Resumption of flight after retinal surgery
POII52 A72-37879
Systematic detection of myocardial infarction in
the course of medical screening of flight
personnel
pO«52 A72-37881
A model corporate pilot physical program.
p0465 A72-397U6
Professional capabilities activation of flying
personnel, discussing psychological training for
flight fitness
pO<489 A72-40172
Changes in the functional state of analysors'in
flying personnel during long flights
p0492 A72-40445
Flying personnel auditory defects caused by
environmental conditions, discussing aircraft'
noise, vibrations and atmospheric pressure effects
P0498 A72-4092U
Potassium chloride test for electrocardiogram
evaluation in flight personnel medical appraisal
P0506 A72-41707
Hazard rate of recurrence in germinal cell tumors
of the testis.
• p0511 A72-42498
A special vitamin complex for prophylaxis of
' atherosclerosis in aviation personnel
P0516 A72-41153
Hodgkins disease post-surgery recurrence hazard
rate in flying personnel, developing statistical
base for decision regarding return to military
flying duty
P0558 A72-45661
Keratoconus incidence in DSAF flying personnel,
discussing diagnosis, etiology and therapy
p0558 A72-45663
Paranasal sinus barotranma' in military flying
personnel, discussing radiographic diagnostic
methods and hypobaric test procedures for flight
status restoration time determination • '
p0558 A72-45664
Trends an'd factors related to medical causes for
grounding flyers, based on DSAF School of •
Aerospace Medicine experience
• p012* S72-1U095
Hedical- practice, management', and reasons for
grounding in relation to Air Force.flying
personnel
• • p012t H72-1U096
Clinical causes for permanent grounding of German
armed forces flying personnel '
P0125 H72-11097
Renropsychiatric and other causes for permanent
grounding of French Air Force flying personnel
p0125 H72-11098
Cardiac conditions as factor in evaluating flight
fitness of Air Force personnel' " • • ' -
-!'•'•• p0125 H72-14101
. Factors in medical suspensions of 'Air Force flying
personnel
P0126 H72-14105
Psychopathology among French Air Force flying
personnel ' ' •
p0127 B72-14112
Anthropometry of flying personnel in Royal Swedish
4ir Force for application in design of cockpits
and aircraft eguipment
CBAE-LIB-T8AHS-1502J p0252 B72-19097
Development of procedures for exposing aviators to
effects of spatial disorientation in ground'
based simulator -
p039U B72-250U5
Clinical evaluation and medical treatment of
spatial disorientation problems in flying ;
personnel
p0394 S72-25047
One-channel portable tape recording system for
long term ECG recording of flying personnel
P0394 1172-25051
Aptitude for recovery from vertigo in flying
personnel •
p0396 H72-25059
FOCDSIB6 >
HI DEFOCDSIHG '
FOETUSES
0 FETDSES
FOILS.(BiTERlALS)
Optimal choice of scattering foils for electron•
therapy including computation of energy losses
[TBITA-EPP-72-17] p0186 B72-29090
FOOD
Development of facility and technigue for
producing nutritional single cell bacteria from
waste sugarcane bagasse
CHASA-CR-1Z3368] pOOIS H72-11086
Role of nitrogen metabolism in biological
productivity and'marine food chain in temperate'
seas
rco-3826-221 p0306 H72-2008H
FOOD IHTAKB
• Chronic centcifngation effects on rat deep body
temperature by implant biotelemetry, comparing
with body Bass and food consumption changes •- '
p0028 A72-12089
Spacecraft and aircraft crew survival after
emergency landing in adverse environments.
A-170
SUBJECT IIDE1 FBAUBBOFBB IIIBS
discussing .water and food requirements, survival
supplies and medical and first aid equipment
p0099 A72-16629
Pood ration effect on metabolite elimination rate
in humans wearing isolation garment at rest or
perforaing physical labor
p0101 172-16644
••pood deprivation stress effects on urinary
excretion values in unrestrained chimpanzees
p023<l 172-21822
High gravity, cold and starvation space stress
effects on ozidative aetabolisa of
ethylaorphine. aniline and p-nitroanisole in
Bale rat liver
p036H 172-31700
Ryocardial lipid and carbohydrate metabolism in
fasting men during prolonged exercise.
p0408 172-34347
Influence of prolonged starvation on the frequency
of occurrence of decompression-induced pulmonary
hemorrhage.
P0409 172-34545
Influence of thermal, osmotic, and chemical
stimulations on food and water intake
.p0416 172-35016
Effect of fastinq on tolerance to moderate hypoxia.
P0510 172-42487
Spinal cord heating and cooling effects on body
temperature, respiratory and heart rates and
arterial blood pressure, investigating feeding
and drinking behaviors
P0514 172-42672
FOBCB DISTBIBOTIOI
Formulas derived for forces on receptor formation
of vestibular apparatus from mathematical
analysis of natural human head movements,
discussing otoliths and semicircular canals
p0100 172-166U1
FOBB1BB
Forearm skin and muscle blood flow change
measurements during whole body heating, using
plethysmography, isotopic labeling and blood
sampling techniques
p0271 172-26617
Rater filled volume and strain gage
phethysaography for forearm blood flow
measurement during isometric exercise
p0272 172-26622
Human forearm models for aiding diagnostic and
therapeutic monitoring of neuromuscnlar diseases
T1D-740463] P0527 H72-30101
FOBBCISTHG
HI PEBFOBBIHCE PEEDICTIOB
FT PBEDICTIOH 1B1LTSIS TECHHIQOES
HI TECHHOLOGIC1L FOBEC1STIBG
lircraft accident statistical projections fron
human error review, analyzing situational
circumstance limitations
P0343 172-31086
FOBBCASTS
D FOSEC1STIHG
FOBEIGS POLICY
Ht IBTEBH1TIOHIL COOPEP.1TIOH
FOBB PEBCEPTIOH
0 SPICE PEBCEPTIOH
FOBHllDEBIDB
Interstellar formaldehyde and amioonia aolecnles
effects on prebiological amino acids evolution
P0032 172-12846
Igueons formaldehyde effects on Bacillus snbtilis .
spores, showing sporostasis due to germination
inhibition and sporocide due to temperature,
dependent inactivation
P0377 172-33772.
Kinetics and mechanisis of homogeneously catalyzed
autocatalytic condensation and application to
synthesis of sugar for space flight feeding and
food manufacture
[HASA-CB-126397] p0359 H72-23086
Terminal decontamination of rooms by gaseous
formaldehyde
fSASl-TT-F-14544J p05S9 S72-32087
Formaldehyde gas for sterilizing potting compounds
and spacecraft and mated, surfaces
rHlSl-CB-128368] p0568 H72-33080
F08HATIOBS
Bpper Cambrian trilobites fron Sola Beds, western
Queensland
CBOLL-112] p0384 H72-24079
FOBIB1H ..
Baqnetic tape recorded flight data analysis by
FORTB1H program
. .p0004 A72-10215
FOSSIL 8EIBOBITE CB1TEBS
0 FOSSILS
FOSSILS '
Holecnlar paleontology of fossil organic remnants
in Holluscan shell proteins
P0059 172-14753
Book on origin of life by natural causes covering
physical geology, astronomy, biopoesis and
evolution of life stages, orogenetic cycle,
fossils, and primeval atmosphere •••
00151 172-19185
Constituency and origins of cyclic growth layers
in pelecypod shells
CH1S1-CB-126672] . p0382 H72-24070
Upper Cambrian trilobites frog Gola Beds, western
Queensland
tBOLL-112] . . P0384 H72-24079
FODHDATIOHS
NT PUB FODHD1TIOHS , ' .
FOOBIEB 1H1LTSIS
Human dark adaptoaetric visual threshold recovery
and electroretinograas in response to double ,
light flashes, using Fourier analysis of
oscillatory potentials
P0149 172-19024
PO»BA . . . .
Simultaneous brightness contrast under scotopic
conditions, investigating fovea rod and cone
systems interaction.in subjects with normal .
color vision . ' .
. p0056 172-13937
Foveal luminosity magnitude estimations validity,
measuring relative effects of preadaptation and
contrast . . . • ' , •
P0236 .172-25179
•Foveal and nonfoveal afterimages effects on
saccadic behavior of eye movement
P0333 172-29971
Heat chamber treadmill work-induced thermal stress
effects on reaction time to foveally and
peripherally presented visual stimuli
P0345 172-31154
Foveal light pulse duration effects on reaction
time,> showing stimulus intensity-time reciprocity
P0363 172-31509
Colorimetric photometric matching tests, showing
subject differences in parafoveal spectral
sensitivity indicated by photopic .curve peaks
. p0411 172-34882
Effect of selective adaptation on detection of
simple and compound parafoveal stimuli.
p0426 172-36607
Threshold detection model for foveal viewing by .
human observers using naked eye
p0495 172-40733
. Discrimination sensitivity and black light density
in the mesopic range
P0495 172-40735
The.effect of size, retinal locus, and orientation
on the visibility of a single afterimage.
P0501 172-41253
Photopic and scotopic contributions to the human
visually evoked cortical potential.
P0548 172-44380
Small field tritanopia of central fovea .in terms
of dichromatic area color response mechanism and
adaptation speed
P0549 172-44390
PBACTIOHATIOB
Exposure rates from experimentally fractionated
fission products of 0-235
taD-732375] ' p0201 H72-17054
FBACIDBIJG
Causes of compression fractures and resumption of
duties by Greek pilots after recovery
P0259 S72-19149
FHAGBE8TATIOB
Fragmentation and closure in afterimages of bright
flash stimuli
P0056 172-13938
FBAOHHOFEB LIBES
Undisturbed and active solar photospheric
turbulent velocity determination by conparing
half widths of observed weak Fraunhofer line
profiles with model calculation
1-171
FBEE BHBBGY SUBJECT IBDEI
P0332 172-29929
FBEE EHEBSY
Bien intravascular effect on plasia carbon dioxide
gradients near pulmonary capillary vail,
discussing free energy reqairenents
P0172 A72-20890
FBEE PALI
Heart and respiration rates response to free fall
parachuting, using-PH/PB telemetry . * .'
P0019 A72-11709
Hunan and animal controlled self rotating
naneuyers during free fall, comparing
theoretical notion analysis »ith photographs of
falling cats '
P0059 A72-14709
Exposure to extreme forces through human .
accidental and suicidal free falls
P0256 H72-19125
FBEE BiDIClLS
Free radicals participation in cell membrane
biopotential generation mechanism, comparing
properties of protein molecules with
semiconductors
p0029 A72-12348
Biology and molecular biophysics progress review,
discussing synthetic semibiological systems,
molecular pathology, free radicals and longevity
P0510 A72-42474
Quantitative evaluation of the kinetics of-'
free-radical processes in'animal organs under
hypoxic conditions . 1
P0551 A72-44596
FBEEXE DBTII6
Bice preparation process consisting of cooking,
two freezing-thaving cycles, and then freeze
drying
rHASA-CASB-HSC-13540-1J p0570 H72-33096
FBBBzilG • '•
Freeze etching techniques in electron microscopic
investigations of biological cells molecular
structure
pO«26 472-36829
Freeze-etching method for studying yeast cell
envelope structure
[HASA-TT-F-14308] 'pO»69 H72-28046
FBEOH
Clinical and laboratory examinations of workers
exposed to trichlorotrifluoroethane vapor.for
long range health effects study
P0233 A72-24590
Thermal control design for research applications -'>
module /BAH/ shuttle compatible payload
. carriers, using Freon 21-water system
rASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-31] . p04S9 A72-39146
Effects of inhalation of freon 1.13 on laboratory
animals
rHASA-TH-I-67461] . p0087 H72-13050
FBEQOBBCIES
HT AUDIO FEEQOEHCIES
HT EXTHEHEIT LOB FBEQUEHCIES
MI LOB FBEQDEHCIES
HT HICBCSAVE FBBQUEHCIES •
ST BADIO PBBQDEHCIBS
HT RESONANT FBEQUEHCIES
HT SIEEP FBEQDEHCT
FBEQOEICT ABPLIPIBHS
0 ABPLIFIEBS . • -.
FBEQDEICI BBASOBEBEBT
flethods for measuring the HP oscillation freguency
in ultrasound pulses of egnipment for diagnostic
nltrasonography.
p0449 A72-37399
FBEQDEBCI HODD1ATIOB
BT PDLSE FBEQDEBCI BODULATIOH ,
Parachuting and aerial towing physiological and
force data FH telemetry for biomedical. response
assessment leading to human engineered equipment
improvement.and midair retrieval system
development
p0028 A72-12138
Bespiration rate transmitter with miniature
pressure transducer for measuring pnenmograph
variations in animals over PB-FB telemetry system
P0173 A72-20898
PBEQDEHCI BESPOHSB - ->
Acoustic impedance of body surface at thorax and
at abdomen, showing dependence on fregnency and
body pressure and position
p001» A72-11195
• Bespiratory system fregnency response analysis for
chemical regulation of breathing. using time
domain method and step .functions (
; i . . . . P0024 A72-12040
••Condenser microphones sensitivity and-frequency
response characteristics Beasnrement at normal
and elevated atmospheric'pressures in hyperbaric
chamber 'air and He-air environments
pOI081472-17808
Spatial fregnency specificity of edge continent
color aftereffects - :' ' . " .
•" • • p0237 A72-25182
Aircraft pilot seating protection'from dynamic '
environment by active vibration isolation,•
discussing human fregnency:response
characteristics : '
.P02691A72-26391
Auditory flutter fusion fregnency changes in
humans during prolonged visual deprivation .
P0280 A72-27418
Linear-nonlinear-linear-transition'as a function
of fregnency in the retinal response to light.
;• ; pO«12 A72-34885
Freguency response studies of'human and avian
respiratory regulation. .. ' . ! • • » ; -
P04S4 A72-38229
Calculating the perceived level of light and .sound.
•' ' p0454 A72-38567
FBICTIOH -. ...
' HT FlOf BES1STAHCE '
HT SLIDIHG'FBICTIOH • .
FBICTIOH BEASOBBBBHT .' • '
Frictional performance tests on rubber'compounds
containing additives for use in shoes
fAD-733312) p0207 H72-17092
FBIBSE PiTTEBBS
0 DIFFBACTIOH PATTEBNS
- FB06S . c
Frog Bana temporaria striated muscle tension
response recording during sudden fiber length
alteration, suggesting force generation mechanism
P0001 A72-10017
Glycoqen content and distribution! determination in
frog retina by histochemical analysis with
intravascnlar injection of mixture preventing
decomposition ' • . * - . - . - * •
p0111 A72-17987
Weightlessness effect on fertilized frog egg growth
tEXPT-S003] • .. p0120 H72-HI064
Ionizing radiation effects on. response potentials
-' of isolated frog retina to visual stimuli:
P0134 H72-15049
• Acid phosphatase distribution and functional
differences of neurons in frog retina
P0136 H72-15059
Effect of weightlessness on fertilized eggs of
grass frog, Bana pipiens . '
[EXPf-P-1047] P0303 H72-20060
FBOSEB FOODS
Development and evaluation of freeze dried
vegetables to be used in Apollo food system
[HASA-CB-115429] p0245 H72-1810S
FBDIIS •
Chemical properties of carboxypeptidase C taken
from orange leaves
•tHASA-TT-F-14186] p0253 H72-19100
FOE1 CELLS
HT BEGEHEBATIVE FUEL CELLS
i FDEL CORSDBPTIOI
Digital and analog simulation of deep space •
rendezvous by astronauts using self maneuvering
units and considering human reactions and fuel
consumption
P0087 H72-13084
FUEL COHTABIHATIOB
Fnngicidal potency of antiicing additive for jet
fuel
CAD-735451] p0315 H72-21068
FOEL ECOHOHI
0 FOEL COHSDHPTIOH
FUELS
HT JET EBGIHE FUELS
BT LIQUID SOCKET PBOPZLLABTS
FUBCTIOHAL AHALTSIS
HT BABBOHIC AHALISIS
HT IHTEGBAL EQUATIOHS •
HT VOLTEBBA EQUATIOHS
Binocular eye function characteristics during
isometropic and anisometropic vision
»-172
SOBJECT IHDEI GAHHA BATS
p0136 B72-1506H
Analyzinq manual control -maneuvers of Gemini-10
mission to measure describing function of pilot,
vehicle .and pilot-vehicle combination
[HiSA-TB-D-6803] -p0389 B72-20116
Prolonged space flight effects on'.anditory-,
visual-, and vibrotactile-.analyzers of -spacecrevs
.-. ,.pO»82 872-29067
FOBCTIOgS (BATHEBATTCS)
BT-DISTBIBOTIOH FOBCTIOBS . . - -
BT BOBOTOBE FOBCTIOBS
BT PBOBABILITT DISTBIBOTIOH POBCTIOHS
BT SPACE-TIBE PDBCTIOBS . . - - . , ' •
BT TBABSFBB FDHCTIOBS •:•• •
BT IEIGBTIBG POBCTIOBS
FOBGI . ' • . ' . ' .
BT GIBBEBELLIBS
BT BEOBOSPOBA
NT SPOBES I .
HI TEAST
Classification of two f anqns strains as .- . -:
Aphahoascns znkal or Anixiopsis;Bansen .
rSASA-TT-P-111092] p0239 B72-18065
Examination and identification of microfnngi
growing on various materials in Queensland,
Australia
tTB-233] ,p0350-B72-2207U
Pnngal induced detrimental changes in
human-environmental microflora during 90 day - •
test of advanced regenerative;life support system
fBASA-CB-112018;] • p0563 B72-32115
P01GICIDBS . -
BT CAPPEIBE , • . .. -.- . ;
BT DBIC ACID . -. .
BT XABTHIBES ,
Pnngicidal potency of antiicing additive'for let.
fnel . £
tAD-735151] p0315 B72-21068
G POBC8
0 ACCELERATIOB (PHYSICS)
GAGES . • .
D MEASURING IBSTBOBEBTS
GAIH (AHPLIFICATIOB)
D AHPLIFICATIOB
.GALACTIC RADIATIOB :
Badiation exposure during high altitude flights,
considering normal radiation levels due to
galactic radiation and short term increases due
to solar flares
p0053 A72-13231
Badiation hazards in space.vita respect to-
galactic radiation shielding, solar flare
prediction and conventional terrestrial safety
standards
P0375 A72-33556
Brief survey* of the problems of space radibbiology
and radiation safety in space flights.*
POK17 A72-35376
Badiobiological problems caused by-supersonic
transport /with a survey of the first results
established by tests performed on board the.
Concorde prototype/.
pO«56 A72-38713
Biophysical aspects of primary galactic and solar
cosmic radiation
P0193 H72-16019
Secondary radiation dosage from heavy galactic
cosmic rays . .
[BASA-CB-1255921 .. p02«1 N72-18077
GALL
Boentgenologic studies of the effects of rapid
decompression and hypozia on the gall bladder in.
cats.
pO«55 A72-38705
GALLIOB
BT GAILIOH ISOTOPES
GALLIOB ISOTOPES
Effectiveness of radioisotope scanning of Ga-67
for localization of neoplasms in lymphatic tissues
rOBAO-1131 p0087 .B72-13063
GAITABIC CELLS
0 ELECTBOLITIC CELLS
GALYAHIC SKIS BESPOHSB
Physiological response to affective visual
stimuli, observing signal value change effect on
forehead pulse amplitude and galvanic skin
response
p0011 A72-10854
Spatio-temporal scalp napping localization of
huaan visual evoked responses to full field
light adapted stimulation, comparing to
half-field situation
P0013 A72-11185
Human trace responses generation and storage under
light stimulus reinforcement of sound
conditioning from galvanic skin reactions
observation
, - p0073 A72-15581
Short-time .memory and electrographic effective and
trace processes relationship from visual and
Bolandian cortical regions activity and
Tarkhanov galvanocutaneons reaction
P0111 A72-17993
Galvanic skin response techniques for palmar and
dorsal sveat detection during motion sickness by .
vestibular stimulation^ comparing arousal and
:thermal sveat response;
p0163 A72-20185
Human electrophysiological changes during
perceptual isolation from EEG, EHG, vertical eye
movements and electrodermal measurements
, '• . . . p0283 A72-27i(8i|
• •; Vestibular stimulation •• for determining response
from arousal and thermal sveat areas during
motion sickness
', t.AB-731995] . p0200 1172-17018
GAHE THEOBI .
nethodical aspects of studies of erqatic
differential-game systems
: ; .. P0557 A72-15517
Han in a control circuit during an information
game synthesis
P0557 A72-45520
Aircraft interception avoidance problem solved by
.differential game theory; discussing human
operator- decision making for random pursuit
tracking
. . p0557 A72-15523
Human*behavior in control system and game theory
[JPBS-562771 pO»36 B72-26083
GAHHA EADIATIOB
0 GAHRA BATS
GAHHA BAT BEAHS '
Comparative study of two direct methods of bone
mineral measurement.
pOU10 A72-3II552
GABBA BATS •
Proliferative blood forming tissue activity under
chronic gamma ray irradiation in guinea pigs by
guantitative methods, showing myeloid and
reticnlar disturbances of bone marrow
p0056 A72-1H607
Blue green algae Anacystis nidnlans photorecovery
after Co 60 gamma radiation exposures, using
white and red light
1
 p0073 A72-15516
ATP injection protection against Co 60 or Cs 137
gamma radiation in albino mice, guinea- pigs and
dogs .
P0099 A72-16636
Illumination effect on proton and gamma irradiated
cabbage plant growth, height and foliage,
indicating radiation protective effect for
certain light intensities
. • p0101 A72-16649
Biological damage inflicted to rats by protons, X
rays and gamma rays
p0106 A72-17675
Visual discrimination task-trained .monkeys
performance and physiology after pulsed mixed
gamma-neutron irradiation, noting blood pressure
and respiratory and heart rate changes
P0110 A72-17873
Three year varied dose and acute exposure gamma
irradiation of dogs, noting radiobiological
% effects.from hematological, cytological and
physiological examinations
P0326 A72-29307
Amitetravite /biological protectant/ effect on
natural immunity state of dogs exposed to
chronic gamma irradiation simulating space
flight environment
P0335 A72-30380
Organ cell lysosomes polymorphic properties and
formation by Golgi complex, discussing role in
GAH6LIA SUBJECT IIDEX
neurocyte structure restitution following gamma
irradiation
p0337 A72-30594
Effect of lonar "ground on radiation damage in lice
P0417 A72-35214
• Optinal temperature control for microbial
inactivation by composite environment of heat
and gamma radiation, using quadratic techniqae
•P0423 A72-36313
The nse of a scintillation counter to oeasare
diagnostic x-ray tube kilovoltaqe, radiation
exposure rates.and contamination by low energy
gamma emitters. .
P0430 A72-37197
Influence of Cosmos 368 space flight conditions on
radiation effects in yeasts, hydrogen bacteria
and seeds of.lettuce and pea.
i . ; - ' . p0540 A72-U3390
Physioloqical and henatological effects of chronic
irradiation.
. ' i p0540 A72-43392
Analysis of survival and cause of death statistics
I for -mice under single and daration-of-life gamma
irradiation. • •
- p0541 A72-43394
Natural aqing and radiation-induced life
shortening in Drosophila melanogaster. -
P0555 A72-45279
Gamaa.ray absorption method for .nondestructive
determination of vegetation density
rAD-729319] p0087 -H72-1306B
Determining radiation exposure of astronauts by
analysis of urine salts and rav feces in gamma
ray spectrometers
tBHBL-SA-36081 p0117 H72^14047
Biological effects of gamma rays on germination
and growth processes of lettuce seeds during .
Cosmos-368 artificial satellite flight <
P0202 H72-17062
Effect of space flight factors on spontaneous and
induced mntagenesis of gamna irradiated and - '
nonirradiated lettuce seeds
•• P0202 N72-17063
Research projects to determine biological and
physiological effects of radium gamma rays.
r-SYO-27«6-8] p0205 H72-17083
Effects of gamma ray exposure-on ability of- •* •
monkeys to perform continuous.and * .
discrete-avoidance and fixed-ratio tasks with
visual and auditory cues . . :
P0209 H72-17684
Effects of protons and gamma rays on
carcinoqenesis, mortality, and chemical
protection against radiation in laboratory rats
P0209 H72r17687
Effects of gamma radiation and weightlessness on
cell growth* of Salmonella typhimnrinm or
induction of bacterial prophage
rBIPT-P-1135] P0303 H72-20063
Genetic effects of space flight and gamma
radiation on Neurospora crassa
fBXPT-P-10371 p0304 H72-20064'
Chronic gamma radiation effects on
iBnunobioloqical reactivity in dogs protected by
amitetravite
p0387 H72-24101
Gamma irradiation effects on functional activity
of leukocytes in dogs
P0481 H72-29059
' Effect of gamma ray irradiation on chromosomes in
human blood . • .
rLIB/TEAHS-366] p056U H72-32122
GAIGLI1
,HT HEBVES
BT HEOBOHS
Bainbridge reflex mechanism, showing sinus
ganglion role in tachycardia onset
P0031 A72-12514
Stellate ganglion stimulation and hypoxia effects
on hemodynamics and coronary circulation in
dogs, discnssing myocardial oxygen consumption,
sympathetic nerve, vasoconstrictor effect and
vasodilatory response
, P0097 A72-16153
Synaptic*contacts in vertebrate retinas, reviewing
bipolar terminals, ganglion cells and amacrine
responses from electron microscopy
P0107 A72-17719
Betinal ganglion cell spikes timing in mammalian
retina, using electroretinography and computer
analysis
P0167 A72-17721
Stimulation transmission tracts, synaptic :
mechanisms and tonic a'ctivity of cat sympathetic
ganglia
' ~ '• P0168 A72-20617
Cat retina ganglion cell threshold and latent
responses to separate stimulation of receptive
field center and periphery
•"p0177 A72-21U74
Linear systems theory for mathematical model of
retinal image and ganglion cell excitation,
calculating receptor layer luminance
distributions for several stimulus patterns
i . ' P0362 A72-31367
Bonkey retinal ganglion and lateral genicnla'te
nucleus cell maintained discharge rate
indication of receptive field organization* for
(various light stimulus' intensities' • - •
1
 ' - P0362 A72-31370
' Differential effects of refractive errors' and
receptive field organization of central and
peripheral ganglion cells. ''
• •' J . • I • ' : po451 A72-37826
Threshold excitation, temporal summation, and
impulse response function in the retina of the
cat - Temporal receptive fields of retinal •
' ganglion cells
! p0455 A72-38618
Supraspinal effects in the activity of •
preganglionic sympathetic neurons1 delive'ring
axons to the cervical sympathetic nerve . • I '
i p0494 A72-10599
Changes produced in the nerve structures of the
stellate ganglion by total X-ray 'irradiation
pOS07 472-41925
Cerebral auditory system acoustic information'
processing, discussing ganglia and cochlea
neurophysiological functions in*response to '
afferent stimulations '•
. .p0517 A72-42786
1
 Functional organization of the periphery effect in
retinal ganglion cells. • '
-
s
 p0552 A72-44908
Changes in atriom nerve cells following transverse
acceleration of dogs
P0249 B72-19078
Hagnetic field and transverse acceleration effects
on pharyngeal and esophageal nerve cells of rats
P0219 N72-19079
G1BHESTS
Physiological responses and heat tolerance for
work induced heat stress in men wearing liquid
cooled garments
[BASA-CB-1154201 > ' p02«5 B72-1810K
GAS ASillSIS
Toxicological control and chemical analysis of
outgassing products from nonmetallics in high
temperature oxygen atmosphere, investigating nse
• within IB crew compartment
' P0009 A72-10771
CO contamination of cabin and hazard t'o pilots,
discussing concentrations, avoidance, control
and analysis
P0165 A72-20267
Bespiration function testing device' using
spirographs and gas analyzers • -'
p0221 A72-23256
GAS BASS
Deceleration attenuation effectiveness of 'airbag
restraint systems-compared with seat •
' belt-shoulder harness for aircraft occupants
crash protection
P0370 A72-32605
Safety belts and air bags for highway accident
prevention
P0256 B72-19126
Airbag and seat belt analysis as restraints in
serious injury European car collisions
P0256 H72-19130
GAS COBPOSITIOI
BT CABBOH DIOXIDE COBCEHTBATIOB
Bespiratory perception and behavioral responses of
man and animals to gas composition changes •
[HASA-TT-F-649] p0198 N72-17032
GAS OEISITI
Effects of externally imposed mechanical
a-174
SUBJECT IHDBI GiSEOOS DIFFOSIOI
resistance on breathing dense gas at exercise -,
Hechanics of breathing. • , " "
pOSII A72-42189
GAS DBTBCtOBS
Aviator bre'athinq oxyqen contaminant, detector
using gas chromatography and portable IB analyzer
' " p0290 472-28253
Development of fIneric-electronic systen for
monitoring -concentration of carbon -.dioxide in •
-respiratory gases , • •• .
CAD-7370031 . p0355 H72-22106
GAS DISCHARGE CODITBBS
D COOJHTEBS , i • " , • • • - •
GAS DISSOCIATIOH
Cardiac output,t arterial and mixed-venous O2
saturation, and.blood 02 dissociation.carve in
graving rats adapted to a simulated altitude of
3500 m. ... • . . - . _ - •
... , : ; • p0506 A72T41623
GAS DIBASICS . \ . " •{. ,
Gas dynamics and chemistry, of liqhtningr-produced
. - shock waves /thander/ in postnlated primordial
reducing "atmosphere, noting amino acid production
. . . . , . -. ' , p0424 A72-36413
GAS BICHAIGB ' ,. - , I ••• .
: Acute, short and long term and life long high
• altitude hypoxia exposure, effects on pulmonary ,
gas exchange control and efficiency during •
physical exercise - . - • .
P0011.A72-10818
Digital computer simulation of circulatory and
respiratory systems, -interaction model for oxygen
and carbon- dioxide gas exchange between . , -,-
pulmonary blood and alveolar air .
- . - • „ • ; . . • p0214 A72-22156
Aerobic -work capacity indices of gas exchange .••'
pulse rate,•pulmonary ventilation and acid base
balance ;in- runners, determining maximum oxygen
utilization i , - • • . . ! . : :
: . . . PQ225 A72-23596
Blood,flow,stratification effect on alveolar gas
exchange in liquid filled lungs in dogs from Xe
•133 concentration measurements
.. -. - . ,. P0232 A72-21481
Diurnal 'changes in gas exchange and metabolic rate
under normal and inverted day-night schedule
conditions, studying, human adaptation to shifted
schedule • . -
.- -. . . p0328 A72-29318
Han, chlorella and wheat plantiin life-supporting
. biological system, showing compatibility . .
relative to gas and water exchange
p0365 A72-31826
Pulmonary gas exchange in Andean natives at high
altitude. .„ .
P0125 A72-36570
A. model of fluctuating alveolar gas exchange
during the respiratory cycle. ;
p0125 A72-36571
Influence of intracellalar convection on the •
oxygen release by human erythrocytes.
, p0506 A72-41625
Cardiac output, hemodynamic and gas exchange
variations as functipn of basal metabolisi
during bed rest in hypokinetic recumbent or ••
antiorthostatic position • -.-
P0513 A72-13915
Gas exchange mechanism in lung alveoles and
capillaries, discussing cell metabolism for
oxygen uptake and carbon dioxide formation
p0551 A72-44599
Pathoqenesis of.prolonged hypokinesia and effect
on qas exchange in dogs and rats . _
..,.- • p0075 H72-11990
Exhalation, gas exchange, and carbon dioxide
content in humans daring passive orthostatic tests
p0078 H72-12001
GAS PLOi
NT AIB FLOS
Hethocl and apparatus for analyzing respiratory gas
flow rate and inspiration-expiration frequencies
in real tine
rHASA-CASE-nSC-13136-11 p0310 H72-20113
GAS liSBBS • .
HI CABBOH DIOXIDE LAS ESS
HT BElIOn-HEOH LASEBS •
Bhesus monkey retinal image diameter estimation
daring exposure to Ar and He-Ne laser
irradiation, nsinq microphotometer scans
p0265 A72-25314
GAS HIITDBES
• Bespiration in altered qas environment for
spontaneous breathing and voluntarily maintained
pulmonary ventilation level conditions
. . p0185 A72-22077
Bypoxic and normoxic gas mixture breathing during
intense muscular activity, relating oxygen
' consumption and carbon dioxide elimination
magnitudes and motor performance :
' . P0185 A72-22081
Cardiorespiratory response to breathing dense
sulfur fluoride-oxygen mixture under physical
exercise conditions
•i p0297 A72-28311
Blood oxygenating ability of helium- and
argon-oxygen environments relative to air, using
alveolar gas equation to predict arterial oxygen
pressure : i. \ '
P0424 A72-36438
Effect of composition of qas mixture on growth of
bacteria assimilating gaseous hydrocarbons
. CHASA-TT-F-11109] - p0189 H72-16006
Electrophysiology of rat respiratory muscles
exposed to high pressure atmosphere
tHASA-TT-P-111258] ; p0381 H72-2U063
Aqualung swimmers, using air and normoxic mixtures
• . of argon and helium for breathing
tHASA-TT-F-11260] • p03925H72-25030
Multiple schedule of .reinforcement used to :
determine differential behavioral effects of
breathing air and helium-oxygen at three to ten
atmospheres •
CAD-741691] p0532 H72-31106
GAS PHASES
0 VAPOB PHASES • '
.GAS POCKETS • : |
Dynamics of dissolution of gas bubbles or pockets
• in tissues.
• p0129 A72-37027
GAS PBBSSUBE
Teflon diffusion membrane for in vivo blood and
intramyocardial tissue gas tension measurement
by mass spectroscopy 'without chemically bonded
heparin surface
P0173 A72-20901
Bubble 'growth during decompression and* allowable
gas tension in human body
[D1B-FB-71-48] p0305 S72-20075
GAS TBABSPOBT '•
'•Pulmonary functional inhomogeneities effects on
steady state oxygen and CO diffusing capacity
estimates in qas transfer resistances terms -
p0011 A72-10847
Pulmonary oxygen transport dynamic model
representinq lung qas-side airway and alveolar
regions and blood-side capillary bed
P0325 A72-28996
GASEOUS CAVITATIOI
0 CAVITATIOH FLOi
0 GAS FLOS
GASEOUS DIFFOSIOH
Pulmonary functional inhomogeneities effects on
steady state oxygen and CO diffusing capacity
estimates in gas transfer resistances terms
P0011 A72-10847
Free oxygen content and diffusion coefficient in
adrenalectomized rat skeletal mnscles after
physical strain
P0056 A72-13991
Single breath method for pulmonary diffusing
capacity measurement with respect to total lung
capacity and inspiration tine
pOIOI A72-17174
Bigh altitude acclimatization effects on human
lung diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide at
different oxygen tensions
P0231 A72-24176
Effects of.diffusion impairment on 02 and C02 time
courses in pulmonary capillaries.
P0421 A72-35967
Hypoxic theory for atherosclerosis formation,
notinq blood plasma protein concentration
effects on oxygen diffusion
• ' p0430 A72-37030
Bypoxic.pulmonary steady-state diffusing capacity
for CO and alveolar-arterial O2 pressure
differences in growing rats after adaptation to
a simulated altitude of 3500 m.
A-175
61SEODS FISSIOH BEiCTOBS SUBJECT IHDBI
1)0506 A72-41622
Cardiac hypertrophy, capillary and muscle fiber
density, muscle fiber diameter, capillary radios
. and diffusion distance in the myocardium of
growing rats adapted to a simulated altitude of
3500 B. •
pOSOfr i72-<H62»
Determination of the diffasional capability of
• Innqs by the method 'of delayed respiration
p0551 A72-44598
Oxygen diffusion under conditions of cerebral
hvpoxia
rBAE-LIB-TBAHS-1661] . p0562 H72-32108
GASEOUS FISSIOH.BBiCTOES
Space crev radiation dosage calculation froa gars
oission high impulse gas core nuclear rocket
engine exhaust plane fission fragments
• p0016 A72-11353
GASES
HT ABGOH
NT CABBOH DIOXIDE
NT CABBOH SOBOXIDE
HT GAS BIXTUBES
HT HBLIOH •
HT HtDBOGEB
HT INTEBSTELLAB GAS
HT LIQDEFIED GASES
RT LIQUID OXYGEH
HT HITBOGEN ""
H T OXYGEH . . . .
HT PYBOGER
HT BABE GASES
GASTBOIHTESTIHAL SISTEB
HT IHTESTIHES •• , ,
Parenterally introduced protein hydrolyzates and
aminopeptides influence on hnman pancreas enzyme
secretion activity
P0224 A72-23595
Age-induced long-term memory changes in animals
p0546 A72-44079
Effect of digestive tract'receptor stinolation dn
vestibolar somatic reflex reactions of.rabbits
p0120 H72-14068
Biotelemetry measurement of rhythms in
gastrointestinal system of animals and hnaan
beings
p0193 H72-160K3
Gastric motility in normal people at rest and
during physical exercise
[8ASA-fI-r-1U207] p0305 H72-20074
GADSSIAH IOISE ' '
D BAHOOH BOISE
GBLATI01
Acrylamide polymerization -' Hew method for
determining the oxygen content in blood.
POS56 A72-45376
GEHIII PLIGHTS
Analyzing manual control maneuvers of Gemini-10
mission to measure describing function of pilot,
vehicle and pilot-vehicle combination
tHASA-TH-D-6803) p0389 R72-24116
GEHIII PBOJBCT
Flight summary of biomedical sciences,experiments
in Gemini Program
' rHASA-TH-X-58074J p0118 H72-14053
Badiographic study of, bone demineralization in
Gemini crewmembers
tEIPT-HOOSl P0119 B72-14056
GBHIHI 7 FLIGHT
Hetabolic weightlessness effects on calcium and
nitrogen balance in skeletal and muscular
systems of spacecrev on Gemini 7
rBXPT-80071 . ' P0119 H72-14057
CEHBBAL 1VIATIOH AIBCBAFT
General aviation patient transportation,
investigating military helicopter airlift ' '
performance
P0016 A72-11298
Dynamic deceleration anthropomorphic dummy .tests
of general aviation occupant lap belt/shoulder,
harness restraint systems
CSAE PAPEB 720325] p0266 A72-25588
Flight stress and performance of training in
general aviation simulator compared with actual
flight
p0291 A72-28261
FAA program for revision of aviation aircraft
maximum allowable control forces specifications,
taking into account female pilots capabilities
P0299 A72-28325
General aviation crashworthy personnel restraint
systems, discussing strap take-up devices,
comfort, fit and ease of use
P0324 A72-28726
Intoxicating liguor and the general aviation pilot
in 1971. • '
P0558 A72-45662
Use.of shoulder harness in general aviation
aircraft to prevent or minimize injury during -
crashes
fFAA-AB-72-3] p0317 H72-21077
Performance of fiberglass instrument glare shield
as protection against head injury during general
aviation aircraft accidents ,
TFAA-AB-72-7] p0386 H72-2U095
Pilot tracking performance during in-flight
simulated instrument approaches with single
engine general aviation aircraft •
fFAA-AB-72-9] pOIOI H72-25130
GESBEAL DIHAHCS BILITABT AIBCBAFT •
0 BILITABT AIBCBAFT
GBHETIC CODE
Bolecular evolutional changes in amino acids of
proteins due to autant random fixation,
comparing human and fish hemoglobin chains
P0021 A72-11761
Amino acid code comparisons of polypeptide chains
of globins due to mutations daring vertebrate
evolution from ancestral gene
P0021 A72-1176«
Site binding model of nucleic acid-protein
interactions for chemical evolution and genetic
'code studies . '
P0022 A72-11765
Hucleic acid, protein and cell primordial
seguence, ribosomes and genetic code for 'life
origin, discussing experiments on homopolyamine
acids reaction with mononucleotides
P0061 A72-14775
Genetic code numerical structure association with
logarithmic optimization rule for hierarchy of
structures from molecular biology experiments
P0062 A72-11794
Empirical support for a stochastic model of
evolution.
P05U1 A72-43565
Amino acid substitution correlation with' genetic
code in human, bovine, ovine, porcine and salmon
calcitonins, suggesting mutation occurrence tine
during evolution
P0541 A72-43568
Becently published protein seguences. I.
p0541 A72-43570
inheritance of lactate dehydrogenase and malate
dehydrogenase enzymatic diseases in hnman
erythrocytes
CHASA-TT-F-14016J p0043 H72-11070
GBIETICS
HT GERETIC CODE
HT HUTATIOHS
Betinomotor light/darkness responses phylogenetic
variations, discussing retinal elements
structural and functional development in fishes
and amphibians
p0029 A72-12484
Genetic organization emergence, considering
pretranslational evolution in nontranslational
protein synthesis, nucleic acid evolution and
gene origin
P0183 A72-22010
Evolutionary significance of primary amino acid or
nncleotide base seguences of DBAs within various
phylogenetic groups '
P0279 .A72-27160
Genetic aspects of the blunted chemoreflex
ventilatory response to'hypoxia in high altitude
adaptation.
P0513 A72-42591
Statistical analysis of erythrocyte acid
phosphatase inheritance in French families based
on starch gel electrophoresis of hemolysates
fHASA-TT-F-14015] p0033 H72-10067
Anoxia and genetic strain effects on- ionizing
radiation damage and repair of deoxyribonncleic
acid in Eschericbia coli
CHYO-2804-39] p0082 H72-12028
Enzyme synthesis and genetics
P0087 B72-13952
1-176
SUBJECT HDBI GLOCOSB
Teratogenic and qenetic effects in Drosophila
caased by space environment
CEIPT-P-1159) P0302 H72-20052
Genetic effects of space flight and gamma
radiation on Nenrospora crassa .
[BXPT-P-10371 p0304 N72-20069
eEIITOOBIHABY SYSTBB
HT BLADDBB
HT TESTES
HT DTEBDS
CBOASTBOPBYSICS
0 GEOPHYSICS
SBOCBBHISTBY
BT BIOGEOCHEHISTBI
GEODIHBTBBS
Analysis of precautionary measures for use with
qeodimeter which suits optical beam foond to be
potential ocular hazard
fAD-729345] p0138 1372-15079
GE010GI
HT PBTBOLOGY
HT VOLC6BOLOGY
GEOBAGH8TIC EFFECTS
0 HAGHETIC EFFECTS
GEOBAGIETIC PULSATIONS
Geomagnetic field perturbation biological effects,
studying geoaaqnetic storm field energy levels
and maqnetic flax variables relation to human
sensitivity thresholds
p0289 172-28210
GEOBAGIETIC STOBHS
0 BAGHETIC STOBBS
GEOHAGHBTICALLY TBAPPED PABTICLBS
D BADIATIOH BELTS
GBOBBTBODYHABICS
0 BELiTIVITY
6EOBETBY
NT AHGLES (GEOBETBY)
BT COBVATDBE
HI FLO! GEOHETBY
HT LINES (GEOHETBT)
NT VECTOB AHALYSIS
Visual space geometry and perception experiments,
demonstrating size-distance relations for
various visual cues
P0150 A72-19031
GEOPBYSICS
Book on origin of life by natural causes covering
physical geology, astronomy, biopoesis and
evolution of life stages, orogenetic cycle,
fossils, and primeval atmosphere
p0151 A72-19185
GEOTBOPISB
Gravity effects on plant organ orientation with
respect to force direction from Chara rhizoid
cell statoliths
P0366 A72-31932
6EBDIEH ABC BBATBBS
0 HEATING EQUIPMENT
6EBIATHICS
Hazards of bed rest as therapeutic measure
tNASA-TT-F-1«3(|9] p0563 H72-32116
GEBBICIDES
0 BACTEBICIDES
GEBHIIATIO*
Chromosome aberrations and germination speedup in
Soynz 5 carried oat seeds, noting stimulating
effect by prefligbt ethylenimine treatment
. p0102 A72-16777
Belative biological effectiveness of high X ray
doses given to radish seeds, studying
irradiation rate effect on germination probability
P021H A72-22524
Chromosome aberrations and germination speedup in
. Soynz 5 carried barley seeds, noting stimulating
effect by preflight ethylenimine treatment
pO«17 A72-35280
Physiology of wheat seed germination and seedling
growth during orbital flight
[EXPT-P-10961 p0302 H72-20056
Thermal activation and relative humidity effects
on spore pregermination
(NASA-CB-127S25] pO«38 H72-27077
GIBBBBELLIIS
Gibberellic acid effects on Chlorella alqae growth
rates, using algal suspension optical density as
measuring technique
pOOt9 A72-12975
6LABDS (ASATOBY)
HI AOBEHAL GLARD
HT EHOOCBIBE GLAHDS
HT GOBADS
HT PABCBEAS
HT PABATHYBOID GLAHD
HT PITUITABY GLABD
NT TESTES
HT TBTBOID GLAHD
Byoepithelial mechanism of high frequencies
pulsatile discharge of human sweat glands
p015» 472-19000
GLABE
Dazzle glare effects and acuity recuperation among
aircrew, noting civil and military aircraft
accidents during daytime and nighttime flights
:
 P0177 A72-21272
6L1SS
HT GLASS FIBBBS
GLASS PIBEBS
Performance of fiberglass instrument glare shield
as protection against head injury during general
aviation aircraft accidents
CFAA-AB-72-7] p0386 H72-2«095
6LAOCOBA
Ocular and induced visual effects of systemic and
topical drugs in terms of eye neuroanatomy and
pharmacology, stressing glaucoma therapy
P0511 A72-12199
6LAUBBT COEFFICIEIT
0 AEBODYHAHIC FORCES
GLIDE LAHDIHGS
Pilot glide slope and localizer tracking
performance during successive in-flight
simulated ILS approaches
P0291 A72-28260
GLOBULINS
Thyroglobulin content:and variations in the
proteolytic *activity of the thyroid gland tissue
in animals under hypozic conditions
pO«65 A72-39727
Effects of the space flight environment on man's
immune system. I - Serum proteins and
immunoglobulins.
P0511 A72-12493
Quantitation of serum.proteins on whole
blood-electroimmunodiffusion technigue
applicable to capillary blood.
p0511 A72-"»2<t95
GLOHEBOLOS
Aortic constriction and release effects on kidney
glomernlotubular balance in saline- and
water-loaded dogs, studying sodium reabsorption
changes
P0175 A72-2108*
GLOTTIS
Plethysmographic and laryngoscopic investigation
of glottis opening and airway resistance
relation to lung volume during panting and
continuous slow expiration
P0270 A72-26611
6LOTES
Flight glove material development for mechanical
performance characteristics similar to leather,
but flameproof and thermally stable
fAD-737099] ' , p0359 H72-23090
GLCTCOSB
Short term response of insulin, glucose, growth
hormone and corticosterone to acute vibration
stress in rats
p001» A72-11289
Hypozia, hypercapnia and hyperoxia effects on
active glucose transport in rat small intestines
' P0099 A72-16633
Glucose and fatty acid metabolic response during
impending myocardiac infarction in animals
P0162 A72r20175
Dose dependent hyperglycemia and hypolipemia
response to pentobarbital sodium infection in
rats from plasma glucose and fatty acid analysis
P0175 A72-21187
Heasnrement of nenromnscnlar excitability
variations in course of acute glucidic
nutritional imbalance in pigeons
tHASA-TT-F-ia035] ' p003» H72-1007H
Effects of atmospheric composition on intestinal
glucose metabolism in rats
p0121 H72-1U071
A-177
GL0TAB1TBS SOBJECT IHDEI
Inhibitory effects of glucose on biosynthetic
respiratory adaptation of protoheme by yeast
[HASA-TT-F-14330J P0435 H72-26073
Evolution of endogenous metabolism of Baker*s
yeast (Saccbaromyces cerevisiae) as function of
oxidized exogenous substrate (acetate, etbanol,
or glucose)
CBASA-TT-F-143591 P0470 H72-28055
GLDTABATES -
Acute and chronic hypercapnia'effect on lactate,
pyravate,'alpha-ketoglutarate, glntamate and
phosphocreatine contents of rat brain
P0054 A72-13677
GLOTATBTOIB • . . .
Snccinate and glntatbione as protective agents
aqainst chronic effects of hyperbaric oxygen
toxicity in rats
P0344 A72-31091
GLTCOGBBS ,
Paily prolonged exercises effects on human muscle
glycogen utilization, noting reduced lactate
accumulation and increased free fatty acid levels
P0069 A72-15213
Glycoqen content and distribution determination in
frog retina by bistochemical analysis with
intrayascnlar inlection of mixture preventing
decomposition
P0111 A72-17987
Biochemical analysis of cat brain regions for
qamma-aminobutyric, aspartic and glntamic acids,
glycogen and phosphatidopeptide concentrations • .''
daring paradoxical sleep -deprivation
• P0376 A72-33559
Hnscle metabolism of ATP, CP, qlycoqen and
lactates at rest and daring submaximal and
maxiaal exercise •
. • P0490 A72-40421
Localization and dynamic changes of glycogen in
frog retina adapted to darkness or light. I, II.
P0547 A72-44377
Increased glycogen levels in enbryonic nice livers ,
after transverse acceleration
P0250 1172-19080
GITCOLTSIS• I
Anaerobic glycolysis and specific gravity of red
blood cells in rats exposed to pare oxygen at
600 torr . : .
P0016 A72-11297
Preqlycolitic energy metabolism in biochenical
evolution, concerning anaerobic oxidation of
pyzuvate and acetaldehyde to acetate and ATP
, • P0064 A72-14799
least qlycolytic pathway oscillations relation to
concentration of diphosphopyridine nucleotide
and other metabolites, noting analogy to
behavioral and physiological rhythms
: P0158 A72-19541
Substrate atilization and glycolysis in the heart.
p0412 A72-34977
Basele metabolism daring isometric exercise
performed at constant force.
. ' P0490 A72-40425
Belation between mitochondria and glycolysis
[SASi-TT-P-140341 P0033 B72-10072
Glycolysis in fibroblasts of rat embryos infected
with adenoviruses, and oncoqenic adenovirus type
12
CBASA-TT-F-1U061;] p0087 K72-13062
Lactate-pyruvate and redox state responses of
blood and tissue
 Ein chronic hypercapnia
fAD-734120] P0314 .H72-21057
Glycolytic metabolism effects from responses of
blood lactate-pyruvate and redox state to
chronic exposure to 3 percent C02
rAD-734122] P0314 H72-21059
GOGGLES
Goggle device for measuring visually perceptive
direction'of space
fHASi-CB-1258591 . , P0309 H72-20102
GOBADS
Human sale gonadotropin secretion relation to
: sleep stages, using electrophysiologic
recordings and radioimmunoassay techniques '
; , ' P0103 A72-17128
Changes in the pituitary-thyroid and in the .
pituitary-gonad systems under conditions of
functional loading and of physiological
immobilization.
P0551 A72-44823
GBADIBHTS ' . • - . ; . -
BT PBESSDHE GBAOIBB1S
GBADIOHETEBS
D BAGBETOBBTEBS . ,
6HAFIIBG -..
flistologic analysis of hypoxia exposure effects on
\ mouse skin homograft'reaction due to lymphatic
organ function changes 1 •
' . p0514 A72-42675
GBilHS (FOOD) •
ST BICE • ) ; • • ,
Effect of weightlessness on growth and orientation
of roots and shoots of wheat seedlings •
[BIPT-P-1020J p0302 B72-20055
Physiology of wheat seed germination 'and seedling •
growth during orbital flight . , . ••-
tEIPT-P-1096] p0302 B72-20056
• Biochemical analyses of wheat seedling endosperms
under weightless conditions of Biosatellite 2
fEIPT-P-1138] . P0303.-B72-20058
6BABITB
Ti leaching from granitic rocks by Penicillins,
simplicissimnm, discussing extraterrestrial'life
detection : ' ' \
p0095 A72-15809
6BAPHS (CHABIS) . . ' '
Literature survey and qraphs of hunan ocular, -
absorption in visible spectrum
riZF-1972-8] . • ' p0381 'B72-24061
GBATIHGS • '
. Bearal effects on human visual resolution of
horizontal and vertical gratings resulting from
early abnormal visual inputs due to astigmatism
P0230 A72-24348
GBATIBGS (SPECIEA) . • . ' <
Human visual acuity measured by chromatic sguare
i wave gratings under luminance conditions •
CAD-7349311 • .- .p031S K72-21063
6BAVIBECBPTOBS . ' ' • - •
BT OTOIITH OBGAHS >
Soviet book on gravitation receptor covering
evolution of structural, cytocheaical.,and •
functional organization in invertebrates
/statocyst/ and vertebrates /vestibnlar apparatus/
. p0055,A72-,13850
'Vestibular system functional relationship to
postural reflex mechanism involving labyrinth •
and gravireceptors responses '> • ' • . - • t
P0518 A72-U2788
OFO A orbital flight recording of bullfrog
vestibular gravity sensor nerve fiber pulses 'for
assessing necessity of artificial gravity during
prolonged weightlessness • ' '• .-
- POS40 A72-43391
Bathematical model for acceleration forces acting
on receptor formations in human .vestibular
analyzer during physiological ;head movements
p0122 B72-14079
GBAVITATIOB • ..)...'' . '
BT ABTIFICIAL GBAyiTI ; . : . . i, ...
BT EEDDCED GBAVITI
GBAV1TATIOBAL EFFECTS ;
Hice tolerance to long term accelerations or c .
snpergravities, detailing physiological I -
consequences . ' • . < , i '
. - . . \ p0012 A72-10934
' Buman centrifuge tests for gravitoinertial force
effect on ocular counterrollinq in normal and'•
deaf subjects , . . . .
, • -. p0022 A72-11956
Gravitational biology theory problems, discussing
• • possibility of 'applying relativistic phenomena
to living organisms in inertial or inertialess
systems
P0023-A72-12016
Acceleration force simulation for altered .weight
effect on animal tolerance to restraint, ••;
discussing body mass loss, reduced lymphocyte. .
count and aisorientation ,. * - • .
P0064 A72-14866
Soviet book on gravitational effects on animal . .
evolution covering -land and aqueous conditions
adaptation and weightlessness in space
; P0109 A72r17818
Simulated gravity environment tests of vertical :
jump features, recording work performed, body
center of gravity upward velocity, potential and
kinetic energy changes . ,1
P0282 472-27479
A-178
SUBJECT IBDEI GROSTB "
Ear oximeter design for haman subject blood oxygen
saturation estimation daring increased g-loads >
p0293 A72-28278
Tilt table test for gravitational stress effects
on human pulmonary capillary blood flov
• • . P0294 A72-28286
Thromboelastographic and coagulographic studies of
gravitational effects on blood coagulation in
.< cats under, acceleration stress
p0326 172-29309-
Hypergravity effects on bats spatial orientation,
noting resistance to bead-pelvis and pelvis-head
accelerations • • -
• . p0333 172-30015
Gravity effects on plant organ orientation with
respect to force direction from Chara rhizoid
cell'Statoliths
P0366 472-31932
Effects of contained O-G sinnlation and
hypergravity on eggs of the nenatode,'Ascaris
saao.
[DFVLB-SOHDDH-2251 p0409 472-34547
Vestibolar behavior of fish daring diminished
<j-force and weightlessness.
1 p0410 472-31549
The influence of clinostat rotation on the - i
fertilized amphibian egg. J
P0423 472^ 36435
-Hypothermia and resistance of nice to lethal1 "
exposures to high gravitational forces. '• i» •
• " . . P0511 472-42494
Animal vessel adaptation to gravitational
overloads in head-pelvis direction
... -fPB-200183-Tl . p0044 H72-11080
Snbgravity effects on sea urchin egg fertilization
and development
rEXPT-S002] - • -p0120 B72-14065
'Effects' of gravity on nenrosecretory physiology in
fresh water teleost fish
rHASA-CF-125689] p0249 H72-19072
Horphological effects of gravitational forces on
animal microcirca-latory 'system '
t p0249 H72-19076
Gravitational stress effects on neurons in
automous nervous ganglia of cats
I - . ' ' p0249 .B72-19077
Acceleration, vibration, and subsequent
irradiation effects OD UNA and protein
metabolisms in digestive system organs of rabbits
p0482 H72-29062
GBBiT POtAB C4PS '•
0 POLAR CAPS . I
GBEEBHOOSE EFFECT
Mars biology likelihood from long winter model,
suggesting north polar cap summer remnant
vaporization as atmosphere, liquid water and .
greenhouse effect source • • >.
• p0225 A72-23717
GBI8DHG (BATBBI4L BEHOVAL)
Prototype and production versions of grinder for'
biological assay •
tHASA-CB-123539] p0246 H72-18114»
GBOOBD BASED COBTBOL
NT AIB TB4FPIC COHTBOL • , '.^ • :
Scheduling factor analysis for flight controllers
of long duration manned space flight missions
t'AD-7317651 . . 'p0195 H72-16057
GBODBD CBEBS . i
Ground and flight crews coordinated effort in
Apollo mission operations, noting experts on
groand and spacecrew spot 'lodgment's capability
f.AlAA PAPEB 72-236J p0270 472-26557
GBODBD BESOBABCE ' I
0 BESOHABCE
6BOOID BUI-OP
0 GBOOBD'TESTS •
GBOOID SQOIBBBLS '
BRA content changes in ground sguirrel brain ••
during active and hibernation states '
p0112 A72-18058
GBOOBD SOPPOBT EQOIPBEBT I I .
Lignid and gaseous oxygen accidents involving
space, aircraft, and ground systems
BHASA-TB-X-679531 p0085 S72-12056
GBOOBD TESTS . :
Program for.ground-based "manned tests of
regenerative life support systems =
CHASA-CB-112000J i p008<4 H72-12016
GBOOBD BATEB ' •
Beclaimed surface, ground and sewage water
oxidizability measurement, studying oxidation
kinetics of potassiam bichromate distilled urine
condensate admixtures
p0327 A72-29313
GBOOP BBH1VIOB
0 GBOOP DTH&BICS
6BOOP DTBAHICS
Group composition and n-dominance personality
trait effects on decision and communication task
efficiency in laboratory triads
p0176 A72-21200
Ideas of individual on group members majority
behavior in various situations, noting norm
concept confirmation from psychological tests on
reference groups
P032S A72-28796
Social and emotional crises with respect to
isolation, confinement and group dynamics of
astronaat crews daring long duration space flight
P0371 A72-335M5
Psychic adaptation of man to a long-duration stay
in space
pOSOS -A72-U1988
Group dynamic behavior in simulated panic situation
CAD-731741] p0201 H72-17051
Group dynamics and alternative distribution of
rewards
[AD-7»1176] ' ' • • P0567 B72-321t3
GBOOP VELOCITY . . : • ' '
Conduction velocity groups in cat optic nerve from
antidromic responses recorded in peripheral
retina and area centralis
p0053 A72-13621
Optic nerve aion diameters in central and
peripheral cat retina related to conduction
velocity groups ; ' •
P0053 472-13622
GBOOP 7A CORPOOBDS
0 HALOGEN .COBPOHNDS • ' .
GBOBTB
Chlorella growth rate model, presenting specific
photosynthetic and urea and carbon dioxide .
utilization rates •
• . -, • P0024 472-12038
Gibberellic acid effects on Chlorella algae growth
rates, using algal suspension optical density as
measuring technique i
.-. • . P0049 472-12975
Cardiorespiratory functions in child swimmers and
nonathletes during growth, relating training to
oxygen transport system dimensions
I .. - p0172 A72-20891
Biological similarity theory for numerical
relationships of morphometric and physiometric
' organization in mammals, asing alloaetric growth
eguations and body weight correlations
P0235 472-25098
Light induced alterations in growth pattern of the
avian eye. >
P0411 472-31880
Interrelation of interoceptors and exteroceptors'
• in the process of urination and defecation
reflex .act maturation in ontogeny
P0116 472-35022
Fanctional development of the altitade convulsion
mechanism in mice and rabbits /Research note/.
P0424 472-36415
Cardiac hypertrophy,' capillary and muscle fiber
density, muscle fiber diameter, capillary radios
and diffusion distance in the myocardium of
growing rats adapted to a simulated altitade of
3500 m.
. - P0506 A72-41624
Effect of weightlessness on growth and orientation '
of roots and'shoots of wheat seedlings
[EXPT-P-1020] ' P0302 B72-20055
Effects of gamma radiation and weightlessness on
cell growth of Salmonella typhimnrinm or
induction of bacterial prophage •
fEIPT-P-1135} ' - ' . "P0303 H72-20C33
Constituency and origins-of cyclic.growth layers
in pelecypod shells
[NASA-CB-126672) I '' • P0382 B72-24070
Effects of prolonged hypokinesia on general body
skeletal muscle growth in rats
P0387-B72-24099
4-179
GBOHUH HILITABY A1BCE1PT SUBJECT IBDSX
6BD1H1H HILITARY AIBCBiPT
0 BILITABY AIBCBAFT
GOAIBTHIDIIE
Effect of potassiDB ion injection on gnanetbidine,
bretylinm, and hexamethoninm control of
hypertension in rats
fBASA-TT-F-141271 p0239 H72-18061
GOAHDIHES
HT GOAHETBIDIHE • . •
GOXDAICE (HOTIOB)'
BT BEEBTBI GOIDAHCE '
Visual guidance of locemotion, discussing
expansion information and target drift theories
P0055 A72-13879
GDIDH1CE STABILITY
0 COHTBOL STABILITY
D GOTDAHCE (HOTIOR)
GOTBBA FIGS
Hypoxic and illuminative effects on diurnal rhythm
of erythropoietic mitosis in bone marrow of -
guinea pigs
P0121 B72-14069
Badioprotective effect of ATP in mice* guinea
pigs, and dogs exposed to prolonged gamma
irradiation
p0121 B72-14074
Hagnetic field effect on dysbacteriosis - -
• deyelopuent in guinea pigs and rats ' '
>0123 872-14085
Phosphofrnctokinase activity and adenine
nucleotide levels in blood of guinea pigs-
exposed to 15 percent CO2 in 21 percent O2,/
balance B2 for periods of tine up to one week
rAD-73198»] p0200 H72-17047
Auditory loss and recuperation of guinea pigs
nsing sonic boom H-wave " '
CISl-35/71] p0531 B72-31097
Guinea pig auditory loss and recuperation after
rectangular shock vave exposure
fISL-3/72] P0531 H72-31098
GOSTATOHY PEBCEPTIOH
0 TASTE
GTBHASTICS
0 ErEBCISB (PHYSIOLOGY)
GIBiTIOl
HT BOTATIOH
GTBOPLABES
0 HEIICOPTEBS . .
GYBOS • '••• '
B GT.BOSCOPES u> '
GTSOSCOPES
Human centrifuge tests for seaicircalar canal
gyroscopic stimulation during sensory
deprivation, discussing angular acceleration' ' •
detection thresholds
p0064 A72-14865
GTBOSCOPIC DBIFT • • • '
O'GTBOSCOPES
GTBOSTATS ' " • • -
0 GYBOSCOPES •
H
BBBIT4BILITY
Future spacecraft habitable compartment layout '
from psychophysiological viewpoint, considering
human visual and motor field parameters and crev
members social needs
P0328 A72-29321
Babitability factors in a rotating space station.
pOI>23 A72-36H36
HABITS > ' !
Factors affecting migratory habits;and orientation
of sea turtles
P0398 B72-25091
HABITDiTION (LEABHIHG) , ' - . •l >.
Monotonous auditory stimulation frequency effects
on human orienting reaction habituation* and •
sleep onset
PQ030 A72-12H94
Heat acclimatization, vork habituation-and
exercise effects on body thermoregnlation,
measuring tympanic temperature, sweat rate and
oxygen intake
•P0064 A72-14896
Visual cortex repetitive stimulation effect "on
primary response habituation in young normal
rabbits and adults with septum pellucidum lesion
p0337 A72-30S96
BAIB
Hair radioactivity as measure of exposure to
radioisotopes, nsing both shaved and plucked hair
. P0210 H72-17730
Lead, cadmium, and arsenic concentrations in human
scalp hair and environmental sites in Bontana
P0264 B72-19389
HALIDES '
HT CHLORIDES
BT CBLOBIHE FLUOSIDES
HT BYDBOCHLOBIC ACID
HT OXYGEB FLOOBIDES
HT'POTISSIOB CHLOBIOES
HT SODIOB CHLOBIOES
«T SDLFDB FLDOBIDES
BALL CDBBEBT3 • •
0 EtECTBIC COBBBHT • -' \ '
HALO PABACBOTIHG '
0 PAHACHDTE DESCEHT '
HAL06EI COBPOOIDS , " '
HT BBOBIBB COBPODBDS '
HI CBLOBiTES
BT CHLORIDES
HT CHLOEI8E FLDOBIDES
BT FLDOBOCABBOBS
BT FLOOBOBYDBOCABBOHS
HT BYDBOCHLOBIC ACID ' '
BT OXYGEB FLOOBIDES ' ' '
BT POTASSIDB CHLOBIDES ' . '
BT SODIOH CHLOBIDES
HT SOLFOB FLDOBIDES
Effects of bromotrifluoromethane inhalation and
epinephrine challenge on cardiovascular system
fAD-739699) ' p04»1 H72-27098
HALOGEHS "
HT FLOOBIHE , *
BT IODIHE ISOTOPES
Development and characteristics'of controlled
atmospheres adequate for habitation which will
not support combustion . •'
[AD-7H1808] p0486 H72-29096
HiLOPHILES ' ' . •
Isolation of extremely halophilic ";
carbohydrate-utilizing bacteria, using acid
formation from various sugars as carbohydrate
metabolism index ' '
P0370 A72-32729
HABSTEBS • ' ' '" ' '-
Angiographic study of hamsters in relation to
^ decompression sickness
tAD-728396] ' • P0087 B72-13067
BAID (AHATOBY) • . ' '" '
Eye-hand coordination modifiable parameters under
optical distortion conditions, deriving
quadratic eguation for hand response adaptation •
•
 :
 > ' •'• ' p0022 A72-11897
Hand steadiness during unrestricted linear arm
movements and eye-hand coordination tasks,
showing tremor occurrence in up-down plane
i p0235 A72-25113
Human hand-arm system'vibration characteristics,
describing mechanical impedance measurements for
mathematical modeling
;
 ' p0330 A72-29559
Hand tremor measurement methods, discussing pickup
system selection for given tasks
' . ' • > ' 00505 A72-U1521
Anthropometric data comparing length of relaxed
hand with flat straightened hand
[AD-731183] p014« B72-15116
Three dimensional hand force and biomechanical
models for simulating human hand strength in
zero gravity
CHASA-CB-115744] •• p0485 H72-29084
Hetering gripping force in artificial hand by
operator
•
 3
 ' ' "' ' p0572 H72-33109
BA8DBOOKS '
Human engineering design data for( reduced gravity
conditions for use during development and design
of manned spacecraft - handbook' '
fHASA-CB-1726] p0084 H72-12048
Handbook on aviation medicine for safe mental and
physical health of aircrew during7 flight
t«GABD-AG-1S4} p0381 S72-24058
HARDEDHESS
Personality correlates of lateral eye movement and
handedness. '
P0427 A72-36905
A-180 .
SUBJECT IHDEX BEAD BOVBBEBI
BARDIES
Optimal cylindrical handle size determination by
muscle electromyography, considering gripping
task, routine performance and fatigue test
p0002 A72-.10119
HAID1IB6 ' . " •
0 HATEBIALS HABDLIHG
BABDBBIBG (HATEBIALS) . . • ' , .
SI BITBIDIBG
BABBOBIC ABALTSIS
Generalization of harmonic analysis for detection
of long-period biorhythmicities from short records .
r»D-741211] p0532,B72-3li08
BABBOBIC BOTIOB . •
nonlinear oscillatory system models forv .. ,
representation of reactions of human operators
 ;
to harmonic and random vibrational action . •
[BASA-TT-F-14289] pO«36 B72-26085 '•
HABBOBIC OSCH14TIOH • • • ,
Dynamic response and functional state of-human • .
operator subjected to harmonic and random
vibrational excitations, discussing biodynamic ..
nonlinear oscillatory system model construction
P0115 A72-18728
BABHOBICS " • .
Ill BASHOHIC OSCILLATIOH . .. ... ,
Honograph on perceptual analysis of sound covering
peripheral auditory system functions, subjective .
pitch perception, periodic pulse and > white ^  noise •.
harmonic audibility, masking behavior,, etc. .,.
,P0363 A72-.3151U,
BABBESSES , , •
Dynamic deceleration anthropomorphic dummy tests
of general aviation occupant lap belt/shoulder
harness restraint systems :•:
fSlB PAPER 720325J p0266 172-25568.
Impact tests on anthropomorphic dummies for
protection effectiveness evaluation of lap belt.
Air Force shoulder harness-lap.belt, and
airbag-lap belt restraints
; .rAD-741530] p028,1 .A72-27471
''General aviation crashvorthy personnel restraint- -^.
systems, discussing strap take-up devices,,
comfort, fit and ease of use t
. p0324 A72-28726
Deceleration attenuation effectiveness of airbaq
restraint systems compared with seat
belt-shoulder harness for aircraft occupants
crash protection • - - .
• . .p0370 A72-32605
.Acceleration protection system design, impact
testing of restraint harnesses and ejection seat .,;
cushions, and, implications - . , .
. , ... . . . P0260 B72-19157
Use of shoulder harness in general aviation
aircraft rio.. prevent or minimize injury during
crashes • . s- - •
fFAA-AH-72-3] ' • , p0317 B72-21077
Effectiveness of restraint egnipment in
controlling head impact forces and body
kinematics in enclosed aircraft areas .,,
fFAA-AH-72-61 . . P0317 B72-21078
One hand backpack harness
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10102-1] p0359 H72-23085
Combined .shoulder harness and lap belt .restraint,
system for use in aircraft or automobiles ,
rHASA-CASB-AHC-10519-11 p053<t H72-31117
BAZiBDS , .
HT AIBCBAFT HAZARDS , • .
BT, FLIGHT HAZARDS
BT BADIATIOB BAZABDS
HI TOXIC HAZABDS • . . . . .
Therapeutic electromedical egnipment hazards due
. to electromagnetic interaction, considering
implantation and simulation .of human body • •
p0369 A72-32572
Air sampling process for determining hazards from
radioactive or toxic aerosol inhalation , •
ClA-n21t9-»01-21 .. , . pOOttlt 8/72-.11079
Hazards of bed .rest as therapeutic measure .
CHASA-TT-F-14319]' . j . p0563 B72-32116
HEAD (ABAfOBT) ., . . •
BT CBAHIOB . . ' •
BT IBTBACBABIAL CAVITI . . . . . .
BT OCCIPITAL J.OBES
BT SKOT.L . .
EEG discharges virtual dipolar sources
computation, using mathematical model with
.homogeneous spherical conductive medium to
simulate human head
pOHfl A72-18201
Ear site body temperature measurement relation to
radiant heating of scalp and upper face
p0299 A72-28333
Bater cooled suits efficiency and effectiveness
for heat removal, noting importance of head area
p03»3 A72-31085
Analytical model for nonpenetrating impact caused
head injuries, evaluating protective device
effectiveness via energy absorption
characteristics ,
P0369 A72-32602
Topographical distribution of CBV on human scalp
during analogous sustained and delayed response
tasks
[BASA-TB-X-62097] p01«2 B72-15099
Bead linear and angular accelerations of humans
•during.exposure to abrupt linear.deceleration
during impact
[AD-732290] p0200 B72-170B5
Lethal head injuries to man swimning underwater
caused by detonation of firecracker
P0257 B72-19135
Protective helmets designed to lessen effects of
head injury due to impact in aircraft accidents
p0260 H72-19160
Bodels for head injury prediction and helmets, and
•prediction of optimum helmet performance
; p0260 B72-19161
Factors, standards, and technignes involved in
testing protective headgear
P0261 B72-19163
Effectiveness of restraint equipment in
controlling head impact forces and body
kinematics in enclosed aircraft areas
tFAA-AB-72-61 P0317 B72-21078
Performance of fiberglass instrument glare shield
as protection against head injury during general
aviation aircraft accidents
tFAA-AB-72-7] p0386 N72-24095
Bathematical models for impact studies including
spinal and head injuries
[AD-7U0165] p0527 H72-30103
Effects of external impulsive head loads on human
brain behavior
[AD-7»Ot73] v p0528 B72-30-108
Bechanical impedance model for human and primate
head injury due to linear impacts
tAD-7«0174] p0528 872-30109
Forehead sweating during motion sickness from
vestibular stimulation '
CAD-743075] . p0531 H72-31101
BEAD HOVEBEBT
Position constancy and motion perception tests of
head movement feedback calibration of perceived
direction of optical motions •
P0009 A72-10719
Bnman vestibnlar stability under frontal and
sagittal head tilts in rotating chairs,
discussing notion sickness onset
P0100 A72-166UO
Formulas derived for forces on receptor formation
of vestibnlar apparatus from mathematical
analysis of natural human head movements,
discussing otoliths and semicircular canals
p0100 A72-166U1
Bead movement adaptation to horizontal and
vertical field displacements, discussing eye
movement direction learning
. p0101 A72-17U10
Involuntary head movement and helmet notion
displacements during human centrifuge runs to 6
Gz from photographic recordings
p0291 A72-28288
Bypergravity effects on bats spatial orientation,
noting resistance to head-pelvis and pelvis-head
accelerations
P0333 A72-30015
Experimental motion sickness studies in slow
rotation room simulating rotating spacecraft
conditions, noting relation between subject
susceptibility and number of head motions
P0373 A72-33542
Fixation eye movements and the processing of
visual information.
' . p0196 A72-40740
Target, distance and adaptation in distance
perception in the constancy of visual direction.
A-181
HBiD-OP DISPLAYS SUBJECT IBDBI
P01199 A72-U1022
Visual stimuli distance estimation with head
stationary or moving, discussing perfornance
after monocular motion parallax training
p0549 A72-445S7
Human"vestibnlar tolerances in rotating cbaics at
differing head tilt positions
P0122 B72-1U078
Mathematical model for-acceleration forces acting
on receptor formations in human vestibalar
analyzer daring physiological head movements
p0122 H72-14079
Perception of real action by bunan eye
fICBL-BB-70-7] pOS34 H72-31119
HEAD-OP DISPLAYS
Pilot pursuit tracking perfornance under
acceleration stress, simulating high performance
aircraft dynanics via haman centrifuge egaipped
with sinnlated head-up predictive gnnsight
P0298 A72-28320
Head-up omnidirectional two dimensional auditory
display device for visual detection facilitation
'in aircraft collision avoidance systems
p0299 172-28327
Electronic head-up displays for aircraft
instrument indication in symbolic form at pilot
eye level
p0363 A72-31513
HEADACHE
Vascular headache of acute mountain sickness.
p0511 A72-42491
HEADSETS ' '
D EARPHONES
HEALIBG
Huma'n and animal central nervous system repair
processes for brain damage caused motor function
disturbances
p0345 A72-31100
BEAITH
ST HEALTH PHYSICS
HI BEFTAL HEALTH
Fainting prevention in flying personnel,
discussing'constitutional susceptibility, health
irregularities, alcohol, heavy smoking, lack of
sleep, emotions and medical histories
P0054 A72-13722
Collaboration of World Health organization and
various international astronautical
organizations for space technology applications
to man-environment relationships and medical and
communication sciences
P0165 A72-20300
Functional diagnostics of teeth condition as pilot
health factor in stomatological aviation '
medicine, discussing caries, paradentosis and
aerodontalgia
p0166 A72-20374
Active leisure effect on pilot work efficiency,
health maintenance and ^ob longevity
P0453 A72-38148
Bethods for measurement of the state of health
p0489 A 72-1*0395
Sampling of transport aircraft atmospheres to '
determine health hazards of cigarette smoking to
' passengers
P0252 H72-19095
Effects of air pollution on livestock health and
health hazard' to humans consuming farm products
p0264 B72-19388
Potential health hazards dne to ingestion of
garden 'vegetables contaminated by arsenic,
cadniun, lead, and zinc
1172-19390
HEALTH PHYSICS
Protection against accelerator and space radiation
Conference, Geneva, April 1971, Volume 1, Health
physics
CCEBB-71-16J p0024 A72-12051
Environmental, medical and acoustic investigations
-'•with andervater laboratory, discussing cabin
atmosphere control, depressurization, health '
conditions and sonar operation
P0065 A72-39938
Health physics equipment and systems
[A/COSF-U9/P/3521 . ' . P019U H72-16052
Heat collapse of men working in thermally severe
environments
fAD-732019] . p0247 H72-18121
Health hazards and efficiency reductions of .
personnel exposed to simulated nuclear shock
waves in protective shelters
P0257 H72-19136
Acgaisition of data concerning possible
deleterious effects on health of population dne
to small exposures to ionizing radiation at low
dose rates
[LBL-331] p0357 H72-23074
Specific aspects of Apollo health and quarantine
programs considered for potential application to
broad program required for protection of life
and health of OS astronauts in future manned
space flight
CHASA-TB-D-6856] pOlOO B72-25100
Sanitary and chemical evaluation of water
regenerated from atmospheric condensate by
. extraction with amines and alkyl phosphonic acids
P0481 B72-29056
BBABIH6
HT BIBADBAL BBABIHG
Beurophysiological hearing mechanisms of inner ear
' in peripheral auditory pattern recognition
P0006 A72-10481
Cochlea enclosed tvo dimensional cavity potential
flow model for fluid mechanical theory of hearing
p0230 A72-24295
The physiology of hearing. I - The middle and the
inner ear
P0517 A72-42785
Cerebral auditory system acoustic information
processing, discussing ganglia and cochlea
neurophysiological functions in response to
afferent stimulations
p0517 A72-12786
Personal protection measures, environmental
control, and noise reduction to avoid hearing
loss among submarine crev personnel
[AD-726217] p0082 H72-12034
Listening levels preferred by flying personnel
[AD-734778] P0307 H72-20088
Human eardrum rapture and hearing loss injuries
from nuclear explosions
[AD-737643] p0440 H72-27092
Hearing, bioacoustics, and biomechanics for
biodynamic models - conference
fAD-739501] p0446 B72-27140
Effect of noise and vibration on bearing and
worker ear structures
fHASA-TT-F-145421 p0560 B72-32094
HEABIBG LOSS
D AODITOBY DEFECTS
BBABT
HT CABDIAC AOBICLES . .
HT CABDIAC VEBTBICLBS
BT EPICABDIOB
HT 'RYOCABDIOH
Chin-sternnm-heart syndrome from partial parachute
failure, with close reference to atrial
endocardial and myocardial lacerations
p0020 A72-11711
Artificial heart-lungs model with contractile
polymer membrane as synthetic mascles to react
with gases and liquids, discussing..design.features
p0233 A72-24640
The effects of acute hypoxia on lipid synthesis in
the rat heart.
P0413 A72-34979
Changes in energy stores in the hypoxic heart.
p0413 A72-34985
Helium effect on cardiac mitochondria of mice.
p0456 A72-38712
Bypoxic acclimation effects on rats heart, liver
and kidney mitochondria, measuring cytochrome
oxidase and snccinic dehydrogenase activities
p0514 A72-42673
Physiological factors possibly contributing to
coronary risk among German Air Force pilot's
p0126 H72-11104
Changes in atrium nerve cells following transverse
acceleration of dogs
p0249 B72-19078
Hypokinesia and hypodynaaia effects on rabbit
cardiac arteries
P0251 H72-19087
Hechanical heart and lungs system, with
hypothetical polymer defornable opon contact
with blood
p0405 H72-25140
A-182
SUBJECT IHDBI HEiBT DISEASES
Dynanics of DBi, RH1 and protein synthesis in
mitochondria and nuclei of heart muscles of rats
during adaptation to high altitade hypoxia
rSASA-TT-F-14521] pOS21 H72-30059
BEiBT DISEASES
Human patients vith chest pain and normal ECG,
examining diagnostic value of graded exercise
'test, history and lipid levels with coronary
arteriography data
' ' p0003 A72-101U6
Paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia initiated
by sinus beats in patient, observing 1-V nodal
conduction delay by ECG and 'electrophysiological
methods
p0017 A72-11423
ventricular ectopic arrhythmias from treadmill
exercise in patients observed during ECG
monitoring
• P0017 A72-11421
Incidence rates of ayocardial infarction and
sudden death from coronary heart disease for. . ' , '
adult black and vhite populations in Nashville
p0017 A72-11H25
Arrhythmias relation to coronary artery disease,
discussing conduction defects, sudden.death
prodromata and prevention and digitalis as
antiarrhythmic agent
p0017 A72-11476
Coronary heart disease - Conference, 'Frankfurt ao
Bain, Rest Germany, January 1970
p0052 A72-13176
Coronary angiography findings in 263 patients of
different age groups compared with history of
angina pectoris, risk factors and*ECG at rest '
„ ' . P0052 A72-13177
Exercise 'EC.G correlation to morphological patterns
of selective cinecoronary arteriography and
ventriculography, revealing significant
information on occlusion and stenosis
• I P0052 A72-13178
Hvocardial blood flow measurement value in
ischemic heart disease assessment,^  discussing
Xenon 133 injection into coronary arteries
pOOS2 172-13179
Clinical assessment of degree of obstruction from
coronary arteriograms of ischemic and rheumatic
heart patients
pOOSS A72-138«7
Ballistocardiographic and angibgraphic
correlations of ventricular function in patients
vith idiopathic hypertrophic subaortic stenosis
p0056 A72-11|U<I2
Familial cardomyopathy detection by
electrocardiography notinq arrhythmias, . . .
ventricular hypertrophy, abnormal .Q waves and *
intraventricnlar conduction defects
P0056 A72r1.l'!it13
Human epicardial arterial circulation platelet
aggregates role i'n sudden coronary death,
discussing relation to atherosclerotic stenosis
and acute thrombi
p0096 A72-16013
Doppler cardiometry determination of human
cardiovascular velocities in' patients with heart
'diseases, discussing impaired left ventricular
function detection
p0098 A72-16155
Asymmetrical hypertrophic cardiomyopattiy symptoms
simulating mitral stenosis, suggesting
electrocardiography, chest X ray and hemodynamic
studies as diagnostic procedures
pOIOI 'A72-17380
Sudden death in myocardial infarction, discussing
heart electrical stability, neural control,
arrhythmias and cardiac conduction disturbances
p010« A72-17381
- Electro'cardiographic age trends in adult healthy •
populations, discussing diagnostic implications
and oVerweight, exercise and latent coronary
artery disease influence
' P0105 A72-17U25
Cardiac, murmur level dependence on blood stream
Reynolds number, tracing cardiac noise origin to
blood turbulence
P0106 A72-17676
Airline pilot postexercise electrocardiograms,
showing S-T segment depression correlation to
subsequent coronary heart disease
p0111 A72-17881
Clinical response to nitroglycerin therapy
correlation with coronary angiography as
diagnostic test for coronary artery disease in
patients with chest pain
-. P0160 A72-19993
Coronary artery disease and vessel ^ nvolvement
severity predictions from electrocardiographic
and vectorcardiographic patterns of anterior,
wall myocardial infarction
. P0160 A72-1999H
ECG evidence of myocardial ischemia in patients
without arteriographic evidence of coronary
artery disease, studying myocardial oxygen supply
p0160 A72-19995
Idiopathic subvalvular aortic stenosis
characterized by muscular or membrane
obstruction in left ventricular infundibulum,
discussing diagnostic importance for pilots
P0164 A72-20189
Abnormal ECG in healthy man due to former disease,
subclinical disease, congenital anomalies, .
hereditary disease or functional aberrations
p0168 A72-2057II
Hyocardial infarction effects on drug tolerance
and hemodynamic cha.nges due to digitalis doses,
discussing toxic arrhythmias
p0175 A72-21082
Atheromatosis, chest angina and arrhythmia -
Conference, Brussels, October 1970
p0178 A72-215U1
tHypertension and'blood sugar and lipid level
increase as ischemic heart disease risk factors
P0178 A72-2151(2
Vectorcardiographic and ECG diagnosis of left
anterior hemiblock combined with complete right
bundle branch block, discussinq coexisting
myocardial infarction influence
P0182 A72-21850
Ventricular and snperventricular arrhythmias
incidence during maximal treadmill exercise in
normal Ban, noting age factor and cardiovascular
disease presence effects
p0221 A72-23272
Intraventricular conduction defects incidence and
mortality in acute myocardial infarction, noting
left anterior hemiblock dominance
. . p0221 A72-23273
Clinical reliability and normal variations of
Frank ECG computer analysis by Smith-Hyde
program for healthy and cardiac patients
P022V A72-23271
Local and cardiac complications of selective
percutaneous transfeaoral. coronary
arteriography, noting hemorrhages thromboses,
embolisms, myocardial infarction,
bradyarrhythmia and ventricular fibrillation
p0222 A72-23325
Serum petidase activity determination as enzymatic
diagnostic test for myocardial infarction
P0266 A72-25851
Triglyceridemia relation to aqe, relative weight
and ischemic cardiopathy probability from ECG,
anthropometry and lipid and glucid metabolism
studies . ' .
p0279 A72-27238
High altitude hypoxia preadaptation effects on
left ventricle myocardium noradrenaline
concentration in rats with.experimental vitium
cordis
p0284 A72r276<(8
Bemodynamic effects of angioqraphic contrast
medium in patients with and without .heart
disease, discussing myocardial performance
daring first ten beats
P0286 A72-27732
Clinical diagnosis of ST/T depression in. resting
ECG, noting coronary heart disease and left
ventricular hypertrophy > '
P0286 A72-27733
Two stage description of middle germ layer chronic
polyarthritis,, notinq heart muscle and vascular
wall tissues necrosis
P0286 A72-27822
Nultivariate algorithms of optimum content and
form for cardiovascular risk assessment in.
pilots and'air transport personnel
P0291 A72-28264
Potential coronary heart disease susceptibility
indicators in ATC population, using Framingham
A-183
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aqe/obesltT parameters
P0291 172-28265
Stress vectorcardiography quantitative analysis of
ECG response to treadmill exercise test to
establish diagnosis criteria for coronary heart
disease
P0293 172-28282
Serum cholesterol, phospholipid and lipoprotein
levels relation to atherosclerotic heart disease
occurrence in BS1F personnel
P0294 A72-28292
Clofibrate treatment for atherosclerotic
cardiovascular disease prevention among Sabena
flying personnel
p0295 472-28293
Quantitative angiocardiography of abnormal left
ventricular function and contractile spectral in
ischemic heart disease patients
P03D2 172-30968
Coronary heart disease discriminatory factors from
comparison with healthy controls, noting
diastolic hypertension significance
p0361 172-31282
Platelet electrophoretic nobility response to
adenosine diphosphate /1DP/ in patients with
coronary artery disease
P0361 172-31283
Platelet aggregates role in intramyocardial vessel
circulation impedance in patients dying suddenly
of coronary artery disease
P0365 172-31770
Serial ECG change detection and description in
myocardial infarction survivors, using computer
analysis to find best diagnostic discriminants
from multiple criteria
p0379 172-30008
Exchangeable potassium in heart disease -
Long-tern effects of potassium supplements and
aiiloride.
p0412 172-30932
Hyocardial ultrastrncture in acute and chronic
hypozia.
P0413 172-34.988
Horphological alterations in the ischaemic heart.
P0414 172-34995
Acquired complete right bundle branch block
without overt cardiac disease - Clinical and
hemodynamic study of 37 patients.
p0419 172-35821
Rock capacity and physiological responses to
nazimum exercise in 54 year old men in relation
to heart disease and cardiovascular hazard studies
P0419 172-35822
Correlation between ergometry,
ballistocardiography and coronary angiography in
•267 patients.
P0422 172-36034
Changes of the mitral echocardiogram with ageing
ana the influence of atherosclerotic risk factors.
p0430 172-37031
Echocardiography in the diagnosis of congenital
nitral stenosis and in evaluation of the results
of mitral valvotomy.
P0450 172-37499
The incidence of hypertension and associated
factors - The Israel ischemic heart disease study.
P0452 172-37870
Prognostic value of an electrocardiographic sign
in acute myocardial infarction.
P0452 172-37871
Interrelationship of hemodynanic alterations of
valvular heart disease and renal function -
Influences on renal sodium reabsorption.
P0452 172-37872
Influence of inotropic alteration on the severity
of myocardial ischemia after experimental
coronary occlusion.
p0454 172-38552
Hemodynamic indices in flight crev personnel
during hypertonic sickness and atherosclerosis
of coronary arteries
p0463 172-39391
The mitral apparatus - Functional anatomy of
mitral regnrgitation.
p0464 172-39460
Belationship of pulmonary artery to left
ventricular diastolic pressures in acute
myocardial infarction.
p0464 172-39461
in .indirect .method for evaluation of left
ventricular function in acute myocardial
infarction.
P0464 172-39462
Tectorcardibgraphic and electrocardiographic
differentiation between cor pnlmonale and
anterior vail myocardial infarction.
P0497 172-40769
The standard 12-lead scalar electrocardiogram - In
assessment of left ventricular performance.
P0542 172-43812
Continuous recording of Bis bundle electrogram
during selective coronary cineangiography in man.
., P0542 172-43813
Analysis of intracavitary electrocardiograms
through a saline bridge in the diagnosis of
cardiac arrhythmias.
P0549 172-44559
The scoliosis of congenital heart disease.'
P0509 172-44560
Clinicoarteriographic correlations in angina
pectoris with and without myocardial .infarction. ••
P0553 172-45010
Longevity and cardiovascular mortality among
former college athletes.
P0558 172-45689
H-V intervals in left bundle-branch block -
Clinical and electrocardiographic correlations.
~ • • p0558 '172-45690
Clinical and anatomic implications of
intraventricnlar conduction blocks in acute
myocardial infarction.
P0558 172-45691
Organizational, psychological and physiological
stress factors in coronary heart disease among
engineering, administrative, and scientific
personnel
eHlSl-CB-1252171 p0087 H72-13053
Long term electrocardiograms in analysis of
rhythmic heart disturbances of German lir Force
P0125 N72-14103
Application of magnetometer for measuring magnetic
signature of human heart and development of
magnetocardiogram
tPB-2019391 . p0196 S72-16061
Values of blood serum lipids in young men in
relation to acute stress situation and regular
sports activities
[H1S1-TT-F-14075] p0197 H72-17030
Pathological changes in cell electrolyte balance
taken from skeletal and myocardium muscles of
sudden death and congestive heart failure patients-
CH1S1-TT-F-14128] pp239 H72-18060
Portable equipment for detecting myocardial activity
[1D-7358821 . p0318 H72-21084
Clinical analysis of coronary heart disease • •
susceptibility in air traffic controller
populations
[FA1-IB-72-20J p0522 S72-30066
Diagnosis of heart disease by hybrid computer from
phonocardiogram data
rHlSl-TT-F-14588] p0563 H72-32114
Framingham indicators for detecting potential
coronary heart disease susceptibility in third
class airman population
IFll-lH-72-261 p0571 B72-33099
HZ1BT FUHCTIOI
HT BE1BT BINDTE VOLDBE
Eztrasystolic potentiation of ventricular
contraction effect on dog mitral valve function,
using roentgen videodensitometry
p0012 172-11036
Computer aided biplane roentqen -videonetry system
for dynamic circulatory structure studies
including blood flow and heart volume
determination
p0013 172-11040
Cardiac output and antonomic nervous system role
in antinatrinretic response to acute thoracic
superior vena cava constriction
P0018 172-11661
Physical exercise effect on ECG atrial recovery
wave duration and magnitude in humans with 1-V
blocks
p0032 172-12891
Idiopatbic hypertrophic snbaortic stenosis
ballistocardiography, measuring ventricular
function by angiography
p0051 172-13142
1-184
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Begular sinas rhythm.bundle branch block effect on
ballistocardiogram dynamics
POOS1 A72-13143
Quotient of arrhythmia relation to physical vork
load, noting heart rate amplitude and frequency
variations • •
p0068 A72-14899
Physical conditioning effect on central and
peripheral circulatory responses to arn work,
measuring cardiac output at 80 percent maximum
aerobic pover
P0068 A72-ia900
Begional myocardial contraction mechanics daring
transient ischemia and reoxygenation in
anesthetized dogs
' p0075 172-15719
In vivo investigation of doqs natural mitral valve
flow dynamics, developing cardioheBic systea
physical aodel for data analysis and electrical
analog simulation
(ASBE PAPEB 71-HA/BHF-2] p0096 A72-15949
Hydrodynamic model of human systemic arterial
circulation to test artificial heart pamps
[ASHE PAPEB 71-WA/AOT-13] p0096 A72-15954
Hyorelaxant 3,5-dimethyl-4-bromopyrazol injection
effect on rabbit and dog heart daring direct
extracardiac nerve stimulation
. . . . . . . P0098 A72-16358
Electrocardiography telemetry system for intense
radiation environment, describing electrode and
transmitter implantation in monkey and heart'
signal transmission and reception
p0102 A72-16678
Heart pacemaker activity during muscular exertion,
developing mathematical model based on system
dynamics.transient processes analysis
p0112 A72-18059
Baximnm oxygen intake daring exercise on treadmill
compared vith bicycle ergometer, analyzing
circulatory'dynamic factors and cardiac output
relation to oxygen transport capacity
p0165 A72-20251
Stretch activation of myogenic oscillation of
isolated contractile structures of heart muscle
in ATP salt solution
p0167 A72-20427
Atypical ECG of sportsmen, considering
repolarization disorders due to ischemia,
lesion, excitability and conduction signs
p0168 A72-20575
Cardioqraphic interpretation of computerized
apexo-carotid diagram, using heart-motor pump
comparison '
p0168 A72-20607
Hyocardium catecholamine level reduction by heart
hvperfauction from aortic coarctation during
moderate, thyroidin doses •
P0169 A72-20622
CO hypoxia effect on oxygen transport during
exercise, discussing changes in cardiac and
respiratory functions and vork capacity
P0172 A72-20893
Cardiorespiratory functions in child swimmers and
nonathletes during growth, relating training to
oxygen transport system dimensions
p0172 A72-20894
Cardiovascular analog computing circuits vith •
outputs for left ventricular pressure maximum
rise rate, cardiac stroke volume and
atrioventricular conduction tine
p0173 -&72-20899
Dynamic orthosympathetic control of cardiovascular
system, studying efferent element link between
antonomic vasomotor and cardiac centers and
effector cells
P0179 A72-21548
Ventricular myocardium contractile function
disorder diagnosis by phase coordinate method
with intracardial hemodynamics application
P0187 A72-22186
Hyocardinm excitation-contraction mechanism in
heart regulation, discussing surface membrane
structure and cell action potential
P0213 A72-22222
Cardiovascular system model for demonstration of
biological system analog simulation and
computation, describing components for heart
pomping action and systemic circulation
P0214 A72-22454
Cardiac cycle intervals measurement vith multibeam
cathode oscilloscope synchronized with
multichannel polycardiographic automatic
recording machine
P0220 A72-23192
Mathematical, physical and engineering aspects of
electro- and magnetocardiography,.noting heart
field nondipolar properties and heart vector
determination difficulties
P0222 A72-23414
Clinical effects on atrio-ventricalar pacing
system of electromagnetic weapon detector
systems used for air passenger screening at
airports in air hijacking prevention efforts
P0228 A72-23740
Human left ventricle measurements, modeling,
control and simulation for heart monitoring
purposes, describing muscle performance
mathematical model and stress effect prediction
control system
P0228 A72-23924
On-line analog display system for cardiovascular
functions and beat-by-beat cardiac output
derived from single aortic blood flow measurement
p0230 A72-24375
Ear densitograph for noninvasive cardiac
performance measurements during physical
activities, exercise tests, flight conditions
and for critical patients long-term monitoring
p0265 A72-25500
Electronic and hematocrit devices to investigate .
cardiovascular' system functions including blood
coagulation process, pressure and flow
p0269 A72-26464
TV microscopic system for on-line measurement of
cat omentum microvessels diameter relative to
heart action
P0272 A72-26621
Physical training effect on rat cardiac function
and metabolic response to hypoxia
p0277 A72-26701
Heart and circulatory system functional
diagnostics, discussing ECG, blood.pressare, X
ray, phonocardiographical and pulmonary
examinations
P0279 A72-27271
Human cardiovascular function change as indication
of hypoxic circulatory stress, using noninvasive
cardiographic measurements of cardiac
electromechanical time intervals.
p0280 A72-27470
Acute hypoxia effects on dog coronary blood flow
and cardiac function from cardiac
beta-adrenergic and hemodynamics study
P0282 A72-27482
Case report of pilot near-syncopal episode with
bradycardia due to hyperactive right carotid
sinus reflex
p0283 A72-27487
Cat and rat cardiac and cardiovascular reflexes
response to electric pulse stimulation of
sensorimotor cerebral cortex
P0284 A72-27647
Benal clearance studies of left atrial distention
effect in dog, indicating antidinretic hormone
inhibition mechanism of diuresis
P0287 A72-27828
Autonomic nervous system role in controlling
coronary and cardiac responses to hypoxic
hypoxia, measuring blood flow with Doppler
ultrasonic flow transducer
P0297 A72-28313
Cardiorespiratory response to breathing dense
sulfar fluoride-oxygen mixture under physical
exercise conditions
P0297 A72-28314
Heart enzyme activity under experimental
myocardial ischemia in rabbits determined for
blood, left and right ventricles and atrium
P0321 A72-28463
Coronary system antoregalation patterns and
mechanisms from coronary flow shift measurements
during circumflex artery perfnsion experiments
in dogs
,p0322 A72-28637
Contractile responses of guinea pig, rat and human
isolated ventricular myocardium to increased
stimulation frequency
P0334 A72-30044
A-185
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Cardiac stroke volume measurements during sapine
bicycle exercise and recovery period, using
indicator-dilation technique ' •
' ' p0339l 472-30701
Quantitative angiocardiography of abnonal left
ventricular function and contractile spectrum in
iscbemic heart disease patients ' • .
• " • • • ' • ' . ' • p0342'A72-30968
Cardiac oatpat and body temperature response to'
prolonged intermittent exercise
• P0363 A72-31118
Hnman heart physibpathology from cardiac
performance analysis, treating heart as pump and
•ascle '"
P0368 A72-32493
Apexocardiograms and carotid pulse measurements as
indicators of cardiac-function and nyocardial
contractility
p0368 A72-32194
Indicator dilution methods for ventricular volume
measurements from vashout curves, discussing
intraventricular blood mixing uniformity
P0368 472-32*96
Baboon heart endocardia! structure dynamic
behavior, comparing left ventricle septum and
epicardium contractile force and intramyocardial
pressure changes ' • ' • ' ' .' - ' ' '
P037V A72-327K8
Unconditioned' /muscular load stimulus/ and
conditioned /metronome stimulus/ cardiac
reflexes in hypnotic and alert states
• P0372 A72-32991
Computerized angiographic heart geometry analysis
for three dimensional ventricle models of man
and dog, using Ta markers
• ' • ' p0373 472-331*24
Hon-invasive assessment of prosthetic mitral
paravalvnlar and intravalvular regurgitation.
1
 • p0407 472-31221
Bemodynamic changes in man during immersion vith
the head above water.
P0409 A72-34543
Influence of hyperosmolality on left-ventricular •
stiffness.• ' . . . ' - '
pO<t10 472-31727
Hetabolism of the hypoxic and ischaemic heart;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Geneva,
Switzerland, June 11-17, 1971. Part 1..
p0112 472-31976
Substrate utilization and glycolysis in the heart.
, v p0112 472-31977
The'influence of -exogenous -4TP -on1 cardiac '•'
metabolism in acute hypoxia;- '• .
' . p0113 472^ 31987
Cardiac performance and the coronary circulation
of man in chronic hypoxia. > '•-.
p011« 472-31992
Effect of chronic hypoxia on the kinetics of
energy transformation in heart mitochondria.
'p0111'472-31993
Effects of hypoxia and ischemia on myocardial -
contraction - Alterations in the time'course of
force and ischemia-dependent inhomogeneity of
contractility. • ' • •• •< ••
p0111 A72-31996
Trophic support of cardiac activity .
P0116 A72-35020
Bathematical models.for flow ejection and aorta,
pressures based on displacement .' • •
ballistocardiography and time dependent
incompressible flow theories respectively
.p0422 A72-36035
Some preliminary observations on the correlation
of the high frequency /acceleration/ direct-body
ballistocardiogram with the apex cardiogram',
carotid pulse and their derivatives.
' • ' • p0122 472-36036
Computerized simulation of ballistocardio'graph '
subjective evaluation and objective manual
measurements, correlating heart beat with ideal
pattern .• • • .
'POU22 472-36037
Thermoreqnlation•during positive and negative work
at different environmental temperatures.
P0125 472-36559
Analysis of left ventricular wall motion by
reflected ultrasound - Application to assessment
of myocardial function.
' ' pOISO A72-37197
Evaluation of left ventricular function by
echocardiography. '
" pOISO A72-37198
' Determination of systolic time intervals using the
apex cardiogram and its first derivative.
P0457 472-38817
, Echocardiographic determination of left
ventricular dimensions, volumes and performance.
•'" '•' P0457 472-38819
The mitral apparatus'- Functional'anatomy of
mitral regnrgitation. • , < • • •
. - ' • • • ' p0464 472-39160
An indirect method for evaluation of left
ventricular function in acute myocardial
infarction. " • ' ' ' ' "' '
•f ' . ' • • - • • • p0161 472-39162
'A modified acetylene method for the'deteraination
•' of cardiac output daring muscular exercise.
P0165 472-39807
Evaluation of cardiopnlmonary function and work. ;<
performance in man during caloric restriction.'
P0490 A72-10123
Cortico-visceral studies of spinal cord reticular
formation stimulation and destruction effects on
electroencephalogram, cardiac activity and
interoceptive glycemic reflexes
p0496 472-40757
Cardiac output, arterial and mixed-venous 02
saturation, and blood-O2'dissociation curve in:
growing rats adapted to a simulated'-altitude'of
3500 m . ' • - • - • • . . . - . •
• • • • ' • • ' • p0506 472-11623
Localization and structural-functional' ' ' '
organization-of the system*of-vagus nerve nuclei
constituting the 'cardiac center' of the medulla
oblongata
' '"; ; .•' ' ' :p0506 472-11673
Ryocardium automatism^ excitability, conductivity
and contractility under cooling, noting complete
inhibition at 9-3 deg C • • . - : • • •
' '" ' p0509 472-12072
Heart function and pulmonary circulation in humans
suffering from chronic mountain sickness
' ' ' ' " ' • , P0512 472-42587
Specific ATP action on metabolism of isolated
heart - Influence of pH, divalent cation
concentration and stability of complexes.
• ' • ' • • - • • ' •
 P0519 472-42986
4 rapid assay of dipolar and extradipolar content
in the haman electrocardiogram.
p0542.472-43811
The.standard 12-lead 'scalar electrocardiogram - 4n
assessment of left ventricalar performance.
P0542 472-43812
Excitation contraction correlates in true ischemia.
• ' • • • • • . n . . " • • • - . ' ;
 P0512 472-13814
Cardiac output, hemodyhamic and gas'exchange
variations as-function of basal metabolism
\during bed rest in hypokinetic recumbent or
antiorthostatic position ''
. ' • • • - • . p0543 A72-13915
Evaluation of the pulse-contour method of
'determining stroke volume in man.
• • ' . • - , • • ' . p0544 A72-13934
Collagen in human myocardium as 'a function of age.
p0544 A72-43935
4 critical assessment of an open circuit technigue
' for'1 measuring oxygen consumption.
• • • ' • . ' p0545 472-43937
Carotid displacement pulse first time derivative
recording as noninvasive technique for heart
' • function assessment
P0519 472-44561
Animal studies of effect of chronic exercise•on
the heart and atherosclerosis - 4 review.
" ' • • • pOSSO 472-41563
General index for the assessment of cardiac '
function. '' ' '' • '
• ' • • • ' ' ' ' ' p0553 472-15011
Electrocardiographic an'd phonocardiographic
cardiac cycle measurements on crewmembers dnrinq
long term space flights' ' • •
CEIPT-H004] •" " P0118 H72-14055
Dltrasonic biomedical system for measuring and
recording movements of organs such as heart valves
[H4S4-C4SB-4BC-10597-1] • P0534 H72-31116
HBABT HIHDTB VOLOHB ' '
Cardiovascular analog computing circuits with
outputs for left ventricular pressure maximum
A-186
SUBJECT IHDBX BBABT BATE
rise rate, cardiac stroke volute and
. atrioventricolar condnction time
: . P0173 A72-20899
Electrically sensed changes in, chest and abdomen
diameter for tidal volume, respiratory frequency
and minute ventilation measurements
i • ' . ' . p0491 A72-40428
, Factors linitinq the increase in stroke volnne
obtainable by .positive inotropiso r
Investigations regarding the sufficient heart in
. . the case of continued posteztrasystolic
potentiation . , , .
i " . . . ' . P0516 A72-42748
Design of specialized analog computer for on-line
monitoring of cardiac stroke volume by Beans of
nodified version of pressure pulse, contour nethod
rHASArTH-D-6658] . .'p0310"872-20108
HEABT BATE
HT ABBHYTHHIA .
 %
HT BBADYCABDIA , .
HT SYSTOLE
NT TACHYCARDIA . . ,.
Bight heart ventricle intracardiac
'phonocardiograms, recording pulmonary early
diastolic click simultaneous vith artery
pressure curve dicrotic cave
,p0002 A72-10121
Respiration effects on human heart rate • •
deceleration and biphasic cardiac response in
aversive shock conditioning situation
,. . • • P0003 A72-10195
Age and physigue-effects on human continuous.vork-
capacity; monitoring heart rates during task
performance .
p0007 A72-10568
Heart and respiration rates response to free fall
parachuting, using FH/FH telemetry . . ••
. . . . . . . • , . p0019 A72-11709
Extracardial chronotropic .effects on cardiac,
rhythm .variations during fatigue, using
variational pulsqmetry and .autocorrelation and.
spectral analysis . , , .
P0030 A72-12513
Bainbridge reflex mechanism, shoving sinus
ganglion role in-tachycardia onset:
. ' ' . . ; P0031 A72-12514
Hippocampus electric activity and cardiac rhythms
variations responses to various intensity •
electric stimulation of central gray matter
• P0032 A72-12881
Physical exercise effect on ECG atrial recovery
wave duration and magnitude in humans vith A-Y
blocks
- , - . . : p0032 A72-12891
Physical training effect on subjective rating of
perceived exertion, investigating correlation
vith heart rate and blood 1actate concentration
P0054A72-13678
Haximal oxygen intake prediction in acute moderate
,hypoxia during exercise, shoving heart rate
linearity vith vork load . . .
p0149 A72-18966
^ Phase relations betveen alpha vaves in BEG and
automated rhythmic motoric activity as.function
of subject behavioral activity and thalamic
. pacemaker zones . ,
,-p0150 A72-19109
.•Cardiac acceleration by voluntary muscle
contractions of minimal duration in men due to
vagal tone inhibition
P0154 A72-19442
Aortic flov disturbances in vivo study by hot-film
anemometer, considering peak.flov velocity and
pulse rate effects
•• - P0168 A72-20537
Oxygen intake and cardiac output measurements•
during various treadmill and bicycle ergometer
exercises, relating exercise type to heart rate
and arteriovenons oxygen differences
. . . p0171 A72-20885
Time series analysis of physiological and vork
study data in ATC tasks, using heart rate as •
strain indicator • . -
- . - • . p0220'A72-23137
. Aerobic vork capacity indices of gas exchange
pulse rate, pulmonary ventilation and acid base. ;
balance in runners, determining maximum oxygen
utilization
P0225 A72-23596
Human tilt tolerance relation to aerobic capacity,
veight, height and physical fitness, determining
correlation coefficient betveen heart rate and
orthostatic response
. . p0227 A72-23733
Positive acceleration- effects on human
cardiovascular system during centrifnge tests,
studying ECG changes in terms of cardiac rhythm,
heart rate and vave parameters
. p0267 A72-26015
Haximal oxygen uptake and heart rate during
laddermill climbing, inclined treadmill running
and cycling ergometer tests
p0271 A72-26612
Computer, assisted monitoring of ECG vaveforms and
heart sounds frequency spectra to detect bubble
laden blood during decompression sickness
. . P0272 472-26626
Hose installed thermistor device for in-flight
monitoring of pilot respiration and pulse rate
p0280 A72-27417
Parachutist biomedical responses in aerial tov at
110-175 knots, determining heart, and respiration
rates and urinary catecholamines
. . , . . p0292 A72-28272
Physiological evaluation of diastole mechanism in
• rat hypertropheid myocardium as function of
heart rate, Ca ion concentrations and temperature
, ... p0321 A72-28521
Pulse rate studies.of human adaptation to 16 hour
work-rest cycle, shoving persistence of 24 hour
cycle .
, • . - p0327 'A72-29316
Heart rate change regularities during inverted
vork-rest cycle of isolated man, noting relation
to circadian rhythm , .
- p0327 A72-29317
Hedical monitoring system for enclosed men, using
nltrasonic Doppler-cardioqraphy for heart rate
determination
p0336 A72-30384
Heart.rate diurnal rhythm adaptation to vork-rest
cycle change, using recumbent and sitting
• position data parameters
, P0337 A72-30391
ECG amplifier and cardiotachometer for exercise
studies, using digital algorithm for heart rate
computation and ECG signal preprocessing for B
vave detection . . . .
p0340 A72-30707
Exercise cardiotachometer vith heart rate display
on beat to beat basis, B vave recognition
circuit and noise linear filtering efficiency
• . . P0344 A72-31092
ECG heart rate recording of - helicopter instructor
.pilots during flight training tasks,
administrative vork, automobile driving and-eating
.
 : -- p0344 A72-31097
Apexocardioqrams and carotid pulse measurements as
indicators, of cardiac function and myocardial .
contractility
p0368 A72-32494
Cardiac cycle length /BE interval/ and QT interval
, . mathematical relationship from ECG obtained
during exercise and recovery periods.
• ' :'• p0371 A72-32747
Heat, noise and vibration stress combined effects-
on skin and rectal temperature, heart rate,
veight loss and biochemical nrinalysis
[AD-746083] p0410 A72-34551
Beprodncibility of indirect /C02/ Tick method for
calculation of cardiac output.
p0421 A72-35971
Synchronous and asynchronous BASH /body
acceleration synchronous vith heart beat/
. effects on hemodynamics and ventilation in dogs
and hnnans '- * •
. • p0422 A72-36033
Some- preliminary observations on the correlation
of the high freguency /acceleration/ direct-body
ballistocardiogram vith the apex cardiogram,
carotid pulse and their derivatives.
; P0422 A72-36036
Tilt table tests for orthostatic tolerance,
measuring heart rate, blood pressure and
responses of fainters and nonfainters
p0499 A72-41020
Beflexive cardiac rhythm changes and arterial
tension during hypoxia, notinq differences due
»-187
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to animals, controlled respiration and
pharmacological effects - - -
P0508 A72-11984 .
Heat strain in hot and humid environments. '• ;
. pOS11 A72-42492
Spinal cord heatinq and cooling effects on body
temperature, respiratory 'and heart rates and
arterial blood pressure, investigating feeding,- • ,,-,\
and drinking behaviors
P0514 A72-42672,;.
Control parameters of the blood-pressure
 ; . . . - . -
reqolatory system. I - Beartrate sensitivity. •
pO.516. A72-42771-f
Control parameters of the blood-pressure . - , • • - ' •
reqolatory system. II.- Openr-loop qain, ... . ..,
reference pressure and basal heartrate. . ' ".
P0516 A72-42772
Tield of ischaemic exercise electrocardiograms.in .
relation to exercise intensity in a normal • . •
population. ' ..
P0518 A72-42900
Echocardioqraphic investigation of heart rate,. sex •-,.
and normal aqinq effects on mitral valve leaflet
movement in healthy subjects . •
' p0519rA72-43021 .
The effect of hypoxia on the coronary blood.flow
in reserpinized dogs. . - / , .
p0549 A72-44562
Beasnrement of heart rate and oxygen uptake of '. .
subjects at optimal speed on bicycle ergometer
tAD-729831] . ' .' ' pO'205 S72f 17084
Characteristics of heart rate information,during
sleep, and extracting sleep information from
heart rate data . .. . . . .
rAD-734283] . p0314 H72-21061
Cardiotachometer for instantaneous heart rate
measurement „,.
[8ASA-CASE-HFS-20280] . p0353:H72-22098
High power radio telemetering of heart rate
detected by ECG
rAD-7371111 • p0360, H72-23092
Bltrasonic Doppler method for monitorinq
biovechanical processes of cardiac activity in
enclosed men
' P0387 B72-24105
Adaptation of cardiac contractions to changes in ,
sleep-wakefulness rhythm
P0388.H72-24112
Pulse modulated biotelemetry system for
determining energy budgets in free-ranging
vertebrates from heart rate and body.temperature .
measurement -. •'. - ,
P0403 H72-25123 ;
Heart rate monitor for indicating physical fitness/.,,
level in individuals . - , .
[AD-7388821 p0437 H72-26088
Bhesus monkey heart rate during exercise . '.
. tHASA-CB-127696] p0471 H72-28060
Fraininqham indicators for detectinq potential
coronary heart disease susceptibility in third
class airman population . •
rFAA-AH-72-26] " P0571 H72-33099
HEABT VAIVES
In vivo investigation of dogs natural mitral valve
flow dynamics, developinq cardiohemic .system
physical model for data analysis and electrical
analog simulation
tASBE PAPEB 71-»A/BHF-2] p0096 A72^15949
Single linear measure of systolic pressure
gradient for calculation of .aortic valve area in
stenosis severity assessment
P0286 A72-27734 ,
Aortic regnrgitation variation with respiratory
sinus arrhythmia and respiratory cycle in dogs
during tachycardia and bradycardia
P0514 A72-4267H
Echocardioqraphic investiqation of heart rate, sex
and normal aqinq effects on mitral valve leaflet
movement in healthy subjects
P0519 A72-13021
KM ACCIIHATIZATIOS • .
0 ACCLIBATIZATIOH ;
0 HEAT TOIEBAHCE ,
BEAT B41AHCE .
Thermal balance in man during 24 hours in a%
controlled environment
P051S.A72-42747
BEAT COIDOCTIOH .'
0 COHDOCTIVE HEAT TBAHSFEB , ...
BBil DISSIPATIOB • '. ; ' t . .* •
D COOLIBG - , • • . _ -
HEAT DISSIPATIOB CHILLIBS • • • . -. . ;
n COOLIHG ,•
HEAT EFFECTS
0 TEHPEBATOBE EFFECTS , - . . - . , • .
HEAT EQOATIOIS
n THEBHODIHABICS. . . . . . . . .
HEAT FLOW • - ; ' -,; • .
0 HEAT TBAHSHISSIOH . . •
HEAT FLDI -
Underwater tests of instrument; system for combined
skin temperature and direct heat- flow - <
measurement in thermally stressful environments
- 3 . , , - • - , . - , • P0300. A72-28334
HEAT HEASOBEHEBT. . • l '•
Calorimetric measurements of human body
temperature and of hot saline solution drinkinq
effects on sweating' rate . . ; . . - - . • - . :
. • . - . ' . P0223 A72-23440
Calorimetric study of sweating-man response to .-.•
drinkinq hot saline solution as function of
temperature, volume and salinity of ingested
liquid .. .- . - > -
.. p0223 A72-23441
Human body calorimetry with water cooled qarment
for dynamic and continuous recording of heat
. dissipation from surface over extended time
. ' . ' , ' . . P0233 A72r24485
Thermodynamics of human body metabolism, • <• . -
. .discussing energy conversion Calorimetric
measurements, body size, food intake, age, sex,
endocrine and nervous effects. ,> •
, . p0268 A72-26072
BEAT OF VAPOSIZATIOi . ' :.,
Thermodynamic. analysis of heat of,evaporation of
sweat, considering ambient temperature and
humidity effects, body heat storage and presence
of solutes . .- - . - • '
p0270 A72-26610
BEAT PIPES
The development of a 150,000 watt-inch variable
conductance heat pipe for space vehicle.thermal,
control.
.[ASBE PAPEB 72-EBAy-14] pO«61 A72-39163
HEAT PDBPS
Thermal control concept evaluation for a.ten-year
. life modular space station.
fASHE PAPEB 72-EBAY-30] pO«59 A72-39147
flanually activated heat pump.for mechanically
converting human operator output into heat energy
. CNASA-CASE-HPO-10677] p0044 B72-11084
Evaluation of flow control and thermal pumping
systems for integrated environmental
control/life support resistojet control system
[HASA-CB-112104J p0477 B72-28101
HEAT BADIATOBS , '
HI SPACECBAFT BADIATOBS
BEAT BESDLATIOB
U TEHPEBATOBE COBTBOL
HEAT BBSISTABCE
D TBEBHAL BESISTABCE <
HEAT SOOBCES
Tissue equivalent human phantoms used to measure
radiation dose rate of prototypic plutoninm
circulatory support heat sources
[BBWL-SA-4121] p0564 B72-32123
HEAT TOIEBAHCE
Beat exposure effect on Sidman avoidance
performance in rats, discussing organism
thermoregulatory capacity disruption' and shock
and body temperature regulation
p0031 A72-12525
Heat acclimatization, work habitnation and
exercise effects on body thermoregnlation,
measuring tympanic temperature, sweat rate aud
oxyqen intake > . .
, .'. p0064 A72-14896
Dry heat resistance -of bacillus spores on
spacecraft metal surfaces for different
pressures, atmospheres and materials
P0073 A72-15261
Body thermal stress, local heating and arterial
occlusion effects on sweat electrolyte content
p0153 A72-19U37
Heat and cold acclimatization in hamsters,
relating thermorequlatory response to
helium-cold hypothermia induction
p017S A72-21085;
A-188
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Safe exposure times for men working in high
temperature environments, showing hyperbolic
heat collapse relationship to environmental
severity . .
P0235 172-24990
Hatnral accliiatization to work in severe .heat.
P0110 172-31550 '
Hemodynamic thermoregnlatory and sympathoadrenai
responses to heat acclimatization in >an daring
supine and upright position exercise
P0420 172-35963
Skin temperatures in warm 'environments and the
control of sweat evaporation. '
tp0421 A72-35969
Sweat depression daring controlled hyperthermia in
aan ' Effects on the sweat rate and sweat
electrolytes
p0464 172-39591
Comparison of physical, biophysical and
physiological methods of evaluating the thermal
stress associated with wearing protective
clothing.
P0465 172-39808
Influence of high temperature on the onset of
motion sickness
- P0507 A72-41749
Heat strain in hot and hnmid environments.
p0511 172-42492
Heat acclimatization by exercise-induced elevation
of body temperature. '
p0515 172-U27U1
Physiological response of body temperature to
localized ventilation
flD-727072] P0038 N72-10103
Protection of aircrews from high temperatures and
water-cooled.garment for heat balance studies in
man ' .
[1D-727222J pOO»7 H72-11107 .
Effect of work-rest schedules on human performance
in hot climates
[ID-729829J p0143 H72-15105
Physiological responses and heat tolerance for
work induced heat stress in men wearing liquid
cooled garments
fNlS»-CB-11S420:i p0245 H72-18104
Heat collapse of men working in thermally severe
environments
flD-732019] p0247 N72-18121
Relationship between steady sweat flow and
temperature regulation mechanism during exposure
to heat
[BEPT-877] p030» H72-20069
Temperature regulatory adjustment in men in
response to work and heat
[AD-739838] p047<l H72-28084
HEAT TBHSPBE
HI CONDUCTIVE BEIT TE1HSPEB
HI CONNECTIVE BEIT TBANSFBB
HT B1DI1TIVE BEIT TBIHSFEB
Biological tissue heat transport dimensionless
parameters for steady state and transient
analysis of homeothera thermoregulation
P0064 172-14864
Analytical model for living biological tissue,
transient heat transfer, taking into account
conduction, storage, generation, convection and
blood flow effects '
[ASHE PIPES 71-H1/HT-36} p0095 172-15887
German monograph on analog model of
thermoregnlation in human body-at rest and at
work, describing heat transfer
P0096 A72-16047
Bonograph on hot environments stress covering heat
exchange at skin surface, clothing effect, body
temperature regulation and sweating control
P0364 172-31515
Hanually activated heat pump for mechanically••
converting human operator output into heat energy
[NASA-C1SE-NPO-10677J p004« H72-11084
Biological models for analyzing heat transfer
between artery near skin surface and cooling
patch on skin surface
CHAS1-CH-127460] - p0467 H72-28033
Bibliographic compendium on mathematical models '
' used to analyze thermoregulation and heat
transfer in mammals
rHlSl-TB-I-62172] pOU68 H72-28043
BEAT TBA1SHISSIOB
HT CONDUCTIVE HE1T TBANSFEB
HT CONNECTIVE BEIT TBIHSFEB . .
BT BEIT TBIHSFEB
HT BADIATIVE BEAT TBABSFEB
Human skin thermal radiation properties,
presenting data on reflection, emission,
transmission and complex refraction
CASHE PAPEB 71-WA/HT-371 p0095 172-15888
BEAT TBBAIBBBT
HT HITBIDIHG
BEATIB6
BT USES HEATING
HT BADI1HT HEATIHG
BEAIIIG BQDTPBEHT
HI BVAPOBATOBS
Thermoelectric and ventilating system designs for
. use in protective military clothing
[AD-737720] p0391 H72-24139
Design and performance of prototype portable heat
. soarce for'providing thermal insulation in
diving suit
p0444 B72-27122
HE1VI COSBIC BAT PBIHlfilBS
U HEAVY HOCLEI
0 PBIH1BI COSBIC BITS
BEAVI BLEHEBIS
HT PLUTOHIUH
NT PLUTOHI0H ISOTOPES
BBAVT IOBS
Depth ionization properties and biological effects
'. of bevatron produced heavy ion beams, discussing
utilization in tumor therapy, space biology and
radiobiology
pOOSU 172-13693
International cooperation in biophysics, cosmic
rays; heavy ions, and radiation effects research
P0192 N72-16035
Biological effects caused by heavy ions in cosmic
rays during space flight
P0194 N72-16050
Effects of cosmic rays on cells and aging action
. of heavy ions on cerebral cortex
P0194 H72-16051
Relative biological effects of heavy cosmic ray
ions on living tissue
POU31 H72-26049
BBATI BOCLEI
Nuclear emulsion and solid track threshold
dosimetry for ion spectrum division of heavy
relativistic particles in primary cosmic rays
CCEBH-71-16] • P0026 172-12065
BELICOPTBE ATTITUDE IIDICATOBS
0 ATTITUDE IHDICATOBS
0 BELICOPTEBS
BELICOPTBB COHTBOL
Buaan factors engineering to determine visual
discrimination of helicopter pilot and effect on
helicopter control
[AD-730500] pOIIO H72-15087
BBLICOPTEB PEBFOBBABCE
Helicopter noise and vibration testing and cabin
soundproofing for improved comfort
P0186'A72-22141
BELICOPTBB PEOPELLEE DBIVE
Performance tests to determine proficiency of
maintenance personnel in servicing tail rotor of
UH-1 helicopter
[1D-7U5157] p0573 B72-33128
Performance tests to determine proficiency of
maintenance personnel in servicing main drive
shaft of UH-1 helicoper
flD-7i>5162] p0574 H72-33132
BELICOPTEBS
NT HIIITIBT- BEHCOPTEBS
Pilots seating active and passive isolation from
LF vibrations in helicopters and jet aircrafts,
discussing numan factors and dynamic environment
P0330 172-29558
Structural design and electrical drive mechanism'
of helicopter hoist for rescue operations
P0334 172-30097
Performance measurement in helicopter training and
operations.
fPP-10-72] pOU18 172-35550
Pilot performance and reaction time in response to
auditory signals during low level helicopter
flight
[ISVB-TB-54J P0436 N72-26086
Automated techniques for measuring flight
performance of helicopter trainees and pilots
A-189
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rAD-743157] P0536 H72-31136
Effect of maneuvers and flight conditions on
helicopter pilot eye movements
CAD-7422761 P0565 H72-32130
HELIOH
Helium-cold hypotheriia indoction and maintenance
effect on haaster myocardia, with ventricle
analysis of hypoxic damage, glycogen and
catecholamines
p0075 172-15720
Belial effect on cardiac mitochondria of mice.'
P0456 A72-38712
Onconjnqated urinary corticosterone excretion in
laboratory rats exposed to high pressure
helium-oxygen environments. '
P0557 A72-45656
Effect of helium-oxygen atmosphere on developing
chicken embryo and growth rate of chicken after
hatching
[AD-730278] p0139 S72-15085
Badiobiological studies of vivo mice systems using
910 BeY helium ion beam
[LBL-314] p0198 S72-17035
Effects of compressed air or helium oxygen mixture
breathing on learning behavior of rats
[AD-739690] p0474 H72-28082
HELIOH-SEOI LASEBS
Opthalmoloqic examinations for determining retina
damage caused by helium-neon laser boresights
rAD-738629] p0439 1172-27087
HELHEIS
Flight helmet optimal fitting technique, using
automatic recording audiometer and noise source
for acoustic leakage detection
p0064 A72-14873
Belmet systems for head protection from concussion
and deformation, discussing design and testing
p0180 A72-21568
Vertical drop rig test equipment for measuring
shock attenuation of crash helmets, discussing
shock absorption criteria for impact protection
P0267 A72-26016
Involuntary head movement and helmet motion
displacements during human centrifuge runs to 6
Gz from photographic recordings
P0294 A72-28288
Positive acceleration force-produced displacements
of helmet-attached reticle in front of left eye
p0299 A72-28330
Crash helmet performance prediction through
maximum strain criteria, using brain injury
biodynamic model
P0370 A72-32607
Protective helmets designed to lessen effects of
head injury due to impact in aircraft•accidents
p0260 H72-19160
Bodels for head injury prediction and helmets, and
prediction of optimum helmet performance
i P0260 H72-19161
Design, development, and testing of helmets for
flight crews
p0260 H72-19162
Helmets for skull protection against buffeting and
crash injuries
CABC-CP-i202] p0486 H72-29091
HEBiTOCHU
Electronic and hematocrit devices to investigate
cardiovascular system functions including blood
coagulation process, pressure and flow
' p0269 A72-26464
Plasma protein concentration, volume and
hematocrit changes during exercise, bed rest and
high forward acceleration
P0295 A72-28296
Stepwise altitude acclimatization and subsequent
reanimation after blood loss caused clinical
death effects on dog peripheral blood '
erythrocytes, reticnlocytes, hemoglobin and
hematocrit
p0338 A72-30671
Oisproportional changes in hematocrit, plasma
volume, and proteins dnrinq exercise and bed rest.
p0421 A72-35966
HEBATOCBIT BAIIO
Simultaneous determination of blood plasma volume
and corpuscle mass by chromium 51 tagged
erythrocytes and iodine 131 labeled human serum
albumin
CHASA-TT-F-14070] p0081 H72-12021
HBHATOLOGT
Astronauts red cell mass changes'associated with
space flight due to space and earth environment
differences'
• P0376 A72-33564
Bematologic responses to hypobaric hyperoxia.
• '
 :
 p0463 A72-39305
Bematological modifications due to-acute exposure
to heat
pOSOO A72-41191
Ionizing radiation effects on mitosis and nucleic
acid synthesis, noting protective chemical
agents and hematological evaluation of 'radiation
damage and marrow regeneration
P0508 A72-41986
Physiological and hematological effects of chronic
irradiation. • ''
P0540 A72-43392
Human blood monocytes - Stimulators of qrannlocyte
and mononnclear colony formation in vitro.
P0556 A72-45374
Hematological effects of long-term exposures of
dogs and monkeys to carbon monoxide '
[AD-727504] p0034 872-10080
HEBATOPOIBSIS
Human urine regenerated water in various dilutions
effect on fish and rat erythropoiesis
p0101 A72-16651
Plasma erythropoietin concentration in aen and '
mice during altitude acclimatization '
p0154 A72-19440
Suppression effects of hyperoxic breathing gases
on red blood cell and erythropoietin hormone
production following blood loss .
• ' • : p0295 A72-28298
Hemopoiesis in the pig-tailed monkey Bacaca
neoestrina during chronic altitude exposure.
' p0463 A72-39344
Experimental studies of the production of
erythropoietin in relation to the intensity and
duration of hypoxia
pOSOO A72-41189
Studies of renal and extrarenal production of
erythropoietin in male and female rats
pOSOO A72-41190
Pyrogenal injection test for hematopoietic tissue
function in dogs, describing response as
transient lenkopenia followed by pronounced
lenkocytosis due to bone marrow grannlocyte
ejection
P0542 A72-43911
HBBATOPOIBTIC SISTEB
Proliferative blood forming tissue activity under
chronic gamma ray irradiation in guinea pigs by
gnantitative methods, showing myeloid and
reticular disturbances'of bone marrow
' .'P0056 A72-14607
Sublethal X radiation effects on rat
erythropoietic system during altitude hypoxia
acclimatization
p0075 A72-15721
Bypoxia effect on diurnal mitotic activity rhythm
of marrow erythropoiesis system of guinea pigs
in pressure chamber
p0099 A72-16631
Bathematical model for-blood leucocyte population
changes after radiation exposure within Blair
model leucocytes hemopoietic to cardiovascular
systems transport '
p0099 A72-16635
Nervous and humoral stimulation and hypoxia
effects on erythropoiesis control, studying
human blood serum additions to bone marrow
cultures
p0497 A72-40762
Hathematical model' of hematopoietic'radiation
' damage and recovery in human body
P0121 H72-14073
Adaptation of cells to aerospace environments
noting cell renewal, regulation, and limitations
p0193 B72-16040
Distribution of DHA nncleotide blocks in radiation
injury and lenkosis in hematopoietic system of
:rats
[HASA-TT-F-14520] ' p0521 B72-30057
BBBODTBABIC RESPONSES
Extrasystolic potentiation of ventricular
contraction effect on dog mitral valve function,
using roentgen videodensitometry
A-190
SDEJECT IHDBI HEBODIB&HIC EESPOHSES COHTD
P0012 172-11036.,
Bemodynamics. pulmonary gas exchange and
.circulatory.responses.to..high altitude in
subjects with previous history of highaltitude
'.-. pulmonary'jedema
, ^ •• .. . .,. • ... POO.16, 472-11422
Cardiac'outpat and autonomic nervous system role
. in' antinatrinretic:.response to acute thoracic. :.
superior vena cava constriction
... < •;.•.•••'., P0018 A72-11661
Beta-adrenergic and..vagal blockage'altered
autonomous/control..effects on left ventricular
...,function^ in: conscious dogs, noting..heart, rate,
stroke volume and -end-diastolic an£ end-systolic
-.diameters,
',-. ' •••,. '. - ' , . * . ... A72-12090
Spinal mesenteric vascular reflexes of" •
.vasoconstriction effect of pressure drop in
•j ^coeliac artery'relation'to Bein nutritional
 ;
"hepatic reflex:, •'••.-• -; . . . - • ' • .. ,
.-..:/... ."' ... •¥ '., P0068 A72-15125
Bemodynamic and blood oxygen parameter changes •
comparison in-'dogs daring-hypoxia at rest and.
.muscle activity in various oxygen concentrations
pOO'71 A72T15232'
Bemodynamic response to/hypoxia in dogs with •,- -•
experimental.;myocardial .infarction,'discussing
,.*; changes-in cardiac output, stroke volume, left
ventricular.pressure and systemic vascular;; • ~
resistance" •.:,'„. . • -,•.•. . •...'. . . . ' . • •
, . . . . . ' • ' P0097 A72-16152
Stellate ganglion stimulation and hypoxia(effects
on..hemodynamics and.coronary circulation'.in
dogs, discussing myocardial.oxygen consumption,
sympathetic nerve vasoconstrictor effect and
vasodilatory response . , • . . - , • • , . .
., ..,- • ' .. .,- .-.".• -, P0097/A72-16153
Bemodynamic resjjfonse to running exercise stress
for aeronautics.personnel 'Selection, determining
.systolic^election'variation measurement and
cardiac freguency increase
: • •-.. : • . P0151 472-19242
Carotid sinus counterpressure as.baroreceptor.•
stimulus in .intact dog, recording arterial
pressure response in closed loop gain
[AD-739805] . -. . . •" p0154 472-19439
Nonsafgical .ultrasonic technigue ..to measure vail
displacement and pulsatile changes in thoracic
aorta . .',. • .• •. . • i.
tAD-7398091 ' p0155 472-19447
Maximum oxygen intake during exercise on treadmill
compared with bicycle ergometer, analyzing :.:
.circulatory dynamic factors and cardiac output -
.relation to oxygen transport capacity -
- i :..'-'" . -I .. p0165 A72r20251
Stretch activation of myogenic oscillation of
" isolated,contractile structures of heart muscle
in 4TP salt solution • • ' . . . . - • .
• .
 ;. ., p0167 A72-20127
Byperbaric chamber tests for hemodynamic response
to oxygen; inhalation at 1 and 2 atm pressure for
-myocardial infarction treatment assessment • •
. - • ... : . ' • - . , , .
 P6l72 A72-20891
Hyocardial infarction effects on' drug tolerance
and henodynamic changes due to digitalis doses,
discussing toxic arrhythmias . > -
• / • _ • • P0175 A72r21082
Tachycardia rple in coronary, vascular bed.;
hemodynaoic response to severe exercise in dogs
•'• • ' P0232 A72-24083
Beta-adrenergic .-blocking effect on canine coronary
and systemic hemodynamic adaptation during -•
treadmill exercise . .< ,- • • ...
P0266 A72-25802
Hemodynamic criteria for physical fitness in
airmen.,, discussing, age dependent-variations in
heart beat, arterial pressure and body temperature
P0278 A72-26987
Physiological index.-changes in parachutists of. - '•
•• .various ages, considering, plasma
-recalcification, blood prothrombin, heparin
time, fibrinolytic activity,.pressure and heart
beat. , . " . . . :
P0278 i72-26988
Henodynamic effects of angiographic contrast i
medium in patients with and without heart - j
disease, discussing myocardial performance • •
daring first .ten beats . .' •
... •. :• p0286 A72-27732
• Bemodynamic response to physical exercise stress
in dogs with angiotensin-indaced acute arterial
hypertension •* - ' -.
P0289 A72r28216
Autonomic nervous system role in controlling
'coronary and cardiac responses to hypoxic ;
hypoxia, neasaring blood flov vith•Doppler
altrasonic flow transducer
P0297 A72-28313
:: Roninvasive polygraphic technigue to assess
cardiovascular-responses to intravenous glncagon
.- infection
. " . . : ' . , . ..P0322 A72-28570
Cardiovascular system functional state elevation
daring controlled cooling, studying-hemodynamic
• changes
. :••.-;•- • P0336 A72-30386
Cardiac'output and body temperature response to
prolonged intermittent exercise ••• -
. . p0363 472-31448
Hemodynamic changes in. man during immersion with
the head above water. ' .
P0409 472-34543
Bemodynamic thermoregulatory and sympathoadrenal
responses to heat acclimatization in man during
supine and :upright position exercise
•PQ420 472-35963
Bradycardia-diving reflex to apneic^face immersion
related to physical exercise
•• • i p0421 472-35964
Venoas responses to stimulation of carotid .' '•
chemoreceptors by hypoxia and hypercapnia.
. . • • p0422 472-36025
Synchronous and asynchronous BASB:/body
acceleration synchronous with heart beat/
. effects on hemodynamics and ventilation in dogs
and'humans
: •'' P0422 172-36033
Left ventricular-dynamics during handgrip.
pO<!49 472-37243
Systemic haemodynamics in borderline arterial
hypertension - Besponses to static exercise
before and under the influence of propranolol.
P0451 -A72-37773
Influence of inotropic alteration on the severity
•of myocardial ischemia after experimental
coronary occlusion. .
• . - . . • . - i p0454 472-38552
Relation of the electrocardiogram to hemodynamic
alterations in pulmonary embqlism.
i p0456 472-38816
Study of hemodynamics during the action of
decompression and accelerations
;
 • . •. , p0492 A72-40444
Bemodynamic.reflexes daring acceleration stresses,
considering vessel walls, cardiac rhythm, blood
distribution -and. sinus, carotisireceptors
. , - ' p0508 472-41983
Beflexive cardiac rhythm changes and arterial
tension during hypoxia, noting differences due-
to animals, controlled respiration.;and
pharmacological effects
, . . . - . - pOSOS A72-41984
Prediction of vegetative reactions in-the case of
stress and extreme effects upon the organism
P0508 A72-42069'
Cardiovascular system venous part responsiveness
to central 'nervous and' humoral-influences
.
 : - . ' '" • p0520 A72-43167
Effects of coronary arteriography on myocardial
blood flow. . • ., • i
, p0544'.A72-43933
Changes in certain hemodynamic indices during
; muscular strain in people with differing
capacity to perform work ;
. . - •{ p0550 172-44591
Induction of hemodynamic deterioration by the •
hypogravic state •- An evaluation of mechanisms
and prevention.
p0554 472-45199
Effects.of prolonged exposure to hyperoxia
environment on coagulating processes of blood
' fJPBS-55553) p0312 B72-21044
Subzero cooling method for increasing.functional
capacity of human.cardiovascular system
i : • • p0388 H72-24107
Effect of space flight on changes in .blood
composition and body functions
fNAS1-TT-F-14S35] P0566' H72-32139
4-191.
HBHODTHABICS SOBJECT IHDBI
BEBODTHABICS
Antinatriaretic effect of acute thoracic and
abdominal inferior vena cava constriction on
arterial pressure, renal hemodynamics and
electrolyte excretion
P0018 A72-11660
Exercise effects on pulmonary circulation in doqs,
measuring pulsatile arterial flow and pressure
and vascular input impedance, resistance and
hydraulic power
p0073 A72-15464
In vivo investiqation of dogs natural mitral valve
flow dynamics, developing cardioheaic systea
physical model for data analysis and electrical
analoq simulation
[ASHE PAPER 71-BA/BHF-2} p0096 A72-15949
nonlinear model for computer simulation of human
arterial system, using finite difference
technique for pressure and flov calculations
P0165 A72-20357
Ventricular myocardium contractile function
disorder diagnosis by phase coordinate method
with intracardial hemodynamics application
P0187 A72-22186
QSS nave detectors for arrythuia and hemodynamic
data analysis, using standardized FB magnetic
tape containing various artifacts for evaluation
P0265 A72-25499
Hemodynamic variables relation to coronary blood
flov and myocardial oxygen consumption during
upright bicycle exercise
P0271 A72-26618
Left ventricular dynamic function in terms of
internal diameter, pressure and flow in dogs at
rest and during isoproterenol and metaraminol
infusions
p0277 A72r26773
Hemodynamic assessment of arterial blood flow from
radiograph measurements of aorta branching points
P0277 A72-2677U
Acute hypoxia effects on dog coronary blood flow •
and cardiac function from cardiac
beta-adrenergic and hemodynamics study
p0282 A72-27482
Calibrated IF acceleration vibrocardiography to
examine hemodynamics indices relation to main
wave amplitudes
p0361 A72-31313
Human cerebral hemodynamic changes durinq arousal
and orientinq reactions to auditory stimuli
P0372 A72-32993
Acquired complete right bundle branch block
without overt cardiac disease - Clinical and
hemodynamic study of 37 patients.
P0419 A72-35821
Interrelationship of hemodynamic alterations of
valvular heart disease and renal function -
Influences on renal sodium reabsorption.
p0452 A72-37872
Temporal relation of the second heart sound to
aortic flow in various conditions.
P0457 A72-38818
motion.
P0458 A72-38935
Hemodynamic indices in flight crew personnel
during hypertonic sickness and atherosclerosis
of coronary arteries
P0463 A72-39391
Control of the circulating blood mass in the case
of a functional detachment of various amounts of
pulmonary tissue
P0507 A72-41825
Aortic requrqitation variation with respiratory
sinus arrhythmia and respiratory cycle in dogs
during tachycardia and bradycardia
p0514 A72-42674
Cardiac output, hemodynaaic and gas exchange
variations as function of basal metabolism
during bed rest in hypokinetic recumbent or
antiorthostatic position
P0543 A72-43915
Cerebral blood filling reduction and blood vessel
tone deterioration during 120 day clinostatic
hypokinesia of healthy male subjects
P0544 A72-<13922
Comparative study of regional hemodynaoics durinq
tilt test and lower body, negative pressure ' .
exposure.
P0554 A72-45131
Lower body negative pressure and acceleration
effects on human hemodynamics
P0482 H72-29066
HEHOSLOBIB
HI CABBOXYHEHOGLOBIH -
HT OXTHEBOGLOBIH
CO hemoqlobin concentration measurement in blood
of smokers, nonsmokers and deceased crewmembers
of crashed aircraft
 ; . :•
p0003 A72-10211
Holecular evolutional changes in amino acids of
proteins due to mutant random fixation,
comparing human and fish hemoglobin chains
P0021 A72-11761
Evolutionary r*te of cistrons in vertebrates,
discussing hemoglobin and; .cytochrome c changes
involving amino acid mutant substitution
P0021 172-11762
Amino acid code comparisons of polypeptide chains '
of globins due to mutations during> vertebrate
evolution from ancestral gene
P0021 172-11764
Volumetric analysis of blood oxygen and CO,
showing combination with hemoglobin without
significant molecular volume increase
• p0102 172-16786
Erythrocyte hemolysate cataphoresis studies of
human hemoglobin changes during stepwise
adaptation to high mountain conditions : '
p0218 A72-22880
Light absorption,and scattering factors in whole
blood related to hemoglobin concentration,
discussing oxygen saturation, cardiac output and
pathological conditions . - .
p0273 A72-26630
Stepwise altitude acclimatization and snbsegnent
reanimation after blood loss caused clinical
death effects on dog peripheral blood
erythrocytes, reticulocytes, hemoqlobin and
hematocrit
P0338 A72-30671
Hemoqlobin determination in whole blood with
Specol-Zeiss .spectrocolorimetry,' comparinq
accuracy to cyanmethembqlobin measurements
p0341 A72-30787
Hemoqlobin-facilitated diffusion of oxyqen -
Interfacial and thickness effects.
P0425 A72-36S69
Lack of effect of high .altitude on hemoglobin .; ,
oxyqen affinity. . . . • .
p0491 A72-40430
Comparative studies of the respiratory functions
of mammalian blood.
P0498 A72-40919
HEHOLISIS
Case report on compensated hemolytic anemia
associated with Gilbert syndrome, discussing
implication in aviation
P0016 A72-11299
Erythrocyte hemolysate cataphoresis studies of
human hemoqlobin changes during stepwise
. adaptation to high mountain conditions
. p0218 A72-22880
In vivo hemolysis due to hyperoxia - Bole of H202
accumulation. ' . • '
P0557 172-15651
HE80BBHA6BS
Sudden pij.ot incapacitation and death due to .
snbarachnoid hemorrhage secondary to ruptured
intracranial aneurysm
P0228 A72-23742
Influence of prolonged starvation on the frequency
of occurrence of decompressions-induced pulmonary
hemorrhaqe.
P0409 A72-34545
Effects of vagotomy. and increased blood•pressure
on the incidence of decompression-induced'
pulmonary hemorrhage. - .
• ' p0424 A72-36446
HBHOSTASIS
0 HEBOSTATICS
BEBOSTATICS ... .
Byperbaric environment decompression effects on
human blood and urine chemistry and hemostatic
system, showing physiological parameter
alteration in presence and absence of bends
symptoms
p0343 A72-31087
»-192
SUBJECT IIDBI HIGH ALTIIDDB EHVIEOHBEITS
HBBEDITT "'--
Biological experiments on plants, animals and
bacteria aboard zond 5, 6 and 7 space probes,
noting flight conditions effect on physiological
functions and hereditary structures
• ..- ' P0267 A72-259U1
Cytoplasmic heredity theory linking mitochondria
origin to bacteria
. . . • - . - . . pO»5« 172-38549
Statistical analysis of erythrocyte acid
phosphatase inheritance in French families based
on starch gel electrophoresis of hemolysates
tBASA-TT-P-14015] ' ' p0033 H72-10067
Volterra integral equations for analyzing
biomechanical heredity processes
CTB-72-5J P0190 B72-16009
HETEBOCICLIC COHPOOIDS
NT ACETAZOLABIDE •
HT ADEBOSINE DIPHOSPHATE (ADP)
HT ADESOSIBE TBIPHOSPHATE (ATP)
HT ADEHOSIHES • .
HT AHISOLE : • ' • . ' . '
HT ASCORBIC ACID
BT CAFFEIBE •
HT GOABETHIDIBE ' - ':! ! ' .
H T BJOSCIBE • • • • . . .
BT BOBPBIBE
HT BICOTIHE ' .
BT HICOTIHIC ACID :
BT PYBIDOXIBE • i •
BT BESEBPIBB •' • ' - • • : , • . . '
HT THYBIDIHE ' .
BT TOCOPHEBOL , i
BT TBIPTOPHAB ,
HT DBIC ACID
BT XABTHIHES - .
HBOBISTIC HETHODS ' " ',
Problems of complex object modeling based on
heuristic self-organization
P0556 A72-B5509
Invariant transformation of the control lavs in
ergatic systems •
P0556 A72-45510
Artificial intelligence and 'heuristic programming
research '
fAD-721867] pOO«6 H72-11102
BBIABETHOHIOB
Effect of potassium ion injection on gnanethidine,
bretylinm, and hexamethoninm control of
hypertension in rats ' " '• -
tBASA-TT-F-14127] p0239 B72-18061
HIBEBHATIOB
Book on hibernation and hypothalamus covering ' ' ' '
central' nervous system regulating mechanisms,
biologic rhythmicity, migration,
thermoregnlation, torpor, human implications, etc
p0003 A72-10169
BBA content changes in ground squirrel brain
during active and hibernation states
p0112 A72-18058
Satellite system for telemetering environmental
and physiological data from winter den' of
hibernating black bear, discussing
instrumentation and eguipment performance
p0159 A72-19913
Thermoregnlation in deeply hibernating rodents
during separate chilling and steady hibernation
temperature maintenance of skin and brain
P0287 A72-27827
'Seasonal rhythms of endocrine system in
hibernating mammals, discussing central and
peripheral biological clocks in relation to
hypothalamus and pancreas/thyroid gland
!
 , P0373 A72-33100
Bioelectric and histochemical changes in brain of
hibernating animals
CBASA-TT-F-6191 p0356 B72-23071
HIEBABCBIES
Genetic code numerical structure association with
logarithmic optimization rule for hierarchy of
structures from molecular biology experiments
'.' ' p0062 A72-1«79»
HIGH ACCBLBBATIOH
Plasma protein concentration, volume and
hematocrit changes during exercise, bed rest and
high forward acceleration
p0295 A72-28296
HIGH ALTITDDE
Effects of high altitude and oxygen deficiency on
psychomotor performance of flight crews
[DLB-FB-72-02] p038» B72-2U080
Physiological evaluation of disposable jet
transport passenger oxygen mask at high altitude
[FAA-AB-72-10] pOUOH H72-25131
Conferences on biophysical approaches to solving
problems of ionizing and nonionizihg radiation
effects during high altitude flight, manned
space flight, and ground based equipment
[AGABD-CP-95-PT-31 pO«31 H72-26045
Dynamics of DBA, BBA and protein synthesis in
mitochondria and nuclei of heart muscles of rats
during adaptation to high altitude hypoxia
tBASA-TT-F-14524] p0521 872-30059
BIGB ALTITUDE BBEiTHUG
Acute, short and long term and life long high
altitude hypoxia exposure effects on pulmonary
gas exchange control and efficiency during
physical exercise
P0011 A72-108U8
Bemodynamics, pulmonary gas exchange and
'circulatory responses to high altitude in
subjects with previous history of high altitude
pulmonary edema
' p0016 A72-11H22
Altitude hypoxia human pulmonary compliance
relation between static transpulmonary pressure
and inspired volume
P0023 A72-11958
Unattennated ventilatory hypoxic drive in ovine
and bovine species native to high altitude
P0155 A72-19BU5
Stepwise adaptation to high mountain conditions
effect on brain and snral muscle oxidation
processes in rats
p0186 A72-22085
USAF custom fit oxygen mask program.
P0410 A72-3U559
Technigne for predicting etiology of decompression
sickness in unpressurized aircraft above 20,000
feet
flD-731118] p0254 B72-19106
BIGB ALTITUDE EHVIBOBBEBTS
Badiation exposure daring high altitude flights,
considering normal radiation levels due to
•galactic radiation and short term increases due
to solar flares
p0053 A72-1323U
Physiological and clinical effects of long
distance flight in pressurized commercial planes
with simulated altitudes over 1500 meters
p0283 A72-27486
Hative highlander and lowlander chemoreflex
ventilatory response to transient carbon dioxide
inhalation at low and high altitudes
p0286 A72-27728
Concentrated and extended learning effects on
formation rate and retention degree of
conditioned reflex during mice adaptation to
high altitude hypoxia
p0325 A72-28770
Insecticide dichlorvos vapor toxicity in aircraft
cabin atmosphere at 8000 ft, studying plasma
cholinesterase activity, erythrocytes, dark
adaptation and bronchiolar resistance
P0342 A72-31082
High temperature and altitude combined effects on
performance of tracking, monitoring and mental
arithmetic complex task
P03115 A72-31155
Blood coagulation changes at high altitude
predisposing to pulmonary hypertension.
P0407 A72-3U222
High altitude physiology: Cardiac and respiratory
aspects; Proceedings of the Symposium, London,
England, February 17, 18, 1971.
P0512 A72-42583
Adaptive processes responsible for natural
acclimatization of human organism to low ambient
pressures at high altitudes
P0512 A72-U258U
Borphometric evaluation of changes in lung
structure due to high altitude.
P0512 A72-12585
Transarterial leakage - A possible mechanism of
high altitude pulmonary oedema.
P0513 A72-42588
The carotid body in animals at high altitude.
p0513 A72-42589
A-193
HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT S0BJECT IBDEX
Suprapontine ibflnences on hypoiic ventilatory
control. • '
P0513 172-42590
Succinic and lactic dehydrogenases activities in
honogenates from myocardial tissnes of guinea
pigs, rabbits and dogs in high altitude
. environments •
P0513 A72-42592
Coronary blood flow and myocardial metabolism in
man at. high altitude.
P0513 A72-i)2593
Anatomy-of the coronary circulation at high • i
. altitude.,
: . • .P0513 A72-42594
Environmental effects on parachute impact injuries
at 6,000 to 10,000 feet using parabolic-apex
vented.static line deployed parachate .
P0257 H72-19137
Physiological effects of high altitude flight and
development of life support systems for civil
aircraft environmental control
fJPBS-5545a] p0309 H72-20107
HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT . . . .
D HIGH ALTITUDE
HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURE ; ;
Effects of simulated high altitude on . •
renin-aldosterone and Ha homeostasis in normal •
' p0490 A72-40422
HIGH ALTITUDE TESTS
Human factors relation to .pressurized cabin • . ..
development,.discussing aircraft safety, high
altitude tests, pressure;loss predictions and
cabin altitude selection
p0064 A72-14869
Drine and.plasma protein and creatinine s
measurements in acclimatized and unacclimatized
men before, daring and after high altitude ascent
P0232 A72-24482
Physiological effects on anesthetized and
conscious dogs during exposure at 80,000 ft .for
different decompression rates, discussing
cardiovascular, biochemical and pathological
effects
, . . .. : P0298 472-28322
Altitude effects on decision making performance of
cognitive, psychomotpr and complex card sorting
tasks
. - .. p0379 A72-34096
The effect of.. chronic erythrocytic polycythemia
and high altitude upon plasma, and blood volumes.
. . P0453 A72-38028
Effects of high altitude on cellular and energy
metabolism in rats
[AD-734933] P0315 N72-21064
HIGH EXPLOSIVES
0.EXPLOSIVES
HIGH GBA7ITT (ACCELEBATIOH) - . .
0 HIGH GRAVITY EHVIBOHBEHTS • . -
HIGH GBAVITT BHVIBOSHBHTS ..-.
High gravity environment exposure effects on
. gravity preference in chronically centrifaged
rats, shoving dependence on reference level
P0170. A72-20787
Pilot and back-seat man physiological responses
during high-g aerial combat maneuvers in F-4E
aircraft, discussing ECG, respiratory rate and
minute volume .
p0298 A72-28317
HIGH LATITUDES . •
D POLAB BEGIOHS . . . . . .
HIGH PBESSOBB
. Toxicity of carbon monoxide in confined
environment under high pressure ,
[AD-727S08) , p0035 N72-10085
Analysis of physiological problems created by
exposure to high pressures'for prolonged periods
C1D-.726206] " P0082 B72-12036
Analysis of physiological changes associated with
hyperbaric pressure to determine acclimatization
or adaptation to nitrogen narcosis ,
fAD-7292891 ' p0138 B72-15077
Analysis of behavior of aerosols in high pressure
helium-oxygen environment and removal of harmful
aerosols from environment
rAD-7359601 P0357 B72-23076
Electrophysiology of rat respiratory muscles
exposed to high pressure atmosphere
fHASA-TT-F-142581 . . p0381 B72-24063
Effects of high pressure on physiocochemical••
systems in animals and plants
[AD-740094]. •;.p0474.H72-28085
BIGB PBESSOBE OIIGBH . , , , •- • > -
Anaerobic glycolysis and specific.gravity of red
'. . blood cells in rats exposed to pure oxygen at
600 torr . . i-
, , - . p0016 A72-11297
Bypoxia pretreatment for .decreased!pulmonary ..-
ozygen toxicity during high pressure oxygen
breathing .in rats .... .
: . . • -, , P0153 A72-19328
Rapid eye movement sleep deprivation and
hyperbaric oxygenation influence on
. gamma-aminobutyric.acid levels in;mice brains, .
suggesting protective mechanism against nerve
cell'oxygen intoxication •• '•: •'• :; •
, •, . . . i -p0164 A72-20191
Hyperbaric chamber tests for-hemodynamic.. response
; to oxygen- inhalation at 1 and 2 atm' pressure for
myocardial infarction treatment-; assessment ;• '
... , pO(172 A72-20891
Cardiovascular responses to positive. •pressure
oxygen breathing from blood pressure and, heart
and respiratory rate measurements • ..j • ' - - .•>•••,••••
.-• .
 ;p0267. A72-26017
Physiological and biochemical responses of . . •,,.:•
Parameciam candatum to hypo- and hyperbaric. . ' ',.
stresses, discussing protoplasmic inactiyation -'-, -. ,
by high oxygen pressure . . . . . i .. . . . . . .
\ ... . , ,p0295. A72-28299
Hydrogen peroxide.formation relationship.to lipid
peroxidation and seizures in brain during high
pressure oxygen exposure-.. . . . . a • -
; < . < ,. • • p0295 A72-28300
Snccinate and glntathione as protective agents .
.against, chronic effects of hyperbaric oxygen
toxicity in rats - • • • . _ « . . . ,,. •. ,
... , P0344.A72-31091
Onconjngated urinary corticosterone excretion,in
, laboratory rats exposed to high pressure*
helium-oxygen environments. . ,
' , . . . ' . " ' '. ,. p0557 A72-45656
Tolerance and death in albino mice due to various
toxic oxygen levels .... .. •• ,
CAD-733418] ' p0254 H72-19113
Effects of prolonged.exposure to hyperoxia.
environment* on coagulating ..processes, of blood
CJPBS-55553,] .. ... . 'p'0312. H72-21044
BIGB Q ' ' . . . • • " • - . -
D Q-FACTOBS
BIGH SEHSITIVITI . . . , • • . .
o SE'BSITIVITI , . • . .. .' •
HIGH SPEED, . t , , . ' ., . T•- . .
Effects of lo« altitude, high speed flight on. ...
. physiological responses, cumulative fatigue, and
decrease in performance capabilities of aircrews •
 ;
IAD-737827 ] , ... . • p04.72 B72-28069
BIGH SPEED FLIGHT. . . ....
D HIGH SPEED
HIGH TEBPEBATOBE
Changes in enzyme activity in small intestine of
. rodents deprived of drinking water, and subjected
to high temperatures and intense, solar radiation
CHASA-TT-F-14521] ' p0521 B72-30058
HIGH TBBPEBATOBE EBTIBOIBERS
Toxicological control and chemical analysis of... , .
outgassing products* from nonmetallics
 Lin^ high *
temperature oxygen atmosphere, 'investigating, use
.within LH crey compartment ...
< p0009 A72-10771
Body cooling effect on, human vigilance in hot • .
. environments, testing reaction time to visual
stimuli and auditory signal detection rate
.' p0015. A72r11290
Bicroorganism life in extreme high temperature, pB
and solute concentration environments,• noting
salt effect on enzyme activity . . -.. .
,. p0064 A72-14801
Parotid fluid 17-hydroxycortico steroid level
relation to hyperthermia stress at. various heat
levels during thermal environmental testing .
p0300 .A72-28335
High -temperature environment effects on rat organ
and muscle tissue respiration, discussing
temperature homeostasis maintenance
. p0329 A72-29331
Human physiological function variations dependence
on hyperthermia levels in high temperature
A-194
SUBJECT IBDBI HOBBOBE BSTABOLISBS
environment
p033» A72-30257
High temperature and altitude combined effects on
performance of tracking, monitoring and mental
arithietic coiplez task
P0315 472-31155
Hater loss replacement effect daring rest and
exercise in high temperature environment
thermoregulation experiment
' p0363 A72-31449
Honograph on hot environments stress covering heat
exchange at skin surface, clothing effect, body
temperature regulation and sweating control
•p036« A72-31515
Effects of Had drinks on working efficiency in.
high temperature environments
rHASA-TT-F-14050] p0137 H72-1S067
Experimental investigation of acclimatization of
human subjects to high tekperatnre environments
(AD-730II72J - P0110 B72-15088
Effects of high temperature on pilot performance
as determined in flight simulator during
simulated instrument flight •
(FAA-AH-72-17] . p0483 B72-290711
BILLBB BIIITABI AIBCBAPT
D HILITABY AIHCBAFT
BI1DBABCB ' ' :
0 COHSTBAIBTS '
HIPPOCABPOS ' ' •
Hippocampus electric activity and cardiac rhythms
variations responses to various intensity
electric stimulation of central gray matter
- •• p0032 A72-12881
Hippocampus neuron reactions and memory function
realization with incoming information and stored
imprints comparison by brain •
P0187 A72-22191
Heuronal spike activity changes in rabbit visual
and sensorimotor neocortex and hippocampus
daring BEG' activation
' P0323 A72-28613
Electric stimulation of rabbit brain limbic
formations /claastrum, amygdala, hippocampus/,
shoving effect 'on emotional response motor and
vegetative components
; p'0338 472-30668
Hippocampus morphology and physiology in
relationship to emotion and memory mechanisms,
time links, visceral activity and motivations
and endocrine control
P0372 A72-33099
Changes in the overall electrical activity of the •
mesencephalic reticular formation, the '
hippocampus, and the cerebral cortex ander the • •' '
influence of hydrocortisone and DOCA
P0457 A72-38929
BISTABIIBS
Injected histamine effects on intracranial
pressure and systemic blood pressure in Bacaca ; '
malatta monkeys ' '
fAD-7265113] p003.7' H72-10095
BISTOSBiBS • '
Hearonal systems short-latency paired interactions
detection method, obtaining histogram for action
potentials
p0169 A 72-20624"-
HISTOLOGY ' ,
Electron microscope examination of freeze-etched
air-filled lung alveoli extracellular lining
layer, discussing sample preparation techniques
P0103 472-16787
Clinical death period and reanimation concepts,
noting erroneous interpretations of irreversible
histological alterations, revival' attempt period
and organism self reanimation potential
> ' ' ' p0217 A72-22876
Enzyme activity and ascorbic acid concentration as
index of rat thyroid gland tissue functional
activity during hyperthermia
• p0315 A72-31098
Snccinic dehydrogenase activity in rabbit eye
ciliary epithelium'daring electric stimulation
of hypothalamus, using histochemical techniques
P0345 472-31099
The carotid body in animals at high altitude.
' ' ' ' P0513 472-42589
Histologic analysis of hypoxia exposure effects on
moose skin homograft reaction due to lymphatic
organ function changes
p0514 472-42675
Influence of I-ray irradiation in 25- and 250-r
doses on the transplant immunity in mice
differing by weak and strong
histoincompatibility systems
p0542 472-43910
Collagen in human myocardium as a function of.age.
P0544 472-43935
Localization and dynamic changes of glycogen in
frog retina adapted to darkness or light. I, II.
P0547 472-44377
Automatic histocompatibility testing of cells
CHASA-CB-125590] p0248 B72-19071
Personal observations of 340 fatal aircraft
accidents for confirmation of lacerations to
victims
P0256 B72-19124
Bioelectric and histochemical changes in brain of
hibernating animals :
rHASA-Tl-F-619] • P0356 H72-23071
HISTORIES
NT CASE HISTOBIES
Design, technical history, and use of Raval
training devices
[AD-735487] p0360 H72-23093
HOLOGB4PHT.
Holographic measurement of red blood cell rotation
in orifice flow, transforming orientation into
form distribution data
P0068 472-15140
Hologram data treatment comparison to human brain
fanction, discussing recognition signals,
Pavlovian gualities and intelligence function
P0112 A72-17997
HOBBOSTASIS
Altitude hypoxia resistance and endurance in dogs
of various ages, discussing homeostasis
retention, altitude ceiling and survival time
;
 p0071 472-15234
Bhythmostasis as fundamental life characteristic
analogous to homeostasis, discussing human
circadian rhythm and cycle desynchrony during
air travel •
P0167 472-20445
High temperature environment effects on rat organ
and muscle tissue respiration, discussing
temperature homeostasis maintenance
P0329 A72-29331
Gas induced osmosis as factor in pulmonary
homeostasis, shoving differential water
retention in lungs ventilated-with normoxic
nitrous oxide compared with air
1
 • pO«21 A72-35970
Effects of simulated high altitude on
renin-aldosterone and Ra homeostasis in normal
man.
pO«90 A72-40422
HOBBOTHEBHS
Biological tissue heat transport dimensionless
parameters for steady state and transient
analysis of homeotherm thermoregalation
P0064 A72-1U86U
Evidence for a metabolic limitation of survival in
hypothermic hamsters.
P0547 A72-a4364
HOBIBG
Homing behavior of salamanders subjected to
sensory impairment and manipulative techniques
P0399 H72-25092
BOBOGEBEITI
Theoretical calculations of thermal damage from
heat dissipation in homogeneous solid
[AD-738589] pO»73 H72-28073
HOBIZOH SCAJBEBS -
Safety factors of aircraft flight instruments,
discussing altimeter and artificial horizon
'reading errors and modifications
pOOSU A72-13698
BOBIZOB SEHSIBG
0 HOBIZOH SCAHBEBS ' '
BOBBOBE BBTABOLISBS
Bypophysectooy in rats; resulting in prolonged red
blood cell survival due to oxygen consumption
decrease and altered erythrocyte enzymatic
processes v • •
P0001 472-10075
Badioimmanoassay'and gel filtration determination
of molecular size and immunochemical reactivity
of parathyroid hormone in gland extracts.
A-195
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peripheral circulation and parathyroid effluent
blood
P0071 172-15228
Ecdysone harmonal control of Drosophila circadian
rhythms and synchronizing mechanisms, discussing
light stimulation and nenrohormone secretion
P01S7 172-19537
Thyroid and adrenocortical hormonal state effect
on cell number and functional maturation of
brain, discussing neurogenesis in infants
P0280 A72-27298
Bed rest and centrifaging effects on human plasma
thyroid hormone level, discussing total protein,
albumin and thyrozin binding globulin
concentrations
P0281 172-27477
Renal clearance studies of left atrial distention
effect in dog, indicating antidinretic hormone
inhibition mechanist of diuresis
P0287 A72-27828
Hetabolic and hormonal response adaptation to
prolonged hypodynamics in water immersion /head
out/, noting diurnal and nocturnal differences
in circadian rhythns
P0292 172-28267
. Suppression effects of hyperoxic breathing gases
on red blood cell and erythropoietin hormone
production following blood loss
P0295 172-28298
Foninvasive polygraphic technique to assess
cardiovascular responses to intravenous glncagon
injection • .
P0322 172-28570
Vasopressin /antidiuretic hormone/ role in central
vascular volume and fluid balance maintenance
during continuous positive pressure breathing in
dogs
P0420 172-35917
Effects of simulated high altitude on
renin-aldosterone and Ha homeostasis in normal
Dan.
P0490 172-40422
Prediction of vegetative reactions in the case of
stress and extreme effects upon the organism
P0508 172-42069
Exogenous modifications of circadian rhythms of
adrenal hormones in man.
P0519 172-42978
Changes in the pituitary-thyroid and in the
pituitary-gonad systems under conditions of
functional loading and of physiological
immobilization.
P0551 172-44823
Body fluid analyses on Gemini spacecrews to
determine metabolic costs of manned space flight
tEIPT-BOOS] p0119 H72-14059
HOBHOns
HI 11DOSTEBOHE
HT COSTICOSTEBOIDS
FT COBTISOBE
HT HIDBOXTCOBTICOSTEB01D
BT PITUIT1BY HOBHOBES
FT THIBOIIBE
Short term response of insulin, glucose, growth
hormone and corticosterone to acute vibration
stress in rats
P0014 172-11289
Hypokinesia effects on neurosecretory system of
rat hypothalamns and hypophysis, noting
increased antidiuretic hormone contents in blood
P0099 172-16634
Low molecular active hormones .isolation from cat
blood, obtaining elnates with phosphate buffer
by chromatography
P0342 172-30971
Pancreas insular apparatus .biosynthesis of
neurohnmoral mechanism compounds stimulating
coronary ectasia hormones discharge from brain
into blood in cats'with alloxan diabetes
P0342 172-30973
Bole of the thyrotropic region of the hypothalamns
in the adaptation activity of the organism
' • p0509 172-42167
Limbico-neocortical, cardiovascular and hormonal
system vegetative shifts associated with
emotional behavior response, presenting
nenrogenic stress model for animals
P0520 172-43166
Changes in hormonal activity in humans and rats
during hypokinesia
P0078 F72-12002
Hormone secretion in normal and stimulated human
subjects during sleep
fBlSl-CB-115342] . p0136 B72-15065
Hypodynamia and 'thyroid hormone effects on calcium
metabolism of rat bones
p0481 H72-29053
aospiiiis
Computerized EEG data acquisition and transmission
system for large hospitals with multiple
critical care patient monitoring units, noting
telephone access from outside
P0152 172-19307
lutomated hospital information management system
operations manual and system program listing
[B1S1-TB-1-65747] • p0034 872-10077
Application of aerospace technology to medical
egnipment, and cleaning and diagnostic
procedures of earth health care systems
CFAS1-CB-126664] p0381 B72-24056
HOT-FIIB 1HEBOBETEBS
Aortic flow disturbances in vivo study by hot-film
anemometer, considering peak flow velocity and
pulse rate effects . . .
p0168 172-20537
Irterial velocity profiles measurement in dogs
thoracic aorta by hot-film probe, relating flow
disturbances and turbulence to Beynolds number
P0231 172-24468
HOT-STBE 1HBBOBETEBS
Hot thermistor and hot-wire anemometer principles
for phonocardiographic transducer design,. using
theory of hydraulic amplification with high SUB
P0230 172-24374
HOOSIH6S
Open type urine receptacle with tubular housing
[F1S1-CISE-BSC-12324-1] P0353 B72-22093
BOSHES BIIIT1BI 1IBCB1FT
0 BILIT1BT 1IBCB1FT
BDB1I BEB1VIOB
Operant conditioning for producing gross motor
responses, discussing application to physical
medicine'and rehabilitation with mentally
retarded Downs syndrome children
P0059 172-14706
Conditioned reflex as component of artificial
conditioned-natural unconditioned reflex system
controlling adaptive behavioral patterns, noting
contribution to complex nervous activity
understanding
p0073 172-15582
Bhythmostasis as fundamental life characteristic
analogous to homeostasis, discussing human
circadian rhythm and cycle desynchrony during
air travel
p0167 172-20445
Human behavior analysis based on nine component
functional brain model, discussing information
transmission mechanism via nerve path channels
P0167 172-20460
Soviet papers on human higher nervous activity
physiology covering conditioned reflexes and
adaptive behavior, nenrotropic substance
effects, mathematical and structural modeling, etc
p0181 172-21834
Human nervous system properties responsible for
individual behavioral differences, discussing
• methodological'problems in future research from
biological criteria viewpoint
P0181 172-21839
Cortical synthesis and information handling
properties of evoked potential in human-normal
and pathological behavior • •'•'
P0181 172-21840
Human biodynamic and behavioral response to whole
body vibration, discussing subjective judgment
of vibration intensity and effects on performance
. p0233 172-24797
EEG measurement of sleep behavior patterns,
discussing sleep stages, temporal patterns,
circadian rhythm, intrasleep process stability
and age factor
P0274 172-26679
passenger behavioral inaction 'in snrvivable
aircraft accidents, suggesting maladaptive
behavior counteraction by leadership and/or
training '
1-196
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p032"l A72-28727
Ideas of individual on group members majority
behavior in various situations, noting norm
concept confirmation .from psychological tests on
reference groups* • '•
P0325 472-28796
fiassian book - Eye movements as the basis of
spatial vision and as a model of behavior
pO<H8 A72-35459
Behavioral properties of somatosensorv-motor • ...
interhemispheric transfer.
. p0418 A72-35463
Error arising from experimenter influence on
sub-feet behavior and performance", discussing
. expectancy effects on stimulus presentation and
IQ and success-failure judgments i
., p0427 A72-36907
Self-paced ergometer performance - Effects ,of
.pedal resistance, motivational contingency and
inspired oxygen concentration.
. , p0427 472-36911
Vicarious influence effect on eliciting pain in
individuals subjected to previously reported
nonpainfnl electric shocks . <
, . . p0428 472-36916
Behavioural characteristics of men in the
performance of some decision-making task
components..
' . . ' " . ... . P0465 472-39805
Two explanations of temporal changes in
ability-skill relationships - 4 literature
review and theoretical analysis. - . . . . • .
, .^ . . . . p0499 472-41015
Some contributions to thfivtheory of linear models
describing the control behaviour of the human
operation.
P0503 472-41419
The functional organisation of object directed
human intended-movement and the forming of a
mathematical model. " •
pOS04 472-41422
Effect of low concentrations of carbon monoxide on
human behavior and: performance
[AD-727509] . p0035 N72-10086
Developing center.for computer-based behavioral
studies for studying and.analyzing national
policies and problems
[AD-731859] . . pQ200 H72-17050
Group dynamic behavior in simulated panic situation
[AD-7317411 .• ... p0201 H72-17051
Daily rbehavior .of ten agaanaut teams .in underwater
habitat and correlation analysis .
fAD-7334431 P0263 H72-19177
Design and operation of IHBLBS .|TH4S4-CE-1156641 : p0405 H72-25143
Human behavior in control system and game theory
rjPBS-56277J p0436 H72-26083
Boise stress effects on human life
CHTID300.7] - p0522 .N72-30063
HOH4I BEINGS
Human biology, including evolution, organism
structure, organizations of people, degeneracy,
interactions Kith environment and philosophical
concepts ,
p0114 472-18315
Figs role as ideal experimental animal in human
biomedical research, discussing investigations
to emphasize similarities . •
P0424 472-36440
Fharyngeal streptococcal flora transfer between
human subjects isolated for 15 days .•
p0075 H72-11994
Effects of very lov calcium diets on human calcium
metabolism and osteoporosis development
fHASA-CH-1152441 pOOSO N72-12017
Benefit-risk analysis in determining effects of
radiation dosage •on human beings .
ruCRL-72848] '• p0142 H72-15103
Respiratory perception and behavioral responses of
man and animals to gas composition changes
fHASA-TT-F-649]- , p0198 F72-17032
Safety zone of ultrasonic radiation dosage-for
human beings - ,
 ;
fAD-731075] . p02«2 H72-18086
Effects of partial and whole body radiation on
biochemistry and physiology in humans
[40-732025] '. P0254 B72-19110
Linear acceleration of impact type, causing hnman
injuries - conferences
CAGABD-CP-88-71] . . P0255 B72-19119
Theoretical mechanics for expressing kinematics of
human impact acceleration, using two coordinate
systems
, , p0257 B72-19132
Clinical observation of massive injury causing
• serum enzyme activity in man after crash accidents
p0258 B72-19138
Radiation effects of total and partial body
irradiation in hnman, beings
t.AD-734209] p0307 872-20091
-. System .for detecting natural body burdens of
• radionuclides using scintillation crystal and
lead shadow-shield
CAD-735649] p0352 B72-22086
Critical review of research on assimilation of
nitrogen by higher organisms
[HASA-TT-P-14274] p0383 H72-24075
Policy making process governing medical research
•. on .humans
fNASA-CE-126642]. ... p.0386 H72-24093
< . Stabilization of carbon monoxide metabolism in
man-Chlorella system
p'0387 H72-24098
Biological effects of 0HF electromagnetic radar
emissions on human organism
' ; . ' . . . p0432 S72-26053
Existence of hypocalcemic factor in human thyroids
CNAS4-TT-F-143411 p0438 H72-27079
Laser microspectral analysis of inorganic and
metallic components and pigmentation mechanisms
in insects and man
[HASA-TT-F-14353] P0529 H72-30116
Low level microwave radiation effects.on central
. nervous system and vestibular apparatus
[B-983-BC] • . . ' • . . p0530 B72-31095
Bechanical compression strength of vertebrae and
• . intervertebral disks in humans
[SASA-IT-F-.1U566]. . - P0561 1572-32101
BOHAB BOOT
Hnman body dynamics, discussing configuration,
. .. modeling technigues, kinematics, egnations of
>: .. motions and various limb motions examples
. . . . p0001 472-10110
Anatomical-physiological, optical and
behavioral-visual similarities of nonhuman and
human primates
pOOSO 472-13069
Hnman body movements basic kinetics, measuring
static force, angle and tangential acceleration
of horizontal arm swings- *
472-14707
Human body kinematics numerical analysis,
obtaining space-time resolution by
photoqrammetric restitution and electronic data
processing of photographic recordings
P0059 472-14710
Calorimetric measurements of human body
temperature and of hot saline solution drinking
effects on sweating rate
P0223 472-23440
Calorimetric study of sweating man response to
drinking hot saline solution as function of
temperature, volume and salinity of ingested
liquid
p0223 472-23441
Skeletal bones ash content in man and primates,
implying differences due to adaptive
physiological function .
,p0227 472-23736
Human body calorimetry with water cooled garment
for dynamic and continuous recording of heat
dissipation from surface over extended time
P0233 A72-24485
Human body efficiency in paced and unpaced
performance as function of age ,
<•'-. ' . . .. -f r . P0234 472-24987
German papers on human body energy balance and
temperature control^covering energy conversion
processes, chemical secretions, muscle activity,
etc
P0268 472-26071
Thermodynamics of human body metabolism,
.discussing energy conversion Calorimetric
measurements, body size, food intake, age, sex,
endocrine and nervous effects - •
' . . . • ' . -;• p0268 472-26072
Human body thermoregulatory processes under
varying environmental conditions and metabolic
BDH1H BOOT COHTD SUBJECT IBDBZ
rates, discussing cole of blood circulation,
sweating,rnervous stimuli, hormones, etc
P0268 172-26073
Human body biochemical enerqy conversion processes
daring, nuscalar activity, discussing nutrition,
ciccnlation and respiration roles
'' P0268 172-26075
Geomagnetic field perturbation biological effects,
studying geomagnetic storm field energy levels
and magnetic flux variables relation to human
sensitivity thresholds
P0289 A72-28210
Supine human body mechanical impedance under
combined stress of vibration and sustained
acceleration
P0292 A72-28270
Human torso surface mathematical model to
determine equivalent heart dipole and guadrnpole
locations for ECG measurements
p0322 A72-28571
Human body or dummy mechanical impedance .. ,.
calculation by acceleration measurement at two
point reference system with circular spring
supporting mass
. p0370 A.72-32608
Two-mass system as human body dynamic model in
ballistocardioqraphy, outlining transfer
• function parameter computation procedure
P0423 A72-36039
Lipid peroxidation on the human skin surface
following erythroqenic 0V irradiation
P0453 A72-38087
Equal comfort contours for whole body vertical,
pulsed sinusoidal vibration.
P0464 A72-39551
Han movements directed at reaching a preset goal
pO»94 172-40710
Thermal balance in man during 24 hours in a
controlled environment ,
P0515 A72-*42747
Bntnal relations between different physiological
functions in circadian rhythms in man.
p0519 A72-42979
Hethods for evaluating pulsed sinusoidal, damped,
• and built-up vibrations of human body
fHASA-TT-F-139871 p0033 H72-10069
net hod for 'evaluating compound sinusoidal and •
random' vibrations' of human body
tNASl-TT-F-13986] p0033 H72-10070
Systematic 'method for evaluating sinusoidal
vibrations of human body in sitting, standing,
and lyinq postures
[BASA-TT-F-13985] p0033 H72-10071
Effects of true and simulated weightlessness on
human cardiovascular system
CBISA-TT-F-14030] ' P0033 H72-10073
Collimator for profile scanninq in longitudinal
direction of human body
f0ARASE-82] ' , p0039 N72-10110
Simultaneous determination of blood plasma volume
and corpuscle mass by chromium 51 taqqed
erythrocytes and iodine 131 labeled human serum
albumin
[II1S1-TT-F-140701 p0081 B72-12021
Effects of ozyqen atmosphere in high pressure
diving chamber simulation on human body
tlD-7287601 P0082 H72-12038
Synergistic effect of zero 'gravity and radiation
on human leukocytes and Neurospora crassa
rEIPT-SOOtl P0120 R72-14063
Aerospace medical and ezobiological factors of
manned space flight
rJPBS-54768] p0120 H72-14066
Toxic effect of carbon diozide breathing on human
body
P0121 H72-1K070
Hathematical model of he'matopoietic radiation'
damage and recovery in human body
P0121 H72-14073
Bathematical model for acceleration forces acting
on receptor formations in human vestibnlar
analyzer dnrinq physiological h'ead movements
P0122 B72-14079
Flight acceleration stress effects on pattioqenesis
of illusory sensations and metabolic changes in
human body ,
p'0122 H72-14080
Impact parameter effects on severity of human'
craniocerebral trauma in aircraft accidents
P0122 B72-14081
Physiological effects of vibration on human body
. rHlSl-TT-F-141133 P0197 H72-17029
Temporary human sterility caused by X ray
irradiation
P0208 H72-17630
Human blood cell dose-response relationship to
total body irradiation
P0208 H72-17631
Particle energies and angular flnence
distributions for calculating dose rate
conversions in human radiation exposure
P0208 H72-17655
Radiation shielding model of man for manned space
mission applications
P0210 B72-17705
Effects of radio waves on human body
rHBC-TT-1519] P0240 B72-18073
Exposure to extreme forces through human -
accidental and suicidal free falls
P0256 B72-19125
Safety device study for human protection during
impact acceleration
p0256 S72-19131
Bubble growth during decompression and allowable
gas tension in human body
CDIB-FB-71-48] p0305 H72-20075
Compilation of raw data on elemental
concentrations in normal and diseased human organs
[UCBL-S1013-PT-1-BBV-1] p0306 B72-20081
Clinical treatment of vibration induced disorders
in construction workers
CBIB-IIB-TBABS-1611] ' P0313 B72-21051
Techniques for eliminating disorders associated
with prolonged weightlessness
(JPBS-55714] , . . p0353 H72-22095
Effects of lower body decompression on cardiac
electric activity in humans
p0387 B72-24104
Tone of arteries and veins in different body areas
during prolonged restrictive muscular activity
P0387 H72-24106
Tilting table for testing human body in variety of
positions'while exercising on ergometer or other
biomedical devices
[B1S1-CISE-HFS-21010-1] . p0403 B72-25127
Beck cooling collar for improved thermal comfort
in hot weather
p044« B72-27126
Partially purified thyrocalcitonine causing
increased urinary sodium and chloride excretion
in man
[H1SA-TT-F-14356] . ' P0470 H72-28054
Total body neutron activation analysis of calcium.
in man
CBBI-16659] p0471 B72-28064
neutron sources, energy, flux density, and
moderation for uniform irradiation of target
element in human subjects in total-body neutron
activation analysis
[BBL-16658] . p0471 H72-28065
Temperature regulatory adjustment in men in
response to work and heat
[AD-739838] p0474 R72-28084
Dynamic characteristics of human body in
operator-machine system subjected to random
vibrations
[BAE-L1B-TBABS-1651] ' p0478 H72-28109
Lower body negative pressure and acceleration
effects on human hemodynamics
P0482 H72-29066
Plethysmoqraph for measuring human body impedance
changes dnrinq space fliqht
[AD-740866) " ' p0487 B72-29097
Aerospace .medicine history and survey of human
anatomy and physiology - -•
[H1S1-TT-P-711] p0522, B72-30062
Boise stress effects on human life
[BT1D300.7] ... p0522 B72-30063
Transverse response of lumbar spine under
longitudinal loads in sitting human subjects
riD-740461] p0526 B72-30099
Effect of impact angular acceleration on human
body under emergency conditions-aircraft ejection
rBASA-TT-F-145653 . p05€1 H72-32100
•Intraperitoneal administration of.physiological
solution as alternative method for hydrating
.human body
:
 CBAS1-TT-F-14574] p0561 B72-32103
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Stabiloqraph for stability determination of stance
and fine adjustments to body equilibrium
''fAD-741265] p0565 H72-32128
HOHAH CEHTBIFOGBS • • • • • .
Hunan centrifage tests for qravitoinertial force
effect on ocnlar counterrollinq in normal and
deaf subjects ' • • ' ' - '
. • • ' • • ' • p0022 A72-11956
Haman 'centrifuge tests for semicircular canal
gyroscopic stimulation during sensory '
deprivation, discussing angular acceleration
detection thresholds ' ' . .
p006* A72-1»86S
Acceleration tolerance increase.by static"forearm
.muscular contraction exercise"comparison to
g-snit protection daring human centrifuge tests
[AD-739063] ' • • p0171'A72-20887
'Positive acceleration effects on hnnan
cardiovascular -system during centrifage test's,
studying BCG changes in terns of cardiac rhythm,
heart rate and wave parameters
. ' i. • ••• • • p0267 A72-26015
Human centrifage studies of high-positive
acceleration effects on blood oxygenation and
arterial oxygen and carbon dioxide-tension
' , p029« A72-28287
Involuntary head movement and helmet motion'
displacements daring haman' centrifage runs to 6
Gz from photographic recordings '
v
 . " p029l» A72-28288
Acceleration protection 'properties of modified .
partial pressure suit, determining tolerance'
limits by vision impairment criteria during
centrifuge tests ' ' ' '• '
. • . , • ' . . « . .
 P0298 A72-28319
Pilot pursuit tracking performance under • ' * '
acceleration stress, simulating high performance
aircraft dynamics via haman centrifage equipped
with' simulated .head-up predictive gunsight
- : •' . . P0298 A72T'28320
fluman physiological responses to high magnitude
short duration positive accelerations, .••
considering peripheral vision loss as function
of time : ' - ' •. • - ' • •
P0558 A72-45660
• Effects of G and target position on static helmet
sighting using human centrifage
fAD-731728] p0195 S72-16059
Human centrifage tests to determine aircraft .pilot
disorientation' during aircraft catapult lannchings
: • ' • ' • • • '
 :
 p0393 H72-25037
HOBAH E1GIHEEBIHG .
D HUBAH FACTORS EHGIHEEBIHG '
HDHAI PACTOBS ESGIHEBBIHG
.Legibility of cold cathode, side illumination .'and
straight projection electronic digital displays
under varying ambient light and viewing positions
• ' p0002 A72-10118
Optimum cylindrical'handle size determination by
muscle electromyography, considering gripping
task, routine performance and fatigue test'
' . - • • • : p0002 'A72-10119
Human factors engineering of aircraft cockpit data
entry keyboards on area navigation'control and .
display units .''•''
' ' • p0013 A72-11138
Book on hnian factors engineering covering systems
design reguirements and interface equipment for
man machine interaction implementation :
''• pOOSO A72-13023
Human factors relation to pressurized cabin
' development, discussing aircraft safety,; high
altitude tests, pressure loss predictions and
cabin altitude selection ' "
. " • • • ' ,p006V A72-1«869
A1SEP human engineering design criteria for crew
interface, describing astronaut trainer
p0068 A72-15100
Fatal aviation accident haman factors
investigation by roentgenography," noting'flight
environment factors, injury pattern relation'to
aircraft design and victim identification
• ' pO'111 A72-17880
Baxiotim aerobic power response and oxygen
consumption to training stimulus intensity,
duration and' frequency, using' bicycle ergometer
exercise " ' - '
. . . p01«8 A72-18965
Ban computer dialogue, considering human factors
effects on interaction coarse' '
P0150 A72-19128
Instructor station' design for automated flight
training systems, considering human factors and
.informational reguirements
' • p0152 A72-19277
Book on physiological approach to ergonomics
covering mu'scalar system,, performance, work and
fatigue, working efficiency.and environment, man
machine systems, etc
. p0159 A72-19875
Helmet systems for head protection from concussion
and deformation, discussing design and testing
p0180 A72-21568
Crashworthy upper.torso restraint systems for.
general aviation, incorporating strap.takedp
' devices ' ' . . :
' p0180 A72-21578
Ban machine systems in navigation, .discussing
problems of integrating man with high speed and
high capacity electromechanical systems with
allowance -for" haman weaknesses and abilities'
P0216 A72-22777
Anthropotechnical aspects of V/STOL aircraft
control, discussing instrument and control'
systems concepts based on development and flight
tests of experimental Do-31 yTOl aircraft
' ' ; „ . . .p0217 A72-2278«.
ATC tasks work load'assessment - Conference,
Darmstadt Oniversity of Technology, June 1971
. . p0218 A72-23126
Time analyses of ATC approach controller'tasks;
• developing flow diagram 'for task component
'sequencing and quantifying
j . p0219 A72-23133
Multichannel automatic data acquisition and
processing in ergonomic measurements of radar
controller work from ECG, EOG, EBG and respiration
P0219 A72-23136
Ergonomic simulators 'for testing individual mental
working capacity, using stress-strain and
fatigue relation ''"
' • ' • ' • p0220 A72-23110
Human operator role in space systems reliability,
suggesting approaches to system design and
program planning to exploit' haman potential
fAIAA PAPEB 72-228] - p0230 A72-24139
Space'maintainability experiment .aboard ,
submersible during.30 day d'rift mission, noting
application to skylab manpower distribution
fAIAA PAPEB 72-232] .! , P0231
 1A72-21«t2
Fatigue factors in aircrew related .to shift
workinq and technological advances, considerinq
implications for industry and work-rest cycles
,. P023U A72-2U988
Optimum performance typewriter keyboard design,
.discussing biomechanical improvements in finger
positioning facilitation, operator postural
muscular strain reduction, etc
rAD-7lt0259] ' ..'.. . ' ' . P023S A72-25111
Bedical evaluation *of manned space flight
physiological effects, considering Bercory,
Gemini'and Apollo programs ' '..,
' ' ". ' '. ' . -> ' . ' 'p0269 A72-26100
Aircraft pilot seating protection from dynamic
environment by active vibration isolation,
discussing human frequency response
characteristics
. . . . . . P0269 A72-26391
Weightlessness effects on human organism,
discussing physiological changes, artificial
' gravity by spacecraft rotation and exercise to
counter adverse reactions
p0278 A72-26891
Human, technical and environmental factors in .
accidents 'of .naval F-101 sgaadrbn,™ considering
temporal distribution of accidents and pilot
physical condition . , ,
.P0286.A72-27820
Change in Naval Flight Officer operational role
due to modern ^eguipment design in weapons
systems, sensors and navigational aids
p02?» A72-28291
FAA program for revision of aviation aircraft
maximum allowable control forces specifications,
taking into account female pilots capabilities
. ; p0299 A72-28325
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Future spacecraft habitable compartment layout
from psychophysiological viewpoint, considering
human visual and motor field parameters and crew
members social needs
p0328 A72-29321
Pilots seating active and passive isolation from
LF vibrations in helicopters and jet aircrafts,
discussing human factors and dynamic environment
p0330 A72-29558
Heaningfnl shape coding for aircraft switch knobs.
P0420 A72-35944
Ran machine systems operational effectiveness
augmentation through human factors engineering
to enhance human operator capability for
parallel data processing and decision making
P0454 A72-38308
The measurement of three-dimensional body
movements by the use of photogramuetry.
P0465 A72-39806
Bnssian book - Space ergonomics.
P0489 A72-40300
OS1F aerospace medical research on human
capabilities as limiting factor in defense
systems development, discussing environmental
simulators and human test facilities
p0498 A72-40973
Design of vibration absorbers minimizing human
discomfort.
,p050l A72-41231
Anthropotechnics /human engineering/ approach to
man machine system optimization, discussing task
allocation and adaptations of machine dynamics,
displays and controls to human operator
pOSOl A72-41403
Display device layout based on human operator
manual control information requirements
consideration, discussing functional categories,
motion compatibility, indicators relation and
integration
p0502 A72-41404
Display device design and human operator training
. based on visual and auditory sensation and
perception principles, emphasizing fitting
between man and information
P0502 A72-41407
Human operator decision making role in information
presentation system determined by experiments
using laboratory performance and test measures,
field observation, electrical and biochemical
measures .
P0502 A72-41408
Han machine system input via human controller
output transformation, illustrating vith
spacecraft lateral position manual control problem
p0502 A72-»1411
Manual workload determination by control
characteristics, control-display relationships,
demands for dexterity and sensitivity and speed
and accuracy requirements
P0503 A72-41414
Human engineering requirements in aircraft system
development. <
p0504 A72-41423
Applied research into the effects of vibration
upon displays.
p0504 A72-41424
A new concept of flight displays compatible with
digital airborne computers.
pOSOU A72-41426
Influence of stick efficiency on tracking error
applying two slightly different control elements.
p0504 A72-41429
A psychologist's laboratory approach to a human
factors problem.
p0504 A72-41430
Human organism and space flight stress endurance
limits and manned space mission rescue
capabilities reguirements, considering cabin
decompression, anoxia, radiation, onboard
illness, etc
p0555 A72-45218
Spacecraft food synthesis, using carbon dioxide
and water from chemically regenerated human
metabolic and waste products
pOSSS A72-45277
mathematical description of a human operator in
ergatic control systems
P0556 A72-45514
Algorithmic description of the generalized
operational characteristic of a human operator
P0556 A72-4SS15
Estimate of the operational efficiency of a human
operator in the follow-up mode of a closed-loop
control system
P0556 A72-45516
Methodical aspects of studies of ergatic
differential-game systems
P0557 A72-45517
Introduction to experimental psychology including
methods in perception, learning, sociology, and
diagnostics
P0039 H72-10108
Heasurement of motivation in human factors
engineering by psychological tests
P0042 H72-10132
Bethods of measuring visual fatigue of workers
engaged in tasks involving visual checks
rHLL-LIB-COHH-1598-(5196)] p0042 H72-10133
Hardware parameters related to human factors in
training operators of night observation devices
[AD-727657] p0046 1172-11099
Performance and acceptance tests of oxygen and
protective masks • •
[AD-725540] P0047 H72-11104
Design and fabrication of impact and vibration
test eguipment for biodynamic research
fAD-726119) p0047 H72-11105
Protection of aircrews from high temperatures and
water-cooled garment for heat balance studies in
man
fAD-727222] p0047 H72-11107
Analysis of international aviation standards for
colors and color perception reguired for civil
aircraft pilots
tAyiATIOB-HED-HBHO-29] p0081 H72-12020
Human engineering design data for reduced- gravity
conditions for use during development and design
of manned spacecraft - handbook - .
CBASA-CB-1726] p0084 B72-12048
Development of method for assessing information
workload based on physiological measurements
fHASA-CB-1888] p0086 N72-12060
Technological forecasting of future pilot-aircraft
interface requirements
p0087 B72-13010
Analysis of toxicity of various organic chemicals
and development of safety measures for human
subjects • - . ' . " '
[BASA-CB-124835] ; , p0087 N72-13060
Biological applications of radiation processing,
radiation protection, metabolic studies, and
radiation effects research
[AEHE-PB/HPH-15] p0087 B72-13064
Development and evaluation of space activity suit
assembly for extravehicular activity applications
[HASA-CB-1892] p0087 B72-13077
Bibliography of basic references to multivariate
analysis using reponse surface methodology and
application to human factors engineering
[AD-729192] p0087 H72-13090
Development and characteristics of instruments to
monitor physiological reactions of deep sea divers
[AD-728065] p0087 B72-13092
Comparison of operator performance from nose of
aircraft with performance from side of aircraft
during aerial reconnaissance operations
[AD-729226] p0087 H72-13094
Human factors characteristics for evaluating
electronic eguipment
[AD-728824] p0087 B72-13095
Aerospace medical and exobiological factors of
manned space flight
[JPFS-54768] p0120 H72-14066
Guidelines to utilization of human factors in
testing general supplies and egnipment
[AD-729855] p0129 S72-14125
Model of human subject and ejection seat used to
calculate aerodynamic and dynamic forces,
deflections, and trajectories for zero speed and
high speed ejections
[AD-7309071 p0131 B72-14137
Human factors engineering to determine performance
of human subjects in monitoring systems to
insure proper operation
[AD-730374] p0131 H72-14140
Analysis of physiological changes associated with
hyperbaric pressure to determine acclimatization
1-200
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or adaptation to nitrogen narcosis
[AD-729289] p0138 B72-15077
.Development of methods for analyzing data and
fitting carves derived froe replicate nitrogen
washout tests on human subjects
[AD-730279] p0140 S72-15086
Hanan factors engineering to determine visual
discrimination of helicopter pilot and effect on
helicopter control
ftD-7305001 p0140 H72-15087
Analysis of human subjects to determine skeletal
configurations of operator in pulling or poshing
heavy loads
[AD-729827] p0143 H72-15106
Significance of impulse noise exposure in military
human engineering research
CAD-731185] p0145 872-15118
Behavioral, psychiatric, and sociological problems
of long-duration space missions
fBASA-TB-I-58067] p0190 H72-16016
Conference on research at Institute for Human
Factors Engineering optimization of man machine
systems, Meckenheim, Germany, Jun. 1970
tAHTHBOPOTECB-H/70] p0191 H72-16019
Research facilities and mission of the German
Besearch Institute for Human Factors Engineering
p0191 H72-16020
Tests to' determine sound attenuation achieved by
several Air Force ear protector devices
CAD-731123J p0195 B72-16054
USSR space programs on selection and training of
cosmonauts, psychological and physiological
effects of space flight, and space mission
planning
[ JPBS-55100] p0201 "72-17056
Analysis of models and explanations for temporally
decreasing predictive relationship between
ability measures and complex motor task
performance
fAD-732612] p0248 H72-18126
Principles of construction of complexes for
continuous control of human subjects and
automatic normalization of body states
[AD-734053] -. p0248 B72-18127
Anthropometry of .-flying personnel in Boyal Swedish
Air Force for application in design of cockpits
and aircraft equipment
fBAE-LIB-TBABS-15021 p0252 H72-19097
Analysis of human factors problems associated with
air traffic control systems vith emphasis on
impact caused by automation
CHASA-CB-19571 p0253 H72-19102
Health hazards and efficiency reductions of
personnel exposed to simulated nuclear shock
waves in protective shelters
P0257 H72-19136
Energy absorption and safety properties of
dilatant suspension systems used in ejection
seat cushion materials
tAD-734423] P0263 B72-19181
Human Besources Research Organization bibliography
of publications as of 30 June, 1971
P0309 H72-20101
Analysis of pedal operation by seated operator
with application to design of foot controls for
automobiles and other eguipment
fAD-735315] p0318 H72-21089
Human perceptual characteristic data relating to
individual electronic flight display design
P0355 B72-22622
Colors for elements of multicolored aircraft
display to insure minimum number of instrument
' reading errors
P0355 B72-22624
Human reaction time tests to determine ability to
perform binary choice task while subjected to
coriolis stimulation
fIZF-1971-19] P0385 B72-24090
Dse of computer technology for solution to
problems in cybernetics
[JPBS-S5937] P0389 B72-24126
Human process of classification and formation of
concepts analyzed by construction of model of
brain as learning system
p0390 B72-24130
Human centrifuge tests to determine aircraft pilot
disorientation during aircraft catapult lannchings
P0393 H72-25037
Development of theory concerning human reactions
to whole body motion and explanation of
individual differences to motion 'effects
p0393 H72-25044
Behavior of gluteal region of human body subjected
to varying loads in sitting position
CAD-737225] p0401 H72-25110
Human factors engineering to determine effects of
weapon noise on military personnel and
development of criteria for performance
prediction of personnel after exposure to noise
[AD-738135] p0405 H72-25145
Performance of human model in controlling
attacking fighter aircraft
P0435 B72-26077
Han machine systems and control, and engineering
psychology
tJPBS-56297] pOU36 B72-26084
Steady state and transient temperature
distributions in human thigh covered with
cooling pad
[BASA-CB-127523] p0439 B72-27084
Conference on portable life support systems for
human protection
[BASA-SP-302] p0442 B72-27106
Portable air supply and monitoring system for
personnel working on offshore platform piling
p0444 N72-27123
Human factors engineering viewpoint of
psychophysiological measurements applied to
maintainability evaluation of equipment design
[AD-739437] p0446 B72-27137
Response time to vibrotactile stimulus in relation
to signal amplitude and freguency variation
tAD-739433] p04«6 B72-27139
DSSB research reports on psychology and man
machine relationships
CJPBS-563511 p0468 B72-28038
Human factor considerations in developing
automated air traffic control systems
p0477 H72-28105
Human engineering survey of Canadian yPR air
traffic training base capacity
[DCIEH-832] p0477 B72-28107
Power assisted breathing device for reducing gas
mask resistance
[AD-740643] P0486 B72-29093
Effects of training in ocular pursuit tracking on
subseguent performance
[AD-741246] p0486 B72-29094
Human forearm models for aiding diagnostic and
therapeutic monitoring of nenromuscular diseases
rAD-740463] p0527 B72-30101
Pilot describing function technique for analyzing
secondary task influence on tracking performance
fDTIAS-178] P0530 B72-30118
Soviet research in military human factors
engineering
CJPRS-56653] p0530 H72-30119
Decision tree format for including human resources
data in systems engineering design
[AD-741768] p0530 S72-30120
Measurement of maximum isometric forces male
subjects can exert at six locations of hand
operated aircraft controls
CAD-7409301 P0530 S72-30122
Bultiple schedule of reinforcement used to
determine differential behavioral effects of
breathing air and helium-oxygen at three to ten
atmospheres
[AD-741691] p0532 B72-31106
Comparison of two methods of gisting messages
[AD-743185] p0533 B72-31111
Human factor evaluation of cold weather face masks
[AD-745087] D0573 B72-33127
Performance tests to evaluate proficiency of
maintenance personnel in trouble shooting and
repairing DH-1 helicopter
fAD-745156] p0574 H72-33129
Development of job performance tests to determine
proficiency of maintenance personnel in
troubleshooting and repairing UH-1 helicopter
lighting eguipment
rAD-745158] P0574 B72-33131
HDRAH FiCTOES LSBOBiTOSIBS
Human annoyance reactions to sonic booms,
discussing field and laboratory findings
P0222 A72-23321
A-201
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Conference on research at Institute for Human
Factors Engineering optinization of man machine
systems, Heckenheim, Germany, Jun. 1970
CAHTHBOPOIECH-U/70]. p0191 B72-16019
PSTChological measurements and methods in human
factors laboratories
.P0192 H72-16027
BOMB PATHOLOGY
Hyokinase activity determination as diagnostic
test for human myocardial infarction, comparing
to creatine phosphokinase activity test
P0098 A72-16388
Book on experimental brain hypoxia covering
changes in hemodynamics, energy, metabolisms,
electrolyte and water movement and cerebral and
peripheral venous blood sernm proteins
.P0214 172-22238
Vagus nerve regeneration in humans after stomach
cancer surgery
P0325 A72-28779
Human heart physiopathology from cardiac
performance.analysis, treating heart as pump and
mascle
P0368 472-32493
Place of tropical pathology in -medical assessment
of .aircrew
P0452 A72-37882
Pathology of the cardiovascular system in terms of
the theory of cortico-visceral interrelations
• . . . p0496 A72-40756
Hazard rate .of recurrence in germinal cell tumors
of the testis. .
POS11 A72-42498
Chronic altitude,sickness pathology based on
anatomical and histological findings in abnormal
mountain inhabitants autopsies, comparing with
cardiovascular system morphology in normal people
. • •• . P0512 A72-42586
Time series analysis of meteoropathological
disturbances of human regulation mechanisms,
investigating annual variations of diurnal rhythms
P0519 A72-42977
Psychopathology among French Air Force flying
personnel
P0127 H72-14112
Disturbance or absence of light invoked potentials
in electroretinogram and electroencephalogram in
diseases of the human visual system
; v . p013« 1172-15047
Effect of nonspecific stimuli on inhibition of
pathological processes
IHASA-TT-F-653] p0252 H72-19098
Human physiological reactions and pathology in
Antarctic acclimatization
p0433 H72-26063
Pathological analysis of decompression caused
lesions in nervous system
CHlL-DEIC-TBAHS-2790-(3623.66)] p0570 H72-33095
HOUR PBBFOBHAHCB
HI ASTBOHAOT PEBFOBHAHCE
HI BLACKOUT PBEVEHTIOF
NT OPEBATOB PEBFOBHANCE
NT PILOT PEBFOBHAHCE . ,
Human exercise capacity assessment from maximal
oxygen intake estimates and Harvard step test
p0002 A72-10116
Optimal psychomotor performance in relation .to
thermal comfort conditions in man, using complex
dual.tests and subjective rating scales
p0002 A72-10117
Human touch deficiency in artificial pattern
recognizers regarding handwriting, speech and
pattern recognition involving nonevents
pOOOS A72-10164
Sensory psychological invariance formation for
perceptual functions in human visual - system
P0005 A72-10468
Sensorimotor preconditions of single image
impression in human binocular vision
P0006 A72-10477
Optimal flash rate and duty cycle for flashing
visual indicators, testing observer ability to
determine indicator state
p0007 A72-10565
Age and physique effects on human continuous work
capacity, monitoring heart rates during task
performance
P0007 A72-10568
Psychological threshold for successiveness,
tabulating probabilities for correct guesses of
stimuli order
P0008 A72-10713
Hethodological problems in nnidimensional -.
information transmission involving circular .
light identification tasks
p0009 A72-10718
Human pattern analysis by stabilized'retinal image
fragmentation as function of fade frequencies
for angle and line stimuli in different
orientations * . . •
p0009 A72-10721
Threshold stimulus for visual motion
discrimination as function of velocity and .
luminance . .
p0009 A72-10722
Skill acquisition in performance of three phase
code transformation task
p0013 A72-11193
Time sharing three phase code transformation
multitask effects on sustained performance
P0013 A72-11194
Body cooling effect on human vigilance in hot
environments, testing-reaction time to visual
stimuli and auditory signal detection rate > •.
pOOIS A72-11290
Human mental and psychomotor performance
measurements in'Compressed oxygen-helium
atmosphere pressure chamber for dive between 100
and 1500 feet
P0018 A72-11701
Aerospace vehicle acceleration effects on-human
performance, noting visual, motor and .
intellectual impairment levels relation to
physiological tolerance limits
P0018 A72-11702
Human postural control system dynamic model,
discussing stick man pitch axis dynamics digital
simulation and difficulties in linearizing .
equations of motion .
 t
P0051 A72-13163
Human mental working capacity estimation relation
to functional state, discussing brain
performance tests -, ,
P0054 A72-13721
• Psychological tests of airmen with performance
error histories, considering psychic
characteristics for limited assignment -. - .
readjustment
P0054 A72-13723
Biomechanics - Conference, Eindhoven, Netherlands,
August 1969
P0059 A72-14703
Human taste papillae sensitivity to chemical ,
stimuli, showing stable guality and intensity
response patterns
p0103 A72-17129
Human visual system selective adaptability to
speed,, size and orientation, suggesting motion
analysis by visual cortex neural subsystems .
P0106 A72-17603
Hotivation in vigilance, studying effects of
subject self evaluation and experimenter
/knowledge of results/ controlled feedback
P0106 A72-17711
Human immediate memory adaptation to speed stress,
discussing response time and performance .•--
accuracy relationship to stimuli complexity and
input speed
P0107 A72-17716
Transmeridian flight psychological effects on
aircrews, discussing anxiety, stress, circadian
rhythm disruption and sleep loss effects on
performance deterioration
P0108 A72-r17816
Terminal area ATC specialists and trainees job
attitude and motivation from questionnaire on
challenge, tasks, salary, work schedule, etc
P0109 A72-17865
Color defective vision performance predictions
during day and night tests of aviation color
, signal light discrimination
P0109 A72-17871
Bisensory performance in simultaneous auditory and
visual verbal information recognition,
demonstrating integrative action between hearing
and vision
p0111 A72-17949
A-202
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Book on sustained attention /vigilance/,
discussing effects of signal frequency,
magnitude and distribution, task complexity,
noise, age, intelligence, etc
P0159 A72-19910
Eastbonnd and westbound transaeridian flights
effect on body temperature and psychoaotor and
visual performance circadian rhythms, discussing
readjustment times
rAHBL-TB-71-89] p0162 A72-20176
Human performance and exhaustion predictive model
fron responses to exercise and environmental
stresses, considering circulation, thermal
regulation, work load and oxygen pressure effects
P0166 A72-20358
Acoustic tests of jet aircraft noise and sonic
boom effects on sleep pattern and human
performance, using EEC analysis
fASA PAPEH S 11] p0178 A72-21«87
Hypoxic and normoxic gas mixture breathing during
intense muscular activity, relating oxygen
consumption and carbon dioxide elimination
magnitudes and motor performance
p0185 A72-22081
Boise effects on human attention and work
efficiency in extroverted and introverted
individuals ' • ' •
P0186 A72-22137
Loudness function correlations to'illusory spiral
aftereffect persistanee, motion sickness
susceptibility and auditory reaction time in
individuals
p0186 A72-22138
Best and activity patterns effect on space crews
well-being and operational effectiveness during
prolonged extraterrestrial -missions, noting work
load effect on long-haul transport aircrews
p0226 A72-23727
Stochastic models of human performance • •
effectiveness functions reliability and
correctability from error data generated by
tracking and vigilance tasks
p0229 A72-2U001
Human performance prediction dependence on task
and equipment variables effects, using
experimental data for performance classification
system
P0229 A72-24003
Human biodynamic and behavioral response to whole
body vibration, discussing subjective judgment
of vibration intensity and effects on performance
P0233 A72-2H797
Choice reaction task times for responses to
signals by middle, little and index fingers
p023« A72-2H985
Human body efficiency in paced and unpaced
performance as function of age.
P023H A72-21987
Anisotropic responses to dot and line visual
stimuli, obtaining judgments on apparent
straightness for various visual field locations
and dot densities
p0237 A72-25183
Human performance under intense noise, measuring
effects on muscle tension, metabolism,
respiration rate, visual accommodation, saccadic
eye movement and dark adaptation
P0266 A72-25728
Diurnal'rhythm and loss of sleep effects on human
efficiency - Conference, Strasbourg, July 1970
p027<t A72-26676
Human performance dependence on time of day,
discussing circadian and physiological rhythms
relation and environmental change effects
p027» A72-26677
Sleep deprivation effects relation to work
duration, time of day, circadian rhythm, memory
function, task performance, environmental
factors, drug use and age
p027« A72-26678
Sleep loss effect on reaction and movement times
during information processing in step tracking
task
p027<l A72-26680
Time displacement effects on human physiological
and psychological functions, discussing ;
circadian rhythm phase shift and performance
deficits
P027U A72-26681
Rental performance tests in sleep deprived
subjects for indication of recuperative function
of slow wave and BEB sleep stages • • ;
: p027» A72-26682
Cumulative partial sleep deprivation effects on
human performance in auditory vigilance, routine
addition and running digit span tests, observing
circadian rhythms
P0275 A72-26683
Sleep, lack of sleep and circadian rhythm effects
on psychometric test performance . .. ' • .
P0275 A72-2668U
Sleep interruption, sleep deprivation and
continuous darkness effects on circadian rhythms
in human performance ' • ' •
P0275 A72-26685
Sleep loss and work-rest cycle effects on combat
efficiency, considering psychomotor reactivity,
vigilance and decision making capacity ''• •
P0275 A72-26688
Cumulative sleep deficit, preceding sleep or
wakefulness period duration and body temperature
effects on reaction time in multiple choice
visual task
p0276 A72-26690
Human functional level performance • '
characteristics, noting relationship between
spontaneous rhythm diurnal variations in psychic
and physical performance ' -
• P0276 A72-26691
Sleep deprivation effect on circadian rhythms in
human performance, psychological fatigue
ratings, catecholamine excretion and urine flow
P0276 A72-26692
Circadian rhythm effects on'introverts and '•
extroverts biochemistry; physiology and
performance, suggesting arousal mechanism
differences ' • ' '
P0276 A72-26693
Project Pegasus vigilance tasks for mental
performance-aspects of time zone change effects
on human circadian rhythms
p0276 A72-26695
Time zone transition induced circadian rhythm
disturbance effect on military personnel- mental
and physiological performance
p0276 A72-26696
Auditory flutter fusion fregnency changes in
humans during prolonged visual deprivation •
p0280 A72-27418
Jet aircraft noise effect on sleeping EEG and
subsegnent waking performance, showing presence
of carry-over effects
' p0281 A72-27«7i(
Parachutist biomedical responses in aerial tow at
110-175 knots, determining heart and respiration
rates and urinary catecholamines
P0292 A72-28272
Periodic, continuous and aperiodic white noise •
effects on human serial decoding performance,'
relating subjective and antonomic responses
p029« A72-28289
Self estimated distractibility in subjects related
to attention lapses during perceptual motor
performance, indicating psychophysiological
changes
P0296 A72-28307
EE6 diurnal rhythms during '72 hour insomnia,
considering adaptation to altered work-rest
cycle in subjects with stable and unstable brain
activity rhythms
p0328 A72-29319
Human flexible processing accomplishment in
speeded recognition task with visual stimulus
dimension relevancy contingent upon other
dimension stimuli values
P0331 A72-29832
1
 Statistical periodic analysis of cyclic activity
in human perceptual-motor performance
• " - ' •'- > P0331 A72-29805
Divided attention effect localization, using
choice tracking task reaction times in
•seguential stage model for human information
processing •
P0332 A72-29852
Vigilance effects for noise or vibration stimuli
. duration judgment task performed with or without
simultaneous mental arithmetic task
p03l(1 A72-30961
i-203
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Hois;e and vibration stress combined effects on
human mental performance as function of tine of
day, taking into account circadian rhythm factor
P0342 A72-31083
High temperature and altitude contained effects on
performance of tracking, monitoring and mental
arithmetic complex task
p0345 A72-31155
Shite background noise intensity effects on human
visual target detection performance considering
display difficulty levels, target location,
detection time and error
P0345 A72-31156
Homentary velocity measurement of human valking in
forward movement by fregnency response of signal
00 magnetic tape
p0367 A72-32200
Hypokinesis and motor activity of humans in •
industrial societies, noting prolonged
inactivity and posture maintaining effects
P0372 A72-33098
Predictive model for human operator performance in
short term visual information processing based
on psychological research to obtain'decision
accuracy and response time
p0378 A72-33865
Auditory display in dual-axis compensatory ••' ' '
tracking task, discussing performance measures
in terms of sguared error integral and human
operator describing functions
: p0378 A72-33866
Altitude effects on decision making performance of
cognitive, psychomotor and complex card sorting
tasks ' • • • - - - .
p0379 472-34096
Possibilities and dangers during long working*
periods in space rescue.
P0409 472-34436
Natural acclimatization to work in severe heat.
P0410 A72-34550
Effects of different alcohol dosages and display
illumination on tracking performance during
vestibnlar stimulation. •
P0410 872-34551
Error arising from experimenter influence on
subject behavior and performance, discussing
expectancy effects on stimulus presentation and
IQ and success-failure judgments •>• '.'<',
P0427 A72-36907
Psychological tests to judge maximum and minimum
nonphysical subjective attraction forces between
two parallel bars • -, :
•• p0428 A72-36919
Theoretical models for speed-accuracy tradeoff
during difficult visual discrimination tasks
under time pressure
P0430 A72-37220
Psychological tests for diurnal variations of
human visual discrimination threshold by varying
test object illumination level '. ?-
p0457 A72-38931
Psychophysical information content evaluation of
. aerial photographic images by human viewer for;
photointerpretation and search in reference-
library
P0459 472-39042
Behavioural characteristics of men in the
performance of some decision-making task *
components* ^
P0465 A72-39805
Evaluation of cardiopnlmonary function and work
performance in man during caloric restriction.
p0490 472-40423
Threshold detection model for foveal viewing 'by
human observers using naked eye
. :p0495 A72-40733
Right vision performance-measure based on object
recognition experiments with optical
instruments, noting improvement with image
intensifier
P0496 472-40741
The visibility range when observing an aircraft
with and without field-glasses.
•"' P0496 -A72-40750
yestibular and optical stimuli interaction in
human orientation, testing via Barany chair on
rotating platform surrounded by optokinetic drum
pO«96 A72-40751
' -DS4F aerospace medical research on human •
capabilities'as limiting factor in defense '
systems development, discussing environmental
simulators and human test facilities
i P0498 A72-40973
Two explanations of temporal changes in "'•
ability-skill relationships - & literature "
review and theoretical analysis.
P0499 472-41015
Team size and decision rule in the 'performance of
simulated monitoring teams. •-• •
P0499 472-41016
Error search reading tasks to investigate
practical applicability of blinking display'
coding 'techniques, noting reading speed
reduction compared to steady display
• P0499 A72-41018
Body orientation under vertical sinusoidal
vibration. ' - • ' • • '
p0499 472-41019
Hanual workload determination by control
characteristics, control-display relationships,
demands for dexterity and sensitivity and speed
- and accuracy regnirements '
- - • ' ' P0503 472-41414
Human engineering reguirements in'aircraft system
• - development.
p0504 472-41423
Applied research into the effects of vibration
upon displays.
p0504 A72-41424
The foot as input device for control operation.
- p0504 472-41428
The influence of a prediction display on the human
transfer characteristics.
p0505 472-41432
Changes in certain hemodynamic indices during
muscular strain in people with differing
capacity to perform work ' - '
P0550 472-44591
Content and time aspects of short and long term
memory operation theories; relating attention
and memory spans -
P0555 472-45243
Carbon monoxide exposure effects 'on human sleep *
patterns and psychomotor performance involving
time estimation, mental arithmetic, tracking;
and vigilance under moderate or high workloads
[AD-727506] p0035 N72-10084
Effect of low-concentrations of carbon monoxide-on
human behavior and performance
: (AD-727509J p0035 H72-10086
Effects of low CO concentrations on.learned
behavior patterns using human subjects
tAD-727510] ' - p0036 H72-10088
Film and transducer record analysis of daisy track
human tolerance tests
[PB-201265] - - P0040 N72-10119
' Effects of environmental stresses on attack
:>c ' .-helicopter crew task performance in NATO theater
' ••' [AD-726949] p0041 S72-10122
Effect of differential payoff matrices to induce
motivation in'vigilance performance involving
detection of visual signals
tAD-727984] P0041 H72-10123
Teaching and training.innovations and
technological improvements for augmenting human
cognition
;• fAD-726755) ' p0041 H72-10124
Effect of background radio chatter on performance
of pilots in training
fAD-727054] p0041 H72-10125
Performance reference scale for maneuvers in T-37
pilot training
TAD-727024] p0041 B72-10126
Optical vision testing unit for testing eyes and'
visual system of human subject
tSASA-CASE-HSC-13601-1] p0045 H72-11088
Decision making and operator functions of man in
control of highly automated systems
" [4D-727658] p0045 H72-11091
Information processing of short and long term
human memory. - bibliography
[4D-727300] p0046 N72-11101
Selectivity in human adaptation to Coriolis,
linear, and swinging accelerations
p0075 H72-11997
Nystagmus and visual performance during sinusoidal
oscillation
i-204
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tAD-726173) p0082 B72-12033
Laboratory simulation of weightlessness in order
to develop methods for preventing harmful
effects to human subjects .. :
fHASA-TT-F-14027] p0084 H72-12050
External respiration* gas metabolism, and energy
ezpenditare of humans performing tasks under
simulated weightlessness
COPES-541193] p0085 H72-12057
Skin temperature determination under . r
comfort-controlled liguid-cooled garment in
exercising subjects[HASA-CB-115295] p0087 H72-13078
Analysis of diver performance on communication
dependent task using closed and open.cycle
breathing apparatus
CAD-726225] p0087 H72-13088
Annotated bibliography on noise pollution a n d - .
associated effects on human performance
fiD-729850] P0117 B72-14049
Taxonomic structure for classifying behavioral.
studies in human performance reliability data
system
TAD-7309101 p0118 B72-14052
Information and energy costs in human daily
circadian vork-rest cycle
p0122 872-14077
Effects of noise on human performance
[AD-729213] p0128,H72-14121
Early aptitude-achievement discrepancies as
predictors of voluntary withdrawal from naval
aviation training . . . - . ,
tAD-7283891 P0130 B72-14130
Development of semiautomatic tracking concepts and
control of complex systems .
CAD-730193) P0131 B72-14135
Determination of optimal work-rest cycle for,.
individuals and crews to yield high performance
in man machine effectiveness
[AD-729964] p0131 B72-14139
Human factors engineering to determine performance
of human subjects in monitoring systems to .
insure proper operation
fAD-7303741 ' p0131 B72-14140
Physiological factors in color vision, simulation
of visual systems, aerospace environment effects
on visual perception, and electrophysiological
aspects of eye responses
[HASA-TT-F-650] p0132 H72-15028
mathematical model for human color vision process
simulation
P0132 H72-15030
mathematical model of psychophysiological
relationship between sensation and stimulus in
human color perception
p0132 H72-15031
Grassmann algebra for functional model of color
vision statics in human perception
p0132 H72-15032
Phased development of human visual color 'perception
p0133 H72-15038
Minimum time interval in human visual .
discrimination of successive optical stimuli
p0133 B72-15039
Therapeutic irradiation effects on visual . .
perception times in humans with optical nerve
diseases • , -, -
P0133 H72-15041
Psychophysiological fatigue effect on human visual
analyzer during microscopic assembling of :
semiconductor devices
P0133 H72-15042
Environmental aerospace effects on .human visual
physiology .
 ;
P0134 H72-15050
leightlessness effects on achromatic and chromatic
visual perception in humans
P0135 B72-15053
Speed of motion and tracking time effects on human
visual acuity in perception of moving objects
P0135 H72-15055
Statistical analysis on restoration time of human
visual acuity after temporary blinding by light
flashes
P0135 H72-15056
Restoration time for light sensitivity in human
subjects exposed, to light flashes and dark
adaptation
p0135 H72-15057
Chronoreflectometric determination of human eye
accommodation time and visual acuity in fitting
of optical glasses
P0136 H72-1S062
Flash perception period measurements for
determining human visual thresholds ..
p0136 H72-15063
Binocular eye function characteristics during
isometropic and anisometropic vision
p0136 H72-15064
Human decision making performance concerning
ambiguity tolerance
[AD-729828] p0138 H72-15075
Experimental investigation of acclimatization of
human subjects to high temperature environments
[AD-730472] p0140 H72-15088
Topographical distribution of CNV on human scalp
during analogous sustained and delayed response
tasks ,.
[HASA-TH-X-62097] - - . P0142 B72-15099
Effect of work-rest schedules on human performance
in hot climates .
[AD-729829] . . p0143 H72-15105
Static and'dynamic tests of human tracking
efficiency after alcohol ingestion
• [AD-729679] p0144 H72-15111
Performance tests of underwater breathing
apparatus at simulated depth of 600 feet during
seven day saturation dive
CAD-729665] p0144 B72r15113
Bnman identification of threat symbols on
simulated ECB display scopes while performing
compensatory tracking tasks .
CAD-731186] p0144 B72-15117
Track initiation and maintenance in single
operator semiautomatic radar surveillance system
[AD-730609] . . p01«S H72-15120
Effect of sleep inhibiting drugs on human operator
performance . . .
(BAE-IIB-THABS-1607] p0189 B72-16004
Color perception tester for testing color code
perceptiveness,of.individuals .
CHASA-CASE-KSC-10278] p0190 H72-16015
Processing of human performance data in man
machine systems
p0192 K72-16025
Effects of G and target position on static helmet
sighting using human centrifuge
C4D-731728] p0195 B72-16059
Comparison of human eye controlled and hand
controlled tracking tasks
fSC-BH-71-0502] p0205 H72-17082
Beasurement of heart rate and oxygen uptake of
subjects at optimal speed on bicycle ergometer
tAD-729831] , p0205 H72-17084
Collator simulation for determining transfer of
training performance in males and females
fAD-730951] . p0206 H72-17086
Effects of fixed, intense beam of sunlight on
human performance in space-station-like
environment
tHASA-TM-X-62101] .. . p0244 H72-18102
Hybrid water immersion simulator for investigating
manual human performance in simulated
weigh1 tlessness
tBASA-CB-115«36] p0245 B72-18108
Performance of 67 students receiving basic flight
training
[AD-732613] p0246 H72-18115
Factor analysis and statistical data for human
carrier landing performance criteria
.[AD-733703] . p0247 B72-18120
•Heat collapse of men working in thermally severe
environments •
fAD-732019] p0247 B72-18121
Analysis of models and explanations for temporally
decreasing predictive relationship between
ability measures and complex motor task
performance . . .
CAD-732612] p0248 B72-18126
Analysis of hnman factors problems associated with
air traffic control systems with emphasis on
impact caused by'automation
" CHASA-CB-1957] p0253 H72-19102
Effects of partial sleep deprivation on basic
biological rhythms used for determining
performance of signal detection tasks
tAD-732872] p025« H72-19107
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Hotivational aspects of vigilance and complex
monitoring'
fAD-73311831 p0255 F72-19117
Biodynaaic nodels of human response to various
environmental .forces
P0257 H72-19133
Human operator performance optimization in
industrial machine processes and data systems
rJPBS-552161 • p0261 H72-19164
Statistical evaluation of human operator
performance'at keyboard devices of data
processing systems
P0261 H72-19165
Graphical method for optimal selection of check
points for human mo'nitor in industrial process
P0261 N72-19166
Development and characteristics of test equipment
for research on human visual accommodation system
tHASA-CB-2007] p0261 H72-19170
Adverse effect of noise on human performance
[AD-731181] p0262 H72-19176
Rodels and methods for quantitative predictions of
human performance in man machine systems
fAD-731lIt32] P0263 H72-19180
Noise effects on human performance and reactions
fSiSi-TS-D-66751 p0305 H72-20071
Optimum underwater work measurement techniques
TAD-73II014] p0307 B72-20092
Electromyographic activity of biceps muscle during
snbmaximum isometric contraction determined from
auditory feedback
rAD-734300] p0308 H72-20094
Human Besonrces Besearch Organization bibliography
of publications as of 30 Jane, 1971
p0309 H72-20101
Biotelemetric equipment for measuring
physiological responses of freely moving* human
beings '
p0311 H72-201t7
Parametric analysis of intravehicular manned cargo
transfer in simulated weightlessness
tNASA-TB-D-677(l I . p0316 R72-21075
Automated instructional monitors for diagnosing
student difficulties in acquiring complex
concepts and skills
CAD-736212) p0319 B72-21090
Evaluation of task classification system for
generalizing research findings on human
performance from data base
CAD-736192] ' 00351 H72-22082
Sonar operator visual sampling of simulated PPI
display
rAD-736175] p0354 H72-22104
Hunan performance on tracking tasks under divided
attention demands
fAD-7357621 P0359 H72-23088
Preliminary estimates for establishing
constructive and predictive validity of scales
for human tasks
rAD-73619t] P0360 H72-2309»
Effects of criterion variance oh sensitivity
measures in signal detection theory
fIZP-1972-5] P0381.H72-2<I060
Effects of abnormal binocular parallax cue on
space perception judgment
CAD-736955] p038S H72-21085
Clinical determination of human physical
performance and effect of drug stimulants, on
performance
P0386 U72-2H097
Target background metric for predicting ability of
aircrew in visual target acquisition tasks
[AD-737693] p0391 H72-2111UO
Human performance reliability data system for,
documentation and retrieval of information
obtained from general behavioral and man machine
specific studies
fiD-7383221 p0391 B72-24142
Effects of alcohol on problem solving tasks and
vestibular stimulation
rFAA-AH-72-11J p0401 H72-25108
Effects of specialized auditory stimuli on human
performance of spatial orientation tasks
[AD-7373511 pO«01 H72-25112
Determination of optimal work-rest cycles for
individuals and crews to yield.high performance
and maximum man machine effectiveness
tAD-7389161 pO«36 H72-26087
Stimulus durations and individual differences
.approach for monitoring performance'across sense
modes
CAD-737735] ' pOQ40 H72-27089
Analysis of arm performance subjected to external
load during crank turning task
fAD-739178] pO»<H H72-27096
Effect of noise and temperature on human
performance of simple nannal 'dexterity task
IAD-739432] • pOail H72-27097
Gravity .simulation by rotation and effects on
human performance ;
rHASA-CB-111866"| . p0442 H72-27100
Beliability of complex tracking task performed
concurrently with other tasks or tracking alone
condition
CFAA-AB-72-211 . pO«42 H72-27105
Effects of low altitude high speed flight on
physiological responses,'cumulative fatigue, and
'decrease in performance capabilities of aircrews.
fAD-737827] . pO<(72 H72-28069
Tarqns 9 computer programs for analyzing human
pattern perception 'mechanism
. [AD-738171] pOU72 H72-28070
Annotated bibliography of references dealing with
physiological correlates of attitudes' and
attitude changes
[AD-7395051 • p0472 H72-28071
Psychophysioibgy of evoked cortical potentials and
human information processing
CAD-738961] pOB7"l H72-28080
Begression'analysis of relationship between system
design, training variables, and technician
maintenance performance on automatic pilots
[AD-739591] pO«78 H72-28111
Performance of one and two man crews during
transfer of training experiments with and
without rest periods
rAD-738176] p0479 H72-28115
Computerized simulation for predicting time needed
to correct electronic equipment malfunction by
humans ' '•
CAD-738572] • pO«79 1172-28116
Daily performance record sheets for primary pilot
training handbooks
[AD-739190] " p0479 H72-28117
Effects of color, spatial, and conventional visual
cues on human performance
CAD-739583] p0479 H72-28121
Evaluation of programmed instructions for visual
aircraft recognition training of personnel
[AD-739521J pO«80 H72-28122
Exposure criteria for visual aids in'aircraft
recognition training
[AD-739923] pOIBO H72-28123
Influence of simulated sonic booms introduced
during sleep on complex mental, monitoring, and
pattern discrimination tasks
[FAA-AB-72-19] p0522 H72-30067
Development of data support system with models for
predicting factors affecting human performance
fAD-7«0665] ' p0523 H72-30080
Variables.responsible for post-awakening visual
performance decrement as function of anxiety
[AD-738630] p0524 B72-30082
Learning model for human pattern perception'
rAD-7<H396-| ' p0533 B72-31114
Effects of confined submarine environments on crew
performance and biological processes during
prolonged submergence
rAD-7»0796] p0535 H72-31129
Effect of caffeine on athletic performance in 100
yard dash
rHASA-TI-F-14561] p0561 H72-32098
Human endurance of impact overloads and mechanical
stresses in human body
fHASA-TT-P-1«571] p0561 H72-32102
Performance of subjects with different cognitive
complexity during negotiation in bilateral mode,
with mediation, and in presence of observer
fHASA-T'C-F-1't''82"| p0562 H72-32110
Becovery function in man after continuous military
operations
[»D-781828] "p056« H72-32125
Effect of schedule control and sleep deprivation
on human eye movement behavior
CAD-7al397] pOS66 H72-3213H
Performance tests to determine proficiency of
maintenance' personnel in servicing tail rotor of
A-20 6
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DH-1 helicopter '
' fAD-7051571 ' p0573 B72-33128
Performance tests to evalnate proficiency of
. maintenance personnel in trouble shooting and ^
repairing 0H-1 helicopter . :
, . , [AD-7US156] pOS7» B72-33129
Performance tests to determine proficiency, of
maintenance personnel in servicing power
cylinder servo valve on OH-1 helicopter
CAD-7H5155] P057U B72-33130
Development of job performance tests to' determine
, .proficiency of maintenance personnel in
troubleshooting and repairing UH-1 helicopter
lighting equipment
riD-7«5158l p0574 H72-33131
, Performance tests to determine proficiency of
maintenance personnel in servicing main drive
shaft of OH-1 helicoper
CAD-715162] ' ' ' p057« S72-33132
HDHA1 BEACTIOHS ' .
Environmental noise induced hnman fatigue,
considering physiological and psychological
effects
P0001 A72-10050
Hnoan cardiocircnlatorv responses to'snbmaximal
physiologically paced bicycle ergometry,
. recording preelection periodf isovolumic
, contraction, left ventricular ejection and poise
transmission time
. . . ' P0003 A72-101»7
Bespiratibn effects on hnman heart rate
deceleration .and biphasic cardiac response in
aversive shock conditioning situation
'p0003 A72-10195
vibration space analysis for hnman voice
characteristics change daring unintended speech
under experimental psychological stresses and
• . actual emergency situations
pOOOl A72-10213
Long term bed rest effect on humans and primates*
detailing cardiovascular metabolic and
mnscnloskeletal physiological systems
CAD-7375573 p0012 A72-10932
Spatio-temporal scalp napping localization of
human, visual evoked responses to full field
light adapted stimulation, comparing to
half-field situation
... • . p0013 A72-11185
Hemodynamics, pulmonary gas exchange and
circulatory .responses to high altitude in
subjects with previous history of high altitude
pulmonary edema
P0016 A72-11422
Visual masking effect due to light offset,
investigating human identification response to
. tachistoscopic test stimuli on lighted
background with simultaneous shut-off '
p0018 A72-11550
Physiological effects of localized ventilation,
noting human comfort improvement association
• with reductions in average skin temperature and
sweat rate
P0022 A72-119S5
.. Skin .and hypothalamic temperature effects on human
thermoregnlatory responses, developing control
mechanism for peripheral effects on skin sensors
P002U A72-12011
Alpha-L-facosidase, beta- and
alpha-D-qalactosidases and alpha-D-mannosidase
activity changes in human placenta'at various
embryogenesis phases
P0029 A72-12294
External respiration gas metabolism and .energy
consumption measurements for test pilots'during
parabolic trajectory flights in weightlessness
simulation experiments
P0029 A72-12307
Honotonous auditory stimulation freguency effects
on hnman orienting reaction habitnation and
sleep onset
P0030 A72-12494
Reactions choice limiting cueing signals effect on
reaction time, considering dependence on time
interval between cueing and start signals
P0032 A72-12852
Astronaut zero gravity adaptive responses in
performance, locomotion, orientation, sleep and
physiological and functional characteristics
P0055 A72-13867
Fast and slow hnman muscle fibers temporal
response characteristics, using tensometric ..
recording
P0056 A72-13989
Hnman muscular electrical activity in various body
positions, noting potentials during natural and
unaccustomed postures
, ' p0056 A72-13990
Human nenromuscnlar coordination control
optimization, discussing preprogrammed open-loop
control with feedback monitoring loop
P0059 A72-14705
Daily prolonged exercises effects on human muscle
glycogen utilization, noting reduced lactate
accumulation and increased free fatty acid levels
P0069 A72-15213
Human vestibulo-ocular responses to oscillatory
rotational stimulation daring various sleep and
arousal stages, discussing Sugie-Jones reflex
system mathematical model
P0072 A72-15249
Blink reflexes in man during sleep and
. wakefnlness, discussing electromyographically
recorded orbicnlaris oculi mono- and
polysynaptic responses to electrical stimuli
P0072 A72-15250
. External biodynamic models for human mechanical
response to various environmental forces,
emphasizing injury mechanisms
CAD-736985J p0073 A72-15266
Human trace responses generation and storage under
light stimulus reinforcement of sound
conditioning from galvanic skin reactions
. observation
P0073 A72-15S81
Successive visual motion illusion during
perception of rotating kymograph dram by human eye
p0075'A72-15588
Human reaction to inhalation of gas mixtures with
3-9 percent carbon dioxide, measuring
respiration rates, minute breathing volume,
heart rates, arterial pressures, etc
P0099 A72-16632
Airport surrounding communities survey on
attitudes toward aircraft noise, noting daily
activity disturbance, emotional reactions,
economic effects, noise abatement awareness, etc
p0109 A72-17870
Crew.members handling of emotionally disturbed
aircraft passengers
P0147 A72-18836
Electromyogram study of antagonist muscles
reactions to Achilles tendon percussion or 'whole
body sudden motion via test stand jerking
P0148 A72-18864
Acid base balance in arterialized capillary blood
in men after maximal short duration exercise
p0154 A72-19441
Beak LF electric field influence on circadian
rhythms of hnman rectal temperature and activity
'. p0156 A72-19531
Community response prediction to noise based on
laboratory tests of individual acceptability
judgments
p0162 A72-20172
Design criteria for transportation system noise
regulation, considering ambient noise, hearing
damage, speech interference and subjective
reactions
P0162 472-20173
Bypoxia effect on aircraft pilot performance
during altitude and flight simulation, testing
instrument landing approaches
[AHBl-TB-71-971 p016« A72-20186
Hypnotic drug use effect on pilot performance and
flight safety, using glntethimide, flurazepam
and placebo in double blind study '
P0164 A72-20188
Human temperature regulation during upright and
supine exercise, showing nonlinear relationships
between perspiration and skin and core
temperatures
p0165 A72-20275
Kotoneuron pool fraction determination in human
monosynaptic response of healthy and
nenropathological subjects, comparing diagnostic
methods •
P0168 A72-20619
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Human response to sonic booms, discussing
supersonic commercial flights acceptability
P0183 A72-21910
Sonic boon exposure effect on humans based on
visaal per£oraance and tracking tests
p0183 A72-21912
.Three color response of huitan vision, noting
relationships to color latching function and
brightness
p0215 472-22617
Hunan reactions to sonic booi acoustic stimuli,
noting startle reflex responses
p0222 A72-23320
Human annoyance reactions to sonic boois,
discussing field and laboratory findings
P0222 A72-23321
Summary of 1971 Stockholm workshop on sonic boom
effects, discussing humans, animals and
structure exposure and interdisciplinary aspects
p0222 172-23324
Human tilt tolerance relation to aerobic capacity,
•eight, height and physical fitness, determining
correlation coefficient between heart rate and
qrthostatic response
P0227 A72-23733
Sympathetic responses in human skin nerves vith
accompanying vasomotor reactions induced by
emotional, thermal and respiratory stimuli
p0229 A72-24241
Stimulus complexity effect on amplitude of human
cyclofnsional response, evaluating relative
roles of.compensatory eye movements and central
responses
P0236 A72-25180
Pilot warning systems for visaal midair collision
avoidance, noting reaction to imminent threats,
scanning patterns and display sector size effects
[SAB PAPBH 720312] P0265 A72-25576
Audiometric determination of human temporary
threshold shifts due to steady state and
impulsive noise
P0267 A72-25873
Bar oximeter design for human subject blood oxygen
saturation estimation during increased g-loads
p0293 A72-28278
EEG recording and analysis by analog technigne as
means of studying human responses to
hyperventilatlon
p0297'A72-28312
Human visual accommodation biorhythm and reactions
under hard physical work and visual stress
p0324 A72-28749
Spatial and temporal summation characteristics and
relationship in human peripheral retina
investigated for stimuli viewed at eccentricity
against luminous background
P0333 A72-29970
Human respiratory rate diurnal rhythm adjustments,
during inverted work-rest cycles in isolation
chamber with controlled comfortable atmospheres
p0337 A72-30390
Heart rate diurnal rhythm adaptation to work-rest
. cycle change, using recumbent and sitting
position data parameters
P0337 A72-30391
Hedical factors in ait racing accidents,
investigating drug, fatigue and gastrointestinal
symptoms effects on pilot reaction to emergency
P0343 A72-31089
Aircraft pilot reaction capability for switch
activation in response to voice countdown, tone
initiation and termination, noting standard
deviation
p0365 A72-31787
Human cerebral hemodynamic changes during arousal
and orienting reactions to auditory stimuli
p0372 A72-32993
Bodel to account for visual responses to light
flashes of dark adapted eye, discussing
perceived brightness variation with intensity
P0426 A72-36611
Bepression-sensitization and duration of visual
attention.
p0428 A72-36917
Equal comfort contours for whole body vertical,
pulsed sinusoidal vibration.
p0464 A72-39S51
Changes in the functional state' of analysors in
flying personnel during long flights
P0492 A72-40445
Blood serum enzymes activity changes in '
polytraumatized humans injured in automobile
accidents
P0500 A72-41188
Prediction of vegetative reactions to extremal
actions on the organism
P0509 A72-42168
Beaction time to the second of two shortly spaced
auditory signals both varying in intensity.
p0512 A72-42549
Pain perception anatomical and neuropbysiological
mechanism, discussing human response to
mechanical, thermal and chemical pain inducing
stimuli
P0517 A72-42780
Sonic boom effects on sleep - A field experiment
on military and civilian populations.
p0547 A72-44370
Ensemble characteristics of the human visual
evoked response - Periodic and random stimulation.
p0550 A72-44575
Sonic boom startle - A field study in neppen. Rest
Germany.
pOS52 A72-44916
Biological effects of short term and continuous
exposure of humans to low concentrations of CO
[AD-727507] p0035 H72-10087
Guides for short term human exposure to air
pollution
[PB-199904] p0036 B72-10092
Toxicological data and human response to short
term exposure to nitrogen oxides
.fPB-199903] p0037 B72-10093
Reasurement of visual reaction time in positive
and transverse centrifugal force
[HASA-TT-P-14000] p0043 H72-11071
yestibular reactivity in humans to galvanic
current stimuli
D0078 H72-12008
Photocyclogramme'tric study of coordination of
voluntary movements of humans subjected to
negative angular accelerations in plane of
horizontal semicircular canals
p0078 H72-12009
Hypnotic effects on control of physiological
stress responses in humans
[AD-727078] p0082 H72-12030
Enforced delay of human response to stimuli for
observing memory and higher mental processes
[BAE-LIB-TBAHS-1498] p0087 H72-13054
Analysis of human sensory interactions between
color perception and ambient white noise intensity
tAD-728199] p0087 H72-13065
Proportional relationship between reaction time
and information processing in humans as factor
of system design
[AD-728217] p0087 H72-13093
Alcohol effects on static and dynamic vestibnlar
responses over 32 hour post drinking periods
[PAA-AB-71-39] p0128 B72-14116
Hormone secretion in normal and stimulated human
subjects during sleep
[HASA-CB-115342] p0136 B72-15065
Computer program for correlating human reactions
to psychological stress
rAD-730452] p0139 H72-1S081
Effects of weightlessness on reactions and
physiological responses of animals and humans
P0193 H72-16036
Impact force of human volunteers dropped from low
heights, and mathematical model
p0197 U72-16767
Application of cyclograametric method for
analyzing the walking characteristics of crew
members' following flight of Soyuz 9 spacecraft
p0203 B72-17069
Physiological effects of brief space flights oh
human subjects as measured by reflex
excitability of nenronuscnlar system and
contractability of muscles
p0203 B72-17070
Effects of space flight on development of
staphylococcal infection in human subjects as
determined by extended bed rest and partial or
complete isolation
p0204 B72-17072
Analysis of histologic substrate of
atherosclerosis transpiring without symptoms in
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young hunan subjects
p0204 H72-17073
.Physiological effects produced by rotation of
human subjects in saqittal plane at various
rates of rotation and accelerations
p0204 H72-17076
Bibliography »ith abstracts dealing with reaction
tine in selected human information processing
tasks
fAD-731471] p0247 B72-18124
Egnipment designed for accurately measuring
mechanical response of man daring impact
p0259 B72-19145
Time series method for measuring human behavioral
and physiological response rhythms
[AD-732951J P0262 H72-19173
Boise effects on human performance and reactions
. rBASA-TB-D-66751 p0305 H72-20071
Hunan Resources Besearch Organization bibliography
of publications as of 30 June, 1971
P0309 H72-r20101
Baman reactions to long term space flight
tBiSA-CH-125826] p0309 H72-20103
Hathematical models for analyzing sequential and
continuous motor behavior in humans
tAD-73«681] p0314 H72-21060
Changes in external respiratory rate of men
exposed to increased CO2 concentrations
CBASA-TT-F-14259J p0382 B72-24064
Human reaction time tests to determine ability to
perform binary choice task while subjected to
coriolis stimulation
. CIZF-1971-191 p0385 B72-24090
Development of theory concerning human reactions
to nhole body motion and explanation of
individual differences to motion effects
P0393 B72-25044
Application of methods of simulation of instrument
flying as means of reducing occurrences of
spatial disorientation in flight
p039U B72-25046
Physiological and psychological effects of lov and
high magnetic fields on man .
tBASA-CR-1270491 p0432 N72-2605S
nonlinear oscillatory system models for
representation of reactions of human operators
to harmonic and random vibrational action
rBASA-TT-F-14289] p0436 B72-2608S
Tests of broadband high intensity noise on human
eguilibrium
[AD-7378261 p0440 H72-27093
Nonlinear mathematical models for determining
human dynamic response to lov fregaency vibrations
CAD-7404621 p0527 H72-30100
Reaction of subjects to simulated indoor sonic
booms and comparison Kith reaction to noise of
subsonic aircraft
rHASA-CE-2106] p0529 B72-30112
Dark adaptation recovery of human eye after
exposure to single light pulses
riD-7it316»J P0533 S72-31113
Attitudes of air force pilots returning from Vietnam
fAD-712665) p0535 B72-31131
Effects of prolonged wideband noise on functional
condition of human organism
[BASA-TT-F-1M567] ' p0560 B72-32088
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Beprodncibility of acute mountain sickness
severity and duration in individuals under high
altitude simulation, noting relationship to
hypoxia
P001K A72-11287
Cosmic ray exposure thindotrn tracks in human
tissue from solar minimum to maximum at SST
flight level
[CEBB-71-161 P0027 A72-12079
Spacecraft and aircraft crev survival after
emergency landing in adverse environments,
discussing vater and food requirements, survival
supplies and medical and first aid egnipment
p0099 172-16629
Human vestibnlar stability under frontal and
sagittal head tilts in rotating chairs,
discussing motion sickness onset
P0100 A72-16640
Duration effect on judged acceptability of noise,
discussing interpretation and meaning of
laboratory determinations
p0108 472-17765
Harmful influence of random vibrations on human
organism, discussing Fokker-Planck analysis and
amplitude and frequency variation effects
P0115 172-18720
Dynamic response and functional state of human
operator subjected to harmonic and random
vibrational excitations, discussing biodynamic
nonlinear'oscillatory system model construction
P0115 A72-18728
Human external respiration characteristics changes
during increasing hypercapnia, relating carbon
dioxide concentration rate to compensatory
mechanisms and endurance
p0186 £72-22081)
Circadian adrenal periodicity of plasma
corticosteroid levels in man under random living
schedule
p0215 A72-22643
Safe exposure times for men working in high
temperature environments, shoving hyperbolic
heat collapse relationship to environmental
severity
P0235 A72-24990
Pathophysiology of exposure to 0V, IB, coherent,
microvave and BF radiations, discussing
potential hazards, damage, human tolerance
threshold, protection guides and safety standards
P0288 472-27963
Centrifngation tolerance reduction after 14 days
bed rest vith moderate exercise, determining
rehydration effects
p0295 472-28295
Physiological and subjective responses of
physically fit young men to combined
exercise-carbon dioxide stress tests
p0297 A72-28311
Pilot and back-seat man 'physiological responses
during high-g aerial combat maneuvers in F-tE
aircraft, discussing ECG, respiratory rate and
minute volume
p0298 A72-28317
Talsalva and a-1 maneuvers acceleration tolerance
protective effects dnring high-g centrifnging
vith and without anti-g suits
p0298 A72-28318
Human acceleration stress tolerance monitoring
techniques for temporal, brachial and radial
arterial blood flow and indirect systolic and
diastolic blood pressure measurements"
p0299 A72-28328
Hiniatnre svine as human analog to investigate
physiological response to high positive
acceleration, comparing human and animal
tolerances
P0299 172-28329
Lov pressure chamber as aerospace medical
diagnostics tool for flying personnel
examinations regarding oxygen deficiency. Ion
air pressnre and air pressure fluctuations
tolerance
p0341 A72-30819
Crash energy absorption for prevention of fatal
injuries, considering human deceleration
tolerance vith respect to reguired energy
absorber force-deflection relationship
D0370 A72-32630
Individual functions and intersnbject differences
of noise annoyance susceptibility, noting
relationship to Korschach test
P0371 A72-32987
A nev model for estimating space proton dose to
body organs.
p0417 A72-35354
Hemodynamic thermoregnlatory and sympathoadrenal
responses to heat acclimatization in man dnring
supine and upright position exercise
P0420 A72-35963
Respiratory freguency and alveolar oxygen and
carbon dioxide tension relationship to
hypercapnia in man
P0421 A72-35965
Skin temperatures in varm environments and the
control of sveat evaporation.
P0421 A72-35969
Human tolerance to high, sustained »Gz acceleration.
P0455 A72-38702
Comparison of irregular vibrations of a limited
freguency range vith sinusoidal vibrations in
regard to their effect on man
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p0465 172-39804
Acceleration.tolerance of nan after a lasting
exposure to conditions of Simla ted weightlessness
pO«92 A72-40442
Effect of psychotropic snbstances on haman
resistance to acceleration
p0492 172-40443
Study of hemodynamics dnring the action of
decompression and accelerations
P0492 172-40444
Influence of high temperature on the onset of
notion sickness
p0507 172-41749
Influence of prolonged longitudinal accelerations
on control habits
P0507 172-41750
Effect of fasting on tolerance to moderate hypozia.
pOSIO 172-42487
Adaptive processes responsible for natural
acclimatization of huoan organise to low ambient
pressures at high altitudes
p0512 172-02584
Hunan tolerance limitations related to aircraft
crashworthiness.
p0516 172-42765
Biochemical and physiological evaluation of
nourishment of subjects feeding on dehydrated
products in test chamber with regenerative life < .
support system, discussing metabolic data and ',
hormone function
p0554 172-45128
Hasan organism and space flight stress endurance
limits and manned space mission rescue - . *.
capabilities regnirements, considering cabin
decompression, anoxia, radiation, onboard
illness, etc " ,
pOSSS 172-45218
Belationship of sodium deprivation to *Gz . .
acceleration tolerance. > ,
p0557 A72-45653
Human physiological responses to high magnitude
short duration positive accelerations,
considering peripheral vision loss as function ,
of tine ,
p0558 A72-45660
Changes in activity of aspartate aminotransferase
and mitochondrial membranes in male humans and
.rats exposed to transverse and centrifugal
acceleration, respectively
p0075 H72-:11992
Effects of pulsatile venous pressure caffs in
cardiovascular conditioning to postflight
orthostatic intolerance produced by water
immersion
[EXPT-H001J p0118 S72-14054
Human vestibalar tolerances in rotating chairs at
differing head tilt positions
p0122 B72-14078
Experimental investigation of acclimatization of
human subjects to high temperature environments
CAD-730472] P0140 K72-15088
Development of diving tables and procedures for . .
swimmer delivery vehicles and various underwater
breathing apparatus types
[AD-728759] P0144 H72-15112
Effects of prolonged vibrational stress on
performance and recovery of personnel involved .
in multi-station work system ' , .. . .
CAD-729373] p0144 872-15114
Regression analysis technique for determining
human sensitivity to noise and noise annoyance
CH1SA-CH-1954] pO 189 .H72-16005
Establishment of maximum permissible values' for
internal radiation doses based on uptake and
retention of radioisotopes by human body organs
rcOBP-71110U-1l P0198 H72-17036
Human tolerance to acute hypoxia and acceleration
following exposure to hypercapnic atmosphere
P0204 H72-17071
Effects of space flight on development of
staphylococcal infection in human subjects as
, determined by extended bed rest and partial or
complete isolation
p0204 H72-17072
Analysis of medical and biological problems
associated with life support systems required
for extended human subjects dnring prolonged
space flights
fNASl-TT-P-14165] p0241 H72-18076
Functional adaptation, thermoregnlation, and water
balance determination for mine workers under hot
and hnmid conditions i
[HASA-TI-F-14043] P0245 H72-18107 '
Computerized simulation of human impact in sled
acceleration test '. .
[PB-203717] P0246 H72-18116
Impact acceleration tests using rhesus' monkeys to-
determine human injury potential as function of
plateau acceleration and pulse duration.for
spinal column
C1D-731148] , . P0253 H72-19104
Human tolerance to abdominal impact injury in
motor vehicle accidents . . .
CPB-204171] P0255 H72-19118
Human tolerance and .physiological changes caused >.
by acceleration and ejection stresses
P0259 H72-19146
Human. Resources Research Organization bibliography
of publications as of 30 June, 1971
- p0309 H72-20101
Determination of radiation intensity needed to •
cause permanent retinal damage in humans
[ID-735802] p0358 B72-23079
Analysis of human tolerance to random and . . ,
sinusoidal vibrations
tBAE-;LIB-TBAHSTl603] p0383 H72-24074
Hedical aspects of human cold acclimatization
during stay in polar regions
[JPBS-56225T . . P0433 H72-26062
Human physiological reactions and pathology in-
Antarctic acclimatization
p0433 H72-26063
Clinical evaluation of human physiological
acclinatization processes in Antarctica
p0433 872-26064
Physiological characteristics of human cold .
acclimatization in Antarctica
p0433 H72-2606S
rPsychophysiological factors of human adaptation to
Antarctic life . .
, • pO«34 .H72-26066
Sleep patterns of human adaptation to Antarctic life
. p0434 B72-26067
Polar light regime effects on human blood system
, dnring Antarctic life
c . ' p0434 H72-26068
Oxygen saturation of human blood during, prolonged
stay .in Antarctic region
p0434 H72-26069
Spi'rbgraphic examination of human pulmonary
functions dnring stay in Antarctica
, p0434 H72-26070
Physiological 'evaluation of thermal insulation
properties of.camel hair suits for human Arctic
. stay . . - . , . •
p0434 N72r26071;
Besponse of human subjects to .reduced levels of
water consumption under simulated civil defense
shelter conditions - • .
fAD-738562] pO»35 B72-26076
Human tolerance to external respiratory resistance
for design of breathing apparatus
• , , p0445 H72-27127
physiological weightlessness threshold parameters
and generation of artificial; gravity during
: manned space flight
. . . p0482 H72-29063
Human transverse acceleration tolerance after
prolonged,exposure to simulated-weightlessness
p0482 H72-29064
Stimulant and trangnilizer effects on human,
acceleration tolerance
p0482. N72-29065
Development and characteristics of controlled
atmospheres adegnate for habitation which will
not support combustion •
[AD-741808] ' p0486 H72-29096
Biodynamic modelling of aircraft escape systens to
determine human tolerances to aircraft ejection
fAD-740446] p0487 H72-29101
Toxicology and flammability hazards of insecticide
vapor in aircraft cabin environment
. [PS-70-601-120A] p0521 1172-30061
Calculation method for estimated rate of onset and
severity of pulmonary oxygen toxicity of the lungs
CAD-742468] '_ p0523 H72-30072
Analysis of effects of external and internal
environments on information retrieval process in
i-210
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human subjects and application for determining'
human reliability
riD-710666] P0523 H72-30081
BOBAB BASTES . •'•
8T PECKS ' •
HI SBEAT
HT OHIBB
Food ration effect on metabolite elimination rate
in hanans wearing isolation garment at rest or
performing physical labor • - .
P0101 672-16605
Catalytic oxidation of qaseoas products formed
daring thermal treatment of human wastes,
considering hopcalite, Cu-Cr, Cu-Co, Pt and Pd"
p0101 A72-16646
Human vaste management system evaluation in zero
gravity flight tests, presenting design concept
for collection by air floii technique
P0365 A72-31825
Space shuttle vaste collection system development,
discussing human-interface requirements, zero
gravity effects and operational considerations* ''
CASHE PIPER 72-BSAy-i3j
 P0»61 172-3916*
Dry incineration of vastes for aerospace vaste '
management systems.
fASHE PAPER 72-EHAV-2] p0462 A72-39175
Some transport techniques for liquid human vastes
and vash vater under space flight conditions
p0491 A72-B0436
Engineering process of obtaining bacteria free
vater from human vaste during extended space • '
missions
tAD-727040] p0037 B72-10096
Extraction of microelements in human food rations '
and excreta '
p0078 B72-12004
Effects 'of diet and vork/rest cycle on elimination
rate of human metabolic products in confining
microatmosphere
:
 p0122 H72-1«082
Catalysts for oxidation of vapor-gaseous phase '
' formed during pyrolysis of human vastes
- •• p0123 B72-1II08H
Erythropoietic changes in fish and rats caused by
vater regenerated from human urine
p0123 H72-14089
Badiochemical analyses of Apollo astronaut vastes
for radiation absorption dosage '
p0207 B72-17623
Human liquid vaste and vaste vater tranportation
during space flight ' • 1
[
 I • pO«81 B72-29057
•Design and development of prototype vet oxidation
system for vater reclamation and fecal/urine
slurry disposition oh manned spacecraft
rBASA-CB-1121511 p0572 H72-33115
BDBIDITI '
Ground humidity and vind velocity effects on •"'•
terrestrial scintillation,'considering adiabatic
temperature stratification factor
p0495 A72-40738
Beat strain in hot and humid environments.
p0511 A72-12492
Survival rate of Bacillus subtillis var. niger
spores in sucrose solution, various '
temperatures, and tumidity conditions '
rHASA-CF-1233261 p'00«3 H72-11075
Thermal activation and relative humidity effects
on spore pregermination
rBASA-CB-127525] p0438 N72-27077
HIBBID COHPUTBBS
Bybrid computer study of phenomenological
biorhythms, discussing regular information '
isolation from biological noise
' '.' p0032 A72-12662
Hybrid? computer simulation of cardiovascular
system in biomedical engineering education
:
 P0211 A72-22155
Hybrid computer simulation' of cochlea mathematical
model, noting nonlinear damping
p0378 A72-33971
Psyche-physiological data acquisition vith hybrid-
analog circuits
p0038 872-1,0105
Hybrid real time simulated mathematical models of
human cardiovascular system
fHASA-CB-20841 pO«68 H72-28039
Bathematical model for nonlinear mnltiparameter
man machine system to be run on hybrid computer
' CFB-5] ' p053U H72-31122
Diagnosis of heart disease by hybrid computer from
phonocardiogram data
CHASA-TT-F-14588J p0563 B72-3211H
BIDBATIOB • ' . . .
Centrifngation tolerance reduction after-14 days
bed rest vith moderate exercise, determining
rehydration effects
p029S A72-28295
• Biomembrane hydration mechanism of Ba-K ion pump
of living cell based on fractionation at air-sea
interface
p0424 A72-369«1
Intraperitoneal administration of physiological
solution as alternative method for hydrating
human body
tBASA-IT-F-1»570] p0561 H72-32103
BTDBADLIC ABAIOGIES
Hydraulic transmission line equations for computer
•simulation of arterial circulatory 'systems
. P0234 A72-24811
BIDBAOLIC COBTBOL
Open capillaries control mechanism of pulmonary
diffusion capacity, presenting mathematical
interpretation of humoral and hydraulic blood
pressure control
P0233 A72-24787
BTDBADLIC HEATIBG SOOBCES
0 HEAT SOOBCES
BTDBJOLIC VAIVBS
U VAL7ES
HTDBAHHES ' '
BI CHIOBPBOBAZIBE
HT DIHETHYLHYDBAZIBES ' ' ' '
BT HE1HTLHIDBAZIBE '
HIDBOACOBSTICS .
0 OSDEKKATEB ACOUSTICS
HIDBOCABBOB FOEIS
HT JET EBGIBE FUELS
BIDBOCABBOHS
HT ACBTYLEBE
HT CYCLOPBOPABE '
HT HETHABE
Aliphatic hydrocarbons in phytopathogenic fungi
spores, discussing similarity to higher plant
alkanes, functional roles and species
distribution and 'occurrence
P0331 A72-29834
The influence of molecular binding on the stopping
po'ver of alpha particles in hydrocarbons.
P0430 A72-37193
Effect of composition of gas mixture on grovth of
bacteria assimilating gaseous hydrocarbons
rBASA-TT-F-14109] P0189 B72-16006
Effects of bromotrifluoromethane inhalation and
epinephrine challenge on cardiovascular system
CAD-739699] p0441 H72-27098
Development and characteristics of controlled
atmospheres adeguate for habitation vhich vill
not support combustion
CAD-7IH808) p0486 H72-29096
HYDBOCHLOBIC ACID ' . '
Acute toxicity of HC1 vapor 'and HC1 aerosol tested
on rats and nice
(AD-744829] p0569 H72-3308U
BTDBOCIABTC ACID '
D HYDBOGEB CYABIDES
HTDBODIH1HIC BQBATIOBS
Hydrodynamic model of human systemic arterial
circulation to test artificial heart pnmps
[ASHE PAPEB 71-1A/AOT-13] p0096 A72-15954
HYDBODYBABICS
Hydrodynamic vake, drag, and vortex formation
behind fish 'and dolphins
[JPBS-S5113] p0210 B72-18067
Lov hydrodynamic drag of fish and dolphins related
to hydrodynamic pressure rather'than vater
velocity changes '
P0240 H72-18068
Vortex formation and vortex-induced resistance in
fish vakes '
'p02«0 H72-18069
Applications of hydrodynamic characteristics of
biological systems to mechanical systems
fJPBS-55982J' ' P0389 B72-2U117
Hydrodynamic and surface characteristics of fish
at high velocity
.P0389.H72-24123
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BYDBOGEB
Effect of flight conditions and prolonged groaad
storage on viability and radiosensitivitv of •
hydrogen bacteria cells
• . . p0202 H72-17061
HYDBOGBM CHLOHIDBS
HI. HYDBOCHLOHIC 4CID
BYDBOGEH COBPOOBDS •
HI HYDHOGEH CYABIDES , .
NT HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
air pollution tests of plants exposed to gaseous -
hydrogen chloride
r.AD-7321951 P0201 H72-17052
HYDBOGBH CYAHIDBS -
Atmospheric nodel for proteins abiogenesis,
considering heteropolypeptides formation from
hydrogen cyanide and vater
P0061 472-11772
HYDBOGBH PEBOXIDE
Hydrogen peroxide foraation relationship to lipid
peroxidation and seizures in brain daring high
pressure'oxygen exposure
P0295 472-28300
In vivo hemolysis dne to hyperoxia - Bole of H202
accumulation.
p0557 A72-05651
HIDBOGBBOBOBAS .
Kinetics of heat inactivation of. phosphoglycerate
• kinase in soluble fraction from hydrogenomonas
facilis
p016» 472-20237
Influence of Cosmos 368 space flight conditions on
radiation effects in yeasts, hydrogen bacteria
and seeds of lettuce and pea.
- • pOSOO 472-H3390
HYD8OLYSIS . - . . . ' ,
Solar activity effects on bismuth chloride
hydrolysis tests from statistical results i v.
folloving solar flares
P0289 472-28212
BYDBOHECBAHICS
HT HYDBODYH4MICS
BYDBOSPBEBB (E4BTH)
D E4RTH HYDBOSPBERE
BYDBOSTATIC PRESSURE
Hydrostatic pressure and temperature effects on • ..
growth of psychrophylic marine bacterium,
emphasizing inhibited amino acid transport and
respiration
P0004 472-10322
Electrolyte hydrostatic pressure measurement in
limited volume biological compartments by fluid
filled glass nicropipette used in
microtransducer capacity
P0272 472-26623
Lover-body negative pressure as a method of
preventing shifts associated with changes in the
hydrostatic pressure of blood
POSU3 'A72-U3919
Effects of hydrostatic pressure on viscosity of
whole blood systems
[4D-7tt0853] P0531 N72-31099
HYDBOIYCOBTICOSTEBOID •
8 1 COBTISOHE . . .
Parotid fluid 17-hydroxycortico steroid level
relation to hyperthermia stress at various heat
levels daring thermal environmental testing.
p0300 472-28335
BYDBOIIL COBPOOBDS
HI ALCOHOLS . . '•••'•
B T ETBYL 4LCOHOL ' • . : - •
Hydroxyapatite isotropic and anisotropic elastic .
properties compared with experimentally observed' :
anisotropic behavior of bone , .- .
pOOOB A72r10625
HIGIEHB
Zero-g showers for long duration space flight
crews hygiene, describing flexible mummy bag and
truncated conical shell design ' ,
p0367 472-32320
Clinical observation of constant diet, minimal
•• oral hygiene, and simulated weightlessness on
microbial populations in human dental plague
f4D-735275] • - p0351 H72-22085
HYOSCIHB ,
Effectiveness of benactyzine hydrochloride and.
other antimotion sickness drugs combined with
scopolaaine • '
C4D-737220J •" pO»02 S72-25118
HIPBBB4EIC CBiHBEHS
Hyperbaric chamber tests for henodynamic response
to oxygen inhalation at 1 and 2 atm pressure for
nyocardial infarction treatment assessment
p0172 472-20891
Decompression sickness treatment in OS4F
• hyperbaric oxygen chambers
; P0180 472-21575
Physiological and biochemical responses of
Paramecinm caadatum to hypo- and hyperbaric
stresses, discussing protoplasnic inactivation
by high oxygen pressure
P029S 472-28299
Boise effects of sensorineural hearing' loss to
divers and hyperbaric chamber personnel
[AD-725la«] p0038 S72-10106
Effects of oxygen atmosphere in high pressure
diving chamber simulation on human body
fAD-728760] - • pQ082 B72-12038
Byperbaric air and corneal vascnlarization caused
by hypoxia
[4D-732398] -P02U3 872-18092
Comparative effects of hyperoxia and hyperbaric
pressure in treataent of primary blast injury in
air-driven shock tube, using guinea pigs and
rabbits
[40-731396] P0243 H72-18093
Visual evoked potential changes of chloralose
anesthetized cats in.hyperbaric atmospheres
rAD-733416] p0251 B72-19112
Development and tests of sensitive methodologies
for measuring sensory and motor impairment in
hyperbaric environments
C4D-735117) p0315 B72-21062
(hole body plethysmograph system for'use in
measuring airway•resistance under ambient
V • hyperbaric conditions for normal breathing
patterns '
C4D-7354621 p0317 B72-21081
<• Calculation method for estimated rate of onset and
severity of pulmonary oxygen toxicity of the longs
[4D-7»2468J , . •> p0523 H72-30072
Baltiple schedule of reinforcement ased to
determine differential behavioral effects of
breathing air and helium-oxygen at three to ten
atmospheres
[AD-711691] • . '. P0532 H72-31106
Data systems for studying hyperbaric physiology of
human and animal subjects ;"
: CAD-7H40531 P0565 H72-32129
HIPBBCAPSI4 ' ' . '
Intracellnlar pH prime regulation in rat brain
during'acute-and sustained hypercapnia^
discussing cellular bicarbonate accumulation
P0008 472-10623
Hypoxia, hyperoxia and hypercapnia short period
effect on rat brain oxygen'supply, measuring
blood gas values, tissue oxygen partial pressure
time variations, etc
p0023 472-11957
Acute* hypercapnia neurotropic effect in rabbits,
describing carbon dioxide inhalation period,
prenarcotic and "narcotic stages and recovery phase
P0023 472-12015
•4cute and chronic hypercapnia effect on lactate,
pyravate, alpha-ketoglotarate,"glutamate and
phosphocreatine contents of rat brain
ii • ... ' • pOOStt 472-13677
Baman reaction to inhalation of gas mixtures with
3-9 percent carbon dioxide, measuring
respiration rates, minute breathing volume,
heart 'rates, arterial pressures, etc
p0099 472-16632
Hypoxia, hypercapnia and hyperoxia effects on
active glacose transport in rat small intestines
. : : • p0099 472-16633
Confinement, physical deconditioning and
hypercapnia effects on human masculoskeletal
' • protein by chroaatographic method for
gnantifying urinary peptides and free amino acids
[AD-73666S] - ' p0109 472-17869
4rterial chemoreceptor deafferentation influence
on rat respiratory response to hypoxic and
hypercapnic gas mixture breathing
p0185 472-22078
Haman external respiration characteristics changes
during increasing hypercapnia, relating carbon
dioxide concentration'rate to compensatory
mechanisms and endurance
»-212 :
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P0186 172-22084
Oxygen consumption and body temperature in
anesthetized, paralyzed and artificially
ventilated.dogs cooled.in water bath at 31 C,
- •: measuring hypercapnia and beta-adreneEqic
blockade effects
[10-710991] P0227 172-23735
- Chronic hypozia adapted rat myocardial tissne
sensitivity to increased carbon dioxide tension
p0271 A72-26616
Interaction of chronic hypozia and hypercapnia
upon blood qases and acid base statns.
pO«17 172-35166
Bespiratory frequency and alveolar ozygen and
carbon dioxide tension relationship to .
hypercapnia in man .
.P0121. 172-35965
yenoas responses to stimulation of carotid .
• chemoreceptors by hypozia and hypercapnia.
. P0922 172-36025
Hypercapnia with relief of hypozia in normal
individuals vith increased work of breathing.
. p0190 172r10120
Comparison of three nethods for qnantitatinq
respiratory response to hypozia in man.
P0552 172-14960
Phosphofructokinase activity and adenine
nucleotide levels in blood of goinea pigs •
ezposed to 15 percent CO2 in 21 percent 02,.
balance H2 for periods of time ap to' one week ""
C1D-731981J • .. P0200 H72-17047
Baman tolerance to acute hypozia and acceleration
following ezposnre to hypercapnic atmosphere.••
P020.1 1172-17071
Lactate-pyruvate and redoz,state responses of .. .••
blood and tissne in chronic hypercapnia
tlD-734120) .. P0314 H72T21057
Plasma creatine phosphokinase response to > .
hypercapnia ' -• '.
ClD-731126] . . . p0314 H72-21058
BTPEBGLTCBBI1
Dose dependent hyperglycemia and hypolipenia
response to pentobarbital sodinm injection in.
rats from plasma glncose and. fatty acid analysis
- . P0175 A72-21187
HIPEBOXIa .
Inaerobic glycolysis and specific gravity^ of red i
blood cells in rats ezposed to pure, ozygen at. :
600 torr , : • -i
. P0016 172-11297
Hypozia, hyperozia and hypercapnia short period:. • •
effect on rat brain ozygen supply,.measuring
blood gas.values, tissue-oxygen partial pressure
time variations, etc , - i
P0023 172-11957
Bat central nervous system oiyqen tozicity seizure
susceptibility relation .to circadian rhythms \
' • ' / p0064 172-11867
Hypozia, hypercapnia and hyperozia effects on
active glucose transport in rat small intestines
P0099 172-16633
Bat brain acetylated and unacetylated coenzyme 1
aberration in marginally hyperozic space capsule
• environments
P0110 172-17875
Hyperozia effect'on kidney blood flov ..
erythropoietlc properties in rabbits, noting•
inhibiting effect on erythroblast cells mitotic
activity in bone marrow culture • . < • ,
P0112 172^18061
Bypozia pretreatment for decreased pulmonary
ozygen tozicity during high pressure ozygen
. breathing io rats
. • .• P0153 172-19328
Hyperbaric ozyqen ezposure effect on_-i.
cardiovascular system in rats, discussing
pulmonary edema relation to hypertensive left .
ventricular failure-
i • . P0163 172-20182
Sapid eye movement-sleep deprivation and
hyperbaric ozygenation influence on : >
gamma-aminobntyric acid levels in mice brains, .
suggesting protective mechanism against nerve
cell ozygen intoxication
P0161 172-20191
Bespiration .control during hyperozia, discnssinqr •'
cheooreceptor significance in minute .volume
respiration rate redaction mechanism from Pamir
mountain aborigines ozygen breathing reaction
studies
P0185 172-22076
Chinchilla and guinea pig tolerances to hypozia
and hyperozia in pressure chamber tests,
:
 suggesting relation to red blood cell size and
number
.p0216 172-22617
Hyperozia effect on human airways resistance
during high pressure ozyqen breathing
: -p0271 172-26611
Electron microscope study of hyperozia-induced
pathogenetic nltrastrnctnral changes in rat lung
p0283 172-27531
Suppression effects of hyperozic breathing gases
on red blood cell and erythropoietin hormone
production following blood loss•
p029S 172-28298
Bussiau book on functional morphology under
eztremal space flight conditions covering
overloads, hypozia and hyperozia effects on
organism and cellular structure and metabolism
p03«2 172-30996
Snccinate and glntathione as protective agents
against chronic effects of- hyperbaric ozygen
tozicity in rats
p0311 172-31091
neurologic ozygen tpxidty - Effects of switch of
inert gas and change of pressure.
• " pOISS 172-38701
Hematologic responses to hypobaric hyperozia.
p0163 172-39315
Beqional lunq function durinq early
acclimatization to 3,100 m altitude.
P0490 172-40121
Effect of hyperozic media on the stability of rats
durinq acute carbon monozide ezposnre
P0491 172-40137
Chanqes in blood serum proteins under the effect
of hyperoxia in intact rats with thyroid gland
dysfunction
P0510 172-42283
Influence of a high oxygen content on the rate of
formation and elimination of gaseous wastes in
albino rats
P0542 172-43906 '
Influence of elevated partial oxygen pressure on
the sympathetic-adrenal and acetyl-choline systems
P0551 172-44595
In vivo hemolysis due to hyperoxia - Bole of H202
accumulation.
p0557 172-45651
Comparative effects of hyperoxia and hyperbaric
pressure in treatment of primary blast injury in
air-driven shock tube, using guinea pigs and
rabbits
[1D-731396] • p0243 B72-18093
Tolerance and death in albino mice due to various
toxic oxygen levels
C1D-733418J p0254 S72-19113
Effects of prolonged exposure to hyperozia
environment on coagulating processes of blood
CJPBS-55553J p0312 H72-21044
Hyperozia effects on rat body weight, ozygen
consumption, and tolerance to carbon monozide
ezposure
P0481 H72-29058
Calculation method for estimated rate of onset and
severity of pulmonary ozygen tozicity of the lungs
riD-742468] p0523 H72-30072
Delineation and analysis of mechanisms of oxygen
tozicity at cellular level
flD-742443] . P0523 H72-30077
BIPEBTBBSIOB
Long term prognosis of transient hypertension in
young male adults, evaluating importance in
pilot selection
- .. ' p0015 172-11295
Functional condition of rabbits cerebrum
precortical arteries during hypertension
• produced by intravenous noradrenaline infusion,
discussing hypo and hyperkinesia '
• ' P0106 172-17674
Hyperbaric ozygen exposure effect on
cardiovascular system in rats, discussing'
pulmonary edema relation to hypertensive left
ventricular failure
•; • • •' P0163 172-20182
Hypertension and blood sugar and lipid level
increase as ischemic heart disease risk factors
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P0178 172-21512
Negative and positive emotional states influence
on blood cholesterol and arterial pressure
levels in dogs, suggesting common snbcortical
genesis of atherosclerosis and hypertension
p021K 172-22198
. Bemodynamic response to physical exercise stress
in dogs with angiotensin-indnced acute arterial
hypertension
p0289 A72-28216
Coronary heart disease discriminatory factors from
comparison with healthy controls, noting
diastolic hypertension significance
p0361 172-31282
Blood.coagulation changes at high altitude
predisposing to pulmonary hypertension.
pO<107 172-31222
Changes of intracellalar myocardial electrolytes
in experimental hypertension.
p0113 172-31981
Systemic haemodynamics in borderline arterial
hypertension - Responses to static exercise
before and under the influence of propranolol.
p0151 A72-37773
The incidence of hypertension and associated
factors - The Israel ischenic heart disease study.
.p0152 472-37870
Benin .in differential diagnosis of hypertension.
; . p0153 172-381HU
Betabolism.of angiotensin II in sodium depletion
and hypertension in hunans.
. pOSUS 172-13998
B-y intervals in left bundle-branch block -
Clinical and electrocardiographic correlations.
P0558 172-15690
Effect of potassium ion injection on qnanetbidine,
bretylium, and hexamethoniun control of .
hypertension in rats
CHAS1-TT-F-1H127] . p0239 1172-18061
BTPBBTBEHHIA
Central cooling and naming effects of
prebptic/anterior hypothalamic region on
thermoregnlatory activity of neuroendocrine,
cardiovascular and nenromuscnlar systems ,
pOOSO A72-13070
Splanchnic vasoconstriction in hyperthermic man
independent of falling blood pressure
' P0070 A72-15217
Parotid fluid 17-hydroxycortico steroid leyel
relation to hypertbermia stress at various heat
levels, during thermal environmental testing
P0300 172-28335
Human physiological function variations dependence
on hyperthermia levels in high temperature
•environment
P0331 172-30257
Cardiovascular and respiratory changes in dogs
exposed to acute overheating, relating ECG
changes to adrenergic and hypoxia effects
P0335 172-30382
Enzyme activity and ascorbic acid concentration as
index of rat thyroid gland tissue functional -
activity during hyperthermia
P0345 172-31098
Sweat depression during controlled hyperthermia in
man - Effects on the sweat rate and sweat
electrolytes . •
pO«61 172-39591
Analysis of changes in thermal regulation after -
• destruction of'the medial preoptic area of the
hypothalamns
P0550 172-11593
Byperthermia effects on cardiac arrhythmias,
arterial pressure, and respiration in dogs and
electrocardiographic effectiveness in diagnosing
threatening onset
p0387 B72-21103
HIPEBTOIIA
D OSBOSIS
BTPEBTBOPHT
D GBOBTB
BTPBRVBITIL1TIOS .
Breathing control during speech, noting carbon
dioxide response, hyperventilation and apnea
v p0070 172-15218
Byperventilation relationship with spasmophilia,
noting psychoemotional cause and nenromnscnlar
excitability
p0166 172-20381
EEC recording and analysis by analog technigne as
means of studying human responses to
hyperventilation
P0297 172-28312
Physiologic effects of passive hyperventilation on
oxygen delivery and consumption.
P0517 172-11365
Electromyographic measurement of maximum voluntary
mnscle contraction endurance in chronic
hyperventilators
CAD-731298] p0316 H72-21072
HIPBOSIS
Abdominal injected barbamyl. somnifacient and toxic
effect on mice subjected to hypokinesia and
isolation
p0101 A72-16650
• Hypnotic drag use effect on pilot performance and
flight safety, using glutethimide, flnrazepam
and placebo in double blind study
P0161 172-20188
Unconditioned /muscular load stimulus/ and
conditioned /metronome stimulus/-cardiac
reflexes in hypnotic and alert states
P0372 A72-32991
Hypnotic effects on control of physiological
stress responses in humans
[1D-7270781 P0082 B72-12030
HIPOB1BIC 1TBOSPHBBBS
Physiological and biochemical responses of
Parameciam caudatnm to hypo- and hyperbaric
stresses, discussing protoplasmic inactivation
by high oxygen pressure
p0295 A72-28299
Effects of in vivo inhalation of 100% oxygen at
reduced pressure on serum and red cell lipids.
CAD-716090J pOIIO 172-31553
Bematologic responses to hypobaric hyperoxia.
P0163 172-39315
< Effects of posture on decompression and hypoxic
stress recovery induced by emergency descent of
high altitude/mnlti-Hach transport aircraft
[1D-711686] P0565 B72-32131
HTPOCAPBI1
Bypocapnic hypoxia .effects on blood.coagulation
and fibrinolysis
p0152 172-37880
HTPODTBAHIA
Betabolic and hormonal response adaptation to.
prolonged hypodynamics in water immersion /head
out/, noting diurnal and nocturnal differences'
in circadian rhythms
p0292 172-28267
Long term space flight weightlessness and
hypodynamic effects on orthostatic and
vestibnlar tolerances, infection susceptibility
and drug reactivity
P0375 172-33550
Calcium metabolism conditions in calcified tissues
of rats during a lasting hypodynamia and
thyrocalcitonin administration
, . . .p0191 172-10132
Physical .training as a prophylactic measure
against the hypodynamic syndrome
P0543 172-13920
Hypokinesia and hypodynamia effects on rabbit
cardiac arteries
P0251 H72-19087
- Degenerative changes in bronchial vessels of
rabbits caused by hypodynamia and hypokinesia
P0251 H72-19088
florphological changes caused by prolonged
hypodynamia and hypokinesia in portal vessels of
rat and rabbit livers
p0251 H72-19089
Atrophy of rabbit leg muscles caused by prolonged
hypodynamia and hypokinesia
p0251 N72-19090
Bypodynamia, hypokinesia and subsequent
hypergravitation effects on vascular system of
rabbit knee joint capsule
P0251 B72-19091
Bypodynamia and thyroid hormone effects on calcium
metabolism of rat bones
P0181 H72-29053
BIPOGIICEBIA
Bigh carbohydrate diet-induced hypoglycemia as
potential cause of pilot unconsciousness during
flight acceleration
[1D-736561J pOIIO A72-17878
A-211
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HTPOEIHESIA
Hypokinesia effects on neurosecretory system of
cat hypothalamus and hypophysis, noting
increased antidinretic hormone contents in blood
• ' p0099 A72-1663Q
Sat tissue antolysis rate dnrinq hypokinesis,
discussing relation to free amino acid
background- changes
1
 -. . p0101 A72-16618
Abdominal injected barbamyl somnifacient and toxic
effect on nice subjected to hypokinesia and
isolation
P0101 A72-16650
Functional condition of rabbits cerebrum
precortical arteries during hypertension
produced by intravenous noradrenaline infusion,
•:' discussing hypo and hyperkinesia
p0106 A72-17674
Badiopcotectants /mexamine and cystanine/ effects
on histo-hematic barrier permeability in rats
under hypokinetic conditions
p0326 A72-29308
Delayed growth of rats carcasses and skeletal
muscles dnrinq prolonged hypokinesia, comparing
effects on flexor muscles to ankle joint extensors
p0335 A72-30378
Hypokinesia effect on fluid and electrolyte
metabolism change patterns in rabbits from blood
plasma studies
p0336 A72-30389
Human organism readaptation after prolonged
hypokinesia and weightlessness, discussing
coordination disturbances, vegetative and
vascular system instabilities, reduced
orthostatic stability and asthenia
• ' p0340 A72-30745
Hypokinesis and motor activity of humans in
industrial societies, noting prolonged
inactivity'and posture maintaining effects
P0372 A72-33098
Effect of hypoxia on the condition of skeleton'
muscles in rats under hypokinesia
P0191 A72-K0433
The effect of space flight conditions and
prolonged hypokinesis on the kidney function in
nan
P0508 A72-U2068
Functional insufficiency of the neuromuscular
system caused* by weightlessness and hypokinesia.
pOSUO A72-43387
Adrenal morphology changes in rats subjected to
hypokinesia
• • • ' . . . • p05«2 A72-II3905
Influence of a preliminary exposure to carbon
monoxide on the development of hypokinetic
disturbances in albino rats
P05U2 A72-«3909
' Bealth condition changes in test subjects during
'strict bed rest in hypokinetic'recumbent and
antiorthostatic position subject to lover body
negative pressure
P0513 A72-B3913
Cardiac output, hemodynamic and gas exchange
variations as function of basal'metabolism
- during bed rest in hypokinetic recumbent or
antiorthostatic position
p05«3 A72-13915
Ophthalmoscopic, photocalibrometric and
ophthalmodynamometric examinations of'test
subjects visual acuity during Bed rest in
• hypokinetic antiorthostatic position
p05i(3 A72-13916
Otorhinolaryngoloqical organ response during
hypokinetic antiorthostatic bed rest for
control, exercising and muscular
electric-stimulated groups
P0513 A72-13917
Cerebral blood filling reduction and blood vessel
tone deterioration during 120 day clinostatic
hypokinesia of healthy male subjects
p05t« A72-»3922
Effects of spacecraft environmental conditions on
hunans', and space biomedical problems
[JPBS-5«3961 p0075 N72-11989
- Pathoqenesis of prolonged hypokinesia and effect
on gas exchange in dogs and rats
p0075 H72-11990
Hinute blood voluoe dynamics in humans daring
prolonged hypokinesia studied with acetylene
method
p0078 H72-12000
Changes in hormonal activity in humans and rats
dnrinq hypokinesia
p0078 H72-12002
Utilization of aerospace medical techniques to
public health particularly hypokiuesis
CHASA-TT-F-IIOtej pOOSO H72-1201H
Hvpokinetic activation of
hypothalaiic'hypophysical nenrosecretory system
in rats
P0121 H72-14072
Hypokinetic effect on synthesis of tissue" proteins
in rats
P0123 H72-1U086
pharmacological effect and therapeutic action of
amobarbital sodium in mice during hypokinesia
and isolation
p0123 H72-14088
Hypokinesia effects on rat skeletal muscles
P02SO H72-19085
Atrophy and cytochemical changes in rat skeletal
muscles caused by hypokinesia
P02SO H72-19086
Hypokinesia and hypodynaoia effects on rabbit
cardiac arteries ' ' •
. p0251 H72-19087
Degenerative'changes in bronchial vessels of
rabbits caused by hypodynamia' and hypokinesia
p0251 H72-19088
Borphological changes caused by prolonged
hypodynamia and hypokinesia'in portal vessels of
rat and rabbit livers
• '- ' pfl251 F72-19089
Atrophy of rabbit leg muscles caused by prolonged
hypodynamia and hypokinesia
!
 • p0251 H72-19090
Hypodynamia, hypokinesia and subsequent
hyperqravitation effects on vascular system of
rabbit knee joint capsule
P0251 H72-19091
clinical analysis of hypokinesia caused changes in
nervous system and effects of pharmocoloqical
preparations on'hypokinesia disorders '
[ NASA-IT-F-1H225;) p0312 H72-21046
Effects of prolonqed hypokinesia on general body
skeletal muscle growth in rats
p0387 H72-24099
Tone of arteries and veins in different body areas
during prolonged restrictive muscular activity
• p0387 1172-24106
Effect of prolonged restricted motor activity on
changes in water-mineral metabolism and fluid
distribution in rabbits. • '
P0388 F72-24110
Rypoxia effect on development of morphological and
metabolical changes in skeletal rat muscles
during hypokinesia
' 'pOU81 H72-29054
Harmful physiological effects of prolonged
hypokinesia
rBASA-IT-F-1«563] p0568 H72-33078
BIPOIEHSIOH
Hypotension determination in dogs during
bromotrifluoromethane exposure
[AD-7315191 P0212 H72-18088
HIPOTHALAHUS
Book on hibernation and hypothalamus covering
central nervous system regulating mechanisms,
biologic rhythoicity, migration,
thermoregnlation, torpor, human implications, etc
P0003 A72-10169
yisual cortex neuron responses to light flashes
under hypothalamic and reticnlar electric,
stimulation in rats
P0021 A72-11758
Neurosecretory cell functional activity of
supraoptic and paraventricnlar hypothalamic .
nuclei in rats after electrical stimulation of
midbrain reticular formation
P0021 A72-11759
Human short term thermorequlation
feedback-feedforward control mechanism, using
hypothalamic temperature as set point
•p0023 172-12036
Skin and hypothalamic temperature effects on human
thermoregnlatory responses, developing control
mechanism for peripheral effects on skin sensors
P0021 A72-12041
A-215
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Central cooling and warning effects of
preoptic/anterior hypothalamic region on
thermoregulatory activity of nenroendocrine,
cardiovascular and nearonuscular systems
pOOSO A72-13070
Thermoregnlatdry hypothalamic and body sites for
behavioral temperature regulation in squirrel
•onkey
pOOSO i72-13072
Cat lean renal nerve activity modification by
hypothalamus stimulation and baroceptor reflex
interactions, discussing Bean aortic pressure
variation effects
P0075 472-15722
Hypokinesia effects on nearosecretory systen of
rat hypothalamus and hypophysis, noting
increased antidiurstic hormone contents in blood
P0099 172-16634
Thermal stability variations in blood serai
protein after electrical stinnlation of rabbit
hypothalaaic structures
p0158 A72-19649
Hypothalamic stimulation conditioned negative fear
reflex in cats before/after neocortex isolation
P0159 A72-19859
Hypothalamns increased noradrenaline tnrnover
after adrenal glands denedullation in rats given .
disulfiram inhibitor
P0169 A72-20621
Bypothalaaic single neuron unit discharge pattern
response to acoustic, light and somatosensory
stinulation in cats
p'0177 A72-21471
Adrenocortical response to prolonged high altitude
hypoxia in hypothalaaic deafferented rats,
shoving rapid neural stimulation with delayed
humoral activation
P0287 A72-27829
Serotonin precursor S-oxytryptophan effects on
hypothalanic-hypophysical-adrenal complex under
complete deafferentation of medial-basal
hypothalamns
P0333 A72-30016
Cat cerebellum cortex evoked response impulses
interaction during stinulation of hypothalamns
and peripheral nerves
P0338 A72-30669
Snccinic dehydrogenase activity in rabbit eye
ciliary epitheliun during electric stimulation
of hypothalanns, using histochemical technignes
P0345 A72-31099
Thermal relationship between tympanic membrane and
hypothalamns in conscious cat and monkey.
p0408 A72-34344
Effect of a magnetic field on experimental tumors
/direct and via nervous system/
P0415 A72-3S011
Influence of thermal, osmotic, and chemical
stimulations on food and water intake
P0416 A72-35016
Trophic support of cardiac activity
POB16 A72-35020
Influence of cooling of the sensomotor region of
the cerebral cortex on the neurons of the
mesencephalic reticnlar formation
P0457 A72-38926
Effects of chloralose-urethan anesthesia on
temperature regulation in dogs.
P0491 A72-40426
Hypothalamic control of the electrical activity of
the spinal cord
P0494 672-10598
Bole of the hypothalamns and limbic system in the
regulation of the notor and secretory functions
of the digestive apparatus
p0496 A72-40754
Bole of the thyrotropic region of the hypothalamns
in the adaptation activity of the organism
P0509 A72-42167
Bypothalamic control of the systemic and lung
circulation and functional significance of this
control
p0520 A72-43168
Cat hypothalamns regions neurons background
activity characterized by single nonrhythmical
spikes with large interspike intervals, noting
fregnency of discharge bursts
p0550 A72-44588
Bole of the dorso-medial area of the posterior
hypothalamns in thermal regulation and> its
functional relationships with the anterior ''
hypothalamus
P0550 A72-44592
Analysis of changes in thermal regulation after
destruction of the medial preoptic 'area of the
hypothalamns
pOSSO A72-44593
Pulse activity of neurons in the thermal
regulation center of the anterior hypothalamus
during chill shivering
P0550 A72-1459*
Temperature-sensitive neurons in the brain stem -
Their responses to brain temperature at
different ambient temperatures.
P0555 A72-4S232
Bypokinetic activation of
hypothalamic-hypophysical nenrosecretory system
in rats :-••
. . • 'P0121 H72-14072
Evoked potential of hypothalaaic region in
response to photic stimulation of rabbit retina
P0134 H72-15046
HIPOTHEBHIA
Hypothermia induced by hypoxia in rats, discussing
colonic temperature during high altitude
exposures and seasonal variations
pOOOl A72-10214
Bypoxic hypothermia effects on endocrine organs
phospholipid metabolism during chronic hypoxic
. hypoxia
P0031 A72-12S16
Central cooling and warning effects-of
preoptic/anterior hypothalamic region on
thermoregnlatory activity of nenroendocrine,
cardiovascular and nenromuscnlar systems
pOOSO A72-13070
Belium-cold hypothermia induction' and maintenance
effect on- hamster myocardia, with ventricle
analysis of hypoxic damage, glycogen and
catecholamines
p0075 A72-15720
Beat and cold acclimatization in hamsters,
relating thermoregnlatory response to
helium-cold hypothermia induction
P0175 A72-21085
Albino rats spinal cord capillaries nltrastrnctnre
upon hypothermy, noting endothelial cells
sinking to lower levels from microscopic
observation
p0280 A72-27304
Cardiovascular system functional state elevation
during controlled cooling, studying hemodynamic
changes
p0336 A72-30386
Hypothermia, asphyxia and ionizing radiation
effects on rat immnnological defense mechanisms
against particnlate antigens
. p0375 A72-33555
Bioelectric activity of the medulla oblongata
during hypothermia and bloodletting
p0416 A72-35024
Helicopter search, rescue and transportation of
wounded and ill persons in Denmark, discussing
accidental hypothermia treatment
pO«56 A72-38714
BHA content in the cortex neurons in connection
with the change in its function during the
emergence of an animal from hypothermia
pO»57 A72-38928
Bypothermia and resistance of mice to lethal
exposures to high gravitational forces.
p0511 A72-42494
Evidence for a metabolic limitation of survival in
hypothermic hamsters.
p0547 A72-4U36U
Bypothermia in cats during physical restraint and
accompanying decrease in heat production and
increase in heat loss
fAD-735883] p0384 H72-24083
HIPOIBHIi
Nervous respiratory disorder in patients with
diencephalic and vegetative vascular syndromes,
discussing arterial hypoxemia development and
resulting oxygen insufficiency
P0023 A72-12012
Arterial hypoxemia development during hypoxic
ontogenesis early stages related to age in dogs
1-216
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P0218 A72-22879
Cardiac performance and the coronary circulation
of Ban in chronic hypoxia.
pOUia A72-30992
BYPOIIA
Bvpothermia induced by hypoxia in rats; discussing
colonic temperature during high altitude
exposures and seasonal variations.
pOOOl A72-1021U
Acute, short and long ten and life long high :
altitude hypoxia exposure effects on pulmonary
gas exchange control and efficiency during
. physical exercise
P0011.A72-10818
Beprodncibility of acute mountain sickness
severity and duration in individuals under high
.altitude simulation, noting relationship to
hypoxia
pOOlU A72-11287
Hypoxia, hyperoxia and hypercapnia short period
• effect on rat brain oxygen supply, measuring
blood gas values, tissue oxygen partial pressure
time variations, etc
P0023 A72-11957
Altitude hypoxia human pulmonary compliance
relation between static transpnlmonary pressure
and inspired volume
p0023 A72-11958
Bypoxic hypothermia effects on endocrine organs
phospholipid metabolism during chronic hypoxic
hypoxia
P0031 A72-12516
Bigh altitude hypoxia effects on rat myocardium
lactic dehydrogenase isozyme complement and
anoxic tolerance •
P0032 A72-1283«
Posthypoxic thirst and relative dehydration of
rats after return from hypoxia to normoxia,
measuring body weight and water intake
P0032 A72-12835
Bypoxia tolerance among pupil pilots during
aeromedical instruction in decompression
. chamber, obtaining EEC and cardiac rhythm
recordings
P0056 A72-11567
Bemodynamic and blood oxygen parameter changes
comparison in dogs during hypoxia at rest and
muscle activity in various oxygen concentrations
P0071 A72-15232
Altitude hypoxia resistance and endurance in dogs
of various ages, discussing homeostasis
.•retention, altitude ceiling and survival time
p0071 A72-1523*
Belinm-cold hypothermia induction and maintenance
effect on hamster myocardia, with ventricle
analysis of hypoxic damage, glycogen and
catecholamines
P0075 A72-15720
Snblethal I radiation effects on rat
erythropoietic system during altitude hypoxia
acclimatization
P0075 A72-15721
Bemodynamic response to hypoxia in dogs with
experimental myocardial infarction, discussing
changes in cardiac output, stroke volume, left
ventricular pressure and systemic vascular
resistance
P0097 A72-16152
Stellate ganglion stimulation and hypoxia effects
on hemodynamics and coronary circulation in
dogs, discussing myocardial oxygen consumption,
sympathetic nerve vasoconstrictor effect and
vasodilatory response
P0097 A72-16153
Potassium cyanide effect on phospholipid exchange
in rat brain and liver during histotoxic hypoxia
as function of body temperature
P0098 A72-16357
Bypoxia effect on diurnal mitotic activity rhythm
of marrow erythropoiesis system of guinea pigs
' in pressure chamber
P0099 A72-16631
Bypoxia, hypercapnia and hyperoxia effects on
active glucose transport in rat small intestines
P0099 A72-16633
Raximal oiycjen intake prediction in acute moderate
hypoxia daring exercise, showing heart rate
linearity with work load
P0149 472-18966
Bypoxia pretreatment for decreased pulmonary
oxygen toxicity daring high pressure oxygen
breathing in rats
P0153 A72-19328
Carbon monoxide induced hypoxia inhibition of
reflex vasoconstriction in man in presence of
normal arterial oxygen tension
P0153 A72-19438
Onattenuated ventilatory hypoxic drive in ovine
and bovine species native to high altitude
P0155 A7 2-19 HI) 5
Bypoxia effect on aircraft pilot performance
during altitude and flight simulation, testing
instrument landing approaches
[AHBL-TH-71-97] . p0164 A72-20186
Thyroid glands iodine concentrations, blood
proteins and morphological changes in rats with
acute hypoxic hypoxia and pulmonary'edema
00169 A72-20620
CO hypoxia effect on oxygen transport during
exercise, discussing changes in cardiac and
respiratory functions and work capacity
p0172'A72-20893
Bypoxia incidents in Strategic Air Command due to
cabin pressurization malfunction
,p0179 A72-21566
Arterial chemoreceptor deafferentation influence
on rat respiratory response to hypoxic and
hypercapnic gas mixture breathing
p0185 A72-22078
Breathing regulation characteristics showing
reflex control of respiratory functions in
normal environment and brain tissue receptor
control under hypoxia ,
p0185 A72-22079
Respiratory function control and physiological
adaptation mechanisms evolution during changing
earth atmosphere oxygen content, noting hypoxia
sensitivity development
p0185 A72-22080
Bypoxic and normoxic gas mixture breathing during
intense muscular activity, relating oxygen
consumption and carbon dioxide elimination
magnitudes and motor performance
p0185 A72-22081
Corticosterone content in blood plasma, cerebral
cortex and skeletal muscles during hypoxia
adaptation in rats
P0185 472-22083
Book on experimental brain hypoxia covering
changes in hemodynamics, energy metabolisms,
electrolyte and water movement and cerebral and
peripheral venous blood serum proteins
P0214 A72-22238
Chinchilla and guinea pig tolerances to hypoxia
and hyperoxia in pressure chamber tests,
suggesting relation to red blood cell size and
number
p0216 A72-22617
Arterial hypoxemia development daring hypoxic
ontogenesis early stages related to age in dogs
P0218 A72-22879
Tentorinm cerebelli microstrocture and leaflets
strength in study of chronic and acute hypoxia
injury to fetus during pregnancy .and labor
p0220 A72-23193
In vitro measurements of oxygen tension effect on
teleost and amphibian retinal lactate
dehydrogenase activity, discussing acetazolamide
produced hypoxia effects
P0226 A72-23729
Erythrocyte life span in mice under normal
atmospheric pressure and various degrees of
hypoxia acclimatization, using radioactive
labeled diisopropyl phosphorofluoridate
P0270 A72-26608
Chronic hypoxia adapted rat myocaxdial tissue
sensitivity to increased carbon dioxide tension
p0271 A72-26616
Physical training effect on rat cardiac function
and metabolic response to hypoxia
P0277 A72-26701
Human cardiovascular function change as indication
of hypoxic circulatory stress, using noninvasive
cardiographic measurements of cardiac
electromechanical time intervals
p0280 A72-27470
Sountain sickness relation to ventilation response
to hypoxia, noting response intensity dependence
A-217
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on peripheral chemoreceptor sensitivity
P0282 172-27481
Acute hypoiia effects on doq coronary blood flow
• and cardiac function from cardiac
beta-adrenergic and hemodynamics study
• ' p0282 472-27182
Bigh altitude hypoxia preadaptation effects on
left ventricle myocardium noradrenaline ' •
concentration in rats with experimental vitium
- cordis • ' • : .
.P0281 472-27618
Exercise role in ventilatory acclimatization to
graded hypoxia in goats -fron carbon'dioxide
response carve measnrements
p0285 172-27727
Adrenocortical response to prolonged high altitude
hypoxia in hypothalamic deafferented rats,
shoving rapid neural stimulation with delayed'
humoral activation
p0287 A72-27829
Ascorbic acid influence on blood coagulation'and
anticoagulation systeas in dogs with acute
hypoxia, discussing plasma recalcification time
and heparin tolerance
. • p0290 472-28217
Hypoiia effect on aircraft pilot performance,
using Link GAT 1 trainer and controlled
composition atmosphere under varied altitude
conditions for simulated ILS landing approaches
p0297 A72-28310
Antonomic nervous system role in controlling
coronary and cardiac responses to hypoxic
.hypoxia, measuring blood flow vith Doppler
ultrasonic flow transducer
p0297 A72-28313
Pressure chamber training effects on rats chain
motor reflexes hypoxia adaptation, noting '
sinocarotid receptors importance in
compensatory-adaptive reactions •
P0323 A72-28611
Concentrated and extended learning effects on
formation rate and retention degree of
conditioned reflex during mice adaptation to
high altitude hypoxia
p0325 A72-28770.
Piloting aptitude evaluation .from ECS during •
hypoxia, considering right intraventricnlar
conduction and ventricular repolarization •
anomalies
p0332 472-29857'
High altitude natives cerebral arterial-venous
oxygen difference measurement during ambient air
and oxygen breathing,' showing chronic hypoxia
effect on cerebral blood flow
' ••' ' ' p0339 472-30701
Low pressure chamber as aerospace medical
diagnostics tool for flying personnel
examinations regarding oxygen deficiency, low
air pressure and-air pressure fluctuations
tolerance
• p0311 472-30819
Russian book on functional morphology under
extremal space flight conditions covering
overloads, hypoxia and hyperoxia effects on
organism and cellular structure and metabolism
P0312 472-30996
{fountain inhabitants cardiocirculatory adaptation
to chronic hypoxia, studying coronary flow and
myocardial oxygen consumption and efficiency
P0369 472-32198
Hypoiia and peripheral visual stimulus position
effects on response time during 'monitoring of
centrally located stimulus light '
•p0379 472-31095
Ventilatory peripheral chemoreflex response to
hypoxia during physical exercise in native
highlanders and altitude-acclimated Icelanders
' p0108 A72-31315
Effect of Acetazolamide /Diamox/ at different dose
.levels on survival time of rats under acute
hypoxia'and on Ha/+/-K/+/-ATP-ase•activity of
rat tissue microsomes. ' . •
p0109 472-31516
Betabolism of the hypoxic and ischaemic heart;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Geneva, '
Switzerland, June 11-17, 1971. Part 1.
P0112 472-31976
normal and hypoxic myocardium nitochondrial
metabolism process, studying electron transport ^
system
pOI.12 472-31978
The effects of acute hypoxia on lipid synthesis in
the rat heart.
P0113 472-31979
Hyocardial protein synthesis in acute myocardial '
hypoxia and ischemia.
p0113 472-31980
Acute hypoxia of the myocardium - Oltrastrnctural
changes.
' P0113 472-31982
Extracellular acid-base changes in' the dog
myocardium during hypoxia and local ischemia,
measured by means of glass micro-electrodes.
• ' p0113 472-31983
Changes in energy stores in the hypoxic'heart.
• . p0113 472-31985
The intramyocardial oxygen pressure at normoxia
and hypoxia. ''
P0113 A72-31986
The influence of exogenous ATP on cardiac '
metabolism in acute hypoxia.
' P0113 472-31987
Byocardial nltrastructure in acute and chronic
hypoxia. ;
pO«13 472-31988
Hyocardial metabolic changes in chronic hypoxia.
'
 :
 p0113 472-31989
Eole of the synthesis of nucleic acids and
proteins in the adaptation'of'the organism to
altitude hypoxia. -
P0111 472-31990
Anoxic tolerance of the heart muscle in different
types of chronic hypoxia.' '
- " ' pOI11 472-31991
• Cardiac performance and the coronary circulation'
of man in chronic hypoxia.
• . ' '
 J
 ' '• pO'111'472-31992
Effect of chronic hypoxia:on the kinetics of
energy transformation' in heart mitochondria. ' '
" ' p0111 472-31993
Effects of hypoxia and ischemia on myocardial
contraction - Alterations in the time course of
force and ischemia-dependent inhomogeneity of
contractility. ' •
p0111 472-31996
Interaction of chronic bypoxia and hypercapnia
upon blood gases'and acid base status.
' ' ' p0117 A72-35166
Tenons responses to stimulation of carotid
chemoreceptors by hypoxia and hypercapnia.
p0122 A72-36025
Functional development of the altitude convulsion
mechanism in mice and rabbits /Besearch note/.
p0121 A72-36115
Bole of the antonomic nervous 'system in the
hypoxic'response of the pulmonary vascular bed.
'P0126 A72-36572
Rypoxic theory for atherosclerosis formation,
noting blood'plasma protein concentration
effects 'on oxygen diffusion
" • ' • • • p0130 A72-37030
Inclein'acid contents in cholinergic and
adrenergic spinal cord neurons and in 'their
glial satellite-cells during hypoxic hypoxia and
a post-hypoxia period ' . .
'• .p0151 472-37712
Hypocapnic hypoxia effects on blood coagulation
and fibrinolysis ; '
p0152'A72-37880
Boentgenologic studies of the effects of rapid
decompression and hypoxia oh the gall bladder in
cats.
p0155 A72-38705
Thyroglobnlin content and variations in the
proteolytic activity of the thyroid gland tissue
in animals under hypoxic conditions
p0165 A72-39727
Hypercapnia with relief of hypoxia in normal
individuals with increased work of breathing.
'' ' p0190 472-10120
Regional lung function during early '
acclimatization to 3,100 m altitude.'
p0190 '472-10121
Lack of effect of high altitude on hemoglobin
oxygen affinity.
:p0191 472-10130
Effect of hypoxia on the condition of skeleton
muscles in rats under hypokinesia
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P0491 A72-10433
Horpho-functional changes in the endocrine system
daring oxygen starvation
P0092 »72-10«»7
Bervous and humoral stimulation and hypozia
effects on erythropoiesis control, studying. .
. human blood serai additions to bone marrow
.cultures .
P0497 A72-40762
Ezperimental studies of the production of
erythropoietin in relation to the intensity and
duration of hypozia
pOSOO A72-ai189
. Effect of hypozia and physical activity on plasma
enzyme levels in man.
pOSOS A72-41522
Hypozic pulmonary steady-state diffusing capacity
for CO and alveolar-arterial 02 pressure
differences in growing rats after adaptation to
a simulated altitude of 3500 m.
P0506 A72-41622
Cardiac output, arterial and mized-venous O2
saturation, and blood O2 dissociation curve in
growing rats adapted to a simulated altitude of
3500 n.
. . p0506 A72-41623
Beflexive cardiac rhythm changes and arterial
tension during hypozia, noting differences due
to animals,, controlled respiration and
pharmacological effects
P0508 A72-41984
Prediction of vegetative reactions to eztremal ..
actions on the organism
pOSOS A72-42168
Effect of fasting on tolerance to moderate hypozia.
.' P0510.A72-42487
Vascular headache of acute mountain sickness.
P0511 A72-42491
Transarterial leakage r A possible mechanism of.
high altitude pulmonary'oedema.
P0513 472-12588
The carotid body in animals at. high altitude.
.; P0513 A72-42589
Suprapontine influences on hypozic ventilatory
control.
P0513 A72-42590
Genetic aspects of.the blunted chemoreflez.
ventilatory response to hypozia in high altitude
adaptation. • • •
P0513 A72-42591
. Hypozic acclimation effects on rats heart, liver
and kidney mitochondria,, measuring cytochrome
' ozidase and succinic dehydrogenase activities
' ' p0514 A72-42673
Histologic analysis of hypozia ezposure effects on
moose skin honograft reaction due to.lymphatic
organ function changes
, P0514 A72-42675
Cardiocircnlatory adaptation to chronic hypozia.
II - Comparative study of myocardial'metabolism
of glucose, lactate, pyruvate and free fatty
acids between sea level and high .altitude
residents.
:.• . • p0519 A72-43022
HechanisB of adaptation to hypozic hypozia
. . P0512 A72-43907
. Altitude limit as function of acclimatization time
length for investigation of enhanced resistance
. to acute hypoxia in rats
. . P0542 A72T43908
The effect of hypozia on the coronary blood flow
in reserpinized dogs.
P0549 A72-44562
Quantitative evaluation of the kinetics of
free-radical processes in animal organs under
hypozic conditions
p0551 A72-44596
Comparison of three methods for guantitating
respiratory response to hypozia in man. .
P0552 'A72-44960
Bypozic and illuminative effects on diurnal rhythm
of erythropoietic mitosis in bone marrow of
guinea pigs
pO.121 B72-14069
Human tolerance to acute hypozia and acceleration
following ezposnre to hypercapnic atmosphere
p020tt B72-17071
Hyperbaric air and corneal vascularization caused
by hypozia
[AD-732398] p0243 B72-18092
Response of ventilation parameters, pulse rate,
ozygen uptake, and body temperature in man under
acute and severe hypozia
[DLB-FB-71-65] p0313 H72-21053
Effects of high altitude and ozygen deficiency on
psychomotor performance of flight crews
fDLH-PB-72-02) . - P0384 B72-24080
Ozygen saturation of human blood during prolonged
• stay in Antarctic region
. p0434 H72-26069
Bypozia effect on development of morphological and
metabolical changes in skeletal rat muscles
during hypokinesia
. . . . P0481 B72-29054
Ozygen starvation effects on functions of. animal
endocrine system
p0483 B72-29069
. Effects of hypozic stress on tracking performance
by human operators
[AD-740468] . P0484 H72-29078
Dynamics of DBA, BBA and protein synthesis in
mitochondria and nuclei of heart muscles of rats
during adaptation to high altitude hypozia
rBASA-TT-F-14524J P0521 H72-30059
Ozygen diffusion under conditions of cerebral
hypozia
CHAE-LIB-TBAHS-1661] . . p0562 H72-32108
• Effects of posture on decompression and hypozic
stress recovery induced by emergency descent of
high altitnde/aulti-Hach transport, aircraft
TAD-71H686] . . P0565 1172-32131
I
IFB (BDLES) . .
0 ISSTBDBENT FLIGHT BOLES • .
I6BEOOS BOCKS -
HI GEiBITE
ILLOBIB1HCE . -
Effects of plant illamination on tolerance to
gamma and proton irradiation •• • .
P0123 B72-11087
ILIOBIBATIBS
Moving display visibility-effect on pilot tracking
performance* discussing dependence on
illumination intensity and.color
P0056 A72r1fl445
ILLOBIBiTIOB
Intermittent movement control theory for
prediction.of visual correction-applied to
target aiming during illumination loss .
. P0511 A72-42516
•Bypozic and illuminative effects on diurnal rhythm
of erythropoietic mitosis in bone marrow of
guinea pigs . • • •
. ' .. p0121 B72-14069
Effect of apparent scene illumination on inflight
visual detection of ground targets during aerial
* reconnaissance
[AD-728629] . p0128 B72-10122
Effects of noise and.illumination on human motor
performance - • •
tAD-7394741 . . p04«1 872-27095
ILLOBIBATOES
Human vision sensitivity to covert IB illuminators
for image intensification daring night observation
- P0367 A72-32046
IlLOSIOBS
BT BOOB ILLUSION
BT OCO'LOGBAVIC ILLOSIOBS
Intervening discrete elements effects on filled
v ^duration illusion in aaditory, tactual and
visual presentation
P0009 A72-10720
Successive visual motion illusion daring
perception of rotating kymograph drum by human eye
r p0075 A72-15588
Loudness function correlations ,to illusory spiral
aftereffect(Persistence, motion sickness
susceptibility and auditory reaction time in
individuals
P0186 A72-22138
Flight acceleration stress effects on pathogenesis
of illusory sensations and metabolic changes in
human body
P0122 B72-14080
ILS (LABDIBG SISTEHS)
0 IBSTBOBEBT LABDIBG STSTEBS
&-219
IBAGB COBTBAST SOBJECT IBDEI
IBAGB COHTBAST
Contrast reversal or distance paradox in
temperature perception aftereffect
pOOOS A72-10716
Contrast vision enhancement in Hermann grid with
variable figure-ground ratio, using Baamgartner
receptive field hypothesis
P0053 472-13624
Siialtaneous brightness contrast under scotopic.
conditions, investigating fovea rod. and cone
systeis interaction in subjects with norgal
color vision
P0056 A72-13937
Objects visual detection probability distribution .
as function of angular size, contrast and search
tine,- coaparing binocular and nonocular searches
effectiveness
P0160 A72-19919
Psychological aspects in aerial
photointerpretation, discussing importance of
perception of image contrast, contours and areal
distribution
"p0222 172-23299
Foveal luminosity magnitude estimations validity,
measuring relative effects of preadaptation and
contrast .
p0236 A72-25179
Spatial characteristics of egual energy visual
stimuli in metacontrast design for targets and
masks of constant separation and varying width,
deriving weighting functions
p0285 A72-27680
IB absorbent effects on evapbrographic image
contrast performance based on photometric study,
presenting color photographs
, p0364 A72-31615
Gain control and contrast sensitivity in the
vertebrate retina.
P0409 A72-34418
The effect of target contrast variation on dynamic
visual acuity and eye movements.
P0411 A72-34876
The influence of the modulation transfer function
of the dioptric apparatus on the acuity and'
contrast of the retinal image in Bana esculenta.
p0412 A72-34883
Peripheral contrast thresholds for moving images.
P0418 A72-35688
The relative importance of contrast and motion in ,
visual detection.
p0419 472-35689
Complete assimilation of briefly presented lines.
p0546 A72-44150
Phase correlation between two sources formed on a
diffusing surface - Application to the human
retina ,
P0548 A72r4<1379
Line length detectors in the human visual system -
Evidence from selective adaptation.
P0548 A72-44384
The effects of simultaneous and successive,
contrast on perceived brightness.
p0552 A72-44910
Perception smear suppression daring saccadic eye
movements in terms of metacontrast determined by
post-saccadic accumulated luminance relation to
stimuli masking
P0556 A72-45377
IHA6B IBIBRSIFIEBS
Buman vision sensitivity to covert IB illuminators
for image intensification during night observation
p0367'A72-32046
Right vision performance measure based on object
recognition experiments with optical
instruments, noting improvement with image
intensifier
• p0496 A72-40741
IBAGEBT '
HT AEBIAL PHOTOGBAPHT ' .
HI CHBOHOPBOTOGBAPBI
HT COLOB PBOTOGBAPHY
HT HOLOGBAPHT '" .
HT PHOTOHICBOGBAPBT
HT BADAB IBAGEBT
HT BADIOGBAPBT
HT STEBEOPHOTOGBAPHI
IBAGBS
HI AFTEBIBAGES
HT BBTIHAL IBAGBS
Visual and acoustic image processing rates during
letter sequencing tasks, suggesting implicit
verbal control involvement
.-. - .P0371 A72;-32764
Effect of reproduction scale on probability of
image recognition . . •
 J •
CAD-727457] - P0046. H72-11096
IBA6IIG TECBUQOES
HT BADAS IBAGEBT . . . .
Ventricalar,function determination by computer
graphic techniques for increasing)speed,
accuracy, reliability and scope-of
• angiocardiographic analyses determining human
heart dimensions
. . . - . ! • ' • p0152 172-19308
Image processing of diagnostic echocardiogram.by
ultrahigh speed analog to digital converter
interfacing digital computer.
P0153 A72-19312
IB absorbent effects on evaporographic image
contrast performance based on photometric study,
presenting color photographs. , ...
. "'. p0364: A72-31615
The imaging properties of the positron camera
p'0423 172-36424
Hathematical methods for improving the
significance of scintigrams
' " . p0423 A72-36425
The airborne visual simulation as an electronic
display. . -
P0502 A72-41410
The precise simulation of image transfer systems
with the aid of an optical convolution obtained,
with a rotating slit of prescribed form
P0547 172-44361
Spot size scanning system for analyzing thermal
infrared military targets.
[PBL-1971-34] f~. • ' ., p0386 H72-24091
IBBLBS ' - . " . ' . . -
Data management techniques and designs for
integrating OPE with IBBLBS for manned space
flight . . ' .
[HASA-CB-111996] p0127 H72-14115
Eguipment specifications for general purpose
bioamplifier for use in Integrated .Bedical,
Behaviorial, and Laboratory fleasnrement System
[HASA-CB-115506] p0310 H72-20110
Design and operation of IBBLBS
[HASA-CB-115664] p0405 H72-25143
Design of optical couplers for use in IflBLMS
hardwire mode
i; HASA-CB-115719] pO»69 H72-28049
Testing preliminary 'design of respiratory
measurement element of B-4 IHBLBS
[HASA-CB-115718] ' p0469-H72-28050
IHIHES
Chromosome aberrations* and germination speedup in
Soynz 5 carried barley seeds, noting stimulating
effect by preflight ethylenimine treatment
P0417 A72-35280
IBBBBSIOH
U SDBBEBGIHG
IBBISCIBILITI .
0 SOLUBILITY . .
IBHITTABCE .
B ELECTBICAL IBPEDANCE
IBBOBILI2ATIOI
Immobilization hypercalciuria, discussing
treatment by diet-induced extracellular volume
depletion and possible pathophysiologic
mechanism of intercompartmental fluid and
electrolyte shift
p0064 A72-14871
Inhibitive effect of immobilization on nrinary
cathecholamine excretion and blood plasma
thyroxine level in rats
p0216 A72-22648
Calcium and phosphorus excretion relation to bone .
density changes in immobilized Bacaca nemestrina .
monkeys
p0281 A72-27473
Calcium metabolism under stress and in repose.
- . p0540 A72-43389
Changes in. the pituitary-thyroid and in the
pituitary-gonad systems under conditions of
functional loading and of physiological
immobilization.
P0551 A72-44823
A-220
SUBJECT IHDEI IBPACT TESTIH6 BACBIHES
Bone atrophy caused by inactivity in guinea pigs
fAD-740448] P0525 H72-30091
IHBOBITI
Amitetravite /biological protectant/ effect on
natural immunity state of dogs exposed to
chronic gamma irradiation simulating space
flight environment
P0335 A72-30380
Influence of x-ray irradiation in 25- and 250-r
doses on the transplant immunity in nice
differing by weak and strong * '
histoincompatibility systems
P0542 172-43910
Chronic qama radiation effects on
immnnobiological reactivity in dogs protected by
amitetravite
p0387 B72-24101
Lymphoblastic transformation test for studying
immunity of pregnant women
fBASA-TT-F-145911 P0562 B72-32106
IBBDBOLOGY
Hadioimmunoassay and gel filtration determination
of molecular size and immnnocheaical reactivity
of parathyroid hormone in gland extracts,
peripheral circulation and parathyroid effluent
blood
P0071 172-15228
Inmnnochenical properties of human oxyhenoglobin
comparison with complex of dog haptoglobin and
human hemoglobin reactions in antihenoglobin serun
p0225 472-23695
Human immnnobiological status during prolonged
maintenance in bioregenerative life support •
system, discussing possible allergic reaction to
chlorella gaseous metabolites
p0327 A72-29312
Hypothermia, asphyxia and ionizing radiation
effects on rat immnnoloqical' defense mechanisms
against particolate antigens
P0375 A72-33555
Acute myocardial anoxia - Anatomical changes and
their possible relation to immunological
processes.
P0413 A72-34981
The magnetic field, infection and immunity
P0415 A72-35009
The production and characterization of specific
antibodies to aldosterone.
p0453 A72-38175
Effects of the space flight environment on man's
immune system. I - Serum proteins and
immanoglobulins.
P0511 A72-42493
Quantitation of serum proteins on vhole
blood-electroinmunodiffusion technique
applicable to capillary blood.
P0511 A72-42495
Ristologic analysis of hypoxia exposure effects on
mouse skin homograft reaction due to lymphatic
organ function changes
P0514 A72-42675
Bibliography concerning germ free animal research
fPB-202005] P0190 N72-16014
Medical science research projects involving cell
structure, malaria, hepatitis, hemolytic
streptococcus, acute renal failure, and effects
of lasers
fAD-7303401 p0242 1H2-18090
Immnnoassay of pulmonary oat cell cancer extracts
to confirm bioassay results and development of
antibodies to oxytocin and vasopressin
IBASA-CB-1263951 p0356 B72-23070
ISPICT
Head linear and angular accelerations of humans
during exposure to abrupt linear deceleration
during impact
tAD-732290] p0200 B72-17045
IBPACT iCCElEBATIOH
Chin-sternnm-heart syndrome from partial parachute
failure, with close reference to atrial
endocardial and myocardial lacerations
P0020 A72-11711
Bodified Van der Pol wave motion oscillator model
for prediction of aortic dynamic response to
negative g impact accelerations
P0292 A72-28271
Human tolerance limitations related to aircraft
crashworthiness.
P0516 A72-42765
Computerized simulation of human impact iu sled
acceleration test
[PB-2037171 p0246 B72-18116
Impact acceleration tests using rhesus monkeys to
determine human injury potential as function' of
plateau acceleration and pulse duration for
spinal column
fAD-731148) p0253 B72-19104
Biodynamic models for determining suitability of
energy absorber in protecting seated man from
high acceleration aircraft impacts
CiD-740447) p0484 B72-29077
IBPiCT DAMAGE
Human craniocerebral trauma dependence on' impact •
conditions, giving case histories
P0100 A72-16643
Analytical model for nonpenetrating impact caused
head injuries, evaluating protective device
effectiveness via energy absorption
characteristics
P0369 A72-32602
Lethal head injuries to man swimming underwater
caused by detonation of firecracker
P0257 B72-19135
Necropsy and radiographic observation of spinal
fracture and articular facet derangement
patterns in rhesus monkeys
C1BBL-TB-71-171 p0258 B72-19139
Computer program for analyzing impact damage to
skull-brain system models
CAD-733986] P0307 B72-20087
Response of anesthetized Rhesus monkey vertebral
column and internal organs to pressure waves
generated during seated spinal impacts
[AD-7404601 . ' p0524 B72-30085
Mechanical and physiological response of human
cervical vertebral column to severe impacts
applied to torso
[AD-740442] p0525 B72-30088
Feasibility analysis for use of anthropomorphic
dummies, animals, and man in biodynamic modeling
and scaling for impact damage prediction
CAD-740443] P0525 B72-30089
Mathematical models for impact studies including
spinal and head injuries
[AD-740465] P0527 B72-30103
1BPACT DBCB1EBATIOH
0 DECELBBATIOH
0 IMPACT ACCELEBATIOB
IBPACT LOADS
Impact parameter effects on severity of human
craniocerebral trauma in aircraft accidents
p0122 B72-14081
Finite element elastic analysis for determining
crack strength of human skull under heavy loads
[AD-734176J p0255 B72-19115
Effects of exposure to blast induced winds and
pressure variations on biophysical parameters
tiD-734208] P0313 N72-21054
Continuous configuration model of spine under
axial dynamic impact
[AD-7392491 P0473 B72-28077
Fluid mechanical model for thorax response to air
blast and impact shock
fAD-740438] p0524 B72-30084
Models for measuring human response to impact
shocks and vibration
iAD-740440] p0524 B72-30086
Biodynamic models for monitoring changes in human
cardiovascular system caused by impact shocks
fAD-740459] p0526 H72-30098
Bathematical models for testing effectiveness of
multilayered viscoelastic and elastic-plastic
brain protection system during impact shock
[AD-740464] P0527 B72-30102
Effects of external impulsive head loads on human
brain behavior
(AD-740473] P0528 B72-30108
Human endurance of impact overloads and mechanical
stresses in human body •
[BASA-TT-F-145711 p0561 B72-32102
IBPACT PBESSOBES
0 IBPICT LOADS
IMPACT TESTIBG HACHIHES
Vertical drop rig test equipment for measuring
shock attenuation of crash helmets, discussing
shock absorption criteria for impact protection
P0267 A72-26016
A-221
IBP1CT TESTS SUBJECT IIDEZ
IBEACT TESTS
Impact tests on anthropomorphic dummies for
protection effectiveness evaluation of lap belt*
lit Force shoulder harness-lap belt and
airbaq-lap belt restraints
tAD-7415301 P0281 A72-27471
A re-evaluation of material effects on microbial
release from solids.
P0539 A72-43383
Fila and transducer record analysis of daisy track
hnnan tolerance tests
CPB-201265] p0040 1172-10119
Iipact force of human volunteers dropped from low
heights, and mathematical model
p0197 1172-16767
Impact tests to obtain skull fracture data for
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards
[PB-204239] p0199 H72-17041
Computerized simulation of human impact in sled
acceleration test
[PB-203717] ' p02»6 H72-18116
Crash injury research, including pathology and
protection
p0255 H72-19120
Theoretical mechanics for expressing kinematics of
human impact acceleration, using two coordinate
systems
p0257 B72-19132
Equipment designed for accurately measuring
mechanical response of nan during impact
p0259 H72-19145
Acceleration protection system design, impact
testing of restraint harnesses and ejection seat
cushions, and implications
P0260 N72-19157
Bechanical impedance model for human and primate
head injury due to linear impacts
rAD-740474] p0528 H72-30109
IHPACT TOLBBMCBS
Effect of disuse bone atropy on spinal impact
tolerance in Bhesus monkeys
rAD-740it53] P0526 S72-30096
Effect of impact angular acceleration on human
body under emergency conditions-aircraft ejection
[HASA-TT-F-14565] p0561 H72-32100
IBPBDABCB
HI ACOOSTIC IHPEDAHCB
HI ElECTBICAL IBPEDAHCE
BT ELECTBICAL BESISTAHCE
BT BECHAHICAL IBPEDAHCE
BT BESPIBATOBY IUPEDAHCE
HI SKIH BESISTAHCE
IHPEDAHCE BEASOBEHEHTS
Acoustic impedance of body surface at thorax and
at abdomen, shoving dependence on freguency and
body pressure and position
p0014 A72-11195
Human hand-arm system vibration characteristics,
describing mechanical impedance measurements for
mathematical modeling
p0330 A72-29559
Human body or dummy mechanical impedance
calculation by acceleration measurement at two
point reference system vith circular spring
supporting mass
p0370 A72-32608
Measurement of specific mechanical impedance of
the skin - Effects of static force, site of
stimulation, area of probe, and presence o£ a
surround.
p0489 A72-40347
Pletbysmograph for measuring human body impedance
changes during space flight
CAD-740866] pO«87 B72-29097
IBPEBBEABILITT
0 PEBBBABILITI
IHPLAHTATIOH
Electrocardiography telemetry system for intense
radiation environment, describing electrode and '
transmitter implantation in monkey and heart
signal transmission and reception
p0102 A72-16678
Cerebro-spinal fluid pressure remote monitoring by
intracranially implanted radio pressure
transducers, describing
receiver-detector-recorder system
p0159 A72-19911
Electrode design and implantation method for
chronic experiments, discussing information loss
factor elimination ,
P0337 A72-30393
Implantable blood pressure telemetry system.
P0457 472-38820
Dse of implantable telemetry systems for study of
cardiovascular phenomena. *.
P0545 A72-43996
Experimental development of a method for long-term
implantation of plastic catheters in different
sections of the cardiovascular system
, P0553 A72-45118
Tapor cycle engine for driving Pn 238 fueled heart
assist system
[PB-205474J p0318 H72-21086
Bethod and design for securing implanted
electrodes during chronic experiments
p0389 H72-24114
IBPLEBEHTATIOH
0 PEBFOBBABCE
IHPDLSE BOISE
0 ELECTBOBAGBETIC BOISE
IBPOBITIES
Ordinary and macroporons structured
polycondensation oxidation-reduction polymers
synthesis, discussing application to organic
impurities removal from atmospheric moisture . .
condensates
pOIOI A72-1664S
Synthesis and application of redox polymers in .
sorption method for purifying water of organic
impurities
p0123 H72-14083
IB-FLIGHT BOBTTOBII6
Automation in planning and execution of flights,
considering navigation, communication, flight
instruments monitoring, control/stabilization
and warning systems
P0216 A72-22780
Rose installed thermistor device for in-flight '
monitoring of pilot respiration and pulse rate
p0280 A72-27417
OFO A orbital flight recording of bullfrog
vestibnlar gravity sensor nerve fiber pulses for
assessing necessity of artificial gravity during
prolonged weightlessness
P0540 A72-43391
Developments in transition of Skylab B133
Sleep-Bonitoring Experiment from prototype to
flight status
[HASA-CB-115745] . p0485 H72-29085'
IB-FLIGBT THBDST HEASOBEBEBT " ,
D IN-FLIGHT BOHITOBIBG
IBACTIVATIOB
0 DEACTIVATIOB
IBCIHEBATIOB
0 IHCIHEBATOBS
IBCIB2BATOBS ;
Dry incineration of wastes for aerospace waste
management systems.
tASBE PAPEB 72-EBAV-21 P0462 A72-39175
Design and fabrication of prototype for automatic
transport system for transferring hnman and
other wastes to incinerator unit onboard
spacecraft
CHASA-CB-114393] P0127 B72-14113
IHCOBPBESSIBLE FLOS '
BT STOKES FLOW
IIDBXES (DOCOBEITATIOB)
HT KBIC IHDEXES
Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace
Bedicine and Biology - Oct. 1971
[HASA-SP-7011(94)] p0039 H72-10109
Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace
Bedicine and Biology for Hovember 1971
CHASA-SP-7011(95)] p0197 B72-17027
Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace
Bedicine and biology - December 1971
rHASA-SP-7011(96)] p0248 H72-19069
Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace
medicine and biology - January 1972'
fHASA-SP-7011(97)] p0248 H72-19070
Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace
Bedicine and Biology - February 1972
[HASA-SP-7011(99)] p0346 B72-22051
Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace
Be.dicine and Biology - Barch 1972
[HASA-SP-7011(100)] 'P0346 B72-22052
Indexing procedures and thesaurus of indexing
terms for QDS
A-222
SUBJECT IWDBI IHPECTIOOS DISEASES
rBASi-CB-126215J . P0350 B72-22076
. FAA index, on aviation medicine and aeromedical
data 'reports
. tFAA-ARr72-i] ' pOflOO B72-25103
' Annotated bibliography and index on Aerospace
Redicine and Biology - April 1972 '
f HASA-SPr7011 (101) J P043V H72-26042
Snnotated 'bibliography and indexes on Aerospace
Bedicine and Biology - Hay 1972
tBASA-SP-7011.(102) 1 p0138 B72-27076
Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace
Bedicine and Biology - January 1972
rBASA-SP-7011(98)] ' .,p0407 B72-28032
. Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace
nedicine and biology - ,Bay 1972 . , . . .
r»ASA-SP-70lV(103) 1 P0521 '872-30054
Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace
Bedicine and Biology - Jane 1972
fHASA-SP-7011 (101) ] p0559 H72-32080
IIDEXBS (BAUDS) ' '
NT BORPHOLOGICAL INDEIES . , ,
Screening test for physical fitness on bicycle,
ergometer, comparing endurance indices derived
from heart rate, ox'ygen consumption, oxygen debt
and work rate measurements
' : ' ' p0004 A72-10212
IBDICATIIG IBSTBOBEHTS .
BT ATTITUDE IHDICATOBS
BT HOT-FILH ABBBOBETBBS
BT BOT-KBE ABEBOBETEBS. . ' .
HI PLAB POSITION INbiCATOBS
NT POSITIOF, IBDICATOBS
Electronic head-up displays for aircraft - • .. .,
instrument indication in symbolic, form at pilot
eye level . . .
' , . p0363 A72-31513
IHDOLES ' ' ' • ' ' , . . " '
HT TBYPTOPHAH
IBDOCED PLOID P101 . ...
0 FLUID FLOS . .
IBDOCTAHCE
Continuous transducer measurement of left
ventricular wall thickness in open chest dogs,
adapting actual inductance coil technigue
. P0173 A72-20897
IIDOCTIOB
Auditory induction of fainter by louder sounds as
perceptual phenomenon cancelling Basking effects
. P0373 A72-33170
IBDOSTBIA1 HABAGEBEHT ',
BT PEBSOBBEL BABAGEBEBT ,
IHDDSTBIAL SAPBTT ' ' ' . . . ' .
Lungs fibrosis and cancer caused by asbestos
fibers inhalation, noting environment control
for protection against workers health hazards •
p0265,A72-25548
asbestos reinforced plastics safe handling,and
manipulation ensured by regulations provided
precautions -
P0265 A72-25549
Russian book on powdered metals toxicity covering
industrial dust, physiological effects, safety,
standards,"electron configurations and
crystalline structure
, . p0268 A72-26067
Industrial safety rules recommendations for.lasers .
based on radiation biological effects and eye
optical and physiological properties .•••
p028U;A72-27615
Pathophysiology of .exposure to 0V,, IB, coherent,
microwave and BF radiations, discussing >
potential hazards, damage, human tolerance
threshold, protection guides and safety standards
p0288 A72-27963
D.S. federal regulation on occupational noise
exposure control .for hearing loss prevention,
discussing noise measurement, reduction and
. periodic tests
' '. . p0373 A72-33321
Clinical hygienic and experimental data on
, magnetic field effects under' working conditions
. , . . p011S A72-35012
IHDDSTBIES " .
HT AEBQSPRCE IBDOSTBT -
Ocean-oriented industry in Florida and Southern
California'
fPB-209281-101 ' . p0536 B72-31135
IBELASTICIII . , •
U ELASTIC PBOPERTIES
IHEBI GASES -<
U BABE GASES . : , ,• .
IHEBTIAL BBFEBEBCE SISTEBS
Gravitational biology theory problems, discussing
possibility of applying relativistic phenomena
to living organisms in inertial or inertialess
systeas
p0023 A72-12016
IBFABCTIOB
Incidence rates of myocardial infarction and
sudden death from coronary heart disease for
adult black and white populations in Bashville
. . . p0017 A72-11025
Beaodynaaic response to hypoxia 'in dogs with
experimental myocardial infarction, discussing
changes in cardiac output, .stroke 'voluae, left
ventricular pressure and systemic vascular .
resistance .
p0097 A72-16152
Byokinase activity determination as diagnostic
. test for human myocardial infarction, comparing
to creatine phosphokinase activity; test
p0098 A72-16388
Sudden death in myocardial infarction, discussing
heart electrical stability, neural' control,
arrhythmias and cardiac conduction disturbances
p0104 A72-17381
Coronary artery disease and vessel involvement
severity predictions from electrocardiographic
and vectorcardiographic patterns of anterior
wall myocardial infarction
. • p0160 A72-1999M
ECG and VCG in diagnosis of myocardial infarction
and QBS changes .
p0162 A72-2017*
Glucose and fatty acid metabolic response during
impending myocardiac infarction in animals
p0162 A72-2017S
Byperbaric chamber tests for hemodynamic .response
to oxygen inhalation at 1 and 2-atm pressure for
myocardial infarction treatment assessment
, . - P0172 A72-20891
Byocardial infarction effects on drug tolerance
and hemodynamic changes due to digitalis doses,
discussing toxic arrhythmias
p0175 A72-21082
Intraventricnlar conduction defects incidence and
mortality in acute myocardial infarction, noting
left anterior hemiblock dominance
p0221 A72-23273
Serum petidase activity determination as enzymatic
diagnostic test for myocardial infarction
- PQ266 A72-25851
Byocardial infarction stress effect on serum
cortisol, plasma free fatty acid and urinary
catecholamine levels . t.
p0278 A72-26787
Serial ECG change detection and description in
myocardial infarction survivors, using computer
analysis to find best diagnostic discriminants
from multiple criteria
p0379 A72-3«008
Induction of ventricular arrhythmias by elevation
of arterial free fatty acids in experimental.
Byocardial infarction. < '
pO»1« A72-34997
Prognostic value of an electrocardiographic sign
in acute.myocardial infarction.
P0452 472-37871
Systematic detection of myocardial infarction in
the course of medical screening of flight
personnel • i- ••
P0452 A72-37881
An indirect method for evaluation of left
ventricular function in acute myocardial :•
infarction.
pO«64 S72-39162
Vectorcardiographic and electrocardiographic
differentiation between cor pulnonale and
anterior wall Byocardial infarction.
' POU97 A72-40769
Clinical and .anatomic implications of
intraventricular conduction blocks in acute'
myocardial infarction. : «
P0558 A72-15691
IBPECTIOBS
U IHFECTIOOS DISEASES
IBFECTIODS DISEASES .
BT AIBBOBBE.IBFECTIOB •
A-223
IBFLATABLB DEVICES SUBJECT IIDEX
HI TOBEBCOIOSIS
ECG P-wave-like deflections caused by stronq
diaphraqmatic action potentials in obese woman
with fever and erysipelas
P0321 A72-28569
The magnetic field, infection and immunity
P0415 A72-35009
Determination of bacterial ATP as measure of
urinary tract infection using enzynatic
bioluminescent assay technique
C.NASA-CASE-GSC-11092-21 p0043 H72-11074
Clinical investiqations of cancer prevention,
infections diseases, body fluids, and
electrophoresis
fOBHL-4683-PT-l] p0044 H72-11078
Besults of development tests performed on portable
clean room for controllinq surqically induced •
infections
fHASA-CB-124619] p0078 872-12012
Portable clean room, ventilation system, human
factors, electrical subsystem, and material
compatibility test procedures for experimental
system for control of surqically induced
infections
fBASA-CB-124762] p0087 H72-13075
Operation and maintenance instructions for
experimental system used to control surqically
induced infections
tSASA-CB-125097] P0117 872-14044
Effects of space flight on development of
staphylococcal infection in human sublects as
determined by extended bed rest and partial or
complete isolation
P0204 N72-17072
Operating and maintenance instructions for use
with experimental system for control of
surgically induced infections
[NASA-CB-1276K11 p0467 872-28035
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of prototype
experimental system for controlling surgically
induced infections
tNASA-CB-1274491 ' . p0467 872-28036
IHFLATABLB DEVICES
0 IHFLATABIE STEOCTDBES
IBFLATABLE STBOCT0HES
NT GAS BAGS •
Deceleration attenuation effectiveness of airbag
restraint systems compared with seat
belt-shoulder harness for aircraft occupants
crash protection
p0370 A72-32605
Impact sled tests on inflating restraint systems
of passenger vehicles ,
[PB-201264] pOOUO 872-10117
Automobile crash tests to determine effectiveness
of inflatable occupant restraint systems
[PB-200875] pOOIIO H72-10118
Test procedures and resulting data from
preliminary vehicle tests of inflatable occupant
restraint systems - Vol. 2
fPB-2008761 P0045 H72-11092
Graphs illustrating dummy accelerations and other
data obtained in preliminary vehicle tests of
inflatable occupant restraint systems
rPB-200877] pOOUS H72-11093
Photographs of vehicles used in preliminary tests
of inflatables occupant restraint systems
CPB-200878J P0046 872-11094
Test procedures and instrumentation used in
preliminary vehicle tests of inflatable occupant
restraint systems
tPB-200879] P0046 H72-11095
Analytical and experimental evaluation of pilot
chin-airbag system utilizing inflatable collar
to protect head against violent rotation and
loss of consciousness during crashes
[AD-742449] p0530 H72-30121
I1FLATIBG
Inflatability and flotation of one man life raft
after puncture to main wall
CHASA-CASE-LAB-10241-1] P0317 H72-21076
IHFOBHATIOB FLOS
Cortical synthesis and information handling
properties of evoked potential in human normal
and pathological behavior
P0181 A72-21840
Control center relation to process control
computers in production engineering, discussing
information flow and communication in man .
machine systems
P0454 A72-38310
Han machine system functions and display -and
. control role descriptions by flow diagrams,
giving examples of keying and task in guided
weapon system
P0503 A72-41415
IHFOBHATIOH HAIAGEBEII
Automated hospital information management system
operations manual and system program listing
rHASA-TH-I-65747] • ' p0034 872-10077
Human operator performance optimization in
industrial machine processes and data systems
[JPBS-55216] p0261 H72-19164
'Formation scheee for automatic control of
information resources and document display
system for managerial personnel
P0261 H72-19167
IBFOBHATIOB HBTBIBTAL
Formation scheme for automatic control of
information resources and document display
system for managerial personnel
. p0261 872-19167
Human performance reliability data system for
documentation and retrieval of information
obtained from general behavioral and man machine
specific studies
[AD-738322] P0391 B72-2<H<!2
Analysis of effects of external and.internal
environments on information retrieval process in
human subjects and application for determining
human reliability
tAD-740666] p0523 872-30081
Comparison of two methods.of gisting messages
. ; tAD-743185} . . p0533 872-31111
Linguistic interactions, and logic applied to
models of cognition, education, and information
retrieval , • •
rAD-744009] p0567 H72-32144
IBFOBBATION SISTEBS
Instructor station design for automated flight
training systems, considering human factors and
informational requirements
p0152 A72-19277
Human operator decision making role in information
presentation, system determined by experiments
using laboratory performance and test measures,
field observation, electrical and Biochemical
measures
P0502 A72-41408
Developing center for computer-based behavioral
studies for studying and analyzing ,national
policies and problems
CAD-731859] p0200 H72-17050
Indexing procedures and thesaurus of indexing
terms for QDS
fBASA-CB-126215] p0350 872-22076
Development of data support system with models for
predicting factors affecting human performance
fAD-740665] P0523 872-30080
Instrnaentation requirements of regenerative life
support system for providing indications of
malfunctions
[HASA-CB-1121051 . p0529 872-30113
IHFOBBATIOH THEOBI . .
EEG parameters estimation and statistical
uncertainty calculation by computer program
p0001 A72-10073
Two element matrix patterns generation .with
different degrees of internal constraint,
developing objective complexity measures based
on information theory or symmetry and grouping
considerations
pOOOS A72-10715
Hethodological problems in nnidimensional
information transmission involving circular
light identification tasks
p0009 A72-10718
Conformal electron interactions in biopolymer and
hypermolecular biological systems, discussing
calcium ions effects, enzyme activity, muscle
contractions and information theory . .
P0147 A72-18803
ATC operator stress factor evaluation from
information theory analysis of radio
telecommunication information content
P0219 A72-23134
Information aspects in visual perimetry^ obtaining
memory requirement for control computer-in
A-224
SUBJECT IHDBI
automated perimetry
p05»7 A72-4U378
Ban in a'control circnit daring an intonation
game synthesis
P0557 A72-HS520
HFOBBATIOH TBAHSHISSIOH
D DATA TBAHSBISSIOH
IHPBABBD DBTECTOBS
Thermovisors /recording IB detectors/ development,
discussing application to biomedical
investigations and disease diagnostics
P0015 A72-11293
IB pnpillography for screening narcoleptics and
fatigue prone individuals from driver and pilot
training applicants
p0298 172-28323
Clinical IB thermography «ith Thermovision camera
for body temperature discontinuity detection,
discussing inage resolution
pOH30 A72-37196
Infrared radiometer and video scan system for
remote sensing of root rot disease in Pacific
northwest Douglas fir tree population
[HASA-CB-1267i9] p0392 H72-25029
IHFBABBD BOBIZOH SCAHBBBS
0 HORIZOH SCAHBEBS •
0 IHFBABED SCAHHBBS .
IIFBiBED IBSTBOBBHTS
HT IHFBABED DETECTORS '
HI INFBABED SCAHHEBS
IIFHABED BADIATIOI
HT HBAB IHFBABBD BADIATIOH
Buman vision sensitivity to covert IB illuminators
for image intensification during nigat observation
P0367 A72-320U6
Annotated bibliography of infrared radiographic
studies up to 1970
CAD-7419501 P0569 H72-33088
IMFBABBD SCABHBBS
Spot size scanning system for analyzing thermal
infrared military targets
rPHI-1971-3»] P0386 H72-2U091
IHGESTIOB (BIOL06I)
HT DRINKING
HT EATIHG
Static and dynamic tests of human tracking
efficiency after alcohol ingestion
CAD-7296791 p01«« B72-15111
IHBABITAITS
HT HOOHTAIH INHABITANTS
IIBALATIOI
0 RESPIBATIOS
IHHIBITIOH
The role of inhibition in the fatigue phenomenon
pOOi6 A72-35015
PH dependent inhibition and reactivation of
angiotensin 2 A and angiotensin 2 H and EDTA
angiotensinases inhibition in amide cleaving
enzymes of human blood plasma
rNASA-TT-F-ia*571 p0563 H72-32118
IHBIBITIOB (PSYCHOLOGY)
Lateral spatial interactions of sensory receptors,
discussing mathematical theory for monocular
visual inputs described by real valued functions
on continuum ' '
P0011 A72-11196
Lateral inhibition effect on disappearance mode of
visual perceptual units /lines and angles/
P0030 A72-12U89
Heurophysiological mechanisms responsible for
conditioned reflexes, considering cells,
reaction relationship to animal behavior,
nenronal stimuli interactions, internal
inhibitions and trace process reproduction
P0181 A72-21835
Conditioned stimuli presentation role in
successive differentiation and inhibition limits
in monkeys
P0323 A72-2864U
Lateral inhibition in auditory perception proved
by psychophysical study of nervous activity
stimuli patterns, noting erroneous measurement
of pure tone masked threshold
P0378 A72-33970
Evoked potentials of the primary auditory cortical
zone produced by positive and inhibitive
conditioned stimuli
POH97 A72-10806
Blectrophysiological investigation of the
excitation and inhibition processes in the
auditory cortex
P0520 A72-H3165
Synaptic events during specific and nonspecific
inhibition of visual cortex neurons
p05«6 A72-14088
IHBIBITOBS
Beta-adrenergic inhibitors effects on coronary
blood flow and myocardial oxygen consumption of
normal and coronary artery disease patients
P0179 A72-215U9
IIJUBIBS
HT BACK INJURIES
HT BABOTEADHA
HT BBAIH DAHAGE
BT BDBHS (IHJDBIES)
HT CBASB INJURIES
HT EJECTION INJORIES
HT LBSIOHS
HT HOISE INJORIES
HT PARACHUTING IKJOB?
HT PULMONARY LESIOHS
HI BADIATIOH INJORIES
HT WHIPLASH IHJDBIES
Blood coagulation behavior in rats under fall
induced intense trauma, attributing phenomenon
to increase in extrinsic thromboplastin from
damaged tissue
P0501 A72-1119I;
Hen mechanical device for producing traumatic
shock in dogs - Circulatory and respiratory
responses.
P0511 A72-12U90
Suspectibility of chinchilla ear to damage from
impulse noise
[AD-726333] p0037 H72-10098
Comparative effects of hyperoxia and hyperbaric
pressure in treatment of primary blast injury in
air-driven shock tube, using guinea pigs and
rabbits
fAD-731396] p02U3 H72-18093
Biodynamics of sports injuries, applied to sports
eguipment design
P0256 H72-19128
Simulation of frontal collisions and injuries
sustained by cadavers, using safety belts and
air bags
P0260 H72-19159
IBOCOLATIOH
normal and germ free rat antibody response to
sheep erythrocyte inoculation in He-O
atmosphere, analyzing microagglutinin and
hetnolysin titres
fAD-736324] p006« A72-10861
IHOB6AHIC COHPOUiDS
HT AHHOHIA
Laser microspectral analysis of inorganic and
metallic components and pigmentation mechanisms
in insects and man
fHASA-TT-F-1l(353] pOS29 H72-30116
Effect of direct application of K, Ca, Bg, and Ba
ions on body temperature and sweat secretion
CHASA-TT-F-115115] p0560 H72-32095
IHOBGAHIC PEBOIIDES
BT BTDBOGEH PEBOXIDE
IHSECTICIDES
HT CABBABATES (TBADEHAHE)
Insecticide dichlorvos vapor toxicity in aircraft
cabin atmosphere at 8000 ft, studying plasma
cholinesterase activity, erythrocytes, dark
adaptation and bronchiolar resistance
P03U2 A72-31082
Pollution problems in Sveden, due to use of
insecticides, heavy metals, and plastics
P0087 B72-13960
Toxicology and flammability hazards of insecticide
vapor in aircraft cabin environment
[FS-70-601-120A] P0521 B72-30061
Bacterial degradation of organophosphorus
insecticide parathion
fHASA-CB-127913] p0522 B72-30065
Effects of Phosdrin, cholinesterase-inhibiting
pesticide, on pigeons and sgnirrel monkeys in
relation to aerial application poisoning
rFAA-AB-72-291 pOS67 B72-33075
IHSECTS
HT BEES
HT BEETLES
A-225
IBSBBSITIVITY SUBJECT IHDEI
BT DHOSOPHI1A
HI TBIBOLIA '
Coincidence model tests of photoperiodic time
measurement relation to 'circadian system in moth
Pectinophora qossypiella, nsinq induction by
skeleton photoperiods and liqht cycles
P0157 S72-19533
Ecology of biting insects, birds, and mammals with
their associated pathogens
fiD-726615] ' pOOHB N72-11082
Differentiation of cultivated mosquito cells
P0194 N72-160S8
Experiments involving parasitic wasp Habrbbracoh,
yeast, and Antemia salina on Biosatellite 2
[EXPT-P-1079] p0302 H72-20050
European research'and atomic energy applications
'to agricultural crops and insect sterilization
'tNP-19016] p0305 H72-20077
function of visual cues in orientation navigation
systems 'of desert ants '
1
 ' p0398 H72-25088
' Directional orientation of dragonfly relative to
azimuth of sun
. ' p0399 N72-25094
'Bemote maltiband photographic vegetation '
inventories to determine environmental
conditions that breed public health hazards
. . ; pO«87 N72-29322
Laser microspectral analysis of inorganic and
metallic components and pigmentation mechanisms
' in insects and nan
rSiSS-TT-P-111353] ' ' p0529 N72-30116
INSENSITIVITY • . -
0 SENSITIVITY ' - .
INSOBIIA
EBG'diurnal rhythms during 72 hour insomnia,
''considering adaptation to altered work-rest
cycle in subjects with stable'and unstable brain
activity rhythms
:
 P0328 A72-29319
IHSTHOCTIOIS • • ' . •
H EDDCATIOB : , ,
IHSTBDCTOBS
ECG heart rate recording of helicopter instructor
pilots during flight>training tasks,
administrative work, automobile driving and eating
p03«« A72-31097
IBSTBUBEHT APPBOACH '
Aircraft pilot performance daring instrument
approach'in 1'ow visibility conditions
• p01U7 A72-18832
Measurements of mnltiloop pilot response during
'•'simulated instrument approach
[NASA-CH-2019] : ' • p0385 B72-24087
Pilot tracking performance during'in-flight
simulated instrument approaches with single
engine general aviation aircraft
CFAA-AB-72-9] . pOtOU H72-25130
Pilot steering error in simulated instrument
flight approach to terminal area '
[AD-739309J ! ' pOU39 H72-27085
IHSTHDBEBI COMPENSATION '
Neuroelectric signal recognition system with
' computerized compensation for variations due to
small random chanqes, slow trends and
interference potentials
P0072 A72-15253
IHSTHOBBBT EBBOBS
System distortion error characteristics for'
carrier qas type radiorespirometers, considerinq
relation to system time constant
. «. . , poop, 172-10399
Semiautomatic oeasnrement'of human oxygen uptake,
discussing apparatus and accuracy
P0235 A72-2H991
IBSTBOBEIT PUG HI BOLES • •
Instrument.flying skills retention, discussing
initial training, discrete procedural and •
tracking responses ' • • j • • ' :"'
• ' " ' ' • ' ' ' p0007 A72-1056<t
DFO sighting case history and analysis, discussing
bright light approaching on'collision course
during night instrument flight rales
P0216 A72-22616
IHSTROHEHT LANDING SYSTEBS
Pilot qlide slope and Ibcalizer tracking
performance daring successive 'in-flight
simalated ILS approaches * > ' -
P0291 A72-28260
Development of analytical model for'determining '
probability of successful instrument landing and
assessment.of interaction of factors with flight
' crew - ' ' ''
fSASA-CB-2022] p035«'N72-22099
IHSTBOBEBT PACKAGES ... ,
HT APOILO LDHAB SOBFACE EXPEBIBBHTS"PACKAGE '
IBSTROBEHTil ABALISIS ' • ' . '' ' '
D AOTOBATIOB '
IBSTBDBEHTATIOB
0 IHSTEDBEHTS
IHSTBOBEBTS ...'.' ' . ' ' . '
Development and characteristics of instruments £0...
monitor physiological reactions of deep sea divers
[AD-728065] . ' ' .p0087 H72T13092
IHSDIATIOH '
HI BULTILAIEB IHSDLATIOH
BT 'THEBBAL IHS014TIOH
IHS01IH . "•''•''.'
Short term response of insulin, glucose,' growth
hormone and corticosterone to acute vibration
stress in rats "•'•''
p0014'A72-11289
Insulin injection or carbohydrate consumption
effects on serotonin and tryptophan ;'.'_' , "
concentrations in rat brains • ':. '", ,
p0032 A72-128»5
Prediction of vegetative reactions in .'the icase of,...
stress and extreme effects'upon the organism '
. ' . . , . ' ' . ' • . " P0508 172-42069
Prediction of'vegetative reactions to extremal '
' a'ctibns on the organism ' ' '" • • ' - ' •
. . . . . p0509 A72-42168
Hater-soluble insulin receptors from'human' ' .;'
lymphocytes; -•-
'"' ' ' p0556 A72-»5375
IBTE6 BED AID BBHATIOBAL'LiB BBASDB SISTEB "
0 IBBLBS ' • • • . . . .
IHTEGBAL EOOATIOHS
NT VOLTEBBA EQ0ATIOHS ' ' ' '"' ' ;;
Volterra 'integral equations for analyzing • •
biomechanical heredity processes
[TB-72-5] ' ' • • • • ' p0190 B72-16009
IBTEGBATED CIBCOITS • ; .'
Battery powered dc integrated circuit-for
temperature regulation in small experimental
animals, using thermistor prpbes and heating pads
'"' '" .. p0173 A72-20895
Common collector micropower monolithic transmitter
for single or multichannel biomedical .telemetry .'''
:
 P0270 A72-26563
IHTEGBODIFPEBEBTIA1 EQUATIONS ' ' ', ,,, !
0 DIFFEBEHTIAL EQDATIOHS • - . • . • • i • • •
0 INTEGBAl EQDATIOHS • ' '• '• •''.•< H .'•'•..
IHTEILIGEHCE •' ' ' ' '
HT ARTIFICIAL IBTELLIGEHCE '
Hologram data treatment comparison to human brain •
function, discussing recognition signals, • '
Pavlovian qualities and intelligence function"'
• '•_ p0112 A72-17997
Frontal-cerebrum region.and elementary mental ' '
activity ' ' ' • ' • " • '" ' ' ' :'
POU23 A72-36400
IHTELLIGIBILITI ' ' '
NT SPEECH BECOGHITION . ' . . ' .
IHTEHSIPICATIOH ' '
D AMPLIFICATION . . : • . . - : .
INTENSIFIES TUBES -' . .
U IBAGE IBTENSIFIEBS
IHTENSIPIEBS ' • • . i . ,. . - : .
HT IBAGE IHTENSIFIEBS '' '•• -• '•
INTERCEPTION
Aircraft interception avoidance problem solved,by
differential qame theory; 'discussing human ' '
operator decision making for random pursuit
tracking ' ' •' •'" '- ' - •
• • • • ' . p0557 A72-45523
IHTEBCEPTOB AIBCBAFT
0 FIGHTEB' AIBCBAFT ' . • :
INIEBCOHTINENTAL BALLISTIC BISSIiES ' '
HT BINDTEBAB ICBH ' "' • > •' •
INTEBCBANIAL CIRCULATION
Adrenergic innervation of internal carotid
arteries'in extra- and'intracranial regions'in
dogs, using luminescence method
1
 p0186 A72-2218U
IBTEBFACBS ' • • , - , •
BT LIQDID-VAPOB IBTEBPACES' ' ' '
A-226
SUBJECT IBDBX ISTHlCEiHIU. PBBSSOBE
IITBBPACIAL BBBBGI
Acceleration stress tolerance dependence on
electron or ion transport across cell surface
activation energy barrier, studying rat survival
ti.es
P0425 A72-36448
IITBBPEBBHCB €311186
Betina visnal acuity testing by zero and first
order moire fringes, using square-wave amplitude
gratings
P0288 A72-27953
IITEBFEBOGBiSS
D IHTEBFEBOHETBY
IHTBBPEBOSBTBT
Phase correlation between tiro sources formed on a
diffusing surface - Application to the human
retina
P0548 A72-44379
IITBBPEBOI
Blood self purification enteral mechanism in dogs,
determining leukocyte population changes before
and after feeding and intravenous interferon
injections
P01U8 A72-18867
IHTEBLAIEBS
BT B01TI1AYEB ISSOLATIOH
IBTEB1A1 STBBSS
0 BESIDDAL .STBESS
IBIBBBATIOIAL COOPBBATIOS
Planetary ".quarantine cost and mission success
constraints, formulating mathematical models for
international goals 'and implementation systems
p0010 A72r10819
Collaboration of World Health Organization and
various international astronantical
organizations for space technology applications
to man-environment relationships and medical and
communication sciences
P0165 A72-20300
International cooperation in biophysics, cosmic
rays, heavy ions, and radiation effects research
P0192 H72-16035
.Exobiology research emphasizing oxygen supply,
experiments on leeches, and international
cooperation
P0193 B72-16038
Becommendations of Joint Vorking Group on Space
Biology and Hedicine for HASA and OSSB
CHASA-HBSS-BELEASE-72-157] . p0483 H72-29073
IHTEBIATIOIAL BELATIOIS
HT IHTE8HATIOHAL COOPEBATIOH .. •
IITBBPLAHBTABY PBOPDLSIOH
D 1HTEBPLAFETABI SPACECBAFT
ISTBBPLAIBTABY SPACECRAFT
HT JDPITEB PBOBES
HT HABS PBOBES
BT VIKIHG LABOEB SPACECBAPT
HT ZOBD SPACE PBOBES
Begenerative physical-chemical life-support
systems for prolonged space flights
fHASA-TT-'F-14211] . P0262 H72-19171
Computer program for predicting microbial burden
of unmanned planetary spacecraft
CHASA-CB-127467] p0469 B72-28048
IITEBPBBTiTIOI
Han-machine systems communication ambiguities due
to information misinterpretation involving sense
organs, previous experience and expectational bias
P0064 672-11)850
Pupil diameter variations for measuring mental
process involved in interpreting aircraft
instruments
TAD-743727] , . . P0569 H72-33089
IITEBSTBLLAB COBBOHICAIIOB
Life beyond solar system, discussing planetary
formation and prebiological organic chemistry
developments and interstellar communication
P0181 A72-22016
Extraterrestrial life search, noting radio contact
with civilizations, bioastronautics, Bartian
conditions and physicochemical experiments
.
 t p0339 A72-30694
Biological aspects of communications with
extraterrestrial intelligence, discussing life
existence possibility on wandering planets
P0553 A72-45127
HTBBSTBLLAB GAS
Interstellar formaldehyde and ammonia molecules
effects on prebiological amino acids evolution
P0032 472-12846
ISTBBSTBLLAB HATTEB
Beview of HASA Ames Besearch center 1971
conference on interstellar molecules and origin
of life
P0216 A72-22645
IITBBSTELUB SPACE
Cosmic sources of organic compounds from chemical
evolution viewpoint, discussing comets,
interstellar space, prestellar nebulae and cool
stellar atmospheres
P018U A72-22014
IBIEBSTITIALS
Prolonged Jet flight effect on passenger
interstitial and intracellnlar fluid volumes
from plasma, extracellular and total body water
measurements, noting dehydration and foot swelling
p0109 A72-17866
IHTEBVEBTEBBAL DISKS
Mechanical compression strength of vertebrae and
intervertebral disks in humans
[HASA-TT-F-14566] p0561 H72-32101
IHTESTIHES
Bypoxia, hypercapnia and hyperoxia effects on
active glucose transport in rat small intestines
P0099 A72-16633
Intestinal disbacteriosis and aotoinfection
occurrence in guinea pigs and rats under
magnetic field effect, noting Escherichia
population changes
P0101 A72-16647
Dog mesentery terminal venous microvessel
distensibility characteristics from response to
arterial and venous pressure changes
P0113 A72-18196
Hermetic chamber medico-engineering experiment for
long term isolation effects on human intestinal
microflora, showing reduction and disappearance
of certain microbe populations
P0328 A72-29323
Effects of atmospheric composition on intestinal
glucose metabolism in rats
P0121 B72-14071
Magnetic field effect on dysbacteriosis
development in guinea pigs and rats
P0123 H72-14085
Compositional changes in E. coli in human
intestines during confinement
[JPBS-55191] p0252 H72-19096
Influence of closed microbial ecologies on
modification of natural intestinal flora of
ferrets in closed environmental system
tHASA-CB-115678] p0469 H72-28047
Changes in enzyme activity in small intestine of
rodents deprived of drinking water and subjected
to high temperatures and intense solar radiation
CHASA-TT-P-14521] P0521 B72-30058
IHTOIICATIOH
Effect of neurohomologons phospholipids associated
with other substances on experimental
intoxication by asymmetrical dimethylhydrazine.
II - Biochemical aspects of the
pyridoxine-phospholipid association
P0501 A72-41195
Intoxicating lignor and the general aviation pilot
in 1971. .
P0558 A72-45662
Procedure for determining cases of mild
intoxication based on postrotational fixation
nystagmus
P0393 H72-25039
Alcohol-induced postrotatory fixational nystagmus
and detection of alcohol intoxication in pilots
P0396 1172-25060
Graf driving machine for determining sobering
effect of caffeine and pervitin on intoxicated
individual
CHASA-TT-P-14564] P0561 B72-32099
IHTBACBAHIAL CATITT
Sadden pilot incapacitation and death due to
sncarachnoid hemorrhage secondary to ruptured
intracranial aneurysm . ;
P0228 A72-23742
IHTBACBAHIAL PBESSDBB
Cerebro-spinal fluid pressure remote monitoring by
intracranially implanted radio pressure
transducers, describing
receiver-detector-recorder system
P0159 A72-19911
A-227
IBTEAOCDLiB PBESSOBE SUBJECT IHDBI
Bnssian book - Intracranial blood circulation
tinder conditions of accelerations and
weightlessness
P0418 172-35*60
INTRAOCULAR PBESSOBE
Isotopic labeled microspheres for cat nveal and
Iretinal blood flow and oxygen consonption
determination, studying increased intraocular
pressure and carbon dioxide tension effects
P0287 A72-27841
IHTBAYASCOLAB SYSTEH
Dog mesentery terminal Tenons microvessel
distensibility characteristics.from response.to
arterial and venous pressure changes
P0113 A72-18196
Bicrocirculation study of intravascular
erythrocyte aggregation /blood sludge/ in rats
. P0158 A72-19686
Intrayascular. pressure and extravascular structure
effects, on radial and longitudinal
distensibility of arterial microvessels in dog
mesentery
P0166 A72-20426
wien intrayascular effect on plasma carbon dioxide
gradients near pulmonary capillary vail,
discussing free energy requirements
P0172 A72-20890
Interactions between gas bubbles and components of
the blood - Implications in decompression
sickness.
POS57 A72-45652
IITBAVEHICD1AB ACTIVITY
Electrostatic 'adhesive devices for zero-g
tntra/extravehicular activities, noting
applications to astronaut and cargo maneuvering,
worksite restraint, tool and eguipment tiedovn,
etc
P0233 A72-21650
Rossian astronaut training in aircraft for IVA and
B7A in space
rJPBS-546491 P0087 B72-13076
Parametric analysis of intravehicular manned.cargo
transfer in simulated weightlessness
tNASA-TN-D-6774] P0316 B72-21075
I1TBATEBOUS PBOCBDHBES
Blood self purification enteral mechanism in dogs,
determining leukocyte population changes before
and after feeding and intravenous interferon
injections
P0148 A72-18867
IBTBOVEBSIOB
Hoise effects on human attention and vork
efficiency in extroverted and introverted
individuals
P0186 A72-22137
Circadian rhythm effects on introverts and
extroverts biochemistry, physiology and
performance, suggesting arousal mechanism
differences
P0276 A72-26693
INVALIDITY.
0 EBBOBS
INVBBSIOHS
HI CENTBIFUGING STBESS
Coordination of circadian rhythm with human
respiration rate during inversed work-rest cycle
P0388 872-24111
IHVEBtEBBATES
HI AHOEBA
NT AfiTHBOPODS
HI BEES
HI BEETLES
NT CBABS
BT DBOSOPBILA
HT PIAGELLATA
HI IHSBCTS
HT BOLLUSKS
HT PBLOBTIA
HT PBOTOZOA
HT POPA
HT SEA (JECHIFS
HT SPOBES . •
HT TBIBOLIA
NT IOBHS
Ezperiments with invertebrates, plants, and
cellular systems on Biosatellite 2 flight
tHASA-SP-204] P0301 H72-20048
IHVESIIGATIOH
NT AIBCBAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
IlflSIBILITI
0 VISIBILITY
IH70LDHTABIHESS
D IHTOLOHTABy ACTIOBS
IHTOLDHIABI ACTIOIS
Involuntary eye movements effects on visual
images, emphasizing drift and tremor effects on
spatial fregnency distortion
P0102 A72-16674
Involuntary head movement and heloet motion
displacements during human centrifuge runs to 6
Gz from photographic recordings
P0294 A72-28288
IOBI1E
HT IODISE ISOTOPES
IODIHE ISOTOPES
Direct and indirect cyclotron production of 1-123
for radiation therapy
[HASA-T1-I-67594] P0137 H72-15068
IOH BEAMS
Depth ionization properties and biological effects
of bevatron produced heavy ion beams, discussing
utilization in tumor therapy, space biology and
radiobiology
P0054 A72-13693
Visual perception of accelerated.nitrogen nuclei
interacting with the human retina.
P0545 A72-43940
Badiobiological studies of vivo mice systems using
910 HeV helium ion beam '
fLBL-314] P0198 H72-17035
ION CBABBEBS
D IOHIZATIOH CBAHBEBS
IOB COHCEHTBATIOH
Electroretinographic illumination potentials
dependence on extracellular chloride ion
concentration in isolated frog retina
P0368 A72-32191
Intracellnlar potassium in cells of the distal
tubule.
P0555 A72-45231
ZOB COBBEHTS
HT IOH BEABS
Qualitative microscopic model for biologic
postsynaptic membrane with tunneling chemical
bonds, noting selective ionic conductivity as
function of electric field
p0324 A72-28769
IOB DISTBIBDTIOB •
Potassium, sodium and calcium ion distribution in
skeletal muscle subcellnlar organoids,
discussing lipid, protein and nucleic acid binding
P0338 A72-30670
ZOB EICBAIGE SEBBBAHB ELECTBOLYTES
Exchange diffusion process contribution to human
red blood cell transmembrane cation movement
from sodium tracer influx studies
P0371 A72-32746
Biomembrane hydration mechanism of Na-K ion pump
of living cell based on fractionation at air-sea
interface i .•
p0424 A72-36441
IOI EICBAIGE BESIBS
Hater disinfection by Ag coated filters obtained
by silver nitrate reduction with ascorbic acid,
hydrogninone, formaldehyde and sodium tartrate
activated carbon and ion exchange resin surfaces
p0100 A72-16637
IOB EICHAHGIIG
Rater decontamination by silvered filters that
create silver ion concentrations in solutions
P0121 H72-14075
IOH EITBACTIOH
 :
Primitive earth model of ion selective enzymatic
asymmetric synthetic membrane for accelerated,
nutrients and metabolites transfer studies
P0062 A72-10787
IOB IBBADIATIOI
NT PBOTOH IRRADIATION
Visual perception of accelerated nitrogen nuclei'
interacting with the human retina.
p0545 A72-43940
IOB SELECTIVE ELECTRODES
Intracellular potassium in cells of the distal
tubule. .
P0555 A72-45231
Design and evaluation of implantable biotelemetry
ion detector
[BASA-CB-114415] p0205 N72-17080
A-228
SUBJECT IHDBI ISCHEMIA
IOKC COBDOCTIVITT
0 ION COBBEHTS
IOBIC DIFPDSIOH ' ' ' •: I
Exchange diffusion process contribution to human
red blood cell transmembrane cation movement
from sodium tracer influx.studies
P0371 A72-32746
lOIZC BOBILIIY
acceleration stress tolerance dependence on
electron or ion transport across cell surface
activation '-energy barrier, studying rat survival
times
P0425 172-36448
IORZC REACTIONS
Ionic and hydrophobic interactions effects on
Micrococcns lysodeikticns menbrane stabilization
process •
p0337 A72-3059S
IOHIZATIOI
Depth ionization properties and biological effects
of bevatron-. produced heavy.ion beams, discussing
utilization in tumor therapy, space biology and
radiobiology .
. p0054 A72-13693
IOSIZATIOH CHAMBBBS
Ionization chamber for direct measurement of
radiation dose equivalent, describing high
voltage switching circuit
[CBBH-71-16] P0027 A72-12072
Paired niniatnre ionization chambers used for
research reactor dosinetry measurements
fAD-736177] p0352 H72-22090
IOBTZATIOH COURIERS < • - ' • • ' . •
0 IOHIZATIOH CBAMBEBS • - '•" : :
0 BADIATIOH COOHTBBS • '-•'
IOIIEED GASES '"'•• • •
HT CATIOHS • I-
•HI PLASMA JETS
HI SOLAS HIHD " • •
IOIIZED PLASMAS
D PLASMAS (PHYSICS)
IOHIZIIG BADIATIOH
HT ALPHA PABTICLES
HT BETA PABTICLES
HT COSHIC BAYS
HT GAMMA RAY BEAHS
HT GAHHA BAYS
HT HEAB ULTBAVIOLET BADIATIOH
HT PBIHABY COSIIC BAYS ' ;
HT SOLAB COSMIC BAYS •
HT OLTBAVIOLET BADIATIOH
HT I BAYS ' '
Carbohydrate aetabolism, glycolytic ferment
activities and leukocyte size under:ionizing
radiation, 'showing compensatory bone marrow cell
formation with lenkopenia
pOOS6 A72-14609
Ionizing radiation as effective energy in
primordal organic synthesis, discussing small
molecule formation and subsequent condensation
into polypeptides and polynncleotides
P0097 172-16127
Bacteriophage synergistic inactivation by h'eat' and •
ionizing radiation' from kinetic model describing
dose rate and temperature'dependences
* P0113 A72-18185
Circadian periodicity of resistance to ionizing
radiation in pocket monse at high and low
metabolic rate • •
P0156' A72-19532
Hypothermia, asphyxia and ionizing radiation
effects on rat immnnological defense mechanisms
against particnlate antigens
p0375 A72-33555
Ionizing radiation effects on mitosis and nucleic
acid synthesis, noting protective chemical
agents and hematological evaluation of radiation
damage and marrow regeneration
P0508 A72-41986
Influence of ionizing radiation on the tooth organ
P0508 A72-41987
Biological effects of ionizing radiation on
metabolism of digestive system
CHBC-TT-1498] pOOSO H72-12019
Ionizing radiation effects in damage and repair of
deoxy'ribonncleic acid in Escherichia coli
[HYO-2804-381 • p0082-H72-12029
Analysis of ionizing radiation sources in space
P0301 H72-20040
Modifying- inflnence of various flight factors on
radiobiological effects of ionizing radiation on
organisms in space flight
- p0301 H72-20042
Criteria for determining permissible doses of •
ionizing radiation for astronauts
P0301 H72-20045
Methods for protecting medical personnel from
ionizing radiation during diagnostic and
therapeutic procedures
(•HP-19051] p0351 H72-22080
Acgnisition of data concerning possible
deleterious effects on health of population due
to small exposures to ionizing radiation at low
dose rates
tLBL-331]' P0357 H72-2307U
natural ionizing radiation effects on
multiplication of unicellular organisms and
Drosophila melonogaster development
p0431 R72-260SO
Bibliography on;inflnence of ionizing radiation
dose rates on cells and organisms
[PB-209804] p0570 H72-33093
IOHOSPBEBIC ABSORFTIOI
D ELECTBOMAGHETIC ABSOBPTIOH
IORS ' '
HT CATIOHS
HT HEAVY IOHS
HT METAL IOHS
HT SOLAB PBOTOHS
IP (IMPACT PBBDICTIOI)
D COHPUTEBIZED SIMOLATIOH '
IBOH ' . ' . . . .
Simultaneous neutron-activation analyses of
scandium, cobalt, iron.^and zinc in biological
objects with'the'aid of a total-absorption gamma
spectrometer
' p0539 A72-43347
IBOH ALLOTS '
HT STAINLESS STEELS
HT STEELS
IBOH COHPOOHDS
Synthesis and characteristics of iron
•" dithiocarbamates based on infrared and Hossbaner
spectroscopy, conductivity measurements,
elemental analyses, and HHB methods
[HYO-3859-13] P0034 H72-10078
IBBADIAHCB ' ' • ' •
HT ILLOHISABCE
Eye-safe levels for operating illuminated imaging
systems in terms of maximum permissible corneal
irradiance '
[AD-744656] ' p0573 H72-33121
IBBADIATIOH
' NT ELECTBOH IBBADIATIOH
HT IOH IBBADIATIOH •
HT HEOTBOH IBBADIATIOB
HT PBOTOH IBBADIATIOS
HT I BAY IBBADIATIOH
Laser irradiations inhibitory effect on cornea
vascularization after treatment with suprarenal
total extract
P0332 A72-29867
Badiation effects of total and partial body
irradiation in'human beings
OD-734209] p0307 B72-20091
Device for irradiating biological materials with
light at wavelengths between 250 and 650 nm
[MBL-1972-1] p0383 H72-24077
Survival data for Bacillus snbtilis spores and
microorganisms in simulated space DV solar flux
and vacuum
F.TID-25965] p0523 H72-30071
IBBBTEBSIBLE PROCESSES
Irreversibility mechanism in postpartnm dnctns
arteriosns closure in guinea pigs, studying
vessel cellular changes and smooth muscle
response to oxygen pressure
P0287 A72-27826
IBBITATIOH
HT TOIICITY AHD SAFETY HAZABD
IBBOTATIOBAL FLOi
0 POTEHTIAL FLOW
ISCHEMIA
Myocardial blood flow measurement value in
ischemic heart 'disease assessment, discussing
lenon 133 injection into coronary arteries
P0052 A72-13179
A-229
ISIBG BODE1 SUBJECT IBDBX
Clinical assessment of deqree of obstrnction from
coronary arteriograms of ischenic and rheumatic
heart patients
pOOSS A72-13847
Regional myocardial contraction nechanics during
transient ischemia and reoxygenation in
anesthetized dogs
' P0075 A72-15719
ECG evidence of myocardial ischemia in patients
without art&riographic evidence of coronary
artery disease, studying myocardial oxygen supply
P0160 A72-19995
Atypical ECG of sportsmen, considering
repolarization disorders dne to ischemia,
lesion, excitability and conduction signs
P0168 A72-20575
Hypertension and blood sugar and lipid level
increase as ischemic heart disease risk factors
P0178 A72-21542
Triglyceridemia relation to age, relative weight
and ischemic cardiopathy probability from ECG,
anthropometry and lipid and glncid metabolism
studies ' '
p0279 A72-27238
Heart enzyme activity under experimental
myocardial ischemia in rabbits determined for
blood, left and right ventricles and atrium
P0321 A72-28U63
Quantitative angiocardiography of abnormal left
ventricular function and contractile spectrum in
ischemic heart disease patients
p0342 A72-30968
Metabolism of the hypoxic and ischaemic heart;
Proceedings of the Symposium* Geneva,
Switzerland, June 11-17, 1971. Part 1.
P0112 A72-34976
Byocardial protein synthesis in acute myocardial
hypoxia and ischemia. '
P0413 A72-34980
Extracellular acid-base changes in the dog
myocardium during hypoxia and local ischemia,
measured by means of glass micro-electrodes.
P0413 A72-34983
Ion alterations during myocardial ischemia.
POU14 A72-34994
Horpholoqical alterations in the ischaemic heart.
P0414 A72-34995
Effects of hypoxia and ischemia on myocardial
contraction - Alterations in the time coarse of
force and ischemia-dependent inhomogeneity of '
• contractility.
p0414 A72-34996
The incidence of hypertension and associated
factors - The Israel ischemic heart disease study.
p0452 A72-37870
Influence of inotropic alteration on the severity
of myocardial ischemia after experimental
coronary occlusion.
p0454 A72-38552
Tield of ischaemic exercise electrocardiograms in
relation to exercise intensity in a normal '*
population.
P0518 A72-42900
Excitation contraction correlates in true ischemia.
P0542 A72-43814
ISIBG HODEI
0 BATHEHATICAl BODELS -
ISLAIDS
Ecogenesis of volcanic island of Snrtsey after
• ' 1967 lava eruption, discussing terrestrial and
marine littoral and sublittoral biomes
p0068 A72-14916
ISOLATIOH
NT SOCIAL ISOLATIOB
Bnman electrophysiological changes during
perceptual isolation from EEG, EHG, vertical eye
movements and electrodermal measurements
P0283 A72-27484
Effects of space flight on development of
staphylococeal infection in human subjects as
•determined by extended bed rest and partial or
complete isolation
P0204 1172-17072
ISOLATORS
HT VIBEATIOB ISOLATORS
ISOTOmTCIlT
Force-velocity relations in cat papillary muscles
isotonic relaxation, discussing effects of
' preloads and afterloads, temperature and
stimulation frequency
p0217 A72-22864
ISOTOPES
BT CABBOB ISOTOPES
BT GALLIUB ISOTOPES
BT IODISE ISOTOPES
BT PLDTOBIOH
HT PLDTOBIOB ISOTOPES
BT RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
ISOTOPIC LABELIB6
Human left ventricular volume determined by
peripheral venous scintillation angiocardiograph
isotope method, comparing with X ray method
p0017 A72-11475
Byocardial blood flow measurement value in
ischemic heart disease assessment, discussing
. Xenon 133 injection into coronary arteries
P0052 A72-131791
Xenon 133 method for coronary blood flow
measurement during exercise", noting
nnsnitability for patients with coronary disease
p0052 A72-13180
Xenon 133 myocardial clearance method accuracy and
reliability in determining high and low left
coronary artery blood flow under different
hemodynamic-conditions
p0052 A72-13181
Byocardial blood flow measurement by Xe 133
clearance method after direct application of
isotope into subendocardial and subepicardial
layers of left ventricle " ' '
p0052 A72T13182
muscle blood flow relation to oxygen consumption
from measurements during bicycle ergometer
exercises, using Xe 133 clearance method
p0171 A72-20888
Isotopic labeled microspheres for teat nveal and
retinal blood flow and oxygen consumption
determination, studying increased intraocular
pressure and carbon dioxide tension effects
p0287 A72-27841
Badiocardiography method for ventricular volume
measurements, recording snbclavian vein-injected
radioisotope passage through cardiac cavities
p0368 A72-32495
* Exchange diffusion process contribution to human
red blood cell transmembrane cation movement
from sodium tracer influx studies
p0371 A72-32746
Cell proliferation in lungs of mice exposed to
elevated concentrations of oxygen.
p0409 A72-34548
The uptake, metabolism and release of
C/14/-taurine by rat retina in vitro.
p0411 A72-34881
Bat pulmonary lipid metabolism during feeding and
fasting from studies of lung lecithin half life
after C-14/1/palmitate and H-3/O/glncose injection
P0426 A72-36573
Needle type solid state detectors for in vivo
measurement of tracer activity.
p0430 A72-37194
Some aspects of the use of small needle-shaped
semiconductor detectors in the determination of
regional distribution and transport of labelled
compounds.
p0430 -172-37195
Coronary flow determination in experimental
conditions with the use of radioactive xenon.
p0450 A72-37475
Regional lung function during early
acclimatization to 3,100 m altitude.
p0490 A72-40424
New cancer therapy treatment technigues using
space dosimetric concepts.
p0553 A72-45112
Simultaneous determination of blood plasma volume
and corpuscle mass by chromium 51 tagged
erythrocytes and iodine 131 labeled human serum
albumin
[HASA-TT-F-14070] p0081 H72-12021
ISOTBOPIC BEDIA . • -
Hydroxyapatite isotropic and anisotropic elastic
properties compared with experimentally observed
anisotropic behavior of bone
pOOOS A72-10625
ISOTBOPI
HT ISOTBOPIC BEDIA '
»-230
SUBJECT IBDBI KIBESTBESIA
JABBIB6
D BECHANICAL SHOCK • •.
JEEPS
0 AOTOHOBILES -
JET AIRCRAFT
HI COHCOBDE AIRCBAFT
Prolonged jet fliqht effect on passenger
interstitial and intracellnlar fluid volumes
froo plasma, extracellular and total body water
measurements, notinq dehydration and foot swelling
. ,p0109 A72-17866
Physiological evaluation of modified jet transport
passenger oxygen 'mask from altitude chamber
experiment's
P0180 A72-21571
Factor analysis.of grades for successful
performance skill identification daring
undergraduate and graduate jet pilot' training
. . p0281 A7?T27472
Pilots seating active and.passive isolation from
LF 'vibrations 'in helicopters and jet aircrafts,
discussing human factors and dynamic environment
p0330 A72-29558
Bole of flight surgeon and physician-pilot in
evaluation and treatment -of jet fighter pilots
: p012<4 H7.2- 14094
JET AIRCRAFT HOISE . . •
Acoustic tests of jet aircraft noise and sonic
boom effects on sleep pattern and human .
performance, using EEG analysis
fASA PAPER H 11] ' p0178 A72-21487
Jet aircraft noise effect 'on sleeping EEG and
subsequent vaking performance, showing presence
of carry-over effects . . • •
. . . , ' • " ~"p0281 A72-27474
Tu-lOU turboprop aircraft flight noise
measurements and spectral changes at different
distances- from landing strip, evaluating
annoyance factors and resident reactions
. P0500.A72-41110
. Effects of .nocturnal jet aircraft noise on
physiological arousal patterns in sleeping humans
rHASATCB-20361 . , .. ' . p0357 N72-23073
Effects of subsonic jet flyover noise and
, simulated sonic booms on sleep of women
rHASA-CB-2041] . p0383. H72-24073
Beaction of subjects ,to simulated indoor sonic
booms and comparison with reaction to noise of
subsonic aircraft .
[HASA-CB-2106] ' . p0529 N72-30112
JET DBIVB
0 ,JET PBOPDLSIOH
JET BBGIBE FUELS ;
. . Fungicidal potency of antiicing additive, for jet
fuel
rAD-735451] . p0315 B72-21068
JET FLIGHT . .
D JET AIBCBAFT
JET FUELS
B JET ENGIHE FUELS ' . .
JET BOISE '
U JET AIBCBAFT HOISE ' ' '
JET PILOTS
D AIBCBAFT PILOTS
JET PBOPULSIOB
Chemical contaminant influence on design of
biowaste resistojet propulsion system for space
station use
CHASA-CB-1119771 'p0039 H72-10111
JITTEB
0 VIBBATIOH
JOISTS (ABATOBT)
BT KHEE (ABATOHI) . .
Necropsy and radibgraphic observation of spinal
fracture and articular facet derangement
patterns in rhesus monkeys
rAHBL-TB-71-171 p0258 B.72-19139
JOSEPBSOB JDHCTIOHS , . . ' .
Cryogenic Josephson junction magnetometer in
magnetocardiography, discussing hiqh. ambient
noise levels in unshielded environment
P0279 A72-27288
JUDGBEBTS
Visual guidance of locomotion, discussing .
eipansion information and target drift theories
P0055 A72-13879
Loudness and noisiness judgment contours,
considering experimental subjective and
objective conditions, subject age and sex and
sound field characteristics .
. ' . P0162 A72-20171
JOPITBB ATHOSPBEBE
Extraterrestrial life on Bars and Venus and
Jupiter atmospheres, discussing abiogenesis
failures on life-supportable planets
• • p0064 A72-14805
Planetary atmospheres composition diversity,
discussing evolution of Bars,. Venus,- earth and
Jupiter from primitive solar, nebula
, . P0184 A72-22012
•Environmental chamber simulation to show
terrestrial microorganisms survival under Jovian
. atmospheric conditions
' p0361 A72-31293
Spacecraft' bacteria population resistance to
simulated Jovian trapped radiation belt
electrons and solar wind. protons, noting.
dependence on isolate, dose and electron energy
p0366 A72-31993
Survival of common terrestrial microorganisms
under .simulated Jovian conditions.
. - . . ' • . . . ' i p0451 A72-37721
JUPITER PROBES
Survival of bacterial isolates exposed, to
simulated Jovian, trapped radiation belt
electrons and solar wind protons
[HASA-CH^127568] pO«70 H72-280S7
.
KETCHES
' HT ACETOHE . " - . .
BT NEBBOTAL (TBADEBABK)
KBIIB6
Optimum performance typewriter keyboard design, >
discussing biomechanical improvements, .in finger
positioning .facilitation, operator, postural
muscular strain reduction, etc
[AD-740259] . p0235 A72-2S114
-.Statistical evaluation of human operator
performance at keyboard devices of data
processing systems
v- , ' ,., P0261 .H72-19165
KIDBEI DISEASES ,
Benin in differential, diagnosis of hypertension.
, . P0453 A72-3814U
KIDBBIS
Byperoxia effect on kidney blood flow
.erythropoietic properties in rabbits, noting
inhibiting effect on erythroblast cells mitotic
- activity in bone marrow culture
P0112 A72-18061
Aortic constriction and release effects on kidney
glomerulotubnlar balance in saline- and
water-loaded dogs, studying sodium reabsorption
changes , . ' . .
P017S A72-21084
Morphological changes in the lungs and kidneys
during prolonged intoxication of the organism by
carbon tetrachloride
P0453 A72-38035
The effect of space flight conditions and
prolonged, hypokinesis on the kidney function, in
man . .
;. ' '• p0508 A72-42068
Hypoxic acclimation effects on rats, heart, liver
and kidney mitochondria, measuring cytochrome
oxidase and succinic dehydrogenase activities
P0514 A72-42673
Intracellular- potassium in cells of the distal
tubule. , . • i . .
' . . . . .'. pOSSS A72-45231
KIHEBATICS
BT BODI KIHEMATICS
Theoretical mechanics for expressing , kinematics of
human impact acceleration, using two coordinate
systems • '
' p02S7 H72-19132
Analysis of dynamics of manipulator grasping device
P0571 H72-33102
KIBESTBESIA
Supplementary cues and delayed-alternation
performance- of frontal monkeys. ,
P0463 A72-39372
A-231
KHBSTHESIS SUBJECT IHDBX
KIHBSTHBSIS
0 PBOPBIOCEPTIOH
KHBTIC BQOATIOHS
HT HTDBODYHAHIC EQUATIONS
KIHBTIC PBICTIOH
SI SLIDING FBICTIOH
KIHBTICS
HT BEACTIOH KIHETICS
Spectroscopic, kinetic, and thermodynamic analysis
of biological energy conversion mechanism in
flavin lolecalar complexes
fiD-735272] p0484 H72-29079
KIECHHOPF-HELBHOI.!! W.OB
a PIPE FLOB
HBCHHOFP-HOY6BHS PBIHCIPLB
0 SAVE PBOPAGATIOH
KHBF (AHATOHY)
theoretical static moment analysis of knee joint,
quadriceps mechanism, and patella
fAD-740455] p0523 H72-30076
Biodynamics of load deflection and failure
mechanisms in Bhesas monkey knee joints daring
anterior loading
CAD-740452] P0526 H72-30095
KHOSLBDGE
HT PBILOSOPHY
Physical and biological sciences approaches to
attainment of knowledge, -noting
indeterminateness in organic realn
p0166 A72-20394
NIC IBDEIES
KtIC index and bibliography on biological effects
related technology of lasers and light
(PB-2050911 p0316 H72-21070
LIBOB
Biotelemetric measurements of physiological
responses daring labor and sports activities
p0311 H72-20148
LABOHATOBIBS
HT HBBAH FACTOBS L1BORATOEIES
HT LOSAH BECEIVIHG LABOEATOBT
HT BANNED OBBITJL LABOBATOBIES
HT SPACE LABOBATOBIES
1ABOBATOBI EQOIPHBHT
nodular microbiology laboratory design
considerations and zero gravity experiments to
investigate microbial culture systems behavior
p0293 A72-28280
LABIBIHTH
HT COCHLEA
HT VESTIBULES
Histological examination of transverse
acceleration stress effect on inner ear
development of gestating rat embryos
P01.67 A72-20446
Vestibular labyrinth reactions and nystagmus
thresholds in dogs daring negative angular
accelerations and simulated chronic galactic
radiation from CO 60 gamma scarce
P0491 A72-40439
Vestibular system functional relationship to
postural reflex mechanism involving labyrinth,
and gravireceptors responses
p0518 A72-42788
Otolith organ response of normal vision people and
persons with severe bilateral labyrinthine
function loss exposed to prolonged tilt
fHASA-CB-127034] p0433 H72-26058
Chronic irradiation effects on vestibnlar-somatic
reactions of dogs
pO*81 H72-29060
LACTATES
Acute and chronic hypercapnia effect on lactate,
pyrn'vate, alpha-ketoglutarate, glotamate and
phosphocreatine contents of rat brain
p005« A72-13677
In vitro measurements of oxygen tension effect on
teleost and amphibian retinal lactate
dehydrogenase activity, discussing acetazolamide
produced hypoxia effects
P0226 A72-23729
Basele cell ATP, creatine phosphate and lactate
concentration changes relation to oxygen uptake
daring and after exercise
p0340 A72-30705
Bnscle metabolism of ATP, CP, glycogen and
lactates at rest and daring sabmaximal and
maximal exercise
P0490 A72-40421
Lactate dehydrogenase from an extremely
thermophilic bacillus.
P0549 A72-44450
Glycolytic metabolism effects from responses of
blood lactate-pyruvate and redox state to
. chronic exposure to 3 percent C02
fAD-734122] p0314 H72-21059
LACTIC ACID
Hasan oxygen intake ana blood lactic acia removal
kinetics during recovery from mild steady work
on bicycle ergometer
P0234 A72-24989
Human plasma free fatty acids relation to lactic
acid concentration and maximum aerobic power,
noting carbohydrate availability as exercise
capacity limiter
pOSOS A72-41520
LAG (DELAY)
0 TIRE LAG
LAHIHAB FLOB
HT STBATIFIED FLOS
LA1PS
0 LDHIHAIBES
LAHDFOBBS
HT ISLAHDS
HT HOOHTAIHS
LAHDIHG ,
HT AIBCBAFT LAHDIHG
HT CBASH LAHDIHG
HT GLIDE IAHDIHGS
HT HABS LAHDIHG
HT SPACECBAFT LAHDIHG
LAHDIB6 AIDS
HT IHSTBDHEHT LAHDIHG SYSTEMS
LAHDIH6 BODOLES
HT LDRAB BODDLE
LAHDIHG SIHOLATIOH
Visual landing simulator for ground based trainer
using display device to simulate changing
outline of runway as seen by pilot while landing
rAD-7323231 p0195 H72-16056
Pilot steering error in simulated instrument
flight approach to terminal area .
(AD-739309] p0439 H72-27085
LAHDBABKS
Hathematical models for distance perception by
operators of man machine systems in motion,
based on visible brightness of landmarks
P0389 H72-24129
LAHDSCAPB
D TOPOGBAPHT
LANGUAGES
HT FOBTBAH
HT PBOGHAHHIHG LANGOASES
HT SYLLABLES
HT IOBDS (LANGOAGE)
LABTHX ;
Laryngeal motonenron activity during Hering-Brener
reflexes, noting inspiratory fibers firing
inhibition and activation during lung inflation
P0218 A72-22975
LASEB COBBOHICATIOH
0 OPTICAL COBH0HICATIOH
LASEB BBATIHG
Laser irradiations inhibitory effect on cornea
vascalarization after treatment with suprarenal
total extract
p0332 A72-29867
LASEB OUTPUTS
Babbit and monkey corneal damage following CW
carbon dioxide laser irradiation, discussing
hazard level derivation
[FPBC/13141 p0029 A72-12413
Bhesas monkey retinal image diameter estimation
during exposure to Ar and He-He laser
irradiation, using microphotometer scans
P0265 A72-25314
Industrial safety rules recommendations for lasers
based on radiation biological effects and eye
optical and physiological properties
P0284 A72-27615
Human eye relative luminous efficiency for near IB
and DV coherent light, using ruby laser pumped
tunable dye laser primary and second harmonic
outputs
A-232
SUBJECT IBDEX LEG (AIATOHT)
p0363 A72-31380
Local necrosis, parenchyma incisions and
vascnlarization of rabbit liver tissue under
pulsed and continuous laser beams
p0499 i72-<!0991
Effect of helium-neon and TAG laser radiation on
retinas of rabbits at levels below those
required to produce visible lesions
[AD-728852J p0138 B72-15078
Analysis of precautionary measures for nse with
geodimeter which emits optical beam found to be
potential ocular hazard
[AD-729345] p0138 H72-15079
Effects of laser radiation on tissues and orqans
of animals and measures for protection fron
effects of laser radiation
[AD-730194] P0139 B72-15084
Medical science research projects involving cell
structure, malaria, hepatitis, heiolytic
streptococcus, acute renal failure, and effects
of lasers
[AD-730340] p0242 B72-18090
Effects of radiation from ruby and neodyminm
lasers on components of human eye and
applications to correct physical defects in eye
structure
[JPHS-55701] P0382 H72-21067
LASEES
BT ABGOH LASEBS
BT CABBON DIOXIDE LASEBS
BT CBEHICAL LASEBS
BT GAS LASEBS
BT BELIDI-BEOB LASEBS
BT PDLSED LASEBS
HT Q SWITCHED LASEBS
BT BOB! LASEBS
Biological effects of unfocused laser radiation on
DBA and BBA synthesis and cell activities in
thymine dependent E. coli strain
P0059 A72-14610
Biological cell sorting by differential
fluorescence generated electric signals via
laser beam illuminated liquid stream
P0222 A72-23403
Biological effects of laser radiation on eyesight,
skin, and other body organs
fAD-726558] P0037 B72-10100
Laser use in experimental biology
[AD-726557] P0038 B72-10102
Eye protection against laser visible and near IB
radiation, using explosive lirror assembly
fAD-7317801 p0195 B72-16055
Biophysical and cytological studies with laser
uicrobeams
[AD-73<f181] p0307 B72-20090
KRIC index and bibliography on biological effects
related technology of lasers and light
CPB-205091] P0316 B72-21070
Ocular laser protective filter with narrowband
absorption, luminous transmission, and optical
density of 3.5
CAD-735799] p0317 B72-21083
Effect's of lasers on human skin
[AD-735794J p0358 B72-23080
Baval research on laser caused visual acuity
decrement in monkeys and ocular injury in humans
P0432 B72-26056
Safety codes for operators using laser egnipment
pO<t33 B72-26057
Bevised safe laser radiation exposure levels for
Air Force personnel working in visible and near
infrared region
UD-742267] p0523 B72-30073
Laser microspectral analysis of inorganic and
metallic components and pigmentation mechanisms
in insects and nan
rBASA-TT-P-11t353] p0529 B72-30116
Hethod for testing myoptic, hyperoptic,
emmetropic, and astigmatic vision using speckle
patterns of laser
(AD-7lt2792] P0532 B72-31107
LATBBCI
0 BEACTIOB TIBE
LAOBCBEBS
BT AIBCBAFT LADHCRIBG DEVICES
LAOBCHI1G BASES
BT CAFE KEBBEDT LAUBCH COHPLEI
LAVA
Ecogenesis of volcanic island of Snrtsey after
1967 lava eruption, discussing terrestrial and
marine littoral and snblittoral biones
P0068 A72-14916
LAIS
BT SCALIBG LABS
LAIODTS
Display device .layout based on human operator
manual control information requirements
consideration', discussing functional categories,
motion compatibility, indicators relation and
integration
P0502 A72-41404
LEAD (HETAL)
Lead, cadmium, and sulfur dioxide contamination of
vegetation and affected animals
p0264 B72-19387
Lead, cadmium, and arsenic concentrations in human
scalp hair and environmental sites in Montana
p026<l H72-19389
LEAD POISOBIIG
Experimental studies on the alkali-acid
equilibrium in the blood gases under the chronic
action of low concentrations of lead.
p0551 A72-44824
LEAKAGE
f Quantitative pho'tometric leakage measurements on
human -dust respirators in aerosol test chamber
[LA-DC-11959] P0137 H72-15071
LEABBIBG
BT COBDITIOBIBG (LEABBIHG)
BT FBOBLEH SOLVIBG
BT TBABSFEB OF 1BAIBIBG
Rental rehearsal and physical practice relation to
learning rate for rotary pursuit tracking skill
acguisition
p0147 A72-18801
Relationship of visibility fluctuations in set of
luminous circles to verbal response learned for
each circle, showing word association influence
on stimuli perception
P0331 A72-29851
Besponse-dependent electric shock punishment
schedule preference during response sequence in
food-deprived pigeons
P0377 A72-33773
Some data on the interrelations of conscious and
unconscious reactions
P0545 A72-44076
Four in-depth studies of flight training skill
trial and error vs prompted learninq evaluated
on efficiency transfer, and stress
[AD-739614] p0479 B72-28120
LEABBIHG BACBIBES
Signal processing and operational mechanism of
parallel recognition device
rAD-727170] p0039 H72-10114
Dse of perceptron to recognize patterns generated
by audio preprocessor modeled after cat cochlear
system
[AD-740125] P0487 B72-29098
LEABBIBG THBOBI
Learning and solving complex problems of reasoning
- A test-theoretical investigation of the
complexity of compound problems of predictive
logic
pOSSS A72-45244
LBATBEB
Chamois leather mechanical response, comparing
stress relaxation and frequency response
characteristics to human skin for applications
in anthropometric duomy construction
P0370 A72-32606
LEATES
Chemical properties of carboxypeptidase C taken
from orange leaves
[BASA-TT-F-11186] p0253 H72-19100
LB6 (ABATORT)
BT KBEE (ABATOBI)
Leg cooling effect improving tolerance to positive
headward acceleration in sitting position
P0068 A72-15210
Peripheral thermoregnlation in arctic canines,
showing sabzero bath-immersed foot temperature
maintenance above tissue freezing point
P0184 A72-22019
Anatomy, pathology, etiology, diagnosis and
therapy of posterior tibial nerve compression
lesion, discussing tarsal tunnel syndrome
P0490 A72-40396
A-233
LB6EIDBB CODE SUBJECT IHDEZ
The foot as input device for control operation.
p0504 A72-11U28
Bathematical nodel for stability and control of
leqqed locomotion systems
CAD-727806] p0039 H72-10113
Atrophy of rabbit leg muscles caused by prolonged
hypodynania and hypokinesia
p0251 N72-19090
Analysis of action of legs.and center of gravity
of torso in walking
[AD-7401170] P0528 H72-30105
LEGBHDBS CODE
0 COHPUTEB PBOGBAHBING
0 NEDTHOH SCATTEBIHG
LEGIBILITY
Legibility of'cold cathode, side illanination and
straight projection electronic digital displays
under varying anbient light and viewing positions
p0002 A72-10118
Alphanumeric characters for snail TV type raster
displays, describing legibility experiment for
character height optimization
p0331 A72-29821
LEB (LOIAB BODDLE)
0 LDRAB HODDLE
LEISES o
Crystalline lens optical structure in hnman eye,
representing oh and off axis imaging
characteristics by nathenatical model
pO«95 A72-Q0737
Effect of spherical spectacle lenses on the
monochromatic aberration of the eye
pO»96 A72-007II6
LECTORS
NT HOOFS
LESIOSS
BT SOLHOBABY LESIONS
Acute hypoxia of the myocardium - Oltrastructural
changes.
pO<!13 A72-34982
Local necrosis, parenchyma incisions and
vascalarizatioh of rabbit liver tissue under
. pulsed and continuous laser beams
P0199 A72-U0991
Pathological analysis of decompression caused
lesions in nervous system
rNLL-DBIC-TBAHS-2790-(3623.66) ] p0570 F72-33095
LETHALITY
Sadden death in myocardial infarction, discussing
heart electrical stability, neural control,
arrhythmias and cardiac conduction disturbances
P0101 A72-17381
Effects of long periods of clinical death from
drowning or lethal blood loss on higher nervous
activity in reanimated dogs
p0323 A72-28642
Hypothermia, and resistance of mice to lethal
exposures to high gravitational forces.
p0511 A72-H2U9*
, Temperature effects on destruction of Bacillus'
snbtilis as function of relative humidity in
spacecraft sterilization
fNASA-CB-125659] p0239 N72-18063
LETTE8S (SYBBOLS)
D SY8BOLS
LEDKEBIAS
Increased tolerance of leukemic mice to arabinosyl
eytosine with schedule adjusted to circadian
system.
pO»18 A72-35397
Estimating individual bone marrow radiation doses
in leukemia patients
p0210 N72-17729
Distribution of DNA nucleotide blocks in radiation
injury and lenkosis in hematopoietic system of
rats
fNASA-TT-F-11520;) p0521 H72-30057
LEUKOCYTES
HI LfBPHOCYTES
Carbohydrate metabolism, glycolytic ferment
activities and leukocyte size under ionizing
radiation, showing compensatory bone marrow cell
formation with lenkopenia
p0056 A72-14609
Blood self purification enteral mechanism in dogs,
determining leukocyte population changes before
and after feeding and intravenous interferon
injections
p0118 A72-18867
Crowding phenomenon effect on blood cell oxygen
consumption, using Cartesian diver technigne for
polymorphonnclear leukocyte, lymphocyte and
platelet aeasarements
P0287 A72-278U2
BEG investigation of circadian variations in
qualitative and guantitative BHA content in
hnman leukocytes, noting changes during sleep
POU26 A72-36621
Fyrogenal injection test for hematopoietic tissue
function in dogs, describing response as
transient lenkopenia followed by pronounced
lenkocytosis due to bone marrow grannlocyte
ejection
P05U2 A72-43911
Synergistic effect of zero gravity and radiation .
on hnman leukocytes and Heurpspora crassa
CEIPT-S004] ' P0120 H72-1U063
Hathematical model of hematopoietic radiation
damage and recovery in human body
p0121 N72-1U073
Gamma irradiation effects on functional activity
of leukocytes in dogs
.P0481 H72-29059
LBUKOPEBTA
Pyrogenal injection test for hematopoietic tissue
function in dogs, describing response as
transient lenkopenia followed by pronounced
leukocytosis due to bone marrow granulocyte
ejection
P0542 A72-<I3911
LEVEL (QUANTITY)
HI EFFECTIVE PEBCEIVED HOISE LEVELS
LIFE (BIOLOGY)
U LIFE SCIEBCES
LIFE (DOBABILITT)
BT SEBVICE LIFE
LIFE DETECTOBS
Ti leaching from granitic rocks by Penicillium,
simplicissioum, discussing extraterrestrial life
detection
p0095 A72-15809
Viking Lander light scattering experiment to
detect microbial growth from agneons turbidity
changes in contact with Hartian soil
P0230 A72-2«387
Evaluation of life detecting systems under various
environmental and soil conditions
rHASA-CR-12U691] P0087 H72-13051
Extraterrestrial life and its detection methods
[NASA-IT-F-710] p0382 N72-2U068
LIFE BAFTS
Aircrews tolerance to cold water and life raft
exposure, discussing prediction model based on
thermal insulation effectiveness, assumed
metabolism and body surface area and mass
, [AD-740276] P0227 A72-23731
Thermally protective life rafts and clothing
evaluation for cold sea survival potential
assessment and tolerance limit determination
P03U3 A72-31088
Inflatability and flotation of one man life raft
after puncture to main wall
tHASA-CASE-LAB-10241-1] p0317 N72-21076
LIFE SCIENCES
NT HOLECULAB BIOLOGY
Physical and biological sciences approaches to
attainment of knowledge, noting
indeterminateness in organic realm
P0166 V72-2039H
Living organisms defense and preservation via
refrigeration and vacuum combined use in
lyophilization technique
P0279 A72-27293
Life sciences and space research Z; Proceedings of
the Fourteenth Plenary Heeting, Seattle, Hash.,
June 21-July 2, 1971.
P0539 A72-U3381
Flight summary of biomedical sciences experiments
in Gemini Program
INASA-TH-I-580711) p0118 S72-14053
Capability of space shuttle sortie mode for
performing biological and medical research
experiments
[NASA-CB-125666] p02U1 H72-18078
Articles on research in space biology and medicine
[JPBS-561991 p0468. N72-280»»
Identification of payloads and subsystems required
to conduct life sciences research projects
A-234
SUBJECT IHDEI LIR SOPPOBT SISTBBS
daring space Missions * Vol. 1
[HASA-CB-123738] p0475 B72-28087
Identification of payload research requirements,
equipment, and subsystems for conducting
biomedical research projects daring space
missions - Vol. 2
[HASA-CB-123739] P0475 S72-28088
Detailed design inforaation on equipment,
subsystems, and payload required for conducting
bioiaedical research during space mission -
appendix 1
[NASA-CB-123737] p0475 H72-28089
Environmental control and life support subsystems
guide for space biology payload definition and
integration study
[HASA-TB-X-64678] pOUSO H72-29050
LIFE SPAB
Erythrocyte life span in mice under normal
atmospheric pressure and various degrees of
hypozia acclimatization, using radioactive
labeled diisopropyl phosphorofluoridate
p0270 A72-26608
Assessment of life span age difference relations
in visual perceptual tasks, taking into account
matnrational and generational differences
P0427 A72-36910
Natural aging and radiation-induced life
shortening in Drosophila melanogaster.
pOSSS A72-45279
Longevity and cardiovascular nortality among
former college athletes.
P0558 A72-05689
LIFE SOPPOBT STSIE8S
HI BIOPAKS . . .
HI CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEHS
HI EBEBGEHCY LIFE SDSTAIHING SYSTEMS
HT 0HDEBIATEB BBEAIBING APPABATDS
Electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrator
materials compatibility to space shuttle life
support environment, comparing with LiOH method
P0009 A72-10768
Custom fit oxygen mask for life support of crev
members
P0179 A72-21567
Extravehicular life support systems for shuttle,
space station, lunar base and Bars missions,
considering thermal control, carbon dioxide
control and oxygen supply subsystems
CAIAA PAPEB 72-231] p0231 A72-2U441
Life support eguipment and pressure suit
operational requirements from viewpoint of
flight crews and test pilots
P0283 A72-27516
DSAF custom fit oxygen mask program.
pfliHO A72-34559
Lunar horticulture possible role as life support
system of earth independent lunar colony
POU20 A72-35938
Continuous flow general aviation oxygen masks.
fSAE AS 1224] p0425 A72-36536
Space station prototype environmental/thermal
control and life system - A current overview.
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-35] p0459 A72-391K3
Desiqn criteria for the modular space station
environmental control and life support system
selection.
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-25] p0460 A72-391S2
Space station atmospheric revltalization system
design, covering temperature, humidity, carbon
dioxide, contaminant and oxygen generation and
composition control and vehicle configuration
[ASBE PAPEB 72-ENAV-24] p0460 A72-39153
Potential applications.of HASA-developed
technology to problems of the environment.
tASHE PAPEB 72-EHAV-23] p0460 A72-39154
Environmental control and life support subsystem
conceptual design studies for shuttle launched
6-12 man crew modular space station
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-22] pO<l60 A72-39155
Significant factors in environmental and thermal
control/life support system design for space
shuttle orbiter
CASHE PAPEB 72-EHAV-21] pO«60 A72-39156
Optimal shuttle research applications module /BAB/
environmental control and life support system
for sortie missions[ASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-20] poueo A72-39157
Comparative evaluation of environmental control
and life support systems for the space shuttle
orbiter.
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-19] p0461 A72-39158
Space shuttle environmental temperature
control-life support system program changes,
discussing air cooled electronic equipment,
cryogenic stores, crew size and mission duration
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-18] p0461 A72-39159
Bodular environmental control/life support system
design for low cost shuttle launched space
station, evaluating humidity, carbon dioxide,
water and waste management
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-17] pO«61 A72-39160
Bosch C02 reduction unit research and development.
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-10] p0461 A72-39167
Bosch carbon dioxide reduction process for manned
spacecraft oxygen recovery, analyzing carbon and
water forming reactions with iron as catalyst
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-9] . p0461 A72-39168
.Integrated water vapor electrolysis oxygen
generator and hydrogen depolarized, carbon
dioxide concentrator development.
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-7] p0462 A72-39170
Integration of an automated onboard data
management system with a manned spacecraft
environmental thermal control and life support
system.
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-6] p0462 A72-39171
Six-month test program of two water electrolysis
systems for spacecraft cabin oxygen' generation.
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-5] pO«62 A72-39172
Functional reliability of the biological component
of a life support system
p0492 A72-4044E
Biochemical and physiological evaluation of
nourishment of subjects feeding on dehydrated
products in test chamber with regenerative life
support system, discussing metabolic data and
hormone function
P0554 A72-45128
Bathematical. model for life support system
optimization in terms of reduced mass
minimization as quality criteria for energy
conversion and metabolic processes
p0554 A72-U5133
B and D on environmental and thermal control/life
support system application to lunar base
mission, discussing reliability and food
regeneration
P0554 A72-4516H
The Space Station Prototype Program - The-
. development of a regenerative life support
system for extended-duration missions.
p0554 A72-45193
Spacecraft food synthesis, using carbon dioxide
and water from chemically regenerated human
metabolic and waste products
p0555 A72-45277
Analysis of regeneration processes in 12-month
experiment with ground complex simulation of
space environment life support systems
[AD-727264] ' p0040 H72-10121
Program for ground-based manned tests of
regenerative life support systems <
[NASA-CB-112000] p0084 H72-12046
Preliminary plan' for testing regenerative life
support system
[NASA-CB-111999] p0084 H72-12047
Checkout of space station environmental control
and life snpport aspects
[NASA-CB-115260] p0087 H72-13074
Operational test and evaluation of regenerative
life snpport system with four human subjects in
space station simulator for 90 day period
[HASA-CB-1835] P0127 H72-14114
Biotech'nical life snpport systems for regeneration
of vital substances needed by man on prolonged
space flights
[HASA-IT-F-14102] P0142 H72-15100
Life support, aerospace medical, and environmental
and research facility aspects of space stations
and Skylab
[HASA-T1-X-67506] p0192 H72-16033
Exobiology research emphasizing oxygen supply,
experiments on leeches, and international
cooperation
p0193 H72-16038
Performance and support requirements of life
snpport systems for aircraft flight crews
[AD-732163] p0195 H72-16058
A-235
LIFT DTSTBIBOTIOH SOBJECT IBDEI
Development and evaluation of method for producing
potable water from compensates and poorly
mineralized water
:
 P0204 H72-17075
Analysis of medical'and biological problems
associated with life support systems required
for extended human subjects during prolonged
space flights
nBASA-TT-F-141651 p0241 B72-18076
Environmental control and life support systems for
aircraft flight crews t
CAD-732015] p02<!4 H72-18101
Problem areas defined for university research in
astronaut life support systens involving
extravehicular guidance and stabilization
[BASA-CR-19191 p0261 B72-19168
Regenerative physical-chemical life-support
systems for prolonged space flights
rSASA-TT-F-14211] P0262 H72-19171
Open loop life support subsystem using breathing
bag as reservoir for EVA
CHASA-CASE-HSC-121H1-11 p0308 B72-20096
Physiological effects of high altitude flight and
development of life support systems for civil
aircraft environmental control
f JPHS-55454] . .••• p0309 :B72-20107
Space plant growth as means of providing life
support daring prolonged missions
f HASA-TT-P-70i»1 p0350 B72-22075
Optimization trends and operating parameters of •
integral molecular sieve bed heat exchanger for
C02 control in life support systems for manned
orbital laboratories
rBASA-CR-1120211 p0353 B72-22094
Analysis of behavior of aerosols in high pressure
helium-oxygen environment and removal of harmful
aerosols from environment
TAD-73S9601 P0357 H72-23076
Specific aspects of Apollo health and quarantine
programs considered for potential application to
broad program required for protection of life'
and health of OS astronauts in future manned
space flight ' •' '•
[BASA-TB-D-6856] pOUOO B72-25100
Environmental control/life support system for-
four-man, seven-day orbital shuttle
rBASA-CR-1981 ] P0403 H72-2S126
Development of regenerable or partially
reqenerable life support systems use in EVA
protective systems
[HASA-CB-114382] pOIOt B72-25133
Service life and performance of one man
electrochemical CO2 concentrator '- •
fBASA-CH-1114261 ' p0404 -B72-25134
Identification of payload research requirements,
equipment, and subsystems for conducting
biomedical research projects daring space
missions - Vol. 2 - •
[BASA-CR-1237391 • " p0475 H72-28088
Evaluation of flow control and thermal pumping-
systems for integrated environmental
control/life support resistojet control system'
fBASA-CB-112104] pO«77 .B72-28101
Description of astronaut space suit used during EVA
P0477 B72-28104
Environmental control and life support subsystems
guide for space biology payload definition and
integration study
fBASA-TS-X-64678] p0480 B72-29050
Principles for operating Soyuz life support systems
•• P0486 B72-29089
Instrumentation reguirements of regenerative life
support system for providing indications of
malfunctions • •
r«4SA-CB-1121053 P0529 H72-30113
Development of life support subsystems for ; ~
advanced extravehicular protective systems
CBASA-CB-114321] p0529 B72-30114
HPT DISTBIBDTIOS
0 FORCE DISTBIBDTIOB
LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIiTIOB)
BT COHEBEBT 1IGBT
BT LIGHT BEAHS
BT SOBLIGHT
'Structural lipids role in accumulating light
energy during prebiological evolution, using '•
conductance studies in lipid-chlorophyll-water
system
P0061 A72-14779
Blue green algae Anacystis nidulans photorecovery
after Co 60 gamma radiation'exposures, using
white and red light - -
P0073 .A72-15516
'' Visible and invisible nonionizing radiation
produced human injuries, considering visual and
• retinal effects and induced thermal stresses
• : . . • p0408 A72-34300
KSIC index and bibliography on biological' effects
related technology of lasers and light
CPB-20509.1 ] p0316 B72-21070
Literature- survey and graphs of human ocular
absorption in visible spectrum "•
• •'tIZF-1972-8] P0381 872-24061
-- Characterization and origin of light flashes seen
by astronauts onboard Apollo 11, 12, 13, and 14
[BASA-TB-X-68419] - •' P0383 -B72-24076
' Polar light regime effects on human blood system
during Antarctic' life • *
' "< .. -. p0434 N72-26068
• Bevised safe laser radiation exposure levels for
Air Force personnel working in -visible and near
infrared region ' • • •
[AD-742267] p0523 B72-30073
LIGHT ABSOBPTIOB
D ELECTBOHAGBETIC ABSOBPTIOB ''•- :
LIGHT ADAPTATIOH ' - - " • ' .
Sensitization by .annular surrounds, tracing early
light and dark adaptation curves
p0056 A72-13936
Visual adaptation to light and dark in humans and •
animals, discussing cellular mechanisms
•P0107 A72-17720
' Bunan vision light adaptation effects on
dichromatic color matches for bipartite
centrally fixated circular matching field '
p0150'A72-19033
Computerized simulation from model of human
pupillary motor behavioral response to light, -
accommodation and fusional inputs
P01S2 A72-19310
Stereoscopic acuity for photometrically matched
background wavelengths at scotdpic and photopic
levels, plotting variable depth error as
function of retinal illuminance
P0229 A72-24269
Average evoked potentials correlates of two flash
perceptual discrimination in cats, discussing
parallel changes as function of interflash
intervals and peripheral level
P0236 A72-25178
Toveal luminosity magnitude estimations validity,
measuring relative effects of preadaptati'on and
contrast -
' P0236 A72-25179
Flicker adaptation, discussing intermittent lights
effect on apparent brightness
' ' ' V• p0236 A72-25181
Gain control of cat retina rapid light adaptation
process to attenuate signals reaching retinal
ganglion cells from photoreceptors -<
p0280 A72-27299
Physiological effects of intense anticollision
flash light backscatter pulses on instrument
rated pilots
. ' . . ' . . p0296 A72-28303
' Illumination intensity effects on circadian
periodicity and behavioral thresholds in Rhesus
•onkey, demonstrating exception to Aschoff rule
: P0331 A72-29844
Opponent color responses of monkey optic tract
:
 fibers to monochromatic lights, using chromatic
adaptation and microelectrode recording
p0362 A72-31369
Colorimetric photometric matching tests, showing
subject differences in parafoveal spectral
sensitivity indicated by photopic curve peaks
P0411 A72-34882
Linear-nonlinear-linear transition as a function
of frequency in the retinal response to light.
P0412 472-34885
Psychophysical procedures to investigate selective
visual adaptation to-light of different
wavelengths from test gratings with various
orientations and spatial frequencies
pO«51 A72-37829
Spatial interaction with different-diameter
stimuli matched on the basis of threshold,
luminance,'' or total laminoas flux.
A-236
SUBJECT IHDEI LIBES (6EOBETBY)
pO«89 472-40152
The detectability of a brief gap in a pulse of
light as a function of its temporal location
vithin the pulse.
P0499 472-41023
Localization and dynanic changes of glycoqen in
frog retina adapted to darkness or light. I, II.
P0547 A72-4U377
Photopic and scotopic contributions to the human
visually evoked cortical potential.
P0548 A72-44380
Component analysis of electroretinograra in dark
and light adapted sheep eye, noting rod and cone
receptor potentials and transient .and dc responses
p0548 472-44382
Line length detectors in the human visual system -
Evidence from selective adaptation.
pOS48 A72-44384
The suppression-recovery effect in relation -to
stimulus repetition and rapid light adaptation.
POS52 472-44909
Restoration time for light sensitivity in human
subjects exposed to light flashes and dark
adaptation . • i
:p0135 N72-15057
LIGHT AIBCB4FT . ,
Energy absorbing seat design for light aircraft; f,
describing development and static and dynamic,
testing
[S4E PAPER 720322] P0266 472-25585
LIGHT BEARS
Destructive changes in rabbit brain and eyes under
pulsed laser beam irradiation
. . ,p0329 472-29333
LIGHT BULBS - •
D LOBIHAIBES :
LIGHT COHBOHICATIOH
D OPTICAL COBBOHICATION ,
LIGHT DOBATIOH •. ,
D FL4SH
0 PULSE DUB4TIOH
LIGHT EBISSIOH •-• • ,
HT BIOLOHIHESCENCE-
NT CHEBILOBI1IESCEHCE •
HT ELECTHOLDHIHESCEHCE . . ,
NT PLDOBESCEHCE
HI LDHAB LDBIHESCEHCE .
LIGHT IHTBHSITI ,
0 LOBINOOS INTEHSITY .. -.
LIGHT BODDLATIOH -,
Optical image transfer functions characteristics
and modulation in isolated retinas and retinal
receptors, noting similarity to optical fiber
bundles - - < :
P0149 A72-19027
Hue shifts accompany .phase induced modulation,
enhancement of sinnsoidally flickering lights.
P0426 A72-36613
LIGHT PBESSOBE
0 ILLUBIHANCE
LIGHT PBOBES ., . •
0 LIGHT BEADS
LIGHT SCATTEBIHG
Light scattering time dependence, erythrocyte
aggregation rates and hydrodynamic . ' •;
characteristics in ox, pig and horse blood stream
P0098 472-16230
Viking Lander light scattering experiment to
detect microbial growth from aqueous turbidity
changes in contact with Bartian soil
, P0230 A72r24387
Light absorption and scattering factors in whole
blood related to hemoglobin concentration,
discussing oxygen saturation, cardiac output and
pathological conditions
p0273. A72-26630
Physiological effects of intense anticollision.
flash light backscatter pulses on instrument
rated pilots
p0296 A72-28303
LIGHT SOOECBS
HT ILLOBIN&TOBS
Biological hazards of high intensity light
sources, considering physiological factors
involved in threshold eye damage values
determination
P0177 A72-21333
Characterization and origin of light, flashes seen
by astronauts onboard Apollo 11, 12, 13, and 14
rH4S4-TB-X-68419] p0383 H72-24076
Device for irradiating biological materials vith
light at wavelengths between 250 and 650 nn
[BBL-1972-1] p0383 H72-24077
Light source position measuring mechanism of
homing pigeons
p0397 H72-25080
LIGHT TBABSHISSIOH
. HT LIGHT SCATTEBIHG
Vhole blood flow dependence on optical density
from light transmission measurement, showing
photometric effects of red cell aggregation,
deformation and orientation
• p0364 A72-31639
Light transmission measurements of blood flow to
quantify red cell aggregation and dispersion
p0364 472-31640
LIGHTIIG '
0 ILLUBIH4TIHG
LIGHTIHG EQOIPHEBT .
ST FLASH LABPS
HT ILLDBIHATOBS
HT LUHIHAIBES . '
Development of job performance tests to determine
proficiency of maintenance personnel in
troubleshooting and repairing DH-1 helicopter
lighting equipment . :
[4D-745158] .." p0574 H72-33131
LIGBTHIHG
Gas dynamics and chemistry of lightning-produced
shock waves /thunder/ in.postulated primordial
reducing atmosphere, noting amino acid production
, . p0424 472-36443
Besearch in deep sea diving and lightning
- triggered by man
- . : • . P0441 H72-27099
LIGHTS
D LOBIHAIBES
LIHBS (AHATOBI)
HT ABB (4N4TOBT) :
HT FOBEABB ,-a. . . . . -' . -
HT HAND (ANATORT) ' • •
HT KNEE (ANATOBI)
HT LEG (ANATOBY)
Human*body dynamics, discussing configuration,
modeling technignes, kinematics, eguations of
" . motions and various limb motions examples
p0001 A72-10110
Pure.biocarbons for skeletal fixation of limb
prosthetic devices, noting load bearing
applications dependence on brittle characteristics
. , . . - . . p0288 A72-28095
Technigues and procedure for differential .
ballistooscillography of extremities.
p0463 A72-39325
LIBITATIOHS .
U CONSTBAIHTS
LI HE SHAPE
Collimator for profile scanning in longitudinal
direction' of human body
[DABAEE-82] p0039 N72-10110
LIHEAB EHEBGI. TBAHSFEB (LET)
Bathematical model for radiation damage cross
section linear energy transfer dependence,
< '' * explaining experimental values of relative
biological effectiveness
CCEBHr71-16] . • P0024 472-12052
Badiation damage in phiX-174 replicative form DH4
measured as function of linear energy transfer
, .[LBL-28] . p0199 H72-17038
LIBBAB PEOGBAHBING
Ban machine decision making procedures for
mnlticriterial aggregate estimates, using
pairwise comparisons and linear programming
o, P0223 472-23430
LIHEAB SISTERS . ,
Linear systems theory for mathematical model of
retinal image and ganglion cel'l excitation,
calculating receptor layer luminance
distributions for several stimulus patterns
P0362 472-31367
Human decision making nodel for linear systems,
based on optimal control model for pilot/vehicle
systems
[H4SA-CH-1953] P0205 N72-17079
LIHES (GEOBETBT) - • • .
Complete assimilation of briefly presented lines.
P0546 A72-44150
i-237
LIBG-TEHCO-VOOGHT HILITABT AIBCBAFT SUBJECT IHDBI
LIBG-TEHCO-VOOGHT HILIIAHI AIECBAFT
0 BTLITABY AIBCBAPT
IIIGOISTICS
HI PHOBEHICS
HI SEBAHTICS
BT SYLLABLES
NT HOEDS (LAHGOAGE)
* Linguistic interactions and logic applied to
nodels of cognition, education, and information
retrieval .. '
CAD-744009] P0567 B72-32144
LIPID HETABOLISH
Bypozic hypothermia effects on endocrine organs
phospholipid metabolism daring chronic hypoxic
hypoxia
P0031 172-125115
Potassium cyanide effect on phospholipid exchange
in rat brain and liver daring histotoxic hypoxia
as function of body temperature
p0098 A72-16357
Hypertension and blood sngar and lipid level
increase as ischemic heart disease risk factors
p0178 A72-21542
Dietary lipid effect on platelet adhesion and
aggregation, blood coagulation and fibrinolysis
and relation to atherosclerosis and throobosis
p0178, A7.2-21543'
Lipid metabolism abnormality relation to
hypothyroidism leading to atherosclerosis,
noting thyroid parenchyma atrophy from
autoimmune thyroiditis '.. "
P0178 A72-21544
Hyperlipidemia progressive increase among flying
personnel, showing clofibrate treatment effect
on lowering rate
p0178 A72-21545
Blood lipid levels and dietary habits in
atherosclerotic and healthy subjects, showing .
lipid and glucose metabolism disturbance
increase in coronary cases
p0179 A72-21546
Dietary and pharmacological treatment of
atherogenic hyperlipidemias'from lipid-sugar
balance and drug efficacy studies . . .
p0179 A72-21547
Pure oxygen atmosphere effects^ at 450 and 600 mm
Hg on rats in vitro liver and adipose tissue
lipid synthesis, measuring food intake and
plasma components
! p0227 A72-23739
Triglyceridemia relation to age,.relative weight
and ischemic cardiopathy probability from ECG,
anthropometry and lipid and glucid metabolism
studies
p0279 A72-27238
Serum cholesterol, phospholipid and lipoprotein
levels relation to atherosclerotic heart disease
occurrence in OSAF personnel
p0291| A72-28292
Hydrogen peroxide formation relationship to lipid
peroxidation and seizures in 'brain daring high '
pressure oxygen exposure
• ' •' p0295 A72-28300
Hy.ocardial lipid and carbohydrate metabolism in
'fasting men during prolonged exercise.
P0408 A72-34347
Effects of in vivo inhalation of 100X oxygen at
reduced pressure on serum and red cell iipids.
CAD-746090] p0410 A72-34553
The effects of acute hypoxia on lipid synthesis in
the rat heart.
P0413 A72-34979
Lipid composition of growing and starving cells of
Arthrobacter crystallopoietes.
p0419 A72-35835
Effect of nicotinic acid on myocardial metabolism
in man at rest and daring exercise.
p0421 A72-35968
Bat palmonary lipid metabolism daring feeding and
'fasting from stadies of long lecithin half life
after c-14/1>palmitate and H-3/U/glucose injection
P0426 A72-36573
LIPIDS
NT LIPOPBOTEIHS .
Haman patients with chest' pain and normal ECG,
examining diagnostic valae of graded exercise
test, history and lipid levels with coronary
arteriography'data '
:
 '
 :
 ' 00003 A72-10146
Structural Iipids role in accumulating light
energy during prebiological evolution, using
conductance stadies in lipid-chlorophyll-water
system ' '•
' P0061 A72-14779
Figments participation in lipid systems'formation,
considering chlorophyll photochemical activity
in snrface active agents
P0062 A72-14785
Rolecular evolution of biological membrane from
lipid film to lipoprotein particle assembly,
using bacterial biochemistry
P0062'A72-14786
Lipid peroxidation on the haman skin surface
following erythrogenic DV irradiation
p0453;A72-38087
Effect of neurohomologous phospholipids associated
with other substances on experimental
intoxication by asymmetrical dimethylhydrazine.
II - Biochemical aspects of the
pyridoxine-phospholipid association
• pOSOl A72-41195
yalues of blood serum Iipids in young men in
relation to acute stress situation "and regular
sports activities
[BASA-TT-F-i4075] p0197 B72-17030
UPOPHOTEUS
Serum cholesterol, phospholipid and lipoprotein
levels relation to atherosclerotic heart disease
occurrence in DSAP personnel
P0294 A72-28292
LIQUEFIED GASES
HT LIQOTD OXIGEB
, . Permeation tubes as calibrated sources of gas in
toxicological stadies
[AD-727516] p0036 H72-10091
LIQOID BBBATHIMG ,
Palmonary atelectasis and arterial-venous shunting
and heart displacement prevention during
centrifnging of dogs breathing oxygenated liquid
fluorocarbon in water immersion respirator
:
 " p0270 A72-26609
Oxygen consumption in lignid breathing mice.
P0511 A72-42488
Comparing effects of positive Gy' acceleration on
cardiovascular and' respiratory' functions:in dogs
under normal respiration in air, and when
totally immersed in oxygenated fluorocarbon
[HASA-CB-127262] p0438 H72-27078
LIQOID COOLIHG
Water cooled saits efficiency and effectiveness
for heat removal, noting importance of head area
' p0343 A72-31085
Automatic control device for regalating inlet
water temperature of liguid cooled spacesuit
tHASA-CASE-HSC-13917-1] p0142 B72-15098
Physiological responses and heat tolerance for
work induced heat stress in men wearing liquid
cooled garments
. CNASA-CB-1154201 p0245 H72-18104
Automatic temperature control for lignid cooled
space suit
CBASA-CASE-ABC-10S99-1] P0404 N72-25129
Steady state and transient temperature'
distributions in human thigh covered with '
cooling pad
tHASA-CB-127523] p0439 N72-27084
Performance of lignid cooled garment system inside
pressure suit of pilot
; p0444 B72-27121
later cooled pressure suit with regional body
cooling for metabolic heat removal
:
 ' p0444 H72-27124
Automatic controller of lignid cooled space suit ••
using human sweat rate as input signal
p0444 B72-27125
Reck cooling collar for improved thermal comfort
in hot weather
P0444 B72-27126
LIQOID CBISTALS
The use of cholesteric lignid crystals in the
study of skin temperature and their applications
in aviation medicine
P0500 A72-41192
LIQOID DIBASICS
0 FLUID DIBASICS
LIQOID OIIGBI
LOX supply systems installation for civil
transport aircraft crew and/or passenger
1-238
SUBJECT IHDEI 10B6 TEBH EFFECTS
breathing, oxygen
C S A E ' i l B 12231 ' , . p0268 A72-26030
LIQUID ROCKET PBOPELLAHTS
• . Suit for. personnel handling liquid rocket
propellants 'for protection froo chlorine
triflnoride and elemental fluorine
[AD-731556] ' ' ' p0310 H72-20115
LIQOID-GiS HIXTDBES
NT AEROSOLS
LIQOID-VAPOB EQUILIBBIOB
Vapor-liqnid eqnilibrium analysis of water soluble
volatile organic compounds in closed airtight
systems by gas chromatography
• "p0328 172-29326
LIQOID-VAPOB IHTBBFACES ' ' ' " •
Interactions between gas bubbles and components of
the blood - Implications in decompression
sickness.' -
. ; p0557 472-45652
LIQUIDS ': '
HT IIQOEFIED GASES
HI LIQUID OITGEH
BT LIQUID. SOCKET PBOPELL1HTS .
HT OBG1HIC LIQUIDS '
 > . . .
,. Pressurized tank for feeding liquid waste into
processing equipment
fHAS47C1SE-L1B-10365-1]. , p0441 H72-27102
LITERATURE
HT DOCUHEBTATIOH '
LITHIUH ' '
Using lithium as chemical tracer in urine for
providing means for indirect determination, of
total urine volume by atomic absorption ..
spectrophotometry
[HASA-CB-115262J p0081 N72-12025
LITHOSPHEBE ! • •
HT EABTH CBUST
LITEB , .
Starvation effects.on male rats, mice and guinea
pigs hepatic, drug metabolism,, discussing
ethylmorphine, p-nitroanisole and aniline
- .... pOOtU 472-11262
Pulsed, and continuous BF irradiation effects" on
mitotic activity and chromosomal aberrations in
regenerating rat. liver tissue
. " . ' ' . ' p0154 472-19443
Splanchnic vascular bed role in human blood ;
pressure regulation from lower body negative
pressure tests, measuring blood flow from .
hepatic dye removal rates , .
p0172 472-20889
Liver and muscle type isozymes of DPH-linked
glycerol-3-P dehydrogenase in. chickens in, terms
of tissue'distribution^ ontogeny and avian
•evolution
p0279 A72-27161
Synthetic carbohydrates toxicity effects on rat
liver lysosomes application to astronaut-
.potential food sources . . ,
. . . p0335 A72-30381
High' gravity, cold and starvation space stress
effects on oxidative metabolism of
ethylmorphine, aniline and p-nitroanisole in
male rat.liver
P0364 A72-31700
Dietary regulation of fatty acid synthesis in rat
liver and hepatic autotransplants'.
P0453 472-38147
Local necrosis, parenchyma incisions and
vascularization of rabbit liver tissue under
pulsed and continuous laser beams
i p0499 172-40991
Hypoxic acclimation effects on. rats heart, liver ,
and kidney mitochondria, measuring cytochrome
. oxidase and succinic dehydrogenase activities
P0514 A72-42673
Increased glycogen levels in embryonic mice livers
after transverse acceleration
P0250 872-19080
Morphological changes caused by prolonged
hypodynamia and hypokinesia in portal vessels of
rat and rabbit livers
P0251 H72-19089
Toxicological evaluation of synthetic
carbohydrates in liver lysosomes of white rats
P0387 H72-24102
Factors modifying biosynthesis of nnsatnrated
fatty acids in hepatic endoplasmic reticulum
rHlSl-TT-F-14357] p0470 H72-280S6
LOAD FACTOBS
D LOADS (FOBCES)
LOAD TESTS
Added elastic load tests for thoracic elastance.
change effects on human response to carbon
dioxide inhalation, using rebreathing technique
p0285 172-27726
LOIDIBG FOBCES
D LOADS (FOBCES)
LOADIHG WAVES
0 ELASTIC B1VES
U LOADS (FOBCES)
LOADS (FOBCES) .
BT BLAST LOADS
BT COMPBESSIOH LOADS
HT DTHABIC LOADS
HT IMPACT LOADS
BT SHOCK LOADS
Analysis of arm performance subjected to external
load during crank turning task
[1D-739478] p0441 H72-27096
Biodynamics of load deflection and failure
mechanisms in Rhesus monkey knee joints during
anterior loading
[AD-740452] p0526 B72-30095
LOCALIZATION
0 POSITIOB (LOC1TIOH)
LOCATIOH
0 POSITIOH (LOC1TIOB)
LOCKHEED BILITABI 1IBCBAFT
U BILITABI AIRCRAFT
LOCOHOTIOH
HT 1STROH1UT LOCOHOTIOH
HT BALKING
Visual guidance of locomotion, discussing
expansion information and tarqet drift theories
p0055 172-13879
Classification of neurons in the lumbosacral
section of the spinal cord according to their
discharge during evoked locomotion
. p0546 A72-44092
Hathematical model for stability and control of
legged' locomotion systems
[AD-727806] . p0039 H72-10113
Development of automatic pictorial pattern
recognition schemes for use in control of remote
legged devices
[1D-728214] ' p0087 H72-13085
Gastric motility in normal people at rest and
during physical exercise
[HASA-TT-F-14207] . p0305 H72-20074
Effect of chemical stimuli on orientation behavior
of fish
p0398 H72-25090
Restraint torso for increased mobility and reduced
physiological effects while wearinq pressurized
suits
[HASA-CISE-HSC-12397-11 p0402 H72-25119
LOGIC
Learning and solving complex problems of reasoning
- 1 test-theoretical investigation of the '
complexity of compound problems of predictive
logic
P0555 172-45244
LOGISTICS
Book on man machine system experiments covering
ATC, air defense, logistics organizations, space
flight, battlefield operation, police
dispatching, communications, etc
P0378 172-33796
LOHG TEBB EFFECTS
Long term bed rest effect on humans and primates,
detailing cardiovascular metabolic ,and
muscnloskeletal physiological systems
tlD-737557] p0012 A72-10932
nice tolerance to long term accelerations or
snpergravities, detailing physiological
consequences
P0012 172-10934
Human orqanism readaptation after prolonged
hypokinesia and weightlessness, discussinq
coordination disturbances, veqetative and
vascular system instabilities, reduced
orthostatic stability and asthenia
P0340 172-30745
Technoloqy B and D proqram to qualify man for long
term weightlessness, assessing space flight
stress effects on physiology and psychology
P0374 172-33544
A-239
LOIG RATE B4DIATIOB SUBJECT IBDEZ
Prolonqed weightlessness effects on
cardiovascular, digestive, auscnloskeletal and
nervous systems, blood and metabolism, noting
compensatory reactions
P0374 A72-33546
Physiological effects on prolonged weightlessness
in dogs aboard Cosmos 110 biosatellite,
eaphasizing body weight loss and enzyme activity
and bone tissue nineral "concentration changes
P0374 A72-33547
Long term space flight weightlessness and
hypodynanic effects on orthostatic and
vestibular tolerances, infection susceptibility
and drag reactivity
P0375 A72-33550
Influence of prolonged starvation on the frequency
of occurrence of decompression-induced pulmonary
hemorrhage.
P0409 A72-3115115
Exchangeable potassium in heart disease -
Long-ten effects of potassium supplements and
amiloride.
P0412 A72-34932
Body weight decreases in some proton exposed
primates.
P0424 A72-36447
Acceleration tolerance of nan* after a lasting
exposure to conditions of simulated weightlessness
P0492 A72-40442
An integrated medical system for long-daration
space missions.
P0501.A72-11305
Psychic adaptation of man to a long-daration stay
in space
pOSOS A72-41988
Analysis of survival and cause of death statistics
for mice under single and duration-of-life gamma
irradiation.
p0541 A72-43394
Experimental development of a method for long'term
implantation of plastic catheters in different
sections of the cardiovascular system
pOS53 A72-45118
The space Station Prototype Program - The
development of a regenerative life support
system for extended-duration missions.
P0554 A72-45193
Longevity and cardiovascular mortality among
forser college athletes. .
p0558 A72-45689
Dietary antigenic supplements for astronaut
immunology during prolonged space flight
conditions
fJPBS-54331J p0043 H72-11072
Electrocardiographic and phonocardiographic
cardiac cycle measurements on crewmembers daring
long term space flights
fEIPT-HOOai P0118 H72-14055
Response of spacecrev cardiovascular systems to
calibrated workloads during long duration space
flight
[BXPT-H0031 P0119 H72-14058
Otolithic function and orientation of Gemini
spacecrev during prolonged space flight
[EIPT-H009] P0119 H72-14061
Long duration space flight effects on visual
acuity and visual capability of Gemini crewnembers
[EIPT-S008] P0120 H72-14062
Pathogenesis of weightlessness syndrome during
prolonged space flight
[HASA-TT-F-14049] p0189 H72-16008
Behavioral, psychiatric, and sociological problems
of long-daration space missions
rHASA-TH-I-58067] p0190 H72-16016
Synchronous orbit simulation for determining long
term effects of electron irradiation on '
spacecrews using miniature pigs
P0210 B72-17690
Human reactions to long term space flight
tNASA-CB-125826] p0309 B72-20103
Viability of staphylococci isolated from humans
subjected to long term isolation in pressurized
cabins
. fHLL-8TS-71171 p0438 H72-27074
Artificial gravitational environment for
maintaining physiological processes and
astronaut workability daring prolonged space
flight
P0477 H72-28103
Bffects of confined submarine environments on crew
performance and biological processes during
prolonged submergence
fiD-7a0796] ' P0535'H72-31129
Pangal induced detrimental changes in
human-environmental microflora during 90 day
test of advanced regenerative life support system
tHASA-CB-112018] P0563 H72-32115
Harmful physiological effects of prolonged
hypokinesia
[HASA-TT-F-14563] P0568 H72-33078
LOHG WAVE BADIATIOB
The distribution of the long wave photoreceptors
in the compound eye of the honey bee as revealed
by selective osmic staining.
P0411 A72-34877
LOHGITODIIiL COITBOL
Computerized analysis of display regnirements for
aircraft longitudinal control in landing approach
[HASA-CH-1952] pOOSll H72-12049
LOODHBSS
Londness scaling methods for transportation
noises, discussing matching procedures;
reference sources, etc
P0161 A72-20165
Loudness and noisiness -Judgment contours,
considering experimental subjective and
objective conditions, subject age and sei and
sound field characteristics
P0162 A72-20171
Loudness function correlations to illusory spiral
aftereffect persistance, motion sickness
susceptibility and auditory reaction time in
individuals
P0186 A72-22138
LOB ALTITUDE
Low-altitude flight imposed psychophysiological
stresses due to air turbulence discomfort,
instrument dial vibration and ground-based
navigational objects recognition difficulty
p0340 A72-30747
Crew compartment vibration environment in B-52
aircraft during low altitude, high speed flight
[AD-727023] p0041 B72-10127
Effects of low altitude high speed flight on
physiological responses, cumulative fatigue, and
decrease in performance capabilities of aircrews
[AD-737827] p0472 M72-28069
LOB DEBSITT UTEBIALS
Development of materials for providing flotation
capability for personnel wearing body armor
[AD-731000] " p01«4 N72-15115
LOB PEEQDESCIES
Effect of exposure to extremely low frequency
magnetic fields on central nervous system of
sgnirrel monkeys
[AD-731991] p0201 H72-17053
LOB GBATITI
D BEDDCED GRAVITY
LOB LATITUDES
D TBOPICAL BEGIOHS
LOB PASS FILTERS
Design of digital low pass and bandpass filters
for analyzing biomedical data for diagnostic
purposes
tCONF-710217-1] P0128 H72-11119
LOB PBESSOBE
BT HIGH ALTITBDE PBBSSOBE
LOB PBESSOBE CBABBEBS
0 VACOOR CH1HBEBS
LOB TEHPBBiTDBE EBTIBOBHEBTS
yentilatory and metabolic responses of
unanesthetized dogs exposed to various carbon
dioxide concentrations at 2 and 18 C, discussing
oxygen uptake relation to cold
P0022 A72-11951
Thermoregnlation in deeply hibernating rodents
during separate chilling and steady hibernation
temperature maintenance of skin and brain
P0287 A72-27827
LOB TBBPEBATOBE TESTS
Influence of temperature shocks on seed formation
after irradiation of pollen from Tradescantia
paludosa.
P0455 A72-386U2
LOB VISIBILITY
Aircraft pilot performance daring instrument
approach in low visibility conditions
P01U7 A72-18832
A-240
SDEJECT ISDBI LOHAB HODOLB
LOIEB ATBOSPBBBB
Terrestrial biosphere back contamination from
onter space orqanisms, discussinq Bicrobioloqic
control and prevention requirements
P0011 172-10825
Biochemical functions of organisms in evolation of
biosphere, discussing redox reactions,
elementary compositions and netal compounds role
in photosynthesis
P0064 A72-14796
Bassian papers on solar activity effects on earth
ataosphere and biosphere covering climate,
vegetation, aninals and nan
P0289 A72-28206
Solar activity effects on biospheric processes for
biological and physicochemical systems in
unsteady state, considering maximum effects on
Dan at certain electromagnetic vave frequencies
P0289 A72-28211
LOX (OIIGKB)
0 LIQUID OXIGEH
LET (VEHICLE)
0 LUHAB ROVING VEHICLES
LOHBAB REGION
Synaptic mechanisms of vestibulospinal and
reticalospinal effect on transnission to lunbar
motonenrons in monkeys
P0021 A72-11760
Clincal and experimental data on treating
malfunctions of human thracic and lumbar back
regions
rAD-740«51] P0526 H72-30094
Transverse response of luibar spine under
longitudinal loads in sitting human subjects
riD-740461] P0526 H72-30099
LOBII4IBBS
HT FLASH L1HPS
Strobe lights and discrimination of short duration
two pulse flashes for anticollision purposes
[AD-737872] P0391 N72-24141
LOHIHAHCE
Hunan visual system multiple channels sensitivity
to patterns at low luminance or high drift
rates, noting retinal ganglion cells selective
sensitivity
P0105 A72-17602
Dark adaptation with logarithmically tine
decreasing background luminance, noting
threshold time lag variation with rate of
background change
P0158 A72-19827
Achromatic and chromatic thresholds during dark
adaptation aqainst varyinq background
luminances, noting trend change at transition
from cone to rod function
P0158 A72-19828
Visual latencies measurement as function of
stimulus luminance and adaptation state by
stereoscopic null method, characterizing
relationship by inverse power function
P0333 A72-29968
Hatched luminance chromatic stimuli wavelength
effects on human visual latency
P0335 A72-30267
Effect of target-background luminance contrast on
binocular depth discrimination at phbtopic
leyels of illumination.
POU11 A72-34879
Hach band measurement by psychological
compensation technigue, causing band
disappearance by changes in stimulus pattern
luminance and brightness distribution relations
P0451 A72-37827
Spatial interaction with different-diameter
stimuli matched on the basis of threshold,
luminance, or total luminous flux.
P0489 A72-40152
Perceptual latency as a fnnction of stimulus onset
and offs'et and retinal location.
P0518 A72-44386
Human visual acuity measured by chromatic square
wave gratings under luminance conditions
[AD-734931J P0315 H72-21063
LOHIHBSCEHCE
HT BIOLDHIHESCEHCE
SI CHEHILOHIHESCEHCE
HT ELECTBOLOBIHESCEHCB
HT FLUOBESCEHCE
HT LOBAE LUHIHESCEHCE
LDHIHBSCEHT IHTBHSITI
D LDHIHOOS IHTBHSITT
LOBIHOOS FLUX DBHSITI
D LDHIH00S IHTBHSITT
LDHIHOOS I1TBJSITI
HT ILLUHIHAHCE
HT HJHIHAHCE
Photopic spectral curves of relative luminous
efficiency for congenital deficiencies of color
vision, using optical bench, interference
filters and Bachstein flicker photometer
p0056 A72-13935
Ishihara charts readings in artificial daylight at
low color temperatures, low light intensity and
limited exposure time by normal and color
defective subjects
pOOS6 A72-13939
Illumination effect on proton and gamma irradiated
cabbaqe plant growth, height and foliage,
indicating radiation protective effect for
certain light intensities
P0101 A72-16649
Biological hazards of high intensity light
sources, considering physiological factors
involved in threshold eye damage values
determination
p0177 A72-21333
Foveal luminosity magnitude estimations validity,
measuring relative effects of preadaptation and
contrast
p0236 A72-25179
Flicker adaptation, discussing intermittent lights
effect on apparent brightness
p0236 A72-25181
Illumination intensity effects.on circadian
periodicity and behavioral thresholds in Bhesns
monkey, demonstrating exception to Aschoff rule
p0331 A72-29844
Foveal light pulse duration effects on reaction
time, showing stimulus intensity-time reciprocity
p0363 A72-31509
Light induced alterations in growth pattern of.the
avian eye.
p0411 A72-34880
Discrimination sensitivity and black light density
in the mesopic range
p0495 A72-40735
Spectral sensitivity after prolonged intense
spectral liqht exposure of rhesus aonkey
corneas, demonstrating lonq term loss of cone
photopiqment response
.p0495 A72-40739
Effects on threshold luminous intensity and.
display visibility in aircraft cockpits
tBAE-LIB-TBAHS-1545] p0087 H72-13079
Determining effective flashinq light intensity as
fnnction of duration and area at threshold and .
suprathreshold luminance with different
background luminances
CAD-728587] P0129 H72-14128
Effect of various magnesium salts on luminous
intensity and duration in phosphorescent bacteria
CHASA-TT-F-1I111311 p0563 H72-32112
LDSAB BASES
Lunar horticulture possible role as life support
system of earth independent lunar colony
p0420 A72-35938
B and D on environmental and thermal control/life
support system application to lunar base
mission, discussing reliability and food
regeneration
.p0554 A72-45164
LOBAB COHPOSITIOH
Carbon compound distribution on moon from Apollo
11 samples, comparing with earth data
p0184 A72-22013
LDHAB EITIBOBBBBT
Performance of Apollo portable life support system
on lunar mission
P0442 H72-27110
LOHAB LOHIHESCZICB
Hoctnrnal orientation by amphipods using moonlight
p0399 H72-25095
LDHAB HODDLE
Toxicological control and chemical analysis of
outclassing products from nonnetallics in hiqh
temperature oxyqen atmosphere, investiqating use
within LH crew compartment
P0009 A72-10771
A-241
LOSAE PROGBiBS SDEJECT ISDEI
LOHAB PBOGBiBS
HI 4POJ.LO PEOJECT '
LOHAB BBCBIVIHG LABOHATOBT
Fabrication and operational procedures for
processing lunar samples in sterile nitrogen •
atmosphere
rHASA-TH-D-68581 p0400 H72-25099
LOBAB BOCKS
Effect of lunar ground on radiation damage in nice
pO«17 172-35211
LOBAB BOVIB6 VEHICLES
Thermal control system incorporation into lunar
roving vehicle /LBV/ for electronic component
protection daring translnnar transportation and
lunar surface operation
ftSBE PiPBB 72-EHAV-271 pO«60 A72-39150
LOBAB'SCAITEBIMG ' ' •'.
0 DIFFUSE BADIATION
LOBAB SOIL
Tobacco tissue cultures nith Apollo 12 lunar
material, determininq endoqenous sterols and
fatty acids concentrations by qas chromatoqraphy
and mass spectrometry
p0159 A72-19850
Luna 16 fine lunar soil fraction biological effect
on mice
' p0337 172-301169
Analysis of vegetable seedlings grown in contact
with Apollo HI lunar surface fines.
p0420 A72-35925
Fabrication and operational procedures for
processing lunar samples in sterile nitrogen ' •
atmosphere • '
rNASA-TB-D-68581 pOUOO H72-25099
LOBAB SFACECBAFT '
HI APOLLO SPACECEAFT
NT LONAB BOODLE
LDHAE SDBFiCB VEHICLES
HI LDHAE BOVIBG VESICLES
LOHG BOBPHOLOGI
Electron microscope examination of freeze-etched'
air-filled long alveoli extracellular lining
layer, discussing sample preparation techniques
P0103 A72-16787
Oltrastructural and morphometric studies of
beryllium oxide-contaminated environment effect
on monkey and doq lung tissue
p0170 A72-20686
Electron microscope study of hyperoxia-indnced
patboqenetic ultrastructural changes in rat lung
' ' p0283 A72-27531
Borphological changes in the lungs and kidneys
during prolonged intoxication of the organism by
carbon tetrachloride
P0453 A72-38035
Horphometric evaluation of changes in lung
.structure due to high altitude.
P0512 A72-42585
Calculation method for estimated rate of onset and
severity of pulmonary oxygen toxicity of the lungs
rAD-7t2468] ; p0523 H72-30072
LDBGS
Pulmonary functional inhomogeneities effects on
steady state oxygen and CO diffusing capacity
estimates in gas transfer resistances terms
•pOOII A72-108H7
Lung ventilation nonuniforaity determination by
single calm breath method, shoving nitrogen
concentration in aveolar phases
P0031 A72-12515
Sinqle breath method for pulmonary diffusing
capacity measurement vith respect to total lung
capacity and inspiration time
•pOIOil A72-1717U
Compression cycles effects on alveolar volumes of
sea lions and dogs excised lungs, noting •
decompression sickness prevention by airways •
cartilaginous reinforcement
P0175 A72-21186
vasomotor efferent effects on rabbit lung
posterior lobe blood content in response to
electrical stimulation of vagus nerve peripheral
ends
P0225 A72-23693
Quasi-steady creeping flow in small airways of
spherical, oblate and prolate ellipsoid and
circular cylinder lung models, obtaining Stokes
equations solutions -' .
p0231 A72-24469
Chest strapping-induced increased lung recoil
pressure effects on maximal expiratory flow
relation'to lung surface compliance decrease
P0231 A72-24H78
Elastic lung shaped model for distribution
analysis of weight induced stresses, strains and
surface pressures in lung •
P0232. A72-2H479
Pulmonary capillary bed filling as function of
arterial pressure in prefused frozen dog lungs
'.'•' P0232 A72-24480
Blood flow stratification effect on alveolar gas
exchange in liquid filled lungs in dogs from Xe
133 concentration measurements ' ' '
' . P0232 A72-24481
Artificial heart-lungs model with contractile
polymer membrane as synthetic muscles.to react
with gases and liquids, discussing design features
, P0233 A72-24640
Lumped parameter nonlinear EC circuit lung model
for positive pressure respirator design
'P0273 A72-26631
Pulmonary oxygen transport dynamic model
representing lung gas-side airway, and alveolar ,
regions and blood-side' capillary bed
p0325 A72-28996
Four-parallel-compartment lunq model for emptying
pattern'study, using expired nitrogen
concentration data to calculate alveolar
dilution ratio and emptyinq rate
P0339 A72-30703
Honlinear theory of pulmonary ventilation
distribution in two compartment model of human
lungs . '
P0372 A72-33025
Effects of vagotomy and increased blood pressure
on the incidence of decompression-induced
pulmonary hemorrhage. ' "
• ' - • ' . ; i>0424 A72-36446
Role of the antohomic nervous system in the
hypoxic response of the pulmonary'vascular bed.
pO«26 A72-36572
Eat pulmonary lipid metabolism during feeding and '
fasting from studies of lung lecithin half-life
after C-1U/1/palmitate and H-3/D/glocose injection
p0426 A72-36573
Regional lung function in man during immersion
with the head above water.
pO»S5 A72-38701
Pulmonary air-trapping induced by water immersion'.
P0456 A72-3871.1
Relation of the electrocardiogram to hemodynamic
alterations in pulmonary embolism. . .
. . .. , p0456 A72-38816
Vectorcardiographic and electrocardiographic ....
differentiation between cor pnlmonale and . '
anterior wall myocardial infarction.
pO«97 A72-r»6769
Control of the circulating blood mass in 'the case. ..,
of a functional detachment of various'amounts of .
pulmonary tissue
p0507 A72-H1825
Lung volume changes of people'in antiorthostatic
position in hospital beds for control,
exercising and muscle electric-stimulated groups
'
 :
 p05U3 'A72-H3918
Possibility of determining the lunq ventilation.
volume by the mathematical modeling method
. . ' .'':'. P0551 A72-11597
Determination of the diffnsional capability of
lungs by the method of delayed respiration
.-, p.0551 A72-.«1598
Gas exchange mechanism in lung alveoles and'
 t
capillaries, discussing cell metabolism for
oxygen uptake and carbon dioxide formation
, p0551 A72-44599
Experiments for asserting the'pulmonary
ventilation in weightlessness ' ' !
p0193 H72-16041
Hechanical heart and lungs system, with
hypothetical polymer deformable upon contact
with blood
p040S H72-2S140
LOHIK 16 LOBAB PROBE
Luna 16 fine lunar soil fraction biological effect
on mice
p0337 A72-30H69
LIBPH
BT LIHPHOCITES
A-242
SOBJECT IRDEX BAGBBTIC STOBHS
Histoloqic analysis of hypoiia exposure effects on
•case skin honoqcaft reaction due to lymphatic
organ function changes
P0514 A72-42675
Effectiveness of radioisotope scanning of Ga-67
for localization of neoplasms in lymphatic tissues
rOBiO-113] ' P0087 B72-13063
LTBPHOCTTBS
Inhaled ozone effect on chromosome aberrations
break frequencies in circulating blood
lymphocytes of irradiated Chinese hamsters
• • • P0013 472-11149
Chronic microwave irradiation effects on
experimental animal blood forming systems,
examining peripheral blood count^changes and
nuclei and mitosis abnormalities in
erythroblastic" and iyophoid cells .
P0019 472-11708
Crowding phenomenon effect on blood cell oxygen
consumption, using Cartesian diver technique for
polymorphonoclear leukocyte, lymphocyte and
platelet measurements ,
' .p0287 A72-27842
Stress and adaptation responses to repeated acute
acceleration.
p0410 A72-34729
later-soluble insulin receptors from human
lymphocytes. , .
p0556 472-15375
Lymphoblastic transformation test for studying
immunity of pregnant women .
rHASA-TT-F-145911 P0562 H72-32106
LIOPHILIZATIOB
0 COLLOIDIBG
LTOPHILS , .
0 C0110IDS ' : .' '
LTSOGBIESIS
Bat tissue autolysis rate during hypokinesis,
discussing relation to free amino acid
background changes , .
. ' • . . ' " ' p0101 472-16648
LYSOZTBE . : ^ ,. . .
 f
Lysosomal enzymes' of eye tissues during the action
of hydrocortisone .
pOS09 472-42279
M
HACB1BE LBiBHIMG . . ,
D LE4BBIBG,B4CHIHES '
BACHIIE'LIPE .
D SEBVICE LIFE . '", '
SACHIBB BBCOSBITIOB
D ABTIFICIAL IBTELLIGEHCE . . ,
BACBOCLIBATB '
B CLIBATE ' ,
BACBOBOI.BCin.BS
0 BOLECtTLES , . .
BACOLAB VISIOB " • • . . .
0 VISIOH
BAGHESIDB
Influence of magnesium narcosis on rabbit body
temperature , • •
fBASA-TT-F-145501 • p056:1 H72-32097
BAGBBSIOB COHPOUBDS
HI CHLOBOPHTLLS
Effect of various magnesium salts on luminous
intensity and duration in phosphorescent bacteria
rBASA-TT-F-144311 , p0563 872-32112
BAGJETIC ABSOSPTIOS . , .
0 E1ECTBOBAGHETIC ABSOBPTIOH "
BAGIETIC DIStOBBAHCES
HI BAGHETIC STOBBS " " ' '
BAGIETIC BFPBCTS ' , . .
Intestinal disbacteriosis and antoinfection '
occurrence :in guinea pigs and rats under,
magnetic field effect, noting Escherichia
population changes ' •
. p0101,A72-16647
Geomagnetic field perturbation biological effects,
studying geomagnetic- storm field energy levels
and magnetic flux variables relation to human
sensitivity thresholds
p0289'A72-28210'
Bagnetic storm strength ELF electromagnetic field
effects on rabbits, dogs and bacteria,
discussing changes in BEG, ECG and blood
characteristics
P0289 A72-28214
Russian book - Effect of magnetic fields on
biological objects :
p0414 A72-35001
Physical phenomena occurring in living objects
under the action of constant magnetic fields
, p0414 472-35002
Bagnetic field effects in enzymes, tissue
respiration and some metabolism characteristics
of an intact organism
p0415 A72-35003.
Effects of magnetic fields on microorganisms
P0415 A72-35004
Bechanisn of the biological action of a constant
magnetic field ' . ' ' . ' , '
P0415 A72-35005
Action of a constant magnetic field on plant'growth
-pO«15 A72-35006
Influence of a magnetic field on radiation-induced
chromosome aberrations in plants
, .. ' pO»15 A72-35007
Pathologo-anatomic characterization of changes
induced by magnetic fields in experimental animals
. . . p0415 472-35008
The magnetic field, infection and immunity
p0415 A72-35009
Effect of a magnetic field on the nervous system
. . . p0415 A72-35010
Effect of a magnetic field on .experimental tumors
/direct and via nervous system/
P0415 472-35011
Clinical hygienic.and experimental data on
- magnetic field effects under working conditions
P0415 472-35012
Methodical and methodological characteristics of a
magneto-biological experiment
pO«15 A72r35013
Biological experiments on magnetic field effects
on physiological components • .
[JPBS-548801 p0117 H72-14045
Bagnetic field effect on dysbacteriosis
development,in.guinea pigs and rats
. ', p0123 S72-14085
BAGBETIC FIELDS
Bnssian book - Effect of magnetic fields on
biological objects <
^ ,p0414 A72-35001
Bechanism of the biological action of a constant
magnetic field . ,
. . . . ", p0415 A72-35005
Biological experiments on magnetic field effects
o n physiological components . . .
[JPBS-54880] • . ; p0117'H72-14045
Bagnetic'field effect on dysbacteriosis
development in guinea pigs and rats
. . P0123 H72-14085
Effect of exposure to extremely low frequency ,
•magnetic fields on central nervous system of
sguirrel monkeys .
CAD-731994] p0201 H72-17053
Bagnetic field and transverse acceleration effects
on pharyngeal and esophageal nerve cells of rats
, . . , p0249 N72-19079
Bagnetoreceptiou and orientation in dancing bees
. P0399 H72-25096
Use of magnetic cues to select migratory direction
by European robins
; P0399 H72-25097
Physiological and psychological effects of low and
high magnetic fields on man
fSASA-CH-1270D93 . pO«32 H72-26055
Literature survey and experimental results on
morphological characteristics'sof biological
action produced by magnetic fields
fAD-7425131 . . p0565 H72-32126
BAGBBTIC BETALS . "
0 BETALS ' . , ' . ' .
BiGBETIC PBOPEBTIES
HI RSG1IETIC EFFECTS
HT POLABIZATIOB CH4BACTEBISTICS
BAGHETIC BESOJABCE .
HT.HOCLE6E BAGBETIC BESOH4BCE.
HI PBOTOH BAGBETIC BESOB4BCE
BAGBETIC STOBHS
Geomagnetic field perturbation,biological effects,
studying qeomaqnetic storm field enerqy levels
and Bagnetic flux,variables relation to human
'sensitivity thresholds
P0289 472-28210
i-243'
BAGHBIIC SOBSfOBBS SDBJBCT IHDBI
BAGBETIC SOBSTOBBS
D HAGBETIC STOEHS •
BAGHEIIC TAPE BBCOBDBBS
D TAPE BECOBDEBS
BAGBBTIC VABIATIOHS . . '
BT GEOBAGBETIC PULSATIOBS
HAGBETICAILI IBAPPED PABTICLBS
HT BADIATIOB BELTS
HAGHBTIZSTIOB '
Quantum-chemical model of organic ring-shaped
nolecnle with persistent aagnetization at
microscopic level
p0510 A72-«2318
BAGBETOCABDIOGBAPHT '
Bathematical, physical and engineering aspects of
electro- and magnetocardiography, noting heart
field nondipolar properties and heart vector
determination difficulties '
P0222 A72-23U1H
Cryogenic Josephson -tnnction magnetometer in
magnetocardiography, discussing high ambient
noise levels in unshielded environment
p0279 A72-27288
Electrocardiography and'magnetocardiography to
determine flux and vortex 'sources' respectively
of heart electrical activity inpressed current
density ' • - • • . - . . .
p0326 A72-28998
Application of magnetometer for'measuring magnetic
signature of human heart and development of
magnetocardiogram
fPB-201939] P0196 B72-16061
BAGBETOGBAPBS
0 BAGNETOBETEBS
U BECOBDIHG-IBSTBOBEHTS
BAGBETOIOBIC P1ASBA •
D PliSBAS (PHYSICS) '. •
BAGBETOBETEBS : • . .'
Cryogenic Josephson function magnetometer in
magnetocardiography, discussing high ambient
noise levels in unshielded environment ->
. p0279 A72-27288
Design of photo-optical recorder* <implantable •*
electrodes, and magnetic/floppier flow sensor
fHASA-CB-125095] p0128 B72-14117
Application of magnetometer for measuring magnetic
signature of human heart and development of '
magnetocardiogram "'"'
CPB-201939] p0196 F72-16061
BAGBETOPLASBAS
D PLASBAS (PBTSICS)
BAGHEIS • •
flagnets as navigation aids to honing pigeons
p0399 B72-25098
Banipulators with permanent magnet clutches for
safety in handling dangerous materials
pOS71 B72-33106
BAIBTBBABCE . • • . •
BT AIBCBAFT BAIBTEBABCE
B T SPACE BAIBTEBABCE • - - . . •
Design characteristics of underwater fire control
systems for training Bavy personnel in-"' " ' "''" '
maintenance and calibration ' • ' •
rAD-733963] p0262 S72-1917II
Training devices 'for training operators in use
characteristics and maintenance of Baval
electronic egnipment' ' •
rAD-733»71] p0311 B72-20116
Begression analysis of relationship between 'system
design, training variables, and technician
maintenance performance on automatic pilots
tAD-739591] . . ' p0478-872-28111
Baintenance personnel job performance test for rf
DB-1 helicopter used by Vietnamese Air Force
rAD-745160] . pOS73 B72-3312*
BALES , . ' ' . :-. ' .
Collator simulation for determining transfer; of
training performance in males and females
tAD-730951] p0206 B72-17086
BALFUBCTIOHS
Computerized simulation for predicting time .needed
to correct electronic egnipment malfunction by
humans : - '
[AD-738572] • p0179 B72-28116
Clincal and experimental data on treating
malfunctions of human thracic and lumbar back
regions
[AD-7IKW51] p0526 B72-30090
Instrumentation regnicements o'f regenerative life
support system for providing indications of
'' malfunctions
[BASA-CB-112105] ' P0529 B72-30113
BABBALS
BT BAIS
BT CATS
BT CBIBPABZEES '
BT.DOGS
BT DOLPBIBS
BT GBODHD SflUIBBBLS
BT GOIHBA PIGS ' '
BT HABSTEBS"
BT BOBAB BEIBGS
BT BICE
BT BOBKEIS ' '
BT PBIBATES
BT BABBITS
HT BATS
BT BODEBTS
ST SBAKES
BT SBIBE '
ST TOBTLES '
ST SBALES '
'Seasonal rhythms of endocrine system in
hibernating mammals, discussing central and
peripheral biological clocks in relation to
hypothalamns and pancreas/thyroid gland
p0373 A72-33100
Slow neural recovery processes during sleep,
•characterizing cerebral neurons synchronized and
desynchronized sleep phases for mammals '
• ' p0376 A72-33557
Ecology of biting insects, birds, and mammals with
their associated pathogens '
CAD-7266»51 p001«'B72-11082
'fledical spectral analyzer for monitoring
physiological processes in mammalian subjects
P0084 B72-120»5
Echolocation mechanisms in marine mammals * -
P0398 B72-25086
Bibliographic compendium on mathematical models
used to analyze thermoregulation and heat
transfer in mammals '
CBASA-TB-1-62172] V.' pO»68 B72-280»3
BAR
0 BUBAB BEIBGS :
BAB BACHIBE SISTERS
fluman operator dynamic characteristics
measurement, using pseudorandom binary signals
and mathematical models in closed loop control
system >
• • . • p0031 A72-12660
Online identification on human describing function
by iterative differential analyzer, noting
application to man-machine -systems and on-line
adaptive control systems
./ ' p0031 A72-12661
Book on human factors engineering covering systems
design regnirements and interface egnipment for
man machine interaction•implementation
P0050 A72-13023
Systems, man and cybernetics - IEEE Conference,
Anaheim, California, October 1971
P0051 A72-13161
Hathematical models for 'man-machine control
behavior in biodynamic environments including
manual control performance and interface elements
pOOSI A72-13162
Soviet book' on astronaut activity psychological
features covering space flight living
conditions, space and time perception
psychophysiological mechanism changes and
weightlessness effects
• P0056 A72-14246
Ban-machine 'systems communication ambiguities due
to information misinterpretation involving sense
organs, previous experience and expectational bias
p006i| A72-14850
Synergic control of conpnter-manipnlators,
evaluating system
p0098 A72-161SO
Time shortage as stress factor affecting mental
activity of operator in man-flying vehicle
system,^discussing control signal handling
efficiency
p0100 A72-16638
Unmanned systems flight testing by test bed
vehicle conversion to man operated mode.
A-2UD
SOBJECT IHDBX HIS SiCHISS STSTBBS COSID
discussing T-33A jet trainer conversion to drone
operation
P0102 472-16665
Han computer dialoque, considering human factors
effects on interaction coarse >:
P0150 A72-19J28.
Instructor station design for automated flight
training systems, considering human factors and •;
informational requirements • •
> P0152 A72-19277
Book on physiological approach to ergonomics .
covering muscular system, performance, work and
fatigue, working efficiency and environnent, man
machine systems, etc
P0159 A72-19875.
Ban machine systems in navigation, discussing
problems of integrating nan with high speed- and
high capacity electromechanical systems iiith
allowance for human weaknesses and abilities
P0216 A72-22777
Development trends in airborne man machine flight
control, discussing optimal division between
human pilot and machine in relation to total ,
system performance and economic factors
. . ; . P0217 A72-22781
Hunan operator role in ATC systems analysis,.
evaluating tasks.with respect to job demands and
personal fulfillment , . • - -
P0218 A72-23127
Operator mental processes during ATC task
performance, discussing work load effect, mental
representation .and operator algorithm definition
P0218 A72-23129
Han machine decision making procedures for
multicriterial aggregate estimates, using . ,
pairwise,comparisons and linear programming .-•
' . . , / : .•• i P0223 A72-23430
Human performance.prediction, dependence on task,
and eguipment variables effects, using
experimental data for performance classification
system
. / P0229 A72-2D003
Human operator role, in space systems reliability,
suggesting approaches to system.design and ,
program planning to exploit human potential •-
CAIAA PAPEB 72-228] P0230 172-21439
Optimum performance typewriter keyboard design, '-<
discussing biomechanical improvements in finger • •..
positioning facilitation, operator postural
muscular strain reduction, etc
rAD-740259] - ' I. • P0235 A72-25114
Data display technigues in man operated automatic
control system, assessing information volume
versatility and operability . .
; ) • • : . . • • '. • •' P0269 A72-26451
Pilot-aircraft system.model for relationship
between weapons delivery, accuracy and-manual •
flight control system design, noting display,
computation and control aids to pilot 4 • •
- . . P0288 A72-28121
Russian book on man and computer covering : -
interaction systems technological capabilities,
mathematical aspects and applications • .
P0361,A72r31272
Book on man machine system experiments covering
ATC, air defense, logistics organizations, space
flight, battlefield operation, police .
dispatching, communications, etc
. . P0378 A72-33796
Predictive model for human operator performance in
short term visual information processing based
on psychological research to obtain decision ,i.
accuracy and response time . • • ,. ; ., ,. ..
. ,. _'p0378 A72-33865
Ran machine .systems operational effectiveness
augmentation through-.human factors engineering
to enhance human operator capability for
parallel* data processing and decision making -
P0454 A72-38308
Control center relation to process control .
computers in production engineering, discussing
information flow and communication in man
machine systems , .
. . P0454 A72-38310
Flight and centrifuge tested aircrew tilting
snpinating seats biomedical and technical • ,
adeguacy as acceleration protective man machine
system . , . ' , - . , . •
p0456 A72-38707
Behavioural characteristics of men in the
performance of some decision-making task
components.
P0465 A72-39805
Bnssian book - Space ergonomics.
P0489 A72-40300
Anthropotechnics /human engineering/ approach to
man machine system optimization, discussing task
allocation and adaptations of machine dynamics,
displays and controls -to human -operator
P0501 A72-41403
Display device layout based on human operator
manual control information requirements
consideration, discussing functional categories,
motion compatibility, indicators relation and
integration
P0502 A72-41404
Prediction role in execution of manual control
with display device to aid human operator
adaptation • ,
• P0502 A72-41406
Display device design and human operator training
• based on visual and auditory sensation and
perception principles, emphasizing fitting
between man and information.
• -pOS02 A72-41407
Human operator decision making role in information
.presentation system determined by experiments
using laboratory performance and test measnres,
field observation, electrical and biochemical
measnres
P0502 A72-41408
Prediction displays based on the extrapolation,
method.
' P0502 A72-41409
Han machine system input via human controller.
output transformation, illustrating with
spacecraft lateral position manual control problem
P0502 A72-41411
Hanual workload determination by control
characteristics, control-display relationships,
- .demands for. dexterity and sensitivity and speed
and accuracy reguirements : . .
P0503 A72-41414
Han machine system functions and display and .- •
control role descriptions by flow diagrams,
giving examples of keying and task in guided
weapon system
P0503 A72-41415
Human or computer control role in teleoperator
remote control mechanisms, discussing control .
modes, sensing and transmission time delay
problems
P0503 A72-41416
Computerized supervisory control for
interpretation of subgoal statements from human
> operator to permit teleoperator interaction with
environment without long time delay
• P0503 A72-41417
Lectures on theory of manual-vehicle control.
p0503 A72-41418
A method for the development and optimization of
controller-models for man-machine systems.
P0504 A72-41420
Hanual tracking control with continuously variable
selective control gain in response to system
state, noting intuitive optimization
p0504 A72-41425
Hental and physical workload measure and
differentiation in man machine systems
p0504 A72-41427
Development' and optimization of a nonlinear
mnltiparameter human operator model.
p0507 A72-41949
.German monograph - control performance as a
function of the transmission ratio and the
Coulomb friction in the operational element.
p0519 472-43052
Han machine control system synthesis, noting
gnality criteria and estimates for weighting
function coefficients of optimization potential
P0556 A72-45508
Problems of complex object modeling based on
heuristic self-organization
P0556 A72-45509
Invariant transformation of the control laws in
ergatic systems
P0556 A72-45510
i-245
HII UCBIVE SISTEBS COHTD SUBJECT IHDEI
BatheHatical description of a human operator in
erqatic control systems
P0556 A72-H551U
Algorithmic description of the generalized
operational characteristic of a human operator
P0556 A72-4551S
Estimate of the operational efficiency of a human
operator in the follow-up node of a closed-loop
control systea
P0556 A72-45516
Bethodical aspects of stndies of ergatic
differential-gage systens
P0557 A72-U5517
Ban in a control circuit during an information
game synthesis
P0557 A72-U5520
Experimental determination of the distribution
rule for the tine of failure-free operator
action in the tracking node /with pursuit/
P0557 A72-45521
Theoretical-experimental nethod for parametric
synthesis of director-type control systens
p0557 A72-45522
Aircraft interception avoidance problem solved by
differential game theory,-discussing human
operator decision .making, for random pursuit
tracking
POS57 A72-15523
Dtilization of computation principles in living
organisns to construct cognitive systems
fAD-727795] pOOlO H72-10115
Prototype for machine augmentation of human
strength and endurance - Hardiman project
rAD-72«797] . ..' . p0012 N72-10128
Decision making and operator functions of man in
control of highly automated systems
tAD-727658] p0045 H72-11091
Development of algorithm for speech recognition to
establish direct communication between man.and
machine • .
CAD-725013:] . .. p0046 H72-11100
Development-.of. model to determine effects of pilot
performance and aircraft dynamics on accuracy of
tactical weapon delivery
. [AD-728324] p0082 H72-12037
Human cognitive processes involving artificial
.intelligence and man machine systems for problem
solving and learning
fAD-729070] p0087 N72-13089
TaxoDomic structure for classifying behavioral
studies in human performance reliability data
system
CAD-730910] . p0118 N72-14052
Validity of input noise approximations for human
response modeling in man machine systems
rAD-730142] ." p0130 H72-14133
Determination of optimal stability augmentation
system for minimizing pilot rating for pitch
tracking task
tAD-730113] p0130 H72-14134
Development of semiautomatic tracking concepts and
control of complex systems
fAD-730193] p0131 H72-14135
Hodel for optimizing effectiveness of man machine
decision making in pattern recognition system
CAD-730944] , . p0131 H72-14136
Determination of optimal nock-rest cycle for
individuals and crevs to yield high performance
in man machine effectiveness
fAD-7299641 p0131.H72-14139
Human factors engineering to determine performance
of human subjects in monitoring systems to ,
insure proper operation > ,
tAD-730374] p0131 S72-14140
Conference on research at Institute for Hunan
Factors Engineering optimization of man machine
systems, Beckenheim, Germany, Juh. 1970
fAHTHBOPOTECH-II/70] p0191 H72T16019
Body measurements and statistical analysis in
designing control cabins
p0191 .H72-16021
nan as element of dynamic control system and
capacity for human adaptation and system
modification
pO.191 H72-16022
Ban/control stick as control system
p0191 H72-160211
Processing of human performance data in man
machine systems
P0192 H72-16025
Health physics egnipment and systems
[A/COHF-49/P/352J p019U H72-16052
Human decision making model for linear systems,
based on optimal control model for pilot/vehicle
systems
rBASA-CB-19531 P0205 N72-17079
Principles of construction of complexes for
continuous control of human subjects and
automatic normalization of body states
[AD-734053J P0248 H72-18127
Human operator performance optimization in
industrial machine processes and data systems
rJPBS-55216] p0261 H72-19164
Statistical evaluation of human operator
performance at keyboard devices of data
processing systems
P0261 N72-19165
Graphical method £or optimal selection of check
points for human monitor in industrial process
P0261 H72-19166
Formation scheme for automatic control of
information resources and document display
system for managerial personnel
P0261 H72-19167
Applying engineering psychology to
circular-scanning radar, and display devices
fJPBS-55522] p0262 N72-19172
Models and methods for gnantitative predictions of
human performance in man machine systems
fAD-734432] p0263 H72-19180
Status of Swedish research in biotechnology and .
applied psychology relating to man machine systems
[BAE-J.IB-TBAHS-1597] P0305 H72-20073
Prediction and measurement of multichannel pilot
performance, and system design implications for
pilot capability and limitations
P0355 H72-22626
Assessment of design, aircraft cockpit layout, and
display/control system
P0355 H72-22629
Use of computer technology for solution to
problems in cybernetics
[JPBS-55937] p0389 N72-2U126
Bathematical models for distance perception by
operators of man machine systems in motion,
based on visible brightness of landmarks
P0389 S72-2H129
Heasnring describing functions by using cross
power spectral density of pilot output and error
CDTIiS-TH-167] p0390 H72-2U135
Human performance reliability data system for
documentation and retrieval of information
obtained from general behavioral and man machine
specific stndies
. fAD-7383221 P0391 1172-24142
flan machine systems and control, and engineering
psychology
fJPBS-56297] p0436 H72-26084
Determination of optimal work-rest cycles for
individuals and crews to yield high performance
and maximum man machine effectiveness
[AD-738916] pO«36 H72-26087
Behavior of man in technical, and socioeconomic
control systems
pO«37 H72-26191
QSSB research reports on psychology and man
machine relationships
[JPBS-56351] p0468 H72-28038
Dynamic characteristics of human body in
operator-machine system subjected to random
vibrations
CBAE-IIB-TBAHS-1651] pOM78 H72-28109
Prototype of bilateral manipulator for machine
augmentation of human strength maintaining
dexterity
[AD-739735J P0478 H72-28112
Interfacing man machine control performance in
biodynamic environment, including pilot/vehicle
problems
CAD-740467] p0487 H72-29099
Heasnrement of maximum isometric forces male
subjects can exert at six locations of hand
operated aircraft controls
[AD-740930] p0530 B72-30122
Bathematical model for nonlinear multiparameter
man machine system to be run on hybrid computer
CFB-5] p053» H72-31122
A-246'
SUBJECT INDEX BANNED SPICE P1I6HT
Flight simulators as man nachine system applied to
pilot traininq
tFB-7] P°?3? H72-31123
*.. Correlation between subjective pilot opinion and
performance factors of airfrase-pilot dynamical
system
[AO-7121<12] P0537 H72-31139
. Arranging tasks, in fighting vehicle, to
capability of soldier
rBAE-LIB-TBANS-1658] p0566 H72-32136
BABAGEHEBT
HI DATA BASAGEBENT
HT INFORHATIOH HANAGEBENT
NT PERSOHNEL BAHAGEBENT
HT BESEA8CH »ASAGEHENT
8T SAFETY HANAGEBENT ' •
UT STSTEBS BAHAGEBEHT
NT BATES BANAGEBENT
Bedical practice, management, and reasons for
grounding in relation to Air Force flying
personnel
p012t H72-1U096
BANAGBBEBT PLANNING
NT PBOJECT PLANNING
SABEOTEBABILITY
•Effect of maneuvers and flight conditions on
helicopter pilot eye movements
rAD-742276] . p0565 S72-32130
SANEOVERABLE SPACECRAFT •
KT APOLLO SPACECRAFT ' •
MANEUVERS
ST SPACECRAFT DOCKING
Human and animal controlled self rotating
maneuvers during free fall, comparing
• theoretical motion analysis *ith photographs of
falling cats
• • • - . • : , p0059 A72-1«709
Experimental investigation of an astronaut
maneuvering scheme.
p0429 A72-37026
Performance reference scale for maneuvers in T-37
• pilot training
[AD-7270241 - ' pOOK1 N72-10126
BABGABESE COBPOOHDS
Effect of copper, cobalt and manganese salts on
certain morphological-biochemical components of
the blood in young sheep'of the Hissar breed
pO»65 A72-U0075
HAHIPOLATOBS
Teleopeirator manipulator for payload handling in
' space shuttle, noting design features and
simulations of master-slave remote control system
UIAA PAPER 72-238] - p0326 A72-29075
Nev modifications of manipulators for • '
investigations using microelectrodes
p0509 A72-02073
' 'Bodel of machine hand-eye coordination and program
specifications for topological machine vision
system
[NASA-CR-127566J p0476~ N72-2809S
Prototype of bilateral manipulator 'for machine
augmentation of human strength maintaining
dexterity
CAD-739735] pOH78 N72-28112
Design of manipulators as complex bioengineering
systems
1
 fSASA-TT-F-11335J p0571 N72-33100
Review and formulation of problems encountered in
theory of manipulators
p0571 N72-33101
Analysis of dynamics of manipulator grasping device
p0571 N72-33102
Operating principles of remotely controlled
master-slave manipulators • '
• ' ' p0571 N72-33103
Structural and analytical representation of
reversible follow-up systems
P0571 S72-33104
Analogy between reversible follow-up system and •
electrical circuit
P0571 N72-33105
Hanipulators with permanent magnet clutches for
safety in handling dangerous materials
P0571 N72-33106
Principles of arranging manual mechanical
'master-slave manipulators
P0572 N72-33107
Experimental research on movements in large joints
of arm
p0572 B72-33108
Betering gripping force in artificial hand by
operator
P0572 N72-33109
Estimation method for solving systems of equations
of motion for machines with electric drives and
elastic links
"p0572 H72-33110
BANNED OBBITAL LABOBATOBIES
Optimization trends and operating parameters of
integral molecular sieve bed heat exchanger for
C02 control in life support systems for manned
orbital laboratories
[NASA-CB-112021] p0353 N72-22091
BAHHED OBBITAL SPACE STATIONS
0 ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS
BANNED SPICE FLIGHT
NT APOLLO FLIGHTS
HT GEBIHI FLIGHTS •
Optimum duration of human circadian cycle vith
respect to energy cost during work hours,
relating normal cycle- change to prolonged space
mission stresses
; p0100 A72-16639
Best and activity patterns effect on space crews
well-being and operational effectiveness during
prolbnqed extraterrestrial missions, noting work
load effect on long-haul transport aircrews
'• '• p0226 A72-23727
Bedical evaluation of manned space flight
physiological effects, considering Hercnry,
Gemini and Apollo .programs
. p0269 A72-26100
Diving operations medical aspects significance for
manned planetary surface exploration in high
density atmospheres, considering protective
clothing, breathing apparatus and gas mixtures,
etc
p0280 A72-27415
Bedical. reguirements for manned space flight,
. discussing physiological data monitoring and
transmission, equipment miniaturization,
telediagnosis; spacecraft environment
protection, etc ' ' - '
;
 p0376 A72-33562
Brief survey of the problems of space radiobiology
and radiation safety in space flights;
' ' • • • • . ' ' '• pO«17 A72-35376
Bosch CO2 reduction unit research and development.
[ASBE PAPEB 72-ENAV-10] p0161 A72-39167
An integrated medical system for long-duration
space missions. :
p0501 A72-11305
Hunan organism and space flight stress endurance
limits and manned space mission rescue
capabilities reguirements, considering cabin
decompression, anoxia, radiation, onboard
illness, etc
p0555 A72-15218
Dietary antigenic supplements for astronaut
immunology during prolonged space flight
conditions
tJPBS-5»331] p06<*3 H72-11072
Flight summary of biomedical sciences experiments
in Gemini Program ' ' ..'
[NASA-IB-X-5807U] p0118 N72-14053
Electrocardiographic and phonocardiographic
cardiac cycle measurements on crewmembers during
long term space flights .
rEXPT-BOOt] :p0118 H72-11055
Electroencephalographic recording of sleep periods
during'manned space flight
[EXPT-B008J p0119 H72-11060
Otolithic function and orientation of Gemini
spacecrew during prolonged space flight
[EXPT-B009] • • • - . . p0119 N72-14061
Long duration space flight effects on visual
acuity and visual capability of Gemini crewaembers
[EXPT-S008] . p0120 N72-11062
Aerospace medical and exobiological factors of
manned space flight
fJPHS-511768 J p0120 N72-11066
Data management techniques and designs for
integrating OPE with IBBLHS for manned space
flight
[NASA-CB-111996] p0127 H72-14115
Behavioral, psychiatric, and sociological problems
of long-duration space missions
[SASA-TH-X-58067J ' P0190 H72-16016
A-2U7
BANNED SPACECBAFT SUBJECT INDEX
Biomedical data from Banned space flights
(Gemini/Apollo) and nedical program for Skylab
rnASl-TB-X-6750<n p0192 B72-16031
Scheduling factor analysis for flight controllers
of long duration tanned space flight missions
fAD-731765] p0195 H72-16057
Hodalar assessment of radiological environmental
effects on man in operational space systems
using anatomical human model
p0208 H72-17647
Analysis of clinical radiation data for predicting
human tolerances to radiation effects daring
manned space flights
P0208 H72-17653
Badiation shielding model' of nan for manned space
mission applications
P0210 H72-17705
Growth of Aeromonas proteolytica and production of
proteolytic enzymes inside spacecraft cabin
during space flight
rHASA-CB-125805] p0219 N72-19073
Space flight stress effects on human vascular
system anatomy
P02H9 1172-19075
Specifications and engineering model of urine
sampling and collection system for manned space
flights
CHASA-CB-1155071 p0310 N72-20109
Conferences on biophysical approaches to solving
problems of ionizing and nonionizing radiation
effects during high altitude flight, manned
space flight, and ground based egnipment
CAGABD-CP-95-PT-3] pO«31 H72-26015
Passive dosifietcy foe measuring cosmic radiation
dosage and its effects during manned space flight
pO«31 N72-26048
Regenerative portable life support system
development for extravehicular human activities
during advanced space missions
POHH3 H72-27113
Carbon dioxide- and thermal-control in
regenerative life support system for
extravehicular human protection during advanced
space missions
pO«43 H72-271K1
Aerospace medicine and exobiology problems of
manned space flight
CJPBS-56675] ' pO«80 N72-29051
Human liquid waste and waste water tranportation
during space flight
pOB81 N72-29057
Physiological weightlessness threshold parameters
and generation of artificial gravity during
manned space flight
pO»82 N72-29063
Six-man solid electrolyte oxygen regeneration
system for producing 12.5 Ibs oxygen daily by
electrolysis of CO2 and water vapor
CNASA-CB-112063] pOU85 H72-29083
BABIED SPACECBAPI
HT APOLLO SPACECBAFT
NT LONAB BODDLE
HT BANHBD OBBITAL LABORATORIES
HT OBBITAL SPACE STATIOHS
NT SALIOT SPACE STATION
HT SOTOZ SPACECBAFT
NT SPACE SHUTTLES
NT SPACE STATIOHS
NT VOSKHOD BANNED SPACECBAFT
HT VOSTOK SPACECBAFT
Human operator role in space systems reliability,
suggesting approaches to system design and
program planning to exploit human potential
TAIAA PAPEB 72-228] P0230 A72-2»»39
Environmental control and life support subsystem
conceptual design studies for shuttle launched
6-12 man crew modular space station
fASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-221 P0460 A72-39155
Bosch carbon dioxide reduction process for manned
spacecraft oxygen recovery, analyzing carbon and
water forming reactions with iron as catalyst
[ASBE PAPEB 72-ENAV-9] p0161 A72-39168
Integration of an automated onboard data
management system with a manned spacecraft
environmental thermal control and life support
system.
IASHB PAPEB 72-EHAT-6} p0462 A72-39171
Collapsible conch system for manned space vehicles
tHASA-CASE-BSC-13110] pOOHH H72-11085
Bnman engineering design data for reduced gravity
conditions for use during development and design
of manned spacecraft - handbook
[HASA-CB-1726J p008« H72-12048
Simulated flight tests of waste disposal system
for use on manned spacecraft
[NASA-CB-115327] p01«1 H72-15093
Design and development of prototype wet oxidation
system for water reclamation and fecal/urine
slurry disposition on manned spacecraft
tSASA-CB-112151} p0572 N72-33115
BAHOHETEBS
Design and operation of system for monitoring
systolic and diastolic blood pressures on beat
by beat basis
CAD-744003] p0536 H72-31137
HANDAL COSTBOL
NT CONTBOL STICKS
NT VISUAL COHTBOL
Data display technignes in man operated automatic
control system, assessing information volume
versatility and operability
p0269 A72-26451
Pilot-aircraft system model for relationship
between weapons delivery accuracy and manual
flight control system design, noting display,
computation and control aids to pilot
p0288 A72-28121
Target acquisition by systems with unlagged
acceleration control or rate control with
exponential time lag, discussing number of
approach and control stick movements
P0330 A72-29819
Tracker recovery strategy during temporary target
obscuration in pursuit tracking task, analyzing
control stick movements
P0330 A72-29820
Relationships among isometric forces measured in
aircraft control locations.
pOUSS A72-38706
Displays and controls; Proceedings of the Advanced
Study Institute, Berchtesgaden,.West Germany,
Barch 15-26, 1971.
P0501 A72-11102
Display device layout based on human operator
manual control information reguirements
consideration, discussing functional categories,
motion compatibility, indicators relation and
integration
p0502 A72-H1II04
Human consciousness and choice role in biological
control process automation to define differences
between manual and automatic control systems
P0502 A72-41405
Prediction role in execution of manual control
with display device to aid human operator
adaptation
P0502 472-11106
Ban machine system input via human controller
output transformation, illustrating with
spacecraft lateral position manual control problem
P0502 A72-41IH1
A model for analysing the coordination of manual
movements.
p0503 A72-41413
Hannal workload determination by control
characteristics, control-display relationships, •
demands for dexterity and sensitivity and speed
and accuracy requirements
P0503 A72-IH41*
Ban machine system functions and display and
control role descriptions by flow diagrams, .
giving examples of keying and task in guided
weapon system
pp503 A72-H1U15
Human or computer control role in teleoperator
remote control mechanisms, discussing control
lodes, sensing and transmission time delay
problems
P0503 A72-41416
Computerized supervisory control for
interpretation of snbgoal statements from human
operator to permit teleoperator interaction with
environment without long time delay.'
P0503 A72-»1<H7
Lectures on theory of manual-vehicle control.
P0503 A72-«1<H8
Some contributions to the theory of linear models
describing the control behaviour of the human
A-20.8
SOBJECT IID8I BASS SPBCTBOBBTBBS
operation.
p0503 A72-41419
A lethod for the development and optimization of
controller-models for man-machine systems.
pOSOU A72-41420
Banaal tracking control vith continnoaslr variable
selective control gain in response to system
state, noting intuitive optimization
P0504 A72-41425
Influence of stick efficiency on tracking error
applying two slightly different control elements.
p0504 A72-41429
Besnlts of the investigation of different
extrapolation displays.
pOSOS A72-41431
Development and optimization of a nonlinear
nnltiparameter human operator nodel.
p0507 A72-41949
Hnman operator dynamics for aural compensatory
tracking.
P0507 A72-41950
German monograph - control performance as a
function of the transmission ratio and the
Coulomb friction in the operational element.
p0519 A72-43052
Bannally activated heat pump for mechanically
converting human operator output into heat energy
[HASA-CASE-HPO-10677J . p0044 H72-1108H
Comparison of human eye controlled and hand
controlled tracking tasks
fSC-BB-71-0502] P0205 H72-17082
Analysis of pedal operation by seated operator
vith application to design of foot controls for
automobiles and other equipment
CAD-73531SJ • p0318 H72-21089
Pilot trainee experiment to compare three adaptive
variables and two logic schemes in adaptive
training of manual control
tAD-736621) • P0360 H72-23097
Analyzing manual control maneuvers of Gemini-10
mission to measure describing function of pilot,
vehicle and pi-lot-vehicle combination
CHASA-TH-D-6803] p0389 H72-24116
Principles of arranging manual mechanical
master-slave manipulators
P0572 N72-33107
RAIOAIS
Operation and maintenance instructions for
experimental system used to control surgically
induced infections
TNASA-CE-125097] p0117 H72-14044
Operators reference'manual for BIOHOD computer
graphics system
[E-796-HIH] P0309 H72-20104
Job performance test for determining effectiveness
of OH-1 helicopter used By Vietnamese air force
CAD-715161] P0573 H72-33123
BABIIE BIOLOGY
Eole of nitrogen metabolisn in biological
productivity and marine food chain in temperate
seas
CCD-3826-22] P0306 H72-20084
Marine bionics for duplicating biological systems
and studying pattern recognition mechanisms in
living organisms
CAD-7426381 p0564 H72-32124
BABIHE HAVIGiTIOH
U SOBFACE NAVIGATIOH
HABBIIG
BT ISOTOPIC LABELING
BABS (PIAIKT)
Extraterrestrial life on Bars and Venus and
Jupiter atmospheres, discussing abiogenesis
failures on life-supportable planets
P0064 A72-1U805
Extraterrestrial life search, noting radio contact
vith civilizations, bioastronautics, Bartian
conditions and physicochemical experiments
P0339 A72-30694
BABS ATBO3PHBBE
Planetary atmospheres composition diversity,
discussing evolution of Bars, Venus, earth and
Jupiter from primitive solar nebula
p018« A72-22012
BABS BSVIBOHBEHT
NT BABS ATBOSPHEBE
Bars biology likelihood from long vinter model,
suggesting north polar cap summer remnant
vaporization as atmosphere, liguid vater and
greenhouse effect source
p0225 A72-23717
Life on Bars, investigating ground based and probe
observations of atmospheric composition and
pressure, surface temperature and features and
0V radiation
p0284 472-27624
BIBS LABDIHG
Analytical models for analyzing probable
terrestrial microbial release from unmanned Bars
landing spacecraft
[RASA-CR-126846] P0400 H72-25105
BABS PBOBES
NT VIKIHG LAHDEB SPACBCBAFT
NT VIKIHG BABS PBOGBAB
Space crev radiation dosage calculation from Bars
mission high impulse gas core nuclear rocket
engine exhaust plume fission fragments
P0016 A72-11353
BIBS SURFACE
Viking Lander light scattering experiment to
detect microbial growth from aqueous turbidity
changes in contact vith Bartian soil
p0230 A72-24387
Life on Bars, investigating..ground based and probe
observations of atmospheric composition and
pressure, surface temperature and features and
0V radiation
p0284 A72-27624
Biological instrumentation for the Viking 1975
mission to Bars.
p0541 A72-43396
HAHTIH BILIIABT AIBCBAFI
0 BILITABY AIBCBAPT
HASKIIG
Visual masking effect due to light offset,
investigating human identification response to
tachistoscopic test stimuli on lighted
background vith simultaneous shot-off
P0018 A72-11550
Electrophysiology for auditory temporal masking
mechanism study of cat cochlear nucleus and
inferior colliculus single neurons
p0104 A72-17175
Disparity-associated depth sensation masking,
suggesting visual signal processing inhibitory
mechanisms for crossed and uncrossed stimuli
P0362 A72-31366
Auditory induction of fainter by louder sounds as
perceptual phenomenon cancelling masking effects
p0373 A72-33170
Energy detection model for transient overshoot in
tonal signals masked by narrow band auditory
stimuli, discussing masking produced by gated
sinusoid
P0378 A72-33972
Effect of fringe on masking-level difference vhen
gating from nncorrelated to correlated noise.
p0489 A72-40346
BASKS
NT OXYGEN BASKS
Gas mask-caused air flov resistance effects on
respiratory and circulatory response to
exercise, assessing maximal oxygen uptake
P0330 A72-29818
Cold veather face mask to provide protection from
cold, vind, bloving snov, and frostbite in
environments to -65 F and 35 mph vind velocities
fAD-727744] P0086 H72-12063
Effect of gas masks on endurance of personnel in
exhausting vork and improved performance
following training activity
fAD-7297873 p0129 H72-14127
Operational performance of pneumatic seal-type
facemask design
P0445 B72-27130
Buman factor evaluation of cold veather face masks
fAD-745087] p0573 H72-33127
BASS BALiHCE
Bathematical model for life support system
optimization in terms of reduced mass
minimization as gnality criteria for energy
conversion and metabolic processes
P0554 A72-45133
BASS PILIEBS
0 FLOID FILTERS
BASS SPECTBOHETEBS
Single breath diffusing capacity and alveolar dead
space measurements for carbon 18 monoxide using
A-249
HISS SPECTBOBBTBI SUBJECT ISDEI
respiratory mass spectrometer
P0069 A72-15215
BASS SPBCTBOHETBT
0 BASS SPECTBOSCOPT
BASS SPECTBOSCOPI
' • Teflon diffusion membrane for in vivo blood and
intramyocardial tissue gas'tension measurement
by mass spectroscopy without chemically bonded
heparin surface ' '
' P0173 172-20901
Spacecraft atmosphere trace.contaminant sensor
system using mass spectrometric analysis of
contaminants concentrated on sorbehts in' monitor
inlet system
fASBB PAPEB 72-EHAV-15] pO<!61 A72-39162
Kjeldahl semimicro and mass spectroscopic methods
for studying atmospheric nitrogen assimilating
ability of qnail embryo
fHASA-fT-P-111273] ' p0382'H72-24069
BASS TBHSFEB ; •
Unsteady state description of living corneal mass
transport modes, elucidating cornea thickness
control mechanism
pO«98 172-40912
BATCBII6
Visual and haptic perception in angle reproduction
matching task, noting performance differences
relation to nature of form discrimination and'task
P0236 A72-25126
BATEBIAL IBSOBPTIOH
Spacecraft functional properties degradation due
to surface contamination with ontgassing vapors,
'discussing contaminant materials transport and
sorption characteristics
P0541 '172-43619
BATEBIAL BA1AICE
HI BATES BALANCE •
BATBBIALS ' '
Tables and bibliographies on preserving biological
materials
tHASA-CB-1ia«22] • p02«1 H72-18080
BATEBIALS HAHDLIHG '
HI FEBOTB H1HDLIHG
Asbestos reinforced plastics safe handling and
manipulation ensured by regulations provided,
precautions ' ' '
p0265 A72-2S5a9
Parametric analysis of intravehicular manned cargo
transfer in simulated weightlessness
fNAS»-THiD-677»1 P0316 H72-21075
BATEBIALS BECOVBBT
HT WATEB BECL1HATIOH ' '" '
BATEBIALS TESTIBG BBACTOBS
D NUCLEAR BESEABCB AHD TEST BEACTOBS
BATEBIALS TESTS
Flame resistant materials fo'r aircraft fire
fighter protective clothing from systems
approach tests
P0180 A72-21585
Design and development of Apollo space suits with
emphasis on materials nsed and combination of
materials to obtain desired protection
p0196 N72-16426
Specialized tests and evaluation of nonmetallic
materials nsed in Apollo space suits
P0196 N72-16432
Development of procedures for evaluating
suitability of materials for spacecraft
structures based on outgassing of objectionable
odors
P0196 N72-16434
BATHEBATICAL AHLTSIS ' '
0 APPLICATIONS OF BATBEBATICS '
BATHEBATICAL LOGIC
HT ALGOBITHHS .
HT SET TBEOBI
NT THBESBOLD LOGIC ' '
Truth table classification and numerical
identification of'character patterns of'elements
in groups and clusters'
P0215 A72-22644
Sequences of natural numbers mapped into
transclassic systems ' '
CAD-732294] p0196 H72-16064
Bole of statistical hypothesis testing'in psychology
[B1E-LIB-TBANS-1649] p0471 H72-28062
BATHBBATICAL BODBLS
HT 1HALOG SIHOLATIOH '' '
HT DIGITAL SIBOLATIOH '
Planetary guarantine cost and mission success
constraints, formulating mathematical models for
international goals and implementation systems
. P0010 A72-10819
Lateral spatial interactions of sensory' receptors,
discussing mathematical theory for monocular
visual inputs,described by real^ valued functions
on continnnm
P0014 172-11196
Oxygen distribution in human brain under
countercurrent capillary blood flov conditions,
presenting mathematical simulation for transport
in ICrogh system
, , . P0024 A72-r12037
Chlorella growth rate model, presenting specific
photosynthetic and urea and carbon dioxide
utilization rates
P0024 A72-12038
Bathematical model for radiation'damage cross
section linear energy transfer dependence,,
explaining experimental values of' relative , /'
biological effectiveness
[CEBH-71-16] " ' . . ; ' . P0024'A72-12052
Human arm arterial pressure and flow pulsations
numerical analysis, constructing electrical .
analog circuit from mathematical model .
' ' ' pOO»9 A72-12951
Bathematical models for man-machine control
behavior in biodynamic environments.including
manual control performance and interface elements
pOOSl' A72-13162
Human and animal.controlled self rotating ,
maneuvers during free fall, comparing
theoretical motion analysis *ith photographs of
falling cats
p0059 A72-14709
External biodynamic models for human mechanical
response to various environmental forces,
emphasizing injury mechanisms ' '
fAD-736985] >0073 A72-15266
Analytical model'for living biological tissue
transient heat transfer, taking into account
conduction, storage,.generation, convection and
blood flow effects ' !
CASBE PAPEB 71-»A/HT-363 ' p0095 172-15887
Hathematical model for blood leucocyte population
changes after radiation exposure within Blair
model leucocytes hemopoietic to cardiovascular
systems transport
' P0099 A72-16635
Blood flow mathematical formulation, considering
tissues constitutive egnations, geometrical
configurations, arterial wave propagation, etc
. ' p0111 A72-17959
Heart pacemaker activity during muscular exertion,
developing mathematical model, based on system
dynamics transient'processes analysis
p0112 A72-18059
Hathenatical-physical model'for laser pulsed
radiation-induced pressure wave transmission
through surface and internal biological tissues
' ' ' p0113 A72-18150
EEG discharges virtual dipolar sources
computation, using mathematical model with
homogeneous spherical conductive medium to
simulate human head
.p0114 A72-18201
Artificial biped locomotion dynamic egnilibrinm,
representing mathematical model by two nonlinear
differential egnations with variable coefficie'nts
p0115 172-18703
Electrical cardiac activity computer simulation .
model including bibphysically faithful
conduction system and electrocardiograms for '
. high fidelity production
p0153 172-19313
Bathematical model for semicircular canal dynamic
response'to angular acceleration, emphasizing
role 'of perilymph over endolymph in cnpnla
displacement
, pOISS A72-19491
Hathematical model 'physical.structure,
effectiveness 'and limitations .for circadian
rhythms, discussing•Princeton and modified
'biochemical models
P0156,172-19530
Honlinear model for computer simulation 'of human
arterial system, using finite difference
technique for pressure and flow calculations
A-250
SUBJECT IHDB1 H1THE8ATICAL HODE1S COHTD
P0165 172-20357
Human-performance and exhaustion predictive, model
from responses to exercise and
stresses, considering circnlati
regulation, work load and oxyge
Convective heat transfer from ham
nvironmental
, thermal
pressure effects
P0166 A72-20358
n form, using
tatue physicalcylindrical model and aluminum
replica in-oven and vind tunnel air flow studies
P0172 472-20892
Soviet papers on human higher nervous activity
'physiology covering conditioned reflexes and
adaptive behavior, nenrotropic substance
effects, mathematical and structural modeling, etc
' -. p0181 172-21834
Conditioned reflex activity, discussing biological
and nervous system, electric analog simulation
and mathematical and structural modeling
P0182 A72-21842
Hark VII ear performance calculation procedure for
perceived loadness or noisiness levels relation
to sound pressure, using experimental fregaency
weighting contours
P0182 172-21895
Hathematical model of skin contact cooling tube
device for human body thermonentrality
maintenance in various environments
, p0217 A72-22821
Hunan left ventricle measurements, modeling,
' ' control and simulation for heart monitoring
purposes, describing muscle performance
mathematical model 'and stress effect prediction
control system
P0228 172-23921
Stochastic models of human performance
effectiveness functions reliability and
correctability from error data generated by
tracking and vigilance'tasks
P0229 172-24001
Cochlea enclosed two dimensional cavity potential
flow model for fluid mechanical theory of hearing
P0230 172-24295
Hathematical model for arterial system pressure,
blood flow and dimensional changes, examining
cardiac ejection dynamics and vascula'ture
mechanical properties and viscoelasticity
' p0234 172-24812
Gabor-Helson myocardium electrical activity model
for mathematical construction of
vectorcardiograph from ECG for comparison of
various lead systems
'p0273 172-26629
Hathematical model of extracellular pH in brain
tissue from blood and cerebrospinal fluid
acid-base parameters for respiration central
chemosensitive mechanism study
P0273 172-26660
Pilot-aircraft system model for relationship
nbetween weapons delivery accuracy and manual
~flight control system design, noting display,
computation and control aids to pilot
P0288 172-28121
Hodified Van der Fol wave motion oscillator model
for prediction of aortic dynamic response to
negative g impact accelerations
P0292 172-28271
Electrophysiologic data acguisition by multiple
dipole type of inverse electrocardiographic
procedure based on model data, noting favorable
and unfavorable dipole array configuration
P0326 172-28997
Human hand-arm system vibration characteristics,
describing mechanical impedance measurements for
mathematical modeling
P0330 172-29559
Divided attention effect localization, using
choice tracking task reaction times in '
segnential stage model for human information
processing
P0332 A72-29852
Hyelinated nerve fiber mathematical model for
action potential transmission mechanism analysis
during relative refractory phases ' '
P0338 172-30597
Linear systems theory for mathematical model of
retinal image and ganglion cell excitation,
calculating receptor layer luminance
distributions for several stimulus patterns
P0362 172-31367
Analytical model for nohpenetrating impact caused
head injuries, evaluating protective device
effectiveness via energy absorption <
characteristics •, .
P0369 172-32602
Predictive model for human operator performance in
short term visual information processing based
on psychological research to obtain decision
accuracy and response time
P0378 172-33865
Hybrid computer simulation of cochlea mathematical
model, noting nonlinear damping
p0378' 172-33971
Bathematical model for flow limitation in
collapsible tube in relation to pressure in
pulmonary and circulatory system
' . pO«21 172-35972
Hathematical models for flow ejection and aorta
pressures based on displacement
ballistocardiography and time dependent
incompressible flow theories respectively
P0422 172-36035
Hathematical methods for improving the .
significance of scintigrams
, P0423 A72-36425
1 stochastic biobnrden model'for spacecraft
sterilization. .
' P0424 A72-36442
in analytical description of the line element in
the zone-fluctuation model of colour vision.' I,
I I . ' ' . • • • • . •
p0426 172-36606
Dynamics of dissolution of gas babbles or pockets
in tissues.
P0429 172-37027
Digital computer simulation of human systemic .
arterial pulse wave transmission - A nonlinear
model. . . . .
' P0429 172-37028
. Theoretical models for speed-accuracy tradeoff
during difficult visual discrimination tasks
under time pressure
P0430 172-37220
Hodels of neurons reacting to input signal
alternation in space and time
P0450 172-37424
Neuron mathematical model synthesis from
'algorithms to construct neural.networks and.
single threshold element in network form
P0450 172-37425
Rathematical model of two-component alga-bacteria
biocenosis
.' . p0491 172-40431
Crystalline lens optical structure in human eye,
representing on and off axis imaging
characteristics by mathematical model
P0495 172-40737
1 mathematical model of the chemoreflex control of
.ventilation. . . .
P0498 172-40917
Two explanations of temporal changes in
ability-skill relationships - A literature
review and theoretical analysis.
; P0499 172-41015
Lectures on theory of manual-vehicle control.
P0503 172-41418
Some contributions to the theory of linear models
describing 'the control behaviour of the human
operation.
P0503 172-41419
The design of a nonlinear multi-parameter model
for the human operator.
P0504 172-41421
The functional organisation of object directed
human intended-movement and the forming of a
mathematical model*
P0504 A72-41422
The influence of a prediction display on the human
transfer characteristics.
P0505 A72-41432
Development and optimization of a nonlinear
multiparameter human operator model.
P0507 A72-41949
Empirical support for a stochastic model of
evolution.
P0541 A72-43565
Possibility of determining the lung ventilation
volume by the mathematical modeling method
P0551 172-44597
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BATHEHATICAL STATISTICS SUBJECT IHDEI
Belative position of the rib within the chest and
its deternination on living subjects with the
aid of a computer program.
P0552 172-11957
Hathematical aodel for life support system
optimization -in terns of reduced aass
minimization as quality criteria for energy--
• conversion and metabolic processes
pOSSI A72-15133
Problems of coupler object modeling based on
heuristic self-organization ; • • -• •
.P0556 A72-45509
Hathematical description of a human operator in
ergatic control systems , - , - • • •
. . . • P0556 A72-15511
Hathematical aodel of more effective protection
for shipboard personnel against shock-excited .
. deck motions
TAD-727.1331 p0037 B72-1009H
Hathematical model for stability and control of .
legged locomotion systems
flD-7278061 . p0039 H72-10113V .
Hathematical model for adapting .psychometric data .
in automated pilot performance evaluation ,•- *
fAD-726632] p0086 H72-12062' •
Selected articles on mathematical or simulation
models of human thermoregnlation • • -- ; "• -
fBASA-CB-115268] .
 : p0087 B72-13057
Hathematical model of hematopoietic radiation. . .: ...
damage and recovery in haman body • ....
P0121 H72-11073 . <
Hathematical model of optical illusions and
figural aftereffects • .
[AD-728111] P0128 B72-.11120
Validity of input noise approximations for 'human- .-- •;
respon-se modeling in man machine systems '• •
CAD-730112] . p0130 B72-11133
Bodel of human subject and ejection seat used to t
calculate aerodynamic and dynamic forces, <- . / >•.
deflections, and trajectories for zero speed and
high speed ejections .
. [AD-730907]. p0131 H72-11137
Hathematical model-for.human color vision process
simulation
P0132, B72-15030
Hathematical model of psychophysiological
relationship between sensation and stimulus in -
human color perception ' •« ' • , • • ' - .
P0132 H72-15031
Grassmann algebra for, functional model of color ,
vision statics in human perception
P0132 H72-15032
Hathematical model for linear stationary operator - ••
describing relationship between stimulus.and . .
evoked potential in electroretinograms . .
P0132 H72-15033
Set theory in developing mathematical model of • . - .
entire organism , • .
[AD-729863] P0138 H72-15071
Quantitative psychological correlates of human
visual system model ...
fAD-731197] ... . p0110 H72-15090
Impact force of human volunteers dropped from lov
heights, and mathematical model..
. P0197 872-16767
Hathematical models for determining enzyme . •
activity and nitrification of terrestrial soil
in relation to Bars surface exploration
[BASA-CB-125591J , . :p0239 B72-18062
Linear and angular acceleration terminology, human
acceleration simulation, airplane airbaq. ,
restraint systems, and mathematical models of .
automobile crash loads
:
 ' . , : p0259,872-19155
Computerized simulation model for studying . "
performance of air bag
TPB-201170] p0261 H72-19181
Hathematical models for determining natnre of
electrosensing mechanism and its sensitivity in
fish . . .
tAD-731027} .P0308 B72-20093
Hathematical models for predicting safety margins
in planetary quarantine
fNASA-CB-126032] p0313 B72-21050
Hathematical models.for analyzing sequential and
continuous motor behavior in humans - ...
CAD-731681] p031« H72-21060
Hathematical models for distance perception, by
operators of man machine systems in motion.
based on visible brightness of landmarks'
P0389 B72-21129
Approaches to problems involved in strncturing and
modeling of robots
P0390 B72-21132
Adaptive human operator model in pursuit tracking
problem
P0390 H72-21134
Hathematical models for describinq pilot ' '
performance durinq multiple inpnt^outpnt
controller tasks
fBASA-CB-112018] p0103 B72-25128
Bathematic modeling, automata theory, speech
synthesis, and mechanical model of heart and lungs-
rJPBS-56072) P0405 B72-25135
Physical models for visual - vestibnlar
interactions in simulatinq human nystaqmic eye
movements • •
TAD-737795] pOIUO B72-27090
Control system analysis for mathematical nodelinq
of respiratory protective devices . •- ' :
•P0115 B72-27128
Hybrid real time simulated mathematical models of
human cardiovascular system ~
[HASA-CB-20811 pOD68 B72-28039
Biblioqraphic compendium on mathematical models
used to analyze thermoreqnlation'and heat
transfer in mammals - • •
tBASA-TH-I-62172] p0168 B72-28013'
Continuous confiquration model of spine under. * '
axial dynamic impact .
TAD-739219] p0173 B72-28077
Theoretical static moment analysis of knee joint,
quadriceps mechanism, and patella
[AD-710155] i 'P0523 B72-30076
Development of data support system with models for
predicting factors affecting human performance
[AD-7U0665] . p0523 B72-30080
Use of mathematical model for evaluation of-head '
injury severity index criteria ' ' -.•
tAD-710111] p0521 H72-30087
Bnltideqree, nonlinear mathematical models of
whole-body kinetics for- engineering design of
protective systems for-acceleration.exposures of
humans •
[AD-710111] - P0525 B72-30090
Bonlinear mathematical models for determining
human dynamic response to low -freguency vibrations
[AD-710162] • p0527 B72-30100
Hathematical models for testing effectiveness of
multilayered viscoelastic and elastic-plastic
brain protection system during .impact shock
. [AD-7104611 p0527 B72-30102
Hathematical models for impact studies including
spinal and head injuries . ''-,
[AD-710165] p0527 B72-30103
Hathematical models for determining effect of
dynamic loading on spinal fluid and spinal
porosity • - '
fAD-7it0172] i>0528 B72-30107
Hathematical model for nonlinear multiparameter
man machine system to be run on hybrid computer
[PB-5] p0531 B72-31122
HATBEHJTICAL STATISTICS
U STATISTICAL ABALISIS . . .
HATBICES . . .
Pattern recognition by computerized local
processing of binary matrix representations -
. A72-10176
HATBIZ TBEOBT
Two element matrix patterns generation with
different degrees of internal constraint,
developing objective complexity measures based
on information theory or symmetry and qronpinq
considerations
. ' . . - • • - pOOOS A72-10715
SATDBE yEGETATIOB '
U VEGETATIOB
HAIIHOH LIKELIHOOD BSTIHATES
Psycholoqical criteria for flyinq personnel
selection in civil aviation, noting performance
prediction based on maximum likelihood estimates
P0311 A72-30816
HCDOBHELL HILITABI AIBCBAPT
U HILITAB! AIBCBAFT
HEASOBE AID IBTEGBATIOH
BT BEI6HTIBG PUBCTIOBS
HEASDBIHG APPABATUS
D HEASUBIBG IBSTBUHEHTS
A-252,
SUBJECT IHDBI HBDICAL ELBCTBOHICS
HEiSOBIBG IHSTBUBBHTS I ,
HI ALTIHETEBS
HT AHALTZBBS -
ST ATTITUDE IHDIC&TOBS . . ,
HT COOHTEES
HI DEHSITOHBTEBS
HT DOSIBETEBS
HT ELECTBOPHOTOBETEBS
HT EBGOBETEHS
HI PLIGHT BECOBDEBS
BT FLOHBETEBS
HT GEODJBBTEBS
HT BOT-FILB,AHEBOBETEBS
HT HOT-HIBE AHEHOBETEBS
HT IHDICATIHG,IHSTBDBEHTS
HT IHFBABBD DETECTOBS
HT IHFBABBD SCAHBEBS
HT HAGHETOBETEBS
HT BABOHETBBS ' •
HT BASS SPECTBOBBTEBS
HT BICBODBHSITOBETEBS ' • .
HT BICBOIAVE PBOBE5
HT OCOLOBBTEBS
HT OPTICAL BEASOBIHG IHSTBOBEHTS
HT OSCILLOGBAPHS .
HT OXYGEN ANALIZBBS . • .
HT PLAH POSITION IHDICATOBS
HT PHEDBAIIC PBOBES
HT POSITIOH IHDICATOBS
HT BADIATIOH COOHTEBS
HT BADIATIOH DETECTOBS
HT BADIATIOH BEASOBIRG INSTRUMENTS
HT BESPIBOHETEBS
HT BHEOBETEBS
HT SATELLITE-BOBHE IHSTBDHEBTS
HT SCIHTILLATIOH COOHTBBS
HT SILICOH BADIATIOH DETECTOBS
HT SPECTBOBETEBS - - •
HT SPECTBOEHOTOBETEBS ' '
HT TEBPEBATUBE PBOBES
HT TBHSOHETEBS
HT THEBHOBETEBS • • .
HT THBESBOLD DETECTOBS (DOSIBETEBS)
Universal perception aeter for measurements in
•ork psychology laboratories, discussing
characteristics and operation
p0056 A72-13884
An automated instrument for monitoring the quality
of recovered vater.
fASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-16] . > pO»61 A72-39161
Bedical spectral analyzer for monitoring
physiological processes in mammalian subjects
p008« H72-120B5
Testing paradigm for training and measuring visual
acuity in Bhesns monkeys' suffering from retinal
burn .
rAD-733488] . •. ' p0255 H72-19116
Egnipment designed for accurately measuring .
mechanical response of man during impact
p0259 H72-19115
Goggle device for measuring visually perceptive
direction of space !
[BASA-CB-125859] p0309 H72-20102
BBCBAHICAL DEVICES
Hev modifications of manipulators for
investigations using microelectrodes
P0509 A72-H2073
Chemical liguids, chemical gases, and mechanical
methods for microbial decontamination of
spacecraft
fHASA-CB-125688] P0252 H72-19094
Bechanical heart and lungs system, with
hypothetical polymer deformable upon contact
vith blood ' •
P0405 H72-25110
Implantable pressure transducers suitable for both
arterial and venous applications
rPB-207712] . pO«78 H72-28110
BECHABICAL DBITES
HT HELICOPTEB PBOPELLEB DBIVE
Graf driving machine for determining sobering
effect of caffeine and pervitin on intoxicated
individual
rHASA-TT-F-1456<l] p0561 H72-32099 .
BECHAHICAL IBPEEAHCE
Bechanical impedance and phase angle time
variation in restrained primate during prolonged
sinusoidal vibration
fASBE PAPEB 71-IA/BBF-8] P0095 A72-15916
Supine human body mechanical impedance under
combined stress of vibration and sustained
acceleration
P0292 172-28270
Human hand-arm system vibration characteristics, -
describing mechanical impedance measurements for
mathematical modeling -
P0330 A72-29SS9
flaman body or dummy mechanical impedance
calculation by acceleration measurement at two
point reference system with circular spring
supporting mass
p0370 A72-32608
Beasnrement of specific mechanical impedance of
, the skin - Effects of static force, site of
stimulation, area of probe, and presence of a
P0189 A72-403U7
Bechanical impedance model for human and primate
head injury due to linear impacts
[AD-7U0474] p0528 H72-30109
BBCBAHICAL HEASDBEBEHT
HT DISPLACEBEHT HEASOBEBEBT
ST FLOS HEASDBEBEHT '
BT FBICTION BEASDBEBEHT
BT PBESSUBE HEASOBEBEBTS
BT VELOCITY BEASOBEBEHT
BT 7IBBATIOB BBASOBEBEBT
BECBAHICAL OSCILLATOBS
HT PEHDULUBS
BECHAHICAL PBOPBBTIES
HT BBITTLEHESS
HT COBPBESSIVE STBEHGTH
ST ELASTIC PBOPEBTIES
BT PIBEB STBEHGTH
HT HODDLOS OP ELASTICITY
BT STBESS RELAXATION
BT TBEBBAL RESISTANCE
HT TISCOELASTICITY
Structural and mechanical characteristics of human
connective tissue
P0258 H72-19100
Biodynamic modelling of mechanical properties of
skin and soft tissues
[AD-7<10a»9] p0525 H72-30092
BECHAHICAL BESOBABCE
D BESOHAHT VIBRATION
HECBAHICAL SHOCK
Hev mechanical device for producing traumatic
shock in dogs - Circulatory and respiratory
responses. '
P0511 A72-42490
HBDIA
HT AHISOTBOPIC HEDIA
BEOICAL ELBCTBOHICS
Picoscale blood diagnostic device for red and
white cell count, noting piston principle
electronic operation
P0221 A72-23257
Electromagnetic velocity and flow measurements
technignes application to cardiovascular
patients, discussing utilization problems
P0221 A72-23275
Biological cell sorting by differential
fluorescence generated electric signals via
laser beam illuminated liquid stream
P0222 A72-23103
Digital evoked brain potential detector using
multichannel amplitude analyzers
P0323 A72-28645
Considerations in the design of an automatic
visual field tester.
P0429 A72-37013
Heedle type solid state detectors for in vivo
measurement of tracer activity.
P0430 A72-37194
•Vl-like1 and 'aVF-like' leads for continuous
electrocardiographic monitoring.
:
 P0449 A72-37244
An automatic measuring and recording system for
clinical electro-ocnlography.
pOifl)9 A72-37400
Implantable blood pressure telemetry system.
P0457 A72-38824
Techniques and procedure for differential
ballistooscillography of extremities.
P0463 A72-39325
Badiorespirometry in the case of Hork and sports
activities
1-253
HBDICAL BODIPHBBT SOBJECT IWDBX
pOSOB 472-42071
Carotid displacement pulse first time derivative
recording as noninvasive technique for heart
function assessment
p05«9 A72-44561
Instrnmentation for pre-compnter processing of
electromyogram signals
P0078 H72-12006
Biotelemetry measurement of rhythms in
gastrointestinal system of animals and human
beings
P0193 H72-16043
HEDICiL BQOIPREIT
HI AETIPIC11I HEABT VALVES
FT CiBDIOIlCHOBBTEES
BT PBOSTHBTIC DEVICES
HI BESPIBATOBS
BT SURGICAL IBSTBOflEHTS
Hedical eguipoent advancements through NASA
sponsored aerospace research program, describing
prosthetic urethal valve, ear oximeter,
radiation dosimeter and electronyographic muscle
trainer
P0114 A72-18616
Cardiac catheterization practice review,
discussing pediatric and adult cardiology, risk
reduction, diagnostic aids, relationship to
radiology and laboratory equipment complexity
p0168 A72-20553
Therapeutic electromedical equipment hazards due
to electromagnetic interaction, considering
implantation and simulation of human body
P0369 A72-32572
Digital systems for data acguisition and storage
for medical imaging instruments
rOBO-2401-37] p0045 B72-11089
Hedical spectral analyzer for monitoring
physiological processes in mammalian subjects
p0084 H72-12015
Prototype slide stainer-for blood smear tests on
Skylab A
CHASA-CB-115264] p0087 H72-13058
Health physics eguipment and systems
- CA/COHF-49/P/352] p0194 H72-16052
Simplified manufacturing techniques for !
ultraminiature capacitive pressure transducers
for physiological measurements
fPB-201938] p0246 B72-18117
Automatic histocompatibility testing of cells
CHASA-CB-125590] p0248 F72-19071
Feasibility and efficiency of portable
recompression chamber for treating decompression
sickness
rAD-733704] p0263 H72-19178
Biomedical system for measuring volume and volume
variations of human body under zero gravity
conditions ,
rBASA-CASE-BSC-13972-1] p0309 H72-20105
Prosthetic device with sensing means for detecting
tactile stimuli
rsASA-CASE-BFS-16570] p0310 H72-20111
Pressure ramp programmer for automatic blood
pressure measurements
[FASA-CB-115508] p0316 B72-21074
Portable equipment for detecting myocardial activity
rAD-735882] p0318 H72-21084
Aerospace technology transfer and utilization in
biomedical systems
rHASA-CB-126404] 'p0356 B72-23065
Aerospace technology transfer and utilization in
medical research and health care
P0356 H72-23069
Application of aerospace technology to medical
equipment, and cleaning and diagnostic
procedures of earth health care systems
CSASA-CB-126664] p0381 B72-24056
Ultrasonic Doppler method for monitoring'
biomechanical processes of cardiac activity in
enclosed men
' p0387 B72-24105
Hethod and design for securing implanted
electrodes during chronic experiments
p0389 B72-24114
Tilting table for testing human body in variety of
positions while exercising'on ergometer or other
• biomedical devices
fHASA-CASE-BFS-21010-1] P0403 H72-25127
Automatic system for measuring and monitoring
systolic and diastolic blood pressure in humans
[HASA-CASB-BSC-13999-1] p0405 B72-25142
Design of white blood cell counting system for use
in Skylab IBSS
[HASA-CB-115706] p0475 H72-28086
Bioinstrnmentation for improving Apollo biomedical
ground monitoring system
CHASA-CB-128536] posee H72-32138
Use of low level counting Ge(Li) detectors in
nuclear medicine
rUCBL-73023] p0572 H72-33119
BEDICAL PEBSOIIBL | .
BT FLIGHT SUBGEOBS ,
BT PHISICIAB'S
Civil aeronautics environment relation ,to
psychiatrists and medical psychologists
treatment of air navigation personnel,.
discussing chemotherapentic and
psychotherapeutic treatment administration
problems
P0151.A72-19243
Bethods for protecting medical personnel from
ionizing radiation during diagnostic and
therapeutic procedures
[BP-19051] P0351 B72-22080
BEDICAL PBEIOHEBA .
Permanent flight nnfitness attributable to air .
service, noting orthopedic traumatic sequelae,
cardiovascular illnesses, psychological and
ophthalmological causes '
P0177 A72-21273
Diving operations medical aspects significance for
manned planetary surface exploration in high
density atmospheres, considering protective '
clothing, breathing .apparatus and gas mixtures,
etc
p0280 A72-27U15
Statistical survey of barosinnsitis incidence in
U.S. Bavy flying personnel during altitude
chamber training, discussing diagnostic methods
and clinical management
. p0292 A72-28274
USAF aircraft accidents/incidents involving
aircrewmen with medical waiver on various
visual, cardiopulmonary and other chronic
pathological and psychiatric conditions
p0297 A72-28315
Beview of aeromedical records for grounding USAF
flying personnel during 1956-1970, noting
increased age factor effect
P0297 A72-28316
BEDICAL SCIEBCB
HI ABESTBESIOLOGT ' .
BT DEBTISTBT
HI EFDOCBIBOLOGY - ,
BT GEBIATBICS , -
BT HISTOLOGY
NT IBBDNOLOGI
BT BEUBOLOGT
BT BEDBOPStCHIATBY
BT OBTHOPEDICS
BT OTOLABYBGOLOGY
BT PATHOLOGY . .
BT PSYCHIATBY , .
BT BADIATIOH HEDICIHE
BT BADIOBIOLOGY ' .
BT BADIOLOGY
BT BADIOPATHOLOGY
BT SOCIAL PSYCSIATBY
HI SYHPTOBOLOGY ,
BT TOOTH DISEASES
BT DBOLOGY
Hedical primatology - Conference, Hew York,
September 1969
pOOSO A72-13068
Biotelemetry applications in medicine, animal
experiments and ecology, including .
ergonometrics, internal bleeding detection,
fetal monitoring, animal brain implantations,
animal movement tracking, etc
p0160 A72-19916
Collaboration of world Health Organization and
various international astronantical
organizations for space technology applications
-to man-environment relationships and medical and
communication sciences . .
p0165 A72-20300
.Clinical observations as a research method in
physiology
P0416 A72-35017
A-254
SUBJECT IHDEX BEBBBABBS
Piqs role as ideal experimental animal _in human
'bi'omedical 'research, discussinq investigations
" to emphasize similarities • - '
p0121 A72-36110
•
!
 Russian book1- Theory and practice of aviation
• Bedicine " *' ' • '
, .pOISO 472-37117
"
rIntroduction to experimental psychology including
methods in perception, learning, sociology, and
diagnostics :
P0039 H72-10108
Development of laboratory technique for
deterlining physiological effects of medication
on flying personnel and spacecrews ' ' '
CAD-726651] ' --L • . ,^0082 H72-12031
Articles of'European scientific research'
tAD-729288] ' ' ' ' P0118 H72-11051
Development of method for measuring epidermal
thickness for' application to radiation dosimetry
[BD/B/B-1931-PT-3] p0190 H72-16012
'Analysis of histologic substrate of
atherosclerosis transpiring 'without symptoms'in
yonnq human subjects • • • • ; • ' • . ' • •
•' p0201 H72-17073
•Measurement 'of skin temperature in healthy, male
human subjects to determine areas of .maximum ' "
thermostabiiity for various ambient 'tempe'ratures
; :,' ' ' ., .P.0204.H72-17071
Medical science'research projects involving cell
. structure, malaria, hepatitis, h'emolytic
streptococcus, acute renal failure, and effects
of lasers • . , i .. , .
 4 .
[AD-730310]- . ' •'- 'PP2I12 B72-18090
Aerospace technology applied 'to medical research,
monitoring various -biological functions
[HASA-CS-125616] p0215 H72-18106
Immnnoassay of pulmonary oat cell cancer extracts
to confirm bioassay results and "development of
antibodies 'to bxytocin and' vasopressin
[BASA-CB-126395] '. ' p0356 H72-23070
Effects of radiation from ruby an'd 'neodymium
'• lasers on components of human .eye and
applications to correct physical defects' in eye
structure < ? . - • • • * • •
[JPBS-55701j ' . ;s ; ' p0382 H72-21067
Utilization of computer technology in biomedical
'data processing
C&D-737676] ; . ' ,;.;'. ^ ' p0385 N72-21086
Research in'agriculture, computers"and '
cybernetics, medicine, 'and electronics
CJPBS-56202J p0133 N72-26061.
Redical aspects of human cold acclimatization
during stay in polar regions
tJPBS-56225] P0433 H72-26062
Analysis of effects of external and internal
environments on information retrieval process in
human subjects and application for determining .
human reliability
[iD-710666] P0523 H72-30081
Hedical atlas of radionnclides used in medicine,
biology, industry, and agriculture
rEDR-1606] p0568 H72-133082
Proposals for applications of data processing to
medical science, including research, technology
development, and demonstration projects ' .
tBBB»-PB-Dy-72-03] p0569 B72-33083
BEDICAL SEBTICES '".'. . ' *
NASA sponsored medical R and D programs for space
applications, stressing benefits to eartEbonnd
medical services •'
P0111 A72-18626
Civil aviation physician dqties for airline
personnel and passenger benefit, discnssing •
medical advice, health precaution's,' 'first aid
• ' training,' etc
; . -
 poi76 -A72-21269
A model corporate pilot physical .program. *'
• ' " . ' p'0165 A72-39746
Airport medical design guide Xnith comment on
certain operational masters/. '
' ' ' P0511 A72-,12500
Application of planetary |g'aarantine methodology
and spacecraft sterilizVtion' techndloqy to
improved health care delivery. ''
' ' ' ' pO"554 A72-15118
Sole of flight surgeon and physician-pilot in
' 'evaluation and treatment of jet fighter pilots
' ''"•• p0121 N72-11091
Bathematical methods for treating biomedical
problems in chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and
mental health "
COSCEE-118] p0523 S72-30069
HBDICISE . '
Policy making process qoverninq medical research
on humans
CHASA-CB-126612J p0386 N72-21093
HEETIB6S
D COHPEBEHCES
HEHBBAHE ABALO6I
0 BEHBBABE STBDCTDBES
0 SIBOCTBBAL AHALISIS . , .
HBHBBiHE STBUCIDBES
Tree radicals participation in cell membrane
biopotential generation mechanism, comparing '
properties of protein molecules vith
semiconductors
,p0029 A72-12318
Teflon diffusion 'membrane for in vivo blood and
intramyocardial tissue gas tension measurement
by mass spectroscopy without chemically bonded
heparin surface
p0173 A72-20901
' Myocardium excitation-contraction mechanism in.
heart regulation, discussing surface membrane
structure and cell action potential
. ' . . ' . • , p0213 A72-22222
Artificial heart-lungs model vith contractile
polymer membrane as synthetic muscles to react
v'ith ga'ses and lignids, discussing design features
^ p0233 A72-2U6UO
Ionic and hydrophobic interactions effects on
Hicrococcus lysodeikticns membrane stabilization
process ' ' ''
' ' .P0337 A72-30595
Review and forecast of electron microscope studies
of membrane systems in terms of fundamental
. problems of bioaedical research and molecular
biology , ,,
'p0551 A72-11869
Freeze-etchinq method for studying yeast cell,
envelope structure
. CHASA-TT-P-.11308] ' p0169 H72-28016
BEHBBASE TBEORT
D BEBBBANE STRUCTURES
O STBOCTOBAL AHALISIS
HEBBBAHES
HT CHOHOID BEHBRANES
NT ION EZCBAHGE BEBBRABE ELECTROLYTES
HT BEBBEASE STRUCTURES . ' .
flolecular evolution of biological membrane from
lipid' film to lipoprotein particle assembly,
using bacterial biochemistry
, p0062 A72-11786
Primitive earth model of ion selective enzymatic
asymmetric synthetic membrane' for accelerated
nutrients and metabolites transfer studies
J . p0062 A72-11787
Ion selective accumulation model of carbohydrates
diffusing through artificial polymer membranes,
relating prebioloqical systems to catalytic
microsystems ' . "
" , ' p0062 A72-11788
Oriqin and development of plasma membrane derived .
invaqinations in Vinca rosea, observing
endocytosis in plant cells
. . p0095 A72-15810
Structure,, function and origin of bioloqical
1
 membranes, considering related surface phenomena
' " '
 P0183 A72-22008
Henron networks dynamic behavior in terms of
linear differential equations for membrane
potential changes 'and neuron threshold'
. , p0288 A72-27925
Qualitative microscopic model for. biologic
postsynaptic membrane .vith tunneling chemical
bonds, noting selective ionic conductivity as
function of electric field
p0321 A72-28769
Badioprotectants /mexamine and cystamine/ .effects,
on histo-hematic barrier permeability in rats
under hypokinetic conditions '
P0326 A72-29308
Lamellar structure and rhodopsin location in,,
bleached and unbleached rod photoreceptor
membranes of dark adapted froq retinas by 1 ray
diffraction study
' p0367 A72-32199
A-255
SUBJECT IHDBI
Hemoglobin-facilitated diffcsion of oxygen -
Interfacial aod thickness effects.
P0425 472-36569
Studies of the electron transport chain of
extremely halophilic bacteria. VII -
Solubilization properties of menadione redactase.
P0450 472-37649
Stadv of the conductivity of the motor neuron
membrane during snpraspinal stimulation
P0493 A72-40585
Unsteady state description of living corneal Bass
transport modes, elucidating cornea thickness
control mechanism
P0498 A72-40912
The effect of membrane parameters on the
properties of the nerve impulse.
P0507 A72-U1936
Ideal tracer theory for transfer of chemical
species through various membranes
CBHL-502991 P0198 H72-17034
HEHOBI
Selective attention and short term memory
encoding, using tachistoscopic visual display
arrangements of capital letters
P0018 A72711S49
Human immediate memory adaptation to speed stress,
discussing response time and performance
accuracy relationship to stimuli complexity and
input speed
P0107 A72-17716
Short-time memory and electrographic effective and
trace processes relationship from visual and
Bolandian cortical regions activity and
Tarkhanov galvanocutaneous reaction
P0111 A72-17993
Hippocampus neuron reactions and memory function
realization with incoming information and stored
imprints comparison by brain
P0187 A72-22191
Beviev of biology and biochemistry of memory,
suggesting molecular level mechanism of cerebral
information processing
P0228 A72-23925
Sleep deprivation effects relation to vork
duration, time of day, circadian rhythm, memory
function, task performance, environmental
factors; drug use and age
P0271 A72-26678
Object code storage in the static portion of a
short-time memory
P0449 A72-37423
Operative memory mechanism as visual system neuron
chain storage of stimuli from image recognition
time measurements
P0458 A72-38936
Characteristics of certain parameters of-memory
for visual signals in lover monkeys
P0497 A72-B0804
Visual experience as a determinant of the response
characteristics of cortical receptive fields in
cats.
P0505 A72-41461
Some effects of cognitive similarity on proactive
and retroactive interference in short-term memory.
P0512 A72-42548
Content and time aspects of short and long term
memory operation theories, relating attention
and memory spans
P0555 172-15243
Information processing of short and long term
human memory - bibliography
tAD-727300] • . P0046 H72-11101
Annotated bibliography of published articles on
short tern memory
fAD-721656] P0081 K72-12026
Theoretical and applied biocybernetics for memory
simulation
P0084 H72-12044
Enforced delay of human response to stimuli for
observing memory and higher mental processes
[BAE-LIB-lBAHS-1498] . P0087 H72-13054
Correlation between electrographic trace phenomena
in brain and immediate memory using normal and
alcoholic subjects
[JPBS-550118] P0191 H72-1601B
Scientific research in human perception and verbal
memory
[AD-7363821 P0384 H72-24084
HBHTAL HEALTH
Psychiatric preventive intervention in emotional
crisis situations during patients aeromedical
evacuation and transportation, discussing
personnel shortage
P0228 A72-23743
Handbook on aviation medicine for safe mental and
physical health of aircrew during flight
fAGABD-AG-1541 p0381 B72-24058
BBHTIL PBRPOBSAHCE
Soyoz 9 flight crew physiological data, discussing
mental and physical performance and adaptation
and readaptation to space-earth environments
P0012 A72-10933
Skill acquisition in performance of three phase
code transformation task
p0013 A72-11193
• Time sharing three phase code transformation
multitask effects on sustained performance
, P0013 A72-11194
Human mental and psychomotor performance
measurements in compressed oxygen-helium
atmosphere pressure chamber for dive between 100
and 1500 feet
P0018 A72-11701
Inert gas narcosis under hyperbaric conditions
relationship to mental performance and auditory
and visual evoked responses in. man
CAD-736736] ' p0019 A72-11705
Human mental working capacity estimation relation
to functional state, discussing brain,
performance tests
P0054 A72-13721
Operant conditioning for. producing gross mptor
responses, discussing application to physical
medicine and rehabilitation with mentally
retarded Downs syndrome children
P0059 A72-11706
Short and.long term mental and physical work
effects on central nervous system and motor
apparatus in young people
P0071 A72-15230
Tiae shortage as stress factor affecting mental .
activity of operator in man-flying vehicle
system, discussing control signal handling
efficiency
p0100 A72-16638
Psycho-physical theory of human mind, discussing
molecular biological processes of neuron
recording in terms of gnantnm mechanics
p0113 A72-18191
Rental rehearsal and physical practice relation to
learning rate for rotary pursuit tracking skill
acguisition
P0147 A72-18801
Sex differences of chronical effect of
environmental stress on blood pressure and
information processing in rats, observing
neurotic hypertonic blood, pressure irregularity
P0170 A72-20660
Operator mental processes during ATC task
performance, discussing work load effect, mental
representation and operator algorithm definition
P0218 A72-23129
Acceptable load standards in ATC tasks, defining
moments of conscious brain control as mental
load measure
i p0220 A72-23139
Ergonomic simulators for testing individual mental
working capacity, using stress-strain and
fatigue relation
P0220 A72-23140
Visual search'model from perceptual theory, animal
studies and search data, discussing selection,
inspection and.naming single cued letters in
visual.array .
p0225 A72-23647
Rental performance tests in sleep deprived
subjects for indication of.recuperative function
of slow wave and BER sleep stages
P0274 A72-26682
Cumulative partial sleep deprivation effects on
human performance in auditory vigilance, routine
addition and running digit span tests, observing
circadian rhythms
P0275 A72-26683
Project Pegasus vigilance tasks for mental
performance aspects of time-zone change effects
on human circadian rhythms
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SUBJECT IHDBI BBTABOLISR
P0276 A72-26695
Tine zone transition induced circadian rhythm
disturbance effect on military personnel mental
and physiological performance
p0276 A72-26696
Vigilance effects for noise or vibration stimuli
duration judgment task performed vith or vithout
simnltaneoas mental arithmetic task
P03Q1 A72-30964
Boise and vibration stress combined effects on
human mental performance as function of tine of
day, taking into account circadian rhythm factor
' . p0342 A72-31083
Frontal cerebrum region and elementary mental
activity
pOt23 A72-36UOO
Banipnlation of projected afterimages by means of
the physiological theory imposed on the observer.
< p0128 A72-36920
Bental and physical workload*measure and
differentiation in man machine systems
P050U A72-41127
The function of external respiration in mental
activity
p0510 A72-H2281
Some data on the interrelations of conscious and
unconscious reactions
• p05<15 A72-4H076
Involuntary eye movements during the performance
of mental tasks
p05«6 A72-H1077
Content and time aspects of short and long term
memory operation theories, relating attention
and memory spans
P0555 A72-U52«3
Learning and solving complex problems of reasoning
- A test-theoretical investigation of the
complexity of compound problems of 'predictive
logic
P0555 A72-452tt<l
Annotated bibliography of published articles on
short term uemory
[AD-721656] p0081 H72-12026
Enforced delay of human response to stimuli for
observing memory and higher mental processes
rBAE-HB^IBiHS-IHgel p0087 N72-13051
Operator visual perception capacity under time
deficit conditions in spacecraft
P0122 H72-11076
Correlation between electrographic trace phenomena
in brain and immediate memory using normal and
alcoholic subjects
r JPBS-5501(81 P0191 N72-16018
Effects of broadband noise intensity and vibration
on mental performance
fAD-7311116] P0203 H72-18091
Effects of flight stress on pilots tine perception
in simulated and real space flight
P0389 N72-20113
Human process of classification'and formation of
concepts analyzed by construction of model of
brain as learning system
P0390 H72-24130
Diver performance in manual and mental tasks at 66
feet
fAD-737376"| • p0102 H72-25116
Effect of auditory distraction on Stroop
color-word interference performance tests •
rFAA-AH-72-1°l pOIOI N72-25132
Influence of simulated sonic boons introduced
' during sleep on complex mental, monitoring, and
pattern discrimination tasks
rFAA-AB-72-191 •
 P0522 N72-30067
Effect of caffeine on athletic performance in 100
yard dash
rKASA-TT-F-1t561] • P0561 S72-32098
Pupil diameter variations for measuring mental
process involved in interpreting:aircraft
instruments
fAD-7113'727] p0569 H72-33089
BEHTAL STBESS
0 STBESS (PSYCHOLOGY)
BESoms
HT BOOHS
HI PIOUS ' .
HETABOLIC BASTES
ST FECES
NT HOHAH BASTES
'BT OBIHE
Food ration effect on metabolite elimination rate
in humans wearing isolation garment at rest or
performing physical labor
p0101 A72-166U1
Calorimetric measurements of human body
temperature and of hot saline solution drinking
effects on sweating rate
P0223 A72-23H40
Bunan'immunobiological status during prolonged
maintenance in bioregenerative life support
system, discussing possible allergic reaction to
chlorella gaseous metabolites
p0327 A72-29312
Human waste management system evaluation in zero
gravity flight tests, presenting design concept
for collection by air flow technigue
P0365 A72-31825
Byth of nitrogen eguality in respiration - Its
history and implications.
POU56 A72-38708
Bosch C02 redaction unit research and development.
[ASBE PAPEB 72-ENAV-10] p0461 A72-39167
Influence of a high oxygen content on the rate of
formation and elimination of gaseous wastes in
albino rats
P0512 A72-H3906
Effects of diet and work/rest cycle on elimination
rate of human metabolic products in confining
microatmosphere
P0122 H72-14082
BETiBOLISB
NT ADBENAL BETABOLISH
HT ASCOBBIC ACID BETABOLISH
HT CiLCIOH BETABOLISM
HT CABBOHYDBATE BETABOLISB
NT CATABOLISB
HT ELECTBOLYTJ3 BETABOLISB
HT ENZYBE ACTIVITY
NT FEBBENTATIOH
NT HOBBOBE BETABOLISHS
NT HYPEBGLYCEBIA
NT HYPOGLYCESIA
NT LIPID BETABOLISB
NT OXYGEN BETABOLISB
NT PHOSPHORUS BETABOLISB
NT PBOTEIH BETABOLISH
Long term bed rest effect on humans and primates,
detailing cardiovascular metabolic and
musculoskeletal physiological systems
• [AD-737557] p0012 A72-10932
Starvation effects on male rats, mice and guinea
pigs hepatic drug metabolism, discussing
ethylmorphine, p-nitroanisole and aniline
P001U A72-11262
Flavin photoreceptor participation in contemporary
organism metabolic systems
P0062 A72-11781
Primitive earth model of ion selective enzymatic
asymmetric synthetic membrane for accelerated
nutrients and metabolites transfer studies
P0062 A72-14787
Preglycolitic energy metabolism in biochemical
evolution, concerning anaerobic oxidation of
pyruvate and acetaldehyde to acetate and ATP
p006« A72-11799
Hetabolic control of temperature compensation in
circadian rhythm of Euglena gracilis strain
P0157 A72-19538
Yeast glycolytic pathway oscillations relation to
concentration of diphosphopyridine nncleotide
and other metabolites, noting analogy to
. behavioral and physiological rhythms
P0158 A72-19511
Glucose and fatty acid metabolic response during
impending myocardiac infarction in animals
P0162 A72-20175
Gaseous nitrogen production in humans under
steady-state conditions, relating expired
nitrogen minute volume increase after protein
consumption to possible gastrointestinal and
metabolic effects
P0170 A72-20882
Electrophysioloqical, nenrophysiological,
metabolic, vegetative, psychological, chemical
and pathological aspects of sleep, noting
disturbance and wakefulness mechanisms for
various clinical disorders
P0213 A72-22223
A-257
HETAL ALLOTS SUBJECT IBDBX
Energetic motor activity rale hypothesis for
physiological mechanisDs of certain ontogenesis
patterns, suggesting motor activity as excess
anaholism induction factor
P0213 172-22225
Work-rest schedules endocrine and metabolic
effects on aircrews daring 50 hoar flight
missions in c-111 aircraft, using urinary test
technigues
riD-7110992] p0227 172-23737
Thermodynamics of huDan body metabolism, -
discussing energy conversion calorimetric
measurements,' body size, food intake, age, sex,
endocrine and nervous effects
.p0268 472-26072
Human body thermoregnlatory processes under ,
varying environmental conditions and metabolic
rates, discussing role of blood circulation,
sweating, nervous stimuli, hormones, etc
P0268 172-26073
Dimensional analysis and similarity theories
application to biological organisms,
relationships between body size and metabolism
:' ' P0268 172-26074
Physical training effect' on rat cardiac function
and metabolic response to hypoxia
P0277 172-26701
Energy metabolism and ATP balance characteristics
daring muscular activity as function of organism
, adaptation to activity
P0323 172-286110
Diurnal changes in gas exchange and metabolic rate
under normal and inverted day-night schedule
conditions, studying human adaptation to shifted
schedule
P0328 172-29318
Human physiological function variations dependence
on hyperthermia levels in high temperature
environment . . :
P0331 172-30257
Bed blood cell metabolite 1,3 diphosphoglycerate
determination method by rapid deproteinization,
concentration by precipitation and enzymatic
•. reaction
P0367 172-32488
Long term.weightlessness-induced physiological
response normalization by muscle
bioelectrostimulation, muscular tissue energy
load increase and mineral metabolism stabilization
' P0374 A72-33513
Cerebral blood flow and metabolic changes during
wakefulness, sleep, coma .and epileptic seizures
in terms of homeostatic mechanisms
p0376'A72-33558
Thermal neutral temperature of rats in
helium-oxygen, argon-oxygen, and air.
' . p0110 172-31728
The
 tuptake, metabolism and release of . . . .
C/14/-taurine by rat retina in vitro.
P0111 172-30881
Hetabolism of the hypoxic and ischaemic heart;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Geneva,
Switzerland, June 14-17, 1971. 'part 1.
P0412 172-31976
Normal and' hypoxic myocardium mitochondrial
metabolism process, studying electron transport
system
p0412 172-31978
..The influence of exogenous ATP on cardiac
metabolism in acute hypoxia.
P0113 172-31987
Magnetic field effects in enzymes, tissae
respiration and some metabolism characteristics •
of an intact organism
p0115'A72-35003
Book - Energy metabolism of human muscle.
p0464° A72-39700
Metabolic energy requirements 'for pushing loaded
handcarts, measuring expenditure during
treadmill and outdoor asphalt circuit walking
P0490 A72-10119
Buscle metabolism of ATP, CP, glycogen and
lactates at rest.and during submaximal and.
maximal exercise
P0190 172-10121
Muscle metabolism during isometric exercise
performed at constant force.
P0190 172-10125
Determination of oxygen consumption by use of the
paramagnetic oxygen analyzer.
.. P0191 A72-40429
Cortical metabolism regulation and. effector
systems of the adaptation process •
,p0497 A72-40760
Chemical energy transformation to mechanical
energy and heat in Duscles during exercise,
. considering energy sources for contraction,
oxidations, glycolysis and alactic anaerobic
mechanism . ,
P0505 A72-11170
Specific ATP action on metabolism of isolated
heart - Influence of pH, divalent cation
 t ,
concentration and stability of complexes.
" P0519 A72-12986
Studies on weightlessness in a primate in t.h;e . ' *
Biosatellite 3 experiment. . . .
. . . , •. , ... .. P0510. A72-43388
Cardiac output, hemodynamic and gas exchange
variations as function of basal .metabolism
during bed rest in hypokinetic recumbent or
. antiorthostatic position
pO.543 A72-13915
Metabolic changes in .healthy humans,.caused, by
prolonged .bed rest, in horizontal position,
noting prevention by physical exercises and ,
. electric muscle stimulation
p0543 A72-13921
Biochemical and physiological evaluation of .,•"'.'
nourishment of subjects feeding on dehydrated
products in test chamber with regenerative, life
support system, discussing metabolic data and
hormone function
P0554 172-15128
Hetabolism of pyruvic acid in yeast
[N1SI-TT-P-11003] p0033 H72-100.68
Measuring thermoregulatory responses to cold , .
immersion stimulus in summer and winter for '• •
study of metabolic cold acclimatization
[1D-726467] p0038 H.72-10101
Biological effects of ionizing radiation on
metabolism of digestive system . ,
tNEC-TT-1498] . pOOSO N72r12019
Hypokinetic activation of ' . . • ..
hypothalanic-hypophysical neurosecretory system
in rats
p012T S72-11072
Flight acceleration stress effects on pathogenesis
of illusory sensations and metabolic changes in.
human body . .
. ". '•' ' \ P0122 1172-11080
Environmental 'control culture technigue for plant
metabolism
. , . . . _ , P0193 H.72-16039
Metabolic', respiratory", and circulatory
, measurements daring exercise and rest, including
low concentration, study -of C02
. [N1S1-CE-115362] p0239 H72-18059
Conference 'on human bioenergetics and . .
thermoregulation , ' ' .,
£107.733401] . , . , . . ,.' p025'4 .H72-19111
Mechanism by which, inert gases influence metabolism
[H1S1-CB-62079J ' ' p0311 H72-21041
Effects of high altitude on cellular and energy
metabolism* in rats .. . -..< • •
[AD-731933] ' . P0315 H72-21061
Effect of prolonged restricted motor activity on..
changes in water-mineral metabolism and .fluid
distribution in rabbits .- : ." -,i
. . , . : ' p0388 H72-21110
Evolution of endogenous .metabolism 'of Baker's .
yeast (Saccharomyces cerevi'siae) as function of
.oxidized exogenous substrate '(acetate, ethanol,
or glacose) •. . • .
fKlSl-TT-F-113591 ^ - , . ,p0170 H72-28055
Measurement of physiological effects on metabolism
of personnel resulting from long periods of time
in submarine environment, .
flD-738809] " pOU73 B72-28071
Research on growth and metabolism of green algae, .;>
emphasizing Chlorella sorokiniana for closed ( '
environment ' ''
rNASl-CH-128296] .' . - p0559 H72-32082
Bare gas effects on metabolism and inert gas '
narcosis .,- ^
fNlSl-CB-128213] . , p0559 H72-32083
HBTAI ALLOTS ' ' ' ' ' , ' '
D ILI.OTS " . . . . _ .
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SOBJECT IHDBI BICEOBIOLOGI
BBTIL CABBIDBS
D CAEBIDES
BBTAl HALIDES
HI POTASSIOH CH1OBIDES
HI SODIOB CBLOBIDES
IETAL IOIS
Bonovalent K and Ha and bivalent Ca and Kg plasma
ion ratio effect on thronbocyte electrokinetic
potential
P0322 A72-28635
Biomembrane hydration mechanism of Ha-K ion pump
of living cell based on fractionation at air-sea
interface
pO«2» 172-3641)1
HETil OXIDES
HI POTASSIUB OXIDES
•ETIL P1BTIC1ES
HT HETAL POBDBB
BBTAL PO8DBS
Russian book on pondered metals toiicity coverinq
industrial dost, physiological effects, safety
standards, electron configurations and
crystalline structure
P0268 A72-26067
HBTAL SOBJACES
Dry heat resistance of bacillus spores on
spacecraft metal surfaces for different
pressures, atmospheres and materials
p0073 A72-15261
BBTA1LOIDS
HT ABSEHIC
BETA1S '
HT ALOHIHUH
HT CADBIOB
ST CALCIDH
HT COBALT
HT GALLItJB ISOTOPES
HT IBOH
HT LEAD (BET4L)
HT LITBIOH
HT BAGNESIOB
HT BETAL POBDEB
HT PALLADIOH
HT PLDTOHIOM
HT PLOTOHIOfl ISOTOPES
ST POTASSIOB
HT SCAHDI0S
HT SILVEB
HT SODIDB
HT TITAHIOB
HT TBAHSITIOH BETALS
Determination of copper, iron, cobalt, nickel, and
manganese in biological samples of vegetable
origin
p05««' 172-43924
Pollution problems in Sweden, due to use of
insecticides, heavy metals, and plastics
P0087 H72-13960
Haterials and designs of protective' armor
p0258 H72-19143
BBTEOBITE COLLISIOHS
Coiet collisions in planetary nebulae as source of
organic compounds in universe in preplanetary
era, noting nucleic acid bases in carbonaceous
meteorites
P0064 A72-14802
HBTBOBITB COBPBESSIOI TESTS
D BECBAHICAL PBOPEBTIES
HETBOBITBS
HT CABBOHACEOOS BETEOBITES •
BETEOBOLOGICAL PABAHETEBS '
Ground hamidity and vind velocity effects on
terrestrial scintillation, considering adiabatic
temperature stratification factor'
p0495 A72-40738
BETBBS
0 BEASOBIBG IBSTBDHEBTS.
HETBAIE
Hypotension determination in dogs during
bromotcifluoromethane exposure
rAD-731549) p0242 H72-18088
BBTHIOIIIB
Incorporation of methionine-S 35 in the proteins
of the digestive organs of rabbits nnder the
action of radiation and vibration
p6<!92 A72-40440
HEtBOII STSfBHS
Differential nenrophysiological and psychological
effects of snbanesthetic concentrations of
cyclopropane, diethyl ether, nethoxyflurane and
ethrane in conscious man
p0070 A72-15220
BETBH. COBPODHDS
Effects of toxic methyl isobutyl ketone vapor on
physiological processes in dogs, monkeys, and
rats during 90 day continuous exposure
[HASA-CB-126794] pOlOO H72-25102
Effects on animals of continuous exposure to
dichloromethane vapors
CHASA-CB-127698] p0469 H72-28051
BBTBTLBIDBAZIBE
Biological effects of daily lov concentration
monomethylhydraziue exposure on dogs, monkeys,
rats, and mice
[AD-727526] P0035 B72-10083
BICE
Belative biological effectiveness of energetic
protons for somatic effects induction in mice
during whole body irradiation, using mean energy
of solar event protons
[CEBH-71-16] ' P0025 A72-12054
Bitotic index and aberrant mitose frequency in
mice corneal and intestinal epithelial cells
exposed to 50*630 HeV protons, estimating
relative biological efficiency coefficients
[CEBH-71-16] . P0025 A72-12055
Badioprotective effect of ATP inAmice, guinea
pigs, and dogs exposed to prolonged gamma
irradiation •
P0121 H72-14074
Pharmacological effect and therapeutic action of
amobarbital sodium in mice during hypokinesia
and isolation
P0123 S72-1H088
Badiobiological studies of vivo.mice systems using
910 BeV helium ion beam
[LBL-314] P0198 H72-17035
Effects of radiation by fission neutrons and X
rays on mouse zvgote
P0209 H72-17685
Effects of high energy protons on erythropoietic
stem cells and radioprotection by chemicals
determined with laboratory mice
P0209 H72-17686
Beaction of mouse epidermal cells to heavy
particle radiation using helium, lithium, and
carbon ions
p0210 H72-17688
Increased glycogen levels in embryonic mice livers
after transverse acceleration
P0250 H72-19080
Tolerance and death in albino mice due to various
toxic oxygen levels
[AD-733418] p0254 H72-19113
Increased radioresistance in mice by mobilization
of autoantibodies through low irradiation dosage
•P0482 H72-29061
Acute toiicity of BC1 vapor and BC1 aerosol tested
on rats and mice
CAD-7U&829] p0569 H72-33084
HICBOAHALISIS
Acute hypoxia of the myocardium - Oltrastructnral
changes.
POU13 A72-34982
Changes in energy stores in the hypoxic heart.
P0413 A72-34985
Horphological alterations in the ischaemic heart.
pO«1« A72-34995
Extraction of microelements in human food rations
and excreta
P0078 H72-12004
BICBOBB
0 BICHOOBGAHISBS
BICBOBIOL06I
HT BACTEBIOLOGT
.Planetary quarantine microbiological and
engineering problems, discussing cost,
international policies, contamination and
sterilization
' P0010 A72-10818
Hicrobiological examination of space hardware,
discussing viable organisms neutralization
buried inside solid materials, sampling
procedures and culture media
P0010 A72-10B20
Terrestrial biosphere back contamination from
outer space organisms, discussing microbiologic
control and prevention regnirements
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P0011 A72-10825
Hereditary endosyabiotic >odel of Bicrobial
evolation of Precanbrian prokaryotic and
eukaryotic cells
p0064 472-14800
Thin layer chronatoqraphy technique for rapid
quantification of bacterial cell adenosine
triphosphate, usinq microscope ultraviolet
photoaeter
P0110 A72-17872
Fine structure of Pseadoaonas saccarophila at
early and late loq phase of growth, usinq
electron microscopy and various culture techniques
P0164 A72-20238
Cellular evolution investigation using molecular
biology, microbial physiology and ecoloqy
P0184 472-22011
Bodular Dicrobioloqy laboratory desiqn
considerations and zero qravity ezperiaents to
investiqate Bicrobial culture systems behavior
P0293 A72-28280
Interval scanninq photoaicroqraphy for recordinq
growth of microbial cell populations daring
incubation
P0330 472-29749
Optimal temperature control for Bicrobial
inactivation by composite environment of heat
and gamma radiation, using quadratic technique
P0423 172-36313
Hicroflora accumulation prevention methods during
spacecraft flight, noting bacterial filters for
air purification and wiping with disinfectants
for surface contamination reduction
P0555 472-45213
Development of facility and technique for
producinq nutritional sinqle cell bacteria froa
waste sugarcane baqasse
fBASA-CB-123368] p0045 H72-11086
Desiqn, fabrication, and tests of aaqnetically
connected plastic vacuua probe surface saapler
with potential for total aseptic operation
[HASA-CB-1947] p0205 B72-17081
Bedical science research projects involvinq cell
structure, malaria, hepatitis, heaolytic
streptococcus, acute renal failure, and effects
of lasers
fAD-730340] p0242 B72-18090
Planetary quarantine laboratory ezperiaents on
theraal resistance of airborne spores and
•icrobioloqical examination of space hardware
fHASA-CB-126213) p0351 B72-22079
BICEOCIHCniTS
0 HICBOELBCTBOBICS
BICBODEBSITOBETBBS
Badiation daaaqe in nicroscopic volumes exposed to
enerqetic photons 4
fAD-731709] ' p0200 B72-17049
BICHOELECTBOBTCS
Comaon collector aicropover monolithic transmitter
for sinqle or multichannel bioaedical telemetry
P0270 A72-26563
. Bonolithic micropover command receiver to extend
lifetime of implanted biotelemetry system
P0270 A72-26564
BICBOGBAPHT
D PHOIOH1CBOGBAPHT
BICBOIISTBOBBHTATIOS
Electrolyte hydrostatic pressure measurement in
limited volume bioloqical compartments by fluid
filled qlass micropipette used ia
nicrotransducer capacity
p0272 A72-26623
BICBOBiBOBBIBBS
0 BABOBETEBS
HICBOBIHI1TDBIZED ELECIBOBIC DEVICES
Simplified mannfacturinq techniques for
nltraminiatnre capacitive pressure transducers
for physioloqical measurements
CPB-201938] p0246 H72-18117
HICBOOBG1IISBS
BT ADENOVIBOSES
BT AEBOBES
BT AHOEBA
BT ABAEBOBES
BT BACI1LDS
BT BACTEBIA
BT BACTEBIOPH4GES
BT CLOSTBIDIDB BOTDLIHUB
BT ESCBEBICBIA
BT FLAGELLATA
BT HYDBOGEBOBOB4S
HT PELOBYI4
BT PROTOZOA
BT PSEUDOBOBAS
BT PSYCHBOPHIIBS
BT SALBOBELLA
HT SPOBES
BT STAPHYIOCOCCDS
BT STBEPTOCOCCDS
BT VIBOSES
Papers on planetary quarantine coverinq microbial
survival in deep space, contamination by
nonsterile flight hardware and sterilization
p0010 A72-10817
Planetary quarantine microbial contamination
control, considering clean room concept and
microbioloqic barrier techniques
pOOlO A72-10821
Bicrobial survivability in deep space
environmental simulation experiments, describing
aerospace ecoloqy and panspermia avoidance
P0011 A72-10823
Inorqanic polyphosates effect on phosphorus
metabolism evolution in primary livinq
organisms, noting polyphosphate glncokinase
distribution in various microorqanisms
P0064 A72-111797
Ricroorqanisa life in extreae high temperature, pB
and solute concentration environments, noting
salt effect on enzyme activity
. ,. p0064 A72-14801
Protein-rich food substitute from microalgae
cultures for human nutrition, describing
experimental production, protein value
determination, special diets and food shortage
relief
p0113 A72-18159
Temperature effects on microorganism survival in
deep space vacuua, usinq aolecular sink test
p0215 A72-22641
Bicroorqanisas effects on oxygen and compounds
cycles, leadinq to changes in oxyqen
distribution in earth crust, hydrosphere,
atmosphere and biomass
P0224 A72-23592
Hermetic chamber medico-engineering experiment for
long term isolation effects on human intestinal
microflora, showing reduction and disappearance
of certain microbe populations
P0328 A72-29323
Environmental chamber simulation to show
terrestrial microorqanisms survival under Jovian
atmospheric conditions
P0361 472-31293
Effects of maqnetic fields on microorqanisms
P0415 A72-35004
A re-evaluation of material effects on nicrobial
release from solids.
pOS39 172-43383
Effects of aeolian erosion on microbial release
from solids.
p0539 A72-43384
Bicroflora accumulation prevention methods during
spacecraft flight,' noting bacterial filters for
air purification and wiping with disinfectants
for surface contamination reduction
P0555 A72-4S213
Survival rate of Bacillus subtillis var. niqer
spores in sucrose solution, various
temperatures, and humidity conditions
fBASA-CB-123326] p0043 H72-1107S
Baqnetic field effect on dysbacteriosis
development in guinea pigs and rats ;
p0123 B72-14085
Ecoloqy and thermal activation of microorganisms
in and on interplanetary spacecraft components
(HASA-CB-125658] p0239 B72-18064
Chemical liquids, chemical gases, and mechanical
methods for microbial decontamination of
spacecraft
[BASA-CB-125688J p0252 B72-19094
Series analyses method for determininq protein
content of intact microorqanisms
[BASA-TT-F-14253] . p0312 H72-21042
Examination and identification of microfnnqi
growing on various materials in Queensland,
Australia
[TB-233] ' p0350 H72-22074
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Effect of microorganisms on growth and destruction
of malignant tumors '' ;
[BASA-TT-F-14302] p0383 B72-24072
Analytical nod els for analyzing probable ' *•
terrestrial microbial release from unmanned Bars
landing spacecraft .
[BASA-CB-126846] pOOOQ 'H72-25105
nicrobial analysis of television camera retrieved
from Sarveyor 3 spacecraft ' '
p0437 B72-26768
Hicrobioloqical assay of electric wire bundle from
Sarveyor 3 spacecraft
pOU'37 H72-26769
Results of studies on microorganisms with direct
bearing on space biology
CBASA-TT-F-14307] ' ' p0439 B72-27081
Influence of closed microbial ecologies on
modification of natural intestinal flora of
ferrets in closed environmental system
fBASA-CH-115678] ' p0469 B72-280U7
Conputer program for predicting aicrobial burden
of unmanned planetary spacecraft
fHASA-CB-127467] p0469 B72-280I18
Effect of soil particle size on microflora
survival tine and sterilization reguirements
[8ASA-CB-127633] pO470 B72-28058
Reliability of microbial cultivation in chemostat
of closed ecological life support system
- . ' • • • ; ' P0483 'B72-29070
Biodegradation of coated-aluminum by microorganisms
[BASA-CB-127864] ' ' ' ' p0522 B72-30068
Death behavior of microorganisms during heat
sterilization •'''*••'' ' '-'
tBASA-TT-F-14543] "° : p0559 B72-32086
later soluble filter.for trapping airborne
microorganisms :
fBASA-TT-F-14440] p0562 B72-32111
BICBOPHOBES
Condenser microphones sensitivity and frequency
response characteristics measurement at normal
and elevated atmospheric pressures in hyperbaric
chamber air and He-air environments
- p0108 A72-17808
BICBOSCOPES . .
BT EIBCTBOB HICBOSCOPES ' • ' '
BICBOSCOPI
TV microscopic system for on-line measurement-of
cat omentam mic'rovessels diameter relative to
heart action " ' ; • > . . . ' •
i>0272 A72-26621
BICBOHAVB C00PLIBG
BT COOPLIBG CIBCDITS ' "'"' • •
BICBOBAVB EQOIPBEHT ' '. '
BT BICBOBAVE PBOBBS , :
Semiconductor devices potential interference and
biological 'exposure hazards" in microwave leakage
field, considering shielding and filtering
methods for reducing snsceptibil'ity
p0056 A72-14032
HICBOBAVB PBEQOEBCIBS
flicrowave radiation effects' in' cataract development
fAD-730922] . p0199 B72-17043
Effects of microwave electromagnetic radiation on
organisms of man and' animals • • ' •' • '
[BiSA-TT-F-708] • p0350 B72-22073
BICBOSAVE PBOBES ' " -
Ultrabroadband probe design f br^microirave '
radiation intensity measurement in harmful
exposure study '' " - *' .-
:.<-:•• p0369 A72-32570
BICBOBAVE BiDIATIOB . : • - . • • .
0 BICBOWAVES • •" •' ' -.' '
BICBOHAVBS ..-,'.. ,. , . . ' -..'.-• •.:
Chronic microwave irradiation effects on '
experimental animal blood forming systems,
examining peripheral'blood count changes "-and
nuclei and mitosis'' abnormalities in •'
erytHroblastic and lymphoid cell's ''' - '
. ' ' . '
 :
 P0019'A72-11708
Cataractogenesis' from microwave- 'radiation " "''
exposure, discussing protection, legislation and
1
 Besterh and Soviet literature review '
' ' " • • ' . ' ' ' """ pOI'10 A72-17877
Beuroendocrine responses-in mictoiiaye'radiation
exposed rats, correlating thyroid and " •'
thyrotropic activity " •"•" "••"
• '• " p0298 A72-28321
Standardization of microwave irradiation •'-*-'
experiments on animals, discussing power density
level evaluations and local vs whole-body
irradiation effects
P03UO A72-30716
Bicrowave induced cutaneous heat and pain
• - perception thresholds, noting usefulness as
possible radiation hazard warning'
• p0363 A72-31506
Irradiation system for animal and human subjects
exposure to controlled microwave radiation in
environmental tests
• •• • p0369 A72-32573
Bicrowave radiation - Biophysical considerations
and standards criteria.
P0408 A72-34299
Observations on microwave hazards to OSAF personnel.
P0425 A72-36522
'' '' Beurochemical alterations in laboratory animals
exposed to microwave irradiation with
determination of'effect on turnover rate of
serotonin
- fAD-729161] p0138 H72-15076
Bhesus monkeys subjected to microwave-'radiation
while executing operant conditioned task to
determine effects of low intensity'microwaves on
performance
[AD-7301051 • - ' - p01«3 B72-15108
Bibliography of reported biological responses and
clinical manifestations attributed to microwave
and radio frequency radiation
CAD-734391] ' . p0316 B72-21071
Experimental bioassay method for studying radio
frequency hazards in primates
fAD-735513] ' - p0352 B72-22088
Hobile monitoring of man made.radio frequency and
microwave radiation levels in Bashington, D.c.
area- -
[PB-206216] p0352 B72-22091
low level microwave radiation effects on central
nervous system''and vestibnlar apparatus
tB-983-BC] ' . " • ' • ' p0530 B72-31095
Dosimetric technigaes for calculating microwave
energy absorption in animal tissues '
[PB-208233] . ' p0533 B72-31109
BICHOWEIGHIBG ' '
0 BEIGBT BEASDBEBEBT'
BICTOBITIOB
' D DBIBATIOB
BIDAIB COLLISIOBS
Pilot warning systems for visual midair collision
avoidance, noting reaction to imminent threats,
scanning-patterns and display sector size effects
[SAB PAPEB 720312] p0265 A72-25576
BIDDLE EAB
Cat and rabbit middle ear muscles-contraction by
electric stimulation of motor nerves, noting
sound transmission reduction
• ' . ' ' • ' ' p0175 A72-21136
Cat middle ear muscles motor units twitch tension
'and contraction time in response to motor neuron
threshold stimulation
' ' p0175 A72-21137
Stapedectomy postoperative complications as flying
hazard, discussing pilot reaction to middle ear
pressure changes
p03«4 A72-31094
Effect of middle ear muscle contractions on
hearing and echo processing in Bustache Bat
• -'• ' p0398 B72-25084
BIGBATIOB • • • ' • •'•>
Bumerical analysis of ability of birds to find
bearings and navigate based on parameters of
solar elevation and azimuth
rSLL-BTS-6632] p0042 B72-11068
Radar and visual tracking of migratory birds to
determine correlation of flight altitude and
wind direction on ^direction of migration '
' • - ' • ' - • " p0396 B72-25070
Radar observations of birds migrating in opague
cloud cover to determine effects of wind and
meteorological conditions ,
p0396 B72-25073
Orientation of nocturnally migrating birds based
on reference to stellar positions and sky rotation
P0397 B72-25074
Analysis of pattern recognition capability of
migratory birds and manner of orientation with
stellar presentations
P0397 B72-25075
*A-261
BILITABT AIBCBAPT SDBJECT IIDBX
Analysis of cues used by migratory birds for
navigation and orientation
P0397 H72-25076
Environmental and endogenous timing factors as
stimuli for bird migration
p0397 H72-25082
Factors affecting oigratory habits and orientation
of sea turtles
p0398 B72-25091
Use of aaqnetic ones to select migratory direction
by European robins
p0399 S72-25097
BILITABT AIHCBAFT
Anthropometric data utilization for nilitary
pilot/aircraft compatibility evalnation,
discussing cockpit exclusion code development
and implementation
p0298 A72-2832I1
Bole of flight surgeon and physician-pilot in >
evalnation and treatment of jet fighter pilots
p0124 B72-1H099
Analysis of military aircraft accidents cansed by
spatial disorientation
P0392 872-25034
Statistical analysis of military aircraft
accidents to determine incidents caused by
spatial disorientation
p0392 H72-25035
Fsycbophysiological and environmental factors
involved in aircraft accidents of military
aircraft and effect of flying experience in
reducing spatial disorientation
P0392 H72-25036
BXLITABI AVIATIOB
Ejection injuries from O.S. Bavy aircraft,
discussing statistical distribution of
vertebral, shoulder, arm/hand. Knee, leg, bead
and face injuries
p0292 A72-28273
Statistical survey of barosinnsitis incidence in
D.S. Davy flying personnel during altitude
chamber training, discussing diagnostic methods
and clinical management
P0292 .A72-28274
USAF V-51B noise protector earplugs modification
to allow for pressure equalization during
aircraft climb and descent
P0293 A72-28276
Central nervous system symptoms and simple bends
in gas decompression sickness cases during USAF
operational flying
P0293 A72-28283
Change in Haval Flight Officer operational role
due to modern equipment design in weapons
systems, sensors and navigational aids
p0294 A72-28291
OSAF aircraft accidents/incidents involving
aircrewmen vith medical vaiver on various
visual, cardiopalmonary and other chronic
pathological and psychiatric conditions
P0297 A72-28315
Beviev of aeromedical records for grounding OSAF
flying personnel daring 1956*1970, noting
increased age factor effect
P0297 A72-28316
Flight psychiatry in SATO contries, discussing
organization and facilities vith respect to
military and civil aviation
P0332 A72-29858
Keratoconus incidence in OSAF flying personnel,
discnssing diagnosis, etiology and therapy
p0558 A72-45663
Faranasal sinus barotranma in military flying
personnel, discnssing radiographic diagnostic
methods and hypobaric test procedures for flight
status restoration time determination
P0558 A72-45664
Bibliography of anthropological documents on human
body size and biochemical characteristics of Air
Force personnel
tAD-7U3029] . , p0535 B72-31130
Attitudes of air force pilots returning from Vietnam
CAD-742665] p0535 872-31131
HILITABI BBLICOPTBBS
General aviation patient transportation,
investigating military helicopter airlift
performance
p0016 A72-11298
Effects of environmental stresses on attack
helicopter crew task performance in BATO theater
[AD-726949J . p0041 S72-10122
BILITABT PSTCHIATBT
0 HILITABI PSYCHOLOGY
BILITABI PSTCBOLOSI
lake-sleep cycle importance in military service,
considering drugs effects on vakefnlness
P0166 A72-20383
California psychological inventory as a predictor
of success in the Haval flight program.
P0557 A72-45655
Early aptitude-achievement discrepancies as
predictors of voluntary withdrawal from naval
aviation training
TAD-728389) p<M30 B72-14130
Attitudes of air force pilots returning from Vietnam
[AD-742665J p0535 H72-31131
HILITABT TECHNOLOGY ,
Book on man.aachine'system experiments covering
ATC, air defense, logistics organizations, space
flight, battlefield operation, police
1 .dispatching, communications, etc
P0378 A72-33796
Development of model to determine effects of pilot
performance and aircraft dynamics on accuracy of
tactical weapon delivery
[ADT728324] p0082 B72-12037
Guidelines to utilization of human factors in
testing general supplies and eguipment
fAD-729855] p0129 B72-1U125
Significance of impulse noise exposure in military
human engineering research
[AD-731185] p0145 H72-15118
Design, technical history, and use of Baval
training devices
CAD-735487) p0360 H72-23093
Conference papers relating to military training
device technology and training methodology
CAD-737226] . p0391 B72-24137
Soviet research in military human factors
engineering
[JPBS-56653] p0530 B72-30119
Arranging tasks, in fighting .vehicle, 'to
capability of soldier
CBAE-LIB-TBABS-1658] p0566 B72-32136
HI8EBALS
BT ASBESTOS
HI QOABTZ
Effect of prolonged restricted motor activity on
changes in water-mineral metabolism and fluid
distribution in rabbits
p0388 B72-24110
BUBS (EICAVATIOHS)
Functional adaptation, thermoregulation, and water
balance determination for mine workers under hot
and humid conditions
[BASA-TT-F-14043] p0245 B72-18107
Effectiveness and limitations of current portable
oxygen breathing egnipment.for mine rescue
operations
p0442 B72-27107
Design of auxiliary survival shelter as portable
life support system in mines
pO««3 B72-27115
HIKHIZATIOB
 ;
0 OPTIHIZATIOH
HIBOTBHA! ICBB
Begression analysis technique for selecting
Binuteman combat crew members
[AD-7U0841J p0535 B72-31126
BIBOTEBAB BISSILBS
0 BIBOTEBAB ICBB
BISCIBILITI
D SOLOBILITY
BISFIBBS '
0 FAILOBE
BISSILE OETECTIOH
HT BADAB DETECTIOB
BISSILB SIBOLATIOB (HATH HODBLS)
0 BATHEBATICAL BODELS
BISSILB SIHDLATOBS (TBAIBIBS)
0 TBAIBIHG SIBOLATOBS
BISSILB STiBILIZATIOB
0 STABILIZATIOB
BISSILBS
BI BIBOTEHAB ICBB
BISSIOB PLABBIBG
Planetary guarantine cost and mission success
A-262
SUBJECT IHDCT SOLBCOLAB BIOL06T•
constraints, formulating mathematical models foe
international goals and implementation systems
/P0010 472-10819
Timeline analysis of shuttle Orbiter missions and
regnirements for man-in-the-loop simulation
[BASA-CB-124739] p0087 H72-13080
OSSB space programs on selection and training of
cosmonauts, psychological and physiological
effects of space flight, and space .mission
planning ' . •
tJPHS-55100] : P0201 872-17056
' Flight experiment tasks and crew skill
requirements for space shuttle missions*- Vol. 1
fBASA-CB-127468J ' ' . "• P0475 B72-28091
Flight experiment tasks and crew skill
requirements for space shuttle missions - Vol. 2
CBASA-CB-127469] pQ»75 H72-28092
Flight experiment tasks and crev skill •,
requirements for space shuttle missions' - Vol. 3'-
tHASA-CB-127470] '•' p0475 H72-28093
Potential oxygen regairements for lunar-surface,
lunar-orbit, and planetary missions
[SASA-TH-I-58087] p0571 S72-33098
HITOCBOHDlIi
Normal and hypoxic 'myocardium mitochondria!.' • •
metabolism process, studying electron transport
system ' '
p0412 A72-34978
Acute hypoxia of the myocardium - Dltrastrnctural
changes. '
P0413 A72-34982
'Effect of chronic hypoxia on the kinetics-of
energy transformation invheart mitochondria.
.P0414 A72-34993
Cytoplasmic heredity theory linking mitochondria
origin to bacteria - ' ' '' .
p0454 A72-38549
Helium .effect on cardiac mitochondria of mice.
• ' . .
 p()a56 J72-38712
Bypoxic acclimation effects on rats heart, liver
and kidney mitochondria, measuring cytochrome
oxidase and snccinic dehydrogenase activities
P0514 .A72-42673
Belation between mitochondria and glycolysis
[BASA-TT-F-14034] ..' . p0033 B72-10072
Changes'in activity of aspartate aminotransferase
and mitochondrial membranes in male humans and
rats exposed to transverse and centrifugal
acceleration, respectively
'p0075 S72-11992
Relationship between respiration and structure of
mitochondria in Euglena gracilis (z) 'grown in
carbon source substrate
[HASA-TT-F-11017] p0081 B72-12024
Dynamics of DMA, BBA and protein synthesis in
mitochondria and nuclei of'heart muscles of rats
during adaptation to high altitude hypoxia '
CBASA-TT-F-145241 p0521 K72-30059
HITOSIS ' .' ' . '
flitotic index and aberrant mitose freguency in
mice corneal and intestinal epithelial cells
exposed to 50-630 KeV protons, estimating
relative biological efficiency coefficients
tCEBB-71-16] p0025 A72-12055
Hypoxia effect on diurnal mitotic activity rhythm
of marrow erythropoiesis system of guinea pigs
in pressure chamber
P0099 A72-16631
Hyperoxia effect on kidney blood flow ' '
erythropoietic properties in rabbits, noting
inhibiting effect on erythroblast cells mitotic
activity in bone marrow culture ' • ' ' . '
' p0112 A72-18061
Pulsed and continuous BF irradiation effects on'
mitotic activity and chromosomal aberrations in
regenerating rat liver tissue
P0154 A72-19443
Bitosis duration and mitotic activity diurnal
rhythms in esophageal epithelium of rats given
thyroxine ' ' ' :
.' p0169 A72-20623
Hypoxic and illuminative effects on diurnal rhythm "
of erythropoietic mitosis in bone marrow of
guinea pigs ' • •'•.•-•:
P0121 N72-14069
BIIIBG
HI COI1OIDIBG
BT DISSOLVIHG
BIITOBES • • . ' • •
BT &EBOSOLS . '
BT AQOEOOS SOLOTIOBS
BT COLLOIDS ' • '
BT GAS BIZTOBES
HT BOCLEAB EBOLSIOBS
BT SBOKE ' • ' '
BT SOLOTIOBS
BOBILITI
BT ELECTBOB HOBILITI , • -
BT IOBIC BOBILITI
BODELS
BT ABALOG SIBOLATIOB •' •'
BT ATHOSPHEBIC HODELS •
BT DIGITAL SIBOLATIOB '
B T DYBAHIC BODELS . ; . . . .
BT EHVIBOBBEHT BODELS • . ^.- .
BT BATHEBATICAL BODELS
BT SCALE BODELS • '
Badiation shielding model of man for manned space
mission applications
'P0210 B72-17705
Bodels for head injury prediction and helmets, and
prediction of optimum helmet performance
' • .' p0260 H72-19161
BODIFICATIOI ' '
D BEVISIOHS
BODOL1TIOB
BT FBEQOEHCI BODOLATIOB '
B T LIGHT H'ODBLATIOB . . .
BT PDLSE FBEQDEHCY'HODOLATIOS
BT PDLSE BODDLATIOB ' "- ' .
HODOLES
ST COBBABD BODOLES • ' : •''
BT LDBAB BODOLE : •
BT SPACECBAFT BODDLES : '
BODDLOS OF"ELASTICITY ' '
Determination of the elastic modulus'of the
left-ventricle myocardium with the aid of X-ray
kymbgraphy '
' ' p0458 A72-38940
BOIBB EFFECTS
Betina visual acuity testing by zero and'first
order moire fringes, using square-wave amplitude
gratings '
j>0288 A72-27953
BOISIDES COBTEBT • • • . • •
•BT ATBOSPHEBIC BOISTDBE
Temperature effects on destruction of Bacillus '
subtilis as function of relative humidity in
spacecraft sterilization
fBASArCB-125659] p0239 B72-18063
BOL (OBBITAL LABOBATOBIES) ' • >' .
0 BAHBED OBBITAL LABOBATOBIES ' ''
•OLD . • , • • •
Examination and identification of uicrofungi
growing on various materials in Queensland,
Australia
[TB-2331 "' ' . p0350 B72-22074
HOLEC0LiB BIOLOGY
Cytochrome c I ray structure and molecular
evolution rates, using anino acid sequence
comparative data "
'
 :
 • P0021 A72-11763
' Chemical evolution and life origin - Conference,
Pont-a-Bousson, France, April 1970, Volume 1,
Bolecular evolution '
P0059 A72-14751
Bolecular paleontology of fossil organic remnants
in Bolluscan shell proteins • ' ' ' '
•'"' ' P0059 'A72-14753
Bolecalar evolution of biological membrane from
lipid fill to'lipoprotein particle assembly, '
using bacterial biochemistry.
' " . ' • ' , . . < : ' . .p0062 A72-14786
Genetic code numerical structure association with
logarithmic optimization rule for hierarchy of
. structures from molecular biology experiments'
• P0062 A72-14794
Volumetric analysis of blood oxygen'and' CO,
showing combination with hemoglobin without
significant molecular volume increase
• P0102 A72-16786
Psycho-physical theory of human mind, discussing
molecular biological processes of neuron
recording in terms-of quantum mechanics
P0113 A72-18191
Confbrmal electron interactions in biopolyner and
hyperaolecnlar biological systems, discussing
A-263
HOLECOLAB BOHDS SUBJECT IHDBI
Calcium ions effects, enzyme activity, muscle
contractions and information theory
P0147 A72-18803
Bolecular aspects of stroctnral and functional
circadian rhythms in chloroplasts of anicellnlar
alga Acetabnlaria, emphasizing protein synthesis
cole
P0158 172-19540
Cellular evolution investigation using molecular
biology, microbial physiology and ecology
P0184 A72-22011
Eeviev of biology and biochemistry of memory,
suggesting molecular level mechanism of cerebral
tnfornation processing
P0228 A72-2392S
Evolutionary significance of primary aaino acid or
uucleotide base sequences of DNAs vithin various
phylogenetic groups
P0279 A72-27160
Liver and muscle type isozymes of DPH-linked
glycerol-3-P dehydrogenase in chickens in terms
of tissue distribution, ontogeny and avian
evolution
P0279 A72-27161
Ionic and hydrophobic interactions effects on
Hicrococcns lysodeikticns membrane stabilization
process
P0337 A72-30595
Lov molecular active horaones isolation from cat
blood, obtaining elnates with phosphate buffer
by chromatography
P0342 A72-30971
The resonance mechanism of the biological action
of vibration
P0463 A72-39409
Biology and molecular biophysics progress review,
discussing synthetic semibiological systems,
molecular pathology, free radicals and longevity
P0510 A72-42474
Empirical support for a stochastic model of
evolution.
P0541 A72-43565
Recently published protein segnences. I.
P0541 A72-43570
The state of water in muscle tissue as determined
by proton nuclear magnetic resonance.
P0551 A72-44774
Beview and forecast of electron microscope studies
of membrane systems in terms of fundamental
problems of biomedical research and molecular
biology
P0551 A72-44869
Integration of primitive biological levels into
higher organizational complexes
fHASA-TT-P-13729] p0034 872-10075
Production of complex organic compounds in
vicinity of volcanoes as precursors of
significant biological products and relation to
genesis of life
P0204 H72-17077
BOLECDLAB BOIDS
0 CHEHICAL BOHDS
BOLECDUB CBAIIS
Ionizing radiation as effective energy in
primordal organic synthesis, discussing small
molecule formation and subsequent condensation
into polypeptides and polynncleotides
P0097 A72-16127
Recently published protein sequences. I.
P0541 A72-43570
BOIECDUB DIFFUSION
Bemoglobin-facilitated diffusion of oxygen -
Interfacial and thickness effects.
P0425 A72-36569
HOLZCOLAB IITBBACTIOHS
Solar activity effects on biosphere processes,
discussing radiation-induced molecular
activation mechanisms in water and biological
plasma calcium ion concentration changes
P0289 A72-28213
BOLBC0LAB PHISICS
Quantum-chemical model of organic ring-shaped
molecule with persistent magnetization at
microscopic level
P0510 A72-42318
BOLECOUB SIEVES
0 iBSOBBEHTS
BOUCOUB STBOCT0BE
Temperature effects on blood
electrobiolnminescence, relating luminescence
peaks to protein and lipid molecular structure
changes '
p0225 A72-23694
Protein biosynthesis B and D, discussing rate
control, structure and medical and nutritional
applications
•P0338 A72-30600
Freeze etching technigues in electron microscopic
investigations of biological cells molecular
structure
p0426 A72-36829
BOLBC01AB REIGHT
Badioimmnnoassay and gel filtration determination
of molecular size and immnnochemical reactivity
of parathyroid hormone in gland extracts,
peripheral circulation and parathyroid effluent
blood
P0071 A72-15228
BOLECOLES
Review of HASA Ames Besearch Center 1971
conference on interstellar molecules and origin
of life
P0216 472-22645
BOLIBBE FOBSOLA
0 SPATIAL DISTRIBOTIOH
BOLLOSKS
marine gastropod mollnsk synaptic transmission
mechanism, discussing various chemical
transmitters, two phase potential, receivers,
electrical interaction and electrophysiological
conditioning
p0112 A72-17996
Constituency and origins of cyclic growth layers
in pelecypod shells
fNASA-CB-126672] p0382 N72-24070
BOBESTS
BT BENDING BOBENTS
BT STANDABD DEVIATION
NT 7ABIAHCB (STATISTICS)
BOBAOBAL SIGNALS
Bonaural perstimnlatory londness adaptation
measurement by delayed and single simultaneous
balance methods, discussing intensity, frequency
and duration effects
' p0182 A72-21896
BOBTTOBS
Ultrasonic transducer monitoring of
decompression-caused gas bubbles in rat thigh
muscle tissue for decompression sickness time
course development studies
p0163 172-20183
Low cost real time computerized C 14
radiorespirometry telemetering system for
monitoring human metabolism data during space
missions
. p0293 A72-28277
"Vl-like1 and 'aTF-like' leads for continuous
electrocardiographic monitoring.
pO«49 A72-37244
Computerized supervisory control for
interpretation of snbgoal statements from human
operator to permit teleoperator interaction with
environment without long time delay
p0503 A72-41417
Human factors engineering to determine performance
of human subjects in monitoring systems to
insure proper operation
IAD-730374] p0131 N72-14140
Development of flueric-electronic system for
monitoring concentration of carbon dioxide in
respiratory gases
fAD-737003] p03S5 N72-22106
Bemote sleep monitoring display console
[NASA-CB-1155731 p0386 N72-24092
Design and operation of system for monitoring
systolic and diastolic blood pressures on beat
by beat basis
[AD-744003] p0536 N72-31137
Bioinstrnmentation for improving Apollo biomedical
ground monitoring system
tNASA-CB-128536] - p0566 N72-32138
BOBKBXS
Chlorpronazine trangoilizer influence on sgnirrel
monkeys in electric shock tests, shifting
postevent aggressivity to pre event anticipation
P0149 A72-18975
Space medical nrological problems from experience
with Biosatellite 3 monkey, discussing closed
A-264
SUBJECT IBDBI BOBIA1ITT
catheter conduit system, urinary calcium changes
in immobilized animals and urinary diuresis
p0226 472-23728
Injected histaiine effects on intracranial
pressure and systemic blood pressure in Bacaca
mnlatta ionkeys
CAD-726543] p0037 H72-10095
Biological effects of argon laser on retinas of
•onkeys
fAD-728333] p0087 H72-13066
Effects of experimental manipulation of painful
electric shocks, independent of subject
performance, on squirrel nonkey response
rBASA-CH-1192481 P0117 B72-14046
Technigue using electrodes for measuring arterial
oxygen partial pressure in dogs, rabbits, and
•onkeys
p0193 H72-16037
Effects of gamma ray exposure on ability of
•onkeys to perform continuous and
discrete-avoidance and fixed-ratio tasks with
visual and auditory cues
p0209 B72-17684
Testing paradigm for training and measuring visual
acuity in Bhesus monkeys suffering froa retinal
burn
[AD-733488] p0255 B72-19116
Necropsy and radiographic observation of spinal
fracture and articular facet derangement
patterns in rhesus Donkeys
[AHBL-TB-71-171 p02S8 H72-19139
Effects of long tern ELF Bagnetic field exposure
on central nervous system of sguirrel Bonkeys
CAD-735456) p0351 B72-22084
yestibalar-ocular connterroll reflex 'for
determining vestibnlar response dynamics of
monkeys to acceleration
[AD-737828] p04»0 S72-27094
Rhesus BOnkey heart rate during exercise
tBASA-CH-127696] pO«71 B72-28060
Response of anesthetized Rhesus Bonkey vertebral
column and internal organs to pressure vayes
generated during seated spinal im'pacts
tAD-740460] ' \ p052H B72-30085
Biodynaaics of load deflection and failure
BechanisBS in Rhesus aonkey knee joints during
anterior loading
tAD-7101521 P0526 B72-30095
Effect of disuse bone atropy on spinal impact
tolerance in Rhesus monkeys
tAD-7400531 p0526 B72-30096
Effects of Phosdrin, cholinesterase-inhibitinq
pesticide, on pigeons and sguirrel Bonkeys in
relation to aerial application poisoning
[PAA-AH-72-29]
 r p0567 B72-33075
iBpulse noise damage to cochlear of Rhesus aacagne
monkeys
fAD-745105] P0570 B72-33091
aOIOCHROHATIC RADIiTIOB
Opponent color responses of Bonkey optic tract
fibers to monochromatic lights, using chromatic
adaptation and Bicroelectrode recording
P0362 A72-31369
Visual sensitivity measurement in retinal areas
vith stepvise change frou one monochromatic
light to another, discussing eye movements
effects and perception thresholds
P0548 A72-UH385
HOBOCULAB TISIOB
Functional organization of visual cortex in
monkeys, discussing monocular and binocular
responses, trigger and stimulus abstraction
pOOOS A72-10467
Lateral spatial interactions of sensory receptors,
discussing mathematical theory for monocular
visual inputs described by real valued, functions
on continuum
p0014 472-11196
Stereoscopic depth movement perception sensitivity
compared to monocular movement
P0028 A72-12209
Objects visual detection probability distribution
as function of angular size, contrast and search
time, comparing binocular and monocular searches
effectiveness
P0160 A72-19919
Besponse latencies and correlation in single units
and visual evoked potentials in cat striate
cortex following monocular and binocular
stimulations
p0277 A72-26771
On a long-term temporal aspect of stereoscopic
depth sensation.
pOS08 472-10381
Visual stimuli distance estimation with head
stationary or moving, discussing performance
after monocular motion parallax training
P05U9 A72-4U557
Accuracy of monocular motion parallax absolute
distance estimation before and after training
[1D-742078J p0536 B72-31134
8OBOLITHIC CIRCUITS
D IHTEGBATED CIRCUITS
HOBOTOBB FUBCTIOBS
Bon-monotonicity of temporal recognition of brief
duration.
• p0427 A72-36912
BOBTB CARLO BBTBOD
Two Bonte Carlo codes for calculation of dose
distribution in human phantoms irradiated by
external photon sources
(KFKI-71-12] p0306 B72-20082
BOOH ILLUSIOI
Parallel swing lith affixed luminous disks test
for induced vestibular stimulation effects on
moon illusion, noting eye movement factors
P0457 A72-38900
Sensory interaction between vision size perception
and vestibule stimulation as test for vestibnlar
hypothesis of moon illusion
flZF-1971-23] p0385 B72-24089
BOBPHIBB
Starvation effects on male rats, mice' and guinea
pigs hepatic drug metabolism, discussing
ethylmorphine, p-nitroanisole and aniline
.' pOOlU A72-11262
BOBPBOLO6ICA1, IBDBIES
Thyroid glands iodine concentrations, 'blood
proteins and morphological changes in rats vith
acute hypoxic hypoxia and pulmonary edema
p0169 A72-20620
HOBPHOLOSI
BT LUBG BORPBOLOGT
BT POLTBORPBISB
Exercise and deoervation effects on intrafnsal
Buscle fibers Borphology, noting 25-33 percent
cross-sectional area atrophy in nuclear bag and
chain fibers
P0064 A72-14895
Rat adrenal cortex Borphology after 24 hour
transverse acceleration stress, studying changes
in lipid, ascorbic acid and BBA content and acid
phosphatase activity
P0326 A72-29310
Bev experimental data on the morpho-physiological
analysis of the adaptation phenomenon in the
somatic reflex arch
pO«16 A72-35023
Borpho-fnnctional changes in the endocrine system
during oxygen starvation
p0492 A72-40447
Adrenal morphology changes in rats subjected to
hypokinesia
P0542 A72-43905
Bechanism of adaptation to hypoxic hypoxia
P0542 A72-43907
Borphology of cerebral vascular system of dogs.
subjected to transverse acceleration
p0078 B72-12010
Horphological effects of space flight environment
on vascular, muscular, and nervous biological
systeas
[JPBS-55341] p0249 B72-19074
Morphological changes caused by prolonged
hypodynaaia and hypokinesia in portal vessels of
rat and rabbit livers
P0251 B72-19089
BORIALITT
Incidence rates of ayocardial infarction and
sudden death froa coronary heart disease for
adult black and white populations in Bashville
P0017 A72-11425
Intraventricular conduction defects incidence and
aortality in acute ayocardial infarction, noting
left anterior heaiblock dominance
p0221 A72-23273
Analysis of survival and cause of death statistics
for mice under single and dnration-of-life gamaa
A-265
BOSS (SPACE STATIOBS) SUBJECT IBDEI
irradiation.
P0541 A72-H339B
Lethal head injuries to nan swimming underwater
caused by detonation of firecracker
P0257 F72-19135
Combined effects of radiation and weightlessness
on BortalitT and oatagenesis of living systems
:
 p030« H72-20065
Interpretation of statistical data concerning
relation of radiation exposure and infant
nortality
[BHL-16255] ' p0354 S72-22100
BOSS (SPACE STATIOIS)
0 OBBITAL SPACE STATIOHS
BOSSBAOEB EFFECT
Bossbauer effect for measuring radio frequency
fields in biologic entities
rAD-7311191 p0253 H72-19105
BOIILITt • •
0 LOCOSOTIOB
BOTIOB
Dynamic visaal acuity in notion perception
riD-741528] P0533 H72-31115
HOTIOH AFTBBEFFECTS
Beaction time to visual orientation change^
•obtaining aftereffects as function of
orientation specific adaptation duration and
separation angle between inspection and test lines
P017H A72-20986
HOTIOH EQUATIONS
0 EQDATIOHS OF HOTIOB
BOTIOI FEBCEFTIOH , .
D SPACE PEBCEPTIOH
BOTIOI PICTDBES
Discontinuity of seen motion reduces 'the visual
motion aftereffect. • •
p0450 A72-37600
Bole of eye moveients in the perception of
apparent motion.
P0542 A72-U380U
Development and application of training films for
instructing pilots in landing T-37 aircraft
[AD-728685] .p0087 1172- 13087
Development of motion picture test for determining
aptitude of human subjects for air traffic duties
[FAA-BD-71-106] p01«2 N72-15101
notion picture test for air traffic control
aptitude for use in personnel selection and
evaluation
[AD-7359421 p0318 H72-21085
BOTIOB SICKBESS
Bavigators, pilots and airman trainees response to
Coriolis accelerations, investigating nystagmus
sensitivity coefficient relationship to motion
* sickness-resistance
p001<t A72-11286
Human vestibular stability under frontal and
sagittal head tilts in rotating chairs,
discussing motion sickness onset
P0100 A72-16640
Galvanic skin response techniques for palmar and
dorsal sweat detection during motion sickness by
vestibnlar stimulation, comparing arousal and
thermal sweat response
P0163 A72-20185
Londness function correlations' to illusory spiral
aftereffect persistence, motion sickness
susceptibility and auditor; reaction tine in
individuals
P0186 A72-22138
notion sickness experience correlations to
vestibular tests in pilots and nonpilots
P0290 A72-28257
Vision influence on acute motion sickness
elicitation in slow rotation room, comparing
with vestibular factors '
P0291 A72-28258
Environmental temperature effect on motion
sickness sweating, discussing nausea and-
discomforting symptomology prediction
p0296 A72-28302
Experimental motion sickness studies in slow
rotation room simulating rotating spacecraft
conditions, noting relation between subject
susceptibility and number of head motions
P0373 A72-33542
Influence of high temperature on the onset of
motion sickness
P0507 A72-41749
Influence of vision on susceptibility to acute
motion sickness studied under quantifiable
stimulus-response conditions.
p0558 A72-45659
Belation between response thresholds of
cnpnlar-endolymphatic system to angular and •
Coriolis accelerations in humans and motion
sickness tolerance
P0075 B72-11996
Influence of vision on susceptibility to acute •
motion sickness in subjects exposed to stressful
accelerations in rotating room
[HASA-CB-125SU6] p0189 B72-16003
yestibnlar stimulation for determining response
from arousal and thermal sweat areas during
motion sickness
fAD-731995] • p0200 B72-17048
Sweat sensor for monitoring perspiration response
during motion sickness
[AD-736922] p0359 H72-23091
Effects of motion sickness on autonomic nervous
systems role in vestibular-respiratory-vasomotor
reflexes
p0388 S72-24108
Development of theory concerning human reactions
to whole body motion and explanation of
''' individual differences to motion effects
P0393 B72-25044
Altered susceptibility to motion sickness as
function of subgravity level
CBASA-CB-127687] p0471 B72-28059
Forehead sweating during motion sickness from
vestibular stimulation
[AD-7M30751 p0531 872-31101
Effect of environmental temperature on sweat onset
•during motion sickness
fAD-7il08011 'p0531 N72-31102
Bole of higher sections of central nervous system
in motion sickness
[AD-742409] p0565 B72-32133
BOTIOB SICEBESS DBD6S •
Antimotion sickness drugs effectiveness based on
acetylcholine or norepinephrine induced changes
of balance between vestibular and reticular
neurons
P0226 A72-23726
Effectiveness of benactyzine hydrochloride and
other antimotion sickness drugs combined with
scopolamine
[AD-737220] p0402 H72-25118
BOTIVATIOB
Botivation in vigilance, studying effects of
subject self evaluation and experimenter
/knowledge of results/ controlled feedback
p0106 A72-1771;!
Terminal area ATC specialists and trainees job
attitude and motivation from questionnaire on
challenge, tasks, salary, work schedule, etc'
p0109 A72-17865
Conditioned slow negative potential of human brain
cortex dependence on motivation, emphasizing
punishment avoidance conditions
p0372 A72-33097
Self-paced ergometer performance - Effects of
pedal resistance, motivational contingency and
inspired oxygen concentration.
pO<!27 A72-36911
Effect of differential payoff matrices to induce
motivation in vigilance performance involving
detection of visual signals
fAD-727984] p0041 H72-10123
Measurement of motivation in human factors
engineering by psychological tests'
P0042 H72-10132
Early aptitude-achievement discrepancies as
predictors of voluntary withdrawal from naval
aviation training
[AD-728389] p0130 B72-14130
Motivational aspects of vigilance and complex
monitoring
CAD-733483] p0255 B72-19117
Annotated bibliography of references dealing with
physiological correlates of attitudes and
attitude changes
fAD-739505] p0472 H72-28071
BOTOB SISTBBS ' (BIOLOGY)
D EFFEBEBT BEBVOUS SISTEBS
BOTOBS
BT ElECTBIC BOTOBS
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BOOR1II IIH1BITAHTS
Respiration control daring hyperoiia, discussing
chemoreceptor significance in minute volume
respiration rate redaction mechanism fron Pamir
•oantain aborigines oxygen breathing reaction,
studies
P0185 172-22076
Satire Highlander and lovlander chemoreflex
. ventilator? response to transient carbon dioxide
inhalation at low and high altitudes
P0286 172-27728
High altitude natives cerebral arterial-venous
oxygen difference measurement daring ambient air
and oxygen breathing, shoving chronic hypoxia
effect on cerebral blood flov
P0339 172-30704
:
: Hountain inhabitants cardiocircnlatory -adaptation
to chronic hypoxia, studying coronary flov and
•yocardial oxygen consumption and efficiency.
P0369 172-32498
Ventilatory peripheral chemoreflex response to
hypoxia during physical exercise in native
Highlanders and altitude-acclimated lowlanders
P0408 172-34345
Pulmonary gas exchange in Indean natives at high
altitude.
P0425 172-36570
. Vascular headache of acute mountain sickness.
P0511 172-42491
Idaptive processes responsible for natural
acclimatization of human organism to low ambient
pressures at high altitudes
P0512 172-42584
Inatomy of the coronary circulation at high
. altitude. , .
P0513 172-42594
Resistance and capacitance vessels of the skin in
.permanent and temporary residents' at high
altitude.
P0513 172-42595
ROOBT1IBS
Bedlcal and .technical aspects of rescue and
survival of astronaats in high mountain and
mountainous remote areas.
p0409 172-34434
BOOTH
Influence of ionizing radiation on the tooth organ
p0508 172-41987
BOLTICHHIBL COBBOSIC1TIOB
Exercise ECG multichannel radio telemetry
egnipment, discussing sources of malfunction and
unreliability and remedial procedures
p0099 172-16610
BD1TICB1ISEL RECEIVERS
0 BOLTICBSHHEL COBHOBIC1TIOH
HOLTICB1HEL TB1BSBITTEBS
0 BOLTICHIHBBL COBHDRIC1TIOB
0 TB1NSBITTERS
BDLTI1ATEB IBSOLATIOB
Rathematical models for testing effectiveness of
multilayered viscoelastic and elastic-plastic
brain protection system daring impact shock
flD-7404641 p0527 B72-30102
BUITIPOLBS
1 rapid assay of dipolar and extradipolar content
in the human electrocardiogram.
p0542 172-43811
BDLTISPECIB1L PHOTOGRAPH!
Bemote mnltiband photographic vegetation
inventories to determine environmental
conditions that breed public health hazards
p0487 H72-29322
BU1TIV1BI1TE STATISTICAL ABALTSIS
BT COBREL1TIOS
BT BEGBESSIOB 1B11ISIS
Bultivariate algorithms of optimum 'content and
form for cardiovascular risk assessment in
pilots and air transport personnel
P0291 172-28264
Bibliography of basic references to moltivariate
analysis nsing reponse surface methodology and
application to haman factors engineering
[10-729192] P0087 B72-13090
Bultivariate approaches to pattern recognition and
dyspepsia cures
[ID-737268] p0402 B72-25117
BOOBS
Ibsorbed doses at various depths in water target .
exposed to charged pions, moons and electron
beams, using Bonte Carlo program
[CBRH-71-16] P0026 172-12063
BOSCLBS
BI BYOC1BDIOB
Fast and slow human muscle fibers temporal
response characteristics,.nsing tensometric
recording
P0056 172-13989
Spinal reflexes through electric stimulation of
gastrocnemius and solens human leg muscles,
attributing increased tendon reflex amplitudes
to gamma motonearons hyperactivation
p0059 172-14704
Exercise and denervation effects on intrafnsal
muscle fibers morphology, noting 25-33 percent
cross-sectional area atrophy in nuclear bag and
chain fibers .. • • ,
P0064 172-14895
Daily prolonged exercises effects on human mascle
glycogen utilization, noting reduced lactate
accumulation and increased free fatty acid levels
. . . p0069 172-15213
Regulation of sweat secretion on skin surfaces •
overlying active and nonactive muscle tissue
daring skin or core temperature alterations
. . , p0069 172-15216
Rnscle blood.flow relation to oxygen consumption
from measurements daring bicycle ergometer
. exercises, asing Xe 133 clearance method
P0171 172-20888
Endurance exercise effect on respiratory capacity'
in white, red and intermediate muscles in rats, ••
relating fiber type to oxidative capacity
P0175 172-21083,
Stepwise adaptation to high mountain conditions
effect on brain and sural mascle oxidation
processes in rats
P0186 172-22085
llternative heating local heat clearance probes
for human mascle blood flov measurement
P0223 172-23442
Continuous and intermittent maximal exercise
effects on human muscle intracellnlar and
capillary blood pB
p0231 172-24477
Forearm skin and muscle blood flow.change
measurements during whole body heating, nsing
plethysmography, isotopic labeling and .blood -.
sampling techniques
P0271 172-26617
Liver and muscle type isozymes of DPH-linked
glycerol-3-P dehydrogenase in chickens in terms
of tissue distribution, ontogeny and avian
evolution
P0279 172-27161
Bat vena porta muscle cells spontaneous activity
intensified by direct current depolarization and
inhibited by hyperpolarization, noting effects
of calcium and sodium ions
P0322 172-28638
Cold adaptation effects on rat skeletal muscle
tissue Vant-Boff coefficient, considering
phosphorylation and oxidation rate, P/O and
mitochondrial ITP-ase activity
p0323 172-28639
Potassium, sodium and calcinn ion distribution in
skeletal muscle snbcellnlar organpids,
discussing lipid, protein and nucleic acid binding
.P0338 172-30670
Bnscle cell 1TP, creatine phosphate and lactate
concentration changes relation to oxygen uptake
during and after exercise
p0340 172-30705
Long term weightlessness-induced physiological
response normalization by muscle
bioelectrostimulation, muscular tissue energy
load increase and mineral metabolism stabilization
P0374 172-33543
Biological systems activity in controlling
extremal problems of nervous and muscular
systems, noting external stimulation minimization
p0455 172-38577
The state of water in muscle tissue as determined
by proton nuclear magnetic resonance.
pOSSI 172-44774
Atrophy threshold in human arm muscles
[BIS1-TT-F-.14094] p0132 H72-15027
Pathological changes in cell electrolyte balance
taken from skeletal and myocardium muscles of
1-267
BOSCULAB FATIGOB SUBJECT IHDBI
sadden death and congestive heart failure patients
CH4SA-TT-F-10128] p0239 H72-18060
Bypozia effect on development of morphological and
metabolical changes in skeletal rat mascles
daring hypokinesia
P0481 H72-29050
HDSCOLAB FATIGOB
Saman oxygen intake and blood lactic acid removal
kinetics daring recovery from mild steady work
on bicycle ergometer
P023U »72-24989
pynamic bioelectric impedance level of tissue area
between active electromyograpb electrodes
related to human skeletal lascle fatigae
p0329 A72-29332
Effects of anscalar stress on biochemical changes-
in serui enzyme activity
CBASA-TT-F-14187] p0253 B72-19101
Electro*yograpbic activity of biceps unscle daring
sabmaximum isoietric contraction determined from
auditory feedback
[AD-734300J . p0308 B72-20094
£lectromyographic measurement of maximum voluntary
•ascle contraction endurance in chronic
hyperventilators
CAD-734298J P0316 H72-21072
BOSCOIAB FOICTIOH
NT SPASHS
prog Bana temporaria striated muscle tension
response recording during sudden fiber length
alteration, suggesting force generation mechanism
P0001 A72-10017
Discharge patterns in notor nerve fibers during ~
human voluntary muscle contractions
pOOOS A72-10624
Optima lascle vork conditions experiments vith
rabbits, correlating total work performance and
power output vith auscle temperature variations
p0023 172-12013
Training effect on oxygen consumption in negative
•uscnlar work, considering connective tissue
strengthening and luscle viscosity changes '
P0053 A72-13676
Sunan nuscular electrical activity in various body
positions, noting potentials daring natural and
unaccustomed postures
P0056 A72-13990
Electromyographic deteraination of muscular
conpliance during arm movements, using on-line
analog coipnter
P0059 A72-11(708
prolonged muscular vork effects on erythrocyte
2,3-DPG generation relation to oxyhemoglobin
affinity
P0064 A72-14898
Stochastic signal method for measuring dynamic
viscoelastic properties of isometric frog
sartorins muscle at rest and contraction, using
vhite noise vibrations
P0070 A72-15221
Bemodynamic and blood oxygen parameter changes
comparison in dogs daring hypoxia at rest and
muscle activity in various oxygen concentrations
p0071 A72-15232
Beat production increase by muscular contractions
due to noradrenaline in cold adapted rats
P0104A72-17215
Beart pacemaker activity during mnscular exertion,
developing mathematical model based on system
dynamics transient processes analysis
P0112 A72-18059
Electromyogram study of antagonist muscles
reactions to Achilles tendon percussion or whole
body sudden motion via test stand jerking
P0148 472-18860
Cardiac acceleration by voluntary muscle " '
contractions of minimal duration in men due to
vagal tone inhibition
P0154 A72-19442
Hyoeplthelial mechanism of high frequencies
pulsatile discharge of haman sweat glands
p0154 A72-194B4
vagal control of ventilation and respiratory
muscles during elevated pressures in cats
P0155 A72-19446
Book on physiological approach to ergonomics
covering muscular system, performance, vork and
fatigae, working efficiency and environment, man
machine systems, etc
P0159 A72-19875
Acceleration tolerance increase by static forearm'
muscular contraction exercise comparison to
g-sait protection daring human centrifuge tests
• CAD-739063] P0171 A72-20887
Cat and rabbit middle ear nuscles contraction by
electric stimulation of motor nerves, noting
sound'transmission redaction
p0175 A72-21136
Cat middle ear mascles motor units,twitch tension,
and contraction tioe in response to motor neuron
threshold stimulation ." ' •
' p0175 A72-21137
Botor unit potential histogram study of hunan
motonenron activity patterns during voluntary
muscular contractions • :'
• ' p0177'A72-21472
Byocardium excitation-contraction mechanism in'
heart regulation, discussing surface membrane
structure and cell action potential
' p0213 A72-22222
Force-velocity relations in cat papillary muscles
isotonic relaxation, discussing effect's of
preloads and afterloads, temperature and
stimulation frequency . • -
p0217;A72-22864
Functional organization of monkey cortical
efferent zones in distal forelinb muscle control
from intracortical microstimulation studies,
showing stimulation thresholds distribution
' P0224 472-23582
Peripheral afferent input to monkey cortical
efferent zones of distal forelimb muscle :
control, using single microelectrode for
intracranial stimulation and cellular discharge
recording
-
 -
 - •p0224 A72-23583
Artificial heart-longs model with contractile
polymer membrane as synthetic mascles to react
with gases and liquids, discussing design features
p0233 A72-24640
Buman body biochemical energy conversion processes
daring muscular activity, discussing nutrition,
circulation and respiration roles
p0268 A72-26075
Speed and mechanical work measurements during knee
bending and immediate or delayed leg extension
exercise, showing muscle elastic potential
energy utilization
p0271 A72-26615
Electromyogram and myogram responses in phasic
stretch reflex under-prestrain conditions as
index of fusimotor activity level in normal hunans
p0273 A72-26632
Baman motonenron discharge time relations daring
isometric muscle contraction, measuring adjacent
action potential and mean interspike intervals
*'- p0285 A72-27653
Irreversibility mechanism in postpartnm dnctns
arteriosus closure in guinea pigs, studying
vessel cellular changes and smooth muscle
response to oxygen pressure ' - "
p0287 A72-27826
Inspiration, expiration and hand mascle control
comparison in psychophysical category production
method for human voluntary breathing regulation
investigation
P0288 A72-278K3
Energy metabolism and ATP balance characteristics
daring muscular activity as function of organism
adaptation to activity
. p0323 A72-28640
Supraspinal effects on different work regimes of
supplementary respiratory mascles, using
interference electromyograms cross correlation
i - analysis' '
P0329 A72-29328
Contractile responses of guinea pig, 'rat and hunan
isolated ventricular myocardium to increased
stimulation fregnency
. P0334 A72-30044
Temperature and extracellular Ca level effects on
mammalian ventricular myocardium.force-fregnency
relationships, determining contractile tension,
velocity and phase duration
P0334 A72-30045
Delayed growth of rats carcasses and skeletal
muscles during prolonged hypokinesia, comparing
effects on flexor mascles to ankle joint extensors
A-268
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P0335 A72-30378
Prolonged bed rest induced •ascalar activity
restriction effect on arterial and venous tone
in different body areas
p0336 A72-30385
Human leg muscle reflex excitability changes
daring angular acceleration, suggesting .
vestibnlar apparatus as coordination Deans in,
quasi-static and dynamic movement control
.p0336 A72-30388
Surface electrode position effect on
electroayogram recording of electrical activity
during repeated biceps and triceps brachli
contractions . ,
p0367 172-32489
Surface electrode distance, area and pressure'
effects on electromyogram recording of large
skeletal muscle electrical activity during .
defined Muscular tensions ;
p0368 .A72-32490
Bill nodel for myocardium activity, taking into
account contractile state variations and
characteristic force-velocity curve .
p0368,A72-32492
Hunan heart physic-pathology from cardiac -
performance analysis, treating heart as pump and
muscle . _ .
; p0368 A72-32493
Apexocardiograos and carotid 'pulse measurements as
indicators of cardiac function and nyocardial
contractility
p0368 A72-32494
Bypokinesis and motor activity of humans in
industrial societies, noting prolonged -,!•,.-.
inactivity and posture maintaining effects
P0372 A72-33098
Increase in skeletal muscle performance during
emotional stress in man..
p0412,A72-34942
Effects of hypoxia and ischemia on myocardial
contraction - Alterations in the tine coarse of
force and ischemia-dependent inhonogeneity of
contractility. . ir•
. p0414 A72-34996
Interrelation of interoceptors and ezteroceptofs
in the process of urination and defecation .
reflex act maturation in ontogeny
. p0416 A72-35022
Servo action in human voluntary movement.
p0429 A72-36999
Computerized statistical simulation of automatism
of. spontaneously active smooth nuscle strip,
neglecting individual cell spontaneous activity
p0452 A72-37949
Vertical posture control mechanises in man
... .-• . . pO«53 A72-37992
Automatically controlled delay in self-excited
pulsating systems based on artificial muscles
P0454 A72-38464
Influence-of rhythmical photostimnlation on • •
lover-order monkeys with hyperkinesia of
post-encephalitic origin
p04S7 A72-38930
Significance of the nature of an increase in ,
physical strain as it affects the adaptation of
an organism to intense muscular activity
p0458 A72-38933
The silent period in man during muscle lengthening
produced by loading .
p0464 A72-39590
Book - Energy metabolism of human muscle.
p0464 A72-39700
Hnscle metabolism of ATP, CP, glycogen and
lactates at rest and during snbmaximal and
maximal exercise • • ,
P049.0 A72-40421
Bnscle metabolism during isometric exercise
performed at constant force.
, . p0490 A72-40425
Synchronization in the nork of motor neurons -
during arbitrary motor activity of various types
p049U A72-40595
Cortical oetabolisu regulation and effector
systems of the adaptation process
P0497 A72-40760
A model for analysing the coordination of manual
movements. • ...
p0503 A72-41413
The foot as input device for control operation.
P0501 A72-41428
Physical and chemical identification methods for
biochemical reactions and energy-balance of •
muscular contraction and shaking
. pOSOS A72-41469
Chemical energy transformation to mechanical
energy and heat in muscles during exercise,
considering energy sources for contraction,
oxidations, glycolysis and alactic anaerobic
mechanism
.. P0505 A72-41470
Effects of physical exercise .on spinal
reflectivity in Ban . '
P0505 A72-41524
Dependence of muscle efficiency on oxygen
concentration in the venous blood . ,>
: P0509 A72-42157
Blood flov, oxygen aptake, and capillary
filtration in resting skeletal muscle.
P0514 A72-42668
Analysis of femoral venous blood daring maximum
mnscalar exercise.
.P0515 A72-U2742
Sensoriootor mechanism of proprioreceptors in
muscles and tendons, considering reflexive
control of position and motion
P0517 A72-42781
Functional insufficiency of the Deuromnscular
system caused by weightlessness and hypokinesia.
., . , P0540 A72-43387
.. Betabolic changes in healthy huuans caused by
prolonged bed rest in horizontal position,
noting prevention,by physical exercises and
electric muscle stimulation
. ' i - P0543 A72-43921
Influence of the nervous system and its mediators
on the spontaneous contractile activity of a
• smooth muscle
P0550 A72-44590
Changes in certain henodynamic indices.during
mascalar strain in people vith .differing
capacity to perform work
pOSSO A72-44591
The reflex and mechanical response of the
inspiratory muscles to an increased airflow .
resistance.
P0552 A72-44958
General index for the assessment of cardiac
function.
P0553 A72-45011
Effects of potassium on Bnscle functions duriag..
physical exercise
iHASA-TT-P-1«12«l p0198 S72-17031
Effects of chronic potassium deficiency on
skeletal muscle cell excitability, resting
potential, and latency time
tHASA-TT^PrlllZg] P02Q1 H72-18075
Borphological effects of space flight environment
on vascular, muscular, and nervous biological
systems •
CJPBS-553IH] . p02«9 H72-19074
Hypokinesia and hypodynamia effects on rabbit.
; cardiac arteries
P0251 H72-19Q87
Physical exercise effects on rat skeletal muscle
vascnlarization in the coarse of ontogeny
. - . . • - p0251 H72-19092
Influence of vestibules stimulation on segmentary
reflexes in spinal cord ,
. • . P0388 H72-24109
Bultichannel bioelectric control system for
simulating nenromuscnlar movements and treating
motor function disturbances ,
rBBC-TT-15S2J pO»»5 B72-27134
BDSCOLAB STEEHGIH . . t .
Contractile-and muscle-like fibers and
autopulsation systems for polymer engine and
• -spring action studies
. - • • - . P0454 A72r38200
Dse of isometric exercises as means of preventing
muscular atrophy in treatment of fractures of
extremities ,
rHASA-TT-PTl4096] j pO141 B72-15094
Three dimensional hand force and biomechanical
models for simulating .human hand strength in
zero gravity
fHASA-CB-115744] p0485 B72-29084
A-269
BOSCDLiB TOH0S SOBJECT IBDEI
SOSCOLAB TOBOS
Human and monkey muscle tonic vibration reflex
response to vibrator? stimulation dependent on
freqnency ranqe, electroayograph discharge
interval length, etc
P0028 172-12250
Techniques and procedure for differential
ballistooscillography of extremities.
P0463 A72-39325
Breathing rate response to oral instructions in
relationship to nervous system, bronchial ouscle
tonns and gas metabolism rate reflex-type changes
P0497 A72-40761
Functional insufficiency of the neuronuscnlar
system caused by weightlessness and hypokinesia.
P0540 172-113387
. . -Tone 'of arteries and veins in different body areas
during prolonged restrictive muscular activity
P0387 H72-24106
HTJSCOLOSKBLBTAL SISTBB
HT BOHES
HT CEBEBBUH
HT CHIH
HT COLL1GEHS
HI COHHECTIVE TISSUE
HT CONSTRICTORS
HT CBAHIHH . • .
HT FEHDB
HT IHTBICE1HI1L CAVITI
HT JOISTS (1HITOBY)
HT KHEE (JNATOflY)
HT PELVIS
HT SCI1TIC BEGIOH
HT SKOLL
HT STBRHOH
HT TIBI1
HT ULH1
HT VEBTEBBAE
HT VERTEBRAL COLOMH
Long tern bed rest effect on humans and primates,
detailing cardiovascular metabolic and
nuscnloskeletal physiological systems
C1D-737557] p0012 472-10932
Free oxygen content and diffusion coefficient in
adrenaiectomized rat skeletal muscles after
physical strain
P0056 A72-13991
Confinement, physical deconditioning and
hypercapnia effects on human musculoskeletal
protein b.y chronatographic method for
quantifying urinary peptides and free amino acids
fAD-7366651 p0109 A72-17869
• Book on physiological approach to ergonomics
covering muscular system, '-performance, vork and
fatigae, working efficiency and environment, man
machine systems, etc
P0159 172-19875
Corticosterone content in blood plasaa, cerebral
cortex and skeletal muscles during hypoxia
adaptation in rats
P0185 172-22083
• Pure biocarbons for skeletal fixation of limb
prosthetic devices, noting load bearing
applications dependence on brittle characteristics
P0288 172-28095
Electrical components of cardiac and skeletal
muscle iipedance, calculating rectangular
stimulating current mean value
, P0321 172-28461
Prevention of weightlessness effects on blood
hydrostatic pressure, mnsculoskeletal system and
sensorimotor performance, discussing space
flight training and space environment simulation
' tests
P0325 172-28787
Dynamic bioelectric impedance level of tissue area
between active el'ectromyograph electrodes
related to human skeletal muscle fatigue
P0329 172-29332
Increase in skeletal muscle performance, during
emotional stress .in man.
P0412 172-34942
Technignes and procedure for differential
ballistooscillography of extremities.
P0463 172-39325
Effect of hypoxia on the condition of skeleton
muscles in rats under hypokinesia
p0491 172-40433
Blood flow, oxygen uptake, and capillary
filtration in resting skeletal muscle.
> P0514 172-02668
Prototype for machine augmentation of human -.
strength and endurance - Bardiman pro-feet '
flD-7207971 pOO<!2 H72-10128
Inalysis of human subjects to determine skeletal
. configurations of operator in pulling or pushing
heavy loads
fAD-729827] . P0143 H72-15106
Bypokinesia effects on rat skeletal muscles
P0250 H72-19085
Atrophy and cytochemical changes in rat skeletal
muscles caused by hypokinesia
I P025Q B72-19086
Clinical tandem walking test for evaluating
- ataxial battery test performance in detecting , •
vestibular problems • .
fAD-735455] • P0351 H72-22083
Effects of prolonqed hypokinesia on general body
skeletal muscle growth in rats
i , p0387 B72-24099
Prototype of bilateral manipulator for machine
augmentation of human strength maintaining
dexterity •
[1D-739735] p0478 H72-28112
Bionechanics in motor skeletal structures and
determination of tolerance to external forces
tlD-7404561 ,. P0523 H72-30075
Geometric properties of -human ribs and thin walled
ellipse model for rib cross section
flD-7404501. . , p0525 H72-30093
Stabiloqrapb: for stability determination of stance
and fine adjustments to body equilibrium
{10-741265] P0565 H72-32128
HOTATIOHS . . - . .
nolecular evolutional chanqes in amino acids of
proteins due.to mutant random fixation,
comparing human and fish hemoqlobin chains - .
P0021 A72-11761
Evolutionary rate of cistrons in vertebrates, •
discussing hemoglobin and cytochrome c chanqes
involving amino acid mutant substitution
• • p0021; 172-11762
Amino acid code comparisons of polypeptide chains
of globins due to mutations during vertebrate
evolution from ancestral gene r
P0021 172-11761
Space flight effects on chlorella cell survival
and mutability in Zond automatic stations
p0102 172-16775
Dose response curves for pink somatic mutations in
Tradescantia after neutron and I ray irradiation
i p0364 172-31723
Blue green algae Inacystis nidulans DV :
light-sensitive mutants photorecovery capacity
following irradiation •.-'•: '.
P0377 172-33673
Space flight effects on chlorella cell survival
and mutability in Zond automatic stations ->
P0417 172^ -35278
Soyuz 5 satellite vehicle space flight factors
effect on chlorella cells, investigating
survival rates and mutability : i. .
-P0417 172-35279
Empirical support for a stochastic model of
evolution.
P0501 172-43565
imino acid substitution correlation with genetic
code in human, bovine, ovine, porcine and salmon
calcitonins, suggesting mutation occurrence time
during evolution
P0541 172-43568
Bales of Drosophila melanogaster treated with 250
i • kv X rays for determination of qerminal
mutations induced in qerm cell cycle . »
fOBO-3844-7] P0082 S72-12027
Effect of weightlessness and spacecraft
environment on .spontaneous and radiation induced
somatic mutation rates and cytologic chanqes in
Tradescantia
[EIPT-P-1123] p0302 H72-20054
Combined effects of radiation and weightlessness
on mortality and mutagenesis of living systems .
. P0304 H72-20065
BTELIH
Hyelinated nerve fiber mathematical model for
action potential transmission mechanism analysis
during relative refractory phases
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• P0338 172-30597
BYOCIHDIOH
Incidence rates of myocardial infarction and
sadden death from coronary heart disease for
adult black and white populations in Hashville
' • ' P0017 172-11*25
Canine and human ventricular myocardium
•-mi'croelectrophysiologic studies of
postextrasystolic T wave change relation to
1
 • 'cellular repolarization and contractile
potentiation nagnitude
. p0017 A72-11171
High altitude hypoxia effects on rat myocardium
lactic dehydrogenase isozyme complement and
•anoxic tolerance
' '• P0032 172-12830
Xenon 133 myocardial clearance method accuracy and
reliability in determining high and low left
coronary artery blood flow under different
hemodynamic conditions
P0052 172-13181
Hyocardial blood flow neasnrenent by Xe 133
clearance method after direct application of
isotope into snbendocardial and snbepicardial
layers of left ventricle
' . -p0052 172-13182
Familial cardomyopathy detection by
electrocardiography noting arrhythmias,
ventricular hypertrophy, abnormal Q waves and
intraventricnlar conduction defects
P0056 172-14413
Begional myocardial contraction mechanics during
transient ischemia and reoxygenation in
anesthetized dogs *'
p0075 172-15719
Helium-cold hypothermia induction and maintenance
effect oo hamster myocardla, with ventricle
analysis of hypoxic 'damage,1 glycogen and
catecholamines
P0075 172-15720
Bemodynanic response to hypoxia in dogs with
experimental myocardial infarction, discussing
changes in cardiac output, stroke volume, left
ventricular pressure and systemic vascular
resistance
P0097 172-16152
Hyorelaxant 3,5-dimethyl-4-bromopyrazol injection
effect on rabbit and dog heart during direct ,
extracardiac nerve stimulation
P0098 172-16358
Hyokinase activity determination as diagnostic
test for human myocardial infarction, comparing
to creatine phosphokinase activity test
P0098 172-16388
Isymmetrical hypertrophic cardiomyopathy symptoms
simulating mitral stenosis, suggesting
electrocardiography, chest X ray and hemodynamic
studies as diagnostic procedures
: . . t P0101 172-17380
Sudden death in myocardial infarction, discussing
heart electrical stability, neural control,
arrhythmias and'cardiac conduction disturbances
P0101 172-17381
Coronary artery disease and ve'ssel involvement
severity predictions from electrocardiographic
and vectorcardiographic patterns of anterior
wall myocardial infarction
P0160 172-19994
ECG evidence of myocardial ischemia in patients
without arteriographic evidence of coronary
artery disease, studying myocardial oxygen supply
P0160 172-19995
ECG and VCG in diagnosis of myocardial infarction
and QBS changes .
P0162 172-20174
Glucose and fatty acid metabolic response during
impending myocardiac infarction in animals
P0162 172-20175
Stretch activation of myogenic oscillation of
isolated contractile structures of heart muscle
in HP salt solution
P0167 172-20127
Hyocardial catecholamine level reduction by heart
hyperfunction from aortic coarctation during
moderate thyroidin doses
P0169 172-20622
Hyperbaric chamber tests for hemodynamic response
to oxygen inhalation at 1 and 2 atm pressure for
myocardial infarction treatment assessment
p0172 A72-20891
Hyocardial infarction effects on drng tolerance
and hemodynamic changes due to digitalis.doses,
discussing toxic arrhythmias
P0175 A72-21082
Beta-adrenergic inhibitors effects on coronary
blood flow and myocardial oxygen consumption of
normal and coronary artery disease patients-
' P0179 172-21519
Ventricular myocardium contractile function
disorder diagnosis by phase coordinate method
with intracardial hemodynamics application
P0187 472-22186
Hyocardium excitation-contraction mechanism in
heart regulation, discussing surface membrane
structure and cell action potential
. p0213 A72-22222
Intraventricnlar conduction defects incidence and
mortality in acute myocardial infarction, noting
left anterior hemiblock dominance
p0221 172-23273
Issessment of regional myocardial temperature
changes effect oo blood flow measurements by
heated cross-thermocouples in dogs
P0235 172-25071
Serum petidase activity determination as enzymatic
diagnostic test for myocardial infarction
P0266 172-25851
Hyocardinm biopnlse-controlled cardiosynchronizer
as key component of biocontrol systems for '
cardiological studies
p0269 172-26155
Chronic hypoxia adapted rat myocardial tissue
sensitivity to increased carbon dioxide tension
P0271 172-26616
Hemodynamic variables relation to coronary blood
flow and myocardial oxygen consumption during
upright bicycle exercise
P0271 172-26618
Gabor-Helson myocardium electrical activity model
for mathematical construction of
vectorcardiograph from ECG for comparison of
various lead systems
P0273 172-26629
Hyocardial infarction stress effect on serum
cortisol, plasma free fatty acid and urinary
catecholamine levels
p0278 172-26787
High altitude hypoxia preadaptation effects on
left ventricle myocardium noradrenaline
concentration in rats with experimental vitium
' cordis
P0284 172-27648
Hemodynamic effects of angiographic contrast
medium in patients with and without heart
disease, discussing myocardial performance
during first ten beats
P0286 172-27732
Electrical components of cardiac and skeletal-
muscle impedance, calculating rectangular
stimulating current mean value
P0321 172-28461
Heart enzyme activity under experimental
• myocardial ischemia in rabbits determined for
blood, -left and right ventricles and atrium
P0321 172-28463
Physiological evaluation of diastole mechanism in
rat hypertropheid myocardium as function of
heart rate, Ca ion concentrations and temperature
P0321 172-28521
Contractile responses of guinea pig, rat and human
isolated ventricular myocardium to increased
stimulation frequency
P0334 172-30044
Temperature and extracellular Ca level effects on
mammalian ventricular myocardium force-freguency
relationships, determining contractile tension,
velocity and phase duration
P0331 172-30045
Platelet aggregates role in intramyocardial vessel
circulation impedance in patients dying suddenly
of coronary artery disease
P0365 172-31770
Bill model for myocardium activity, taking into
account contractile state variations and
characteristic force-velocity curve
P0368 172-32492
Human heart physiopathology from cardiac
Performance analysis, treating heart as pump and
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•oscle
P0368 A72-32493
Apezocardiograms and carotid poise measurements as
indicators of cardiac function and myocardial
contractility
' . . P0368 A72-32494
Honntain inhabitants cardiocircnlatory adaptation
to chronic hvpozia, studying coronary flov and
nyocardial ozyqen consumption and efficiency
P0369 A72-32498
Baboon heart endocardial stractare dynamic
behavior, comparing left ventricle septan and
epicardium contractile force and intramyocardial
pressure changes
p0371 A72-32748
Serial ,ECG change detection and description in
•yocardial infarction survivors, using computer
analysis to find best diagnostic discriminants
from multiple criteria
P0379 A72-34008
nyocardial lipid and carbohydrate metabolism in
fasting aen during prolonged ezercise.
P0108 A72-31347
Thyroidal influence on myocardial changes induced
by simulated high altitude.
P0411 A72-34730
Normal and hypozic myocardium nitochondrial •
metabolism process, studying electron transport
system
P0412 A72-34978
Hyocardial protein synthesis in acute myocardial
bypozia and ischemia.
P0413 A72-34980
Acute myocardial anozia - Anatomical changes and
their possible relation to imnunological
processes.
p0413 A72-34981
Acute hypoxia of the myocardium - Ultrastructural
changes.
P0413 A72-34982
Extracellular acid-base changes in the dog
myocardium daring hypozia and local ischemia,
•easured by means of glass nicro-electrodes.
P0413 A72-34983
Changes of intracellolar myocardial electrolytes
in ezperimental hypertension.
P0413 A72-34984
The intranyocardial ozygen pressure at normozia
and hypozia.
P0413 A72-34986
Hyocardial ultrastructure in acute and chronic
hypozia.
P0413 A72-34988
Hyocardial metabolic changes in chronic hypozia.
P0413 A72-34989
Anozic tolerance of the heart.mascle in different
types of chronic hypozia. ;
p0414 A72-34991
Ion alterations during myocardial ischemia.
P0414 A72-3499H
Borphological alterations in the ischaemic heart.
p0414 A72-34995
Effects of hypozia and ischemia on myocardial
contraction - Alterations in the tine course of
force and ischemia-dependent inhomogeneity of
contractility.
pOQ 11 A72-34996
Induction of ventricular arrhythmias by elevation
of arterial free fatty acids in ezperimental
myocardial infarction.
P0414 A72-34997
Effect of nicotinic acid on myocardial metabolism
in man at rest and during ezercise.
P0421 A72-35968
Analysis of left ventricular vail motion by
reflected ultrasound - Application to assessment
of myocardial function.
P0450 A72-37497
Coronary collateral circulation and myocardial
blood flov reserve.
pOISO A72-37500
Prognostic value of an electrocardiographic sign
iu acute myocardial infarction.
P0452 A72-37871
Systematic detection of myocardial infarction in
the course of medical screening of flight
personnel
p0452 A72-37881
Influence of inotropic alteration on the severity
of myocardial ischemia after ezperimental
coronary occlusion.
P0454 A72-38552
Determination of the elastic modulus of the
left-ventricle myocardium vita the aid of X-ray
kymography .
P0458 A72-38940
An indirect method for evaluation of left
ventricular function in acute myocardial
infarction.
P0464 A72-39462
Cardiac hypertrophy, capillary and mascle fiber
density, mascle fiber diameter, capillary radius
and diffusion distance in the myocardium.of
groving rats adapted to a simulated altitude of
3500 m.
P0506 A72-41624
• Hyocardium automatism, ezcitability, conductivity
and contractility under cooling, noting complete .
inhibition at 9-3 deg c
P0509 A72-42072
Saccinic and lactic dehydrogenases activities in
homogenates from myocardial tissues of guinea
pigs, rabbits and dogs in high altitude
environments
. . pOS13 A72-42592
Coronary blood flov and myocardial metabolism in
man at high altitude.
P0513 A72-42593
Factors limiting the increase in stroke volume
obtainable by positive inotropism -
Investigations regarding the sufficient heart in
the case of...continued posteztrasystolic
potentiation
P0516 A72-42748
Cardiocirculatory adaptation to chronic hypozia.
II - Comparative study of nyocardial metabolism
of glucose, lactate, pyruvate and free fatty
acids betveen sea level and high altitude
residents.
P0519 A72-43022
Effects of coronary arteriography on myocardial
blood flov;
P05U4 A72-43933
Collagen in human myocardium as a function of age.
. p0544 A72-43935
General indez for the assessment of cardiac
function.
P0553 A72-45011
Clinical and anatomic implications of
intraventricular conduction blocks in acute
myocardial infarction.
P05S8 A72-45691
Pathological changes in cell electrolyte balance
taken from skeletal and myocardium muscles of
sudden death and congestive heart failure patients
fHiSA-TT-F-14128] . , . P0239 H72-18060
BIOELECTRIC POTENTIALS
Rotor unit.potential histogram study of human
motoneuron activity, patterns during voluntary
•muscular contractions
P0177 A72-21472
Byocardium ezcitation-contraction mechanism in
heart regulation, discussing surface membrane
structure and cell action potential
P0213 A72-22222
Human motonenron discharge time relations during
isometric mascle contraction, measuring adjacent
action potential and mean interspike intervals •
P0285 A72-27653
BIOE1ECTHICITY
HI BIOELECTRIC POTENTIALS
Byocardinm biopulse-controlled cardiosynchronizer
as key component of biocontrol systems for
cardiological studies
P0269 A72-26455
Gabor-Nelson myocardium electrical activity model
for mathematical construction of
vectorcardiograph from ECG for comparison of
various lead systems
P0273 A72-26629
Electrical components of cardiac and skeletal
muscle impedance, calculating rectangular
stimulating current mean value
P0321 A72-28H61
Surface electrode position effect on
electromyogram recording of electrical activity
during repeated biceps and triceps brachii
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contractions
p0367 172-32089
Surface electrode distance, area and pressure
effects on electromyogram recording of large
skeletal muscle electrical activity during
defined Muscular tensions
p0368 A72-32490
HYOGLOBXI
Hemoglobin-facilitated diffusion of oxygen - '
Interfacial and thickness effects.
pO<425 A72-36569
N
IABIHG
HT HOBHS
HABCOLBPST
IB pDpilloqraphy for screening narcoleptics and
fatigue prone individuals from driver and pilot
training applicants
P0298 A72-28323
IABCOSIS
Inert gas narcosis under hvperbaric conditions
relationship to mental performance and auditor?
and visual evoked responses in man
TAD-736736] p0019 A72-11705
Acute hvpercapnia nenrotropic effect in rabbits,
describing carbon dioxide inhalation period,
prenarcotic and narcotic stages and recovery phase
p0023 A72-12015
Analysis of physiological changes associated with
hvperbaric pressure to determine acclimatization
or adaptation to nitrogen narcosis
fAD-729289] . p0138 B72-15077
Visual evoked potential changes of chloralose
anesthetized cats in hyperbaric atmospheres
CAD-733116] p025« H72-19112
Visual evoked response as measure of nitrogen
narcosis in divers breathing compressed air from
0 to 250 feet
CAD-737208J pO«01 H72-2511H
Bare gas effects on metabolism and inert gas
narcosis
rNASA-CB-128213} p0559 H72-32083
Influence of magnesium narcosis on rabbit body
temperature
rNASA-TT-F-1«550] p0561 H72-32097
IABCOTICS
HT HOBPHIHE
Central nervous system pharmacology, discussing
somniferous, narcotic and nenrotropic substances
effects on brain activity
p0181 A72-218U1
BiSA PBOGBAHS
HT APOLLO PBOJECT
HT GEHIHI PBOJECT
HT SKTLAB PBOGBAB
HT TERTITE PBOJECT
HT VIKIHG HABS PBOGBAH
Bedical eguipment advancements through HASA
sponsored aerospace research program, describing
prosthetic orethal valve, ear oximeter,
radiation dosimeter and electromyographic muscle
trainer
p0111 A72-18616
HASA sponsored medicel B and D programs for space
applications, stressing benefits to earthbound
nodical services
pOItt A72-18626
Bionedical transducers for RASA space program,
discussing spray-on electrodes and telemetering
for ECG respiration and body temperature
P0160 A72-19917
HASA teleoperator-robot development program,
discussing technology and design studies related
to space shuttle anfl stations, satellites and
planetary vehicles
P0367 A72-32315
Potential applications of HASA-developed
technology to problems of the environment.
CiSHE PAPEB 72-EHAV-231 p0460 A72-39154
Development of planetary gnarantine in the United
States.
p0539 A72-13382
BloBedical technology transfer of HASA
cardiovascular monitoring
r»ASA-CB-12«817] p0087 H72-130S6
Transfer of food processing and preservation
technologies from HASA to industry
(HASA-CB-120815] p0087 H72-13071
Becommendations of Joint lorking Group on Space
Biology and Bedicine for HASA and USSB
tHASA-HEIS-BELEASE-72-157] pO«83 H72-29073
HATDBAL FBBQOB»CIBS
D BESOHAHT FBBQOEHCIES
IADSBA
Environmental temperature effect on motion
sickness sweating, discussing nausea and
discomforting symptomology prediction
• p0296 A72-28302
HAVISATIOH
HT AIB HAVIGATIOH
HT CELESTIAL HAVIGATIOH
HT BADAB HAVIGATIOH
HT SUBFACE HAVIGATIOH
Han machine systems in navigation, discussing
problems of integrating man with high speed and
high capacity electromechanical systems with
allowance for human weaknesses and abilities
P0216 A72-22777
Proceedings of conference on animal orientation
and navigation capabilities
tBASA-SP-262] p0396 H72-2S062
Badar and visual tracking of migratory birds to
determine correlation of flight altitude and
wind direction on direction'of migration
P0396 H72-25070
Analysis of cues used by migratory birds for
navigation and orientation
p0397 H72-25076
Analysis of effects of topography on homing
ability of pigeons as determined by ground
release and helicopter tracking
P0397 H72-25077
Effects of clock shift on orientation of migratory
birds and deviations in initial orientation
produced by varying amounts of clock shift
P0397 H72-25078
Analysis of cues used by homing;pigeons with
emphasis on effects of sun location and magnetic
fields
p0397 H72-25079
Light source position measuring mechanism of
homing pigeons
P0397 H72-25080
Anatomical function of spermaceti organ in sperm
whales
tCOHTBIB-74] P0398 H72-25087
HAVIGATIOH AIDS
HT HAVIGATIOH IHSTBUHEHTS
Detection range, color, brightness and flash
subjective response tests to evaluate light
signals for nighttime sea navigation and visual
collision avoidance
P0299 A72-28326
Function of visual cues in orientation navigation
systems of desert ants
P0398 H72-25088
Dse of sunlight as underwater visual direction
finder by fishes
P0398 H72-25089
Factors affecting migratory habits and orientation
of sea turtles
P0398 H72-25091
Use of magnetic cues to select migratory direction
by European robins
, P0399 H72-25097
Hagnets as navigation aids to homing pigeons
P0399 H72-25098
HAVIGATIOH IHSTBUHEHTS •
HT ATTITUDE IHDICATOBS
Bnman factors engineering of aircraft cockpit data
entry keyboards on area navigation control and
display units
P0013 A72-11138
HAVIGATOBS ' •
Havigators, pilots and airman trainees response to
Coriolis accelerations, investigating nystagmus
sensitivity coefficient relationship to motion
sickness resistance
P0011 A72-11286
Civil aeronautics environment relation to
psychiatrists and medical psychologists
treatment of air navigation personnel,
discussing chemotherapeutic and
psychotherapentic treatment administration
problems
P0151 A72-192»3
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Environnental tests of commercially available
abandon-ship survival suit
[AD-73<M361 ' pp263 B72-19182
. Training devices for training operators .in nse
characteristics and maintenance of Baval-
electronic egnipaent
CAD-733471] p0311 B72-20116
Navy research and instrumentation for analyzing
nonionizing radiation effects on huaan personnel
p0432 H72-26054
•BAB IBFBABED BADI4IIOH
Hunan eye relative luminous efficiency for near IB
and 0V coherent light, using ruby laser pumped
tunable dye laser primary and second haraonic
outputs
P0363 A72-31380
Rear-infrared reflective vs lov visual reflectance
of green plant tissue
[BASA-CB-125657] p0241 H72-18079
Bevised safe laser radiation exposure levels for
Air Force personnel working in visible and near
infrared region
fAD-712267] . P0523 H72-30073
BBAB OLTBAVIOLET BADIATIOB
Hunan eye relative luminous efficiency for near IB
and 0V coherent light, using ruby laser pumped
tunable dye laser priaary and second haraonic
outputs
P0363 A72-31380
BBCK fAIATOHY)
Heck proprioception effects and otolith organ
activity in perceived visual target elevation
under centrifuging stress
P0296 A72-28305
Neck cooling collar for inproved theraal coafort
in hot veather
pO»1» N72-27126
NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
NT SESSOBI FEEDBACK
Topographical distribution of CBV on hunan scalp
during analogous sustained and delayed response
tasks ,
CBASA-TB-I-62097] P0142 H72-15099
IBGATIVE BESISTAHCE CIBCOIIS
Beceptor aembrane pulse generation electronic ,
nodel with tunnel diode negative resistance
circuit
p028» A72-27578
HE HB DIAL (TBADERABK)
Neabutal barbiturate effects on afferent signals .
transmission and thalanocortical level of
somatosensory system
P0176 172-21195
BBOPLASBS
BT CANCBB
NT LEOKERIAS
•IBVES
BIS bnndle electrocardiography for arrythaia
studies, discussing conducting tissue potential
recording, ventricular delay and block site
determination and electrophysiological effects
of drugs
P0017 A72-11H73
Vestibnlar nuclei bnlbar complex evoked potentials
under visceral and somatic nerves,electric
stimulation in anesthetized cats
P0030 A72-12512
Exercise and denervation effects on intrafusal
auscle fibers morphology, noting 25-33 percent
cross-sectional area atrophy in nuclear bag and
chain fibers •
P0064 A72-14895
Adrenergic innervation of internal carotid
arteries in extra- and intracranial regions in
dogs, using luninescence method
P0186 A72-22181
German monograph on Banvier node steady state I-V
characteristics transition range and .control by
altered external solutions and morphological .
effects on nerve fiber
P021U A72-22336
Photically induced and spontaneously discharged
neuron impulse propagation through direct
pathways from superior collicnlus to dorsal and
ventral lateral genicnlate nuclei in cats
P0217 A72-22863
Cerebrospinal fluid pB change effects on cat
respiratory response before and after vagotomy.
shoving vagal activity relation to -central
chemical control of respiration
. . .P0286 A72-27825
• Vagns nerve regeneration in huaans after stomach
cancer surgery
P0325 A72-28779
Statistical activity analysis procedure for random
nerve network model, determining representative
point trajectory in phase space via similarity
matrix
p0326 A72-29176
Hyelinated nerve fiber mathematical model for
action potential transmission mechanism analysis
during relative refractory phases
p0338 A72-30S97
Cat cerebellum cortex evoked' response impulses
interaction during stimulation of hypothalaaus
and peripheral nerves
n0338 A72r30669
Cerebral cortex electric shock stimulation effects
on phrenic nerve discharges in bivagotomized and
cnrarized cats *
, p03<H A72-30842
Acquired complete right bundle branch block
without overt cardiac disease - Clinical and
hemodynamic study of 37 patients.
p0419 A72-3S821
Effects of vagotomy and increased blood pressure
on the incidence of decompression-induced -
. * pulmonary hemorrhage.
pO«2<t A72-36H16
Electrical stimulation of Vestibnlar nuclei -
Effects on light-evoked activity of lateral
genicnlate nucleus neurones. • • . •
pOISI A72-38220
Study of bilateral cortical nerve connections
between the proreal gyrus and .various cortical •
regions : . . • .
pO»63 A72-39323
Propriospinal ducts of, the lateral fnnicnlus,and.
their possible role in transmission of pyramidal
stimuli ; ,• .
P0193 A72-40583
Localization and structural-functional > •
organization of the system of vagus nerve nuclei
constituting the 'cardiac center1 of the medulla
oblongata • '
P0506.A72-11673
Computation of the shape and velocity of a nerve
pulse
. p0509 A72-42156
Continuous recording of Bis bnndle electrogram
during selective coronary cineangiography in man.
, ; P05U2 A72-H3813
B-V intervals in left bundle-branch block -
Clinical and electrocardiographic correlations.
. . , pOS58 A72-45690
Clinical and anatomic implications of •
intraventricnlar conduction blocks, in acute -
myocardial infarction. .' . '
. - . - ! . .-•-. P05S8 A72-15691
Magnetic field and transverse acceleration, effects
on pbaryngeal and esophageal nerve cells of rats
p02«9 N72-19079
BBBTOOS SISTER . - . .
NI AFFEBEBT NEBVOBS SISTEBS
BT ADTOBOBIC BEBVODS SYSTEB
HI AXOBS . - •
 : ... '.
NT BBAIB
HI BBAIB STEH
BI CEHTBiL BEB?OOS SISTBB ':'
NT. CEHEBELLOB . .
NT CEBEBBAL COBTEX
NT CEBEBBOB
NT DIBBCEPBALOB
NT BFFEBENT NEBVOOS SISTEHS , ,
NT GANGLIA , . ...
BT HIFPOCABPDS ', • ; .
BT RTELIN
NT BEEVES ' . , - |
IT BEDBOSLIA . '
BT BBBBOBS • . ,
BT PEBIPBEBAL HEBVODS SISTER
BT SPIBAL COBD :
BT SPINE - • - . • •
NT STHPA1BETIC BEB700S SISTBB
NT SIBAPSES . :
NT TBALAHOS
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Soviet book on physiology of conditioned reflexes
covering brain and nervons system, tonic
• reflexes, functional models, inhibition
-localization, etc
p0004 A72-10295
' Hainan nervous system properties responsible for
individual behavioral differences, discussing
methodological problems in future research from
biological criteria viewpoint
P0181 A72-21839
Conditioned reflex activity, discussing biological
and nervous system; electric analog simulation
land mathematical and structural modeling
P0162 172-21642
Effects of long periods of clinical death from
drovninq or lethal blood loss on higher nervous
activity in reanimated dogs
P0323 A72-28642
Statistical activity analysis procedure for random
nerve network model, determining representative
point trajectory io phase space via similarity
matrix
• - p0326 A72-29176
Effect of a magnetic field on ezperinental tnnors
/direct and via nervous system/
P0415 A72-35011
Hew experimental data on the •orpho-physioloqical
analysis of the adaptation phenomenon in the
soiatic reflex arch . . - '
P0116 A72-35023
vasomotor reflex locking level
i . •• ' P0116 A72-35025
Bioloqical systems activity in controlling
extremal problems of nervous and muscular
systems, noting external stimulation minimization
: • .pOUSS A72-38577
Changes in the functional state of analysers in
flying personnel daring long flights
P0492 A72-40445
Critique of Pavlov conditioned reflex role in
•' higher nervous activity and association
principle role in psychic activity
P0498 A72-40811
A model for analysing the coordination of manual
movements.
. . • t P0503 A72-41413
Some data on the interrelations of conscious and
unconscious reactions
pOSHS A72-»»076
Influence of the nervons system and its mediators
i ' on the spontaneous contractile activity of a
smooth muscle
' p0550 A72-44590
Development of algae/ nerve cells, and amphibia
eggs applied to space flight '
•i ' • . p0194 B72-16049
Clinical analysis of hypokinesia caused changes in
nervous system and effects of pharmocological
preparations-on hypokinesia disorders
[HASA-TT-F-142251 - P0312 H72-21016
• Effects of motion sickness on autonomic nervous
systems role in vestibular-respiratory-vasomotor
• • reflexes •
P0388 H72-24108
Evoked potentials and electrophysiology of nervons
system
tHASA-CB-128249] p0559 H72-320B1
Pathological analysis of decompression caused
lesions in nervons system
fSli-DBIC-TSAHS-2790-(3623.66)] p0570 872-33095
BBOBAL BETS
Kenrophysiology of auditory pattern recognition of
simple and complex sounds, using ca'ts data on
cochlear nerve neural mechanism
p0007 A72-10482
Neural tissues excitability relationship to
precellular organization, considering
polyphosphate distribution in vertebrate tissues
P0062 A72-14789
Haltichannel 1C spike height discriminator for
separating electrical activity of neural units
recorded with microelectrode • . .. •
p0071 A72-15223
Cats cochlea and cocblear nucleus neural responses
in auditory masking of lov frequency tones,'
shoving phase locked cells progressive
desynchronization with intensity
P0072 A72-15251
Serve structures localized cooling device using
vacuum insulated closed circuit controlled
cryogenic probe with cooling ranqe of plus/minus
• 20 C
p0072 A72-15252
Human visual system selective adaptability to
speed, size and orientation, suggesting motion
analysis by visual cortex neural subsystems
p0106 A72-17603
Adaptive neural nets of threshold logic nnits as
models of perception and memory in biological
systems •'
p0223 A72-23580
Visual cortex neuronal background activity in
unanesthetized rabbits under stimulation and
depression of lateral genicnlate body and
mesencephalic reticular formation, considering
synaptic organization ' . . " '
p0284 A72-27616
neuron networks dynamic behavior in terms' of
linear differential equations for membrane
potential chanqes and neuron threshold
P0288 A72-27925
Coherent brain model for evolution mechanisms of
bioloqical resonance in neuron network signal flow'
P0321 A72-28455
Object code storage in the static portion of a
short-time memory
p0449 472-37423
Bodels of neurons reacting to input signal
alternation in space and time
p0450 A72-37424
Heuron mathematical model synthesis from
algorithms to construct neural networks and
single threshold element in network form
P0450 A72-37425
A possible anatomical basis for descending control
of impulse transmission through the dorsal horn.
p0493 A72-40578
Visual information space-time dependent filtering
by retinal and geniculate body neural nets•
' • p0510 A72-42299
Preprocessing of nerve pulse sequences for
" analysis by digital computer
• p0547 A72-44349
SEOBOGLIA '
Proton irradiation-effects on monkey central
nervous system, showing inflammatory reaction
and neuroglial astrocyte glycogen accumulation
P0331 A72-29833
HEDHOL06I
flotoneuron pool fraction determination in human
monosynaptic response of healthy and
neur'opatholoqical subjects, comparing diagnostic
methods
P0168 A72-20619
Acceleration stress effects on splanchnic blood
 t
flow due to organ displacement and nenrogenic
vasoconstrictibn in vascular beds
P0294 A72-28285
workload modification effects on pilot
neurological changes dnring Boeing 707 letdown,
approach and landing
P0294 A72-28290
Heurologic oxygen toxicity - Effects of switch of
inert gas' and change of pressure.
1
 P0455 A72-38704
Study of bilateral cortical nerve connections
between the proreal gyms and various -cortical
regions
P0463 A72-39323
ffeurochemical alterations in laboratory ranimals
exposed to microwave irradiation with
determination of effect' on turnover rate of
serotonin '
[AD-729161] P0138 H72-15076
Bultiphase research.including neurophysiological
tasks at limit of operator capability,
telemetry, and 'patterns of diurnal urinary
rhythms in men with spinal cord injury
TAD-735178] P0352 H72-22087
Problems'in neurobionics of creating technical
devices to behave like human brain
P0389 H72-24127
Neurological effects'of-drug isoniazid on pilot
perforaance
f AD-744808] POS64 S72-32119
BBOBOBOSCOIAB TBABSHISSIOH
Discharge patterns in motor nerve fibers dnring
a-275
HEOBOB TB4ISBTSSIOB SUBJECT ISDBI
human voluntary muscle contractions
pOOOS 472-106211
Human and Donkey muscle tonic vibration reflex
response to vibratory stimulation dependent on
frequency range, electromyograph discharge
interval length, etc
P0028 A72-12250
Lateral genicalate body neurons'activity daring
nystagnic eye Bovements in cats' after vestibnlar
stimulation related to visno-motor mechanisms
counteractinq illusory shifts
P0053 472-13623
Spinal reflexes through electric stimulation of
gastrocnemius and solecs human leg muscles,
•attributing increased tendon reflex amplitudes
to gamma sotonenrons hyper activation
P0059 472-14704
Hunan nenromnscnlar coordination control :
optimization, discussing preprogramed opes-loop
' control with feedback aonitoring loop
p0059 472-14705
Hnoan arB Muscle motor neucon reflex response to
rectangular pulse excitation of nlnar nerve
• p0075 A72-15587
Barine gastropod mollnsk synaptic transmission
mechanism, discussing various chemical
transmitters, two phase potential, ceceivere,
electrical interaction and electrophysioloqical
conditioning
p0112 A72-17996
Phase relations between alpha waves in BEG and
automated rhythmic notoric activity as function
of subject behavioral activity and thalamic
pacemaker zones
- • p0150 472-19109
Field and intracellular potentials in cat
trochlear nucleus following vestibular nerve and
nuclei stimulation for synaptic organization
study of vestibnlo-ocnlar reflex
: p0167 472-20501
Stimulation transmission tracts, synaptic
mechanisms and tonic activity of cat sympathetic
ganglia > .-
P0168 A72-20617
Botonenron pool fraction determination in human
monosynaptic response of healthy and
neuropathological subjects, comparing diagnostic
methods '
p0168 A72-20619
Cat and rabbit middle ear muscles contraction by
electric stimulation of motor nerves, noting
sound transmission reduction
p0175 472-21136
Cat middle ear muscles motor units twitch tension
and contraction time in response-to motor neuron
threshold stimulation
p0175 172-21137
Botor unit potential histogram study of human
' motoneuron activity patterns during voluntary
muscular contractions'' •• • *
p0177 472-21472
Bolbar respiratory neuron discharge pattern
response to nasal and tracheal receptor'
stimulation in cats, relating changes in
neuronal activity and intratracheal pressure
p0177 472-21473
High pressure gas mixture breathing effects on
intercostales extern! muscles electrical
activity and respiratory cycle time in rats
p0185 A72-22082
Byocardium excitation-contraction mechanism in
heart regulation, discussing-surface membrane
structure and cell action potential
p0213 472-22222
Laryngeal motoneuron activity during Hering-Breuer
reflexes, noting inspiratory fibers firing
inhibition and activation during lung inflation
' p0218 472-22975
Functional organization of monkey cortical
efferent zones in distal forelimb muscle control
from intracortical microstimnlation studies,
showing 'stimulation thresholds distribution •
p022l( 472-23582
Peripheral afferent input to monkey cortical
efferent zones 'of distal forelimb muscle
control, using single microelectrode for
intracranial stimulation and cellular discharge
recording
p0224 472-23583
Human Botonenron discharge time relations during
isometric muscle contraction, aeasnring adjacent
action potential and Bean interspike intervals
P0285 A72-27653
Henronal BechaniSBS of muscular motor activity
control, analyzing cerebrnm-motonenron
connections, spinal potentials, monosynaptic
responses and depolarization
p0333 472-29981
Description of an easy and simplified test for
electromyographic diagnosis of latent
spasmophilia in flight personnel
p0452 472-37878
Fropriospinal ducts of the lateral funiculns and
their possible role in transmission of pyramidal
stimuli
P0493 472-H0583
Synaptic snprasegmental control mechanisms of
spinal cord 'motor neurons
P0493 472-40584
Study of the conductivity of the nptor neuron
membrane daring supraspinal stimulation
p0493 472-40585
Synaptic potentials of sensor and motor neurons of
trigeminal nuclei during corticofngal stimulation
p0493 472-40587
Influence of a preceding afferent stimulation on
the pyramidal activation of spinal motor neurons
p0494 472-40588
Bole of pyramidal and extrapyramidal components of
cortically-indnced efferent stimuli in the
mechanism of cortical motor activity coordination
p0494 472-40591
Synchronization in the work of motor neurons
during arbitrary motor activity of various types
' • • • - « • • p0494 472-40595
Bole of efferent influences of
temporo-rhinencephalic cerebral structures in
pre-adjnstment alterations of spinal motor
neuron excitability;
P0494 472-40596
Cortical metabolism regulation and effector
systems of the adaptation process
' p0497 472-40760
Computation of the shape and velocity of a nerve
pulse • '
P0509 472-42156
Tactile information transmission for orientation
and motor control, discussing somatic
sensitivity peripheral mechanism '
p0516 472-42778
Functional insufficiency of the nenromnscular
system caused by weightlessness and hypokinesia.
P0540 472-43387
Reasnrement of nenromnscnlar excitability
variations 'in course of acute gincidic "•
nutritional imbalance' in pigeons
CH4S4-TT-F-14035] .,. p0034 H72-10074
Physiological effects of brief space flights on
human subjects as measured by reflex
excitability of nenromnscnlar -system and
contractability of 'muscles
p0203 H72-17070
Electromyographic measurement of maximum1voluntary
muscle contraction endurance in chronic
hyperventilators
C4D-734298J p0316 H72-21072
Bioelectric system for control of muscular activity
[HBC-TT-1551] P0439 B72-27083
Hnltichannel bioelectric control system for
simulating nenromuscnlar movements and treating
motor function disturbances
[HBC-TT-1552] ' pO»45' H72-27134
Human forearm models for aiding diagnostic and
therapeutic monitoring of nenromuscnlar diseases
-tAD-740»631 p0527 B72-30101
Bevised normative standards of performance of men,
ages 16-60 years, on quantitative ataxia test
battery '
[4D-743074] p0532 H72-31103
BBOBOI TBAHSBISSIOI
0 BIOBIECTBICITI
BBOBOHS • '
Postsynaptic electric potential responses to click
of auditory cortex neurons in cats
P0020 472-11757
Visual cortex neuron responses to light flashes
under hypothalamic and reticular electric
stimulation in rats
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P0021 472-11758
Heurosecretbrv cell functional activity.of
supraoptic and paraventricular hyp.othalamic
nuclei in rats after electrical stimulation of
midbrain reticular foraation
p0021 472-11759
Synaptic lechanisms of vestibolospinal and, ,,.
reticulospinal effect on transmission to Ionbar
motonenrons in monkeys
P002V 472-11760
Hociceptive chenical action in cat skin vessels,
shoving fiber types for impalse transnission
P0030 472-12511
Cerebral nenrons population electric stimulation
effect on deep sleep duration in Parkinsonism
patients , •
p0073 472-15585
Electrophysioloqy for auditory teaporal masking.
mechanism study of cat cochlear nucleus and
. inferior colliculns single neurons
p0104,472-17175
Marine gastropod nollnsk synaptic transmission
mechanism, discussing various chemical
transmitters, two phase potential, receivers,
electrical interaction and electrophysiological
conditioning
P0112 472-17996
Psycho-physical theory of human mind*, discussing
molecular biological processes of neuron
recording in terms of quantum mechanics
P0113 472-18191
Henronal systems short-latency.paired interactions
detection method, obtaining histogram for action
potentials
p0169 472-20624
Hypothalaiic single neuron unit discharge pattern
response to acoustic, light and sotnatosensory
stimulation in cats .
.. p0177 472T21471
Botor unit potential histogram study of human
notoneuron activity patterns during voluntary
muscular contractions . . .
p0177 472r21472
Neurophysiological mechanisms responsible for
conditioned reflexes, considering cells; ...
reaction relationship to aninal behavior,
neuronal stimuli interactions, internal
inhibitions and trace process reproduction -
p0181.472-21835
Hippocampus neuron reactions and memory function
realization with incoming information and stored
imprints comparison by brain .
: .P0187 472-22191
Protein biosynthesis inhibitors retardation of
noradrenaline and serotonin induced
hyperpolarization of* neuron membranes in-
cortical'sensomotor region of.rabbits
P0187 472-22192
Photically induced and spontaneously discharged
neuron impulse propagation through, direct
pathways from superior colliculus'to dorsal and
ventral lateral' genicnlate nuclei in cats
r • P0217 472-22863
Single lateral geniculate neuron recording.during
receptive field-centered flashing spot
variations for intensity response function
comparison with optic nenrons in cats
P0236 472-25177
Cortico-subcortical connections transection effect
on cat lateral genicnlate body.and-visual cortex
neurons spontaneous activity . ,.
P0285 472-27652
Human motoneuron discharge time relations.during
isometric muscle contraction,-measuring adjacent
action potential and mean interspike intervals
- ; p0285 472-27653
Illumination code efficiency in impulse activity -
of nenrons of outer genicnlate body of^cat
visual system, emphasizing pulse per group .
technigue . , .
P0325.472-28780
Visual cortex neuron reactions to antidromic "
stimulation of cat pyramidal tract, noting axon .
activation increased discrimination in analysor
p0325 472-28781
Henronal mechanisms of muscular motor activity
control, analyzing cerebrnm-motonenron ..
connections, spinal potentials, monosynaptic •
responses and depolarization
p0333 472-29981
Hunan spinal segment functional state before
voluntary movement during water immersion, using
B-reflex for spinal cord motonenron excitability
evaluation
p033<t 472-30255
..Organ cell lysosoies polymorphic properties and
formation by Golgi complex, discussing role in
nenrocyte structure restitution following gamma
irradiation
. P0337 472-30594
Cat bulbar respiratory nenro^n discharge
modification by single electric shock
stimulation of cerebral cortex . .
P0341 472-308H3
Sperry nenronal specificity hypothesis for nerve
cell connections formation between eye and brain
during embryonic development, proposing systems
matching theory . . •
, - p0416 472-35070
Hnclein acid contents in cholinergic and
adrenergic spinal cord neurons and in. their
glial satellite-cells during bypoxic hypoxia.and
a ppst-hypoxia period
. . . . p0451 472-37742
Influence of cooling of the sensomotor region of
the cerebral cortex on the- neurons of the
• mesencephalic reticular formation
P0457 472-38926
SNA content in the cortex nenrons in connection
with the change in itsi function during the
. emergence of an animal- from hypothermia
P0457 472-38928
Device for eliminating the artifact of electrical
• -stimulation when recording evoked pulse activity
of neurons •
-. '. p0458 472-38938
Heuronal fiber and synaptic axonal contact
structure of cat spinal gray matter in
corticospinal, rubrospinal and reticulospinal
terminal zones-by Golgi method
p0493 472-40579
Morphological changes in spinal cord nenrons of
animals due to the decreased intensity of
supraspinal stimulation
p0493 472-40580
The nltrastructure of the lateral basilar region
of the spinal cord.-
P0493 472-40581
Neuronal organization of descending systems of the
spinal cord
P0493 472-40582
Intracellnlar study of rubrospinal neurons and of
their synaptic activation daring the stimulation
of the sensomotor cortical region
p0493 472-40586
Synaptic potentials of sensor and motor nenrons of
trigeminal nuclei during corticofugal stimulation
P0493 472-40587
Patterns of spontaneous and reflexly-induced
. activity in phrenic and intercostal motonenrons.
. p0505 472-41462
Electronyographic investigation of diaphragm cross
contraction following spinal cord section in
cats, noting diaphragm motoneurons excitation by
breathing center pulses
P0510 472-42281
Reactions of auditory cortex neurons to
geniculocortical fiber stimulation
p0514 472-42723
Dependence of inhibitory areas of inferior
collicnlus nenrons on the time characteristics
of acoustic stimuli
P0515 472-42724
Effect of a polarizing current on the activity of
nenrons of the respiratory center
P0515 472-42725
Changes in the impulse activity of cortical
neurons daring selective reinforcement of a
chosen range of their interpulse intervals
P0516 472-41087
Synaptic events during specific and nonspecific
inhibition of visual cortex nenrons
P0546 472-44088
Neuronal and focal reactions of the parietal
associative cortex to various peripheral stimuli
" P0546 472-44089
Besponses of anterior 'suprasylvian gyrns neurons
to peripheral stimuli.of different modalities
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p05C6 A72-BU090
Post-synaptic potentials of motor neurons of the
facial nerve nucleus evoked by afferent and
corticofugal pulse stimulation
p0546 A72-M091
Classification of neurons in the lumbosacral
section of the spinal cord according to their
discharge during evoked locomotion
P0516 172-UU092
Elaboration of steady changes in the firing rate
of cortical neuron populations
P0550 A72-OII587
Cat hvpothalamas regions neurons background
activity characterized by single nonrhythnical
spikes with large iriterspike intervals, noting
freguency of discharge bursts
P0550 i72-111588
Pulse activity of neurons in the thermal
•regulation center of the anterior hypothalamus
daring chill shivering
P0550 A72-44594
First-breath response of medullary inspiratory
neurones to the mechanical loading of inspiration.
P0552 A72-44959
Temperature-sensitive neurons in the brain stem -
Their responses to brain temperature at
different ambient temperatures.
P0555 A72-45232
Acid phosphatase distribution and functional
differences of neurons in frog retina
P0136 H72-15059
Stochastic model of neuron firings based on two
recurrent time sequences of stimuli -
CTB-72-1] p0198 H72-17033
Horphological effects of space flight-environment
on vascular, muscular, and nervous biological
systems ' • •
CJPBS-55311 ] ' p0219 B72-19074
Gravitational stress effects on neurons in
automons nervous ganglia of cats
P0249 B72-19077
Changes in atrium nerve cells following transverse
acceleration of dogs
P02U9 B72-19078
Beasnrement of color and movement detection by
neurons
rAD-7334211 p0255 H72-1911U
Clinical electrodiagnosis in prognosis of lower
motor neuron lesions
p0395 B72-25058
BBOBOPHYSIOIOGY
Soviet book on physiology of conditioned reflexes
covering brain and nervous system, tonic
reflexes, functional models, inhibition
localization, etc
pOOOl A72-10295
Psychology of visual form perception in relation
to neurophysiological principles of lateral
interaction and organization,' considering
retinal images, aftereffects, binocular vision,
etc
•pOOOS A72-10169
Neuronal mechanisms of binocular vision and space
perception from tests on cats and men,
discussing neurophysiological models of stereopsis
P0006 A72-10479
Neurophysiology of auditory pattern recognition of
simple and complex sounds, using cats data on
cochlear nerve neural mechanism
P0007 A72-10482
Split human cerebrum physiology, discussing corpus
callosum as interhemispheric nervous process
transfer, and right and left hemispheres
functional differentiation and asymmetry
P0018 A72-115«i(
Betinal annulus onset and offset thresholds,
discussing neural signals delay characteristics
p0030 A72-12488!
Differential neurophysiological and psychological
effects of- subanesthetic concentrations of
cyclopropane, diethyl ether, nethoxyflnran'e and
ethrane in- conscious man
P0070 A72-15220
Benroelectric signal recognition system with
computerized compensation for variations due to
small random changes,--slow trends and
interference potentials •
' • p0072 A72-15253
Ecdysone harmonal control of Drosophila circadian
rhythms and synchronizing mechanisms, discussing
light stimulation and nenrohormone secretion
P0157 A72-19537
Thalamns functional and organizational anatomy
studies from improved neurophysiological
research methods, emphasizing cytoarchitectural
differentiation functional significance'
P0165 A72-2027U
Comparative EEC characteristics of frontal and
occipital human brain cortex, relating
psychophysiological and nenrophysiological factors
P0176 A72-21196
Soviet papers on human higher nervous activity
physiology covering conditioned reflexes and
adaptive behavior, neurotropic substance
effects, mathematical and structural modeling, etc
• . p0181 i72-2183l(
Beurophysioloqical mechanisms responsible for''--
conditioned reflexes, considering cells,
reaction relationship to animal behavior,
neuronal stimuli interactions, internal
inhibitions and trace process reproduction
P0181 A72-21835
Brain structures role in fixation of temporal
relationships in information memory function of
central nervous system
p<M81 A72-21836
Conditioned reflex mechanisms responsible for
regulation of emotions in higher order animal
and human nenrophysiology
p0181 A72-21837
Physiology of sleep phases and dreams, discussing
data on highly organized and interacting
neurohumoral mechanisms exhibiting alternating
• forms of brain bioelectric activity
p0181 A72-21838
Human nervous system properties responsible for
individual behavioral differences, discussing
methodological problems in future research from
biological criteria viewpoint
p0181 A72-21839
Soviet book; on psychic phenomena and brain,
covering cybernetics, dialectical materialist >
implications, consciousness, psychophysiology
and cerebral neurodynamic structures
P0186 A72-22161
Electrophysiological, neurophysiological,
metabolic, vegetative, psychological, chemical
and pathological aspects of sleep, noting
disturbance and wakefulness mechanisms for
various clinical disorders
P0213 A72-22223
Benrophysiological mechanisms of sleep, studying
sleep and wakefnlness state evoked potentials
relation to cortex and subcortical activity levels
P0213 A72-22224
German monograph on Banvier node steady state 1-7
characteristics transition range and control by
altered external solutions and morphological
effects on nerve fiber
P0214 A72-22336
Antimotion sickness drugs effectiveness based on
acetylcholine or norepinephrine induced changes
of balance between vestibular and reticular
neurons
P0226 A72-23726
Benral effects on human visual resolution of
horizontal and vertical gratings resulting from
early abnormal visual inputs due to astigmatism
p0230 A72-2U348
Russian book on visual sensor signal dynamics
covering nerve signal transformation, light
stimuli responses, afferent flow, bionics,
nenrocybernetics and communication theory
P0268 A72-26049
Intraelectroretinographic analysis of light signal
• spatial' summation at different retinal nerve
levels in frogs
P0269 A72-26051
Effects of long periods of clinical death from
drowning or lethal blood loss on higher nervous
activity in reanimated dogs
P0323 A72-28642
Functional organization and neurophysiological
mechanisms of return corticothalamic system in
anesthetized cats, showing axon terminal
- presynaptic depolarization
P032U A72-28762
A-27 8'
SUBJECT IHDBZ SBOEOTSOPISH
Pancreas insular apparatus biosynthesis of
neurohumoral mechanism compounds stimulating
coronary ectasia hormones discharge from brain
- into blood in cats with alloian diabetes
P0342 A72-30973
Slow neural recovery processes daring sleep,
characterizing cerebral nenrons synchronized and
desynchronized sleep phases for mammals
P0376 A72-33557
Evidence for the role of the transient neural
'off-response' in perception of light decrement
- - - & psychophysical test derived from neuronal
• data in the cat.
pOU12 472-34884
Hev experimental data on the morpho-physiological
analysis of the adaptation,phenomenon in the
somatic reflex arch
p0416 472-35023
Bioelectric activity of the medulla oblongata
dnring hypothermia and bloodletting
p0416 472-35021
Henroinhibition in the regulation of emesis.
p0425 172-364119
Operative memory mechanism as visual system neuron
chain storage of stimuli from image recognition,
time measurements
'p0458 472-38936
General principles and detail similarities in
visual pattern analysis by single neuron
operation, computer programs and psychological
perception
P0162 172-39275
Hegative /painful/ stimulus cessation relation to
emotionally positive zone activation in rat
brain daring self stimulation experiments
P0463 172-39110
Anatomy, pathology, etiology, diagnosis and
therapy of posterior tibial nerve compression
lesion, discussing tarsal tunnel syndrome
.:. . p0490 172-40396
Russian book - Seurophysiological background of
tactile perception.
P0492 472-40464
Russian book - Hechanisus of descending control of
spinal cord activities.
. • . • • p0492 172-40577
Borpholoqical changes in spinal cord neurons of
animals due to the decreased intensity of • '
supraspinal stimulation
P0493 472-40580
Heuronal organization of descending systems of the
spinal cord
P0493 472-40582
Cerebrum sections and related afferent processes-
as activator of automatic neuron mechanism
- control of motor activity, discussing segmentary
spinal cord changes
•. - , • p0494 172-40593
Russian book - Cortico-visceral interrelations in
physiology,.biology and medicine.
p0496 472-40752
• Role of afferent and efferent connections in the
formation and reproduction of trace processes in
man . • '
P0497 172-40807
Critigue of Pavlov conditioned reflex role in
higher nervous activity and association
principle role in psychic activity
. p0498 472-40811
Effect of neurohomologous phospholipids associated
with other substances on experimental
intoxication by asymmetrical dimethylhydrazine.
II - Biochemical aspects of the
pyridoxine-phospholipid association
p0501. 172-41195
The effect, of size, retinal locus, and orientation
on the visibility of a single afterimage.
p0501 172-41253
analysis of the activity evoked in the cerebellar
cortex by stimulation of the visual pathways.
p0505 472-41160
Effect of vibration on the permeability of the
blood-brain barrier
p0508 172-42070
Benrophysiological mechanisms of the extinction of
the, orientating reflex
p0510 172-42280
Ocular and induced visual effects of systemic and
topical drugs in terms of eye neuroanatoay and
pharmacology, stressing glaucoma therapy
POS11 472-42499
Subjective and objective sensory physiology,
discussing transformation processes in sensory
receptors and nerves, psychophysical scaling
methods, chemoreceptors and peripheral adaptation
p0516 472-42777
Temperature sensitivity neurophysioloejical
mechanism, discussing cold and heat sensitive
receptors localized, distribution in human skin
and thermoregulatory function
P0516 472-42779
Pain perception anatomical and ueurophysiological
mechanism, discussing human response to
mechanical, thermal and chemical pain inducing
stimuli
P0517 472-42780
Olfactory perception nenrophysiological mechanism,
discussing receptor cells sensory thresholds and
time, temperature and humidity effects
• , p0517 472-42782
Taste organs neurophysiological structure and
functioning, considering stimuli and*excitation
parameters effects on perception threshold
P0517 472-42783
Cerebral auditory system acoustic information
processing, discussing ganglia and cochlea
neurophysiological functions in response to
afferent stimulations
p0517 172-42786
Human vocal apparatus anatomical and neural
structure, considering linguistic sounds
composition
P0518 472-42789
Limbico-neocortical, cardiovascular and hormonal
system vegetative shifts associated vith
emotional behavior response, presenting
nenrogenic stress model for animals
• p0520 172-43166
Nervous mechanisms of the acoustic stress reaction
• . p0520 172-43169
Hervous-emotional .stress as a problem of modern
work physiology
P0520 172-43170
Preprocessing of nerve pulse seguences for
analysis by digital computer
p0547 172-44349
Influence of the. sympathetic nervous system on the
presynaptic inhibition of the.dorsal surface
potential of the spinal cord
pOSSO 172-44589
Influence of the nervous system and its mediators
on the spontaneous contractile activity of a
smooth muscle
pOSSO 172-44590
Topographical distribution of CRT on human scalp
during analogous sustained and delayed response
tasks
tNlSl-TH-1-620971 p0142 S72-15099
Bioelectric and histochemical changes in brain of
hibernating animals
rmSl-TT-F-619] p0356 H72-23071
Heurophysiological analysis of echolocation and
signal processing in bats
. ' p0398 H72-25083
Review of nenrophysiological mechanism involved in
selective attention
riD-738131] p0472 B72-28067
HBDBOPSTCHI1TBY
Nenropsychiatric and other causes for permanent
grounding of French lir Force flying personnel
: , .' P0125 H72-14098
BBOBOSCIEJCE ' • .
0 HEDBOIOGY . .
BBOBOSES
Gxtraversion,-neuroticism, and color preferences.
p0427 172-36903
BEOBOSPOB4 :
Synergistic effect of zero gravity and radiation
on human leukocytes and Heorospora crassa
fEIPT-S004J • p0120 H72-14063
Genetic effects of space flight and gamma
radiation on Heurospora crassa
[EXPT-P-1037] p0304 N72-20064
SBOBOTEOPISS
Scute hypercapnia neurotropic effect in rabbits,
describing carbon dioxide inhalation period,
prenarcotic and narcotic stages and recovery phase
p0023 472-12015
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BBOTBil BBABS SOBJECT IBDBI
Central nervous system pharmacology, discussing
somniferous, narcotic and nearotropic substances
effects on brain activity
p0181 172-21841
BBOTBAl BEARS
HI HEOTBOH BEARS
BEOTBAl PABTICLES
HT BEOIBOHS
BBOTBOB ACTIVAIIOB ABALISIS
Siialtaneous nentron-activation analyses of
scandium, cobalt, iron, and zinc in biological
objects with the aid of a total-absorption qaama
spectrometer
p0539 472-43347
Oeteriining radiation exposure of astronauts by
gaina analyses of neutron activated fecal
saaples froa Apollo 12 and 13 •issions
tBASA-CB-124838] p0087 H72-13083
Total body neutron activation analysis of calcium
in Ban
fBHI-16659] P0471 N72-28064
Hentron sources, energy, flax density, and
Boderation for uniform irradiation of target
element in human subjects in total-body neutron
activation analysis
[BH1-166S83 pOITI 872-28065
BEOTBOB BBABS
Depth-dose experiments with monodirectional 14 HeT
neutrons in low scatter environment, describing
test facility
CCBBH-71-161 p0027 A72-12068
BBOTBOB IBBADIAIIOB
Visual discriaination task-trained monkeys
performance and physiology after poised mixed
gamma-neutron irradiation, noting blood pressure
and respiratory and heart rate changes
p0110 A72-17873
Cosmic radiation effects in Concorde prototype
cabin, using photographic dosineters for neutron
dose measurement and nuclear emulsions for all
charged particle recordings
p0151 A72-19211
Dose response curves for pink somatic mutations in
Tradescantia after neutron and X ray irradiation
p036<l A72-31723
Honte Carlo calculations of neutron and proton
dosage and transport depths in tissue phantoms
p0207 B72-17617
leutron sources, energy, flux density, and
moderation for uniform irradiation of target
eleaent in human subjects in total-body neutron
activation analysis
[BBl-16658] p0471 B72-28065
BBOTBOB SCATTBBIIG
later absorber lateral scattering effect on
absorbed dose from 000 BeV neutron and proton
beaas
tCEBH-71-16] p0026 A72-12062
BBDTBOB TBlBSiOTAIIOB
0 BDCLBAB BEACTIOBS
BBOTBOBS
Pyramidal tract neuron reactions to antidroaic and
afferent stimuli in cats, determining
somatosensor cortical neurons responses by
intra- and extracellular potential outlets
p0022 472-11768
BICOTIIB
Separation of central effects of C02 and nicotine
on ventilation and blood pressure.
p0498 A72-40918
BICOTIBIC ACID
Effect of nicotinic acid on ayocardial metabolism
in Ban at rest and during exercise.
P0421 A72-35968
•I6HT TISIOI
Color defective vision performance predictions
during day and night tests of aviation color
signal light discrimination
P0109 A72-17871
Landolt ring radioactive plague night vision
tester comparison with electroretinography and
Goldmann-Beckers dark adaptoaetry apparatus from
special tests of night blind patients
p0299 A72-28332
Buaan vision sensitivity to covert IB illnainators
for iaage intensification during night observation
P0367 A72-32046
Bight vision performance measure based on object
recognition experiments with optical
instruments, noting improvement with image
intensifier
P0496 A72-40741
Hardware parameters related to human factors in
training operators of night observation devices
CAD-727657] • p0046 H72-11099
Effect of high- brightness (20,000 to 80,000 lux)
on rate of huaan eye adaptation to darkness
p0078 B72- 11999
BITBATBS
BT BI1BOG1ICEBIB
BITBIDI8S
Batheaatical models for determining enzyme
activity and nitrification of terrestrial soil
in relation to Bars surface exploration
IBASA-CB-125591] p0239 B72-18062
BRBO COBPOOBDS
BT SITBOGLYCEBIB - .
Lung ventilation nonnniforaity deteraination by
single calm breath method, showing nitrogen
concentration in aveolar phases •
P0031 A72-12515
Pulmonary BC network and multiple breath nitrogen
washout tiae constants mathematical relationship
for breathing mechanics measurement, discussing
lung coapliance and resistance
p0064 A72-14862
Gaseous nitrogen production in humans under
steady-state conditions, relating expired
nitrogen ainute volume increase after protein
consumption to possible gastrointestinal and
metabolic effects
, p0170 A72-20882
Chlorella population age structure • and cell
requirements correlation with nutrient medium
nitrogen and phosphorus absorption
P0327 A72-29311
Four-parallel-compartaent lung aodel for eaptying
pattern study, using expired nitrogen
concentration data to calculate alveolar
dilution ratio and eaptying rate
p0339 A72-30703
Begression analysis for steady state B2 inegnality
in 02 consumption calculations.
p0409 A72-34542
Effects of nitrogen and helium upon pulmonary
damage after rapid decompression to 2 torr.
CAD-746093] p0409 A72-34544
Beurologic oxygen toxicity - Effects of switch of
inert gas and change of pressure.
p04S5 A72-38704
Hyth of nitrogen eguality in respiration - Its
history and iaplications.
P0456 A72-38708
Nitrogen excretion as a aeasnre .of protein
metabolism in man under different conditions of
renal function.
. , p'0505 A72-41523
Visual perception of accelerated nitrogen nuclei
interacting with the human retina.
pOS4S A72-43940
Betabolic weightlessness effects on calcina and
nitrogen balance in skeletal and muscular.
systems of spacecrew on Gemini 7
CBIPT-B0071 p0119 B72-14057
Analysis of physiological changes associated with
hyperbaric pressure to determine acclimatization
or adaptation to nitrogen narcosis
CAD-729289] p0138 B72-15077
Development of methods for analyzing data and
fitting curves derived from replicate nitrogen
washout tests on human subjects
CAD-730279] ' p01«0 B72-1S086
Bole of nitrogen metabolism in biological
productivity and aarine food chain in temperate
seas
tCO-3826-221 . P0306 B72-2008ft
Kjeldahl semiaicro and mass spectroscopic Betbods
for studying atmospheric nitrogen assimilating
ability of gnail embryo .
[SASA-TT-F-14273] . p0382 B72-24069
Critical review of research on assimilation of
nitrogen by higher organisms
tBASA-TT-F-142743 p0383 B72-24075
Fabrication and operational procedures for
processing lunar samples in sterile nitrogen
atmosphere
CBASA-TB-D-6858] p0400 B72-25099
A-280
SUBJECT IIDBI BOISB UfEISITl
Visual evoked response as measure of nitrogen
narcosis in divers breathing compressed air from
0 to 250 feet
[AD-737208] pO»01 B72-2511*
Low frequency poised electromagnetic field effects
• on carbohydrate energy and nitrogen aetabolisi
of living organism
CJPBS-56583] pO»71 B72-28061
KISOSEI COBPOOHDS
HT ABIDES
HT ABBOHIA
HT CAFFEIHB
HT HIDR06EH CYJHIDES
HT BYOSCIBE
HT IBISES ' - • • .
HT HOBPHIHE
HT HICOTIHE
HI BITBOGBH OilDBS
HT BITBOGLYCEBIB
HT HITBOOS OXIDES
HT BESEBPIHE ' '
HT TBYPTOPHAB
HT OBEAS
HT OBIC ACID
HT XAHTBIHES
H1TB06EH OZIDES
HT HITBOOS OXIDES
Toxicological data and hnoan response to short
ten exposure to nitrogen oxides;
fPB-199903] • 'p0037 B72-10093
ntBOGLICBBIl
Clinical response to nitroglycerin therapy
correlation *ith coronary angiography as
diagnostic test for coronary artery disease in
patients with chest pain
p0160 A72-19993
HITBOOS OXIDES
Gas induced osposis as factor in pulmonary
homeostasis, shoving differential water
retention in longs ventilated with normoxic
nitrons oxide compared vith air
pO»21 A72-35970
Hearologic oxygen toxicity - Effects of switch of
inert gas and change of pressure.
pOUSS A72-3870»
HOBIE GASES
0 BABE GASES
IOBLE BETAIS
HT SIL7EB
BOISE (SOOHD)
HT AEBODTHABTC BOISE
BT AIBCBAFT BOISE
HT JET AIBCBAFT BOISE
BT SOHIC BOOHS
Environmental noise induced human fatigue,
considering physiological and psychological
effects
pOOOl A72-100SO
Transportation noises - Conference, University of
Rashington, Seattle, (larch 1969
p0161 A72-20162
Boise rating methods for speech communication
effectiveness evaluation, presenting charts and
tables for intelligibility limits with various
communication techniques and equipment
p0161 A72-20167
Boise effects on human attention and vork
efficiency in extroverted and introverted
individuals
p0186 A72-22137
it whole body vibration effects on rat escape
conditioning in terms of frequency, amplitude
and controls for noise and activation
p0378 A72-33868
Snspectibility of chinchilla ear to damage from
impulse noise
tAD-726333] p0037 H72-10098
Data acgnisition and data analysis of
microspectrophotometric data in presence of noise
fAD-727098] . pOOtO H72-10116
Analysis of human sensory interactions between
color perception and ambient white noise intensity
fAD-728199] p0087 H72-13065
Annotated bibliography on noise pollution and
associated effects on human performance
CAD-729850) p0117 H72-1UOH9
Effects of noise on human performance
fAD-729213] p0128 H72-11121
Analysis of nonanditory effects of noise on task
performance, cardiovascular system, and general
health of human subjects
[AD-728026] P0139 B72-15080
Bodifications to A-weighted sound level procedures
and coiparison with critical limits based on
octave-band data
CAD-731151) P0139 H72-15082
Significance of impulse noise exposure in military
human engineering research
CAD-731185] p01»5 H72-15118
Abstracts and bibliographies on physiological
effects of noise and weapon blast
CAD-731468] P0190 B72-16013
Adverse effect of noise on human performance
CAD-731181] p0262 H72-19176
Behavior alterations in pepper plant, Capsicum
annuum, in response to weightlessness, rotation,
vibration, and acoustic stress
[EIPT-P-1017] p0303 B72-20059
Boise effects on human performance and reactions
IHASA-TH-D-6675] P0305 B72-20071
Hunan factors engineering to deternine effects of
weapon noise on military personnel and
development of criteria for performance
prediction of personnel after exposure to noise
[AD-738135] p040S H72-251Q5
Effects of noise and illumination on human motor
performance
CAD-739«7»] pO«01 B72-27095
Effect of noise and temperature on human
performance of simple manual dexterity task
rAD-739432] pO«<H B72-27097
Effect of continuous noise and vibration on
carbohydrate, fat, and protein metabolism in
white rats
[BASA-TT-F-14569] P0560 H72-32090
Effect of noise and vibration on hearing and
worker ear structures
[HASA-TT-F-1«5U2] p0560 B72-32094
•OISE ATTEHOATIOH
0 BOISE BEDOCTIOH
BOISE ELIHIHATIOH
0 BOISE BEDOCTIOB
BOISE BAZABDS
0 BAZABDS
D BOISE (SOOHD)
BOISE IBJOBIES
Hearing damage scaling methods, discussing
andiometric frequencies effect and damage risk
criteria
p0161 A72-20169
Physiological and psychological effects of noise
noting vulnerability of circulatory apparatus,
nenroveqetative system and stomach
p0339 A72-30696
Personal protection measures, environmental
control, and noise reduction to avoid hearing
loss among submarine crew personnel
CAD-726217] p0082 B72-12034
Adverse bioaedical effects of noise on man in
military environment
rAD-73U932J p0351 B72-22081
Impulse noise damage, to cochlear of Bhesus macaque
monkeys
[AD-745105] p0570 B72-33091
BOISE IBTEBSITI
Cats cochlea and cochlear nucleus neural responses
in auditory masking of low fregnency tones,
showing phase locked cells progressive
desynchronization with intensity
P0072 A72-15251
Duration effect on judged acceptability of noise,
discussing interpretation and meaning of
laboratory determinations
P0108 A72-17765
Airport surrounding communities survey on
attitudes toward aircraft noise, noting daily
activity disturbance, emotional reactions,
economic effects, noise abatement awareness, etc
p0109 A72-17870
Perceived noise level correction for background
noise effects based on fregnency band SBB
P0161 A72-20170
Loadness and noisiness judgment contours,
considering experimental subjective and
objective conditions, subject age and sex and
sound field characteristics
P0162 A72-20171
1-281
BOISE BBASOBBBBBT SDBJECT IBDEI
Human perfornance under intense noise, measuring
effects on muscle tension, metabolism,
respiration rate, visual accommodation, saccadic
eye movement and dark adaptation
P0266 A72-25728
white background noise intensity effects on human
visual target detection performance considering
display difficulty levels, target location,
detection tine and error
p03»5 A72-31156
Preferences for signaled over unsignaled noise
from subjectively rated noise intensity .
experiments/ discussing preparatory response vs
information cognitive control interpretations
•p0371 A72-32763
Personal protection measures,'environmental
control, and noise reduction to avoid hearing
loss among submarine crew personnel
CAD-7262173 p0082 H72-1203H
Analysis of human sensory interactions between
color perception and ambient white noise intensity
fAD-7281993 , . p0087 B72-13065
Effects of broadband noise intensity and vibration
on mental performance
tAD-731116] . p0243 H72-1809l'
Effects of high intensity noise levels on human
vestibular system and production of
di'sorientation and nausea ,
fABBL-TB-71-58] p0393 B72-25038
Tests of broadband high intensity noise on human
equilibrium
CAD-737826] .. p<WO H72-27093
Reaction of subjects to simulated .indoor .sonic
boons and comparison with reaction to noise of
subsonic aircraft . . .
CHASA-CB-2106] . ' p0529, B72-30112
Effects of prolonged wideband,noise, on functional
condition of human organism
tBASA-TT-F-1lt5671 pp560 B72-32088
Influence of biological rhythm on daily periodical
hearing in person subjected to prolonged noise
[BASA-TT-F-111568] ' p0560 H72-32089
Ambient noise measurement and speech reception
levels associated with F-111 A flight
preparation area to find.noise attenuation
features of ear protection devices
[AD-7U4828] P0569 B72-33085
BOISB HEASOBEBEBt
0 ACOUSTIC BEASOBEHBBTS
BOISE POLLDTIOI
Begression analysis technigue for determining
human sensitivity to noise and noise annoyance
[HASA-CB-195a) P0189 B72-16005.
Social survey of annoyance caused by aircraft and
road traffic noise
[TT-720U] pO«36'H72-26082
Boise stress effects on human life
CHTID300.7J P0522 B72130063
IOISB BEDOCIIOI
Earplugs effect on passenger speech reception and
intelligibility in rotary ving aircraft,.noting .
protection against noise annoyance, fatigue and
deafening
P0015 A72-11294
flight helmet optimal fitting technique, using
automatic recording audiometer and noise source
for acoustic leakage detection
' p0061 A72-14873
pesign criteria for transportation system noise
regulation, considering ambient noise, hearing
damage, speech interference and subjective
reactions ' ,
P0162 A72-20173
Aircraft noise protective earplug design,
employing perforated and slit modifications for .
additional protection without tympanic membrane
pressure excess risk.
. . 'p016U A72-20187
Helicopter noise and vibration testing and cabin
soundproofing for improved comfort
p'0186 A72-221H1
Transistorized amplifier input elements design.for
biopotentials recording, providing minimum noise
at high input impedance
P0270 A72-26H68
OSAF V-51B noise protector earplugs modification
to allow for pressure equalization during
aircraft climb and descent
p0293 A72-28276
U.S. federal regulation on. occupational noise
exposure control for hearing loss prevention,
discussing noise measurement, reduction and
periodic tests . . .
. . • .. p0373 A72-33321
Adverse biomedical effects of noise on man in
military environment
[AD-731932J • p0351 H72-22081
Ambient noise measurement and speech reception
levels associated with F-111 A flight .
preparation area to find noise attenuation
features of ear protection devices
[AD-744828]. . . , p0569 B72r33085
BOISE SPECTBA ' <
Standard^ procedures development for perceived
noisiness or noise annoyance evaluation, taking,
into account spectral complexity, spectra
weighting, time integration and onset duration
p016l"A72-20166
Tu-104 turboprop aircraft flight noise ,
measurements and spectral changes'at different
distances from landing strip, evaluating
annoyance factors and. resident reactions
. • . .. . , pOSOO A72-11110
IOISB SDPPBBSSOBS
0 BOISE BEDUCTIOH ., - . .
BOISB TBBESBOLD . . • .
Andiometric determination of human temporary
threshold shifts due to steady state and
impulsive noise
,p0267 A72-25873
Proposed A weighted auditory risk criteria for .
potentially hazardous exposures encountered in
. aerospace operations'
[AD-703298] , . . . . P0532 B72-31105
BOISE TOLBBilCE • ,
Psychophysical comparison methods for.evaluating
noisiness or annoyance values of sounds ...
P0161 A72-20168
Community response prediction to noise based on -
laboratory tests of individual acceptability
judgments
. p0162 A72-20172
. Human performance under intense noise, measuring
effects on muscle tension, metabolism, , ^
respiration rate, visual accommodation, .saccadic
eye movement and dark adaptation •
p0266 A72-25728
Boise and vibration stress combined effects on
human mental performance as function of time of
day, taking into account circadian rhythm factor
i . ' . p03«2 A72-31083
Individual functions and intersnbject differences
of noise annoyance susceptibility, noting
relationship to Borschach test .
 ?
, . p0371 A72-32987
Boise effects of sensorineural hearing loss to
divers and byperbaric chamber personnel
:• [AD-7251<Htl p0038 B72-10106
Social survey of annoyance caused by aircraft and . .
road traffic noise
[TT-720DJ P0436 872-26082.
Physiological potential.shifts in chinchillas
exposed to noise stresses of,500 Hz and 95 DB
[AD-7«0227] , ' . . . pO«83 B72-29076
Tests of perceived noisiness under anechoic,
.semi-reverberant, and'earphone listening
conditions for predicting relative annoyance of
various aircraft noises
CHASA-CB-2108] ' . . pO«85 B72-29086
HOBPLABBABLE BATBBIALS . ' .
Design and development of Apollo space suits with
emphasis on materials used and combination of
materials to obtain desired protection . „
P0196 B72-16I»26
Specialized tests and evaluation of nonmetallic
materials used in Apollo space suits
p0196 H72-16432
Evaluation of contact toxicity and tbxicity of
thermal degradation products of nonfla'mmable
materials.used in spacecraft structures
, . ' p0196 H72-16135
BOBISOTBOPI . . . '
0 iSISOTBOPT
lOBLIHBAB SISTBBS
Digital computer simulation of human systemic
arterial pulse wave transmission - A nonlinear
model.
pO«29 A72-37028
A-282
SUBJECT IHDBX HDCLBAB SCATTEBIBG
The design of a nonlinear multi-parameter model
for the human operator.
^ " P0501 A72-01U21
Development and optimization of a nonlinear
mnltiparaneter haBan operator model.
P0507 A72-419U9
Numerical and experimental analysis of nonlinear
' viscoelastic materials
FTB-71-25] • P0128 H72-1U118
HOBHEBTOSIAB FLOIDS
Dilatant suspensions impact enerqy absorbent
properties, considering application to ejection
seat cushions for occupant acceleration
attenuation
• p0369 A72-3260B
BOHBBFLECTION
0 ENEBGY ABSOBPTION
HOBADBEIALIIB '• ' '
Ground and flying activity endurance training
effect on urinary excretion of noradrenaline and
adrenaline '
P0064 A72-14868
Beat production increase by muscular contractions
due to noradrenaline in cold adapted rats
pOIOt A72-17215
Bypothalamns increased noradrenaline turnover
after adrenal glands demedullation in rats given
disnlfiram inhibitor
P0169 A72-20621
Protein biosynthesis inhibitors retardation of '
:noradrenaline and serotonin induced
hyperpolarizatibn of neuron membranes in.
cortical sensomotor region of rabbits
P0187 A72-22192
High altitude hypoxia preadaptation effects on
left ventricle myocardium noradrenaline
concentration in rats with experimental vitiiim
cordis • • i
P02814 A72-276U8
Adrenaline and noradrenaline metabolic stages and
production mechanism under various physiological
and pathological conditions, noting application
to flight emotional stress detection
pOSOt A72-H1196
BOBEPIHEPHRIHB
Epinephrine and norepinephrine effects on cerebral
blood circulation 'volume and oxygen tension in
tissues
P0031 A72-12517
Antimotion sickness drugs effectiveness based on
acetylcholine or norepinephrine induced changes
of balance between vestibular and reticular
neurons ..
• ' p0226 A72-23726
Modifications of the rate of renewal of '
norepinephrino in various peripheral organs of
the rat during exposure and acclimatization to
cold . . - . . - .
POSB7 A72-««24«
HOBHAL FOBCE DISTBIBOTIOB
0 FOBCE DISTBIBDTION
HOBHALIZIHG
Long term weightlessness-induced physiological
response normalization by muscle
bioelectrostimulation, muscular tissue energy
load increase and mineral metabolism stabilization
P037H A72-33543
IOBBS
I^ deas of individual on group members majority
behavior in various situations, noting norm .,
concept confirmation from psychological tests on
reference groups
• p0325 'A72-28796
HOBIH AHEBICAB BILITABY AIBCEAFT
0 HIIITABI AIBCBAFT
BOBTHBBB BBBISPHEBB
BT ABCTIC BEGIOHS '
BOBTBBOP HILITABY AIBCBAFT
0 HILITABT AIRCBAFT'
IOSB (AHATOBT) ' ' '
Otorhinolaryngological organ response during '
hypokinetic antiorthostatic bed rest for
control, exercising and muscular
electric-stimulated groups
P0543 A72-43917'
Grounding of flight crew personnel due to nasal
and aural disorders
P0126 N72-1U106
Basal and aural disorders and flight fitness in '
German armed forces
P0126 N72-11107
NOTATION
0 CODIBG
BOTCHED STEEL • - ' '
D STEELS
HOXIOOS BATEBIALS
D CONTABIBABTS ,
HOCLBAB EHOLSIOBS
Nuclear emulsion and solid track threshold
dosimetry for ion' spectrum division of heavy"
relativistic particles in primary cosmic rays
rCEBH-71-16V P0026 A72-12065
' Cosmic radiation effects in Concorde, prototype
cabin, using photographic dosimeters for neutron
dose measurement and nuclear emulsions for all
charged particle recordings
. . p0151 A72-192U1
HOCLBAB' EBEBGI
' 'European research and atomic energy applications
to agricultural crops and insect sterilization
[BP-19016V • P0305 B72-20077
HOCLEAB EIPLOSIOBS
Exposure rates from experimentally fractionated
fission products of 0-235
fAD-7323751 p0201 872-1705«
Health hazards and efficiency reductions of
personnel exposed to simulated nuclear shock
waves in protective shelters
p0257 B72-19136
Human eardrum rapture and, hearing loss injuries
from nuclear.explosions
fAD-7376»31 'pOltO S72-27092
HOCLEAB IHTBBiCTIOBS
High energy nucleon tissue doses calculation based
on averaged characteristics of nuclear
interactions
CCEBN-71-16J P0026 A72-12067
BDCLEAB BAGHETIC BESOHAHCE
NT PBOTOB BAGHETIC BESOBABCE
Synthesis and. characteristics of iron
dithiocarbamates based on infrared and Hossbauer
spectroscopy, conductivity measurements,
elemental analyses, and BBS methods
f BIO-3859-13]' P003U B72-10078
SOCLEAB PABTICLES '
BT ALPHA PABTICLES
BT BETA PABTICLES , . .
BT BUCLEOBS
BT PHOTONS
NT PIOBS
BDCLEAB PHISICS
NT QDABTDB TBEOBI
NOCLEAB POBEB
D 'BDCLEAB ENEBGY
IOCLEAB BADIATIOB
NT BETA PABTICLES
NT GAHB& BAT BEABS
BT GAHBA BAYS ' '
NT NEDTBOB BEABS
Needle type solid state detectors for in vivo
measurement of tracer activity.
POU30 A72-37191
HOCLEAB BEACTIOHS
NT ELECTBON SCATTEBING.
NT NEUTRON SCATTEBING
NT BOCLEAB INTEBACTI08S
NT POSITBOH ABNIHILATIOH
NT PBOTON SCATTEBING
Primary cosmic ray interaction with tissues,'
emphasizing biological effects and nuclear
reactions induced radioactivity in astronaut body
, ' ' P0019 A72-12911
BOCLEAB BEACTOBS
NT GASEOOS FISSION BEJCTOHS'
BT NDCLEAB BESEABCH AND TEST BEACTOBS
HOCLEAB BESEABCH AHD TEST BEACTOBS
Paired miniature ionization'chambers used for
research reactor dosimetry measurements
fAD-7361771 P0352 .B72-22090
HOCLBAB SOCKET EHGIHES
Space crew radiation dosage' calculation from Bars
mission high impulse gas core nuclear rocket
engine exhaust plume fission fragments
P0016 A72-11353
IOCLEAB SCATTERING .
HI NEOTBOH SCATTEBIHG
A-283
HOCLBAB SBIELDIBG SUBJECT IBDEX
HOC1EAB SHIBLDIIG
0 BADIATIOH SHIELDIH6
IDC1EAB SUBHABIHES
0 SDBBA8IHES - . •,
IOCLEAB TEST BEACTOBS
o sacLEka RESEARCH ABD TEST BEACTOBS
HOCIEI (SOCLBAH PHISICS) . -
HI A1PHA PABTICLES
HT BEAT! NUCLEI
BOCIEIC ACIDS
HT BIBOBDC1EIC ACIDS , , . • . .-
Site bindinq model of nucleic acid-protein
interactions for chemical evolution and qenetic
code studies • -
P0022 A72-11765
Nucleic acid, protein and cell primordial • • j
sequence, ribosomes and qenetic code for life
oriqin, discussing experiments on homopolyamine
acids reaction .with mononacleotides
p0061 A72-14775
Protobionts formation by random aggregation and
reproduction from proteins and nucleic, acids
macromolecules .
P0062 172-1.4782
Protein evolution, discussing biological group • . -•
amino and nucleic acid structure variations from
phylogenetic tree of cytochrome c data ,,-. •-.
P0062 A72-14791
Comet collisions in planetary nebulae as source of
organic compounds in universe.in preplanetary.
era, notinq nucleic acid bases in carbonaceous
meteorites
i p0064 A72-14802
Genetic organization emergence, considering
pretranslational evolution in ;npntranslational-
protein synthesis, nucleic acid evolution and
gene oriqin
P0183 A72-22010
Abio.genic formation of nucleic acid bases and . .
nucleosides in photochemically synthesized self
sustaining coacervates
..p0285 A72-27657
Bole of the synthesis of nucleic acids and
proteins in the adaptation of the organism to
altitude hypoxia.
pfliHII A72-34990
Hnclein acid contents in cholinergic and
adrenergic spinal cord neurons and in their .
glial satellite-cells during hypoxic hypoxia and
a post-hypoxia period •. . - . --
P0451 A72-37742
Ret extraction methods for proteins, amino acids,
nucleic acids, enzymes, and other organic
compounds in soils
fPB-60] • . p0087 N72-13052
HOCIEOGEIBSIS . • .
Amino acid code comparisons of polypeptide chains
of qlobins due to mutations during vertebrate, --
evolution from ancestral, qene .
P0021 A72-11764
Site binding model of nucleic acid-protein
. interactions for chemical evolution and genetic
code studies
P0022. A72r1,1765
DNA primary structure variability relation -to
oriqin and evolution, discussing taxon scale in
existing animal, plant and microorganism systems
P0062 A72-11(792
IUCLBOHS
High energy nucleon tissue doses .calculation based
on averaged characteristics of nuclear
interactions .- >• • - , . - •
rCERN-71-16] . . p0026 A72-12067
HDCLEOSIDES
HT ADENOSIHE DIPHOSPHATE (ADP)
HT ADEHOSIHE TBIPHOSPHATE (ATP),
HT ADENOSIHES ...
Abiogenic formation of nucleic acid bases and
nucleosides in photochemically synthesized self
sustaining coacervates
.. . . p0285 A72-27657
HOCLEOTIDBS .
HT ADEBOSIHE DIPHOSPHATE (ADP)
HT ADEHOSIHE TBIPBOSPHATE (ATP)
H T ADENOSINES . . . . . .
Site binding model of nucleic acid-protein . •
interactions for chemical evolution and genetic
.code studies
P0022 A72-11765
Biochemical processes and structures
interrelation, using nucleoprotein coacervate
models and • ribonaclease and polynncleotide .- •
phosphorylase enzynes •
- . -~ P0062 A72-11783
Evolutionary significance of .'Primary amino. acid or
nncleotide base sequences•of DSAs within various
phylogenetic groups • . .
P0279 A72-27160
HOCLIDES . .; . .
HT CABBOH ISOTOPES
HT GALLIOH ISOTOPES :
HT.IODIHE ISOTOPES
HT PLUTOHIOB . ;
HT P1DTOHIOB ISOTOPES
HT BADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
HOHBEB THEOBT
Sequences of- -natural numbers, mapped -into . •
transclassic systems •» . - .
CAD-73229U1 • p0196 H72-16061
SDBEBICAL ABALISIS
HT EB80B AHALISIS ' < •
HT BOKTE CABLO BETHOD . . . .
Human body kinematics numerical analysis,
obtaining space-time resolution by
photogramoetric restitution and electronic data
processing of. photographic recordings
- P0059 A72-1U710
Approximate numerical method for calculating flov
.profiles in arteries from local pressure
measurements, taking into acco.unt Havier-Stokes
eguatio'ns nonlinear terms '•
[ASBE PAPBB 71-WA/BHF-3] , : • P0096 A72-15948
Numerical and experimental analysis of nonlinear
• viscoelastic materials
[TB-.71-251 . . •-• p0128 N72-1H118
BDIBIEBTS . :
'Dihydroxyacetone /DHA/ as nutrient in growing ..fats
diet, shoving unsuitability of regenerated
DBA-containing formose mixtures for space .crew
diets
P0373 A72-33371
Effects of pollutants and nutrients on. growth of
several freshwater and marine algae . •
• * - . P0360 H72-23971
PCE cold sterilization of nutrient media .
CHASA-TT-F-1t412l . ' , ' ' . . POK68 H72-28042
HOTBITIOH
Apollo 14 food system, describing new items,
improvements in production methods, packaging
and preparation with emphasis on rehydratable
foods
P0019 A72-11706
Spinal mesenteric vascular .reflexes- of
vasoconstriction effect of pressure drop in
• . coeliac artery relation to Bein nutritional
hepatic reflex - . . * ' . - • . -• .
• - p0068 A72-15125
Protein-rich food substitute from .aicroalqae
. cultures for human nutrition, describing
experimental production, protein value
determination, special diets and food shortage
relief
P0113 A72-18159
Higher .nervous activity of monkeys two years after
the extirpation of the dorsolateral frontal cortex
P0497 A72-40803
Transfer of food processing and preservation
technologies from HASA to industry
fNASA-CB-124815] : p0087 H72-13071
Annotated bibliographic data retrieval system on
space food and nutrition
[HASA-CB-11541<n . p024» N72-18103
HDTBITIOHAL BEQDIBEREHTS
HT CALOBIC BEQBIBEBEHTS . . . ,
Chlorella population aqe structure and cell
•requirements correlation with nutrient medium
nitroqen and phosphorus..absorption
p0327 A72-29311
HISTAGROS
Haviqators, pilots and airman trainees response to
Coriolis accelerations, investigating nystagmus
sensitivity coefficient relationship to motion
sickness, resistance
p001» A72-11286
Vestibnlar system tests using optokinetic,
caloric, positional and rotational stimuli
P0015 A72-11292
i-284
SUBJECT IHDBI OCOLOHOTOB gBBVES
Lateral genicnlate body neurons activity daring
nystagmic eye movements in cats after vestibolar
stimulation related to visuo-motor mechanisms
counteracting illusory shifts
p0053 A72-13623
Eye movement control device for
electronystagmography, describing construction,
line drawing and basic circuits
pOOSS A72-13724
Alcohol ingestion effects on tracking performance
during angular acceleration, observing nystagmic
eye novenents and eye-hand coordination
P0056 A72-14474
Nystagmus and illusory phenomena in nan under
simultaneous rotation in two perpendicular :
planes as function of vestibular excitation
p0224 472-23593
Nystagmus eye movements relationship to .oculogyral
illusion from test involving vestibnlar
stimulation and visual stimuli velocity estimates
P0296 A72-28304
Alcohol ingestion effect on vestibular responses
to angular acceleration and Coriolis
stimulation, discussing nystagmus and subjective
responses - '
p0343 A72-31090
Effects of different alcohol dosages and display
illumination on tracking performance during
vestibnlar stimulation.
p0410 A72-34554
Vestibnlar labyrinth reactions and nystagmus
thresholds in dogs during negative angular
accelerations and simulated chronic galactic
radiation from Co 60 gamma source
p0491 A72-40439
Horizontal nystagmus response during constant
velocity rotation
CAD-726172] p0082 H72-12032
Nystagmus and visual performance during sinusoidal
oscillation
CAD-726173] p0082 H72-12033
Nystagmus response parameters estimated by test
procedure using short triangular waveforms of
angular velocity about I and Z axes
CAD-731380] p0244 H72-18097
Procedure for determining cases' of mild
intoxication based on postrotational fixation
nystagmus
P0393 H72-25039
Alcohol-induced postrotatory fixational nystagmus
and detection of alcohol intoxication in pilots
p0396 H72-25060
Physical models for visual - vestibnlar
interactions in simulating human nystagmic eye
movements
tAD-737795] p0440 H72-27090
Vestibular-ocular counterroll reflex for
determining vestibular response dynamics of
monkeys to acceleration
TAD-737828] p0440 H72-27094
OBESITY
ECG P-wave-like deflections caused by strong
diaphragmatic action potentials in obese woman
with fever and erysipelas
P0321 A72-28569
OBSEBVATIOB
HI SATELLITE OBSEBVATIOH
HT VISUAL OBSEBVATIOH
OCCIPITAL LOBES
Spatio-temporal scalp mapping localization of
human visual evoked responses to full field
light adapted stimulation, comparing to
half-field situation
P0013 A72-11185
Occipital and vertex visual evoked response
• relation to sensory information, perception and
stimulation
P0108 A72-17723
Factor analysis of frontal and occipital brain
regions EEG indices interzonal variability,
relating autocorrelation function parameters to
neuron ensembles force level
P0112 A72-18057
Occipital electroencephalographic response to
slowly repeated aperiodic light flashes,
discussing alpha wave and rhythmic afteractivity
amplitude changes "
p0150 A72-19041
Comparative EBG characteristics of frontal and •'
occipital human brain cortex, relating
psychophysiological and neurophysiological factors'
p0176 A72-21196
Occipital EEG activity during fluctuations of
perception under stabilized image and simplified
stimulus conditions.
p0407 A72-34247'
OCCOPATIOI
Terminal area ATC specialists and trainees job
attitude and motivation from guestionnaire on
challenge, tasks, salary, work schedule, etc
! p0109 A72-17865
OCEAHOGBAPHT
Biological resources of Chesapeake Bay and
measurement of chemical, physical, and
meteorological features to improve resources -
management
p0437 H72-26278
Ocean-oriented industry in Florida and Southern
California
(PB-209281-10) p0536 872-31135
OCTABEDBITE
D BIHEBALS
OCOLOGBAVIC ILLOSIOSS
Sjoberg hypothesis for zero gravity produced
inversion illusion mechanism in aircraft
parabolic flight, noting otolithic membrane
deflection result of force on maculae
p0020 A72-11710
Lateral genicnlate body neurons activity during
nystagmic eye movements in cats after vestibnlar
stimulation related to visuo-motor mechanisms
counteracting illusory shifts '
P0053 A72-13623
Contrast vision enhancement in Hermann grid with
variable figure-ground ratio, using Banmgartner
receptive field hypothesis
p0053 A72-13624
Pilot and nonpilot vestibnlar sensitivity to
rotation, determining ocnlogyral illusion and
rotation perception thresholds
p0109 A72-17867
Bystagmus and illusory phenomena in man under
simultaneous rotation in two perpendicular
planes as function of vestibular excitation
P0224 A72-23593
Nystagmus eye movements relationship to ocnlogyral
illusion from test involving vestibular
stimulation and visual stimuli velocity estimates
P0296 A72-28304
OCOLOBETEBS
EEG and electroocnlogram recording of chimpanzee
sleep, noting rapid eye movement stages " '
P0001 A72-10074
OCOLOHOTOB JEBVBS
Optic nerve axon diameters in central and
peripheral cat retina related to conduction
velocity groups
P0053 A72-13622
Lateral genicnlate body neurons activity during
nystagmic eye movements in cats after vestibular
stimulation related to visuo-motor mechanisms
counteracting illusory shifts
P0053 A72-13623
Alcohol ingestion effects on tracking performance
during angular acceleration, observing nystagmic
eye movements and eye-hand coordination
p0056 A72-14474
Oculomotor accommodation and convergence as
distance perception cues, showing size
perception change relation to glasses adaptation
P0105 A72-17411
Oculomotor cue-based distance perception,
discussing glasses adaptation-caused
accommodation and convergence changes in
stereoscopic depth perception
P0105 A72-17414
Phase shifts of circadian rhythm of optic nerve
potentials from isolated eye of sea hare in
darkness
P0157 A72-19534
Eye movements and dynamic visual acuity as
function of tracking velocity, analyzing pursuit
and saccadic component by electrooculography
P0334 A72-30043
A-285
ODOBS SOBJBCT IBDIX
An objective test foe evaluating the functional
state of the ocalovotor system daring sonnolence
states
p0452 A72-37876
Involuntary eye novenents daring the performance
of mental tasks
p0546 A72-44077
Conjugate and disjunctive optokinetic eye
movements in the rabbit, evoked by rotatory and
translatory notion.
P0547 A72-44243
Eye aovements evoked by collicular stimulation in
the alert monkey.
P0551 A72-44906
Otolith organ response of normal vision people and
persons with severe bilateral labyrinthine
function loss exposed to prolonged tilt '
CBASA-CB-127034] p0433 S72-26058
Effect of continuous ultraviolet exposure on
photokeratitis and ocular damage in huaans,
rabbits, and primates
tNASA-CB-115742] .p0471 S72-28063
Dynamic visual acuity 'in lotion perception
CAD-741528] p0533 B72-31115
ODOBS
Single olfactory bulb anits under cyclic
stiaulation, observing activity related to •
inhalation cycle and odor gnality
p0098 A72-16162
Dynamic and static techniques for determining odor
thresholds of polymers used in constructing
human~occupied isolation chanbers
P0078 B72-12003
Development of procedures for evaluating
suitability of materials for spacecraft
structures based on ontgassing of objectionable
odors
p0196 B72-16434
OLPACTOEI PEBCBPIIOB
Single olfactory balb anits under cyclic
stimulation, observing activity related to
inhalation cycle and odor quality
P0098 A72-16162
Olfactory receptor models sensitivity, discussing
threshold dependence on adsorbed odoriferous '
agent amount and exposure time
P0269-A72-26453
Amygdala projection to accessory olfactory bulb in
rats, discussing main bulb, olfactory tubercle,
pyriforB cortex accessory bulb and amygdala •
relationships •
P0277 A72-26770
German book - Soaatic sensitivity, smell and taste.
p0516 A72-42776
Olfactory perception nenrophysiological mechanism,
discussing receptor cells sensory thresholds and
time, temperature and hamidity effects
p0517 A72-42782
The effect of electrical stimulation of the
olfactory bulbs on the behaviour of cats and on
the electrical activity of the neo- and
archepaleocortex
P0518 A72-42960
Effect of I ray stimulation on olfactory system of
rabbits and rats
tCOO-1669-7] . pOO»3 H72-11076
Olfactory stimuli and ultrasonic signal methods
for individual recognition between mother and
infant brovn bats
p0398 H72-25085
01-LIHB PBOGBABBIBG
Online identification on human describing function
by iterative differential analyzer, noting-
application to man-machine systems and on-line
adaptive control systems
P0031 A72-12661
Human nenromnscular coordination control
optimization, discussing preprogrammed 'open-loop
control with feedback monitoring loop
p0059 A72-14705
Hodifying Siegel-Bolf operator simulation model
for on-line operation
[AD-737798] P0446 H72-27138
OIBOABD COHPOTEBS
0 AIBBOBBE/SPACBBOBHE COBPDTEBS
OIBOABD EQOIPBBBT
BI AIBBOBHE EQDIPBEHI
BI AIBBOBHB/SPACEBOBBE COBPDTEBS
HI AIBCBA7T EQUIPBEBT
BI SPACECBAFT BLECTBOBIC BQOIPHEBT
Collapsible conch system for manned space vehicles
[BASA-CASE-BSC-13140] p0044 B72-11085
Portable device for dispensing potable water to
crew members aboard operating spacecraft
CBASA-CASE-BFS-21163-1] p0476 B72-28098
OBBOABD HA»IGATIOB ' :
D BAVIGATIOB
OBISOTBOPI
D ABISOTBOPT
OPEH PIT BIBBS
0 BIBES (EICAVATIOBS) ' '
OPEBATIOHAL PHOBLEBS
Hunan engineering requirements in aircraft system
development.1 ' ;
p0504 A72-41423
OPEBATIOBS BESBABCB
BT GABE THEOBT
BT LHEAB PBOGBABBIBG : ' • ""
Detailed'"design information on equipment,
subsystems, and payload required for conducting
biomedical research during space mission -
appendix 1 ' ' '
[BASA-CB-123737] p0475 B72-28089
OPEBATOB PEBPOBBABCE
" Time shortage as stress factor affecting mental
activity of operator in man-flying vehicle
system, discussing control signal handling
efficiency
pOlOO A72-16638
Dynamic response and functional state of tinman
operator subjected to harmonic and random
vibrational excitations, discussing biodynamic
nonlinear oscillatory system model construction
' p0115 A72-18728
Human operator role in ATC systems analysis,
evaluating tasks with respect to job demands and
personal fulfillment
p0218 A72-23127
Operator mental processes during ATC task
performance, discussing'work load effect, mental
representation and operator algorithm definition
p0218 A72-23129.
Operator, task level and workload effects on
operative strategy, showing controllers methods
modification' in ATC center
p0219 A72-23130
Landing sequence strategy variations for
individual ATC operators, indicating dependence
on flight progress data variation, existing
maneuvering conditions and controller
personality traits ' '
P0219 A72-23131
Pilot and ATC radar controller workload variations
relation, discussing distraction stress effects
p0219 A72-23132
Time analyses of ATC approach controller tasks,
developing flow diagram for task component
seguencing and quantifying
p0219 A72-23133
ATC operator stress factor evaluation from
information theory analysis of radio
telecommunication information content
p0219 A72-23134
ATC task analysis by subjective rating of work
load, discussing information processing
measures, scoring method and observer rating
• procedure
p0219 A72-23135
Acceptable load standards in ATC tasks, defining
moments of conscious brain control as mental
load measure
p0220 A72-23139
Individual style differences between operators of
simulated aircraft control -
p0223 A72-r23579
Operator independence test for human performance
reliability modelling based on symptom detection
and fault location of sonar system failure
p0229 A72-24002
•Human'operator role in space systens reliability,
suggesting approaches to system design and
program planning to exploit human potential
(AIAA PAPEB 72-228] p0230 A72-24439
Pressure suit effects on psychomotor skills,
testing manual dexterity, tracking skills, hand
strength, steadiness and coordination for
pressurized, nnpressurized and shirtsleeve
conditions
A-286
SUBJECT IHDBI OPBBATOBS (PBESOHHEl)
, . , p0233, A72-24796
Optimum performance typewriter keyboard desiqn,
•discussing biomechanical improvements in finger
positioning facilitation, operator postural •
•ascalar strain reduction, etc . . i
:tAD-740259J " • p0235 472-2511*
Haltichannel information processing task - . • .
complexity relation to operator performance for
rapidly increasing input conditions
p0235 A72-25115
Short sleep period and oxygen breathing effects on
aroasal level of air traffic controller daring .,
detection task performance •';• , • •. .,.• .
. . . . . . . ,. " P0275 172-26686
Work-rest scheduling and sleep loss effect on
operator performance in watchkeeping and active
multiple visual tasks .. >
P0275A72-26689
Change in Naval Flight officer operational role
doe to modern eguipment design in weapons
• systems,. sensors and navigational.a£ds • .
. • p029»-A72-28291
Tracker recovery strategy dnring temporary target
..: obscuration in parsuit tracking task, analyzing
control stick movements . ... .- . , • . . < • • •
• -,, • - P0330 A72-29820
Compensatory tracking .task performance with •
continuous error information feedback via.
visual, auditory or electrocntaneons displays
p03»5 A72-311S2
An objective test for evaluating the functional ,
state of .the oculomotor system during somnolence
states . " . " . - . . ! " ... i
", .' -•...-, „'- pO»52 A72-37876
Ban machine systems operational effectiveness
augmentation through human factors engineering,
to enhance human operator capability for :
parallel data processing and decision making
; .- , . p0454 A72-38308
Visual optical'system evaluation from viewpoint of
human.operator target detection under field
..conditions in terms of resolution, transfer,
functions, aberration and eye movements
.. • . .. > -p0459 A72T39011
An assembly .for studying the perceptive motor
reactions of man under one-dimensional follow-up
conditions
P0498 A72-40810
the design of a nonlinear multi-parameter model
for the. human .operator. ^ •
. , . , p0504 A72-41421
A psychologist1s laboratory approach to a human.
• factors' problem.
"•• -
 :
,. . . . . . p0504 A72-41430
The influence of a prediction display on the human
transfer -characteristics.
. , pOSOS A72-41432
Human operator dynamics tfor aural compensatory
tracking. .
P0507 A72-41950
German monograph - Control performance as a
function of the transmission.ratio and the
Coulomb friction in the operational element.
p0519 A72-K3052
The simultaneous ^ action of stimulants and
trangnilizers on the efficiency of a human
operator • .. >
"p0544 A72-43923
Dathematical description of a human operator in
ergatic.control systems .- . . ..
•• . • • "• p0556 A72-45514
Algorithmic description of the generalized
operational characteristic of a human operator
: • • , P0556 A72-«S515
Estimate of the operational efficiency of a human
operator .in the follow-up mode of a closed-loop
control system • • . : ; , .
• - - pOS56 A72-15516
tlethodical aspects of studies of ergatic
. . differential-game systems
• i P0557 A72-;ll55n
Kan in -a control circuit,during an information
game synthesis
- • . . ' . 'p0557 A72-B5520
Experimental' determination of the distribution
rule.for the time of failore-free operator,
action in.the tracking mode /with pursuit/
: . ,p0557 A72-45521
Aircraft interception avoidance problem solved by <
differential.game theory, discussing human.
operator decision making for random pursuit -
tracking
P0557 A72-«5523
Bethods of measuring visual fatigue of workers
engaged in tasks involving visual checks
[Hll-LIB-COBB-1598-(5196)] P0042 872-10133
Development of.laboratory technigue for • -
determining physiological effects of medication
. on flying personnel and spacecrews
[AD-7266511] . . p0082 H72-12031
Development of method for assessing, information
workload based on physiological measurements
[HASA-CE-1888] p0086 S72-12060
Comparison of operator performance from nose of
aircraft with performance from,side of aircraft
during aerial reconnaissance operations
tAD-729226] . . p0087 H72-13091
Tests to determine human .ability to estimate
proportional distances and distance.ratios with
aid of reference length
I1D-730283J . . . p0130 H72-1U131
Comparison of human performance in reading ~ ..
aircraft instrument display systems consisting
of vertical tape and vertical light emitting
diode devices t . • .
IAD-7303161 . .
 ;, p0131 B72-14138
Development of motion picture test for determining
aptitude of human subjects for air traffic duties
rPAA-HD-71-106]
 ; p0142 H72-15101
Analysis of human subjects to.determine .skeletal
configurations of operator in pulling or pushing
heavy loads • . . .
[AD-729827] . . • . , p01»3 S72-15106
Rhesus monkeys subjected to -microwave radiation
while executing operant conditioned task to .
determine effects of low intensity microwaves on
performance . . .
tAD-730105) . p01t3 H72-15108
Development of adaptive displays for assisting
human operator in.detecting, diagnosing, and
-adapting to changes in systems or environment
(AD-729985] p01«3 H72-15110
Effects of prolonged vibrational stress on
performance and recovery of personnel involved
in multi-station work system
tAD-729373] P0141 H72-15114
Mathematical models for distance.perception by .
operators of.man machine systems in motion,
based on visible brightness of landmarks
P0389 H12-24129
Electroencephalogram analysis method as means for
.controlling human operator
, ' p0390 H72-24133
Adaptive human operator model in parsuit tracking
problem •
P0390 N72-24131
Human operator errors in performing audio-video
and audio only tracking tasks
p0135 S72-26078
Nonlinear oscillatory system models for
.representation of reactions of human operators
• to harmonic and random vibrational action . •
[HASA-TT-F-14289] pO«36 H72-26085
• Bodifying Siegel-wolf operator simulation model
for on-line operation
[AD-737798] . pO»«6 H72-27138
Performance of personnel operating moving command
and control system that monitors psychomotor tasks
fAD-7381331 <pOH78 H72-28114
Effects of hypoxic stress on tracking performance
by human operators . ' .
[AD-740468] ' • ; . . p0481-S72-29078
Comparison of two methods of -gisting messages
flD-7H31851 p0533 872-31111
OPEBATOBS (PEBSOHHEL) ' - -• .
HI AIHCBAFT PILOTS • -
HI PILOTS (PEBSOSHEL) .
HI TEST PILOTS
Frankfurt Airport air traffic controller opinion
survey of attitudes toward work and working
environment
P0220 A72-23138
Invariant transformation of .the control laws in
ergatic systems . • ..
P0556 A72-4S510
Scheduling factor analysis for;flight'controllers
of long duration manned space flight missions
A-287
OPBTHALBODTHAHOBBTBT SOBJECT I IDE I
tAD-7317651 p0195 H72-16057
Fanctional adaptation, thermoregulation, and vatec
balance determination for Bine workers tinder hot
and faaoid conditions
CSAS4-TT-F-14043) p02«5 H72-18107
Training devices for training operators in use
characteristics and Maintenance of Baval
electronic eqaipaent
[AD-733171] P0311 H72-20116
Feasibility of visual vehicle simulation system
for operator training
[AD-736238] P0360 H72-23096
Safety codes for operators using laser eguipnent
P0133 H72-260S7
OPHTHALHODTHABOBBTBI
Ophthalmoscopic, photocalibrooetric and
ophthalnodyn'amometric examinations of test
subjects visnal acuity during bed rest in
hypokinetic antiorthostatic position
P05113 A72-B3916
OPBTBALBOLOGT
HT EYE EzABIHATIOHS
Optic disk drnsen and Harcus Gunn pupillary
phenomenon relation to visnal field defects,
discussing need for calibrated perimetry and
binocnlar field testing
CAD-737860] p016» A72-20190
Sight impairment-caused flight personnel
disgualification analysis, establishing eye
disease structure, sight damage preconditions
and ophthalmological practice inadeguacies
P0340 A72-307B8
Eagle eye retinal image guality determination by
ophthalmoscopic method, comparing to haaan
visnal acuity
p0365 A72-31729
An automatic measuring and recording system for
clinical electro-oculography.
POH19 A72-37400
Quantitative determination of fluorescence within
the eye without disrupting the integrity of the
eyeball
pOU58 A72-389U1
Ocular and induced visnal effects of systemic and
topical drugs in terms of eye neuroanatoay and
pharmacology, stressing glaucoma therapy
p0511 A72-H2B99
Ophthalmological reasons for grounding pilots of
German Air Force
p0126 H72-1K108
Physiological factors in color vision, simulation
of visual systems, aerospace environment effects
on visnal perception, and electrophysiological
aspects of eye responses
[HASA-TT-F-6501 p0132 H72-15028
Determination of radiation intensity needed to
cause permanent retinal damage in humans
[AD-735802] P0358 H72-23079
Effects of ultrasonic transducer manipulations on
optical component depth and component interface
amplitudes of primate eye
CAD-738587] pO«72 H72-28072
Bethod foe testing myoptic, hyperoptic,
emmetropic, and astigmatic vision using speckle
patterns of laser
fAD-71»2792] p0532 H72-31107
OPTICAL ABSOBPTIOI
0 ELECTBOHA6HETIC ABSORPTION
0 LIGHT TBAHSBISSIOH
OPTICAL COBBOHICATIOH
The precise simulation of image transfer systems
with the. aid of an optical convolution obtained
with a rotating slit of prescribed form
P0517 A72-B1361
OPTICAL COBBBCTIOH PBOCEDOHB
Hotion thresholds for fovea and peripheral retina
with/without correction for peripheral
refractive error
P0515 A72-43978
OPTICAL CODPIIHG
Design of optical couplers for use in IBBLBS
hardwire mode
fHASA-CB-115719] pO«69 H72-28049
OPTICAL DATA PBOCESSIBG
Image processing of diagnostic echocardiogram by
ultrahiah speed analog to digital converter
interfacing digital computer
p0153 A72-19312
Human binocular visnal system fnsional information
processing, evaluating compensatory eye
movements role in overcoming retinal image
disparity
P0153 A72-19310
Character recognition experiments to'determine
attention control and temporal-spatial capacity
limitation during visnal information processing
P0278 A72-2707U
OPTICAL DBISITT
•hole blood flow dependence on optical density
from light transmission measurement, showing
photometric effects of red cell aggregation,
deformation and orientation
p0364 A72-31639
Ocular laser protective filter with narrowband
absorption, luminous transmission, and optical
density of 3.5
CAD-735799] p0317 H72-21083
OPTICAL EQOIPBEIT
HT CAHEBAS'
HT COLLIBATOBS
HT ELECTBOPBOTOBETEBS
HT EYEPIECES
HT GEODIBETEBS
HT BICBODEHSITOBBTEBS
HT OPTICAL BEASDBIHG INSTBOIBHTS
HT SPECTBOPHOTOBETEBS
HT STBOBOSCOPES
Photo-optical technigues in biomedical data
acgnisition, discussing cineangiography and X •
ray tomography-applications in cardiological
research work
P0105 A72-17137
Optical vision testing unit for testing eyes and
visual system of human subject
[HASA-CASE-BSC-13601-1] pOOIS H72-11088
OPTICAL FILTEBS
Ocular laser protective filter .with narrowband
absorption, luminous transmission, and optical
density of 3.5 •
[AD-735799] p0317 H72-21083
OPTICAL 6EHBBATOBS
0 IASEBS ' -
OPTICAL ILLOSIOH
Poggendorff illusion depth processing theory,
noting noncollinear line resolution effects on
protective relationships within figure
'pOOOS A72-10714
Psychophysical perceived orientation experiments
on Poggendorff illusion /transversal interrupted
by parallel lines/
P0008 A72-10717
Visual persistence and perceptual moment
hypotheses for time-dependent visnal illusion
from viewing moving stroboscopically illuminated
object
P0097 A72-16150
Anisotropic responses to dot and line visnal
stimuli, obtaining judgments on apparent
straightness for various visnal field locations
and dot densities)
P0237 A72-25183
On the apparent orbit of the Pnlfrich pendulum.
p0426 472-36608
Division and orientation in the
vertical-horizontal illusion.
POK28 472-36913
Bach band measurement by psychological
compensation technique, causing band
disappearance by changes in stimulus pattern
luminance and brightness distribution relations
pO»S1 A72-37827
Book - Aspects of motion perception.
p0506 A72-11531
Visnal angle and apparent size of objects in
peripheral vision.
p0518 A72-U2932
Bathematical model of optical illusions and'
fignral aftereffects
CAD-7281B1] ' p0128 H72-11120
OPTICAL BASES BODDLATIO1 •
0 LIGHT BODDLATIOH
OPTICAL BA3BBS
0 LSSEBS
OPTICAL BBASOBBBBHT
HT COLOBIHETBT
HT OPTOBETBI
HT PHOTOHETBI
A-28 8
SUBJECT IHDEI OPTIHOB COHTBOL
HT SPECTBOPBOTOBETBY
HT VISUAL PHOTOHETBI
Liqht absorption and scattering factors in whole
blood related to hemoglobin .concentration,
discussing oxygen saturation, cardiac output and
pathological conditions . .
P0273 A72-26630
OPTIC1L BEiSOBIIG IHSTROHBHTS
HT ELECTBOPHOTOHETEBS
H T GEODIBETEBS . . .
HT BICBODEHSITOHETEBS
HT OCOLOBETEBS . . .
HT SPECTBOPBOTOBETEBS
Design of photo-optical recorder, inplantable
electrodes, and magnetic/Doppler flow.sensor
tHASA-CB-1250951 P0128 B72-14117
Ophthalmoscopic photograph of eye structure using
polarized light and diagnostic applications
P0136 N72-15061
Optical measuring instruments for assessing visual
standards in astronaut selection
rHASA-CB-115763] " p0529 H72-30115
OPTICAL BODOLiTIOI
D LIGHT HOBULATIOS
OPTICAL PBOPEBTIES ,
HT BIBEFHIHGEHCE
HT BBIGBTHESS
HT COLOH . . .
HT PBOTOCOHDOCTIVITY . .- ,
HT PHOTOELECTBIC EFFECT
HT PHOTOVOLTAIC" EFFECT
HT BEFLECTSHCE
HT BBFBACTIVITY . . .
HT SPECTBAL BEFLECT&HCE
Study of the diffusing properties of the retina -
Application to the optical systen of the eye
pO«95 A72-<t0736
Befractive optics of fish eyes in relation to lens
position and retina
P0135 H72-15058
OPTICAL SESSOBS
D OPTICAL HEASOBIHG IHSTBOHEHTS
OPTICAL SIGHALS
B OPTICAL COBHOHICATIOH
OPTICAL SPECTBDB
D LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIATIOH)
OPTICAL TBACKIHG
Boying display visibility effect on pilot tracking
performance, discussing dependence on
illumination intensity and color
P0056 A72-1imS
Alcohol ingestion effects on tracking performance
daring angular acceleration,, observing nystagmic
eye movements and eye-hand coordination
PQ056 &72-1U17U
Horizontal and vertical eye motions temporal
relations in tracking light spot, discussing
saccadic system orthogonal interaction mechanism
P0105 A72-17601
Boving target resolution threshold in retina,
discussing visual acuity relation to target
angular velocity during ocular pursuit'
P01H9 A72-19029
Dynamic visual acuity and eye movement data for
tnovina targets, deriving retinal target image
position and velocity errors during ocular pursuit
P0149 A72-19030
Boving visual stimuli apparatus vith independent
control over size, shape, background intensity,
orientation and velocity of. motion, describing
cat neuronal sensitivity studies
P0150 A72-19032
Afterimage apparent motion preceding smooth eye
movement association' with target tracking,
notina unegual impairment occurrence over entire
visual field
P0150 A72-1903U
Circadian rhythms of visual accommodation
responses and physiological correlations during
target tracking, recording monocular focus state
by IE optometer
P0296 A72-28306
Eye movements and dynamic visual acuity as
function of tracking velocity, analyzing pursuit
and saccadic component by electrooculography .
P033U. A72-300U3
Effects of different alcohol dosages and display
illumination on tracking performance during
vestiliular stimulation.
pfll)10 A72-3455U
Visnal optical system evaluation from viewpoint of
hnman operator target detection under field
conditions in terms of resolution, transfer
functions, aberration and eye movements
P0159 A72-39041
An assembly for studying the perceptive motor
reactions of nan under one-dimensional follow-up
conditions
P0498 A72-10810
Dynamic characteristics and requirements in human
visual perception of moving television images
tAD-72717111 P0037 H72-10097
Speed of motion and tracking tine effects on human
visual acuity, in perception of moving objects
P0135 H72-15055
Comparison of human eye controlled and hand
controlled tracking tasks
tSC-BB-71-0502] p0205 H72-17082
OPTIHAL COHTBOL
HT TIHE OPTIBAL. COHTBOL
Optimal temperature control for microbial
inactivation by composite environment of heat
and gamma radiation, using quadratic technique
pO«23 A72-36313
A method for the development and optimization of
controller-models for man-machine systems.
pOSOU A72-»1120
Development and optimization of a nonlinear
mnltiparameter human operator model.
p0507 A72-U191I9
Human decision making model for linear systems,
based on optimal control model for pilot/vehicle
systems
CHASA-CB-1953] p0205 H72-17079
Optimal control algorithms for on-line closed loop
blood pressure regulation
fAD-735900] p0318 H72-21088
OPTIRIZATIOH
HT OPTIBAL COHTBOL
HT TIBE OPTIHAL COHTBOL
Optimal psychomotor performance in relation to
thermal comfort conditions in man, using complex
dual tests and subjective rating scales
P0002 A72-10117
Optimum cylindrical handle size determination by
muscle electromyography, considering gripping
task, routine performance and fatigue test
P0002 A72-10119
Genetic code numerical structure association with
logarithmic optimization rule for hierarchy of
structures from molecular biology experiments
P0062 A72-14794
Development trends in airborne man machine flight
control, discussing optimal division between
human pilot and machine in relation to total
system performance and economic factors
P0217 172-22781
Anthropotechnics /human engineering/ approach to
man machine system optimization, discussing task
allocation and adaptations of machine dynamics,
displays and controls to human operator
P0501 A72-41103
Mathematical model for life support system
optimization in terms of reduced mass
minimization as guality criteria for energy
conversion and metabolic processes
P055U A72-U5133
Determination of optimal stability augmentation
system for minimizing pilot rating for pitch
tracking task
fAD-7301<13] P0130 N72-1U13U
nodels for head injury prediction and helmets, and
prediction of optimum helmet performance
P0260 H72-19161
Optimization trends and operating parameters of
integral molecular sieve bed heat exchanger for
C02 control in life support systems for manned
orbital laboratories
rHASA-CB-112021] P0353 H72-22094
Homographic determination of optimal oxygen
parameters in environmental control system for
spacesuit
P0483 H72-29071
Decision tree format for including human resources
data in systems engineering design
[AD-71I1768] P0530 H72-30120
OPTIBOB COHTBOL
D OPTIBAL COHTBOL
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OPTOBETBY SUBJECT IBDEX
OPTOBETBT
Head mounted monkey eye orientation measuring
system for performance of brightness
discrimination tasks . ' .
pOOSO A72-13073
• Visual acuity measurement methods, comparing
angular acuity by Beyne optometer and •
morphoscopic acuity by Bercier optometric scale
P0151 A72-19246
Visual acuity measurement by dynamic and static
tests as function^of target velocity and
exposure time
;
 P033H A72-30042
OBBIT&L SIBULATOBS
D -SPACE SIBOLATOBS
OEBIT4L SPACE SIAflOHS. ;
HI SALY0T SPACE STATIOS
The Space Station Prototype Program - The
development of a regenerative life support
system for extended-duration missions.
pOSSt A72-45193
OBBITEB PBOJECT
Timeline analysis of Shuttle Orbiter missions and
reguirements for man-in-the-loop simulation
rBASA-CB-124739] . . p0087 H72-13080
OBBITIBG FBOG OTOLITH
OFO A orbital flight recording of bullfrog
vestibular gravity sensor nerve fiber pulses for •
assessing necessity of artificial gravity during
-...prolonged weightlessness . *
pOSUO A72-43391
OFO-A mission as part of study program "oh-,
vestlbnlar physiology
rNAS4-CE-62084} , ' P0521 B72-30055
OBGAB HEIGHT
Elastic lung shaped:- model for distribution
analysis of weight induced stresses, strains and
surface pressures in lung
P0232 A72-2UII79
Adrenal morphology changes in. rats subjected to
hypokinesia • • • • '-
. P05K2 472-43905
OBGAHIC CHEBISTBY
Life beyond solar system, discussing planetary
formation and prebiological organic chemistry
. .developments and interstellar coomunication
P0184 A72-22016
life origin and.primordial organic chemistry,
considering Darwinian evolution, spontaneous
> - . generation, primitive atmospheres, interstellar
matter, energy* sources, macromolecalar
synthesis, moon'and Jupiter
P0283 A72-27529
Chemical evolution and the origin of life -
Bibliography supplement 1970.
- • . P0425 A72-36450
Quantum-chemical model of organic ring-shaped
molecule with persistent nagnetization: at •
• microscopic level
P0510 A72-«2318
OBGABIC COIPOUHDS - :
NT 4DEHOSINB DIPHOSPHATE (ADP)
HT 4DEHOSINE THIPHOSPH4TE (ATP) . •
N T ADENOSINES . . , - . . . - .
HT ABINO ACIDS " . : . . ' . . . , . '
HT FATS
NT FATTY. ACIDS ..
NT FLUOBOC4BBONS • •- •
NT FLOOBOHYDBOCiBBOHS .,
HT GLOTATHIONE
HT METHIOBIBE - ' - .- •'• ••
NT HOCLEOTIDES •
NT OBGABIC 1IQDIDS . • • >.
HT OZIDASE ' .. •
HT PEPTIDES . , .. -
NT PROTOPBOTEIHS
NT SEBOTONIN - - '•'!•;•
NT THYBOXIBE
NT TBYPTOPHAN
Comet collisions in planetary nebulae as -source of
organic compounds in universe in preplanetary
' • era, noting nucleic acid bases in carbonaceous-
meteorites- . . . < » • -
, P0064 A.72-111802
. Ionizing radiation as effective energy in
primordal organic synthesis, discussing' small
molecule formation and subsequent condensation
into polypeptides and polynucleotides ' -
•- • P0097 472-16127
Cosmic sources of organic compounds from chemical
evolution viewpoint, discussing' comets,' • •'"
interstellar space, prestellar nebulae and cool
. stellar atmospheres ' • • <
< • ' . - - P018I1 472-22014
Vapor-liguid eguilibrium-analysis of water soluble
volatile organic compounds in closed"airtight
systems by gas chromatography : . ' - ' • • • •
- . - P0328 A72-29326
Service life of respirator cartridges-in organic ''
vapor atmospheres ' - '- •
rUCBL-73166] p0045 B72-11090
Significance of water in biochemical processes and
. organic molecule synthesis for evolution of lif e''''
rPB-571 pOOSO H72-12018
Synthesis and application of redox polymers'in '* ''•'
sorption method for purifying water of organic
impurities ' • '• -
p0123'R72-14083
Synthesis of bicyclic disnlfides for conversion •'•
into sterically .rigid cysteamine derivatives • "
[AD-732509]- ' p0200 H72-17046
Production of complex organic compounds in ' ''
vicinity of volcanoes as precursors of
significant biological-products and relation to
• genesis of life - ' • ; • . • " •
. ' ' • • • p0204-N72-17077
OBG4HIC LIQUIDS
Metabolism of pyruvic acid in yeast
CHASA-TT-F-1U003) • • p0033 H72-10068
OBGAHIC H4TEBIALS - . . , . ' • - . .
Device for irradiating biological materials with
light at wavelengths between 250 and 650 nm
rBBL-1972-1] '.'•' P0383 N72-21077
Ose of plasma cleaning and Auger- spectroscopy'to
remove and monitor organic contamination on '
Viking spacecraft surfaces ' -. ^ ^ . - ''; •'•
: [H4S4-CB-128302] • . p0563: H72-32117
OBSAHIC NITRATES
HT HITBOGLYCEBIH •• : ' - •' -•• ' " '••
OBGAHIC PHOSPHOBOS COBPOOBDS
Physiological effects of transfusing
2,3-diphosphoglycerate /DPG/ depleted red cells
with high oxygen affinity in .anemic hypoxic
patients • ' • • < • • <
• . p0069 A72-15211
Kinetics of heat inactivation of phosphoglycerate '-
kinase in soluble fraction'from hydrogenomonas
facilis • • -. . - . . : : . . - . . • - . • ,
' ' • ' - '
:
 s - P016U 472-20237
Bed blood cell metabolite '1,3 diphbspho'glycerate
:- • determination method by rapid deproteinization,
concentration by precipitation and enzymatic '
reaction ' '•'•• ' ••• "" ' • • ' • ' ...
'••• •:*• p0367 A72-32I488
: Cortical !effects mechanisms in animal vegetative
systems, noting biological oxidation and organic
• phosphorus compound studies - - ' -' •'
' -' •-•'-.- ' < pOt97 A72-40759
OBGAHISBS • • ' . ' • - . - • ' :
Gravitational biology theory problems, discussing
possibility of applying relativistic phenomena
to.living organisms in inertia! or inertialess
systems .,- - ' ' ' • '
•--
 ;
 > P0023 472-12016
Foresight, forecast a:nd prognosis-concepts'in '•
physiology, discussing intuition role and
relation between molecular and cellular
processes and organism activity^ . :'- '
•' "' - - ' -pOO'29 472-12316
Flavin phbtoreceptor participation in contemporary
organism metabolic systems ' •" ' ' • •
. . . - •' p0062 472-14781
-Biochemical functions of organisms in evolution of
biosphere, discussing- redox*reactions, • .
elementary compositions and metal compounds role
in photosynthesis
' • - . - P0064 A72-14796
Utilization of computation principles in laving
organisms to construct cognitive systems
[AD-727795] • pOOtO H72-10115
-. Haturally heat resistant- organisms in soils
(N4S4-CB-124832] p0117•B72-14043
Set theory in developing'mathematical model'of
' entire organism
CAD-729863] • • • r • p0138 H72-15074
Effects of•electromagnetic radiation on biological
systems of living organisms
- P0218 B72-18261
A-290
SUBJECT IBDEI OSCIILOGB1PHS
Harine bionics for duplicating biological systems
and studying pattern recognition mechanisms in
living organisms
C&D-7«26381 P056U B72-32124
Bibliography on influence of ionizing radiation
dose rates on cells and organisas
rPB-20980»l p0570 N72-33093
OBGABOHETALLIC COHPO08DS
BT CABBOIYBEHOGLOBIB
BT CHLOBOPBILLS •I
BT HEHOGLOBIB
BT OIJHEBOGLOBIH
BT POBPHIBES
OBG4BS
BT BLADDER
BT KIDBETS
BT LIVES
BT LONGS
BT P1TOITAEI GLABD
BT SP1EEB
BT TESTES
. A new model for estimating space proton dose to
body organs.
p041,7 A72-35354
Bodifications of the rate of renewal of
norepinephrine in various peripheral organs of
the rat during exposure and acclimatization to
cold
P0547 A72-44244
Quantitative evaluation of the kinetics of
free-radical processes in animal organs under -
hypozic conditions
P0551 .A72-44596
Biological effects of laser radiation on eyesight,
skin, and other body organs
tAD-7265581 p0037 N72-10100
Compilation of ran data on elemental
concentrations in normal and diseased human organs
rOCBL-51013-PT-1-BBV-1] P0306 B72-20081
Anatomical function of spermaceti organ in sperm
whales
[COBTBIB-74] P0398 H72-25087
Besponse of anesthetized Bhesus monkey vertebral
column and internal organs to pressure vaves
generated during seated spinal impacts
• CAD-740460] p0524 B72-J0085
OBIEITATIOB
Beaction time to visual orientation change,
obtaining aftereffects as function of
orientation specific adaptation duration and
separation angle between inspection and test lines
P0174 A72-20986
Adjustment to subjective horizontal, vertical and
45 deg tilt in dark as function of age in 3-20
year old subjects
. , . p0174 A72-20989
Stabilized retinal image techniques to examine,
functional relationships between nonstabilized
grating pattern orientation adaptation and
stabilized line stimuli fading rates
P0377 A72-33646
Vestibular and optical stimuli interaction in
human orientation, testing via Barany chair on
rotating platform surrounded by optokinetic drum
P0496 A72-40751
Body orientation under vertical sinusoidal
vibration.
P0499 472-11019
Signal detection analysis of meridional variations
to. vertical and horizontal gratings.
P0549 A72-44389
Orientation of noctnrnally migrating birds based
on reference to stellar positions and sky rotation
P0397 872-25074
Analysis of cues used by migratory birds for
navigation and orientation
'. P0397 B72-25076
Analysis of effects of topography on honing
ability, of pigeons as determined by ground
release and helicopter tracking
p0397 B72-25077
Effects of clock shift on orientation of migratory
birds and- deviations in initial orientation
produced by varying amounts of clock shift
P0397 B72-2S078
Analysis' of cues used by homing pigeons with
emphasis on. effects of sun location and magnetic
fields i
P0397 H72-25079
Function of visual caes in orientation navigation
systems of desert ants
p0398 H72-25088
Effect of chemical stimuli on orientation behavior
of fish
p0398 H72-25090
Physiological and biological mechanisms
responsible for anemomenotactic orientation in
beetles and scorpions
p0399 B72-25093
Directional orientation of dragonfly relative to
azimuth of sun
p0399 B72-25094
Boctnrnal orientation by amphipods using moonlight
P0399 B72-25095
Hagnetoreception and orientation in dancing bees
p0399 B72-25096
OBTBOPEDICS
Dse of isometric exercises as means of preventing
muscular atrophy in treatment of fractures of
extremities
CBASA-TT-P-14096] p0141 B72-15094
Surgical trauma in canine intervertebral space and
surrounding structures and infrahnman
experimentation and biostatistics in clinical
orthopedics
fAD-740475] p0528 B72-30110
OBTHOSTATIC TOLBBABCE
Buman tilt tolerance relation to aerobic capacity,
weight, height and physical'fitness, determining
correlation coefficient between heart rate and
orthostatic response
p0227 A72-23733
Prolonged water immersion effects on renal
function and plasma volume in trained and
untrained subjects, noting deleterious effect on
orthostatic tolerance and work capacity
P0227 A72-23738
Tilt table tests for orthostatic tolerance,
measuring heart rate, blood pressure and
responses of fainters and nonfaioters
pOU99 A72-41020
Lower-body negative pressure as a method of
preventing shifts associated with changes in the
hydrostatic pressure of blood
p0543 A72-43919
Comparative study of regional hemodynamics during
' tilt test and lower body negative pressure
exposure.
pOS54 A72-45131
Induction of hemodynamic deterioration by the
hypogravic state - An evaluation of mechanisms
and- prevention.
p0554 A72-45199
Besponse to daily lower body negative pressure
/LBNP/ exposure /-70mm Hg/, with emphasis on
plasma renin activity, sodium and potassium
excretion.
00557 A72-45658
Exhalation, gas exchange, and carbon dioxide
content in humans during passive orthostatic tests
p0078 B72-12001
Effects of pulsatile venous pressure cuffs in
cardiovascular conditioning to postflight
orthostatic intolerance produced by water
immersion
fEXPT-HOOIl p0118 B72-14054
OSCILIiTIOHS
BT BABBOBIC OSCILLATIOB
BT SELF OSCILLATIOB
HI TBABSVEBSE OSCILLATIOM
Pupil size spontaneous oscillation /Bippns/,
discussing development by repeated light step
and accommodation and disappearance due to
mental activity
P0030 A72-12490
Bystagmns and visual performance during sinusoidal
oscillation
[AD-726173] p0082 B72-12033
OSCILLATORS
BT PEHDDLOBS
Physical interpretations of physiological control,
covering history, biochemical oscillator
viewpoint of life and conferences
p0024 A72-12039
OSCILLOGBAHS
0 OSCILLOGRAPHS
OSCILLOSBAPBS
Bultichannel oscillograph for real time biomedical
1-291
OSCILLOSCOPES SUBJECT IBDBI
studies "o*f LF physiological processes
p0218 172-22681
Techniques and procedure for differential
ballistooscillography of extremities.
pO«63 A72-39325
OSCILLOSCOPES
Cardiac cycle intervals measurement with multibeam
cathode oscilloscope synchronized with
. nultichannel .polycardiographic aotoiatic
recording machine
p0220 A72-23192
OSHIDH COBPOOIDS
The distribution of the long wave photoreceptors
in the compound eye of the hooey bee as revealed
.by selective osnic staining.
P0011 A72-31877
OSHOSIS
Early diagnostics of cerebral arteriosclerosis in
flying personnel* investigating hypertonia,
nenrocirculatory dystonia and mypcarditic
cardiosclerosis effects on flight perfornance
p0113 A72-18198
Improperly controlled learning processes
relationship to hypertonic blood pressure
irregularities pathogenesis in rats,
investigating negative emotional reactions effects
P0169 A72-20659
Sex differences of chronical effect of
environmental stress on blood pressure and
. information processing in rats, observing
neurotic hypertonic blood pressure irregularity
.; P0170 A72-20660
Badial diffusion and convection capillary model
for analysis of tissue protein concentration and
colloidal osmotic pressure changes during
transcapillary fluid movement
P0173 A72-20896
Influence- of hyperosmolality on left ventricular
stiffness.
pOUlO A72-3U727
Influence of thermal, osmotic, and chemical
stimulations on food and vater intake
. .pO»16 A72-35016
Gas induced osmosis as factor in pulmonary
homeostasis, shoving differential water
retention in lungs ventilated with normoxic
nitrons oxide compared with air
POH21 A72-35970
Ideal tracer theory for transfer of chemical
species through various membranes
CBHL-S02991 p0198 H72-17031
OSHOTIC PBESSDBE
D OSMOSIS
OTOLABTIGOLOGI
Prophylactic otolaryngological investigation of
vestibnlar analyser function in aviation medicine
• . .. P0365 A72-31769
Otorhinolaryngological organ response during
hypokinetic antiorthostatic bed rest.for
•. > control, exercising and muscular
electric-stimulated groups
p05»3 A72-H3917
Acoustic impedance bridge for clinical evaluation
• " • • of eustachian tube function
• UD-731126] . . -.p02<l3 H72-18095
OTOLITH OBGAHS
Sjoberg hypothesis for zero gravity produced
,• inversion illusion mechanism in aircraft
parabolic .flight, noting otolithic membrane
deflection- result•of force on maculae
P0020 A72-11710
- Human centrifuge tests for gravitoinertial force
effect on ocular connterrolling in normal .and
deaf subjects
P0022 A72-11956
Neck proprioception effects .and otolith organ
activity in perceived visual target elevation
under centrifuging stress
P0296 A72-28305
• The vestibnlar apparatus. I - The physics and
physiology of the otoliths and the semicircular
canals
. . p0517 A72-U2787
• . • Otolithic function and orientation of Gemini
spacecrew during prolonged space flight
fEXPT-11009], . P01.19 H72-10061
Otolith organ response of normal vision people and
i persons with severe bilateral labyrinthine
function loss exposed to prolonged tilt
tHASA-CB-127031] p0433 H72-26058
OOTG1SSIIG
Toxicological control and chemical analysis of
ontgassing products from nonmetallics in high
temperature oxygen atmosphere, investigating use
within iS crew compartment
P0009 A72-10771
Toxicological evaluation of some synthetic
materials designed for airtight space equipment
P0191 A72-101I31I
Spacecraft functional properties degradation due
to surface contamination with outgassing vapors,
discussing contaminant materials transport and
sorption characteristics
P0501 A72-43619
Development of procedures for evaluating '
suitability of materials for spacecraft
structures based on outgassing of objectionable
odors
P0196 H72-16131
Toxic effects of volatile components from
synthetic materials used in closed ecological
systems
p0081 H72-29055
OUTPUT .
HT LiSEB OUTPUTS
OYBBESTIBATIOH
0 EBBOBS
OTBBBIPOSOBE
0 BADIATIOH DOSAGE
OTBBPBBSS0BB
Sonic boom effects on sleep - A field experiment
on military and civilian populations.
p05U7 A72-1K370
0?BBTOBBS
0 BABEOHICS
OIIDASB
Coacervate drops oxidorednctases and stability in
primitive' prebiological systems, using
polyphenol oxidase-carbohydrate-histone-gninones
. p0062 A72-1178U
Hechanical vibration induced physiological changes
in rats, determining plasma Ca, Mg and inorganic
phosphate concentration and xanthine oxidase
activity response to frequency and g-levels
P0330 A72-29560
OIIDATIOH
Ordinary and macroporons structured
polycondensation oxidation-reduction polymers
synthesis, discussing application to organic
impurities removal from atmospheric moisture
condensates
P0101 472-16615
Catalytic oxidation' of gaseous products formed
during thermal treatment of human wastes,
considering hopcalite, Cu-Cr, Cn-Co, Pt and Pd
, p0101 A72-166B6
Beclaimed surface, ground and sewage water
oxidizability measurement, studying oxidation
kinetics of potassium bichromate distilled urine
condensate admixtures
P0327 A72-29313
Development of a spacecraft wet oxidation waste
processing system.
fiSBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-3] p0162 A72-39171
Cortical effects mechanisms in animal vegetative
systems, noting biological oxidation and organic
phosphorus compound studies •
pO«97 A72-H0759
Bespiratory chain components correlation to
tension production at various oxygen pressures
in guinea pig dnctus. arteriosns, investigating
light absorption changes
P0514 A72-112670
Design and development of prototype wet oxidation
system.for water reclamation and fecal/urine
slurry disposition on manned spacecraft
[HASA-CB-112151] p0572 H72^33115
OIIDATIOI BBSISTAICB
Bnlti-cycle plasma arc evaluation of oxidation
inhibited carbon-carbon material for shuttle
leading edges. . • • ••
tASHE PAPEB 72-EHAV-26] p0460 A72-39151
OIIDBS . . .. ! :
HT CABBO» .DIOXIDE . • •
HT CABBOH BOHOXIDE •„ -
HT HYDROGEN PBBOIIDE
HT HITBOGEH OXIDES , . .
BT HITBOOS OXIDES
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SUBJECT IHDBI OIISEH COHSOHPTIOH
HT PEROXIDES
NT POTASSIDM OXIDES
HT QUARTZ
HT SOLPOE OXIDES -
OXIDIZBBS - ' " • '
HT LIQUID OXYGEN
Spacecraft trace contaminant control system with
presorbers and postsorbers for catalytic oxidizer
THiSi-CE-2027] P0435 H72-26079
OXIBETBY
Ear oximeter desiqa for human subject blood oxygen
< • saturation estimation during' increased q-loads
P0293 A72-28278
OXIGB1 • T
NT HIGH PBESSDBE OXTGEH
NT LIQUID OXYGEN <
NT OZONE • •
Pulmonary functional inhomogeneities effects on
steady state oxyqen and CO diffusinq capacity
estinates in qas transfer resistances terns
- p0011 i72-10817
Enbryoqenesis of fertile chicken eqqs in pare
oxyqen at reduced pressure -
P0215 A72-22642
Bicroorqanisms effects on oxyqen and compounds
cycles, leadinq to changes in oxyqen
distribution in earth crust, hydrosphere, '
atmosphere and biomass
p0224 A72-23592
Ear oximeter design for human subject blood oxyqen
saturation estimation during increased 'q-loads
P0293 172-28278
Liquid and gaseous oxygen accidents involving
space, aircraft, and ground systems
fHiS&-TB-I-67953] p0085<172-12056
Effect of helium-oxygen atmosphere on develop'inq
chicken embryo and qrowth rate of chicken after
hatchinq
f»D-730278] P0139 N72-15085
Oxyqen saturation of human blood during prolonged
stay in Antarctic region
p0434 H72-26069
Oxygen diffusion under conditions of cerebral*
hypoxia . • - -. • ~
f BAE-LIB-TBANS-166.1] p0562 H72-32108
OXYGEN ABALYZBBS
Semiautomatic measurement of human oxyqen uptake,' '
discnssinq apparatus and accuracy
P0235 A72-24991
Aviator breathinq oxyqen contaminant detector
usinq qas chromatoqraphy and portable IB analyzer
p0290 A72-282S3
Determination of oxyqen consumption by use of the
paramagnetic oxygen analyzer.-
, " . ' POU91 A72-40429
A critical assessment of an. open circuit technique
for measurinq oxygen consumption.
P0545 A72-43937
Acrylamide polymerization - .Nev method for
determining the oxyqen content in blood. .
. • • -p0556 A72-45376
Bethod and apparatus for analyzing respiratory qas
flow r.ate and inspiration-expiration 'frequencies
in real time • - •.;
fHASA-C»SE-HSC-13«36-1] . ; . p0310 H72-20113
Evaluation of oxygen-sensing warning- device for
use in. damage control suit- system
TAD-7353771 , p0317 H72-21082
OIYGBB BBEAIBIBG
Human mental-and psychomotor-performance • ' . -• '•'••
measurements in compressed oxygen-helium .•- '
atmosphere pressure chamber, for dive between' 100
and 1500 feet >
P0018 A72-11701
Human blood carboxvhemoglobin saturation relation
to inspired air oxyqen- and CO concentrations
from small closed rebreathinq system.-tests
tAD-7<10929J •' P0064 A72-14863
Bespiratory adaptation to pure oxyqen excess • '' • '
pressure after cockpit depressurizatibn- from ';
flight simulator tests with pressure-suited
pilots, presentinq ECG reactions
< • p0102 A72-16749
Hypoxia pretreatment for decreased pulmonary • ••'.•
oxygen toxicity during high pressure" oxygen . >
breathing in rats '-.•' •
P0153 A72-19328
Inhaled oxyqen pressure variation effects on
adenosines, qlncose, lactate and pyruvate levels
in rat brains, noting anoxic limit value
relation to age
P0169 A72-206S8
Oxyqen intake and cardiac output measurements
during various treadmill and bicycle erqometer
exercises, relatinq exercise type to heart rate
and arteriovenons oxyqen differences
P0171 A72-20885
Hyperbaric chamber tests for hemodynamic response
to oxyqen inhalation at 1 and 2 atm pressure for
nyocardial infarction treatment assessment
P0172 A72-20891
Bespiration control dnrinq hyperoxia, discnssinq
chemoreceptor significance in minute volume
respiration rate redaction mechanism from Pamir
:
 ' • mountain aborigines oxygen breathing reaction
studies
P018S A72-22076
Pure oxyqen atmosphere effects at ISO and 600 mm
Hq on rats in vitro liver and adipose tissue
lipid- synthesis, measuring food intake and
plasma components
P0227 A72-23739
Cardiovascular responses to positive pressure
oxyqen breathing from blood pressure and heart
and respiratory rate measurements
P0267 A72-26017
Hyperoxia effect on human airvays resistance
during high pressure oxygen breathing
p0271 A72-26614
Short sleep period and oxygen breathing effects on
arousal level of air traffic controller during
detection task performance
p0275 172-26686
Arterial blood 'gas tensions, using sequential
phased dilution for pilot oxyqen delivery
P0290 472-28255
Suppression effects of hyperoxic breathing qases
on red blood cell and erythropoietin hormone
production following blood loss
p0295 A72-28298
Hiqh altitude natives cerebral arterial-venous
oxyqen difference measurement during ambient air
and oxygen breathinq, shoving chronic hypoxia
effect on cerebral blood flow
P0339 A72-3070*
Bemodynamic changes in man durinq immersion with
the head above water.
P0409 A72-34543
Effects of in vivo inhalation of 100X oxygen at
reduced pressure on serum and red cell lipids.
[AD-746090] pO«10 A72-3H553
USAP custom fit oxyqen mask program.
P0410 A72-34559
Bypercapnia with relief of hypoxia in normal
individuals with increased work of breathinq.
P0490 472-H0120
Effects of oxygen atmosphere in hiqh pressure
divinq chamber;'simulation on human body
fAD-728760] P0082 N72-12038
Nomoqraphic determination of optimal oxyqen
parameters in environmental control system for
- spacesnit
P0483 H72-29071
•' Parachute oxygen apparatus for jumps up to 14,000 m
[AD-7U3039] p0536 N72-31133
OIYGEH CONSUBPTIOB
Hypophysectomy in rats, resulting in prolonqed red
blood cell survival due to oxyqen consumption
decrease and altered erythrocyte enzymatic
processes
•'•- ' •"• • ' p0001 A72-10075
Human exercise capacity assessment from maximal
oxygen intake estimates and Harvard step test
P0002 A72-10116
Coronary blood flow measurement in various
hemodynamic conditions by arqon technique,
determining oxygen consumption and coronary
• vascular resistance
-k • p0053 A72-13183
Training, effect on oxyqen consumption in negative
muscular work, considering connective tissue
strengthening and muscle viscosity changes
P0053 A72-13676
Serum enzyme activity changes response to constant
test exercise, discussing relation to maximum
•' oxygen uptake - . •. -
' • •' ' P0064 A72-14897
A-293
OIIGEB COBSDHPTIOH COSID SUBJECT IBDBI
Physiological effects of transfusing
2,3-diphosphoglycerate /DPG/ depleted red cells
with high oxygen affinity in anemic hvpoxic
patients
P0069 472-15211
Bemodynamic and blood oxygen parameter changes'
comparison in dogs daring hypoxia at rest and
muscle activity in various oxygen concentrations
( P0071 A72-15232
Pilots oxygen uptake vs flight time and altitude
as indicator of physical condition, noting large
fluctuations and differences for individual
pilots and different flights
P0102 A72-16748
Haximnm aerobic power response and oxygen
consumption to training stimulus intensity,
duration and freguency, using bicycle ergoaeter
exercise '' . . •
P0148 A72-18965
Maximal oxygen intake prediction in acute moderate
hypoxia during exercise, shoving heart rate
linearity »ith work load ,
P0149 A72-18966
Haximnm oxygen intake during exercise on treadmill
compared with bicycle ergometer, analyzing
circulatory dynamic factors and cardiac output
relation to oxygen transport capacity
P0165 A72-20251
Muscle blood flow relation to oxygen consumption
from measurements during bicycle ergometer
.exercises, using xe 133 clearance method
P0171 A72-20888
Beta-adrenergic inhibitors effects on coronary
blood flow and myocardial oxygen consumption of
normal and coronary artery disease patients
P0179 A72-.215U9
Bypoxic and normoxic gas mixture breathing during
intense muscular activity, relating oxygen
consumption and carbon dioxide elimination
magnitudes and motor performance
P0185 A72-22081
Aerobic work capacity indices of gas exchange
pulse rate, pulmonary ventilation and acid base
balance in runners,, determining maximum oxygen
utilization
P0225 A72-23596
Oxygen consumption and body temperature in
anesthetized, paralyzed.and artificially
ventilated dogs cooled in water bath at 34 c,
measuring hypercapnia and beta-adrenergic
blockade effects
rAD-7409911 P0227 A72-23735
Semiautomatic measurement of human oxygen uptake,
discussing apparatus and accuracy
P0235 A72-24991
Physical work capacity comparison during bicycle
ergometry and treadmill walking tests, measuring
oxygen uptake, ventilatory parameters and excess
carbon dioxide production
P0269 A72-26095
Maximal oxygen uptake and heart rate during
• laddermill climbing, inclined treadmill running
and cycling ergometer tests
P0271 A72-26612
Bemodynamic variables relation to coronary blood
flow and myocardial oxygen consumption daring
upright bicycle exercise
P0271 A72-26618
Isotopic labeled microspheres for cat uveal and
retinal blood flow and oxygen'Consumption,
determination, studying increased intraocular
pressure and carbon dioxide tension effects
P0287 A72-27841
Crowding phenomenon effect on blood cell oxygen
consumption, using Cartesian diver technigue for
polymorphonuclear leukocyte, lymphocyte and
platelet measurements
P0287 A72-27842
Cold adaptation effects on rat skeletal muscle • •
tissue Vant-Boff coefficient, considering .
phosphorylation and oxidation rate, P/0 and
mitochondrial ATP-ase activity
P0323 A72-28639
.-Pulmonary oxygen transport dynamic model
representing lung gas-side airway and alveolar
regions and blood-side capillary bed .,
P0325 A72-28996
Six day bed rest.effect on external respiration
and subcutaneous tissue oxygen metabolism.
noting oxygen consumption decline
P0328 A72-29324
Gas mask-caused air flow resistance effects on
respiratory and circulatory response to
exercise, assessing maximal oxygen uptake
P0330 A72-29818
Bork capacity evaluation from fatigue, biological
rhythm, tissue respiration and oxygen
consumption studies, discussing pharmacological
stimulation effects
P0335 A72-30376
Sweating relation to body temperature after
exhaustive exercise for various oxygen uptakes
and ambient temperatures
P0339 A72-30702
High altitude natives cerebral arterial-venous
oxygen difference measurement during ambient air
and oxygen breathing, showing chronic hypoxia
effect on cerebral blood flow
P0339 A72-30704
Muscle cell ATP, creatine phosphate and lactate
concentration changes relation to oxygen uptake
'during and after exercise
P0340 A72-30705
Energy cost /oxygen consumption/ prediction for
treadmill and various levels terrain walking at
two speeds under three different pack loads
P0340 A72-30706
Mountain inhabitants cardiocirculatory adaptation
to chronic hypoxia, studying coronary flow and
myocardial oxygen consumption and efficiency
P0369 A72-32498
Regression analysis for steady state R2 ineguality
in 02 consumption calculations.
P0409 A72-34542
Cell proliferation in lungs of mice exposed to
elevated concentrations of oxygen. ,
p0409 A72-34548
Thermal neutral temperature of rats in
helium-oxygen, argon-oxygen, and air.
P0410 A72-34728
Ion alterations during myocardial ischemia.
P0414 A72-34994
Thermoregulation during positive and negative work
at different environmental temperatures.
p0425 A72-36559
Self-paced ergometer performance - Effects of
pedal resistance, motivational contingency and
inspired oxygen concentration.
P0427 A72-36911
Coronary collateral circulation and myocardial
blood flow reserve.
p0450 A72-37500
Influence of inotropic alteration on the severity
of myocardial .ischemia after experimental
•coronary occlusion.
P0454 A72-38552
Determination of oxygen consumption by use of the
paramagnetic oxygen analyzer.
P0491 A72-40429
Comparative studies of the respiratory functions
of mammalian blood.
P0498 A72-40919
Cardiac output, arterial and mixed-venous 02
saturation, and blood 02 dissociation curve in
growing rats, adapted to a simulated altitude of
3500 D.
P0506 A72-41623
Influence of intracellular convection on the
oxygen release by human erythrocytes.
P0506 A72-41625
Dependence of muscle efficiency on oxygen
concentration in the venous blood
P0509 A72-42157
The function of.external respiration in mental
activity
. p0510 A72-42284
Oxygen consumption in liguid breathing mice.
' - P0511 A72-42488
Blood flow, oxygen uptake, and capillary
filtration in resting skeletal muscle.
p051« A72-42668
Effect of activity and temperature on metabolism
and water-loss in snakes.
P0514 A72-42669
Analysis of femoral venous blood during maximum
muscular exercise.
P0515 A72-42742
A-294
SUBJECT IBDEI OIT6BB PBODOCTIOI
Oxygen uptake kinetics for various intensities' of
constant-load work. .
pOSIS 172-«2713
Excitation contraction correlates'in true ischemia.
• ' p0512 A72-13811
Influence of a hiqh oxygen content on the rate of
formation and elimination of gaseous wastes in'
albino rats
p05»2 472-43906
A critical assessment of an open circuit technique
for measurinq oxygen consumption.
. . ' P05U5 A72-43937
Physiologic effects of passive hyperventilation on
oxygen delivery and consumption.
P05H7 A72-U1365
Measurement of heart rate and oxygen uptake of
sub-fleets at optimal speed on bicycle ergpmeter
fAD-7298311 . ' . ' ' , ' .p0205 .H72-1708U
Besponse of . ventilat'ion parameters, pulse rate,-'
oxygen uptake, and body temperature-in man under
acute and severe hypoxia
rDLB-FB-71-651 ' ' P0313 H72-2.1053
Byperoxia effects on rat body weight, oxygen
- "- consumption, and tolerancetto carbon monoxide
exposure '
' ' pO*81 H72-29058
Validation of submaximal treadmill test for
predicting maximal oxyqen consumption
CAD-7H3103] '• . P0533 H72-31110
Potential oxyqen reguirements for lunar-surface,
lunar-orbit, and planetary missions '
. rSASA-TH-X-58087] p0571 1172-33098
OITGEB DEFICIEHCY "
0 BYPOXIA . ' ' . ' - ' .
OITGEB DETECTORS . .
D OXYGEN AHAIIZEBS ' ,
OIIGEH FLOOBIDES '
'Toxic hazards associated with handling and
exposure to oxygen difluoride
fAD-727525] p0035 H72-10082
OIIGE8 BASKS
Custom fit'oxyqen mask for life support of crew -
members
; P0179 A72-21S67
Physiological evaluation of modified jet transport
passenqer oxyqen mask from altitude chamber
experiments
P0180 A72-21571
Disposable, emergency oxyqen mask for air • ' '
passengers based on continuous flow, phase
dilution principle, describinq altitude chamber
. , * tests with human subjects to study physioloqical
responses
' ' ' P0324 'A72-28702
USAP custom fit oxyqen mask program.
pO«10 A72-3«559
Continuous'flow qeneral aviation oxyqen masks.
[SAB AS 122»1 " '• ' p0425 A72-36536
Performance and acceptance tests of oxyqen'aad
protective masks
[AD-725540] ,' ' ' p0047 H72-1110U
Hethod and apparatus for analyzing respiratory qas
flov rate' and inspiration-expiration frequencies
in real tine *'' ''
[HASA-CASE-nSC-13«36-1] ' p0310 K72-20113
Physiological evaluation of disposable jet
transport passenqer oxyqen mask at hiqh altitude
CFAA-AB-72-10] P0404 H72-25131
Power assisted breathinq device 'for reducing gas
mask resistance ' ' '" •>'•!•
fAD-7406113] pO«86 H72-29093
OIIGES HETABOLISH • " • • • ' • • • ' .
Ventilatory and metabolic responses of
unanesthetized dogs exposed to various carbon
dioxide concentrations 'at 2 and '18 C, discnssinq
oxyqen uptake relation to cold
P0022 A72-11954
flypoxia, hyperoxia and hypercapnia*short period -•
'• effect on rat brain oxyqen supply, measurinq
blood qas values, tissue oxyqen partial- pressure
time variations, etc • •
' p0023 A72-11957
External respiration-gas metabolism^and energy
consumption measureoents 'for test'"pilots daring
parabolic trajectory flights in weightlessness
simulation experiments ' ' '
P0029 A72-12347
Free oxygen content and diffusion coefficient in
adrenalectomized rat skeletal muscles after
physical strain
POOS6 A72-13991
Buman breathinq metabolic simulation device for
evaluatinq respiratory diaqnostic, mpnitorinq,
support and resuscitation equipment
P0114 A72-18618
CO hypoxia effect on oxygen transport during
exercise, discussing changes in cardiac and '
respiratory functions and work capacity
P0172 A72-20893
Cardiorespiratory functions in child swimme'rs and
nonathletes during growth, relating training to
oxyqen transport system dimensions
P0172 A72-20894
Lauqhing gull'metabolism dependence on flight
speed and angle durinq wind' tunnel" tests from
oxyqen consumption, carbon dioxide production
and aerodynamic forces analyses
P0174 A72-21080
Endurance exercise effect 'on respiratory 'capacity
in white, red and intermediate'muscles in rats,
relatinq fiber type to oxidative capacity
P0175 A72-21083
Stepwise adaptation to-high mountain conditions
effect-on brain and1 sural muscle oxidation
processes'in rats
• p0186 A72-22085
flnman oxygen intake and blood lactic acid removal
kinetics during recovery froo mild steady work '
on bicycle erqometer
P0234 A72-24989
Six day bed rest effect on external respiration
. and subcutaneous tissue oxyqen metabolism,
noting oxygen'Consumption decline
P0328 A72-29324
High gravity, cold and starvation space stress
effects on oxidative metabolism of
ethylmorphine,''aniline and p-nitroanisole 'in
male rat liver • : •
P0364 A72-31700
Hyocardial metabolic changes in chronic hypoxia.
P0413 A72-3U989
Blood oxyqenatinq ability of helium- and
argon-oxygen environments relative to air, using
alveolar qas equation to predict arterial'oxygen
pressure •
: ' ' ' P0424 A72-36438
Hypoxic theory for atherosclerosis formation,
noting blood plasma protein concentration
effects on oxygen diffusion
P0436 A72-37030
Lack of effect of hiqh altitude on hemoglobin
oxygen affinity.'-
. P0491 A72-40130
Human plasma free fatty acids relation to lactic
acid concentration and'maximum aerobic power,' •
noting 'carbohydrate availability as exercise
capacity limiter ' •
P0505 A72-U1520
Coronary blood flow and myocardial metabolism in
man at hiqh altitude.- ' ' • ' • ' •
•• • ' • p0513 A72-U2593
Blood flow, oxyqen uptake, and capillary '
' filtration in resting skeletal muscle.
' ' p051» A72-12668
Effect of activity and temperature on-metabolism
and water loss in snakes. '
pOSIU A72-«2669
Physiologic effects of passive hyperventilation on
oxygen delivery and 'consumption. '' '
' ' ' • p05«7 A72-14365
Gas exchange mechanism in lanq alveoles and
capillaries, discussing cell metabolism for
oxygen uptake and* carbon dioxide formation '
•->- ' p0551 A72-111599
Effect of vibration on relationship of bioelectric
activity and oxygen demand in-cerebrum of rats
' fHASA-TT-F-1l(570] p0560 N72-32091
OXT6EH PBODDCTIOI ' ' -
Closed loop life support systems, discussing •
manned ninety day' test in space station
simulator. Soviet experiments and water and
oxygen regeneration
' ' p0234'A72-2«973
Bioengineerinq models of enerqy and mass exchange
of algae under'varying ambient conditions,
noting mass cultivation possibility for oxyqen
regeneration in closed environments
pO"58 A72-38959
i-295
OIIGE1 SEISOBS SUBJECT IIDEZ
Bosch carbon dioxide redaction process for Banned
spacecraft oxygen recovery, analyzing carbon and
vater foroing reactions with iron as catalyst
f A S B E PAPEB 72-EBAy-9] pO«61 A72-39168
Six-month test program of tvo vater electrolysis
systems for spacecraft cabin oxygen generation.
f A S B E PAPEB 72-EHAV-5] p0462 A72-39172
Regeneration of oxygen from carbon dioxide and
water.
p055U.A72-«5183
Catalytic effect of cobalt povder on sodiui
chlorate candles as source of oxygen
p(W5 H72-27131
Six-nan solid electrolyte oxygen regeneration
system for producing 12.5 Ibs oxygen daily by
electrolysis of C02 and vater vapor
CHASA-CB-112063] pO»85 H72-29083
OXTGBI SEBSOBS
0 OIYGES AHALTZEBS
OITGBI SOPPLI EQOIPBEBT
NT OXTGEH BASKS
Extravehicalar life support systens for shuttle,
space station, lunar base and Bars missions,
considering thermal control, carbon dioxide
control and oxygen supply subsystems
fAIAA PAPER 72-231] P0231 A72-2U441
LOX supply systems installation for civil
transport aircraft crev and/or passenger
breathing oxygen
[SAB AIH 1223] p0268 A72-26030
Integrated vater vapor electrolysis oxygen
generator and hydrogen depolarized carbon
dioxide concentrator development.
CASHE PAPER 72-ENAV-7] pO<t62 A72-39170
Six-month test program of two vater electrolysis
systems for spacecraft cabin oxygen generation.
fASBB PAPER 72-EHAV-5] p0462 172-39172
Calculation procedures for some parameters of
space suit gas medium supply systems
p(W92 A72-40449
Exobiology research emphasizing oxygen supply,
experiments on leeches, and international
cooperation
P0193 B72-16038
Solid electrolyte oxygen regeneration system vith
electrolyzer, carbon deposition reactor, and
palladium membranes for separating hydrogen
rNASA-CH-2014] p0403 H72-25125
Conference on portable life support systems for
human 'protection
CHASA-SP-3021 pO«42 1172-27106
Effectiveness and limitations of current portable
oxygen breathing equipment for mine rescue
operations
P0442 H72-27107
Portable breathing apparatus containing chlorate
candle oxygen source for mine rescue operations
p0443 H72-27112
Bodified Apollo portable life support system for
Skylab astronauts
P0443 S72-27117
Catalytic effect of cobalt povder on sodium
chlorate candles as source of oxygen
p0445 K72-27131
Demographic determination of optimal oxygen
parameters in environmental control system for
spacesuit
P0483 H72-29071
Fostflight analysis of Apollo 14 cryogenic oxygen
system
tHASA-TB-I-68616] p0570 H72-33097
OXIGEI SISTBBS
D OXYGEN SUPPLY EQUIPMENT
OIT6EH TEHSIOB
HI HIPOIEBIA
Oxygen distribution in human brain under
countercurrent capillary blood flow conditions,
presenting mathematical simulation for transport
in Krogh system
P0024 A72-12037
Epinephrine and norepinephrine effects on cerebral
blood circulation volume and oxygen tension in
tissues
p0031 A72-12517
Free oxygen content and diffusion coefficient in
adrenalectomized rat skeletal muscles after
physical strain
P0056 A72-13991
Inhaled oxygen pressure variation effects on
adenosines, glucose, lactate and pyrnvate levels
in rat brains, noting anoxic limit value
relation to age
P0169 A72-20658
Bebreathing technique to estimate human mixed
venous oxygen and carbon dioxide tension changes
at start of exercise under respiratory stress
and natural conditions
P0171 A72-20883
In vitro measurements of oxygen tension effect on
teleost and amphibian retinal lactate
dehydrogenase activity, discussing acetazolamide
produced hypoxia effects
p0226 A72-23729
Pressure sensitivity of Ha-K-Bg ATPase activity
from rat intestine, investigating inhibiting
effects of oxygen, nitrogen and helium tension
increases
P0226 A72-23731
High altitude acclimatization effects on human
lung diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide at
different oxygen tensions
P0231 A72-24476
Pathological significance of high oxygen tension
exposure effects on acid soluble collagen
extracted from mouse skin
P0282 A72-27483
Irreversibility mechanism in postpartum dnctus
arteriosns closure in guinea pigs, studying
vessel cellular changes and smooth muscle
response to oxygen pressure
p0287 A72-27826
Arterial blood gas tensions, using sequential
phased dilution for pilot oxygen delivery
p0290 A72-28255
Human centrifuge studies of high positive
acceleration effects on blood oxygenation-and
arterial oxygen and carbon dioxide tension • •
P0294 A72-28287
The intramyocardial oxygen pressure at normoxia
and hypoxia.
. p0413 A72-34986
Interaction of chronic hypoxia and hypercapnia
upon blood gases and acid base status.
; p0417 A72-35166
Respiratory frequency and alveolar oxygen and
carbon dioxide tension relationship to
hypercapnia in man
P0421 A72-35965
Effects of diffusion impairment on O2 and C02 time
courses in pulmonary capillaries.
P0421 A72-35967
Blood oxygenating ability of helium- and
argon-oxygen environments relative to air, using
, alveolar gas equation to predict arterial oxygen
pressure
p0424 A72-36438
Pulmonary gas exchange in Andean natives at high
altitude.
P0425 A72-36570
Hypoxic pulmonary steady-state diffusing capacity
for CO and alveolar-arterial 02 pressure
differences in growing rats after adaptation to
a simulated altitude of 3500 m.
p0506 A72-41622
Oxygen consumption in liquid breathing mice.
P0511 A72-42488
Borphometric evaluation of changes in lung
structure due to high altitude.
p0512 A72-42585
Bespiratory chain components correlation to
tension production at various oxygen pressures
in guinea pig ductus arteriosus, investigating
light absorption changes
p051fl A72-42670
Influence of elevated partial oxygen pressure on
the sympathetic-adrenal and acetyl-choline systems
P0551 A72-44595
Experimental studies on the alkali-acid
eguilibrinm in the blood gases under the chronic
action of lov concentrations of lead.
P0551 A72-44824
In vivo hemolysis due to hyperoxia - Role of H2O2
accumulation.
P0557 A72-U5651
Technique using electrodes for measuring arterial
oxygen partial pressure in dogs, rabbits, and
monkeys
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SUBJECT IHDBI PABANASAL SIHOSBS
P0193 B72-16037
OITGBB TOUCHY
0 HTPEROXIA
OIIGEBATIOH
Reqional myocardial contraction mechanics daring
transient ischemia and reoxygenation in
anesthetized doqs
P0075 A72-15719
Hunan centrifuge studies of high positive
acceleration effects on blood oxygenation and
arterial oxygen and carbon dioxide tension
P0290 A72-28287
Hemoglobin-facilitated diffusion of oxygen -
Interfacial and thickness effects.
pO»25 A72-36569
OIIHBHOGLOBIN
Prolonged muscular work effects on erythrocyte
2,3-DPG generation relation to oxfhemoglobin
affinity
P0064 A72-14898
volumetric analysis of blood oxygen and CO,
shoving combination with hemoglobin without
significant molecular volume increase
P0102 A72-16786
iDoonochemical properties of human oxyhemoglobin
comparison with complex of dog haptoglobin and
human hemoglobin reactions in antihemoglobin serum
P0225 A72-23695
Physiologic effects of passive hyperventilation on
oxygen delivery and consumption.
p0547 A72-44365
OZOIB
Inhaled
 rozone effect on chromosome aberrations- 9
break frequencies in circulating blood
lymphocytes of irradiated Chinese hamsters
P0013 .A72-11119
Environmental chamber tests for ozone exposure
effects on human pulmonary function at rest and
during bicycle exercise
P0171 A72-20884
PACKAGES
NT APOLLO LUNAS SDFFACE EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE
One hand backpack harness
fNASA-CASE-LAR-10102-1] P0359 H72-23085
PAID ,
Negative /painful/ stimulus cessation relation to
emotionally positive zone activation in rat
brain during self stimulation experiments
P0463 A72-39410
Electrical currents for controlling orofacial pain
tAD-736391] p0358 N72-23083
PAIN SENSITinTt
Nociceptive chemical action in cat skin vessels,
showing fiber types for impulse transmission
•'•' *p0030 A72-12511
Analgesic electrical stimulation in rat brainstem
with other sensory modes unaffected
P0073 A72-15361
Cardiac membrane pain sensitivity in vagotomized
cats under sensitizing acetylcholine influence
during reduced cholinesterase activity
. - . p0329 A72-29329
nicrowave induced cutaneous heat and pain
perception thresholds, noting usefulness as
possible radiation hazard warning
P0363 A72-31506
Vicarious influence effect on eliciting pain in
individuals subjected to previously reported
nonpainfnl electric shocks
pO«28 A72-36916
Pain perception anatomical and nenrophysiological
mechanism, discussing human response to
mechanical, thermal and chemical pain inducing
stimuli
POS17 A72-42780
PALEOBTOLO6I
Bolecalar paleontology of fossil organic remnants
in Hollnscan shell proteins
P0059 A72-14753
Lower carboniferous sediment spores from Bonaparte
Gulf Basin of Western Australia and Northern
Territory
fBOLL-115] p0383 B72-24078
Upper Cambrian trilobites from Gola Beds, western
Queensland
rBOLLr112] p0384 N72-21079
PALLADIOH
Catalysts for oxidation of vapor-gaseous phase
formed during pyrolysis of human wastes
p0123 872-111081
PALBAE SWEAT INDEI
Galvanic skin response techniques for palmar and
dorsal sweat detection during motion sickness by
vestibnlar stimulation, comparing arousal and
thermal sweat response
P0163 A72-20185
PANCREAS
Parenterally introduced protein hydrolyzates and
aminopeptides influence on human pancreas enzyme
secretion activity
P0224 A72-23595
Noninvasive polygraphic technique to assess
cardiovascular responses to intravenous glucagon
injection
P0322 A72-28570
Pancreas insular apparatus biosynthesis of
neurohumoral mechanism compounds stimulating
coronary ectasia hormones discharge from brain
into blood in cats with alloxan diabetes
P0342 A72-30973
PAPILLAE
Human taste papillae sensitivity to chemical,
stimuli, showing stable quality and intensity
response patterns
p0103 A72-17129
Force-velocity relations in cat papillary muscles
isotonic relaxation, discussing effects of
preloads and afterloads, temperature and
stimulation frequency
P0217 A72-22864
PAEABOLIC FLIGHT
Sjoberg hypothesis for zero gravity produced
inversion illusion mechanism in aircraft
parabolic flight, noting otolithic membrane
deflection result of force on maculae
P0020 A72-11710
PARACHUTE DESCENT
Heart and respiration rates response to free fall
parachuting, using FH/FH telemetry
p0019 A72-11709
Parachuting and aerial towing physiological and
force data FB telemetry for biomedical response
assessment leading to human engineered equipment
improvement and midair retrieval system
development
P0028 A72-12138
Human coaqnlating and anticoagnlating blood system
changes due to emotional stress during parachute
jumps, noting plasma recalcification tiae increase
P0071 A72-1S233
Physiological index changes in parachutists of
various ages, considering plasma
recalcification, blood prothrombin, heparin
time, fibrinolytic activity, pressure and heart
beat
P0278 A72-26988
Parachute oxygen apparatus for jumps up to 14,000 m
CAD-743039] p0536 N72-31133
PAEACHUTING
U PABACHDTE DESCENT
PABACHUTIIG INJUEI
Chin-sternum-heart syndrome from partial parachute
failure, with close reference to atrial
endocardia! and myocardial lacerations
P0020 A72-11711
Environmental effects on parachute impact injuries
at 6,000 to 10,000 feet using parabolic-apex
vented static line deployed parachute
P0257 N72-19137
PAEALLAI
Visual depth perception response functions for
sine and square wave modulated binocular parallax
P0407 A72-34293
Visual stimuli distance estimation with head
stationary or moving, discussing performance
after monocular motion parallax training
p05»9 A72-44557
PABABASAL SIITJSES
Case report on dive decompression, induced
maxillary sinus barotranma due to.sinus pressure
buildup caused by ostinm blockage
P0511 A72-42497
Paranasal sinus barotrauma in military flying
personnel, discussing radiographic diagnostic
methods arid hypobaric test procedures for flight
A-297
P1BATBTEOID GLAHD SUBJECT IHDBI
status restoration time deteraination
P0558 472-156611
PABATHTBOID GLABD
Badioimmnnoassay and gel filtration determination
of nolecular size and immunochemical reactivity
of parathyroid hormone in gland extracts, '
peripheral circulation and parathyroid effluent
blood
P0071 A72-15228
PABEITS
Statistical analysis of erythrocyte acid
phosphatase inheritance in French families based
on starch gel electrophoresis of hemolysates
[HASA-TT-F-iaOIS] p0033 H72-10067
PABKIHSOS DISEASE
Cerebral neurons population electric stimulation
effect on deep sleep duration in Parkinsonism
patients
P0073 A72-15585
PARTIAL PBESSD8E ' - •<
NT HYPOXEHIA
HT OXIGEB TENSION
Vagal control of ventilation and respiratory
muscles during elevated pressures in cats '
P0155 A72-19HU6
PABTICIE ACCELEBATIOS ' ''•
Effects of accelerated particles and cosmic rays
on light flashes in human eye
[HASA-TH-1-68060] pO«32 N72-26051
PARTICLE ACCE1EBATOBS
NT BBVATBOB
NT CYCIOTBONS
PABTICLE BEAHS
NT ELECTBON BEAHS
BT IOB BEAHS
BT NEDTBON BEAHS
NT PION BEAHS
NT PBOTON BEAHS
PABTICLE COUITEBS
D BADIATION COONTEBS
PABTICLE DETBCTOBS
D BADIATION CODNTEBS
PABTICLE DIFFUSION
NT IONIC DIFFUSION
PABTICLE EMISSION
NT SECONDABT EMISSION
PABTICLE BNBB6I
High energy nucleon tissue doses calculation based
on averaged characteristics of nuclear
interactions
CCEBB-71-16J P0026 A72-12067
Depth-dose experiments Kith monodirectional 14 HeV
neutrons in loir scatter environment, describing
test facility
CCEBB-71-16] P0027 A72-12068
PABTICLE IITEBACTIONS
NT HOLECULAB INTEBACTIONS
NT NUCLEAB INTEBACTIONS
PABTICLE SISB DISTBIBOTIOB
Effect of soil particle size on microflora
survival time and sterilization reguirements
[BASA-CB-127633] pO«70 N72-28058
PABTICLES
NT AEBOSOIS
BT ALPHA PABTICLES
BT BETA PABTICIES
BT CATIONS
NT COBPDSCULAB BADIATION
HT ELECTBON BEAHS
BT ELECTBOB BADIATION
NT FINES
NT LIGHT BEAHS
NT HETAt IONS
BT NEUTBONS
BT BDCLEONS
BT PHOTONS
NT PIONS
NT PLASHA JETS
NT PLASHAS (PHYSICS)
NT POLLEN
NT PBIHABI COSHIC BATS
NT BADIATION BELTS
NT BELATIVISTIC PABTICLES
NT SOLAS COSHIC BAYS
NT SOLAS PBOTONS
NT SOLAS RIND
HT TRAPPED PABTICLBS
PABTICULATB FILTEBS
U FLUID FILTEBS
PABTICDLATE SARPLING
Forecasting technigue for accumulated particnlate
contamination on spacecraft assemblies,
discussing cleanliness optimization and test
procedures
P0147 A72-18763
PASSBABDS
U BANDPASS FILTERS
PASSBBGEBS
Prolonged jet flight effect on passenger
interstitial and intracellnlar fluid volumes'
from plasna, extracellular and total body water
measurements, noting dehydration and foot swelling
P0109 A72-17866
Crew members handling of emotionally disturbed
aircraft passengers
P0147 A72-18836
Passenger behavioral inaction in snrvivable
aircraft accidents, suggesting maladaptive
behavior counteraction by leadership and/or
' training
P0324 A72-28727
Bestraints for passengers in automobiles
P0256 N72-19122
Computerized simulation model for studying
performance of air bag
rPB-20(l17bJ ' p026« N72-19181
Smoking effects on passenger health in transport
aircraft
CAD-736097] P0358 N72-23084
PATCHING
U HAINTENANCE .
PATH06E8ESIS
Pathogenesis of in-flight illusory acceleration
'sensations, discussing amino acid level,, protein
metabolism rate and pyridoxin metabolism
P0100 A72-16612
Arterial hypoxemia development during hypoxic
ontogenesis early stages related to age in dogs
' P0218 A72-22879
Electron microscope study of hyperoxia-induced
pathogenetic ultrastructnral changes in rat lung
P0283 A72-27531
Pathogenesis of prolonged hypokinesia and effect
on gas exchange in dogs and rats
P0075 B72-11990
Pathogenesis of weightlessness syndrome during
prolonged space flight
rNASA-TT-F-11019] p0189 B72-16008
PATHOGENS
Aliphatic hydrocarbons in phytopathogenic fungi
spores, discussing similarity to higher plant
alkanes, functional roles and species
distribution and occurrence
P0331 A72-29831
Ecology of biting insects, birds, and mammals with
their associated pathogens :
fAD-7266U5-] pOOtt B72-11082
PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
' High energy proton irradiation late pathological
effects on rabbit brains, discussing brain
lesions and radiation dosages
[CEBB-71-16] P0025 A72-12056
Aseptic bone necrosis pathology from radiographic
studies in dogs with decompression sickness
noting articular cartilage erosion and joint
dysplasia and exostosis ':
P0110 A72-17876
Cortical synthesis and information handling
properties of evoked potential in human normal
and pathological behavior
P0181 A72-21840
Electrophysiological, neurophysiological,
metabolic, vegetative, psychological, chemical
and pathological aspects of sleep,' noting
disturbance and vakefalness mechanisms for
various clinical disorders
P0213 A72-22223
Pathological significance of high oxygen tension
exposure effects on acid soluble collagen
• ' extracted from mouse skin
P0282 A72-27H83
Case report of pilot near-syncopal episode with
bradycardia due to hyperactive right carotid
sinus reflex
P0283 A72-27H87
Physiological effects on anesthetized and
conscious dogs during exposure at 80,000 ft for
different decompression rates, discussing
A-298
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cardiovascular, biochemical and pathological
effects
P0298 472-28322
Ryocardial protein synthesis in acute myocardial
hypoxia and ischemia.
• P0013 A72-30980
Pathologo-anatomic characterization of- changes
induced by magnetic fields in experimental animals
P0415 A72-35008
Heuropathological evaluation of monkeys exposed to
body-alone X-radiation.
p01(2U A72-36139
.Beflex and conditional movement observation of
central nervous system function restitution in
Hacaca mnlatta monkeys with cortical lesions,
studying pathological forced grasping
pO«29 A72-36977
Effect of hyperoxic media on the stability of rats
during acute carbon monoxide exposure
POQ91 A72-UOU37
Adrenaline and noradrenaline metabolic stages and
production mechanism under various physiological
and pathological conditions, noting application
to flight emotional stress detection
P0501 A72-H1196
Changes produced in the nerve structures of the
stellate ganglion by total X-ray irradiation
P0507 A72-11925
Influence of ionizing radiation on the tooth organ
P0508 A72-41987
Chronic altitude sickness pathology based on
anatomical and histological findings in abnormal
mountain inhabitants autopsies, comparing with
cardiovascular system morphology in normal people
P0512 A72-02586
Heart function and pulmonary circulation in humans
suffering from chronic mountain sickness
p0512 A72-U2587
Transarterial leakage - A possible mechanism of
high altitude pulmonary oedema.
P0513 A72-42588
Analysis of survival and cause of death statistics
for nice under single and duration-of-life gamma
irradiation.
P0511 A72-13391
Adrenal morphology changes in rats subjected to._.
hypokinesia
P05U2 A72-U3905
Natural aging and radiation-induced life
shortening in Drosophila melanogaster.
P05S5 A72-15279
Relation between mitochondria and glycolysis
CHASA-TT-F-14034] p0033 H72-10072
Pathology in animals exposed to high
concentrations of carbon monoxide for six months
[AD-727505] p003Q H72-10081
Permeation tubes as calibrated sources, of gas in
toxicological studies
[AD-727516] p0036 N72-10091
Pathological changes in cell electrolyte balance
taken from skeletal and myocardium muscles of
sudden death and congestive heart failure patients
rHASA-TT-F-14128] p0239 1172-18060
Effect of nonspecific stimuli on inhibition of
pathological processes
tFASA-TT-F-653] p0252 H72-19098
Biological models for clinical analysis of
pulmonary circulation during simulated abnormal
pathological or environmental conditions
tHASA-CB-127111] pOU31 K72-260IH!
PATHOLOGY
HI BORAH PATHOLOGY
Clinical death period and reanimation concepts,
noting erroneous interpretations of irreversible
histological alterations, revival attempt period
and organism self reanimation potential
P0217 A72-22876
Crash injury research, including pathology and
protection
P0255 N72-19120
Personal observations of 340 fatal aircraft
accidents for confirmation of lacerations to
victims
P0256 N72-19124
necropsy and radiographic observation of spinal
fracture and articular facet derangement
patterns in rhesus monkeys
tAHBL-TB-71-171 p0258 H72-19139
Bistopathology of argon, ruby, gallium arsenide,
neodyninm, and carbon dioxide laser induced
retinal lesions
fAD-71113801 P0565 H72-32127
PATTBBH DISTEIBOTIOH
D DISTRIBUTION (PBOPEBTY)
P&TTBBH BBC06HITIOH
NT CBABACTBB RECOGNITION
Pattern recognition in biological and technical
systems - conference, Berlin,.April 1970
pOOOS A72-10163
Neuron responses in cat visual system /retina,
geniculate body, primary, secondary and tertiary
visual cortex/ to simple visual stimulus pattern i
pOOOS A72-10166
Psychology of visual form perception in relation
to nenrophysiologicai principles of lateral
interaction and organization, considering
retinal images, aftereffects, binocular vision,
etc
pOOOS A72-10169
Pattern recognition by computerized local
processing of binary matrix representations
. . . . , ' A72-10U76
Object size erroneous perception by apparent
distance alteration
, p0006 A72-10Q78
Neurophysiological hearing mechanisms of inner ear
in peripheral auditory pattern recognition
pOOOS A72-10H81
Neurophysiology of auditory pattern recognition of
simple and complex sounds, using cats data on
cochlear nerve neural mechanism
P0007 A72-10H82
Anditory pathway neuron discharge response to
complex sound stimuli and frequency
discrimination of pattern recognition in cats ,
p0007 A72-10183
Two element matrix patterns generation with
different degrees of internal constraint,
developing objective complexity measures based
on information theory or symmetry and grouping
considerations
pOOOS A72-10715
Bnman pattern analysis by stabilized retinal image
fragmentation as function of fade frequencies
for angle and line stimuli in different
orientations
P0009 A72-10721
Human visual system multiple channels sensitivity
to patterns at low luminance or high drift
rates, noting retinal ganglion cells selective
sensitivity
P0105 A72-17602
Light variation threshold amounts for flicker and
flickering pattern detection as function of
variation freguency
P0215 A72-2261S,
Image visual recognition.during voluntary saccadic
eye movements, noting stimuli visible luminance
change effect
P0280 A72-27310
Buman flexible processing accomplishment in
speeded recognition task with-visual stimulus
dimension relevancy contingent upon other
dimension stimuli values
P0331 A72-29832
Perception of tachistoscopic binary patterns,
examining reproduction accuracy with respect to
pattern length and fixation and end-segregation
reference points
pO«28 A72-3691*
Effect of set size, age, and mode of stimulus
presentation on information-processing speed.
P0429 A72-36922
Probability threshold of data element similarity
as separation criterion for automatic
mnltiparameter biomedical data classification
pO»58 A72-38937
An electronic model of visual receptive fields.
;P0462 A72-39271
General principles and detail similarities in
visual pattern analysis by single neuron
operation, computer programs and psychological,
perception
pO<(62 A72-39275
Perceptual differentiation of segnential visual
patterns.
pO«99 A72-41021
A-299
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Continaoas ECG monitoring method /scattergram/ for
arrhythmia pattern recognition in intensive care
units
p0545 472-43938
Signal processing and operational mechanism of
parallel recognition device
rAD-7271701 p0039 B72-10114
Modified pattern recognition of BEG for ase on
digital computer to determine sleep stage
[AD-726210] • i P0082 H72-12035
Development of automatic pictorial pattern
recognition schemes for use in control of remote
legged devices
rAD-728214] . p0087 S72-13085
Hodel for'optimizing-effectiveness, of man machine
decision making in pattern recognition system
[AD-730944J p0131 H72-1U136
Physiological aspects of visual perception and
pattern recognition • v. •
fAD-731898] ! P0196 B72-16062
Spatial interference constraints on human- visual
selective perception
CAD-730924] P0199 B72-17042
Edge and'curve detection for visual scene •
analysis, using parallel operations >*•
fAD-733711] p0242 S72-18085
Dynamic seguential pattern recognition applied in
medical diagnosis
(AD-734292] p0254 H72-19108
Pattern recognition in perception of binary
seguences and effect of number of stimuli in
pattern
TAD-7372011 P0391 H72-24138
Analysis of pattern recognition capability of
migratory birds and manner of orientation with'
stellar presentations
P0397 B72-25075
Kultivariate approaches to pattern recognition and
dyspepsia cures
fAD-7372681 p0402 H72-25117
Vargns 9 computer programs for analyzing human
pattern perception mechanism
rAD-7381741 p0472 B72-28070
Evaluation of programmed instructions for visual
aircraft recognition training of personnel *
fAD-7395211 p0480 B72-28122
Exposure criteria for visual aids in aircraft
recognition training
TAD-739923J p0480 B72-28123
Use of perceptron to recognize patterns generated
by audio preprocessor modeled after cat cochlear
system :
[AD-7it0125] p0487 H72-29098
learning model for human pattern perception
rAD-741396] P0533 B72-31114
Harine bionics for duplicating biological systems
and studying pattern recognition mechanisms in
living organisms : • •
tAD-7426383 P0564 B72-32124
PATTEBHS
Stabilized retinal image techniques to examine
functional relationships between nonstabilized
grating pattern orientation adaptation and
stabilized line stimuli fading rates
P0377 A72-33646
PAILOADS
Teleoperator manipulator'for payload-handling in
space shuttle, noting design features and
simulations of master-slave remote control system
fAIAA PAPEE 72-238] p0326 A72-29075
Identification of payloads and subsystems reguired
to conduct life sciences research projects
during space missions - Vol. 1 ' •' •
(SASA-CB-1237381 p0475 B72-28087
Identification of payload research requirements,
eguipment, and subsystems for conducting
biomedical research projects during space
missions - Vol. 2
fBASA-CB-123739] p0475 B72-28088
Detailed design information on eguipment,
subsystems, and payload required for conducting
biomedical research during space mission -
appendix 1
CBASA-CB-123737'1 * i>0475 B72-28089
Environmental control and life support subsystems
guide for space biology payload definition and
integration, study
tNASA-TM-X-64678] p0480 N72-29050
PEDALS
Foot forces exerted at various aircraft
brake-pedal angles, observing 20 degree zone
vith maximum effectiveness f
fAD-733551] - p0007 A72-10567
The foot as input device for control operation'.
P0504 A72-41428
Analysis of pedal operation by seated operator'
vith application to design of foot controls for
automobiles and other equipment
fAD-735315] p0318 H72-21089
PBLOHIIA - • : ; • '
Weightlessness effects on single cell, amoeba
Pelomyxa carolinensis
CEXPT-P-1035] ' ' p0303 H72-20061
Effects of space environment, acceleration, and
vibration on feeding, growth, and morphology of
. amoeba, Pelomyxa carolinensis
. rEXPT-P-1035] i , • •> P0303- H72-20062
PELVIS' ' • -'
Bypergravity effects on bats spatial orientation,
-noting resistance to head-pelvis and pelvis-head
accelerations . • • >•
•. - .•• p0333 AV2-30015
PEHDULOBS
On the apparent orbit of the Pulfrlch pendulum.
. , J - p0426 A72-36608
PEBETEATIHG PAHTICLES •
U COBPUSCDLAE BADIATIOH
PEHICILLIH
Ti leaching from granitic rocks by Penicillinm,
simplicissimna, discussing extraterrestrial life
•• detection
, :: • p0095 A72-15809
PEBTACHLOBIDES
U CHLOBIDES
PEHTOBABBITiL SODIUH
BT EESEBPIBE • ;
Dose dependent hyperglycemia and hypolipemia
response to pentobarbital sodium infection in
rats from plasma glucose and fatty acid analysis
P0175 A72-21187
PBPPEBS
Behavior alterations in pepper plant, capsicum
annnum, in response to weightlessness, rotation, '*
vibration, and acoustic stress
fEXPT-P-1017] p0303 B72-20059
PEPTIDES
• Amino acid code comparisons of polypeptide chains
of globins due to mutations during vertebrate
' evolution from ancestral gene
. . P0021 A72-11764
Energy transfer conditions of transdehydration
reactions on primeval earth leading to
transphosphorylation, transacylation and peptide
synthesis
-" -'= p0061 A72-14768
Atmospheric model for proteins abiogenesis,
considering heteropolypeptides formation from
hydrogen cyanide and water
P0061 A72-14772
" Antibiotic polypeptide synthesis of gramicidin S
and tyrocidine, using primitive model of
seguential addition of amino acids on polyenzymes
p0062 A72-14790
Conversion of anqiotensin to angiotensin 2 in dog
pulmonary circulation, studying peptide
synthesis,^radioimmnnoassay and in vivo and
plasma in vitro metabolism
p0073 A72-15465
Parenterally introduced protein hydrolyzates and
aminopeptides influence on human pancreas enzyme
secretion activity
P0224 A72-23595
Biochemical analysis of cat brain regions for
gamma-aminobutyric, aspartic and glntamic acids,
glycogen and phosphatidopeptide concentrations
during paradoxical sleep deprivation
P0376 A72-33559
Evolutionary clock - Bonconstancy of rate in
different species.
P0454 A72-38551
Becently published protein sequences. I.
' p0541 A72-43570
PEBCEPTIOH
BT AUDITOBT PEHCEPTIOB
BT AUTOKIBESIS
HT BIBAUBAL BEABIBG
BT COBSCIOUSBESS
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SUBJECT INDEX PEBFOBBAHCE TESTS
HT CRITICAL FLICKER FOSIOH
ST KIHESTHESIi
NT OLFACTORY FEBCEPTIOB
HT PAIN
BT PAIB SENSITIVITY
HT PBOPBIOCEPTIOH •
BT SENSORY PERCBPTIOH
HT SOUND LOCALIXATIOB
HT SPACE PERCEPTION
HT TACTILE DISCSIHIHATIOH , ••
HT TASTE
HT VERTICAL PERCEPTION
HT VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
HT VISUAL VERCEPTIOH •
Universal perception meter for measurements in
work psychology laboratories, discussing: •
characteristics and operation
P0056 A72-13884
Adaptive neural nets of threshold logic units as
models of perception and memory in bioloqical v
systems
P0223 A72-23580
Statistical periodic analysis of cyclic activity
in human perceptual-motor performance
p0331 A72-29845
Space environment,weightlessness induced
perceptual deprivation, considering hand-eye
coordination, visual judgments and.motion and
time perception •' •: '•
p037» A72r33549
Developmental relationships between field
independence and fixity-mobility.
P0427 A72-36906
Scientific research in human perception and verbal
memory
fAD-736382] p0384 N72-24084
Effects of flight stress on pilots time perception
in simulated and real space flight
P0389 H72-24113
Eeasuring method for cutaneous perception using
instrument with elongated tubular housing
. fHASA-CASE-dSC-13609-1] p0003 H72-25122
PERCEPTEONS
U SELF OBGAHIZIHG SYSTEMS
PERCEPTDAL SPEED
U PERCEPTUAL TIME COBSTABT
PERCEPTUAL TIBE COHSTAHT „,.
Time perception distortion level in simulated and.
real flight due to task complexity-related pilot
emotional stress
P0337 A72-30392
Hon-monotonicity of temporal recognition of brief
duration.
p0427 A72-36912
Threshold excitation, temporal summation, and
impulse response function in the retina of the
cat - Temporal receptive fields of retinal
ganglion cells
P0455 A72-386»8
Time variation in human processing of movement
directions and Stroop color words
fAD-7342991 - P0308 H72-20095
PBHFORHiHCE
Evaluation of life detecting systems' under various
environmental and soil conditions
rNASA-CR-124691] ,
 P0087 H72-13051
Performance tests of protective clothing to
determine effectiveness against- air blast during
high speed ejection
P0259 H72-191»7
Sensitivity of Ge(Li) detectors in biological and
environmental counting
ruCRL-73505] p0306 H72-20079
Performance of fluidic volume-cycled respirator -
breadboard model 4 . .
CAD-736353) . '
 P0354 B72-22103
Tables on performance of automatic sleep analysis -
system
CBASA-CR-115576] p0381 B72-24059
Effects of sleep deprivation and work-rest cycles
on human performance and automatic and central
nervous system
rAD-741939] p0532 H72-31101
PEBFOBHAHCE CBABAREBISTICS '
U PERFORMANCE
PEBFOBBABCB DECBEHEBT
U PERFORMANCE
PERFOBBABCE PREDICTION
BT PREDICTIOB ANALYSIS TECHBIQUES
Color defective vision performance predictions
during day and night tests of aviation color
signal light discrimination
P0109 A72-17871
Selective attention dichotic listening test as
flying proficiency prediction criteria,
discussing omission and intrusion errors
P0153 A72-19351
Human performance prediction dependence on task
and equipment variables effects, using
experimental data for performance classification
system
P0229 A72-24003
• Vigilance' performance prediction for
difficulty-matched auditory and loosely and
closely coupled visual intensity discrimination
tasks
t P0236 A72-25127
Factor analysis of grades for successful
performance skill identification during
undergraduate and graduate jet pilot training
P0281 A72-27472
Energy cost /oxygen consumption/ prediction for
treadmill and various levels terrain walking at
two speeds under three different pack loads
-, , •• • p0340 A72-30706
Psychological criteria forrflying personnel
selection in civil aviation, noting performance
prediction based on maximum likelihood estimates
P0341 A72-30816
Pilot landing performance prediction criteria
based on day and night carrier qualification
trials and flight training
. p0343 A72-31084
Crash helmet performance prediction through
maximum strain criteria, using brain injury
biodynamic model
P0370 472-32607
Thermal scale models utilization to predict
spacecraft radiator system performance,
presenting criteria for modeling fluid system
with combined convection, conduction and
radiation effects
TASBE PAPER 72-EHAV-29] P0459 A72-39148
Two explanations of temporal changes in
. ability-skill relationships - A literature
review and theoretical analysis.
P0499 A72-41015
. Team size and decision rule in the performance of
simulated monitoring teams.
P0499 A72-41016
California psychological inventory as a predictor
of success in the Naval flight program.
P0557 A72-45655
Ground trainer in job sample approach to
predicting pilot performance
(AD-741747] . p0567 H72-32142
PERFORMANCE TESTS
. ECG telemetry systems parameters, discussing
manufacturers specifications and standardized
laboratory performance test data
P0028 A72-12139
Flame resistant materials for aircraft fire
fighter protective clothing from systems"
approach tests
p0180 A72-21585
Detection range, color, brightness and flash
subjective response tests-to evaluate light
signals.for nighttime sea navigation and visual
collision avoidance
P0299 A72-28326
Performance measurement in helicopter training and
operations.
[PP-10-.721 P0418 472-35550
Compression distillation unit design and
development for integrated water and waste
management system onboard spacecraft, describing
reliability and performance tests
fASBB PAPER 72-ENAV-1] p0462 A72-39176
Automobile crash tests to determine effectiveness
of inflatable occupant restraint systems
fPB-2008751 . p0040 H72-10118
Test procedures and resulting data from
preliminary vehicle tests of inflatable.occupant
restraint systems - Vol. 2
[PB-200876] P0045 H72-11092
Graphs illustrating dummy accelerations and other
data obtained in preliminary vehicle tests of
inflatable occupant restraint systems
»-301
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fPB-200877] . pOOUS B72-11093
Photographs of vehicles used in preliminary tests
of inflatables occupant restraint systems
CPB-200878J ' pOOU6 B72-11094
Test procedures and instrunentation ased in
preliminary vehicle tests of inflatable occupant
restraint systems
[PB-200879] P0016 B72-11095
Hathenatical oodel for adapting-psychometric data,
in antoaated pilot performance evaluation
rAD-726632] p0086 H72-12062
Attenuation, effectiveness, and wearability of ear
protection devices • -
CAD-731182] r, , P01H5 S72-15119
Performance of closed circuit nixed ,qas underwater
breathing apparatus
; - pOUUH N72-27119
Tests for selecting air traffic controllers by
i predicting job perforaance , ,
-• , p0477. B72-28106
Job perforaance test for deteraining effectiveness
of DH-1 helicopter used by Vietnamese air force
(AD-745161] , p0573_B72-33123
Haintenance personnel job performance test^  for-
DH-1 helicopter used by Vietnamese Air Force •
fAD-745160] • ; p0573' B72-33124
Advanced type job performance tests for assessment
of effectiveness of UH'-1H helicopter , .
fAD-745159] pOS73 H72-33125
PEEFOSIOH
0 DIFFUSION ' '. . -
FEBIODIC OSCILLATIOHS
D OSCILLATIONS
 :
PERIODIC VABIATIOHS
BT ANNDAL VABIATIONS
BT DIOBNAL 7ABIATIONS
Microorganisms effects on oxygen and compounds
cycles, leading to changes in oxygen
distribution in earth crust, hydrosphere,
atmosphere and bioaass
P0224 A72-23592
Constituency and origins of cyclic growth layers
in pelecypod shells
CBASA-CB-126672] p0382 B72r24070
Influence of biological rhythm on daily periodical
hearing in person subjected to prolonged noise
f NASA-TT-F-1I1568] . p0560 N72-32089
PEBIODICITI
D PERIODIC VARIATIONS
PERIODICITY. (BIOLOGI)
D BHYTHM (BIOLOGY)
PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION
Physical conditioning effect on central and
peripheral circulatory responses to arm work,
measuring cardiac .output at 80 percent maximum
aerobic power t
P0068 A72-1*900
Blood circulation ainnte voluae and peripheral
resistance changes during human aging process,
accounting for body weight
p018» A72-22073
Foreara skin and muscle blood flow change
aeasnreaents during whole body heating, using
plethysmoqraphy, isotopic labeling .and blood
sampling technigues
P0271 A72-26617
Hater filled volume and strain gage .
phethysaography for forearm blood flow
measurement during isometric exercise
P0272 A72-26622
Peripheral venous renin activity during 70 deg
tilt and lower body negative pressure. • •
POU55 A72-38703
Resistance and capacitance vessels of the skin in
permanent and temporary residents at high
altitude.
P0513 A72-42595
Rheoqraphic investigation of cerebral, pulaonary
and peripheral circulation during bed rest in
antiorthostatic position
P05U3 A72-43914
Coaparative study of regional heaodynaaics during
tilt test and lower body negative pressure
exposure. . . . . - •
P0551 A72-45131
PERIPHERAL HEBVOUS STSTEH
EEG study of cortical aftereffects to peripheral
stiaulation in cats
P0148 A72-18866
Bnssian book - Beurophysiological background of
tactile perception.
POQ92 A72-40064
Pyraaidal control of the activity of internenrons
related to various types of peripheral afferents
j , .., p049« A72-»0589
Subjective and objective sensory physiology,
.discussing transforaation processes in sensory
receptors and nerves, psychophysical scaling
aethods, cheaoreceptors and peripheral adaptation
' p0516 A72-U2777
Tactile information transmission for orientation
and aotor control, discnssing soaatic i
sensitivity peripheral mechanism
p0516 A72-42778
PEBIPHEBAL VISION
notion thresholds for fovea and peripheral retina
with/without correction* for peripheral
refractive error
,p05«5 A72-43978
Human physiological responses to high aaqnitnde
short duration positive accelerations,.
considering peripheral vision loss as function
of tiae
: . pOSSB A72-15660
PBBITOBEOH
Intraperitoneal administration of physiological
solution as alternative method for hydratinq
human body . ,
rBASA-TT-F-1»57«1 , . p0561 B72-32103
PEBHBABILITI ;
Active Na-K transport and passive perneability
teaperatnre adaptation in ground squirrel
erythrocytes
P0073. A72-15516
Effect of, vibration on the permeability of the
blood-brain barrier
l p0508 A72-42070
PEBHEATIBS
Permeation tubes as calibrated sources of gas in
toxicological studies ,
. CAD-727516) p0036 N72-10091
PEBOHDES • i
BT HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
Epithelial follicle and aast cell role in
peroxidase activity of thyroid gland during
experimental burn development
p0329 A72-29330
Lipid peroxidation on the huaan.skin surface,
following erythrogenic 0V irradiation
pO<!53 A72-38087
PERSONALITY TESTS
Group composition and n-dominance personality
trait effects on decision and communication task
efficiency in laboratory triads
• P0176 A72-21200
Personality correlates of lateral eye movement and
handedness.
pO«27 A72-36905
California psychological inventory as a predictor
of success in the Baval flight program.
p0557 A72-U5655
Multiple discriminant analysis method for
determining index of item validity using . •
.military personnel
rAD-729763] p0130 B72-11129
Borschach inkblot test for determining personality
changes of crewman during, 90 day manned test
(NASA-CB-112019] p0241 N72-18081
PBBSOHNEL
NT AIBCBAFT PILOTS .
NT ASTROBAOTS
NT COSHONAOTS
NT CBESS
NT FLIGHT CBEBS
NT FLIGHT SDRGEOHS
NT FLYING PEBSOBBEL
NT GBOOBD CREUS
NT INSTBOCTOBS
BT MEDICAL PEBSONNEL
NT NAVIGATORS
NT OPEBATORS (PEBSONNEL)
NT PHYSICIANS
ST PILOTS (PEBSOBNEL)
BT SPACECBEHS
NT TEST PILOTS
Terminal area ATC specialists and trainees job
attitude and motivation from questionnaire on
challenge, tasks, salary, work schedule, etc
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P0109 A72-17865
Organizational, psychological and physiological
stress factors in coronary heart disease amonq
.engineering, administrative, and scientific
personnel "
[NASA-CB-125217] ' P0087 H72-"13053
Navy research and instrumentation for analyzing
nonionizinq ra'diation effects on human 'personnel
POU32 B72-2605<t
Bibliography of anthropological documents on human
body size and biochemical'characteristics of Air
Force personnel
r-AD-71130291 : • ' " P°.53S N72-31130
PEBSOBHBL DEVELOPBEHT
Development of conceDts to improve selection"and
training of apprentices in aviation work
[AD-729651] p01«3 N72-15109
PEESOSHEL BASSGEBEHT
Haman resources data included in enqineering trade
studies "-
fAD-732201] P0206 N72-17089
Personnel management system ;in aeronautical
engineering service of East German Air Force/Air
Defense • • • :
rAD-739217} pO«79 B72-28118
PEBSOBBEL PBOPDLSIOB STSTEHS
D SELF BANEDVEBIBG UNITS ' ':"
PEBSOBBEL SELECIIOB '
HI PILOT SELECTION
Education and training of personnel for • . .
photointerpretation, discussin'q psychological,
physiological and methodological aspects of
aeria'1 photointerpcetation :
p0221 A72-23298
Soviet space crevs selection .and training based on
professional and scientific background,
emphasizing psychological qualities for working
compatibility in space environment
P0225 A72-23672
Aptitude screening test of ATC training
applicants, using directional heading
determination under aural" distraction
P0290 A72-28252
Brief vestibular disoriehtatlon test technique for
assessment of potential nonpilot airborne
specialists or naval flight officers
• p0290 .A72-28256
Potential coronary heart disease susceptibility
indicators in ATC population, using Framingham
age/obesity parameters
' \ P0291 A72-28265
Sight impairment-caused flight personnel
disgualification^analysis, establishing eye '
disease structure, sight damage preconditions
and ophthalmological practice inadequacies
P03UO A72-307U8
•Psychological criteria for flyinq personnel
selection in civil aviation, noting performance
prediction based on maximum likelihood estimates
P03U1 A72-30816
Systematic detection of nyocardial infarction in
the course of medical screening of flight
personnel
I . . pO<)52 A72-37881
The Bacruz index and its clinical evaluation in
electrocardioqraphy vith regard to the selection
and'control of air crevs
pOSOO A72-U1193
Interrelationships of age, aptitude measures, and
training performance scores for air traffic,
controllers
[FAA-AH-71-36] P0086 B72-12061
Early aptitude-achievement discrepancies as
predictors of voluntary withdrawal from naval
aviation training
fAD-728389] p0130 B72-11130
Human decision making performance concerning
ambiguity tolerance
fAD-7298281 p0138 B72-15075
Psychological evaluation of 16PF .and BBPI for item
ambiguity characteristics
TFAA-AB-71-35]
 P01U2 N72-15102
Development of concepts to improve selection and
training of apprentices in aviation work
rAD-729651] p01»3 H72-15109
Development of flexible psychomotor testing system
for use in pilot selection program
[AD-732210] p0206 R72-17087
Astronaut selection criteria for training and
compatibility in spaceship environment
• tjPBS-553051 '• p0245 B72-18109
Validity of aptitude tests for air traffic
controller selections
fFAA-AH-71-10] p02U6 B72-18113
Anthropometric requirements for'entrance into
naval flight training program l
[AD-735101-] p0315 B72-21067
Botion picture test for air traffic control
aptitude for use? in personnel' selection and
evaluation
fAD-7359U21 ' P0318 572-21085
Selection, traininq, and performance of cosmonauts
during* actual and simulated space fliqht - OSSB
[JPBS-560301 • p0386 H72-21096
Development and application of multiple task
' performance tests for preliminary screening of
air traffic control trainees
[FAA-AB-72-5] . p0389 N72-24115
Tests for selecting air traffic controllers by
predicting job performance
pOt77 B72-28106
DHT aptitude screening procedure for selecting air
traffic controller trainees ' !
[FAA-AH-72-18] ' pOt85 N72-29088
Clinical analysis of coronary heart disease
susceptibility in air traffic controller
populations :
[FAA-AB-72-201 p0522 N72-30066
Optical measuring instruments for assessinq visual
standards in astronaut selection
fBASATCB-115763] ' p0529 H72-30115
Begression analysis technique for selecting
Hinuteman combat crew members
[AD-7U0811] >0535 B72-31126
PEBSPIBATIOB
Peripheral modifications to exercise induced
central drive for sweating, determining rates as
functions of internal temperature
P0069 A72-15212
Human temperature regulation during upright and
supine exercise, showing nonlinear relationships
between perspiration and skin and core
temperatures
• p0165 A72-20275
Human diaphoretic system physiology, discussing
skin surface sweat excretion intensity relation
to optimal balancing process in thermoregulatioh
P0338 A72-30672
Sweating relation to body temperature after
exhaustive exercise for various oxygen uptakes
and ambient temperatures
P0339 A72-30702
Monograph on hot environments stress covering heat
exchange at skin surface,' clothing effect, body
temperature regulation and sweating control
P036U A72-31515
Heat strain in hot and humid environments.
P0511 A72-12U92
Sweat sensor for monitoring perspiration response
during motion sickness
CAD-736922] p0359 B72-23091
manufacturing process for making perspiration
resistant-stress resistant biopotential electrode
[NASA-CASE-HSC-90153-2] p0102 B72-25120
Possibility of using pepsinogen and amylase
present in perspiration as diagnostic tool
[BLL-DBIC-TBABS-2580-(3623.66) ] pO«67 H72-28031
Forehead sweating during motion sickness from
vestibular stimulation
fAD-7»3075] p0531 N72-31101
PETBOLOGI
Ti leaching from granitic rocks by Penicillium,
simplicissimum, discussing extraterrestrial life
detection
p0095 A72-15809
PFS (BODOLATIOB)
D PULSE FBEQDEBCT BODOLATIOB
PH
Intracellular pH prime regulation in rat brain
during acute and sustained hypercapnia,
discussing cellular bicarbonate accumulation
P0008 A72-10623
Bicroorganism life in extreme high temperature, pH
and solute concentration environments, noting
salt effect on enzyme activity
p006« A72-1K801
A-30 3
PH FACTOR SUBJECT IHDEI
Acid-base balance shift daring (oscular exertion,
determining pB and bicarbonate content variation
by Astrop micromethod
. . p0113 A72-18062
Continuous and interaittent maximal exercise
effects on hnaan muscle intracellalar and
capillary blood pH
p0231 A72-21Q77
Cerebrospinal floid pB change effects on cat
respiratory response before and after vaqotoay,
shoving vagal activity relation to central
chemical control of respiration
P0286 A72-27825
PB FACTOR
Mathematical'model of extracellular pH in brain ,
tissue from blood, and cerebrospinal fluid
acid-base parameters for respiration central
chemosensitive mechanism study
P0273 472-26660
Eespiration control by extracellular pB in
medullary tissue, studying chemoreceptor
response,to hydrogen ion concentration in cat
cerebrospinal fluid
P0273 A72-26661
PB dependent inhibition and reactivation-of ' .
anqiotensin 2 A and angiotensin 2 H and EDTA
angiotensinases inhibition in amide cleaving
enzymes of human blood plasma
CBASA-TT-F-1U457) p0563 H72-32118
PHABBACOiOGI
Abdominal injected barbamyl somnifacient and toxic
effect on mice subjected to hypokinesia and
isolation
P0101 472-16650
Central nervous system pharmacology, discussing
somniferous, narcotic and nearotropic substances
effects on brain activity
p0181 A72-21811
Russian book on pathophysiological principles of
air and space pharmacology covering stress and
fatigue reduction and pilots and astronauts
performance improvement
P0288 A72-27926
Hedication effects on pilot performance, covering
tranguilizers, sedatives, antibiotics,
stimulants, antihistamine and hypotension drugs
p032<l A72-28750
Bork capacity evaluation from fatiqne, biological
rhythm, tissue respiration and oxygen
consumption studies, discussing pharmacological
stimulation effects
P0335 A72-30376
Effect of Acetazolamide /Diamox/ at different dose
levels on survival time of rats under acute
hypoxia and on Ba/+/-K/+/-ATP-ase activity of
rat tissue microsoies.
POB09 172-3«546
Pharmacological effects on the central adrenergic
regulation mechanisms of blood circulation
.pO«16 172-35019
The effect of chlordiazepoxide on visual field,
extraocular muscle balance, colour matching
ability and hand-eye co-ordination in man.
P0119 A72-35915
Studies of the influence of theophylline on the
vasodilating action of different medications on
the cerebral and coronary circulation of man
P0426 A72-36799
Apparatus for programmed oral administration of
drugs to large primates in altered environments.
pOt28 A72-36921
Influence of inotropic alteration on the severity
of myocardial ischemia after experimental <
coronary occlusion.
pOISU A72-38552
Ocular and induced visual effects of systemic and
topical drugs in terms of eye neuroanatomy and
pharmacology, stressing glaucoma therapy
p0511 172-42199
Problems and techniques of space pharmacology
P0301 H72-20IW
Clinical analysis of hypokinesia caused changes in
nervous system and effects of pharmocological
preparations on hypokinesia disorders
tSASA-TT-F-111225] p0312 H72-21016
PHARIH
Pharynqeal streptococcal flora transfer between
human subjects isolated for 15 days
P007S H72-11994
PHASE AH6LB
D PBASE SHIFT
PHASE SHIFT
Hechanical impedance and phase angle time
variation in restrained primate during prolonged
sinusoidal vibration
[ASHE PAPER 71-H1/BBF-81 p0095 172-159H6
Phase shifts of circadian rhythm of optic nerve
potentials from isolated eye of sea hare in
darkness
p0157 A72-19534
Spectral photosensitivities for phase shifting of
circadian body temperature rhythms in pocket mice
P0157 172-19535
Phase shifting effect of light on circadian rhythm
and photoreceptive pigment location in •
Drosophila in postpupation stages:.
p0157 A72-19536
Hue shifts accompany phase induced modulation
enhancement of sinusoidally-flickering lights.
P0126 A72-36613
PHASE TBfiHSFORBATIOHS
ST EV1PORATIOB
BT FREEZING
PHILOSOPHY
Human biology, including evolution; organism
structure, organizations of people, degeneracy,
interactions with environment and philosophical
concepts
P0114 A72-18315
PHOSEHICS . .
Interhemispheric effects oh choice reaction times
to single and multiple letter displays,
analyzing cerebral dominance and visual
information transmission compared with verbal
response
P0279 A72-27075
PHOBOCABDIOGRABS -
D PBOHOCARDIOGBAPHY
PBOBOCABDIOGBAPHT
LF subaudible chest vail vibration recordings,
discussing external, epicardial surface and
intraventricnlar pressure precordial
displacement tracings ' •
P0002 A72-10120
Bight heart ventricle intracardiac
phonocardiograms, recording pulmonary early
diastolic click simultaneous with artery
pressure curve dicrotic vave
P0002 A72-10121
Doppler ultrasonic probe phonocardiography for
human cardiovascular velocity measurement,
shoving noraal tracings and aging effects
P0097 A72-1615H
Doppler cardiometry determination of human
cardiovascular velocities in patients vith heart
diseases, discussing impaired left ventricular
function detection
P0098 172-16155
Bot thermistor and hot-wire anemometer principles
for phonocardiographic transducer design, nsinq
theory of hydraulic amplification with high SHE
P0230 172-24371)
Computer assisted monitoring of EC6 waveforms and
heart sounds frequency spectra to detect bubble
laden blood during decompression sickness
p0272 A72-26626
Heart and circulatory system functional
diagnostics, discussing ECG, blood pressure, X
ray, phonocardiographical and pulmonary
examinations
P0279 172-27271
Temporal relation of the second heart sound to
aortic flov in various conditions.
pO«57 172-38818
Electrocardioqraphic and phonocardiographic
cardiac cycle measurements on crevmember.s during
long term space flights
[EIPT-H001] , P0118 H72-14055
Signal and data processing technology for
diagnostic technigues in phonocardiography
POU05 H72-25801
Quantitative analysis of phonocardiograms by
electronic computers
[H1S1-TT-F-11608] p0563 H72-32113
Diagnosis of heart disease by hybrid computer from
phonocardiogram data
tBASl-TT-F-14588] p0563 H72-32114
»-30»
SUBJECT IHDBX PBOTOGBAPHIC EQOIPBBIT
PHOSPHATES
HI ADBBOSIHE DIPBOSPHATE (ADF)
HI ADENOSIBE TBIPBOSPBATB (UP)
BT ADEHOSIBES
HI CALCIUB PBOSPBATES
HT BOCLEOTIDBS
Neural tissues excitability relationship to
precellular organization, considering
polyphosphate distribation in vertebrate tissues
p0062 A72-1B789
Inorganic polyphosates effect on phosphorus
metabolism evolution in primary livinq
organisms, noting polyphosphate qlncokinase
distribution in various microorganisms
p006d 172-1«797
Biological energy transformation origin and
evolution, discussing inorganic pyrophosphates
precursor to adenosine phosphates as energy
carriers
p006H A72-1fl798
Biological phosphate origin through
atmosphere-hydrosphere interrelations,
discussing concentrative processes, dehydration
mechanics and evaporation
P0097 A72-16129
Thermolabile triose phosphate isomerase in
psychrophilic clostridiuo at noderate temperatures
P0233 A72-24750
Changes in energy stores in the hvpoxic heart.
pO<H3 A72-3B985
Bat pulmonary lipid metabolism during feeding and
fasting from studies of lung lecithin half life
after C-1t/1/pal»itate and B-3/O/glucose injection
pO<126 A72-36573
Cholinesterase methods for assaying pesticide
poisoning in blood of aerial applicator personnel '
CFAA-AB-72-12J p0138 H72-27080
Alkaline phosphate activity of adrenocortical
cells in tailed nevts '
rHASA-TT-F-1U577] p0561 872-32104
Phosphate and bone ash composition of beef and
human bone under living body conditions
CHASA-TT-F-13916] P0568 1172-33079
PBOSPBOBOS COHPOOBDS
HT ADBHOSIBB DIPBOSPHATE (ADP) .
BT ADEBOSIHB TBIPBOSPBATE (ATP)
HT ADEBOSIHBS
BT CALCItJB PBOSPBATES
HT NOCLEOTIDES
HT OBGABIC PHOSPHORUS COBPODHDS
HT PHOSPBATES
Effect of neurohomologons phospholipids associated
with other substances on experimental
intoxication by asymmetrical•dimethylhydrazine.
II - Biochemical aspects of the
pyridoxine-phospholipid association
P0501 A72-1H195
PHOSPHOBOS BBTABOLISH
Biochemical processes and structures '
interrelation, using nncleoprotein coacervate
models and ribonuclease .and polynucleotide
phosphoryla'se enzymes
P0062 .A72-1U783
Inorganic polyphosates effect on phosphorus
j&etabol'ism evolution in primary living
organisms, noting polyphosphate qlucokinase
distribution in various microorganisms
P0061 A72-1II797
Biological energy transformation origin and
evolution, discussing inorganic pyrophosphates
precursor to adenosine phosphates as energy
carriers
p0061 A72-1«798
Potassium cyanide effect on phospholipid exchange
in rat brain and liver during histotoxic hypoxia
as function of body temperature
P0098 A72-16357
Isolation stress effect on excretory products in
unrestrained chimpanzee, suggesting Ca to P
excretion ratio as physiological stress indicator
rAD-739<t671 P0163 A72-20179
Calcium and phosphorus excretion relation to bone
density changes in immobilized Macaca nemestrina
monkeys
P0281 A72-27473
Chlorella population age structure and cell
regnirements correlation with nutrient medium
nitrogen and phosphorus absorption
P0327 A72-29311
. Effect of age on TCT produced hypocalceaia and
hypophosphatemia in rats
[BASA-TT-P-14358J pO»70 B72-28053
PBOSPHOBTLATIOB
Energy transfer conditions of transdehydration
reactions on primeval earth leading to
tra&sphosphorylation, transacylation and peptide
synthesis
P0061 472-14768
Bacterial respiration through oxidative
phosphorylation origin hypotheses, discnssing
photosynthesis and sulfate'respiration in
anoxygenic atmosphere and thiobacillas and
aerobe evolution in oxygen 'atmosphere
P0062 A72-1«795
Cold adaptation effects on rat skeletal muscle
tissue Vant-Boff coefficient, considering
phosphorylation and oxidation rate, P/O and
mitochondrial ATP-ase activity
P0323 A72-28639
Prebiotic thymidine phosphorylation at 65 C by
urea-phosphate mixtures in sinnlated desert
conditions
P0364 A72-31629
PBOTOABSOBPTIOH
Light absorption by visual pigment in
photoreceptor, noting Airy disk diameter effect
p0549 A72-14388
PBOTOCBBBICAL EEACTIOIS
HT PBOTOSYHTHESIS
Photochemical reactions in pyrimidine base of DBA
after 0V irradiation, relating mntagenic and
lethal effect to dimerization
P0056 472-11608
Pigments participation in lipid systems formation,
considering chlorophyll photochemical activity
in surface active agents
p0062 A72-14785
4bioqenic formation of nucleic acid bases and
hucleosides in photochenically synthesized self
sustaining coacervates
P0285 472-27657
PBOTOCBBBISTBI
0 PBOTOCBEBICAI. EE4CTIOBS
PBOTOCOHDDCTITITI
Physiological photoconductivity effect in
pigmented epithelial eye cell during action of
visible light
p013» N72-15048
PBOTOCDBBBBTS
D ELECTBIC CUBBEHT
PBOTOB1ASTIC ABALISIS
Stress distribution analysis of femural neck,
using three dimensional photoelastic model
pOOU9 A72-12952
Photoelastic analysis of cardiovascular-magnitude
stress pattern produced by flow through
gelatin-agar vailed channels for analysis of
mechanical stresses on blood vessel vails .
P0545 A72-13936
PBOTOEiASTIC STBESS BBASDBBHEBT
D PHOTOELASTIC ABALISIS
PBOTOBLECTBIC EFFECT
Spectral line width measurement accuracy based on
digital autocorrelation of photon counting
fluctuations, noting light field and
photoelectric process limiting effects
p0371 A72-32919
PBOTOBLECTEIC PBOIOHETBI
U ELECTBOPBOTOBETEBS •
PBOTOBLECTBOBAGHBTIC DBTBCTOBS .
D BADIATIOH BEASDBIRG IBSTBDNEHTS
PHOTOBBISSHriTI
D EBISSIVIiy
PBOTOGBABBETBI
The measurement of three-dimensional body
movements by the use of photogrammetry.
P0165 A72-39806
PBOTO6BAPH IHTEBPBETATIOH
D PBOTOIBTEBPBETATIOH
PBOTOGBAPHIC BBOLSIOBS
BT HOCLEAB EBDLSIONS
PBOTOGBAPHIC BQDIPBEHT ..
BT CABEBAS
Camera slit lamp apparatus design for anterior eye
diagnosis in two dimensional and stereoscopic
photography and ophthalmic application
P0059 A72-W25
»-305
PBOTOGBAPBIC HEASOBEHBST SOBJECT IBDEI
PHOTOGBAPHIC HBASnBBHEST
HI PHOTOGHiHHETEI
Bering's lav of equal innervation and the position
of the binoculus.
pO»51 A72-37828
PBOfOGBJPBIC BECOBDIBG
Photo-optical techniques in biomedical data
acquisition, discussing cineanqiography and X
ray tomography applications in cardiological
research work
P0105 A72-17U37
Involuntary head movement and helmet motion
displacements during human centrifuge runs to,6
Gz from photoqrapbic.recordings
P029U 172-28288,
Design of photo-optical recorder, implantable
electrodes, and naqnetic/Doppler flow sensor
[HASA-CR-125095J . P0128 H72-11117
PHOTOGRAPHIC BECOEDIBG IBSTBBHEHTS
D OPTICAL HEASOBIHG IBSTBOHBHTS
0 PHOTOGBAPBIC BECOBDIHG
D BECOBDIHG IHSTEOMEHTS
PHOTOGBAPHS
HI HOTIOH PICTDEES
PHOTO6B1PHT .
HT AEBIAl PHOTOGBAPHY
HT CHEOHOPHOTOGBAPHY
HI C010B PHOTOGBAPHI . -. ,
HT HOIOGBAPHY . . .
HT H01TISPBCTBAL PBOTOGBAPBI
HT PHOTOHICBOGBAPHY
BT STBBEOPHOTOGBAPHY
PBOTOIHTEBPBETATIOH '
Education and training of personnel for
photointerpretation, discussing psychological,
physiological and methodological aspects of
aerial photointerpretation
P0221 A72-23298
Psycholoqical aspects in aerial
photointerpretation, discussing importance of
perception of image contrast, contours and areal
distribution
P0222 A72-23299
Psychophysical information content evaluation of
aerial photographic images by human viewer for
photointerpretation and search in reference . .. -
library
pO«59 A72-390«2
Automated analysis of .time lapse photographic data
of unrestricted laboratory animals during
spacecraft cabin toxicoloqy experiments
f AD-7275KI] . p0036 K72-10090
•Spot size scanning system for analyzing thermal
infrared military targets
rPHL-1971-311] p0386 H72-21091
PHOTOHETEBS ;
HT ELECTBOPHOTOHETEBS
PHOTOSETBY
HT SPECTBOPHOTOHETBY
KT VISUAL PHOTOHETBY .
Hhole blood flow dependence on optical density
fron light transmission measurement, showing
.photometric effects of red cell aggregation,
deformation and orientation , .
' . . '. p036« A72-31639
PHOTOHICBOGBiPBI
Interval scanning photomicrography for recording
growth of mic'robial cell populations during
incubation
p0330 A72-29749
FBOTOH ABSOEPTIOH
0 ELECTBOHAGKETIC ABSOBPTIOH
PBOTOH BEARS
HT LIGHT BEAMS
PBOTOH-ELECTBOB IHTEBACTIOH
- Photon trapping in photosystem XL of
photosynthesis - The fluorescence rise curve in
the presence of , •
3-/3,<t-dichlorophenyl/-1,1-dimethylarea.
pO«19 472-35761
PBOTOHS . . ,
HT LIGBT BEAMS , ;
Spectral line width measurement accuracy based on
digital autocorrelation of photon counting
fluctuations, noting light field and
photoelectric process limiting effects
p0371 A72-32919
Badiation damage in microscopic volumes exposed to
energetic photons
fAD-7317091 ' p0200'H72-i70il9
Two Honte Carlo codes for calculation of dose
distribution in human phantoms irradiated by
external photon sources ,
CKFKI-71-12] p0306 B72-20082
PBOTOBECEPTOBS
Honmaimalian vertebrate retinal receptor rods and
cones birefringence as function of fixation, •
temperature and imsersing medium
p0012. A72-10862
Flavin photoreceptor participation in contemporary
organism metabolic systems
p0062 A72-14781
Optical.image .transfer functions characteristics
and modulation in isolated'retinas and retinal
receptors, noting similarity to optical fiber'
bundles ,
P0119 A72-19027
Coincidence model tests of photoperiodic time
 f
measurement relation to circadian system in .moth
Pectinophora gossypiella, using, induction by
skeleton.photoperiods and light cycles
P0157 A72-19533
Phase shifting effect, of light on circadian rhythn
and photoreceptive pigment location in
Drosophila in postpupation stages . .
. . . ' . ' p0157 A72-19536
Selective chromatic adaptation in cone ,
 :
photoreceptors-of cynamolqous macaque monkeys,
using late receptor potential as response index
. P0332.A72-29967
Lamellar structure and rhodopsin location.in
bleached and unbleached rod photoreceptor
membranes of dark adapted frog retinas by X ray
diffraction, study , . , ,
p0367.,A72-32199
The distribution of the long wave photoreceptors
in the compound eye of the honey bee as revealed- .•
by selective osmic staining.
 t < • .
P0111 A72-34877
Electroretinoqraphic^eyidence for a photopic
 ; .
system in the rat. . ••
. p0111 172-30878
Fly colour vision.
pO<!26 A72-36609
Isolated retina receptor potential amplitude ]
relation to visual piqment bleachinq kinetics,,
indicating excitation-inhibition receptor
response generation mechanism
i „ pOU51 A72-37830
Threshold excitation, temporal summation, and
impulse response function in the retina of the
cat - Temporal receptive fields of retinal •
ganglion cells . >
pO«55 A72-386Q8
The photopiqment bleaching hypothesis of
complementary after-images - A psychophysical
test. . , -i
 : . . •>
pOSr? A7.2-4U376
Component analysis of electroretinoqram in dark
and light adapted sheep eye, noting rod and cone
receptor potentials and transient and dc responses
. . p05l(8 A72-44382
Light absorption by visual piqment in ,
photoreceptor, noting Airy disk diameter>effeet
pOSog A72-I1H388
Small field tritanopia .of central fpvea in terms -
of dichromatic area color response mechanism and
adaptation speed . , . ,
, pOSQ9 A72-4H390
Optical directionality of retinal receptors and
corresponding points. I - Basal-temporal
asymmetry of retinal spatial values and
orientation of receptors: Are the corresponding,
points cones. II - Variation of form of the
experimental horoptera, and possibility of
reorganization of the retinal correspondence
accordinq to the orientation of the eyes,
, .P0551.A72-U1907
Functional organization of .the periphery effect in
retinal ganglion cells.
p0552 A72-14908
PHOTOHEDDCTIOS . •
D PHOTOCHEMICAL BEACTIOHS
0 BEDOCTIOH (CHEBISTBT)
PHOTOBESISTIVITI :
D PHOTOCOHDOCTIVITY
PHOTOSEBSITITITT
HT LIGBT ADAPTATIOB
»-306
SUBJECT IHDBI PHYSICAL EXEBCISB
Spectral photosensitivities for phase shiftinq of
circadian body temperature rhythms in pocket mice
p0157'A72-19535
Photostimnlated potentials of human visual cortex,
determining retinal nacolar area involvement
P0233 A72-2H786
Color discrimination threshold determination- for
spectral sensitivity in subjects with congenital
color vision disorders
p032U A72-28763
Blue green alqae Anacystis nidulans DV
light-sensitive mutants'photorecovery capacity
following irradiation
P0377 A72-33673
t Colorimetric photometric matching tests,'showing
subject differences in parafoveal spectral '
sensitivity indicated by photopic curve peaks
POSH A72-3H882
;
 Spectral sensitivity after prolonged intense
spectral light exposure of rhesus monkey
- corneas, demonstrating long term loss of cone*
photopigment response
POH95 A72-40739
Sensitivity of the human EBG and ?ECP to .
sinusoidally'modulated light. • '
pOSUS A72-U4383
Visual sensitivity measurement :in•retinal areas
with stepwise change from one monochromatic
light to another, discussing eye movements
effects and perception thresholds
• P0518 A72-I1H385
Directional orientation of dragonfly relative to
azimuth of sun ' •
i .P0399 N72-25094
Effect of continuous ultraviolet exposure on
photokeratitis and ocular damage in 'humans, •
rabbits, and primates
[NASA-CB-1157U2) ' : • pOU71 N72-28063
PHOTOSENSOBS • . . . . . . .
0 RADIATION HEASOBING INSTBDBENTS
PHOTOSPHEBE
Undisturbed and active solar photospheric
turbulent velocity determination by 'comparing
half widths of observed weak Frannhofer line
profiles with model calculation •
P0332 A72-29929
PHOTOSYNTHESIS .• : - <
Chlorella growth rate model, presenting specific
photosynthetic and :urea and carbon'dioxide ' •
utilization rates "• '
P00211 A72-12038
Acid base equilibrium effects on chlorophyll •
primary photosynthetic reg'ulating mechanism,
considering electron transfer to HADE and ATP
formation • " '•
• ' i - P0061 A72-14778
Pigment system ^ and primary photosynthesis • •
evolution, .using'comparative analysis of1 '
hacteriochlorophyll, bacterioviridin and
chlorophyll
• • 'P0061 A72-11780
Bacterial respiration through oxidative
phosphorylation origin hypotheses, :discassing
photosynthesis and sulfate respiration in
anoxygenic atmosphere and thiobacillus and
aerobe evolution in oxygen atmosphere'
P0062 A72-14795
Biochemical functions'of organisms in evolution of
biosphere, discussing redox-reactions,
elementary compositions and metal compounds role
in photosynthesis
" ' p006« A72-1H796
Photon trapping in photosystem II of •' - •
photosynthesis - The fluorescence rise curve in
the presence of ' ' ' -: '
3-/3,1-dichlorophenyl/-1,1-dimethylurea. '
pO»19 A72-35761
Thermodynamic properties and mathematical modeling
of complex biological systems, considering
energy and mass exchange in photosynthesizing
- organisms for exobiological life support
P0159 A72-38960
The presence of P700 in chloroplast fragments
prepared by short time incubation with Triton
1-100. . . ' .
. p05!l7'A72-»«325
Photosynthesis and photovoltaic technology • ' '
P0138 S72-27060
PHOTOTHEBBOTEOPISB
D ANISOTBOPJ
0 TEHPESATOBE EFFECTS
PBOTOTOLIilC EFFECT -
Photosynthesis and photovoltaic technology
pOU38 N72-27060.
PHDGOID OSCILL1TIOIS '
0 OSCILLATIONS
0 OSCILLATOBS
PHYSICAL CHEHISTII
Effects of high pressure on physiocochemical
systems in animals and plants
tAD-7«009it] . pO»7» N72-28085
PHYSICAL CONSTANTS TESTING BEACTOB
D HOCLEAB BESEABCB AND TEST BEACTOBS
PHYSICAL ENDOBANCE
D PHYSICAL FITNESS
PHYSICAL EIAHINAIIONS
Functional diagnostics of teeth condition as pilot
health factor in stomatological aviation
medicine, discnssinq caries, 'paradentosis and
aerodontalgia
p0166 A72-20374
Physiological evaluation of crew piloting
qualities, considering nervous/emotional stress,
ECG, arterial pressure and breathing frequency' '
recorded on simulator
P0166 A72-J20375
Asthmatics evolution and treatment's in armed
forces aircrews, noting acetylcholine test
p0176 A72-21270
Clinical and laboratory examinations of workers
exposed to trichlorotrifluoroethane vapor for
long range health effects study
P0233 A72-21590
Potential coronary heart disease susceptibility '
indicators in A?C population, using Framingham
age/obesity parameters '
1 :
 ' p0291 A72-28265
Diagnostic errors in draft age patients, noting
doctor,' examination methods,'disease type and
patient factors' and psychosomatic disturbance
detection
1
 p0379 A72-311U9
A model corporate pilot physical program.
' ' . . ' , pO<465 A72-397U6
Aeromedic'al1 regnirements and examination
techniques for aircrews - conference
'" rAGABD-CP-95-PT-2] p.0394 N72-25018
Sedical elimination of'students undergoing primary
flight''training'
« - p0391 N72-2501t9
Anthropometry and medical re-evaluation of pilots
' • ' p0395 N72-25055
PHYSICAL EIBBCISE '• '
Acute, short and long term and life long high
altitude hypoxia exposure effects on pulmonary
gas exchange control and efficiency during
physical exercise
1
 P0011 A72-108I48
Ventricular ectopic arrhythmias from treadmill
exe'rcise in patients observed during ECG
monitoring ' !
P0017 A72-11124
Badiotelemetric cardiorespiratory determinations
during submaximal dynamic exercise
P0028 A72-12131
Physical exercise effect on ECG atrial recovery
wave duration and magnitude in humans with A-V
blocks
P0032 A72-12891
Exercise ECG correlation to morphological patterns
of selective cinecoronary arteriography and
ventriculoqraphy, revealing significant
information on occlusion and stenosis
' P0052 A72-13178
Xenon 133 method for coronary blood flow
measurement 'during exercise, noting ' •
unsuitability for patients with coronary disease
' '' • P0052 A72-13180
Training'effect on oxygen consumption in negative
muscular work, considering connective tissue,
strengthening and muscle viscosity changes
- ' . ; • . ' ' ' P0053 A72-13676
Free oxygen content and diffusion coefficient in
adrenalectomized rat skeletal muscles after
physical strain
P0056 A72-13991
A-307
PHYSICAL BIBBCISB COHTD• SUBJECT IIDBI
Heat acclimatization, work habitnation and
exercise effects on body thermoregnlation,
measuring tympanic temperature, sweat rate and
oxygen intake
p0064 472-14896
Serum enzyne activity changes response to constant
test exercise, discussing relation to maximum
oxygen uptake
P0064 472-10897
Physical conditioning effect on central and
peripheral circulatory responses to arm work,
measuring cardiac output at 80 percent maximum
aerobic power
P0068 A72-14900
Peripheral modifications to exercise induced
central drive for sweating, determining rates as
functions of internal temperature
P0069 A72-15212
Daily prolonged exercises effects on hunan muscle
glycogen utilization, noting reduced lactate
accumulation and increased free fatty acid levels
', p0069 472-15213
Plasma renin activity during supine physical -
exercise as function of salt loading
. . P0069 472-15211
Hypertrophic effects of chronic exercise, on. plasma
corticosterone and adrenal cortex in rat
P0070 472-15219
Exercise effects on pulmonary circulation in dogs,
measuring pulsatile arterial flov and pressure
and vascular input impedance, resistance and
hydraulic power
p0073 &72-15U6U
Airline pilot postexercise electrocardiograms,
showing S-T segment depression correlation to
snbseguent coronary heart disease
pOIII 472-17881
Electrophysiological responses to maximum exercise
in healthy humans from polarcardiographic
display of heart vector changes
P0148 472-18891
Haximum aerobic power response and oxygen
consumption to training stimulus intensity, t '
duration and freguency, using, bicycle ergometer
exercise
P0148 472-18965
Haximal oxygen intake prediction in acute moderate
hypoxia during exercise, shoving heart rate
linearity with work load
P0149 472-18966
Hemodynamic response to running exercise stress
for aeronautics personnel selection, determining
systolic ejection variation measurement and
cardiac fregnency increase
. p0151. 472-19242
Acid base balance in arterialized capillary blood
in men after maximal short duration exercise
P0154 472-19141
Maximum oxygen intake during exercise on treadmill
compared with bicycle .ergometer, analyzing
circulatory dynamic factors and cardiac output
relation to oxygen transport capacity '
P0165 472-20251
Human performance and exhaustion predictive model
from responses to exercise and environmental,
stresses, considering circulation, thermal
regulation, work load and oxygen pressure effects
p0166 472-20358
Autonomic blockade effects on reflex bradycardia
due to phenvlephrine induced arterial pressure
in man during rest and supine exercise
p0170;.A72-20688
Rebreathing technique to estimate human mixed
venous oxygen and carbon dioxide tension changes
at start of exercise under respiratory-stress
and natural conditions
. . . P0171 A72-20883
Environmental chamber tests for ozone exposure
effects on human pulmonary function at rest and
during bicycle exercise
p0171 472-20884
Oxygen intake and cardiac output measurements
during various treadmill and bicycle ergometer
exercises, relating exercise type to heart rate
and arteriovenous oxygen differences
P0171. 472-20885
4cceleration tolerance increase by static forearm
muscular contraction exercise comparison to
g-suit protection during human centrifuge tests
[AD-739063] p0171 472-20887
Hnscle blood flov relation to oxygen consumption
from measurements during bicycle ergometer
exercises, using Xe 133 clearance method
P0171 472-20888
CO hypoxia effect on oxygen transport during
exercise, discussing changes in cardiac and
respiratory functions and work capacity •
P0172 A72-20893
Hypoxic and normoxic gas mixture breathing during
intense muscular activity, relating oxygen
consumption and carbon dioxide elimination
magnitudes and motor performance
• P0185 A72-22081
Human blood serum 11-oxycorticosteroid content
after maximum stress exercise, noting heart rate
and blood pressure changes
P0217 472-22878
Ventricular and snperventricnlar' arrhythmias
incidence during maximal treadmill exercise in
normal man, noting age factor and cardiovascular
disease presence effects
P0221 472-23272
ECG, physical exercise and drug use in diagnosis
and aeromedical evaluation of supraventricnlar
arrhythmias, presenting case histories of pilots
with wandering cardiac pacemakers
[AD-740987] p0228 472-23741
Continuous and intermittent maximal exercise
effects on human muscle intracellular and
capillary blood pB
p0231 A72-24477
Tachycardia .role in coronary vascular bed
hemodynamic response to severe exercise in dogs
p0232 472-24483
Beta-adrenergic blocking effect on canine coronary
and systemic hemodynamic adaptation daring
treadmill exercise
P0266 A72-25802
Bicycle ergometer measurements of thermoregnlation
input and output under wide range of work load
and climatic conditions, deriving correlation
eguation
P0267 472-25874
Haximal oxygen uptake and heart rate during
laddermill climbing, inclined treadmill running
and cycling ergometer tests
i p0271 472-26612
• Height loss due to respiratory tract evaporative
water loss'during exercise, from humidity
change, ventilatory exchange and oxygen uptake
data
• p0271 472-26613
Speed and mechanical' work measurements during knee
bending and immediate or delayed leg extension
exercise, showing muscle elastic potential
energy utilization
P0271 472-26615
. Hemodyaafiic variables relation to coronary blood
flow and myocardial oxygen consumption during
upright bicycle exercise
• . . p0271 472-26618
Hater filled volume and strain gage
phethysmography for forearm blood flow
measurement during isometric exercise
P0272 472-26622
Physical training effect on rat cardiac function
and metabolic response to hypoxia
P0277 472-26701
Exercise role in veutilatory acclimatization to
graded hypoxia in goats from carbon dioxide
response curve measurements
P0285' 472-27727
Bemodynamic response'to physical exercise stress
in dogs with angiotensin-induced acute arterial
hypertension
P0289 472-28216
Stress vectorcardiography guantitative analysis of
ECG response to treadmill exercise test to
establish diagnosis criteria for coronary heart
• disease
• p0293 472-28282
Plasma protein concentration; volume and
hematocrit changes during exercise, bed rest and
high forward acceleration
: ' • • p0295 472-28296
Cardiorespiratory response to breathing dense
sulfur fluoride-oxygen mixture under physical
exercise conditions
4-306
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p0297 A72-28314
Gas mask~caused air flow resistance effects on
respiratory'and circulatory response to
exercise, assessing maximal oxygen uptake
P0330 A72-29818
Red blood cell reserve mobilization in healthy and
chronically irradiated dogs after treadmill
exercise • • •
P0335 472-30379
Cardiac stroke volume neasurements during supine
bicycle exercise and recovery period* using
indicator-dilution technique
,j p0339 A72-30701
Sweating relation to body temperature after
exhaustive exercise for various oxygen uptakes
and ambient temperatures . •
. . . - p0339 172-30702
•Buscle cell ATP, creatine phosphate and lactate
concentration changes relation to oxygen uptake
during and after exercise
p0340 172-30705
Exercise cardiotachoneter with heart rate display
on beat to beat basis, B wave recognition
circuit and noise linear filtering efficiency
P0344 A72-31092
Cardiac output and body temperature response to
prolonged intermittent exercise "'•• '
P0363M72-31448
Hater loss replacement effect daring rest :and '
exercise in high temperature environment
thermoregulation experiment ' • -• .
P0363 172-31449
Two compartment analog model of thermoregulation ••
during rest and exercise, considering
temperature, heat conductance, sweat rate and
oxygen uptake
. p0363 172-31450
Cardiac cycle length /RE interval/ and QT interval
mathematical relationship from ECG obtained
during exercise and recovery periods
P0371 A72-32747
Unconditioned /muscular load stimulus/ and '< -
conditioned /metronome stimulus/ cardiac
reflexes in hypnotic and alert states
p0372 A72-32991
Ventilatory peripheral chemoreflex .response to
hypoxia during physical exercise in native
highlanders and altitude-acclimated lovlanders
•; • . . P0408 A72-34345
Byocardial lipid and carbohydrate metabolism, in--
fasting men during prolonged'exercise.
P0408 A72-34347
Exercise capacity in a population of domestic fowl
- Effects of selection and .training. .
i . , , P0410 A72-34726
Bork cap'acity and physiological responses to •
maximum exercise in 54 year old men in relation
to heart disease and cardiovascular hazard studies
P0419 A72-35822
Hemodynamic thermoregnlatory and sympathoadrenal
responses to heat acclimatization in man during
supine and upright position exercise
pO«20 472-35963
Bradycardia diving reflex to apneic face immersion
related t o physical exercise • ' - • • - .
P0421 172-35964
Disproportional changes in hematocrit, plasma
volume, and proteins during exercise and bed rest.
P0421 A72-35966
Effect of nicotinic acid on myocardial metabolism :
in man at rest and daring exercise.>
p0421 A72-35968
• Correlation between ergonetry,
ballistocardiography and coronary angiography in-
267 patients. '• "•
P0422 A72-36034
Fluid transfer between blood and tissues daring
.exercise. , . . . . . .
. pO«25 A72-36560
Left ventricular dynamics during handgrip.
p0449 172-37243
Systemic haemodynamics in borderline arterial
hypertension - Responses to static exercise
before and under the influence of propranolol.
P0451 A72-37773
Changes of the catecholamine content in the brain
of albino rats.under overstrain caused by - -
running in a rotating drum
P0453 472-38034
Significance of the nature of an increase in
physical strain as it affects the adaptation of
an organism to intense muscular activity
P0458 A72-38933
Variation of the acetylcholine content and of the
cholinesterase activity in the blood under
muscular strain
P0458 A72-38934
A modified acetylene method for the determination
of cardiac output during muscular exercise.
P0465 A72-39807
Hnscle metabolism of ATP, CP, glycogen and
lactates at rest and during snbmaximal and
maximal exercise
' P0490 A72-40421
Buscle metabolism during isometric exercise
performed at constant force.
P0490 A72-40425
Chemical energy transformation to mechanical
energy and heat- in muscles daring exercise,
considering energy sources for contraction,
. oxidation's, glycolysis and alactic anaerobic
mechanism . • . '
p0505 A72-41470
Effect of hypoxia and physical activity on plasma
enzyme'levels in man.
t pOSOS 172-41522
Effects o"f physical exercise on spinal
. reflectivity in man
' pOSOS A72-41524
Effects of externally imposed mechanical
resistance on breathing dense gas at exercise -
Hechanics of breathing.
p0511 A72-42489
Heat strain in hot and humid environments.
P0511 172-42492
Speech intelligibility daring exercise at normal
and increased atmospheric pressures.
P0511 A72-42496
Heat acclimatization by exercise-induced elevation
of body temperature.
P0515 172-42741
Inalysis of femoral venous blood during maximum
muscular exercise.
P0515 172-42742
Yield of ischaemic exercise electrocardiograms in
relation to exerci'se intensity in a normal
population. ;
p0518 172-42900
Lung -volame changes of people in antiorthostatic
position in hospital beds for control,
exercising and muscle electric-stimulated groups
p0543 A72-43918
Physical training as a prophylactic measure
against the hypodynamic syndrome
p0543 172-43920
Betabolic changes in healthy humans caused by
prolonged bed rest in horizontal position,
noting prevention by physical exercises and
electric muscle stimulation
- . p0543 172-43921
Animal studies of effect of chronic exercise on
the heart and atherosclerosis - A review.
p0550 172-44563
Changes in certain hemodynamic indices during
muscular strain in people with differing
capacity to perform work
P0550 A72-44591
Changes in the pituitary-thyroid and in the
pituitary-gonad systems under conditions of
functional loading and of physiological
immobilization.
P0551 172-44823
Longevity and cardiovascular mortality among
former college athletes. '
P0558 172-45689
Response of spacecrev cardiovascular systems to
calibrated workloads during long duration space
flight
fEXPT-B003] - p0119 H72-14058
Values of blood serum lipids in young men in
relation to acute stress situation and regular
sports activities
(B1SA-TT-F-14075] , ', p0197 H72-17030
Effects of potassium on muscle functions daring
physical exercise
CBISI-TT-F-14124] . . p0198 H72-17031
Physical exercise effects on rat skeletal muscle
vascalarization in the coarse of ontogeny'
A-309
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P0251 H72-19092
Physiological stressinq and conditioning ergometer
system
[BASA-CiSE-HFS-21109] p0310 H72-20112
Erythrocyte reserve in healthy and chronically
irradiated dogs subjected to physical loads
P0387 H72-24100
PHTSICiL FICTOBS
Human functional level performance
characteristics, noting relationship between "
spontaneous rhythm dinrnal variations in psychic
and physical performance
P0276 A72-26691
PHISICAi FITIESS
Screening test for physical fitness on bicycle
ergometer, comparing endurance indices derived
from heart rate, oxygen consumption, oxygen debt
and work rate measurements
pOOOl A72-10212
Pilots oxygen uptake vs flight time and altitude
as indicator of physical condition, noting large
fluctuations and differences for individual
pilots and different flights '
P0102 A72-167U8
Human tilt tolerance relation to aerobic capacity,
weight, height and physical fitness, determining
correlation' coefficient between heart rate and
orthostatic response *'•'
P0227 A72-23733
Bemodynamic criteria for physical fitness in
airmen, discussing age dependent variations in
heart beat, arterial pressure and body temperature
P0278 A72-26987
Physiological and subjective responses of
physically fit young men to combined
exercise-carbon dioxide stress tests
P0297 A72-28311
Exercise capacity in a population of domestic fowl
- Effects of selection and training.
POU10 A72-34726
Handbook on aviation medicine for safe mental and
physical health of aircrew during flight
fAGABD-AG-154] ' p0381 H72-24058
Clinical determination of human physical
performance and effect of drug stimulants on
performance
P0386 N72-21097
Aeromedical requirements and examination
techniques for aircrews - conference
[AGABD-CP-95-PT-2] p039» H72-25018
Baised arterial blood pressure levels in aircrew
members
p0395 H72-2505*
Heart rate monitor for indicating physical fitness
level in individuals ' • ' '
CAD-7388821 ' pO»37 H72-26088
Effects of prolonged wideband noise on' functional
condition of human organism
rHASA-TT-F-1«567] " p0560 1172-32088
PHYSICAL PBOPEBTIBS
Specialized tests and evaluation of nonmetallic
materials used in Apollo space suits
P0196 H72-16432
PHTSICAL SCIENCES
Physical and biological sciences approaches to
attainment of knowledge, noting ••
•indeterminateness in organic realm
P0166 A72-20391
History, organization, and accomplishments of •
Project Tektite with emphasis on psychological
reactions of agnanauts during lengthy underwater
isolation
[NASA-CB-127689] p0168 N72-28041
PHYSICAL iOBK -
Age and physique effects on human continuous work
capacity, monitoring heart rates during task
performance • ' • ••
•'' P0007 A72-10568
Physical training effect on subjective rating of
perceived exertion, investigating correlation
with heart rate and blood lactate concentration
pOOSt A72-13678
Prolonged muscular work effects on" erythrocyte-
2,3-DPG generation relation to oxyhemoglobin
affinity
-
;
 • p0064 A72-14898
Quotient of arrhythmia relation to physical work
load, noting heart rate amplitude and freguency
variations
P0068 A72-K1899
Short and long term mental and physical work
effects on central nervous system and motor
apparatus in young people
P0071 A72-15230
Optimum duration of human circadian cycle with
respect to energy cost during work hours,
relating normal cycle change to prolonged space
mission stresses
P0100 A72-16639
Bapid ventilatory response in man at work on set
for different standard starting commands,
discussing relation to work load and
conditioning process
P0103 A72-16788
Heart pacemaker activity during muscular exertion,
developing mathematical model based on system
dynamics transient processes analysis
P0112 A72-18059
Acid-base balance shift during muscular exertion,
determining pH and bicarbonate content variation
by Astrnp micromethod
P0113 A72-18062
Human oxygen intake and blood lactic acid removal
kinetics during recovery from mild steady work
on bicycle ergometer
P0234 A72-24989
Safe exposure times for men working in high
temperature environments, showing hyperbolic
heat collapse relationship to environmental
severity
P0235 A72-2U990
Physical work capacity comparison during bicycle
ergometry and treadmill walking tests, measuring
oxygen uptake, ventilatory parameters and excess
carbon dioxide production
P0269 A72-26095
Simulated gravity environment tests of vertical
jump, features, recording work performed, body
center of gravity upward velocity, potential and
kinetic energy changes
P0282 A72-27179
Human visual accommodation biorhythm and reactions
under hard physical work and visual stress
P032.1 A72-28749,
Possibilities and dangers during long working
periods in space rescue.
pOU09 A72-3UU36
Natural acclimatization to work in severe heat.
pO<t10 A72-34550
Ihermoregulation during positive and negative work
at different environmental temperatures.
pO«25 A72-36559
Self-paced ergometer performance - Effects of
pedal resistance, motivational contingency and
inspired oxygen concentration.
P0427 A72-36911
Belationships among isometric forces measured in
aircraft control locations.
'• pO«55 A72-38706
The silent period in man during muscle lengthening
produced by loading
pOt6« A72-39590
Hetabolic energy requirements for pushing loaded
handcarts', measuring expenditure during
treadmill and outdoor asphalt circuit walking
P0490 A72-10II19
Hypercapnia with relief of hypoxia in normal
individuals with increased work of breathing.
P0490 A72-101I20
Evaluation of cardiopulmonary function and work
performance in man during caloric restriction.
pO«90 A72-10423
Rental and physical workload measure and
differentiation in man machine systems
pOSOlt A72-11127
Oxygen uptake kinetics for various intensities of
constant-load work.
P0515 A72-42743
Acclimatization and water balance of miners doing
heavy work in hot damp climate
t»ASA-TT-F-1'H211 p02*2 S72-1808U
Physiological responses and heat tolerance for
work induced heat stress in men wearing liguid
cooled garments
[HASA-CB-115120] P0215 H72-18101
Functional adaptation, tbermoregnlation, and water
balance determination for mine workers under hot
and humid conditions
A-310
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t"4Sl-TT-P-1HOIl31 P0245 H72-18107
Analysis of body temperature control and thermal
economy during vork by unclothed subjects on
ergometer
[HAE-LIB-TRANS-16101 p0305 H72-20072
Diver performance in manual and mental tasks at 66
feet
tAD-737376] ' pO»02 H72-25116
. Temperature regulatory adjustment in men in
response to vork and heat
fAD-739838], pfl«71 H72-28081
Heasnrement of arrhythmia.in relation to physical
and mental vork loads
tElE-LIB-TBlMS-1586] p0560 H72-32092
PHYSICIANS
Ciyil aviation physician duties for airline
personnel and passenger benefit* discussing
.medical advice, health precautions, first aid
training, etc
P0176 472-21269
PBISIOLOGICSL ACCELEB4IIOH . -
Cardiac acceleration by voluntary muscle
contractions of minimal duration in men dne to
vagal tone inhibition
p015<l A72-19I1U2
. Human leg muscle reflex excitability changes
during angular acceleration, suggesting ..
vestibnlar apparatus as coordination means in
guasi-static and dynamic movement control
P0336 472-30388
Alcohol ingestion effect on vestibular responses
to angular acceleration and Coriolis
stimulation, discussing nystagmus and subjective
responses
P0343 472-31090
Airline pilot rotation perception during angular
acceleration tests, noting pover lav description
of subjective motion for three major body axes
P0377. 472-336U9
Synchronous and asynchronous BASH /body
acceleration synchronous vith heart beat/
effects on hemodynamics and -ventilation in dogs
and humans
P0422 472-36033
PHYSIOLOGICAL DEFBISES
Hethod and design for securing implanted
electrodes during chronic experiments
P0389 N72-2H11D
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
MT HEBODYHABIC BESPOHSES
FT PHYSIOLOGICAL BESPOHSES
. Environmental noise induced human fatigue,
considering physiological and psychological
effects
P0001 A72710050
. Biochemical and physiological effects of Apollo
flight diet, noting no significant variations-in
serum electrolytes, endocrine values, body
fluids and hematologic parameters
! P0019 472-11707
Physiological effects of localized ventilation,
noting human comfort improvement association
vith reductions in average skin temperature and
sveat rate
P0022 472-11955
Physiological effects of transfusing
2,3-diphosphoglycerate /DPG/ depleted red cells
vith high oxygen affinity'in anemic hypoxic ;
patients
P0069 472-15211
Adrenocortical steroids during acute exposure to
environmental stresses, noting effects of
injected cortisol removal, uptake and release
p0110 A72-1787U
Erythrocytes catalase activity and number content
relationship in human and albino rats blood,
discussing compensatory effects
P0112 A72-18060
Tranguilizers effect on pilot in-flight
performance, discussing flight safety, alcohol
potentiating effect, student pilot stress ' '
reactions and airsickness treatment
p0113 A72-18158
Harmful influence of random vibrations on human
.organism, discussing Fokker-Planck analysis and
amplitude and freguency variation effects
P0115 A72-.18720
Ultrasonic transducer monitoring of
decompression-caused gas bubbles in rat thigh
muscle tissue for decompression sickness time
course development studies
P0163 A72-20183
Bhytbnostasis as fundamental life characteristic
analogous to homeostasis, discussing human
circadian rhythm and cycle desynchrony during
air travel . •
. P0167 A72-20145
Environmental chamber tests for ozone exposure
effects on human pulmonary function at rest and
during bicycle exercise
P0171 472-20881
Physiological evaluation of modified jet transport
passenger oxygen mask from altitude chamber
experiments
P0180 A72-21571
Diurnal and beat-to-beat variation factors in .
vectorcardiograms, noting respiratory movements,
electrode location shift,.skin-electrode
impedance and heart electrical center mobility
P0182 472-21849
Sonic booms effects on*domestic and vild animals,
discussing field and laboratory findings
•• . P0222 472-23322
Bedicobiplogical investigations of prolonged
veightlessness effects on astronaut
physiological system based on Soynz flight program
P0230 A72-21U09
High altitude acclimatization effects on human
lung diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide at
different oxygen tensions
P0231 A72-21476
Cardiovascular changes produced by whole body
vibration of dogs and pigs, obtaining resonant
freguencies of organ systems
P0232 A72-2118II
Clinical and laboratory examinations of workers
exposed to trichlorotrifluoroethane vapor for
long range health effects study
P0233 A72-24590
Food deprivation stress effects on urinary
excretion values in unrestrained chimpanzees
, P023« A72-20822
Bedical and physiological hazards for SST
passengers and crevs, discussing cumulative
cosmic radiation and high altitude decompression
risks ,
P0266 A72-25816
. Case report of rapid decompression in supersonic
trainer aircraft pressurized cabin, discussing
physical and blast effects, pressurization
safety, decompression sickness and hypoxia
P0267 A72-26020
Bedical evaluation of manned space flight
. physiological effects, considering Mercury,
Gemini and Apollo programs
P0269 472-26100
Time displacement effects on human physiological
and psychological functions, discussing
circadian rhythm phase shift and performance
deficits
P0274 472-26681
Time zone transition induced circadian rhythm
disturbance effect on military personnel mental
and physiological performance
P0276 472-26696
Reightlessness effects on human organism,
discussing physiological changes, artificial
gravity by spacecraft rotation and exercise to
counter adverse reactions
'p0278 472-26891
Bultihour immersion effects on blood plasma
protein and electrolyte concentration in trained
and untrained subjects
P0282 472-27480
Physiological and clinical effects of long
distance flight in pressurized commercial planes
vith simulated altitudes over 1500 meters
P02B3 472-271186
Bagnetic storm strength ELF,electromagnetic field
effects on rabbits, dogs and bacteria,
discussing changes in EEG, ECG and blood
characteristics
P0289 472-2821U
Ascorbic acid influence on blood coagulation and
anticoagulation systems in dogs vith acute
hypoxia, discussing plasma recalcification time
and heparin tolerance
P0290 472-28217
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Plasia protein concentration, volume and
hematocrit changes darinq exercise, bed rest and
hiqh forward acceleration
P0295 A72-28296
Physiological effects of intense anticollision
flash liqht backscatter poises on instronent
rated pilots
P0296 A72-28303
Physiological effects on anesthetized and
conscious doqs darinq exposure at 80,000 ft for
different decompression rates, discussing
cardiovascular, biochemical and patholoqical
effects
P0298 A72-28322
Effects of lonq periods of clinical death from
drowninq or lethal blood loss on higher nervoas
activity in reanimated dogs
p0323 A72-28612
Badioprotectants /mexamine and cystamine/ effects
on histo-henatic barrier permeability in rats
under hypokinetic conditions
P0326 A72-29308
Hermetic chamber medico-engineering experiment for
lonq term isolation effects on human intestinal
microflora, showinq reduction and disappearance
of certain microbe populations
p0328 A72-29323
Human physioloqical function variations dependence
on hyperthermia levels in high temperature
environment
p033<4 A72T30257
tower body decompression effects on ECG, showinq
heart rate increase, B and T amplitude chanqes
and heart electric axis displacement
P0336 A72-30383
Stepwise altitude acclimatization and subsequent
reanimation after blood loss caused clinical
death effects on doq peripheral blood
erythrocytes, reticnlocytes, hemoglobin and
hematocrit
P0338 A72-30671
Astronauts physioloqical and psychological
reliability, discussing Apollo fliqhts and
prolonqed missions to other planets
P0339 A72-30677
Physioloqical and psychological effects of noise
noting vulnerability of circulatory apparatus,
nenroveqetative system and stomach
P0339 A72-30696
Bnssian book on functional morphology under
extremal space flight conditions covering
overloads, hypoxia and hyperoxia effects on
organism and cellular structure and metabolisB
P0312 A72-30996
Medical factors in air racing accidents,
investigating drug, fatigue and qastrointestinal
symptoms effects on.pilot reaction to emergency
p03<!3 A72-31089
Technology B and D program to qualify man for lonq
term weightlessness, assessing space fliqht
stress effects on physioloqy and psychology
p0371 A72-33544
Prolonged weightlessness effects on
cardiovascular, digestive, muscnloskeletal and
nervous systems, blood and metabolism, noting
compensatory reactions
P0374 A72-33546
Physiological effects on prolonqed weightlessness
in doqs aboard Cosmos 110 biosatellite,
emphasizinq body weiqht loss and enzyme activity
and bone tissue mineral concentration chanqes
p037t A72-33547
Weightlessness effects on animal voluntary motor
activity and wakefnlness from brain and muscle
area electrical activity recordinqs during
ballistic fliqht
p037« A72-33518
Space environment weightlessness induced
perceptual deprivation, considering hand-eye
coordination, visual judgments and motion and
time perception
P0374 A72-335t9
Long term space fliqht weightlessness and
hypodynamic effects on orthostatic and
vestibnlar tolerances, infection susceptibility
and drug reactivity
P0375 A72-33550
weightlessness effects on calcini and electrolyte
metabolism from measurements during Gemini 7
fliqht, using dietary control and excreta
collection techniques
P0375 A72-33552
Hypothermia, asphyxia and ionizing radiation
effects on rat iinnnological defense mechanisms
against particnlate antigens
P0375 A72-33S55
Astronauts red cell mass chanqes associated with
space fliqht due to space and earth environment
differences
p0376 A72-33561
Aqueous formaldehyde effects on .Bacillus snbtilis
spores, showinq sporostasis due to germination
inhibition and sporocide due to temperatare
dependent inactivation
P0377 A72-33772
Blood coagulation chanqes at nigh altitude
predisposinq to pulmonary hypertension.
POU07 A72-34222
Effects of nitrogen and helium upon pulmonary
damage after rapid decompression to 2 torr.
tAD-7«6093] pO»09 A72-34544
Effects of combined 0-G simulation and
hypergravity on eggs of the nematode, Ascaris
sunn. • .
tDFVLB-SOHDDH-225J p0109 A72-34547
Cell proliferation in lungs of mice exposed to
elevated concentrations of oxygen.
p0409 A72-345U8
Exercise capacity in a population of domestic fowl
- Effects of selection and training.
pOIIIO A72-34726
Influence of hyperosmolality on left ventricular
stiffness.
pO«10 A72-31727
Thermal neutral temperature of rats in
helium-oxygen, argon-oxyqen, and air.
pO«10 A72-34728
The effect of target contrast variation on dynamic
visual acuity and eye movements.
p0411 A72-34876
Liqht induced alterations in qrowth pattern of the
avian eye.
P0411 A72-34880
The effects of acute hypoxia on lipid synthesis in
the rat heart.
P0413 A72-34979
Effect of chronic hypoxia on the Kinetics of
energy transformation in heart mitochondria.
POU10 A72-34993
Effects of hypoxia and ischemia on myocardial
contraction - Alterations in the time course of
force and ischemia-dependent inhomogeneity of
contractility.
P0414 A72-34996
Physical phenomena occnrring in living objects
under the action of constant magnetic fields
POH14 A72-35002
The magnetic field, infection and immunity
P0415 A72-35009
Effect of a magnetic field on the nervous system
P0415 A72-35010
Pharmacological effects on the central adrenergic
regulation mechanisms of blood circulation
P0416 A72-35019
Bioelectric activity of the medulla oblonqata
durinq hypothermia and bloodlettinq
P0416 A72-35024
Increased tolerance of leukemic-mice to arabinosyl
cytosine with schedule adlnsted to circadian
system.
P0418 A72-35397
The effect of chlordiazepoxide on visual field,
extraocnlar muscle balance, colour matching
ability and hand-eye co-ordination in man.
P0119 A72-35915
Effects of vaqotomy and increased blood pressure --
on the incidence of decompression-induced
pulmonary hemorrhage.
P0424 A72-36446
Body weight decreases in some proton exposed
primates.
pOQ24 A72-36147
Observations on microwave hazards to 05AF personnel. .'
P0425 A72-36522
Coronary collateral circulation and myocardial
blood flow reserve.
P0450 A72-37500
A-312
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The effect of chronic erythrocytic polycythemia
and high altitude upon plasma and blood volumes.
P0453 A72-38028
Helium effect on cardiac mitochondria of nice.
p0156 172-38712
BNA content in the cortex neurons in connection
with the change in its function during the
emergence of an aninal from hypothermia
P0457 A72-38928
Changes in the overall electrical activity of the
nesencephalic reticnlar formation, the
hippocampus, and the cerebral cortex nnder: the
influence of hydrocortisone and DOCA
pO»57 A72-38929
Significance of the nature of an increase in
physical strain as it affects the adaptation of
an organism to intense muscular activity
pO«58 A72-38933
motion.'
pO»58 A72-38935
The silent period in man daring muscle lengthening
produced by loading
pO«61 A72-39590
Circadian rhythms in physiological and
psychological functions related to jet travel,
studying body temperature variations and
psychomotor performance during isolation and
varying light-dark cycle conditions
pO«64 A72-39723
Comparison of irregular vibrations of a limited
freguency range vith sinusoidal vibrations in
regard to their effect on nan
p0465 A72-39801
Effect of hypoxia on the condition of skeleton
muscles in rats under hypokinesia
POU91 A72-10433
Horpho-functional changes in'the endocrine system
during oxygen starvation
P0192 A72-101U7
Separation of central effects of C02 and nicotine
on ventilation and blood pressure.
:
 pO«98 A72-10918
Blood serum enzymes activity changes in
polytraumatized humans injured in automobile
accidents
pOSOO A72-41188
Hematoloqical modifications due to acute exposure
to heat
pOSOO A72-41191
Effect of hypoxia and physical activity on plasma
enzyne levels in man.
pOSOS A72-41522
Neurophysiological mechanisms of the extinction of
the orientating reflex
p0510 A72-42280
Effects of externally imposed mechanical
resistance on breathing dense gas at exercise -
Mechanics of breathing.
P0511 A72-42489
Effects of the space flight environment on man's
insane system. I - Serum proteins and
immunoglobulins. '
P0511 A72-42493
Adaptive processes responsible for natural
acclimatization of hnnan organism to low ambient
pressures at high altitudes
P0512 A72-42584
Horphonetric evaluation of changes in lung
structure due to high altitude.
P0512 A72-42585
Snccinic and lactic dehydrogenases activities in '
honogenates from nyocardial tissues of guinea
pigs, rabbits and dogs in high altitude
environments
p0513 A72-42592-
Coronary blood flow and nyocardial metabolism in
nan at high altitude.
p0513 A72-42593
Anatomy of the coronary circulation at high
altitude.
p0513 A72-42594
Effects of weightlessness on astronauts - A summary.
P0539 A72-43385
Effects of an 18-day flight on the human body.
p0540 A72-43386
Physiological and hematological effects of chronic
irradiation.
p0540 A72-43392
Influence of a preliminary exposure to carbon
nonoxide on the development of hypokinetic
disturbances in albino rats
P0542 A72-43909
Features of a speech signal during cumulative
action of coriolis accelerations
P0547 A72-44154
Physiologic effects of passive hyperventilation on
oxygen delivery and consumption.
p0547 A72-4436S
Animal studies of effect of chronic exercise on
the heart and atherosclerosis - A review.
P0550 A72-44563
methods for evaluating pulsed sinusoidal, damped,
and built-up vibrations of human body'
fNASA-TT-F-13987] p0033 H72-10069
Method for evaluating compound sinusoidal and
random vibrations of human body
fHASA-TT-F-13986] P0033 H72-10070
Systematic method for evaluating sinusoidal
vibrations of human body in sitting, standing,
and lying postures
CHASA-TT-F-13985] p0033 H72-10071
Effect of I ray stimulation on olfactory system of
rabbits and rats
rCOO-1669-7] p0043 N72-11076
Hinute blood volume dynamics in humans during
prolonged hypokinesia studied with acetylene
method
P0078 N72-12000
Changes in hormonal activity in hunans and rats
during hypokinesia
P0078 R72-12002
Development of laboratory technigue for
determining physiological effects of medication
on flying personnel and spacecrews
CAD-726654] P0082 H72-12031
Effects of oxygen atmosphere in high pressure . '
diving chamber simulation on hunan body
fAD-728760] P0082 F72-12038
Laboratory simulation of weightlessness in order
to develop methods for preventing harmful
effects to human subjects
[NASA-IT-F-11027] P0084 H72-12050
Physiological effects of microwave radiation on
animals and interaction of electromagnetic waves
with tissue to change structure and function
[AD-728397] p0087 H72-13069
Development and characteristics of instruments to
monitor physiological reactions of deep sea divers
fAD-728065] p0087 H72-13092
Effect of gas nasks on endurance of personnel in
exhausting work and improved performance
following training activity
fAp-729787] p0129 1172-14127
Physiological and physical effects of space flight
on visual perception of astronauts
p0135 H72-15051
Physiological and psychological tests to determine
effects of isolation during long periods in
underwater shelters during Tektite project
[HASA-CB-123496] p0137 H72-15069
Analysis of physiological changes associated with
hyperbaric pressure to determine acclimatization
or adaptation to nitrogen narcosis
CAD-729289] p0138 N72-15077
Effect of helium-neon and TAG laser radiation on
retinas of rabbits at levels below those
required to produce visible lesions
fAD-728852] p0138 H72-15078
Analysis of non'auditory effects of noise on task
performance, cardiovascular system, and general
health of human subjects
[AD-728426] p0139 H72-15080
Bonifications to A-weighted sound level procedures
and comparison with critical limits based on
octave-band data
fAD-731154] P0139 1172-15082
Development of methods for analyzing data and
fitting curves derived froa replicate nitrogen
washout tests on hnnan subjects
fAD-730279] p0140 B72-15086
Besponses of anesthetized cats to acoustical
stimuli imposed on auditory cortex
tAD-730191] P0140 H72-15091
Development of diving tables and procedures for
swimmer delivery vehicles and various underwater
breathing apparatus types
(AD-728759] ' p0144 B72-15112
A-313
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Effects of excess calcium imbalance on human body
functions '
fBASA-TT-F-14155] ' ' p0189 H72-16007
Abstracts and bibliographies on physiological
effects of noise and weapon blast
rAD-7314681' ' p0190 B72-16013
Physiological effects of vibration on human body
rBASA-TT-F-14113] p0197 1172-17029
Application of cyclogrammetric method for
analyzing the walking characteristics of crew
members following flight of Soytiz 9 'spacecraft
P0203 S72-17069
Physiological effects of brief space flights on
human subjects as measured by reflex
excitability of nearonuscnlar system and "
contractability of muscles
P0203 H72-17070
Physiological effects produced by rotation of
human subjects in sagittal plane at various .
rates of rotation and accelerations
P0204 N72-17076
Research projects to determine biological and'
physiological effects of radium gamma rays
rHYO-2740-81 . ' • • - . P0205.H72-17083
Pulmonary impedance power spectral analysis for
detecting radiation induced gastrointestinal '
disease and performance decrement in man
P0208 ;H72- 17632
Techniques for eliminating disorders associated
with prolonged weightlessness
CJPRS-55714] P0353 H72-22095
Immunoassay of pulmonary oat cell cancer extracts
to confirm bioassay results.and development of
antibodies to oxytocin and'vasopressin
CHASA-CH-1263951 p0356 H72-23070
Simulation tests to determine sonic boom effect on
fish . . . ' . ' •
" [HASA-TB-I-62163] P0382 N72-24065
Effects of radiation from ruby and neodyaium
lasers oh components of human eye and • "
applications to correct physical defects in eye
structure , • - - • -
fJPBS-557011 p0382 N72-24067
Effects of'high intensity noise levels on human
. 'vestibular system and production of . " ' '
disorientation and nausea ' • '
rABHL-TK-71-58 ) p0393 N72-25038
Occurrences of vertigo in hyperbaric atmospheres
and among underwater divers with theoretical
explanations of etiology involved •
. . . P.0393 H72-25.043
Development of theory concerning human reactions'
to whole body motion and explanation .of
individual differences to motion'effects
P0393 N72-25044
Effects of toxic methyl isobutyl ketone vapor on
physiological processes in dogs, monkeys, and'
rats during 90 day continuous exposure
r»ASl-CH-12674<O . , pOitOO H72-25102
Restraint torso for increased mobility and.reduced
physiological effects while wearing pressurized
suits . . .
rBASA-CASE-HSC-12397-1 ] . , p0402 N72-25119
Human factors engineering to determine effects of
weapon noise on military personnel and
development of criteria for performance
prediction of personnel after exposure' to .noise
fAB-7381351 . P0405 B72-25145
Physiological and psychological effects of low,and
high magnetic fields on man
fHASA-CR-1270491 . p0432 H72-26055
nonlinear deformation of intervertebral discs in
human spine when subjected to shock loads
involving axial compressive impact
P0437 H72-26857
Low- freguency pulsed electromagnetic field effects
on carbohydrate energy and nitrogen metabolism
of living organism ' '•
fJPRS-565831 P0471 H72-28061
Measurement of physiological effects on metabolism
of personnel .resulting from long periods of tine
in submarine environment
[AD-738809] p0473 H72-28074
Effects of prolonged bed-rest on physical work
capacity, tilt-table .tolerance, and urinary
calcium excretion
tHASA-TT-F-143421 , p0559 872-32085
Hazards of bed rest as therapeutic measure
fBASA-TT-F-143491 ' P0563 N72-32116
Data systems for studying hyperbaric physiology of
hnman and animal subjects
[AD-744053] " P0565 H72-32129
Harmful physiological effects of prolonged
hypokinesia
t BASA-TT-F-145631 p0568'H72-33078
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS . • •
BT PHYSICAL FACIOBS
Book on physiological approach to ergonomics.
covering muscular system, performance, work and
fatigue, working efficiency and environment, Dan
machine systems, etc
P0159 A72-19875
Flight, personnel statistical survey .of clinical,
physical and psychic'causes of temporary and
permanent flight service nnfitness
P0167 A72-20447
Education and training of personnel,for .
photointerpretation, discussing psychological,
physiological and "methodological a'spects of
aerial photointerpretation
, . p0221 A72-23298
Human performance.dependence.on time of day,
discussing circadian and-physiological rhythms
relation and environmental change effects'
. ' ' p027« A72-26677
Iranszonal air travel as cause of psychological
and physiological rhythm change effects on pilot
.performance '"' ' '' " '
' • , ' , . ' . . . P0276 A72-26694
Visual stimulus orientation effect on movement,
perception, relating physiological and
psychological factors , : ' . . ' . ' . .
. . i .. • p0362 A72-31368
Airline management and flight crew .role in- . .
prevention, detection and dealing with, airline
pilot incapacitation in flight, noting
• physiological.and psychological factor recognition
' ' . .. .. .. .P0410 A72-345S5
Habitability factors in a rotating space station.
, ' . . ' .pO«23 A72-36436
Mutual relations between different physiological
functions in circadian,rhythms in man.
' . ' . . , . • , . .P0519 -A72-.42979
Organizational, psychological and'physiological'
•stress factors in coronary'heart disease among
engineering, administrative, and scientific
personnel , . . . . -
rsASA-CH-125217] "' . '.'.". p0087 H72-13053
Statistical study of physiological and
psychological factors in grounding of Italian <
Air Force flight crews
. . . . . . . P0124 172.714091
Physiological factors in color vision, simulation
of visual systems, aerospace environment ,effects
on visual perception, and electrpphysiological
aspects of eye responses
rB4SA-Tl-F-650], p0132 H72-.15028
Physiological op.tics and psychophysiology of
vision research in USSR
pO.132 H72-15029
Polarization, measurements and optical model for
anisotropic areas in eye tissue
... ' ., ' P0136 .N72-15060
Circadian rhythms related to space missions .noting
endogenous rhythm , .
. . ' p0193 H72-16042
Physiological evaluation of disposable jet --,
transport passenger oxygen.mask at .high altitude
[FiA-An-72-10] p0404 H72^25131
Literature survey and review of factors which
appear to be .critical in rauditory comprehension
for application,to.programs of listening • .
abilities enhancement for Navy personnel
[AD-743946] p0570 H72-33092
PBTSIOLOGICAL UDEIES . , .
D PBTSIOLOGICAL TESTS . . '
PHYSIOLOGICAL BESPOISES . . . '
NT HEHODYHAHIC HESPOHSES . . . .
.Frog Rana temporaria striated muscle tension
response recording during .sudden fiber length
alteration, suggesting force generation mechanism
, '
 r ' p0001 A72-10017
. Vibration space analysis for human voice
. characteristics change during unintended speech
under experimental psychological stresses and
'actual emergency situations .
• ' • 1 . p0004 A72-10213
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Hypothermia.induced, by hypoxia in rats, discussinq
coloaic temperature daring high altitude
exposures and seasonal variations
pOOOU A72-10214
Physioloqical response to affective visnal
stimuli, observing signal value change effect on
forehead pulse amplitude and galvanic skin
response
' -pOqi1 A72-1085U
nice tolerance to lonq tera accelerations or .
snpergravities, detailing Physioloqical
consequences
P0012 A72-1093U
Short ten response of insulin, glucose, growth
hormone and corticosterone to acute vibration
stress in rats
' ••'pOOIt A72-11289
Beceptor activity control fron clinical
physiological and electrophysiological
observation data analysis, noting central
nervous system role and feedback and self
adaption capabilities
p0017 A72-11543
Inert gas narcosis under hyperbaric conditions
relationship to Dental performance and auditory
and visual evoked responses in man
fAD-736736] P0019 A72-11705
Heart and respiration rates response to free fall'
parachuting, using Ffl/FH telemetry
P0019 472-11709
Pyramidal tract neuron reactions to antidromic and
afferent stimuli in cats, determining
somatosensor cortical neurons responses by
intra- and extracellular potential outlets
P0022 472-11768
Bats auditory cortex electrical responses to
ultrasonic stimuli, determining maximum
sensitivity frequency range
P0022 472-11769
Tentilatory and metabolic responses of
nnanesthetized dogs exposed to various carbon
dioxide concentrations at 2 and 18 C, discussing
oxygen uptake relation to cold
P0022 472-11954
Physical interpretations of physiological control,
covering history, biochemical oscillator
viewpoint of life and conferences
p002<! A72-12039
Alpha-L-fucosidase, beta- and
alpha-D-galactosidases and alpha-D-mannosidase
activity changes in human placenta at various
embryogenesis phases • '
P0029A72-12294
Eetinonotor light/darkness responses phylogenetic
variations, discussing ret'inal elements
structural and functional development in fishes
and amphibians
p0029 A72-12484
Visual response to monocularly and dichoptically
presented flashed patterns, discussing
Physioloqical mechanism based on cortical visual
field concept
P0029 A72-12485
Beat exposure effect on Sidman avoidance
performance in rats, discussing organism
thermoregnlatory capacity disruption and shock
and body temperature regulation
p0031 A72-12525
Physical exercise effect1on EC6 atrial recovery
wave duration and magnitude in humans with A-y
blocks '
P0032 A72-12891
Astronaut zero gravity adaptive responses in
performance, locomotion, orientation, sleep and
physiological and functional characteristics
P0055 A72-13867 .
Operant conditioning for producing gross motor ' '
responses, discussing application to physical
medicine and rehabilitation with mentally
retarded Downs syndrome children
P0059 A72-14706
Daily prolonged exercises effects on human muscle
glycoqen utilization,' noting reduced lactate
accumulation and increased free fatty acid levels
p0069 A72-15213
Bnman coagulating and anticoagnlating blood system
changes due to emotional stress during parachute
lumps, noting plasma'recalcification time increase
P0071 472-15233
Buman vestibulo-ocular responses to oscillatory
rotational stimulation daring various sleep and
arousal stages, discussing Sugie-Jones reflex
system mathematical model
P0072 472-15249
-Cats cochlea and cochlear nucleus neural responses
in auditory masking of low frequency tones,
showing phase locked cells progressive
desynchronization with intensity
P0072 A72-15251
External biodynamic models for human mechanical
response to various environmental forces,
emphasizing injury mechanisms
fAD-736985) . p0073 A72-15266
Exercise effects on pulmonary circulation in dogs,
measuring pulsatile arterial flow and pressure
and vascular input impedance, resistance and
hydraulic power
pp073 472-15464
Single olfactory bulb units under cyclic
stimulation, observing activity related to
inhalation cycle and odor quality
P0098 A72-16162
Bypoxia effect'on diurnal mitotic activity rhythm
of marrow erythropoiesis system of guinea pigs
in"pressure chamber
P0099 472-16631
Buman craniocerebral trauma dependence on impact
conditions, giving case histories
P0100 A72-16643
Bapid ventilatory response in man at work on set
for .different standard starting commands,
discussing relation to work load and
conditioning process
: p0103 472-16788
Human taste papillae sensitivity to.chemical
stimuli, showing stable quality and intensity
response patterns
P0103 A72-17129
Occipital and vertex visnal evoked response
relation to sensory information, perception and
stimulation
. , p0108 472-17723
Electiromyogram study of antaqonist muscles
reactions to Achilles tendon percussion or whole
body sudden motion via test stand jerking
p0148 472-18864
Electrophysiological-responses to maximum exercise
in healthy humans from polarcardiographic
display of heart vector changes
P0148 472-18891
Suppression of visual evoked responses to low
intensity light flashes and shifting stripe •.
patterns during saccadic eye movements
P0149 472-19025
Extraretinal inflow eye position information
awareness from experimental load application to
eyes in total darkness
p0149 472-19026
Computerized simulation from model of human
pupillary motor behavioral response to light,
accommodation and fusional inputs
P0152 472-19310
Acid base .balance in arterialized capillary blood
in men after maximal short duration exercise
p015U 472-19*41
Eastbonnd and westbound transmeridian flights
effect on body temperature and psychomotor and
visual performance circadian rhythms, discussing
readjustment times
fABHL-IB-71-89] p0162 472-20176
Cardiovascular and respiratory responses to
intraarterial injection of K and Ha ions in dogs
for peripheral receptor site determination
P0162 472-20177
Hyperbaric oxygen exposure effect on
cardiovascular system in rats, discussing
pulmonary edema relation to hypertensive left
ventricular failure
P0163 472-20182
Galvanic skin response techniques for palmar and
dorsal sweat' detection during motion sickness by
vestibnlar stimulation, comparing arousal and
thermal sweat response
P0163 472-20185
Human performance and exhaustion predictive model
from responses to exercise and environmental
stresses, considering circulation, thermal
regulation, work load and oxygen pressure effects
1-315
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p0166 172-20358
Inhaled oxygen pressure variation effects on
adenosines, glucose, lactate and pyruvate levels
in rat brains, noting anoxic limit value
relation to aqe
P0169 172-20658
Light-dark cycles and physiological stress stimuli
effects on circadian rhythm in rat blood serna
serotonin levels
p0174 172-21081
Endurance exercise effect on respiratory:capacity
in white, red and internediate muscles in rats,
relating fiber type to oxidative capacity
pOI.75 172-21083
Aninal response to sonic booms, considering mink
reactions in detail
pO,182 172-21909
Bespiration in altered gas environment for
spontaneous breathing and voluntarily aaintained
pulmonary ventilation level conditions
p0185 172-22077
Arterial cheaoreceptor deafferentation influence
on rat respiratory response to hypoxic and
hypercapnic gas mixture breathing
P0185.172-22078
Human reactions to sonic boon acoustic stiauli,
noting startle reflex responses
P0222.172-23320
Calorimetric study of sweating Ban response.to
drinking hot saline solution as function of
temperature, volume and salinity of ingested
liguid
. . p0223 A72-23441
Isolated specific color dependent waveforms of
visual evoked response to strong colored lights
relating luminance and vave amplitude changes
P0223 172-23500
Sympathetic responses in human skin nerves «ith
accompanying.vasomotor reactions induced by
emotional, thermal and respiratory stimuli
P0229 172-24241
Single lateral geaicnlate neuron recording during
receptive field-centered flashing spot
variations for intensity response function
comparison with optic neurons in cats .. .
P0236 172-25177
Lenticular conditioning-shock stimulation effect
on cat visual cortex response to light stimuli,
noting lateral gyros photically evoked potential
amplitude increase
P0266 A72-25801
Cardiovascular' responses to positive pressure
oxygen breathing from blood pressure and heart
and respiratory rate measurements
p0267 A72-26017
Electromyogram and myogram responses in phasic
stretch reflex under prestrain conditions as
index of fnsimotor activity level in normal humans
P0273 172-26632
mountain sickness relation to ventilation response
to hypoxia, noting response intensity dependence
on peripheral chemoreceptor sensitivity
P0282 172-27181
Cat and rat cardiac and cardiovascular reflexes
response to electric pulse stimulation of
sensorimotor cerebral cortex • • •
P0284 A72-27647
Cat auditory cortex neurons response to auditory
and medial genicnlate body electrical stimulation
P0285 172-27651
Cerebrospinal fluid pH change effects on.cat
respiratory response before and after vagotomy,
showing vagal activity relation to central
chemical control of respiration
, P0286 172-27825
Hetabolic and hormonal response adaptation to
prolonged hypodynamics in water immersion /head
out/, noting diurnal and nocturnal differences
in circadian rhythms
• . P0292 A72-28267
Parachutist biomedical responses in aerial tow at
110-175 knots, determining heart and respiration
rates and urinary catecholamines
P0292 A72-28272
Acceleration stress effects on splanchnic blood
flow due to organ displacement and nenrogenic
vasoconstriction in vascular beds
P0294 172-28285
Periodic, continuous and aperiodic white noise
effects on human serial decoding performance,
relating subjective and autonomic responses
. P0294 A72-28289
Physiological and biochemical responses' of
Paraaecium candatnn to hypor and hyperbaric .
- stresses,, discussing protoplasmic inactivation
by high oxygen pressure
P0295 A72-28299
Theraoregulation changes during simulated
weightlessness of prolonged bed rest, noting
lower sweating threshold and decreased
vasodilation /autonomic dysfunction/
, P0296 A72-28301
-.Circadian rhythms of visual accommodation
responses and physiological correlations during
target tracking, recording monocular focus state
by IB optometer
P0296 A72-28306
Physiological, and subjective responses of
physically fit young men to combined
exercisercarbon dioxide stress tests
P0297 A72-28311
EEG recording and analysis by analog technique as
means of.studying human responses to
hyperventilation
 t ;
, • . . r P0297 A72-28312
Cardiorespiratory response to.breathing dense
sulfur fluoride-oxygen mixture under physical
exercise conditions
. . . p0297 172-28314
Pilot and back-seat man physiological responses
during high-g aerial combat maneuvers in F-4E
aircraft, discussing ECG, respiratory rate and
minute volume . • - - . •-
P0298 A72-28317
Heuroendocrine responses in microwave radiation-
exposed rats, correlating thyroid-and
thyrotropic activity
. p0298 A72-28321
Hiniatnre swine as human analog to investigate
physiological response to high positive
acceleration, comparing hunan-and animal
tolerances
P0299 A72-28329
'Physiological evaluation of diastole mechanism in
rat hypertropheid myocardium as function of
heart rate, Ca ion concentrations and temperature
P0321 A72-28521
Disposable emergency oxygen mask for air
passengers based on continuous flow, phase
dilution principle, describing altitude chamber
tests with human subjects to study physiological
responses
P0324 A72-28702
Bat adrenal cortex morphology after 24 hoar
transverse acceleration stress, studying changes
in lipid, ascorbic acid and BHA content and acid
. phosphatase activity
, . P0326 A72-29310
.Quantitative model to describe vestibnlar
detection of body sway notion in postural
response mode . . .
P0330 A72-29374
Bechanical vibration induced physiological changes
in. rats, determining plasma Ca, Hg and inorganic
phosphate concentration and xanthine oxidase
.activity response to frequency and g-levels
P0330 A72-29560
Gas mask-caused air flow resistance effects on
respiratory and circulatory response to
exercise, assessing maximal oxygen nptake
P0330 A72-29818
Alveolar carbon dioxide pressure-ventilation
response curve measurement by Campbell
rebreathing method in consecutive daily trials
P0331 A72-29846
Five-component cyclic model of retinal
photopigaent kinetics for photochemical changes
corresponding to rod adaptation in rat and man
in dark
' > p0332 A72-29966
Consensual photopupil responses to light flashes
recorded in full dark adaptation, noting,
.bleaching and backgrounds effects
P0333 A72-29969
Foveal and nonfoveal afterimages effects on
• saccadic behavior of eye movement
;' p0333 172-29971
A-316
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Cat visual cortex receptive field responses to
liqht bands of variable vidths and intervals
• P0334 A72-30256
Delaved growth of rats carcasses and skeletal
mnscles during prolonged hypokinesia, comparing
effects on flexor muscles to ankle loint extensors
' • p0335 472-30378
Bed blood cell reserve mobilization in healthy and
chronically irradiated dogs after treadmill
exercise . • •
P0335 A72-30379
Visual cortex repetitive stimulation effect on
primary response habituation in young normal
rabbits and adults with septum pellucidnm lesion
' • -
;p0337 A72-30596
Cat cerebellum cortex evoked response impulses
interaction during stimulation of hypothalamus
and peripheral nerves
P0338 472-30669
Human diaphoretic system physiology, discussing
skin surface sweat excretion intensity relation
to optimal balancing process in thermoregulation
' p0338 172-30672
Human organism readaptation after prolonged
hypokinesia and weightlessness, discussing
coordination disturbances, vegetative and
vascular system instabilities, reduced
orthostatic stability and asthenia
P0340 A72-307U5
Platelet electrophoretic mobility response to
adenosine diphosphate XADP/ in patients with
coronary artery disease
P0361 A72-31283
Human cerebral hemodynamic changes during arousal
and orienting reactions to auditory stimuli
P0372 A72-32993
Long term weightlessness-induced physiological
response normalization by muscle •
bioelectrostimnlation, muscular tissue energy
load increase and mineral'metabolism stabilization
P037II A72-335t3
Organism response to extreme overload factors, '
discussing centrifnging and vibration stress
effects on mean swimming time and
post-irradiation survival time in mice
P0375 A72-3355K
Psychological and physiological parameters
correlation for astronaut functional state
relation to emotional tension level during
ground and flight tests
' p0376 A72-33563
Simulation of the human cardiovascular system - A
model with normal responses to change of
posture, blood loss, transfusion, and autonomic
blockade.
p0409 A72-34445
Vestibular behavior of fish during diminished
g-force and weightlessness.
p0410 A72-34549
Natural acclimatization to work in severe heat.
POU10 A72-34550
Beat, noise and vibration stress combined effects
on skin and rectal temperature, heart rate,
weight loss and biochemical nrinalysis
[AD-746083] > p0410 A72-34551
Stress and adaptation responses to repeated acute
acceleration.
;pO«10 A72-34729
Linear-nonlinear-linear transition as a function
of frequency in the retinal response to liqht.
P0412 A72-34885
Changes of intracellnlar myocardial electrolytes
in experimental hypertension.
P0413 i72-3198U
Ion alterations during myocardial ischemia.
p041« A72-34994
Influence of thermal, osmotic, and chemical
stimulations on food and water intake
P0416 A72-35016
Hew data on physiological adaptations to arid zones
p0416 A72-35021
Sussian book - intracranial blood circulation
under conditions of accelerations and
weightlessness
p0418 A72-35460
Work capacity and physiological responses to
maximum execcise in 54 year old' men in relation
to heart disease and cardiovascular hazard studies
p0419 A72-35822
Functional development of the altitude convulsion
mechanism in mice and rabbits /Research note/.
P0124 A72-364H5
Role of the autonomic nervous system in the
hypoxic response of the-pulmonary vascular bed.
pO«26 A72-36572
Optokinetic thresholds in the normal monkey.
pO«26 A72-36610
Electrical stimulation of vestibular nuclei -
Effects on light-evoked activity of lateral
geniculate nucleus neurones.
P0454 A72-38220
Frequency response studies of human and avian
respiratory regulation.
P0454 A72-38229
Receptive fields of units in the visual cortex of
the cat in the presence and absence of bodily
tilt.
P0455 A72-386U6
Influence of rhythmical photostimulation on
lower-order monkeys with hyperkinesia of
post-encephalitic origin
P0457 A72-38930
Hyogenic and eardrum evoked auditory potentials
and cortical responses to 0,2 millisecond
voltage pulse acoustic stimuli
P0457 A72-38932
Hemopoiesis in the pig-tailed monkey Hacaca
nemestrina daring chronic altitude exposure.
pO*63 A72-39314
Hematoloqic responses to hypobaric hyperoxia.
P0463 A72-39345
Effects of chloralose-nrethan anesthesia on
temperature regulation in dogs.
P0491 A72-K0126
A possible anatomical basis for descending control
of impulse transmission through the dorsal horn.
P0493 A72-40578
Blood vessel reactions to natural defense and
conditioned reflexes from plethysiography and
blood pressure measurements, discussing cortical
effects mechanisms
P0496 A72-40758
Tilt table tests for orthostatic tolerance,
measuring heart rate, blood pressure and
responses of faioters and nonfainters
P0499 A72-41020
Adrenaline and noradrenaline metabolic stages and
production mechanism under various physiological
and pathological conditions, noting application
to flight emotional stress detection
P0501 A72-41196
Visual experience as a determinant of the response
characteristics of cortical receptive fields in
cats.
:
 pOSOS A72-41U61
The prediction of the condition of man during a
space flight
p0508 A72-12067
Effect of fasting on tolerance to moderate hypoxia.
P0510 A72-42487
Dew mechanical device for producing traumatic
shock in dogs - Circulatory and respiratory
responses.
p0511 A72-42490
Heart rate variability in a binary choice reaction
task - An evaluation of some scoring methods.
p0512 A72-12550
The carotid body in animals at high altitude.
P0513 A72-42589
Snprapontine influences on hypoxic ventilatory
control.
P0513 A72-42590
Histologic analysis of hypoxia exposure effects on
mouse skin homograft reaction due to lymphatic
organ function changes
P0511 A72-42675
Time series analysis of meteoropathological
disturbances of human regulation mechanisms,
investiqatinq annual variations of diurnal rhythms
P0519 A72-12977
Electrophysiological investigation of the
excitation and inhibition processes in the
auditory cortex
P0520 A72-43165
Limbico-neocortical, cardiovascular and hormonal
system vegetative shifts associated with
emotional behavior response, presenting
nenrogenic stress model for animals
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P0520 172-43166
Nervous mechanisms of the acoustic stress reaction
P0520 672-03169
Calcium metabolism under stress and in repose.
pOSIO A72-43389
Pyrogenal injection test for hematopoietic tissne
function in dogs, describing response as
transient leukopdnia followed-by pronounced
leukocytosis dne to bone marrow grannlocyte
election
P0512 A72-43911
Otorhinolaryngological organ response during
hypokinetic antiorthostatic bed rest for
control, exercising and muscular
electric-stimulated groups
•' :p05«3 A72-13917
The sioultaneous action of stiaulants and
tranquilizers on the efficiency of a human
operator
. pOSIt A72-43923
Electrophysiological analysis of liabic-reticular
interaction during the orientating reflex
pOS46 A72-44081
Responses of anterior suprasylvian gyrus neurons
to peripheral stimuli of different modalities
p0516 A72-44090
Sensitivity of the human ERG and 7ECP to
sinnsoidally modulated light.
P0548 A72-44383
Techniques for analysing differences in VEBs:
Colored and patterned stinuli.
P0518 A72-44387
Ensemble characteristics of the human visual
evoked response - Periodic and randon stimulation.
pOSSO A72-<!<1575
Analysis of changed in thermal regulation after
destruction of the medial preoptic area of the
hypothalamus
P0550 A72-44593
Eye movements evoked by collicular stimulation in
the alert monkey.
P0551 A72-44906
First-breath response of medullary inspiratory
neurones to the mechanical loading of inspiration.
P0552 A72-44959
Comparison of three methods for gnantitating
respiratory response to hypoxia in man. '
P0552 A72-44960
Response to daily lower body negative pressure
/LBNP/ exposure /-70mm Hq/, with emphasis on
plasma renin activity, sodium and potassium
excretion.
P0557 A72-4S658
Human physiological responses to high magnitude
short duration positive accelerations,
considering peripheral vision loss as function
of time
P0558 A72-45660
Physiological response of body temperature to
localized ventilation
CAD-7270721 P0038 H72-10103
Electrophysiology of thalmo—cortical recruitment -
reaction
fAD-725322] P0039 S72-10107
Rodification of cardiovascular mathematical models
for application to lover body negative pressure
response
tNASA-CB-115243] pOOSO B72-12015
Hypnotic effects on control of physiological :
stress responses in humans
TAD-727078] P0082 B72-12030
Horizontal nystagmus response during constant
velocity rotation
[AD-7261721 P0082 872-12032
Hedical spectral analyzer for monitoring
physiological processes in mammalian subjects
pooea H72-i2oas
Effects of experimental manipulation of'painful
electric shocks, independent of subject
performance, on sgnlrrel monkey response
rHASA-CB-119218] P0117 B72-14046
Validity of input noise approximations for human
response modeling in man machine systems
CAD-730142] ' p0130 B72-14133
Ionizing radiation effects on response potentials
of isolated frog retina to visual stimuli
P0134 B72-15049
Effects of weightlessness on reactions and ,
physiological responses of animals and humans
P0193 072-16036
Physiological aspects of visual perception and
pattern recognition
 t
[AD-731898J i P0196 H72-16062
Respiratory perception and behavioral responses of
. man and animals to gas composition changes
[BASA-TT-F-649J p0198 1172-17032
Analysis of vestibnlo-ocalar connterroll reflex in
Rhesus monkeys subjected to high gravity forces
CAD-730156] P0201 H72-17055
Physiological responses and heat tolerance for
work induced heat stress in men wearing liguid
cooled garments
tHASA-CB-115»20] . p0245 872-18104
Human tolerance and physiological changes caused
by acceleration and ejection stresses
P0259 H72-19146
Time series method for measuring human behavioral
and physiological^responserrhythms
fAD-732951] P0262 B72-19173
Biotelemetric egnipment for measuring •
physiological responses of freely moving human
beings • '
P0311 H72-201K7
Biotelemetric measurements of physiological
responses during labor and sports activities
' p0311 872-20148
Effects of nocturnal jet aircraft noise on
physiological arousal patterns in sleeping humans
fHASA-CB-2036] p0357 B72-23073
Procedure for determining cases of mild-
intoxication based on postrotational fixation
nystagmus - '
P0393 B72-25039
Clinical evaluation of human physiological
acclimatization processes in Antarctica
P0433 872-26064
Physiological characteristics of human cold
acclimatization in Antarctica
P0433 H72-26065
Effects of high intensity anticollision light
pulses on physiological responses of instrument
rated pilots and non-pilots
tFAA-AB-72-81 ' • P0434 B72-26072
Computer analysis of cerebrovascular system
response during exercise, atrial pacing, and
druq infections
TAD-7377U7J p0472 N72-28068
Effects of lov altitude high speed flight on
physiological responses, cumulative fatigue, and
decrease in performance capabilities of aircrews
[AD-737827] P0172 H72-28069
Temperature regulatory adjustment in men in
response to work and heat
fAD-739838] • p0474 H72-28084
USSR aerospace research on artificial gravity
environments and space suits
[JPBS-56598) ~ P0477 B72-28102
Artificial gravitational environment for
maintaining physiological processes and
astronaut workability during prolonged space •
flight
p0477 H72-28103
Physiological potential shifts in chinchillas
exposed to noise stresses of 500 Hz and 95 DB
C4D-740227) p0483 H72-29076
Biodynamic cerebellar model for mammalian
acceleration response
fAD-740457] p0523 H72-30074
Bodels for measuring human response'to impact
' shocks and vibration
[AD-7»0<l<tO] pOS24 B72-30086
Effects of confined submarine environments on crew
performance and biological processes during
prolonged submergence
fAD-7407961 p0535 H72-31129
Beasurement of arrhythmia' in relation to physical
and mental work loads
(BAE-LIB-TBAHS-15863 p0560 B72-32092
Effect of space flight on 'changes in blood
composition and body functions
rBASA-TT-F-14535] p0566 B72-32139
PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEHBTEY
0 BIOTELEHETBY • •'
PHYSIOLOGICAL TBSTS
BT BODY SHAY TEST
BT CABBOIYBEHOGLOBIB TEST
BT EAB PRESSURE TEST
BT VESTIBDLAB TESTS ' •
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Screeninq -test for physical fitnession bicycle
erqometer, comparing endurance indices derived
-''/-from heaxt .rate, oxyoen consumption^ ozyqen debt
- and-work rate measurements - . • •-, t -.
, '
 i.- : POOOO.-A72-10212
Optimum muscle work conditions experiments with
• rabbits, • correlating .total work performance and-'
cover output with mnscle temperature variations
.' , P0023 A72-12013
Femoral arterial blood pressure third .'order "waves
onset:mechanism in narcotized dogs;, noting
changed blood and-respiration dynamics • -
••i" '-P0023 A72-1201»
Acute-hypercapnia neurotropic -effect:in rabbits,
describing carbon dioxide .inhalation.period,
-prenaccotic and narcotic staqes and recovery phase
, :' , P0023 A72-12015
Honotonous auditory stimulation frequency effects
i -on human orienting reaction habitoation;and .
sleep onset . • j s .-. .
- ,- . . - - ' p(>030 A72-12<I94
Auto- and cross correlation functions for neuron
reactions .in vasoototorial center to adequate
stimulation of cats vestibular apparatus .
,
 ; , • .. . p0106 A72-.17673
Organism blood volume and losses determination by
measuring human body electrical resistance,
- notinq unsatisfactory results,. - <,
• - . . • • i , p0111 A72-1799U
Visual acuity measurement methods,.comparing
angular acuity by Beyne optometer and :
morphoscopic acuity by Hercier optometric scale
P0151 A72-192H6
ECG evidence of myqcardial -ischemia 'in patients
without arteriographic evidence of coronary' ,-;
artery disease, studying myocardial oxygen supply
- • ' . • - . - P0160, A72-19995
Asthmatics evolution.and treatments in armed
,• forces aircrews, noting acetylcholine test
. . .. • -i . . ' . : • • . P0176 472-21270
Temporal summation function form change-during
dark adaptation, noting relationship to change
. under other stimulus manipulations
.-.p0215 472-22616
Bespiration^function'testing device.using
spiroqraphs and qas analyzers . ,
P0221-A72-23256
Physiological index changes in.parachutists of . •
. various ages, -considering plasma ;. . .
recalcification, blood prothrombin, heparin
.time, fibrinolytic activity, pressure and heart
beat
; ,. p0278 472-26988
Visual acuity measurement by dynamic and static
tests as function of .target velocity-and .
exposure time . • • ••
p033» 472-30042
Standardization of microwave irradiation
experiments on.animals,-discussing power density
level evaluations and local vs whole-body
irradiation effects
p0340 A72'-30746
Annual clinical and physiological evaluation of
test pilots physical performance o.ver .ten.:year
;-..period from body composition, pulmonary function
and work capacity measurements
P0344. A72-3.1093
Effects of instructions on measures of state and.
trait anxiety in flight students.
P0409 A72-3446H
Bhesns monkey retinas oltrastructural.alteration,
and damage.in rods and cones produced by 0
switched ruby laser coherent radiation
, P0117. A72-35396
Study of bilateral cortical nerve connections
between the proreal <(.yrus and various cortical
regions ',
. - .pO"163 A72-39323
Problem of artificial gravitation in terms of -
experimental physiology
• . . • - p0492 A72-'<t<WI
Separation of central effects of-.CO2,-and nicotine -,
on ventilation and blood pressure. • . *
^ P0198 'A72-409189
Body orientation under vertical sinusoidal .-
vibration. • • j
P0499 A72-41019
The Bacruz index and its clinical evaluation in
electrocardiograph? with regard to the selection
• and:control-of air crews ^
pOSOO A72-41193
Potassium chloride test for electrocardiogram
evaluation in flight personnel medical appraisal
.t : • 'P0506 A72-11747
Prediction of vegetative reactions in the case of
stress and extreme effects upon' the^organism
- • ' p0508 A72-12069
Thirty day experiment for assessment of
weightlessness simulation test methods and
evaluation of applicable prophylactics
.'. p05<13 A72-«3912
Health condition changes in test subjects during
strict bed rest in hypokinetic recumbent and
antiorthostatic position subject to lower body
negative pressure
• :p05U3 A72-U3913
Changes in the impulse activity of cortical
neurons during selective reinforcement of a
chosen range of their interpulse intervals
• • ' . , - . • • . . ' P0516 A72-»IK>87
Post-synaptic potentials of motor neurons of the
facial nerve nucleus evoked by afferent and •>
corticofugal pulse stimulation
;. • p05«6 A72-1U091
Classification of neurons in the lumbosacral
section of the spinal cord according to their=
.. discharge during evoked locomotion
/~ .p0546 A72-U1092
Biochemical and physiological evaluation of
nourishment of subjects feeding on dehydrated
products in test chamber with regenerative life
1
 support-system, discussing metabolic data and
-hormone function
• - - -•-• / p0554 A72-H5128
Procedure for determining cases of mild
intoxication based on postrotational fixation
; nystagmus
• P0393 S72-25039
Physiological tests of vestibulorocnlar reflex by
connterroll to determine effects of positive
acceleration on dynamics of vestibular system of
rhesus monkeys • ,• •
. .CAHHL-TB-71-59] p0393 N72-25040
Design and operation of IHBLHS
fHASA-CB-1156611] ' pO«05 B72-25113
i Bethod.for testing myoptic, hyperoptic,
emmetropic, and astigmatic vision-using speckle
patterns-of laser. . - . - . . - . '
CAD-742792] ' p0532 S72-31107
Experimental determination of visual field
dependency of human test subjects in erect and
supine positions . ' ' - . -
rHASA-TH-D-6883] • . • p053U N72-31121
PBISIOLOGI . - .
HI AODIOLOGI
HI BODY COHPOSITIOH (BIOLOGY)
NT ELECTBOPHISIOLOGI. , i . '
HI HEHATOPOIETIC SYSTEH •
HI HEUBOPHYSIOLOGY ' ' . '
HT PSYCBOPBYSI01OGY • - ,
HI BESPIHATOHY PBYSIOLOGY • , •
Foresight, forecast and prognosis concepts in :' .
physiology, discussing intuition- role and
relation between molecular and- cellular '
processes and organism activity
P0029 A72-12346
Energetic motor-activity rule hypothesis for
physiological mechanisms of certain ontogenesis
patterns, suggesting motor activity as excess
anabolism induction factor • • •
P0213 '472-22225
Bussian book .- Hechanisms regulating physiological
functions - -. - -
pOtt'16 A72-3501"!
Clinical observations as a research method in
physiology . .• " : .
P0416 472-35017
Effects of very low calcium diets on human.calcium
metabolism and osteoporosis development
f!I4SA.-CB-1152»l|] . . P0080 H72-12017
Development of method for assessing information
workload based on physiological measurements
CHASA-CB-1888] . • -• p0086 N72-12060
Analysis of human subjects to determine skeletal
configurations of operator in pnlling or pushing
heavy loads • . - - •
fAD-729827] ' p0143 N72-1510i5
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Analysis of histoloqic substrate.of
atherosclerosis transpiring without synptoms in
young human subjects
p020« B72-17073
Effects of gravity on neurosecretory physiology in
fresh water teleost fish
CBASA-CB-125689] p0219 H72-19072
Effects of partial and whole body radiation on
biochemistry and physiology in hunans
[AD-732025] p025U B72-19110
Clinical observation of massive injury causing
serum enzyme activity in man after crash accidents
P02S8 B72-19138
Physiology of wheat seed germination and seedling
growth during orbital flight
[EXPT-P-1096] p0302 1172-20056
Physiological stressing and conditioning ergometer
system
CHASA-CASE-HFS-21109] p0310 H72-20112
Environmental and endogenous timing factors as
stimuli for bird migration
P0397 H72-25082
Intraperitoneal administration of physiological
solution as alternative method for hydrating
human body
[KASA-TT-F-11(574] p0561 H72-32103
PIASECKI HILITABT A1BCBAPT
0 BILITABY AIBCBAPT
PICKLIBG
0 CHEMICAL CLBAHIHG .
PICKOFFS
0 SEBSOBS
P1CKOPS
0 SEBSOBS
PIKECIIG
Inflatability and flotation of one man life raft
after puncture to main wall
rBASA-ClSE-LAB-10211-1] p0317 H72-21076
PIEZOELECTBIC TBAHSDOCEBS
Piezoelectric transducer for indirect on-wrist
blood pressure measurements for clinical
environment
p0288 A72-27961
PIGEOHS
Component duration and relative response rates in
multiple schedules of pigeon training
P0186 A72-22175
Heasnrement of nenromnscular excitability
variations in course of acute glucidic
nutritional imbalance in pigeons
[HASA-TT-F-14035] p0034 S72-1007U
Analysis of effects of topography on homing
ability of pigeons' as determined by ground
release and helicopter tracking
p0397 H72-25077
Analysis of cues used by homing pigeons with
emphasis on effects of sun location and magnetic
fields
p0397 B72-25079
Light source position measuring mechanism of
homing pigeons
P0397 H72-25080
Hagnets as navigation aids to homing pigeons
P0399 B72-25098
Influence of discriminative training and stimulus
control on key pecking behavior in pigeons
rBASA-CB-127772] p0480 B72-29049
Effects of Phosdrin, cholinesterase-inhibiting
pesticide, on pigeons and sguirrel monkeys in
relation to aerial application poisoning
fFAA-AB-72-29] p0567 B72-33075
PIGHEITS
HT CHLOBOPHILLS
HI CYTOCHBOHES
Porphyrin exobiology, discussing organic and
random biosynthesis and extraterrestrial
existence based on interstellar spectral evidence
; P0097 A72-16130
Phase shifting effect of light on circadian rhythm
and photoreceptive pigment location in
Drosophila in postpupation stages
P0157 A72-19536
Apollo 12 material effect on tobacco tissue
cultures, noting pigment increase
P0281 A72-27626
Five-component cyclic model of retinal
photopigment kinetics for photochemical, changes
corresponding to rod adaptation in rat and man
in dark
P0332 A72-29966
Human retinal rod rhodopsin bleaching and
regeneration measurements, tracing' dark
adaptation carves
' p0361 A72-3136"(
Dark adaptation studies of bleach-induced visual
threshold rise and subsequent return to
rhodopsin level
P0362 A72-31365
Lamellar structure and rhodopsin location in
bleached and unbleached rod photoreceptor
membranes of dark adapted frog retinas by I ray
diffraction study
. • ' P0367 A72-32199
The distribution of the long wave photoreceptors
in the compound eye of the honey bee as revealed
by selective osmic staining.
pO»11 A72-31877
Electroretinographic evidence for a photopic
system in the rat.
pp«11 A72-34878
Fly colour vision.
P0426 A72-36609
Isolated retina receptor potential amplitude
relation to visual pigment bleaching kinetics,
indicating excitation-inhibition receptor
response generation mechanism
P0451 A72-37830
Spectral sensitivity after prolonged intense
spectral light exposure of rhesus monkey
corneas, demonstrating long term loss of cone
photopigment response
p0495 A72-40739
The presence of P700 in chloroplast fragments
prepared by short time incubation vith Triton -
1-100.
p05«7 A72-44325
The photopigment bleaching hypothesis of
complementary after-images - A psychophysical
test. '
P0547 A72-1U376
Light absorption by visual pigment in
photoreceptor, noting Airy disk diameter effect
p05«9 A72-14388
Laser microspectral analysis of inorganic and "
metallic components and pigmentation mechanisms
in insects and man
[NASA-TT-F-14353] p0529 H72-30116
FIGS (SBIBE)
0 SBIHE
PILE FODBDATIOHS
Portable air supply and monitoring system for
personnel working on offshore platform piling
pWiH H72-27123
PILOT EBBOB
Aircraft accident statistical projections from
human error review, analyzing sitnational
circumstance limitations
p0343 A72-31086
Airplane attitude display motion relationship to
external world as factor in pilot error due to
visual frame of reference shift
p0345 A72-31151
Grouping of the causative factors in investigation
of aircraft accidents attributed to pilot errors.
pOU10 A72-34557
. Belation between a pilot's sensory perception of
linear accelerations and the aircraft motion.
p05S7 A72-U5654
Pilot steering error in simulated instrument
flight approach to terminal area
[AD-739309] p0439 H72-27085
PILOT PEBF08HAICB
Foot forces 'exerted at various aircraft
brake-pedal angles, observing 20 degree zone
with maximum effectiveness
[AD-733551] '' p0007 A72-10567
Soyuz 9 flight crew physiological data, discussing
mental and physical performance and adaptation
and readaptation to space-earth environments
P0012 A72-10933
Bavigators, pilots and airman trainees response to
Coriolis accelerations, investigating nystagmus
sensitivity coefficient relationship to motion
sickness resistance
P0014 A72-11286
Disorientation and related experiences reported by
pilots flying several aircraft types, comparing
vith previous reports
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pOOIlt A72-11288
novinq display visibility effect on pilot tracking
performance, discussing dependence on
illuoination intensity and color '
P0056 A72-1IW5
Pilot in-fliqht incapacitation probability from
airline reports, career termination studies and
questionnaire responses ,
P006I) A72-1B870
Pilots oxygen uptake vs flight time and altitude
as indicator of physical condition, noting large
fluctuations and differences for individual
pilots and different flights
P0102 A72-16718
Emotional aspects of pilot performance under high
stress in emergency situations, discussing
psychophysiological training methods
• • P0103 A72-17098
Airline pilot posterercise electrocardiograms,
shoving S-T segment depression correlation to
subsequent coronary heart disease
P0111 A72-17881
Tranguilizers effect on pilot in-flight
performance, discussing flight safety, alcohol
potentiating effect, student pilot stress
reactions and airsickness treatment
P0113 A72-18158
Psychophysiological potentials of pilots in
simulated emergency situations, investigating
motor reaction time, signal selection time,
error number and type and processed information
amount and rate
. p011<l A72-18199
Aircraft pilot performance' during instrument
approach in low visibility conditions
P01U7 A72-18832
Selective attention dichotic listening test as
flying proficiency prediction criteria,
discussing omission and intrusion errors
p0153 A72-19351
Sleep pattern relation to duty hoars .of aircrew
operating worldwide east-west routes , • '
p0162 A72-20178
Bypoxia effect on aircraft pilot performance .
during altitude and flight simulation, testing
instrument landing approaches >
rABHL-TB-71-971 p016<l 472-20186
Hypnotic drug use effect on pilot performance and
flight safety, using glutethimide, flnrazepam
and placebo in double blind study
P0164 A72-20188
Physiological evaluation of crew piloting
qualities, considering nervous/emotional stress,
ECG, arterial pressure and breathing freguency
recorded on simulator
p0166 A72-20375
Pilot and ATC radar controller workload variations
relation, discussing distraction stress effects
P0219 A72-23132
Pilot warning systems for visual midair collision
avoidance, noting reaction to imminent threats,
scanning patterns and display sector size effects
tSAE PAPEB 720312] p0265 A72-25S76
Case report of fighter pilot disorientation
episode during night flying exercise, suqqesting
psychological stress factor
P0267 A72-26019
Transzonal air travel as cause of psychological
and physioloqical rhythm change effects on pilot
performance
.p0276 A72-2669*
Factor analysis of grades for successful
performance skill identification daring
undergraduate and graduate ^ et pilot training
P0281 A72-27U72
Computer analysis of helicopter pilots eye
movement patterns dependence on visual task
skill and performance time ,
P0281 A72-27U75
Vestibular, auditory, acceleration and altitude
decompression testing of pilot following
endolymphatic shunt surgery for Henieres disease
P0283 A72-27185
Bussian book on pathophysiological principles of
air and space pharmacology covering stress and
fatigue reduction -and pilots and astronauts
performance improvement
P0288 A72-27926
Pilot-aircraft system model for relationship
between weapons delivery accuracy and manual
flight control system design, noting display,
computation and control aids to pilot
P0288 A72-28121
Arterial blood gas tensions, usinq sequential
phased dilution for pilot oxygen delivery
P0290 A72-28255
Notion sickness experience correlations to'
vestibular tests in pilots and nonpilots
P0290 A72-28257
Semicircular canal function correlation to
thresholds, aftereffects and power functions in
pilot vestibular tests
p0291 A72-28259
Pilot glide slope and localizer tracking
performance daring successive in-flight
simulated ILS approaches
p0291 A72-28260
Biothermal response of increased core temperature
in rhesus monkey to mechanical vibration, noting
implications for pilot performance during
prolonged buffeting'
P0292 A72-28268
Angular oscillation in yaw effect of pilot visual
performance, showing vestibnlo-ocalar
compensation and frequency response
p0292 A72-28269
Bathematical expression for pilot incapacitation
' applied to data from high stress/short duration
encounters with environmental problems
P0293 A72-2828H
Horkload modification effects on pilot
neurological changes during Boeinq 707 letdown,
approach and landinq
p0291 A72-28290
Physioloqical effects of intense anticollision
flash liqht backscatter pulses on instrument
rated pilots
P0296 A72-28303
Hypoxia effect on aircraft pilot performance,
nsinq Link GAT 1 trainer and controlled
composition atmosphere under varied altitude
conditions for simulated ILS landinq approaches
P0297 A72-28310
Pilot pursuit tracking performance under
acceleration stress, simulating high performance
aircraft dynamics via human centrifuge equipped
with simulated head-up predictive gunsiqht
p0298 A72-28320
FAA proqram for revision of aviation aircraft
maximum allowable control forces specifications,
taking into account female pilots capabilities
P0299 A72-28325
Medication effects on pilot performance, coverinq
tranguilizers, sedatives, antibiotics,
stimulants, antihistamine and hypotension drugs
p032« A72-23750
Pilot landing performance prediction criteria
based on day and night carrier qualification
trials and flight training
P0343 A72-31081
Bedical factors in air racing accidents,
investigating drug, fatigue and gastrointestinal
symptoms effects on pilot reaction to emergency
p0343 A72-31089
Annual clinical and physiological evaluation of
test pilots physical performance over ten year
period from body composition, pulmonary function
and work capacity measurements
p03«<l A72-31093
Stapedectomy postoperative complications as flying
hazard, discussing pilot reaction to middle ear
pressure changes
p03«ia A72-31091I
General aircraft accident investigation approach,
using subsequent psychosocial reconstruction of
pilot lifestyle to explain accident-producing
behavior
P0314 A72-31095
Pupil reflex loss /pnpillotonia/ diagnosis in
pilots, testing sensitivity to methacholine
chloride
[AD-7U4368] p03«lt A72-31096
ECG heart rate recording of helicopter instructor
pilots during flight traininq tasks,
administrative work, automobile driving and eating
P03HU A72-31097
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Airplane attitude display motion relationship to
external world as factor in pilot error due to
visual frame of reference shift
p03»5 A72-31151
Aircraft pilot reaction capability for .switch
activation in response to voice countdown; tone
.initiation and teruination, noting standard
deviation
p036S A72-31787
Airline pilot,rotation perception darinq angular
acceleration tests, noting power law description
of subjective action for three major body axes
P0377 A72-336B9
Airline management and flight crew role in
prevention, detection and dealing with airlina
pilot incapacitation in flight, noting
physiological and psychological factor 'recognition
pO»10 A72-34555
Performance measurement in helicopter training and
operations.. -
fPP-10-72] pO<H8 A72-35550
Congruent and spurious motion in the learning and
' performance of a compensatory tracking task.
p0419 A72-35692
Besumptioh of flight after retinal surgery •
, • - pO<152 A72-37879
Active leisure effect on pilot work efficiency,
health maintenance and job longevity •'-"••
. POQS3 A72-38148
Studies in pilot training - The anatomy of transfer.
pOt6<t A72-39718
Results of the investigation of different
extrapolation displays. '
pOSOS A72-11131
Influence of prolonged longitudinal accelerations
• on control habits . i
P0507 A72-U1750
Biological rhythms origin and mechanisms,
-discussing 24-hour cycle,.snbcellnlar biological
clock and rhythm disruption effects in
speologists, astronauts and pilots
. i. . p0508 A72-41985
Pilot workload assessment technigne during
transport aircraft approach-and landing,
correlating with aircraft serviceability, crew
efficiency, navigation aids, meteorological ..
conditions and control procedure factors
p0557 A72-45657
Intoxicating liguor and the general aviation pilot
in 1971. . . . .
P0558 A72-45662
Effect of combined environmental 'Stresses during
' flight on pilot performance
CAD-727011] P0038 B72-1010H
Measurement of pilot stress in simulated aircraft
control tasks
pOO»2 H72-10131
Analysis of international aviation standards for
colors and color perception required for civil
aircraft pilots
CAVIATIOH-HED-HEHO-29] p0081 H72-12020
Development of model to determine effects of pilot
performance'and aircraft dynamics on accuracy of
tactical weapon delivery -.
tAD-728320] P0082H72-12037
Mathematical model for adapting psychometric data
in automated pilot performance evaluation •
CAD-726632] P0086-H72-12062
technological forecasting of future pilot-aircraft
interface regoirements - . -
P0087 N72-13010
Analysis of pilot performance-and response to
collision threats provided by pilot warning
. instruments '•- • • '
[FAA-BA-71-5*] p0087 H72-13082
Statistical study of physiological and
psychological factors in grounding of Italian*
Air Force flight crews
p012t B72-10091
Determination of optimal stability augmentation
systen for minimizing pilot rating for pitch ,
tracking task
tAD-7301<t3] ' P0130 H72-11134
Convergence effects in visual distance perception
of pilot during aircraft landing
P0135 H72-15051I
Pilot tracking and scanning performance.and
strategy alteration for two tracking situations
[AD-730154] P0139 872-15083
Human factors engineering to determine visual
discrimination of helicopter pilot and effect on
helicopter control
[AB-730500J . =• p01«0 H72-15087
Vertical cockpit acceleration and vibration
measurement in Boeing 707 noting pilot performance
fBAE-TB-69214]- ' P0194 H72-16053
Development of flexible psychonotor testing system
for use in pilot selection program
: fAD-732210] p0206 H72-17087
Effects of different alcohol dosages and levels of
instrument display illumination on pilot
tracking performance during vestibular stimulation
[AD-732»4»] p02«3 H72-18096
Pilot performance in target acquisition tasks
compared in experiments involving transition
from direct to TV mediated viewing and for color
vs monochrome TV displays
[AD-7362UI1] i P0354 H72-22105
Prediction and measurement of-multichannel pilot
performance, and system design 'implications for
pilot capability and limitations •
P0355 H72-22626
Measurements -of multiloop pilot response during
simulated instrument approach , . .' • •
[HASA-CB-2019] : ;•- • . p0385 H72-24087
Analysis of effects of alcohol level on
performance of aircraft pilots during simulated
instrument landing approaches . . •
[PAA-1H-72-4] . . - - P0386 H72-21094
Heasurinq describing functions by using cross
power spectral density of pilot output and error
COTIAS-TB-167] p0390fB72-24135
Contribution of reduced visibility and turbulence
to loss of aircraft control and inadvertent
aircraft maneuvers • •• . . . . . .
P0393.B72-25041
Analysis of aircraft pilot reports on occurrence
of unreality and detachment during flight.and :
relationship to spatial,-disorientation • .
P0393 H72-25042
Mathematical models for describing pilot
performance during multiple' input-output
controller tasks •
[NASA-CB-112018] p0003 N72-25128
Pilot tracking performance during in-flight'
simulated instrument approaches with single
engine general aviation aircraft .
[FAA-iM-72-9] . . pO«0« N72-25130
Pilot performance and reaction time in response to
. auditory signals during low level helicopter
flight • - •
[ISV8-TB-5K] ' . . - • - . pO«36 B72-26086
Effects of high temperature on pilot performance
as determined in flight simulator during
simulated instrument flight- • •
[FAA-AM-72-173 . pO«83 H72-2907*
Effectiveness of training .transfer by pilot.-
trainees from ground based simulatorsito actual
flight
[LC-77-171977] , pOISll H72-29080
Pilot:describing function technique for analyzing
secondary task influence on tracking performance
COTIAS-178J .- p0530 B72-30118
; Effect of preview on pilot describing functions in
simple tracking task - - ; - •
rOTIAS-TB-176]. . . . p053t B72-31120
Human performance in transfer of instrument flight
training with flight simulator
rAD-743155] p0536 N72-31132
Automated, techniques for measuring flight
• performance of helicopter trainees and pilots
[AD-7H3157J . . . • p0536 N72-31136
Correlation between subjective pilot opinion and
performance factors of airframe-pilot dynamical
system . . • - . • .
CAD-7»2<HI21 . , p0537 B72-31139
Beurological effects of.drug isoniazid on..pilot
performance
fAD-71118083 , :' p056i» H72-32119
PI10I .SELECTIOB • • - : , . • -
Long term prognosis of transient hypertension in
• ' young male adults, evaluating importance in
pilot selection - ' -. . - *
p0015 A72-11295
Student -naval, aviator selection by multiple
* correlation technigue using noncognitive college
and flight background guestionnaire to reduce
attrition rate • . ." , i
i-322
SUBJECT IHDBI PI10TS (PBBSOBHEL)
P0019 A72-1170H
Hazard rate of recurrence in patients with
malignant melanoma, investigating survival
i ! 00020 A72-11713
Hemodynamic response to rnnninq exercise stress
for aeronautics personnel selection, determining
systolic ejection variation measurement and
cardiac frequency increase
P0151 A72-192U2
Pilot selection criterion for replacement air
group /BAG/,-using scored maneuver item
correlations for flight ere* and pilot training
P0291 A72-28262
IB pnpillography for screening narcoleptics and
fatigue prone individuals-from driver and pilot
training applicants
P0298 A72-28323
Anthropometric data utilization for military '>
pilot/aircraft compatibility evaluation,
discussing cockpit exclusion code development
and implementation ' •
P0298 A72-2832H
Piloting aptitude evaluation from ECG during
hypoxia, considering right intraventricnlar
conduction and ventricular repolarization
anomalies
P0332 A72-29857
Prophylactic otolaryngological investigation of
vestibnlar analysor function in aviation medicine
: p0365 A72-31769
California.psychological inventory as a predictor
of success in the Haval flight program.
P0557 A72-H5655
Analysis of international aviation standards for
colors and color perception regnired for civil
aircraft pilots
[AVIiTIOH-HED-BEBO-29] P0081 1172-12020
Banagement procedures to improve training,
guality, career development, and duty assignment
of military pilots
[AD-729760] p01«3 H72-15107
Ground trainer in job sample approach to >
predicting pilot performance
[AD-711 71171 P0567 872-321U2
PILOT TBAIIIie
Hypoxia tolerance among pupil pilots during
aeromedical instruction in decompression
chamber, obtaining EEC and cardiac rhythm
recordings >
P0056 A72-14567
Bedicopsychological surveillance of aircrew in
fighter pilot school, stressing time factor in
pilot training
p0056 A72-1U569
Student pilot syncope during altitude chamber
training, discussing physiological mechanism
from cardiovascular studies and psychiatric
evaluation
P0111 A72-17879
Right Carrier Landing Trainer flight and carrier
environment simulator for A-7 aircraft .pilot
training, discussing performance predictions
from computer data analysis '
p0150 A72-19137
Disorientation in naval aircraft accidents from
psychophysiological and environmental factors,
suggesting flight scheduling and training
improvements
P0180 »72-2157«
Pilot survival probabilities under various
conditions of high performance aircraft takeoff
and landing accidents, suggesting emergency-
action guidelines 'for pilot training
P0226 A72-23732
Factor analysis of grades for successful
performance skill identification during '
undergraduate and graduate jet pilot training
P0281 A72-27»72
Flight stress and performance of training in
general aviation simulator compared Kith actual
flight
p0291 A72-28261
Pilot selection criterion for replacement air
group /BAG/, using scored maneuver item
correlations for' flight crew and pilot training
' p0291 A72-28262
Anxiety relation 'to success or failure in naval
flight training program
P0291 A72-28263
Performance measurement in helicopter training and
operations.
tPP-10-72] pO«18 A72-35550
Congruent and spurious motion in the learning and
performance of a compensatory tracking task.
POU19 A72-35692
How United trains DC-10 pilots.
P0452 A72-37898
Studies in pilot training - The anatomy of transfer.
. pO»6« A72-39718
Visual simulation - A proven training method.
P0465 A72-397U9
Visual, aural, motion, and control novelant cqes
for pilot training
[AD-726U30] pOOUO N72-10120
Effect of background radio chatter on performance
of pilots in training
[AD-72705U] POOU1 H72-10125
Performance reference scale for maneuvers in T-37
pilot training
CAD-72702U] ' pOO»1 S72-10126
Improved ground trainers for flight simulation and
pilot training
fAD-727009] pOO«6 H72-11098
Operational evaluation of methods for training
pilot personnel on T-38 aircraft
TAD-728687] p0087 H72-13091
Hanagement procedures to improve training,
guality, career development,- and duty assignment
of military pilots
fAD-729760] p0113 S72-15107
Temporal decay in predicting pilot proficiency
during flight training
[AD-731191] p02»7 H72-18122
DSAF training of airborne skills in ground
environment
CAD-732611] - p0263 H72-19179
Application of systems engineering concept to OS
Coast Guard aviator training programs
fAD-735051] p0317 H72-21080
- Pilot trainee experiment to compare three adaptive
variables and two logic schemes in adaptive
training of manual control
CAD-736621] p0360 H72-23097
Pilot tracking performance during in-flight
simulated instrument approaches with single
engine general aviation aircraft
[FAA-AHT72-9] pOlOU H72-25130
Human engineering survey of Canadian VFE air
traffic training base capacity
tDCIEH-832] pO»77 1172-28107
Daily performance record sheets for primary pilot
training handbooks
CAD-739190] pO»79 S72-28117
Effectiveness of training transfer by pilot
trainees from ground based simulators to actual
flight
[LC-77-171977J pOU8U H72-29080
Flight simulators as man machine system applied to
pilot training
CFB-7J ' p0535 H72-31123
Automated techniques for measuring flight
performance of helicopter trainees and pilots
[AD-743157] ,, p0536 H72-31136
Effect of flight stress on blood clotting in
fighter pilots
CSASA-TT-F-KKI55) ' p0562 H72-32109
PILOTED CBHBIFOGES
0 HUBAH CEHTBIFOGES
PILOTLESS AIBCBAFT
HT TABGET DBOBE -AIBCBAFT '
PILOTS
Long term ECG examinations of pilots using tests
at rest and master tests •
p0394 H72-25050
PILOTS (PBBSOBBEL)
BT AIBCBAFT PILOTS
BT TEST PILOTS
Sudden pilot incapacitation and death due 'to
snbarachnoid hemorrhage secondary to' ruptured
intracranial anenrysm
P022B A72-23742
Crew compartment vibration environment in B-S2 .
aircraft during low altitude, high speed flight
CAD-727023] pOO«1 B72-10127
Cost analysis of training and maintaining Army
pilots including costs of injuries and fatalities
tAD-725182] . P0087 N72-13086
A-323
PIOI BE1HS SUBJECT IHDBI
Bole of flight surgeon and physician-pilot in
evaluation and treatment of jet fighter pilots
p0124 H72-14094
Physiological factors possibly contributing to
coronary risk aionq German air Force pilots
P0126 B72-14104
Ophthalnological reasons for grounding pilots of
German Air Force
P0126 H72-14108
Psychological factors in pilot grounding in German
Air Force
p0127 H72-14111
Six display formats ased by three instrument-rated
pilots to regulate against randoD disturbances
for precision tracking
[AD-731580] p02«8 B72-18125
Radiological observations of spinal injuries to
pilots caused by sudden ejection
P0259 B72-19148
Conventional and high freguency andiograms of
prop, jet, and rotary pilots
CiD-739368] P0474 S72-28081
Foor in-depth studies of flight training skill
trial and error vs prompted learning evaluated
on efficiency transfer, and stress ,
rsD-739614] ' pO»79 B72-28120
Binocular disparity tolerances of pilots viewing
dynamic head-up displays
[AD-741218] p0486 H72-29095
EEG as indicator of sensory and motor response in
pilot studies
CiD-740824] P0535 872-31127
Effect of maneuvers and flight conditions on
helicopter pilot eye movements
rAD-742276] p0565 H72-32130
PIOI BBAHS
Linear energy transfer distribution for negative
pions beams in human tissue,-calculating
relative biological efficiency and oxygen
enhancement ratio
fCEBU-71-16] P0026 A72-12064
PIO1S
Absorbed doses at various depths in water target
exposed to charged pions, mnons and electron
beams, using Honte carlo program
fCEBB-71-16] p0026 A72-12063
PIPE FLOW
Flow of Casson fluid under periodic pressure in
rigid tube, and gnasi-steady solutions
applicable to blood flow
CAD-731276] p0242 H72-18089
PIPES (TUBES)
Permeation tubes as calibrated sources of gas in
toxicological studies
fAD-727516] p0036 H72-10091
Open type urine receptacle with tubular housing
fNASA-CASE-HSC-12324-1J p0353 H72-22093
Measuring method for cutaneous perception using
instrument with elongated tubular housing
[HASA-CASE-HSC-13609-1 ] P0403 H72-25122
PITCH
An aspect of the problem of pitch dependence on
the duration of short sinusoidal signals.
P0462 A72-39217
PITCH ATTITUDE COHTBOL
0 LONGITUDINAL CONTBOL
PITOHAHT GLABD
Hypophysectomy in rats, resulting in prolonged red
blood cell survival due to oxygen consumption
decrease and altered erythrocyte enzymatic
processes
P0001 A72-10075
PITOITABT BOBHOIBS
Shock-induced fighting effect on pituitary
adrenocorticotrophic hormone ACTH and
adrenocortical steroids plasma concentration in
rats, relating psychological stress to
physiological function
P0096 A72-16080
Human male gonadotropin secretion relation to
sleep stages, using electrophysiologic
recordings and radioimmunoassay technignes
P0103 A72-17128
Changes in the pituitary-thyroid and in the
pituitary-gonad systems under conditions of
functional loading and of physiological
immobilization.
P0551 A72-44823
Interrelationships of anterior pituitary hormones
in stress situations
[AD-732554J P0244 H72-18100
PLAH POSITIOH HDICATOBS
Sonar operator visual sampling of simulated PPI
display
fAD-736175] P0354 H72-22104
P1AHET OBIGIBS
B PLAHETABT ETOLUTIOB
PLAHBTABI AIHOSPHEBES
HT JUPITEB ATHOSPHEBE
BT RABS ATHOSPHEHE
BT VE8US ATHOSPHEBE
Diving operations medical aspects significance for
manned planetary surface exploration in high
density atmospheres, considering protective
clothing, breathing apparatus and gas mixtures,
etc
p0280 A72-2741S
PLAHETABT EHTIBOSHEBTS
BT JDPITEB ATBOSPHEBE
IT HABS ATHOSPBEBE
BT HABS EBVIBOBBEBT
BT PLABETABI ATHOSPHEBES
BT VEBUS ATHOSPHEBE
PLAHETABT ETOLOTIOH
Planetary atmospheres composition diversity,
discussing evolution of Hars, Venus, earth and
Jupiter from primitive solar nebula
P0181 A72-22012
Life beyond solar system, discussing planetary
formation and prebiological organic chemistry
developments and interstellar communication
p0184 A72-22016
PLAHETABT BIPLOBATIOI
0 SPACE EXPtOBATION
P1AIBTABI Q0ABAHIIBE
Papers on planetary quarantine covering microbial
survival in deep space, contamination by
nonsterile flight hardware and sterilization
P0010 A72-10817
Planetary guarantine microbiological and
engineering problems, discussing cost,
international policies, contamination and
sterilization
P0010 A72-10818
Planetary guarantine cost and mission success
constraints, formulating mathematical models for
international goals and implementation systems
P0010 A72-10819
Planetary quarantine microbial contamination
control, considering clean room concept and
microbiologic barrier technigues
p0010 A72-10821
Bonsterile space flight hardware effects on
planetary guarantine, evaluating contamination
sources, design and mission parameters,
cleanliness conditions and bioload
P0011 A72-10824
Development of planetary gnarantine in the United
States.
P0539 A72-43382
Effects of aeolian erosion on microbial release
from solids.
p0539 A72-43384
Application of planetary gnarantine methodology
and spacecraft sterilization technology to
improved health care delivery.
P0551 A72-45118
Begnirements for effective planetary gnarantine
and spacecraft sterilization
CNASA-CB-126033] P0313 B72-21049
Hathematical models for predicting safety margins
in planetary gnarantine
rHASA-CH-1260321 . p0313 H72-21050
Planetary gnarantine laboratory experiments on
thermal resistance of airborne spores and
microbiological examination of.space hardware
rHASA-CB-1262131 - P03.51 B72-22079
Planetary guarantine bibliography
[HASA-CB-127112] p0435 B72-26074
Sterilization procedures and experimental designs
for planetary gnarantine programs
fSASA-CB-127835] p0522 H72-30064
Progress report for development, of planetary
quarantine measures
fHASA-CB-128347) ' p0568 H72-33076
PLAHETABT BADIATIOB
Brief survey of the problems of space radiobiology
A-324
SUBJECT IHDBX
and radiation safety in space flights.
P0417 172-35376
PLAHBTABY SPACECB4FT
0 IHTEBPLAHETABY SPACECBAFT
ELABETABT SDBFACES
ST BARS SOBFACZ
Diving operations aedical aspects significance for
manned planetary surface exploration in high .
density atmospheres, considering protective ,
clothing, breathing apparatus1 and gas mixture's,-
etc
P0280 A72-27415
Effects of aeolian erosion on nicrobial release
from solids.
P0539 172-1)338*
PLAIETS
HT BARS (PLAHET)
Biological aspects of com&nnications with
extraterrestrial intelligence, discussing life .
existence possibility on wandering planets •
P0553 A72-45127
PLSHIBETBY '
0 DIBEHSIOHAL HEASDBEBEHT
PLASHING '
HT AIBPOBT P1AHHIHG
HT HISSIOH PLAHHIHG
HI PHOJECT PLAHNIHG
PLAIT BOOTS
Remote sensing investigation of root Hilt disease
in coconut plants in Kerala state /India/
P0012 A72-10951
Gravity effects on plant organ orientation with
respect to force direction from Chara rhizoid
cell statoliths
P0366 A72-31932
PLAHTS (BOTABI)
HT ALGAE
HI BACILLOS
HT BACTERIA
HT BLUE GBEEH ALGAE
HT CHLOBELLA
HT CLOSTHIDIOH BOTULIHUH
HT ESCHEBICHIA
HT EUGLEHA - • .
HT FDHGI
HT GIBBEBELLIHS
HT HYDBOGEHOBOHAS •
HT LEAVES ' • -
HT HEUBOSPOBA
HT PSEDDOBOHAS
HT SALHOHELLA
HT SPOBES
HT STAPHYLOCOCCDS
HT STBEPTOCOCCUS
HT TOBACCO - .
HT IBADESCAHTIA .' • • :
HT TBEES (PLAHTS)
HT YEAST
Origin and development of plasma membrane derived
invaginations in Vinca rosea, observing
endocytosis in plant cells
P0095 A72-15810
Illumination effect on proton and gamma irradiated
cabbage plant growth, height and foliage, '
indicating radiation protective effect for
certain light intensities ^ ' .
- p0101 A72-16649
Biological experiments on plants, animals and
bacteria aboard Zond 5, 6 and 7 space probes,
noting flight conditions effect on physiological
functions and hereditary structures
' P0267 A72-25941
Beroetic chamber medico-engineering experiment for
long term isolation effects on human intestinal
microflora, shoving reduction and disappearance
of certain microbe populations *"
P0328 A72-29323
Dose response carves for pink somatic mutations in
Tradescantia after neutron and X ray irradiation
P0364 A72-31723
Han, chlorella and wheat plant in life-supporting
biological system, showing compatibility
relative to gas and water exchange
P0365 A72-31826
Cytological, genetic and physiological analyses of
space flight factors effects on* seeds and plants
aboard Zond 5 probe
p0366'A72-3'i828
Gravity effects on plant organ orientation with
respect to force direction from Chara rhizoid
cell statoliths .
p0366 A72-31932
Action of a constant magnetic field on plant growth
P0415 A72-35006
Determination of copper, iron, cobalt, nickel, and
manganese in biological samples of vegetable
origin
P0544 A72-43924
Effects of plant illumination on tolerance to
gamma and proton irradiation
>0123 H72-14087
OSAEC 1970 progress report on radioactive
atmospheric processes and effects on plant life
rBH»L-1551-VOL-2-PT-1] p0190 K72-16011
Environmental control culture technigne for plant
metabolism
P0193 H72-16039
Air pollution tests of plants exposed to gaseous
hydrogen chloride *-
fAD-732195] p0201 H72-17052
Effects of space flight factors on formation of
anomalous metabolites and activity of enzymes in
plants
p0203 H72-1706S
Production of'condensates from man occupied
chambers and application to repeated cultivation
of plants
p020« H72-17078
Hear-infrared reflective vs low visnal reflectance
of green plant tissue
CHASA-CR-125657:!' ''J ' •• ' p0241 H72-18079
Experiments with invertebrates, plants, and
cellular systems on Biosatellite 2 flight
rBASA-SP-204] P0301 H72-20048
Effect of weightlessness and spacecraft
environment on spontaneous and radiation induced
somatic mutation rates and cytologic changes in
Tradescantia
tEXPT-P-1123] P0302 H72-200S4
Effect of weightlessness on biochemical response
of-monocot seedlings
fEXPT-P-1138] P0303 H72-20057
Space plant growth -as means of providing life
support during prolonged missions
[HASA-TT-F-704J . p0350 S72-22075
Biological effects of Zond 5, 6, and 7 flight on
plants, anioals, and bacteria
P03S7 H72-23072
Analysis of carbon monoxide absorbing capability
of soils and plants
[PB-20S890J p0358 H72-23081
Critical review of research on assimilation of
nitrogen by higher organisms
[HASA-TT-F-14274] ' p0383 B72-24075
Plant cultivation in closed ecological system in
space flight
tJPBS-56129] P0400 H72-25106
Influence of closed microbial ecologies on
modification of natural intestinal flora of
ferrets in closed* environmental system
[HASA-CB-115678] : p0469 H72-28047
Effects of high pressure on physiocochemical
systems in animals and plants
rAD-740094] p047» H72-28085
PLASHA ABCS
U PLASBA- JETS
PLASHA DISCHARGES
D PLASHA JETS '
PLASHA JETS
Bulti-cycle plasma arc evaluation of oxidation
inhibited carbon-carbon material for shuttle
leading edges.
fASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-26] p0460 A72-39151
PLASBAS (PHISICS)
HT BETA PABTICLES'
HT SOLAS KIND
Articles of European scientific research
fAD-729288] • p0118 H72-14051
PLASHOIDS
D PLASBAS (PHYSICS)
PLASTIC HATEBIiLS
U PLASTICS
PLASTICS
HT BEIHFOBCED PLASTICS
HT SYHTHETIC BESIHS
HT TEFLOH (TRADEMARK)
i-325
PLASTISOLS SOBJECT IHDEI
Foliation problems in Sveden, dae to ase of
insecticides, heavy metals, and plastics
P0087 B72-13960
PLASTISOLS
HT SHORE
PLATELETS
Bnman epicardial arterial circalation platel'et
aggregates role in sadden coronary death,
discussing relation to atherosclerotic stenosis
and acnte throabi
P0096 A72-16013
Dietary lipid effect on platelet adhesion and
aggregation, blood coagulation and fibrinolysis
and relation to atherosclerosis and thrombosis
P0178 172-215*3
Crowding phenomenon effect on blood cell oxygen
consumption, using Cartesian diver technique for
polymorphonnclear leukocyte, lymphocyte and
platelet measurements
p0287 A72-27802
Platelet electrophoretic mobility response
 Fto
adenosine diphosphate /ADP/ in patients vith
coronary artery disease
P0361 A72-31283
Platelet aggregates role in intramyocardial vessel
circulation impedance in patients dying su'ddenly
of coronary artery disease
P0365 A72-31770
PLETBYSBOGHAPBY
Bespiratory flow resistance measurements in man,
comparing esophageal catheter, plethysmographic,
forced pressure oscillations and airvay
interrupter methods
P0070 A72-15222
Combined photoelectric-photographic and
plethysmographic technique for continuous
measurement of rabbit ear vein diameter and
tissue volume changes
P0223 A72-23«03
Plethysmographic and laryngoscopic investigation
of glottis opening and airvay resistance
relation to lung volume during panting and
continuous slov expiration
P0270 A72-26611
Rater filled volume and strain gage
phethysmography for forearm blood flow
measurement during isometric' exercise
P0272 A72-26622
Bhole body plethysmograph system for use in
measuring airvay resistance under ambient
hyperbaric conditions for normal breathing
patterns
[AD-7351621 p0317 H72-21081
Plethysmograph for measuring human body impedance
changes during space flight
rAD-710866] pO*87 H72-29097
PLSS
0 POBTABLE LIFE SOPPOBT SYSTEHS
PLDBES ,
HT SOCKET EXHAUST
PLDTOBIDH
HT PLOTOHIOB ISOTOPES , _ ,„
Effects of atmospheric distribution of plutonium
on ecological systems of desert areas
[OCIA-12-8481 P035JJ H72-22101
Biological implications of Fu accumulation in man
and his environment
[LA-DC-130831 p0357 H72-23075
PLOTOHI0H ISOTOPES
Tissue eguivalent human phantoms used to measure
radiation dose rate of prototypic plutonium
circulatory support heat sources
[BH»L-SA-«1211 P056U H72-32123
PIOTOHIOH 238
Vapor cycle engine for driving Pu 238 fueled heart
assist system . •
tPB-205«7(l] ' p0318 H72-21086
PLDVIOGBiPBS
0 BECOEDIHG IHSTBOBENTS
PBEUHATIC COBTBOL
Operational performance of pneumatic seal-type
facemask design
pOUHS H72-27130
PBEUHATIC EQOIPBBHI
Designs for electro-pneumatic flov control valves
for artificial limbs
fAD-726U92} . pOO«2 H72-10129
PIEOBATIC PBOBES
Pneumatic thermistor transducer to measure steep
ejection time interval betveen cardiac volume
pulse upstroke start and maximum rise rate
occurrence
p0273 A72-26633
FIEDHATIC BESET
0 PHEOHATIC COBTBOL
PHEOHOGBAFBS
0 PBEOHOGBAPBT
PIEOBOSBAEBY
Electrical thermometer mounted on breathing•mask
for electropnenmograms, measuring temperature
'change in respiration air flov
P0031 472-12518
EEG phase asymmetry fluctuations relation to
respiration rhythm in subjects from pneumograms
during rest, mental activity, hypnosis and sleep
pOIOI A72-1721U
Bespiration rate transmitter vith miniature
pressure transducer for measuring pnenmograph
variations in animals over FH-FH telemetry system
P0173 A72-20898
Cotton vick probe-transducer assembly for
pneumograph recording of rabbit respiratory rate
p0272 A72-26619
POCKELS EFFECT
0 BIBEFBIHGEHCE
POIKILOTBEBBTA
HT AHPHIBIA
HT FBOGS
BT SHAKES
HT TOBTLES . '
POISOHIH6
Effects of Phosdrin, cholinesterase-inhibiting
pesticide, on pigeons and sgnirrel monkeys in
relation to aerial application poisoning
rFAA-AB-72-29] p0567 H72-33075
POISONS
HT CABBAHATES (TBADEHAHE)
HT INSECTICIDES
Photon trapping in photosystem II of
photosynthesis - The fluorescence rise curve in
the presence of
3-/3,<l-dichlorophenyl/-1,1-dimethylnrea.
, pO«19 A72-35761
POISSOB PBOCESS
O STOCHASTIC PBOCESSES
POLAB CAPS
Bars biology likelihood from long vinter model,
suggesting north polar cap summer remnant
vaporization as atmosphere, liguid vater and
greenhouse effect source
P0225 A72-23717
POLAB COOBDIBATBS
Electrophysiological responses to maximum.exercise
in healthy humans from polarcardiographic
display of heart vector changes .
p0148 A72-18891
POLAB BEGIOSS
HT ABTABCTIC BEGIOHS
HT ABCTIC BEGIOBS
Some aspects of survival and rescue of astronauts
in polar regions.
p0409 A72-34I135
Biomedical data reports on human acclimatization
to polar regions and psychophysiology
fJPBS-56252J p0433 H72-26060
POLABZSATIOI (CHAB6B SBPABATIOH)
. Comparison of the vectors of the ventricular
depolarization and repolarization of man during
immersion in a standing position
P0552 A72-OU92U
POLABIZATIOI CHABACTBBISTICS
Effect of a polarizing current on the activity of
neurons of the respiratory center
P0515 A72-(»2725
POLABZZATIOB CBABTS
0 GBAPBS (CHABTS)
POLICIES '
Policy making process governing medical research
on humans
CHASA-CB-1266H21 . p0386 872-2*093
POLLEH ,
Influence of temperature shocks on seed formation
after irradiation of pollen from Tradescantia
paludosa.
pOVSS 472-386142
POLLOTAHTS
0 COHTABIHAHTS • ,
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SUBJECT INDEX PORTABLE LIFE SOPPOBT SISTERS
POLLUTION
HI ilB POLLOTIOH '. ' , "
BT ENVIBOHHEHT POLLDTIOH
HI BOISE POLLOTIOH
'HI BATES POLLDTIOH . • '
POLTCABBOBATES ,
 %
Polycarbonate merits as visual solid'detector'in•
hiqh enerqy radiation dosimetry . •
fCEBH-71-16] P0026 A72-12066
POLICYTHEBIA . . .
The'effect of chronic erythrbcytic pplycythemia
and high*altitude upon plasma and blood volumes.
p<W53' A72-38028
POLYBEB CHEHISTBY
Ordinary and macroporous structured '
polvcondensation oxidation-redaction polymers
. synthesis, discussing application to organic
impurities removal from atmospheric moisture
condensates
P0101 A72-166«5
POLIBEB PHYSICS
Contractile and muscle-like fibers and.
antopulsation systems for.polymer'engine and'
'spring action studies v :
" P045U A72-38200
POLIBEBIZATIOB '•'. ' .
HT COPOLIHEBIZAHOH . ','.'•
POLYHEBS ' ' . . . - I
Esters and amides participation in prebiotic
polymers, discussing ribosome bonds and ^
messenger BHA
P0061 A72-1U767
Ion selective accumulation model of carbohydrates
diffusing through artificial polymer membranes,
relating prebiologicai systems to catalytic
microsystems ' ' ' ' .
P0062 A72-1U788
lexicological evaluation of some synthetic
materials designed for airtight space equipment
pOU9i A72r«0«3i»
Dynamic and static techniques .for.determining odor
thresholds of 'polymers used in constructing ,
human-occupied isolation chambers
•, ' 'p0078 H72-12003
Synthesis and application of redox polymers in
sorption method for purifying water of organic
impurities-
P0123 H72-1U083
POLYHOBPHISH ^
Organ cell lysosomes polymorphic properties and
formation *by'Golgi complex, discussing role in
nenrocyte structure restitution following gamma
irradiation
P0337 A72-30594
POLISACCBABIDES
HT GLICOGEHS •• " ' '
POLYOBETHABE POAH
:
 Development'of materials for providing flotation
capability for personnel wearing body armor' :' "'
fAD-731000] p014H H72-15115
POPDLATIOHS
Interval scanning photomicrography for recording
growth of microbial cell populations during
incubation
' " . P0330 A72-297U9
FOBOOS BATEBIALS ' . • • .
•Compressible electrolyte saturated.sponge ' .
electrode for biomedical applications " '
CHASA-CASE-HSC-136H8] '' pOUfo B72-27103
POBPBI1ES * .
Abiogenic formation and fluorescence spectra'-of
porphin, chlorin and bacteriochlorin during
chemical evolution, using pyrrhol-formaldehyde
• model - • • • . •.
• ''• • • ' • • • p0187 A72122185
POBPBYBIHS
HT CHLOBOPBYILS • i • • : ' • • • •
Porphyrin exobiology, discussing organic and
random biosynthesis and extraterrestrial
existence based on interstellar spectral evidence
p0097'A72-16130
Abiogenic formation and fluorescence spectra of
porphin, chlorin and bacteriochlorin during
chemical evolution, using pyrrhol-formaldehyde
model
P0187 A72-22185
POBTABLE EQDIPBEBI
Besults of development tests performed on portable
clean room for controlling surgically induced
infections
rHASA-CB-12»6191 . P0078 H72-12012
Portable equipment for detecting myocardial activity
TAD-735882] p0318 H72-21084
One hand backpack harness
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10102-11 p03S9 N72-23085
Portable device for dispensingipotable water to
crew members aboard operating spacecraft
fHASA-CASE-BFS-21163-11 p0176 H72-28098
POBTABLE LIFE SDPPOBT SYSTEMS
Design, development, and characteristics of
portable.life support system for extravehicular
activity
rBAS'A-CB-1085U1l ' p0087 H72-13072
Feasibility and efficiency of portable
recompression chamber for treating decompression
sickness ' '
[AD-733701 J . .P0263 .N72-19178
Conference'on'portable life support systems for
human' protection
CHASl-SP-302] . pO««2 B72-27106
Effectiveness and limitations 'of current portable
oxygen breathing eguipment for mine rescue
operations
,pO««2 H72-27107
Design.of gas mixture breathing'systems for
underwater diver''eguipment
pOa«2 H72-27108
Portable life support system for astronaut working
outside of lunar module
; , pO«U2 H72-27109
Performance of Apollo portable life support system
on lunar mission * '
pO<lU2 H72-27110
Portable life support system for protective fully
enclosed suits of 'shipboard personnel
p04«3 872-27111
portable breathing apparatus containing chlorate
candle oxygen source for mine rescue operations
pOttl!3 H72-27112
Begenerative portable life support system
development for extravehicular human activities
daring advanced'space missions
• pO»ll3 B72-27113
Carbon dioxide- and thermal-control in
regenerative life 'support system for
extravehicular human protection during advanced
space missions
' " ' ' pO»43 B72-2711II
Design of auxiliary survival shelter as portable
life support system in mines
pO«B3 H72-27115
Design of portable decompression chamber with
semiclosed gas recirculation system for treating
underwater divers
pO««3 H72-27116
Modified Apollo portable life support system for
Skylab astronauts
pO««3 H72-27117
Design of deep sea heavy duty diving eguipment for
salvage divers . .
p04»3 H72-27118
Performance of closed circuit mixed, gas. underwater
breathing apparatus
' ' • • ' pOI»»4 H72-27119
' Diving suit and heat element combinations for
thermal protection of underwater divers
' POU44 B72-27120
Performance of liquid cooled garment system inside
pressure suit of pilot
pO<tai H72-27121
Design and performance of, prototype portable heat
source for providing thermal insulation in
diving suit
pO<W H72-27122
Portable air supply'and monitoring system'for
personnel working on offshore platform.piling
p04«4 B72-27123
Rater cooled pressure suit with regional body
cooling for metabolic heat removal
'pO«aa H72-27124
Automatic controller of liquid cooled space suit
using human sweat rate as input signal
pOUOH B72-27125
Beck cooling collar for improved.thermal comfort
in hot weather
•
 po««« B72-27126
Operational performance of pneumatic seal-type
facemask design
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POSITIOB SOBJECT IHDBI
P0445 B72-27130
POSIIIOI
Hf ballistocardiography in erect position, noting
tracing quality in Starr table
P0051 A72-13146
POSITIOB (LOCATIOI)
HT SOLAB POSITIOB
Banerical analysis of ability of birds to find
bearings and navigate based on parameters of
solar elevation and azimuth
CB1L-HTS-6632] p0042 B72- 11068
Light source position measuring mechanism of
homing pigeons
P0397 B72-25080
Effects of specialized auditory stimuli on haman
performance of spatial orientation tasks
[AD-737351] POU01 H72-25112
POSITIOB EBBOBS
Influence of stick efficiency on tracking error
applying tvo slightly different control elements.
P0504 A72-41429
POSITIOB IBDICATOBS
BT FLAB POSITION IBDICATOBS
Airplane attitude display motion relationship to
external world as factor in pilot error due to
visual frame of reference shift
p0345 A72-31151
POSITI01IIG DEVICES (8ACBIHBBI)
Flight and centrifuge tested aircrew tilting
snpinating seats biomedical and technical
adequacy as acceleration protective man machine
system
P0456 A72-38707
POSITBOB AHBIHIIATIOB
The imaging properties of the positron camera
P0423 A72-36424
POSTFLIGHT AIALISIS
Effects of an 18-day flight on the human body.
P0540 A72-43386
POSTOBE
Human postural control system dynamic model,
discussing stick man pitch axis dynamics digital
simulation and difficulties in linearizing
equations of motion
p0051 A72-13163
Hunan muscular electrical activity in various body
positions, noting potentials during natural and
unaccustomed postures
P0056 A72-13990
Simulation of the human cardiovascular system - A
model with normal responses to change of
posture, blood loss, transfusion, and antonomic
blockade.
P0409 A72-34445
The silent period in man during muscle lengthening
produced by loading
P0464 A72-39590
Testibnlar system functional relationship to
postural reflex mechanism involving labyrinth
and gravireceptors responses
P0518 A72-42788
Lung volume changes of people in antiorthostatic
position in hospital beds for control,
exercising and unscle electric-stimulated groups
pOS43 A72-43918
Effects of posture on decompression and hypoxic
stress recovery induced by emergency descent of
high altitude/molti-Hach transport aircraft
fAD-741686] P0565 B72-32131
POTABLE LIQUIDS
BT POTABLE RATES
POJABIB BATES
Engineering process of obtaining bacteria free
water from human vaste during extended space
missions
fAD-727040] P0037 B72-10096
Annotated bibliography of water purification and
decontamination including recycling of closed
ecological systems for potability of water
[AD-725610] P0047 B72-11103
Development and evaluation of method for producing
potable water from condensates and poorly
mineralized water
p0204 B72-17075
Hechanism for dispensing precisely measured
charges of potable water into reconstitntion bags
CHASA-CASE-HFS-21115-1) p0476 B72-28097
Portable device for dispensing potable water to
crew members aboard operating spacecraft
[HASA-CASE-HFS-21163-1] pO«76 B72-28098
Development of bactericide agent for space shuttle
potable water system
fBASA-CB-115595] pO«78 872-28108
Sanitary and chemical evaluation of water
regenerated from atmospheric condensate by
extraction with amines and alkyl phosphonic acids
pO«81 H72-29056
POTASSIOH
Sleep deprivation effects on diurnal urine
potassium excretion, showing individual
circadian rhythm variations
P0328 A72-29320
Exchangeable potassium in heart disease -
Long-term effects of potassium supplements and
amiloride.
P0412 A72-34932
Ion alterations during myocardial ischemia.
P0414 A72-34994
Bespiratory effects of hypochloremic alkalosis and
potassium depletion in the dog.
p0490 A72-40418
Excitation contraction correlates in true ischemia.
p0542 A72-43814
Intracellnlar potassium in cells of the distal
tubule.
P0555 A72-45231
Effects of potassinB on muscle functions during
physical exercise
(HASA-TT-F-14124) p0198 B72-17031
Effect of potassium ion injection on gnanethidine,
bretylinm, and hexamethoninm control of
hypertension in rats
CHASA-TT-F-14127J p0239 H72-18061
Influence of potassium and synthetic sugar diets
on swimming duration in rats
CBASA-TT-P-14125] p0240 B72-18071
Effects of chronic potassium deficiency on
skeletal muscle cell excitability, resting
potential, and latency time
[HASA-TT-F-14129) p0241 H72i18075
Correlation between stress and urinary levels of
17 Ketogenic steroids and sodium-potassium ratio
.during 90 day manned test
[HASA-CB-112020] p0252 K72-19099
Active transport of Ha and K ions and reaction
mechanism for ATP-ase
[BLL-BTS-6898] p0438 B72-27075
POTASSIDH CHLOBIDES
Potassium chloride test for electrocardiogram
evaluation in flight personnel medical appraisal
P0506 A72-41747
POTASSIOH COBPOUBDS
HT POTASSIDH CHLOBIDES
ST POTASSIDH OIIDES
POTASSIDH OXIDES
Sealed cabin air regeneration by means of
potassium superoxide, noting weight and space
savings
P0270 A72-26594
POTEHTI&L BBEB6T
HT BIOELECTRIC POTEHTIAl
BT SPIKE POTEBTIALS
POTEHTIil FIELDS
Hultichannel topography of human scalp alpha EEG
potential fields
P0001 A72-10072
POTEBTIAL FLOB
Cochlea enclosed two dimensional cavity potential
flow model for fluid mechanical theory of hearing
P0230 A72-24295
POTTIBS COHPOUBDS
Formaldehyde gas for sterilizing potting compounds
and spacecraft and mated surfaces
[HASA-CB-128368] p0568 H72-33080
POIDEB (PABTICLES)
BT PISES
BT HETAL POWDEB
POIDEB HET1LLOBGI
Bnssian book on powdered metals toxicity covering
industrial dust, physiological effects, safety
standards, electron configurations and
crystalline structure
P0268 A72-26067
Dry electrode manufacture, using silver powder
with cement
[BASA-CASE-FBC-10029-2] p0402 B72-25121
POBDEBED HETiLS
D HETAL PORDEB
A-328
SUBJECT IBDEI PBESSOBE EFFECTS
POIEB SPECTBA
Measuring describing functions by using cross
power spectral density of pilot output and error
.tOTIAS-TB-167J p0390 B72-24135
ttl (POSITIQ1 IBDICitOBS)
0 PLAH POSITION IBDICATOBS
PBECABBBIAB PERIOD
Hereditary endosymbiotic model of aicrobial
evolution of Precambrian prokaryotic and
eukaryotic cells
p0064 A72-14800
PBECADTIOIS
0 ACCIDEHT PBEVEBTIOH
PBEDICTIOI 4IALISIS TBCHBIQDBS
Forecasting technique for accumulated particalate
contamination on spacecraft assemblies,
discussing cleanliness optimization and test
procedures
P0147 A72-18763
Estimation of proton penetration and absorption of
heavy nuclei from cosmic rays during space
aissions
tBASA-TH-D-6600] P0240 B72-18074
Temporal decay in predicting pilot proficiency
darinq flight training
CAD-731191] P0247 H72-18122
Technique for predicting etiology of decompression
sickness in unpressnrized aircraft above 20,000
feet
tAD-731118] p0254 N72-19106
Hodels and methods for quantitative predictions of
human performance in nan machine systems
[AD-734432] p0263 H72-19180
Target background netric for predicting ability of
aircrew in visual target acquisition tasks
CAD-737693] P0391 B72-24140
Validation of snbmaximal treadmill test for
predicting maximal oxygen consumption
CAD-7<(3103] P0533 B72-31110
PBEDICTIOIS
BT PEBFOBSABCE PBEDICTIOB
Prediction role in execution of manual control
with display device to aid human operator
adaptation
p0502 472-1*11)06
Prediction displays based on the extrapolation
method.
P0502 A72-41409
Psychophysical signal detection and predictions
based on two-state theory
CIZF-1971-16] p0381 H72-24062
PBBDICTOBS
D PBEDICTIOHS
PBEGBiBCI
Tentorium cerebelli aicrostructare and leaflets
strength in study of chronic and acute hypoxia
injury to fetus during pregnancy and labor
P0220 A72-23193
Lymphoblastic transformation test for studying
immunity of pregnant women
tBASi-TT-F-14591] p0562 B72-32106
Honspectfic placental extracts introduced into
pregnant and nonpregnant women for studying
repeated spontaneous abortions
fNASA-TT-F-14602] p0567 H72-3307U
PBBHEATEBS
0 BEATIBG EQOIPHEBT
PBESEB71TIYBS
Tables and bibliographies on preserving biological
materials
(BASA-CB-114422] p0241 B72-18080
PBESEBTIIS
Transfer of food processing and preservation
technologies from HASA to industry
[SASA-CB-124815] p0087 B72-13071
PB3SSOBS
0 VASOCOHSTBICTOB DBOGS
PBESSDBE
BT ATHOSPBEBIC PBESSOBE
HI BLOOD PBESSOBE
BT GAS PBBSSOBE
BT HIGH ALTITUDE PBESSOBE
BT HIGH PBESSOBE
HI BYDHOSIATIC PBESSOBE
BT HTPBBTBHSIOB
BT HYPOTEBSIOB
BT HIPOXEalA
BT ILLOBIBABCE
BT IMPACT LOADS
BT IBTBACBABI1L PBESSOBE
BT IBTBAOCOLAB PBESSOBE
BT LOBIBAHCE
BT LOHIHODS I8TEBSITT
BT OTEBPBESSOBE
BT OIYGEB TEBSIOB
BT PABTIAL PBESSOBE
BT BADIATIOB PBESSOBE
BT SOOBD PBESSOBE
BT STATIC PBESSOBB
BT SYSTOLIC PBBSSOBE
HT RATES PBESSDBE
BT BIND PBESSOBE
Standardized treatment of decompression sickness
occurring while diving under pressure
CAD-737700] p0440 B72-27088
PBESSOBE BBEATBIBG
High pressure gas mixture breathing effects on
intercostales externi muscles electrical .
activity and respiratory cycle time in rats
P0185 A72-22082
Tasopressin /antidiuretic hormone/ role in central
vascular volume and fluid balance aaintenance
during continuous positive pressure breathing in
dogs
P0420 A72-35917
Development and tests of sensitive methodologies
for measuring sensory and motor impairment in
hyperbaric environments
[AD-735117] p0315 H72-21062
PBBSSOBB CABIHS
0. PRESSURIZED CABIBS
PBBSSOBB CHABBEBS
BT' BTPEBBABIC CHABBEBS
NT VACOOB CBAHBEBS
Pressure chamber training effects on rats chain
aotor reflexes hypoxia adaptation, noting
sinocarotid receptors importance in
compensatory-adaptive reactions
p0323 A72-28641
Prediction of vegetative reactions to extremal
actions on the organism
p0509 A72-42168
Feasibility and efficiency of portable
recompression chamber for treating decompression
sickness
[AD-733704] p0263 B72-19178
Design of portable decompression chamber with
semiclosed gas recircnlation system for treating
underwater divers
p0443 B72-27116
PBBSSOBB DISTBIBOTIOS
Elastic lung shaped model for distribution
analysis of weight induced stresses, strains and
surface pressures in lung
p0232 A72-24479
Effects of exposure to blast induced winds and
pressure variations on biophysical parameters
tAD-734208] p0313 B72-21054
PBESSOBE EFFECTS
Human mental and psychomotor performance
measurements in compressed oxygen-helium
atmosphere pressure chamber for dive between 100
and 1500 feet
' p0018 A72-11701
Condenser microphones sensitivity and fregnency
response characteristics measurement at normal
and elevated atmospheric pressures in hyperbaric
chamber air and He-air environments
P0108 A72-17808
Mathematical-physical model for laser pulsed ,
radiation-induced pressure wave transmission
through surface and internal biological tissues
P0113 A72-18150
Extraretinal inflow eye position information
awareness from experimental load application to
eyes in total darkness
p0149 A72-19026
Aircraft noise protective earplug design,
employing perforated and slit modifications for
additional protection without tympanic membrane
pressure excess risk
P0164 A72-20187
Splanchnic vascular bed role in human blood
pressure regulation from lower body negative
Pressure tests, measuring blood flow from
hepatic dye removal rates
P0172 A72-20889
A-329
PBBSSOBE FIELDS SUBJECT ISDEI
Conpression cycles effects on alveolar volumes of
sea lions and doqs excised lungs, noting
.deconpression sickness prevention by airvays
cartilaginous reinforcement
P0175 A72-21186
Chinchilla and guinea pig tolerances to hypozia
and hyperoxia in pressure chamber tests,
'•suggesting relation to red blood cell size and
number
P0216 A72-22617
Increased atmospheric pressure influence on blood
•coagulation in rabbits, showing
post-decompression bypercoagulation followed by
hypocoagulation .
P0225 A72-23597
Pressure sensitivity of Na-K-Hg ATPase activity
from rat intestine, investigating inhibiting
effects of ozygen, nitrogen and helium tension
increases
P0226 472-23731
Chest strapping-induced increased lung recoil
pressure effects on maximal expiratory flow i'1
relation to lung surface compliance decrease -'•
p0231 A72-21178
Cardiovascular responses to positive pressure
oxygen breathing from blood pressure and heart
and respiratory rate aeasurements •
P0267 472-26017
Pathological significance of high ozygen tension
ezposure effects on acid soluble collagen
-' extracted fCOB -mouse skin i
••'. p0282 172-27D83
OS4F V-51B noise protector earplugs modification-
to allow for pressure egnalization during
aircraft climb and descent
p0293 A72-28276
Stapedectomy postoperative complications as flying
hazard, discussing pilot reaction to middle ear
pressure changes <
P0311 A72-3109U
Surface electrode distance, area and pressure
effects on electromyogram recording of large
skeletal muscle electrical activity during
defined muscular tensions
p0368 472-32190
Mathematical model for flow limitation in
collapsible tube in relation to pressure in
pulmonary and circulatory system
P0121 472-35972
Neurologic oxygen tozicity - Effects of switch of
inert gas and change of pressure.
P0155 472-38701
Ozygen consumption in liquid breathing mice.
P0511 472-12188
Speech intelligibility during exercise at normal
. and increased atmospheric pressures.
P0511 A72-12196
• Case report' on dive decompression induced
maxillary sinus barotrauma due to sinus pressure
buildup caused by ostium blockage
P0511 472-42*97
Lower-body negative pressure as a method of
preventing shifts associated with changes in the
hydrostatic pressure of blood
P0513 A72-1(3919
Influence of elevated partial oxygen pressure on
the sympathetic-adrenal and acetyl-choline systems
P0551 472-11595
•Dncon^ugated urinary corticosterone excretion in
laboratory rats exposed to high pressure
helium-oxygen environments.
P0557 472-15656
Modification of cardiovascular mathematical models
for application to lover body negative pressure
response
rNASA-CH-115213] P0080 N72-12015
PBESSDBB FIELDS- '
0 PBESSUBE DISTSIBOTIOH
PBESSUBE GAGES
NT BANOBETEES
PBESSOBE GBADIENTS
Single linear measure of systolic pressure
gradient for calculation of aortic valve area in
stenosis severity assessment
P0286 472-27731
PBESSDBB BEASUHESEHTS
Approximate numerical method for calculating flow
profiles in arteries from local pressure
measurements, taking into account Navier-stokes
eguations nonlinear terms
tASBE P4PEB 71-B4/BBF-31 P0096 A72-15918
Electrolyte hydrostatic pressure measurement in
limited volume biological compartments by fluid
filled glass micropipette used in
microtransdncer capacity
P0272 472-26623
Automated constant cuff-pressure system to measure
average systolic and diastolic blood pressure in
nan.
P0107 A72-31298
Device for regulating and monitoring pneumatic
pressure in underwater space suit • .
fNASA-CASE-BFS-20332-2] ' P0103 N72-2S121
PBESSOBE BICBOPBOHES
0 BICSOPHONES
PBESSDBE PBOBES •
0 PBESSOBE SENSOBS
PBESSDBE POLSES
Evaluation of the pulse-contour method of
determining-stroke volume in man.
POSH 472-13931
PBESSDBE SEDUCTION
NT EXPLOSIVE DECOBPBESSION
Boeing 707 rapid decompression at 25,000 f eet,' •
noting rivet hole fatigue damage
P0020 A72-11715
Embryogenesis of fertile chicken eggs in 'pure '
oxygen at reduced pressure
P021S 472-22612
Increased atmospheric .pressure influence on blood
coagulation in rabbits, showing
post-decompression hypercoaqulation followed by
' hypocoagulation
P0225 472-23597
Vestibular, auditory, acceleration and altitude
decompression testing of pilot following
endolymphatic shunt surgery for Benieres disease
P0283 472-27185
Physiological effects on anesthetized and
conscious dogs during exposure at 80,000 ft for
. different decompression rates, discussing
cardiovascular, biochemical and pathological
effects
P0298 472-28322
Lower body decompression effects on ECG, showing
heart rate increase, B and T amplitude changes
and heart electric axis displacement
P0336 472-30383
Byperbaric environment decompression effects on'
human blood and urine chemistry and hemostatic
system, showing physiological parameter •
alteration in presence and absence of bends
symptoms
P0313 472-31087
Peripheral venous renin activity during 70 deg
tilt and lower body negative pressure.
P0155 472-38703
Environmental, medical and acoustic investigations
with underwater laboratory, discussing cabin
atmosphere control, de'pressnrization, health
conditions and sonar operation
P0165 472-39938
Study of hemodynamics during the action of
decompression and accelerations
P0192 472-10111
Technigue for predicting etiology of decompression
sickness in unpressurized aircraft above 20,000
feet
[AD-731118] P0251 N72-19106
Bubble growth during decompression and allowable
gas tension in human body
fDLB-FB-71-U8] p0305 N72-20075
Effects of lower body decompression on cardiac
electric activity in humans
P0387 N72-21101
Lower body negative pressure and acceleration
effects on human hemodynamics
P0182 H72-29066
PBESSOBE BEGOLATOBS
Pressure regulator for space suit worn underwater
to simulate space environment for testing and '
experimentation
rNASA-CASE-BFS-20332] P0308 N72-20097
Device for regulating and monitoring pneumatic
pressure in underwater space suit
CN4S4-CASE-HFS-20332-2] P0103 N72-25121
PBESSOBE SENSOBS
Cerebro-spinal fluid pressure remote monitoring by
a-330
SOBJECT IHDEI PBOBABILITY DISTBIBOTIOB FDHCIIOBS
intracranially implanted radio pressure
transducers, describing
receiver-detector-recorder system
P0159 A72-19911
Respiration rate transmitter vith miniature
pressure transducer for measuring pneunoqraph
variations in animals over FB-FH telemetry system
P0173 A72-20898
Piezoelectric transducer for indirect on-wrist
blood pressure measurements for clinical
environnent
P0288 A72-27961
Optimal vascular pressure measurements with.
..transducers located outside body vith rigid and
elastic tube couplings
POU51 A72-37757
Simplified manufacturing techniques for
nltraniniatnre capacitive pressure transducers
for physiological measurements • :
fPB-201938] P0246 N72-18117
Baroreceptors as pressure transducers in
cardiovascular system
fAD-7359611 p0357 872-23077
Implantable pressure transducers suitable for both
arterial and venous applications
fPB-207712] pO<!78 N72-28110
PEESSOBE SOUS
HI SPICE SDITS
Pressure suit effects on psychomotor skills,
testing manual dexterity/ tracking skills, hand
strength, steadiness and coordination for
pressurized, unpressnrized and shirtsleeve
conditions
P0233 472-24796
Life support egnipment and pressure suit
operational requirements fron viewpoint of
flight crews and test pilots
P0283 A72-27516
Valsalva and H-1 maneuvers acceleration tolerance
protective effects during high-g centrifnging
with and without anti-a suits
p0298 A72-28318
Acceleration protection properties of modified
partial pressure suit, determining tolerance
limits by vision impairment criteria during
centrifuge tests
P0298 A72-28319
Fabrication of root cord restrained fabric suit
sections from sheets of fabric
[NASA-CASE-BSC-12398] p0308 872-20098
Evaluation of oxygen-sensing warning device for
use in damage control suit system
[AD-735377} p0317 H72-21082
Restraint torso for increased nobility and reduced
physiological effects while wearing pressurized
suits
fNASA-CASE-HSC-12397-11 pO«02 N72-25119
Device for regulating and monitoring pneumatic
pressure in underwater space suit
fNASA-CASE-BFS-20332-2) POB03 N72-25124
Conference on portable life support systems for
human protection
[HASA-SP-3021 P0112 N72-27106
Portable life support system for protective fully
enclosed suits of shipboard personnel
P0113 N72-27111
Diving suit and heat element combinations for
thermal protection of underwater divers
pOttnit S72-27120
Performance of liquid cooled garment system inside
pressure suit of pilot
pOIIU H72-27121
Design and performance of prototype portable heat
source for providing thermal insulation in
diving suit
pOUIt 872-27122
Water cooled pressure suit with regional body
cooling for metabolic heat removal
p04<!» H72-27121
PBESSDBE TBABSDDCBBS
0 PEESSOBE SEHSOHS
PBESSOBE RAVES
0 ELASTIC IAVES
PBESSOEIZED CABIHS
Human factors relation to pressurized cabin
development, discussing aircraft safety, high
altitude tests, pressure loss predictions and
cabin altitude selection
P0064 A72-11869
Bypoxia incidents in Strategic Air Command due to
cabin pressnrization malfunction
•P0179 A72-21566
Case report of rapid decompression in supersonic
trainer aircraft pressurized cabin, discussing
physical and blast effects, pressnrization
safety, decompression sickness and hypoxia
- P0267 A72-26020
Physiological and clinical effects of long
distance flight in pressurized commercial planes
with simulated altitudes over 1500 meters •
P0283 A72-27486
Viability of staphylococci isolated from humans
sub-|ected to long term isolation in pressurized
cabins
CNLL-BTS-71171 P0438 N72-27074
PBBSSORIZIHG
Coveralls and helmet for physiological protection
in space environment
tAD-738088] , P0390 N72-24136
PBEVEHTIOB .
NT ACCIDENT PBEVENTIOB
PBIBABY COSBIC BAYS
NT SOLAS COSBIC BATS
Nuclear emulsion and solid track threshold•
dosimetry for ion spectrum division of heavy
relativistic particles in primary cosmic rays
[CEBN-71-16] P0026 A72-12065
Primary cosmic ray interaction .with tissues, >
emphasizing biological effects and nuclear
reactions induced radioactivity "in: astronaut body
. :- pOOU9 A72-12911
Light flashes observed by astronauts on exposure
to primary cosmic radiation during translunar
flights, investigating effect upon retina in man
and animal
P0366 A72-31917
Biophysical aspects of primary galactic and solar
cosmic radiation
P0193 872-16004
Secondary radiation dosage fron heavy galactic
cosmic rays
[NASA-CB-125592} . .p02«1 872-18077
PBIBATBS
HT CHIHPAHZEES
NT HOBAN BEINGS .
NT BONKEYS . -.
Hedical primatology - Conference, New York,
September 1969
pOOSO A72-13068
Anatomical-physiological, optical and
behavioral-visual similarities of nonhuman and
human primates
pOOSO A72-13069
flechanical impedance and phase angle time .
variation in restrained primate during prolonged
sinusoidal vibration
fASSE PAPEB 71-IA/BHF-81 p0095 A72-159U6
Skeletal bones ash content in man and primates,
implying differences due to adaptive
physiological function
• . P0227 A72-23736
Data .management techniques and designs for
integrating OPE with IHBLHS for manned space
flight
r»ASA-CB-111996) p0127 N72-14115
Effect of 6 HeV X ray irradiation on blood plasma
reducing substances in primates
fAD-731091] - . P0242 872-18087
Three primate species undergoing whiplash injuries
P0256 N72-19127
Indirect measurement of primate vestibnlar system
function through analysis of vestibulo-ocular
reflex response to various input stimuli
rAD-734545L] p0315 B72-21065
Sham-exposed controls and body weight variation in
primates exposed to 55 BeV protons
TAD-734779] p0315 B72-21066
PBIVAIE AIBCBAPT •
0 6ENEBAL AVIATION AIBCBAFT
PBIVATE AVIATION
U CIVIL AVIATIOH
0 GENEBAL AVIATIOH AIBCBAFT
PBOBABILITY
0 PBOBABILITY THEOBY
PBOBABILITY DISTBIBOTIOB FONCTIOHS •
Subjective probability distributions for random
device-generated Bernoulli process unknowns,
discussing distribution median and quartiles and
A-331
PBOBABILITT THEORI SOBJECT IIDBI
hypothetical sample impact assessnent techniques
P009S A72-15812
Objects visaal detection probability distribution
as function of anqular size, contrast and search
time, comparing binocular .and aonocalar searches
effectiveness
p0160 A72-19919
PROBABILITY TBBOBT
Probability threshold of data element similarity
as separation criterion for automatic
multiparameter biomedical data classification
pO«58 A72-38937
Liminal stimuli binoptic detection variation with
ratio of left eye to right eye detection
probabilities
pO»95 A72-10734
Analytical models for analyzing probable
terrestrial aicrobial release from unmanned Bars
landing spacecraft
rNASA-CB-126846] pOQOO H72-25105
PBOBIEB SOLVIHG
Problem solving research, discussing trouble
shooting, logic, light pattern, search, fire
control, code transformation, perceptual maze ,
and computer administered tasks
P0013 A72-11192
Learning and solving complex problems of reasoning
- A test-theoretical investigation of the
complexity of compound problems of predictive
• logic
P0555 A72-<I52«»
Automatic protocol analysis as task for, artificial
intelligence
tAD-73«286] p0262 H72-19175
Effects of alcohol on problem solving tasks and
vestibular stimulation
[FAA-AH-72-111 • pO«01 H72-25108
PBOCEDOBBS
NT FINITE ELEHENT BETHOD
NT OPTICAL COBBECTIOS PBOCBDOBE
PBOCESSOBS (COBPOCBBS)
0 CEHTBAL PBOCESSIHG ONUS
D COBPDTEBS
PRODUCT DESIGN
0 PBODOCT DEVELOPBENT
PBODOCT DEVELOPBEHT
NT WEAPONS DEVELOPMENT
Human engineering requirements in aircraft system
development.
p050« A72-<I1423
PBODOCTION EBGINEBBIH6
Control center relation to process control
computers in production engineering, discussing
information flow and communication in man
machine systems
P0154 A72-38310
Graphical method for optisal selection of check
points for human monitor in industrial process
P0261 N72-19166
PBODDCTIOH BBTHODS • -.
D TBODOCTIOS ESGINEEBING ,,.
PHOFICIBMCY ;
D ABILITIES
PROFICIEBCI BEASOBEBEIT
0 HDBAN PEBFOBBANCE
0 PEBFOBBANCE TESTS
PBOGHOSIS
Foresight, forecast and prognosis concepts in
physiology, discussing intuition role and
relation between molecular and cellular
processes and organism activity.
P0029 A72-123K6
Prognostic value of an electrocardiographic sign
in acute myocardial infarction.
P0152 A72-37871
PBOGBABBED INSTRUCTION
Automated instructional monitors for diagnosing
student difficulties in acgniring complex
concepts and .skills
fAD-736212] p0319 N72-21090
Automated technical training devices for Air Force
instruction program
[AD-736030] . P0360 H72-23095
Evaluation of programmed instructions for visual
aircraft recognition training of personnel
fAD-7395211 pO»80 N72-28122
PBOGBARRING LANGUAGES
NT FOBTBAN
Bodel of machine hand-eye coordination and program
specifications for topological oachine vision
system '
tNASA-CB-127566] • pO<l76 N72-2809U
PB06BABS
NT APOLLO PROJECT
NT GEBINI PBOJECT
NT NASA PBOGBABS
NT SKTLAB PBOGBAH
NT SPACE PBOGBABS . . .
NT TEKTITE PBOJECT -, ,
NT D.S.S.B. SPACE PBOGBAB
NT DHIVEESITY PBOGBAB ,,,
PBOJECT PLANKING .. . -
- Development: of planetary, quarantine in the United
States.
p0539 A72-43382
PBOJBCTS . • '
NT APOLLO PBOJECT
NT GBBINI PBOJECT l •
NT OBBITEB PBOJECT '
PBOPAGAirOH VELOCITY
Human' pulse wave propagation velocity measurement,
using biotelemetry system of photoresistance
. sensors and endoscopic bulbs connected to
electrocardiograph :
p0031 172-12519
PBOPELLAHTS
NT LIQUID SOCKET PBOPBLLANTS
NT SOLID PBOPELLANTS
PBOPELLEB DBIVB
NT HELICOPTEB PBOPELLEB' DBIVE .1
PBOPELLBB SINCHROBIZBBS
0 STNCHBONIZEBS
PBOPBILAIIS
Isoniazid tuberculosis chemoprophylaxis safety in
aviation personnel, discussing renal function,
serum transaminase activity, hemotology,
electrocardiograms and neurological examinations
p0064 A72-11872
Automatic BCG recording and analysis by electronic
data processing equipment, discussing methods of
data acquisition and transmission for routine
diagnosis and prophylactic mass examinations
P0286 A72-27821
Thirty day experiment for assessment of
weightlessness simulation test methods and
. i • evaluation of applicable prophylactics
P0543 A72-U3912
Physical training as a prophylactic measure
against the hypodynamic syndrome
P0543 A72-»3920
A special vitamin complex for prophylaxis of
atherosclerosis in aviation personnel
P05U6 A72-»<H53
PBOPBIOCEPTION
HT AOTOKINESIS
Extraretinal inflow eye position information
awareness from experimental load application to
eyes in total darkness
p01<!9 A72-19026
Neck proprioception effects and otolith organ
activity in perceived visual target elevation
under centrifnging stress
P0296 A72-28305
Bnman brain sensomotor region EEG dependence on
proprioceptive influence, instruction for active
movement and preparation passive movement of hand
P0372 A72-32992
The design of a nonlinear multi-parameter model
for the human operator.
pOSOl A72-U1H21
PBOSBIOCEPTORS
Sensorimotor mechanism of proprioreceptors in
muscles and tendons, considering reflexive
control of position and motion
P0517 A72-42781
The reflex and mechanical response of the
inspiratory muscles to an increased airflow
resistance. •* •
' p0552 A72-UU958
Spatial sensitivity of visual system
fAD-7114325] p0570 N72-33090
PROPULSION
NT JET PBOPULSION
PBOPULSIOH CALCULATIONS
U BATHEBATICAL BODELS
PROSTHETIC DEVICES
• Bydrodynamic model of human systemic arterial
A-332
SOBJECT IHDBI PBOTEI8 HBTABOLISB
circulation to test artificial heart pomps
[ASHE PAPER 71-BA/AOT-131 p0096 A72-1595U
Hedical eqaipoent advancements through NASA-
sponsored aerospace research program, describing
prosthetic arethal valve, ear oximeter,
radiation dosimeter and electromyographic muscle
trainer
p011t A72-18616
Artificial heart-lungs model with contractile" '
polymer membrane as synthetic muscles to react
with qases and liquids, discussing design features
' p0233 A72-24640
Pure biocarbons for skeletal fixation of limb
prosthetic devices, noting load bearing ' ' • •
applications dependence on brittle characteristics
p0288 A72-28095
Hon-invasive assessment of prosthetic mitral
paravalvular and intravalvnlar regurgitation.' !••"; •
p6«07 A72-30221
Designs for electro-pneumatic flow control valves'
for artificial limbs
[AD-726U921 •' pOOU2 N72-10129
Prosthetic device with sensing means for detecting
tactile stimuli '
fNASA-CASE-HFS-165701. ' p0310 N72-20111
Biomechanical research and development at Army
Hedical Research Lab.
fAD-736375] P0352 H72-22089
Heterinq gripping force in artificial hand by
operator
P0572 H72-33109
Principles for controlling machines, and living. *''
organisms by biopotentials, of muscles . .'..'•'...•-•'"">'
P0572 N72-331.13
PHOIECTIOH . v J
NT ACCELERATION PEOTECTION •, •
NT EYE PEOTECTION
NT EADIATION PEOTECTION
NT BADIATION SHIELDING
NT THEBHAL PROTECTION
Impact tests on anthropomorphic dummies for
protection effectiveness evaluation of lap belt.
Air Force shoulder harness-lap.belt and
airbaq-lap belt restraints
[AD-7415301 P0281 A72-27B71
Protective aspects of passive restraints for
vehicles
P0260 N72-19156
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
NT HELHETS - -
NT PEESSDEE SDITS
NT SPACE SDITS
Food ration effect on metabolite elimination rate
in humans wearing isolation garment at rest or
performing physical labor
P0101 A72-16611
Flame resistant materials for aircraft fire .
fighter protective clothing from systems •
approach tests . .
P0180 A72-21585
Rater cooled suits efficiency and effectiveness
for heat removal, noting importance of head area
P0313 A72-31085
Thermally protective life rafts and clothing
evaluation for cold sea survival potential
assessment and tolerance limit determination
p03U3 A72-31088
Monograph on hot environments stress covering heat
exchange at skin snrface, clothing effect, body
temperature regulation and sweating control •
p036« A72-31515
Human tolerance to high, sustained +Gz acceleration.
pOaSS A72-38702
Comparison of physical, biophysical and
physiological methods of evaluating the thermal
stress associated with wearing protective
clothing.
pO«65 A72-39808
Performance and..acceptance tests of oxygen and
protective masks
rAD-725540] P0007 N72-11104
Protection of aircrews from high temperatures and
water-cooled garment for heat balance studies in
man
fAD-7272221 p0047 N72-11107
Cold weather face mask to provide protection from
cold, wind, blowing snow, and frostbite in
environments to -65 F and 35 mph Hind velocities.
rAD-7277ni(1 P0086 N72-12063
.Facility design for development and evaluation of
thermal protective clothing in reproducible,
aircraft fuel fire environment
fAD-7293621 • p0129 N72-1«12<!
Effect of gas masks on endurance of personnel in
exhausting work and improved performance
following training activity
fAD-7297871 p0129 N72-1U127
Frictional performance tests on rubber compounds
containing additives for use in shoes
fAD-733312] : ' ' p0207 N72-17092
Materials and designs of protective armor
• 'P0258 H72-19143
Performance tests of protective clothing to
determine effectiveness against air blast during
high speed election
P0259 N72-19147
Factors, standards, and techniques involved in
testing protective headgear
. ' '.'.. P0261 N72-19163
Environmental tests of commercially available
abandon-ship survival suit
[AD-7341361 p0263 N72-19182
Air conditioned undergarment for use in
environmentally controlled suit in sterile chamber
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10076-1J P0309 N72-20106
Suit'for personnel handling liquid rocket
propellants for protection from chlorine
trifluoride and elemental fluorine
fAD-731556] p0310 N72-20115
Flight glove material development for mechanical
- ">-.performance characteristics similar to leather,
but flameproof and thermally stable
•T- CAD-7370991 p0359 N72-23090
Coveralls and helmet for physiological protection
in space environment
rAD-738088] p0390 N72-21136
Thermoelectric and ventilating system designs for
use in protective military clothing'
fAD-737720] p0391 N72-24139
Physiological evaluation of thermal insulation
properties of easel hair suits for human Arctic
stay
pO«34 N72-26071
Steady state and transient temperature
distributions in human thigh covered with
cooling pad
fNASA-CB-1275231 • p0439 N72-27084
Inflatable, thermally insulative emergency
survival suit for subzero weather
P0415 N72-27132
Comparison of water cooled, convective air, and
'reverse flow system1 for flight personal
conditioning noting- hot environmental condition
simulation
[ABC-CP-1210] pO«86 H72-29092
Human factor evaluation of'cold weather face masks
fAD-705087] p0573 N72-33127
PBOTECTOBS
HT EAE PBOTECTOBS
PROTEIN BBTABOLISH
NT LIPID METABOLISM
Biochemical processes and structures
interrelation, using nncleoprotein coacervate
models and ribonuclease and polynncleotide
phosphorylase enzymes
p0062 A72-14783
Conversion of angiotensin to angiotensin 2 in dog
pulmonary circulation, studying peptide
synthesis, radioimmnnoassay and in vivo and
plasma in vitro metabolisi .
P0073 A72-15165
Pathogenesis of in-flight illusory acceleration
sensations, discussing amino acid level, protein
• . metabolism rate and pyridoxin metabolism
P0100 A72-16642
Protein biosynthesis inhibitors retardation of
noradrenaline and:serotonin induced •
hyperpolarization of neuron membranes in
. , cortical' sensomotor region of rabbits
p0187 A72-22192
Orine and plasma protein and creatinine
measurements in acclimatized and nnacclimatized
men before, during and after high altitude ascent
P0232 A72-20H82
Hultihonr immersion effects on blood plasma
protein and electrolyte concentration in trained
and untrained subjects
P0282 472-27480
A-333
SUBJECT IHDBI
Plasma protein concentration, volume and
.hematocrit changes darinq exercise, bed rest and
hiqh forward acceleration
. . p0295 '472-28296
Hyocardial protein 'synthesis in acnte myocardial
hTpozia and ischemia.
; pOai3 A72-34980
Disproportional changes in hematocrit, plasma
volume, and proteins darinq exercise and bed rest.
P0421 A72-35966
Hypoiic theory for atherosclerosis formation,
noting blood plasna protein concentration
effects on oxygen diffusion
P0430 A72-37030
: Protein synthesis in the cell-free system of the
human thyroid gland
.p0454 A72-38212
Effects of free amino acid doses and of amino acid
metabolism cofactors on the distribution of
regional free amino acid resources in the brain
and blood of animals . •„•
P0463 A72-39321
Thyroglobalin content and variations in the
proteolytic activity of the thyroid gland tissue
in animals under hypoxic conditions
P0465 A72-39727
Human tryptophan and tyrosine metabolism - Effects
of acnte exposure to cold stress.
p0490 A72-40417
Incorporation of methionine-s 35 in the proteins
of the digestive organs of rabbits under the
action of radiation and vibration
P0492 -A72-40440
Nitrogen excretion as a measure of protein
metabolism in man under different conditions of
renal function.
• pOSOS A72-41523
Changes in blood serum proteins under the effect
of hyperoxia in intact rats with thyroid gland
dysfunction '
P0510 172-12283
Body flnid analyses on Gemini spacecrevs to
determine metabolic costs of manned space flight
rEXPT-HOOS] p0119 N72-14059
Hypokinetic effect on synthesis of tissue proteins
in rats !
P0123 H72-14086
Acceleration, vibration, ;and subseguent
irradiation effects on BHA and protein
metabolisms in digestive system organs of rabbits
P0482 H72-29062
Effect of continuous noise and vibration on
carbohydrate, fat, and protein metabolism in
white rats
tHASA-TT-F-14569] p0560 B72-32090
PHOTBHS •
HT ADEHOSINE DIPHOSPHiTE (1DP)
HI ADBHOSIHB TEIPHOSPHATE (ATP)
RT ADEHOSIHES
Nl CABBOXIHBHOGLpBIH
HT COEHZYBES
HT FIBBIH
HT GLOBULINS
HT GLOTATHIOHE
HT 1IPOPBOTEIHS
HT HDCLEOTIDES
HT OXIDASE
HT OIY.HEHOGLOBIN
HT PEPTIDES
HT PBOTOPEOTEIHS
Bolecular evolutional changes in amino acids of
proteins due to mutant random fixation, .
comparing human and fish hemoglobin chains .
P0021 A72-11761
Free radicals participation in cell membrane
biopotential generation mechanism, comparing
properties of protein molecules with
semiconductors
P0029 A72-12318
Stabilized human plasma protein solution analysis,
noting albumin presence
P0055 A72-13855
Holecnlar paleontology of fossil organic remnants
in Bolluscan shell proteins
p0059 A72-11753
Hncleic acid, protein and cell primordial
sequence, ribosomes and genetic code for life
origin, discussing experiments on homopolyamine
acids reaction Kith mononncleotides
P0061 A72-14775
Bolecular evolution of biological membrane from
lipid film to lipoprotein particle assembly,
nsing bacterial biochemistry
P0062 A72-14786
Protein evolution, discussing biological group
amino and nucleic acid structure variations from
phylogenetic tree of cytochrome c data
P0062 A72-11791
Bibosomes origin and BHA evolution, considering
biogenesis from coacervate to protocell and
protein biosynthesis
P0062 A72-14793
Protein-rich food substitute from microalgae
cultures for human nutrition, describing
experimental production, protein value •
determination, special diets and food shortage
relief
PQ113 A72-18159
.Holecular aspects of structural .and functional
circadian rhythms in chloroplasts of unicellular
alga Acetabularia, emphasizing protein synthesis
roie i
, ' pOISS A72-19540
Thermal stability variations; in blood serum
protein after electrical stimulation of rabbit
hypothalamic structures
, pOISS A72-19619
Thyroid glands'iodine concentrations, blood
'proteins and morphological changes in rats with
acute hypoxic hypoxia and pulmonary edema
, , p0169 A72-20620
Gaseous nitrogen production in humans under,
steady-state conditions, relating expired
 :
nitrogen minute volume increase after protein
consumption to possible gastrointestinal and
metabolic effects
P0170 A72-20882
Badial diffusion and convection capillary model
for analysis of tissue protein concentration and
colloidal osmotic pressure changes during .
transcapillary fluid movement
P0173 A72-20896
Amino acid sequences of proteins from living
organisms, considering evolutionary process
p0183 A72-22009
Genetic organization emergence, considering
pretransiational evolution in nontranslational
protein synthesis, nucleic acid evolution and .
gene origin
P0183 A72-22010
Blood serum proteins thermal stability in patients
•ith vegetative vascular and neuroendocrine
syndromes, discussing ATP effects
P0217 A72-22877
Parenterally introduced protein hydrolyzates and
aminopeptides influence on human pancreas enzyme
secretion activity
P0224 A72-23595
Protein biosynthesis B and D, discussing rate
control, structure and medical and nutritional ,
applications
P0338 A72-30600
Bole of the synthesis of nucleic acids and
 t
proteins in the adaptation of the organism to
altitude hypoxia.
P0114 A72-34990
Adaptability limits on protein-nucleih-vater life
.under exobiological extremal conditions,
considering macromolecules, extraterrestrial
life search and origin
P0158 A72-38958
Electron tunneling as possible semicondnction
mechanism in solids composed of protein molecules
CHASA-TH-D-65591 p0042 H72-11069
Development of facility and technigue for
producing nutritional single cell bacteria from
waste sugarcane bagasse
CHASA-CB-123368] pOOIS H72-11086
Determination of serotonin in intact blood of
rats, using butanol in first stage of extraction
P0078 H72-12005.
let extraction methods for proteins, amino acids,
nucleic acids, enzymes, and other organic
compounds in soils
rPB-601 p0087 H72-13052
Series analyses method for determining protein
content of intact microorqanisms
[HASA-TT-F-142531 p0312 H72-21042
A-334
SOBJECT ISDEI PSYCHOACOOSTICS
'Electrophysiology of embryonic rat surface cells
stimulated by protein fraction of fetal calf serum
rBASA-TT-f-143061 ' P0382 N72-24071
PBOTOBIOLOGI . ' •
life oriq'in in space from point of hydrocarbons,
^cyanides, abiogenetic organic synthesis and
protobionts evblati'on '
; • P0059' 472-14752
Bibosoaes -origin and BBA evolution, considering
biogenesis'from coacervate to protocell and'
protein'biosynthesis
P0062 A72-14793
PBOTOB BBABS
Belative 'biological' effectiyeness of 3-GeV proton
. beams ;i'n producing cataracts in rabb'its
rCEl-COHF-1782] p0137 N72-15072
PBOTOB IBBADIATIOH ' ' -' ' :
Relative biological effectiveness of energetic
'' protons for somatic effects induction in mice
daring whole body-'irradiation, using Bean energy
of solar event protons
[CEBH-7i-16'l ' ' -p0025 172-12054
Hitotic index and aberrant mitose frequency in
mice corneal and intestinal epithelial cells
exposed 'to 50-630 BeV protons, estimating •
relative biological efficiency coefficients
rCEBN-71-16] ' P0025 472-12055
High energy proton irradiation late pathological
effects on rabbit bra'ins, discussing brain
lesions and radiation dosages •
tCEBN-71-16] " p0025 A72-12056
Biological efficiency of secondary radiations from
70 GeV protons interaction with target,'
discussing dose dependences and restoration
process relative rates
[CBBH-71-16T ' p0025 A72-12057
Honuniform high energy proton irradiation of dogs,
evaluating and predicting biological effects
CCEBH-71-16] ' ; p0026 A72-12061
Average radiation 0 factor and dose radiation
spectrum 'measurement in ptiantoms irradiation by
proton beams
''[CEBH-71-161 p0027 472-12069
Illumination 'effect on proton and gamma irradiated
cabbag'e plant growth, height and foliage,
indicating radiation protective effect for
certain light intensities
P0101 A72-16649
Biological damage inflicted to rats by protons, X
rays and gamma rays
' P0106 A72-17675
'Proton irradiation effects 'on monkey central
nervous system, shoving inflammatory reaction
and neuroglial astrocyte glycogen accumulation
P0331 A72-29833
Spacecraft bacteria population resistance to
simulated Jovian trapped' radiation belt
electrons and solar wind protons, noting •
dependence on isolate, dose and electron energy
p0366 A72-31993
Brain tumors in irradiated'monkeys.
P0418 A72-35647
Body weight'decreases in some proton exposed
primates. '
p0424 472-36447
Electron abundance egnilibrinm as factor' in
biological effectiveness of proton beam
irradiation of animals
p0492 472-40450
Summary of latent effects in long term survivors
of whole body irradiations in primates.
p0541 A72-43393
Bonte Carlo calculations of neutron and proton
dosage and transport depths in tissue phantoms
p0207 H72-17617
Proton penetration calculations for tissues of
astronauts in simulated spacecraft environment
bombarded by solar flares and radiation belt'
protons
•
:
 P0207 H72-17618
Effects of protons and gamma rays on
carcinogenesis, mortality, and chemical
protection against radiation in laboratory rats
p0209 H72-17687
Sham-exposed controls and body weight variation in
primates exposed to 55 BeV protons
fAD-734779J p0315 H72-21066
PBOTOI BAGIBTlC BBSOHASCB
The state of water in muscle tissue as determined
by proton nuclear magnetic resonance.
' • pOSSI A72-44774
PBOTOH SCATTERIBG
Hater absorber lateral scattering effect on
absorbed dose from 400 HeV neutron and proton
beams ' '
fCEBH-71-16] p0026 A72-12062
PBOTOH S '•
NT SOLAS PBOTOHS
PBOTOPLASR '
Physiological and biochemical responses of •
Paramecinm caudatum to hypo- and hyperbaric
stresses, discussing protoplasmic'inactivation
by high oxygen pressure
p0295 A72-28299
PBOTOPBOTEIBS
Protobionts formation by random aggregation and
reproduction from proteins and nucleic acids
macromolecules
:
 P0062 A72-14782
PBOTOTTPBS
* "-Prototype' for machine augmentation of human
strength and endurance - Hardiman pro-feet
fAD-724797] p0042 N72-10128
Passive dosimetric interpretation of cosmic
radiation dose rate onboard French prototype of
Concorde 001 supersonic transport aircraft
P0432 H72-26052
PBOTOSOA
BT AHOEBA :
HT FLAGELLATA
NT PELOBIX4
' DN4-BHA molecular hybridization testing of chronon
theory of circadian timekeeping in protozoa cells
' ' P0158 A72-19542
Physiological and biochemical responses of
•Paramecium candatum to hypo- and hyperbaric
:stresses, discussing protoplasmic inactivation
by high oxygen pressure •
P0295 472-28299
PSEODOBOBAS
Fine structure of Pseudomonas saccarophila at
early and late log'phase of growth, using
electron microscopy and various culture technigues
p0164 472-20238
PSICHIATBI
HT SOCIAL PSICHIATBI
Civil aeronautics environment relation to
psychiatrists and medical psychologists
treatment of air navigation personnel,
discussing chemotherapentic and
psychotherapeutic treatment administration
problems
P0151 A72-19243
Psychiatric preventive intervention in emotional
crisis situations during patients aeromedical
evacuation and transportation, discussing
personnel shortage
P0228 472-23743
Flight psychiatry in NATO contries, discussing
organization and facilities with respect to
military and civil aviation
P0332 472-29858
Psychiatric reasons for permanent grounding of
flight crew members in Boyal Air Force
P0127 N72-14110
Computer program arrangement for recording
psychiatric data
tISS-71/12] P0384 N72-24082
Psychiatry, psychology, and related subjects -
bibliographies
[AD-741951] P0531 N72-31100
PSICHOACODSIICS
Standard procedures development for perceived
noisiness or noise annoyance evaluation, taking
into account spectral complexity, spectra
weighting, time integration and onset duration
P0161 A72-20166
Acoustic tests of jet aircraft noise and sonic
boom effects on sleep pattern and human
performance, using EEG analysis
fASA PAPEB B 111 P0178 A72-21487
Biologist view of behavioristic approach to
psychoacoustics, criticizing mechanical concept
of living organism as inadequate for
understanding human sensory system
P0266 A72-25732
Honograph on perceptual analysis of sound covering
peripheral auditory system functions, subjective
»-335
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS SUBJECT ISDEI
pitch perception, periodic pulse and white noise
.harmonic audibility. Basking behavior, etc
P0363 172-31514
Individual functions and intersubject differences
'of noise annoyance susceptibility, noting
relationship to Borschach test
p0371 A72-32987
Lateral inhibition in auditory perception proved
'by psychophysical study of nervous activity
stimuli patterns, noting erroneous measurement
of pure tone masked threshold
p0378'A72-33970
Sonic boon startle - A field study in Beppen, lest
Germany.
P0552 A72-44916
Effects of high intensity noise levels on hnaan
vestibnlar system and production of
. disorientation and nausea
rABBL-TB-71-58] . p0393 H72-25038
Human factors engineering to determine effects of
weapon noise on military personnel and
development of criteria for performance
prediction of personnel after exposure to noise
fAD-738135] p0405 872-251*5
. Tests of perceived noisiness under anechoic,
semi-reverberant, and earphone listening
conditions for predicting relative annoyance of
various aircraft noises
CHASA-CB-2108] p0485 R72-29086
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
ST ILLOSIOHS
ST HOOH ILLDSIOH '
ST OCULOGBAVIC ILLUSIONS
Environmental noise induced huian fatigue,
considering physiological and psychological
effects
p0001 A72-10050
Visual nasking effect due to light offset,
investigating human identification response to
tachistoscopic test stimuli .on lighted
background ¥ith simultaneous shut-off
P0018 A72-11550
Hedicppsychological surveillance of aircrew in
fighter pilot school, stressing time factor in
pilot training
p0056 A72-11569
Differential nenrophysiological and psychological
effects of subanesthetic concentrations of
cyclopropane, diethyl ether, nethoxyflurane and
ethrane in conscious man
p0070 A72-15220
Human trace responses generation and storage under
light stimulus reinforcement of sound
conditioning from galvanic skin reactions
observation
p0073 A72-15581
Transaeridian flight psychological effects on
aircrews, discussing, anxiety, stress, circadian
rhythm disruption and sleep loss effects on
performance deterioration
P0108 A72-17816
Standard procedures development for perceived
noisiness or noise annoyance evaluation, taking
into account spectral complexity, spectra
weighting, time integration and onset duration
p0161 A72-20166
Psychophysical comparison methods for evaluating
noisiness or annoyance values of sounds
p0161 A72-20168
Community response prediction to noise based on
laboratory tests of individual acceptability
judgments
p0162 A72-20172
Hyperventilation relationship vith spasmophilia,
noting psychoemotional cause and nenronnscnlar
excitability
p0166 A72-20384
Improperly controlled learning processes
relationship to hypertonic blood pressure
irregularities pathogenesis in rats,
investigating negative emotional reactions effects
P0169 A72-20659
Noise effects on hnman attention and work
efficiency in extroverted and introverted
individuals
p0186 A72-22137
Psychiatric preventive intervention in emotional
crisis situations during patients aeromedical
evacuation and transportation, discussing
personnel shortage
P0228 A72-23743
flenu selection for SKY.LAB astronauts by computer
technique based on mixed integer progfanming
code, using oeasure of pleasure lists
P0280 A72-27442
Reteorological-astronomical diurnal and seasonal
environmental rhythm simulation for
psychological stresses alleviation in' long term
space missions
P0328 A72-29322
Relationship of visibility fluctuations in set of
luminous circles to verbal response learned for
each circle, showing word association influence
on stimuli perception
P0331 A72-29851
Divided attention effect localization, using
choice tracking task reaction times in
sequential stage model for hnman information
processing '
P0332 A72-29852
Electric stimulation of rabbit brain liable
formations /claustrum, amygdala, hippocampus/,
showing effect on emotional response' motor and
vegetative components
P0338 A72-30668
Astronauts physiological and psychological
reliability, discussing Apollo flights and
prolonged missions to other planets
P0339 A72-30677
Physiological and psychological effects of noise
noting vulnerability of circulatory apparatus,
nenrovegetative system and stomach
P0339 A72-30696
Technology B and D program to qualify man for long
term weightlessness, assessing space'flight
stress effects on physiology and psychology
p037<» A72-33544
Vicarious influence effect on eliciting pain in
individuals subjected to previously reported
nonpainfal electric shocks
P0428 A72-36916
Psychic adaptation of man to a long-duration stay
in space
P0508 A72-<»1988
Development of a defensive conditioned reflex to a
light stimulus after previous visual deprivation
P0546 A72-44078
Physiological and physical effects of space flight
on visual perception of astronauts
P0135 N72-15051
Physiological and psychological tests to determine
effects of isolation daring long periods in
underwater shelters during Tektite project
rNiSA-CB-123«96] ' P0137 H72-15069
Begression analysis technigne for determining
hcBss sensitivity to noise and noise annoyance
rHASA-CB-19541 ' P0189 N72-16005
Effects of psychological conditioning on flight
crews and passengers of commercial aircraft
(•HASA-TT-F-13951 J p0240 H72-18070
Borschach inkblot test for determining personality
changes of crewman during 90 day manned test
fNASA-CB-112019] P0241 N72-18081
Osing computer-analysis to evaluate changes in
waking 'EEC of normal subjects during oral
administration, of Dalnane, and fabrication of
BEG sleep-monitoring and analysis equipment
[NASA-CB-115551] P0385 H72-24088
Physiological and psychological effects of low and
high magnetic fields on man
[HASA-CH-127049] P0432 N72-26055
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTOBS
Sensory psychological invariance formation for
perceptual functions in human visual system'
P0005 A72-10468
Soviet book on astronaut activity psychological
features covering space flight living
conditions, space and time perception
psychophysiological mechanism changes and
weightlessness effects
P0056 A72-14246
Flight personnel statistical survey of clinical,
physical and psychic causes of temporary and
permanent flight service unfitness
P0167 A72-20447
High gravity environment exposure effects on
gravity preference in chronically centrifuged
rats, showing dependence on -reference level
A-336
SUBJECT IBDEI PSYCHOLOGICAL PACTOBS COBTD
P0170 A72-20787
Electrophysiological, neurophysiological,
metabolic, vegetative, psychological, chemical
and patholoqical aspects of sleep, noting
disturbance and wakefulness mechanisms for
various clinical disorders
P0213 A72-22223
1TC operator stress factor evaluation from
information theory analysis of radio
telecommunication information content
P0219 172-23131
ATC task analysis by subjective rating of work
• load, discussing information processing
measures, scoring method and observer rating
procedure
P0219 A72-23135
Education and training of personnel for
photointerpretation, discussing psychological,
physiological and methodological aspects of
aerial photointerpretation
P0221 172-23298
Psychological aspects in aerial
photointerpretation, discussing importance of
perception of image contrast, contours and areal
distribution
P0222 A72-23299
Soviet space crevs selection and training based on
professional and scientific background,
emphasizing psychological qualities for working
compatibility in space environment
p0225 &72-23672
Human biodynamic and behavioral response to whole
body vibration, discussing subjective judgment
of vibration intensity and effects on performance
p0233 172-24797
Case report of fighter pilot disorientation
episode during night flying exercise, suggesting
psychological stress factor
P0267 172-26019
Time displacement effects on human physiological
and psychological functions, discussing
circadiari rhythm phase shift and performance
deficits
p0274 A72-26681
Human functional level performance
characteristics, noting relationship between
spontaneous rhythm diurnal variations in psychic
and physical performance
P0276 A72-26691
Sleep deprivation effect on circadian rhythms in
human performance, psychological fatigue
ratings, catecholamine excretion and urine flow ,
P0276 A72-26692
Transzonal air travel as cause of psychological
and physiological rhythm change effects on pilot
performance
P0276 172-26694
Periodic, continuous and aperiodic white noise
effects on human serial decoding performance,
relating subjective and autonomic responses
P0294 A72-28289
Rorkload modification effects on pilot
neurological changes during Boeing 707 letdown,
approach and landing
P0294 A72-28290
Time perception distortion level in simulated and
real flight due to task complexity-related pilot
emotional stress
p0337 A72-30392
Psychological criteria for flying personnel
selection in civil aviation, noting performance
prediction based on maximum likelihood estimates
P0341 172-30816
General aircraft accident investiqa'tion approach, .
using subsequent psychosocial reconstruction of
pilot lifestyle to explain accident-producing
behavior
P0344 172-31095
Visual stimulus orientation effect on movement
perception, relating physiological and
psychological factors
p0362 172-31368
Preferences for signaled over nnsignaled noise
from subjectively rated noise intensity
experiments, discussing preparatory response vs
information cognitive control interpretations
p0371 172-32763
Psychological and physiological parameters
correlation for astronaut functional state
relation to emotional tension level during
ground and flight tests
. ' . P0376 172-33563
Response-dependent electric shock punishment
schedule preference during response seguence in
food-deprived pigeons
P0377 172-33773
Effects of instructions on measures of state and
trait anxiety in flight students.
P0409 172-34464
lirline management and flight crew role in
prevention, detection and dealing with airline
. pilot incapacitation in flight, noting
physiological and psychological factor recognition
P0410 172-34555
Obedience to rotation-indicating visual displays
as a function of confidence in the displays.
P0420 172-35943
Extraversion, neuroticism, and color preferences.
P0427 172-36903
Experimental tests of Voth-Hayman hypothesis of
autokinesia mediation by attention distribution
mechanism
P0427 172-36904
Personality correlates of lateral eye movement and
handedness.
P0427 172-36905
Error arising from experimenter influence on
subject behavior and performance, discussing
expectancy effects on stimulus presentation and
IQ and success-failure judgments
POU27 172-36907
Bepression-sensitization and duration of visual
attention.
P0428 172-36917
Hanipulation of projected afterimages by means of
the physiological theory imposed on the observer.
P0428 172-36920
General principles and detail similarities in
visual pattern 'analysis by single neuron
operation, computer programs and psychological
perception
P0462 172-39275
Circadian rhythms in physiological and
psychological functions related to jet travel,
studying body temperature variations and
psychouotor performance during isolation and
varying light-dark cycle conditions
P0464 172-39723
Professional capabilities activation of flyinq
personnel, discnssinq psychological training for
flight fitness
P0489 A72-40172
Effect of psychotropic substances on human
resistance to acceleration
P0492 172-40443
Psychological principles of active rest during
long space flights
P0492 172-40446
Effects of weightlessness on astronauts - A summary.
P0539 172-43385
Effects of an 18-day flight on the human body.
P0540 A72-43386
Organizational, psychological and physiological
stress factors in coronary heart disease amonq
enqineerinq, administrative, and scientific
personnel
[HASA-CE-125217] P0087 H72-13053
Effects of experimental manipulation of painful
electric shocks, independent of subject
performance, on sguirrel monkey response
tmsl-CB-1192481 . P0117 H72-14046
Statistical study of physiological and
psychological factors in qronnding of Italian
lir Force flight crews
P0124 H72-14091
Psychological factors in pilot qroundinq in German
lir Force
P0127 H72-14111
Quantitative psychological correlates of human
visual system model
(AD-731197] P0140 K72-150jO
Psychological measurements and methods in human
factors laboratories
P0192 H72-16027
Effects of psychological conditioning on flight
crews and passengers of commercial aircraft
fHlSA-TT-F-139511 P0240 H72-18070
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PSYCHOLOGICAL IBDEXES SOBJECT IBDBZ
Behavior of man in -technical, and socioeconoaic
control systems
P0437 H72-26194
Psychological effects of active rest on spacecrews
daring prolonged space flight
P0483 H72-29068
Performance of subjects with different cognitive
complexity during negotiation in bilateral node,
with mediation, and in presence of observer
[NASA-TT-F-14482] P0562 H72-32110
PSYCHOLOGIC*! IIDBIES
0 PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS
HI BOESCHACH TESTS
Psychological threshold for successiveness,
tabulating probabilities for correct guesses of
stimuli order - • • .
pOOOS A72-10713
Contrast reversal or distance paradox in
temperature perception aftereffect
P0008 A72-10716
Position constancy and motion perception tests of
head movement feedback calibration of perceived
direction of optical motions :
P0009 &72-10719
Psychological tests of airmen vith performance
error histories, considering psychic >
characteristics for limited assignment
readjustment
pOOSt 172-13723
Universal perception meter for measurements in
vorK psychology laboratories, discussing
characteristics and operation
p0056 A72-13884
Subjective probability distributions for random '
device-generated Bernoulli process unknowns, :
discussing distribution median and guartiles and
hypothetical sample impact assessment techniques
p0095 A72-15812
Aeromedical diagnostics for aircraft pilot hearing
sense tests, considering cockpit environment and
stress-produced impairments in central nervous •
system •
' p0102 A72-16781
Chlorpromazine'trangnilizer influence on squirrel
monkeys in electric shock tests, shifting
postevent aggressivity to pre*>event anticipation
• p0149 A72-18975
Selective attention dichotic listening test' as
flying proficiency prediction criteria,
discussing omission and intrusion errors
p0153 A72-19351
Sonic boom exposure effect on humans based on
- visual performance and tracking tests
p0183 A72-21912
Operator independence test for human performance
reliability modelling based on symptom detection
and fault location of sonar system failure
. p0229 A72-2H002
Aptitude screening test of ATC training
applicants-,• using directional heading
determination under aural 'distraction
p0290 A72-28252
Frequency-specific color aftereffects as result of
alternate exposure of subject to inspection
gratings of different spatial freguencies
p0322 A72-28615
Ideas of individual on group members majority
behavior in various situations, noting norm
concept confirmation from psychological tests on
reference groups
' ' ' p0325 'A72-28796
. Response bias and sensitivity variations in
psychophysical test of rats discrimination
between standard and attenuated auditory signal
intensities
p0377 A72-33648
Altitude effects on decision making performance of
cognitive, psychomotor and complex 'card sorting
tasks
p0379 A72-34096
Visual-tactual senses conflict experimental -
examination, discussing vision as dominant
modality ' ;
p0407 A72-34249
Developmental relationships between field
independence and fixity-mobility.
' • ' ' p0427 A72-36906
Psychological tests to judge maximum and minimum -
nonphysical subjective attraction forces between
two parallel bars ' '
:p0428 A72-36919
Bach band measurement by psychological
compensation technique, causing band
disappearance by changes in stimulus pattern
luminance and brightness distribution ^relations
P0451 A72-37827
Psychological tests for diurnal variations of •
human visual discrimination* threshold by varying
test object illumination level
• - p0457 A72^38931
A psychologist's laboratory approach to a human
factors problem. ?l
pOSM; A72-41430
Hoving spot detection threshold measurement'"for
varying exposures, noting product of stimulus
duration and velocity for comparison with Bloch
l a w - • ' - . - . . '
• p0518 A72-42930
Complete assimilation of briefly presented lines. '
p05«6 A72-44150
Learning and solving complex problems of reasoning
- 1 test-theoretical investigation of "the I
complexity of compound problems of predictive
logic •
• p0555 472-45244
California psychological inventory as a predictor
of success in the Naval flight program. L
p0557 A72-456S5
Heasurement of motivation in human factors '•"' '
engineering by psychological tests • • '''
p0042 H72-10132
Psychological tests for evaluation of animated
visual displays for acoustic signal recognition
[AD-728056] ' - . • • ' • • - . ' p0129 B72-14123
Psychological evaluation of 16PF and BBPI for item
ambiguity characteristics
[FAA-AB-71-35] ' ' p0142 H72-15102
Psychological measurements and methods in-human
factors laboratories • , . .
p0192 H72-16027
Validity of aptitude tests for air traffic
controller selections ' '• : '
rFAA-AM-71-40] • P0246 H72-18113
Bole of statistical hypothesis testing in psychology
[BAE-LIB-TBA1IS-1649] ' " p0471 IN72-28062
Tests for selecting air traffic controllers by
predicting job performance
P0477 N72-28106
STA1 measurements' of simulated stress in ATC and
other aviation personnel ' -;
fFAA-AB-72-23] p0529 H72-30117
PSYCHOLOGY
HI BILITAHY PSYCHOLOGY" ' '* '.
HI PSYCHOACOOSTICS ' ' '
UT PSYCEOPHYSICS
Visual perception psychology of character .- ' '
recognition ' • . - - £ -
• •• ' p0034 'H72-1Q079
Introduction to experimental psychology' including
methods in perception, learning, sociology/ and
diagnostics
1
 '*.'••• • p0039 'H72-10108
Psychopathology among French' Air- Force flying
personnel
• ' * p0127 B72-14112
Sensory and- motor psychology studies with trained
animals ' ' !
p0397 H72-25081
Ban machine'systems and control, and engineering
psychology
fJPES-562971 i t - ' ' •
 P0436 S72-26084
DSSH research reports on psychology and -man
machine relationships
[JPBS-56351] •/•' '. J ' P0468 H72-28038
Psychiatry, psychology,' and related subjects -
bibliographies
[AD-741951] * p0531 H72-31100
PSYCeOBETEICS ' ". '
Sleep, lack of sleep and circadian 'rhythm effects
on psychometric test performance • '
p0275 A72-26684
Psychometric test for auditory stimulus duration
difference estimation, noting tebe'r fraction'for
temporal gaps marker condition
p0489 A72-403H5
A-33 8
SUBJECT IHDEX PSTCHOPHTSICS
Sublectiv.e and objective sensory physiology,
discussing transfornation processes in sensory .
receptors and nerves, psychophysical scaling
methods,, chemoreceptors and peripheral adaptation
POS16 472-42777
flultiple discriminant analysis method for . ,
determining index of item validity using
military personnel
. -CAD-7297631 - P0130 H72-14129
Compoter program for correlating human reactions
to psychological stress • ,.. .
fAD-730452;| . P0139 N72-15081
,Automatic-protocol analysis as task for artificial
intelligence .
rAD-734286] • p0262 H72-19175
PSICBOHOTOB FEBFOBRABCE
BT PSYCHOSOHATICS. . . .
Optimal psychomotor performance in relation to
thermal comfort conditions in man, using complex
dual tests and sublective rating scales
p0002 472-10117
Human mental and .psychomotor performance
measurements in compressed oxygen-helium
atmosphere pressure chamber for dive between .100
and 1500 feet. '. .• • -
p0018 472-11701
Concurrent and terminal display exposure effects .
on perceptnal adaptation for localizing
movements with displacing prisa . ' ...
P0055 472-13878
Operant conditioning for producing gross motor
responses, discussing application to physical . -
medicine and rehabilitation..with mentally.
v *retarded.Downs syndrome children
, , . .... p0059 472-14706
Short and. long term mental and physical .work.,
effects on central nervous system and motor • •
apparatus in young people ,
..' P0071A72-15230
•Bioelectric activity study of cat and dog cerebral
intercentral relations during various motor
activities and poses
p0071 A72-15231
Frontal lobe damage effect on conditional motor
reflexes, communication capability and emotional
behavior in baboon apes
. . • : P0073 A72-15583
Simulated sonic boom effect on tracking
performance and autonomic response, noting heart
rates, skin conductance and startle reflex ,
. P0109 A72-17868
Rental rehearsal and physical: practice relation to
learning rate for rotary pursuit tracking skill
acquisition
P0147 A72-188Q1
Natural visual capture result of vision and touch
conflict in bilateral comparisons of object length
p0229 A72-24270
Pressure suit effects on psychomotor skills,
testing manual dexterity, tracking skills,.hand
strength, steadiness and coordination for
pressurized, nnpressnrized and shirtsleeve
conditions •' . ' ! . . . • ' .
P0233
 ;A72-24796
Choice reaction task times for responses to
signals by middle, little and index fingers-
P0234 472-24985
Sleep loss and work-rest cycle effects on combat
efficiency, considering psychomotor reactivity, ,
vigilance and decision making capacity . .
P0275 A72-26688
Inspiration, expiration and hand muscle control
comparison in psychophysical category production
method for human voluntary breathing regulation',
investigation
P0288.A72-27843
Statistical evaluation of feedback role in simple
movements in terms of Index of Preprogramming
:
 p0371 A72-32761
Beightlessness effects on aninal voluntary, motor
activity and wakefnlness from brain and muscle,
area electrical activity recordings during
ballistic flight , ' .
; P0374 A72-33548
Altitude effects on decision making performance of
cognitive,, psychomotor and complex card sorting
tasks ' ,
, . . • p0379 A72-34096
Testibular behavior of fish during diminished . .
g-force and weightlessness.
P0410 A72-34549
Increase in skeletal muscle performance during-
emotional stress in man.
P0412 A72-34942
Circadian rhythms in physiological and'
psychological functions related to jet travel,
studying body temperature .variations and
psychomotor performance during •isolation and
varying light-dark cycle conditions ' ,. . .'
: pO»64 472-39723
Influence of prolonged longitudinal.accelerations :
on control habits •,
. , p0507 S72-41750
German monograph - Control performance as <a . .
function of the transmission ratio and the .
Coulomb friction in the operational element.
; • p0519 A72-43052
Involuntary eye movements during the-,performance
of nental tasks
p0546 472-44077
Behavior concept formulation for visceral systems,
considering digestive system data and extension
...from motor function concepts
- . • • ' p0550 472-44586
Carbon monoxide exposure effects on .human sleep
patterns and psychonotor performance involving
time estimation, mental arithmetic, tracking,
•and vigilance under moderate or high workloads
(AD-727506] . p0035 N72-10084
Proportional relationship between reaction time
and information processing in humans as factor
,-• of system ^ design
[AD-7282173 , .. ,. pOO.87 H72-13093
Development of flexible psychomotor testing system
for use in pilot selection program
fAD-732210] • P0206 H72-17087
Analysis of models and explanations for temporally
decreasing predictive relationship between -
ability measures and complex motor task
performance , • • '
[40-7326121 p0248 H72-18126
Effects of high altitude and oxygen deficiency on
psychomotor performance of flight crews
CDLR-FB-72-02] .. . • rp0384 572^ 24080
Performance of personnel operating moving command
. and control system that monitors psychomotor tasks
UD-738133] . • • p0478 H72-28114
Graf driving machine for determining sobering .
effect of•caffeine and- pervitin on intoxicated .
individual
tNASA-TT-F-14564] .1- , . P0561 H72-32099
Effect of isoniazid on psychomotor performance of
aviator instructors
rAD-728823] , . . .•- P0564 1172-32120
PSICHOPHISICS . • . . . •
HI PSYCHOACCUSTICS. . . , .
Psychology of visual form perception in relation
to nenrophysiological principles of lateral
interaction .and organization, considering 1
retinal images, aftereffects, binocular vision,-
etc
. . . . . - ,p0005 A72-10169
Psycho-physicali theory of human mind, discussing
molecular biological processes of neuron
• recording in terms of guantum mechanics
, . ,p0113 A72-18191
Psychophysical comparison methods for evaluating
noisiness or annoy.ance values of sounds • •
. p0161 A72-20168
.Inspiration, expiration and hand muscle control
comparison in psychophysical category production
method.for human voluntary breathing regulation
investigation . , .• .
p0288 A72-27843
Experimental testing of theory of signal
deteptability derived psychophysical models
application to two-pulse visual stimuli temporal
discrimination
P0362 A72-31379
Besponse bias..and sensitivity variations in
psychophysical test of rats .discrimination •
between standard and attenuated auditory signal
intensities
P0377 472-33648
Evidence for the role of the transient neural
"off-response1 in perception of light decrement
- A psychophysical test derived from neuronal
»-339 .
PSICHOPHTSIOLOGI SUBJECT IIDBX
data in the cat.
P0412 172-31*88*
Determining the detectability range of camouflaged
targets. .,
pOU19 172-35690
Psychophysical procedures to investigate selective
visual adaptation to light of different
wavelengths from test gratings with various
orientations and spatial fregaencies
•
:
' ' p0451 172-37829
Psychophysical information content evaluation of
aerial photographic images by human viewer for
photointerpretation and search in reference
'library
' • P0459 172-39042
Measurement of specific mechanical impedance of
the skin - Effects of static force, site of
' stimulation,- area of probe, and presence of a
surround. ' ,- ' ' • ' - . . - • • '
, • • • p0489 172-103117
Subjective and objective sensory physiology,
discussing transformation processes ID sensory
receptors and nerves, Psychophysical scaling
methods/ chenoreceptors and peripheral 'adaptation*
' • • p0516 172-42777
Effects of criterion variance on sensitivity
measures in signal detection theory
CIZF-1972-5] p0381 H72-24060
Psychophysical signal detection and predictions
based on two-state theory -
[IZF-1971-16] . p0381 H72-24062
PSYCBOPBT.SIOLOGT
Environmental- noise induced human''fatig"ue~i-'
considering physiological ;and 'psychological •:'-
effects : <i' "
, . , p0001 472-10050
Psychophysioloqical potentials of pilots in
simulated emergency situations, investigating
motor reaction time, signal selection time,
error number and type and processed infornation
amount and rate : . . > ' '
.p0114 A72-18199
Disorientation- in naval aircraft accidents from '
psychophysiological and environmental-factors,
suggesting flight scheduling and training
improvements " i .* • • .
' p0180 172-21574
Physiology of sleep phases and dreams, discussing
data on highly organized and interacting
neurohumoral mechanisms exhibiting alternating
forms of brain bioelectric- activity
P0181 A72-21838
Soviet book on psychic phenomena and brain,
covering cybernetics, dialectical materialist
implications, consciousness, psychophysiology
and cerebral- nenrodynamic structures '
. p0186 172-22164
Self estimated distractibility in subjects related
to attention lapses during -perceptual motor
performance, indicating psychophysiological
-. changes
• - , • '•:• 'P0296 172-28307
Future spacecraft habitable' compartment, layout _ '•_
from psychophysiological viewpoint, considering''
human visual and motor field parameters and crew
- members social needs
P0328 172-29321
Low-altitude flight imposed psychophysiological
stresses due to air turbulence discomfort,
instrument 'dial vibration and ground-based
navigational objects recognition difficulty
• • • i • -: • - - p0340-172-30747
Psychological principles of active 'rest during
• long space flights
' . • P0492 172-40446
Critigue' of Pavlov conditioned reflex role in
higher nervous activity and association
principle role in psychic activity
' P0498 172-40811
Psychophysiological data acguisition with hybrid
analog circuits ' ' , . . . • : •
-' • • P0038 H72-10105
Physiological factors in color vision, simulation
of visual systems, raerospace environment effects'
on visual perception, and electrophysiological-
aspects of eye responses ' ' ' • '
ISAS1-TT-F-6501 •;• I P0132 B72-15028
Color discrimination ability in children with
reduced visual acuity
P0133 H72-15037
Binimu* time interval in human visual
discrimination of successive optical stimuli
P0133 H72-15039
Tine history display effects on auditory and
visual perception -
[AD-733092] ' p0244 H72-18099
Effects of long term ELF magnetic field exposure
on central nervous system of squirrel monkeys
[1D-735456] p0351 H72-22084
Occurrences of vertigo in hyperbaric atmospheres
and among underwater divers with theoretical
explanations of etiology involved -' •
P0393 H72-25043
noltivariate approaches to pattern recognition and
dyspepsia cures
C.1D-737268] ' P0*0? H72-25117
Bio'medical data reports on human acclimatization
to polar regions and psychophysiology •
CJPES-56252] ' P0433 H72-26060
Psychophysiological factors of human adaptation to
••Antarctic life
, •• . '• p0434 N72-26066
Human factors-engineering viewpoint of •
psychophysioloqical measurements1 applied to -
maintainability evaluation of eguipme'ht design
CAD-739437] p0446 H72-27137
Beview of nenrophysiological mechanism involved in
selective attention
C1D-738131] P0472 B72-28067
Psychophysiology of evoked cortical potentials and
• human information processing
f AD-738964] • '- -' •• p0474 H72r28080
Variables responsible'for post-awakening* visual '
' "
lp'erforman'ce 'decrement as function of anxiety
flD-738630] ' p0524 872-30082
Psychological verification of digitally simulated
models of human visual system
[1D-742431] P0565 H72-32132
PSICHOSOHITICS
Case history of student aviator with psychosomatic
Lymphogranuloma venereum related to vestibnlar
apparatus ' " - . ' '
pOOiO A72-11712
Diagnostic errors in draft age patients, noting
doctor, examination methods, disease type and
patient factors and psychosomatic disturbance
detection ' '
1
 • p0379 A72-34149
German book - Somatic sensitivity, smell and taste.
••' ' '-• p0516 172-42776
PSICBOTHEB1PI " [ ' f '
Civil aeronautics environment relation to ; ";
psychiatrists and medical psychologists * '':~
treatment of air navigation personnel,
discussing chemotherapeutic' and
psychotherapeutic treatment administration
. problems
' - • ' • ' ' p0151 172-19243
Pharmacological- effect and therapeutic action of
amobarbital sodium in mice during hypokinesia • '
• and isolation
• ''=- "•' p0123 H72-1408~8
PSICBBOPH1IES ' • ''"•'!' '
Hydrostatic pressure and temperature effects on;
growth of psychrophylic marine bacterium,
emphasizing inhibited- amino acid transport and
respiration ' ' '
' - - • • . p0004 172-10322
POLHOHIEI CIBCOUTIO'B ' • < . : :'
Computer controlled' scintiscanning for pulmonary
blood flow distribution, discussing real time -
data monitoring, contour plots and three
dimensional and wall reflection' maps
P0012 172-11038
Hemodynamics,•pulmonary gas exchange and
circulatory responses to high: altitude in
subjects with-previous history of high altitude
pulmonary edema ' •- '
< • : • • ' ' \ p,0016 172-11422
Exercise effects on pulmonary circulation in dogs,
measuring pulsatile'arterial flow"and pressure
and vascular input impedance, resistance and
hydraulic power ' . ' • • •
p0073 172-15464
Conversion of'angiotensin to angiotensin 2 in dog
pulmonary circulation, studying peptide
synthesis, radioimmunoassay and in vivo and
plasma' in vitro metabolism
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SUBJECT ISDBI P01HOH4EI FOHCTIOHS
, . . . p0073 A72-15165
lien intravascular effect on plasia carbon dioxide
gradients:near pulmonaEy capillary vail, • •
discussing free energy requirements
. P0172 A72-20890
Diqital computer si Halation of circulatory and
.respiratory systeas interaction model for oxyqen
and carbon dioxide qas exchange between
pulmonary blood and alveolar air
•'. P0211 A72-22156
Vasomotor efferent effects on rabbit lung
posterior lobe blood content in response to
electrical stimulation of vagus nerve peripheral
ends i
v', , . P0225 A72-23693
Pulmonary capillary bed filling as function of
.arterial.pressure in prefnsed frozen dog lungs
" ip0232 A72-21180
Blood flov stratification effect on alveolar gas,/
exchanqe -in liquid filled lunqs in do^ qs from Xe
133 concentration measurements . . . ...
p0232 A72^21181
Open capillaries control mechanism of pulmonary
diffusion capacity, presenting mathematical,
interpretation of- humoral and hydraulic biopd".
pressure control :: • ' , i
p0233 A72r21787
Sheet flow theory for pulmonary alveolar blood
flov, discussing blood pressure effects,
membrane tension, blood volume and transit time?
distribution
P0277 A72-26702
Tilt ,table,..test for gravitational stress effects
on human pulmonary capillary blood, flow ••.-..^ > ;*o
. ,. . . . . .... , ,.p0291 A72-"28286
Blood coagulation changes at high altitude •'.;.-
predisposing to pulmonary hypertension. >v
p0107 A72-31222
Effects' of diffusion impairment on 02 and CO2 time
courses in pulmonary capillaries. .: •
P0121 A72-35967
Hathematical model for flow limitation in ,
collapsible tube in relation to pressure*in
pulmonary and circulatory system
P0121 A72-35972
A model of fluctuating alveolar gas exchange
during the respiratory cycle. I.' .
p"0125 A72-36571
Bole of the autononic nervous system in the
hypoxic response of the pulmonary vascular bed. ,-,
P0126 A72-36572
Relationship of pulmonary artery to left ... . •,. ,
ventricular diastolic pressures, in acute
myocacdial infarction. . ,
P0161 A72-39161
Heart function and pulmonary circulation in humans
suffering from chronic mountain sickness
p0512 A72-12587
Hvpothalamic control of the systemic and lung
circulation and functional significance of this,
control . • ! j „
pO'520, A72-13168
Bheograp>hic investigation of cerebral, pulmonary
and peripheral circulation during bed rest in
antiorthostatic position ., . .
" P0513 A72-13911
Possibility of determining the long, ventilation
volume by the mathematical modeling method
p0551 A72-11597
Comparative study of regional hemodynaaics during ..
tilt test and lover body, negative pressure'
exposure.
P0551 A72-15131
Experiments for asserting the pulmonary
ventilation in veightlessness
P0193 H72-16011
Biological: models for clinical [analysis- of
pulmonary circulation during simulated abnoraal
pathological or environmental conditions
[H»SA~CB-1271111 P0131 H72-26011
POIHOIARI ?OICTIOHS ., . -,
 M: • , ...
Bight heart ventricle intracardiac. . .,
phonocardiograBS, recording.pulnpnary early
diastolic click simultaneous with artery : •
pressure curve dicrotic vave
. , . p0002 A72-10121
PnlBonary functional inhomogeneities effects on
steady state oxygen and CO diffusing capacity
estimates in gas transfer resistances terms
P0011 A72-10817
Acute, short and long term and life long high
altitude hypoxia exposure effects on pulmonary
gas exchange control and efficiency during
physical exercise
P0011 A72-10818
Inspiration time correction factor for pulmonary
diffusing capacity aeasureaent by single breath
aethod
P0011 A72-11259
Altitude hypoxia human pulmonary compliance ,,
relation betveen static transpulaonary pressure
and inspired volume
P0023 A72-11958
.Lung ventilation nonuniformity determination by
single cala breath method, shoving nitrogen •
concentration in aveolar phases
. . P0031 A72-12515
Pulionary BC netvork and multiple breath nitrogen
vashout time constants mathematical relationship
for breathing mechanics measurement, discussing
lunq compliance and resistance
;.
 :. p0061 A72-11862
Respiratory flov resistance measurements in man,
v conparinq esophaqeal catheter, plethysmographic,
forced pressure oscillations and airway -
interrupter methods
P0070 A72-15222
Sinqle breath method for pulmonary diffusinq
capacity measurement with respect to total lung
>capacity and inspiration time
P0101 A72-17171
Hypoxia pretreatient for decreased pulmonary .<•
oxyqen toxicity dnrinq high pressure oxygen , •
breathing in rats . •
,,..' i p0153 A72-19328
Cardiovascular and respiratory responses.to
intraarterial infection of K and Na ions in doqs
for peripheral'receptor site determination
P0162 A72-20177
Hyperbaric oxygen exposure effect on
cardiovascular system in rats, discussing
pulmonary edema relation to hypertensive left
ventricular failure .
; ' . . p0163 A72-20182
Environmental chamber tests for ozone exposure
effects on human pulmonary function at rest and
during bicycle exercise
. p017,1 A72-20881
Cardiorespiratory functions in child swimmers and
nonathletes during growth, relating training to-
oxygen transport system dimensions
- P0172 A72-20891
Respiration in altered qas environment for
spontaneous breathing and voluntarily maintained
pulmonary ventilation level conditions ;
P0185 A72-22077
Laryngeal Botoneuron activity during Hering-Brener
reflexes, noting inspiratory fibers firing
inhibition and activation- during lung inflation
P0218 A72-22975
•Aerobic vork capacity indices of gas exchange
pulse rate, pulmonary ventilation and acid base
balance in.ranners, determining Baximnm oxygen
utilization
: p0225 A72-23596
High altitude acclimatization effects on human
lang diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide at
different oxygen tensions
- - ; P0231 A72-21176
Chest strapping~iuduced increased lung recoil
pressure effects on maximal expiratory flov
relation to lung surface compliance decrease
P0231 A72-21178
Elastic lung shaped model for distribution
analysis of weight induced stresses, strains and
surface pressures in lung «
P0232 172-21179
Pulmonary atelectasis and arterial-venous shunting
and heart displacement prevention during
centrifnging of dogs breathing oxygenated liquid
flnorocarbon in vater immersion respirator
p0270 A72-26609
Plethysmographic and laryngoscopic investigation
of glottis opening and airvay resistance
relation to lung volume during panting.and
continuous slov expiration
i P0270 A72-26611
POLHOHABY LESIOHS SDBJBCT IHDEI
Digital computer technique for computation of
pulmonary mechanics parameters, using pbasor
method and Foarier series analysis of
respiratory flow signals
p0272 A72-26620
native hiqhlander and lowlander chenoreflex
ventilatory response to transient carbon dioxide
inhalation at low and high altitudes
P0286 A72-27728
Pulmonary oxygen transport dynamic model
representing lung gas-side airway and alveolar
regions and blood-side capillary bed
P0325 A72-28996
.Four-parallel-compartment lung model for emptying
pattern study, using expired nitrogen
concentration data to calculate alveolar
dilution ratio and emptying rate
P0339 A72-30703
Annual clinical and.physiological evaluation of
test pilots physical performance over ten year
period from body composition* pulmonary function
and work capacity measurements
" p03«a A72-31093
Nonlinear theory of pulmonary ventilation'
distribution in tvo compartment model of human
lungs -
. p0372 A72-33025
Bebreathing studies of carbon dioxide pressure
level effect on carbon dioxide content
difference in arterial blood and alveolar gas
during exercise and-rest
P0108 A72-34346
Respiratory frequency and alveolar oxygen and
carbon dioxide tension relationship to
.hypercapnia in man .- s • . ".'i
pO»21 A72-35965
Gas induced osmosis as factor in pulmonary
.homeostasis, showing differential water .
retention in lungs ventilated with normoxic
nitrous oxide compared with air
POH21 172-35970
Pulmonary gas exchange in Andean natives at high
altitude.
:- p0125 A72-36570
Bat pulmonary lipid metabolism during feeding- and
fasting from studies of long lecithin half life
, after'c-11/1/palmitate and B-3/D/glucose injection
P0426 A72-36573
Begional lung function in man during immersion
with the head above water.
P0455 A72-38701
Pulmonary air-trapping induced by. water immersion.
p0456 A72-38711
Evaluation of cardiopulaonary function and work
performance in man during caloric restriction.
P0490 A72-H0423
Begional lung function during early
acclimatization to 3,100 • altitude.
pO«90 A72-<i042it
A method for spirographic display of functional
residual capacity and other lung volumes.
." > ' P0491 A72-40427
Electrically sensed changes in chest and abdomen
diameter for tidal volume, respiratory freguency
and minute ventilation measurements
P0491 A72-U0428
Hypoxic pulmonary steady-state diffusing capacity
for CO and alveolar-arterial 02 pressure
differences in growing rats after' adaptation to
a simulated altitude of 3500 m. ...
, - ; • - . '•'• P0506 A72-IH622
Control of. the circulating blood mass in the case
• of a functional detachment of various amounts of
pulmonary tissue ' •• '
P0507 172-41825
Effects of externally imposed mechanical ' • :
resistance on breathing dense gas at exercise - '
Hecbanics of breathing.
-' p0511 172-42489
Transarterial leakage- - A possible mechanism of •
high altitude pulmonary oedema.
P0513 A72-42S88
Lung volume changes of people in antiorthostatic
position in hospital beds for control,
exercising and* muscle electric-stimulated groups
. . . . . . . p0543 172-43918
Possibility of determining the lung .ventilation' •
volume by the mathematical modeling method
• . . P0551 172-44597
Determination of the diffusional capability of
lungs by the method of delayed respiration
P0551 A72-4H598
Bespiratory gas analyzer for aircrew pulmonary
function measurements
fHASA-TH-X-68370] p0395 H72-25057
Spirographic examination of huaan pulmonary
functions during stay in Antarctica
P0434 N72-26070
Digital simulation and experimental evaluation of
C02-H(plus) control of pulmonary ventilation
tHASA-CB-127819] p0521 B72-30056
Calculation method for estimated rate of onset and
severity of pulmonary oxygen toxicity of the lungs
[1D-742468] P0523 B72-30072
Etiology of pulmonary edema and plasma volume
changes during decompression in hybrid swine
CHASA-TH--£-580951 p0568 H72-33081
POIBOBABT LESIOBS '
Effects of nitrogen and helium upon pulmonary
damage after rapid decompression to 2 torr.
1ID-7460931 P0409 172-34544
Influence of prolonged starvation on the freguency
of occurrence of decompression-induced pulmonary •
hemorrhage. '
P0409 172-34545
PDLS4I1HG FLOW
0 OHSTEADI FLO» '
POISE AHPLITODB
Physiological response to affective visual
stimuli, observing signal value change effect on
forehead pulse amplitude and galvanic skin
response
P0011 172-10854
Calibrated LF acceleration vibrocardiography to
^examine hemodynamics indices relation to main
wave amplitudes
p0361 172-31313
PULSE DUBATIOB
Foveal light pulse duration effects on reaction
time, shoving stimulus intensity-time reciprocity
P0363 172-31509
An aspect of the problem of pitch dependence on
the duration of short sinusoidal signals.
P0462 A72-39217
The detectability of a brief gap in a pulse of
light as a function of its temporal location
within the pulse".
P0499 A72-41023
Determining effective flashing light intensity as
function of duration and area at threshold and
suprathreshold luminance with different
background luminances
fAD-728587] p0129 H72-14128
Effects of accelerated particles and cosmic rays
on light flashes in human eye
tHASA-TH-X-68160] p0432 N72-26051
Effect of various magnesium salts on luminous
intensity and duration in phosphorescent bacteria
r»ASl-TT-F-1IHt31l p0563 S72-32112
POISE FBEQOEICI HODOLATIOH
Data processing in isolated crab biological strain
receptor formed by muscle, transducer and
encoder, noting pulse freguency modulation in :
encoding process
P0283 A72-27577
POISE GEUEBATOBS
Beceptor membrane pulse generation electronic
model with tunnel diode negative resistance
circuit
P0284 172-27578
PULSE HEIGHT
0 PDLSE AHPLITDDE
PDLSE HODDLATIOB :
HT PBLSE FBEQDESCI RODD1ATIOH
Design and operation of completely implantable
three channel temperature biotelemetry system
fBNHL-SA-«231] p0567 H72-32111
POLSE BATE
Human pulse wave propagation velocity measurement,
using biotelemetry system of photoresistance
sensors and endoscopic bulbs connected to
electrocardiograph
'
;
 p0031 A72-12519
Pneumatic thermistor transducer to measure steep
election time interval between cardiac volume
pulse upstroke start and maximum rise rate
occurrence • •
P0273 A72-26633
A-342
SUBJECT IHDBX PIBOVATES
Chanqes in the impulse activity of cortical
neurons durinq selective reinforcement of a
,. chosen range of their interpalse
Response of ventilation parameters, pulse rate,
ozyqen uptake, and body temperature in man under
acute and severe hypoxia
fDLS-rB-11-651 "°313 »72-
PULSE EECOBDEBS
0 COIJHTBBS :
POISE RIDTB- , ,
0 POISE DORATIOH
POISED L4SEBS
HT.Q SWITCHED LASEBS
Destructive chanqeB in rabbit brain and eyes under
pulsed, laser bea, irradiation
POISED BAOIATIOI
HT'ELECtBOHAGHETIC POISES • .
Spectrum dose conversion method for evaluating
radiation dosaqe i
f JABBI-12091
 P0305 B72-2
POISES ,'- . •
HT ELECTRIC POISES
UT ELECTROHiGHETIC POISES
HT, GE01UGHETIC POISATIOHS
HI PBESSOBE POISES
Devices for producinq pulse trains for pulse count
UD-7U2973] , . P0535 H72-31128
POHCTUBISG
0 PIERCIBG
POPA
Phase resettinq behavior of circadian rhythm of
pupal eclosion in fruitfly populations • '
PUPII SIZB
pupil size spontaneous oscillation /Hippus/,
discussing development by repeated liqht step
and accommodation and disappearance due to
mental activity .
 p0030 S72.12I(90
Computerized simulation from model of human
pupillary motor -behavioral response to liqht,
accommodation and fusional inputs
P0152 A72-19310
Optic disk drusen and Barcus Gnnn pupillary
phenomenon relation to visual field defects,
discussing need for calibrated perinetry and
binocular field testing
fAD-7378601 ' P016" A72-20190
Aqe dependence of chanqes in pupil diameter in the
pO»95 A72-10732
Pupil diameter variations for measuring mental
process involved in interpretinq aircraft
rlE?™"?"
 P0569 H72-33089
PUPIIIOHETBT
IB pupilloqraphy for screening narcoleptics and
fatigue prone individuals from driver and pilot
training applicants
. . . P0298 &72- 28323
POPIIS . • •
Consensual photopupil responses to liqht flashes
recorded in foil dark adaptation, noting
bleaching and backgrounds effects
p0333 A72-29969
Pupil reflex loss /popillotonia/ diagnosis in
pilots, testing sensitivity to methacholine
chloride
fAD-7mi3681 p03<m A72-31096
HI AIB POBIFICATIOH
Blood self purification enteral mechanism in dogs,
determining leukocyte population chanqes before
and after feeding and intravenous interferon
infections
p0118 A72-18867
Feasibility of chemiluminescence method for
monitoring sterility of reclaimed water using .
tape sample transport system
CHASA-CR-115a57l p0251 H72-19093
Sanitary and chemical evaluation of »ater
regenerated from atmospheric condensate by
extraction vith amines and alkvl phosphonic ac
-POBIFIEBS
0 PDBIPICATIOS
ids
pO»81 B72-29056
PUBIHES
BT CAPFIISE
HI OBIC ACID
HT IASTBIHES . •
PUBSOIT TBACKIH6
Hental rehearsal and physical practice relation to
learning rate for rotary pursuit tracking skill
acquisition - '
P0117 A72-18801
pilot pursuit tracking performance under
acceleration stress, simulating high performance
aircraft dynamics via human centrifuge equipped
Kith simulated head-up predictive gansight
P0298 472-28320
Tracker recovery strategy during temporary target
obscuration in pursuit tracking task, analyzing
control stick movements
P0330 A72-29820
Eye movement pattern aonitorinq to investigate
retinal afterimage role in release of pursuit
movements . > • -
P0112 A72-3«886
.Botary pursuit task practice effects on transfer
of motor skill from slower to faster speeds
P0028 A72-36915
Experieental determination of the distribution
rule for the time of failure-free operator
action in the tracking mode /with pursuit/
P0557 A72-U5521
Aircraft interception avoidance problem solved by
differential game theory, discussing human
operator decision aaking for random pursuit
tracking . ' '
• - . . P0557 .A72-15523
Adaptive human operator model in pursuit tracking
~- problen
P0390 H72-2i»13l»
Effects of training in ocular pursuit tracking on
subsequent performance
fAD-7lt12q6l B0»86 H72-29094
PIBIDIBES
HT MICOTISIC ACID •
PIBIDOIIBE
pathogenesis of in-flight illusory acceleration
sensations, discussing amino acid level, protein
metabolism rate and pyridoxin metabolism
P0100 A72-16642
Effect of neurohomologous phospholipids associated
with other substances on experimental
intoxication by asymmetrical dimethylhydrazine.
II - Biochemical aspects of the .
pyridoxine-phospholipid association
00501 A72-11195
PIHIBIDIBES
HT BITOCHOHDEIA
HT TBTHIDIHE
Photochemical reactions in pyrimidine base of BS4
after 07 irradiation, relating mntagenic and
lethal effect to dimerization
P0056 A72-14608
PIBOGEB , .
Pyrogenal injection test for hematopoietic tissue
function in dogs, describing response as
transient lenkopenia followed by pronounced
leukocytosis due to bone narrow granalocyte '
ejection
pOS»2 A72-U3911
PIBOGRiPBAlLOT
0 COBPOSITE BATEBIAIS
PIBOLISIS
Catalysts for oxidation of vapor-gaseous phase
formed.during pyrolysis of human' wastes'
:
 ' P0123 H72-11081
PTBOBETBT '
0 TEHPEBATOSE BEASOBEHEHT
PIBBOLES
BT TBIPTOPBAB
FIBOVATES
Acute and chronic hypercapnia effect on lactate,
pyravate, alpha-ketoglntarate, glntamate and
phosphocreatine contents of rat brain'
pOOSI A72-13677
Glycolytic metabolism effects 'from responses of
blood lactate-pyruvate and redox state to
chronic exposure to 3 percent C02
[AD-73U122] p031« B72-21059
Oxidative catabolisa of pyruyate to acetyl
coenzyme A in yeast cells
[HASA-TT-F-13909] p0568 872-33077
A-313
Q FACTORS SUBJECT IIDBI
Q PACTOBS
Average radiation Q factor and dose radiation
spectrum measurement in phantoms irradiation by
proton Deals
rCEBH-71-161 P0027 A72-12069
linear energy transfer response of
polyvinyltoluene plastic scintillator,
presentinq data on quality factor and radiation
dose equivalent determinations in mixed
radiation field
rCEBB-71-16J P0027 A72-12071
Q SWITCHED LASBBS
Batheiatical-physical model for laser poised
radiation-indaced pressure wave transmission
through surface and internal bioloqical tissues
P0113 A72-18150
QDADBOPOLES
Human torso surface mathematical model to
determine equivalent heart dipole and quadrupole
locations for ECG measurements
P0322 A72-28571
QDALITI
BT EBTIBOSBEHTAL QUALITY
QDALITI COSTBOL
An automated instrument for monitoring the quality
of recovered water.
[ASHE PAPEB 72-EBAV-16] pOt61 A72-39161
Graphical method for optimal selection of check
points for human monitor in industrial process
P0261 H72-19166
QOALITI PACTOBS
D Q FACTOBS
QDAITITATIVE ABALIS1S
Thin layer chromatoqraphy technique for rapid
quantification of bacterial ceil adenosine
triphosphate, usinq microscope ultraviolet
photometer
P0110 A72-17872
Bed blood cell metabolite 1,3 aiphosphoglycerate
determination method by rapid deproteinization,
concentration by precipitation and enzymatic
reaction
P0367 A72-32H88
Quantitative analysis of phonocardiograns by
electronic computers
[HASA-TT-F-146081 p0563 B72-32113
QDAITiZEB
0 COOUTERS
OOAHTUB TBKOBI
Quantum-chemical model of orqanic rinq-shaped
molecule with persistent magnetization at
microscopic level
P0510 A72-42318
QOABBIES
0 BIDES (EXCAVATIOBS)
QDABT*
Possible oriqin of dissymmetry of life, ezclndinq
synthesis under influence of optically active
quartz
P0059. A72-14758
QDEDBIIG THEOBI
Reliability desiqn for airborne ecoloqical system
for •fumbo ;1ets, discussing toilet flushinq and
multiple server qneneinq model
P0229 A72-23999
BABBITS
Biqh energy proton irradiation late pathological
effects on rabbit brains, discussinq brain
lesions and radiation dosaqes
fCEBH-71-16] P0025 A72-12056
Effect of I ray stimulation on olfactory system of
rabbits and rats
tCOO-1669-7] p0043 H72-11076
Effect of digestive tract receptor stimulation on
vestibular somatic reflex reactions of rabbits
P0120 S72-14068
Neuron inhibition in snbcortical response of
rabbit visual system to repetitive flicker stimuli
P0134 B72-150U4
Physioloqical effects of photic and acoustic
stimuli on evoked potentials in rabbit visual
cortex
P013U H72-15045
Evoked potential of hypothalamic region in
response to photic stimulation of rabbit retina
p013«t B72-150B6
Technique using electrodes for measuring arterial
oxygen partial pressure in dogs, rabbits, and
monkeys
P0193 B72-16037
Chest-back acceleration effects on rabbit
telencephalic vessels
P02SO B72-19031
Chest-back acceleration effects on rabbit
mesencephalic and metencephalic blood vessels
P0250 B72-19082
Acceleration training effects on compensatory
reactions of rabbit retinal vessels
P0250 B72-19083
Hypokinesia and hypodynamia effects on rabbit
cardiac arteries
P0251 B72-19087
Degenerative changes in bronchial vessels of
rabbits caused by hypodynamia and hypokinesia
P0251 B72-19088
Borphological changes caused by prolonged
hypodynamia and hypokinesia in portal vessels of
rat and rabbit livers
P0251 H72-19089
Atrophy of rabbit leg muscles caused by prolonged -.
hypodynamia and hypokinesia
P0251 H72-19090
,Hypodynamia, hypokinesia and subsequent
hyperqravitation effects on vascular system, of
rabbit knee loint capsule
. P0251 B72-.19091
Effect of prolonged restricted motor activity'oh
changes in water-mineral metabolism and fluid
distribution in rabbits
p0388 B72-2IM10
Acceleration, vibration, and subsequent
irradiation effects on BRA and protein
metabolisms in diqestive system orqans of rabbits
P0182 B72-29062
Influence of magnesium narcosis on rabbit body
temperature
rHASA-TT-F-1»550J p0561 B72-32097
BACB FACTOBS
Aqe dependence of changes in pupil diameter in the
dark.
P0495 A72-40732
BiDAB BACKSCATTEB
D BACKSCATTEBIB6
BiDAB DBTBCTIOI
Time-compressed displays for target detection.
P0420 A72-35945
BADAB DISPLAYS
0 BADABSCOPES
BIDAB ECBOBS
HT CL0TTEB
BADAB BQUIPHBBT
BT PLAH POSITIOB IBDICATOBS
HT BADABSCOPES ' .
Hardware parameters related to human factors in
training operators of night observation devices
TAD-7276571 pOO«6 B72-11099
Bioloqical effects of DBF electromagnetic radar
emissions on human orqanism
pO*32 H72-26053
BADAB IBA6BBI
Becent research applicable to the desiqn of
electronic displays.
P0427 A72-36902
BADAB IAPS
BT BADAB IBAGEBT
BADAB JATI6ATIOI
Pilot and ATC radar controller workload variations
relation, discussing distraction stress effects
P0219 A72-23132
BADAB OBSBBVATIOB
0 BADAB TRACKING
BIDAB SCABBII6
Applying engineering psychology to
circular-scanning radar, and display devices
rJPBS-55522] p0262 H72-19172
BADAB TBACKII6
Track initiation and maintenance in single
operator semiautomatic radar surveillance system
fAD-730609} pOUlS N72-15120
Badar and visual tracking of migratory birds to
determine correlation of flight altitude and
wind direction on direction of migration
A-341
SUBJECT IBDBI BADIATIOH DAIA6B
p0396 H72-25070
Eadar observations of birds nigrating in opaque
cloud cover, to determine effects of wind and
meteorological conditions
p0396 H72-25073
BADABSCOPES
HI PLiB POSITIOH IHDIC1TOBS
Time-compressed displays for target detection.
P0420 A72-35945
S1DIAIT P1DI DBISIIT
HI ILLDBIH4HCE
HT IBBADIAHCB
HI LDHIBAHCE
HT LOUIHOOS IHTBBSITY
07 radiation intensity altitude dependence and
absorption by ozone, considering diurnal and
annual variations and biological effects
p0225 A72-23625
BADIAiT HBATIHG .
Ear site'body temperature measurement relation to
radiant heating of scalp and upper face
p0299 A72-28333
Henatological codifications due to acnte exposure
to heat
pOSOO A72-41191
HADIAIT IITEHSITI
0 BADIAHT FLOI DEKSITI
BiDIATIOl ABSOBPTIOH
RT ELECTBOHAGHETIC ABSOBPTIOS
BT PHOTOABSOBPTIOB;
Absorbed doses at various depths in water target
exposed to charged pions, mnons and electron
i beans, using Honte Carlo program
[CEBH-71-16] p0026 A72-12063
DV radiation intensity altitude dependence and
absorption by ozone, considering diurnal and
annual variations and biological effects
P0225 A72-23625
Energy loss fluctuations in dosimetric
interpretation of radiation absorption in
biological systems
P0207 H72-17622
Badiochemical analyses of Apollo astronaut vastes
for radiation absorption dosage
P0207 H72-17623
Estimation of proton penetration and absorption of
heavy nuclei from cosmic rays during space
missions
fHASi-TH-D-6600] p02»0 H72-18074
Dosimetric technigues for calculating microwave
energy absorption in animal tissues
fPB-2082331 ' p0533 H72-31109
BADIATIOB BELTS
Spacecraft bacteria population resistance to
simulated Jovian trapped radiation belt
electrons and solar wind protons, noting
dependence on isolate, dose and electron energy
P0366 A72-31993
BADIATIOH COHTHOL
0 RADIATION PBOTECTIOH
BADIATIOB COOHTEBS
HT SCIHTILLATIOH COOHTBRS
Tissue egaivalent plastic counter for radiation
dose equivalent measurement in mixed radiation
field, discussing data processing
[CEBH-71-16] P0027 A72-12070
BADIATIOI DABAGE
Inhaled ozone effect on chromosome aberrations
break frequencies in circulating blood
lymphocytes of irradiated Chinese hamsters
p0013 A72-111<t9
Hathematical model for radiation damage cross
section linear energy transfer dependence,
explaining experimental valnes of relative
biological effectiveness
rcEBH-71-161 P0024 A72-12052
Photochemical reactions in pyrimidine base of DBA
after DV irradiation, relating mntagenic and
lethal effect to dimerization
P0056 A72-14608
Bathematical model for blood leucocyte population
changes after radiation exposure within Blair
model leucocytes hemopoietic to cardiovascular
systems transport
P0099 A72-16635
Biological damage inflicted to rats by protons, X
rays and gamma rays
P0106 472-17675
Biological hazards of high intensity light
sources, considering physiological factors
involved in threshold eye damage valnes
determination
p0177 A72-21333
Bibonnclease molecule damage and enzyme activity
under 0V irradiation and repeated freezing and
thawing
p0224 472-23594
Industrial safety rules recommendations for lasers
based on radiation biological effects and eye
optical and physiological properties
P0284 A72-27615
Pathophysiology of exposure to DV, IB, coherent,
microwave and BF radiations, discussing
potential hazards, damage, human tolerance
threshold, protection guides and safety standards
P0288 A72-27963
Destructive changes in rabbit brain and eyes under
pulsed laser beam irradiation
P0329 A72-29333
Proton irradiation effects on monkey central
nervous system, showing inflammatory reaction
and nenroglial astrocyte glycogen accumulation
p0331 A72-29833
Light flashes observed by astronauts on exposure
to primary cosmic radiation during translunar
flights, investigating effect upon retina in man
and animal
P0366 A72-31917
Effect of lunar ground on radiation damage in mice
P0417 A72-35214
Bhesus monkey retinas ultrastructural alteratipn
and damage in rods and cones produced by Q
switched ruby laser coherent radiation
P0417 A72-35396
Brain tumors in irradiated monkeys.
p0418 472-35607
Bematological modifications due to acnte exposure
to heat
pOSOO A72-41191
Changes produced in the nerve structures of the
stellate ganglion by total X-ray irradiation
P0507 472-41925
Ionizing radiation effects on mitosis and nucleic
acid synthesis, noting protective chemical
agents and hematological evaluation of radiation
damage and narrow regeneration
P0508 172-11986
Anoxia and genetic strain effects on ionizing
radiation damage and repair of deoxyribonncleic
acid in Eschericbia coli
fBTO-280U-391 p0082 B72-12028
Ionizing radiation effects in damage and repair of
deoxyribonncleic acid in Escherichia coli
IHYO-2804-38] p0082 B72-12029
Bathematical model of hematopoietic radiation
damage and recovery in human body
P0121 H72-14073
Biological effects of laser radiation on skin of
rats
tJPRS-54936] p0136 B72-15066
Effect of helium-neon and TAG laser radiation on
retinas of rabbits at levels below those
regnired to produce visible lesions
[4D-728852] p0138 H72-15078
Effects of laser radiation on tissues and organs
of animals and measures for protection from
effects of laser radiation
(AD-730194] P0139 B72-15084
Badiation damage in phiz-174 replicative form DBA
measured as function of linear energy transfer
fLBL-28] p0199 H72-17038
Badiation damage in microscopic volumes exposed to
energetic photons
CAD-731709] p0200 B72-17049
Bigh energy particle irradiation effects on
biochemical systems of spacecrews
P0208 H72-17629
Effects of radio waves on human body
[HRC-TT-1519] p0240 B72-18073
Testing paradigm for training and measuring visual
acuity in Bhesns monkeys suffering from retinal
bnrn
[AD-733488] P0255 H72-19116
Badiation damage in mammals and humans indicated
by biochemical changes in blood and urine[SZS-7/71-PT-1] p0306 H72-20083
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Opthalmologic examinations for determininq retina
damage caused by helium-neon laser boresights
tID-738629] pO«39 N72-27087
Effect of continuous ultraviolet exposure on
photokeratitis and ocalar damage in humans,
rabbits, and primates
(BASA-CB-11S7«2J pOU71 N72-28063
Theoretical calculations of thermal damage from
heat dissipation in homogeneous solid
rAB-738589] pOfl73 B72-28073
HADIATIOH DEIECTOBS
HI DOS1HETEBS .
HI SILICOH HADIATIOH DETECTOBS
HI THBESHOLD DETECTOBS (DOSIBETEBS)
nathematical nethods for improving the
significance of scintigrams
j>0«23 A72-36II25
External radiation and internal emitter studies
[UCD-1172-118] ' p0199 H72-17039
Sensitivity of Ge(Li) detectors in biological and
environmental counting
[UCBL-73505] p0306 N72-20079
System for detecting natural body burdens of
radionuclides usinq scintillation crystal and
lead shadov-shield
[AD-735609] p0352 N72-22086
BADIATIOB DISTBIBOTIOH
HI DIFFRACTION PATTEBHS
Tissue equivalent plastic counter for radiation
dose equivalent measurement in mixed radiation
field, discussing data processing
CCEBN-71-161 p0027 A72-12070
Linear energy .transfer response of
polyvinyltoluene plastic scintillator,
presenting data on quality factor and radiation
dose equivalent determinations in nixed
radiation field ' '
[CEBH-71-16] p0027 A72-12071
BADIATIOH DOSAGE
Space crev radiation dosage calculation from Hars
mission high impulse gas core nuclear rocket
engine exhaust plume fission fragments '
P0016 A72-11353
Radiation induced disease development related to
dose, dose rate and radiation quality,
discussing different models
[CEBN-71-16] p002« A72-12053
High energy proton irradiation late pathological
effects on rabbit brains, discussing brain
lesions and radiation dosages
tCEBH-71-16] . p002S A72T12056
Relative biological effectiveness of high energy
radiations, noting dependence on radiation
quality, system, dose and dose rate
[CEBH-71-16] . P0025 A72-12058
Effective dose change after repeated radiation
exposures as function of time intervals between
fractions, evaluating space flight radiation
hazards .
CCEBH-71-16.).' P0025 S72-12059
Polycarbonate, merits as visual solid detector in
• high energy radiation dosimetry
fCEBH-71-16] . . . p0026 A72-12066
High energy nude on tissue doses calculation based
on averaged characteristics of nuclear
interactions.
[CEHH-71-16] p0026 A72-12067
Depth-dose experiments with monodirectional 1U HeV
neutrons'in low scatter environment, describing
test facility ' ' . ' . ' '
[CEBH-71-16) P0027 A72-12068
Average radiation Q factor and dose radiation
spectrum measurement in phantoms irradiation by
proton beams
[CERH-71-16] p0027 A72-12069
Linear'energy transfer response of
polyvinyltoluene plastic scintillator,
presenting data on quality factor and radiation
dose equivalent determinations in mixed
radiation field
[CEBN-71-16] P0027 A72-12071
lonization chamber for direct measurement of
radiation dose equivalent, describing high•
voltaqe switching circuit
[CERH-71-16] p0027 A72-12072
Badiation doses received by cosmonauts in manned.
Soynz 3-9 from mission retrieved
thermbluminescent qlass dosimeters
[CEHH-71-16] p0027 A72-1207S
Cosmic ray exposure thindown .tracks in human
tissue from solar minimum to maximum at SST
flight level . ,
(CEBH-71-16] p0027 A72-12079
Radiation exposure dnrinq hiqh altitude 'fliqhts,
considering normal radiation levels due to
galactic radiation and short term increases due
to solar flares ...
POQ53 A72-13231
Biological dosimetry in acute human irradiation
from cytoqenic study of peripheral blood .and .
bone marrow .
P0056 A72-11I606
Blue qreen algae Anacystis nidulans photorecovery
after Co 60 gamma radiation exposures, using
white and red light
. p0073 A72-'15516
Bacteriophage synerqistic inactivation by heat and
ionizinq radiation from kinetic model describing
- dose rate and temperature dependences
P0113 A72-18185
Relative biological effectiveness of high X.'ray
doses given to radish seeds, studying
irradiation rate effect on germination probability
P0214 A72-2252*
Three year varied dose and acute exposure gamma '.
irradiation of dogs, noting radiobiological
effects from hematoloqical, cytological and.
. physiological examinations
P0326 A72-29307
Dose response curves for pink somatic mutations in
Tradescantia after neutron and X ray irradiation
pO'36lt ,A72r31723 .
Irradiation system for animal and human subjects .'
exposure to controlled microwave radiation in
environmental tests " •
P0369 472-32573
A new model for estimating space proton dose to
body organs. * . , ,.
. . ' ' P0417 A72-35351
Henropatholoqical evaluation of monkeys exposed to
body-alone X-radiation.
. . '. P042U A72-36439
The use of a scintillation counter to measure
diagnostic X-ray tube kilovoltage, radiation
exposure rates and.contamination, by low energy .^
gamma emitters. •
pO«30 A72-37197
Radiobiological problems caused by supersonic
transport /With a survey of. the first results
.established by tests performed on board the
Concorde prototype/.
P0156 A72-38713
New cancer therapy.treatment technignes using^
. < space dosimetric concepts.
.. . . . . p0553 A72-I15112
Gamma ray detection for mapping spatial negative
• pion. distribution in tissue
[OCRL-20291] . . . . . . . P0039 H72-10112
Determining radiation' exposure of astronauts by
analysis of urine salts and raw feces in gamma
ray spectrometers .
[BFBL-SA-3608] " p0117 N72-1110117
Benefit-risk analysis in determininq effects of;. .,
radiation dosaqe on human beinqs
[OCRL-728U8] p01»2 H72-15103
Radiobioloqical studies of vivo mice systems using
910 HeV helium ion beam
[LBL-31H] , ' ' P0198 H72-17035
Establishment of maximum permissible values for
internal radiation doses based on uptake and
. retention of. radioisotopes by human body organs
[COHF-711.10.171]
 : . .. P0198, H72-17036
Exposure rates- from experimentally fractionated
fission products of 0-235
[AD-7323751 ' . ' . ,p0201 N72-1705U
Honte Carlo calculations' of neutron and proton
dosage and transport depths in tissue phantoms
' . . P0207 N72-17617
Proton penetration calculations for tissues of
astronauts in simulated spacecraft environment
. bombarded by.solar flares and radiation belt
protons
P0207 H72-17618
Human blood cell dose-response relationship to
total body irradiation
. , . P0208 H72-17631
Modular assessment of radiological environmental
effects on man in operational space systems • •
A-34 6
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nsinq anatomical haman model
P0208 B72-176D7
Particle energies and angular fluence
distributions for calculating dose rate
conversions in haman radiation exposure
' P0208 B72-17655
Development of microdosimeter to determine enerqr
deposition in snail tissue region durinq
exposure to space radiation
P0209 B72-17656
Estimating individual bone marrow radiation' doses
in leukemia patients
" P0210 B72-17729
Estimation of proton penetration and absorption of*
heavy nuclei from cosmic rays daring space
missions
CHASA-TH-D-6600] p0240 H72-18071
Secondary radiation dosage from heavy galactic
cosmic rays
fBASA-CB-125592] ' ' p02«1 H72-18077
Criteria for determining permissible doses of
ionizing radiation for astronauts
. p03.01 B72-20005
Spectrum dose conversion method for evaluating
radiation dosage
CJAE8I-1209] p0305 B72-20076
Long term effects of high and low radiation dosage
on human beings and animals ' •
CA/COHF-49/P/821 p0306 H72-20080
Tvo Honte carlo codes for calculation of dose
distribution in human phantoms irradiated bY . ~
external photon sources
' rKFKI-71-12] . . p0306 B72-20082
Interpretation of statistical data 'concerning
relation of radiation exposure and infant
mortality
fBHL-16255] . p035« H72-22100
Clarification of dose equivalent expression in
radiation protection systems
C1BL-379J p0351 B72-22102
Acquisition of data concerning possible'
deleterious effects on health of population due
to small exposures to ionizing radiation at lov
dose rates '" ' ' . ' " ' '
tLBL-331] p0357 H72-23074
Erythrocyte reserve in healthy and chronically
irradiated dogs subjected to physical' loads
P0387 B72-2H100
Passive dosinetry for measuring cosmic radiation
dosage and its effects daring manned space flight
' -pO«31 H72-26008
Passive dosimetric interpretation of cosmic
radiation dose rate onboard French prototype of
Concorde 001 supersonic transport aircraft
pO«32 B72-26052
Disk scintillator calculation of absorbed dose
rate from electron beams in tissue medium
CAD-739207J • p0523 B72-30079
Eadiation dosage distribution and effects
fAHL-7860-PT-2] ' P0566 H72-32100
Bibliography on influence of ionizing radiation
dose rates on cells and organisms '
[PB-209804] p0570 B72-33093
BADIATIOB EFFECTS -
BT BADIATIOH DAHAGE ' '
BT BADIATIOB IHJDBIES
Chronic microwave irradiation' effects' on ' '
experimental animal blood forming systems,
examining peripheral blood count changes and
nuclei and mitosis abnormalities in • ' ' '
erythroblastic and lynphoid cells ' :
P0019 A72-11708
Hitotic index and aberrant mitose frequency in
mice corneal and intestinal epithelial cells
exposed to 50-630 neV protons, estimating
relative biological efficiency coefficients
rCEBB-71-161 ' •'
 P0025 A72-12055
Biological efficiency of secondary radiations from
70 GeV protons interaction with target,
discussing dose dependences and restoration
process relative rates
tCEBB-71-16] • p0025 A72-12057
Belative biological effectiveness of high energy
radiations, noting dependence on radiation
quality, system, dose and dose rate
rCEBB-71-161 ' p0025 A72-12058
Badiobiological effects of nonuniform body
irradiation, discussing regeneration process
stimulation by partially shielded bone marrow •
fCEBB-71-16) p0025 A72-12060
Nonuniform hiqh energy proton irradiation of dogs,
evaluating and predicting biological effects
[CEBB-71-161 p0026 A72-12061
Primary cosmic ray interaction with tissues,
emphasizing biological effects and nuclear
reactions induced radioactivity in astronaut body
pOO«9 A72-12911
Carbohydrate metabolism, glycolytic ferment
activities and leukocyte size under ionizing
radiation, showing compensatory bone narrow cell
formation with lenkopenia
P0056 A72-11609
Biological effects of unfocused laser radiation on
DBA and BNA synthesis and cell activities in
thymine dependent E. coli strain
P0059 A72-14610
Dltrasonically produced cavitation events
correlation to amoeba cells namber.decrease
under 1 HBz irradiation
P0073 A72-15299
Snblethal z radiation effects" on rat
erythropoietic system daring altitude hypoxia
acclimatization
P007S A72-15721
Space environment weightlessness and radiation
effects on leeches biorhythm, metabolism,
reproduction and growth from rocket biological
experiments
• • • • • ' p0075 A72-15729
Illumination effect on proton and gamma irradiated
cabbage plant growth, height and foliage,
indicating radiation protective effect for
certain light intensities
P0101 A72-166U9
Visual discrimination task-trained monkeys
, performance and physiology after pnlsed mixed
gamma-neutron irradiation, noting blood pressure
and respiratory and heart rate changes
P0110 A72-17873
Cosmic radiation effects in Concorde prototype
cabin, using photographic dosimeters for neutron
dose measurement and nuclear emulsions for all
charged particle recordings
p0151 A72-19211
Pulsed and continuous BF irradiation effects on
mitotic activity and chromosomal aberrations in
regenerating rat liver tissue
P0154 A72-19113
Belative biological effectiveness of high X ray
doses given to radish seeds, studying
irradiation rate effect on germination probability
P0211 A72-22524
Bhesus monkey retinal image diameter estimation
during exposure to Ar and He-He laser
irradiation, using micrbphotometer scans
p0265 A72-2531U
Solar activity effects on biosphere processes,
discussing radiation-induced molecular
activation mechanisms in water and biological
plasma calcium ion concentration changes
P0289 A72-28213
Beuroendocrine responses in microwave radiation
exposed rats, correlating thyroid and
thyrotropic activity
P0298 A72-28321
Three year varied dose and acute exposure gamma!
irradiation of dogs, noting radiobiological
effects from hematological, cytological and
physiological examinations
P0326 A72-29307
Bed blood cell reserve mobilization in healthy and
chronically irradiated dogs after treadmill
exercise
P0335 A72-30379
Amitetravite /biological protectant/ effect on
natural immunity state of dogs exposed to
chronic gamma irradiation simulating space
flight environment
P0335 A72-30380
Organ cell lysosomes polymorphic properties and
formation by GoIgi complex, discussing role in
neurocyte structure restitution following gamma
irradiation
P0337 A72-3059*
Standardization of' microwave irradiation
experiments on animals, discussing power density
level evaluations and local vs whole-body
irradiation effects
A-347
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pOSOO A72-30746
Hicrowave induced cutaneoas heat and pain .
perception thresholds, noting usefulness as
possible radiation hazard warning
. P0363 A72-31506
Spacecraft bacteria population resistance to
sinnlated Jovian trapped radiation belt
electrons and solar wind protons, noting
dependence on isolate, dose and electron energy
P0366 A72-31993
Organism response to extreme overload factors,
discussing centrifuqinq and vibration stress
effects on mean swimming time and
post-irradiation survival time 'in mice
P0375 A72-33554
Nonionizing "electromagnetic radiation effects in
biological systems, discussing microwave
penetration, therapeutic warming, light
scattering in tissues and medical instrument
applications
P0377 A72-33754
Influence of .a magnetic field on radiation-induced
chromosome aberrations in plants
pO<!15 A72-35007
Body weight decreases in some proton exposed
primates.
P0424 A72-36447
Influence of temperature shocks on seed formation ,
after irradiation of pollen from Tradescantia
paludosa.
P0455 A72-38642
Cytologic aspect of BF radiation in the monkey.
p0456 .A72-38709
Badiobiological problems caused by supersonic .
transport /with- a survey of the first results .
established by tests performed on board the '" -
Concorde prototype/. '.
P0456,A72-387"13
Vestibular labyrinth reactions and nystagmus
thresholds in dogs during negative angular
accelerations and simulated chronic galactic
radiation from Co 60 gamma source
P0491 A72-40439
Incorporation of methionine-S 35 in the proteins
of the digestive organs of rabbits under the
action of radiation and vibration
P0192 A72-40440
Electron abundance eguilibrium as factor in
biological effectiveness of proton beam
irradiation of animals
,p0492 A72-40450
Local necrosis, parenchyma incisions and
vascularization of rabbit liver tissue under
pulsed and continuous laser beams
P0499 A72-40991
Influence of Cosmos 368 space flight conditions on
radiation effects in yeasts, hydrogen b'acteria.
and seeds of lettuce and.pea.
P0540 A72-«3390
Physiological and hematological effects of chronic
irradiation.
P0540 A72-43392
Summary of latent effects in long term survivors
of whole body irradiations in primates.
' p.0541 A72-43393
Analysis of survival and cause of death statistics
for mice under single and duration-of-life gamma
irradiation.
P0541 A72-43394
Influence of X-ray irradiation in 25- and 250-r
doses on the transplant immunity'in mice
differing by weak and strong
histoihcompatibility systems ' '" ' '
P0542 A72-43910
Visual perception of accelerated nitrogen nuclei
interacting with the human retina.
P0545 A72-43940
Natural aging and radiation-induced life .
shortening in Drosophila melanogaster..
P0555 A72-45279
Hales of Drosophila melanogaster treated with 250
kV X rays for determination of germinal
mutations induced in germ cell'cycle
[OBO-3844-7] p0082 H72-12027
Biological applications of radiation processing,
radiation protection, metabolic studies, and
radiation effects research
fAEBE-PB/HPH-151 ' p0087 H72-13064
Physiological .effects of microwave radiation on
animals and interaction of electromagnetic, waves
with tissue to change structure and function
[AD-728397] P0087 B72-13069
•Synergistic effect of zero gravity and radiation
on human leukocytes and Benrospora crassa.
fEXPTTSd04]
 : . , p0120 H72-14063
Therapeutic irradiation effects,,on visual
perception times in humans with optical nerve
diseases
. P0133 1172-15041
Ionizing radiation effects on response, potentials
.• of isolated frog retina to visual stimuli
l . . P0134 B72-15049
Beurochemical alterations in laboratory animals
exposed to microwave irradiation with
. determination of effect on turnover rate of
serotonin
CAD-729161] " . . . ' P0138 H72-15076
Benefit-risk analysis in determining effects of
radiation dosage on human beings
. [.OCB1-728483. ' p0142 B72-15103
Bhesus monkeys subjected to microwave radiation .
while executing operant conditioned task to .
determine, effects of low intensity microwaves on
performance . >,
[AD-730105J p0143 B72-15108
International cooperation in biophysics, cosmic
rays, heavy ions, and radiation effects research
P0192 B72-16035
Badiation and acceleration effects on structure of
cytoplasm in aerospace environments
... P0194 B72-16047
Effects of cosmic rays on cells and aging .action
of heavy' ions 'on cerebral cortex
P0194 B72-16051
Establishment of maximum permissible values for
internal radiation, doses based on uptake and
retention of radioisotopes by. human body organs
f'cOBF-711104-1] P0198 N72-17036
Effect of exposure to extremely low fregnency
magnetic fields on central nervous system of
sguirrel monkeys
[AD-7319941 P0201 872-17053
Effects of preflight and postflight irradiation of
biological specimens using yeast cells, hydrogen
bacteria, lettuce, and pea seeds on Cosmos
satellite-368
P0202 H.72-17057
Effects of extraterrestrial radiation on
escherichia coli culture during flight of
'Cosmos-368 artificial earth satellite
p0202 B72-17058
Effect of specific flight factors on preirradiated
yeast cells during flight of Cosmos-368
. artificial earth satellite .
P0202 N72-17059
Effect of specific flight factors on preirradiated
yeast cells during flight of Cosaos-368
artificial earth satellite
P0202 H72-17060
Effect of flight conditions and prolonged ground
storage on viability and radiosensitivity of
hydrogen bacteria cells !
. . . . ; ' p0202 B72-17061
Effect of space flight factors on spontaneous and
induced mntag'enesis of gamma irradiated and
nonirradiated lettuce seeds
P0202 B72-17063
Effects of extraterrestrial radiation on dormant
pea seeds during flight of Cosmos-368 artificial
earth satellite
P0203 B72-17064
Effects of space' flight factors on formation of
anomalous metabolites and activity of enzymes in
plants
P0203 B72-17065
Zond 8 space probe experiments to determine
effects of flight factors on physiological and
biochemical properties of yeast and algal bacteria
P0203 B72-17067
fiesearch projects to determine biological and
physiological effects of radium gamma rays
rsyo-2740-81 . P0205 B72-17083
Temporary human sterility caused by X ray
irradiation
, P0208 B72-17630
Human blood cell dose-response relationship to
total body irradiation
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P0208 H72-17631
Pulmonary impedance power spectral analysis foe
detecting 'radiation induced gastrointestinal
disease and performance decrement in Ban
P0208 H72-17632
nodular assessment of radiological environmental
effects on man in operational space systems
using anatomical human model
P0208 872-176H7
Analysis of clinical radiation data for predicting
human tolerances to radiation effects during
manned space flights
P0208 H72-17653
Biological response of sheep and swine to space
radiation dose protraction and dose distribution'
at low intensities
P0209 H72-17683
Effects of gamma ray exposure on ability of
monkeys to perform continuous and
discrete-avoidance and fixed-ratio tasks vith
visual and auditory cues
P0209 H72-17681!
Effects of radiation by fission neutrons and I
rays on mouse zygote ' . ..
P0209 N72-17685
Effects of high energy protons on erythropoietic
stem cells and radioprotection by chemicals
determined vith laboratory mice
P0209 H72-17686
Effects of protons and gamma rays on
carcinogenesis, mortality, and chemical
protection against radiation in laboratory rats
P0209 N72-17687
Reaction of mouse epidermal cells to heavy
particle radiation using helium, lithium, and
carbon ions
P0210 N72-17688
Biological effects of exposing chickens to single
acute doses of either 2.2 GeV protons or 250 kvp
X rays
P0210 K72-17689
Effect of 6 HeV X ray irradiation on blood plasma
reducing substances in primates
fAD-731091] P02U2 N72-18087
Effects of partial and whole body radiation on
biochemistry and physiology in humans
fAD-7320251 P0254 N72-19110
Radiation effects in Drosophila due to space
environment
fEXPT-P-1160] ' P0302 H72-20051
Combined effects of radiation and weightlessness
on mortality and mutagenesis of living systems
P0304 N72-20065
Long term effects of high and low radiation dosage
on human beings and animals
fA/COHF-U9/P/821 P0306' N72-20080
Radiation effects of total and partial body
irradiation in human beings
fAD-7312091 P0307 H72-20091
Effects of microwave electromagnetic radiation on
organisms of man and animals
tNASA-TT-F-7081 ' p0350 N72-22073
Effects of long term ELF magnetic field exposure
on central nervous system of squirrel monkeys
fAD-735156] P0351 H72-2208*
Effects of atmospheric distribution of Plutonium
on ecological systems of desert areas
rUClA-12-8481 p035« 872-22101
Ruby laser simulation for determining effects of
C02 laser effects on skin tissue
rAD-7357141 ' p0358 H72-23078
Conferences on biophysical approaches to solving
problems of ionizing and nonionizing radiation
effects during high altitude flight, manned
space flight, and ground based equipment
fAG4RD-CP-95-PT-31 POU31 N72-26085
Bioloaical effects of DBF electromagnetic radar
emissions on human organism
P0432 N72-26053
Havy research and instrumentation for analyzing
nonio'nizing radiation effects on human personnel
POU32 H72-2605U
Survival of bacterial isolates exposed to'
simulated Jovian trapped radiation belt '
electrons and solar wind protons
[NASA-CH-1275681 pO«70 H72-28057
Low freguency pulsed electromagnetic field effects
on carbohydrate energy and nitrogen metabolism
of living organism
fJPRS-565831 pOU71 N72-28061
Gamma irradiation effects on functional activity
of leukocytes in doqs
POS81 S72-29059
Chronic irradiation effects on vestibular-somatic
reactions of dogs
P0581 872-29060
Increased radioresistance in nice by mobilization
of antoantibodies through low irradiation dosage
pO«82 H72-29061
Acceleration, vibration, and subsequent
irradiation effects on RNA and protein
metabolisms in digestive system organs of rabbits
pOU82 H72-29062
Effect of gamma ray irradiation on chromosomes in
human blood
fLIB/TRANS-3661 pQ56t N72-32122
Radiation dosage distribution and effects
rAHl-7860-PT-2] P0566 H72-321<10
Effects of ultrasonic waves on reproductive
integrity of mammalian cells cultured in vitro
rBASA-CR-1283561 P0567 N72-33073
BADIATIOB EXPOSURE
D RADIATION DOSAGE
RADIATION FIELDS
0 RADIATION DISTRIBUTION
BADIATIOB HAZARDS
Effective dose change after repeated radiation
exposures as function of time intervals between
fractions, evaluating space flight radiation
hazards
fCERN-71-16] p0025 A72-12059
Rabbit and monkey corneal damage following CK
carbon dioxide laser irradiation, discussing
hazard level derivation
fFPRC/131U1 P0029 A72-12D13
Semiconductor devices potential interference and
biological exposure hazards in microwave leakage
field, considering shielding and filtering
methods for reducing susceptibility
P0056 A72-K1032
Cataractoqenesis from microwave radiation
exposure, discussing protection, legislation and
Western and Soviet literature review
P0110 A72-17877
Medical and physiological hazards for S5T
passengers and crews, discussing cumulative
cosmic radiation and high altitude decompression
risks
P0266 A72-25816
Pathophysiology of exposure to OV, IR, coherent,
microwave and RF radiations, discussing
potential hazards, damage, human tolerance
threshold, protection guides and safety standards
P0288 A72-27963
Electromagnetic pulsed radiation fields effects on
monkeys and doqs behavior and blood chemistry,
notinq biological hazard absence
P0337 A72-30U23
Ultrabroadband probe design for microwave
radiation intensity measurement in harmful
exposure study
P0369 A72-3257U
Radiation hazards in space with respect to
galactic radiation shielding, solar flare
prediction and conventional terrestrial safety
standards
P0375 A72-33556
Hicrowave radiation - Biophysical considerations
and standards criteria.
P0408 A72-31299
Observations on microwave hazards to DSAF personnel.
POU25 A72-36522
Biological effects of laser radiation on eyesight,
skin, and other body organs
tAD-7265581 P0037 872-10100
Annotated bibliography of radiation hazards
fAD-7269001 pOOHU 872-11083
Solar and cosmic radiation monitoring for Soynz 9
flight
P0075 N72-11995
Analysis of precautionary measures for use with
geodimeter which emits optical beam found to be
potential ocular hazard
CAD-729345] P0138 N72-15079
Biochemistry, radiobiology, and environmental
effects of radiation
rUCLA-12-8151 p0199 B72-170W
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Bodalar assessment of radiological environmental
effects on man in operational space systems
using anatomical human model
p0208 H72-17j617
Badiation hazard from heavy qalactic cosmic rays
to astronauts on extended missions
P0211 H72-17732
Experimental bioassay method for studying radio
frequency hazards in primates
fAD'735513] p0352 H72-22088
Bobile monitoring of man made radio frequency and
microwave radiation levels in Washington, D.C.
area '
rPB'206216] ' P0352 H72-22091
Bioloqical implications of Fa accumulation in man
and his environment '
flA'DC-130831 P0357 B72-23075
Effects of lasers on human skin
(AD-73579<() p0358 B72-23080
Bedical atlas of radionnclides used in medicine,
biology, industry, and agriculture
rED8-t6061 P0568 H72-33082
BADIATIOH HEATIHG
D BADIAST REAIIBG
BADIATIO9 IHDICATOES
U DOSIHETEBS
0 IHDICATIHG 1BST8DHEHTS
BADIATIOH IHJOBIES
Babbit and monkey corneal damage following CR
carbon dioxide laser irradiation, discussing
hazard level derivation
rPPBC/1314] P0029 A72-12113
Hatheoatical-physical model for laser pulsed
radiation-induced pressure wave transmission
through surface and internal biological tissues
P0113 A72-18150
Viruslike particles in salivary glands, muscles
and nerves of normal and gamma irradiated
Drosophila uelanogaster, showing age dependent
infection
P0176 A72-21198
Visible and invisible nonionizing radiation
produced human injuries, considering visual and
retinal effects and induced thermal stresses
pOUOS 172-34300
Heuropathological evaluation of monkeys exposed to
body-alone I-radiation.
POB24 A72-36«39
Microwave radiation effects in cataract development
rAD-730922] P0199 H72-17043
Detemination of radiation intensity needed to.
cause permanent retinal damage,in humans
fAD-7358021 P0358 N72-23079
Baval research on laser caused visual acuity
decrement in monkeys and ocular injury in humans
P0432 B72-26056
Safety codes for operators using laser equipment
P0033 B72-26057
Distribution.of DBA nucleotide blocks in radiation
injury and lenkosis in hematopoietic system of
rats
rHASA-TT-F-1H520] p0521 B72-30057
Histopathology of argon, ruby, gallium arsenide,
neodyninm, and carbon dioxide laser induced
retinal lesions
fAD-7<H3801 P0565 B72-32127
BADIATIOH IHTEBSITI
0 BADIAHT FLDX DEHSITY
BADIATIOH HEASDBBBEBT
Spectral line width measurement accuracy based on
digital autocorrelation of photon counting
fluctuations, noting light field and
photoelectric process limiting effects
P0371 A72-32949
fleasurement, of radionuclide content in feces and
urine of Apollo 12 and 13 astronauts
rHAS.A-CH-12t713] P0087 H72-13055
High % particle measurements by polycarbonate
plastic dosimeter on Apollo astronauts
P0207 H72-17621
Badiochemical analyses of Apollo astronaut wastes
for radiation absorption dosage ',
P0207 B72-17623
Hair radioactivity as measure of exposure to
radioisotopes, using both shaved and plucked hair
p0210 H72-17730
BADIATIOS BE4SDB1HG IHSTBOHBBTS
BT DOSISETEBS
HT ELECTBOPHOTOHETEBS
BT IBFBABED DETECTOBS
BT IBFBABED SCABBEBS
BT BADIATIOH COOBTBBS ,
BT BADIATIOH DETECTOBS
BT SCIHTI1LATIOB COOBTEBS
BT SILICON BADIATIOB DETECTOBS
BT SPECTBOPHOTOBETEBS
BT TBBESBOLD DETECTOBS (DOSIHETEBS)
Oltfabroadband probe design for microwave
radiation intensity measurement in harmful
exposure study
1
 P0369 A72-32574
Hobile monitoring of man made radio frequency and
microwave radiation levels in Washington, D.C.
area
fPB-206216] p0352 B72-22091
Savy research and instrumentation for analyzing
nonionizing radiation effects on human personnel
POU32 B72-26054
BADIATIOB BEDICIBE
BT BADIOBIOLOGY' .
Establishment of maximum permissible values for
internal radiation doses based on uptake and
retention of radioisotopes by human body organs
rcOHF-711101-1J ' p0198 B72-17036
Experimental bioassay method for studying radio
frequency hazards in primates
fAD-735513] p0352 B72-22088
Total body neutron activation analysis of calcium
in man . , . .
[BBL-166591 p0471 B72-28064
BADIATIOH BETEBS
D BADIATIOB BBASBBISG ItiSTBOHEBTS
BADIATIOH BOISE
0 BLECTBOHAGHETIC BOISE
BADIATIOH PBESSOBB
BT ILLOHIHAHCE
BT LOHIBAMCE
BT 10BIBOOS IBTEBSITT
BT SOUND PBESSOEE
Mathematical-physical model for laser pulsed
radiation-induced pressure wave transmission
through surface and internal biological tissues
P0113 A72-18150
BADIATIOB PBOTECTIOB
BT BADIATIOB SBIELDIBG
Protection against accelerator and space radiation
Conference, Geneva, April 1971,. Volume 1, Health
physics
[CEBH-71-161 p0024 A72-12051
Pathophysiology of exposure to DV, IB, coherent,
microwave and BF radiations, discussing
potential hazards, damage, human tolerance
threshold, protection guides and safety standards
P0288 A72-27963
Brief survey of the problems of space radiobiology
and radiation safety in space flights.
P0117 A72-35376
The use of a scintillation counter to measure •
diagnostic X-ray tube kilovoltage, radiation
exposure rates and contamination by low energy .
gavma emitters.
P0430 A72-37197
Systems used in Vostok and Voskhod spacecraft for
protection of cosmonauts from radiation hazards
P0301 B72-20017
Ocular laser protective.filter with narrowband
absorption, luminous transmission, and optical
density of 3.5
[AD-735799] . .p0317 B72-21083
Methods for protecting medical personnel from
ionizing radiation during diagnostic and
therapeutic procedures
[BP-19051] , p0351 S72-22080
Clarification of dose eguivalent expression in
radiation protection systems
[1BL-379] p035« B72-22102
Chronic gamma radiation effects on
immnnobiological reactivity in dogs protected by
amitetravite
.P0387 B72-21101
Active dosimetry for protection and control of
cosmic rays in supersonic aircraft
" , , p0131 B72-26047
Besearch in developing improved radiation i
protection programs
[JOL-787-ST] pOfl35 B72-26075
BADIATIOH BESISTAICE
0 BADIATIOB TOLEBABCE
i-350
SUBJECT IHOEX BADIO TBSHSSITTBBS
BADIATI05 SHIELDING ' . ' .'
Radiation hazards in space with respect to *
galactic radiation shielding, solar flare . ;
prediction and conventional terrestrial safety
 }
standards . ' ' '
" ' _p0375:A72-33556 ...
Badiation shielding model of man for' manned space
mission applications
""••-- ' * ' ' p0210 N72-17705
Effectiveness of lead screens in protecting bone ^
marrow, guantity necessary for survival of pigs
gamma irradiated with Co-60
rFBHC-TB-97T ' i>0365 N72-20P78
BJDIJTIOB SICKNESS ' : '
Badiation induced disease development related to. :
' 'dose, dose rate and radiation quality,
discussing different models'
rCEBN-71-16]' ' ' P0021 A72-12053
Belative biological effectiveness of energetic .
protons for somatic effects induction in mice. ~ . '
during whole body irradiation, using mean energy
of solar'event protons
rcEBN-71-16J .' . ' P0025 472-12051
Influence of''ionizing radiation on the tooth organ
P0508 A72-41987
Quantitative evaluation of effects of radiation !
sickness as applicable' to problems'of space
radiobiology
P0301 N72-2<>Of1
BADIATIOI SPEC5BA
NT:ABSOBPTION SPECTRA . • .
NT EHISSIOH SPECTBA , - '•
HI FBAONHOFEB LIKES ' " " ' ' . ' .' ' ,.-,
Average radiation Q factor and dose radiation '' • ' • •'
spectrum measurement in phantoms irradiation by
proton beams •
rCEBN-71-16] p0027 A72-12069
BADIATION THEBAPY '
Rev cancer therapy treatment techniques' using ' ' -
space dosimetric concepts.
' P0553 A72-45112
Gamma ray detection for mappinq spatial negative '
pion distribution in tissue
fOCBL-20291 ] P0039 N72r10112
Direct and indirect cyclotron production of 1-123
for radiation therapy .
r»ASA-TB-I-6759U1 P0137 N72-15068
Development of method for measuring epidermal
thickness for application to radiation dosimetry
tBD/B/B-^Sa-PT-S], pOISO N72-16012
nethods for protecting medical personnel from
ionizing radiation during'diagnostic and
therapeutic procedures --; • ' • '
CNP-19051] " ' p0351 N72-22080
Optimal choice of scattering foils for electron
therapy including computation of energy losses
[TBITA-EPP-72-171 • ' p0486!N72-29090
BADIATIOS TOLEBAHCE
Circadian periodicity of''resistance to ionizing
radiation in pocket mouse at 'high and low
metabolic1 rate ' ' • >*
p0156 A72219532
Badioprotective effect of ATP in mice, guinea
pigs, and doqs exposed to prolonged gamma
irradiation' •!•• . • ••
:
 P0121 S72-11071
Effects of plant illumination on tolerance to :
gamma and proton irradiation •' '
P0123 H72-14087
Development of 'method for measuring epidermal
thickness for application to radiation dosimetry
(BD/B/B-1931-PT-3] ' • . • .1 p0190 N72-16012
Effect of flight conditions and'prolonged ground
storage on viability and radiosensitivity of
hydrogen bacteria cells • '
' P0202 F72-17061
Analysis of clinical radiation data for predicting
human tolerances to radiation effects daring
Banned space flights • •
P0208 B72-17653
Increased radioresistance in mice by mobilization
of autoantibodies through low irradiation dosage
:p0482 H72-29061
fievised* safe laser radiation exposure levels for
Air Force personnel working in visible and near '
infrared region •- '
riD-7122671 P0523 N72-30073
BADIATITE BEIT TBAHSFEB •• . i •• I
Heat transfer through fabrics by convection, '•
conduction, radiation and vaporization related
to skin temperature and thermal injury
pOOSil A72-13700
BADIATIVE TBAISFEB
 ;
HT BADIATITE HEAT TB1HSFEB . . .
BADIO COBHOHICATIOI
HT BADIO.TEIEHETBT
Listening levels preferred by flying personnel
[AD-731778] ' p0307 N72-20088
Hiniature biotelemeter for sensing and
transmitting multiple channels of biomedical
data over ra'dio link
pOMSO N72-20956
BADIO EBEBGI
0 BADIAHT FLOX DEHSITI . " ..
0 BADIO HATES
BIDIO EQUIPMENT .
NT BADIO BECEITEBS " '
HT BADIO TBANSHITTEBS
BIDIO FBEQOEWCIBS
NT LOB FBEQDENCIES
HT BICFOHATE FBEQDENCIES ...
Pulsed and continuous BF irradiation effects on
mitotic activity and chromosomal aberrations in
regenerating rat liver tissue
P0154 A72-19UH3
Cytoloqic aspect of BF radiation in the monkey.
pO»56 A72-38709
Hobile monitoring of man made radio frequency and
microwave radiation levels in Washington, D;C^
area
rPB-206216] . p0352 H72-22091
BADIO FBEQOENCI IHTEBFEBEHCE
NT ELECTBOHASNETIC NOISE
Semiconductor devices potential interference and
biological exposure hazards in microwave leakage
field, considering shielding and filtering
methods for reducing susceptibility '
P0056 A72-111032
BIDIO FBEQDEHCI HOISE
D ELECTHOHAGHETIC NOISE
BADIO FBEQOEHCT BADIATIOH
0 BADIO BATES
RADIO IHTEBFEBENCE
0 BADIO FBEQDEHCI INTEBFEBENCE
BiDIO BECEITEBS '
nonolithic micropower command receiver to extend
lifetime* of implanted bioteleoetry system
. • ' • " p0270 A72-26564
BADIO SIGHAL ABSOBPTIOI
0 ELECTBOHAGNETIC.ABSOBPTIOB
BADIO SIGHALS
Effect of background radio chatter on performance
of pilots in training ' ' r
tAD-7270541 ' p0041 N72-10125
BADIO TELE8ETBI
Badibtelemetric cardiorespiratory determinations
during submaximal dynamic exercise
p0028 A72-1213*
Exercise ECG multichannel radio telemetry
equipment, discussing sources of malfunction and
unreliability and remedial procedures
. p0099 A72-16610
Biomedical telemetry instrumentation for radio
sensing and transmitting biological information
'from animals and man, including location by
satellite-borne receivers
P0159 A72-19915
ATC operator stress factor evaluation from
information "theory analysis of radio '.'''
telecommunication information content
' p0219 S72-23134
Low cost real time computerized C 14
"' radiorespirometry telemetering system for
monitoring human'metabolism data during'space
missions
p0293 A72-28277
Badiorespirometry in the case of work and sports
activities '
P0508 A72-12071
BADIO TBACKIH6
NT BILDLIFE BADIOLOCATIOB
BADIO TBAHSBITTEBS
Bespiration rate transmitter with miniature
pressure transducer for measuring pnenmoqraph
variations -in animals over FH-FS telemetry system
P0173 A72-20898
Temperature transmission from biopotential
radiotelemetry transmitters. ' '
A-351
BADIO WAVES SUBJECT IBDEZ
P0515 472-427*5
RADIO BATES
III LONG RATE BAD1ATIOH
HI BICBORATES
Effects of radio waves on human body
[HEC-TT-1519J p0240 H72-18073
Hossbaaer effect for measuring radio frequency
fields in biologic entities
CAD-731119] p0253 B72-19105
Bibliography of reported biological responses and
clinical manifestations attributed to microwave
and radio frequency radiation
C4D-734391] p0316 H72-21071
BADIOACTITE COHTAHIHAHTS
The use of a scintillation counter to measure
diagnostic X-ray tube kilovoltage, radiation
exposure rates and contamination by low energy
gaima emitters.
p0430 A72-37197
OSAEC 1970 progress report on radioactive
atmospheric processes and effects on plant life
[BHHL-15S1-VOL-2-PT-1] p0190 H72-16011
RADIOACIITE ELEBERTS
0 BADIOACTITE ISOTOPES
RADIOACTITE ISOTOPES
HI PLOTOHIOH
HI PLOTOHIDH ISOTOPES
Beasnrement of radionaclide content in feces and
urine of Apollo 12 and 13 astronauts
rNASA-CB-124713] p0087 H72-13055
Effectiveness of radioisotope scanning of Ga-67
for localization of neoplasms in lymphatic tissues
fOBA0-113J p0087 H72-13063
Determining radiation exposure of astronauts by
analysis of urine salts and raw feces in gamma
ray spectrometers
[BHBL-SA-3608] p0117 H72-14047
Hair radioactivity as measure of exposure to
radioisotopes, using both shaved and plucked hair
p0210 H72-17730
Sensitivity of Ge(Li) detectors in biological and
environmental counting
fDCBL-73505J p0306 H72-20079
Besearch on biological effects of radioisotope
inhalation
[LF-44] p0401 H72-25109
Radiochemical technique for determining
radionnclides present in urine and feces of
Apollo 15 astronauts
CHASA-CB-127563] p0468 N72-28040
Bedical atlas of radionuclides used in- medicine,
biology, industry, and agriculture
CE0R-4606] P0568 H72-33082
RADIOACTIVE BATEBIALS
Air sampling process for determining hazards from
radioactive or toxic aerosol inhalation
CLA-4249-TOL-21 p004« H72-11079
Effects of atmospheric distribution of plutonium
on ecological systems of desert areas
[OCLA-12-848] P0354 H72-22101
BADIOACTITE SOCLIDES
D BADIOACTITE ISOTOPES
BADIOACTITITT .
Primary cosmic ray interaction vith tissues,
emphasizing biological effects and nuclear
reactions induced radioactivity in.astronaut body
POOU9 472-12911
RADIOBIOLOGI
Biological dosimetry in acute human irradiation
from cytogenic study of peripheral blood and
bone marrow
P0056 A72-14606
Proliferative blood forming tissue activity under
chronic gamma ray irradiation in guinea pigs by
quantitative methods, showing myeloid and
reticnlar disturbances of bone marrow
P0056 A72-14607
Electrocardiograph? telemetry system for intense
radiation environment, describinq electrode and
transmitter implantation in monkey and heart
signal transmission and reception
P0102 A72-16678
Three year varied dose and acute exposure gamma
irradiation of dogs, noting radiobioloqical
effects from hematoloqical, cytological and
physiological examinations
P0326 A72-29307
Brief survey of the problems of space radiobiology
and radiation safety in space flights.
P0417 A72-35376
Some aspects of the use of small needle-shaped
semiconductor detectors in the determination of
regional distribution and transport of labelled
compounds.
pO«30 A72-37195
Badiobioloqical problems caused by supersonic
transport /lith a survey of the first results
established by tests performed on board the
Concorde prototype/.
P0456 472-38713
lonizinq radiation effects on mitosis and nucleic
acid synthesis, notinq protective chemical
agents and heiatological evaluation of radiation
damage and marrow regeneration
P0508 A72-41986
Simultaneous neutron-activation analyses of
scandium, cobalt, iron, and zinc in biological
objects with the aid of a total-absorption gamma
spectrometer
P0539 A72-43347
Physiological and hematological effects of chronic
irradiation.
. P0540 A72-43392
Summary of latent effects in long term survivors •
of whole body irradiations in primates.
p05IH A72-43393
The precise simulation of image transfer systems
with the aid of an optical convolution obtained
with a rotating slit of prescribed form
p0547 A72-44361
. Effects of plant illumination on tolerance to
gamma a n d proton irradiation . . .
P0123 H72-11087
Badiobiological studies of vivo mice,systems using
910 BeT helium ion beam
CLBL-314] , P0198 H72-17035
Biochemistry, radiobiology, and environmental
effects of radiation
tOCLA-12-815] P0199 H72-17040
Badiation damage in microscopic volumes exposed to
energetic photons
fAD-731709] p0200 N72-17049
Energy loss fluctuations in dosimetric
interpretation of radiation absorption in
biological systems
P0207 B72-17622
Effects of radiation by fission neutrons and X
rays on mouse zygote :
p0209 H72-17685
Biological effects of exposing chickens to single
acute doses of either 2.2 GeV protons or 250 kvp
X rays
P0210 H72-17689
Hossbauer effect for measuring radio frequency
fields in biologic entities
fAD-731119] ' P0253 H72-19105
Quantitative evaluation of effects of radiation
sickness as applicable to problems of space
radiobiology
•P0301 H72-20041
Bodifying influence of various flight factors on
radiobioloqical effects of ionizing radiation on
organisms in space' flight
"' ' , P0301 H72-20042
Bibliography of reported biological responses and
clinical manifestations attributed to microwave
and radio freguency radiation
CAD-73B3911 P0316 H72-21071
Ruby laser simulation for determining effects of
CO2 laser effects on skin tissue
[AD-7357141 P0358 H72-23078
Heutron sources, enerqy, flux density, and
moderation for uniform irradiation of target
element in human subjects in total-body neutron.
activation analysis
[BHL-166581 P0471 H72-28065
Literature survey and experimental results on
morphological characteristics of bioloqical
action produced by magnetic fields
rAD-742S13l P0565 H72-32126
Ose of low level counting Ge(Li) detectors in
nuclear medicine
[DCBL-730231 P0572 N72-33119
BADIOCBEHICAL SEPABATIOH
Badiochemical technique for determining
radionuclides present in nrine and feces of
Apollo 15 astronauts
CN4S4-CB-127563]. P0468 H72-28040
A-352
SOBJECT IBDBI BABE GASES
B1DIOCHEBISTBI
BT BADIOCHEHICAL SEPARATION
Conversion of angiotensin to angiotensin 2 in dog
pulmonary circulation, studying peptide
synthesis, radioimmnnoassay and in vivo and
plasoa in vitro metabolism
P0073 172-15*65
BADIOGBAPHT
HI ABGIOGBAPHY
Aseptic bone necrosis pathology from radiographic
stadies in dogs ¥ith decompression sickness
noting articalar cartilage erosion and joint
dysplasia and ezostosis
p0110 A72-17876
Hemodynamic assessment of arterial blood flow from
radiograph measurements of aorta branching points
p0277 A72-26774
Hemodynamic effects of angiographic contrast
medial in patients with and vithoot heart
disease, discussing myocardial performance '
daring first ten beats
p0286 A72-27732
The imaging properties of the positron camera
POU23 A72-3642*
Determination of the elastic modulus of the
left-ventricle myocardium with the aid of I-ray
kymography
pO«S8 A72-3B9UO
Effects of coronary arteriography on myocardial
blood flow.:
p05<|il A72-43933
necropsy and radioqraphic observation of spinal
fracture and articular facet derangement
patterns in rhesus monkeys
fABBL-TB-71-171 p0258 H72-19139
Annotated bibliography of infrared radiographic
studies up to 1970
[AD-7U19501 • p0569 H72-33088
Design of X ray detector for television radiograph.
used in biodynamic analysis
rAD-7448631 P0573 1172-33122
BADIOIOGT
New cancer therapy treatment technigues using
space dosimetric concepts.
P0553 A72-15112
•Badiological observations of spinal injuries to
pilots caused by sudden ejection
p0259 B72-19148
Badiological spinal examination of combat pilots
and limiting angle for scoliosis
' p0395 H72-25056
BADIOBETEBS
BT IBFBABED DETECTDBS
BT IBFBABBD SCABBEBS
BADIOSOCLIDBS
0 RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
BADIOPATHOLOSI
Changes produced in the nerve structures of the
stellate ganglion by total Z-ray irradiation
p0507 A72-41925
Pulmonary impedance power spectral analysis for
detecting radiation induced gastrointestinal
disease and performance decrement in man
P0208 872-17632
Analysis of clinical radiation data for predicting
human tolerances to radiation effects during
manned space flights
P0208 B72-17653
BADIOPBOTBCTI7E AGBHTS
0 ABTIBADIATIOB DBOGS
BADIOSEBSITIVITI
0 BADIATIOB TOLEBAHCE
BADIOIBBBAPI
D BAOIATIOB TBEBAPT
BAFTS
BT LIFE BAFTS
BAIBSTOBHS
BT TBOHDEBSTOHBS
BABDOH DISTBIBOTIOBS
0 STATISTICAL DISTBIBOTIOHS
BABDOB BOISE
Time-compressed displays for target detection.
P0420 A72-35945
Effect of fringe on lashing-level difference when
gating from unccrrelated to correlated noise.
p0489 A72-40346
BABDOB PBOCESSES
Frotobionts formation by random aggregation and
reproduction from proteins and nucleic acids
macromolecDles
P0062 A72-14782
Subjective probability distributions for random
device-generated Bernoulli process unknowns,
discussing distribution median and guartiles and
hypothetical sample impact assessment technigues
P0095 A72-15812
BABDOB VABIABLES
Six display formats used by three instrument-rated
pilots to regulate against random disturbances
for precision tracking
fAD-7315801 p02U8 B72-18125
BABDOH VIBBATIOB
Barmful influence of random vibrations on human
organism, discussing Fokker-Planck analysis and
amplitude and freguency variation effects
P0115 A72-18720
Dynamic response and functional state of human
operator subjected to harmonic and random
vibrational excitations, discussing biodynamic
nonlinear oscillatory system model construction
P0115 A72-18728
Hethod for evaluating compound sinusoidal and
random vibrations of human body
fBASA-TT-F-139861 . p0033 B72-10070
Subjective response to random and sinusoidal
vibration
P0197 B72-16768
Analysis of human tolerance to random and
sinusoidal vibrations
fBAE-LIB-TBABS-1603] ' p0383 H72-24074
Bonlinear oscillatory system models for
representation of reactions of haman operators
to harmonic and random vibrational action
rNASA-TT-F-ia289] p0436 S72-26085
Dynamic characteristics of human body in
operator-machine system subjected to random
vibrations
CBAE-LIB-TBABS-1651] p0478 B72-28109
BAHEI HICKBL
D CATALTSTS
BABGB IBDICATOBS
0 IHDICATIHG IBSTBUHEBTS
BABGEFIBDIBG
BT SOUND BABGIBG
BAPID EIE BOVEHEBT STATE
EEG and electrooculogram recording of chimpanzee
sleep, noting rapid eye movement stages
p0001 A72-10074
Bapid eye movement sleep deprivation and
hyperbaric oxygenation influence on
gamma-aminobntyric acid levels in mice brains,
suggesting protective mechanism against nerve
cell oxygen intoxication
P0164 A72-20191
Day/night workers sleep patterns in terms of
intrasleep BEH-BBEB ultradian cycle, noting
sleep temporal instability for night workers
P0226 A72-23730
Bental performance tests in sleep deprived
subjects for indication of recuperative function
of slow wave and BEH sleep stages
P0274 A72-26682
Bocturnal primate Aotus trivirgatus
vakefnlness-sleep cycles during dark/light
periods expressed in BEB/non-BEB percentages
P0326 A72-29300
Latent desynchronosis caused by disturbances, in
circadian rhythms, noting rapid eye movement state
p0327 A72-29314
BEH period functional maintenance of coordinated
eye movement facilitation and binocular depth
perception accuracy following sleep
P0418 A72-35U62
BABE BABZH ELBHBHTS
BT SCAHDIOB
BABE GASES
BT ABGOB
BT HELIUB
Inert gas narcosis under hyperbaric conditions
relationship to mental performance and auditory
and visual evoked responses in man
fAD-7367361 p0019 A72-11705
Effects of nitrogen and helium upon pulmonary
damage after rapid decompression to 2 torr.
[AD-746093] pOH09 A72-31511
Inert gas effects on embryonic development.
P0515 A72-U274U
1-353
BABEFACTIOH HATES SUBJECT IBDBI
nechanism by which inert qases influence metabolism
. fHSSl-CE-62079] p0311 H72-210«1
Bare eras effects on metabolism and inert gas
narcosis
fHASA-CB-1282131 'p0559 H72-32083
BABEFACTIOB BATES
D ELASTIC RATES
EiBEPIED GASES
HT IHTEBSTELLiB GAS
BATE BETEBS
0 BEASOBIHG IHSTBUBEHTS
BATES (PEE TIHE).
HT ACCELEBATIOH (PHYSICS)
HT AIBSPEED
HT ABGOLAB ACCELEBATIOH
HT AHGOLAB TELOCITY
HT ABBHTTHBIA ' .
HT BBADYCABDIA
HT COBBEHT DEHSITY .
HT DECAY BATES
HT DECELEBATIOH
HT DBIFT BATE
HT FLOW TELOCITY
HT GBOOP TELOCITY
HT BEABT BATE
HT BEAT FLOX ,
HT HIGB ACCELEB&TIOH .
HT HIGB GBATITY EHTIBOHHEHTS .
HT BIGH SPEED
HT ILLDHIHAHCE
HT IHPiCT ACCELEBJTIOH
HT IBBADIAHCE
, HT LOHIHAHCE ,
HT LOHIHODS IHTEHSITY
HT PABTICLE &CCELEBATIOH
HT PBYSIOLOGICAL ACCELEBATIOH
HT PBOPAGATIOH TELOCITY
HT PDLSE BATE
. HT BADIAHT FLUX DEHSITY
HT BESPIBATOBY BATE ,
HT SOLAS FLOX
HT SOUHD IHTEHSITY
HT SYSTOLE,
HT TACHYCARDIA . . .
HT HIHD TELOCITY
BATIOS
HT DIBEHSIOHLESS HDHBEBS . .
HT IHEEXES (BATIOS)
HT BETHOLDS HOHBEB
HT'SIGHAL TO HOISB BATIOS
BATS .
Biological effects of daily low concentration
monomethylhydrazine exposure on dogs, monkeys,
rats, and mice
tAD-727526] P0035 H72-10083
Effect of X ray stimulation on olfactory system of
rabbits and rats
rcOO-1669-7] pOOU3 H72-11076
Chanqes in activity of aspartate aminotransferase
and mitochondrial membranes in male humans and
rats exposed to transverse and centrifugal
acceleration, respectively
P0075 H72-11992
Determination of serotonin in-intact blood of
rats, using bntanol .in first stage of extraction
P0078 H72-12005
Glycolysis in fibroblasts of rat embryos infected
with adenoviruses, and oncogenic adenovirus type
12'
[HASA-TT-F-140611 p0087 H72-13062
Effects of atmospheric composition .on intestinal
glucose metabolism in rats
P0121 H72-14071
Hypokinetic activation of
hypothalamic-hypophysical neurosecretory system
. in rats
. P0121 H72-11072
Badioprotective effect of ATP in nice, guinea
pigs, and dogs exposed to prolonged gamma
irradiation .
. . . p0121 H72-1»07t
Bagnetic field effect on dysbacteriosis
development in guinea pigs and .rats
, . P0123 H72-1U085
Hypokinetic effect on synthesis of tissue proteins
in rats•
. , , .P0123 H72-1I1086
Erythropoietic changes in fish and rats caused by
vater regenerated from human urine
P0123 B72-11089
Biological effects of laser radiation on skin of
rats ... . '.
, [JPRS-5U936] P0136 H72-15066
Development and characteristics of electrodes for
measuring EHG. ECG, and temperature of
laboratory animals
P0203 H72-17068
Effect of potassium ion infection
 fon guanethidine,
bretylinm, and hexamethonium control of
hypertension in rats . ,
fHASA-TT-F-141271 ' ' p0239 H72-18061
Influence of potassium and ..synthetic sugar diets
on swimming duration in rats
rHASA-TT-F-11125] " p0210 H72-18071
Bagnetic field and transverse acceleration effects
on pharyngeal and esophageal nerve cells of rats>>
p02l(9 H72-19079
Increased density and reticnlar fiber formation in
rat spleen-as compensatory reaction to.- .
acceleration training ' • , . . . -.• •
p0250 H72-19084
Bypokinesia effects on rat skeletal muscles --. .-
, . • 'p0250 H72-19085
Atrophy.and cytochemical changes in rat^skeletal
muscles caused by hypokinesia
.. P0250.H72-19086
Horphological changes .caused iby prolonged . • •
hypodynamia.and hypokinesia in portal vessels of
rat and rabbit livers •,
P0251 H72-19089
Physical exercise effects on rat skeletal muscle
vascnlarization in the .course of.'Ontogeny
,. . . ,;'. PQ251 H72-19092
Effects of high altitude on cellular and energy
metabolism in rats
rJD-734933] , , • p0315 H72-2106a
Electrophysiology.of rat respiratory muscles
exposed to high pressure.atmosphere
, CHASA-TT-F-142581 , . .P0381 H72-2H063
. Electrophysiology of embryonic rat surface cells
stimulated by -protein fraction, of fetal calf serum
: [HASA-TT-F-14306] •
 % , . . . p0382 H72-2«071
Effects of prolonged hypokinesia -on•general body
skeletal muscle growth in rats
r . -p0387 H72-24099
Toxicological evaluation of^synthetic
carbohydrates in liver-lysosomes of white .rats
P0387 H72-2H102
Effects of exhaustive exercise on ,rats at various
times following blast exposure . . •
 {
rAD-7.313951 pO«169 H72-28052
Effect of age on TCT produced hypocalcemia and .-
hypophosphatemia in rats ;
• rHASA-TT-F-1«3S8l pO«70 H72-28053
Effects of compressed air or helium oxygen mixture
breathing on.learning behavior of rats . .
rAD-739690] p047« H72-28082
'Bypodynamia and thyroid hormone effects on calcium
metabolism of rat bones < -
, • • . >•: . pO«81 H72-29053
Bypoxia effect on development of morphological and
metabolical changes in skeletal.rat muscles
during hypokinesia
' . ' - . . . • ; ' : , - . . - . • P0181 H72-29051
Byperoxia effects on rat body weight, oxygen
consumption, and tolerance to carbon monoxide
exposure ' < .
. . pOOSI H72-29058
Acute toxicity of BC1 vapor and HC1 aerosol .tested
on rats and mice - . , .
rAD-7<t»829] • , .- p0569 H72-3308U
B B S . . . . .
0 BELATITE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTITEHESS (BBE) ., .
EC CIBCniTS
Pulmonary BC network and -.multiple breath nitrogen
washout,time constants mathematical relationship
for breathing mechanics measurement, discussing
lung compliance and resistance
. p006« A72-10852
Lumped parameter nonlinear BC circuit lung model
for positive.pressure respirator design ,
P0273 A72-26631
BC HETHOBES
D BC CIBCOITS
BEACTIOH JET BACKPACKS ' • - . ' •
• .0 SELF BAHEOTEBIHG DHITS
BEACTIOH KIBETICS . ., ,. , > - * '•
Beclaimed surface, ground and sewage water' • .
A-35U
SUBJECT IHDBI BBACTIOB TIBE
oxidizability measurement, studying oxidation
kinetics of potassian bichromate distilled urine
condensate admixtures
• P0327 A72-29313
Protein biosynthesis B and D, discussing rate
control, structure and medical and nutritional
applications • '
P0338 A72-30600
Quantitative evaluation of the kinetics of
free-radical processes in animal orqans under
hypoxic conditions
P0551 172-141(596
Determining enzyne kinetic constants using full
progress curve of conversion of substrate to
products
tAD-7431761 ' p0533 B72-31112
BEACTIOH TIRE
BT CBBOBAXT
Body cooling effect on human vigilance in hot;
environments, testing reaction time to visual
stimuli and auditory signal detection rate
P0015 A72-11290
Beactions choice limiting cueing signals effect on
reaction time, considering dependence on time
interval between'cueing and start signals
p0032 A72-12852
Visceral afferentation role in vestibular system
activity from experiments on rabbit stomach and
rectum mechanoreceptor stimulation effects on
vestibnlar-ocnlomotor reflexes
P0099 A72-16630
Baman'immediate memory adaptation to speed stress,
discussing response time and performance
' accuracy relationship to stimuli complexity and
input speed
pfliO? A72-17716
Beaction time to visual orientation change,
obtaining aftereffects as function of
orientation specific adaptation duration and
separation angle between inspection and test lines
p017« A72-20986
Cat middle ear muscles motor units tvitch tension
and contraction time in response to motor neuron
threshold stimulation
:
 p0175 A72-21137
Vibrotactile warning device effectiveness under
auditory and visual loadings, investigating
reaction time and errors number
P0180 A72-21569
Component duration and relative response rates in
multiple schedules of pigeon training
P0186 A72-22175
Choice reaction task times for responses to
signals by middle, little and index fingers
p023« A72-24985
Sleep loss effect on reaction and movement times
during information processing in step tracking
task
P027U A72-26680
Sleep-vakefulness cycle variations effect on
reaction time and spontaneous tempo during time
isolation experiment, shoving tendency toward
circadian rhythm
P0275 A72-26687
Cumulative sleep deficit, preceding sleep or
wakefnlness period duration and body temperature
effects on reaction time in multiple choice
visual task •
P0276 A72-26690
Interhemispheri'c effects on choice reaction times
to single and multiple letter displays,
analyzing cerebral dominance and visual *
information transmission compared with verbal
response ' -
P0279 A72-27075
Bed rest and positive radial acceleration effect
on peripheral visual response time, considering
blackout or grayout prediction possibilities
P0295 A72-28297
Divided attention effect localization, using
choice tracking task reaction times in '
seguential stage model for human information
processing
p0332 A72-29852
Batched luminance chromatic stimuli wavelength
effects on human visual latency
P0335 A72-30267
Heat chamber treadmill work-induced thermal'stress
effects on reaction time to foveally and
peripherally presented visual stimuli
P03U5 A72-31154
Foveal light pulse duration effects on reaction
time, showing stimulus intensity-time reciprocity
P0363 A72-31509
Aircraft pilot reaction capability for switch
activation in response to voice countdown^ tone
initiation and termination, noting standard
deviation
P0365 A72-31787
Size scaling rate from retinal image size
comparison judgment time during observation of
briefly presented concentric rectangles of
varying size and orientation
P0371 A72-32762
Predictive model for human operator performance in
short term visual information processing based
on psychological research to obtain decision
accuracy and response time \
P0378 A72-33865
Detection and recognition of colored signal lights.
p0419 A72-35691
Effect of set size, age, and mode of stimulus
presentation on information-processing speed.
pO«29 A72-36922
Theoretical models for speed-accuracy tradeoff
during difficult visual discrimination tasks
under time pressure
P0030 A72-37220
Operative memory mechanism as visual system neuron
chain storage of stimuli from image recognition
time measurements
P0458 A72-38936
Perceptual differentiation of seguential visual
patterns.
P0499 A72-11021
Temporal and spatial characteristics of selective
encoding from visual displays.
pOSOl A72-41255
Beaction time to the second of two shortly spaced
auditory signals both varying in intensity.
P0512 A72-42549
Dependence of inhibitory areas of inferior
colliculns neurons on the time characteristics
of acoustic stimuli
P0515 A72-42724
Perceptual latency as a function of stimulus onset
and offset and retinal location.
P0548 472-1)1386
Beasurement of visual reaction time in positive
and transverse centrifugal force
[NASA-TT-P-mOOO] p0043 H72-11071
Binimum time interval in human visual
discrimination of successive optical stimuli
P0133 N72-15039
Therapeutic irradiation effects on visual
perception times in humans with optical nerve
diseases
P0133 B72-15041
Electrophysiological excitability changes in
visual system of anesthetized cats in response
to flash signals
P0133 F72-15043
Speed of motion and tracking time effects on human
visual acuity in perception of moving objects
P0135 N72-15055
Statistical analysis on restoration time of human
visual acuity after temporary blinding by light
flashes
P0135 B72-15056
Bestoration time for light sensitivity in human
subjects exposed to light flashes and dark
adaptation
P0135 H72-15057
Chronoreflectometric determination of human eye
accommodation time and visual acuity in fitting
of optical glasses
P0136 B72-15062
Effects of chronic potassium deficiency on
skeletal muscle cell excitability, resting
potential, and latency time
fBASA-TT-P-14129] P0241 B72-18075
Bibliography with' abstracts dealing with reaction
time in selected human information processing
tasks
fAD-731471] P0247 B72-18124
Human reaction time tests to determine ability to
perform binary choice task vhile subjected to
coriolis stimulation
i-355
BBACtOB CBEHISTBT SUBJECT IBDEI
[IZF-1971-191 p0385 H72-21090
Pilot performance and reaction tine in response to
auditory signals daring low level helicopter
fliqht
riSVB-TB-SUl pOU36 B72-26086
Response tine to vibrotactile stimulus in relation
to signal amplitude and frequency variation
r»D-739H331 p04U6 B72-27139
Effect of circadian variations in sleep-Hake cycle
on optical and aconstic stimuli reaction tines
[BAE-LIB-TBABS-1668] p0560 H72-32093
BEACTOB CHEHISIBT
D BADIOCHEBISTBY
BEADISG
Cortical responses to visually displayed word and
nonsense syllable stimuli, using EEG and
computer techniques
P0072 A72-15248
BEiL TIBB OPEBAtTOI
On-line digital conputer system for real time
interpretation and report generation of
electrocardiograms from remote locations over
switched telephone network
P0152 A72-19311
Apollo manned mission real time ground support
computer simulation for NASA flight controller
training to maximize flight crew safety
P0165 A72-20329
Bultichannel oscillograph for real time biomedical
studies of LF physiological processes
P0218 A72-22881
Hethod and apparatus for analyzing respiratory gas
flow rate and inspiration-expiration freguencies
in real time
rHASA-CASE-BSC-13136-1] p0310 H72-20113
BEAI VABIABLES
ST DIPPEBEHTIAL EQOATIOHS
HI VECTOB AHALISIS
ST »EI6HTIBS PONCTIOHS
BEBBBATBIBG
Human blood carboxyhemoglobin saturation relation
to inspired air oxygen and CO concentrations
from small closed rebreathing system tests
rAD-710929] P006I1 A72-14863
Bebreathing technique to estimate human mixed
venous oxygen and carbon dioxide tension changes
at start of exercise under respiratory stress
and natural conditions
P0171 A72-20883
Added elastic load tests for thoracic elastance
change effects on human response to carbon
dioxide inhalation, using rebreathing technique
p0285 A72-27726
Alveolar carbon dioxide pressure-ventilation
response curve measurement by Campbell
rebreathing method in consecutive daily trials
P0331 A72-29816
Bebreathing studies of carbon dioxide pressure
.level effect on carbon dioxide content
difference in arterial blood and alveolar gas
during exercise and rest
P0408 A72-3«346
Pulmonary air-trapping induced by water immersion.
P0456 A72-38711
A modified acetylene method for the determination
of cardiac output during muscular exercise.
P0165 A72-39807
BECEIVEBS
BT BADIO HECEIVEBS
BECEPTOBS (PBTSIOLOGT)
BT PBOPBIOCEPTOES
Lateral spatial interactions of sensory receptors,
discussing mathematical theory for monocular
visual inputs described by real valued functions
on' continuum
P0014 A72-11196
Beceptor activity control from clinical
physiological and electrophysiological
observation data analysis, noting central
nervous system role and feedback and self
adaption capabilities
P0017 A72-115U3
Fish electroreceptor system morphology, physiology
and evolution, considering electric current
action, peripheral coding activity and central
subsystems ,
.P0018 A72-11515
Visceral afferentation, role in vestibular system
activity from experiments on rabbit stomach and
rectum mechanoreceptor stimulation effects on
vestibnlar-ocalomotor reflexes
P0099 A72-16630
Formulas derived for forces on receptor formation
of vestibular apparatus from mathematical
analysis of natural human head movements,
discussing otoliths and semicircular canals
P0100 A72-16611
Eetinal cell adaptation as result of receptor
membrane response range saturation, considering
dark adaptation and increment threshold
P0106 A72-17604
Vestibulometric swing to obtain measured doses of
receptor stimulation in otolith apparatus and
semicircular labyrinth ducts with simultaneous
physiological data recording
P011U A72-18200
Cardiovascular and respiratory responses to
intraarterial infection of K and Ba ions in dogs
for peripheral receptor site determination
P0162 A72-20177
Bnlbar respiratory neuron discharge pattern
response to nasal and tracheal receptor
stimulation in cats, relating changes in
neuronal activity and intratracheal pressure
P0177 A72-21»73
Propranolol as adrenergic beta receptor inhibiting
agent for hyperthyroidism symptom amelioration
P0179 A72-21550
Data processing in isolated crab biological strain
receptor formed by muscle, transducer and
encoder, noting pulse frequency modulation in
encoding process
p0283 A72-27577
Beceptor membrane pulse generation electronic
model with tunnel diode negative resistance
circuit
p028« A72-27S78
Quantitative model to describe vestibular
detection of body sway motion in postural
response mode
P0330 A72-293711
Interrelation of interoceptors and exteroceptors
in the process of urination and defecation
reflex act maturation in ontogeny
P0416 A72-35022
Morphological and electrophysiological analysis of
afferent receptor connections in cerebellar
cortex, discussing fast conducting, diffuse
reticular and inferior olive fiber paths
p0506 A72-4167H
Subjective and objective sensory physiology,
discussing transformation processes in sensory
receptors and nerves, psychophysical scaling
methods, chemoreceptors and peripheral adaptation
p0516 A72-U2777
Olfactory perception neurophysiological mechanism,
discussing receptor cells sensory thresholds and
time, temperature and humidity effects
P0517 A72-12782
Physiological factors in color vision, simulation
of visual systems, aerospace environment effects
on visual perception, and electrophysiological
aspects of eye responses
CBASA-TT-F-eSO] p0132 872-15028
Spectral sensitivity functions of retinal color
vision receptors
p0133 B72-15034
Spectral equation for plotting functional
responses of human color vision receptors
p0133 H72-1S035
Human retinal adaptation to cortical excitation of
sensory centers
p0133 872-15040
Psychophysiological fatigue effect on human visual
analyzer during microscopic assembling of
semiconductor devices
P0133 H72-150H2
Haqnetoreception and orientation in dancing bees
P0399 H72-25096
BECLAHATIOB
BT RATES 8ECLABATIOH
HEC06HITIOH
BT CHABACTEB BECOGBITIOR
»T PATTEBB BECOGBITIOS
HI SPEECH BECOGBITIOB
BT MBGBT BECOGBITIOB .
Hologram data treatment comparison to human brain
function, discussing recognition signals'.
A-3S6
SOBJECf INDEX BBFLBIES
Pavlovian qualities and intelligence function
" p0112 472-17997
Simultaneous detection and recognition of .
chromatic flashes.
;
 p0518 472-42933
Olfactory stimuli and ultrasonic siqnal methods
for individual recognition between mother and
infant brown bats
p0398 N72-25085
BECOBNAISSABCE
HI AEBIAL BECOBNAISSAHCE
EECOBDIHG
NT DITi RECOEDIHG
HI PHOTOGBAPHIC BECOBDING
BECOBDIH6 IBSTBOHE8TS
8 1 PLIGHT BECOBDESS - . . . . - •
NT OSCILlOGBiPHS
Thermovisors /recording IB detectors/ development,
discussing application to biomedical" ~
investigations and disease diagnostics
p0015 472-11293
Cardiac cycle intervals measurement with multibeam
cathode oscilloscope synchronized with,
multichannel polycardiographic automatic
recording machine
p0220 472-23192
Instrument for recording' position of center of
gravity projection in horizontal plane
fAD-739439| p0446 N72-27136
BBCOVEBABIIIIT ' . " .
Becovery function in man after continuous military
operations •
[AD-741828] p0564 B72-32125
BECOVEBABLE SPACBCBAFT
HI 4POLIO SPACECBAFT
NT SPACE SHUTTLES : '
NT VOSKHOD BANNED SPACECBAFT ' '
NT VOSTOK SPACECBAFT
BED BLOOD CELLS
0 EHYTHEOCYTES ' '
BEDUCED GBAYITI
Human engineering design data for reduced gravity
conditions for use during development and design
of manned spacecraft - handbook
[SASA-CB-1726] p0084 H72-12048
Altered susceptibility to motion sickness as
function of snbgravity level
[NASA-CB-1276871 p0471 H72-28059
BEDOCTIOB (CHBHISTBY) '
Rater disinfection by Ag coated filters obtained
by silver nitrate reduction with ascorbic acid,
hydroqninone, formaldehyde and sodium tartrate
activated carbon and ion exchange resin surfaces
' p0100 472-16637
Ordinary and macroporous structured •';
polycondensation oxidation-reduction polyners
synthesis, discussing application to organic
impurities removal from atmospheric moisture
condeusates . . .
p0101 472-166115
Bosch C02 reduction unit-research and development.
[ASHE PAPEB 72-ENAV-10] ' ' p0461 472-39167
Bosch carbon dioxide redaction process for manned
spacecraft oxygen recovery, analyzing carbon and
water forming reactions with iron as catalyst
TASBE SAPEB 72-ENAV-9] - ' ••
 P0»61 472-39168
Catalysts for oxidation of vapor-gaseous 'phase
formed during pyrolysis of human wastes
p0123 N72-14084
BEEBTIY ABGLB ' '
0 ANGLES (GEOHETBT)
BEENTBI GOIDASCE • ' '
Analyzing manual control maneuvers of Gemini-10
mission to measure describing function of pilot,
vehicle and pilot-vehicle combination
CHASA-TH-D-6803) ' ' p0389 H72-24116
BEEHTBI VESICLES • 3 , - . , , >
HT APOLLO' SPACECRAFT
NT VOSKHOD. BANNED SPACECBAFT :•' '
HI VOSTOK SPACECBAFT
BEFEBEICE SISTERS . ,.'''"'''
Operators reference manual for BIOMOD'computer ' "
graphics system ' •
fB-7116-NIH] - p0309 N72-20101*
BEPEBENCES (STABDABDS) ' '
0 STANDABDS '".-'•
BEFIBEHEITS ' !
0 REVISIONS . i - ' H , .
BEFLECTABCE
HT SPECTBAL EEFLECTABCE -
Hunan skin thermal radiation properties,
presenting data on reflection, emission,
transmission and complex refraction '
[ASME'P4PEB 71-WA/HT-37] ' p0095 A72-15888
Near-infrared reflective vs low visual reflectance
of green plant tissue
fNASA-CB-1256571 . p02»1 H72-18079
BEFLECTIOB COEFFICIENT
0 EEFLECTANCE
BEFLBCTIVTTI .
0 BEPLECTANCE
BEFLECTOBS
Operational characteristics of dolphin
hydrolocator system
P0400 B72-25107
BEFLEXBS
HT CABOTID SINOS BEFLEI
HT BESPIBATOBY BEFLEXES
Soviet book on'physiology of conditioned reflexes
covering brain and nervous system, ;tonic
reflexes, functional models, inhibition
localization, etc
pOOOU A72-1029S
Human and monkey muscle tonic vibration reflex
. response to vibratory stimulation dependent on
frequency ranqe, electromyoqraph discharge
interval length, etc
P0028 A72-12250
Bainbridge reflex mechanism, showing sinus
ganglion role in tachycardia onset
' p0031 A72-12511
.Spinal reflexes through electric stiinlation of
gastrocnemius and solens human leg muscles,
attributing increased tendon reflex amplitudes
to gamma motonenrons hyperactivatioo
p0059 472-1M70U
Blink reflexes in man during sleep and
wakefulness, discussing eiectromyographically
recorded orbicularis oculi mono- and
polysynaptic responses to electrical stimuli
P0072 472-15250
Conditioned reflex as component of artificial
conditioned-natural unconditioned reflex system
controlling adaptive behavioral patterns, noting
contribution to 'complex nervous activity
understanding
pO<m 472-15582
Frontal'lobe damage effect on conditional motor
reflexes, communication capability and emotional
behavior in baboon apes
P0073 A72-15583
Human'arm'muscle aotor neuron reflex response to
rectangular pulse excitation of ulhar nerve
p0075 A72-15587
Cat mean renal nerve activity modification by
hypothalamus stimulation and baroceptor reflex
interactions, discussing mean aortic pressure
variation effects
p0075 472-15722
Visceral afferentation role in vestibnlar system
activity from experiments on rabbit stomach and
rectum mechanoreceptor stimulation effects on
vestibular-ocnlomotor reflexes
P0099 472-16630
Carbon monoxide induced bypoiia inhibition of
reflex vasoconstriction in man in presence'of
normal arterial oxygen tension
p0153 472-19138
Hypothalaiic stimulation conditioned negative fear
• •reflex in cats before/after neocortex isolation
P0159 A72-19859
''Entropy effect in two dimensional conditional
reflex, decision situations upon rats central
nervous analysis-synthesis processes
P0170 472-20661
Central nervous plasticity and stereotypy
intercorrelatipn in conditional reflex two
dimensional decision situations
P0170 472-20662
Digital simulation of human cardiovascular system,
noting blood pressure control by physiological
reflexes
P0178 472-21475
. Soviet papers on human higher nervous activity
physiology covering conditioned reflexes and
adaptive behavior, neurotropic substance '
effects, mathematical and structural modeling, etc
'4-357
BBFBICTIOB SOBJECT IBDBI .
P0181 472-21839
Heurophysiological mechanisms responsible for
conditioned reflexes, considering cells,
reaction relationship to animal behavior,
nenronal stimuli interactions, internal
inhibitions and trace process reproduction
P0181 172-21835
Conditioned reflex mechanisms responsible for
regulation of emotions in higher order aninal
and hunan nenrophysiology
p0181 172-21837
Conditioned reflex activity, discussing biological
and nervous system, electric analog simulation
and mathematical and structural modeling •
p0182 172-21812
Buian reactions to sonic boom acoustic stimuli,
noting startle reflex responses
P0222 172-23320
.Electromyogram and myogran responses in phasic
stretch reflex under prestrain conditions as
index of fusimotor activity level in normal hnians
p0273 172-26632
Cat and rat cardiac and cardiovascular reflexes
response to electric pulse stimulation of
sensorimotor cerebral cortex
p0281 172-276*7
Concentrated and extended learning effects on
foraation rate and retention degree of
conditioned reflex during nice adaptation to
high altitude hypoxia
P0325 172-28770
Human spinal segnent functional state before
voluntary movement during water immersion, using
B-reflex for spinal cord motoneuron excitability
evaluation
P0331 172-30255
Human leg muscle reflex excitability changes
during angular acceleration, suggesting
vestibnlar apparatus as coordination means in
quasi-static and dynamic movement control
p0336 172-30388
Unconditioned /muscular load stimulus/ and
conditioned /metronome stimulus/ cardiac
reflexes in hypnotic and alert states
P0372 172-32991
later immersion tests to study body fluid balance
disturbances during weightlessness, observing
diuretic reflex control of blood volume
P0375 172-33551
Interrelation of interoceptors and exteroceptors
in the process of urination and defecation
reflex act maturation in ontogeny
P0116 172-35022
Hew experimental data on the morpho-physiological
analysis of the adaptation phenomenon in the
somatic reflex arch ...
: p0116 172-35023
Tasomotor reflex locking level
' . p0116 172-35025
Beflex and conditional movement observation of
central nervous system function restitution in
Hacaca mnlatta monkeys with cortical lesions,
studying pathological forced grasping
P0129 172-36977
Proteinase activity in different regions of the
brain during development and inhibition of a.
conditioned passive-avoidance reflex
P0157 172-38927
Bole of efferent influences of
temporo-rhinencephalic cerebral structures in
pro-adjustment alterations of spinal motor
neuron excitability • .
P0191 172-10596
Vasomotor reflexes and the principle of descending
control
p0191 172-10597
Polysynaptic sympatho-reticular and somatic
afferent visceral links between internal organs
and cerebrum in interoceptive reflex fields
P0196 172-10755
Blood vessel reactions to natural defense and
conditioned reflexes from plethysmography and
blood pressure measurements, discussing cortical
effects mechanisms
p0196 172-10758
Breathing rate response to oral instructions in
relationship to nervous system, bronchial muscle
tonus and gas metabolism rate reflex-type changes
p0197 172-10761
Higher nervous activity of monkeys two years after
the extirpation of the dorsolateral frontal cortex
P0197 172-10803
Role of the reticular formation of the mid-brain
in the storage and recreation of a system of
conditioned reflexes
p0198 172-10809
Critique of Pavlov conditioned reflex role in
higher nervous activity and association
principle role in psychic activity
P0198 172-10811
1 mathematical nodel of the chemoreflex control of
ventilation.
P0198 172-10917
Effects of physical exercise on spinal
reflectivity in man
pOSOS 172-11521
Electrophysiological analysis .of defense reflex
and unconditioned reaction and conditioned
signal analyzers in nodal mechanisms of
functional system /afferent synthesis, decision
making, correction, etc/
P0506 172-11675
Benrophysiological mechanisms of the extinction of
the orientating reflex
P0510 172-12280
Sensorimotor mechanism of proprioreceptors in
muscles and tendons, considering reflexive
control of position and motion
P0517 172-12781
Testibnlar system functional relationship to
postural reflex mechanism involving labyrinth
and gravireceptors responses
p0518 172-12788
Functional insufficiency of the neuromuscnlar
system caused-by weightlessness and hypokinesia.
pOSIO 172-13387
Development of a defensive conditioned reflex to a
light stimulus after previous visual deprivation
P0516 172-11078
Ige-indnced long-term memory changes in animals
p05«6 172-11079
Characteristics of conditioned reflexes to an
ecologically adequate stimulus in hens
V p0516 172-11080
Electrophysiological analysis of limbic-reticnlar
interaction during the orientating reflex
p0516 172-11081
. Influence of the nervous system and its mediators
on the spontaneous contractile activity of a
smooth muscle
P0550 172-11590
Analysis of vestibnlo-ocnlar counterroll reflex in
Bhesns monkeys subjected to high gravity forces
tlD-730156] , p0201 H72-17055
BBFB1CTI01
HT BIBEFBIHGEHCE ' . '
HBFH1CTITE IIDBI
0 BEFBACTIVITI • . . .
BBFB1CTITITY
Human skin thermal radiation properties,
1
 presenting data on .reflection, emission,
transmission and complex refraction
flSHB PIPES 71-BI/HT-37] P0095 172-15888
Iging effect on visual acuity variations relation
to refraction variations in flight deck
personnel, noting eye functional value .diminution
pOi51 172-19211-
notion thresholds for fovea and peripheral retina
with/without correction for peripheral
refractive error
P0515 172-13978
Befractive optics of fish eyes in relation to lens
position and retina
P0135 H72-15058
BBFRIGBB1TIBG
Living organisms defense and preservation via
refrigeration and vacuum combined use in
lyophilization technigue
p0279 172-27293
BE6BHEB4TIOH (EHGIBEEBIHG)
Closed loop life support systems, discussing
manned ninety, day test 'in space station
simulator. Soviet experiments and water and
oxygen regeneration
P0234 172-21973
Skylab regenerable carbon dioxide removal system.
[1SHE PIPES 72-EB1V-11 . p0162 172-39173
1-358
SUBJECT IHDBI BELIABILITY AHALYSIS
The . Space station Prototype Program -7'.The ."'
development of a reqenerative life support
system for extended-duration missions. ,
' ' p055l» A72-S5193
Program for ground-based manned'.tests of
reqenerative life support systems
'[HASA-CB-112000] , p008« H72-120U6
Preliminary pla'n for testing regenerative life
support system
[HASA-CB-111999] " p008« H72-12047
' 'Development of regenerable or partially
regenerable life support systems use in EVA
protective systems
[HASA-CB-11U382] pp«0» H72-25133
BBGBBBBATIOB (PHYSIOLOGY) ' '
Badiobioloqical effects of nonnhiform body
irradiation,.discussing regeneration, process
•stimulation by partially shielded bone marro'w
fCEEH-71-16] " P0025 A72-12060
Pulsed and continuous B? irradiation effects on
• aitotic activity and chromosomal aberrations in
regenerating rat liver tissue •' ' ' .
p015<! A72-19443
Supercellular regulators of triggering mecha'nism
of regenerative reaction in' sternum
erythropoietic bone marrow tissue
' ' ' ' p0322 A72-28636
Vagus nerve regeneration in humans after stomach
cancer surgery • ' • '
P0325 A72-28779
Adaptation of cells to aerospace environments
noting .cell renewal, regulation; and limitations
P0193 H72-16010
BEGBHBBATIVB CYCLES
D BEGEHEBATIOH (EBGIBEEBIBG) ' '
BEGEIEBATIVE FOBL CELLS ' '' ' ' *
Vapor cycle engine for driving Pu 238 fueled heart
assist system
[PB-20547U] ' ' ' 'p0318 H72-21086
BEGIOIS
HT ABTABCTIC BE6IOHS ' ' '
HI ABCTIC BEGIOHS
HT LOHBAB BEGIOH '
HT POLAB BEGIOHS
HT TBOPICAL BEGIOHS
BEGBESSIOH (STATISTICS) • < '
D BEGBESSIOH AHALYSIS . ..
BEGBESSIOI 1IALYSIS
Begression analysis for steady state B2 inequality
in 02 consumption calculations.
p'0409 A72-34S42
Begression analysis technique for determining
human sensitivity to noise and noise- annoyance
[HASA-CB-1954] -p0189 H72-16005
Regression analysis of relationship between system
design, training variables, and technician '
maintenance performance on automatic pilots '
[AD-739591] p0478 ;H72-28111
Begression analysis technique for selecting '
Hinuteman combat crev members
[AD-7408U1] 'p0535 H72-31126
BEGOLATIOB ' .
0 COHTBOL • •
BEGOLATIOBS • '..'.
O.S. federal regulation on occupational noise • *
exposure control for hearing loss prevention,
discussing noise measurement, reduction and '
periodic tests
• p0373 A72-3332K
BEGOLATOBS . . . .
HT PLOW BEGOLATOBS . '. • ' . . • • •
HT GIBBEBELLIHS
HT PBESSOBE BEGOLATOBS ' ' '• .
BBIHFOBCBD BATBBIALS '
D COMPOSITE HATEBIALS
BEIIFOBCED PLASTICS '
Asbestos reinforced plastics' safe handling and
manipulation ensured by regulations provided
precautions •
P0265 A72-255H9
.BEIHPOBCBBEBT (PSYCHOLOGY) ' •• ' • •
HT BEHABD (PSYCHOLOGY) • •
Human trace responses generation and'storage under
light stimulus reinforcement' of sound
conditioning from galvanic skin reactions •
observation
p0073 A72-1SS81
Characteristics of certain parameters of memory
for visual signals in loner monkeys
pO«97 A72-4080II
BBLATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVEHESS (BBE)
Hathematical model for radiation damage''cross
section linear energy transfer dependence'^
explaining experimental values of relative
biological effectiveness
(CEHH-71-16] p002U A72-12052
Belative biological effectiveness of energetic
protons for somatic effects induction '-in mice
during whole body irradiation, using mean energy
of 'solar event protons
[CEBH-71-16] ' ' P0025 A72-1205fl
Hitotic index and aberrant mitose freguehcy in
mice corneal and intestinal epithelial 'cells
exposed to 50-630 8eV protons, estimating
relative biological efficiency coefficients
CCEBHT71-16] P0025 A72-12055
Belative biological effectiveness of high energy
radiations, noting dependence on radiation
quality, system, dose and dose rate
[CEBH-71-16) P0025 A72-12058
Effective dose change after repeated radiation
exposures as function of time intervals between
fractions, evaluating space flight radiation
hazards
[CEBH-71-16] p0025 A72-12059
Belative biological effectiveness of high X ray
doses given to radish seeds, studying
irradiation rate effect on germination probability
P0214 A72-2252*
' Electron abundance equilibrium as factor in .
biological' effectiveness of proton beam
irradiation of animals • " • ( - • "
• ' . ' . - • pO«92 A72-10150
Belative biological effectiveness of 3-GeV.proton .
beams in producing cataracts in rabbits
[CEA-COHF-1782] . -. p0137 H72-15072
Belative biological effectiveness of various types
of cosmic radiation ' • • • • ' - ,
P0301 H72-20043
Belative biological effects of heavy cosmic ray
ions on living tissue ' • •
• p0031 H72-26049
BELATITISTIC PABTICLES , . . . . ,
Detection of Cerenkov radiation in relativistic
' . muons by human eye . '
[AD-729449] p0117 H72-11018
BBLATIVITY . • • • •
Gravitational biology theory problems, discussing
possibility of applying relativistic phenomena
to living organisms in inertial or inertialess
systems >
P0023 A72-12016
BELAIATIOB (HECBAHTCS) • • '
HT STBESS BELAIATIOB
BELAIATIOB (PHYSIOLOGY)
Hyorelaxant 3,5-dimethyl-4-bromopyrazol injection'
effect on rabbit and 'dog heart >'during direct
extracardiac nerve stimulation ' ^
P0098 A72-16358
Force-velocity relations 'in 'cat papillary muscles
isotonic relaxation, discussing effects of '
preloads and afterloads, temperature.and
stimulation frequency
P0217 A72-22864
BELIABILITY ' ' . i ' . - - .
HT COBPOHEHT BELIABILITI '
HT STBOCTOBAL BELIABILITY
Evaluation of equipment used in aircraft crash •
rescue operations • "• • •
[AD-7255U1] . . ' . - •
 Poo«7 H72-11106
BBLIABILITY AHALYSIS
• Beliability of electroencephalography as
diagnostic method from 'specialists
interpretation of curve morphological features,
discussing normal and pathological record
evaluation
'p0174 A72-21000
Stochastic models of human'performance
effectiveness functions reliability and
correctability from error data generated by
tracking and vigilance tasks
P0229 A72-24001
Astronauts physiological and psychological
reliability, discussing Apollo flights and
prolonged missions to other planets __
• • p0339 A72-30677
Taxonomic structure for classifying behavioral '
studies in human performance reliability data
»-359
BE1IABILITI C01TBOL SUBJECT IHDEI
P0118 N72-1H052
system
[AD-730910]
BELIABIIIII COITE01
D QUALITY. COSTBOL
0 BELIABILITY ENGI8EEBING
RELIABILITY BB6IHEEBIBG
Book on systen safety engineering coverinq systems
analysis and engineering, evolution of safety
philosophy, product reliability and liability, etc
POOS6 A72-14573
Reliability design for airborne ecoloqical system
for limbo jets, discussing toilet flushing and
multiple server gneueing model
P0229 172-23999
Operator independence test for human performance
reliability modelling based on symptom detection
and fault location of sonar system failure
P0229 A72-2U002
Human operator role in space systems reliability,
suggesting approaches to system design and
program planning to exploit human potential
fAIAA PAPER 72-228] P0230 A72-2<l«39
compression distillation unit design and
development for integrated water and waste
management system onboard spacecraft, describing
reliability and performance tests
fASHE PAPEB 72-EHAV-1] P0162 A72-39176
performance tests of protective clothing to
determine effectiveness against air blast during
.high speed ejection
P02S9 N72-191H7
Reliability of microbial cultivation in chemostat
of closed ecological life support system
P0183 1172-29070
'BBHAGHETIZATIOH
0 HAGHETIZATIOH
BBBOTE COHSOLES
On-line digital computer system for real time
interpretation and report generation of
electrocardiograms from remote locations over
switched telephone network
P0152 A72-19311
BEHOTB COITBOL
Human.or computer control role in teleoperator
remote control mechanisms, discussing control
modes, sensing and transmission time delay
problems
P0503 A72-U11116
Development of automatic pictorial pattern
recognition schemes for use in control of remote
legged devices
rAD-7282141 P0087 N72-13085
Principles of construction of complexes for
continuous control of human subjects and
automatic normalization of body states
tAD-734053] P0248 1172-18127
Principles of arranging manual mechanical
master-slave manipulators
P0572 H72-33107
BBBOTB HANDLING
Teleoperator manipulator for payload handling in
space shuttle, noting design features and
simulations of master-slave remote control system
• fAIAA PAPEB 72-238] P0326 A72-29075
Beview and formulation of problems encountered in
theory of manipulators
P0571 H72-33101
Operating principles of remotely controlled
master-slave manipulators
P0571 N72-33103
BBHO*B SENSOBS
Bemote sensing investigation of root wilt disease
in coconut plants in Kerala state /India/
P0012 A72-10951
Telemetric instrumentation for remote
physiological and behavioral observations of
free roaming animals
P0159 A72-19912
Bemote sleep monitoring display console
rKASA-CB-115573] P0386 N72-24092
Electronic eguipment and systems used to track
wild animals in order to determine migratory and
navigational behavior
P0396 N72-25067
Biological resources of Chesapeake Bay and
measurement of chemical, physical, and"
meteorological features to improve resources
management
P0137 H72-26278
Bultispectral remote imagery of morphological and
physiological changes in trees under drought and
salt stress
fNASA-CB-127610] pOB68 H72-28037
Bemote multiband photographic vegetation
inventories to determine environmental
conditions that breed public health hazards
P0187 N72-29322
Bemote sensing of vildland and agricultural
vegetation, using EBTS-A
P0«88 H72-291I08
BE1S
0 BAPID EYE BOyEBEHT STATE
BEHiL PDBCTIOB
Antinatrinretic effect of acute thoracic and
abdominal inferior vena cava constriction on
arterial pressure, renal hemodynamics and
electrolyte excretion
P0018 A72-11660
Cardiac output and autonomic nervous system role
in antinatrinretic response to acute thoracic
superior vena cava constriction
P0018 A72-11661
Immobilization hypercalcinria, discussing
treatment by diet-induced extracellular volume
depletion and possible pathophysiologic
mechanism of intercompartmental fluid and
electrolyte shift
P006U A72-14871
Cat mean renal nerve activity modification by
hypothalamns stimulation and baroceptor reflex
interactions, discussing mean aortic pressure
variation effects
pOO-75 A72-15722
Aortic constriction and release effects on kidney
glomerulotubnlar balance in saline- and
water-loaded dogs, studying sodium reabsorption
changes
P0175 A72-2108*
Prolonged water immersion effects on renal
function and plasma volume in trained and
untrained subjects, noting deleterious effect on
orthostatic tolerance and work capacity
P0227 A72-23738
Benal clearance studies of left atrial distention
effect in dog, indicating antidinretic hormone
inhibition mechanism of diuresis
P0287 A72-27828
Interrelationship of hemodynamic alterations of
valvular heart disease and renal function -
Influences on renal sodium reabsorption.
POUS2 A72-37872
Benal polycystoma - Incidence among flight personnel
pO«52 A72-37877
Benin in differential diagnosis of hypertension.
P0453 A72-3811U
Effects of simulated high altitude on
renin-aldosterone and Na homeostasis in normal
man.
POU90 A72-10122
Studies of renal and extrarenal production of
erythropoietin in male and female rats
pOSOO A72-11190
Nitrogen excretion as a measure of protein
metabolism in man under different conditions of
renal function.
P0505 A72-U1523
The effect of space flight conditions and
prolonged hypokinesis on the kidney function in
man
. p0508 A72-H2068
Capillary circulation as a regulator of sodium
reabsorption and excretion.
pOSHS A72-43995
Increased fluid turnover and the activity of the
renin-angiotensin system under various
experimental conditions.
p05«5 A72-43997
BBHDEZVODS
NT SPACE RENDEZVOUS
BEPAIBIHG
D NAINTENAHCE
BEPOBT GEIEBATOBS
On-line digital computer system for real time
interpretation and report generation of
electrocardiograms from remote locations over
switched telephone network
P0152 A72-19311
A-360
SUBJECT IB DEI BESONANCE
BEPBODOCTIOS
Bole of nitrogen metabolism in biological
productivity and marine food chain in temperate
fCO-3826-221 P0306 N72-20084
BEPBODUCTIVB SISTEBS
NT TESTES
HI UTBBOS
Alpha-L-fucosidase, beta- and
alpha-D-galactosidases and alpha-D-mannosidase
activity changes in human placenta at various
embryoqenesis phases
p0029 A72-12294
Natural ionizinq radiation effects on
multiplication of unicellular organisms and
Drosophila melonoqaster development
p0431 N72-26050
Bioassay of screvvorm breeding ecology
fNASA-CB-115708J POII68 N72-28045
BEPDB1IC BILIT1BT AIBCBiFT
D BILITABY AIBCBiFT
BEPDBLIC OF VIETBAB
0 VIETNAH
BESCDE OPBBiTIONS
Structural design and electrical drive mechanism
of helicopter hoist for rescue operations
p0334 A72-30097
Bedical and technical aspects of rescue and
survival of astronauts in high mountain and
mountainous remote areas.
P0409 A72-34434
Some aspects of survival and rescue of astronauts
in polar regions.
P0409 A72-34435
Possibilities and dangers during long working
periods in space rescue.
p0409 A72-34436
Helicopter search, rescue and transportation of
wounded and ill persons in Denmark, discussing
accidental hypothermia treatment
P0456 A72-38714
A study of USAF survival accidents 1 Jan. 1965-31
Dec. 1969.
P0541 A72-43425
Buman organism and space flight stress endurance
limits and manned space mission rescue
capabilities requirements, considering cabin
decompression, anoxia, radiation, onboard
illness, etc
P0555 A72-45218
Evaluation of equipment used in aircraft crash
rescue operations
fAD-72551in p0047 H72-11106
Life support system for rescue cre¥ in altitude
chaiber tests
P0405 N72-27133
Operation and maintenance procedures for fire
rescue air pack
rsASA-CR-68611] p0566 S72-32135
BESEABCH
RT GAHB TBEOBT
HI LINBAE PBOGB4BBIBG
NT OPERATIONS BESEABCH
Clinical observations as a research method in
physiology
P0416 A72T35017
Scientific research in human perception and verbal
memory
fAD-736382] p038<l B72-24084
BBSEABCB AID DEVE1OPBEHT
NASA sponsored nedical B and D programs for space
applications, stressing benefits to earthbonnd
medical services
P011U A72-18626
Technoloqy B and D program to qualify man for lonq
term weightlessness, assessing space flight
stress effects on physiology and psychology
P0374 A72-335lt4
B and D on environmental and thermal control/life
support system application to lunar base
mission, discussing reliability and food
regeneration
P055U A72-U5160
Ba-|or technical facilities for aerospace medical
research and development
fAD-73U5UlH
 P0311 872-20119
Biomechanical research and development at Army
Bedical Besearch Lab.
fAD-7363751 '
 P0352 S72-22089
Besearch in developing improved radiation
protection programs
fJOL-787-ST] p0035 H72-26075
Besearch in deep sea diving and lightning
triggered by man
pO«41 1172-27099
BESEABCB FACILITIES
Development of facility and technique for
producing nutritional single cell bacteria from
waste sugarcane bagasse
fHASA-CB-1233681 pOOUS N72-11086
Besearch facilities and mission of the German
Besearch Institute for Human Factors Engineering
P0191 H72-16020
Life support, aerospace medical, and environmental
and research facility aspects of space stations
and Skylab
rHASA-TH-I-675061 p0192 H72-16033
BESEABCB BiHAGEBEHT
Policy making process governing medical research
on humans
[BASA-CB-126612] P0386 B72-24093
BESBABCB PBOJECTS
Bedical and biological research conducted on
Soviet spaceships and satellites
rAD-727940] p0044 H72-11081
Flight summary of biomedical sciences experiments
in Gemini Program
tHASA-TH-I-58074:) p0118 B72-14053
Physiological optics and psychophysioloqy of
vision research in DSSB
P0132 B72-15029
Biochemistry, radiobiology, and environmental
effects of radiation
fUCLA-12-815] P0199 N72-170HO
Bionic research projects in DSSB
fAD-7300»51 P0205 H72-17085
Bedical science research projects involving cell
structure, malaria, hepatitis, hemolytic
streptococcus, acute renal failure, and effects
of lasers
fAD-730310] P0212 B72-18090
Articles on research in space biology and medicine
tJPBS-56a99] pO«68 B72-280H4
Identification of payload research requirements,
equipment, and subsystems for conducting
biomedical research projects daring space
missions - Vol. 2
[BASA-CB-1237391 P0175 B72-28088
BESBBPIHE
The effect of hypoiia on the coronary blood flow
in reserpinized dogs.
P0519 A72-«4562
BBSIDDAL STBESS
Banufactnring process for making perspiration
resistant-stress resistant bio'potential electrode
[BASA-CASE-HSC-90153-2] P0402 H72-25120
BESIDDES
Phosphate and bone ash composition of beef and
human bone under living body conditions
[BASA-TT-F-139161 P0568 H72-33079
BESISS
BT IOB EXCHANGE BESIBS
BT SYBTHETIC BESINS
BESISTABCE
Banufactnring process for making perspiration
resistant-stress resistant biopotential electrode
fBASA-CASE-HSC-90153-21 P0402 N72-25120
BESISTABCE COEFFICIENTS
0 BESISTABCE
BESISTIVITI
0 ELECTBICAL BESISTIVITI
BBSISTOJET ENGINES
Cheaical contaminant influence on design of
biowaste resistojet propulsion system for space
station use
rSASi-CB-111977_L— P0039 B72-10111
Evaluation of flow control and thermal pumping
systems for integrated environmental
control/life support resistojet control system
rBASA-CB-112104] P0477 H72-28101
BESISTOJETS
D BESISTOJET ENGINES
BESISTOBS
BT THEBBISTOBS
BESOLVEBTS
0 PBOBLEB SOLVIBG
BESOHANCE
NT NDCLEAB HAGHETIC BESOBABCE
A-361
BESOIAHT CAVITIES SUBJECT IBDEX
HT PBOTON HAGNETIC HESOHAHCE
HI BESONAHT VIBBATIOH
Coherent brain model for evolution mechanisms of
bioloqical resonance in nenron network signal flow
P0321 A72-2811S5
BESOIABT CAVITIES
0 CAVITT BESONATOBS
BESOIAHT FBEQOEHCIES
Cardiovascular changes produced by whole body
vibration of dogs and pigs, obtaining resonant
fregnencies of organ systems
P0232 A72-24II8U
Bethods for measuring the HP oscillation fregnency
in ultrasound pulses of equipment for diagnostic
ultrasonography.
pO««9 A72-37399
BBSOHAIT VIBBATIOH
The resonance mechanism of the biological action
of vibration
P0163 A72-39U09
BESOIATOBS
NT CAVITI BESOKATOBS •
BESPIBATIOB
HT HIGH AITITODE BBEATHIHG
HT LIQUID BBEATHIHG
HT PBESSOBE BBEATBISG
Hydrostatic pressure and temperature effects on
growth of psychrophylic marine bacterium,
emphasizing inhibited amino acid transport and <
respiration
pOOOl A72-10322
Ventilator? and metabolic responses of
unanesthetized dogs exposed to various carbon
dioxide concentrations at 2 and 18 C, discussing
oxygen uptake relation to cold
P0022 A72-11954
Nervous respiratory disorder in patients with
diencephalic and vegetative vascular syndromes,
discussing arterial hypoxemia development and
resulting oxygen insufficiency
P0023 A72-12012
Lung ventilation nonuniformity determination by
single calm breath method, showing nitrogen
concentration in aveolar phases
P0031 A72-12515
Bacterial respiration through oxidative
phosphorylation origin hypotheses, discussing
photosynthesis and sulfate respiration in
anoxygenic atmosphere and thiobacillus and
aerobe evolution in oxygen atmosphere
P0062 A72-11795
Pulmonary HC network and multiple breath nitrogen
washout time constants mathematical relationship
for breathing mechanics measurement, discussing
lung compliance- and resistance
P006U A72-1U862
Breathing control during speech, noting carbon
dioxide response, hyperventilation and apnea
P0070 A72-15218
Single olfactory bulb units under cyclic
stimulation, observing activity related to
inhalation cycle and odor quality
P0098 A72-16162
Single breath method for pulmonary diffusing
capacity measnreient with respect to total lung
capacity and inspiration time
P010U A72-17174
Human breathing metabolic simulation device for
evaluating respiratory diagnostic, monitoring,
support and resuscitation equipment
P0114 A72-18618
Oltrastrnctnral and morphometric studies of
beryllium oxide-contaminated environment effect
on monkey and dog lung tissue
P0170 A72-20686
Gaseous nitrogen production in humans under
steady-state conditions, relating expired
nitrogen minute volume increase after protein
consumption to possible gastrointestinal and
metabolic effects
p0170 A72-20882
CO hypoxia effect on oxygen transport during
exercise, discussing changes in cardiac and
respiratory functions and work capacity
P0172 A72-20893
Diurnal and beat-to-beat variation factors in
vectorcardiograms, noting respiratory movements,
electrode location shift, skin-electrode
impedance and heart electrical center mobility
P0182 A72-21849
Arterial chenoreceptor deafferentation influence
on rat respiratory response to hypoxic and
hypercapnic gas mixture breathing
P0185 A72-22078
Hypoxic and normoxic gas mixture breathing during
intense muscular activity, relating oxygen
consumption and carbon dioxide elimination
magnitudes and motor performance
p0185 A72-22081
Human external respiration characteristics changes
during increasing hypercapnia, relating carbon
dioxide concentration rate to compensatory
mechanisms and.endurance
P0186 A72-22081
Bespiration function testing device using
spirographs and gas analyzers
P0221 A72-23256
Chest strapping-induced increased lung recoil
pressure effects on maximal expiratory flow
relation to lung surface compliance decrease
P0231 A72-24478
Physical work capacity comparison during bicycle
• ergonetry and treadmill walking tests, measuring
oxygen uptake, ventilatory parameters and excess
carbon dioxide production
P0269 A72-26095
Plethysmographic and laryhgoscopic investigation
of glottis opening and airway resistance
relation to lung volume during panting and
continuous slow expiration
P0270 A72-26611
Mathematical model of extracellular pH in brain
tissue from blood and cerebrospinal fluid
acid-base parameters for respiration 'central*,
chemosensitive mechanism study
P0273 A72-26660
Bespiration control by extracellular pB in
medullary tissue, studying chem'oreceptor'
response to hydrogen ion concentration in cat
cerebrospinal fluid .
P0273 A72-26661
Added elastic load tests for thoracic elastance
change effects on human response to carbon
dioxide inhalation, using rebreathing technique
P0285 A72-27726
Exercise role in ventilatory acclimatization to
graded hypoxia in goats from carbon dioxide .
response curve measurements
P0285 A72-27727
Inspiration, expiration and hand muscle control
comparison in psychophysical category production
method for human voluntary breathing regulation
investigation
P0288 A72-27843
Six day bed rest effect on external respiration
and subcutaneous tissue oxygen metabolism,
noting oxygen consumption decline
P0328 A72-29320
High temperature environment effects on rat organ
and muscle tissue respiration, discussing •
temperature homeostasis maintenance
P0329 472-29331
Gas mask-caused air flow resistance effects on
respiratory and circulatory response to '
' exercise, assessing maximal oxygen uptake
P0330 A72-29818
Alveolar carbon dioxide pressure-ventilation
response curve measurement by Campbell
rebreathing method in consecutive daily trials
P0331 A72-29846
Cardiovascular and respiratory changes in dogs
exposed to acute overheating, relating ECG
changes to adrenergic and hypoxia effects
p0335 A72-30382
Ventilatory peripheral chemoreflex response to
hypoxia during physical exercise in native
Highlanders and altitude-acclimated lowlanders
pOaOS A72-34345
Effects of> nitrogen and helium upon pulmonary
damage after rapid decompression to 2 torr.
rAD-746093] p0409 A72-34544
Hagnetic field effects in enzymes, tissue
respiration and some metabolism characteristics
of an intact organism
POU15 A72-35003
Eradycardia diving reflex' to apneic face immersion
related to physical exercise
p0421 A72-35964
A-362
SUBJECT IBDEX BKSPIEATOBt PHTSIOLOGT
Pulmonary gas exchange in Andean natives at high
altitude.
.:'.-••:.-•• p0425 A72-36570
A model ofr fluctuating alveolar gas exchange
. daring the respiratory cycle.
P0425 A72-36571
Hyth of nitrogen egoality in respiration - Its
history and implications.
p0456 A72-38708
Bypercapnia with relief of hypoxia in nornal
individuals with increased work of breathing.
P0490 A72-40420
Determination of oxygen consumption by use of the
' paramagnetic oxygen analyzer.
."•:'••:' p0491 A72-40429
A mathematical model of the chemoreflex control of
ventilation.
POU98 A72-40917
Separation of central effects of C02 and nicotine
on ventilation and blood pressure.
p0498 A72-40918
The function of external respiration in Dental
activity
pOSIO A72-42284
Bechanism of adaptation to hypoxic hypoxia
P0542 A72-43907
Determination of the diffnsional capability of
lungs by the method of-delayed respiration
P0551 A72-44598
Conparison of three methods for.guantitating
respiratory response to hypoxia in nan..
P0552 A72-44960
Air sampling process for determining hazards from
radioactive or toxic aerosol inhalation
ClA-4249-yOL-2] . pOO»4 1172-11079
Relationship between respiration and structure of
mitochondria in Euglena gracilis (z) grown in
carbon source substrate
rHASA-TT-F-14017] j>0081 B72-12024
Analysis of physiological problems created by
exposure to high pressures for prolonged periods
rAD-726206] p0082 H72-12036
Development of methods for analyzing data and
fitting curves derived from replicate nitrogen
washout tests on human subjects
TiD-73 0279]
 P0140 H72-15086
Betabolic, respiratory, and circulatory
measurements during exercise.and. rest* including
low concentration study of C02
fllASA-CR-115362] p0239 H72-18059
Response of ventilation parameters, poise rate,
oxygen uptake,, and body temperature in man under
acute and severe hypoxia
[DLB-FB-71-65] p03'.3 H72-21053
Rhole body plethysmograph system for use in
measuring airway resistance under ambient
hyperbaric conditions for normal breathing
patterns
UD-735462] P0317 H72-21081
Development of flueric-electronic system for
monitoring concentration of carbon dioxide in
respiratory .gases . ,
[AD-737003] P0355 N72-22106
Byperthermia effects on cardiac arrhythmias,
arterial pressure, and respiration in dogs and
electrocardiographic effectiveness in diagnosing
threatening onset
p0387: H72-24103
Agualnng swimmers, using air and normoxic mixtures
of argon and helium for breathing
tHASA-TT-F-14260] p0392 B72-25030
Respiratory gas analyzer for aircrew pulmonary
function measurements
CHASi-Tn-X-68370] P0395 H72-25057
Decreased resistance to infections of respiratory
system in closed ecological system
fHASA-CR-115641] . p0396 H72-25061
Research on biological effects of radioisotope
inhalation
fLF-44] . p0401 H72-25109
Inhibitory effects of glucose on biosynthetic
respiratory adaptation of protoheme by yeast'
ClIASA-TT-F-14330] , p0435 H72^26073
Effects of bromotriflnoromethane inhalation, and
epinephrine challenge on cardiovascular system
fAD-739699] p0441 M72-27098
Digital simulation and experimental evaluation of
CO2-H(plus) control of pulmonary ventilation
rsASA-CR-127819] p0521 S72-30056
RESPIRATORS
Lumped parameter nonlinear RC circuit lung model •
for positive pressure respirator design .
P0273 A72-26631
Service life of respirator cartridges in organic
vapor atmospheres
[DCBL-73166] p0045 H72-11090
Performance of flnidic volume-cycled respirator -
breadboard model 4
CAD-736353J . P0354 H72-22103
BESPIB1TOBI DISEASES
HT AEROSIHUSITIS
BT ASTHBA
BT TUBERCULOSIS .
Vectorcardiographic and electrocardiographic
differentiation between cor pulmonale and'
anterior wall myocardial infarction.
P0497 A72-40769
Transarterial leakage -' A possible mechanism of
high altitude pulmonary oedema.
P0513 A72-42588
Phosphofrnctokinase activity and adenine
nncleotide levels in blood of guinea pigs
exposed to 15 percent C02 in 21 percent..02,
balance H2 for periods of time up to one week
[AD-7319841 p0200 872-17047
Production and use of aerosols in treating
respiratory ..tract disorders
COB-3490-3] . . P0306 B72-20085
Lactate-pyruvate and redox state responses of
blood and tissue in chronic hypercapnia
tAD-734120] . • p0314 B72-21057
Plasma creatine phosphokinase response to
hypercapnia . .
[AD-734126] . ... p0314 B72-21058
Electromyographic measurement of laximum voluntary
muscle contraction endurance in chronic .
hyperventilators
fAD-7342981 ' ' P0316 H72-21072
BBSPIBATORI IBPEDABCB
Effects of externally imposed mechanical
resistance, on breathing dense gas at exercise -
Hechanics of breathing.
P0511 A72-42489
The reflex and mechanical response of the
inspiratory muscles to an increased airflow
resistance.
. p0552 A72-44958
First-breath response of medullary inspiratory
neurones to the mechanical loading of inspiration.
. ,! P0552 &72-449S9
Pulmonary impedance power spectral analysis for
detecting radiation induced gastrointestinal
disease and performance decrement in man
. P0208 H72-17632
Buman^ tolerance to external respiratory resistance
for design of breathing apparatus
P0445 1172-27127
Control system analysis for mathematical modeling
of respiratory protective devices
P044S H72-27128
BESPIBATOBT PHTSIOLOGI
Respiration effects on human heart rate
deceleration and biphasic- cardiac -response in
aversive shock conditioning situation
P0003 A72-10195
Femoral arterial blood pressure third order waves
onset mechanism in narcotized dogs, noting-
changed blood and respiration dynamics
. P0023 A72-12014
Respiratory system fregnency response analysis for
chemical regulation of breathing, using time
• domain method and step functions • .
P0024 A72-12040
, External respiration gas metabolism -and energy
consumption measurements for- test pilots during
parabolic trajectory flights in weightlessness
simulation experiments
- . - p0029 A72-12347
Electrical thermometer mounted on breathing mask
for electropneuDograms, measuring temperature
change in respiration air flow
P0031 A72-12518
Ragnetometer and spirometer ventilation
measurements from chest and abdomen.movements
during carbon dioxide inhalation
• . P0103 A72-16790
Onattennated ventilatory hypoxic drive in ovine
and .bovine species native to high altitude
i-363
BESPIBATOBY BilB SOBJECT IHDEI
P0155 A72-19UU5
Vagal control of ventilation and respiratory
nnscles daring elevated pressures in cats
D0155 A72-19446
Endurance exercise effect on respiratory capacity
in white, red and interaediate muscles in rats,
relating fiber type to oxidative capacity
P0175 172-21083
Bulbar respiratory nearon discharge pattern
response to nasal and tracheal receptor
stinalation in cats, relating changes in
neuronal activity and intratracheal pressure
P0177 172-21*73
High pressure gas nixtnre breathing effects on
intercostales externi nuscles electrical
activity and respiratory cycle tine in rats
P0185 A72-22082
Digital conputer technigae for computation of
pulmonary nechanics parameters, using phasor
method and Fourier series analysis of
respiratory flow signals
P0272 172-26620
Bountain sickness relation to ventilation response
to hypoxia, noting response intensity dependence
on peripheral chemoreceptor sensitivity
P0282 A72-27481
Cerebrospinal fluid pB change effects on cat '
respiratory response before and after vagotomy,
shoving vagal activity relation to central
chenical control of respiration
P0286 172-27825
Cardiorespiratory response to breathing dense
sulfur fluoride-oxygen mixture under physical
exercise conditions -
P0297 172-2831*
Supraspinal effects on different work regimes of
supplementary respiratory muscles, using
interference electromyograms cross correlation
analysis ' '
P0329-172-29328
Bespiratory and vascnlomotor antonomic centers
functional state relation to vestibnlar system
from labyrinth electrical stimulation and
shaking experiments
P0336 172-30387
Cat bnlbar respiratory nearon discharge '
modification by single electric shock
stimulation of cerebral cortex'
p0341 172-30843
Bespiratory effects of hypochloremic alkalosis and
potassium depletion in the dog.
pOQ90 172-40118
Comparative studies of the respiratory functions
of mammalian blood.
- p0498 172-40919
Rev mechanical device for producing traumatic
shock in dogs - Circulatory and respiratory '
responses.
P0511 172-42490
Suprapontine influences on hypoxic ventilatory
control.
pOS13 172-42590
Effect of a polarizing current on the activity of
neurons of the respiratory center
P0515 172-42725
Determination of the diffnsional capability of
lungs by the method of delayed respiration
P0551 172-44598
Gas exchange mechanism in lung alveoles and
capillaries, discussing cell metabolism for
oxygen uptake-and carbon dioxide formation
P0551 172-44599
Bespiration control mechanism ensuring adaptation
to power regairements and chemical environment
maintenance in tissues, considering brain stem
location
p0551 172-44600
Belative position of the rib within the chest and
its determination on living subjects with the
aid of a computer program.
P0552 172-44957
Bespiratory perception and behavioral responses of
man and animals to gas composition changes
tHASA-TT-F-649] p0198 H72-17032
BBSPIB1TOBI BITE < ''
Inspiration time correction factor for pulmonary
diffusing capacity measurement by single breath
method
p0014 172-11259
Heart and respiration rates response to free fall
parachuting, using FB/FH telemetry
p0019 172-11709
Bapid ventilatory response in man at work on set
for different standard starting commands,
discussing relation to work load and
conditioning process >
P0103 172-16788
BEG phase asymmetry fluctuations relation to
respiration rhythm in subjects from pnenmograms
during rest, mental activity, hypnosis and sle'ep
P0104 172-17214
Sespiration rate transmitter with miniature
pressure transducer for measaring pneamograph
variations in animals over PB-FB telemetry system
P0173 172-20898
Bespiration control during hyperoxia, discussing
chemoreceptor significance in ninnte volume
respiration rate redaction mechanism from Pamir
mountain aborigines 'oxygen breathing reaction
studies
P0185 172-22076
High pressure gas mixture breathing effects on
intercostales externi muscles electrical
activity and respiratory cycle time 'in rats
P0185 172-22082
Cotton wick probe-transducer assembly for
pneamograph recording of rabbit respiratory rate
P0272 172-26619
Parachutist biomedical responses in aerial tow at
110-175 knots, determining heart and respiration
rates and urinary catecholamines
P0292 172-28272
Human respiratory rate diurnal rhythm adjustments
during inverted work-rest cycles in isolation
chamber with controlled comfortable atmospheres
P0337 172-30390
Electrically sensed changes in chest and abdomen
diameter for tidal volume, respiratory freguency
and minute ventilation measurements
p0491 172-40428
Breathing rate response to oral instructions in
relationship to nervous system, bronchial muscle
tonns and gas metabolism rate reflex-type changes
P0497 172-40761
Spinal cord heating and cooling effects on body
temperature, respiratory and heart rates and
arterial blood pressure, investigating feeding
and drinking behaviors
P0514 172-42672
Bethod and apparatus for analyzing respiratory gas
flow rate and inspiration-expiration freguencies
in real time
[NASA-CASE-BSC-13436-1] p0310 N72-20113
Changes in external-respiratory rate of men
exposed to increased C02 concentrations
tHlSl-TT-F-14259] p0382 S72-24064
Coordination of circadian rhythm with human
respiration rate during inversed work-rest cycle
P0388 F72-24111
Simulation and design of breathing metabolic
simulator
p0445 H72-27129
HBSPIB1TOBT HEFLEIBS
Cat respiratory center activity phase relation to
arterial chemoreceptor afferent discharge
oscillations effect:on lung ventilation fregnency
p0103 172-16789
Bespiration in altered gas environment for
spontaneous breathing and voluntarily maintained
pulmonary ventilation level conditions
P0185' 172-22077
Breathing regulation characteristics showing
'•reflex control of respiratory functions in
normal environment and brain tissue receptor
control under hypoxia
P0185 A72-22079
Respiratory function control and physiological
adaptation mechanisms evolution during changing
earth atmosphere'oxygen content, noting hypoxia
sensitivity development
P0185 172-22080
laryngeal motoneuron activity daring Hering-Breaer
reflexes, noting inspiratory fibers firing
inhibition and activation during lung inflation
P0218 A72-22975
Native highlander and lovlahder chemoreflex
ventilatory response to transient carbon dioxide
inhalation at low and high altitudes
4-364
SOBJECT IHDEI BBTBNTIOH (PSTCBOLOGT)
p0286 A72-27728
Patterns of spontaneous and reflexly-induced
activity in phrenic and intercostal motonenrons.
pOSOS A72-41462
Beflexive cardiac rhythm changes and arterial
tension during hypoxia, noting differences due
to animals, controlled respiration and
pharmacological effects
p0508 A72-41984
Electromyographic investigation of diaphragm cross
contraction following spinal cord section in
cats, noting diaphragm motoneurons excitation by
breathing center pulses
p0510 A72-H2281
Genetic aspects of the blunted chemoreflez
ventilatory response to hypoxia in high altitode
adaptation.
P0513 A72-42591
Respiration control mechanism ensuring adaptation
to power regairements and chemical environment
maintenance in tissues, considering brain stem
location
P0551 472-IH1600
The reflex and mechanical response of the
inspirator? muscles to an increased airflow
resistance.
P05S2 A72-44958
First-breath response of medullary inspirator?
neurones to the mechanical loading of inspiration.
P0552 A72-44959
Effects of motion sickness on.autonomic nervous
systems role in vestibnlar-respiratory-vasomotor
reflexes
P0388 H72-24108
BBSPIBilOBy. ST.STBH
BT BEONCHI
HT BBORCBIiL TUBE
HT DIAPBBAGH (ANATOHY)
BT LONGS
HT NOSE (AHATOHI)
NT PBABYHX
Badiotelemetric cardiorespiratory determinations
during snbmaximal dynamic exercise
P0028 A72-12131
Bespiratory adaptation to pure oxygen excess
pressure after cockpit depressurization from
flight simulator tests with pressure-suited
pilots, presenting ECG reactions
P0102 A72-167U9
Digital computer simulation of circulatory and
respiratory systems interaction model for oxygen
and carbon dioxide gas exchange between
pulmonary blood and alveolar air
P0214 A72-22456
Reight loss due to respiratory tract evaporative
water loss during exercise, from humidity
change, ventilatory exchange and oxygen uptake
data
P0271 A72-26613
Byperoxia effect on human airways resistance
during high pressure oxygen breathing
p0271 A72-26614
Freguency response studies of human and avian
respiratory regulation.
p0454 A72-38229
Bigh altitude physiology: Cardiac and respiratory
aspects; Proceedings of the symposium, London,
England, February 17, 18, 1971.
P0512 A72-42583
Bespiratory chain components correlation to
tension production at various oxygen pressures
.in guinea pig dnctus arteriosus, investigating
light absorption changes
P0514 A72-42670
Aortic regnrgitation variation with respiratory -
sinus arrhythmia and respiratory cycle in dogs
during tachycardia and bradycardia
p0514 A72-42674
Bespiration control mechanism ensuring adaptation
to power requirements and chemical environment
maintenance in tissues, considering brain stem
location
p0551 472-04600
BESPIBOBETBBS
System distortion error characteristics for
carrier gas type radiorespirometers, considering
relation to system time constant
p0004 S72-10399
Single breath diffusing capacity and alveolar dead
space measurements for carbon 18 monoxide using
respiratory mass spectrometer
p0069 A72-15215
Bespiratory flow resistance measurements in man,
comparing esophageal catheter, plethysmographic,
forced pressure oscillations and airway
interrupter methods
P0070 A72-15222
Hose installed thermistor device for in-flight
monitoring of pilot respiration and pulse rate
P0280 A72-27417
Low cost real time computerized C 14
radiorespirometry telemetering system for
monitoring human metabolism -data during space
missions . •
P0293 A72-28277
Badiorespirometry in the case of work and sports >
activities
pOSOS A72-42071
Testing preliminary design of respiratory
measurement element of B-4 ISBLHS
rHASA-CB-115718] . p0469 H72-28050
RESPONSE BIAS
Response bias and sensitivity variations in
psychophysical test of rats discrimination
between standard and attenuated auditory signal
intensities
P0377 A72-33648
RESPONSES
NT DTNARTC BESPOHSE
HT FBEQOEHCt BESPONSE
NT GALVANIC SKIN BESPOHSE
NT HESODYHABIC BESPONSES
NT PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
HT IIBE BESPONSE
NT TBAHSIERT BESPOHSE
Besponse-dependent electric shock punishment
schedule preference during response segnence in
food-deprived pigeons
P0377 A72-33773
Heasurement of auditory nerve response to load
sounds
[AD-738337] p0471 H72-28066
BEST
HT BED BEST
Effect of nicotinic acid on myocardial metabolism
in man at rest and daring exercise.
pOt21 472-35968
Psychological principles of active rest daring
long space flights
P0492 A72-40446
Metabolic, respiratory, and circulatory
measurements during exercise and rest, including
low concentration study of C02
IHASA-CB-115362] p0239 N72-18059
Gastric motility in normal people at rest and
during physical exercise
CH&SA-TT-F-1H207] p0305 B72-20074
Performance of one and two man crews during
transfer of training experiments nith and
without rest periods
[AD-738176] p0479 N72-28115
Psychological effects of active rest on spacecrews
during prolonged space flight
POU83 H72-29068
BBSTBAIHTS
0 CONSTBAINTS
BBTENTION (PSICHOLOGY)
Instrument flying skills retention, discussing
initial training, discrete procedural and .
tracking responses
P0007 A72-10564
Brain structures role in fixation of temporal
relationships in information memory function of
central nervous system
p0181 A72-21836
Concentrated and extended learning effects on
formation rate and retention degree of
conditioned reflex during mice adaptation to
high altitude hypoxia
P0325 A72-28770
Bippocampus morphology and physiology in
relationship to emotion and memory mechanisms,
time links, visceral activity and motivations
and endocrine control
P0372 172-33099
Characteristics of certain parameters of memory
for visual signals in lower monkeys
1-365
BETICLES SOBJECT IHDEI
p0497 472-40804
Some data on the interrelations of conscious and
unconscious reactions
p0545 472-44076
-. 4ge-induced long-tern memory changes in animals
p0546 472-44079
Content and tine aspects of short and long tera
memory operation theories, relating attention
and memory spans
pOSSS A72-45243
Scientific research in hunan perception and verbal
memory
TAD-736382] p0384 872-24084
BEIICLES
Positive acceleration force-prodneed displacements
of helmet-attached reticle in front of left eye
P0299 A72-28330
BETICOLOCITES
Proliferative blood forming tissne activity under
chronic gamma ray irradiation in guinea pigs by
quantitative methods, shoving myeloid and
reticalar disturbances of bone marrow
p0056 472-14607
Stepvise .altitude acclimatization and subsequent
reanimation after blood loss caused clinical
death effects on dog peripheral blood
ervthrocytes, reticulocytes, hemoglobin and
hematocrit
P0338 A72-30671
Hodalating effect of limbic brain formations on
the blood system
p0510 472-42282
BBTIIA
Nonmammalian vertebrate retinal receptor rods and
cones birefringence as function of fixation,
temperature and immersing medium
p0012 A72-10862
Optic nerve axon diameters in central and
peripheral cat retina related to conduction
velocity groups
P0053 A72-13622
Synaptic contacts in vertebrate retinas, reviewing
bipolar terminals, ganglion cells and amacrine
responses from electron microscopy
p0107 A72-17719
Betinal ganglion cell spikes timing in mammalian
retina, using electroretinography and computer
analysis
p0107 A72-17721
Glycogen content and distribution determination in
frog retina by histochemical analysis with
intravascnlar infection of mixture preventing
decomposition
P0111 472-17987
Retina, tectum opticum and Rostral brain
structures role in analysis and processing of
visual sensory stimnli in toad distinguishing
between prey and enemies
P0147 A72-18775
Cat retina ganglion cell threshold and latent
responses to separate stimulation of receptive
field center and periphery
P0177 472-21474
Proposed cone sensitivities relation to Bright
color discrimination lines, tabulating optimum
weighting factors and longest to shortest
chromacity steps ratios
P0215 A72-22619
In vitro measurements of oxygen tension effect on
teleost and amphibian retinal lactate
dehydrogenase activity, discussing acetazolamide
produced hypoxia effects
P0226 472-23729
Photostimnlated potentials of human visual cortex,
determining retinal macnlar area involvement
P0233 472-24786
Intraelectroretinographic analysis of light signal
spatial summation at different retinal nerve
levels in frogs
P0269 472-26454
Isotopic labeled microspheres for cat uveal and
retinal blood flow and oxygen consumption
determination, studying increased intraocular
pressure and carbon dioxide tension effects
p0287 472-27841
Betina visual acuity testing by zero and first
order moire fringes, using square-wave amplitude
gratings
P0288 472-27953
Bunan retinal rod rhodopsin bleaching and
regeneration measurements, tracing dark
adaptation curves
P0361 472-31364
Dark adaptation studies of bleach-induced visual
threshold rise and subseguent return to
rhodopsin level
p0362 472-31365
Honkey retinal ganglion and lateral genicnlate
nucleus cell maintained discharge rate
indication of receptive field organization for
various light stimulus intensities
P0362 A72-31370
Light flashes observed by astronauts on exposure
to primary cosmic radiation during translnnar
flights, investigating effect upon retina in man
and animal
~-p0366 A72-31917
Lamellar structure and rhodopsin location in
bleached and unbleached rod photoreceptor
membranes of dark adapted frog retinas by X ray
diffraction study
P0367 A72-32199
Electroretinographic illumination potentials
dependence on extracellular chloride ion
concentration in isolated frog retina
P0368 A72-32491
yisible and invisible nonionizing radiation
produced human, injuries, considering visual and
retinal effects and induced thermal stresses
p0408 472-34300
Gain control and contrast sensitivity in the
vertebrate retina.
P0409 472-34418
The uptake, metabolism and release of
C/14/-taurine by rat retina in vitro.
pfllll 472-34881
Bhesns monkey .retinas ultrastructural alteration
and damage in rods and cones produced by Q
switched ruby laser coherent radiation
P0417 472-35396
nodel to account for visual responses to light
flashes of dark adapted eye, discussing
perceived brightness variation with intensity
P0426 472-36611
Isolated retina receptor potential amplitude
relation to visual pigment bleaching kinetics,
indicating excitation-inhibition receptor
response generation mechanism
P0451 472^ 37830
Besumption of flight after retinal surgery
P0452 A72-37879
Synaptic patterns in the superficial layers of the
superior colliculus of the monkey, Hacaca mnlatta.
P0455 472-38647
Threshold excitation, temporal summation, and
impulse response function in the retina of the
cat - Temporal receptive fields of retinal
ganglion cells
P0455 A72-38648
Study of the diffusing properties of the retina -
Application to the optical system of the eye
P0495 A72-40736
Spectral sensitivity after prolonged intense
spectral light exposure of rhesus monkey
corneas, demonstrating long term loss of cone
photopigment response
P0495 A72-40739
Effect of selenium on the formation of the
electrical potential in the retina
P0507 A72-11898
Visual information space-time dependent filtering
by retinal and geniculate body neural nets
pOSIO 472-42299
On threshold mechanisms for achromatic and
chromatic vision.
P0512 472-42547
The electrical activity of the isolated frog
retina in buffered chloride-deficient Ringer's
solution
P0519 472-42987
Visual perception of accelerated nitrogen nuclei
interacting with the human retina.
.P0545 472-13940
Notion thresholds for fovea and peripheral retina
with/without correction for peripheral
refractive error
P0545 472-43978
1-366
SUBJECT ISDEZ BETIHAL IBISES
Localization and dynamic changes of glycogen in
frog retina adapted to darkness or light. I, II.
P0547 &72-HH377
Phase correlation between tiro sources formed on a
diffusing surface - Application to the human
retina
p05«8 A72-M379
'Visual sensitivity measurement in retinal areas
with stepwise change from one monochromatic
light to another, discussing eye movements
effects and perception thresholds • <
P05U8 A72-11385
Perceptual latency as a function of stimulus onset
• and offset and retinal 'location.
•••?• 'p05«8 A72-44386
Functional organization of the periphery effect in
retinal ganglion cells.
p0552 A72-IU908
Optic functions and retinal circulation in humans
exposed to combined centripetal and Coriolis
accelerations
p0078 N72-11998
Biological effects of argon laser on retinas of
monkeys • • • • • • . , . - i
CAD-7283331 i . ' • p0087 N72-13066
Detection'of Cerenkov radiation in"relativistic
moons by human eye
riD-7291|lt9] P0117 S72-11018
Refractive opt'ics of fish eyes in relation to lens
positio'u and retina' a
p0135 H72-15058
Acid phosphatase distribution and functional
differences of neurons in frog retina
'• •' P0136 H72-15059
Polarization measurements and optical model for
anisotropic areas in eye tissue
• " p0136 H72-15060
Effect of helium-neon and TAG laser radiation on'
retinas of rabbit's at levels below those ' •
required to produce' visible lesions
.TAD-728852] p0138 N72-15078
Acceleration training effects on compensatory
reactions of rabbit retinal vessels
P0250 N72-19083
Testing paradigm for training and measuring visual
acuity in Rhesus monkeys suffering from retinal
. burn . -. - ' •
tAD-733fl88] . ' '. p0255 -172-19116
Determination of radiation intensity needed to
cause permanent retinal damage in humans
fAD-735802] ' ' p0358'N72-23079
• Effects of accelerated particles and cosmic rays
on light flashes in human eye
[NASA-TH-X-68«60:l pO«32 H72-26051
Opthalmologic examinations for determining retina
damage caused by helium-neon laser boresights •
CAD-738629] pfll|39 N72-27087
Histopathology of argon, ruby, gallium arsenide,
neodynium, and carbon dioxide laser induced
retinal lesions
CAD-7IH380] p0565 B72-32127
REII1AL ADiPTATIOH
HT DARK ADAPTATION
HT LIGHT-ADAPTATION . ' •
Retinomotor light/darkness'responses phylog'enetic
variations, discussing retinal elements
structural and functional development in fishes
and amphibians
P0029 A72-1248K
Retinal annulus onset' and offset thresholds,
discussing neural signals delay characteristics
p0030 A72-12I488
Human visual system- multiple channels sensitivity
to patterns at low luminance or high drift
rates, noting retinal ganglion cells selective
sensitivity
P0105 A72-17602
Human visual system selective adaptability to
speed, size and orientation, suggesting motion
analysis by visual cortex neural subsystems
P0106 A72-17603
Retinal cell adaptation as result of receptor
membrane response range saturation-, considering
dark adaptation and increment threshold
• P0106 A72-17604
Stereoscopic acuity for photometrically matched
background wavelengths at scotopic and photopic
levels, plotting variable depth error as
function of retinal illuminance
P0229 A72-2U269
Selective chromatic adaptation in cone
photoreceptors of cynaaolgous nacague monkeys,
using late receptor potential as response index
P0332 A72-29967
Visual latencies measurement as function of
stimulus luminance and adaptation state by
stereoscopic null method, characterizing
relationship by inverse power function
P0333 A72-29968
•Stabilized retinal'image techniques to examine
functional relationships between nonstabilized
grating pattern orientation adaptation and
stabilized line stimuli fading rates
' _ ' p0377 A72-336U6
Electroretinographic evidence for a photopic
system in the rat.
P0411 A72-34878
Linear-nonlinear-linear transition as a function
of frequency in the retinal response to light.
P0412 A72-3U885
Effect of selective adaptation on detection of
simple and compound parafoveal stimuli.
P0426 A72-36607
Contour-contingent color aftereffects - Retinal
area specificity.'
p04H9 A72-37273
Interactions between spatial and kinetic
dimensions in movement aftereffect.
p0501 A72-41254
The photopiqment bleaching hypothesis of
complementary after-images - A psychophysical
test.
•; ~ • p05U7 A72-44376
Effect of high brightness (20,000 to'80,000 lux)
on rate of human eye adaptation to darkness
p0078 H72-11999
Phased development of human visual color perception
P0133 N72-15038
Human retinal adaptation to cortical excitation of
sensory centers
p0133 H72-150UO
Electrophysiological excitability changes in
visual system of anesthetized cats in response
to flash signals
•- ' p0133 N72-150U3
Evoked potential of hypothalamic region in
response to photic stimulation of rabbit retina
p013!| N72-15046
Ionizing radiation effects on response potentials
of isolated frog retina to visual stimuli
p013t N72-15019
Light flashes seen by Apollo astronauts caused by
ionization in retina by cosmic nuclei
fNASA-CR-125153] p0192 N72-1603U
Dark adaptation recovery of human eye after
exposure to single light :pulses
fAD-7U316Ul P0533 872-31113
RETIHAL IBAGES
Neuron responses in cat visual -system /retina,
geniculate body, primary, secondary and tertiary
visual cortex/ to simple visual stimulus pattern
pOOOS A72-10U66
Psychology of visual form perception in relation
to nenrophysiological principles of lateral
interaction and organization, considering
retinal images, aftereffects, binocular vision,
etc
pOOOS A72-10469
Electronic analog models of human retina and
visual system, discussing optical character
recognition, signal processing, photoreceptor
stimulation, visual cortex excitation and
further nodel development
p0006 A72-10471
Human pattern analysis by stabilized retinal image
fragmentation as function of fade freguencies
for angle and line stimuli in different
orientations '
p0009 A72-10721
Binocular depth perception based on two retinal
images spatial frequency content
P0029 A72-12H86
Conduction velocity groups in cat optic nerve from
antidromic responses recorded in peripheral
retina and area centralis
P0053 A72-13621
Visual persistence and perceptual moment
hypotheses for tine-dependent visual illusion
A-367
BETBIEVAL SUBJECT IHDEI
from viewing moving stroboscopically illuminated
object
P0097 172-16150
Optical image transfer fanctions characteristics
and modulation in isolated retinas and retinal
receptors, noting similarity to optical fiber
bundles
p0149 A72-19027
Boving target resolution threshold in retina,
discussing visual acuity relation to target
angular velocity, during ocular pursuit
P0149 172-19029
Dynamic visual acuity 'and eye movement data for
moving targets, deriving retinal target image
position and velocity errors during ocular pursuit
- • , p0119 A72-19030
Human binocular visual system fnsional information
processing, evaluating compensatory eye
movements role in overcoming retinal image
disparity
P0153 A72-19314
Bod-cone interaction in human scotopic vision,
presenting test flash threshold as function of
conditioning flash interval
p0177 A72-21U60
Bhesns monkey retinal image diameter estimation
during exposure to Ar and He-He laser
irradiation, using microphotometer scans
P0265 A72-25314
Visual evoked cortical responses in objective
refraction related to retinal iaage clarity for
clinical applications
p0265 A72-25349
Gain control of cat retina rapid light adaptation
process to attenuate signals reaching retinal
ganglion cells from photoreceptors
P0280 A72-27299
Spatial and temporal summation characteristics and
relationship in human peripheral retina
investigated for stimuli viewed at eccentricity
against luminous background
p0333 A72-29970
Linear systems theory for mathematical model of
retinal image and ganglion cell excitation,
calculating receptor layer luminance
distributions for several stimulus patterns
p0362 A72-31367
Eagle eye retinal image quality determination by
ophthalmoscopic method, comparing to human
visual acuity
p0365 A72-31721
Size scaling rate from retinal image size
comparison judgment time during observation of
briefly presented concentric rectangles of
varying size and orientation
P0371 A72-32762
Stabilized retinal image techniques to examine
functional relationships between nonstabilized
grating pattern orientation adaptation and
stabilized line stimuli fading rates
P0377 A72-33646
Occipital EE6 activity during fluctuations of
perception under stabilized image and simplified
stimulus conditions.
p0407 A72-34247
The influence of the modulation transfer function
of the dioptric apparatus on the acuity and
contrast of the retinal image in Bana esculenta.
P0412 A72-34883
Eye movement pattern monitoring to investigate
retinal afterimage role in release of pursuit
movements
POU12 A72-3K886
Peripheral contrast thresholds for moving images.
POU18 A72-35688
Manipulation of projected afterimages by means of
the physiological theory imposed on the observer.
P0428 A72-36920
The neurophysiology of binocular vision.
p01U9 A72-37250
Differential effects of refractive errors and
receptive field organization of central and
peripheral ganglion cells.
P0451 A72-37826
Bach band measurement by psychological
compensation technigue, causing band
disappearance by changes in stimulus pattern
luminance and brightness distribution relations
P0451 A72-37827
An electronic model of visual receptive fields.
P0462 A72-39271
Discrimination sensitivity and black light density
in the mesopic range
p0495 A72-10735
Fixation eye movements and the processing of
visual information.
pO«96 A72-40740
Some structural and functional characteristics of
a retina projection onto the visual cortex of cats
P0498 A72-40808
Apparent movement and change in perceived location
of a stimulus produced by a change in
accommodative vergence.
pOSOO A72-41024
The effect of size, retinal locus, and orientation
on the visibility of a single afterimage.
P0501 A72-41253
Interactions between spatial and kinetic
dimensions in movement aftereffect.
p0501 A72-41250
Optical directionality of retinal receptors and
corresponding points. I - Hasal-temporal
asymmetry of retinal spatial values and
orientation of receptors: Are the corresponding
points cones. II - Variation of form of the
experimental horoptera, and possibility of
reorganization of the retinal correspondence
according to the orientation of the eyes
P0551 A72-41907
Perception smear suppression during saccadic eye
movements in terms of metacontrast determined by
post-saccadic accumulated luminance relation to
stimuli masking
P0556 A72-45377
Spectral sensitivity functions of retinal color
vision receptors
p0133 H72-15034
BEIBIBVAL
HT DATA BETBIEVAL
RT IHFOHBATIOH BETBIEVAL
REUSABLE SPACECRAFT
HT SPACE SHUTTLES
BEVEBSE TIBE
0 BEACTIOH TIDE
BEVEESED FLOW
Beverse flow personal ventilation system for
reducing thermal stress during aircraft operations
CFPBC/BEBO-250] p0353 H72-22097
BEVISIOHS
Modification program to improve operation of self
contained underwater breathing apparatus
tAD-71»235J p057« H72-33133
BEH1BD (PSYCHOLOGY)
Group dynamics and alternative distribution of
rewards
CAD-741176) P0567 H72-32143
BEHOLDS HDBBEB
Cardiac murmur level dependence on blood stream
Beynolds number, tracing cardiac noise origin to
blood turbulence
P0106 A72-17676
BBEOEHCEPBALOGBAPBT
Objective evaluation of main rheoencephalogram
parameter for disturbed brain blood circulation
p0290 A72-28218
BBEOGBAPHI
D RECORDING IHSTBOBEHTS
D BHEOBETEBS
BBBOLOGT
Bheological properties and architecture of
arterial walls, using stress relaxation and
stress-strain 'hysteresis tests on dog aorta,
iliac and femoral strips
P0003 A72-10184
BBEOREIBBS
Bheographic investigation of cerebral, pulmonary
and peripheral circulation during bed rest in
antiorthostatic position
p05»3 A72-43914
BBTTBB (BIOLOGY)
HT CIBCADIAH BHYTHHS
Book on hibernation and hypothalamus covering
central nervous system regulating mechanisms,
biologic rhythmicity, migration,
thermoregulation, torpor, human implications, etc
P0003 A72-10169
Hybrid computer study of phenomenological
biorhythms, discussing regular information
A-368
SUBJECT IHDEI BOBSCHACH TESTS
isolation from biological noise
P0032 172-12662
Hippocampus electric activity and cardiac rhythms
variations responses to various intensity
electric stimulation of central gray matter
P0032 A72-12881
Eeqular sinus rhythm bundle branch block effect on
ballistocardioqram dynamics
P0051 A72-13143
EEC phase asymmetry fluctuations relation to
respiration rhythm in subjects from pneuooqrams
durinq rest, mental activity, hypnosis and sleep
P0104 472-17218
Uniform visual field influence on
electroencephaloqraphic alpha rhythm in man,
discussing ocular fixation, visual attention and
vigilance change effects
. p0150 A72-19040
Occipital electroencephaloqraphic response to
slowly repeated aperiodic light flashes,
discussing alpha wave and rhythmic afteractivity
amplitude changes
P0150 A72-19041
Phase relations between alpha waves in EEC and
automated rhythmic motoric activity as function
of subject behavioral activity and thalamic
pacemaker zones ' • >
P0150 472-19109
Biochronometry - NAS-HASA Conference, Friday
Harbor, Washington, September 1969
P0155 172-19526
yeast qlycolytic pathway oscillations relation to
concentration of diphosphopyridine nucleotide
and other metabolites, noting analogy to
behavioral and physiological rhythms
p0158 A72-195U1
Orienting response indication by EEC alpha rhythm
desynchronization in relation to visual
stimulation intensity
p0269 A72-26238
Human visual accommodation biorhythm and reactions
under hard physical work and visual stress
P0324 A72-28749
Seasonal rhythms of endocrine system in
hibernating mammals, discussing central and
peripheral biological clocks in relation to
hypothalamus and pancreas/thyroid gland
P0373 A72-33100
Participation of snpraspinal structures in the
formation and control of a system of arbitrary
cyclic motions of man
P0494 A72-40594
Lonq term electrocardiograms in analysis of
rhythmic heart disturbances of German Air Force
P0125 H72-1U103
Biotelemetry measurement of rhythms in
gastrointestinal 'system of animals and human
beings i
p0193 H72-16043
Abstracts, references, and full text documents on
research of biological rhythms
[HASA-CB-1144871 p0523 H72-30070
Generalization of harmonic analysis for detection
of long-period biorhythmicities from short records
rAD-7412111 P0532 H72-31108
Influence of biological rhythm on daily periodical
hearing in person subjected to prolonged noise
CHASA-TT-F-14568] p0560 H72-32089
EIBOHDCLEIC ACIDS
Biological effects of unfocused laser radiation on
DMA and BHA synthesis and cell activities in
thymine dependent E. coli strain
P0059 A72-14610
Esters and amides participation in prebiotic
polymers, discussing ribosome bonds and
messenger BNA
P0061 A72-14767
Ribosomes origin and HNA evolution, considering
biogenesis from-coacervate to protocell and
protein biosynthesis
p0062 A72-14793
BHA content changes in ground squirrel brain
during active and hibernation states
P0112 A72-18058
DHA-BHA molecular hybridization testing of chronon
theory of circadian timekeeping in protozoa cells
P0158 A72-19542
Bibonoclease molecule damage and enzyme activity
under 0V irradiation and repeated freezing and
thawing
P0224 A72-23594
EEG investigation of circadian variations in
qualitative'and quantitative BHA content in ,
human leukocytes, noting changes during sleep
P0426 A72-36624
BHA content in the cortex neurons in connection
with the change in its function during the
emergence of an animal from hypothermia
P0457 A72-38928
Methods for analyzing base composition of BHA and
DNA hydrolysates with emphasis on gas-liquid
chromatoqraphy aethod
[NASA-CB-125593] • . p0239 H72-18066
Dynamics of DMA, BNA and protein synthesis in
mitochondria and nuclei of heart muscles of rats
durinq adaptation to high altitude hypoxia
CHASA-TT-F-14524:! .' p0521 H72-30059
BICE
Bice preparation -process consisting of cooking,
two freezing-thawing cycles, and then freeze
drying
fNASA-CASE7HSC-135«0-1] . p0570 H72-33096
BICHABDSOB-DOSHB1B EQOATIOH
D TEHPEBATDHE EFFECTS
BISK
Coronary angiography findings in 263 patients of
different age groups compared with history of
angina pectoris, risk factors and ECG at rest
P0052 A72-13177
Benefit-risk analysis in determining effects of
radiation dosage on human beings ••
rocBL-72848] pOT42 H72-15103
BHA
0 BIBOHOCLEIC ACIDS
BOBOTS
HASA teleoperator-robot' development program,
discussing technology and design studies related
to space shuttle and stations, satellites and
planetary vehicles
P0367 A72-3231S
Approaches to problems involved in structuring and
modeling of robots
P0390 H72-24132
Hodel of machine hand-eye coordination and program
specifications for topological machine vision
system
[HASA-CB-127566] p0476 H72-2809II
SOCKET EHGIHES
HT HOCLEAB BOCKET EHGIHES
SOCKET EXHAUST
Space crew radiation dosage calculation from Bars
mission high impulse gas core nuclear rocket
engine exhaust plume fission fragments
p0016 A72-11353
BOCKET PBOPBU.Af.TS
HT UQOID BOCKET PBOPELLAHTS
BOCKS
HT GKAHITE
HT LDHAB BOCKS
EODEHTS
HT GHODND SQOIBBELS
HT GUINEA PIGS
HT HABSTEB'S
HI BICE
HT BABBITS
HT BATS
Physiological potential shifts in chinchillas
exposed to noise stresses of 500 Hz and 95 DB
[AD-7110227] , p0483 H72-29076
Changes in enzyme activity in small intestine of
rodents deprived of drinking water and .subjected
to high temperatures and intense solar radiation
[HAS1-TT-F-14521J p0521 H72-30058
BOOS
Human retinal rod rhodopsin bleaching and
regeneration measurements, tracing dark
adaptation carves
P0361 A72-31364
BOOBS
HT CLEAH BOOHS
Terminal decontamination of rooms by gaseous
formaldehyde
[HASA-TT-F-111544] p0559 H72-32087
BOBSCHACB TESTS
Individual functions and intersnbject differences
of noise annoyance susceptibility, noting
relationship to Borschach test
p0371 A72-32987
A-369
BOTABI DRIVES SUBJECT ISDEX
Borschach inkblot test for determining persoDality
changes of crewman daring 90 day Manned test
tHASA-CB-112019] p0241 H72-18081
EOI1EI DBIVES
0 BECHiHICiL DBIVES
BOTABI BIBS AIBCBAPT
BT HELICOPTEHS'
HI HILITABY HEIICOPTEBS
Earplngs effect on passenger speech reception and
intelligibility tin rotary wing aircraft, noting
protection against noise annoyance, fatigae and
deafening
pOOIS A72-11294
Doppler discrimination in high background noise .of
rotary Hinged aircraft i >
CAD-734118] .p031<! B72-21056
BOIATIIS
D BOTATIO8 |
BOIATIB6 BODIES ,
HI BOTATIHG DISKS.
HT BOTOBS ' .
BOIATIBG DISKS
Rotating disk background and speed effects on
perception of verticality motion in clockwise or -,
connterclockvise direction
p0174 A72-20987
The precise simulation of image transfer systems
with the aid of an optical convolution obtained:
vith a rotating slit of prescribed form
POS47 472-44361
BOTATIBG EHVIBOHBEBTS
Pilot and nonpilot vestibular sensitivity to
rotation, .determining oculogyral illusion and
rotation perception thresholds
P0109 A72-17867
nystagmus and illusory phenomena in nan under •
simultaneous rotation in two perpendicular
planes as function of vestibular excitation
P0224 A72-23593
Efferent vestibular activity in response to
 ; .
horizontal plane.rotary stipulation in frog,
showing efferent relations between both ears
P0235 A72-25099
Weightlessness effects on human organism,
discussing physiological changes, artificial
gravity by spacecraft rotation and exercise to
counter adverse reactions '
P0278 A72-26891
Experimental motion sickness studies in slow .
rotation room simulating rotating spacecraft*
conditions, noting relation between subject
susceptibility and number of head motions
P0373 A72-33542
Airline pilot rotation perception during angular
acceleration tests, noting power law description
of subjective motion for three major body axes
P0377 A72-33649
Obedience to rotation-indicating visual displays
as a function of confidence in the displays.
, i . . ,pO«20 A72-35943
The influence of clinostat rotation on the
fertilized amphibian, egg.;
P0423 A72-36435
Habitabilitv factors in a rotating space station.
POU23 A72-36436
Vestibular and optical- stimuli interaction in
human orientation, testing via Barany chair on
rotating platform surrounded by optokinetic drum
p0496 A72-40751
Conjugate and disjunctive optokinetic eye
movements in the rabbit, evoked by rotatory and
translatory motion. . ;
P0547 472-44243
Gravity simulation by rotation and effects, on
 ;
hnman performance
CHASA-CB-111866] p0442 B72-27104
BOTATIBG VEHICLES
0 VEHICLES
BOTATIOB
Perspective effects on direction of rotation
judgments, using figures.with rectangular and
trapezoidal contours •-. - i
P0022 A72-11898
Perceived common rotary motion of: ambiguous
stimuli as criterion of perceptual grouping
P0105 A72-17413
Horizontal nystagmus response during constant
velocity rotation
fAD-726172] p0082 H72-12032
Behavior alterations in pepper plant. Capsicum
annuum, in response to weightlessness, rotation,
vibration, and acoustic stress
fEXPT-P-1017] p0303 B72-20059
BOTATIOBAL FlOi
0 PLDID FLO!
BOTOB BOBS
0 BOTOBS
BOIOBCBAFT . . .-
0 BOTABY «IBG AIBCBAFT .
BOTOBS : . ' - >
flental rehearsal and physical practice relation to
learning rate for rotary pursuit tracking skill
acquisition ! . . >
i -p01»7 A72-18801
BOOGHBESS :
HT SOBFACE BOOGHBESS .. .
BOVIBS VEHICLES
BT.LDBAB BOVIBG VEHICLES ' i . ,
BDBBEB . . . - . . ,
Frictional'performance . tests .on rubber compounds
containing additives for use in shoes •-• •'•
,f Ati-733312} :P0207 H72-17092
BOBI LASEBS i ' v ; • > . • ' }
Histopathology of argon,<rnby, gallium arsenide,
neodyniam; and carbon dioxide laser induced
retinal lesions
 t , > . i ••'
GAD-741380] . , . p0565iH72-32127
BOIES
BT IHSTBDBEBI FLIGHT BDLES
BDHBIBG | . • . , .
Effect of caffeine on athletic performance"in 100
yard dash , , ' •
[BASA-TT-F-14561] : . , •< p0561 H72-32098
BDHIAIS ' . -i . . , •
Anthropotechnical aspects of aircraft taxiing .
guidance in airfield runway areas, suggesting
computerized operational system > •
, . P0216 A72-22779
BOPTOBIB6 . < :
Sadden pilot incapacitation and death due .to
subarachnoid hemorrhage secondary to ruptured
intracranial aneurysa
p0228 A72-23742
Human eardrum rupture and hearing loss injuries-,
from nuclear explosions : 1 ••• : ' • '.
fAD-737643] , p0440 N72-27092
BTAI HILIIABI AIBCBAFT
D HILITASI AIBCBAFT . . . . .
SACCHABIDES . •
D CABBOHYDBATES - - ', • •
SAFETY . . - . . ' ! . : • , -
HT AIBCBAFT SAFETY
BT FLIGHT SAFETY
BT IHDOSTBIAL SAFETY : . . '
SAFETY DEVICES i , '
BT EJECTIOH SEATS
HT HELBETS t --. r
BT SEAT BELTS •. • ' •
HT SPACE SUITS
Helmet systems for head protection from concussion"
and deformation, discussing design and testing
P0180 -A72-21568.
General aviation crashworthy personnel restraint
systems, discussing strap take-up devices,
! comfort, -fit and ease of use
; i . - • - p0324 472-28726
Some aspects of survival and rescue of astronauts
in polar regions. • ' • < • .'•
• i , . . , : . P0409 472-34435
Impact sled tests on inflating restraint systems
of passenger vehicles i • . - . i
[PB-201264] . - pOOlO H72-10117
Automobile crash tests to determine- effectiveness
of inflatable occupant restraint systems
fPB-2008751 p0040:B72r10118
Test procedures and resulting data from
preliminary vehicle tests of inflatable occupant
restraint systems r Vol. 2 / .
rPB-200876] ., . . p0045 N72-11092
Graphs illustrating dummy accelerations and other
data obtained in preliminary vehicle tests of
inflatable occupant restraint systems < t
[PB-2008771 . p0045 872-1:1093
Photographs of "vehicles used in preliminary tests
of inflatables occupant restraint systems
A-370
SUBJECT IBDET. SCATTBBED CLODDS
fPB-200878} POOU6 S72-1109*
Test procedures and instrumentation used in
preliainary vehicle tests of inflatable occupant
restraint systens
fPB-200879] P0046 B72-11095
Safety device study for human protection dnrinq
impact acceleration
P0256 H72-19131
Structural crashworthiness performance of
conventional automobiles and performance of
structural devices desiqned for protection
p0258 B72-19142
Energy absorption and safety properties of
dilatant suspension systems used in ejection
seat cushion materials
fAD-7311231 p0263 H72-19181
Computerized simulation model for studying
performance of air bag
rPB-20<H70] p026« B72-1918U
Beverse flov personal ventilation systen for
reducing thermal stress during aircraft operations
tFPEC/BEHO-250] p0353 H72-22097
Performance of fiberglass instrument glare shield
as protection against head injury during general
aviation aircraft accidents
rFAA-AB-72-7] p0386 B72-2U095
Restraint torso for increased mobility and reduced
physiological effects while wearing pressurized
' suits
fBASA-CASE-SSC-12397-1] . pO«02 H72-25119
Helmets for skull protection against buffeting and
crash injuries
[ABC-CP-1202] ' p0486 H72-29091
Bnltidegree, nonlinear mathematical models of
whole-body kinetics for engineering design of-'
protective systems for acceleration exposures of
humans '
CAD-7<!0<WUJ P0525 B72-30090
Analytical and experimental evaluation of pilot
chin-airbag system utilizing inflatable collar >
to protect head against violent rotation and '
loss of consciousness during crashes '
fAD-7fl2«191 pOS30 H72-30121
SAFETY 7ACTOBS
Safety factors of aircraft flight instruments,
discussing altioeter and artificial horizon
reading errors and modifications
pOOBU A72-13698
Book on system safety engineering covering systems
analysis and engineering, evolution of safety
philosophy, product reliability and liability, etc
P0056 A72-10573
Safe exposure times for men working in high
temperature environments, shoving hyperbolic
heat collapse relationship to environmental
severity
p0235 A72-24990
Specialized tests and evaluation of nonmetallic
materials used in Apollo space snits
P0196 H72-16432
Safety zone of ultrasonic radiation dosage for
human beings
CAD-7310751 p02«2 H72-18086
SAFBTI HAZABDS
0 BAZABDS i
SAPETT BAIA6EHEHT
Beat collapse of Ben working in thermally severe
environments
[AD-732019] l p02»7 H72-18121
Bathematical models for predicting safety margins
in planetary quarantine
rHASA-CB-1260321 . p0313 B72-210SO
Safety codes for operators using laser equipment
POH33 H72-26057
Bevised safe laser radiation exposure levels for
Air Force personnel working in visible and near
infrared region • '
rAD-742267] • p0523 H72-30073
SALIIE SOILS
D SOILS
SALITA .
Parotid fluid 17-hydroxycortico steroid level
relation to hyperthermia stress at various heat
levels during thermal environmental testing.
p0300 A72-2833S
SALHOIBLLA
Effects of gamma radiation and weightlessness on
cell growth of Salmonella typhimnrium or
induction of bacterial prophage
fBXPT-P-11351 ' P0303 872-20063
SALT BAIHS
Stainless steel electrodes resistive and
capacitive properties in contact with saline
solutions of various concentrations and over
extensive fregoency range and current densities
P0019 A72-12953
SALIUT SPACE ST1TIOB
Bedical investigations during Salyut space station
flight, discussing weightlessness effects and
efficiency evaluation of preventive measures for
crewnembers high performance in space flight
p0366 A72-31918
SABPLBD DATA
D DATA SABPLIBG
SAHPLED DATA SISTERS
0 DATA SABPLIBG ' '
SAHPLEBS
Design, fabrication, and tests of magnetically
connected plastic vacuum probe surface sampler
with potential for total aseptic operation
CHASA-CB-1917] p0205 B72-17081
SABPLIB6 '
HI AIB SABPIIRG
BT DATA SABPLIBG '
ST PABTICULATE SABPLIBG
SABPLIBG DEVICES ' '
D SABPLEBS
SABITiTIOB
Sanitary-hygienic evaluation of the extraction
method for water recycling in atmospheric
moisture condensates
: p0491 A72-40435
SAECOBi
0 CASCEB
SATAB (SBBSOB)
0 TEBBAIB ABALISIS
SATELLITE OBSEBTATIOB '
Satellite system for telemetering environmental
and physiological data1 from winter den of
hibernating black bear, discussing
instrumentation and equipment performance
'• p0159 A72-19913
SATELLITE TEBPEBATDBE
Thermal control concept evaluation for a ten-year
life modular space station.
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EBAV-30] pO«59 A72-39117
SATELLITE-BOBHE IHSTBUBEITS
Biomedical telemetry instrumentation for radio
sensing and transmitting biological information
from animals and nan, including location by
satellite-borne receivers
P0159 A72-19915
SATELLITES
HI BIOSATELLITES
BT COSBOS SATELLITES
BT OBBITAL SPACE STATIOBS
SCALE SODELS
Thermal scale models utilization to predict
spacecraft radiator system performance,
presenting criteria for modeling fluid system
with combined convection, conduction and
radiation effects
fASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-291 p0459 A72-39148
SCALIIG LAVS
Bearing damage scaling methods, discussing
andiometric frequencies effect and damage risk
criteria
p0161 A72-20169
SCABDIDH . . i ' :
Simultaneous neutron-activation analyses of
scandium, cobalt, iron, and zinc in biological
objects with the aid of a total-absorption qamma
spectrometer
P0539 A72-13347
SCAHHEBS
BT HORIZON SCABHEBS • :
BT IBFBABED SCABHEBS
SCABBIBG
BT BADAB SCABBISG
Collimator for profile scanning in longitudinal
direction of human body
[OABAEE-82] P0039 B72-10110
Pilot tracking and scanning performance and
strategy alteration for two tracking situations
CAD-730150-| p0139 B72-15083
SCATTEBED CLOUDS
0 CLOUDS (BETEOBOLOGt) l
A-371
SCATTEBIH6 SUBJECT IBDEX
SCATTEBIB6
HI BACKSCATTEBIHG
HI ELECTBOH SCATTEBIHG
HT LIGHT SCiTTEBIHG
HT HEOTBOH SCATTEBIHG
HT PBOTOH SCATTEBIBG
SCBEDDLIHS
NT PBEDICTIOH ASALISIS TECHHIQOES
Scheduling factor analysis for flight controllers
of long duration manned space flight missions
, CAD-731765] p0195 H72-16057
Set covering algorithm for extracted snail
matrices, applied to airline crew scheduling
riB-320-30010 P0308 H72-20099
Semi-automatic methods for airlines crew scheduling
riB-320-3006] p0309 H72-20100
Effect of schedule control and sleep deprivation
on human eye movement behavior
TAD-7113971 P0566 H72-32134
SCHOOLS (FISH)
Airborne spectrometer for determining spectral
contrast ratios between fish schools and
ad-loining water
CAD-733685] p02»7 H72-18119
SCIATIC BEGIOB
Frog and rabbit sciatic nerve afferent impulse
recordings during prolonged sinusoidal vibration
of foot
p0072 A72-15235
SCIBTILLATIOH
Ground humidity and wind velocity effects on
terrestrial scintillation, considering adiabatic
temperature stratification factor
P0495 A72-40738
SCIHTILLATIOH CODHTEBS
Computer controlled scintiscanning for pulmonary
blood flow distribution, discussing real time
i data monitoring, contour plots and three
dimensional and wall reflection maps
P0012 A72-11038
Human left ventricular volume determined by
peripheral venous scintillation angiocardiograph
isotope method, comparing with X ray method
p0017 A72-11475
Linear energy transfer response of
polyvinyltoluene plastic scintillator,
presenting data on gnality factor and radiation
dose eguivalent determinations in aixed
radiation field
CCEBH-71-161 P0027 A72-12071
The use of a scintillation counter to measure
diagnostic X-ray tube kilovoltage, radiation
exposure rates and contamination by low energy
gamma emitters.
P0430 A72-37197
System for detecting natural body burdens of
radionnclides using scintillation crystal and
lead shadow-shield
rAD-735649] P0352 H72-22086
Disk scintillator calculation of absorbed dose
rate from electron beams in tissue medium
riD-739207] P0523 H72-30079
SCIBTILUTXOB SPECTBOHETEBS
0 SCISTIL1ATIOH CODHTEBS
0 SPECTBOHETEBS
SCIHTILLiTOBS
0 SCIHTILIATIOH COOHTEBS
SCIBTILLOH8TEBS
0 SCIHTILLATIOH COOHTEBS
SCOPOLAHIBB
D HYOSCIHE ,
SEA OBCHIB5
Subgravity effects on sea urchin egg fertilization
and development
~fEXPT-S0021 P0120 H72-14065
SEABCHIHG
Target and surrounding nontarget stimuli size
differences effect on visual search time .for
displays with large fields
P03U5 A72-31153
Mathematical model for digit summation task search
time distribution dependence on size of visual
display with randomly arranged three digit numbers
P0549 A72-44558
SEASOBAL VABIATIOSS
D ANNUAL VARIATIONS
SEASOBS i
HT BIHTEB
SEAT BELTS
Crashworthy upper torso restraint systems for
general aviation, incorporating strap takeup
devices
P0180 A72-21578
Dynamic deceleration anthropomorphic dummy tests
of general aviation occupant lap belt/shoulder
harness restraint systems
CSAE PAPEB 7203251 P0266 A72-25588
Impact tests on anthropomorphic dummies for
protection effectiveness evaluation of lap belt.
Air Force shoulder harness-lap belt and
airbag-lap belt restraints
fAD-741530] P0281 A72-27H71
Deceleration attenuation effectiveness of airbag
restraint systems compared with seat
belt-shoulder harness for aircraft occupants
crash protection
- P0370 A72-32605
Safety belts and air bags for highway accident
prevention ' • '
P02S6 H72-19126
Airbag and seat belt analysis as restraints in
serious inlnry European car collisions
P0256 H72-19130
Combined shoulder harness and lap belt restraint
system for use in aircraft or automobiles
fHASA-CASB-ABC-10519-1] p0534 H72-31117
SEATS
HT BABAHI CHAIR
HT EJECTIOH SEATS
Energy absorbing seat design for light aircraft,
describing development and static and dynamic
testing
fSAE PAPEB 720322] p0266 A72-25585
Flight and centrifuge tested aircrew tilting
snpinating seats biomedical and technical
adequacy as acceleration protective man machine
system • •
p0456 A72-38707
SBCOBDABT EHZSSIOB
Biological efficiency of secondary radiations from
70 GeV protons interaction with target,
discussing dose dependences' and restoration
process relative rates
[CEBH-71-16] p0025 A72-12057
SBCBETIOHS
NT EHDOCBIHE SECEETIOBS
HT BOBHOHES
HT IHSDLIH
RT SfEAT
Bypokinetic activation of
hypothalamic-hypophysical neurosecretory system
in rats
p0121 H72-1U072
SECOLAB PEBTOBBATIOB
0 LONG TEBD EFFECTS
SEDATIVES
Bypnotic drug use effect on pilot performance and
flight safety, using glntethimide, flnrazepam
and placebo in double blind study
P0161I A72-20188
SEDIHEHTS
Lower Carboniferous sediment "spores from Bonaparte
Gulf Basin of Western Australia and northern
Territory
[BOLL-1151 P0383 H72-24078
SEEDIH6 (IHOCULATIOH)
O IBOCOLATIOH
SEEDS
Chromosome aberrations and germination speedup in
Soynz 5 carried oat seeds, noting stimulating
effect by preflight ethylenimine treatment
P0102 A72-16777
Cytological, genetic and physiological analyses of
space flight factors effects on seeds and plants
aboard Zond 5 probe
P0366 A72-31828
Chromosome aberrations and germination speedup in
Soyuz 5 carried barley seeds, noting stimulating
effect by preflight ethylenimine treatment
POU17 A72-35280
Analysis of vegetable seedlings grown in contact
with Apollo 14 lunar surface fines.
p0420 A72-35925
Influence of temperature shocks on seed formation
after irradiation of pollen from Tradescantia
palndosa.
p0455 A72-38642
A-372
SUBJECT INDEX SENSITIVITY
Inflaence of Cosmos 368 space flight conditions on
radiation effects in yeasts, hydrogen- bacteria
and seeds of lettuce and pea.
p0540 A72-43390
Biological effects of gaama rays on germination
and growth processes of lettuce seeds during
Cosmos-368 artificial satellite flight
P0202 B72-17062
Effect of space flight factors on spontaneous and
induced mutagenesis of gamma irradiated and
nonirradiated lettuce seeds
p0202 H72-17063
Effects of extraterrestrial radiation on dormant
pea seeds during flight of Cosmos-368 artificial
- earth satellite ' " •'
' ' '• p0203 S72-1706U
Physiology of wheat seed germination:and seedling
growth daring orbital flight
[EXPT-P-10961 P0302 H72-20056
Biochemical analyses' of, wheat seedling, endosperms
under weightless conditions of Biosatellite 2
[EXPT-P-11381 P0303 N72-20058
SEIZDBES . , • - • • . . ' •
Eat central nervous system oxygen toxicity seiznre
susceptibility relation to circadian rhythms
• • i p0064 (472-111867
Hydrogen peroxide formation relationship to lipid
peroxidation and seizures in brain during high
pressure oxygen exposure
. p0295 172-28300
SELECTION J . :
HT PEESOII11EL SEJ.ECTIOH . • •
NT PILOT SELECTION •
Exercise capacity in a population of domestic fowl
- Effects of selection and training.
P0410 472-34726
SELECTIVITY •
Selective attention and short tern memory
encoding, using tachistoscopic visual display
arrangements of capital letters
P0018 172-11549
SELEBIOB COHPODHDS
Effect of selenium on the formation of the
electrical potential in the retina
P0507 172-41898
SELF AD1PTIVE COSTBOL SYSTEHS
Tables on performance of automatic sleep analysis'.
tHlSl-CE-1155761 P0381 B72-24059
SELF DEPLOTIHG SPICE ST1TIOBS . '•
D SPICE ST1TIOHS
SELF DIFFUSION ' , . . . . . . . . .
0 DIFFUSION . . . ' . . . .
SELF EXCIT1TIOH
Automatically controlled delay in self-excited
pulsating systems based on artificial muscles
p0454 172-38464
SELF BABBUVEBIBG OBITS
Digital and analog simulation of deep space
rendezvous, by .astronauts using self maneuvering
units and considering human reactions and fuel
consumption
P0087 B72-13084
SELF OEGABIZIBG STSTEBS
Problems of complex object modeling based on
heuristic self-organization • . '
P0556 A72-45509
Ose of perceptron to recognize patterns generated
by audio preprocessor modeled after cat cochlear
system
[1D-740125] : p0487 H72-29098
SELF OSCILLATIOH
Contractile and muscle-like fibers and
autopulsation systems for polymer engine and
spring action studies ,
• . - - p0454 172-38200
SELF BEGDLATIBG
0 10TOB1TIC COBIHOL
SELF STIBULATIOB i • , .
Begative /painful/ stimulus cessation relation to
emotionally positive zone activation in rat
brain daring self stimulation experiments
. • . p0463 172-39410
SEBABTICS l . i
Linguistic interactions and logic applied to
models of cognition, education, and information
retrieval
rSD-744009] p0567'B72-32144
SEUCIBCOL1B CABALS
Human centrifuge tests for semicircular canal
gyroscopic stimulation during sensory
deprivation, discussing angular acceleration
detection thresholds
P0064 172-14865
Bathematical model for semicircular canal dynamic
response to angular acceleration, emphasizing
role of perilymph' over' endolymph in capula
displacement K
P0155 172-19491
Semicircular canal function correlation to
thresholds, aftereffects and power functions in
pilot vestibular tests
P0291 172-28259
The vestibular apparatos. I - The physics and
physiology of the otoliths and the semicircular
canals
' P0517 172-42787
photocyclograametric study of coordination of
voluntary'movements of humans subjected to
negative angular accelerations in plane of
horizontal semicircular canals
p0078 B72-12009
SEBICONDOCTOB DEVICES
NT THEEHISTOBS
BT TE1NSISTOB ABPLIFIEBS
Semiconductor devices potential interference and
• • biological exposure hazards in microwave leakage
field, considering shielding and filtering
methods for reducing susceptibility
P0056 172-14032
Ose of low level counting Ge(Li) detectors in
nuclear medicine
r0CBL-73023] p0572 B72-33119
Development of Si(Li) and Ge(Li) detectors for
clinical diagnosis
roRO-2»Oli-48] p0572 H72-33120
SEHICOBD0CTOB JUNCTIONS
BT JOSEPHSOB JDBCTIOBS
SEBICOBD0CTOBS (B1TEBIALS)
•'' Electron tunneling as possible semiconduction
mechanism in solids composed of protein molecules
rniSl-TB-D-6559) p0042 B72-11069
SENDEES
0 TB1BSHITTEBS '
SEBSATIOBS
0 PERCEPTION
SEBSE OBG1BS
BT B1BOBECEPTOBS
BT CHEHOBECEPTOBS
NT CHOBOID HEBBB1BES
BT COCHLE1
BT COBNE1
BT E1B
NT E1RDBDBS
NT EOST1CHIAN TUBES
NT EIE (1NITOBY)
NT FOVEA
NT GB1VIBECEPTOBS
NT L1BYBIBTH
. BT BIDDLE E1B
BT OCOLOHOTOB BEBVES
BT OTOLITH OBG1HS
BT PHOTOBECEPTOBS
BT PBOPBIOCEPTOBS '
NT POPILS
BT BETIB1 ' '
BT SEBICIBCUL1B CAB1LS
NT THEBBOBECEPTOBS ' '
NT VESTIB0LES
German book - Hearing, voice, balance /Physiology
of the senses II/.
P0517 172-42784
SEBSES
0 SENSOBY PEBCEPTIOB
SENSIBILITY . . .
0 SENSITIVITY
SENSITIVITY
BT LIGHT ADAPTATION
NT PAIN SENSITIVITY . • . •
NT PHOTOSEHSITIVITY
NT B1DI1TIOB TOLEB1NCE
Condenser microphones sensitivity and freguency
response characteristics measurement at normal
and elevated atmospheric pressures in hyperbaric
chamber air and He-air environments
P0108 A72-17808
1-373
SE1SITIZISG SUBJECT IBDEI
Effects of criterion variance on sensitivity
measures in signal detection theory
riZF-1972-5] P0381 H72-24060
SEISITIZI»G • . . • •
Sensitlzatiori by annular surrounds, tracinq early
light and dark adaptation curves
P0056 A72-13936
Bepression-sensitization and duration of visual
attention. .
P0428 172-36917
SBBS08-AIBBOBHB TBBBAIH AHALTSIS
D SENSORS
0 TEBBAIS AHALYSIS
SEHSOEIHOIOB PEEFOBHANCE :
HI PSICHOHOTOR PEBFOBHAHCE
HI PSYCHOSOMATICS
He'ural ''substrates of sensor? tactile vision '
substitution for information mediation in blind
subjects, using TV camera •
pOOO.5 A72-10470
Sensorimotor preconditions of single iiaqe
impression in human binocular' vision
P0006 172-10477
Synaptic mechanisms of vestibulospinal and
reticulospinal effect on transmission to lumbar
Dotoneurons in monkeys
P0021 A72-11760
Retina, tectnm opticnm and Bostral brain
structures role in analysis and processing 'of
visual sensory stimuli in toad distinguishing
between prey and enemies'
P0147 172-18775
Hand steadiness during unrestricted linear arm
movements and eye-hand coordination tasks,
showing tremor occurrence in up-down plane
p'0235 172-25113
Multichannel information processing task
complexity relation to operator performance for
rapidly increasing inpnt conditions
• P0235 A72-25115
Stimulus complexity effect on amplitude of human
cyclofusional response, evaluating relative'
roles of compensatory eye movements and central
responses • ' ' • • -
P0236 172-25180
Sleep loss effect on reaction and movement times
during information processing in step tracking
task
• - • ' P0274 A72-26680
Self estimated distractibility in subjects related
to attention lapses during perceptual motor
performance, indicating psychophysiological
changes
p0296 A72-28307
Pressure chamber' training effects on' rats chain
motor reflexes hypoxia • adaptation, • noting-' ''
sinocarotid receptors importance in
'• compensatory-adaptive reactions
. . ; • • p0323 A72-28641
Prevention of weightlessness effects on blood
hydrostatic pressure, musculoskeletal system and
Sensorimotor performance, discussing space '
flight training and space environment simulation
tests
P0325 A72-28787
Target acquisition by systems with nnlagged
acceleration'control or rate control with
exponential time lag, discussing number of
approach and control stick movements
• ' P0330 A72-29819
Statistical periodic analysis of cyclic activity
in human perceptual-motor performance
P0331 A72-29845
Human brain sensomotor region EEG dependence on
proprioceptive influence, instruction for active'
movement'and preparation passive movement of hand
P0372 A72-32992
Multilevel motion control •
P0416 A72-35018
Behavioral properties of somatosensory-mbtor
interhemispheric transfer.
p0418 A72-35463
The effect of chlordiazepoxide on visual field,"
extraocnlar muscle balance, colour matching
ability and hand-eye co-ordination in man'.
P0419 A72-35915
Botary pursuit task practice effects on transfer
of motor-skill from slower-to faster speeds- ''
P0428 A72-36915
Vertical posture control mechanisms in nan
p0453 472-37992
Supplementary cues and delayed-alternation
performance of frontal monkeys.
p0463 172-39372
Intracellnlar study of rubrospinal neurons and of
their synaptic activation during the stimulation
of the sensomotor cortical region
P0493 472-10586
Synaptic potentials of sensor and motor neurons of
trigeminal nuclei during corticofugal stimulation
p0493 172-40587
Participation of supraspinal structures in the
formation and control of a system of arbitrary
cyclic motions of man
p0494 172-40594
Effect of electrical excitation of various '
auditory analysor levels on a conditioned motor
reflex
•
 :
 ' ' • '_ p0497 172-40805
In assembly for studying the perceptive motor
reactions of man under one-dimensional follow-up
conditions
p0498 172-40810
The functional organisation of object directed
human intended-movement and the forming of a
mathematical model.
p0504 172-41422
Rotor activity capability of an astronaut in flight
P0509 172-42220
,Intermittent movement control theory for
prediction of visual correction applied to
target aiming during illumination loss
P0511 172-42546
Tactile information transmission for orientation
and motor control, discussing somatic
sensitivity peripheral mechanism
p0516 172-42778
Sensorimotor mechanism of proprioreceptors in
muscles and tendons, considering reflexive
control of position and motion
P0517 172-42781
Visually directed pointing as a function of target
distance, direction, and available cues.
P0518 172-42929
Electrophysiological analysis of limbic-reticnlar
interaction during the orientating reflex
P0546 172-44081
Eye movements evoked by collicnlar stimulation in
the alert monkey.
P0551 172-44906
Measurement of color and movement detection by
neurons .
C1D-733421] p0255 H72-19114
Sensory and motor psychology studies with trained
animals
P0397 H72-25081
Effects of noise and illumination on human motor
performance
'[1D-739474] . p0441 H72-27095
Reliability of complex tracking task performed
concurrently with other tasks or tracking alone
condition
rFll-AM-72-215 p0442 H72-27105
SEHSOBS ' -
Band tremor measurement methods, discussing pickup
system selection for given tasks :
pOSOS 172-41521
SEHSOBT DEPBIVATIOB
Human centrifuge tests for semicircular canal
gyroscopic stimulation during sensory
deprivation, discussing angular acceleration
detection thresholds
p0064 172-14865
luditory flutter fusion freguency changes in
humans during prolonged visual deprivation
p0280 172-27418
Human electrophysiological changes during
perceptual isolation from EEG,.EHG, vertical eye
movements and electrodermal measurements
p0283 172-27484
Development of a defensive conditioned reflex to a
light stimulus after previous visual deprivation
P0546 172-44078
Homing behavior of salamanders subjected to
sensory impairment and manipulative techniques
p0399 H72-25092
SEHSOEI DISCBIHIHITIOS
HT BRIGHTNESS DISCBIMIH1TIOH
1-374 '•
SUBJECT IBDEI SBBSOEI STIHOLATIOB
HI TACTILE DISCBIHISATIOB
NT VISUAL DISCEIHIBATIOH
Auditory pathway neuron discharge response to
complex sound stimuli and frequency
discrimination of pattern recognition in cats
P0007 A72-10183
Response bias and sensitivity variations in .
psychophysical test of rats discrimination
between standard and attenuated auditory signal
- intensities
P0377 A72-336H8
'Development of spectral sensitivity curves for
optic tecam of turtles and effect of wavelength
on reptilian vision
r»D-73028i5] P0140 N72-15089
Spatial interference constraints on human visual
selective perception
fAD-7309241 ' p0199 N72-170U2
SEHSOBY FEEDBACK
Sensory psychological invariance formation for
perceptual functions in human visual system
t '. ' pOOOS A72-10U68
Statistical evaluation of feedback role in simple
. movements in terms of Index of Preprogramming
P0371 A72-32761
Parametric adjustment to a shifting target
alternating with saccades to a stationary
reference point.
P0501 A72-41250
Elaboration of steady changes in the firing rate
of cortical neuron populations .
p0550 ,A72-«»587
The reflex and mechanical response of the
. inspiratory muscles to an increased airflow
resistance.
P0552 A72-<Ht958
Electromyographic activity of biceps muscle during
submaximnm isonetric contraction determined from
auditory feedback
rAD-731300] P0308 B72-2009U
SEBSOBT PEBCBPTIOB
,BT ADDITOBI PEBCEPTIOB
BT AOTOKIBESIS
BT COBSCIODSBESS
BT CRITICAL FLICKER FUSIOB
BT KIHESTHESIA
BT OLFACTORI PEBCEPTIOB
BT PAIB
BT' PAIB SEBSITIVITY
NT PBOPBIOCEPTIOB
BT SPACE PERCEPTIOB
BT TACTILE DISCBIHIBATIOH
BT TASTE
BT TOUCH
BT VERTICAL PESCEPTIOB
BT VISUAL DISCBIMINATIOB
BT VISUAL PERCEPTION
Contrast reversal or distance, paradox in
temperature perception aftereffect
p0008 A72-10716
Artificial gravity effects on space station crews
performance, discussing unusual nechanical and
perceptual phenomena
p0107 A72-17715
Sensor systems terminals location in cats
colliculus anterior through electrical response
measurement to light and sound signals and skin
stimulation
P0148 A72-18865
Biologist view of behavioristic approach to
psychoacoustics, criticizing mechanical concept
of living organism.as inadequate for
understanding human sensory system
P0266 A72-25732
Raman electrophysiological changes during
perceptual isolation from EEC, EBB, vertical eye
movements and electrodermal measurements
P0283 A72-2748H
Hicrowave induced cutaneous'heat and pain
perception thresholds, noting usefulness as
possible radiation hazard warning
P0363 A72-31506
Subjective and objective sensory physiology,
discussing transformation processes in sensory
receptors and nerves, psychophysical scaling
methods, chemoreceptors and peripheral adaptation
P0516 A72-K2777
Pain perception anatomical and neurophysiological
mechanism, discussing human response to
mechanical, thermal and chemical pain inducing
stimuli
P0517 A72-12780
Taste organs ueurophysiological structure and
functioning, considering stinnli and excitation
parameters effects on perception threshold
P0517 A72-12783
Relation between a pilot's sensory perception of
linear accelerations and the aircraft motion.
P0557 A72-15654
Tine history display effects on auditory and
visual perception
[AD-733092] P021U S72-18099
Bathematical models for determining nature of
electrosensing lechanism and its sensitivity in
fish
fAD-73i»027] . p0308 H72-20093
Prosthetic device with sensing means for detecting
tactile stimuli
CBASA-CASE-BFS-16570] p0310 B72-20111
Stimulus durations and individual differences
approach for monitoring performance across sense
modes
CAD-737735) pOf40 B72-27089
Response time to yibrotactile stimulus in relation
to signal amplitude and freguency variation
fAD-739433]' p0446 H72-27139
Prolonged space flight effects on auditory-,
visual-, and1 vibrotactile-analyzers of spacecrews
P0182 H72-29067
Influence of sensory pattern and alcohol on
vehicular velocity sensing
riCBL-BH-70-8) p0531 H72-31096
Learning model for human pattern perception
[AD-711396] p0533 B72-3111*
Phenomena related to sensory perception including
physiology of Limulus visual system
CAD-7<t3502] p0569 B72-33087
SEBSORI STISULATIOB
Psychological threshold for successiveness,
tabulating probabilities for correct guesses of
stimuli order
p0008 A72-10713
Pyramidal tract neuron reactions to antidromic and
afferent stimuli in cats, determining
somatosensor cortical neurons responses by
intra- and extracellular potential outlets
P0022 A72-11768
Physiological effects of localized ventilation,
noting human comfort improvement association
with reductions in average skin temperature and
sweat rate
P0022 A72-11955
Human vestibulo-ocular responses to oscillatory
rotational stimulation during various sleep and
arousal stages, discussing Sngie-Jones reflex
system mathematical model
P0072 A72-152*9
Analgesic electrical stimulation in rat brainstem
with other sensory modes unaffected
P0073 A72-15361
Single olfactory bulb'units under cyclic
stimulation, observing activity related to
inhalation cycle and odor quality
.P0098 A72-16162
Visceral afferentation role in vestibnlar system
activity from experiments on rabbit stomach and
rectum mechanoreceptor stimulation-effects on
vestibnlar-oculomotor reflexes •
P0099 472-16630
Human taste papillae sensitivity to chemical
stimuli, showing stable guality and intensity
response patterns '
P0103 A72-.17129
Vestibulometric swing to obtain measured doses of
receptor stimulation in otolith apparatus and
semicircular labyrinth ducts with simultaneous
physiological data recording
p0114 A72-18200
Sensor systems terminals location in cats
colliculns anterior through electrical response
measurement to light and sound signals and skin
stimulation
P0148 A72-18865
EEC study of cortical aftereffects to peripheral
stinulation in cats
P0148 A72-18866
Hypothalamic single neuron unit discharge pattern
response to acoustic, light and somatosensory
A-375
SEBTEHCBS SOBJECT IID8I
stiiolation in cats
p0177 A72-21«71
Bolbar respiratory neuron discharge pattern
response to nasal and tracheal receptor
stimulation in cats, relating changes in
neuronal activity and intratracheal pressure
P0177 A72-21173
Temporal summation function fora change daring
dark adaptation, noting relationship to change
under other stimulus nanipnlations
p0215 A72-22616
Efferent vestibular activity in response to
horizontal plane rotary stimulation in frog,
shoving efferent relations between both ears
P0235 A72-2S099
Behavioral properties of somatosensory-motor
interhemispheric transfer.
POQ18 A72-35163
Bole of afferent and efferent connections in the
formation and reproduction of trace processes in
•an
P0197 A72-00807
Hasan retinal adaptation to cortical excitation of
sensory centers
p0133 H72-15010
Response tine to vibrotactile stimulus in relation
to signal amplitude and freguency variation
[AD-739433] p01t6 B72-27139
SBREICES
NT SYLLABLES
NT BOEDS (LANGUAGE)
SBPABATOBS
HT AIB FILTEBS
BT EVAPOBATOBS
III FLUID FILTEBS
SECTOR
Visual cortex repetitive stimulation effect on
primary response habitnation in young normal
rabbits and adults with septum pellncidnm lesion
p0337 A72-30596
SBOOEICIIG
Seguential search of optimal dosage for biomedical
problem
rAD-745326] p0570 872-33094
SBQOEHTI1L AIALTSIS
Dynamic sequential pattern recognition applied in
medical diagnosis
[AD-73H292] p025« H72-19108
Ratheoatical models for analyzing seguential and
continuous motor behavior in humans
CAD-73U681J P031H N72-21060
SEQDEITIAL DBTECTIOH
D SEQOEHTIAL ANALYSIS
SBBOTOHII
Insulin infection or carbohydrate consumption
effects on serotonin and tryptophan
concentrations in rat brains
p0032 A72-128U5
Light-dark cycles and physiological stress stimuli
effects on circadian rhythm in rat blood serum
serotonin levels
p0171 A72-21081
Serotonin precursor 5-oxytryptophan effects on
hypothalamic-hypophysical-adrenal complex under
complete, deafferentation of medial-basal
hypothalamns
P0333 A72-30016
Benrochenical alterations in laboratory animals
exposed to microwave irradiation with
determination of effect on turnover rate of
serotonin
CAD-729161] P0138 872-15076
SEBOBS
Serum enzyme activity changes response to constant
test exercise, discussing relation to maximum
oxygen uptake
p006<! A72-11897
Quantisation of serum proteins on whole
blood-electroimmunodiffusion technigue
applicable to capillary blood.
P0511 A72-42B95
Heasurenent of serum constituents before, during
and after saturation - excursion dives
fAD-740508] P0529 872-30111
SEBVICE LIFE
Bonolithic micropower command receiver to extend
lifetime of implanted biotelemetry system
p0270 A72-2656U
Service life of respirator cartridges in organic
vapor atmospheres
CDCBL-73166] pOOUS H72-11090
Service life and performance of one man
electrochemical CO2 concentrator
[NASA-CB-1ia<l26] pOIOI 872-25131
SBBtTCES
BT (IEDICAL SERVICES
SERVO LOOPS
0 FEEDBACK C08TBOL
SBBVOHECBAHISBS
Servo action in human voluntary movement.
P0429 A72-36999
Prototype for machine augmentation of human
strength and endurance - Hardiman project
CAD-72«I797] pOO<l2 B72-10128
Performance tests to determine proficiency of
maintenance personnel in servicing power
cylinder servo valve on OB-1 helicopter
[AD-7it5155] p057<l 872-33130
SET TBEOBY
BT THRESHOLD LOGIC
Set theory in developing mathematical model of
entire organism
fAD-729863] p0138. H72-1507I1
Set covering algorithm for extracted small
matrices, applied to airline crew scheduling
fTB-320-3004] ' p0308 872-20099
SEBA6B
Beclaimed surface, ground and sewage water
oxidizability measurement, studying oxidation
kinetics of potassium bichromate distilled urine
• condensate admixtures
p0327 A72-29313
Some transport technigues for liguid human wastes
and wash water under space flight conditions
p0491 A72-40436
SBI
Sex differences of chronical effect of
environmental stress on blood pressure and
information processing in rats, observing
neurotic hypertonic blood pressure irregularity
P0170 A72-20660
Echocardiographic investigation of heart rate, sex
and normal aging effects on mitral valve-leaflet
movement in healthy subjects
P0519 A72-13021
SBI GLAHDS
BT GONADS
BT TESTES
SHAHHOB INFORMATION TBEOBY
a IBFOBKATIOB TBEOBY
SBAPES '
HT LINE SHAPE
Heaningfnl shape coding for aircraft switch knobs.
pO«20 A72-35914
SBABI86
D COORDINATION
SHATTBBIBG •
D FBAGHENTATIOH
SBBLL TBEOBI
Elastic thin shell theories for explaining dynamic
behavior of prestressed blood vessels
[NASA-CB-125827] p030» N72-20070
SBELTEBS
Bealth hazards and efficiency reductions of
personnel exposed to simulated nuclear shock
waves in protective shelters
p0257 N72-19136
Besponse of human subjects to reduced levels' of
water consumption under simulated civil defense
shelter conditions
[AD-738562] ' • pO«35 N72-26076
Design of auxiliary survival shelter as portable
life support system in mines
. p01«3 872-27115
SHIELDING
NT ELECTBOHAGBETIC SHIELDING
BT BADIATIOB SHIELDING
SBIPS
NT AIBCBAFT CABBIEBS
NT SUBHABIBES
Mathematical model of more effective protection
for shipboard personnel against shock-excited
deck motions
fAD-7271331 - • p0037 872-1009*
SBITEBING
Pulse activity of neurons in the thermal
regulation center of the anterior hypothalamas
A-37 6
SOBJECT IBDEI SIGBS AHD STBPTOBS
daring chill shivering
pOSSO A72-44594
SHOCK ABSOBBBBS
Vertical drop rig test equipment for measuring
shock attenuation of crash helmets, discussing
shock absorption criteria for impact protection
P0267 A72-26016
Biodynamic models for determining suitability of
energy absorber in protecting seated man from
high acceleration aircraft impacts
fiD-740447] p048« H72-29077
SHOCK LOADS
HT BLAST LOADS
Honlinear deformation of intervertebral discs in
human spine when subjected to shock loads
involving axial compressive impact
p0437 H72-26857
SHOCK *OBES
Comparative effects of hyperozia and hyperbaric
pressure in treatment of primary blast.injury in
air-driven shock tube, using guinea pigs and
rabbits
140-731396] P0243 H72-18093
SHOCK BAVE GEHBBATOBS
HT SHOCK TUBES
SHOCK SAVES
HT SONIC BOOBS
Gas dynamics and chemistry of lightning-produced
shock vaves /thunder/ in postulated primordial
reducing atmosphere, noting amino acid production
P0424 A72-36I4I13
Biological effects of material transmitted shock
naves on miniature pigs
[DLB-FB-72-13] p0433 H72-26059
Guinea pig•auditory loss and recuperation after
rectangular .shock vave exposure
[ISL-3/72] p0531 B72-31098
SHOES
Frictional performance tests on rubber compounds
containing additives for use in shoes
[40-733312] P0207 B72-17092
Design of insulated lightweight shoes
CAD-734934] p0263 H72-19183
SBOBT BATB BADIATIOH
NT BICBOBAVES
SHDITS
0 CIRCUITS
SHOTTLE OBBITBBS
0 SPACE SHUTTLE OBBITEBS
SICKBESSBS
BT ALTITUDE SICKBBSS
BT DECOBPBESSION SICKSESS
SIDB-LOOKXIG BADAB
HT BADAB IBAGEBY
SIGBT
D VISUAL PEBCEPTIOH
SIGIAL DETECTIOB
Beuroelectric signal recognition system *ith
computerized compensation for variations due to
small random changes, slow trends and
interference potentials
P0072 A72-15253
Experimental testing of theory of signal
detectability derived psychophysical models
application to two-poise visual stimuli temporal
discrimination
P0362 A72-31379
Detection and recognition of colored signal lights.
P0119 A72-35691
Effect of fringe on masking-level difference ihen
gating from nncorrelated to correlated noise.
P0489 A72-40346
Team size and decision rule in the performance of
simulated monitoring teams.
p0499 A72-41016
The detectability of a brief gap in a pulse of
light as a function of its temporal location
within the pulse.
P0499 A72-41023
Simultaneous detection and recognition of
chromatic flashes.
P0518 A72-12933
Signal detection analysis of meridional variations
to vertical and horizontal gratings.
P0549 A72-11389
Effects of partial sleep deprivation on basic
biological rhythms used for determining
performance of signal detection tasks
[AD-7328721 p0254 872-19107
Effects of criterion variance on sensitivity
measures in signal detection theory
CIZF-1972-5] p0381 1172-24060
Psychophysical signal detection and predictions
based on tvo-state theory
[IZF-1971-16] p0381 H72-21062
SIGIAL DBTECTOBS
QBS wave detectors for arrythmia and hemodynamic
data' analysis, using standardized FH magnetic
tape containing various artifacts for evaluation
P0265 A72-25199
Digital evoked brain potential detector using
multichannel amplitude analyzers
P0323 A72-28615
SIGBAL DISCBIBIHATOES
D SIGBAL DETECTOBS
SIGBAL BBASOBBHBHT
Stochastic signal method for measuring dynamic
viscoelastic properties of isometric frog
sartorius muscle at rest and contraction, using
vhite noise vibrations
P0070 A72-1S221
SI6HAL BOISE
U SIGBAL TO BOISE BATIOS
SIGHiL PBOCESSIBG
ECG amplifier and cardiotachoueter for exercise
studies, using digital 'algorithm for heart rate
computation and -ECG signal preprocessing for B
vave detection
P0340 A72-30707
Signal processing and operational mechanism of
parallel recognition device
rAD-7271701 p0039 H72-10114
Automatic volume control for recording complex
signals vith broad fregnency band on ultrasonic
Doppler cardiograms
P0078 N72-12007
Signal ranging and reception processing mechanisms
as function of distance to target
[JPBS-55729] p0382 H72-24066
Henrophysiological analysis of echolocation and
signal processing in bats
P0398 B72-25083
Effect of middle ear muscle contractions on
hearing and echo processing in Hnstache Bat
p0398 H72-25081
Echolocation mechanisms in marine mammals
p0398 072-25086
Signal and data processing technology for
diagnostic technigues in phonocardiograpby
P0405 B72-25801
Interactive graphics for structural languages and
biological waveform analysis, using special
purpose computers
[AD-739258] p0446 872-27135
SIGBAL BECEPTIOI
HT SYLLABLES
BT SIHBOLS
HT TELEVision BECBPTIOH
SIGHAL TO BOISE BATIOS
Perceived noise level correction for background
noise effects based on freguency band SHE
p0161 A72-20170
Hot thermistor and hot-wire anemometer principles
for phonocardiographic transducer design, using
theory of hydraulic amplification with high SBB
P0230 A72-24374
Validity of input noise approximations for human
response modeling in man machine systems
fAD-730142] p0130 H72-14133
SIGBAL TBAHSBTSSIOI
HT BIOTELEHETBY
BT DATA TBAHSBISSIOB
HT BADIO TELEBETBI
BT TELEHETBT
Coherent brain model for evolution nechanisms of
biological resonance in neuron network signal flow
p0321 A72-28455
A possible anatomical basis for descending control
of impulse transmission through the dorsal horn.
P0493 A72-40578
Strobe lights and discrimination of short duration
two pulse flashes for anticollision purposes
fAD-737872] p0391 H72-24141
SIGBS (SIHBOLS)
0 SIBBOLS
SIGBS ABD SIBPTOBS
BT ASPHIZIA
HT BBADTCABDIA
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SILICON COBPODHDS SUBJECT IIDEI
NT HEADACHE
NT LEOKOPESIA
HT VERTIGO
Arrhythmias relation to coronary artery disease,
discussing conduction defects, sudden death
prodromata and prevention and digitalis as
antiarrhythmic agent
P0017 A72-11476
PEOpranolol as adrenerqic beta receptor inhibiting
agent for hyperthyroidism symptom amelioration
P0179 A72-21550
Blood serum proteins thermal stability in patients
vith vegetative vascular and nenroendocrine
syndromes, discussing ATP effects
P0217 A72-22877
Anatomy, pathology, etiology, diagnosis and
therapy of posterior tibial nerve compression
lesion, discussing tarsal tunnel syndrome
POH90 i72-10396
SILICOH COHPODBDS
NT QOABTZ
SILICOH DIOXIDE
NT QUARTZ
SILICOH OXIDES
ST QOABTZ
SILICOH BlDIiTIOB DETECTORS
Needle type solid state detectors for in vivo
measurement of tracer activity.
pO«30 A72-3719U
Some aspects of the use of small needle-shaped
semiconductor detectors in the determination of
regional distribution and transport of labelled
compounds.
POU30 A72-37195
SILTS
0 SEDIBENTS
SILTBB
Water disinfection by Ag coated filters obtained
by silver nitrate reduction vith ascorbic acid,
hydroguinone, formaldehyde and sodium tartrate
activated carbon and ion exchange resin surfaces
pOlOO A72-16637
Dry electrode manufacture, using silver powder
vith cement
[NASi-CASE-FBC-10029-21 pOU02 N72-25121
SILVEB COBPOOBDS
Dater decontamination by silvered filters that
create silver ion concentrations in solutions
P0121 B72-11075
SIBIIABITIES
D ANALOGIES • .
SIBILABITt THEOBBB
Biological similarity theory for numerical
relationships of morphometric and physiometric
• . organization in mammals, using allometric grovth
'equations and body Height correlations
P0235 A72-25098
Dimensional analysis and similarity theories
application to biological organisms
.relationships betveen body size and metabolism
p0268 A72-26071
SIHOLATED ALTITUDE
Functional development of the altitude 'convulsion
mechanism in mice and rabbits /Besearch note/.
P0421 A72-36H45
SIBDLATION
NT ALTITUDE SIBOLATION
NT ANALOG SIHOIATION
NT COHPOTEHIZED SIBULATION
NT CONTBOL SIBOLATION
NT DIGITAL SIBDLATION • • '
NT ESTIBONBENT SIMULATION
NT FLIGHT SIBOLATION
NT LANDING SISOLATION
NT SPACE ENVIBONBENT SIBOLATION
NT BEIGHTLESSNESS SIBOLATION
Theoretical and applied biocybernetics for memory,
simulation ' ' '
p008« N72-12014
Laboratory simulation of weightlessness in order
to develop methods for preventing harmful
effects to human subjects
rNASA-TT-F-110271 p008« N72-12050
Linear and angular acceleration terminology, human
acceleration simulation, airplane airbaq
restraint systems; and mathematical models of
automobile crash loads
P0259 N72-19155
Simulation of frontal collisions and injuries
sustained by cadavers, using safety belts and
air bags
P0260 N72-19159
Buby laser simulation for determining effects of
C02 laser effects on skin tissue
rAD-735714] p0358 N72-23078
SIBOLATOB TBAIBIHG
0 TBAINIHG SIBOLATOBS
SIBOL1TOBS
NT COCKPIT SIBOLATOBS
BT CONTBOL SIBOLATION
NT ENVIBONBENT SIBOLATOBS
BT FLIGHT SIBOLATOBS
BT SPACE -SIBOLATOBS
HT TBAINING SIBOLATOBS
Ergonomic simulators for testing individual mental '
vorking capacity, using stress-strain and •'
fatigue relation
P0220 A72-23140"
Operational test and evaluation of regenerative
life support system with four human sufrfects'in
space station simulator for 90 day period .
[NASA-CB-18351 P0127 N72-1<t11it
Hybrid water immersion simulator for investigating
manual human performance in simulated • '
weightlessness
r.»ASA-C8-115U363 P02U5 N72-18108
Development of on-line partial data reduction -
process for use vith reaction time experiments
conducted on command and control simulator system
tAD-7368681 p0359 N72-23089
Feasibility of visual vehicle simulation system
for operator training ;
CAD-736238) P0360 N72-23096
Development-of procedures for exposing aviators to
effects of spatial disorientation in ground
based simulator
• P0391 N72-25015
SIBE RAVES
An aspect of the problem of pitch dependence on
the duration of short sinusoidal signals.
• • P0162 A72-39217
Nystagmus and visual performance during sinusoidal
oscillation
(AD-726173) P0082 N72-12033
Subjective response to random and'sinusoidal
vibration ' ' '
P0197 N72-16768
Analysis of human tolerance to random and
sinusoidal vibrations
fBAE-LIB-TBANS-1603J P0383 N72-2407H
SIBOSES
NT PAHANASAL SINOSES
Bainbridge reflex mechanism, shoving sinus
ganglion role in 'tachycardia onset
P0031 A72-12514
Begular sinus -rhythm bundle branch block effect on
ballistocardioqram dynamics
. P0051 A72-13113
Frontal sinus hematoma 'incidence in flying
personnel and scuba divers, discussing'diagnosis
and clinical treatment
P0293 A72-28275
SINUSOIDS
0 SINE IAVES
SIITIH6 POSITION ' '
Leg cooling effect improving tolerance to positive
' '' headvard -acceleration in sitting position
P0068 A72-15210
Bnman vestibular stability under frontal and'
sagittal head tilts in rotating chairs,
discussing motion sickness onset
.p0100 A72-166110
.Equal comfort contours for whole body vertical,
pulsed sinusoidal vibration.
' " pO<t'64 A72-39551
Behavior of glnteal region of human body'subjected
to varying loads in sitting position
UD-737225] ' ' pO«01 N72-25110
SIZE (DIHBBSIOBS)
Sensory interaction between vision size perception
and vestibule stimulation as test for vestibnlar
hypothesis of moon illusion
flZF-1971-23] • ' p0385 N72-24089
SIZE DETEBBIB4TIOH
Optimum cylindrical handle size determination by
muscle electromyography, considering gripping
task, routine performance and fatigue test
i-378
SUBJECT ISDEI SKILAB PBOGBAB
P0002 472-10119
Chloreila alqae size distribution carves by
combining device for counting electrical
conductivity pulses with discriminator for gamma
scintillation spectrometrv
• . A72-10HOO
Rhesus monkey retinal image diameter estimation
during exposure to Ar and He-He laser -
 :
irradiation, using microphotometer scans
P0265 &72-2531U
Target and surrounding nontarget stimuli size
differences effect on visual search tine, for
displays with large fields
, p03«5 A72-31153
SIZE PBBCEPTIOH
0 SPACE PEBCEPTIOH • t .
SKELBTOH
0 BDSCDLOSKELETAL STSTEH
SKILLS
0 ABILITIES , . . .
SKIS (1HATOHT)
HI EPIDEBBIS
HT EPITHELIOB.
HI LEATHEB
Hociceptive chemical action, in cat skin vessels,.
shoving fiber types for impulse transmission
-. p0030 A72-12511
Human skin thermal radiation properties,
presenting data on reflection, emission,,
transmission and complex refraction
[ASBE PAPER 71-WA/HT-371 p0095 A72-15888
Sympathetic responses in human skin nerves vith
accompanying vasomotor reactions induced by
. emotional, thermal and respiratory stimuli-
p0229 A72-24241
Forearm skin and muscle blood flow change
measurements during whole body heating,.using
plethysmography, isotopic labeling and blood
sampling techniques . _
p0271 A72-26617
Chamois leather .mechanical response, comparing
stress relaxation and fireguency response
characteristics to human skin for applications
in anthropometric dummy construction
P0370 A72-32606
Lipid peroxidation on the human skin surface
following erythrogenic 0V irradiation
pOt53 A72-38087
Beasurenent of specific mechanical impedance of •
the skin - Effects of static force, site of
• stimulation, area of probe,.. and presence of a
surround. :
.pO«8? A72-«0317
Besistance and capacitance vessels of the skin in
permanent and temporary residents at high
altitude.
p0513 A72-<»2595
Temperature sensitivity neurophysiological ,
mechanism, discussing cold and heat sensitive
receptors localized distribution in human skin
and thermoregulatory function . .
. P0516 A72-42779
Elaboration of steady changes in the firing rate
of cortical neuron populations
pOSSO A72-IIU587,
Biological effects of laser radiation on eyesight,
skin, and other body organs
[AD-7265581 p0037 H72-10100
Biological effects of laser radiation on skin of
rats . . . . .
fJPBS-511936]' .
 P0136 H72-15066
Heasurement of skin temperature in healthy male
human subjects to determine areas of maximum
thermostability for various ambient temperatures
p020U H72-17070
Structural and mechanical characteristics of human
connective tissue
' '. . ' p0258 N72-19140
Ruby laser simulation for determining effects of
CO2 laser effects on skin tissue . .
fAD-73571*] . p0358 H72-23Q78
Effects of lasers on human skin .
CAD-735794] •:
 p0358 H72-23080
Biodynaaic aodelling of mechanical properties of
skin and soft tissues ., ......
tAD-7»01t»9) . ;p0525'H7"2-30092
Collagenase and collagen content of hairless :nice
skin during carcinogenesis
tHASA-TT-F-1K579]
 POS62 H72-32105
SKID BESISIA1CE
Dynamic bioelectric impedance level of tissue area
between active electromyograph electrodes
related to human skeletal muscle fatigue
P0329 A72-29332
SKID TEBPEBATDEE (BIOLOGY)
Skin and hypothalamic temperature effects on human
thermoregulatory responses, developing control
mechanism for peripheral effects on skin sensors
P0024 A72-12041
Heat transfer through fabrics by convection,
conduction, radiation and vaporization related
to skin temperature and thermal .injury
pOOSt A72-13700
Leg cooling effect improving tolerance to positive
headvard acceleration in sitting position .
P0068 A72-15210
Peripheral modifications to exercise induced
central drive for sweating, determining rates as
functions of internal temperature
P0069 A72-15212
Begulation of sweat secretion on skin surfaces
overlying active and nonactive muscle tissue
during skin or core temperature alterations
P0069 A72-15216
Human temperature regulation during upright and
supine exercise, showing nonlinear relationships
between perspiration and skin-and core -
temperatures
P0165 A72-20275
Thermoregulation in deeply, hibernating rodents
daring separate chilling and steady hibernation
temperature maintenance of skin and brain
P0287 A72-27827
Underwater tests of instrument system for combined,
skin temperature and direct heat flow
measurement in thermally stressful environments
P0300 A72-28334
Heat, noise and vibration stress combined effects
on skin and rectal temperature, heart rate,
weight loss and biochemical nrinalysis
[AD-746083] p0410 A72-34551
Skin temperatures in warm environments and the
control of sweat evaporation.
POU21 A72-35969
The use of cholesteric liguid crystals in the
study of skin temperature and their applications
in aviation medicine
pOSOO A72-U1192
Heat strain in hot and humid environments.
P0511 A72-U2192
Skin temperature determination under
comfort-controlled liguid-cooled garment in
exercising subjects
[HASA-CB-115295] P0087 H72-13078
Beasurement of skin temperature in healthy male
human subjects to determine areas of maximum
thermostability for various ambient temperatures
P0204 H72-1707U
Assessment of human skin temperature rise
suppression by edge losses during thermal
irradiation
[AD-7358811 p0316 H72-21069
Biological models for analyzing heat transfer
between artery near skin surface and cooling
patch on skin surface
[HASA-CB-1271I60J p0167 872-28033
SKOLL
HT CBAHIUH
HT IHTBACBAHIAL CJVITT
Impact tests to obtain skull fracture data for
Federal Botor Vehicle Safety standards
CPB-20H239] p0199 H72-1701I1
Finite element elastic analysis for determining
crack strength of human skull under heavy loads
fAD-73lt176J p0255 S72-19115
Computer program for analyzing impact damage to
skull-brain system models
f'AD-7,339861 p0307 H72-20087
SKILAB PBOGIAB ' '
Space maintainability experiment aboard
submersible during 30 day drift mission, noting
/application to Skylab manpower distribution
fAIAA PAPEB 72-232] p0231 A72-2««12
flenu selection for SKILAB astronauts by computer
technigue based on mixed integer programming
code, using measure of pleasure lists
P0280 A72-274H2
i-379
SLiHI PEBCBPTIOI SUBJECT IHDBI
Skylab reqenerable carbon dioxide removal system.
tASBE PAPBB 72-EBA7-41 p0462 472-39173
. Biomedical data fron Banned space flights
(Gemini/Apollo) and nedical program for Skylab
fBASA-TB-1-675041 • p0192 B72-16031
Life support, aerospace medical, and environmental
and research facility aspects of space stations
and Skylab
CH4S4-TB-I-67506] p0192 B72-16033
Development of nnstabilized propulsion devices for
astronant naneuvering in zero gravity - Skylab
program
rBASA-TH-D-66741 p0261 B72-19169
Bodified Apollo portable life support systei for
Skylab astronauts
;
 p0443 B72-27117
Design of white blood cell connting system for use
in Skylab IBSS
fBASA-CH-11S706] p0475 B72-28086
Developments in transition of Skylab B133
Sleep-Bonitoring Experiment from prototype to
flight status
fBASA-CE-1157451 p0485 B72-2908S
SIAST PEBCEPTIOH
D SPACE PERCEPTION
SLEBP ' ' "i i ' c
KT HIPBOSIS
HI 18308814
EEG and electroocnlograa recording of chimpanzee
sleep, noting rapid eye movement stages
P0001 472-10074
Bonotonons auditory stimulation freguency effects
on human orienting reaction habituation and
sleep onset
P0030 472-12494
Human vestibulo-ochlar responses to oscillatory
rotational stimulation during various sleep and
arousal stages, discussing Sngie-Jones reflex
system mathematical model
P0072 A72-15249
Human male gonadotropin secretion relation to
sleep stages, using electrophysiologic
recordings and radioimmunoassay technigues
P0103 A72-17128
Circadian rhythms variations for sleep, EEC, '
temperature and activity in monkeys, indicating
acrophase, amplitude and level regulation
P0156 A72-19528
Sleep pattern relation to duty hours of aircrew
operating worldwide east-west routes
P0162 A72-20178
Isolation stress effect on circadian rhythmic
patterns of EEG activity during sleep-wake and
sleep cycles in unrestrained chimpanzee
rAD-7394691 p0163 A72-20181
Acoustic tests of jet aircraft noise an'd sonic
boom effects on sleep pattern and human
performance, using EEG analysis
[ASA PAPER » 111 ' p0178 472-21487
Physiology of sleep phases and dreams, discussing
data on'highly organized and interacting
neurohumoral mechanisms exhibiting alternating
forms of brain bioelectric activity
P0181 A72-21838
Electrophysiological, nenrophysiological,
metabolic, vegetative, psychological, chemical
and pathological aspects of sleep, noting
disturbance and wakefulness mechanisms for
various clinical disorders
P0213 472-22223
Heurophysiological mechanisms of sleep, studying
sleep and waKefalaess state evoked potentials
relation to cortex and subcortical activity levels
P0213 472-22224
Day/night workers sleep patterns in terms of
intrasleep SEB';HEEB nltradian cycle, noting
sleep temporal instability for night workers
P0226 472-23730
EEG measurement of sleep behavior patterns,'
discussing sleep stages,' temporal patterns,
circadian rhythm, intrasleep process stability
and aqe factor ' '
P0274 472-26679
Sleep, lack of"sleep and circadian rhythm effects
on psychometric test performance
P0275 '472-26684
Short sleep period and oxygen breathing effects on
arousal 'level of air traffic controller during
detection task performance'
p0275 472-26686
Sleep-wakefnlness cycle variations effect on
reaction time and spontaneous tempo during time v
isolation experiment, showing tendency toward
circadian rhythm
p0275 472-26687
Jet aircraft noise effect on sleeping EEG and
subsequent waking performance, showing presence
of carry-over effects
p0281 A72-2747f
Deep brain structure biopotential correlations
during man sleep development, using
'electrosubcorticograms
P0322 472-28634
Boctarnal private lotas trivirqatus
wakefulness-sleep cycles during dark/light
periods expressed in BEB/non-BEB percentages
p0326 472-29300
Slow neural recovery processes during sleep,
characterizing cerebral neurons synchronized and
desynchronized sleep phases for mammals
p0376 472-33557
Cerebral blood flow and metabolic changes during
wakefnlness, sleep, coma and epileptic seizures
in terss of hooeostatic mechanisms
p0376 472-33558
Biotelemetry and computer analysis techniques for
steep states and wakefulness studies daring
aerospace flight
p0376 A72-33560
Sleep factors and limitations during prolonged
space 'flights, considering weightlessness,
hypokinesis, nervous tension, cabin confinement,
rhythm, environment and noise effects .
pp376 472-33561
BEB period functional maintenance of coordinated
eye movement facilitation and binocular depth
perception accuracy following sleep
. P0418 472-35462
EEG investigation of circadian variations in
qualitative and quantitative BNA content in
human leukocytes, noting changes during sleep
P0426 472-36624
Dynamics of the electrical activity of various
regions of the neocortex during the
sleep-wakefnlness cycle
P0518 472-42955
Carbon monoxide exposure effects on human sleep '••
patterns and psychomotor performance involving
time estimation, mental arithmetic, tracking,
and vigilance under moderate or high workloads
[AD-727506] p0035 B72-1008U
Dynamics of corticograms and snbcorticograms of
cats during sleep, awakening, and wakefulness
[HASA-TT-F-14068] P0081 B72-12022
Bodified pattern recognition of EEG for use .on
digital computer to determine sleep stage
[40-7262101 p0082 B72-12035
Electroencephalographic recording of sleep periods
during manned space flight
CEIPT-B0081 p0119 S72-14060
Hormone secretion in normal and stimulated human
subjects during sleep
[HASA-CB-1153421 p0136 H72-15065
Spectral analysis and integration of
electroencephalogram during sleep and wakefnlness
CHASA-TT-F-14172] p0245 H72-18110
Characteristics of heart rate information during
sleep, and extracting sleep information from
heart rate data.
fAD-734283] . p0314 B72-21061
Effects of nocturnal jet aircraft noise on
physiological arousal patterns in sleeping humans
CH4S4-CB-2036]. p0357 B72-23073
Tables on performance of automatic sleep analysis
system
CH4S4-CB-1155761 p0381 H72-24059
Effects of subsonic jet flyover noise and
simulated sonic booms on sleep of women
tFASA-CB-20411 p0383 H72-24073
Using computer-analysis to evaluate changes in
waking EEG of normal subjects during oral
administration of. Dalmane, and fabrication of
i EEG sleep-monitoring and analysis equipment
rH4S4-CB-115551J P0385 N72-24088
Bemote sleep monitoring display console
f HASA-CB-115573]. p0386 B72-24092
Adaptation of cardiac contractions to changes in
sleep-wakefulness rhythm
A-380
SUBJECT IHDBI SOCIAL ISOLiTIOB
* . p0388 H72-24H2
Sleep patterns of human adaptation to Antarctic life
" p043« H72-26067
Developments in transition of Skylab H133 .
. Sleep-Bonitoring Experiment from prototype to
fliqht status
CllASA-CH-1157U5r '' ' p0485 H72-29085
Variables responsible for post-awakening visual
; performance decrement as function of anxiety
rAD-738630] p052U H72-30082
Effect of circadian variations in sleep-wake cycle
on optical and acoustic stimuli reaction times
: [BlE-LIB-THANS-16681 p0560 H72-32093
Measurement of psychological stress caused by
sonic booms during sleep as function of age
rFAA-AH-72-2Ul . pQ56« S72-32121
SLEEP DEPHITATIOH '
Time zone shift and p-chlorophenylalanine
desynchronizing effects ,on sleep alteration and
circadian rhythms in monkeys '
pOOSO A72-13071
Cerebral neurons population electric stimulation
effect*'on deep sleep' duration in Parkinsonism
patients
.-, . , ' P0073 A72-15585
.Trarismeridian flight psychological, effects .on
aircrews, discussing anxiety, stress, circadian
rhythm disruption and sleep loss effects on
performance deterioration
' p0108 A72-17816
Bapid eye movement sleep deprivation and
hyperbaric oxygenation influence on
gamma-aminobutyric'acid levels in mice brains,
suggesting protective mechanism against nerve
cell oxygen intoxication
' ' p016« A72-20191
Sleep disturbance due to sonic booms, discussing
laboratory findings and experimental techniques
standardization
P0222 A72-23319
Diurnal rhythm and loss of sleep effects on hunan
efficiency - Conference, Strasbourg, July 1970
P0271 A72-26676
Sleep deprivation effects relation to work
duration, time of day, circadian rhythm, memory
function, task performance, 'environmental
factors, drug use and age
p027« A72-26678
Sleep loss effect on reaction and movement times
during' information processing in' step tracking
. task •
P0274A72-26680
Mental performance tests in sleep deprived
subjects for indication of recuperative function
of. slow wave and BEM sleep stages
p02?4 A72-26682
Cumulative partial sleep deprivation effects on
human performance in auditory vigilance, routine
addition and running digit span tests, observing
circadian rhythms
.p0275 A72-26683
Sleep, lack of sleep and circadian rhythm effects
on psychometric test performance . >
P0275 A72-26684
Sleep interruption, sleep deprivation and
continuous darkness effects on circadian rhythms
in human performance * ''
• p0275 A72-26685
Sleep loss and work-rest cycle effects on combat
efficiency, considering psychomotor reactivity,
vigilance and decision making capacity
' p0275 A72-26688
lock-rest scheduling and sleep loss effect on
operator performance in watchkeeping and active
multiple visual tasks •' '
p0275 A72-26689
Cumulative sleep deficit, preceding;sleep or
wakefulness period duration'and body temperature
effects on reaction time in multiple choice .
• visual task
;
 P0276 A72-26690
Sleep deprivation effect on circadian rhythms in
human performance, psychological fatigue
ratings, catecholamine excretion and urine flow
'' ' . ... p0276.A72-26692
Sleep deprivation effects on diurnal urine".','
potassium excretion, showing individual
circadian rhythm variations
p0328 A72-29320
Biochemical analysis of cat brain regions for
gaama-aninobutyric, aspartic and glutamic acids,
glycogen and phosphatidopeptide concentrations
during paradoxical sleep deprivation* -t
. . p0376 172-33559
An objective test for evaluating the functional
state of the oculomotor system during somnolence
states
pOB52 A72-37876
Sonic boom effects on sleep - A field experiment
on military and civilian populations.
P05U7 A72-l»4370
Effect of sleep inhibiting drugs on human operator
performance ' •
THAE-LIB-THANS-16071 p0189 B72-16001
Effects of partial sleep deprivation on basic
biological rhythms used for determining
performance of signal detection tasks
fAD-732872] . P025U H72-19107
Effects of sleep deprivation and work-rest cycles
on human performance and automatic and central
nervous system
(AD-711939] p0532 H72-31104
Effect of schedule control and sleep deprivation
on human eye movement behavior
fAD-71H397) p0566 H72-32134
SLIDIHG FBICHOI
German monograph - Control performance as a
function of the.transmission.ratio and the
Coulomb friction in the operational element.
, p0519 A72-U3052
SLIPPEBS
0 SHOES
. SLITS
The precise simulation of image transfer systems
with the aid of an optical convolution obtained
with a rotating slit of prescribed form
p05»7 A72-UK361
SHELL
0 OLPACTOBI PERCEPTION
SHORE
Sampling of transport aircraft atmospheres to
determine health hazards of cigarette smoking to
passengers
p0252 N72-19095
'smoking effects on passenger health in transport
aircraft
fAD-736097] p0358 H72-23084
SBO (HABEOVEBIHG OBITS)
0 SELF flAHEDVEHIHG OHITS
SNAKES ,
Effect of. activity and temperature on metabolism
and water loss in snakes.
P0514 A72-02669
' SOCIAL FACTORS
Human biology, including evolution, organism
structure, organizations of people, degeneracy,
interactions with environment and philosophical
concepts
p011« A72-18315
Future spacecraft habitable compartment layout
from psychophysiological viewpoint, considering
human visual and motor field parameters and crew
members social needs
p0328 A72-29321
Social and emotional crises with respect to
isolation, confinement and group dynamics of
astronaut crews during long duration space flight
P0374 A72-33545
Organizational, psychological and physiological
stress factors in coronary heart disease among
. engineering, administrative, and scientific
personnel
rNASA-CB-125217] p0087 H72-13053
Social survey of annoyance caused by aircraft and
road traffic noise.
[TT-72011 pO»36 H72-26082
SOCIAL ISOLATIOH
Abdominal injected barbamyl somnifacient and toxic
effect on mice subjected to hypokinesia and
isolation
p0101 A72-16650
Confinement, physical deconditioning and
hypercapnia effects on human muscnloskeletal
protein by chromatographic method for
quantifying urinary peptides and free amino acids
TADT7366653 p0109 A72-17869
Isolation stress effect on excretory products in
unrestrained chimpanzee, suggesting Ca to P
A-381
SOCIAL PSTCHIATBI. SOBJECT IBDBI .
excretion ratio as physiological stress indicator
CAD-739467] p0163 172-20179
Isolation stress effect on micturition circadian .
rhythm and diuresis occurrence in unrestrained
chimpanzee under entrained and free running
conditions
TAD-739468] , p0163 472-20180
Isolation stress effect on circadian rhythmic
patterns of EEC activity during sleep-wake and
sleep cycles in unrestrained chimpanzee
[AD-739469J p0163 i72-20181
Heart rate change regularities during :inverted
work-rest cycle of isolated nan, noting relation
to circadian rhythB
P0327 A72-29317
Human respiratory rate diurnal rhythB adjustments
during inverted work-rest cycles in isolation
chaaber with controlled coafortable ataospheres
, p0337 A72-30390
Social and emotional crises with respect to
isolation, confinement and group dynamics of
astronaut crews during long duration space flight
p037« A72-33515
Circadian rhythas in physiological and
psychological functions related to jet travel,
studying body temperature variations and
psvchomotor performance daring isolation and
varying light-dark cycle conditions
p046<l A72-39723
Exogenous modifications of circadian rhythas of
adrenal horaones in man. '
p0519 A72-42978
SOCIAL PSICHIATBI
General aircraft accident investigation approach,
using snbsegnent psychosocial reconstruction of
pilot lifestyle to explain accident-producing • .
behavior
P0344 A72-31095
Sonic booa effects on sleep - A field experiment
on military and civilian populations.
P0547 A72-10370
SOCIOLOGY
HI SOCIAL FACTORS
Introduction to experimental psychology including
methods in perception, learning, sociology, and
diagnostics
P0039 B72-10108
SODIDH
Aortic constriction and release effects on kidney
glomernlotnbnlar balance in saline- and
water-loaded dogs, 'studying sodina reabsorption
changes
p<m5'A72-21oe<l
Interrelationship of hemodynamic alterations of •
valvular heart disease and renal function -
Influences on renal sodium reabsorption.
p0452 A72-37872
Capillary circulation as a regulator of sodina
reabsorption and excretion. -•• -
P05»5 A72-43995
Hetabolisa of angiotensin II in sodium depletion
and hypertension in humans.
p05»5 A72-13998
Relationship of sodiua deprivation to +Gz
acceleration tolerance.
pOS57 A72-45653
Correlation between stress and urinary levels of
17 Ketogenic steroids and sodina-potassina ratio
during 90 day Banned test . -
fBASA-CH-112020] P0252 H72-19099
Active transport of Ha and K ions and reaction
aechanism for ATP-ase
tNLL-BTS-6898J p0438 B72-27075
Partially purified thyrocalcitonine causing
increased urinary sodium and chloride excretion
in man
rBASA-TT-F-1»356) p0470 B72-28054
SODIOB CHLOBIDES
Plasma renin activity during supine physical
exercise as function of salt loading
P0069 A72-15211
Studies of the electron transport chain of • '
extremely halophilie bacteria. Til -
Solubilization properties of uenadione reductase.
p0450 A72-37649
Effects of NaCl drinks on working efficiency in '"'
high temperature environments •
tNASA-TT-F-HtOSO] p0137 H72-15067
Holtispectral remote imagery of morphological and
physiological changes in trees under drought and
salt stress
• CBASA-CB-127640] p0468 H72-28037
SODIOH COHPOOBDS . ,
BT BEBBOTAL-(TBADEBABK), ,
IT SODIOB CHLOBIDES
SOFT LASDIIG SPACECBAFT
ST APOLLO SPACECBAFT
ST LOHAB HODDLE
IT TOSKHOD DABBED SPACECBAFT . I
HI VOSTOK SPACECBAFT
SOFTBABE (COHPOTEBS) • >
0 COBPDTEB PBOGBABS
0 COHPOTEB STSTEHS PBOGBABS
SOIL BECHAIICS
Analysis of carbon monoxide absorbing capability •
of soils and plants • •• .
[PB-205890] p0358 B72-23081
SOILS ( ' - ,
BT LOHAB SOIL . • <
Evaluation of life detecting systems under various
. environmental and soil conditions
CHASA-CB-124691) p0087 B72-13051
Ret extraction aethods for proteins, amino acids,
nucleic acids, enzymes, and other organic.
; compounds in soils
[PB-60] p0087 B72-13052
Baturally heat resistant organisas in soils
CBASA-CB-124832] • pOH7 ^72-11043
Bathematical models for determining enzyme
activity and nitrification of terrestrial soil
in relation to Bars surface exploration
CBASA-CB-125591] p0239 'B72-18062
Effect of soil particle size on microflora
survival time and sterilization reguireaents
CHASA-CB-127633] . p0470 B72-28058
SOLAS ACTIVITY
BT SOLAB FLABBS
SOLAS ACTITHI EFFECTS
Cosmic ray exposure thindown tracks in human
tissue from solar ainiana to aaximna at SST
flight level
fCEBB-71-16] p0027 A72-12079
Bnssian papers on solar activity effects on earth
atmosphere and biosphere covering climate, •
vegetation, animals and man
P0289 A72-28206
Solar activity effects on biospheric processes for
biological and physicocheaical systems in
unsteady state, considering maxiana'effects on
man at certain electroaagnetic wave freguencies
P0289 A72-28211
Solar activity effects on bismuth chloride
hydrolysis tests from statistical results
following solar flares
p0289 A72-28212
Solar activity effects on biosphere processes,
discussing radiation-induced molecular
activation mechanisms in water and biological
plasma calcium ion concentration changes
P0289 A72-28213
SOLAB ATBOSPBEBE
Ondisturbed and active solar photospheric
turbulent velocity determination by comparing
half widths of observed weak Fraunhofer line
profiles with model calculation
P0332 A72-29929
SOLAB AZIBDTB • • • "
U SOLAB POSITIOB
SOLAB CHBOHOSPHEBE
0 SOLAB ATBOSPHEBE
SOLAB COBPDSCOLAB BADIATIOB
BT SOLAB PBOTOBS
SOLAB COSHIC BATS
Badiobiological problems caused by supersonic
transport /With a survey of the first results
established by tests performed on board the
Concorde prototype/.
P0456 A72-38713
Biophysical aspects of primary galactic and solar
cosmic radiation
'p0193 B72-16044
SOLAB FLiBES
Radiation exposure during high altitude flights,
considering normal radiation levels due to
galactic radiation and short term increases due
to.solar flares
P0053 A72-13234
A-382 '.
SUBJECT IBDEX SODHD DETECTORS
Solar activity effects' on bismuth chloride
hydrolysis tests fron statistical'results
following solar flares '
:
 '
 !p0289 172-28212
Radiation hazards in space with respect to
galactic radiation shielding, solar flare • >
prediction and conventional terrestrial -safety
standards i ' '.
P0375 A72-33556
SOLAB FLOX ' I 1
Survival data for Bacillnsi snbtilis spores and
microorganisms in simulated space 0V solar flux
and vacuum . • • " • •
fTID-25965] • J,p0523 H72-30071
SOLAB BBil FLOB ' ' '
D HE1T PL0I . i '<
0 SOLAR FUJI i . • •
SOLIB PIASB1 (HADIATIOH) • i <
0 SOLAB »IHD • • ' ( .'
SOLAB POSITI08
Directional orientation of dragonfly relative to •
azimuth of'sun ' •
'• p0399 H72-25094
SOLAB PHOTOSS '
A nev model for estimating space proton dose to
body organs.'•:••• • c , : . .-
' , ' p0417-A72-35354
Survival of bacterial isolates exposed to
simulated•Jovian trapped radiation belt
electrons and solar wind protons
tHASA-CB-127568] . • . , p0470. H72-28057
SOLAB RADIATIOH, , , . j . . • . . " >
HT SOLAB COSHIC BATS' |
HT SOLAB PHOTONS, .. • .
HT SOLAB BIHD: ' , ' • . . i
HT SUHLIGBT ' ' .
Solar and cosmic radiation monitoring for-Soynz 9
flight
p0075 H72-11995,
Changes in enzyme activity in small intestine of
rodents deprived of drinking water and subjected
to high temperatures and intense solar radiation
fNASA-TT-F-14521] p0521 H72-30058
SOLAB BADIATION OBSEBTATIOI
D SOLAR RADIATIOH • : •• '•
SOLAB »IBD • . - . . .
Survival of bacterial isolates exposed to
simulated Jovian trapped radiation belt
electrons.and solar wind protons' i
tNASA-CB-127568] . jp0470 H72-28057
SOLID PBOPELLAITS •-- . , .
The effects of various cure cycles upon the
.'viability:of Bacillus subtillis var. niger
spores within solid,propellant.
• :. :• • p0423 A72-36437
SOLID STATE DEVICES ' , ;
HT BOBI LASERS
HT SEBICOHDOCTOB DEVICES
HT TBERHTSTOBS- • • . • . . •
NT TBAHSISTOB ABPLIFIEBS
SOLID STATE LASEBS ,
HT BOBI LASEBS
SOLID SDBPiCES . .
A re-evaluation of material effects on microbial
release from solids. :>
. . . : . . . p0539 A72-43383
SOLIDS • . : .
Theoretical calculations of thermal damage from
heat dissipation in homogeneous solid • •
CAD-738589] pO«73 B72-28073
SOLOBILITI
Studies of the electron transport chain of • .'
extremely halophilic bacteria., VII - . - • • • • > '
Solnbilization properties of menadione rednctase.
pOUSO A7.2-376a9.
SOLOTIOBS . J. , .
HT AQDEOOS SOLOTIOHS ' . • . -,
HT GAS BIXTOBES • • •
HT HDCLEAB EHOLSIOHS . : .. .
Intraperitoneal administration of physiological
solution as alternative method for hydrating. • •
human body . -
tHASA-TT-F-10570] p0561 B72-32103
SOLVEHT EXTBACTIOI '[ ,
Determination of- copper, iron, cobalt, nickel, and i
manganese in biological samples ,of vegetable :
origin ' - i , • , . • .
pOSOO A72-43920
SOHAB ' .
Operator independence test for human performance
reliability modelling based on symptom detection
and fault location of so'nar system failure
P0229 A72-24002
Training in identification of sound
characteristics in sonar classification task
[AD-733451] . P0311 H72-20117
Doppler discrimination in high background noise of
rotary winged aircraft
(AD-730118] p0310 H72-21056
Sonar operator visual sampling of simulated PPI •
display . i i :
fAD-736175] p035U H72-22100
'Effects of sonar headset echo ranging on hearing
effects in sonar technicians
[AD-737207] , •
 P0401 H72-25113
SOBIC BOOHS
Simulated sonic boom effect on tracking
performance•and autonooic response, noting heart
rates, skin conductance and startle reflex
i • P0109 A72-17868
Acoustic tests of ^fet aircraft noise and scnic
boon effects on sleep pattern and human
performance, using. EEC-' analysis
[ASA PAPER H 11] :• •• p0178 A72-21487
Animal1response to sonic' booms, considering mink
reactions in detail 'I •
p0182 A72-21909
Buman response to sonic booms, discussing
supersonic commercial flights acceptability
p0183 A72-21910
Sonic boom exposure effect on humans based on
visual performance and tracking tests
P0183 A72-21912
Sleep disturbance due to sonic booms, discussing
laboratory findings and experimental technigues
;
 'standardization
p0222 A72-23319
Buman reactions to sonic boom acoustic stimuli,
noting startle reflex responses
p0222 A72-23320
Buman annoyance reactions to sonic booms,
discussing field and laboratory findings
P0222 A72-23321
Sonic booms effects on domestic and wild animals,
discnssing field and laboratory findings
P0222 A72-23322
Summary of 1971 Stockholm workshop on sonic.boom
effects, discussing humans, animals and
structure exposure and interdisciplinary aspects
p0222 A72-23324
Sonic boom effects on sleep - A field experiment
on military and civilian.populations.
-i p0547 A72-44370
Sonic boom istartle -'A field study in Neppen, Rest
Germany.
, p0552 A72-44916
Simulation tests to determine sonic boom effect on
fish
[HASA-Tg-I-62163] . p0382 H72-24065
Effects of subsonic let flyover noise and
simulated sonic booms on sleep of women
[HASA-CB-2041] p0383 H72-24073
Influence of simulated sonic booms introduced
during sleep on complex mental, monitoring, and
pattern discrimination tasks
[FAA-AB-72-19] pOS22 H72-30067
Reaction of subjects to simulated indoor sonic
booms and comparison with reaction' to noise of
subsonic aircraft , - • •
[HASA-CR-2106] p0529 H72-30112
Beasurement of psychological stress caused by
sonic booms during sleep as function of age
[FAA-AH-72-20] • p0564 H72-32121
SOBBBHTS
BT ABSOBBEBTS :
BT ADSOBBEHTS
Spacecraft- trace contaminant control system with
presorbers and postsorbers for catalytic oxidizer
[HASA-CB-2027] p0435 H72-26079
SOBPTIOB - ,
HT ADSOBPTIOB • ,
SOBTIBG ,
0 CLASSIFYING
SOOBD ABSOBPTIOB
0 SOOHD TBAHSBISSIOH ,
SOOBD DETECTOBS
0 SODBD TRANSDUCERS
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SOOHD IITEHSITT
Hark VII ear performance calculation procedure for
perceived loudness or noisiness levels relation
to sound pressure, using experimental frequency
veiqhtinq contours
P0182 A72-21895
Bonaural perstimnlatory londness adaptation
measurement by delayed and sinqle simultaneous
balance methods, discnssinq intensity, frequency
and duration effects
P0182 A72-21896
Auditory adaptation tests confirmation of Small
londness model prediction of lover adaptation
for test tone qreater than adapting tone intensity
P0182 A72-21897
Auditory induction of fainter by louder sounds as
perceptual phenomenon cancelling masking effects
p0373 A72-33170
Besponse bias and sensitivity variations in
psychophysical test of rats discrimination
between standard and attenuated auditory siqnal
intensities
P0377 A72-336Q8
Determination of the functional state of the
auditory analyzer through the action of
short-term acoustic stimuli of increasing
intensity
P0458 A72-38939
Beaction time to the second of two shortly spaced
auditory siqnals both varying in intensity.
P0512 A72-U25B9
Measurement of auditory nerve response to loud
sounds
fAD-738337] pO«71 N72-28066
SOOHD LOCAIIZATIOH
Directional hearing perception threshold in normal
and auditory-defective patients, studying
frontal and median planes for risinq and fallinq
noise frequencies
P0020 A72-117UO
Human cerebral hemodynamic changes during arousal
and orienting reactions to auditory stimuli
P0372 A72-32993
SOOHD HEASOBEHEHT
n ACODSTIC HEASOREHEHTS
S00BD PEBCEPTIOI
0 AODITOBT PEBCEPTIOH
SOOHD PBBSSOBB
flark VII ear performance calculation procedure for
perceived loudness or noisiness levels relation
to sound pressure, nsinq experimental frequency
veiqhtinq contours
P0182 A72-21895
SOOHD PBOPAGJTIOH
HT VOICE
SOOHD BAH6IHG
Siqnal ranging and reception processinq mechanisms
as function of distance to target
rJPBS-557291 P0382 H72-2U066
Henrophysioloqical analysis of echolocation and
signal processing in bats
P0398 872-25083
Echolocation mechanisms in marine mammals
P0398 H72-25086
Operational characteristics of dolphin
hydrolocator system
pOUOO N72-25107
Effects of sonar headset echo ranging on hearing
effects in sonar technicians
fAD-7372073 POU01 B72-25113
Evolution of target recognition and echo location
mechanism in Vespertilionid bats
fHL1-BTS-6933] P0467 M72-28030
Effects of increased gravity on bat echolocatinq
mechanism
CJPBS-560731 P0559 H72-3208H
SOOHD TBAHSDOCEBS
BT HICBOPHOHES
Hot thermistor and hot-vire anemometer principles
for phonocardiographic transducer design, nsinq
theory of hydraulic amplification with high SHB
P0230 A72-2U37*
SODHD TBAISBISSIOS'
Cat and rabbit middle ear muscles contraction by
electric stimulation of motor nerves, noting
sound transmission reduction
pOiys A72-21136
Psychological tests for evaluation of animated
visual displays for acoustic siqnal recognition
FAD-728056] p0129 B72-1H123
SOOHD SAVES
HT AEBODTHAHIC BOISE
HT AIBCBAFT HOISE
HT JET AIBCBAFT HOISE
HT HOISE (SOOSD)
HT SOBIC BOOBS
SOOTH VIETHAH
0 VIETHAH
SOOTHEBB BEHISPBEBE
HT AHTABCTIC BEGIOHS
SOVIET OHIOH
0 D.S.S.B.
SOYDZ SPACECBAPT , ,
. Soyuz 9 flight crew physiological data, discussing
mental and physical performance and adaptation
and readaptation to space-earth environments
P0012 A72-10933
Badiation doses received by cosmonauts in manned
Soyuz 3-9 from mission retrieved
thermoluminescent glass dosimeters
rCEBH-71-16] p0027 A72-12075
Soyuz 5 satellite vehicle space flight factors
effect on chlorella cells, investigating
survival rates and mutability
P0102 A72-16776
Solar and cosmic radiation monitoring for Soynz 9
flight
P0075 H72-11995
' Hedical research performed vith crews of Soyuz
spacecraft
[HASA-TT-P-1U026] p0080 H72-12013
Application of cycloqrammetric method for
analyzing the valking characteristics of crev
members following flight of Soyuz 9 spacecraft
P02Q3 H72-17069
Principles for operating Soynz life support systems
pO«86 H72-29089
SPACE BIOLOGI
0 EIOBIOLOGI
SPACE EHVIBOHBEHT
D AEBOSPACE EHVIBOBHEHTS
SPACE EHVIBOBHEHT SIHDLATIOB
HT BEIGHTLESSHESS SIHDLATIOH
Hicrobial snrvivability in deep space
environmental simulation experiments, describing
aerospace ecology and panspermia avoidance
P0011 A72-10823
Prevention of veightlessness effects on blood
hydrostatic pressure, masculoskeletal system and
sensorinotor performance, discussing space
flight training and space environment simulation
tests
p0325 A72-28787
Amitetravite /biological protectant/ effect on
. natural immunity state of dogs exposed to
chronic gamma irradiation simulating space
flight environment
P0335 A72-30380
Experimental motion sickness studies in slov
rotation room simulating rotating spacecraft
conditions, noting relation between subject
susceptibility and number of head motions
P0373 A72-33512
Survival of common terrestrial microorganisms
under simulated Jovian conditions.
•pO«51 A72-37721
Analysis of regeneration processes in 12-month
experiment vith ground complex simulation of
space environment life support systems
FAD-72726U1 ' pOOUO H72-10121
Aerospace medical and exobiological factors of
manned space flight
fJPBS-5t7681 p0120 H72-11066
Effects of diet and work/rest cycle on elimination
rate of human metabolic products in confining
microatmosphere
P0122 H72-1II082
Proton penetration calculations for tissues of
astronauts in simulated spacecraft environment
bombarded by solar flares and radiation belt
protons
P0207 H72-17618
Synchronous orbit simulation for determining long
term effects of electron irradiation on
spacecrews using miniature pigs
P0210 N72-17690
Horphological effects of space flight environment
on vascular, muscular, and nervous biological
A-384
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systems
fJPES-55311] P0249 N72-19074
Pressure regulator for space salt worn underwater
to simulate space environment for testing and
experimentation
rNASA-CASE-BFS-20332] P0308 N72-20097
Results of studies on aicroorqanisos with direct
bearinq on space biology
fNASA-TT-F-143071 p0439 N72-27081
Survival data for Bacillus subtilis spores and
nicroorqanisas in simulated space D7 solar flux
and vacaaD
riID-25965] P0523 B72-30071
SPACE EIPLOEATIOH
NT VIKING BARS PBOGRAB
Extraterrestrial life on Bars and Venus and
Jupiter atmospheres, discnssinq abioqenesis
failures on life-supportable planets
p0064 A72-14805
SPACE FLIGHT
HT APOLLO FLIGHTS
HT GEBINI FLIGHTS
HT BAHFED SPACE FLIGHT
NT VIKING BABS PBOGRAB
Space flight biological effects on Ivsogenic
bacteria and human cells in culture
p0004 A72-10365
Effective dose chanqe after repeated radiation
exposures as function of time intervals between
fractions, evaluating space flight radiation
hazards
CCESK-71-16] P0025 A72-12059
Bedical investiqations during Salyut space station
flight, discussinq weightlessness effects and
efficiency evaluation of preventive measures for
crewmembers high performance in space flight
P0366 A72-31918
Book on man machine system experiments covering
lie, air defense, logistics organizations, space
flight, battlefield operation, police
dispatching, communications, etc
P0378 A72-33796
Biotechnical life support systems for regeneration
of vital substances needed by Ban on prolonged
space flights
fNASA-TT-F-14102] P0112 N72-15100
Development of algae, nerve cells, and amphibia
eqqs applied to space flight
p0194 872-16049
Biological effects caused by heavy ions in cosmic
rays during space flight
P0190 N72-16050
Effects of extraterrestrial radiation on dormant
pea seeds during-flight of Cosmos-368 artificial
earth satellite
P0203 872-17064
Effects of space flight factors on formation of
anomalous metabolites and activity of enzymes in
plants
p0203 H72-17065
Effects of space flight on cell morphology and
photosynthetic activity of chlorella culture
during Cosmos-368 artificial earth satellite
flight
p0203 N72-17066
Zond 8 space probe experiments to determine
effects of flight factors on physiological and
biochemical properties of yeast and algal bacteria
P0203 N72-17067
Application of cyclogramnetric method for
analyzing the walking characteristics of crew
members following flight of Soyuz 9 spacecraft
p0203 872-17069
Physiological effects of brief space flights on
human subjects as measured by reflex
excitability of neuromuscular system and
contractability of muscles
p0203 872-17070
Radiation hazard from heavy galactic cosmic rays
to astronauts on extended missions
P0211 N72-17732
Bodifying influence of various flight factors on
radiobiological effects of ionizing radiation on
organisms in space flight
P0301 872-20042
Effects of space flight on flour beetle, Tribolium
confasum
[BXPT-P-1039J P0302 N72-20053
Physiology of wheat seed germination and seedling
growth during orbital fliqht
fEZPT-P-1096] p0302 872-20056
Genetic effects of space flight and gamma
radiation on Beurospora crassa
fBXPT-P-1037] P0304 N72-2006I!
Human reactions to long term space flight
rnASA-CS-125826] p0309 872-20103
Space plant growth as means of providing life
support during prolonged missions
rHASi-TT-F-7041 p0350 N72-22075
Plant cultivation in closed ecological system in
space flight
[JPRS-56129] pOKOO 872-25106
Artificial gravitational environment for
maintaining physiological processes and
astronaut workability during prolonged space
flight
P0477 N72-28103
Plethysmoqraph for measuring human body impedance
changes during space flight
[AD-7408661 p0487 N72-29097
Effect of space flight on changes in blood
composition and body functions
fHASA-TT-F-115351 pOS66 872-32139
SPICE FLIGHT FEEDIHG
Apollo 14 food system, describing new items,
improvements in production methods, packaging
and preparation with emphasis on rehydratable
foods
P0019 A72-11706
Biochemical and physiological effects of Apollo
flight diet, noting no significant variations in
serum electrolytes, endocrine values, body
fluids and hematologic parameters
P0019 A72-11707
Benu selection for SKTLAB astronauts by computer
technique based on mixed integer programming
code, using measure of pleasure lists
P0280 A72-27442
Synthetic carbohydrates toxicity effects on rat
•liver lysosomes application to astronaut
potential food sources
P0335 A72-30381
Dihydroxyacetone /DBA/ as nutrient in growing fats
diet, showing unsnitability of regenerated
DHA-containing formose mixtures for space crew
diets
P0373 A72-33371
Biochemical and physiological evaluation of
nourishment of subjects feeding on dehydrated
products in test chamber with regenerative life
support system, discussing metabolic data and
hormone function
p055« A72-45128
Spacecraft food synthesis, using carbon dioxide
and water from chemically regenerated human
metabolic and waste products
P0555 A72-45277
Dietary antigenic supplements for astronaut
immunology during prolonged space flight
conditions
[JPHS-54331] P0043 N72-11072
Design of candidate concepts for space
station/base food system
rNASA-CB-1152313 p0085 872-12052
Assessment of concepts to meet mission
requirements for space station/base food system
CNASA-CB-115229] p0085 N72-12053
Detail engineering data sheets for concepts of
space station/base food system
rBASA-CB-115228] p0085 872-12054
Supporting technical data for concepts considered
in space station/base food system
[8ASA-CR-115230] p0085 N72-12055
Selection rationale sheets for concepts in space
station/base food system
fNASA-CB-115232] P0087 N72-13070
Annotated bibliographic data retrieval system on
space food and nutrition
[HASA-CE-115414] P0244 N72-18103
Development and evaluation of freeze dried
vegetables to be used in Apollo food system
[NASA-CR-115429] p0245 N72-18105
Portable device for dispensing potable water to
crew members aboard operating spacecraft
CHASA-CASE-BFS-21163-11 p0476 N72-28098
SPACE FLI6BT STBESS
Soviet book on astronaut activity psychological
A-385
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features.covering space fliqht livinq
conditions, space and time perception
psychophysiological mechanism changes and
weightlessness effects
P0056 472-14246
Optimum duration of human circadian cycle vith
cespect to energy cost during vork hoars,
relating nornal cycle change to prolonged space
. oission stresses
pOlOO 472-16639
Space flight effects on chlorella cell survival
and mutability in Zonct automatic stations
P0102 472-16775
Chromosome aberrations and germination speedup in
Soyaz 5 carried oat seeds, noting stimulating
effect by preflight ethylenimine treatment
P0102 472-16777
Hedicobiological investigations of prolonged
weightlessness effects on astronaut
physiological system based on Soynz flight program
P0230 472-24409
Space flight ecology and physiology, discussing
atmospheric temperatures and radiation,
biological effects of acceleration, deceleration
and weightlessness and physiological stresses
L s P0267 472-26018
Russian book on pathophysiological principles of
air and space pharmacology covering stress and
fatigue redaction and pilots and astronauts
performance improvement
p0288 472-27926
Bed cell mass plasma volume decrease in Apollo
• mission crews, indicating erythropoiesis •
inhibition
P0291 472-28266
Russian book on functional morphology under
extremal space flight conditions covering
overloads, hypoxia and hyperoxia effects on
organism and cellular structure and metabolism
P0342 472-30996
Technology R and D program to gualify man for long
term weightlessness, assessing space flight
stress effects on physiology and psychology
P037U 472-33541
Social and emotional crises with respect-to
isolation, confinement and group dynamics of
astronaut crews during long duration space flight
p0371( 472-33515
Long term space flight weightlessness and
hypodynamic effects on orthostatic and
vestibular tolerances, infection susceptibility
and drug.reactivity
P0375 472-33550
Sleep factors and limitations during prolonged
space flights, considering weightlessness,
hypokinesis, nervous tension, cabin confinement,
rhythm, environment and noise effects
P0376 472-33561
Space flight effects on chlorella cell survival
and mutability in Zond automatic stations
P0417 472-35278
Soyuz 5 satellite vehicle space flight factors
effect on chlorella cells, investigating
survival rates and mutability
P0417 472-35279
Chromosome aberrations and germination speedup in
Soyuz 5 carried barley seeds, noting stimulating
effect by preflight ethylenimine treatment
POU17 472-35280
Problem of artificial gravitation in terms of
experimental physiology
P0492 472-401441
Psychological principles of active rest daring
long space flights
POU92 472-40446
Psychic adaptation of man to a long-duration stay
in space • •
P0508 472-41988
The prediction of the condition of man daring a
space flight
P0508 472-42067
The effect of space flight conditions and
prolonged hypokinesis on the kidney function in
man
P0508 472-42068
flotor activity capability of an astronaut in flight
P0509 472-42220
Effects of the space flight environment on man's
immune system. I - Seram proteins and
immunoglobnlins.
P0511 472-42493
Effects of weightlessness on astronauts - 4 summary.
P0539 472-43385
Effects of an 18-day flight on the haman body.
P0540 472-43386
Studies on weightlessness in a primate in the
Biosatellite 3 experiment. • „ .
P0540 472-43388
Human organism and space flight stress-endurance
limits and manned space mission rescue
capabilities requirements, considering cabin .• .
decompression, anoxia, radiation, onboard
illness, etc
.p0555 472-45218
Body fluid analyses on Gemini spacecrews to
determine metabolic costs of manned-space flight
[EXPT-B005] p0119 H72-14059
Physiological and physical effects of space flight
on visual perception of astronauts
."P0135 H72-15051
pathogenesis of weightlessness syndrome during '
prolonged space flight : • : , . ' • -
[H4S4-TT-F-11049] . p0189 S72-16008
Rorphological effects of space flight environment
on vascular,.muscular, and nervoas biological
systems
tJPRS-55341] , . • • P0249 H72-19074
Space flight stress effects on human vascular
system anatomy : • • . • ' •
p0249- H72-19075
Effects of space flight conditions on biological
systems .. - . • . »
P0304 H72-20066
Effects of flight stress on pilots time perception
in. simulated and real space flight
-.' ' p0389 H72-24113
SP4CE FLIGHT TE4111HG ,. .
Prevention of weightlessness effects on blood
hydrostatic pressure, mnscnloskeletal system and
sensorimotor performance, discussing space
flight training and space environment simolation
tests
• • • : . - . > . - p0325 472-28787
Selection, training, and performance of cosmonauts
daring actual and simulated space.flight - USSR
[JPRS-560301 p0386 N72-24096
Training of cosmonauts for prolonged space flight
fJPBS-56181] • • P0436 H72-26081
SP4CB L4BOB4TOEIBS
NT B4HHED ORBIT4L L4BOB4TOHIES • , •
Capability of space shuttle'sortie mode for-
• performing biological and medical research
experiments " ' . • ' '*'
CH4S4-CH-1256661 .' . • p0241 H72-18078
SPACE B4ISTBH4HCE • • . . - . .
Space maintainability experiment aboard
submersible during 30 day drift mission, noting
application to Skylab manpower distribution
[4144 P4PER 72-232] : p0231 472-24442
SP4CB HISSIOIS ' . '•
4n integrated medical system for long-durdtion
space missions. . • • '
POS01 472-41305
Engineering process of obtaining bacteria free
. • water from human waste during extended space
missions . •
T4D-727040] • . • p0037-H72-10096
Medical and biological research conducted on
Soviet spaceships and satellites .'
CiD-727940] P0044 H72-11081
Timeline analysis of Shuttle Orbiter missions and
requirements for man-in-the-loop simulation
[H4S4-CR-124739] p0087 H72-13080
Circadian rhythms related to space missions noting
endogenous rhythm . ' ' '
, . P0193 B72-16042
' USSR space programs on selection and training of
cosmonauts, psychological and physiological •
effects of space flight, and space mission
planning r ' ' • ••••
fJPRS-55100] • . P0201-H72-17056
Estimation of proton penetration and absorption of
heavy, nuclei from, cosmic .rays during space -
missions^ . ' , . . : , •' -
fN4S4-TB-D-6600] ' '. p0240 H72-18074
' Identification of payloads and subsystems required
to-conduct life sciences research projects
during space missions - Vol.'l
4-386
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rHASA-CB-123738] p0475 H72-28087
Identification of payload research requirements,
equipment, and subsystems for condactinq
biomedical research projects during space
oissions - Vol. 2
tHiSA-CB-1237391 p0475 H72-28088
Detailed design information on equipment,
subsystems, and payload required for condnctinq
bionedical research durinq space mission -
appendix 1
tHASA-CB-1237371 p0475 U72-28089
SPACE OBIBBTATIOI
Psychophysical perceived orientation experiments
on Poqqendorff illusion /transversal interrupted
by parallel lines/
pOOOS A72-10717
Hyperqravity effects on bats spatial orientation,
- notinq resistance to head-pelvis and pelvis-head
accelerations
P0333 A72-30015
SPACE PEBCBPTIOH
BT iDTOKISBSIS
Object size erroneous perception by apparent
distance alteration
P0006 A72-10478
Henronal mechanisms of binocular vision and space
perception from tests on cats and Den,
discnssinq neurophysioloqical models of stereopsis
p0006 A72-10179
Stereopsis sprinq coupled maqnetic dipole model of
binocular stereoscopic depth perception in nan
P0006 472-101480
Poqqendorff illusion depth processinq theory,
notinq noncollinear line resolution effects on
protective relationships within fiqnre
P0008 A72-10714
Contrast reversal or distance paradox in
temperature perception aftereffect
pOOOS 472-10716
Position constancy and motion perception tests of
head movement feedback calibration of perceived
direction of optical motions
P0009 A72-10719
Perspective effects on direction of rotation
judqments, usinq fiqures with rectanqnlar and
trapezoidal contours
p0022 A72-11898
Stereoscopic depth movement perception sensitivity
compared to monocular movement
P0028 A72-12209
Binocular depth perception based on two retinal
imaqes spatial frequency content
P0029 A72-12«86
Soviet book on astronaut activity psycholoqical
features coverinq space fliqht livinq
conditions, space and time perception
psychophysioloqical mechanism chanqes and
weiqhtlessness effects
P0056 A72-14246
Successive visual motion illusion durinq
perception of rotating kymoqraph drum by human eye
P0075 A72-15588
Oculomotor accommodation and convergence as
distance perception cues, showing size
perception chinqe relation to glasses adaptation
• . pOIOS A72-17411
Perceived common rotary motion of ambiguous
stimuli as criterion of perceptual grouping
P0105 A72-17413
Oculomotor cue-based distance perception,
discussing glasses adaptation-caused
accommodation and convergence changes in
stereoscopic depth perception
pOIOS A72-17414
Visual space geometry and perception experiments,
demonstrating size-distance relations for.
various visual cues
P0150 A72-19031
Connteradaptation and cue discrepancy as
perceptual adaptation basis,.considering changes
in registered and apparent distance of luminous
object moving in dark
P0174.A72-20988
Adjustment to subjective horizontal, vertical and
i|5 deq tilt in dark as function of age in- 3-20
year old subjects
p017a A72-20989
Stereoscopic acuity for photometrically matched
background wavelenqths at scotopic and photopic
levels, plotting variable depth error as
function of retinal illuminance
P0229 A72-24269
Natural visual capture result of vision and touch
conflict in bilateral comparisons of object lenqth
p0229 A72-24270
Character recognition experiments to determine
attention control and temporal-spatial capacity
limitation dnrinq visual information processinq
p0278 A72-27074
Individual differences in motion-in-depth
detection from Lissajous pattern test for
judqment of object.approach, recedinq and
movement rate
P0341 A72-30965
Airplane attitude display motion relationship to
external world as factor in pilot error due to
visual frame of reference shift
p0345 A72-31151
Disparity-associated depth sensation maskiuq,
suqqestinq visual signal processing inhibitory
mechanisms for crossed and ancrossed stimuli
P0362 A72-31366
visual stimulus orientation effect on movement
perception, relating physioloqical and
psychological factors
P0362 A72-31368
Size scaling rate from retinal image size
comparison judgment time during observation of
briefly presented concentric rectangles of
varying size and orientation
P0371 A72-32762
Voluntary eye movement and convergence effects on
relation between binocularly perceived and
physical distance ratios
P0377 A72-33647
Visual depth perception response functions for
sine and sgnare wave modulated binocular parallax
p0407 A72-3U293
Effect of target-background luminance contrast on
binocular depth discrimination at photopic
levels of illumination.
P0111 A72-34879
BEM period functional maintenance of coordinated
eye movement facilitation and binocular depth
perception accuracy following sleep
p0418 A72-35U62
Peripheral contrast thresholds for moving images.
P0418 A72-35688
The relative importance of contrast and motion in
visual detection.
P0419 A72-35689
Conqruent and spurious motion in the learning and
performance of a compensatory tracking task.
pOU19 A72-35692
The tracking of targets located outside of Panum*s
area.
P0420 A72-35916
Effect of selective adaptation on detection of
simple and.compound parafoveal stimuli.
p0126 A72-36607
Optokinetic thresholds in the normal monkey.
P0426 A72-36610
Vergence eye movements to pairs of disparity
stimuli with shape selection cues.
P0426 A72-36612
. Division and orientation in the
vertical-horizontal illusion.
P0428 A72-36913
The nenrophysiology of binocular vision.
p0449 A72-37250
Discontinuity of seen motion reduces the visual
motion aftereffect.'
P0450 A72-37600
Psychophysical procedures to investigate selective
visual adaptation to light of different
wavelengths from test gratings with various
orientations and spatial frequencies
P0451 A72-37829
Target distance and adaptation.in distance •
perception in the constancy of visual direction.
P0499 A72-41022
Apparent movement and change in perceived location
of a stimulus produced by a change in
• accommodative vergence.
P0500 A72-41024
Interactions between spatial and kinetic
dimensions in movement aftereffect.
P0501 A72-41254
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Book - Aspects of lotion perception.
p0506 A72-41531
Visually directed pointing as a function of target
distance, direction, and available cues.
p0518 A72-42929
loving spot detection threshold measurement for
varying exposures, noting product of stimulus
duration and velocity for comparison with Bloch
la*
p0518 A72-42930
Visual angle and apparent size of objects in
peripheral vision.
P0518 A72-42932
Bole of eye movements in the perception of
apparent motion.
P0542 A72-43804
Hotion thresholds for fovea and peripheral retina
with/without correction for peripheral
refractive error
p0545 A72-43978
Conjugate and disjunctive optokinetic eye
movements in the rabbit, evoked by rotatory and
translatory notion.
. p0547 A72-44243
On a long-term temporal aspect of stereoscopic
depth sensation.
pOSUS A72-44381
Line length detectors in the hnman visual system -
Evidence from selective adaptation.
P0548 172-44384
Signal detection analysis of meridional variations
to vertical and horizontal gratings.
p0549 A72-44389
Visual stimuli distance estimation with head
stationary or moving, discussing performance
after monocular motion parallax training
p0549 A72-44557
Optical directionality of retinal receptors and
corresponding points. I - Hasal-temporal
asymmetry of retinal spatial values and
orientation of receptors: Are the corresponding
points cones. II - Variation of form of the
experimental horoptera, and possibility of
reorganization of the retinal correspondence
according to the orientation of the eyes
p0551 A72-44907
Tests to determine hnman ability to estimate
proportional distances and distance ratios with
aid of reference length
[AD-730283] p0130 B72-14131
Threshold values for spatial vision and distance
perception of flight cre«
P0135 B72-15052
Convergence effects in visual .distance perception
of pilot daring aircraft landing
P0135 B72-15054
Influence of adaptation level in perception of
various aspects of visual space
[AD-733918] p0307 H72-20086
Time variation in human processing of movement
directions and Stroop color words
[AD-734299] p0308 B72-20095
Goggle device for measuring visually perceptive
direction of space
[BASA-CB-125859J p0309 B72-20102
Effects of abnormal binocular parallax cue on
space perception judgment
[AD-736955} ' P0385 B72-24085
Bathenatical models for distance perception by
operators of nan machine systems in motion,
based on visible brightness of landmarks * •
P0389 R72-24129
Perception of real motion.by human eye
[ICBL-BB-70-7J . p0534 B72-31119
Accuracy of monocular motion parallax absolute
distance estimation before and after training
[AD-742078] p0536 B72-31134
Spatial sensitivity of visual system
[AD-7443251 p0570 H72-33090
SPACE PROBES
BT JDPITEB PBOBES
BT HABS PBOBES . . -
BT VIKIHG HABS PBOGBAH ;
SPACE PBOGBAHS . •
BT APOLLO PEOJECT
BT TEKTITE PBOJECT
BT D.S.S.B. SPACE PBOGBAH
Development of planetary guarantine in the Onited
States.
P0539 A72-43382
SPACE BADIATIOB
0 BITBATEBBESTBIAL BADIATIOB
SPACE BADIAIOBS
0 SPACECRAFT BADIATOBS
SPACE BEHDEZVOOS
Digital and analog simulation of deep space
rendezvous by astronauts using self maneuvering
units and considering human reactions and fuel
consumption
P0087 H72-13084
SPACE BEHDEEVOOS RABEOVEBS
0 SPACE BEHDEZVOOS
SPICE SCIBBCES
D AEBOSPACE SCIENCES
SPACE SELF HABEOVEBII6 OBITS
0 SELF HABEDVEBIRG OBITS
SPACE SHUTTLE OBBITEBS
Significant factors in environmental and thermal
control/life support system design for space
shuttle orbiter
CASBE PAPEB 72-EHiv-2lJ . poueo 172-39156
Comparative evaluation of environmental control
and life support systems for the space shuttle
orbiter.
[ASHE PiPEB 72-EBAV-19] p0461 A72-39158
Computer simulation of the space shuttle orbiter
environnental thermal control system.
[1SHE PiPEB 72-BHAV-12] P0461 A72-39165
Flight experiment tasks and crew skill
reguirements for space shuttle missions - Vol. 1
[B1SA-CB-1274681 pO<!75 B72-28091
Flight experiment tasks and crew skill
reguirements for space shuttle missions - Vol. 2
[HISA-CB-1274691 pOU75 872-28092
Flight experiment tasks and crew skill
reguirements for space shuttle missions - Vol. 3
[S1S1-CB-127470] p0475 B72-28093
SPACE SHDTTLES
Electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrator
materials compatibility to space shuttle life .
support environment, comparing with LiOB method
P0009 A72-10768
Teleoperator manipulator for payload handling in
space shuttle, noting design features and
simulations of master-slave remote control system
[1IAA PAPEB 72-238] P0326 172-29075
Thermal control design for .research applications
module /BAH/ shuttle compatible payload
carriers, using Freon 21-water system
[ASHE PAPEB 72-EHAV-31] pO«59 172-39146
Development of a laboratory prototype spraying
flash evaporator.
[1SHE PAPEB 72-EN1V-28] P0459 172-39149
Hulti-cycle plasma arc evaluation of oxidation
inhibited carbon-carbon material for shuttle
leading edges.
[ASHE PAPEB 72-EBAV-26] P0460 A72-39151
Optimal shuttle research applications module /BAH/
environmental control and life support system
for sortie missions
[ASHE PAPEB 72-EN1V-20) p0460 A72-39157
Space shuttle environmental temperature
control-life support system program changes, •
discussing air cooled electronic equipment,
. cryogenic stores, crew size and mission duration
[ASHE PAPEB 72-EB1V-181 ' p0461 A72-39159
Hodular environmental control/life support system
design for low cost shuttle launched 'space
station, evaluating humidity, carbon dioxide,
water and waste management
[ASHE PAPEB 72-EB1V-17] p0461 A72-39160
Space shuttle waste collection system development,
discussing human-ittterface. requirements, zero
gravity effects and operational considerations
[ASHE PAPEH 72-EN1V-13) p0461 A72-39164
Development of a desiccant C02 adsorbent tailored
for shuttle application.
[ASHE PAPEB 72-ERAV-11] P0461 A72-39166
Timeline analysis of Shuttle Orbiter missions and
reguirements for man-in-the-loop simulation
[B1SI-CB-124739] p0087 B72-13080
Capability of space shuttle sortie mode -for
performing biological and medical research •
experiments. ,.
[HASA-CB-125666] - .. - P0241 B72-18078
Environmental control/life support system for
four-man, seven-day orbital shuttle
[NASA-CB-19811 .p0403 B72-25126
1-388
SUBJECT IHOBX SPACECRAFT CABIH &TBOSPBBBBS
Development of bactericide agent for space shuttle
potable water system
[BASA-CB-115595] P0478 872-28108
SPACE SIBOLATOBS
Closed loop life support systems, discussing
manned ninety day test in space station
simulator, soviet experiments and water and
oxygen regeneration
P0234 A72-24973
SPACE STATIOBS
HI OBBITAL SPACE STATI08S
BT S1LIOT SPACE STATIOH
rt
 Artificial gravity effects on space station crews
performance, discussing unusual mechanical and •
perceptual phenomena
P0107 A72-17715
•
 t Closed loop life support systems, discussing
1:
~ manned ninety day test in space station
simulator. Soviet experiments and water and
oxygen regeneration
P0234 A72-24973
Habitability factors in a rotating space station.
P0423 A72-36436
Space station prototype environmental/thermal
control and life system - A current overview.
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EBAV-35] p0459 A72-39143
Thermal control concept evaluation for a ten-year
life modular space station.
rASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-30] p04S9 A72-39147
Design criteria for the modular space station
environmental control and life support system
selection.
[AS8E PAPEB 72-EHA7-25] P0460 A72-39152
Space station atmospheric revitalization system
design, covering temperature, humidity, carbon
dioxide, contaminant and oxygen generation and
composition control and vehicle configuration
rASBE PAPEB 72-EBAV-24] pOU60 A72-39153
Environmental control and life support subsystem
conceptual design studies for shuttle launched
6-12 man crew modular space station
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EBAV-22] p0460 A72-39155
Bodular environmental control/life support system
design for low cost shuttle launched space
station, evaluating humidity, carbon dioxide,
. , ' water and waste management
" [ASBE PAPEB 72-EBAV-17] p0461 A72-39160
later and waste management subsystem design for a
space station prototype.
,-, r»SBE PAPEB 72-E8A7-8] p0462 A72-39169
'•• Chemical contaminant influence on design of
biowaste resisto-fet propulsion system for space
• station use
rBASA-CB-111977] P0039 H72-10111
Design of candidate concepts for space
station/base food system
[BASA-CB-115231] pOOSS 872-12052
Assessment of concepts to meet mission
requirements for space station/base food system
rBASA-CB-115229] pOOSS B72-12053
, • Detail engineering data sheets for concepts of
space station/base food system
.- [BASA-CB-115228] p0085 B72-12054
Supporting technical data for concepts considered
> in space station/base food system
fBASA-CB-115230] .p0085 B72-120S5
. Selection rationale sheets for concepts in space
station/base food system
rBASA-CB-115232] . p0087 872-13070
Checkout of space station environmental control
and life support aspects
[BASA-CB-115260] p0087 872-13074
Operational test and evaluation of regenerative
life support system with four human subjects in
space station 'simulator for 90 day period
[BASA-CB-1835] p0127 872-14114
Life support, aerospace medical, and environmental
and research facility aspects of space stations
and Skylab
[SASA-TB-X-675061 p0192 872-16033
Effects of fixed, intense beam of sunlight on
human performance in space-station-like
environment
CSASi-TS-I-62101] p02»a B72-18102
Begenerative physical-chemical life-support "
systems for prolonged space flights
. CSASA-TT-F-1H211] p0262 B72-19171
SPACE SOITS
Calculation procedures for some parameters of
if.
space suit gas medium supply systems
P0192 A72-n04«9
Development and evaluation of space activity suit
assembly for extravehicular activity applications
[HASA-CB-1892] p0087 872-13077
Effects of diet and work/rest cycle on elimination
rate of human metabolic products in confining
microatmosphere
P0122 B72-14082
Automatic control device for regulating inlet
water temperature of liguid cooled .spacesuit
r.HASA-CASE-BSC-13917-1] pOHI2 1172-15098
Design and development of Apollo space suits with
emphasis on materials used and combination of
materials to obtain desired protection
P0196 872-16126
Specialized tests and evaluation of nonmetallic
materials used in Apollo space suits
P0196 872-16432
Pressure regulator for space suit worn underwater
to simulate space environment for testing and
experimentation ' ' ~''
fSASA-CASE-HFS-20332] p0308 872-20097
Space suit with improved waist and torso movement
CBASA-CASE-ABC-10275-1] -• •p0353 B72-22092
Device for regulating and monitoring pneumatic
pressure in underwater space suit
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20332-2] P0403 872-25124
Automatic temperature control for liguid cooled
space suit • ,
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10599-1] p0404 H72-25129
Automatic controller of lignid cooled space suit
using human sweat rate as input signal
p044« 872-27125
OSSB aerospace research on1 artificial- gravity
environments and space suits*
fJPBS-56598J pfl«77 N72-28102
Description of astronaut space suit used during ETA
P0477 872-28104
HomographiC' determination of optimal oxygen
parameters in environmental control system for
spacesuit
pO«83 872-29071
SPACE SISTBBS EIGIBEEBIBG .: : '
0 AEBOSPACE E8GI8EEBI8G - ' .
SPACE VEBICLE COBTBOL
0 SPACECBAFT COBTBOL ; • .
SPACE-TIBE COBTIBODB
0 BELATIVITT
SPACE-TIBE PDBCTIOBS
Gravitational biology theory problems, discussing •
possibility of applying relativistic-phenomena
to living organisms in inertial or inertialess
systems
P0023 A72-12016
Human body kinematics numerical analysis,
obtaining space-time resolution by
photogrammetric restitution and electronic data
processing of photographic recordings
p0059 A72-14710
SPACE-TIBB BETBIC
0 SPACB-TIHE FOHCTIOBS
SPACECBAFT CABIB ATBOSPHEBES
Bat brain acetylated and nnacetylated coenzyme A
• • aberration in marginally hyperoxic space capsule
environments
P0110 A72-17875
Space station atmospheric revitalization system
design, covering temperature, humidity, 'carbon
dioxide, contaminant and oxygen generation and
composition control and vehicle configuration
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EBAV-24] pOt60 A72-391S3
Spacecraft atmosphere trace contaminant sensor
system using mass spectroaetric analysis of ••
contaminants concentrated on sorbents in monitor
inlet system ' •
t»SBE PAPEB 72-EBAV-15J p0461 A72-39162
Development of a desiccant C02 adsorben't tailored
for shuttle application.
[ASHE PAPEB 72-EBAV-11] p0461 A72-39166
Six-month test program of two water electrolysis
systems for spacecraft cabin oxygen generation.
fASHE PAPEB 72-EBAV-5J p0462 A72-39172
Expired air as a source of spacecraft environment •
carbon monoxide contamination
P0553 A72-II5120
Automated analysis of time lapse photographic data
of unrestricted laboratory animals during
spacecraft cabin toxicology experiments
A-389
SPACECBAFT CABIBS SUBJECT IBDEX
fAD-727514] p0036 H72-10090
Effects of toxic nethyl isobutyl ketone vapor on
physiological processes in dogs, monkeys, and
rats daring 90 day continuous exposure
fHASi-CB-126744] p0400 B72-25102
SPACECBAFT CABIIS
Fatnre spacecraft habitable compartment layout
from psychophysiological viewpoint, considering
human visual and motor field parameters and crev
members social needs
p0328 A72-29321
Growth of Aeromonas proteolytica and production of
proteolytic enzymes inside spacecraft cabin
daring space flight
fBASA-CB-125805] p0249 H72-19073
SPICECBAFT COHPOBEBTS
HI COHnABD MODULES
NT SPACECBAPT C1BIHS
HI SPACECBAPT HODDLES
Microbiological examination of space hardware,'
discussing viable organisms neutralization
buried inside solid materials, sampling
procedures and culture media
pOQIO &72-10820
Space flight hardware sterilization, considering
dry heat and chemical destruction
; p0010 A72-10822
Donsterile space flight hardware effects on
planetary quarantine, evaluating contamination
sources, design and mission parameters,
cleanliness conditions and bioload
p0011 172-10824
Efficiency of biodetection grinder and detection
and types of bacteria found in spacecraft
components
CNASA-CB-125419] p0137 N72-15070
SPACECBAPT COBPIGUBATIOHS
Russian book - Space ergonomics.
p0489 A72-40300
SPACECBAPT COHSTEOCTIOB HITEBI1LS
Multi-cycle plasma arc evaluation of oxidation
inhibited carbon-carbon material for shuttle
leading edges.
CASME PAPEB 72-EH1V-26] poueo A72-39151
Development of procedares for evaluating
suitability of materials for spacecraft
structures based on outgassing of objectionable
odors
p0196 H72-16434
Evaluation of contact toxicity and toxicity of
thermal degradation products of nonflammable
materials used in spacecraft structures
P0196 H72-16435
SPACECBAFT COBTAHIBATIOB
Planetary guarantine microbiological and
engineering problems, discussing cost,
international policies, contamination ana
sterilization
pOOlO 172-10818
Forecasting technigue for accumulated participate
contamination on spacecraft assemblies,
discussing cleanliness optimization and test
procedures
p0147 172-18763
Temperature effects on microorganism survival in
deep space vacaam, using molecular sink test
P0215 172-22641
Spacecraft critical surfaces' protection from
molecular and particulate contamination sources
including gloves, tissues, and covering or '
packaging materials
P0278 A72-27042
Survival of common terrestrial microorganisms
under simulated Jovian conditions.
P0151 172-37721
Spacecraft atmosphere trace contaminant sensor
system asing mass spectrometric analysis of
contaminants concentrated on sorbents in monitor
inlet system
flSBE PAPEB 72-EH1V-15] 'p0461 A72-39162
Development of planetary guarantine in the United
States.
P0539 172-43382
A re-evaluation of material effects on microbial
release from solids.
P0539 172-<13383
Effects of aeolian"erosion on nicrobial release
from solids.
P0539 172743384
Spacecraft functional properties degradation due
to surface contamination with oatgassing vapors,
discussing contaminant materials transport and
sorption characteristics
P0541 172-43619
Bicroflora accumulation prevention methods during
spacecraft flight, noting bacterial filters for
air purification and wiping with disinfectants
for surface contamination reduction
P0555 172-15213
Bibliography of codes, standards, procedares,
specifications, and reports relating to
contamination control
tHlSA-TH-I-63982] p0087 B72-13059
Efficiency of biodetection grinder and detection
and types of bacteria found in spacecraft
components • •
tBlSl-CB-125419] p0137 H72-15070
Analytical models for analyzing probable
terrestrial microbial release from unmanned Mars
landing spacecraft
TNASA-CB-1268116] P0400 H72-25105
Spacecraft trace contaminant control system with
presorbers and postsorbers for catalytic oxidizer
rNASl-CB-2027] P0435 N72-26079
SPACBCBAFT COSTBOL
The development of a 150,000 watt-inch variable
conductance heat pipe for space vehicle thermal
control.
riSME PAPEB 72-E8AV-14]- P0461 172-39163
Motor activity capability of an astronaut in flight
P0509 172-42220
SPACECBAFT DBSIGB
Buman engineering design data for reduced gravity
conditions for use daring development and design
of manned spacecraft - handbook
CN1SA-CB-1726] P0084 H72-12048
SPACBCBAFT DOCKIBG
Simulation and training for spacecraft docking
P0446 N72-27882
SPACBCBAFT ELECIBOBTC EQOIPMEHT
BT AIBB08BE/SPACEBOBBE COBPUTEBS
Thermal control system incorporation into lunar
roving vehicle /LBV/ for electronic component
protection daring translanar transportation and
lunar surface operation
fASMB PAPEB 72rENAV-27] pO«60 172-39150
Biological instrumentation for the viking 1975
mission to Mars.
P0541 172-43396
SPACECBAPT EHVIBOBHEBTS
Chromosome aberrations and germination speedup in
Soynz 5 carried oat seeds, noting stimulating
effect by preflight ethylenimine treatment
: ' P0102 172-16777
Weightlessness effects on human organism,
discussing physiological changes, artificial
gravity by spacecraft rotation and exercise to
counter adverse reactions
P0278 172-26891
Heteorological-astronomical diurnal and seasonal
environmental rhythm simulation for
psychological stresses alleviation in long term ~
space missions
P0328 A72-29322
Badiation hazards in space with respect to
galactic radiation shielding, solar flare
prediction and conventional terrestrial safety
standards .
P0375 A72-33556
Sleep factors and limitations daring prolonged
space flights, considering weightlessness,
hypokinesis, nervous tension, cabin confinement, ^
rhythm, environment and noise effects
p0376 472-33561
Astronauts red cell mass changes associated 'with
space flight due to space .and earth environment
differences
..• ' p0376 172-33564
Soyuz 5 satellite vehicle space flight factors
effect on chlorella cells, investigating
survival rates and mutability
' ' P0417 A72-35279
Babitability factors in a rotating space station.
p0423 172-36436
Space'station prototype environmental/thermal
control and life system - A current' overview.
flSHE PAPEB 72-ENIV-35] p0459 172-39143
A-390
SOBJECT IHDBI SPACECEBIS
Hodnlar environmental control/life support system
design for low cost, shuttle launched space
station, evaluating humidity, carbon dioxide,
'.' • water and waste management
[ASHE PAPEB. 72-ENAV-17] pOU61 A72-39160
Development of a spacecraft wet oxidation waste
processing system. .
[ASHE PAPEE 72-ENAV-3] . P0462 A72-39174
I., Dry incineration of wastes for aerospace waste
management systems. , • .
[ASBE PAPBH 72-EBAV-2] pO«62 A72-39175
.Tozicological evaluation of some synthetic
•; materials designed for airtight space eguipment
pO»91 A72-40U31
Some transport techniques for lignid human wastes
and wash water under space flight conditions
pOI491 A72-40436
Influence of Cosmos 368 space flight conditions on
radiation effects in yeasts, hydrogen bacteria
and seeds of lettuce and pea.
... . P0540 A72-13390
The problem of decontaminating and preserving
drinking water in spacecraft.water supply systems
. P0553 A72-45121
Ergometer for use as guantitative exercise device
in spacecraft environment
[NASA-CASE-HSC-11561-1] p0045 N72-11087
Effects of spacecraft environmental conditions, on
. • humans, and space biomedical problems
[JPBS-54396] p0075 N72-11989
. . -Developments in space hydrobiology research and
application to creating closed ecological system
for support of space crews •,
f JPES^55284.] . p02«2 N72-18082
Astronaut selection criteria .for.training and
compatibility in spaceship environment
[JPBS-55305] p02«5 H72-18109
SPACECRAFT LANDING .
< NT MAES LANDING
Portable emergency supplies, and rescue:search
operations for spacecrews after forced landings
on land or at sea ... ,
P0120 572-111067
SPACECEAFT HODOLES
NT 1DNAE HODULE . •
, Thermal control design for research applications
module /BAH/ shuttle compatible payload
carriers, using Preon 21-water system
f [ASHE PAPEE 72-ENAV-31] p0459 A72-391U6
Design criteria for the modular space station -,
environmental control and life support system
selection.
[ASHB PAPEB 72-ENAV-25], pOU60 A72-39152
* Environmental control and life support subsystem
conceptual design studies for shuttle launched
6-12 man crew modular space station
[ASHB PAPEB 72-ENAV-22J ' p0160 A72-39155
Optimal shuttle research applications' module /BAH/
( environmental control and life support system
for sortie missions
[ASHE PAPEB 72-ENAV-20] pO«60 A72-39157
SPACECBAFT POBEB SUPPLIES '
University generated designs for spacecraft
•; electric power supplies
[HASA-CK-2061] pOUOS N72-251i|lt
SPACECBAFT BADIATORS ' '
Thermal scale models utilization to' predict
spacecraft radiator system performance,
c presenting criteria for modeling fluid system
with combined convection, conduction and
radiation effects
[ASHE PAPEB 72-EHAV-29J pO«59 A72-39148
SPACECBAFT BEHDEZVOUS
. 0 SPACE RENDEZVOUS ' '
SPACECBAFT STEBILIZATIOH
Papers on planetary quarantine' covering nicrobial
survival- in deep.space, contamination by
( nonsterile flight hardware and sterilization
pOOlO A72-10817
Planetary quarantine microbiological and
engineering problems, discussing cost,
international policies, contamination and
sterilization
P0010 A72-10818
Ricrobioipgical examination of space hardware,
discussing viable organisms neutralization
buried inside solid materials, sampling
procedures and culture media . '
p0010 472-10820
Planetary quarantine microbial contamination
control, considering clean room concept and
nicrobiologic barrier techniques
p0010 A72-10821
Space flight hardware sterilization, considering
dry heat and chemical destruction
P0010 A72-10822
Dry heat resistance of bacillus spores on
spacecraft metal surfaces for different
pressures, atmospheres and materials
. P0073 A72-15261
The effects of various cure cycles upon the
viability of Bacillus subtillis var.-niger
spores within solid propellant.
P0423 A72-36137
A stochastic bioburden model for spacecraft
sterilization.
pOU2U A72-36442
Application of planetary guarantiee methodology .
and spacecraft sterilization technology to
improved health care delivery.
!,.' pOSSt i72-«S1«8
Spacecraft sterilization and spore studies
[.HASA-CB-1228U8] ,.• , p0031 N72-10076
Temperature effects on destruction of Bacillus
• subtilis as function of relative humidity in
spacecraft sterilization
fNASA-CE-125659] p0239 M72-18063
Ecology and thermal activation of microorganisms
in and on interplanetary spacecraft components
[NASA-C8-125658] p0239 S72-1806H
Chemical liquids, chemical gases, and mechanical
methods for microbial decontamination of
spacecraft
[NASA-CB-125688] P0252 N72-1909K
Dse of gas and liquid filters to sterilize .
spacecraft
rNASA-CB-126035] p0312 872-21047
Using ethylene oxide as decontaminating agent for
planetary guarantine
[NASA-CS-12603U] P0313 S72-21048
Beguirements for effective planetary guarantine
and spacecraft sterilization
rHASA-CB-126033] p0313 N72-21049
Indexing procedures and thesaurus of indexing
terms for QDS
fNASA-CB-126215] p0350 N72-22076
Sterilization procedures and experimental designs
for planetary quarantine proqrams
[BASA-CB-127835] p0522 H72-30064
Ose of plasma cleaning and Anqer spectroscopy to
remove and monitor organic contamination on
Viking spacecraft surfaces
fNASA-CB-128302] p0563 N72-32117
Progress report for development of planetary
guarantine measures
[NASA-CB-1283K7] ' p0568 N72-33076
Formaldehyde gas for sterilizing potting compounds
and spacecraft and mated surfaces
[HASA-CB-128368] p0568 N72-33080
SPACEC88FT STBOCTOBBS
Design and fabrication of prototype for automatic
transport system for transferring human and
other wastes to incinerator unit onboard
spacecraft .
[NASA-CB-114393] P0127 N72-14113
Development of procedures for evaluating
suitability of materials for spacecraft
structures based on outgassing of objectionable
odors
P0196 N72-16131
SPACECBEBS
Spacecraft and aircraft crew survival after
emergency landing in adverse environments,
discussing water and food requirements, survival
supplies and medical and first aid equipment
P0099 A72-16629
Soviet space crews selection and training based on
professional and scientific background,
emphasizing psychological qualities for workinq
compatibility in space environment
P0225 A72-23672
Best' and activity patterns effect on space crews
well-being and operational effectiveness during
?rclongei sxtraterrentrial cissions, noting work
load effect on long-haul transport aircrews
P0226 A72-23727
Ground and flight crews coordinated effort in
Apollo mission operations, noting experts on
A-391
SPASBS SDBJBCI IHDBI
ground ana spacecrew spot judgments capability
[AIAA PAPEB 72-236) p0270 A72-26557
Bed cell lass plasma volnae decrease in Apollo
mission crews, indicating erythropoiesis
inhibition
P0291 472-28266
Fatare spacecraft habitable compartment layout
from psychophrsiological viewpoint, considering
hunan visual and motor field parameters and crew
nenbers social needs
P0328 A72-29321
Social and emotional crises vith respect to
isolation, confinement and group dynamics of
astronaut crews during long duration space flight
P037S A72-33545
An integrated medical system for long-duration
space missions.
P0501 A72-U130S
Hedical research performed with crews of Soynz
spacecraft
fUASA-TT-F-m0261 pOOSO H72-12013
Badiographic study of bone deiineralization in
Gemini crevnenbers
TEIPT-M006] P0119 H72-11056
Hetabolic weightlessness effects on calcium and
nitrogen balance in skeletal and muscular
systems of spacecrew on Gemini 7
(EXPT-B0071 p0119 H72-1H057
Besponse of spacecrew cardiovascular systems to
calibrated workloads during long duration space
flight
fEIPT-HOOSl P0119 N72-1t058
Body fluid analyses on Gemini spacecrews to
determine metabolic costs of manned space flight
[EXPT-H005] P0119 H72-11059
Electroencephalographic recording of sleep periods
during manned space flight
IEXPT-H0081 P0119 H72-14060
Otolithic function and orientation of Gemini
spacecrew during prolonged space flight
CEXPT-HQ091 P0119 B72-1U061
Long duration space flight effects on visual
acuity and visual capability of Gemini crewmembers
fEXPT-SOOSJ p0120 H72-1B062
Portable emergency supplies and rescue search
operations for spacecrews after forced landings
on land or at sea
p0120 H72-1H067
High energy particle irradiation effects on
biochemical systems of spacecrews
P0208 872-17629
. Synchronous orbit simulation for determining long
term effects of electron irradiation on
spacecrews using miniature pigs
p0210 H72-17690
Flight experiment tasks and crew skill
reguirements for space shuttle missions - Vol. 1
CH&SA-CB-127U681 P0475 H72-28091
Flight experiment tasks and crew skill
reguirements for space shuttle missions - Vol. 2
fHASA-CB-127U69] pO»75 H72-28092
Flight experiment tasks and crew skill
reguirements for space shuttle missions - Vol. 3
fHASA-CB-1271170] . pO<(75 H72-28093
Prolonged space flight effects on auditory-,
visual-, and vibrotactile-analyzers of spacecrews
P0182 H72-29067
Psychological effects of active rest on spacecrews
during prolonged space flight
P0483 H72-29068
SPiSIS
Hyperventilation relationship vith spasnophilia,
noting psychoemotional cause and nenroauscular
excitability
P0166 A72-2038K
' Description of an easy and simplified test for
electromyographic diagnosis of latent
spasmophilia in flight personnel
P0152 A72-37878
SPATIAL DBPEHDESCIES
Spatial and temporal summation characteristics and
relationship in human peripheral retina
investigated for stimuli viewed at eccentricity
against luminous background
P0333 A72-29970
Bodels of neurons reacting to input signal
alternation in space and time
pOUSO A72-3742H
Spatial interference constraints OB human visual
selective perception
(AD-730921) p0199 H72-17012
SPATIAL DISTBIBOTIOS
Spatial characteristics of egnal energy visual
stimuli in metacontrast design for targets and
masks of constant separation and varying width,
deriving weighting functions
P0285 A72-27680
Voluntary saccade length dependence on visual
field nontarget stimuli number, locus and
distance from target
P0341 472-30966
Surface electrode distance, area and pressure
effects on electromyogram recording of large
skeletal muscle electrical activity during
defined muscular tensions
P0368 A72-32490
SPATIAL FILTERING
Freguency-specific color aftereffects as result of
alternate exposure of subject to inspection
gratings of different spatial frequencies
p0322 A72-28615
Visual information space-time dependent filtering
by retinal and genicnlate body neural nets
p0510 A72-H2299
SPATIAL ISOTBOPT
0 SPATIAL DISTBIBBTIOB
SPATIAL OBIBHTATIOH
D 4TTITODE (IHCLIHATIOH)
SPECIFICATION
HT AIBCBAFT SPECIFICATIONS
BT EQOIPBEHT SPECIFICATIONS
SPECTB1
BT ABSOBPTIOH SPECTBA
HT EBISSIOB SPECTBA
BT FBADNBOFEB LIBES
ST BOISE SPECTBA
BT POBEB SPECTBA
HT BADIATIOB SPECTBA
SPECTRAL ABSORPTIOB
D ABSOBPTIOH SPECTBA
SPECTRAL AHALISIS
0 SPECTBOH AHALISIS
SPECTRAL B4IDS
HT ABSOBPTION SPECTBA
HT FBAOBBOFEB LIBBS
SPBCTBAL LIHE SIDTB
Spectral line width measurement accuracy based on
digital autocorrelation of photon counting
fluctuations, noting light field and
photoelectric process limiting effects
p0371 A72-329U9
SPECTRAL BOISE
D (BITE BOISE
SPECTRAL BEFLECTAICB
Airborne spectrometer for determining spectral
contrast ratios between fish schools and
adjoining water
CAD-733685] p0217 N72-18119
SPECTBOHETEHS
HT B4SS SPECTBOHETEBS
Airborne spectrometer for determining spectral
contrast ratios between fish schools and
adjoining water
t»D-733685) p0217 B72-18119
SPECTBOBBTBY
D SPECTBOHETEBS
SPBCTBOPHOTOEBTEBS
Data acquisition and data analysis of
microspectrophotometric data in presence of noise
CAD-727098] pOOHO H72-10116
SPECTBOPHOTOBETBI
Using lithium as chemical tracer in urine for
providing means for indirect determination of
total urine volume by atomic absorption
spectrophotometry
fHASi-CB-1152621 pOOSI H72-12025
SPECTBOSCOPBS
D SPECTBOBETEBS
SPECTBOSCOPIC AHALISIS
Bemoglobin determination in whole blood with
Specol-Zeiss spectrocolorimetry, comparing
accuracy to cyanmethemoglobin measurements
p03«1 A72-30787
The presence of P700 in chloroplast fragments
prepared by short time iacubation with Triton
1-100.
P0517 A72-1U325
A-392
SUBJECT INDEX SPIHAL COED
Synthesis and characteristics of iron
dithiocarbamates based on infrared and Nossbaaer
spectroscopy, conductivity measurements,
eleaental analyses* and NMB methods
fNYO-3859-131 . P003H H72-10078
Spectroscopic, kinetic, and thermodynamic analysis
of biological energy conversion mechanism in
flavin molecular complexes
fAD-735272] pOW N72-29079
SPECTBOSCOPY
NT MISS SPECTBOSCOPY
NT SPECTBOPHOTOHETEY
NT SPECTEOSCOPIC ANALYSIS
NT,I BAY SPECTBOSCOPY
Use of plasma cleaning and Anger spectroscopy to
remove and monitor orqanic contamination on
. Viking spacecraft surfaces
fNASA-CB-128302] p0563 N72-32117
SPECTBOH AIAIYSIS
Photopic spectral curves of relative luminous
efficiency for congenital deficiencies of color
vision, using optical bench, interference'
filters and Bachstein flicker photometer
p0056 A72-13935
Spectral response and vision thresholds of haman
eye for light detection and color sensation
p0177 A72-21332
Varied applications of spectral analysis and
cybernetics, including general mechanics,
elasticity and oscillation theories, and
aerodynamics
P0082 N72-12041
Spectral eguation for plotting functional
responses of human color vision receptors
p0133 N72-15035
Spectral analysis and integration'of
electroencephalogram during sleep and vakefulness
rNASA-TT-F-111172] p02t5 N72-18110
Airborne spectrometer for determining spectral
contrast ratios between fish schools and
adjoining water
CAD-7336851 p02U7 H72-18119
Spectrum dose conversion method for evaluating
radiation dosage
fJAEBI-1209] p0305 H72-20076
SPEECH
NT SY1LABLES
NT WO EDS (LANGUAGE)
Breathing control dnring speech, noting carbon
dioxide response, hyperventilation and apnea
P0070 A72-15218
Bight ear prevalence in hearing process determined
by dichotic speech audition
P0073 A72-15581
German book - Hearing, voice, balance /Physiology
of the senses II/.
p0517 A72-U278*
Human vocal apparatus anatomical and neural
structure, considering linguistic sounds
composition
P0518 A72-«2789
features of a speech signal dnring cumulative
action of Coriolis accelerations
p0517 A72-1it15i(
Listening levels preferred by flying personnel
rAD-73»778l p0307 H72-20088
Ambient noise measurement and speech reception
levels associated with F-111 A flight
preparation area to find noise attenuation
features of ear protection devices
CAD-74U828] pOS69 N72-33085
SPEECH DISCBIBIHATIOS
0 SPEECH RECOGNITION
SPEECH BECOGIITIOH
Human touch deficiency in artificial pattern
recognizers regarding handwriting, speech and
pattern recognition involving nonevents
P0005 A72-10t6t
Earplugs effect on passenger speech reception and
intelligibility in rotary wing aircraft, noting
prctecLion against noise annoyance, fatigue and
deafening
P0015 A72-11291
Noise rating methods for speech cossucication
effectiveness evaluation, presenting charts and
tables for intelligibility limits with various
communication technigues and eguipaent
P0161 A72-20167
Design criteria for transportation system noise
regulation, considering ambient noise, hearing
damage, speech interference and subjective
reactions
P0162 A72-20173
Human cortical auditory evoked response to speech
and sound effects, relating EEG interhemispheric
wave amplitude asymmetry to stimulus
meaningfulness
P0173 A72-2098H
Air traffic control messages syllabic and word
prominence patterns, discnssing impact on
continuous speech recognition by machine
P0224 A72-23581
Language and speech capacity of the right
hemisphere.
p0153 A72-381SO
Speech intelligibility dnring exercise at normal
and increased atmospheric pressures.
P0511 A72-12196
Development of algorithm for speech recognition to
establish direct communication between man and
machine
fAD-7250131 pOO<t6 S72-11100
Use of perceptron to recognize patterns generated
by audio preprocessor modeled after cat cochlear
system
[AD-71101251 pOa87 N72-29098
SPEED
D VELOCITY
SPEED IHDICATOBS
NT HOT-PILH ANEHOHETEBS
NT HOT-KIBE ASEBOBETEES
SPIKE POTENTIALS
Hultichannel 1C spike height discriminator for
separating electrical activity of neural units
recorded with microelectrode
P0071 A72-15223
Betinal ganglion cell spikes timing in mammalian
retina, using electroretinography and computer
analysis
p0107 A72-17721
Nenronal spike activity changes in rabbit visual
and sensorimotor neocortex and hippocampus
during EEG activation
p0323 A72-28613
Cat hypothalamns regions neurons background
activity characterized by single nonrhythnical
spikes with large interspike intervals, noting
freguency of discharge bursts
pOSSO A72-4«588
SPIRAL COED
NT SPIHE
Spinal reflexes through electric stimulation of
gastrocnemius and soleus human leg muscles,
attributing increased tendon reflex amplitudes
to gamma motoneurons hyperactivation
P0059 A72-14701
Seat cushion evaluation for behavior during
helicopter crash or aircraft ejection and spinal
injury probability
P0180 A72-21577
Albino rats spinal cord capillaries ultrastrnctnre
upon hypothermy, noting endothelial cells
sinking to lower levels from microscopic
observation
p0280 A72-2730Q
High threshold afferents role in dorsal surface
potential formation in cat spinal cord
P0329 A72-29327
Snpraspinal effects on different work regimes of
supplementary respiratory muscles, using
interference electromyograms cross correlation
analysis
P0329 A72-29328
Human spinal segment functional state before
voluntary movement during water immersion, using
H-reflex for spinal cord motoneuron excitability
evaluation
p033t A72-30255
Nnclein acid contents in cholinergic and
adrenergic spinal cord neurons and in their
glial satellite-cells during hypoxic hypoxia and
a post.-hypoTia period
pOU51 A72-37742
Bussian book - Mechanisms of descending control of
spinal cord activities.
P0492 A72-U0577
A-393
SPUE SUBJECT IHDEI
A possible anatoaical basis for descending control
of impulse transmission through the dorsal horn.
P0493 172-40578
Nenronal fiber and synaptic aional contact
structure of cat spinal gray latter in
corticospinal, rnbrospinal and reticulospinal
terminal zones by Golgi method
P0493 A72-40579
Borphological changes in spinal cord neurons of
animals due to the decreased intensity of
sapraspinal stimulation
P0493 A72-40580
The nltrastrnctnre of the lateral basilar region
of the spinal cord.
p0493 A72-40581
Nenronal organization of descending systems of the
spinal cord
P0493 A72-40582
Propriospinal ducts of the lateral fnnicnlns and
their possible role in transmission of pyramidal
stimuli
P0493 A72-40583
Synaptic snprasegmental control mechanisms of
spinal cord motor neurons .
P0493 A72-40584
Study of the conductivity of the motor.neuron
membrane during supraspinal stimulation
p0493 A72-40585
Intracellnlar study of rnbrospinal neurons and of
their synaptic activation during the stimulation
of the.sensomotor cortical region
P0493 A72-40586
Influence of a preceding afferent stimulation on
the pyramidal activation of spinal motor neurons
p0494 A72-40588
Systems analysis approach to the study of spinal
mechanisms.
pOi»9U A72-U0590
Bole of .pyramidal and eztrapyramidal components of
cortically-induced efferent stimuli in the
mechanism of cortical motor activity coordination
P0494 A72-40591
Possible role of sapraspinal formations in the
fixation of trace alterations at the segmental
, apparatus level of the spinal cord
' p0494 A72-40592
Cerebrum sections and related afferent processes
as activator of automatic neuron mechanism
control of motor activity, discussing segmentary
spinal cord changes
P0494 A72-40593
Bole of efferent influences of
temporo-rhinencephalic cerebral structures in
pre-adjustment alterations of spinal motor
neuron excitability
pO«94 A72-40596
Vasomotor reflexes and the principle of descending
control
P0494 A72-40597
Hypothalamic control of the electrical activity of
the spinal cord
P0494 A72-U0598
Supraspinal effects in the activity of
preganglionic sympathetic neurons delivering
axons to the cervical sympathetic nerve
P0494 A72-40599
Cortico'visceral studies of spinal cord reticular-
formation stimulation and destruction effects on
electroencephalogram, cardiac activity and
interoceptive glycemic reflexes
P0496 A72-40757
Effects of physical exercise on spinal
reflectivity in man
P0505 A72-41524
Electrosyographic investigation of diaphragm cross
contraction following spinal cord section in
cats, noting diaphragm motonenrons excitation by
breathing center pulses
P0510 A72-42281
Spinal cord heating and cooling effects on body
temperature, respiratory and heart rates and
arterial blood pressure, investigating feeding
and drinking behaviors
P0514 A72-42672
Classification of 'neurons in the lambosacral
section of the spinal cord according to their
discharge during evoked locomotion
P0516 A72-44092
Influence of the sympathetic nervous system on the
presynaptic inhibition of the dorsal surface
potential of the spinal cord
P0550 A72-44589
Influence of vestibules stimulation on segmentary
reflexes in spinal cord •
P0388 B72-2U109
Response of anesthetized Bhesus monkey vertebral
column and internal organs to pressure waves
generated during seated spinal impacts
(AD-740460] p0521 H72-30085
Bechanical and physiological response of human
cervical vertebral column to severe impacts
applied to torso
tAD-7«04421 ' P0525 H72-30088
Effect of disuse bone atropy on spinal impact
tolerance in Bhesus monkeys
(AD-740453] p0526 H72-30096
Hathematical models for impact studies including
spinal and head injuries
[AD-740465] P0527 H72-30103
lathematical models for determining effect of
dynamic loading on spinal fluid and spinal
porosity '. ' •
tAD-740472] . p0528 N72-30107
SPIBE
Human spine elastic deformation due'to bending
stresses, presenting statistical data on
candocephalad acceleration effects in vertebral
column injuries
P0002 A72-10111
Synaptic mechanisms of vestibulospinal and
reticnlospinal effect on transmission to lumbar
motbneurons in monkeys
P0021 A72-11760
• Aircraft ejection simulation by human
thoraco-lnmbar spine flexion dynamic model>
nsing strength of materials theory and shear
effects for curved elastic beam
[ASHE PAPEB 71-iA/BHF-7] p0096 A72-15947
Aircraft accident in the Faroe Islands in 1970 -
Observations from a medical point of viev, with
special reference to spinal fractures. :'
P0410 A72-34556
The scoliosis of congenital heart disease.
P0549 A72-44560
Necropsy and radiographic observation of spinal
fracture and articular facet derangement
patterns in- rhesus monkeys
CAHBL-TH-71-17] p0258 H72-19139
Badiological observations of spinal injuries to
pilots caused by sudden ejection
P0259 H72-19148
Clinical observation of vertebral injuries caused
by vertical acceleration of spine
[HASA-CB-114452] p0350 1872-22077
Badiological spinal examination of combat pilots
and limiting angle for scoliosis ' '
P0395 N72-25056
Nonlinear deformation of intervertebral discs in
human spine when subjected to shock loads •
involving axial compressive impact
:
 •' p0437 N72-26857
Continuous configuration model of spine under
axial dynamic impact
CAD-739249] p0473 H72-28077
Transverse response of lumbar spine under
1
 longitudinal loads in sitting human subjects
[AD-740461] p0526 S72i30099
Propagation of longitudinal elastic waves along
spinal column • '
TAD-740471] ' ' •-• p0528 H72-30106
Surgical tranma in canine intervertebral space and
surrounding structures and infrahuman
experimentation and biostatistics in clinical
orthopedics
(AD-740475] p0528 N72-30110
SPIBOBBTEBS • •
Bespiration function'testing device using••
spirographs and gas analyzers
•• • P0221 'A72-23256
A method for spirographic display of functional
residual capacity and other lung- volumes. ' ' •'
p0491 A72-40427
Radiorespirometry in the case'of work and sports
activities ' '
P0508 A72-42071
SPLEEN
Increased density and reticular fiber formation in
1-394
SUBJECT IHDEI STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
rat spleen as compensatory reaction to
acceleration training
P0250 872-19084
SPOBBS
Spore survival in dry heat sterilization as
function of water activity, indicating
entropy-Bolecalar stability relationship
P0073 472-15259
Dry heat resistance of bacillus spores on
spacecraft metal surfaces for different
pressures, atnospheres and naterials
P0073 472-15261
Aliphatic hydrocarbons in phytopathogenic fnngi
spores, discussing similarity to higher plant
alkanes, functional roles and species
distribution and occurrence
P0331 A72-29834
Agueons formaldehyde effects on Bacillus snbtilis
spores, shoving sporostasis due to gemination
inhibition and sporocide due to temperature
dependent inactivation :
P0377 A72-33772
The effects of various cure cycles upon the
viability of Bacillus subtillis var. niger
spores within solid propellent.
P0423 A72-36437
A re-evaluation of material effects on microbial
release from solids.
P0539 A72-43383
Spacecraft sterilization and spore studies.
[HiSl-CB-122818] p0034 H72-10076
Planetary quarantine laboratory experiments on
thermal resistance of airborne spores and
microbiological examination of space hardware
CHASA-CB-126213] P0351 H72-22079
Lower Carboniferous sediment spores from Bonaparte
Gulf Basin of lestern Australia and Northern
Territory
fBDlI-HS] P0383 N72-24078
Thermal activation and relative humidity effects
on spore pregermination
CNASA-CR-127525] p0438 H72-27077
Effects of dry heat on bacteria spore growth at
125 C at Cape Kennedy
[NASA-CB-1277681 pO<!83 N72-29075
SPBEAD BEFLECTION
D DIFFUSE RADIATION
SPBIHGS (ELASTIC)
Contractile and muscle-like fibers and
antopulsation systems for polymer engine and
spring action studies
P0454 &72-38200
SflOIBBELS
HI GBOOND SQUIBBELS
STABILITY
HT COHTBOL STABILITY
HI THEHBAl STABILITY
STABILITY AUGHBNTATIOH
D FEEDBACK CONTBOL
D STABILIZATION
STABILISATION
Ionic and hydrophobic interactions effects on
Hicrococcns lysodeikticns membrane stabilization
process
p0337 A72-30595
Stabilization of carbon monoxide metabolism in
man-Chlorella system
p0387 N72-24098
STAIII1G
The distribution of the long wave photoreceptors
in the compound eye of the honey bee. as revealed
by selective osmic staining.
P0411 A72-34877
Prototype slide stainer for blood smear tests on
Skylab A .
[HASA-CB-1152601 p0087 N72-13058
STAINLESS STEELS
Stainless steel electrodes resistive and
capacitive properties in contact with saline
solutions of various concentrations and over
extensive frequency range and current densities
P0049 A72-12953
STANDARD DEVIATION
Aircraft pilot reaction capability for snitch
activation in response to voice countdown, tone
initiation and termination, noting standard
deviation
P0365 A72-31787
STANDABDI2ATION
Sleep disturbance due to sonic booms,'discussing
laboratory findings and experimental technigues
standardization
P0222 A72-23319
Standardization of microwave irradiation
experiments on animals, discussing power density
level evaluations and local vs whole-body
irradiation effects
P0340 A72-30746
STANDABDS
Pathophysiology of exposure to 0V, IB, coherent,
microwave and RF radiations, discussing
potential hazards, damage, human tolerance
threshold, protection guides and safety standards
P0288 A72-27963
Continuous flow general aviation oxygen masks.
CSAE AS 1224] P0425 A72-36536
Bibliography of codes, standards, procedures,
specifications, and reports relating to
contamination control
[NASA-IB-1-63982;| p0087 N72-13059
Factors, standards, and technignes involved in
testing protective headgear
P0261 N72-19163
acquirements for effective planetary quarantine
and spacecraft sterilization
. rNASA-CB-126033] p0313 H72-21049
Optical measuring.instruments for assessing visual
standards in astronaut selection
[NASi-CB-115763] P0529 N72-30115
ST4PHTLOCOCCOS
Effects of space flight on development of
staphylococcal infection in human subjects as
determined by extended bed rest and partial or
complete isolation
P0204 N72-17072
Viability-of staphylococci isolated from humans
subjected to long term isolation in pressurized
cabins • •
fNLL-BTS-7117] p0438 N72-2707U
STATIC PBESSOEE
NT HYDROSTATIC PBESSOBE
Altitude hypoxia human pulmonary compliance
relation between static, transpulmonary-pressure
and-inspired volume
. . p0023 A72-11958
STATIC TESTS
Static and dynamic tests of human tracking
efficiency after alcohol ingestion
TAD-729679] P0144 N72-15111
STATICS . . . .
NT ELECTROSTATICS . .
STATIONS :
NT OBBITAL SPACE STATIONS
NT SALYDT SPACE STATION
NT.SPACE STATIONS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
.NT COBBELATION COEFFICIENTS
NT FACTOB ANALYSIS
NT BULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS-
NT PBOBABILITT DISTBIBUTIOH FOHCTIONS
NT REGRESSION ANALYSIS
NT SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS
NT STANDABD DEVIATION
NT.STATISTICAL CORRELATION
NT STATISTICAL TESTS
NT VARIANCE (STATISTICS) .
EEC parameters estimation and statistical
uncertainty calculation by computer program
P0001 A72-10073
Solar activity effects on bismuth chloride
hydrolysis tests from statistical.results .
following solar flares
P0289 A72-28212
Statistical activity analysis procedure for random
nerve network model, determining representative
point trajectory in phase space via similarity
matrix
P0326 A72-29176
Aircraft accident statistical projections.from
human error review, analyzing sitnational
circumstance limitations
P0343 172-31086
Statistical evaluation of feedback role in simple
movements in terms of Index of Preprogramming
P0371 A72-32761
Application of sample guantiles to the compression
of telemetric transmission and statistical
A-395
STATISTICAL COBBOHICiTIOB THBOBI SUBJECT IBDEI
processing of medical information
P0509 A72-42221
Some effects of cognitive similarity on proactive
and retroactive interference in short-tern memory.
P0512 A72-42548
fiodgkins disease post-surgery recurrence hazard
rate in flying personnel, developing statistical
base for decision regarding return to military
flying duty
P05S8 i72-15661
Methods of measuring visual fatigue of workers
engaged in tasks involving visual checks
CH1L-LIB-COHB-1598-(5196)] p0042 H72-10133
Statistical study of physiological and
psychological factors in grounding of Italian
Air Force flight crews
P0124 H72-14091
Multiple discriminant analysis method for
determining index of item validity using
military personnel
rAD-729763] p0130. B72-14129
Body measurements and statistical analysis in
designing control cabins
P0191 H72-16021
Biostatistical procedures for analyzing ecological
and environmental problems
rBSK.-SA-3977-BET] p0198 H72-17037
Statistics on number of OS civil aviation
personnel based on certificates issued, to: pilots
and nonpilots t ••'' •. •
[AD-732568] p0206 H72-17090
Application of statistical analysis techniques for:,
determining orientation and navigation
characteristics of animals
P0396 H72-25066
Factors contributing to attrition from active
airman status, particularly biological and
medical characteristics
rFAA-AB-72-13] p0400 H72-25104
STATISTICAL COBBOBICATIOH THBOBI
0 COBBOBICATIOH TBEOBT
STATISTICAL COBBELATIOB
Student n&val aviator selection by multiple
correlation technigue using noncognitive college
and flight background questionnaire to reduce
attrition rate
P0019 A72-11704
Interpretation of statistical data concerning
relation of radiation exposure and infant
mortality . .
fBHL-16255] P0354 H72-22100
STATISTICAL DISTBIBDTIOiS
HI PBOB1BILITY DISTBIBUTIOH FDBCIIOHS
Ejection injuries from U.S. Havy aircraft,
discussing statistical distribution of
vertebral, shoulder, arm/hand, knee, leg, head
and face injuries
P0292 A72-28273
Bathematical model for digit summation task search
time distribution dependence on size of visual
display with randomly arranged three digit numbers
P0549 A72-44558
STATISTICAL EBOBABILITI f
0 PROBABILITY THEOBY
STATISTICAL TESTS '• •:
Bole of statistical hypothesis testing in psychology
fBAE-LIB-TBAHS-1649] p0471 B72-28062
STATISTICS . ? '
Bethods for measurement of the state of health
P0489 A72-40395
STEADY STATE
German monograph on Banvier node steady state I-v
characteristics transition range and control by
altered external solutions and morphological
effects on nerve fiber •
P0214 A72-22336
Begression analysis for steady state B2 ineguality
in 02 consumption calculations.
P0109 A72-34542
STEELS
HI STilBLESS STEELS .
Baterials and designs of protective armor-
• P0258 H72-19143
STEEP GBADIEBT AIBCBAFT - ' . '
0 V/STOl 1IBCBAFT •
STEEBIHG
An assembly for studying the perceptive motor ,
reactions of man under one-dimensional follow-up
conditions
P0498 472-10810
StELLAB ATBOSPBBBES
BT SOLAB ATBOSPBEBE
Cosmic sources of organic compounds from chemical
evolution viewpoint, discussing comets, -
interstellar space, prestellar nebulae and cool
stellar atmospheres
P0184 172-22014
SYBLLAB DOPPLEB SHIFT
D DOPPLEB EFFECT
D EITBATEBBESTBIAL BADIATIOB
STELLAB IIEBTIAL BAVI6ATIOB
D CELESTIAL BAVIGITIOB
STEBEOGBAPBI
0 STEBEOPBOTOGBAPHT . . • .
STEBEOPHOT06BAPHI
Camera slit lamp apparatus design for anterior eye
diagnosis in two dimensional and stereoscopic
photography and ophthalmic application
• . . p0059 A72-14725
The measurement of three-dimensional body
movements by the use of photogrammetry.
P0465 A72-39806
STEBEOSCOPIC PBOT06BAPBI
0 STEBEOPHOTOGBAPBT
STEBEOSCOPIC VISIOB '
Beuronal mechanisms of binocular vision and space
perception from tests on cats and men,
discussing nenrophysiological models of stereopsis
P0006 A72-10479
Stereopsis spring coupled magnetic dipoie model of
binocular stereoscopic depth perception in man
P0006 A72-10480
Stereoscopic depth movement perception sensitivity
compared to monocular movement
P0028 A72-12209
Oculomotor cue-based distance perception,
discussing glasses adaptation-caused
accommodation and convergence changes in
stereoscopic depth perception
P0105 A72-17414
Stereoscopic acuity for photometrically matched
background wavelengths at scotopic and photopic
levels, plotting variable depth error as
function of retinal illuminance
P0229 A72-24269
Visual latencies measurement as function of
stimulus luminance and adaptation state by
stereoscopic null method, characterizing
relationship by inverse power function
P0333 A72-29968
Bussian book - Eye movements as the basis of
spatial vision and as a model of behavior
P0418 A72-35459
On the apparent orbit of the Pnlfrich pendulum.
POU26 A72-36608
On a long-term temporal aspect of stereoscopic
depth sensation.
' • p05«8 A72-44381
STEBBOSCOPI
BT STEBEOPHOTOGBAPBT
STEBILIXATIOH
HI CHEHICAL STEBILIZATIOH '
HI SPACECRAFT STEBILIZATIOH
Spore survival in dry heat sterilization as
function of water activity, indicating
entropy-molecular stability relationship
•
:
 • " .p0073 A72-15259
Temporary human sterility caused by I ray
irradiation
• - P0208 H72-17630
European research' and atomic energy applications
to agricultural crops and insect sterilization
' tHP-19016] p0305 S72-20077
Application of aerospace technology to medical '
'eguipment, and cleaning and diagnostic
procedures of earth health care systems
fHASA-CB-1266641 • p0381 H72-24056
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of prototype
experimental 'system for controlling surgically
induced infections
[HASA-CB-1271491 P0467 H72-28036
Effect of soil particle size on microflora
survival time and sterilization regnirements
fHASA-CB-127633] ' " p0470 H72-28058
Death behavior of microorganisms during heat
sterilization
tHASA-TT-F-145431 P0559 H72-32086
A-396
SUBJECT ISDBI STBESS (PHYSIOLOGY)
STEBILIZATIOH EFFECTS
BT DECOHTiBIBATIOH . < •
HI DEGBADATION ' '
STEBHDB
Chin-sternum-heart syndrome from partial parachute
failure, with close reference to atrial
endocardia! and myocardial lacerations
P0020 A72-11711
STEBOIDS
HI AIDOSTEHOHE
HI CHOLESTEROL : ' •
NT COBTICOSTEBOIDS
HI COHTISOHE
HI PE8ICILLIH • .
Tobacco tissne cultures *ith Apollo 12 lunar
material, determining endogenous sterols and
fatty acids concentrations by gas chronatography
and mass spectronetry ' •"
p0159 A72-19850
Correlation between stress and urinary levels of
17 Ketogenic steroids and sodium-potassium ratio
during 90 day manned test- -•
fHASA-CB-112020] p0252 H72-19099
STIBOLANT . .
HI CAFFEINE . •>
HT CENTRAL HEBVOUS SYSTEM STIBDLANTS , . ? . .;
NT BOBADHENALINE . . . ~ .
NT NOBEPINEPHBINE
Bork capacity evaluation froa fatigue, biological
rhythm, tissne respiration and oxygen
consumption studies, discussing pharmacological
stimulation effects . 3
P0335 A72-30376
Stimulant and trangnilizer effects on human
acceleration tolerance
P0182 N72-29065
STIHDLATED EBISSIOH DEVICES • :• • •
NT ABGON LASEBS . -F
NT CARBON DIOXIDE LASEBS
NT CHEBICAL LASEBS •
NT GAS LASEBS
NT HELIOa-NEON LASEBS
NT LiSEBS ••
NT PULSED LASEBS
HT Q SSITCHED LASERS
NT BUBY LASEBS
STIBOXATIOH
NT AUDITORY STIHDLI .
NT SENSOBY STIBULATION ' -
Biological systems activity in controlling :
extremal problems of nervous and muscular
systems, noting external stimulation minimization
: P0455 A72-38577
Patterns of spontaneous and reflexly-indnced
activity in phrenic and intercostal ootoneurons.
P0505 A72-«1«62
STIBULI
Baximum aerobic pover response and oxygen
consumption to training stimulus intensity,
duration and fregnency, using bicycle erqoneter :
exercise
p01«8 A72-18965
Pain perception anatomical and neurophysiological
mechanism, discussing human response to.
mechanical, thermal and chemical pain inducing
stimuli . - . , . . . '
. • .,p0517 A72rt2780
Effect of nonspecific stimuli on inhibition of
pathological processes . • . •
tBASA-TT-F-653] p0252 B72-19098
Sensory interaction between vision size perception
and vestibule.stimulation as test for vestibular
hypothesis of moon illusion
[IZF-1971-23] p0385 N72-2&089
Influence of discriminative training and stimulus
control on key pecking.behavior in pigeons
FBASA-CB-127772] pOBSO N72-29019
STOCHASTIC PEOCESSES
NT BANDOH PBOCESSES .
Stochastic signal method for measuring dynamic
viscoelastic properties of isometric frog
sartorius muscle at rest and contraction, using
white noise vibrations
. . pOOTO -A72-15221
Stochastic model for eye movements- during fixation
on stationary target
p0228 A72-23795
Stochastic models of hnnan performance
effectiveness functions reliability and
correctability froo error data generated by •
tracking and vigilance tasks
P0229 A72-2U001
A stochastic bioburden model for spacecraft :
sterilization.
- pO»2l( A72-361U2
Empirical snpport for a stochastic model of
evolution. - ' •
p0511 A72-43565
Stochastic model of neuron firings based on two
recurrent time segnences of stimuli
[TB-72-1] ' P0198 N72-17033
STOKES PLOi ~
Quasi-steady creeping flow in small airways of
spherical, oblate and prolate ellipsoid and
circular cylinder lung models, obtaining Stokes
eguations solutions
. . ' p0231 A72-21169
STOHY REIEOBITES •
NT CABBOHACEOUS BETEOBITES
STOPPING POBEB
The influence of molecular binding on the stopping
power of alpha particles in hydrocarbons.
.-.v •!'. pO«30 A72-37193
SIOBBS
NT BAGNETIC STOBBS
NT THUNDEBSTOBBS
STOBBS (BETEOBOLOGY)
NT THUNDEBSTOBBS to.
STBAIH DISTBIB0TIOB
. u:- STBESS CONCENTBATION
STBAIH FATIGUE • •
D FATIGUE (BATEBIALS)
STRAPS
'Negative g strap for restraint, and performance
during aircraft acrobatics,- vibration, and crash
impact
p0260 N72-19158
STRATEGY ,'>9-
Operator, task level and workload effects on
operative strategy, showing controllers methods
modification in ATC center
P0219 A72-23130
Landing segnence strategy variations for
individual ATC operators, indicating dependence
on flight progress data variation, existing
maneuvering conditions and controller
personality traits '
s- p0219 A72-23131
Tracker recovery strategy during temporary target
obscuration in pursuit tracking task, analyzing
control stick movements •
P0330 A72-29820
STBATIFIBD FLOS •
Blood flow stratification effect on alveolar gas
exchange in liquid filled lungs in dogs from xe
133 concentration measurements
P0232 A72-2U181
STBBHGTB OF HATEBIALS .
U BECHANICAL PBOPEBTIES
STEEPTOCOCCUS . • .
Pharyngeal streptococcal flora transfer between
human subjects isolated for 15 days . ' .
p0075 N72-1199*
STBESS (BIOLOGY)
Sex differences of chronical effect of
. environmental stress on blood pressure and
information processing in rats, observing
neurotic hypertonic blood pressure irregularity
!<•<.•: . \ p0170 A72-20660
Lipid composition of growing and starving cells of
Arthrobacter crystallopoietes.
P0419 A72-35835
Bultispectral remote imagery of morphological and
physiological changes in trees under drought and
salt stress
fNASA-CB-127610] pO«68 N72-28037
STBBSS (PHYSIOLOGY)
BT ACCELEBATION STBESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
BT CENTBIFUGIHG STBESS ;
Shock-induced fighting effect on pituitary
adrenocorticotrophic hormone ACTS and .
adrenocortical steroids plasma concentration in
rats, relating ps-chological stress to
physiological function
P0096 A72-16080
Adrenocortical steroids during acute-exposure to
environmental stresses, noting effects of
injected cortisol removal, uptake and release
A-397
STBESS (PHISIOLOGI) COHID SUBJECT IBDBI
P0110 A72-17874
Hemodynanic response to running exercise stress
foe aeronautics personnel selection, determining
systolic ejection variation measurement and
cardiac frequency increase
p0151 A72-19242
Isolation stress effect on excretory products in
unrestrained chimpanzee, suggesting Ca to P
excretion ratio as physiological stress indicator
[ AD-739467] p0163 A72-20179
Isolation stress effect on oicturition circadian
rhythm and diuresis occurrence in unrestrained
chimpanzee under entrained and free running
conditions
fAD-739468] P0163 A72-20180
Isolation stress effect on circadian rhythmic
patterns of EEC activity during sleep-wake and
sleep cycles in unrestrained chimpanzee
tAD-739469] P0163 A72-20181
Human performance and exhaustion predictive model
from responses to exercise and environmental
stresses, considering circulation, thermal
regulation, work load and oxygen pressure effects
P0166 A72-20358
Light-dark cycles and physiological stress stimuli
effects on circadian rhythm in rat blood serun
serotonin levels
P0174 A72-21081
Human blood serum 11-oxycorticosteroid content
after maximum stress exercise, noting heart rate
and blood pressure changes
P0217 A72-22878
Time series analysis of physiological and work
study data in ATC tasks, using heart rate as
strain indicator
P0220 A72-23137
Elastic lung shaped model for distribution
analysis of weight induced stresses, strains and
surface pressures in lung
P0232 A72-2U479
Food deprivation stress effects on urinary
excretion values in unrestrained chimpanzees
p0234 A72-24822
Electromyogram and myogram responses in phasic
stretch reflex under prestrain conditions as
index of fnsimotor activity level in normal humans
P0273 A72-26632
Physiological index changes in parachutists of
various ages, considering plasma
recalcification, blood prothrombin, heparin
time, fibrinolytic activity, pressure and heart
beat
P0278 A72-26988
Human cardiovascular function change as indication
of hypoxic circulatory stress, using noninvasive
cardiographic measurements of cardiac
electromechanical time intervals
P0280 A72-27470
Hemodynamic response to physical exercise stress
in dogs with angiotensin-induced acute arterial
hypertension
P0289 A72-28216
Physiological and subjective responses of
physically fit young men to combined
exercise-carbon dioxide stress tests
P0297 A72-28311
Underwater tests of instrument system for combined
skin temperature and direct heat flow
measurement in thermally stressful environments
P0300 A72-28334
Parotid fluid 17-hydroxycortico steroid level
relation to hyperthermia stress at various heat
levels during thermal environmental testing
P0300 A72-2833S
Human visual accommodation biorhytha and reactions
nnder hard physical work and visual stress
P0324 A72-28749
Russian pook on functional morphology under
extremal space flight conditions covering
overloads, hypoxia and hyperoxia effects on
organism and cellular structure and metabolism
P03K2 A72-30996
Koise and vibration stress combined effects on
human mental performance as function of time of
day, taking into account circadian rhythm factor
P03K2 A72-31083
Heat chamber treadmill work-induced thermal stress
effects on reaction time to foveally and
peripherally presented visual stimuli
p0345 A72-311S4
Ronograph on hot environments stress covering heat
exchange at skin surface, clothing effect, body
temperature regulation and sweating control
P0364-A72-31515
Beat, noise and vibration stress combined effects
on skin and rectal temperature, heart rate,
weight loss and biochemical urinalysis
[AD-746083] p0410 A72-34551
Comparison of physical, biophysical and
physiological methods of evaluating the thermal
stress associated with wearing protective
clothing.
p046S A72-39808
Human tryptophan and tyrosine metabolism - Effects
of acute exposure to cold stress.
P0490 A72-40417
Prediction of vegetative reactions in the case of
stress and extreme effects upon the organism
P0508 A72-42069
Effects of externally imposed mechanical
resistance on breathing dense gas at exercise -
Hechanics of breathing.
p0511 A72-42489
Heat acclimatization by exercise-induced elevation
of body temperature.
p0515 A72-42741
Nervous mechanisms of the acoustic stress reaction
P0520 A72-43169
nervous-emotional stress as a problem of modern
work physiology
P0520 A72-43170
Calcium metabolism nnder stress and in repose.
POS40 A72-43389
Effects of environmental stresses on attack
helicopter crew task performance in HATO theater
[AD-7269491 p0041 H72-10122
Crew compartment vibration environment in B-S2
aircraft during low altitude, high speed flight
[AD-727023] p0041 H72-10127
Hypnotic effects on control of physiological
stress responses in humans
[AD-727078] p0082 H72-12030
Analysis of physiological problems created by
exposure to high pressures for prolonged periods
[AD-726206] p0082 1172-12036
Bibliographies of research reports and
publications on biodynamics and bionics
[AD-7298591 p0118 B72-14050
Analysis of nonanditory effects of noise on task
performance, cardiovascular system, and general
health of human subjects
CAD-7284261 p0139 H72-15080
Effects of prolonged vibrational stress on
performance and recovery of personnel involved
in multi-station work system
[AD-729373] p0144 1172-15114
Analysis of aerodynamic forces causing distortion
of limbs and flailing of body extremities
following ejection seat bailout at high speed
[Ap-731195] p0145 H72-15121
Chemical changes in blood plasma due to stress
[HASA-TT-F-14126} p0197 N72-17028
Values of blood serum lipids in young men in
relation to acute stress situation and regular
sports activities
fHASA-TT-F-14075] p0197 H72-17030
Phosphofructokinase activity and adenine
nucleotide levels in blood of guinea pigs
exposed to 15 percent C02 in 21 percent 02,
balance H2 for periods of time up to one week
[AD-731984] p0200 1)72-17047
Measurement of human subject heart rate during
dives with scuba equipment to determine effects
of temperature
[AD-731675] p0247 872-18118
Effect of nonspecific stimuli on inhibition of
pathological processes
[HASA-TT-F-653] p0252 H72-19098
Correlation between stress and urinary levels of
17 Ketogenic steroids and sodium-potassium ratio
during 90 day manned test
fHASA-CB-112020] p0252 H72-19099
Visual evoked potential changes of chloralose
anesthetized cats in hyperbaric atmospheres
CAD-7334161 p0254 1172-19112
Elastic thin shell theories for explaining dynamic
behavior of prestressed blood vessels
fHASA-CB-1258271 p0304 H72-20070
A-398
SUBJECT IHDEI • STBBSS BEL1I1TIOS
Electromyoqraphic activity of biceps muscle during
subaaximna isometric contraction determined froa
auditory feedback
rAD-73U300] ' P0308 N72-20094
Physiological effects of high altitnde flight and
development of life support systems for ciyil
aircraft environmental -control
CJPBS-554541 ' P0309' N72-20107
Physiological stressing and conditioning ergometer
system • '
[HASA-CASE-HFS-21109] • P0310 H72-20112
Effects of exposure to'blast induced vinds and
pressure variations on biophysical parameters
' ' . [AD-734208J P0313 B72-21054
.•• .Lactate-pyravate and redox state responses of
blood and tissue in chronic hypercapnia
[AD-734120] p031H N72-21057
Hultiphase research including neurophysiological
tasks at limit of operator capability,
telemetry, and patterns of diurnal urinary
rhythms in men with spinal cord injury
[AD-.735178] - p03S2 H72-22087
Hypothermia in cats during physical restraint and
accompanying decrease in heat production and
increase in heat loss •- '
fAD-735883] • p0384 N72-24083
Analysis of spatial disorientation reports by
flying personnel during 14 year period
fNASA-CB-126786] . p0392 H72-25032
Behavior of gluteal region of human body subjected
to varying loads in sitting position
[AD-737225] p0401 S72-25110
Bethodology and analysis of visual evoked cortical
.• response as measure of stress in hyperbaric
atmospheres of naval environment emphasizing
islow flash rates
. [AD-737209] p0402 H72-25115
History, organization, and accomplishments of. *
Project Tektite with emphasis on psychological
reactions of aqnanauts during lengthy underwater
isolation - - :
tNASA-CB-127689] p0468 H72-28041
Effects of high temperature on pilot performance
as determined in flight simulator during •
simulated instrument flight
fFAA-AB-72-171 p0483 N72-29074
Development of data support system with models for
predicting factors affecting human, performance
... fAD-7406651 P0523 R72-30080
Analysis of effects of external and internal
environments on information retrieval process in
human subjects and application for determining
, . human reliability
rAD-7406661 P0523 H72-30081
Biomedical problems of space flight based on
experiments in stress physiology and stress
psychology • j
rJPBS-51660] P0562 N72-32107
Effect of flight stress on blood clotting.in
fighter pilots
fNASA-TT-F-14455] p0562 H72-32109
SIEESS (PSYCHOLOGY) . '
Vibration space analysis for human voice ••
characteristics change during unintended speech
• under experimental psychological stresses and
actual emergency situations . . -
pOOOt A72-10213
Phenamine and aminazine effects on subthreshold
sound perception and adrenoreactive excitability
of unstable subjects under emotional stress
P0073 A72-15586
Shock-induced fighting effect on pituitary
adrenpcorticotrophic hormone ACTH and
.adrenocortical steroids plasma concentration in
rats, relating psychological stress to
physiological function
P0096 A72-16080
Time shortage as stress factor affecting mental
activity of operator in man-flying vehicle
system, discussing control signal handling , .
efficiency
•P0100 A72-16638
Aeromedical diagnostics for aircraft pilot hearing
sense tests, considering cockpit environment azd
stress-produced impairments in central nervous
system
P0102 A72-16781
Emotional aspects of pilot performance under high
stress in emergency situations, discussing
psychophysiological training methods
P0103 A72-17098
Human immediate memory adaptation to speed stress,
discussing response time and performance
accuracy relationship to stimuli complexity and
input speed
: p0107 172-17716
Evoked cortical potentials changes from emotional
visual word' stimuli stress under aiyzil
anticholinesterase drug influence
P0176 A72-21194
ATC operator stress factor evaluation from
information theory analysis of radio
telecommunication information content
P0219 A72-23134
Ergonomic simulators for testing individual mental
working capacity, using stress-strain and
fatigue relation
p0220 A72-231UO
Increase in skeletal muscle performance during
emotional stress in man.:
P0412 A72-34942
Psychic adaptation of man to a long~duration stay
in space
P0508 A72-41988
The function of external respiration in mental
activity
p0510 A72-42284
Nervous'mechanisms of the acoustic stress reaction
•; p0520 A72-43169
Nervous-emotional stress as a problem of modern
work "physiology
• - • . ' • • ' p0520 A72-43170
Measurement of pilot stress in simulated aircraft
control tasks
p0042 H72-10131
Computer program for correlating human reactions
to psychological stress
rAD-730452] p0139 N72-15081
Values of blood serum lipids in young men in
relation to acute stress situation and regular
sports activities
fSASA-TT-F-14075] p0197 N72-17030
Interrelationships of anterior pituitary hormones
in stress situations
tAD-732554] p02»« N72-18100
History, organization, and accomplishments of
Project Tektite with emphasis on psychological
reactions of aguanauts during lengthy underwater
isolation
rNASA-CE-127689] p0468 N72-28041
Analysis of effects of external and internal
environments on information retrieval process in
human subjects and application for determining
human reliability
fAD-740666] p0523 H72-30081
STAI measurements of simulated stress in ATC and
other aviation personnel
fFAA-AH-72-23] p0529 N72-30117
Measurement of arrhythmia in relation to physical
and mental work loads
CBAE-LIB-TBANS-1586] p0560 H72-32092
Biomedical problems of space flight based on
experiments in stress physiology and stress
psychology-
fJPHS-51660] p0562 H72-32107
Effect of flight stress on blood clotting in
fighter pilots
fNASA-TT-F-11155] p0562 H72-32109
Measurement of psychological stress caused by
sonic booms during sleep as function of age
[FAA-AB-72-24] p0564 S72-32121
STBESS ANALYSIS
NT PHOTOGBAPHIC HEASUBEHENT
STBESS CONCENTBATIOB
Stress distribution analysis of femnral neck,
using three dimensional photoelastic model
P0049 A72-12952
Photoelastic.analysis of cardiovascular-magnitude
stress pattern produced by flow through
gelatin-agar walled channels for analysis of
mechanical stresses on blood vessel walls
P05U5 A72-43936
S5HSSS MSTBIBOTIOS
D STBESS CONCENTBATIOB
STBESS EELAIATION
Bheological properties and architecture of
arterial walls, using stress relaxation and
stress-strain hysteresis tests on dog aorta.
A-399
STBBSS-STBAIH DISTBIBOllOH SOBJECT IIDEI
iliac and femoral strips
p0003 172-1018H
Distensibility and stress relaxation
characteristics of capacitance and resistance
vessels of isolated rabbit ear as function of
vasal tone
p0068 A72-15121
STBBSS-STBAIH DISTBIBOTIOH
0 STBSSS COHCEHTB1TIOH
STBESSBS
HT COSBIHED STBESS
HT BESIDDAL STBESS
HT THEBMAL STBESSES
HT VIBBATIOHAL STBESS
Human endurance of impact overloads and mechanical
stresses in human bodT
[»ASA-TT-F-1<I571] p0561 H72-32102
SIBOBOSCOPBS
Visual persistence and perceptual lament
hypotheses for time-dependent visual illusion
ffom viewing moving stroboscopicilly illuminated
object
p0097 A72-16150
STBOCI0BAL AHA1ISIS
Geometric properties of hu**n ribs and thin walled
ellipse model for rib cross section
[»D-7«0«50] P0525 B72-30093
Structural and analytical representation of
reversible follow-up systems
P0571 H72-33101
STBOCTOBAL DBSIGB
Structural design and electrical drive mechanism
of helicopter hoist for rescue operations
p033« A72-30097
Biodynamics of sports injuries, applied to sports
equipment design •
P0256 B72-19128
Design of insulated lightweight shoes
[AD-73H934) P0263 H72-19183
Design improvements and applications of
transducers for noninvasive methods of patient
monitoring
P0356 H72-23067
Simulation and design of breathing metabolic
simulator
pOltS H72-27129
STBOCTOBAL FAIIDBB
Boeing 707 rapid decompression at 25,000 feet,
noting rivet hole fatigue damage
P0020 A72-11715
Summary of 1971 Stockholm workshop on sonic boom
effects, discussing humans, animals and
structure exposure and interdisciplinary aspects
P0222 A72-2332*
Structural and mechanical characteristics of human
connective tissue
p0258 N72-19110
STBOCTOBAL FATIGOB
0 riTlGOE (BITEB.I1LS)
STBOCTOBAL HEHBBBS
HT HEBBBAHE STBOCTUBES
STBOCTOBAL BBLIIBIIITY
Structural crashworthiness performance of
conventional automobiles and performance of
structural devices designed for protection
P0258 H72-19142
STBOCTOBAL VIBKATIOH
Aircraft design for acceptable vibration level,
discussing flight vibration and runway response
P0152 172-19269
STODBItS
Determination of state and trait anxiety in
student drop outs from Haval flight training
program
tAD-72761«] P0016 1172-11097
SDBCIBCD1TS
0 CIBCOITS
SDBSBAVITI
0 BEDOCED GBAVITY
SOBLAIEBS
0 SOBSTB1TES
SOBHABIHES
Personal protection measures, environmental
control, and noise redaction to avoid hearing
loss among submarine crew personnel
flD-726217] pOOSi H72-1203*
Bethodology and analysis of visual evoked cortical
response as measure of stress in hyperbaric
atmospheres of naval environment emphasizing
slow flash rates
[AD-737209] POU02 H72-25115
Heasnreaent of physiological effects on metabolism
of personnel resulting from long periods of time
in submarine environment
flD-738809] pO«73 H72-2807U
Effects of confined submarine environments on crew
performance and biological processes during
prolonged submergence
[AD-7U0796] P0535 H72-31129
SOBHBBGBD BODIES
HT DIVING (DHDEBHATEB)
SOBHBBGIHG
Prolonged water immersion effects on renal
function and plasaa volume in trained and
untrained subjects, noting deleterious effect on
orthostatic tolerance and work capacity
P0227 A72-23738
Space maintainability experiment aboard
submersible during 30 day drift mission, noting
application to Skylab manpower distribution
CAIAA PAPEB 72-232] p023i i72-2«««2
Hnltihour immersion effects on blood plasma
protein and electrolyte concentration in trained
and untrained subjects
P0282 172-271(80
Human spinal segment functional state before
voluntary movement during water immersion, using
H-reflex for spinal cord motoneuron excitability
evaluation
P0334 A72-30255
Hemodynamic changes in man during immersion with
the head above water.
P0109 A72-3<t5«3
Regional lung function in man during immersion
with the head above water.
pOUSS 172-38701
Pulmonary air-trapping induced by water immersion.
P0156 A72-38711
Comparison of the vectors of the ventricular
depolarization and repolarization of man during
immersion in a standing position
P0552 A72-««92t
SOBSETS (H1THBH1TICS)
U SET THEOBI
SOBSTAHCES
U HATEBI11S
SOBSTBATES
Substrate utilization and glycolysis in the heart.
P0412 172-34977
Relationship between respiration and structure of
mitochondria in Euglena gracilis (z) grown in
carbon source substrate
fHASA-TT-F-14017] p0081 H72-12024
SOBTBOPIC1L BEGIOHS
D TBOPICA1 REGIOHS
SOBZEBO TBBPERATOBB
Peripheral thermoregnlation in arctic canines,
showing subzero bath-immersed foot temperature
maintenance above tissue freezing point
p0184 172-22019
Subzero cooling method for increasing functional
capacity of human cardiovascular system
P0388 H72-21H07
Inflatable, thermally insnlative emergency
survival suit for subzero weather
pOtaS H72-27132
PCE cold sterilization of nutrient media
[SASA-TT-P-11112) pOU68 H72-28042
SOCBOSE
Influence of hyperosmolality on left ventricular
stiffness.
POU10 A72-31727
Survival rate of Bacillus subtillis var. niger
spores in sucrose solution, various
temperatures, and humidity conditions
[HAS1-CB-123326] pOO»3 H72-11075
SOD AVIATIOB 1IBCB1FT
HT COHCORDE AIHCBAFT
SOGABS
ST GLUCOSE
HT SOCBOSE
Kinetics and mechanisms of homogeneously catalyzed
autocatalytic condensation and application to
synthesis of sugar for space flight feeding and
food manufacture
fHASA-CR-126397] p0359 F72-23086
SOITS
HT PBESSOBE SOUS
1-400
SOBJECT IHDEX
HI SPACE SOITS
Water cooled suits efficiency and effectiveness
for heat removal, notinq importance of head area
P0313 A72-31085
SOLFIDBS
HT DISOLFIDES
SOLPOB COHFOOBOS
HT DISDLFIDES
HT SOLFDE F1DOBIDES
HT SOLFOB OIIDES
Synthesis and characteristics of iron
dithiocarbanates based on infrared and Bossbauer
spectroscopy, conductivity measurements,
elemental analyses, and HHE methods
rSYO-3859-131 p003a H72-10078
S01FDB FLOOBIDBS
Cardiorespiratory response to breathing dense
sulfur fluoride-oxygen mixture under physical
exercise conditions
P0297 A72-2831*
SDLFOB OIIDES
Lead, cadmium, and solfar dioxide contamination of
vegetation and affected animals
P0261 H72-19387
SOHBABIES
HT ABSTBACTS
SOSGLiSSES
Airborne visual reconnaissance tests to determine
effect of yellow sunglasses on visual acuity of
observers
fAD-7302901 P0130 H72-1U132
SDBIIGBT
Effects of fixed, intense beam of sunlight on
human performance in space-station-like
environment
rNiSA-TS-I-621011 P02UU B72-18102'
Dse of sunlight as underwater visual direction
finder by fishes
P0398 H72-25089
SOPEBSOHIC AIBCBiFT
HT COBCOBDE AIECBAFI
HT SOPSBSOHIC TBANSPOBTS
Case report of rapid decompression in supersonic
trainer aircraft pressurized cabin, discussing
physical and blast effects, pressnrization
safety; decompression sickness and hypoxia
p0267 A72-26020
Active dosimetry for protection and control of
cosmic rays in supersonic aircraft
p0431 H72-260U7
Effects of posture on decompression and hypoxic
stress recovery induced by emergency descent of
hiqh altitude/multi-Hach transport aircraft
fAD-71116861 P0565 H72-32131
SOPEBSOIIC PHESSOBE DISTBIBOTIOH
0 PBESSOEE DISTBIB0TION'
SOPEBSOHIC STBIKE AIBCBAPT
D SDPEBSOHIC AIBCBAFT
SOPEBSOHIC TBAHSPOBTS
HT COHCOBDE AIBCBAFT
Cosnic ray exposure thindovn tracks in human
tissue from solar minimum to maximum at SST
flight level
CCEBH-71-16] p0027 A72-12079
Hedical and physiological hazards for SST
passengers and cre-s, discussing cumulative
cosmic radiation and high altitude decompression
risks
P0266 A72-25816
Badiobioloqical problems caused by supersonic
transport /With a survey of the first results
established by tests performed on board the
Concorde prototype/.
pOU56 A72-38713
SOPUB POSITIOI
Plasma renin activity during supine physical
exercise as function of salt loading
p0069 A72-15211
Supine human body mechanical impedance under
combined stress of vibration and sustained
acceleration
P0292 A72-28270
Cardiac stroke volume measurements during supine
bicycle exercise and recovery period, using
indicator-dilution technique
P0339 A72-30701
Flight and centrifuge tested aircrew tilting
supinatinq seats biomedical and technical
adequacy as acceleration protective man machine
system
POH56 A72-38707
Health condition changes in test subjects dnrinq
strict bed rest in hypokinetic recumbent and
antiorthostatic position subject to lower body
neqative pressure
P0513 A72-43913
Bheoqraphic investigation of cerebral, pulmonary
and peripheral circulation during bed rest in
antiorthostatic position
P05<!3 A72-U391H
Hetabolic changes in healthy humans caused by
prolonged bed rest in horizontal position,
noting prevention by physical exercises and
electric muscle stimulation
P0543 A72-»3921
Induction of hemodynamic deterioration by the
hypoqravic state - An evaluation of mechanisms
and prevention.
P055U A72-15199
SOPPOBT SISTEBS
HT POBTABLE LIFE SOPPOBT SYSTEMS
SOBFACB BAVIGATIOB
Detection range, color, brightness and flash
subjective response tests to evaluate light
signals for nighttime sea navigation and visual
collision avoidance
P0299 A72-28326
SOBFACE PBESSDBE
0 PRESSURE
SOBFACE PBOPEHTIES
HT ADHESION
HT SPECTBAL BEF1ECTAHCE
HT SOBFACE BOOSBHESS
HT SOBFACE TBHPEBATOBE
Spacecraft critical surfaces protection from
molecular and particulate contamination sources
including gloves, tissues, and covering or
packaqinq materials
P0278 A72-27012
Design, fabrication, and tests of magnetically
connected plastic vacuum probe surface sampler
with potential for total aseptic operation
rHASA-CB-19171 P0205 H72-17081
SOBFACE BOOGHHESS
Phase correlation between two sources formed on a
diffusing surface - Application to the human
retina
POSU8 A72-11379
SDEFACE TEBPEBATOBE
Life on Mars, investigating ground based and probe
observations of atmospheric composition and
pressure, surface temperature and features and
0V radiation
P0284 A72-2762H
SOBFACE TO SOBFACE 8ISSILBS
HT RIHOTEHAH ICBB
SOBFACE VEHICLES
HT AIBCBAFT CABBIEBS
HT AUTOMOBILES
HT LONAB BOVIHG VEHICLES
HT RALKIHG RACBIHES
Feasibility of visual vehicle simulation system
for operator training
tAD-736238] P0360 H72-23096
SOB6EOHS
HT FLIGHT SOBGEOHS
SBBSBSI
Besumption of flight after retinal surgery
POU52 A72-37879
Besults of development tests performed on portable
clean room for controlling surgically induced
infections
[HASA-CK-12«6193 p0078 H72-12012
Portable clean room, ventilation system, human'
factors, electrical subsystem, and material
compatibility test procedures for experimental
system for control of surgically induced
infections
tHASA-CB-124762] P0087 H72-13075
Operation and maintenance instructions for
experimental system used to control surgically
induced infections
CHASA-CB-125097] ' p01171 H72-KKW
Conference on application of clean room technology
to sarserT saitec
fHASA-CB-127*112] POU67 H72-28034
Operating and maintenance instructions for use
with experimental system for control of
A-101
SDBGICiL IBSTBOBEBTS SUBJECT IHDEI
pO«67 B72-28035
surgically induced infections
[BASA-CB-1276l|i:i
SOBGICAL IBSTBOHEBTS
Operation and maintenance instructions for
experimental system used to control surgically
induced infections
rSASA-CB-125097} p0117 B72-110IKI
SOBVEYIBG
D SDBVEIS
SDBVETOB 3 LOBAH PROBE
Hicrobial analysis of television, camera retrieved
from Surveyor 3 spacecraft
pO»37 872-26768
SOBVEYS ,' '
Terminal area ATC specialists and trainees 1pb
attitude and motivation from questionnaire on
challenge* tasks, salary, work schedule, etc
p0109 A72-17865
Frankfurt Airport air traffic controller opinion
survey of attitudes toward* work and working
environment
p0220 A72-23138
SUBVI7U
Hicrobial survivability in deep space
environmental simulation experiments, describing
aerospace ecology and panspermia avoidance
p0011 A72-10823
Hazard rate of recurrence in patients with
malignant melanoma, investigating survival ,
p0020 A72-11713
Spacecraft and aircraft crew survival after ~
emergency landing in adverse environments,
discussing water and food requirements, survival
supplies and medical and first aid eguipment
p0099 A72-16629
Pilot survival probabilities under various ,
conditions of high performance aircraft takeoff
and landing accidents, suggesting emergency
action guidelines for pilot training
p0226 A72-23732
Passenger behavioral inaction in snrvivable* .
aircraft accidents, suggesting maladaptive
behavior counteraction by leadership and/or
training
P0324 A72-28727
Effect of Acetazolamide /Diamox/ .at different dose
levels on survival time of rats under acute
hypozia and on Ha/t/-K/+/-ATP-ase activity of
rat tissue microsomes.
, p0409 A72-3B546
Stress and adaptation responses to repeated acute
acceleration.
pO«10 A72-3B729
Analysis of survival and cause of death statistics
for mice under single and dnration-of-life gamma
irradiation.
p0541 A72-U339U
A study of HSAP survival accidents 1 Jan. 1965-31
Dec. 1969.
P0541 A72-43425
Evidence for a metabolic limitation of survival in
hypothermic hamsters.
P0547 A72-4H364
Survival rate of Bacillus subtillis var. niger
spores in sucrose solution, various
temperatures, and humidity conditions
CNASA-CB-123326] . p0043 (172-11075
Effectiveness of lead screens in protecting bone
narrow guantity necessary for survival of pigs
gamma irradiated with Co-60
tPBHC-TH-97] P0305 H72-20078
SDHV1VAL EQDIPHEBT . .
Spacecraft and aircraft crew survival' after
emergency landing in adverse environments,
discussing water and food requirements, survival
supplies and medical and first aid eguipment
P0099 A72-16629
Thermally protective life rafts and clothing
evaluation for cold sea survival potential
assessment and tolerance limit determination
P0343 A72-31088
Hedical and technical aspects of rescue and
survival of astronauts in high mountain and
mountainous remote 'areas.
P0409 A72-34434
Some aspects of survival and rescue of astronauts
in polar regions.
pO«09 A72-34435
Portable emergency supplies and rescue search
operations for spacecrews after forced landings
on land or at sea
p0120 072-14067 -
Environmental tests of conaercially available
abandon-ship survival suit
IAD-734136] . p0263 B72-19182
Conference on portable life support systems for
human protection
rBASi-SP-3021 pOHU2.S72-27106
Inflatable, thermally insnlative emergency,
survival suit for subzero weather . . • .
POUU5 B72-27132
SOSPBHSIOH SISTERS (VESICLES) . . '
Design of vibration absorbers minimizing human
discomfort.
P0501 A72-IH231
Energy absorption and safety properties of ;
dilatant suspension systems used- in ejection
seat cushion materials
 t ,
[AD-7344231- P0263 B72-19181
SiEAT . . . .
Peripheral modifications to exercise induced
central drive for sweating, determining rates as
functions of internal temperature
... . , P0069 A72-15212
Begulation of-sweat secretion on skin surfaces
overlying active and nonactiye muscle tissue
^during skin or core temperature alterations
• , , p0069 A72-15216
Body thermal stress, local heating .and.arterial,,
occlusion effects on sweat electrolyte content.
P0153 A72-19437
Byoepithelial mechanism ,of high .frequencies ..-
pulsatile discharge of human sweat glands •
 (
, . ; p0154 A72-19444
.Galvanic skin response techniques for palmar and
dorsal sweat detection during .motion sickness by
vestibular stimulation, comparing, arousal and ••
i 'thermal sweat response ' .
.. p0163 A72-20185
Calorimetric measurements.of human body. ; j
; temperature and of hot saline solution drinking
effects on sweating rate
P0223 A72-23140
Calorimetric study of sweating man response to
drinking hat saline solution as function off •
temperature, volume and salinity of ingested
liguid ,. :
, p0223 A72-;23t<H
Thermodynamic analysis of heat of evaporation of . . .<
sweat, considering ambient temperature and
humidity effects, body heat storage and presence >
of solutes ,. •
,'. . P0270 .A72-26610
Thermoregulation changes during simulated
weightlessness of prolonged bed rest, noting
lower sweating threshold and decreased . .
vasodilation•/autonomic dysfunction/,
P0296 A72-28301
Environmental temperature effect on motion,
sickness sweating, discussing nausea and
discomforting symptomology prediction
P0296 A72-28302
Hunan diaphoretic system physiology, discussing
skin surface sweat excretion intensity relation
to optimal balancing process in thermoregnlation
, . , p0338 A72-?30672-
Skin temperatures in warm environments and the
control of sweat evaporation., .
.. , POU21 A72-35969
Sweat depression during controlled hyperthermia in
nan - .Effects on the sweat rate and sweat
electrolytes ' C ' i '
. POU61 A72-39591
Vestibular stimulation for determining response
from arousal and thermal sweat areas during
motion sickness . i .
flD-7319951 P0200-H72-17018
Relationship between steady sweat flow and
temperature regulation mechanism during exposure
to heat - . • • - •
rBEPT-877] • P0304.H72-20069
Automatic controller of lignid cooled space suit
using human sweat rate as input signal
, pOI»44-B7,2-27125
•Effect of environmental temperature on sweat .onset
during motion sickness
[AD-7I)08011 p0531 N72-31102
A-U02
SOBJBCT IHDBI
Effect of direct application of K, Ca, Bg, and Ba
ions on body temperature and sweat secretion
CBASA-TT-F-1U5051 P0560 H72-32095
SBEATIIG
0 PEBSPIBATIOH
SBBDBH
Foliation problems in Sweden, due to ase of
insecticides, heavy metals, and plastics
P0087 H72-13960
Status of Swedish research in biotechnology and
applied psychology relating to nan machine systems
fBSE-LIB-TBiNS-15971 ' p0305 H72-20073
SHEEP FBEQOEBCT
Biological system transfer-fonction extraction
using swept-freqaency and correlation techniques.
P0516 A72-U2773
SBIBBIHG
Cardiorespiratory fanctions in child swimmers and
nonathletes daring growth, relating training to
oxygen transport system dimensions
p0172 A72-20894
Influence of potassium and synthetic suqar diets
on swinminq duration in rats '
rN»Si-TT-P-iai251 •• p0240 H72-18071
SBIHE
Fiqs role as ideal experimental animal in human
biomedical research, discussinq investigations
to emphasize similarities
P0424 A72-364UO
Synchronous orbit simulation for determining long
teirm effects of electron irradiation on
spacecrews using miniature pigs
P0210 H72-17690
Effectiveness of lead screens in protecting bone
mairrow quantity necessary for survival of pigs
qanma irradiated with Co-60
[F8NC-TH-97] p0305 H72-20078
Biological effects of material transmitted shock
waves on miniature pigs
rDLB-FB-72-13] •• p0433 H72-26059
Etiology of pulmonary edema and plasma volume
changes dnrinq decompression in hybrid-swine
[NiSl-TH-X-58095] P0568 H72-33081
SBITCHES
NT SHTCHIHG CIBCOITS
SBITCBI1G CIBCOITS
lonization chamber for direct measurement' of
radiation dose equivalent, describinq'hiqh
voltaqe switchinq circuit
tCEBN-71-161 P0027 A72-12072
SIITCHIIG B1BHEHTS
0 SBITCHING CIBCDITS
SYLLABLES '
Cortical responses to visually displayed word and
nonsense syllable stimuli, using BEG and
computer techniques '
' P0072 472-152*8
STBB1OSIS
Hereditary endosymbiotic model of microbial
evolution of Precambrian prokaryotic and
enkaryotic cells
p0064 A72-14800
Phyloqenic oriqin of cytoplastids from
Cyanophycean alqa involved in endosymbiosis with
colorless Cryptophyte
p0333 A72-29996
STHBOLIC PBOGBABBIHG
HI COHPOTEB PBOGRABBIHG
SIBBOLS
Electronic head-up displays for aircraft
instrument indication in symbolic form at pilot
eye level
p0363 A72-31513
STBPATHBTIC HBBTOUS STSIEB
Stellate qanqlion stimulation and hypoxia effects
on hcTnodynamics and coronary circulation in
doqs, discussing myocardial oxygen consumption,
sympathetic nerve vasoconstrictor effect and
vasodilatory response
;
 ' p0097 A72-16153
Byorelaxant 3,5-dimethyl-t-bromopyrazol injection
effect on rabbit and dog heart dnrinq direct
extracardiac nerve stimulation
p0098 A72-16358
Cardiac acceleration by voluntary muscle
contractions of minimal duration in men due to
vaqal tone' inhibition
P0154 A72-19442
Vaqal control of ventilation and respiratory
muscles dnrinq elevated pressures in cats
P0155 A72-19446
Stimulation transmission tracts, synaptic
mechanisms and tonic activity of cat sympathetic
ganglia
P0168 A72-20617
Propranolol as adrenerqic beta receptor inhibiting
agent for hyperthyroidism symptom amelioration
P0179 A72-21550
Sympathetic responses in human skin nerves with
accompanying vasoaotor reactions induced by
emotional, thermal and respiratory stimuli
p0229 A72-24241
Physioloqical and psychological effects of noise
notinq vulnerability of circulatory apparatus,
nearovegetative system and stomach
P0339 A72-30696
Bffect of beta-adrenergic blockade on plasma
volume in human subjects.
P0453 A72-38029
Vasomotor reflexes and the principle of descendinq
control
p0494 A72-40597
Supraspinal effects in the activity of
preqanglionic sympathetic neurons delivering
axons to the cervical sympathetic nerve
p(M94 A72-40599
Polysynaptic sympatho-reticular and somatic
afferent visceral links between internal orqans
and cerebrum in interoceptive reflex fields
'. p0496 A72-U0755
Dnresponsiveness of pial precapillary vessels to
catecholamines and sympathetic nerve stimulation.
p0507 A72-41930
Influence of the sympathetic nervous system on the
presynaptic inhibition of the dorsal surface
potential of the spinal cord
p0550 A72-IHI589
SIBPATHOBIBETICS
0 ADRENEBGICS
SIBPTOBOLOGI
Asymmetrical hypertrophic cardiomyopathy symptoms
simulating mitral stenosis, suggesting
electrocardiography, chest I ray and hemodynamic
studies as diagnostic procedures
P0104 A72-17380
Environmental temperature effect on motion
sickness sweating, discussing nausea and
discomforting symptomology prediction
p0296 A72-28302
SIBPTOBS
0 SIGSS AHD STBPTOHS
SIHAPSES
Postsynaptic electric potential responses to click
of auditory cortex neurons in cats
p0020 A72-11757
Synaptic mechanisms of vestibnlospinal and
reticnlospinal effect on transmission to lumbar
motonenrons in monkeys
P0021 A72-11760
Blink reflexes in man during sleep and
wakefnlness, discussing electromyographically
recorded orbicnlaris oculi mono- and
polysynaptic responses to electrical stimuli
P0072 A72-15250
Synaptic contacts in vertebrate retinas, reviewinq
bipolar terminals, ganglion cells and amacrine
responses from electron microscopy
p0107 A72-17719
Barine gastropod nollnsk synaptic transmission
mechanism, discussing various chemical .
transmitters, two phase potential, receivers,
electrical interaction and electrophysioloqical
conditioninq '
P0112 A72-17996
Field and intracellular potentials in cat
trochlear nucleus following vestibular nerve and
nuclei stimulation for synaptic organization
study of vestibule-ocular reflex '
P0167 A72-20501
Stimulation transmission tracts, synaptic
mechanisms and tonic activity of cat sympathetic
ganglia
P0168 A72-20617
Botoneuroc pool fraction aetersinatica is haaas
monosynaptic response of healthy and
neuropathological subjects,- comparing diagnostic
methods
A-403
SYBCHHOIISH SUBJECT IBDEI
p0168 472-20619
Visual cortex nearonal background activity in
unanesthetized rabbits tinder stimulation and
depression of lateral genicnlate body and
mesencephalic reticolar formation, considering
synaptic organization
P0284 A72-27646
Synaptic patterns in the superficial layers of the
superior colliculns of the monkey* Hacaca mulatta.
p0455 A72-38617
Heuronal fiber and, synaptic azonal contact
structure of cat spinal gray natter in
corticospinal, rnbrospinal and reticolospinal
terninal zones by Golgi method
P0493-A72-40579
The ultrastructure of the lateral basilar region
of the spinal cord.
. . . p0193 A72-40581
Nenronai organization of descending, systems of the
spinal cord.
. . . ,pOU93. A72-40582
Synaptic snprasegmental.control mechanisms of
spinal cord motor neurons
p0493 A72-40584
Study of the conductivity of the notor neuron
membrane during snpraspinal stimulation
I . p0493 .A72-40585
Intracellular study of rnbrospinal neurons and of
their synaptic activation during the stimulation
. of the sensomotor cortical region
- p0493.-A72-40586
Synaptic potentials of sensor and 'motor neurons of
• trigeminal nuclei during corticofugal stimulation
., p0493<-A72-40587
Pyramidal control of the activity of interneurons
. related to various types of peripheral afferents
. . p0494 A72-40589
Possible role of snpraspinal formations in the
fixation of trace alterations at the segmental
apparatus level of the spinal cord. >. •••
. - : p0494 A72-40592
Polysynaptic sympatho-reticular and somatic
afferent .visceral links between internal organs
and cerebrum in interoceptive reflex fields v
. . . p0496 A72-40755
Synaptic events during specific and nonspecific
inhibition of visual cortex neurons •
, P0546 A72-44088
SIBCHBOHISH
Synchronization in the work of motor neurons :
during arbitrary motor activity of various' types
. . . p0494 A72-40595
SYNCHBOHIZATIOH . - , • • • '
D SYNCHBOHISB • • . ,- . . . . • • .
SYNCHRONIZERS . ,
1
 Byocardium biopulse-controlled cardiosynchronizer
as key component of biocontrol systems fox
cardiological studies . . .
P0269 A72-26455
SYHCHHOTBOH BOISE ., , . .
0 ELECTBOBAGNETIC NOISE * . • . . ,'
SYNCHBOTBOIS
NT BEVATBON • • • . - '•
STBCOPE . , . . - . ' . • - '
HT BLACKOUT (PHYSIOLOGY)
HI BLACKOUT PBEVEHTIOH !/>r-;:.
Student pilot syncope during altitude chamber
training, discussing physiological mechanism
from cardiovascular studies and psychiatric
• evaluation
. ' . • , ' p0111-A72-17879
Case report of pilot near-syncopal episode!With
bradycardia due to hyperactive right carotid
sinus reflex , • ..
P0283 A72-27487
• Tilt table tests for orthostatic tolerance,
measuring heart rate, blood pressure and
responses, of fainters and nonfainters
P0499 A72-H1020
STNDBOBES • • .
0 SIGHS ADD SYBPTOBS
SYNTAX
NT SYLLABLES .
NT BOBDS (LANGOAGE) .. • .• . . .
SYHTHESIS
Kinetics and.mechanisms of homogeneously catalyzed
autocatalytic condensation and application'to •
synthesis of sugar for"space'flight feeding and
• food manufacture
CBASA-CB-126397) . - p0359 H72-23086
SYHTBETIC PIBEBS ' • •
HT GLASS FIBEBS
SYNTHETIC BESI1S
Toxic effects of volatile components from
synthetic materials used in closed ecological
systems
' p0481 H72-29055
SYSTEH EPPECTIVEHESS
Estimate of the operational efficiency of a human
operator in the follon-op mode of a closed-loop
control system
P0556 A72-45516
Training value of training materials and devices
[AD-733962] p0311 H72-20118
Performance of fluidic volume-cycled respirator -
breadboard model 4
fAD-736353] P0354 H72-22103
Service life and performance of one nan
electrochemical C02 concentrator
fRASA-CB-1144261 - p0404 N72-2S134
Bathematical models for testing effectiveness of
• 'mnltilayered viscoelastic and elastic-plastic
brain protection system during'impact shock
CAD-740464] • P0527 N72-30102
SYSTEH FAIIOBESt • •
Operator independence test for human performance
reliability modelling based on symptom detection
and fault location of sonar system failure
.•••" • p0229 A72-24002
SISTER LIFE
D BEIIABI1ITY
SYSTEBIXATION • ' '
0 SYSTEBS EHGINEEBIHG
SYSTEBS ANALYSIS
Synergic control of computer-manipulators,*
evaluating system
pOOSB &72-16450
Human operator role in ATC sys'tems analysis,
evaluating tasks «ith respect to 'lob demands and
personal fulfillment '
•I • p0218 A72-23127
Air traffic control- systems efficiency evaluation,
discussing measures for criteria conflict -solution
P0218 A72-23128
ATC system analysis by fast time arithmetic
- simulation technigues, describing ground model
development
' '- p0220- A72-23141
• Systems analysis approach to the study of spinal
nechanisms. ' :
p0494 A72-40590
flathematical model for life support system
optimization in terms of reduced mass
minimization as quality criteria for energy
conversion and metabolic processes
P0554 A72-U5133
Analysis of regeneration processes' in 12-month
experiment nith ground complex simulation of
space environment life support systems
fAD-727264] - p0040 N72-10121
Assessment of concepts to' meet mission
requirements for space station/base food system
fHASA-CB-1152291 p'0085 N72-12053
Identification of payload's and subsystems reguired
to conduct life sciences research projects
'during space missions - Vol. 1
fHASA-CB-123738] ' p0475 H72-28087
SYSTBBS DESIGN
0 SISTEBS EHGIHEEBIHG
SISTBHS ENGINEERING ;
Book on human factors engineering covering systems
design regnirements and interface egnipment for
man machine interaction implementation
' P0050 A72-13023
Systems, man and cybernetics - IEEE Conference,
Anaheim, California, October 1971
' T - pOOSi A72-13161
Book on system safety engineering covering systems
analysis and engineering, evolution of safety
philosophy, product reliability and liability, etc
P0056 A72-14573
Human vaste management system evaluation in'zero
gravity flight tests, presenting design concept
'• for' collection by air flow technigue
P0365 A72-31825
Development of a laboratory prototype spraying
flash' evaporator.
[ASBE PAPEB 72-ENAT-281 P0459 A72-39149
A-404 '•
SOBJECT IBDEX SYSTOLE
Design criteria for the modular space station
environmental control and life support systea
selection.
[ASHE PAPEB 72-EBAV-25] p0460 172-39152
Significant factors.in environmental and thermal
control/life support system design for space
shuttle orbiter
fASSE PiPEH 72-EHAF-2U pODSO 472-39156
Space shuttle waste collection system development, ' >
discussing hnman-interface requirements, zero
.gravity effects and operational considerations
fASHE PiPEH 72-ENAV-131 P0061 A72-39164
Vater and waste management subsystem design for a
space station prototype.
TASHE PAPEB 72-EBAT-8] P0162 A72-39169
Design of vibration absorbers miniaizing human
discomfort. '
P0501 A72-41231
Anthropotechnics /human engineering/ approach to
man machine system optimization, discussing task
allocation and adaptations of machine dynamics,
displays and controls to human operator
pOSOl A72-41403
Display'device layout based on human operator
manual control information reguirements
consideration, discussing functional categories, •
motion compatibility, indicators relation and
integration . . . ' -
P0502 A72-4.1404
Human engineering reguirements in aircraft system
development. * • ''
pOSOU A72-IH423
Invariant transformation of the control laws in £•*'*.
ergatic systems
p0556 A72-45510 •
Theoretical-experimental method for parametric.
synthesis of director-type control systems
P0557 A72-45522
Design of candidate concepts for space • <
station/base food system • . > •
rHASA-CB-115231] pOOBS N72-.12052
Detail engineering data sheets for concepts of
space station/base food system: ,. •
[HASA-CE-115228] P0085 N72r1205«
Supporting technical data for concepts considered
in space .station/base food system
[8ASA-CB-1152301 • p0085 H72-12055
Development and evaluation of c-130 aircrew
training program based on systems approach
tAD-727055] . p.0087 H72-12061
Selection rationale sheets for concepts in. space
station/base food system
fSASA-CB-1.152321 P0087 N72-13070
Timeline analysis .of Shuttle Orbiter missions and
reguirements for man-in-the-loop simulation
fHASA-CB-124739] . • '-. . p0087 B72-13080
Proportional relationship between reaction time
and information processing in humans as factor
of system design
[AD-7282171 . . P0087 H72-13093
Data management techniques and designs for
integrating OPE with IflBLHS for manned space
flight '.
tNASA-CB-111996] p0127 872-14115
Development of semiautomatic tracking concepts and
control of complex systems • •
fAD-7301931 P0131 872-14135
Design and evaluation of implantable biotelemetry
ion detector • . . . .
rSASA-CH-1144151 p0205 H72-17080
Human resources data included in engineering trade -
studies
(AD-7322011 _,. P0206 872-17089
Development of nnstabilized propulsion devices! for
astronaut maneuvering in zero gravity - Skylab
program
fHASA-TS-D-667t|] . '
 P0261 872^-19169
Design characteristics of underwater fire control
systems for training Havy personnel in
maintenance and calibration
CAD-733963] " . p0262 872-19174
Feasibility and efficiency of portable
recompression chamber for treating.decompression
sickness
fAD-7337041 . , p0263 H72-19178
BIOHOD - interactive computer graphic system for
modeling continuous biological systems
CB-747~I1IH] ' ' p030« B72-20067
Application of systems engineering concept to OS
Coast Guard aviator training programs
[AD-7350511 . p0317 B72-21080
Design, technical history, and use of Haval
training devices
rAD-7354871 p0360 872-23093
Spot size scanning system for analyzing thermal
infrared military targets
[PHL-1971-31] P0386 H72-2U091
Fabrication and operational procedures for
processing lunar samples in sterile nitrogen '
atmosphere
rHASA-TS-D-6858] - pOtOO B72-25099
Development of regenerable or partially
regenerable life support systems use in ETA
protective systems
[HASA-CB-114382J pO»0« H72-25133
University generated designs for spacecraft
electric power supplies ' '
CBASA-CE-2061] pfltOS H72-25144
Automated constant caff pressure system to
remotely determine average systolic and
diastolic blood pressure in nan
. • fAD-738832] p0437 B72-26089
Bioelectric system for control of muscular activity
[HRC-TT-1551] P0439 H72-27083
Design of gas mixture breathing systems for
underwater diver equipment
" pO«42 B72-27108
Design of white blood cell counting system for use
'.in Skylab inSS
[BASA-CB-115706] - P0175 H72-28086
Teleoperator technology a'nd performance evaluation
V of general purpose anthropomorphic manipulator
with controllers and displays '
[HASA-CB-1237U1] pO»75 B72-28090
Human factor'considerations in developing
automated air traffic control systems
pO«77 B72-28105
Begression analysis of relationship between system
design, training variables, and technician
maintenance performance on antoiatic pilots
fAD-739591] pO«78 B72-28111
Development of life support subsystems for
advanced extravehicular protective systems
[HASA-CH-114321] p0529 B72-30114
Decision tree format for including human resources
data in systems engineering design
[AD-71H768] p0530 B72-30120
Combined shoulder harness and lap belt restraint
system for use in aircraft or automobiles
rMASA-CASE-ABC-10519-1] P0534 H72-31117
Design principles of hyperfiltration shower
wastewater reclamation system operating at
elevated temperature
tHASA-CB-112127) , p0534 B72-31118
Design of I ray detector for television radiograph
used in biodynamic analysis
rAD-744863] p0573 H72-33122
modification program to improve operation of self
contained underwater breathing apparatus
[AD-7»<(235] p0574 872-33133
SISTERS BABAGEHBBT
Principles for operating Soynz life support systems
P0486 B72-29089
SrSTOLB
Extrasystolic pbtentiation of ventricular
contraction effect on dog mitral valve function,
using roentgen videodensitoaetry
P0012 A72-11036
. Canine and human ventricular myocardium
microelectrophysiologic studies of
postextrasystolic T wave change relation to
cellular repolarization and contractile
potentiation magnitude
p0017 A72-11474
Beta-adrenergic and vagal blockage altered
autonomous control effects on left ventricular'
function in conscious dogs, noting heart rate,
stroke volume and end-diastolic and end-systolic
diameters
A72-12090
Single linear measure of systolic pressure
gradient for calculation of aortic valve area in
stenosis severity assessment
P0286 A72-27734
Determination of systolic time intervals using the
apex cardiogram and its first derivative.
pO»57 472-38817
1-405
SYSTOLIC PBESSOBE SUBJECT IHDEI
Factors Uniting the increase in stroke volume
obtainable by positive inotropis* -
Investigations regarding the sufficient heart in
the case of continued postextrasystolic
potentiation
P0516 A72-42748
SYSTOLIC PBBSSUBB
LF snbaadible chest wall vibration recordings,
discussing external, epicardial surface and
intraventricular pressure precordial
displacement tracings
P0002 A72-10120
Automated constant cuff-pressure system to measure
average systolic and diastolic blood pressure in
man.
• p0407 A72-34298
Automatic system for measuring and monitoring
systolic and diastolic blood pressure in humans
CHASA-CASE-HSC-13999-11 'p0405 B72-25142
Automated constant cuff pressure system to
remotely determine average systolic and
diastolic blood pressure in nan
[AD-738832] . - p0437 H72-26089
T-37 AIBCBAFT
Performance reference scale for maneuvers in T-37-
pilot training
[AD-727024] p0041 B72-10126
Development and application of training films for
instructing pilots in landing T-37 aircraft
fAD-728685] • P0087 872-13087
T-38 AIBCBAFT
Operational evaluation of methods for training
pilot personnel on T-38 aircraft
fAD-728687] P0087 N72-13091
TABLES (DATA)
Tables and bibliographies on preserving biological
materials
[BASA-CB-114422] p0241 B72-18080
Tables on performance of automatic sleep analysis
system ' '
[NASA-CB-1155761 p0381 M72-24059
TiCHISTOSCOPBS
Selective attention and short term memory
encoding, using tachistoscopic visual display
arrangements of capital letters
P0018 A72-11549
Perception of tachistoscopic binary patterns,
examining reproduction accuracy with respect to
pattern length and fixation and end-segregation
reference points
P0428 A72-36914
TACHTCABDIA •
Paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia initiated
by sinus'beats in patient, observing A-v nodal
conduction delay by ECG and electrophysiological
methods
P0017 472-11423
Bainbridge reflex mechanism, showing sinus
ganglion role in tachycardia onset
P0031 A72-12514
Tachycardia role in coronary vascular bed
hemodynamic response to severe'exercise in dogs
P0232 A72-24483
Aortic regurgitation variation with respiratory
sinus arrhythmia and respiratory cycle in dogs
during tachycardia and bradycardia
P051B A72-42674
TACTILE DISCBIHIHATIOB
Neural substrates of sensory tactile vision
substitution for information mediation in blind
subjects, using TV camera
p0005 A72-10470
Intervening discrete elements effects on filled "
duration illusion in auditory, tactual and
visual presentation
P0009 472-10720
Natural visual capture result of vision and touch •
conflict in bilateral comparisons of object length
' P0229 A72-24270
Visual and haptic perception in angle reproduction
matching task, noting performance differences
relation to nature of form discrimination and task
P0236 A72-25126
Visual-tactual senses conflict experimental
examination, discussing vision as dominant
modality
P0407 A72-34249
Heaningful shape coding for aircraft switch knobs.
P0420 A72-35944
Russian book - Beurophysiological background of
tactile perception.
P0492 A72-40464
German book - Somatic sensitivity, smell and taste.
P0516 A72-42776
Tactile information transmission for orientation
and motor control, discussing somatic
sensitivity peripheral mechanism
P0516 A72-42778
TACTILE SEHSATIOB
0 TOUCH
TAKEOFF BOSS
Pilot survival probabilities under various
conditions of high performance aircraft takeoff
and landing accidents, suggesting emergency
action guidelines for pilot training
P0226 A72-23732
TAKEOFF SISTEHS
0 AIBCRAFT LAOBCBIHG DEVICES
TALKIH6
BT SYLLABLES
HT BOBDS (L48GUAGE)
TAPE HEEGIBG
D COLLATIBG
0 DATA PBOCESSIBG
liPB BBCOBDEBS
Arterial pressure data recording technigue using
magnetic tape recorder and automatic conversion
to digital form
P0284 A72-27649
One-channel portable tape recording system for
long term ECG recording of flying personnel
P0394 B72-25051
Analog computer program for analysis of extended
electrocardiographic monitoring
P0395 H72-25053
TASK (DATA BEDUCTIOS)
D DATA BEDOCTIOH
IABGET ACQDISITIOH
Stochastic model for eye movements during fixation
on stationary target
P0228 A72723795
Circadian rhythms of visual accommodation
responses and physiological correlations during
target tracking, recording monocular focus state
by IB optometer
P0296 A72-28306
Target acguisition by systems with unlagged
acceleration control or rate control with
exponential tine lag, discussing number of
approach and control stick movements
p0330 A72-29819
Visual acuity measurement by dynamic and static
tests as function of target velocity and
exposure time
P033D A72-30042
Hypoxia *and peripheral visual stimulus position
effects on response time daring monitoring of
centrally located stimulus light
P0379 A72-34095
Visual optical system evaluation from viewpoint of
human operator target detection under field
conditions in terms of resolution, transfer
functions, aberration and eye movements
P0459 A72-39041
intermittent 'movement control theory for
prediction of visual correction applied to
target aiming during illumination loss
P0511 472-42546
Visually directed pointing as a function of target
distance, direction, and available cues.
P0518 A72-42929
Effect of apparent scene 'illumination on inflight
visual detection of ground targets during aerial
reconnaissance
CAD-728629] p0128 B72-14122
Track initiation and maintenance in single
operator semiautomatic radar surveillance system
CAD-7306091 p0145 B72-15120
Effects of G and target position on static helmet
sighting using human centrifuge '
[40-7317281 p0195 B72-16059
Pilot performance in target acguisition tasks
compared in experiments involving transition
from direct to TV mediated viewing and for color
vs monochrome TV displays
i-406
SUBJECT IHDBX TAIOHOHI
p0354 H72-22105
Target background metric for predicting ability of
aircrew in visual target acguisition tasks
rAD-7376931 '• . P0391 H72-24HO
TARGET DBOHE ilBCBAFT
Onmanned systems flight testing by test bed
vehicle conversion to nan operated node,
discussing T-33A jet trainer conversion to drone
operation
p0102 A72-16665
TABGET BECOGBITIOB
White background noise intensity effects on human
visual target detection performance considering
display difficulty levels, target location,
detection time and error
P03H5 A72-31156
Effect of target-background luminance contrast on
binocular depth discrimination at photopic
levels of illumination.
pOU11 A72-34879
The relative importance of contrast and motion in
visual detection.
P0419 A72-35689
Determining the detectability range of camouflaged
targets.
POU19 A72-35690*
The tracking of targets located outside of Panun*s
area.
POU20 A72-35916
Tine-compressed displays for target detection.
p0420 A72-35945
Psychological tests for evaluation of animated
visual displays for acoustic signal recognition
[AD-728056] , p0129 ,H72-11123
Tests to determine human ability to estimate
proportional distances and distance ratios with
aid of reference length .. ,
fAO-730283] . p0130 K72-11131
Spot size scanning system for analyzing thermal
infrared military targets . •
rPBL-1971-34] p0386 H72-21091
Evolution of target recognition and echo location
mechanism in Vespertilionid bats
tHLL-BTS-69331 P0467 H72-28030
TASK COHPLBZITI
Problem solving research, discussing trouble
shooting, logic, light pattern, search, fire
control, code transformation, perceptual maze
and computer administered tasks
P0013 A72-11192
Skill acquisition in performance of three phase
code transformation task
P0013 A72-11193
Time sharing three phase code transformation
multitask, effects on sustained performance
P0013 A72-11194
Twelve boor light-dark-dark cycle phase shift
effects on monkey feeding behavior.and serial:
task performance
p0019 A72-11703
Book on sustained attention /vigilance/,
discussing effects of signal frequency,
magnitude and distribution, task complexity,
noise, age, intelligence, etc
p0159 A72-19910
Operator mental processes during ATC task
performance, discussing work load effect, mental
representation and operator algorithm definition
P0218 A72-23129
Operator, task level and workload effects on
operative strategy, showing controllers methods
modification in ATC center
P0219 A72-23130
Time analyses of ATC approach controller tasks,
developing flow diagram for task component
sequencing and quantifying
j P0219 A72-23133
ATC task analysis by subjective rating of work
.load, discussing information processing
measures, scoring method and observer rating
procedure
p0219 A72-23135
Acceptable load standards in ATC tasks, defining
moments of conscious brain control as mental
loa-i "easnrfi
P0220 A72-23139
Human performance prediction dependence on'task
and equipment variables effects, using
experimental data for performance classification
system.
P0229 A72-24003
Choice reaction task times for responses to
signals by middle, little and index fingers
P023U A72-2U985
Hultichannel information processing task
complexity, relation to operator performance for
rapidly increasing input conditions
p0235 A72-25115
Vigilance performance prediction for
difficulty-matched auditory and loosely and
closely coupled visual intensity discrimination
tasks
P0236 A72-25127
work-rest scheduling and sleep loss effect on
operator performance in watchkeeping and active
multiple visual tasks
P0275 A72-26689
workload modification effects on pilot
neurological changes during Boeing 707 letdown,
approach and landing
P0294 A72-28290
Divided attention effect localization, using
choice tracking task reaction times in
segnential stage model for human information
processing
P0332 A72-29852
Time perception distortion level in simulated and
real flight due to task complexity-related pilot
emotional stress
P0337 A72-30392
High temperature and altitude combined effects on
performance of tracking,- monitoring and mental
arithmetic complex task
P0385 A72-31155
Botary pursuit task practice effects on transfer
of motor-skill from slower to faster speeds
POU28 A72-36915
Beasureioent of pilot stress in simulated aircraft
control tasks
P0042 S72-10131
Analysis,of models and explanations for temporally
decreasing predictive relationship between •
ability measures and complex motor task
performance
fAD-732612] . . p02«8 H72-18126
Automated instructional monitors for diagnosing
student difficulties in acquiring complex
concepts and skills
fAD-7362121 p0319 1172-21090
Human performance on tracking tasks under divided
attention demands
[AD-735762] p0359 H72-23088
Effect of noise and temperature on human
performance of simple manual dexterity task
[AD-739U321 p04<t1 H72-27097
Beliability of complex tracking task performed
concurrently with other tasks or tracking alone
condition
fFAA-AB-72-21] p0442 H72-27105
Influence of simulated sonic booms introduced
during sleep on complex mental, monitoring, and
pattern discrimination tasks
[PAA-AB-72-19] p0522 N72-30067
Pilot describing function technique for analyzing
secondary task influence on tracking performance
TOTIAS-178]. , p0530 N72-30118
TASKS
HT ADDITOBY TASKS
NT VISUAL TASKS
TASTE
Human taste papillae sensitivity to chemical
stimuli, showing stable quality and intensity
response patterns
P0103 A72-17129
Taste organs neurophysioloqical structure and
functioning, considering stimuli and excitation
parameters effects on perception threshold
P0517 A72-42783
TAHIH6 .
Anthropotechnical aspects of aircraft taxiing
guidance in airfield runway areas, suggesting
computerized operational system
P0216 A72-22779
TAIOHOBI .
DiiA primary structure variability relation to
origin and evolution, discussing taxon scale in
existing animal, plant and microorganism systems
P0062 A72-1U792
A-407
TEA 1ASEBS SUBJECT IHDEI
Evaluation of task classification system for
qeneralizinq research findings on human
perfornance from data base
[AD-7361921 P0351 H72-22082
Preliminary estimates for establishing
constructive and predictive validity of scales
for human tasks
[AD-736194] P0360 S72-23094
TE1 LASEBS
0 CABBOB DIOIIDE LASERS
TEACHIBG
0 EDOCATIOB
TBACBIIG HACalBBS
Instroctor station desiqn for automated flight
training systems, considering human factors and
informational requirements
p0152 A72-19277
Training value of training materials and devices
fAD-7339621 p0311 H72-20118
TEAHS
Team size and decision rule in the performance of
simulated monitorinq teams.
P0499 A72-41016
TECBB010GICAL FOBBCASTIHG
Technological forecasting of future pilot-aircraft
interface requirements
P0087 H72-13010
TECHNOLOGIES
NT BIOTECBBOLOGY
BT HILITAHI TECHBOLOGT
Teaching and training innovations and
technological improvements for augmenting human
coqnition
fAD-7267551 pOOI(1 B72-10124
TECBBOLOGI ASSBSSBEBT
Cryobioloqy phenomena and applications,
considering mode of action of various substances
for freezing injury protection
P0457 A72-38828
Development of deep sea diving technology
P0441 B72-27100
TECBBOLOGI IBAHSFEB
Utilization of aerospace technology in medical field
fNASA-CB-124614] p0078 N72-12011
Biomedical technology transfer of HASA
cardiovascular monitoring
fBASA-CB-124817] P0087 B72-13056
Transfer of food processinq and preservation
technoloqies from BASA to industry
fBASA-CB-1248151 p0087 B72-13071
Aerospace technoloqy transfer and utilization in
bionedical systems
fNASA-CB-126101] P0356 B72-23065
Aerospace technoloqy application and transfer
proqrams to biomedical areas
P0356 B72-23066
Aerospace technoloqy transfer and utilization in
medical research and health care
P0356 B72-23069
Aerospace technoloqy transfer to bioiedical
research problems, including transfer
innovations and potential applications
fHASA-CB-126773) pOIDO B72-25101
TECHBOLOGT OTILIZATIOB
Aerospace waste and water oanaqement technoloqies
for community and household applications
P0111 A72-18617
Collaboration of world Bealth Organization and
various international astronantical
orqanizations for space technoloqy applications
to man-environment relationships and medical and
communication sciences
P0165 A72-20300
Electromagnetic velocity and flow measurements
techniques application to cardiovascular
patients, discussing utilization problems
P0221 A72-23275
Bnssian book on man and computer covering
interaction systems technological capabilities,
mathematical aspects and applications
P0361 A72-31272
Cryobioloqy phenomena and applications,
considerinq mode of action of various substances
for freezinq injury protection
P0157 A72-38828
Potential applications of BASA-developed
technoloqy to problems of the environment.
fASHE PAPER 72-EBAT-23] p0160 A72-391S1
Application of planetary quarantine methodology
and spacecraft sterilization technology to
improved health care delivery.
P0554 A72-45118
Utilization of aerospace medical techniques to
public health particularly hypokinesis
FHASA-TT-F-14048] pOOSO 872-12011
Aerospace technology applied to medical research,
monitoring various biological functions
[SASA-CB-125616] P0245 B72-18106
Aerospace technoloqy transfer and utilization in
biomedical systems
[NASA-CB-126404] P0356 872-23065
Aerospace technoloqy application and transfer
proqrams to biomedical areas
P0356 872-23066
Aerospace technology transfer and utilization in
medical research and health care
P0356 872-23069
Accomplishoents and activities of biomedical team'-
concerned with application and utilization of
BASA technology
rSASA-CB-127792] P0484 872-29081
Activities in Technoloqy Utilization Program for
period 1 June 1971 through 30 Boveaber 1971
fHASA-CB-128116] P0530 872-31094
TBBTB
Influence of ionizing radiation on the tooth organ
P0508 A72-11987
IBFLOH (TBADEBABK)
Teflon diffusion membrane for in vivo blood and
intramyocardial tissne gas tension measurement
by mass spectroscopy without chemically bonded
heparin surface
P0173 A72-20901
TBKTITE FBOJECT.
Physiological and psychological tests to determine
effects of isolation during long periods in
underwater shelters during Tektite project
[BASA-CB-123196] p0137 N72-15069
History, organization, and accomplishments of
Project Tektite with emphasis on psychological
reactions of agnanauts during lengthy underwater'
isolation
rBASA-CB-1276891 P0468 H72-28041
TELECHIBICS
0 BEHOTE HABOLIBG
TELBCOHHUWICATIOB
BT AIBCBA7T COHHOHICATIOB
HI BIOTELEHETBY
BT COHUOBICATIOB
BT HULTICHABNEL COHBOBICATIOB
BT OPTICAL COHHONICATIOB
BT BADIO COHBOHICATIOB
BT BADIO TBLEHETBY
BT TELEHETBY
BT VOICE COHBDBICATIOB
TELEHETEBS
0 TELEHETBI
IELEBETBI
BT BIOTELEHETBY
BT BADIO TELEBETBY
Multiphase research inclndinq neurophysioloqical
tasks at limit of operator capability,
telemetry, and patterns of diurnal urinary
rhythms in men with spinal cord injury
rAD-735178] p0352 B72-22087
Automated constant cuff pressure system to
remotely determine averaqe systolic and
diastolic blood pressure in man
fAD-738832] P0437 872-26089
TELEHETBY ADTO BEDOCTIOB SYSTEH
0 DATA BEDOCTIOB
D TELEHETBY
fELEOPEBATOBS
Teleoperator manipulator for payload handlinq in
space shuttle, noting desiqn features and
simulations of master-slave remote control system
fAIAA PAPEB 72-238] p0326 A72-29075
8ASA teleoperator-ronot development program,
discussing technology and design studies related
to space shuttle and stations, satellites and
planetary vehicles
P0367 A72-32315
Human or computer control role in teleoperator
remote control mechanisms, discussing control
modes, sensing and transmission time delay
problems
p0503 A72-41416
A-408
SUBJECT IHDBI TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
Compaterized supervisory control for
interpretation of subqoal statements from human
operator to pernit teleoperator interaction with
environment without lonq time delay
P0503 i72-«1«17
Teleoperator technoloqy and performance evaluation
of general purpose anthropomorphic manipulator
uith controllers and displays
rNASA-CH-1237l»1l pO»75 N72-28090
TELEVISION BOOIPBBHT
Pilot perfornance in target acquisition tasks
compared in experiments involving transition
from direct to TV mediated viewing and for color
vs monochrome TV displays
tAD-7362«<n p0351t H72-22105
TELEVISION EBCBPTIOH
Dynamic characteristics and requirements in human
visual perception of novinq television images
rAD-72717Ul p0037 H72-10097
TELEVISION SISTERS
TV microscopic system for on-line measurement of
cat onentnm microvessels diameter relative to
heart action
P0272 A72-26621
Alphanumeric characters for small TV type raster
displays, describing legibility experiment for
character heiqht optimization
P0331 A72-29821
Design of X ray detector for television radiograph
used in biodynanic analysis
rAD-7<U8631 P0573 N72-33122
TELLOHIC FIELDS
0 ELECTRIC FIELDS
TEBPEBATOBE
BT ABBIENT TEBPERATUBE
HI ATBOSPHEHIC TEHPEHATURE
NT BOOT TEMPEBATORE
NT HIGH TEBPEBATOBE
NT SATELLITE TEBPERATORE
BT SKIN TEBPERATUBE (BIOLOGY)
NT SDBZEHO TEMPEBATORE
NT SURFACE TEBPERATUHE
TEBPEBATOBE COHTBOL
Nerve structures localized cooling device usinq
vacaum insulated closed circuit controlled
cryogenic probe vith coolinq range of plus/minus
20 C
P0072 A72-15252
Human body thermoregulatory processes under
varying environmental conditions and metabolic
rates, discussing role of blood circulation,
sweating, nervous stimuli, hormones, etc
P0268 A72-26073
Space station prototype environmental/thermal
control and life system - A current overview.
[ASBE PAPER 72-ENAV-35J p0459 A72-39143
Thermal control design for research applications
module /BAB/ shuttle compatible payload
carriers, using Freon 21-water system
fASBE PAPER 72-BNAV-31] pOU59 A72-391U6
Thermal control concept evaluation for a ten-year
life modular space station.
fASHE PAPER 72-ENAV-30] pOK59 A72-39147
Development of a laboratory prototype spraying
flash evaporator.
tASBE PAPER 72-ENAV-281 p0159 A72-391»9
Thermal control system incorporation into lunar
roving vehicle /LRV/ for electronic coaponent
protection during translnnar transportation and
lunar surface operation
fASBE PAPER 72-ENAV-27] pO»60 A72-39150
Siqnificant factors in environmental and thermal
control/life support system design for space
shuttle orbiter
tASBE PAPER 72-ENAV-21] p0160 A72-39156
Space shuttle environmental temperature
control-life support system program changes,
discussing air cooled electronic equipment,
cryogenic stores, crew size and mission duration
TASBE PAPER 72-ENAV-18) p0461 A72-39159
The development of a 150,000 watt-inch variable
conductance heat pipe for space vehicle thermal
control.
CASBE PAPEB 72-ENAV-1«] P0161 A72-39163
Computer simulation of the space shuttle orbiter
environmental thermal control system.
CASBE PAPER 72-ENAV-12] pO»61 A72-39165
Integration of an automated onboard data
management system with a manned spacecraft
environmental thermal control and life support
system.
fASBE PAPER 72-ENAV-6] pOU62 A72-39171
R and D on environmental and thermal control/life
support system application to lunar base
mission, discussing reliability and food
regeneration
P0550 A72-45164
Selected articles on mathematical or simulation
models of human thermoregnlation
rNASA-CB-115268] p0087 N72-13057
Automatic control device for regulating inlet
water temperature of liquid cooled spacesnit
TNASA-CASE-BSC-13917-1] p01Q2 N72-15098
Automatic temperature control for liquid cooled
space suit
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10599-11 pOUOl N72-25129
Automatic controller of lignid cooled space suit
using human sweat rate as input signal
pOIUI N72-27125
TBBPEBATOBE DISTBIBOTIOH
Steady state and transient temperature
distributions in human thigh covered with
cooling pad
rNASA-CB-127523] pO«39 N72-2708*
TEBPBBATOBE EFFECTS
Hydrostatic pressure and temperature effects on
growth of psychrophylic marine bacterium,
emphasizing inhibited amino acid transport and
respiration
pOOOt A72-10322
Contrast reversal or distance paradox in
temperature perception aftereffect
pOOOB A72-10716
Bacteriophage synergistic inactivation by heat and
ionizing radiation from kinetic model describing
dose rate and temperature dependences
p0113 A72-18185
Kinetics of heat inactivation of phosphoglycerate
kinase in soluble fraction from hydrogenomonas
facilis
P0164 A72-20237
Temperature effects on microorganism survival in
deep space vacuum, using molecular sink test
P0215 A72-22641
Temperature effects on blood
electrobiolnminescence, relating luminescence
peaks to protein and lipid molecular structure
changes
P0225 A72-23694
Thermolabile triose phosphate isoaerase in
psychrophilic Clostridium at moderate temperatures
P0233 A72-21750
Living organisms defense and preservation via
refrigeration and vacuum combined use in
lyophilization technigne
p0279 A72-27293
Thermoregnlation in deeply hibernating rodents
during separate chilling and steady hibernation
temperature maintenance of skin and brain
P0287 A72-27827
Environmental temperature effect on motion
sickness sweating, discussing nausea and
discomforting symptoooloqy prediction
P0296 A72-28302
Ear site body temperature measurement relation to
radiant heating of scalp and upper face
P0299 A72-28333
Temperature and extracellular Ca level effects on
mammalian ventricular myocardium force-frequency
relationships, determining contractile tension,
velocity and phase duration
P033H A72-30045
Heat chamber treadmill work-induced thermal stress
effects on reaction time to foveally and
peripherally presented visual stimuli
P0315 A72-31151
High temperature and altitude combined effects on
performance of tracking, monitoring and mental
arithmetic complex task
P0315 A72-31155
Visible and invisible nonionizing radiation
produced human injuries, considering visual and
retinal effects and induced thermal stresses
POU08 A72-34300
Theraorequiaiioii daring positive and ueqatire scrk
at different environmental temperatures.
P0425 A72-36559
A-Q09
TEBPEBATOBE FIELDS SOBJECT IIDEI
Influence of temperature shocks on seed formation
after irradiation of pollen froa Tradescantia
paludosa.
P0455 A72-38642.
Influence of coolinq of the sensoaotor reqion of
the cerebral cortex on the neurons of 'the
mesencephalic reticolar formation
P0457 A72-38926
Henatological modifications due to acute exposure
'to heat
pOSOO A72-1I1191
Influence of hiqh temperature on the onset of
notion sickness
P0507 A72-41749
Effect of activity and temperature on metabolism '
and uater loss in snakes.
p051« A72-42669
Spinal cord heatinq and coolinq effects on body
temperature, respiratory and heart rates and*
arterial blood pressure, investigating feediriq
and drinking behaviors • '
P0514 A72-42672
Temperature-sensitive neurons in the brain stea -
Their responses to brain temperature at
different ambient temperatures.
POS55 A72-45232
Survival rate of Bacillus subtillis var. niqer
spores in sucrose solution, various
temperatures, and humidity conditions
rNASA-CB-1233261 pOO»3 N72-11075
Temperature effects on destruction of Bacillus
subtilis as function of relative humidity in
spacecraft sterilization
fHASA-CB-125659] P0239 N72-18063
Heasurement of human subject heart rate during
dives vith scuba equipment to determine 'effects
of temperature
rAD-7316751 ' p02«7 N72-18118
Mechanism by which inert gases influence metabolism
fNASA-CB-620791 P0311 N72-21041
Effect of noise and temperature on human
performance of simple manual dexterity task
fAD-739432] 'p0441 H72-27097
TEBPEBATUHE FIELDS
0 TEMPEBATOBE DISTBIBUTIOH
TEHPBBATUBE INDICATOBS '•
0 INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
TEHPEBATOBB IIVEBSIOBS
NT CENfHIFUGING STBESS
TEHPBBA*OBE HEASUBEHENT
Electrical thermometer mounted on breathing mask
for electropneumoqrams, measuring temperature
change in respiration air flov . ...
P0031 A72-12518
Reciprocal temperature chanqes in dogs durinq
constant thermodilution for coronary sinus blood
flow measurement
P0113 A72-18197
Various work-rest cycles and environmental
teaperature effects on body temperature,
determininq external auditory canal and core
temperature relationship
P0171 A72-20886
Ear site body temperature measurement relation to
radiant heatinq of scalp and upper face
P0299 A72-28333
Underwater tests of instrument' system for combined
skin temperature and direct heat flow
measurement in thermally stressful environments
' p0300 A72-28334
Thermal relationship between tympanic membrane and
hypothalamus in conscious cat and monkey.
P0408 A72-34344
Clinical IB thermoqraphy with Thermovision camera
foe body temperature discontinuity detection,
discnssinq imaqe resolution
POU30 A72-37196
Heasurement of skin temperature in healthy male
human subjects to determine areas of maximum
thermostability for various ambient temperatures
P0204 N72-17074
Assessment of human skin temperature rise
suppression by edqe losses durinq thermal
irradiation
'rAD-735881] p0316 N72-21069
TBHPBB1TOBE HBASOBIHG INSTBDHEBTS ' .
NT PNE0HATIC PBOBES
NT TEHPEBATOBE PBOBES
NT THEBHOHETEBS
TEBPEBATOBB PBOBES
HT PHEDBATIC PBOBBS
Alternative heatinq local heat clearance probes
for human muscle blood flow measurement
P0223 A72-23i»i»2
TEHPEBATUBE SEBSOBS
NT THEBBISTOBS
Clinical IB thermoqraphy with Thermovision camera
for body temperature discontinuity detection,
discussinq iflaqe resolution
P0430 A72-37196
The use of cholesteric liquid crystals in the'
study of skin temperature and their applications
in aviation medicine
pOSOO A72-41192
Diqital thermometer with interchanqeable
temperature.sensors
rAD-735662] . , p0318 N72-21087
TBHPEBAT0BB TBANSDOCBBS . . '
D TEHPEBATOBE SENSOBS
fENSOHETBBS
Fast and slow human muscle fibers temporal
response characteristics, using tensometric
recordinq :
P0056..A72-13989
TEBBIIAL FACILITIES
Airport medical desiqn qnide /with comment on
certain operational natters/.
' , P0511 A72-U2500
TBBHABI STSTEBS (DIGITAL) '
0 DIGITAL SISTEHS
TBBBAIN ANALYSIS , ..
Bemote multiband photographic vegetation
inventories to determine environmental
conditions that breed public health hazards
P0t87 H72-29322
TEST BEDS '. . '. '
0 TEST EQOIPHENT "
TEST CHAHBEBS ' ,
NT HTPEBBABIC CHAHBEBS
NT PBESSDBE CHABBEBS
NT TACODfl CHAHBEBS
Dynanic and static.techniques for determining odor
thresholds of polymers used in constructing
human-occupied isolation chambers
P0078 H72-12003
TEST BQOIPHEBT •'
Landolt ring radioactive plague night vision
tester comparison with electroretinography and
Goldmann-Reekers dark adaptometry apparatus from
special tests of night blind patients
p0299 A72-28332. .
Design and fabrication of impact and vibration
test equipment for biodynamic research
fAD-726119] . pOO!»7 H72-11105.
Development and characteristics of electrodes'for
measurinq EHG, ECG, and temperature of .
 f
laboratory animals
P0203 N72-17068
Development and characteristics of test equipment
for research on human visual accommodation system
tNASA-CH-20071 ' : . P0261 H72-19170
TEST FACILITIES ' ' . '
NT HIHD TD8NELS ''. ' ' ' .
Depth-dose experiments with nonodirectional 14 HeV
neutrons in low scatter environment, describinq
test facility . , .
rcEBN-71-16) ' P0027 A72-12068
Facility design for development and evaluation-of
thermal protective clothing in reproducible, . •;
aircraft fuel fire environment .
[AD-7293621 p0129 H72-10124
Hajor'technical facilities for aerospace medical,
research-and development
rAD-73454»] . P0311 N72-20119
Desiqn and operation of IHBLHS
[NASA-CB-115664V ' ' p0405 N72-25143
TEST PILOTS
External respiration qas metabolism and energy
consumption measurements.for test pilots durinq
parabolic trajectory fligh'ts'in weightlessness
simulation experiments
P0029 A72-123H7
Life support equipment and pressure suit . - .
operational reguirements from viewpoint of -
fliqht crews and test pilots .
P0283 A72-27516
TEST VEHICLES
Dnnanned systems flight testing by test bed
A-410 .
SUBJECT IBDEI THBRHAL BADIiTIOH
vehicle conversion to aan operated'mode, .
discussing T-33A let trainer conversion to drone
operation " . •
P0102 A72-16665
TESTERS
0 TEST EQ0IPBEHT ,.
TBSTBS
Hazard rate of recurrence in germinal.cell tamors
of the testis. .
P0511 472-12198
Temporary human .sterility,caused by I ray
irradiation . .
P0208 1172-17630
TBSTIHG HACHIBBS
0 TEST EQOIPHENT
TEXTILES '' ' " ' . . .
Bioassay tests to evaluate fire' resistance and '
thermal protection properties of lightweight
fabrics used for flight clothing
fAD-732129] P0206 N72-17091
TBALAHDS , . .
Phase relations between alpha .vaves'in'EEG .and
automated rhythmic motoric activity as function
of .sub-feet behavioral activity and thalamic
pacemaker zones
'P0150 A72719109
Thalamus functional and organizational anatomy
studies from improved neurbphysiological
research methods, emphasizing cytoarchitectural
differentiation functional significance'
P0165 A72-20271
Nembutal barbiturate.effects on afferent .signals
transmission and thalamocortical level of
somatosensory system
P0176 A72-21195
Functional organization and neurophysiological
mechanisms of return corticothalamic system in
anesthetized cats, showing axon terminal
presynaptic depolarization
. .p032P A72-28762
florpho-physiological structures thalamic afferent
switching mechanisms of., visceral analysors in
motor, premotor, frontal and limbic cerebral
sections ' ' . ' . .
pO«96 A72-40753
Control, by the visual cortex, of the posterior
•lateral thalamic group in the cat
'
 n ' P0553 A72-15009
Electrophysiology. of thalmo-cortical .recruitment .
reaction ' ,'
[AD-725322] * p0039 H72-10107
TBEOBEHS
HI BERNOULLI TBEOEEB
HI SIBILAEITI THEOREB
THEOBETICAL PHYSICS
NT QOANTUH THEOHI . '
THEBAPI
NT CHEHOTHERAPY
NT PSYCHOTHERAPY
NT RADIATION THERAPY
Nonionizing electromagnetic radiation effects in
biological systems, discussing microwave ,
penetration, therapeutic warming, light- . • '
scattering in tissues and medical instrument
applications ' .
P0377 A72-33751
Effect of microorganisms on growth and destruction
of malignant tumors
rNASa-TT-P-1113021 p0383 H72-21072
THEBHAL COBFORT . • . . •
Optimal psychomotor performance in relation to
thermal comfort conditions in man, using complex
dual tests and snblective rating scales
P0002 A72-10117
water cooled suits efficiency and effectiveness
for heat.removal, noting importance of head area
p0313 A72-31085.
Comparison of vater cooled, convective air, and ,'
reverse flow system for flight personal '
conditioning noting hot environmental condition
simulation
fARC-CP-1210] p0186 N72-29092
TBEBBAL CUBBEHTS
0 CONVECTIVB FLOS ' ' '
T3ESSS1 CTCIJSS TESTS ' ';
flulti-cycle plasma arc evaluation of oxidation'
inhibited carbon-carbon material for shuttle
leading edges.
fASBE PAPER 72-ENAV-26] ' p0160 A72-39151
THEBBAL DECOHPOSITIOH
B PYROLYSIS
THBBHAL EFFECTS
U TEBPERATURE EFFECTS
TBEBIAL EBVIROHBEHIS
Hathematical model of skin contact cooling tube
device for human body thermoneutrality
maintenance in various environnents
P0217 A72-22821
Underwater tests of instrument system for combined
skin temperature and direct heat flow
measurement in thermally stressful environments
P0300 A72-28331
Optimal, temperature control for microbial
inactivation by composite environment of heat
and gamma radiation, using guadratic technigue
P0123 A72-36313
Thermal.environment control for astronauts
fNASA-CR-18521 p0012 N72-10130
Heat collapse of men working in thermally severe
environments
[AD-732019] p0217 N72-18121
Thermal activation and relative humidity effects
on spore pregermination
CNASA-CR-127525] ' p0138 N72-27077
THEBHAL INSOLATION
Nerve structures localized cooling device using
vacunm insulated closed circuit controlled
cryogenic probe with cooling range of plus/minus
20 C
P0072 A72-15252
Aircrews tolerance to cold water and life raft
.exposure, discussing prediction model based on
thermal insulation effectiveness, assumed
metabolism and body surface area and mass
[AD-7002761 P0227 A72-23731
Protection of aircrews from high temperatures and
' water-cooled garment for heat balance studies in
man
fAD-7272221 P0017 N72-11107
Physiological evaluation of thermal insulation
properties of camel hair suits for human Arctic
stay
P0131 N72-26071
Diving suit and heat element combinations for
thermal protection of underwater divers
pOIII N72-27120
Performance of liguid cooled garment system inside
pressure suit of pilot
. . . pOUII N72-27121
THBBHAL PBOPEBTIES
0 THERHODYHAHIC PROPERTIES
THBBHAL PROTECTION
Thermally protective life rafts and clothing
evaluation for .cold sea survival potential
assessment and tolerance limit determination
P0313 A72-31088
Thermal control design for research applications
module /RAH/ shuttle compatible payload
carriers, using Freon 21-water system
[ASBE PAPER 72-ENAV-311 p01S9 A72-39116
Thermal control system incorporation into lunar
roving .vehicle /LSV/ for electronic component
protection during translunar transportation and
lunar .surface operation
[ASBE PAPER 72-ENAV-27] p0160 A72-39150
Bioassay tests .to evaluate fire resistance and
thermal protection .properties of lightweight
fabrics used for flight clothing
TAD-732129] p0206 N72-17091
Carbon dioxide- and theraal-contrbl in
regenerative life support system for
extravehicular human .protection during advanced
space missions
P0113 N72-27111
THEBBAL BADIiTIOH
Human skin thermal radiation properties,
presenting data on reflection, emission,
transmission and complex refraction
r.ASHE PAPER 71-WA/HT-37] ' p0095 A72-15888
Facility design for development and evaluation of
thermal protective clothing in reproducible,
aircraft fuel fire environment
TAD-729362J p0129 B72-11121
Assessment of human skin temperature rise
suppression by edge losses during thermal
irradiation
tAD-7358811 p0316 N72-21069
A-111
TBBBBAL BESISTAHCB SUBJECT IHDBI
TBBBHAL BESISTAHCE
Haturally heat resistant organisms in soils
CHASA-CB-124832J P0117 H72-10013
Planetary quarantine laboratory ezperinents on
thermal resistance of airborne spores and
microbiological examination of spa'ce hardware
tHiSA-CB-126213] . p03S1 H72-22079
TBEBBAL STABILITY
Blood serai proteins thermal stability in patients
with vegetative vascular and neuroendocrine
syndroies, discussing ATP effects
P0217 A72-22877
TBEBBAL STBESSES
Reverse flow personal ventilation system for
reducing thermal stress daring aircraft operations
CFPBC/BEHO-250] ' P0353 H72-22097
THEBHIOBIC EEACTOBS
0 HOCLEAB SOCKET ENGINES
THBRHISfOBS ' . ,
Pneumatic thermistor transducer to neasnre steep
ejection tine interval between cardiac volume
pulse upstroke start and maxima rise rate
occurrence
' .p0273 A72-26633
Hose installed thermistor device for in-flight
monitoring of pilot respiration and pulse rate
P0280 A72-27417
TBEBBO-PBOTOVOLTAIC GEBEBATOBS
0 THEBBOELECTBIC GEHBBATORS
THEBBOCBEBICAL PBOPBETIBS
HT BEAT OF VAPOBIZATIOH
THEBBOCOOPLES
Assessment of .regional myocardial temperature
, changes effect on blood flow measurements by
heated cross-thermocouples in dogs ' .
' " p0235 A72-25071
TBEBHODIHABIC PBOPEBTIES
HT EBISSIVITY
HT EHTBOPY ,
HT FBEE EHEBGY
HT HEAT OF VAPOBIZATIOH
BT THERMAL STABILITY
HT VOLATILITY
Thermodynamic properties and mathematical modeling
of complex biological systems, considering
energy and mass exchange in photosynthesizing ,
organisms for exobioloqical life support
P0459 A72-38960
THEBHODTHAHICS
HT COHBOSTIOH PHYSICS . . .
Thermodynamics of human body metabolism,
discussing energy conversion calorimetric
measurements, body size, food intake, age, -sex,
endocrine and nervous effects
P0268 A72-26072
'Thermodynamic analysis of heat of evaporation of
sweat, considering ambient temperature and
humidity effects, body heat storage and presence
of solutes
P0270 A72-26610
Biological structures study, proposing generalized
thermodynamics for dissipative structures role
in living beings'functions
'p0373 A72-33519
Spectroscopic, kinetic, and thermodynamic analysis
of biological energy conversion mechanism in
flavin molecular complexes
fAD-735272) p018« H72-29079
THEBBOBLBCTBIC 6EHEBATOBS , .
Thermoelectric and ventilating system designs for .
use in protective military clothing
CAD-737720] - , p0391 H72-21139
TBEBBOGBiHS . .
0 BECOBDIHG IHSTBOHEHTS
THEBHOGBAPHS
U BECOBOIHG INSTBOHEHTS .
TBEBBOBECHABICS .
U THEBHODYHAHICS
TBBBHOHETEBS . '
Electrical thermometer mounted on breathing mask'
for electropnenmograms, measuring temperature
change in respiration air flow
P0031 A72-12518
Digital thermometer with interchangeable
temperature sensors . .
[AD-735662] 'p0318 H72-21087
THEBHOHETBY
0 TEBPERATDBE HEASOBEBENT ,
TBEBBOPHILES
Lactate dehydrogenase frc
thermophilic bacillus.
an extremely
p05«9 A72-UOOSO
TBBBBOPHILIC PLAITS
HT BLUE GHEES ALGAE
THBBBOPHYSICAL PBOPBETIBS
HT EBISSIVITY
HT THEBBAL STABILITY
HT VOLATILITY
THEBHOPHYSICS
D THEBBODYHAHICS
THBBHOBECEPTOBS •
Thermoregnlatory hypothalamic and body sites for
behavioral temperature regulation in squirrel
monkey
pOOSO A72-13072
Temperature sensitivity neurophysiological
nechanisa, discussing cold and heat sensitive
receptors localized distribution in human skin
and thermoregalatory function
p0516 A72-U2779
THEBBOBEGOLATIOH
Book on hibernation and hypothalamus covering
central nervous system regulating mechanisms,
biologic rhythmicity, migration, . .,..
thermoregnlation, torpor, human implications, etc
P0003 A72-10169
Ventilatory and metabolic.responses of
unanesthetized dogs exposed to various carbon
dioxide concentrations at 2 and 18 C, discussing
oxygen uptake relation to cold
p0022 A72-11951
Human short term thermoregnlation
feedback-feedforward control mechanism, using
.hypothalamic temperature as set point
P0023 A72-12036
Skin and hypothalamic temperature effects on human
thermoregulatory responses, developing control
mechanism for peripheral effects on skin sensors
P0024 A72-12011
Heat exposure effect on Sidman avoidance
performance in rats, discussing organism
thermoregulatory capacity disruption and shock
and body temperature regulation
P0031 A72-12525
Central cooling and .warming effects of
preoptic/anterior hypothalamic region on
thermoregulatory activity of neuroendocrine,
cardiovascular and neuromnscnlar systems
pOOSO A72-13070
Thermoregnlatory hypothalamic and body sites for
behavioral temperature regulation in squirrel
monkey
pOOSO A72-13072
Biological tissue heat transport dimensionless
parameters for steady state and transient
analysis of homeothern thermoregulation
P0061 A72-1U861
Heat acclimatization, work habituation and
exercise effects on body thermoregulation,
measuring tympanic temperature, sweat rate and
oxygen intake
p006t A72-1V896
Begnlation of sweat secretion on skin surfaces
overlying active and nonactive muscle tissue
during skin or core temperature alterations
P0069 A72-15216
Active Ha-K transport and passive permeability
temperature adaptation in ground sguirrel
erythrocytes
P0073 A72-15516
Analytical model for living biological tissue
transient heat transfer, taking into account
conduction, storage, generation, convection and
blood flow effects
fASHE PAPEB 71-SA/HT-361 p0095 A72-15887
German monograph on analog model of
thermoregnlation in human body at rest and at
work, describing heat transfer
P0096 A72-16017
Betabolic control of temperature compensation in
circadian rhythm of Euglena gracilis strain
P0157 A72-19538
Thermal stability variations in blood serum
protein after electrical stimulation of rabbit
hypothalamic structures
P0158 A72-19619
A-412
SUBJECT IBDBI THOBAI
Hnman temperature regulation daring upright and
sapine exercise, shoving nonlinear relationships
between perspiration and skin and core
temperatures ,. . .
p0165 A72-20275
Battery powered dc integrated circuit for,
temperature regulation in snail experimental ' ;
animals, using thermistor probes and heating pads,
P0173 A72-20895
Beat and cold acclimatization in hamsters,
relating thermoreqnlatory response to " •
heliuo-cold hypothermia induction
p0175 A72-21085
Peripheral thermoregulation in arctic canines^
showing subzero bath-immersed foot'temperature
maintenance above tissue freezing point
P0184 A72-22019
Hatheoatical model of skin contact cooling tube
device for human body thermonentrality ;
maintenance in various environments-' : ' -
P0217 A72-22821
Calorimetric measurements of hnman body
temperature and of hot saline solution drinking
effects on sweating rate
• '• "
 :
 ' ' p0223 A72-23440
Oxygen consumption and body temperature in-
anesthetized, paralyzed and artificially
ventilated dogs cooled in water bath at 34 C,
measuring hypercapnia and beta-adrenergic •
blockade effects '
[AD-7409911 p0227 A72-23735
Extravehicular life support systems for shuttle;
space station, lunar base and Bars missions,
considering thermal control, carbon dioxide
control and oxygen supply subsystems
TAIAA PAPER 72-231] ' p0231 172-24441
Bicycle ergometer measurements of thermoregulation
'input and output under wide range of work load
and climatic 'conditions, deriving correlation
equation
P0267 A72-25874
German papers 'on human body energy balance and
temperature control covering energy conversion
processes, chemical secretions, muscle activity,
etc
P0268 A72-26071
Hnman body thermoregulatory processes' under
varying environmental conditions and metabolic
rates, discussing role of blood circulation,
sweating, nervous stimuli, hormones, etc
P0268 A72-26073
Thermoregulation in deeply hibernating rodents
during separate chilling' and steady hibernation
temperature maintenance of skin and brain
p0287 A72-27827
Thermoregulation changes during 'simulated -
weightlessness of prolonged bed rest, noting
lower sweating threshold and decreased
vasodilation /autonomic dysfunction/
p0296 A72-28301
High temperature environment effects on rat organ
and muscle tissue respiration, discussing
temperature homeostasis maintenance
p0329 A72-29331
Human diaphoretic system 'physiology, discussing
skin surface sweat excretion intensity relation
to optimal balancing process in therDeregulation
P0338 A72-30672
Rater loss replacement effect'during rest and
exercise in high temperature environment
thermoregulation experiment '
P0363 A72-31449
Two compartment analog model of thermoregulation
during rest and exercise, considering 'J
temperature, heat conductance, sweat rate and
oxygen uptake
' P0363 A72-31450
Honograph on hot environments stress covering heat
exchange at skin surface, clothing effect, body
temperature regulation and sweating control
1
 p0364 A72-31515
Hemodynamic therooregulatory and sympathoadrenal
responses to heat acclimatization in man during
supine and upright position exercise
• P0420 A72-35963
Skin temperatures in warn environments and the
control of sweat evaporation. ' :
P0421 A72-35969
I
Thermoregulation during positive and negative work
at different environmental temperatures.
P0425 A72-36559
Effects of chloralose-urethan anesthesia on
temperature regalation in dogs.
P0491 A72-40426
Bussian book - Climatic conditions and the thermal
state of man.
P0492 172-40458
Thermal balance in man daring 24 hoars in a
controlled environment
P0515 A72-42747
Temperature sensitivity neurophysioloqical
mechanism, discussing cold and heat sensitive
'receptors localized distribution in human skin
and thermoregulatory function
P0516 A72-42779
Bole of the dorso-medial area of the posterior
hypothalamas in thermal regalation .and its
functional relationship's with the anterior
hypothalamas
" ' pOSSO A72-44592
Analysis of changes in thermal regulation after
destruction of the medial preoptic area of the
hypothalamas • •-• :
' " ' pOSBO A72-44593
Pulse activity of neurons in the thermal
regulation center of the-anterior-hypothalamns
during chill shivering
pOSSO 172-44594
Measuring thermoregulatory responses to cold
immersion stimulus in summer and winter for
study of metabolic cold acclimatization
riD-726467] p0038 H72-10101
Functional adaptation, thermoreqnlation, and water
balance determination for mine workers under hot
and humid conditions
CHASA-TT-P-14043] p0245 872-18107
Conference on hnman bioenergetics and
thermoregulation
[10-733401] p0254 B72-19111
Relationship between steady sweat flow and
temperature regulation mechanism during exposure
to heat
fBEPT-877] p0304 H72-20069
Analysis of body temperature control and thermal
economy during work by unclothed subjects on
ergometer
[BAE-LIB-TBAHS-1610] p0305 H72-20072
Coveralls and helmet for physiological protection
in space environment
ClD-738088] p0390 K72-24136
Reck cooling collar for improved thermal comfort
in hot weather
P0444 H72-27126
Simulation' and design of breathing metabolic
simulator
p0445 H72-27129
Inflatable, thermally insnlative emergency
survival suit for subzero weather
P0445 B72-27132
Bibliographic compendium on mathematical models
used to analyze thermoregulation and heat
transfer in mammals
[HASA-TB-X-62172] p0468 B72-28043
IHEBBOStiBILITI
0 THEBHAL STABILITY
TBEBBOTBOPISH
0 ABISOTBOPY
0 TEBPEHATOBE EFFECTS
THIGH
Steady state and transient temperature
distributions in human thigh covered with
cooling pad
CHASA-CB-1275231 p0439 B72-27084
TBH LAIEB CBBOBATOGBAPHI
Thin layer chromatography technigne for rapid
quantification of bacterial cell adenosine
triphosphate, using microscope ultraviolet
photometer
P0110 A72-17872
THOBAI
LF snbandible chest wall vibration recordings,
discussing external, epicardial surface and
intraventricular pressure precordial
displacement tracings
P0002 A72-10120
Bonsnrgical ultrasonic technigne to measure wall
displacement and pulsatile changes in thoracic
i-413
THBEB DIBBHSIOflAL BOTIOB SUBJECT IHDEI
aorta
rAD-739809] p0155 A72-194»7
Relative position of the rib within the chest and
its determination on living subjects vith the ,
aid of a computer proqram.
' p0552 A72-4S957
Fluid mechanical model for thorax response to^air
blast and iapact shock
riD-7101381 p052|l H72-30081
Geometric properties of human ribs and thin vailed
ellipse model for rib cross section
rAD-740450] P0525 H72-30093
Clincal and experimental data on treating
malfunctions of human thracic and lumbar back
regions
[AD-7«0»511 ' ' p0526 H72-30094
THBEE DIHBSSIOHAL BOTIOB
Human body Kinematics numerical analysis,
obtaining space-time resolution by
photogramnetric restitution and electronic data
processing of photographic recordings
p0059 172-11710
The measurement of three-diaensional body
movements by the use of photogrammetry.
p0465 472-39806
TBBBSHOLD DETECTOHS (DOSIPIBTBBS) I ,
Huclear emulsion and solid track threshold
dosimetry for ion spectrum division of heavy
relativistic particles in primary cosmic rays , .
fCEBH-71-16J p0026 A72-12065
THRESHOLD LOGIC '
Adaptive neural nets of threshold logic units as
models of perception and memory in biological .
systems
p0223 A72-23580
THRESHOLD SHIFT
0 THRESHOLDS
TBBESHOLDS
Determining effective flashing light intensity as
function of duration and area at threshold and
suprathreshold luminance Kith different
background luminances ,
TAD-728587] p0129 H72-14128
THRESHOLDS (PEBCEPTIOH)
Functional organization of visual cortex in
 :
monkeys, discussing monocular and binocular
responses, .trigger and stimulus abstraction
pOOOS A72-10167
Psychological threshold for successiveness,
tabulating probabilities for correct guesses of
stimuli order
p0008 A72-10713
Threshold stimulus for visual motion
discrimination as function of velocity and
luminance
pOOO,9 A72-10722
Computer simulation of evoked cortical audio
potentials in animals and humans, noting
clinical application .for hearing threshold
measurements
: . p0016 472-11324
Directional hearing perception threshold in normal
and auditory-defective patients, studying
frontal and median planes for rising and falling
noise frequencies'
P0020 472-11740
Retinal annalus onset and offset thresholds,
discussing neural signals delay characteristics
P0030 472-12488
Human centrifuge tests for semicircular canal
gyroscopic stimulation during sensory
deprivation, discussing angular acceleration
detection thresholds
p0064 472-14865
Phenamine and aminazine effects on subthreshold
sound perception and adrenoreactive excitability
of unstable subjects under emotional stress •
P0073 A72-15586
Retinal cell adaptation as result, of receptor
membrane response range saturation, considering
dark adaptation and increment threshold
p0106 472-17604
Pilot and nonpilot vestibnlar sensitivity to
rotation, determining oculogyral illusion and
rotation perception thresholds
p0109 A72-17867.
Human dark adaptometric visual threshold recovery
and electroretinograms in response to double
light flashes, using Fourier analysis of
oscillatory potentials
P0119 A72-19024
Flicker and flash threshold experiments,
discussing flicker cut-off frequency and flash
• duration relations and visual sensitivity
P0149 A72-19028
Hoving target resolution threshold in retina,
discussing visual acuity relation to target
. angular velocity during ocular pursuit
P0149 A72-19029
Dark adaptation vith logarithmically time
decreasing background luminance, noting
threshold,time lag variation vith rate of
background change
P0158 172-19827
Achromatic and chromatic thresholds during dark
adaptation against varying background
luminances, noting trend change at transition
from cone to rod function
P0158 A72-19828
Spectral response and vision thresholds of human
eye for light detection and color sensation
P0177 A72-21332
Bod-cone interaction in human scotopic vision,
presenting test flash threshold as function of
conditioning flash interval . i
P0177 A72-21460
Cat retina ganglion cell threshold and latent
responses to separate stimulation of receptive
field center and periphery i
P0177 A72-21474
Light variation threshold amounts for flicker and
, flickering pattern detection as function of
variation fregnency
, P0215.A72-22615
Average evoked potentials correlates of tvo flash
perceptual discrimination in cats, discussing
parallel changes as function of interflash
intervals and peripheral level
p0236 A72-25178
Olfactory receptor models sensitivity, discussing
•threshold dependence on adsorbed odoriferous
agent amount and exposure .time
P0269 A72-26I153
Geomagnetic field perturbation biological effects,
studying geomagnetic storm field energy levels
and magnetic flux variables relation to human
sensitivity thresholds i
P0289 A72-28210
Semicircular canal function correlation to
thresholds, aftereffects and pover functions in
pilot vestibular tests
P0291 A72-28259
High threshold afferents role in dorsal surface
potential formation in cat spinal cord •
P0329 A72-29327
Illumination intensity effects on circadian
periodicity and behavioral thresholds in Bhesus
monkey, demonstrating exception to Aschoff rule
P0331 472-298414
Hicrovave induced cutaneous heat and pain
perception thresholds,: noting usefulness as
• possible radiation hazard varning
: p0363 A72-31506
Lateral inhibition in auditory perception proved
by psychophysical stndy of nervous activity
stimuli patterns, noting erroneous measurement
of pure tone masked threshold
P0378 A72-33970
Peripheral contrast; thresholds for moving images.
. p0418 A72-35688
An analytical description of the line element in
the zone-fluctuation model of colour vision. I,
II.
P0426 A72-36606
Optokinetic thresholds in the normal monkey.
• p0426 A72-36610
Hovelty, recency and frequency effects on visual
recoqnition and pseudo-recognition thresholds.
P0427 A72-36909
Visual Field Analyzer presentation of single and
multiple stimuli for differential threshold
levels investigation, discussing eccentricity,
spatial orientation* and supraliminal stimuli
effects
POU51 A72-37831
Calculating the perceived level of light and sound.
P0454 472-38567
A-414-
SUBJECT IBDBX
Threshold excitation, temporal'summation, and
impulse response function in the retina of the
cat - Temporal receptive fields of retinal. "•*
ganglion cells J ' •' ! '
' • ' pOU55 A?2-38648
Spatial'interaction.with different-diameter
stimuli matched on1 th'e basis'of threshold,
luminance, or total luminous flux; ' "
1
 . • - " . 'pOH89-1172-10152
Russian book - Heurophysiological background of
tactile perception. •• • ' •'
• ••'•• p0492 A72-40464
Threshold "detection model for'foveal'viewing by
human observers usinq naked eye ' ' '
1
 • • : • • • !-' p0495 172-1(0733
Discrimination sensitivity and black light density
in the mesopic range •' ' ''
•' > • ' ' ' "! pO«95 A72-40735
The detectabilitv of a brief gap in 'a'pulse of*
' '"I'iflht-'as'a function of its temporal location
within the pulse. . - . : • • = , *
•' •• • ' • . • • p0499 A72-41023
On threshold mechanisms for achromatic and
chromatic vision'.' • •' : '
•••'•• • • ' . - ' • P0512 A72-42547
Olfactory perception neuroptiysiological mechanism',
'discussing receptor cells sensory thresholds,and
time,''temperature and humidity effects
. . • • " • • • • ' p0517 A72-42782
Taste organs nenrophysiological structure and :
functioning, considering stimuli and excitation
parameter's effects on perception -threshold ' •
• ' • • ' • • ;p0517 A72-42783
Roving spot detection threshold measurement for
varying exposures, noting product of stimulus
duration and velbcity for comparison' with Bloch
la* . . - ' - • ' - - ••
• • • • • ' P0518 A72-42930
notion thresholds for f bvea and peripheral retina
with/without correction for peripheral
refractive error ' >
. . - ' - - . ' pOSIS A72-13978
Information aspects'in visual perimetry, obtaining
memory requirement for control computer in
.automated perimetry • • •• - ,
- • P0547 A72-44378
Line length detectors in the human visual system -
Evidence from selective adaptation. •
p05<18 A72-44384
Visual sensitivity measurement in retinal areas
with stepwise change from one monochromatic
liclht to another, discussing eye movements
•' effects and perception thresholds
• ' P0518 A72-44385
Effects on threshold luminous intensity and
display visibility in aircraft cockpits
rEAE-LIB-TEAHS-1545] ' p0087'H72-13079
Threshold values for spatial vision and distance
perception of flight crew
P0135 H72-15052
Flash perception period measurements for ' '
determining human'visual thresholds '"
1
 - • P0136 H72-15063
Visual displays of radar, and other weapon system
devices providing signals'-varying in brightness
discrimination thresholds •
fAD-7313761 p0244 H7Z- 18098
Increment thresholds for two" nonidentical flashes
[AD-7393271 p0473 H72-28076
Comparison of serial andiograms measured by three
threshold -procedures
fAD-739896] : ' : p0478 H72-28113
Physiological potential shifts in1chinchillas
exposed to noise stresses of 500 Hz and 95 DB
tlD-7110227-1 • p0483 N72-29076
Auditory loss and recuperation of guinea pigs
using sonic boom H-wave
fISL-35/71] . <p0531 H72-31097
Guinea pig auditory loss and recuperation after
rectangular shock wave exposure
fISL-3/72]' " ...
 p053i H72-31098
THEOBBOCTTES ' •
Honovalent K and Ha'and bivalent Ca and'Hg plasma
ion ratio effect on thrombocyte electrokinetic'
potential ' • •
•- ' P0322 A72-28635
THBOBBOPEHIA : • ' : . I < •
Interactions between gas bubbles and components of
the blood - Implications in decompression
sickness.
P0557 A72T45652
THBOBBOPLASTIH
Blood coagulation behavior in rats under fall
induced intense trauma, attributing phenomenon
to increase in extrinsic thromboplastin from
damaged tissue
P0501 A72-41194
THDBDEBSTOBBS ... . .
Gas dynamics and chemistry of lightning-produced
shock waves /thunder/ in postulated primordial
reducing atmosphere, noting.amino acid production
; 'pOU24 A72-3C443
TBTBIDIHB
^Prebiotic thymidine phosphorylation at 65 c by
urea-phosphate mixtures in simulated desert
conditions
' ' " p0364 A72-31629
THIBOID GliBD .' . . ' . '
Thyroid glands iodine concentrations, blood
proteins and morphological changes in rats with
acute hypoxic hypoxia and pulmonary edema
. P0169 A72-20620
Lipid metabolism abnormality relation to
hypothyroidism leading to atherosclerosis,
noting thyroid parenchyma atrophy from . .
autoimmune thyroiditis
1
 p0178 A72-21544
Propranolol as adrenergic beta receptor inhibiting
agent for hyperthyroidism symptom amelioration
P0179 A72-21550
Bed rest and centrifuging effects on'human plasma
thyroid hormone level, discussing total protein,
albumin and thyroxin binding globulin
concentrations
P0281 A72-27477
Heuroendocrine responses in microwave radiation
exposed rats, correlating thyroid and • .
thyrbt'ropic activity
P0298 A72-28321
Epithelial follicle and mast cell role in
peroxidase activity of thyroid gland during *
experimental burn development
p0329 A72-29330
Dog thyroid gland structural changes under ' - '
repeated radial acceleration, noting -atrophic
process and autonomous reactions roles
P0329 A72-29334
Enzyme activity and ascorbic acid concentration as
index of rat thyroid gland tissue functional
activity'during hyperthermia
P0345 A72-31098
Thyroidal influence on myocardial changes induced
by simulated high altitude.
P0411 A72-34730
Protein synthesis in the cell-free system of the
human thyroid gland
' P0454 A72-38212
Thyroglobnlin content and variations in the
proteolytic activity of the thyroid gland tissue
• in animals under hypoxic conditions
P0465 A72-39727
Bole of the thyrotropic region of the hypothalamus
in the adaptation activity of the organism
P0509 A72-42167
Changes in blood serum proteins under the effect
of hyperoxia in intact rats with'thyroid-gland
dysfunction
:
 , p0510 A72-42283
Changes in the pituitary-thyroid and"in the
pitnitary-gonad systems under conditions of
functional loading and of physiological '
immobilization.
P0551 A72-44823
Existence of hypocalcemic factor in human thyroids
rHASA-TT-F-14341] pOU38 H72-27079
TBIBOIIHB
Hitosis duration and mitotic activity diurnal
rhythms in esophageal epithelium of rats given
thyroxine
P0169 A72-20623
Inhibitive effect of immobilization on urinary
cathecholamine excretion and blood plasma
thyroxine level in rats'
P0216 A72-22R48
TIBIA
Anatomy, pathology, etiology, diagnosis and
therapy of posterior tibial nerve compression
lesion, discussing tarsal tunnel syndrome
A-415
SUBJECT IHDEI
P0490 A72-10396
II Lt
D 1TTITDDE (INCLIBATIOH)
TILTIHG
D ATTITUDE (IHCLISATIOH)
TIDE
NT CHBONAXY
HT BEACTIOH TIBE
TIBE COHSTAHT
HT PERCEPTUAL TIBE COHSTAHT
System distortion error characteristics for
carrier qas type radiorespirometers, considering
relation to system tine constant
pOOOt A72-10399
Pulmonary EC network and multiple breath nitrogen
washout time constants mathematical relationship
for breathing mechanics measurement, discussing
lung compliance and resistance
P006D A72-1U862
Belaxation phenomena in the biological carbon
cycle under conditions of variable atmospheric
C02-content.
pO«12 A72-3<t897
TIBE DEPEBDEICB
Effective dose change after repeated radiation
exposures as function of time intervals between
fractions, evaluating space flight radiation
hazards
fCEHH-71-161 P0025 A72-12059
Extracardial chronotropic effects on cardiac
rhythm variations during fatigue, using
variational pulsometry and autocorrelation and
spectral analysis
P0030 A72-12513
Reactions choice limiting cueing signals effect on
reaction time, considering dependence on time
interval between cueing and start signals
P0032 A72-12852
Fast and slow human muscle fibers temporal
response characteristics, using tensometric
recording
P0056 A72-1.3989
flechanical impedance and phase angle time
variation in restrained primate during prolonged
sinusoidal vibration
fASBE PAPER 71-WA/BHF-81 P0095 A72-15916
Light scattering time dependence, erythrocyte
aggregation rates and hydrodynamic
characteristics in ox, pig and horse blood stream
P0098 A72-16230
Time shortage as stress factor affecting mental
activity of operator in man-flying vehicle
system, discussing control signal handling
efficiency
P0100 A72-16638
Betinal ganglion cell spikes timing in mammalian
retina, using electroretinography and computer
analysis
j>0107 A72-17721
Dark adaptation with logarithmically time
decreasing background luminance, noting
threshold time lag variation with rate of
background change
P0158 A72-19827
Brain structures role in fixation of temporal
relationships in information memory function of
central nervous system
P0181 A72-21836
Human performance dependence on time of day,
discussing circadian and physiological rhythms
relation and environmental change effects
P027H A72-26677
Computer analysis of helicopter 'pilots eye
movement patterns dependence on visual task
skill and performance time
P0281 A72-27«75
Human motoneuron discharge time relations during
isometric muscle contraction, measuring'adjacent
action potential and mean interspike intervals
P0285 A72-27653
Spatial and temporal summation characteristics and
relationship in human peripheral retina
investigated for stimuli viewed at eccentricity
against luminous background
P0333 A72-29970
Bodels of neurons reacting to input signal
alternation in space and time
P0450 A72-37U2M
Evolutionary clock - Honconstancy of rate in
different species.
1
 p045<l A72-38551
Temporal relation of the second heart sound to
aortic flow in various conditions.
pO»57 A72-38818
Oxygen uptake kinetics for various intensities of
constant-load work.
P0515 A72-42703
Altitude limit as function of acclimatization time
length for investigation of enhanced resistance
to acute hypoxia in rats
p05U2 A72-43908
Operator visual perception capacity under time
deficit conditions in spacecraft
P0122 H72-1U076
Time history display effects on auditory and
visual perception
[AD-733092] p02«4 H72-18099
TIBE DISCBIBIHATIOH
Soviet book on astronaut activity psychological
features covering space flight living
conditions, space and time perception
psychophysiological mechanism changes and
weightlessness effects
P0056 A72-1U2U6
Hon-monotonicity of temporal recognition of brief
duration.
P0127 A72-36912
Psychometric test for auditory stimulus duration
difference estimation, noting Weber fraction for
temporal gaps uarker condition
pO<!89 A72-40315
TIBE LA6
Target acquisition by systems with'onlagged
acceleration control or rate control with
exponential time lag, discussing number of
approach and control stick movements
P0330 A72-29819
On the apparent orbit of the Pulfrich pendulum.
P0426 A72-36608
Automatically controlled delay in self-excited
pulsating systems based on artificial muscles
P0454 A72-38164
Human or computer control role, in teleoperator
remote control mechanisms, discussing control
modes, sensing and transmission time delay
problems
p0503 A72-U1«16
Computerized supervisory control for
interpretation of snbgoal statements from human
operator to permit teleoperator interaction with
environment without long time delay
p0503 A72-«1417
Influence of potassium and synthetic sugar diets
on swimming duration in rats
FHASA-TT-F-14125] p02UO H72-18071
Effects of flight stress on pilots time perception
in simulated and real space flight
P0389 H72-24113
(IRE LAPSE PHOT06EAPHI
D CHBOHOPBOTOGBAPHT
TIBE BEASDBEBEIT
Coincidence model tests of photoperiodic time
measurement relation to circadian system in moth
Pectinophora gossypiella, using induction by
skeleton photoperiods and light cycles
P0157 A72-19533
Pneumatic thermistor transducer to measure steep
election time interval between cardiac volume
•pulse upstroke start and maximum rise rate
occurrence
P0273 A72-26633
Determination of systolic time intervals using the
apex cardiogram and its first derivative.
POU57 A72-38817
Operative memory mechanism as visual system neuron
chain storage of stimuli from image recognition
time measurements
p0458 A72-38936
Bathematical model for digit summation task search
time distribution dependence on size of visual
display with randomly arranged three digit numbers
P05U9 A72-11558
TIBS OPTIBAL COHTEOL
Computer graphics system simulation of saccadic
eye movement made for time optimal control
behavior study, incorporating eye muscle
characteristics
1-1(16
SUBJECT INDEX TISSUES (BIOLOGT)
P0152 A72-19309
TIBE BESPOBSE
Tine zone shift and p-chlorophenylalanine
desvnchronizing effects on sleep alteration and
circadian rhythms in monkeys
P0050 A72-13071
Temporal summation function form chanqe during
dark adaptation, noting relationship to chanqe
under other stimulus manipulations
P0215 172-22616
Hypoiia and peripheral visual stimulus position
effects on response time during monitoring of
centrally located stimulus light
P0379 A72-31095
Prediction displays based on the extrapolation
method.
P0502 A72-IH109
Enforced delay of human response to stimuli for
observing memory and higher mental processes
fBAE-LIB-THANS-10981 p0087 N72-13051
TIBB SEBIES ANALYSIS
Time series analysis of physiological and work
study data in ATC tasks, using heart rate as
strain indicator
P0220 A72-23137
Time series analysis of meteoropathological
disturbances of human regulation mechanisms,
investigating annual variations of diurnal rhythms
P0519 472-12977
Time series method for measuring human behavioral
and physiological response rhythms
TAD-7329511 p0262 N72-19173
TIRE SBABING
Time sharing three phase code transformation
multitask effects on sustained performance
P0013 A72-11191
TIRE SIGNALS
Electronic circuits for measuring left ventricular
processes and providing time signals for
computer monitoring of cardiovascular system
tNASA-TB-I-68001] p0191 N72-16017
TIHIHG
0 TIME BESSOBEHEHT
TISSUES (BIOLOGT)
NT EHDOTHELIUB
HT EPICABDIUH
NT EPITHELIUH
NT NEDBOGLIA
NT PEBITONEDB
Linear energy transfer distribution for negative
pions beams in human tissue, calculating
relative biological efficiency and oxygen
enhancement ratio
rcEHN-71-16] P0026 A72-12061
Epinephrine and norepinephrine effects on cerebral
blood circulation volume and oxygen tension in
tissues
P0031 A72-12517
Primary cosmic ray interaction with tissues,
emphasizing biological effects and nuclear
reactions induced radioactivity in astronaut body
P0019 A72-12911
Proliferative blood forming tissue activity under
chronic gamna ray irradiation in guinea pigs by
quantitative methods, showing myeloid and
reticnlar disturbances of bone narrow
P0056 A72-11607
Neural tissues excitability relationship to
precellular organization, considering
polyphosphate distribution in vertebrate tissues
P0062 A72-11789
Biological tissue heat transport dimensionless
parameters for steady state and transient
analysis of homeotherm thermoregulation
P0060 A72-11861
Immobilization hypercalcinria, discussing
treatment by diet-induced extracellular volume
depletion and possible pathophysiologic
mechanism of intercoipartmental fluid and
electrolyte shift
p0061 A72-11871
Analytical model for living biological tissue
transient heat transfer, taking into account
conduction, storage, generation, convection and
blood flov effects
[ASBE PAPER 71-IA/HT-36] p0095 A72-15887
Bat tissue autolysis rate during hvpokinesis,
discussing relation to free amino acid
background changes
P0101 A72-16618
Batheoatical-physical model for laser pulsed
radiation-induced pressure wave transmission
through surface and internal biological tissues
P0113 A72-18150
Tobacco tissue cultures with Apollo 12 lunar
material, determining endogenous sterols and
fatty acids concentrations by gas chromatography
and mass spectrometry
P0159 A72-19850
Uric acid to 'urea nitrogen ratio as assay test for
identification of avian tissue in verifying bird
ingestion or impact as aircraft accident cause
TAD-73785S] p0163 A72-20181
Badial diffusion and convection capillary model
for analysis of tissue protein concentration and
colloidal osmotic pressure changes during
transcapillary fluid movement
P0173 A72-20896
Viruslike particles in salivary glands, muscles
and nerves of normal and gamma irradiated
Drosophila melanogaster, showing age dependent
infection
P0176 A72-21198
Bespiration control by extracellular pB in
medullary tissue, studying chemoreceptor
response to hydrogen ion concentration in cat
cerebrospinal fluid
P0273 A72-26661
Liver and muscle type isozymes of DPN-linked
glycerol-3-P dehydrogenase in chickens in terms
of tissue distribution, ontogeny and avian
evolution
P0279 A72-27161
Apollo 12 material effect on tobacco tissue
cultures, noting-pigment increase
p0281 A72-27626
Two stage description of middle germ layer chronic
polyarthritis, noting heart muscle and vascular
wall tissues necrosis
P0286 A72-27822
Cold adaptation effects on rat skeletal muscle
tissue Vant-Hoff coefficient, considering
phosphorylation and oxidation rate, P/0 and
mitochondrial ATP-ase activity
P0323 A72-28639
Badioprotectants /mexamine and cystamine/ effects
on histo-hematic barrier permeability in rats
under hypokinetic conditions
P0326 A72-29308
Six day bed rest effect on external respiration
and subcutaneous tissue oxygen metabolism,
noting oxygen consumption decline
P0328 A72-29321
Bigh temperature environment effects on rat organ
and muscle tissue respiration, discussing
temperature homeostasis maintenance
p0329 A72-29331
Bacaca nemestrina monkey organ tissue
concentrations of lactic dehydrogenase /LDH/,
creatine phosphokinase and aldolase, with
electrophoretic determination of LDB isozymes
P0332 A72-29861
Aluminum oxide chromatography for ethanol-amine
acetyl derivatives detection and separation in
animal tissue extracts, using vater-butanol
solution as solvent
P0312 A72-30972
Enzyme activity and ascorbic acid concentration as
index of rat thyroid gland tissue functional
activity during hyperthermia
P0315 A72-31098
Effect of Acetazolamide /Diamox/ at different dose
levels on survival time of rats under acute
hypoxia and on Ba/»/-K/+/-ATP-ase activity of
rat tissue microsomes.
P0109 A72-3U516
Magnetic field effects in enzymes, tissue
respiration and some metabolism characteristics
of an intact organism
P0115 A72-35003
New data on physiological adaptations to arid zones
P0116 A72-35021
Fluid transfer butweea blood and tissues during
exercise.
P0125 A72-36560
Dynamics of dissolution of qas bubbles or pockets
in tissues.
P0429 A72-37027
A-117
TIT4BIOS SUBJECT IHDBX
Calcine metabolism conditions in calcified tissues
of rats during a lasting hypodynamia and
thyrocalcitonin administration
pOa91 A72-40432
Cortico-visceral studies of spinal cord reticular
formation stimnlation and destruction effects on
electroencephalogram cardiac activity and
interoceptive glycemic reflexes
pO«96 A72-40757
Local necrosis, parenchyoa incisions and
vascnlarization of rabbit liver tissue under
pulsed and continuous laser beams
P0499 A72-U0991
Control of the circulating blood. Bass in the case
of a functional detachment of various amounts of
pulmonary tissue
p0507 A72-41825
Lysosomal enzymes of eye tissues during the action
of hydrocortisone
P0509 A72-H2279
Mechanism of adaptation t«T hypoxic hypoiia
p0542 A72-13907
The state of vater in muscle tissue as determined
by proton nuclear nagnetic resonance.
, . P0551 A72-40774
Bypokinetic effect on synthesis, of tissue proteins
in rats
P0123 S72-11086
Polarization measnrenents and optical model for
anisotropic areas in eye tissue
p0136 H72-15060
Ophthalinoscopic photograph of eye structure using
polarized light and diagnostic applications
P0136 1172-15061
Bonte Carlo calculations of neutron and proton
* dosage and transport depths in tissue phantoms
p0207 N72-17617
Proton penetration calculations for tissues of
astronauts in simulated spacecraft environment
bombarded by solar flares and radiation belt
protons
P0207 H72-17618
Development of nicrodosimeter to determine energy
deposition in small tissue region during
exposure to space radiation
P0209 H72-17656
Increased density and reticalar fiber fornation in
rat spleen as compensatory reaction to
acceleration training
p0250 H72-190811
Relative biological effects of heavy cosmic ray
ions on livina tissue
p0431 H72-26049
Disk scintillator calculation of absorbed dose
rate from electron beams in tissue medium
[AD-739207] P0523 H72-30079
Biodynamic modelling of mechanical properties of
skin and soft tissues
[AD-7UOU191 p0525 1172-30092
Dosimetric techniques for calculating microwave
energy absorption in animal tissues
fPB-208233] P0533 H72-31109
Tissue egnivaleat human phantoms used to.measure
radiation dose rate of prototypic plutonium
circulatory support heat sources
[BHBL-SA-IH211 P0568 H72-32123
TITAIIOB .
Ti leaching from granitic rocks by Penicillinm,
simplicissimnVf discussing extraterrestrial life
detection
P0095 A72-15809
TOBACCO
Tobacco tissue cultures with Apollo 12 lunar
material, determining endogenous sterols and
'fatty acids concentrations by gas chromatoqraphy
and mass spectrometry
P0159 A72-19850
Apollo 12 material effect on tobacco tissue
cultures, noting pigment increase
P028<t A72-27626
Smoking effects on passenger health in transport
aircraft
TAD-736097] . p0358 B72-23084
TOCOPBEBOI , .
In vivo hemolysis due to hyperoxia - Bole of H202
accumulation.
P0557 A72-H5651
TOLEBAHCES (HBCHABICS)
HT IHPACT TOLEBAHCES
TOLEBAHCES (PHYSIOLOGY) . .. -
HT ACCELEBATIOH TOLEBAHCE . . . . .
HT ALTITDDE TOLEBAHCE .,
HT COLD TOLEBAHCE
HT HEAT TOLEBABCE '
HT BOHAH TOLEBAHCES .. . - .
HT BADIATIOH TO1EBABCE ' . .
Acceleration force simulation for altered weight
effect on animal tolerance to restraint,.. >-
discussing body, mass loss, reduced lymphocyte
count and disorientation .
p006<l A72-14866
• • .Chinchilla and guinea pig tolerances to hypoxia
and hyperoxia in pressure chamber tests, . :: •
. suggesting relation_to red blood cell size and
number
P0216 A72-226U7
Organism response to extreme overload factors,
discussing centrifug'ing and vibration stress
effects, on mean swimming time and -. - _ . _ . •
post-irradiation survival time in mice . .'.
P0375 472-335511
Increased tolerance of leukemic mice to arabinosyl
cytosine with, schedule adjusted to circadian
system.
P0118 A72-35397
Altitude limit as function of acclimatization time
length for investigation of enhanced resistance
to acute hypoxia in rats ,
P0512 A72-U3908
Pathology in animals exposed to high
concentrations of carbon monoxide for six months
tAD-727505] " p003« H72-10081
Biological effects of daily low. concentration .
mononethylhydrazine exposure on dogs, monkeys,
rats, and mice
... [AD-7275261 ,p0035. H72-10083
Tolerance and death in albino mice due to. various
toxic oxygen levels ;
[AD-733t18] p025t H72-19113
Biomechanics in motor skeletal structures and
determination of tolerance to external forces
fAD-700US6] ' p0523 S72-30075
TOBE
D.PITCH i
TOHOHETET •'.. .
0 IHTBAOCOLAB PBESSDBE ' .
0 PBESSUBE HEASDBEHEHTS
TOHOS - . •'
D HDSCDLAB TOHOS
TOOTH DISEASES . . - . . • , . ; . • -
Functional diagnostics of teeth.condition as pilot
health factor in stomatological aviation
medicine, discussing caries, paradentosis and
, aerodontalgia . '. . , •,
. , , p0166 472-20374
Process for preparing calcium phosphate, salts for
tooth repair
,fHASA-CASE-EBC-10338]> , p0567.N72-33072
TOPOSEiPBI ' • - . . ; . ' • . '
Analysis of effects of topography on homing
ability of pigeons as determined by ground
release and helicopter tracking
. .
 :
 . . p0397 H72-25077
iTOBSO . '
Bestraint torso for increased mobility and reduced
physiological effects while wearing pressurized
suits • -
[HASA-CiSE-HSC-12397-11 p0402 H72-25119
TOUCH
HT, TACTILE DISCBIBIHATIOH ' . •
Effectiveness of tactile, warning system.under
varying gravity loads and flight conditions
fiD-732194] ' ' p0195.N72-16060
Prosthetic device with sensing means for detecting
tactile stimuli
 ;
fBASA-CASE-BFS-165701 p0310 H72-20111
Heasuring method for cutaneous perception using
instrument with elongated tubular .housing
fHASA-CASE-HSC-13609-1] ' p0403 H72-25122
TOBED BODIES •- .
.Parachuting and aerial .towing physiological and
force data FH telemetry, forjbiomedical-response
assessment leading,to .human engineered eguipment
improvement and midair retrieval system .
development
PQ028 A72-12138
TOBED Tf.BGETS " . , • .
0 TOIED BODIES
A-1418
SUBJECT IHDEI TB1CE COHTAHIHAITS
T08IIG
Parachutist biomedical responses In aerial tov at
110-175 knots, determining heart and respiration
rates and urinary catecbolamines
P0292 A72-28272
TOIIC DISEASES
HI CABBOH flOBOIIDE POISONING
NT LEAD POISONING
TOXIC HAXABDS
CO contamination of cabin and hazard to pilots,
discnssinq concentrations, avoidance, control
and analysis
P016S A72-20267
Tozicoloqical evaluation of sone synthetic
materials designed for airtight space equipment
P0491 A72-40434
Toxic hazards associated iiith handling and
exposure to oxyqen diflnoride
[AD-7275251 P0035 H72-10082
Analysis of toxicity of various orqanic chemicals
and development of safety measures for human
subjects
fBASA-CB-124835] P0087 B72-.13060
Toxic effect of carbon dioxide breathinq on human
body
P0121 B72-14070
Snit for personnel handlinq liquid rocket
propellants for protection froa chlorine
triflnoride and elemental fluorine
fAD-731556] p0310 B72-20115
Bioloqical implications of Pn accumulation in nan
and his environaent
fLA-DC-130831 p0357 B72-23075
Analysis of behavior of aerosols in high pressure
helinm-oxyqen environment and removal of harmful
aerosols from environment '
tAD-7359601 p0357 H72-23076
Cholinesterase methods for assaying pesticide
poisoning in blood of aerial applicator personnel
rFAA-AB-72-12] p0438 H72-27080
Toxic effects of volatile components from
synthetic materials used in closed ecological
systems
p0481 B72-29055
Toxicology and flammability hazards of insecticide
vapor in aircraft cabin environment
CFS-70-601-120A] P0521 H72-30061
TOXICITI
HI CABBON HOHOXIDE POISONING
BT LEAD POISONING
Potassium cyanide effect on phospholipid exchange
in rat brain and liver daring histotoxic hypoxia
as function of body temperature
p0098 A72-16357'
Abdominal injected barbamyl somnifacient and toxic
effect on mice subjected to hypokinesia and
isolation
P0101 A72-16650
Synthetic carbohydrates tozicity effects on rat
liver lysosomes application to astronaut
potential food sources
p0335 A72-30381
Pathology in animals exposed to high
concentrations of carbon monoxide for six months
tAD-727505] ' p0034 H72-10081
Toxic hazards associated with handling and
exposure to oxygen diflooride
[AD-727525] p0035 B72-10082
Toxicity of carbon monoxide in confined
environment under high pressure
fAD-727508] p0035 B72-10085
Bioloqical effects of short term and continuous
exposure of humans to lov concentrations of CO
CAD-727507] P0035 872-10087
Effects of low CO concentrations on learned
behavior patterns using human subjects
UD-727510] P0036 B72-10088
Effects of carbon monoxide on coronary
hemodynamics and left ventricular function in
conscious dog
fAD-727511) P0036 B72-10089
Automated analysis of time lapse photographic data
of unrestricted laboratory animals during
spacecraft cabin toxicology experiments
fAD-727514] • p0036 B72-10090
Air sampling process for determininq hazards from
radioactive or toxic aerosol inhalation
(LA-4249-yOL-21 pOOOH S72-11079
'Effects of inhalation of freon 113 on laboratory
animals
[HASATTH-X-67461] p0087 H72-13050
Analysis of toxicity of various orqanic chemicals
and development of safety measures for human
subjects
fHASA-CR-1248351 p0087 H72-13060
Hypotension determination in dogs during
bromotrifluoromethane exposure
fAD-7315119] p0242 B72-18088
Comparison of effect produced on animals by
titanium boride, zirconium boride and chromium
boride with amorphous boron and metallic
compounds of these borides
[HASA-TT-F-14255] p0350 B72-22078
Toxicoloqical evaluation of synthetic
carbohydrates in liver lysosomes of white rats
P0387 B72-24102
Effects on animals of continuous exposure to
dichloromethane vapors
rBASA-CB-127698] pOU69 H72-28051
Acute toxicity of HC1 vapor and HC1 aerosol tested
on rats and mice
[AD-744829] p0569 B72-33084
TOXICITI AID SAFETY HAZARD
Bnssian book on povdered metals toxicity covering
industrial dust, physiological effects, safety
standards, electron configurations and
crystalline structure
P0268 A72-26067
Intoxicating liquor and the general aviation pilot
in 1971.
P0558 A72-45662
Acute toxicity of brief exposures to HF, BC1, B02,
and BCD singly and in combination with CO which
constitute some products produced in aircraft
. fires
CFAA-AH-71-41] P0087 1172-13061
Evaluation of contact toxicity and toxicity of
thermal degradation products of nonflammable
materials used in spacecraft structures
P0196 B72-16435
TOXICOLOGI
lexicological control and chemical analysis of
outgassing products from nonmetallics in high
temperature oxyqen atnosphere, investigating use
within IB crew compartment
P0009 A72-10771
Insecticide dichlorvos vapor toxicity in aircraft
cabin atmosphere at 8000 ft, studyinq plasma
Cholinesterase activity, erythrocytes, dark
adaptation and bronchiolar resistance
P0342 A72-31082
A note on the biological activity of the noble qas
compound xenon trioxide.
P0424 A72-36444
Biological effects of daily low concentration
monomethylhydrazine exposure on doqs, monkeys,
rats, and mice
fAD-727526] p0035 B72-10083
Permeation tubes as calibrated sources of qas in
toxicoloqical studies
UD-727516] p0036 B72-10091
Guides for short term human exposure to air
pollution
[PB-199904] P0036 B72-10092
Toxicoloqical data and human response to short
term exposure to nitrogen oxides '
CPB-1999031 P0037 B72-10093
lexicological characteristics of artificial
atmosphere of closed ecological systems in
spacecraft and submarines
[JPBS-54531J p0085 H72-12058
Effects of toxic methyl isobutyl ketone vapor on
physiological processes in dogs, monkeys, and
rats during 90 day continuous exposure
CHASA-CB-126744] pOlOO H72-25102
TBACE COBTABIBABTS
Spacecraft atmosphere trace contaminant sensor
system using mass spectrometric analysis of
contaminants concentrated on sorbents in monitor
inlet system
[ASHE PAPEB 72-EBAV-15] p0461 A72-39162
using lithium as chenicai tracer in urine for
providing means for indirect determination of
total urine volume by atomic absorption
spectrophotometry
rSASA-CB-115262] p0081 B72-12025
A-419
IB ACE ELBBBHTS SOBJECf IHDEI
Spacecraft trace contaminant control syste» with
presorbers and postsorbers for catalytic oxidizer
CHASA-CB-20271 p0435 H72-26079
TB1CE BLBBBNTS
Extraction of microelements in human food rations
and excreta
P0078 N72-12004
Ideal tracer theory for transfer of chemical
species through various membranes
[BNL-50299] P0198 H72-17034
Potential health hazards due to ingestion of
garden vegetables contaninated by arsenic,
cadaiaa, lead, and zinc
H72-19390
TB1CKBBS
0 THACKING (POSITION)
TBACKIHG (POSITIOI)
HI COBPBNSATOBY TRACKING
HT OPTICAL TRACKING
BT PORSOIT TBACKING ,,l
BT BADAB TBACKIBG.
NT BILDLIFE RADIOLOCATION
Simulated sonic boom effect on. tracking
performance and autonomic. response, noting heart
rates, skin conductance and startle reflex
P0109 A72-17868
Pilot glide slope and localizer tracking
performance during successive in-flight
simulated ILS approaches
P0291 A72-28260
Hanaal tracking control with continuously variable
selective control gain in response to system
state, noting intuitive optimization
P0504 A72-41425
Influence of stick efficiency on tracking error
applying two slightly different control elements.
P0504 A72-41429
Development of .semiautomatic tracking concepts and
control of complex systems
[AD-7301931 P0131 N72-14135
Pilot tracking and scanning performance and
strategy alteration for two tracking situations
[AD-7301541 . p0139 B72-15083
Static and dynamic tests of human tracking
efficiency after alcohol ingestion
CAD-7296791 P0144 H72-15111
Six display formats used by three instrument-rated
pilots to regulate against random disturbances
for precision tracking
[AD-731580] .p0248 N72-18125
Human performance on tracking.tasks under divided
attention demands
fAD-735762] p0359 N72-23088
Application of statistical analysis techniques for
determining orientation and navigation • •' . • -' •
characteristics of animals
P0396 H72-25066
Human operator errors in performing - audio-video
and audio only tracking tasks
P0435 B72-26078
Reliability of complex tracking task:performed
concurrently with other tasks or tracking alone
condition
fPAA-AH-72-211 p0442 B72-27105
Effects of hypoxic stress on tracking performance.-.
by human operators .
rAD-7404681 p0484 N72-29078
Effect of preview on pilot describing functions in
simple tracking task
rOTIAS-TH-1761 p0534 H72-31120
Effect of isoniazid on psychomotor performance of
aviator instructors
TAD-7288231 . , p0564 S72-32120
TBACKI1G STDDIES
0 TBACKIHG. (POSITION)
TBADEOPPS * '
Human•resources data included in engineering trade
studies
fAD-732201] . ,. . p0206 H72-17089
IBADBSCAHTIA
Dynamics of secondary vacnole movement within
cytoplasm of Tradescantia virginiana hair cells
P0367 A72-32350
Influence of temperature shocks on seed formation
after irradiation of pollen from Tradescantia
palndosa. >•
P0455 A72-38612
TBAPPIC COBTBOL
NT AIB TBAFFIC CONTROL
TB1IHBBS
0 STODEHTS
TRilHEBS
D TRAINING DEVICES
TBAIHING
0 EDOCATIOB
T1AIBIBG AIBCBAPT
Case report of rapid decompression in supersonic
trainer aircraft pressurized cabin, discussing
physical and blast effects, pressnrization ,
safety, decompression sickness and hypoxia
P0267 A72-26020
TBAIIIIG DEVICES
NT TEACHING HACHIBES
^Physical training as a prophylactic measure
against the hypodynamic syndrome
P0543 A72-43920
Hardware parameters related to human factors in
training operators of night observation devices
CAD-727657] . . . p0046 H72-11099
Development and application of training films for
instructing pilots in landing T-37 aircraft
rAD-7286851 p0087 N72-13087
Computer graphics for training device instructor
console applications. .
fAD-731739] p0196 N72-16063
Design characteristics of underwater fire control
systems for training Navy personnel in
maintenance and calibration
fAD-733963] p0262 N72-19174
DSAF training of airborne skills in ground
environment
CAD-732611] p0263 H72-19179
Training devices for training operators in use
characteristics and maintenance of Naval
electronic equipment
[AD-7334711 P0311 N72-20116
Training value of training materials and devices
[AD-733962] p0311'N72-20118
Design, technical history, and use of Naval
training devices
[AD-735487] p0360 N72-23093
Automated technical training devices for Air Force
instruction program
fAD-736030] . . : - P0360 N72-23095
Feasibility of visual vehicle simulation system
for operator training
TAD-7362381 p0360 N72-23096
Conference papers relating to military training
device technology and training methodology
fAD-737226] p0391 1172-24137
Effects of training in ocular pursuit tracking on
subsequent performance .
tADT741246] , p0486 N72-29094
TRAINING SIBDLATOBS
NT COCKPIT SIBOLATOBS
NT FLIGHT SIHDLATOBS
 :
Aircraft safety enhancement by computer controlled
flight simulator training of air crews,
discussing Boeing 747•program
P0148 A72-18839
Night Carrier Landing Trainer flight and carrier
environment.simulator-for A-7 aircraft-pilot,
training,^.discussing performance, predictions
from computer data analysis
P0150 A72-19137
Flight stress: and performance of training in
general aviation simulator compared with actual
flight
P0291 A72-28261
Hypoxia effect on aircraft pilot performance,
using Link GAT 1 trainer and.controlled. .
composition atmosphere under varied altitude
conditions for simulated ILS landing approaches
,p0297 A72-28310
.<• Pressure chamber training effects on rats chain
motor reflexes hypoxia adaptation, noting
sinocarotid receptors importance in
compensatory-adaptive reactions
P0323 A72-28641
How Dnited trains DC-10 pilots.
P0452. A72-37898
Studies in pilot training - The--anatomy of transfer.
•' P046U A72-39718
Visual simulation-- A proven training method.
,.- , P0465 A72-39749
.Problems arising in the transfer .-of training from
simulated to real control systems.
P0503 A72-41412
1-420
SOBJECT ISDEI TRANSITION BETALS
laproved ground trainers for flight simulation and
pilot training
[AD-7270091 POOU6 N72-11098
Visual landing simulator for ground based trainer
using display device to simulate changing
outline of runvay as seen by pilot while landing
fAD-7323231 p0195 N72-16056
TBAJECTOBIBS
NT DESCENT TH1JECTORIES
TBABQOILIZEBS
Tranguilizers effect on pilot in-flight
performance, discussing flight safety, alcohol
potentiating effect, student pilot stress
reactions and airsickness treatment
P0113 A72-18158
Chlorpromazine trangnilizer influence on squirrel
nonkeys in electric shock tests, shifting
postevent aggressivity to pre eyent anticipation
P0119 A72-18975
The effect of chlordiazepoxide on visual field,
eztraocular nuscle balance, colour Batching
ability and hand-eye co-ordination in man.
P0119 A72-35915
Effect of psychotropic substances on human
resistance to acceleration
P0492 A72-10H13
The sinultaneous action of stimulants and
trangnilizers on the efficiency of a hnnan
operator
POSH* A72-43923
Stimulant and tranquilizer effects on human
acceleration tolerance
P0482 H72-29065
TRABSDOCEBS
BT ELECTBOBIC TBANSDDCEBS
NT MICROPHONES
NT PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS
BT PRESSDRE SENSORS
NT SODND TRANSDUCERS
NT UlTBASOBIC HAVE TRANSDDCEBS
Cotton nick probe-transducer assembly for
pnenmograph recording of rabbit respiratory rate
P0272 A72-26619
Data processing in isolated crab biological strain
receptor formed by muscle, transducer and
encoder, noting pulse fregnency modulation in
encoding process
P0283 A72-27577
Design improvements and applications of
transducers for noninvasive methods of patient
monitoring
P0356 N72-23067
Electronic eguipoent and systems used to track
wild animals in order to determine migratory and
navigational behavior
P0396 N72-25067
TBABSFEB FUNCTIONS
Optical image transfer functions characteristics
and modulation in isolated retinas and retinal
receptors, noting similarity to optical fiber
bundles
P0149 A72-19027
The influence of the modulation transfer function
of the dioptric apparatus on the acuity and
contrast of the retinal image in Rana escnlenta.
pO«12 A72-3<1883
Some contributions to the theory of linear models
describing the control behaviour of the human
operation.
POS03 A72-11119
The influence of a prediction display on the human
transfer characteristics. j .,
pOSOS A72-<M<I32
Biological system transfer-function extraction
using swept-freguency and correlation techniques.
• p0516 -A72-II2773
TRANSFER OF TBAIBIBG ,
Skill acquisition in performance-of three phase
code transformation task
P0013 A72-11193
Training effect on oxygen consumption in negative
muscular work, considering connective tissue
strengthening and muscle viscosity changes
P0053 A72-13676
Physical training effect on subjective rating of
perceived exertion, investigating correlation
with heart rate and blood lactate concentration
P0054 A72-13678
Mental-rehearsal and physical practice relation-to
learning rate for rotary pursuit tracking skill
acquisition
p01«7 A72-18801
Apollo manned mission real time ground support
computer simulation for BASA flight controller
training to maximize flight crew safety
P0165 A72-20329
Component duration and relative response rates in
multiple schedules of pigeon training '
P0186 A72-22175
Exercise capacity in a•population of domestic fowl
- Effects of selection and training. •
P0110 A72-31726
Rotary pursuit task practice effects on transfer
of motor skill from slower to faster speeds
P0128 A72-36915
studies in pilot training - The anatomy of transfer.
P0161 A72-39718
Problems arising in the transfer of training from
simulated to real control systems.
P0503 A72-U1112
Collator simulation for determining transfer of
training performance in males and females
[AD-730951] • • p0206 N72-17086
Automated instructional monitors for diagnosing
student difficulties in acquiring complex
concepts and skills
[AD-7362121 • p0319 N72-21090
Performance of one and tvo man crevs during
transfer of training experiments-vith and
without rest periods
[AD-738176] ' pO<!79 B72-28115
Effectiveness of training transfer by pilot
trainees from ground based simulators to actual
flight • •
tLC-77-171977] pOQSU N72-29080
Human performance in transfer of instrument flight
training with flight simulator
CAD-7U31551 p0536 N72-31132
THANSFOHHATIONS (MATHEMATICS)
Han machine system input via human controller
output transformation, illustrating with
spacecraft lateral position manual control problem
P0502 A72-41H11
Invariant transformation of the control laws in
ergatic systems
p0556 A72-H5510
TRANSFOBHERS
Insulated electrode and impedance transformer
system for electrocardiographic data acquisition
fNASA-CR-115530] p0353 N72-22096
TRANSFORMS •
D TRANSFORMATIONS (MATHEMATICS)
IRANSFUSIOI
Simulation of the human cardiovascular system - A
model with normal responses to change of
posture, blood loss, transfusion, and autonomic
blockade. . •
pO»09 A72-314II5
TRANSIENT LOADS ' ' '
NT BLAST LOADS
NT IMPACT LOADS
NT SHOCK LOADS
TRANSIENT RESPONSE >
Analytical model for living biological tissue
:
 transient heat transfer, taking into account
conduction,•storage,-generation, convection and
blood flow effects
[ASME PAPER 71-WA/HT-36] p0095 A72-15887
Evidence for the role of the transient neural
'off-response1 in perception of light decrement
- A psychophysical test derived from neuronal
data in the cat. - • : . .
P0012 A72-3»88«
THABSISTOR AMPLIFIERS '''
Transistorized amplifier input elements design for
biopotentials recording, providing minimum noise
at high input impedance
P0270 A72-26468
TRANSITION BETALS .
BT CADMIUM '
NT COBALT
«T IRON- . • i : . - . - . .
BT PALLADIUM • -.
NT SCANDIUM ' ~
HT SILVER
NT TITA8IUM ' • ' :'
NT ZINC ' ' '
A-421
TBAHSLATIOBAL BOTIOB SOBJECT IHDBX
Comparison of effect produced on animals by
titanium boride, zirconium boride and chromium
boride with amorphous boron and metallic
compounds of these borides
fHASA-TT-F-11255] p0350 B72-22078
TBAHSLATIOBAL BOIIOH
HI THBEE DIBESSIONAL BOTION
Conjugate and disjunctive optokinetic eye
movements in the rabbit, evoked by rotatory and
translatory motion.
p05«7 A72-442U3
TBABSBISSION
HT CONDUCTIVE BEAT TBANSFEB
HT COHVECTIVE HEAT TBANSFEB
HT DATA TRANSBISSION
NT BEAT TBANSFEB
ST BEAT TBAHSBISSION
NT II6HT SCATTEBIS6
NT LIGHT TBANSHISSION
ST BADIATIVE BEAT TBA8SFEB
NT SIGNAL TBANSHISSIOH ''
BT SOUND TBANSHISSION
NT HAVE PBOPAGATIOB
TBABSHITTEBS
NT BADIO TBANSBITTEBS
Common collector micropower monolithic transmitter
for single or multichannel biomedical telemetry
P0270 A72-26563
Operational characteristics of dolphin
hydrolocator system
pOUOO N72-25107
THANSOBIC AIBCEAFT
0 SOPEBSONIC AIHCBAFT
TBANSPLABTATIOB
Influence of x-ray irradiation in 25- and 250-r
doses on the transplant immunity in nice
differing by weak and strong
histoincompatibility systems
P0512 A72-U3910
TBAHSPOBT AIBCBAFT
NT CONCOBDZ AIBCBAFT '
Physiological evaluation of modified let transport
passenger oxygen mask from altitude chamber
experiments
P0180 A72-21571
LOX supply systems installation for civil
transport aircraft crew and/or passenger
breathing oxygen
fSAE AIH 12231 p0268 A72-26030
Sampling of transport aircraft atmospheres to
determine health hazards-of cigarette smoking to
passengers
P0252 N72-19095
Technique for predicting etiology of decompression
sickness in unpressurized aircraft above 20,000
feet
[AD-7311181 p025tt N72-19106
Smoking effects on passenger health in transport
aircraft
fAD-7360971 p0358.N72-23084
TBABSPOBT COBFFICIBHTS
U TBABSPOBT PBOPEBTIES
TBANSPOBT PBOPBBTIES
NT DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
BT ELECTRICAL BESISTIVITT . '. ' •
NT ELECTBON BOBILITY
NT GASEOUS DIFFUSION
NT IONIC MOBILITY
NT PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY .'
NT VISCOSITY
Hypoxia, hypercapnia and hyperoxia effects on
active glucose transport in rat small intestines
P0099 A72-16633
Unsteady state description of living corneal mass
transport modes, elucidating cornea thickness
control mechanism
POU98 A72-U0912
Spacecraft functional properties degradation due
to surface contamination with ontgassing vapors,
discussing contaminant materials transport and
sorption characteristics
p05«1 A72-13619
Active transport of Na and K ions and reaction
mechanism for ATP-ase
r.NLL-BTS-68981 . pO|138 N72-27075
Gamma irradiation effects on functional' activity
of leukocytes in dogs
P0181 N72-29059
IBABSPOBT VEHICLES
Impact sled tests on inflating restraint systems
of passenger vehicles
rPB-20126H] pOOlO N72-10117
TBAISPOBTATIOI
NT AIB TBANSPOBTATIOH
NT UBBAN TBANSPOBTATION
Transportation noises - Conference, University of
Washington, Seattle, Barch 1969
P0161 A72-20162
Design criteria for transportation system noise
regulation, considering ambient noise, hearing
damage, speech interference and subjective
reactions
P0162 A72-20173
TBAHSUBABIUB BLEBEBTS
NT PLUTONIUH
NT PLUTOBIUB ISOTOPES
IBANSVEBSE ACCELBBATIOI
Histological examination of transverse
acceleration stress effect on inner ear
development of gestating rat embryos
P0167 A72-200lt6
Bat adrenal cortex morphology after 21 hour
transverse acceleration stress, studying changes
in lipid, ascorbic acid and BNA content and acid
phosphatase activity
P0326 A72-29310
Human transverse acceleration' tolerance after
prolonged exposure to simulated weightlessness
pO«82 N72-29061
IBABSVEBSB OSCILLATION
Transverse response of lumbar spine under
longitudinal loads in sitting human subjects
[AD-7UOU611 p0526 872-30099
TBAPPBD PABTICLES
NT RADIATION BELTS
Photon trapping in photosystem II of
photosynthesis - The fluorescence rise curve in
the presence of
3-/3,4-dlchlorophenyl/-1,1-dimethylnrea.
P0119 A72-35761
Survival of bacterial isolates exposed to
simulated Jovian 'trapped radiation belt,
electrons and solar wind protons
fNASA-CB-127568] pO»70 N72-28057
TBAPPED BADIATIOB
U RADIATION BELTS
U TBAPPED PABTICLES
TBEADBILLS . . .
Baximum oxygen intake during exercise on treadmill
compared with bicycle ergometer, analyzing
. circulatory dynamic factors and cardiac output
relation to oxygen transport capacity
P0165 A72-20251
Physical work capacity comparison during bicycle,
ergometry and treadmill walking tests, measuring
oxygen uptake, ventilatory parameters and excess
carbon dioxide production
' ' ... p0269 A72-26095
Haximal.oxygen uptake and heart rate during
laddermill climbing, inclined treadmill running
and cycling ergometer tests
p0271 A72-26612
Energy cost /oxygen consumption/ prediction for
treadmill and various levels .terrain walking at
two speeds under three different pack loads
p03«0 A72-30706
TBEES (PLANTS) • •
Infrared radiometer and video scan system .for
remote sensing of root rot disease in Pacific
Northwest Douglas fir tree population
fNASA-CB-126719] p0392 B72-25029
Bultispectral remote imagery of morphological and
physiological changes in trees under drought and.
salt stress . .
TNASA-CB-127640] P0468 N72-28037
IEEBOBS . . .
Band steadiness, during .unrestricted..linear arm
movements and eye-hand coordination tasks,
showing tremor occurrence in up-down plane
. . . p0235 A72-25113
Band tremor measurement methods, discussing pickup
system selection for given tasks
. ' P0505 A72-IH521
TBIBOLIA
Effects of space flight on floor beetle, Tribolinm
confusum
[EXPT-P-1039] p0302 N72-20053
A-422
SUBJECT IHDBI OB-1 HEIICOPTBB
TBICBLOBIDES
 >
0 CBLOBIDES -
TBIPBOPELLAHTS ' ' . .
0 LIQDID BOCKET PBOPELLAHTS ' .
TBOPICAL BEGIOHS
Place of tropical pathology in medical assessment
of aircrew
' '. . P0152 172-37882
Bole of nitroqen metabolism in biological
productivity and marine food chain in temperate
seas.
fCO-3826-22] p0306 H72-20081
TBOPICS
0 TBOPICAL BEGIOHS
TBOPISH ' - ..
NT GEOTBOPISB
NT HEOKOTBOPISH . .
TBOOBLESHOOTIHG
0 HAIHTEHANCE .
TBIPTJBIHES
HT SEBOTOHIN ^
Protein biosynthesis inhibitors retardation of
noradrenaline and serotonin induced
hyperpolarization of neuron membranes in
cortical sensomotbr region of rabbits
P0187 A72-22192
TBIPTOPBAI
Insulin'infection or carbohydrate consumption
effects on serotonin and tryptophan
concentrations in rat brains
P0032 A72-12815
Serotonin precursor Sroxytryptophan. effects on
hypothalamic-hyppphysical-adrenal complex under
complete deafferentation of medial-basal
hypothalamns
,p0333 A72-30016
Human tryptophan and tyrosine metabolism - Effects
of acute exposure to cold stress.
' '" p0190 472-101117
TU-1011 AIBCBAFT
To-101 turboprop aircraft flight noise
measurements and spectral changes at different
distances'from landing strip* evaluating
annoyance factors and resident reactions
pOSOO A72-11110
TUBE CATHODES ,
HT COLD CATHODES
TOBEBCOIOSIS
Isoniazid tuberculosis chemoprophylaxis safety in..
aviation personnel, discussing renal function,
serum transaminase activity, hemotology,
electrocardiograms and neurological examinations
' ' P0061 A72-11872
TUBING •
0 PIPES (TOBES)
TOHOBS
HT CAHCEB ' .'• .
HT LEDKESIAS • • - .
Effect of a magnetic field on experimental tumors
/direct and via nervous system/
' ' P0115 A72-35011
Brain tumors' in irradiat'ed monkeys.
• » • ' ' • p0118 A72-35617
TONIEl DIODES . . ,
Receptor membrane'pulse 'generation electronic
model with tunnel diode negative resistance
circuit ' •
P0281 A72-27S78
TUHHBL BESISTOBS •
D ELECTBOH TDHBEIIHG
TOBBOF1B AIBCBAFT •
HT COHCOBDE AIBCBAFT
TOBBOJET AIBCBAFT .
D J E T AIBCBAFT • . , , : . - . . .
TOBB01EHCE ' .
HT ATHOSPHEBIC TOBBOLEHCE
TOBBDLEBCE EFFECTS
Cardiac murmur level dependence on blood stream
Beynolds number, tracing cardiac noise origin to
blood turbulence ' •'
P0106 A72-17676
Low-altitude flight imposed psychophysiological'
stresses due to air turbulence discomfort,
instrument dial vibration and ground-based
• navigational objects recognition difficulty
P0310 A72-30717
TOBBOLE1T P1OH
HT CAyiTATIOH FLOW
TOBBIHG FLIGHT
Mathematical models for describing pilot
performance during multiple, input-output
controller tasks
fHASA-CB-1120181 p0103 S72-25128
TDHTLBS -. .
Development of spectral sensitivity curves for
optic tecum of turtles and effect of wavelength
on reptilian vision
[AD-730286J p0110 N72-15089
Factors affecting migratory habits and orientation
of sea turtles
P0398 H72-25091
TBITCBIHG
Cat middle ear muscles motor units tvitch tension
and contraction time in response to motor neuron
threshold stimulation
P0175 A72-21137
TIPEiBITEBS
Optimum performance typewriter keyboard design,
discussing biomechanical improvements in finger
positioning facilitation, operator postural
muscular strain reduction, etc
rAD-710259] . . P0235 A72-25111
u
0 TDBBS . .
0 HANOHETEBS
D.S.S.B.
Physiological optics and psychophysiology of
vision research in OSSE
P0132 H72-15029
Bionic research projects, in DSSB
tAD-730015] ' , p0205 H72-17085
Abstracts on space biology and medicine involved
in cosmonaut training
[JPBS-55687] p0312 H72-21013
DSSB research reports on psychology and man
machine relationships
. [JPBS-563511 p0168 H72-28038
D.S.S.B. SPACE PBOGBAH
Hedical and biological research conducted on
Soviet spaceships and satellites
fAD-727910] . . pOOII H72-11081
Bussian astronaut training in aircraft for IVA and
EVA in space
fJPBS-51619] p0087 H72-13076
OSSB space programs on selection and training of
cosmonauts, psychological and physiological
effects of space flight, and space mission
planning
[JPBS-55100] p0201 H72-17056
.Selection,, training^ and.performance of cosmonauts
during actual and simulated space flight - OSSB
[JPBS-56030] p0386 H72-21096
Training of cosmonauts for prolonged space flight
fJPBS-56181] P0136 N72-26081
Recommendations of Joint Rorking Group on Space
Biology and Medicine for HASA.and DSSB
fHASA-HEWS-BELEASE-72-157] P0183 H72-29073
DTO
0 UNIDENTIFIED FLTING OBJECTS
DH-1 HELICOPTEB . . • :
Job performance test for determining effectiveness
of DH-1 helicopter used by Vietnamese air force.
fAD-715161] p0573 H72-33123
Maintenance personnel job performance test for
OH-1 helicopter used by Vietnamese Air Force
fAD-7151601 P0573 H72-33121
Advanced type job performance tests for assessnent
of effectiveness of DH-1H helicopter
tAD-715159] p0573 H72-3312S
Performance tests to determine proficiency of
maintenance personnel in 'servicing tail rotor of
DH-1 helicopter
[AD-715157] p0573 H72-33128
Performance tests to evaluate proficiency, of
maintenance personnel in trouble shooting and
repairing DH-1 helicopter
[AD-715156] p0571 H72-33129
Performance tests to determine proficiency of
maintenance personnel in servicing power
cylinuar servo valve on CH-1 helicopter
CAD-715155] p0571 H72-33130
Development of job performance tests to determine
proficiency of maintenance personnel in
troubleshooting and repairing OB-1 helicopter
lighting equipment
A-U23
DIM SUBJECT HDBI
tAD-745158] p0574 B72-33131
Performance tests to determine -proficiency of
maintenance personnel in servicing Bain drive
shaft of OB-1 helicoper
[AD-745162] p0574 B72-33132
Dill
Human ara Bascle motor neuron reflex response to
rectangular pnlse excitation of alnar nerve
p0075 472-15587
OLTB4SOHIC IHSPECTIOH
0 OLTBASOBIC TESTS
OLTBASOHIC BADIATIOH
Oltrasonically produced cavitation events
correlation to amoeba cells number decrease
under 1 BHz irradiation
P0073 472-15299
Blood vessel flow velocity measurement with
ultrasonic Doppler technique
CTB-71-E-20] P0137 H72-15073
Safety zone of ultrasonic radiation dosage for
hnman beings
[AD-731075] p0242 B72-18086
Effects of ultrasonic transducer Banipnlations on
optical coaponent depth and coBponent interface
amplitudes of private eye
(AD-738587] p0472 872-28072
Ultrasonic bioiedical system for measuring and
recording movements of organs such as heart valves
[B4S4-C4SE-4BC-10597-1] p0534 B72-31116
Effects of ultrasonic waves on reproductive
integrity of mammalian cells cultured in vitro
[BASA-CB-128356] p0567 B72-33073
OLTBISOUC TESTS
Bats auditory cortex electrical responses to
ultrasonic stimuli, determining maximum
sensitivity freguency range
p0022 472-11769
Dltrasonic Doppler flovaeter for instantaneous
Beasureaent of blood vessel flow velocity by
averaging frequency shift over received signal
power density spectrum
p0230 472-21373
Instantaneous and continnons blood flow velocity
measurement by Doppler ultrasonic flowmeter
using transcutaneous and implanted probes
p0278 472-26778
Changes of the mitral echocardiograa with ageing
and the influence of atherosclerotic risk factors.
P0430 472-37031
Dltrasonic technique for bubble detection in
biological systems exhibiting decoapression
sickness symptoms
[4D-739700] p0474 H72-28083
OLIBASOHC 1»VB TB4HSDDCBES
Dltrasonic transducer monitoring of
decompression-caused gas bubbles in rat thigh
auscle tissue for decoBpression sickness tiae
course development studies
P0163 472-20183
Hethods for measuring the BF oscillation freguency
in ultrasound pulses of equipment for diagnostic
ultrasonography.
pO<l<19 472-37399
Precordial monitorinq for pulmonary qas embolism
and decompression bubbles.
p0456 472-38710
ULTB4SOBIC BATES
Q OLTB4SOHIC B4DI4TIOB
DLtBASOHICS
fledical monitorinq system for enclosed Ben, nsinq
ultrasonic Doppler-cardioqraphy for heart rate
determination
P0336 472-30384
analysis of left ventricular wall motion by
reflected ultrasound - application to assessment
of myocardial function.
P0450 472-37497
Evaluation of left ventricular function by
echocardioqraphy.
p0450 472-37498
Echocardioqraphy in the diagnosis of congenital
mitral stenosis and in evaluation of the results
of mitral valvotomy.
p0450 472-37499
Echocardioqraphic determination of left
ventricular dimensions, volumes and performance.
P0457 472-38819
Echocardioqraphic investigation of heart rate, sex
and normal aging effects on mitral valve leaflet
movement in healthy subjects
P0519 472-43021
Dltrasonic Doppler aethod for aonitoring
bioaechanical processes of cardiac activity <n
enclosed Ben
p0387 B72-24105
Olfactory stimuli and ultrasonic signal methods
for individual recognition between mother and
infant brown bats
P0398 B72-25085
OLIBATTOLET LIGHT
D OITBAVIOLET BADIATIOB
OLTBATIOLBT BADIATIOI
HI BE4B BLTBAVIOLET BADIATIOB
Photochemical reactions in pyrimidine base of DBA
after 0V irradiation, relating autagenic and
lethal effect to dimerization
P0056 A72-14608
Bibonnclease molecule damage and enzyme activity
under DV irradiation and repeated freezing aui
thawing
P0224 i72-2359»
0V radiation intensity altitude dependence ana
absorption by ozone, considering diurnal and
annual variations and biological effects
p0225 J72-23625
Life on Hars, investigating ground based ana probe
observations of atmospheric composition aud
pressure, surface temperature and features and
0V radiation
P0284 472-27624
Blue green algae Anacystis nidnlans DV
light-sensitive mutants photorecovery capacity
following irradiation
p0377 472-33673
Lipid peroxidation on the human skin surface
following erythroqenic OT irradiation
P0453 A72-380C?
Effect of continnons ultraviolet exposure on
photokeratitis and ocular damaqe in humans,
rabbits, and primates
[HASA-CB-1157B2] p0471 B72-29063
Survival data for Bacillus snbtilis spores and
microorganisms in simulated space UT solar f.Tux
and vacuum
CTID-25965) P0523 H72-JU071
OBCEBT1IITT
O PBOBABILITY TBEOBI
OBCONSCIOOSBESS
HT BL4CKOOT (PHISIOLOGI)
NT BL4CKOOT PBEVEHTIOB
BT HABCOSIS
OBDBBGBOOHD BUCLEA8 BXFLOSIOBS
U HDCLE4B EXPLOSIONS
OHDBBB4TEB 4CODSTICS
Environmental, medical and acoustic investigations
with underwater laboratory, discussinq cabin
atmosphere control, depressurization, healtfc
conditions and sonar operation
P0465 472-39939
OHDBBI4TBB BBB4TBIBG 4PP4BATOS
Analysis of diver performance on communication
dependent task using closed and open cycle
breathing apparatus
[AD-726225] p0087 B72-13088
Performance tests of underwater breathing
apparatus at simulated depth of 600 feet during
seven day saturation dive
CAD-729665] p0144 S72-15113
Design of qas mixture breathinq systems for
underwater diver equipment
p0442 B72-2710U
Design of deep sea heavy duty diving egnipment for
salvage divers
P0443 E72-27M8
Performance of closed circuit mixed qas underwater
breathinq apparatus
P0444 N72-27119
Hultiple schedule of reinforcement used to
determine differential behavioral effects of
breathing air and helium-oxygen at three to ten
atmospheres
CAD-741691] pOS32 B72-H106
Analysis of practical approaches for supplying
diver with breathinq gas
CAD-742080] p0536 H72-311-)a
Hodification program to improve operation of self
contained underwater breathing apparatus
CAD-744235J p0574 B72-33133
i-424
SUBJECT IBDEI
UHDEBHTEB COBBOBICATIOB
Biotelemetry system for EEG monitoring of free
svimninq diver at 15 oeter depth* discussinq
power requirements, antenna design and signal
attenaation
p0282 A72-27078
Anatomical function of spermaceti organ in sperm
whales
rcOHTBIB-7111 p0398 N72-25087
UBDEBBATEB EHGIBEEBIHG
Device for requlatinq and monitorinq pneumatic
pressure in underwater space snit
fNAS4-CASE-BFS-20332-21 pO«03 B72-25121
Development of deep sea divinq technoloqv
pOUin H72-27100
UNDBBWATEB EIPLOSIOHS
Lethal head injuries to man swimminq underwater
caused by detonation of firecracker
P0257 N72-19135
UBDEBSATEB OPTICS
Dse of sunliqht as underwater visual direction
finder by fishes
p0398 N72-25089
DBDEBBATEB SODBD
0 UNDBBHATEB ACODSTICS
OHDEBiATEB TESTS
Underwater tests of instrument system for combined
skin temperature and direct heat flow
measurement in thermally stressful environments
p0300 A72-2833U
Environmental, medical and acoustic investiqations
with underwater laboratory, discussinq cabin
atmosphere control, depressurization, health
conditions and sonar operation
pOt65 472-39938
Phvsioloqical and psycholoqical tests to determine
effects of isolation durinq lonq periods in
underwater shelters darinq Tektite project
[HASi-CB-123196] p0137 N72-15069
Estimating absolute distance underwater, and
improvement of visual ^judgement accuracy by
traininq
fAD-7311251 p0307 1172-20089
Pressure requlator for space suit worn underwater
to simulate space environment for testinq and
experimentation
[NASA-CASE-nTS-20332] p0308 N72-20097
OIDBB8ATBB VEHICLES
NT SOBHABINES
Environmental, medical and acoustic investiqations
with underwater laboratory, discussinq cabin
atmosphere control, depressurization, health
conditions and sonar operation
P0465 A72-39938
Daily behavior of ten aquanaut teams in underwater
habitat and correlation analysis
f AD-733U1I3] p0263 N72-19177
OHIDESTIFIBD FLTIB6 OBJECTS
UFO siqhtinq case history and analysis, discussinq
bright liqht approachinq on collision course
durinq niqht instrument fliqht rules
P0216 A72-226«6
UNITED NATIONS
United Nations study of human environmental quality
(PB-206618-3-1] P0573 N72-33126
ONITEP STATES OF ABBBICi
NT C»LIFOBBIA
NT FIOBIDA
UBIVEBSITIBS
Problem areas defined for university research in
astronaut life support systems involving
extravehicular quidance and stabilization
rNASA-CB-19191 p0261 N72-19168
OBITE8SITI PBOSBAH
University generated designs for spacecraft
electric power supplies
fNASA-CB-20611 pOIOS N72-25111
OIKIOVIS
U PBOBLEK SOLVING
ONUBNED SPACECBAFT
BT B10SATELLITES
NT JUPITEB PBOBES
BT HABS PBOBES
NT ZOND SPACE PBOBES
UNSTEADI PLOW
Fluid mechanics of blood pulsatile flow in
microcirculation, considerinq plasma layer
nature and transcapillary mass transfer
p0160 A72-20087
UNSTEADY STATE
Solar activity effects on biospheric processes for
bioloqical and physicochemical systems in
unsteady state, considering maximum effects on
•an at certain electromagnetic wave frequencies
P0289 A72-28211
UBABIDB 235
Exposure rates from experimentally fractionated
fission products of 0-235
fAD-7323751 P0201 N72-1705B
UBBAN TBABSPOBTAIIOS
Social survey of annoyance caused by aircraft and
road traffic noise
[TT-720U] P0136 S72-26082
OBEAS
Uric acid to urea nitrogen ratio as assay test for
identification of avian tissue in verifyinq bird
inqestion or impact as aircraft accident cause
rAD-7378551 P0163 472-20184
Urea determination in urine and water wastes for
recycling process, using
N-dimethylaminobenzaldehyde colorimetric method
P0328 A72-29325
Prebiotic thymidine phosphorylation at 65 C by
urea-phosphate mixtures in simulated desert
conditions
7
 P0364 A72-31629
UBIC ACID
Uric acid to urea nitrogen ratio as assay test for
identification of avian tissue in verifyinq bird
inqestion or impact as aircraft accident cause
CAD-737855) P0163 472-20184
Hyperuricemia, qout and lithiasis among operating
air crews, discussing diagnosis and relation to
arteriosclerosis
p0176 A72-21271
OBIN&LISIS
Confinement, physical deconditioninq and
• hypercapnia effects on human muscaloskeletal
protein by chroaatoqraphic method for
guantifyinq urinary peptides and free amino acids
fAD-7366651 p0109 A72-17869
Inhibitive effect of immobilization on urinary
cathecholamine excretion and blood plasma
thyroxine level in rats
P0216 A72-22648
Food deprivation stress effects on urinary
excretion values in unrestrained chimpanzees
P0234 A72-24822
Parachutist biomedical responses in aerial tow at
110-175 knots, determining heart and respiration
rates and urinary catecholamines
P0292 A72-28272
Beat, noise and vibration stress combined effects
on skin and rectal temperature, heart rate,
weight loss and biochemical nrinalysis
fAD-7460831 pOUlO 472-31551
Specifications and engineering model of urine
sampling and collection system for manned space
flights
rBAS4-CB-115507] P0310 N72-20109
UBINATION
Isolation stress effect on micturition circadian
rhythm and diuresis occurrence in unrestrained
chimpanzee under entrained and free running
conditions
fAD-739«68] P0163 472-20180
Interrelation of interoceptors and ezteroceptors
in the process of urination and defecation
reflex act maturation in ontogeny
P0416 A72-35022
Open type urine receptacle with tubular housing
rNASA-CASE-BSC-1232<t-1 ] P0353 N72-22093
Partially purified thyrocalcitonine causing
increased urinary sodium and chloride excretion
in man
tNASA-TT-F-1«356] p0470 N72-28054
Zero-gravity open type urine receptacle for Apollo
command module
fNASA-TH-X-58085] P0476 N72-28095
UBINE
Ground and flying activity endurance training
effect on urinary excretion of noradrenaline and
adrenaline
pOOei 472-11868
Immobilization hypercalciuria, discussing
treatment by diet-induced extracellular volume
depletion and possible pathophysiologlc
mechanism of intercompartmental fluid and
»-«25
DBOLITHIASIS SUBJECT IBDBI
electrolyte shift
P006U 472-14871
Baman urine regenerated vater in various dilations
effect on fish and rat erythropoiesis
p0101 A72-16651
Drine and plasma protein and creatinine
measurements in acclimatized and nnacclimatized
men before, daring and after high altitnde ascent
P0232 A72-2U482
Sleep deprivation effect on circadian rhythms in
hnman performance, psychological fatigue
ratings, catecholamine excretion and arine flow
pD276 472-26692
Urea determination in urine and vater wastes for
recycling process, using
H-dimethylaainobenzaldehyde colorimetric method
P0328 A72-29325
Byperbaric environment decompression effects on
haman blood and urine chemistry and hemostatic
system, shoving physiological parameter
alteration in presence and absence of bends
symptoms
p03<(3'A72-31087
Nitrogen excretion as a measore of protein
metabolism in man under different conditions of
renal function.
pOSOS 472-41523
Dnconlugated urinary corticosterone excretion in
laboratory rats exposed to high pressure
helium-oxygen environments.
P0557 472-45656
Determination of bacterial 4TP as measure of
urinary tract infection using enzymatic
biolnminescent assay technigne
[H4S4-CASB-GSC-11092-2] p0043 H72-11074
Osing lithium as chemical tracer in urine for
* providing means for indirect determination of
total urine volume by atomic absorption
spectrophotometry
tHASA-CR-115262] pOOSI B72-12025
Heasurement of radionuclide content in feces and
urine of Apollo 12 and 13 astronauts
tHASA-CB-124713] p0087 H72-13055
Determining radiation exposure of astronauts by
analysis of urine salts and rav feces in gamma
ray spectrometers
tBBBL-SA-3608] P0117 H72-14047
Erythropoietic changes in fish and rats caused by
vater regenerated from human urine
p0123 H72-14089
Correlation between stress and urinary levels of
17 Ketogenic steroids and sodium-potassium ratio'
during 90 day manned test
(BASA-CH-112020] p0252 B72-19099
Badiation damage in mammals and humans indicated
by biochemical changes in blood and urine
fSZS-7/71-PT-1] p0306 H72-20083
Specifications and engineering model of urine
sampling and collection system for manned space
flights
[HASA-CB-115507] p0310 H72-20109
Bacteria detection of urine using bioluminescent
reaction of ATP vith luciferin and luciferase
P0405 H72-25800
Badiochemical technique for determining
radionuclides present in urine and feces of
Apollo 15 astronauts
f HASA-CB-127563] pfll|68 B72-28040
OBOLITHIASIS
Hypernricemia, gout and lithiasis among operating
air crews, discussing diagnosis and relation to
arteriosclerosis
P0176 A72-21271
OBOLOGI
Space medical nrological problems from experience
vith Biosatellite 3 monkey, discussing closed
catheter conduit system, urinary calcinm changes
in immobilized animals and urinary diuresis
P0226 A72-23728
DTEBOS
nonspecific placental extracts introduced into
pregnant and nonpregnant women for studying
repeated spontaneous abortions
[HASA-TT-F-14602) p0567 B72-33074
OTILIXATIOI
HT BASTE OTILIZATIOH
Y/STOL AIRCRAFT
HT HELICOPTERS
HT MILITABY HEL1COPTEBS
BT BOTABT BIHG AIBCBAFT
Anthropotechnical aspects of V/STOL aircraft
control, discussing instrument and control
systems concepts based on development and flight
tests of experimental Do-31 VTOl aircraft
P0217 A72-22784
VAC00H APPABATOS
HT 7ACODH CHAHBEHS
VACDDH CHAHBEBS
Low pressure chamber as aerospace medical
diagnostics tool for flying personnel
examinations regarding oxygen deficiency, low
air pressnre and air pressure fluctuations
tolerance
P0341 472-30819
life support system for rescue crev in altitude
chamber tests
pO«45 S72-27133
VACDUH EFFECTS
Temperature effects'on microorganism survival in
deep space vacuum, using molecular sink test
P0215 472-22641
Living organisms defense and preservation via
refrigeration and vacua ID combined use in
lyophilization technigue •
P0279 A72-27293
Effects of simulated space vacuum on bacterial
cells.
P0541 A72-43395
Response to daily lover body negative pressure
/LBNP/ exposure /-70mm Bg/, vith emphasis on
plasma renin activity, sodium and potassium
'excretion,
p0557 472-45658
Survival data for Bacillus subtilis spores and
microorganisms in simulated space DV solar flax
and vacuum
[TID-25965] p0523 H72-30071
VALSALTA EIEBCISB
yalsalva and H-1 maneuvers acceleration tolerance
protective effects during high-g centrifuging
vith and without anti-g suits
P0298 472-28318
Vascular headache of acute mountain sickness.
P0511 A72-42491
Induction of hemodynamic deterioration by the
hypogravic state - An evaluation of mechanisms
and prevention.
P0554 A72-45199
VALSALVA BABEOVBB
D VALSALVA EXERCISE
VALVES
BT ARTIFICIAL HE4BT VALVES
BT COHTROL VAIVES
NT HEABT VALVES
BT PHESSDRE BEGOLATOBS
The mitral apparatus - Functional anatomy of
mitral regnrgitation.
p0464 A72-39460
Performance 'tests to determine proficiency of
maintenance personnel in servicing power
cylinder servo valve on OH-1 helicopter
CAD-745155] p0574 B72-33130
VAH ALLEB BADI4TIOH BELTS
D BADI4TIOB BELTS
VAPOB LIQUID EQDILIBBIOB
D LIQOID-VAPOR EQOILIBBIOB
VAPOB PHASES
Terminal decontamination of rooms by gaseoas
formaldehyde
fBASA-TT-F-14544] p0559 H72-32087
ViPOBIIATIOB HEAT
U BEAT OF V4POBIZATIOB
ViPORIZEBS
BT EVAPORATORS
VAPOBIZIHG
NT EVAPOBATIOB
VAPOBS
Service life of respirator cartridges in organic
vapor atmospheres
[OCBL-73166] p0045 H72-11090
Acote toxicity of HC1 vapor and BC1 aerosol tested
on rats and mice
A-426
SOBJECT INDEX 7BCTOBCABDIOGBAPHY
fAD-7U4829] P0569 H72-3308H
VABIABCE (STATISTICS)
NT HOLTIVABIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Effects of criterion variance on sensitivity
measures in signal detection theory
riZP-1972-5] P0381 N72-24060
VABIATIOHS
HI ABKOAl VARIATIONS
HI DIOBSAL VARIATIONS
HI GEOHAGNETIC PULSATIONS
NT PEBIODIC VARIATIONS
VASCDLAB STSTEH
NT AOBTA
NT ABTEBIES
NT BLOOD VESSELS
FT CAPILLARIES (ANATOSY)
NT GLOHERnLOS
NT VEINS
Coronary blood flow measurement in various
hemodynamic conditions by argon technique,
determining oxygen consumption and coronary
vascular resistance
P0053 A72-13183
Cerebral vascular disorder biochemical analysis,
noting retinal vascular change relation to
coronary arteriosclerosis and anoxia and flight
stress effect on serum lipid and cholesterol
P0167 A72-20448
Splanchnic vascular bed role in human blood
pressure regulation from lower body negative
pressure tests, measuring blood flow from
hepatic dye removal rates
P0172 A72-20889
Two stage description of middle gern layer chronic
polyarthritis, noting heart muscle and vascular
wall tissues necrosis
P0286 A72-27822
Respiratory and vasculomotor autonomic centers
functional state relation to vestibular system
from labyrinth electrical stimulation and
shaking experiments
P0336 A72-30387
Vasopressin /antidiuretic hormone/ role in central
vasculac volume and fluid balance maintenance
during continuous positive pressure breathing in
dogs
P0420 A72-3S917
Venous responses to stimulation of carotid
chemoreceptors by hypoxia and hypercapnia.
P0122 A72-36025
Bole of the autonomic nervous system in the
hypoxic response of the pulmonary vascular bed.
POU26 A72-36S72
Intravascular infection and histology studies of
human embryonic and fetal choroidal vasculature
development
P0149 A72-37398
Optimal vascular pressure measurements with
transducers located outside body with rigid and
elastic tube couplings
P0451 A72-37757
Vascular Headache of acute mountain sickness.
P0511 A72-42491
Carotid rete role in brain protection against
extreme elevations of systemic blood pressure,
presenting goat cerebral blood flow measurement
procedure
P0514 A72-42671
Horphology of cerebral vascular system of dogs
sublected to transverse acceleration
P0078 N72-12010
Hyperbaric air and corneal vascularization caused
by hypoxia
fAD-7323981 p02!|3 N72-18092
Horphological effects of space flight environment
on vascular, muscular, and nervous biological
systems
j;jPBS-55341l P0249 N72-19074
Space flight stress effects on human vascular
systei anatomy
P0219 N72-19075
Horphological effects of gravitational forces on
animal nicrocirculatory system
P0249 N72-19076
Hypodynamia, hypokinesia and subseguent
hypergravitation effects on vascular system of
rabbit knee 1oint capsule
P0251 N72-19091
Physical exercise effects on rat skeletal muscle
vascularization in the course of ontogeny
P0251 N72-19092
VASOCONSTBICTIOB
Antinatriuretic effect of acute thoracic and
abdominal inferior vena cava constriction on
arterial pressure, renal hemodynamics and
electrolyte excretion
P0018 A72-11660
Cardiac output and antonomic nervous system role
in antinatriuretic response to acute thoracic
superior vena cava constriction
pOOIS A72-11661
Spinal mesenteric vascular reflexes of
vasoconstriction effect of pressure drop in
coeliac artery relation to Bein nutritional
hepatic reflex
P0068 A72-15125
Splanchnic vasoconstriction in hyperthermic man
independent of falling blood pressure
P0070 A72-15217
Carbon monoxide induced hypoxia inhibition of
reflex vasoconstriction in man in presence of
normal arterial oxygen tension
P0153. A72-19K38
Stretch activation of myogenic oscillation .of
isolated contractile structures of heart muscle
in ATP salt solution
P0167 A72-20427
Sympathetic responses in human skin nerves with
accompanying vasomotor reactions induced by
emotional, thermal and respiratory stimuli
P0229 A72-24241
Acceleration stress effects on splanchnic blood
flow due to organ displacement and neurogenic
vasoconstriction in vascular beds
P0294 A72-28285
Vasomotor reflex locking level
P0416 A72-35025
Vasomotor reflexes and the principle of descending
control
P0494 A72-U0597
Onresponsiveness of pial precapillary vessels to
catecholamines and sympathetic nerve stimulation.
P0507 A72-41934
VASOCOBSTBICTOB DBOSS
HI SEEOTONIN
Autonomic blockade effects on ,reflex bradycardia
due to phenylephrine induced arterial pressure
in man during rest and supine exercise
. D0170 A72-20688
VASODILATIOB
Distensibility and stress relaxation
characteristics of capacitance and resistance
vessels of isolated rabbit ear as function of
vasal tone
P0068 A72-15124
Intravascular pressure and extravascular structure
effects on radial and longitudinal
distensibility of arterial microvessels in dog
mesentery
p0166 A72-20426
Sudden pilot incapacitation and death due to
subarachnoid hemorrhage secondary to ruptured
intracranial aneurysm
P0228 A72-23742
Thermoregnlation changes during simulated
weightlessness of prolonged bed rest, noting
lower sweating threshold and decreased
 ;
vasodilation /autonomic dysfunction/
' ' , P0296 A72-28301
Vasomotor reflex locking level
P0416 A72-35025
Studies of the influence of theophylline on the
vasodilating action of different medications on'
the cerebral and coronary circulation of man
P0426 A72-36799
VASOBOTOB HEBVOOS SYSTEM
0 NEBVODS SYSTEM
VECTOR ANALYSIS
Grassmann algebra for functional model of color
vision statics in human perception
P0132 N72-15032
VECTOB COBTBOL
0 DIBECTIONAL CONTBOL
VECTOECABDIOGBAPHY
Clinical electrocardiography diagnostic
capability, discussing phase plane cardiogram
sensitivity to aberrations in QBS contours
a-427
VEGETABLES SOBJECT IHDEI
P0003 A72-10148
QBS amplitude relation to frontal QBS,axis and
heart-electrode distance, asing 12-lead ECG
P0055 472-13881
Electrophysiological responses to maximum exercise
in healthy humans from polarcardiographic .
display of heart vector changes
pOUtS »72-18891
Coronary artery disease and vessel involvement
severity predictions froo electrocardiographic
and vectorcardioqraphic patterns of anterior
vail myocardial infarction
P0160 A72-19994
ECG and VCG in diagnosis of myocardial infarction
and QBS changes
P0162 A72-20174
Diurnal and beat-to-beat variation factors in •
vectorcardiograms, noting respiratory movements,
electrode location shift, skin-electrode
impedance and heart electrical center mobility
P0182 A72-218U9
Vectorcardiographic and ECG diagnosis of left
anterior hemiblock combined with complete right
bundle branch block, discussing coexisting
nvocardial infarction influence
P0182 A72-21850
Gabor-Helson myocardium electrical activity model
for mathematical construction of
vectorcardiograph from ECG for comparison of
various lead systems • . •
: ,_ p0273 A72-26629
Stress vectorcardiography gnantitative analysis of
ECG response to treadmill exercise test to
establish diagnosis criteria for coronary heart
. disease -
P0293 A72-28282
Computerized measurement and analysis of
day-to-day variations of corrected orthogonal-
ECG and vectorcardiogram in normal subjects,
using results as assessment standards
P0341 472-30967
Vectorcardiographic and electrocardiographic
differentiation between cor pnlmonale and
anterior wall myocardial infarction.
P0497 172-10769
The nacrnz index and its clinical evaluation in
electrocardiography with regard to the selection
and control of air crevs
pOSOO 472-41193
Comparison of the vectors of the ventricular
depolarization and repolarization of man during
immersion in a standing position
P0552 A72-44924
VEGETABLES . .
Development and evaluation of freeze dried
vegetables to be used in Apollo food system
tHASA-CB-1154291 p0245 872-18105
Potential health hazards due to ingestion of ~ .'
garden vegetables contaminated by arsenic,
cadmium, lead, and zinc
1172-19390
VEGETATIOB
Gamma ray absorption method for nondestructive
determination of vegetation density
fAD-729319] P0087 H72-13068
Lead, cadmium, and sulfur dioxide contamination of
vegetation and affected animals
P0264 H72-19387
Bibliography of simulation models for vegetation
rHASA-CB-1274261 p0439 H72-27082
Bemote sensing of vildland and agricultural
vegetation, using EBTS-A
P0488 1172-29408
VEGETiTIOS GBOiTH
HT CBOP GBOHTH
VEHICLES
Development of automatic pictorial pattern
recognition schemes for use in control of remote
legged devices
fAD-728214] P0087 H72-13085
VEISS
Antinatrinretic effect of acute thoracic and
abdominal inferior vena cava constriction on
arterial pressure, renal hemodynamics and
- electrolyte excretion
P0018 A72-11660
Blood viscosity and distributed external
constraints and viscoelastic properties of
vessels effects on nave dispersion and
dissipation in arteries and veins, using
membrane model >
.p0073 A72-15466
Dog mesentery terminal venous microvessel
• distensibility characteristics from response to
arterial and venous pressure changes
P0113 A72-18196
Combined photoelectric-photographic and
• plethysmographic technigne for continuous
measurement of rabbit ear vein' diameter and
tissue ..volume changes
P0223 A72-23443
Bat vena porta muscle .cells spontaneous activity
intensified by direct current depolarization and
inhibited by hyperpolarization, noting effects
of calcium and sodium ions . • , •
-P0322 A72-28638
Prolonged bed rest induced muscular activity
restriction effect on arterial and venous tone
in different body areas
• . P0336 A72-30385
Dependence of muscle efficiency on oxygen
concentration in the venous blood
P0509 A72-42157
Cardiovascular system venous part responsiveness
to central nervous and humoral influences
• , p0520 A72-43167
Tone of arteries and.veins in different body areas
during prolonged restrictive muscular activity
.- . - !•••>.• P0387 1172-24106
TELOCITT
BT AIBSPEED
HT AHGDLAB. VELOCITY
HT PLOW VELOCITI
HT GBODP VELOCITY
HT HIGH SPEED - .
HT PBOPAGATIOH VELOCITY
HT »IHD VELOCITY
Speed of motion and tracking time effects on human
visual acuity in perception of moving objects
P0135 H72-15055
VELOCITI DISTBIBOTIOB
Arterial velocity profiles measurement in dogs
thoracic aorta by hot-film probe, relating flow
disturbances and turbulence to Beynolds number
P0231 A72-24468
VELOCITY FIELDS
U VELOCITY DISTBIBOTIOU
VELOCITI BEASOBEIEHT
Doppler ultrasonic probe phonocardiography for
.human cardiovascular velocity measurement,
shoving normal tracings and aging effects
: • ' p0097-A72-16154
Doppler cardiometry determination of human
cardiovascular velocities in patients with heart
diseases, discussing impaired-left ventricular
function detection*
P0098 A72-16155
Arterial velocity profiles measurement in dogs
thoracic aorta by hot-film probe, relating flow
disturbances and turbulence to Beynolds number
P0231 A72-24468
Instantaneous and continuous blood flow velocity •
measurement by Doppler ultrasonic flowme.ter
using transcntaneons and implanted probes
P0278 A72-26778
Homentary velocity measurement of hnman walking in
forward movement by fregnency response of signal
on magnetic tape
P0367 A72-32200
Influence of sensory pattern and alcohol on
vehicular velocity sensing
[ICBL-BB-70-81 pOS31 'H72-31096
VELOCITY POTENTIALS
D FLOB DISTRIBUTION
D VELOCITI DISTBIBOTIOH
VELOCITY PBOPILES
0 VELOCITI DISTBIBDTIOH
VBHTILATIOH
Physiological effects of localized ventilation,
noting human comfort improvement association
with reductions in average skin temperature and
sweat rate
P0022 A72-11955
nonlinear theory of pulmonary ventilation
distribution in two compartment model of hnman
lungs
P0372 A72-33025
A-428
SUBJECT IHDBI VEBTIGO
Physiological response of body temperature to
localized ventilation
UD-727072] P0038 B72-10103
Reverse flow personal ventilation system for
reducing thermal stress during aircraft operations
rPPBC/BBHO-250] P0353 S72-22097
VEHDS ATBOSPHEBE
Extraterrestrial life on Hars and Venus and
Jupiter atmospheres, discussing abiqgenesis
failures on life-supportable planets '
P0064 A72-14805
Planetary atmospheres composition diversity,
discussinq evolution of Hars, Venus, earth and
Jupiter from primitive solar nebula
• p0184 A72-22012
VEBBAL COBSUBICATION
Bisensory performance in simultaneous auditory and
visual verbal information recognition,
demonstrating inteqrative action between hearinq
and vision " • '
P0111 A72-17949
Boise ratinq methods for speech communication
effectiveness evaluation, presenting charts and
tables for intelligibility limits with various
communication techniques and equipment :
• •'• p0161 A72-20167
Group composition and n-dominance personality
trait effects on decision and communication task
efficiency in laboratory triads. •& •••'. •
P0176 A72-21200
Air traffic control messaqes syllabic and vord ' • ••:
prominence patterns, discussing impact on
continuous speech recognition by machine
P0224 A72-23581
Automatic protocol analysis as task for artificial
intelligence
[AD-734286] P0262 H72-19175
Scientific research in human perception and verbal
memory • .
fAD-736382] p0384 B72-24084
VBBTEBBAE
Mechanical compression strength of vertebrae and *'
intervertebral disks in humans t !
CNASA-IT-F-14566] p0561 -B72-32101
VEETEBBAL COLOBB
Human spine elastic deformation due to bending
stresses, presenting statistical data on
caudocephalad acceleration effects in vertebral
column injuries . ' - • ' ' •
p0002 A72-10111
Impact acceleration tests using rhesus monkeys to
determine human injury potential as function of
plateau acceleration and pulse duration for
spinal column -.
fAD-731148] -• p0253 N72-19104
Clinical observation of vertebral injuries caused
by vertical acceleration of spine
fHASA-CB-114152:) p0350 H72-22077
VEBTBBBATBS
HI AMPHIBIA • :
BT BATS .
NT BIRDS
NT CATS u
BT CHICKENS
NT CHIBPANZEES
NT DOGS
BT DOIPHINS . . • .
NT FISHES' . • :
NT FBOGS
NT GBODND SQUIBBEIS
BT GUINEA PIGS . . ,
NT HAKSTEBS
NT HOBEOTHEBBS
BT BDBAB BEINGS . . .
NT BAHBAiS
NT BICE
BT BONKEYS
NT PIGEONS
BT PBIHATES
NT BABBITS
NT BATS . • . . -• • .
BT BODENTS
NT SBAKES
NT SUIBE
BT TOBT1ES
BT WHALES
Vertebrates visual processes - Conference,
University of Chile, Santiago,
November-December, 1970
p0107 A72-17718
Synaptic contacts in vertebrate retinas', reviewing
bipolar terminals, ganglion cells and amacrine
responses from electron microscopy
P0107 A72-17719
Pulse modulated biotelemetry system for
determining energy-budgets in free-ranging
vertebrates from heart rate and body temperature
measurement
1
 • p0403 N72-25123
VERTICAL DISTBIBOTION
Absorbed doses at various depths in vater target
exposed to charged pions, muons and electron
• beams, using Honte Carlo program
(CERN-71-16] p0026 A72-12063
Depth-dose experiments with monodirectional 14 BeV
neutrons in low scatter environment, describing
. test facility • • - . . -
rCEBH-71-16] p0027 A72-12068
UV radiation intensity altitude dependence and
:
 absorption by ozone, considering diurnal and
annual variations and biological effects
• • • • ' P0225 A72-23625
VEBTICAL ROTIOB
Vertical cockpit acceleration and vibration
;
 'measurement in Boeing 707 noting pilot performance
fBAE-TB-69214] • ' p0194 N72-16053
VEBTICAl PEBCEPTIOH ' • ' • - . .
Sjoberg hypothesis for'zero gravity--produced
inversion illusion mechanism in aircraft
J parabolic fliqht, noting otolithic membrane
deflection result of force on maculae
P0020 A72-11710
Botatinq disk background and speed effects on
perception of verticality motion in clockwise or
• counterclockwise direction
p0174 A72-20987
Neck proprioception effects and'otolith organ-
activity in perceived visual target elevation
under centrifuqinq stress
P0296 A72-28305
Airline pilot rotation perception during anqular
acceleration tests, noting power law description
of subjective motion for three major body axes
"" • p0377 A72-33649
Division and orientation in the
vertical-horizontal illusion.
p0428 A72-36913
Vertical posture control mechanisms in man .
. - P04S3 A72-37992
Alcohol effects on static and dynamic vestibnlar
responses over 32 hour post drinking periods
••• [FAA-AB-71-39] p0128 B72-14116
Experimental determination of visual field
dependency of human test subjects in erect and
supine positions
[HASA-TN-D-6883] p0534 B72-31121
VEBTIGO . . - . . . - •
Obedience to rotation-indicating visual displays
as a function of confidence in the displays.
p0420 A72-35943
Proceedings of conference on medical aspects of -
spatial disorientation and effects on safe
aircraft operation
' [AGABD-CP-95-PT-1] p0392 B72-25031
Analysis of spatial disorientation reports by
flying personnel during 14 year-period
CNASA-CB-126786] p0392 N72-25032
Analysis of spatial disorientation occurrences
among'military pilots and classification
according to types of aircraft'and nature of
accidents
P0392 N72-25033
Analysis of military aircraft accidents caused by
spatial disorientation .
P0392 H72-25034
Statistical analysis of military aircraft
accidents to determine incidents-caused by
spatial disorientation
P0392 B72-25035
Psychophysioloqical and environmental factors
involved in aircraft accidents of military
aircraft and effect of flying experience in
reducing spatial disorientation
P0392 N72-25036
Effects of hiqh intensity noise levels on human
vestibular system and production of
disorientation and nausea
tABBL-TB-71-58] p0393 B72-25038
A-429
VESTIBtTLAB TESTS SUBJECT IBDEI
Analysis of aircraft pilot reports on occurrence
of. unreality and detachment daring .flight and
relationship to spatial disorientation ' .
p0393 B72-25042
Occurrences of vertigo in hyperbaric atmospheres
and anong underwater divers vita theoretical
explanations of etiology involved
p0393 B72-.25043
Development of procedures for exposing aviators to
effects of spatial disorientation in ground
based simulator
p0394 B72-25045
Application of methods of simulation of instrument
flying as Beans of reducing occurrences -of
spatial disorientation in flight
. ' p0394 B72-25046
Clinical evaluation and medical treatment of
spatial disorientation problems in flying
personnel ,
p0394 B72-25047
Aptitude for recovery from vertigo in. flying
personnel
p0396 B72-25059
VESTIB01AB TESTS
Testibnlar system tests using optokinetic,
caloric, positional and rotational stimuli .-_ ,
p0015, A72-11292
Vestibnlar nuclei bulbar complex evoked potentials
under visceral and somatic nerves electric
stimulation in anesthetized cats - • .
P0030 A72-.12512
Human vestibulo-ocular responses to oscillatory
rotational stimulation during various sleep and
arousal stages, discussing Sugie-Jones reflex
system mathematical model
P0072 A72-15249
Visceral afferentation role in vestibnlar system
activity from experiments on rabbit stomach and
rectum mechanoreceptor stimulation effects on
vestibular-ocnlomotor reflexes
 t •
p0099 472-16630
Human vestibnlar stability under frontal and
sagittal head tilts in rotating chairs,
disrissing motion sickness onset •
pOIO.O 472-166(10
Formulas derived for forces on receptor formation
of vest'ibnlar apparatus from mathematical
analysis of natural human.head movements,
discussing otoliths and semicircular canals
. pOlOO- A72-16641
Auto- and cross correlation functions for neuron
reactions in vasomotorial center to adequate^
stimulation of cats vestibnlar apparatus
p0106 A72-17673
Pilot and nonpilot vestibnlar sensitivity to
rotation, determining ocnlogyral illusion and
rotation perception- thresholds
p0109 A72-17867
Vestibulometric swing to obtain measured doses of
receptor stimulation in otolith apparatus and
semicircular labyrinth ducts with simultaneous
physiological data recording
p0114 472-18200
Galvanic skin response technigues for palmar:and
dorsal sweat detection during motion sickness by
vestibnlar stimulation, comparing arousal and
thermal sweat response
P0163 A72-20185
Field and intracellnlar potentials in cat
trochlear nucleus following vestibnlar nerve and
nuclei stimulation for synaptic organization
study of vestibnlo-ocular reflex
P0167 A72-20501
Bystagmus and illusory-phenomena in man under-
simultaneous rotation in two perpendicular
planes as function of vestibular excitation
p022U A72-23593
Efferent vestibnlar activity in response to
horizontal plane rotary stimulation in frog,
showing efferent relations between both ears
P0235 A72-25099
landem walking on floor with eyes closed as ataxia
test for vestibular function assessment
P0281 A72-27476
Vestibnlar, auditory, acceleration and altitude
decompression testing of pilot following
endolymphatic shunt surgery for Benieres disease
P0283 A72-27485
Brief vestibnlar disorientation test technique for
assessment of potential nonpilot airborne
specialists or naval flight officers
P0290 A72-28256
Hotion. sickness experience correlations to
vestibnlar tests in pilots and nonpilots
P0290 A72-28257
Vision, influence on acute .motion sickness
elicitation in slow rotation room, comparing
with vestibnlar factors
: .; p0291 A72-28258
Semicircular canal function correlation to
thresholds, aftereffects and power functions in
pilot vestibular tests . ''
, p0291 A72-28259
Bystagmns eye movements relationship to oculogyral
illusion from test involving-vestibnlar
, stimulation and visual stimuli velocity estimates
. 'p0296 A72-28304
Quantitative model to describe vestibnlar
detection of body sway motion in postural
response mode ,
P0330 A72-29374
Respiratory and vascnlomotor antonomic centers
functional state relation to vestibular. system
from labyrinth electrical stimulation and
shaking experiments
^ . p0336 A72-30387
Human leg muscle reflex excitability changes
during angular acceleration, suggesting -. •
vestibnlar apparatus as coordination means in
quasi-static and dynamic movement control
P0336 A72-30388
Alcohol ingestion effect on vestibular responses
to angular acceleration and Coriolis; ^ ;
stimulation, discussing nystagmus and subjective
responses ,
pp303 A72-31090
Prophylactic otolaryngplogical investigation of
vestibular analysor function in aviation medicine
p0365 A72-31769
Vestibular behavior of fish during diminished
g-force and weightlessness.
p0410. A72-34549
Effects of different alcohol dosages and display
illumination on tracking performance during
vestibular stimulation.
p0410 A72-34554
Parallel swing with affixed luminous disks test
for induced vestibnlar stimulation effects on
moon illusion, noting eye movement factors
pO«57 A72-38900
Vestibular labyrinth reactions and nystagmus
thresholds in dogs during negative angular
accelerations and simulated chronic galactic
radiation from Co 60 gamma source
p0491 A72-40439
Vestibnlar and optical stimuli interaction in
human orientation, testing via Barany chair on
rotating platform surrounded by optokinetic drum
p0496 A72-40751
Influence of vision on susceptibility to acute
motion sickness studied under quantifiable
stimulus-response conditions.
p0558 A72-45659
Vestibnlar reactivity in humans to galvanic
current stimuli
p0078 B72-12008
Photocyclogrammetric study of coordination of
voluntary movements of humans subjected to
negative angular accelerations in plane of
horizontal semicircular canals
p0078 H72-12009
Otolithic function and orientation of Gemini
spacecrew during prolonged space flight
CEXPT-H009] P0119 B72-14061
Effect of digestive tract, receptor stimulation on
vestibular somatic reflex reactions of rabbits
P0120 H72-14068
Human, vestibnlar tolerances in rotating chairs at
differing head tilt "positions - •
P0122 B72-14078
Mathematical model for acceleration forces -acting
on receptor formations in human vestibnlar
analyzer during physiological head movements
p0122 B72-14079
Alcohol, effects on static and dynamic vestibnlar
responses over 32 hour post drinking periods
[FAA-AH-71-39] p0128 H72-14116
A-430
SUBJECT IHDEX 7IBB1TIOB EFFECTS
Vestibalar stimulation for determining response'
from arousal and thermal sweat areas daring
motion sickness '
[AD-7319951 P0200 H72-17048
Analysis of vestibule-ocular connterroll reflex in
Bhesns monkeys subjected to high gravity forces
CAD-730156] p<3201 B72-17055
Indirect measurement of primate vestibnlar system
function through analysis of vestibulo-ocolar
reflex response to various input stimuli
' [AD-734545L] P0315 H72-21065
Clinical tandem walking test for evaluating • .
ataxial battery test performance in detecting
vestibular problems
CAD-735455J p0351 B72-22083
Sensory'- interaction between vision size perception
and vestibule stimulation as test for vestibalar
hypothesis of moon illusion
CIZF-1971-23] p0385 B72-24089
Physiological tes-ts of vestibalo-ocular reflex by
counterroll to determine effects of positive
acceleration on dynamics of vestibular system of
rhesus 'monkeys .
[ABBi.-TB-71-59] ' , p0393 H72-25040
Effects o'f alcohol on problem solving tasks and
vestibular stimulation'
CFAA-AH-72-11] : •' p0401 B72-25108
Physical models for visual - vestibular
interactions in simulating human nystagmic eye
movements ' • • : • '
[AD-737795] , p0440 N72-27090
Tests of broadband high intensity noise on human
equilibrium
rAO-737826] ' ; p0440 B72-27093
Vestibular-ocular counterrol-1 reflex for.
determining vestibular response dynamics of
monkeys to acceleration l
fAD-7378281 p0440 N72-2709U
OFO-'A mission as part of study program :on
vestibnlar physiology
CHASA-CB-6208U1 p0521 H72-30055
Annotated bibliography on vestibalar functions and
aviation safety '
CFAA-AH-72-16} p0521 H72-30060
Bole of higher sections of central nervous system
in motion sickness •
CAD-742409] - p0565 H72-32133
VESTIBDLES
Case history of student- aviator with psychosomatic
Lymphogrannloma venereum related to vestibular
apparatus
P0020 A72-11712
Soviet--book'on - gravitation receptor covering
evolution of structural, cytochemical' and'-
functional organization in invertebrates
/statocyst/ and vertebrates /vestibalar apparatus/
' p0055 A72-13850
Electrical stimulation of vestibular nuclei -
Effects on light-evoked activity of lateral
geniculate nucleus neurones.
p0454 A72-38220
The vestibular apparatus. I - The physics and .
physiology of the- otoliths and the semicircular
canals
p0517 A72-42787
Vestibular system functional relationship to
postural reflex mechanism involving labyrinth
and gravireceptors responses
p0518 A72-42788
Effects of motion sickness on aatonomic nervous
systems role in vestibular-respiratory-vasomotor
reflexes
' p0388 B72-24108
Influence of vestibules stimulation on segmentary
reflexes in spinal cord
p0388 B72-24109
Chronic irradiation effects on vestibnlar-somatic
reactions of dogs
p0481 B72-29060
Low level microwave radiation effects'on central
nervous system and vestibular apparatus ;
[B-983-BC] p0530 H72-31095
TFB (BOLBS)
0 VISUAL FLIGHT BOLES <
VIABILITY
The effects of various cure cycles upon the
viability of Bacillus subtillis var. niger
spores within solid propellant.
P0423 A72-36437
Viability of staphylococci isolated from humans
subjected to long term- isolation in pressurized
cabins
[HLL-BTS-7117] p0438 B72-27074
Effects of dry heat on bacteria spore growth at
125 C at Cape Kennedy
[NiSA-CB-1277681 P0483 H72-2907S
TTBBATIOB
BT BAHDOB VIBBATIOB
BT BESOBAHT VIBBATIOB
BT STBDCTBBAl VIBBATION '
Methods for evaluating pulsed sinusoidal, damped,
and built-up vibrations of human -body
CBASA-TT-F-13987] P0033 H72-10069
Systematic method for evaluating sinusoidal
vibrations of human body in sitting, standing,
and lying postures
[BASA-TT-F-13985] ' p0033 B72-10071
Physiological effects of vibration on human body
tBASA-TT-F-14113] p0197 H72-17029
Effect of noise and vibration on hearing and
worker ear structures
(BASA-TT-F-14542] p0560 N72-32094
VIBBATIOB DABPEBS
0 VIBBATIOB ISOLATORS :
VIBBATIOH DABPHG • .
•
;
' Hybrid computer simulation of cochlea mathematical
• • model, noting nonlinear damping
. ' P0378 472-33971
VIBBATIOB EFFECTS
Human and monkey muscle tonic vibration reflex
response to vibratory stimulation dependent on
frequency range, electromyograph- discharge
interval length,-etc
p0028 A72-12250
Frog and rabbit sciatic nerve afferent impulse
recordings 'during prolonged sinusoidal vibration
• of foot
P0072 A72-15235
Rechanical impedance and phase angle time
variation in restrained primate during prolonged
sinusoidal vibration
[ASHE PAPEB 71-»A/BHF-8] p0095 A72-15916
Harmful influence of random vibrations on human
organism, discussing Fokker-Planck analysis and
amplitude and frequency variation effects
P0115 A72-18720
Cardiovascular changes produced by whole body
vibration of dogs and -pigs, obtaining resonant
frequencies of organ systems
P0232 A72-2448U
Human biodynamic and behavioral response to whole
body.vibration, discussing subjective judgment
of vibration intensity and effects on performance
P0233 A72-2U797
Aircraft pilot seating protection from dynamic
environment by active vibration isolation,
discussing human frequency response
characteristics
p0269 A72-26391
Biothermal response of increased core temperature
in rhesus monkey to nechanical vibration, noting
implications for pilot performance during
prolonqed buffeting
P0292 A72-28268
Angular oscillation in yaw effect of pilot visual
performance, showing vestibnlo-ocblar
compensation and frequency response
p0292 A72-28269
Supine human body mechanical impedance under
combined stress of vibration and sustained
acceleration
P0292 A72-28270
Human hand-arm system vibration characteristics,
describing mechanical impedance measurements for
mathematical modelinq
P0330 A72-29559
Hechanical vibration induced physiological changes
in rats, determining plasma Ca, Hq and inorganic
phosphate concentration and xanthine oxidase
activity response to frequency and g-levels
P0330 A72-29560
Vigilance effects for noise or vibration stimuli
duration judgment task performed with or without
simultaneous mental arithmetic task
P0341 A72-30964
Hoise and vibration stress combined effects on
human mental performance as function of time of
day, taking into account circadian rhythm factor
A-431
VIBBATIOB ISOLATOES SUBJECT IHDEI
P0342 472-31083
Organism response to extreme overload factors,
discussing centrifuging and vibration stress
effects on nean swimming tine and
post-irradiation survival tine in aice
p0375 A72-33554
LF whole body vibration effects on rat escape
conditioning in tens of frequency, amplitude
and controls for noise and activation
P0378 A72-33868
The resonance mechanism of the'biological action
of vibration
pOU63 A72-39409
Egaal coafort contours for whole body vertical,
pnlsed sinusoidal vibration.
P0464 A72-39551
Comparison of irregular vibrations of a United
frequency range with sinusoidal vibrations in
regard to their effect on nan
p0465 A72-3980U
Incorporation of methionine-S 35 in the proteins
of the digestive organs of rabbits under the
action of radiation and vibration
p0492 A72-40440
Flying personnel auditory defects caused by
environmental conditions, discussing aircraft
'noise, vibrations and atmospheric pressure effects
P0498 A72-40924
Body orientation under vertical sinusoidal
vibration.
P0499 A72-41019
Applied research into the effects of vibration
upon displays.
p0504 A72-41424
Effect of vibration on the permeability of the
blood-brain barrier
P0508 A72-42070
Effects of prolonged vibrational stress on
performance and recovery of personnel involved
in multi-station work system
CAD-729373] p0144 S72-15114
Effects of broadband noise intensity and vibration
on mental performance
CAD-731146] p0243 H72-18094
Behavior alterations in pepper plant. Capsicum
annnum, in response to weightlessness, rotation,
vibration, and acoustic stress
tEXPT-P-1017J p0303 H72-20059
Effects of space environment, acceleration, and
vibration on feeding, growth, and morphology of
amoeba, Felomyza carolinensis
tEXPT-P-1035] p0303 N72-20062
Acceleration, vibration, and subsequent
irradiation effects on ENS and protein
metabolisms in digestive system organs of rabbits
p0482 H72-29062
Models for measuring human response to impact
shocks and vibration
rAD-7404401 p0524 H72-30086
Nonlinear mathematical models for determining
human dynamic response to low frequency vibrations
CAD-740462] p0527 H72-30100
Effect of vibration on blood flow and pressure in
major arteries of dogs
[AD-740466] p0527 H72-30104
Effect of continuous noise and vibration on
carbohydrate, fat, and protein metabolism in
white rats
fNASA-TT-F-14569] p0560 1172-32090
Effect of vibration on relationship of bioelectric
activity and oxygen demand in cerebrum of rats
fHASA-TT-F-145701 p0560 N72-32091
VIBBATIOB ISOLATOES
Aircraft pilot seating protection from dynamic
environment by active vibration isolation,
discussing human freguency response
characteristics
P0269 A72-26391
Pilots seating active and passive isolation from
LF vibrations in helicopters and jet aircrafts,
discussing human factors and dynamic environment
P0330 A72-29558
Design of vibration absorbers minimizing human
discomfort.
P0501 A72-41231
VIBBATIOB BEASOBBHSHT
Calibrated LF acceleration vibrocardiography to
examine hemodynamics indices relation to main
wave amplitudes
p0361 A72-31313
Crew compartment vibration environment in B-52
aircraft during low altitude, high speed flight
[AD-727023J P0041 H72-10127
Vertical cockpit acceleration and vibration
measurement in Boeing 707 noting pilot performance
rBAE-TE-69214] p0194 H72-16053
VIBBATIOH PICKUPS
0 TBARSDDCEBS
fTBBAIIOB PBOTBCTIOH
0 VIBBATIOH ISOLATOBS
VIBBATIOB TESTS
Vibration space analysis for human voice
characteristics change during unintended speech
under experimental psychological stresses and
actual emergency situations
P0004 A72-10213
Helicopter noise and vibration testing and cabin
soundproofing for improved comfort
P0186 A72-22141
Design and fabrication of impact and vibration
test equipment for biodynamic research
[AD-726119] ' p0047 H72-11105
Subjective response to random and sinusoidal
vibration
p0197 1172-16768
VIBBATIOHAL STBESS
Short term response of insulin, glucose, growth
hormone and corticosterone to acute vibration
stress in rats
P0014 A72-11289
Dynamic response and functional state of human
operator subjected to harmonic and random
vibrational excitations, discussing biodynamic
nonlinear oscillatory system model construction
p0115 A72-18728
Clinical treatment of vibration induced disorders
in construction workers
[BAE-LIB-TBAHS-1611] p0313 H72-21051
VIBEOCiBDIOGEAPHI
D PHOHOCABDIOGBAPHY
TIDED DATA
Left ventricular volume time course from computer
processing of video angiocardiographic data
based on X ray densitometry measurements
p0272 A72-26627
VIDEO EQDIPBEHT
Computer aided biplane roentgen videometry system.,
for dynamic circulatory structure studies
including blood flow and heart volume
determination
P0013 A72-11040
Infrared radiometer and video scan system for
remote sensing of root rot disease in Pacific
Northwest Douglas fir tree population
[HASA-CB-126719] p0392 B72-25029
VIETHAB
Job performance test for determining effectiveness
of UB-1 helicopter used by Vietnamese air force
[AD-745161] P0573 H72-33123
VIKIBG LAHDEB SPACECRAFT
Biological experiments of Viking Bars lander 1975
mission regarding Oparin-Baldane evolution
hypothesis
p0230 A72-20384
Viking Lander light scattering experiment to
detect microbial growth from agueous turbidity
changes in contact with Hartian soil
P0230 A72-24387
Biological instrumentation for the Viking 1975
mission to Bars.
P0541 A72-43396
VIKIBG HABS PBOGBAH
Biological experiments of Viking Bars lander 1975
mission regarding Oparin-Haldane evolution
hypothesis
p0230 A72-24384
Biological instrumentation for the vikinq 1975
mission to Bars.
p0541 A72-43396
Use of plasma cleaning and Auger spectroscopy to
remove and monitor organic contamination on
Viking spacecraft surfaces
[NASA-CB-128302] . p0563 B72-32117
VIOLEBCE
BT ATTACKIBG (ASSADLTIBG)
VIBTOAL PBOPEBTIES
BEG discharges virtual dipolar sources
computation, using mathematical model with
1-432
SUBJECT IBDEI
homoqeneous spherical conductive medium to
simulate human head
P0114 A72-18201
VIRTUAL ROBK
0 EQOILIBHIOa
TIBDSBS
HT ADENOVIHUSES
NT BACTERIOPHAGES
Virnslike particles in salivary glands, muscles
and nerves of nornal and gamma irradiated
Drosophila melanoqaster, showinq aqe dependent
infection
p0176 A72-21198
VISCEEA
NT ADRENAL GLAHD
HT BLADDEB
HT ENDOCBIHE GLAHDS
NT GOHADS
HT IHTESTISES
HT KIDHEYS
HT LIVES
HT LUNGS
HT OBGAHS
HT PAHCBEAS
HT FABATHTBOID GLAND
HT PITDITABI GLABD
HT SPLEEN
HT TESTES
HT THIBOID GLAND
Vestibnlar nuclei bulbar complex evoked potentials
under visceral and somatic nerves electric
stimulation in anesthetized cats
P0030 A72-12512
Visceral afferentation role in vestibniar system
activity from experiments on rabbit stomach and
rectum mechanoreceptor stimulation effects on
vestibular-ocaloootor reflexes
p0099 A72-16630
Acceleration stress effects on splanchnic blood
flow due to organ displacement and nenrogenic
vasoconstriction in vascular beds
P0294 A72-28285
Hippocampus morphology and physiology in
relationship to emotion and memory mechanisms,
time links, visceral activity and motivations
and endocrine control
P0372 A72-33099
Bussian book - Cortico-visceral interrelations in
physioloqy, biology and medicine.
pOU96 A72-40752
Horpho-physioloqical structures thalamic afferent
switchinq mechanisms of visceral analysors in
actor, premotor, frontal and limbic cerebral
sections
pO«96 A72-M0753
Polysynaptic sympatho-reticular and somatic
afferent visceral links between internal organs
and cerebrum in interoceptive reflex fields
p0496 A72-40755
Pathology of the cardiovascular system in terms of
the theory of cortico-visceral interrelations
p0496 A72-40756
Cortico-visceral studies of spinal cord reticnlar
formation stimulation and destruction effects on
electroencephalogram, cardiac activity and
interoceptive glyce^ic reflexes
p0496 A72-10757
Behavior concept formulation for visceral systems,
considering diqestive system data and extension
from motor function concepts
P0550 A72-44586
VISCOELASTIC PLOW
0 VISCOEL1STICITY
fISCOElASTICITI
Stochastic signal method for measuring dynamic
viscoelastic properties of isometric frog
sartorins muscle at rest and contraction, using
white noise vibrations
p0070 A72-15221
Bathematical model for arterial system pressure,
blood flow and dimensional changes, examining
cardiac ejection dynamics and vascnlature
mechanical properties and viscoelasticity
P0234 A72-24812
numerical and experimental analysis of nonlinear
viscoelastic materials
CTB-71-25] p0128 H72-TH18
VISCOSITY
Blood viscosity and distributed external
constraints and viscoelastic properties of
vessels effects on wave dispersion and
dissipation in arteries and veins, using
membrane model
P0073 A72-15466
Viscosity and constraints effects on wave
dispersion and dissipation in blood vessels,
comparing theory with experiments on dogs
P0073 A72-15467
Effects of hydrostatic pressure on viscosity of
whole blood systems
rAD-740853] p0531 H72-31099
VISCOUS FLOW
NT STOKES FLOW
VISIBILITY
HT LOH VISIBILITY
flovinq display visibility effect on pilot tracking
performance, discussing dependence on
illumination intensity and color
p0056 A72-1«4»5
Effects of different alcohol dosages and display
illumination on tracking performance during
vestibular stimulation.
P0410 A72-34554
Determininq the detectability range of camouflaged
tarqets.
POU19 A72-35690
The visibility range when observing an aircraft
with and without field-qlasses.
P0196 A72-U0750
Effects on threshold luminous intensity and
display visibility in aircraft cockpits
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-15453 p0087 N72-13079
Visual fields of luminous objects in earth
atmosphere
[IFA-SB-36] p0535 N72-3112U
Bibliography from 1958 to 1970 on visibility and
air navigation
fIFA-STB-17] p0535 H72-31125
VISIBLE BADIATION
D LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIATIOB)
VISIBLE SPECTBOH
D LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIATION)
VISION
NT BINOCOLAB VISION
NT COLOB VISION
HT HOHOCULAB VISIOH
NT HIGHT VISION
NT PEBIPHEBAL VISION
NT STEREOSCOPIC VISION
Vertebrates visual processes - Conference,
University of Chile, Santiago,
November-December, 1970
P0107 A72-17718
Siqht impairment-caused flight personnel
disqualification analysis, establishing eye
disease structure, sight damage preconditions
and ophthaloological practice inadeguacies
P0340 A72r30748
Visible and invisible nonionizing radiation
produced human injuries, considering visual and
retinal effects and induced thermal stresses
P0408 A72-34300
Light induced alterations in growth pattern of the
avian eye.
P0411 A72-34880
Continuous objective measurement of the
accommodation of the human eye
P0495 A72-40730
Preprocessing of nerve pulse sequences for
analysis by digital computer
P0547 A72-44349
Influence of vision on susceptibility to acute
motion sickness studied under quantifiable
stimulus-response conditions.
P0558 A72-45659
Physiological optics and psychophysiology of
vision research in DSSB
p0132 H72-15029
Quantitative psychological correlates of human
visual system model
fAD-731197) pOIHO N72-15090
Influence of vision on susceptibility to acute
motion sickness in subjects exposed to stressful
accelerations in rotating room
[NASA-CB-125546] p0189 N72-16003
Bodel of machine hand-eye coordination and program
specifications for topological machine vision
system '.
»-433
VISOIL ACCOH8ODATTOH SUBJECT IHDEI .
fHiSA-CB-127566J p0476 H72-28094
Psychological verification of digitally simulated
models of human visual system
fAD-742431) . P0565 H72-32132
Behavior of compater generated visnal system
r AD-744927;! P0569 H72-33086
VISUAL ACCOHBODATIOH
Pupil size spontaneous oscillation /Rippns/,
discussing development by repeated light step
and accommodation and disappearance due to
mental activity
P0030 A72-12490
Head movement adaptation to horizontal and
vertical field displacements, discussing eye
movement direction learning
P0104 A72-17410
Oculomotor accommodation and convergence as
distance perception cues, shoving size
perception change relation to glasses adaptation
p0105 A72-17411
Hunan visual system freguency specific color,
adaptation, considering neural channels . '
sensitivity to color and frequency input
P0105 A72-17412
Oculomotor cue-based distance perception,
discussing glasses adaptation-caused
accommodation and convergence changes in
stereoscopic depth perception
p0105 A72-17<I1«
Visual adaptation to light and dark in humans and
animals, discussing cellular mechanisms
p0107 A72-17720
Computerized simulation from model of human.
pupillary motor behavioral response to light,,
accommodation and fusional inputs
P0152 A72-19310
Counteradaptation and cue discrepancy as
perceptual adaptation basis, considering changes
in registered and apparent distance of luminous
object moving in dark
P0174 A72-20988
Adjustment to subjective horizontal, vertical and
45 deg tilt in dark as function of age in 3-20 '
year old subjects
P017U A72-20989
Auditory.flutter fusion fregnency changes in
humans during prolonged visual deprivation
p0280 A72^27418
Circadian rhythms of visnal accommodation
responses and physiological correlations during
target tracking, recording monocular focus state
by IB optometer
P0296 A72-28306
Human visnal accommodation biorhythm and reactions
under hard physical work and visnal stress
P0324 A72-28749
Differential effects of refractive errors and
receptive field organization of central .and
peripheral ganglion cells.
p0451 A72-37826
Bering's lav of egual innervation.and the position
of the binocnlns.
P0451 A72-37828
Continuous objective measurement of the
accommodation of the human eye , • .
P0495 A72-40730
Apparent movement and change in perceived location
of a stimulus produced by a-change in . "
accommodative vergence.
pOSOO A72-41024
Chronoreflectometric determination of human eye
accommodation time and, visnal acuity in fitting
of optical glasses
P0136 H72-15062
Development and characteristics of test equipment
for research on human visual accommodation system
[HASA-CH-20071 ' p0261 H72-19170
VISUAL ACUITY
Hunan visnal system multiple channels sensitivity
to patterns at low luminance or high drift
rates, noting retinal ganglion cells selective
sensitivity .
pOIOS A72-17602
Bovinq target resolution threshold in retina,
discussing visnal acuity relation to target
anqnlar velocity during ocular pursuit
p0149 A72-19029
Dynamic visual acuity and eye movement data for
movinq targets, deriving retinal target image
position and velocity errors during ocular pursuit
p01«9 A72-19030
Aging effect on visnal acuity variations relation
to refraction variations in flight deck
personnel, noting eye functional value diminution
P0151 A72-19244
Visual acuity measurement methods, comparing
angular acuity .by Beyne optometer and
morphoscopic acuity by Hercier optometric scale
. . P0151 A72-19246
Dazzle glare effects and acuity, recuperation among
aircrew, noting civil and 'military aircraft
accidents during daytime and nighttime fliqh'ts
P0177 A72-21272
Stereoscopic acuity for, ^ photometrically matched
background wavelengths at scotopic and pho;topic
levels, plotting variable depth error -as
 :' •
function of retinal illuminance
P0229 A72-24269
Visual evoked cortical responses in" objective
refraction related to retinal image clarity for
clinical applications.
; , P0265 A72-25349
Betina visnal acuity testing by zero and first .
order moire fringes, using sgnare-vave amplitude
gratings , ,
, .. ' P0288 A72-27953
Anqnlar oscillation in yaw effect of pilot'visual
performance, showing,vestibnlo-ocnlar
compensation and fregnency response
V . .'. P0292 A72-28269
Visual acuity measurement by dynamic and static
tests as function of target velocity and
exposure time * . .
P0334 ^ 72-30042
Eye movements and dynamic visual acuity as!
function of tracking velocity, analyzing pursuit
and saccadic component by electroocnlography .
' p0334 A72-30043
Eagle eye retinal image gnality determination by
ophthalmoscopic method, comparing to human
visnal acuity . '
' p0365 472-31724
The effect of target contrast variation on dynamic
visual acuity and eye movements. .
. ' P0411'A72-34876
The influence of the modulation transfer function
of the dioptric apparatus on the acuity and
contrast of the retinal image in Bana esculenta.
' ; p0412 A72-34883
Fixation eye movements and the processing of
visnal information.
pO«96 A72-40740
Visual acuity .restoration improvement after flash
blindness by monocular shielding and inqestion
of vitamin complexes containing ATP with
pyridoxal, considering twilight vision
P0506 A72-41748
Ophthalmoscopic, photocalibrometric and
ophthalmodynamometric examinations of test
subjects visnal acuity during bed rest in
hypokinetic antiorthostatic position
' ' ' . p0543 A72-43916
Siqnal detection analysis of meridional variations
to vertical and horizontal gratings.
. p0549 A72-44389
Dynamic characteristics and'requirements in human
visnal perception of moving television images'
.[AD-727174] p0037 H72-10097
Long duration space flight effects on visnal,
acuity and visnal capability of Gemini crewmembers
CEIPT-S008]. 'p0120 H72-14062
Airborne.visual reconnaissance tests to determine
effect'of yellow sunglasses on.visnal acuity of.
observers . :
IAD-730290] , pOV30 H72-14132
Physiological factors in color vision, simulation
of visnal systems, aerospace environment effects
on visnal perception, and electrophysiological
aspects of eye responses
CHASA-TT-P-650] . . ' p0132 H72-15028
•Color discrimination ability in children with
reduced visual acuity
• P0133 B72-15037
Psychophysiological fatigue effect on human visnal
analyzer during microscopic assembling of ' .
semiconductor devices
p0133 H72-15042
a-434
SOBJECT IHDBI TISOAL DISCBIBIHATIOB
Weightlessness effects on achromatic and chromatic
visual perception in humans
p0135 B72-15053
Speed of motion and' tracking tine effects on human
visual acuity in perception of moving objects •
P0135 H72-15055
Statistical analysis on restoration tine of hnaan
visual acuity after'temporary blinding by light
flashes ' ' - ' '
P0135 H72-15056
Chronoreflectonetric determination of human eye
accommodation" tine and visual acuity in fitting
of optical glasses ' '
P0136 H72-15062
Deterioration of dynamic visual acuity with
increasing speed of object under observation
tAD-729865] ' '' p01«2 B72-1S10U
Deternination of relationship between frequency of
small eye movements and vernier acnity in human
subjects
fPB-202995] ' p0243 'B72-18091
Testing paradign for training and 'measuring visual
acnity in Rhesus monkeys suffering fron retinal
burn
rAD-7334881 p0255 H72-19116
Human visnal acnity measured by chromatic square
wave gratings under luminance conditions
CAD-73«t931] ' p0315 B72-21063
Naval research on laser caused visual acuity
decrement in monkeys and ocular injury in humans
P0432 B72-26056
Hethod for testing myoptic, hyperoptic, '
enmetropic, and astigmatic vision using speckle'
patterns of laser
rAD-7»2792] p0532 H72-31107
Dynamic visual acnity in motion perception
fAD-7415281 ' ' p0533'H72-31115
Spatial sensitivity of visnal system
rAD-7««325] . pOS70 H72-33090
VISUAL AIDS .
Development and application of training films'for
instructing pilots in landing T-37 aircraft
tAD-728685) p0087 .872-13087
Distribution of visual aids and display devices in'
front of aircraft pilots : • • • • - ' •
p0191 N72-16023
Human operator errors in performing audio-video
and audio only tracking tasks
' ' " p013S H72-26078
Exposure criteria for visual aids in aircraft
recognition training • • . ;
TAD-739923] pO*80 N72-28123
TISOAL COBTB01
Tracker recovery strategy during temporary target
obscuration in pursuit tracking task, analyzing
control stick novemen'ts "' '
' p0330 -A72-29820
TISOAL GOES
0 COBS ' ' . : . . • •
0 TISOAL PEBCEPTIOB • ' ' '
TISUAL DISCBIBIIATIOH ' " - ' ' : • • . . ' ' •
Intervening discrete elements effects on filled
duration illusion in auditory, tactual.and
visnal presentation • :'
' p0009 A72-10720
Threshold stimulus for visual notion
discrimination as ,function of velocity and
. luminance ' - : '
' . . P0009 A72-1072.2
Temporal characteristics of wavelength and1 ' '
luminance modulated light perception, discussing
• visual system dynamics of color discrimination
'• p0030 A72-12187
Color defective vision performance'predictions '
during day and niqht tests of aviation color ''
signal light discrinination '''
', ' ' ' ' p0109'A72-17871
Tisnal discrimination task-trained monkeys
performance and physiology after pulsed mixed
gamma-neutron irradiation,' noting blood pressure
and respiratory and heart rate changes
pOiifl A72-17873
Objects visnal detection probability distribution
as'function of angular size, contrast and search
time, comparing binocular and monocular searches
effectiveness • '
P0160 A72-19919
Natural visnal capture result of vision and touch
conflict in bilateral comparisons of object length
p0229 A72-21270
Beural effects on human visnal resolution of
horizontal and vertical gratings resulting from
early abnormal visnal inpnts due to astigmatism
p0230 A72-24348
Vigilance perfornance prediction for
difficulty-matched auditory and loosely and
closely coupled visnal intensity discrimination
tasks
p0236 A72-25127
Average evoked potentials correlates of two flash
perceptual discrimination in cats, discussing
parallel changes as function of interflash
intervals and peripheral level
p0236 A72-25178
Bxtrageriiculostriate vision in aonkey, discussing
circle vs triangle 'and red vs-green discrimination
p0277 A72-26772
Interhemispheric effects on choice reaction tines
to'single and multiple letter displays,
analyzing cerebral dominance and visnal
information transmission conpared with verbal
response
1
 ' p0279 A72-2707S
Color discrinination threshold determination for
spectral sensitivity in subjects with .congenital
color vision disorders
. . p032» A72-28763
Opponent color responses of monkey optic tract
fibers to monochronatic lights, using chronatic
adaptation and mi'croelectrode recording
' p0362 A72-31369
Experimental testing of theory of signal
detectability 'derived psychophysical nodels
application to two-pulse visnal stimuli tenporal
discrinination
p0362 A72-31379
Visual-tactual senses conflict experimental
examination, discussing vision as doninant
nodality
pO«07 A72-3H219
Effect of target-background luninance co'ntrast on
binocular depth discrinination at photopic '
levels of inclination.
pOll 11 A72-3U879
An analytical description of the line elenent in
the zone-fluctuation nodel of colour vision. I,
II.
pO«26 A72-36606
Theoretical nodels for speed-accuracy tradeoff'
dnring difficult visual discrinination tasks
under tine pressure
p0430 A72-37220
Psychological tests for diurnal variations of
human visnal discrimination threshold by varying
test object illumination level
• pfll|57 A72-38931
Discrimination sensitivity and'black light density
in the mesopic range ' '
p0495 A72-»0735
Perceptual differentiation of sequential visnal
patterns. ,
pO«99 A72-11021
Interactions of'signal .and background variables in
visual processing. ' ' '
p0518 A72-H2931
Simultaneous detection and recognition of
chromatic flashes.
pOSiS A72-42933
Hethods of measuring visnal fatigue of workers
engaged'in tasks involving visnal checks • ;
[BLL-LIB-COBB-1598-(5196)'i pOO«2 H72-10133
Color discrimination ability in children with
rednced visual acnity ,
1
 '
 :
 '• •"' p0133 H72-15037
Hinimnm tine interval in human'visnal
discrimination of successive optical stimuli '
. . . . P0133 B72-15039
Besearch projects'to determine visnal'perception
capability and factors' which affect visnal
perception efficiency ' ' - '
CAD-7317U71 p0206 B72-170U8
Ose of sunlight as underwater visnal direction
finder by fishes•'' • '
' p0398 B72-25089
Phenomena related to sensory perception including
physiology of Limnlns visual system
r R n - T n ^ K n o n ' ' • ' ' ' ntAD-713502] p0569'H72-33087
A-435
VIS01L DISP11IS SOBJBCI IBDBX
VISOAI DISPLAYS
0 DISPUT DEVICES
VISU1L FIELDS
Visual response to Bonocalarly and dichoptically
presented flashed patterns, discussing
physiological sechanisn based on cortical visual
field concept . , •
p0029 172-12485
Contrast vision enhancement in Hermann grid with
variable figure-ground ratio, using Banmgartner
receptive -field hypothesis ...
. P0053 172-13624
• Successive visual lotion illusion during
• perception of rotating kymograph drum by human eye
, . • . pQ,075 A72-15588
Bead movement .adaptation to horizontal and
vertical field displacements, discussing eye
movement direction learning
. . - -, . p0104- 172-17410
Cerebral cortex striate area relation to visual
. field in various animals . . .-
p0108 172-17722
Visual.space geometry and perception experiments,
demonstrating size-distance relations for
.various visual cues , . ,
• pOISO .172-19031
. Roving visual stimuli apparatus with independent
control over size, shape, background intensity,
orientation and velocity of motion, describing
cat neuronal sensitivity studies . ,
' , - •: p0150 172-19032
Human vision light adaptation, effects on, ' ••'-
dichromatic color 'matches for bipartite- .r-
centrally fixated circular matching field
P0150. 172-19033
Ifterimage apparent motion preceding smooth eye
movement association with target tracking;-
. noting .unequal impairment occurrence over entire
visual field ., , . . ,.
i . P0150 172-19034
Uniform visual field influence on.. . ,- -
\electroencephalographic alpha rhythm in man,
discussing ocular fixation, visual attention and
vigilance change effects . . . . .
• • • - : . . • • . '«-.p0150 172-19010
Optic disk drnsen and Harcns Gnnn pupillary • -.i -
phenomenon relation to visual field defects,
discussing need for calibrated perimetry.and ,
binocular field testing . • <,
[1D-737860J ,. p0164 172-20190
•.'Cat retina- ganglion cell threshold and latent
responses- to separate stimulation of .receptive >*
field center and periphery . •
. . - • ' p0177 172-21474
Single lateral genicnlate neuron recording during
receptive field-centered* flashing spot ..--,'.,. :.
variations for intensity response function^ • .
i - comparison with optic neurons in cats
. • . . p0236 172-25177
Cortico-snbcortical connections transection effect
•. on cat lateral genicnlate body and visual cortex
neurons spontaneous activity • ; . .- '
. p0285 172-27652
Cat visual cortex receptive field responses to.
light bands of variable widths and intervals
. . , . - • • . . p033<l 172-30256
Voluntary saccade length dependence on visual
field nontarget stimuli number, locus and - -
distance from target •
< . p0341 172-30966
Disparity-associated depth .sensation masking,.- '
suggesting visual signal processing inhibitory
mechanisms for crossed .and uncrossed stimuli .
: • p0362 172-31366
Honkey retinal ganglion and lateral genicnlate
nucleus cell, maintained discharge rate .• ^
indication of receptive field organization for
various' light stimulus intensities
, . , . • • • . • • - . . . . - p0362 172-31370
The relative importance-of .contrast and. motion in
visual detection.- . ' ' - • • > < • • -
.; .- ' - p0419 172-35689
The effect of chlordiazepoxide on visual field;.,
extraocolar muscle balance,"1 colour matching •- •
ability ana hand-eye co-ordination in man.: •••.
••• • p0419 172-35915
Visual half-field differences.in the recognition
of bilaterally presented single letters,-and
vertically spelled words.
P0427 172-36908
Considerations in the design of an.autooatic
visual field tester.
p0429 172-37013
Discontinuity of seen motion reduces the visual
motion aftereffect.
P0450 172-37600
Differential effects of refractive .errors and
receptive field organization of central and
• peripheral-ganglion cells. :
P0451 172-37826
Visual Field Analyzer presentation of single and
multiple stimuli for differential threshold
levels investigation, discussing eccentricity,
spatial orientation .and.snpraliminal stimuli
effects • .
. - p0451 -172-37831
Beceptive fields of units in the visual cortex of
the cat in the presence and absence of bodily
tilt.
. pOISS 172-38646
Investigations concerning the problem of virtual
contours in visual perception
p0456 172-38719
In electronic model of visual receptive fields.
p0462 172-39271
Parametric adjustment to a shifting target
alternating with saccades to a stationary
reference point.
•a >: •-•:(. pOSOl 172-41250
Interactions' between spatial and kinetic
-dimensions in movement aftereffect.
. . pOSOl 172-41254
Temporal and spatial characteristics of selective
encoding from visual displays.
. . p0501 172-41255
Analysis of the activity evoked in the cerebellar
. cortex by stimulation of the visual pathways.
. pOSOS 172-41460
Visual experience as a determinant of the response
characteristics of cortical receptive fields- in
cats. , :
pOSOS 172-41461
Visual.angle and apparent size of objects in
peripheral vision.
P0518 172-42932
Motion thresholds for fovea and peripheral retina
with/without correction for peripheral
refractive error
p0545 172-43978
Information aspects in visual perimetry, obtaining
memory requirement for control computer in
automated perimetry - •
P0547 172-44378
Photopic and scotopic contributions to the human
visually evoked cortical potential. V
- < • p0548 -172-44380
Line length detectors in the human visual system -
, Evidence from selective adaptation.
P0548 172-44384 .
Techniques for analysing differences in VEBs:
Colored and patterned stimuli.
p0548 172-44387.
Small field tritanopia of central fovea in terms • '>
of dichromatic area color response mechanism and
adaptation speed
p0549 I72r44390
Visnal stimuli distance estimation with head
stationary or moving, discussing performance
after monocular -motion parallax training ;,-
_ _ p0549 172-44557
Optical directionality of" retinal receptors and
corresponding points. I - Nasal-temporal
asymmetry of retinal spatial values and • :
orientation, of receptors: Ire the corresponding
points cones. II - Variation of form, of the
experimental-, horoptera, and. possibility of
reorganization of the retinal correspondence
according to the orientation of the eyes
p0551 172-44907
Functional organization of the periphery effect in
retinal ganglion cells.
. i : . p0552 172-44908
The effects of simultaneous and successive
contrast on perceived brightness.
p0552 172-44910
Control, by the visual cortex, of the posterior
lateral thalamic group in the cat
P0553 172-45009
1-436
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Research projects to determine visual perception
capability and factors which affect visual
perception efficiency
CAD-731747} p0206 1172-17088
Automated visual sensitivity tester for
deternininq visual field sensitivity and blind
spot size
CHASA-CSSE-ABC-10329-1J ' P<>317 H72-21079
Perception of real notion by hoean eye
CICBL-BB-70-7] pOS34 N72-31119
Experinental determination of visual field
dependency of hnnan test subjects in erect and
supine positions •;
[BASA-TH-D-6883] - p0534 872-^31121
Visual fields of luminous objects in earth
atmosphere
[IFA-SH-36J p0535 B72-31124
Bibliography from 1958 to 1970 on visibility and
air navigation
riFA-STB-17] p0535 B72-31125
VISOAL PLIGHT BOLES
Hunan engineering survey of Canadian VFB air ''
traffic training base capacity -
rDCIBB-832] pO«77 H72-28107
VI SUM. OBSBBTATIOB
Detection range, color, brightness and flash
subjective response tests to evaluate light
signals for nighttine sea navigation- and visual
collision avoidance
p0299 A72-28326
White background noise intensity effects, on human:!
visual target detection performance considering
display difficulty levels, target location,
detection tine and error
• p0345 A72-31156
Bnnan vision sensitivity to covert IB illuminators
for image intensification during night observation
P0367 472-32046
Visual optical systen evaluation from viewpoint of
human operator target detection under field
conditions in teems of resolntion, transfer •
functions, aberration and eye movements
P0459 472-39011
The visibility range when observing an.aircraft-
with and without field-glasses. - -
p0496 A72-U0750
Optical vision testing unit for testing eyes and
visual systen of human subject
[BASA-CASE-BSC-13601-1] p0045 B72-11088
Detection of Cerenkov radiation in relativistic
nnons by human eye
CAD-729449] • p0117 H72-14048
Gogqle device for measuring visually perceptive
direction of space
[HASA-CB-125859) '
 P0309 H72-20102
Badar and visual tracking of migratory birds.to
determine correlation of flight altitude and
wind direction on direction of migration
P0396 B72-25070
VISOAL PEBCBPTI01
BT AUTOKIBESIS .. . •
BI CRITICAL FLICKEB FOSIOH
BT SPACE PEBCEPTIOB
BT VISOAL DISCBIBIBATIOB
Beuron responses IB cat visnal system /retina,
genicalate body, primary, secondary and tertiary
visnal cortex/ to simple visnal stimulus pattern
pOOOS 472-10466
Functional organization of visual cortex in '
monkeys, discussing monocular and binocular
responses, trigger and stimulus abstraction
pOOOS A72-10467
Sensory psychological -invariance formation for
perceptual functions in human visual, system
pOOOS A72-10468
Psychology of visnal form perception in relation-
to nenrophysiological principles of lateral
interaction and organization, considering
retinal inages, aftereffects, binocular vision,
etc
pOOOS A72-10469
Benral substrates of sensory tactile vision ••>
substitution for information mediation in blind
subjects, using TV camera • ••>
pOOOS A72-10470
Electronic analog models of human retina and
visual system, discussing optical character' » '
recognition, signal processing, photoreceptor
stimulation, visaal cortex excitation and
further model development
pOOOS A72-10471
Sensorimotor preconditions of single image
impression in human binocular vision
P0006 A72-10477
Psychophysical perceived orientation experiments
on Poggendorff illusion /transversal interrupted
by parallel lines/
pOOOS A72-10717
Position constancy and motion perception.tests of
head movement feedback calibration of perceived
direction of optical notions
' p0009 A72-10719
Bnnan pattern analysis by stabilized retinal image
fragmentation as function of fade frequencies
for angle and line stimuli in different
orientations
p0009 A72-10721
Lateral spatial interactions of sensory receptors,
discussing mathematical'theory for nonocnlar
visual inputs described by real valued functions
on continuum
P0014.A72-11196
Inert gas narcosis under hyperbaric conditions
relationship to nental performance and auditory
and visnal evoked responses in man
[AD-7367361 - p0019 A72-1170S
Eye-hand coordination modifiable paraneters under
optical distortion conditions, deriving
quadratic equation for hand response adaptation
p0022 A72-11897
Visnal response to monocnlarly and dichoptically
presented flashed'patterns, discussing • •
physiological mech'anism based on' cortical visnal
field concept
p0029 A72-12185
Temporal characteristics of wavelength and
• luminance modulated light perception, discussing
visual system dynamics of color discrimination
P0030 A72-12487
Lateral inhibition effect on disappearance node of
visnal perceptual units /lines and angles/
p0030 A72-12489
Optic nerve axon diameters in central and
peripheral cat retina related to conduction
velocity groups • . '
- p0053 A72-13622
Concurrent and terminal display exposure effects
on perceptual adaptation for localizing
movements with displacing prism
pOOSS A72-13878
Visnal guidance of locomotion, discussing
expansion information and' target drift theories
pOOSS A72-13879
Boving display visibility effect on pilot tracking
performance, discussing dependence on
illumination intensity and color
p0056 A72-14445
Successive visnal motion illusion during
perception of rotating kynograph drnn by human eye
P0075 A72-15588
Visnal persistence and perceptual monent
hypotheses for time-dependent visnal illusion
fron viewing noving stroboscopically illnni'nated
object ,
p0097 A72-16150
Involuntary eye movements effects on visnal
images, emphasizing drift and tremor effects on
spatial frequency distortion
p0102 A72-16674
Head movement adaptation to horizontal and
vertical field displacements, discussing eye
movement direction learning
p0104 A72-17410
Human visnal system fregnency specific color
adaptation, considering neural channels
sensitivity to color and fregnency input
P0105 A72-17U12
Human visnal system selective adaptability to
speed, size and orientation, suggesting motion
analysis by visnal cortex neural subsystems
P0106 A72-17603
Darkness enhancement measurement in intermittent
light as function of flicker frequency,
describing experimental assembly
P0106 A72-17605
Occipital and vertex visnal evoked response
relation to sensory information, perception and
stimulation
A-437
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pOIOS 472-17723
Phylo-ontogenetic maturation of corticopetal
projections of visual cortex, using evoked
potential measurements in rabbits
pOIOS A72-17736
Bisensory perfomance in simultaneous auditory and
visual verbal intonation recognition,
demonstrating integrative action between hearing
and vision
P0111 A72-17949
Suppression of visual evoked responses to low
intensity light flashes and shifting stripe
patterns during saccadic eye movements
P0109 A72-19025
Flicker and flash threshold experiments,
discussing flicker cat-off freguency and flash
duration relations and visual sensitivity
P0149 A72-19028
Visual space geometry and perception experiments,
denonstrating size-distance relations for
various visual cues
pOISO A72-19031
Hoving visual stimuli apparatus with independent
control over size, shape, background intensity,
orientation and velocity of motion, describing
cat nenronal sensitivity studies
P0150 A72-19032
Optic disk drnsen and Harcns Gnnn pupillary '
phenomenon relation to visual field defects,
discussing need for calibrated perinetry and
binocular field testing
(40-737860] . . . p0164 A72-20190
Reaction tine to visual orientation change,
obtaining aftereffects as function of
orientation specific adaptation duration and
separation angle between inspection and test lines
P0174 A72-20986
Rotating disk background and speed effects on
perception of verticality notion in clockwise or
counterclockwise direction
p0174 A72-20987
Three color response of human vision, noting
relationships to color matching function and
brightness
P021S A72-22617
Psychological aspects in aerial
photointerpretation, discussing importance of
perception of image contrast, contours and areal
distribution
P0222 A72-23299
Visual search model from perceptual theory, animal
studies and search data, discussing 'selection,
, inspection and naming single cued letters in
visual array
P0225 A72-23647
Stochastic model for eye movements during fixation
on stationary target
P0228 A72-23795
Visual and haptic perception in angle reproduction
matching task, noting performance differences
relation to nature of form discrimination and task
P0236 A72-25126
Spatial fregnency specificity of edge continent
color aftereffects
P0237 A72-25182
Vascular-capillary study of age related
angioarchitectonic features of human brain optic
lobe
P0274 A72-26675
Bed rest and positive radial acceleration effect
on peripheral visual response time, considering
blackout or grayont prediction possibilities
P0295 A72-28297
Keck* proprioception effects and otolith organ
activity in perceived visual targe't elevation
under centrifnging stress
P0296 A72-28305
Belationship of visibility fluctuations in set of
luminous circles to verbal response learned for
each circle, showing word association influence
on stimuli perception
P0331 A72-298S1
Visual latencies measurement as function of
stimulus luminance and adaptation state by
stereoscopic null method, characterizing
relationship by inverse power function
P0333 A72-29968
Hatched 'luminance chrbm'atic stinuli wavelength
effects on human visual latency
p0335 A72-30267
Pupil reflex loss /popillotonia/ diagnosis in
pilots, testing sensitivity to methacholine
chloride
[AD-744368] p0344 A72-31096
Human eye relative luminous efficiency for near IB
and DV coherent light, using ruby laser pumped
tunable dye laser primary and second barnonic
outputs
P0363 A72-31380
Visual and acoustic image processing rates during
letter sequencing tasks, suggesting implicit
verbal control involvement
P0371 A72-32764
Stabilized retinal image techniques to examine
functional relationships between nonstabilized
grating pattern orientation adaptation and
stabilized line stimuli fading rates
p0377 A72-33646
Occipital EEG activity during fluctuations of
perception under stabilized image and simplified
stimulus conditions.
p0407 A72-342U7
Visual depth perception response functions for
sine and square wave modulated binocular parallax
p0407 A72-34293
Evidence for the role of the transient neural
'off-response' in perception of light decrement
- A psychophysical test derived from nenronal
data in the cat.
P0412 A72-34884
Quantitative decision criteria for identification
of visual evoked responses obtained during
binocular rivalry.
P0423 A72-36312
On the apparent orbit of the Pulfrich pendulum.
pOU26 A72-36608
Novelty, recency and freguency effects on visual
recognition and pseudo-recognition thresholds.
P0427 A72-36909
Assessment of life span age difference relations
in visual perceptual tasks, taking into account
matnrational and generational differences
pO»27 A72-36910
Effects of visual cues on the standing body sway
of males and females.
pOU28 A72-36918
Danipnlation of projected afterimage's by means of
the physiological theory imposed on the observer.
pO»28 A72-36920
Calculating the perceived level of light and sound.
POB54 A72-38567
Investigations concerning the problem of virtual
contours in visual perception
P0456 A72-38719
An electronic model of visual receptive fields.
pO»62 A72-39271
General principles and detail similarities in
visual pattern analysis by single neuron
operation, computer programs and psychological .
perception
p0862 A72-39275
Age dependence of changes in pupil diameter in the
dark.
pO»95 A72-40732
Threshold detection model for foveal viewing by
human observers using naked eye
pOS95 A72-40733
Liminal stimuli binoptic detection variation with
ratio of left eye to right eye detection
probabilities
P0195 A72-40734
night vision performance measure based on object
recognition experiments with optical
instruments, noting improvement with image
intensifier
P0196 A72-40741
Some structural and functional characteristics of
a retina projection onto the visual cortex of cats
P0498 A72-40808
Parametric adjustment to a shifting target
alternating with saccades to a stationary
reference point.
pOSOl A72-11250
The effect of size, retinal locus, and orientation
on the visibility of a single afterimage.
P0501 A72-41253
Temporal and spatial characteristics of selective
encoding from visual displays.
A-438
SOBJECT IHDBI VISUAL PBECEPTIOB COHID
p0501 A72-41255
Display device.design and human operator training
based on visual and auditory sensation and
perception principles, emphasizing fitting
between man and information
P0502 A72-41t07
The airborne visual simulation as an electronic
display.
' • ' p0502 A72-t1U10
Visual information space-time dependent filtering
' "by .retinal and geniculate body neural nets
pOSIO A72-12299
On threshold mechanisms "for achromatic and
chromatic vision.
P0512 A72-425H7
Visual perception of accelerated nit'rogen nuclei
interacting with the human retina.
pOStS A72-139KO
Complete assimilation of briefly presented lines.
p05t6 A72-UI1150
Information aspects in visual perimetry, obtaining
memory requirement for control computer in
automated perimetry
p0547 A72-t4378
Visual sensitivity measurement in retinal areas
with stepvise change from one monochromatic
light to another, discussing eye movements
effects and perception thresholds
• ' p6548 A72-44385
Perceptual latency as a function of stimulus onset
and offset and retinal location.
PP518 A72-44386
The suppression-recovery effect in relation to
stimulus repetition and rapid light adaptation.
P0552 A72-tt909
The effects of simultaneous and.successive
contrast on perceived brightness.
P0552 A72-tt910
Perception smear suppression during saccadic eye
movements in terns of me'tacontrast determined by
pbst-saccadic accumulated luminance relation to
stimuli masking
p0556 A72-t5377
Visual perception psychology of character
recognition
p003« B72-10079
Dynamic characteristics and requirements in human
visual perception of moving television images
[AD-727174} p0037 B72-10097
Heasurement of visual reaction time in positive
and transverse centrifugal force
fHASA-TT-F-140001 p0043 B72-11071
Effect of reproduction scale on probability of
image recognition
. UD-727457] p0046 B72-11096
Effect of high brightness (20,000 to 80,000 lux)
on rate of human eye adaptation to darkness
p0078 B72-11999
Bvstagmns and visual performance during sinusoidal
oscillation
fAD-726173} p0082 B72-12033
Comparison of operator performance from nose of
aircraft vith performance from side of aircraft
during aerial reconnaissance operations
.fAD-729226! p0087 B72-1309t
long duration space flight effects on visual
acuity and visual capability of Gemini crewmembers
.CBXPT-S008J ' p0120 H72-1t062
Operator visual perception capacity under tine
deficit conditions in spacecraft
P0122 B72-1»076
Alcohol effects on static and dynamic vestibnlar
responses over 32 hour post drinkinq periods
[FAA-AH-71-39] '
 P0128 H72-1tt116
Effect of apparent scene illumination on inflight
visual detection of ground targets during aerial
reconnaissance
fAD-728629) p0128 B72-14122
Determining effective flashing light intensity as
function of duration and area at threshold and
snprathreshold luminance with different
background luminances
[AD-728587J ' p0129 B72-1t128
Physiological factors in color vision, simulation
of visual systems, aerospace environment effects
on visual perception, and electrophysiological
aspects of eye responses
t'BASA-TT-F-650 ] p0132 H72-15028
Hathematical model of psychophysiological
relationship between sensation and stimulus in
human color perception
P0132 B72-15031
Grassmann algebra for functional model of color
vision statics in human perception
P0132 B72-15032
Hathematical model for linear stationary operator
describing relationship between stimulus and
evoked potential in electroretinograms
P0132 872-15033
Phased development of human visual color perception
P0133 B72-15038
Therapeutic irradiation effects on visual
perception times in humans with optical nerve
diseases
P0133 B72-150t1
Electrophysiological excitability changes in
visual system of anesthetized cats in response
to flash signals
P0133 H72-150t3
Neuron inhibition in snbcortical response of
rabbit visual system to repetitive flicker stimuli
p013t B72-15044
Evoked potential of hypothalamic region in .
response to photic stimulation of rabbit retina
P0134 B72-150t6
Disturbance or absence of light invoked potentials
in electroretinogram and electroencephalogram in
diseases of the human visual system
p013t B72-150t7
Physiological photoconductivity effect in
pigmented epithelial eye cell during action of
visible light
p013t B72-150t8
Environmental aerospace effects on human visual
physiology
p013t B72-15050
Physiological and physical effects of space flight
on visual perception of astronauts
'p0135 B72-15051
Threshold values for spatial vision and distance
perception of flight crew
P0135 B72-15052
Weightlessness effects on achromatic and chromatic
visual perception in humans
. p0135 B72-15053
Convergence effects in visual distance perception
of pilot during aircraft landing
P0135 B72-1505t
Bestoration time for light sensitivity in human
subjects exposed to light flashes and dark
adaptation
P0135 B72-15057
Flash perception period measurements for
determining human visual thresholds
p0136 N72-15063
Binocular eye function characteristics during
isometropic and anisometropic vision
p0136 B72-1506t
Human factors engineering to determine visual
discrimination of helicopter pilot and effect on
helicopter control
tAD-730500] p01tO H72-15087
Development of spectral sensitivity curves for
optic tecnm of turtles and effect of wavelength
on reptilian vision
fAD^730286] pOltO B72-15089
Deterioration of dynamic visual acuity with
increasing speed of.object under observation
[AD-729865] . p01t2 B72-15104
Light flashes seen by Apollo astronauts caused by
ionization in retina by cosmic nuclei
(BASA-CB-125453] - p0192 B72-1603t
Physiological aspects of visual perception and
pattern recognition
tAD-731898] p0196 B72-16062
Spatial interference constraints on human visual
selective perception
CAD-730924] p0199 B72-17042
Research projects to determine>visual perception
capability and factors which affect visual
perception efficiency
[AD-731747] pQ206 B72-17088
Edge and curve detection for visual scene
analysis, using parallel operations
tAD-733711) p02t2 B72-18085
Determination of relationship between frequency of
small eye movements and vernier acuity in human
A-t39
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subjects
fPB-202995] p0243 B72-18091
Tisnal evoked potential changes of chloralose
anesthetized cats in hyperbaric atBospheres
[AD-733416] p0254 H72-19112
Oevelopnent and characteristics of test equipment
for research on human visual accommodation system
fBiSl-CH-2007] P0261 H72-19170
Estimating absolate distance underwater* and
improvement of visual judgement accuracy by
training
tAD-734125] P0307 872-20089
Bedical research abstracts on limnlns visual
system, electronic neuron Model development, and
auditory adaptation in horseshoe crab
140-73*0171 P0316 B72-21073
Sonar operator visual sampling of simulated. PPI
display
fAD-736175] p0354 H72-22101I
Human perceptual characteristic data relating to
individual electronic flight display design
P0355 B72-22622
Characterization and,origin of light flashes seen
by astronauts onboard Apollo 11, 12, 13, and 14
[BASA-TH-I-684191 P0383 B72-24076
Sensory, interaction between vision size perception
and vestibule stimulation as test for vestibnlar
hypothesis of nooo illusion
CIZF-1971-231 p0385 B72-24089
Pattern recognition in perception of binary
sequences and effect of number of stimuli in
pattern •• -
fAD-737201] p0391 B72-24138
Function of visual cues in orientation navigation
systems of desert ants
P0398 B72-25088
Visual evoked response as measure of nitrogen
narcosis in divers breathing compressed air from
0 to 250 feet
[AD-737208] p0401 H72-25114
Methodology and analysis of visual evoked cortical
response as measure of stress in hyperbaric
atmospheres of naval environment emphasizing
slow flash rates
fAD-737209) p0402 H72-25115
Effects of ultrasonic transducer manipulations on
optical component depth and conponent interface
amplitudes of private eye
CAD-738587] p0472 B72-28072
Electroretinographic evaluation of Bunsen-Boscoe
Law for human eye at high energy levels
tAD-738803] ' p0473 H72-28075
Increment thresholds for two nonidentical flashes
CAD-739327] p0473 B72-28076
Effects of color, spatial, and conventional visual
cues on human performance
rAD-739583] p0479 B72-28121
Effects of training in ocular pursuit tracking on
snbsegnent performance
rAD-7tt12i(6] p0486 B72-29094
Binocnlar disparity tolerances of pilots viewing
dynamic head-up displays
CAD-741218] p0486 B72-29095
Depth judgements of Bach-Dvorak phenomenon induced
by cyclic, intermittent stimulation to assess
eye coordination in binocular vision
TAD-740656] P0524 B72-30083
Dynamic visual acuity in motion perception
rAD-741528] p0533 B72-31115
Effect of schedule control and sleep deprivation
on human eye movement behavior
r.AD-711397] ' p0566 B72-32134
VISOAl PHOIOHETBI
Colorimetric photometric matching tests, showing
subject differences in parafoveal spectral
sensitivity indicated by photopic curve peaks
P0411 A72-34882
VISOAL SIG1ALS
Optimal flash rate and duty cycle for flashing
visual indicators, testing observer ability to
determine indicator state
p0007 A72-10565
Alerting light and audio signals for aircraft
pilots, considering implications for aircraft
design
P0015 A72-11291
Color defective vision performance predictions
during day and night tests of aviation color
signal light discrimination
P0109 A72-17871
Vibrotactile warning device effectiveness under
auditory and visual loadings, investigating
reaction time and errors number
p0180 A72-21S69
Russian book on visual sensor signal dynamics
covering nerve signal transformation, light
stimuli responses, afferent flow, bionics,
nenrocybernetics and communication theory
P0268 472-26049
Detection range, color, brightness and flash
subjective response tests to evaluate light
signals for nighttime sea navigation and visual
collision avoidance
P0299 472-28326
Detection and recognition of colored signal lights.
P0419 472-35691
The detectability of a brief gap in a pulse of
light as a function of its temporal location
within the pulse. .
P0499 A72-41023
Interactions of signal and background variables in
visual processing.
P0518 472-42931
Simultaneous detection and recognition of
chromatic flashes.
P0518 472-42933
Effect of differential payoff matrices to induce
motivation in vigilance performance involving
•detection'of visual signals
[4D-727984J p0041 B72-10123
Psychological tests for evaluation of animated,
visual displays for acoustic signal recognition
[AD-728056] p0129 B72-14123
"Human, factors engineering to determine visual
discrimination of helicopter pilot and effect on
helicopter control
C4D-730500] p0140 H72-15087
VISOAL STIBOLI
Physiological response to affective visual
stimuli, observing signal value change effect on
forehead pulse amplitude and galvanic skin
response
P0011 472-10854
Spatio-temporal scalp mapping localization of
human visual evoked responses to full field
light adapted stimulation, comparing to
half-field situation
p0013 472-11185
Body cooling effect on human vigilance in hot
environments, testing reaction time to visual
. stimuli and auditory signal detection rate
. p0015 472-11290
Visual masking effect due to light offset,
investigating human identification response to
tachistoscopic test stimuli on lighted
background with simultaneous shut-off
P0018 472-11550
Visual cortex neuron responses to light flashes
under hypothalamic and reticular electric
stimulation in rats
P0021 472-11758
Visual response to monocularly .and dichoptically
presented flashed patterns, discussing
physiological mechanism based on cortical visual
field concept
P0029 472-12485
Lateral inhibition effect on disappearance mode of
visual perceptual units /lines and angles/
P0030 A72-12489
Fragmentation and closure in afterimages of bright
flash stimuli
P0056 472-13938
Cortical responses to visually displayed word and
nonsense syllable stimuli, using EEC and
computer techniques
P0072 472-15248
Human trace responses generation and storage under
light stimulus reinforcement of sound
conditioning from galvanic skin reactions
observation
p0073 472-15581
Perceived common rotary motion of ambiguous
stimuli as criterion of perceptual grouping
pOIOS A72-17413
Occipital and vertex visual evoked response
relation to sensory information, perception and
stimulation
P0108 A72-17723
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'Retina, tectnm opticum and Bostral brain
structures role in analysis and processing of
visual sensory stimuli in toad distinguishing
betveen prey and enemies
P01II7 A72-18775
Suppression of visual evoked responses to low
intensity light flashes and shifting stripe
patterns daring saccadic eye movements
P0149 A72-19025
Hoving target resolution threshold in retina,
discussing visual acuity relation to target
angular velocity during ocular pursuit
p0149 A72-19029
Dynamic visual acuity and eye movement data for
noving targets, deriving retinal target image
position and velocity errors during ocular pursuit
00149 A72-19030
Roving visual stimuli apparatus vith independent
control over size, shape, background intensity,
orientation and velocity of motion, describing
cat neuronal sensitivity studies
P0150 472-19032
Occipital electroencephalographic response to
slowly repeated aperiodic light flashes,
discussing alpha wave and rhythmic afteractivity
amplitude changes
p0150 A72-19041
Evoked cortical potentials changes from emotional
visual word stimuli stress under amyzil
anticholinesterase drug influence
P0176 A72-21194
Hypothalamic single neuron unit discharge pattern
response to acoustic, light and somatosensory
stimulation in cats
p0177 A72-21471
Cat retina ganglion cell threshold and latent
responses to separate stimulation of receptive
• field center and periphery
p0177 A72-21474
Light variation threshold amounts for flicker and
flickering pattern detection as function of
variation frequency
P0215 A72-2261S
Photically induced and spontaneously, discharged
neuron impulse propagation through direct
pathways from superior colliculus to dorsal and
ventral lateral geniculate nuclei in cats
p0217 A72-22863
Isolated specific color dependent waveforms of
visual evoked response to strong colored lights
relating luminance and wave amplitude changes
P0223 A72-23500
Photostimulated potentials of human visual cortex,
determining retinal macnlar area involvement
p0233 A72-24786
Single lateral geniculate neuron recording during
receptive field-centered flashing spot
variations for intensity response function
comparison with optic neurons in cats
p0236 A72-25177
Stimulus complexity effect on amplitude of human
cyclofnsional response, evaluating relative
roles of compensatory eye movements and central
responses
p0236 A72-25180
Anisotropic responses to dot and line visual
stimuli, 'obtaining"judgments' on apparent
straightness for various visual field locations
and dot densities
p0237 A72-25183
Visual evoked cortical responses in objective
refraction related to retinal image clarity for
clinical applications
P026S A72-25349
Lenticular conditioning-shock stimulation effect
on cat visual cortex response to light stimuli,
noting lateral gyros photically evoked potential
amplitude increase
P0266 A72-25801
Orienting response indication by EEG alpha rhythm
desynchronization in relation to visual
stimulation intensity
p0269 A72-26238
Intraelectroretinographic analysis of light signal
spatial summation at different retinal nerve
levels in frogs
P0269 A72-26454
Response latencies and correlation in single units
and visual evoked potentials in cat striate
cortex following monocular and binocular
stimulations
P0277 A72-26771
Image visual recognition during voluntary saccadic
eye movements, noting stimuli visible luminance
change effect
p0280 A72-27310
Visual cortex neuronal background activity in
nnanesthetized rabbits under stimulation and
depression of lateral geniculate body and
mesencephalic reticnlar formation, considering
synaptic organization
P0284 A72-27646
Spatial characteristics of equal energy visual
stimuli in metacontrast design for targets and
•asks of constant separation and varying width,
deriving weighting functions
P0285 A72-27680
Vision influence on acute motion sickness
elicitation in slow rotation room, comparing
with vestibnlar factors
p0291 A72-28258
nystagmus eye movements relationship to ocnlogyral
. illusion from test involving vestibular
stimulation and visual stimuli velocity estimates
P0296 A72-28304
Fregnency-specific color aftereffects as result of
alternate exposure of subject to inspection
gratings of different spatial frequencies
p0322 A72-28615
Conditioned stimuli presentation role in
successive differentiation and inhibition limits
in monkeys
P0323 A72-28644
Illumination code efficiency in impulse activity
of neurons of outer geniculate body of cat
visual system, emphasizing pulse per group
technique
p0325 A72-28780
visual cortex neuron reactions to antidromic
stimulation of cat pyramidal tract, noting axon
activation increased discrimination in analyser
p0325 A72-28781
Human flexible processing accomplishment in
speeded recognition task with visual stimulus
dimension relevancy contingent upon other
dimension stimuli values
p0331 A72-29832
Relationship of visibility fluctuations in set of
luminous circles to verbal response learned for
each circle, showing word association influence
on stimuli perception
P0331 A72-298S1
Spatial and temporal summation characteristics and
relationship in human peripheral retina
investigated for stimuli viewed at eccentricity
against luminous background
P0333 A72-29970
"Cat visual cortex receptive field responses to
light bands of variable widths and intervals
P0334 A72-30256
Hatched luminance chromatic stimuli wavelength
effects on human visual latency
P0335 A72-30267
Visual cortex repetitive stimulation effect on
primary response habitnation in young normal
rabbits and adults with septum pellncidnm lesion
P0337 A72-30596
Voluntary saccade length dependence on visual
field nontarget stimuli number, locus and
distance from target
P0341 A72-30966
Compensatory tracking task performance with
continuous error information feedback via
visual, auditory or electrocntaneons displays
p0345 A72-31152
Target and surrounding nontarget stimuli size
differences effect on visual search time for
displays with large fields
P0345 A72-31153
Beat chamber treadmill work-induced thermal stress
effects on-reaction time to foveally and
peripherally presented visual stimuli
P0345 A72-31154
Human retinal rod rhodopsln bleaching and
regeneration measurements, tracing dark
adaptation curves
P0361 A72-31364
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Dark adaptation studies of bleach-induced visual
threshold rise and subsequent return to
rhodopsin level
P0362 172-31365
Disparity-associated depth sensation (asking,
suggesting visual signal processing inhibitory
mechanisms foe crossed and uncrossed stimuli
P0362 172-31366
Linear systems theory for mathematical model of
retinal image and ganglion cell excitation,
calculating receptor layer luninance
distributions for several stiinlns patterns
P0362 172-31367
Visual stimulus orientation effect on movement
perception, relating physiological and
psychological factors
P0362 172-31368
donkey retinal ganglion and lateral genicnlate
nucleus cell maintained discharge rate
indication of receptive field organization for
various light stimulus intensities
p0362 172-31370
Experimental testing of theory of signal
detectability derived psychophysical models
application to two-pulse visual stimuli temporal
discrimination
p0362 172-31379
Foveal light pulse duration effects on reaction
tine, shoving stimulus intensity-time reciprocity
p0363 172-31509
Size scaling rate from retinal image size
comparison judgment time during observation of
briefly presented concentric rectangles of .
varying size and orientation
p0371 172-32762
Stabilized retinal image techniques to examine
functional relationships between nonstabilized
grating pattern orientation adaptation and
stabilized line stimuli fading rates
p0377 172-33646
Hypoxia and peripheral visual stimulus position
effects on response time Muring monitoring of
centrally located stimulus light
p0379 172-34095
Occipital EEC activity during fluctuations of
perception under stabilized image and simplified
stimulus conditions.
pOU07 172-34247
Stimulus complexity and the BEG - Differential
effects of the number and the variety of display
elements.
p0407 172-312*8
Electroretinographic evidence.for a photopic . •
system in the rat.
p0411 172-34878
Peripheral contrast thresholds for moving images.
p0418 172-35688
Effect of selective adaptation on detection of
simple and compound parafoveal stimuli.
P0426 172-36607
Optokinetic thresholds in the normal monkey.
p0426 172-36610
Hodel to account for visual responses to light
flashes of dark adapted eye, discussing
perceived brightness variation vith intensity
P0426 172-36611
Vergence eye movements to pairs of disparity
stimuli yith shape selection cues.
p0426 172-36612
Hue shifts accompany phase induced modulation
enhancement of sinusoidally flickering lights.
P0426 172-36613
Visual half-field differences in the recognition
of bilaterally presented single letters and
vertically spelled vords.
P0427 172-36908
Non-monotopicity of temporal recognition of brief
duration.
p0427 172-36912
Division and orientation in.the
vertical'horizontal illusion.
POU28 172-36913
Perception of tachistoscopic binary patterns,
examining reproduction accuracy vith respect to
pattern length and fixation and end-segregation
reference points .
P0428 A72-36914
Bepression'sensitization and duration of visual
attention/
p0428 472-36917
Effect of set size, age, and mode of stimulus
presentation on information-processing speed.
p0429 172-36922
Contour-contingent color aftereffects - Betinal
area specificity.
p0449. 172-37273
Bach band measurement by,psychological . . .
compensation technique, causing band
disappearance by changes in stimulus pattern
luminance and brightness distribution relations
" p0451 172-37827
Psychophysical procedures to investigate selective
visual adaptation to light of different .
wavelengths from test gratings vith various
orientations and spatial freguencies
p0451 172-37829
Visual Field Inalyzer presentation of single and
multiple stimuli for differential threshold
levels investigation, discussing eccentricity,
spatial orientation and snpraliminal stimuli
effects
. : p0451 172-37831
Electrical stimulation of'vestibular nuclei.-
Effects on light-evoked activity of lateral
genicnlate nucleus neurones. . . ,
. p0454 172-38220
Parallel sving vith affixed luminous disks test
for induced vestibular stimulation effects on
moon illusion, noting eye movement factors .
P0457 172-38900
Influence of rhythmical photostimnlation on. , .
lower-order monkeys vith hyperkinesia of , ,
post-encephalitic origin
p0457 172-38930
Operative memory mechanism as visual, system,neuron
chain storage of stimuli from image recognition
time measurements. .
.p0458 172-38936
Spatial interaction vith different-diameter
stimuli matched on the basis of threshold,
luminance, or total luminous flux.
. P0489 172-40152
Liminal stimuli binoptic detection variation.vith
ratio of left eye to right eye detection •
probabilities
. . . p0495 172-40734
Vestibular and optical stimuli interaction in
human orientation, testing.via Barany chair on
rotating platform surrounded by optokinetic drum
p0496 172-40751
Characteristics of certain parameters of memory
for.visual signals in lover monkeys
P0497 172-40804
Perceptual differentiation of segnential visual
patterns. .
. p0499 172-41021
Target distance and adaptation in distance
perception in the constancy of visual direction.
P0499.172-41022
Ipparent movement and change in perceived location
of a stimulus produced by a change in .
accommodative vergence.
pOSOO 172.-41024
The effect of size, retinal locus, and orientation
• on the visibility of a single afterimage.
pOSOl 172-41253
Temporal and spatial characteristics of selective
encoding from visual displays.
p'0501 172-41255
Book - Aspects of motion perception.
' . • P0506 172-41531
Hoving spot detection threshold .measurement for
varying exposures, noting product of stimulus
duration and velocity.for comparison .vith Bloch ..
l a v . . ' " ' .
P0518 172-42930
Visual angle and apparent size'of objects in
peripheral vision.
. p0518 172-42932
Simultaneous detection and recognition of
chromatic flashes. '
p0518 172-42933
Development of a defensive conditioned reflex to a
light stimulus after previous visual deprivation
. > p0546 172-44078
Synaptic events during specific and nonspecific
inhibition of visual cortex neurons
p0546 172-44088
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Heuronal and focal reactions of the parietal
associative cortex to various peripheral stimuli
pOSUS A72-U4089
Besponses of anterior saprasylvian gyros nearons
to peripheral stiuuli of different modalities
p05«6 A72-U4090
Photopic and scotopic contributions to the human
visually evoked cortical potential.
p0548 A72-OB380
Sensitivity of the human EBG and VECP, to
sinnsoidally modulated light.
•
 :
 P051I8 A72-<l«383
Perceptual latency as a function of stimulus 'onset
and offset and retinal location. :
pOSUS A72-44386
Techniques for analysing differences in VEBs:
•Colored and patterned stimuli.
p051)8 A72-14387
Signal detection analysis of meridional variations
to vertical and horizontal gratings.
p0549 A72-U»389
Visual stimuli distance estimation with head
stationary or moving, discussing performance
after monocular motion parallax training
p05«9 A72-U4557
Ensemble characteristics of the human visual
evoked response - Periodic and random stimulation.
p0550 A72-4II575
Functional 'organization of the periphery effect in
retinal ganglion cells.
p0552 A72-4Q908
The suppression-recovery effect in relation to
stimulus repetition and rapid light adaptation.
P0552 A72-41909
The effects of simultaneous and successive
contrast on perceived brightness.
:
 P0552 A72-«»910
Perception smear suppression during saccadic eye
movements in'terms of netacontrast determined by
post-saccadic accumulated luminance relation to
stimuli masking
p0556 A72-45377
Enforced delay of human response to .stimuli for
observing memory and higher mental processes
CBAB-LIB-TBAHS-1»98] p0087 H72-1305U
Minimum time interval in human visual
discrimination of successive optical stimuli
P0133 H72-15039
Neuron inhibition in subcbrtical response of
rabbit visual system to repetitive flicker stimuli
p0134 H72-150U*
Physiological effects of photic and acoustic
stimuli on evoked potentials in rabbit visual
cortex
p013» H72-15045
Flash perception period measurements for '
determining human visual thresholds
P0136 .B72-15063
Psychophysiology of evoked cortical potentials and
human information processing
CAD-73896K) 'pO<t7l| B72-28080
TISOAL T1SKS
Hethpdological problems in nnidimensional
'• information transmission involving circular
light identification tasks
' p0009 A72-10718
Selective attention and short term memory
encoding, using tachistoscopic visual display ' •
arrangements of capital letters
p0018 A72-115U9
Perspective effects on direction of rotation
judgments, using figures vith rectangular and
trapezoidal contours •
p0022 A72-11898
Head mounted monkey eye orientation measuring
system for performance of brightness
discrimination tasks
P0050 A72-13073
Ishihara charts readings in artificial daylight at
low color temperatures, low light intensity and
limited exposure time by normal and color
defective subjects
p0056 A72-13939
Horizontal and vertical eye motions temporal
relations in tracking light spot, discussing
saccadic system orthogonal interaction mechanism
p0105 A72-17601
Hunan vision light adaptation effects on
dichromatic color matches for bipartite
centrally fixated circular matching field
P0150 A72-19033
Uniform visual field influence on
electroencephalographic alpha rhythm in man,
discussing ocular fixation, visual attention and
vigilance change effects
P0150 A72-19010
Visual' search model from perceptual theory, animal
studies and search data, discussing selection,
inspection and naming single cued letters in
visual array
P0225 A72-236U7
Stochastic models of human performance
effectiveness functions reliability and
correctability from error data generated by
tracking and vigilance tasks
P0229 A72-21001
Hand steadiness during unrestricted linear arm
movements and eye-hand coordination tasks,
shoving tremor occurrence in up-dovn plane
P0235 A72-25113
Hultichannel information processing task
complexity relation to operator performance for
rapidly 'increasing input conditions
P0235 A72-25115
Vigilance performance prediction for
difficulty-matched auditory and loosely and
closely coupled visual intensity discrimination
tasks
P0236 A72-25127
Anisotropic responses to dot'and line visual
stimuli, obtaining judgments on apparent
straightness for various visual field locations
and dot densities
P0237 A72-25183
Short sleep period and oxygen breathing effects on
arousal level of air traffic controller during
detection task performance
P0275 A72-26686
Work-rest scheduling and sleep loss effect on
operator performance in vatchkeepinq and active
multiple visual tasks
p0275 A72-26689
Cumulative sleep deficit, preceding sleep or
vakefolness period duration and body temperature
effects'on reaction time in multiple choice
visual task
P0276 A72-26690
Project Pegasus vigilance tasks for mental
performance aspects of time zone change effects
on human circadian rhythms
P0276 A72-26695
Character recognition experiments to determine
attention control and temporal-spatial capacity
limitation during visual information processing
p0278 A72-27074
Interhemispheric effects on choice reaction times
to single and multiple letter displays,
analyzing cerebral dominance and visual
information transmission compared vith verbal
response
p0279 A72-27075
Computer analysis of helicopter pilots eye
movement patterns dependence on visual task
skill and performance time
P0281 A72-27175
Human visual accommodation biorhythm and reactions
under hard physical vork and visual stress
p032» A72-28749
Individual differences in motion-in-depth
detection from Lissajous pattern test for
judgment of object approach, receding and
movement rate
. p03«1 A72-30965
Target and surrounding nontarget stimuli size
differences effect on visual, search time for
displays vith large fields
P03M5 A72-31153
Predictive model for human operator performance in
short term visual information processing based
on psychological research to obtain decision
accuracy and response time
P0378 A72-33865
Hypoxia and peripheral visual stimulus position
effects on response time during monitoring of
centrally located stimulus light
P0379 A72-34095
The effect of target contrast variation on dynamic
visual acuity and eye movements.
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.. . pO<H1 A72-34876
Colorimetric photometric latching tests, shoving
subject differences.in parafoveal spectral,
sensitivity indicated by phqtopic carve peaks
. . p0411 A72-34882
Eye Movement pattern monitoring to investigate
retinal afterimage role in release of pursuit
movements
' , '.. p0412 172-31)886
Experimental tests of Voth-Hayman hypothesis of
autokinesia mediation by attention distribution
mechanism " ' " . . ' ' ' . . ,
••
:
"- • ' " I';" . pO»27 A72-36904
Assessment of 'life span age difference relations
in visual perceptual tasks, taking into account
maturational and generational differences
p0427 A72-36910
.Theoretical models for speed-accuracy tradeoff
'during difficult visual discrimination tasks
under time pressure .
p0430 A72-37220
Night vision performance measure based on object
recognition experiments with optical
instruments, noting improvement vith.image
intensifier
. . . . p0496 A72r40741
Team size, and decision rule in the performance of
simulated monitoring teams.
, . ., pO*99 A72-IM016
Proximity, and direction of arrangement in numeric
displays. " .
p0499 A72-41017
Error, search reading tasks to'investigate
practical applicability of blinking display
coding techniques, noting reading speed ,.
reduction compared' to steady display
!. . pO«99 A72-41018
Body orientation 'under vertical sinusoidal
vibration.
p0499 A72-41019
A psychologist's laboratory approach to a human•
factors problem.
.. - . pOSOl A72-41430
Human operator dynamics for aural compensatory
tracking. . . ,
. p0507 A72-41950
Intermittent movement control theory for
prediction of visual correction applied to
target aiming during illumination loss
, P0511 A72-42546
Visually directed pointing as a function of target
distance, direction, and available cues.
PQ518 A72-42929
Bovlng spot detection threshold measurement for
varying exposures, noting product of stimulus
duration and velocity for comparison with Bloch
. lay ' ' ,
• ., • . . . p0518 A72-42930
Bole of eye movements, in the perception of
'. .apparent motion.
.. p05U2 A72-43804
Bathematical model for.digit summation, task search
time distribution dependence on size of visual
display vith randomly arranged three digit numbers
•P0519 A72-44558
VISUAL TBACKIIG
0 OPTICAL TRACKING , . .
VITA BIB B 06
0 PIBIDOXIBE ' . .
VITABII C -
D ASCOBBIC ACID •• . •.
VITARII E . - . . .
0 TOCOPHEBOL
YITABIBS
BT ASCOBBIC .ACID , . , • ' . . , .
BT NICOTIHIC ACID.! . ' . ' , ' .
HT PYBIDOIIHE . . . ' , '
BT TOCOPBEBOL •
Visual "acuity restoration improvement after flash
blindness by,monocular shielding and ingestion
of vitamin complexes containing ATP vith
, pyridpxal, considering tvilight vision
. , -. .
 t.: . .. P0506 A72-IH7K8
A special^vitamin'complex for prophylaxis of
atherosclerosis in aviation personnel
, . • .p0516 A72-II4153
VOICE . ' " . , • ....
Vibration space analysis for' human voice . . •
characteristics change daring.unintended speech
under experimental psychological stresses and
actual emergency situations
7 . . . . pOOO« A72-10213
Human vocal apparatus anatomical and neural
structure, considering linguistic sounds
composition • •
P0518 A72-42789
VOICE COBHOHICATIOB
Analysis of.diver performance on commanication
dependent task using closed and open cycle
breathing apparatus • , ' - - - VD'.
[AD-726225] - P0087 B72-13088
Comparison of tvo methods of gisting messages •
.1 [AD-7«3185] P0533 B72-31111
VOLATILITI
Vapor-liquid equilibrium analysis of vater soluble
volatile organic compounds in closed airtight
,• systems by gas chromatography
. i • • p0328 A72-29326
VOLCAIICS ,
D VOLCANOLOGI
VOLCAB010SI
Ecogenesis of volcanic island of Surtsey after
1967 lava eruption, discussing terrestrial and
marine littoral and snblittoral biomes -
p0068 A72-1U916
Production of complex organic compounds in *
vicinity of volcanoes as precursors of
significant biological products and relation to
genesis of life . • ' ./•
p0204 B72-17077
VOIT-ABPEBE CHABACTEBISTICS
German monograph on Banvier node steady state I-V
characteristics transition range and control by
altered external solutions and morphological • •
effects on nerve fiber
. . . p021» A72-22336
VOLTEBBA EQOATIOHS
Volterra integral equations for analyzing
biomechanical heredity processes
riB-72-5] p0190 B72-16009
VOLOBE
BT BOOT VOLDHE (BIOLOGY)
VOLOBETBIC ABALISIS
Volumetric analysis of blood oxygen and CO,
shoving combination vith hemoglobin vithout
significant molecular volume increase
•• ., p0102 A72-16786
Effect of beta-adrenergic blockade on plasma
volume in human subjects.
. : pOU53 A72-38029
Echocardiographic determination-of left
ventricular dimensions, volumes and performance.
P0457 A72-38819
A method for spirographic display of functional
residual capacity and other lang volumes.
P0191 A72-40427
Electrically sensed changes in chest and abdomen
diameter for tidal volume/ respiratory frequency
and minute ventilation measurements
P0491 A72-40U28
Evaluation of the pulse-contour method of
determining stroke volume in man.
p05«U A72-1393*
VOBITIBG ,
Reuroinhibition in the regulation of emesis.
pflt25 A72.-364119
VOSKHOD BABIED SPiCECBAFT .
Systems used in Vostok and Voskhod spacecraft for
protection of cosmonauts from radiation hazards
P0301 B72-20047
VOSTOK SPACECBAFT <
Systems used in Vostok and Voskhod spacecraft for
protection of cosmonauts from radiation hazards
P0301 N72-20007
VTO-FISHTEB AIBCBAPT \- ' •
D FIGHTEB AIBCBAFT
w
•AKEPOLBESS
Hake-sleep cycle importance in military service,
considering'drugs effects on vakefulness
' ' P0166 A72-20383
Neurophysioloqical mechanisms of sleep, studying
sleep and vakefulness state evoked potentials
relation to cortex and snbcortical activity levels
P0213 A72-2222*
A-444
SUBJECT IHDEI IASTE OTILIZATIOH
Sleep-wakefolness cycle variations effect on
reaction time and spontaneous tempo daring tine
'isolation experiment, showing tendency toward
circadian rhythm '
P0275 A72-26687
nocturnal primate lotos trivirgatus
wakefulness-sleep cycles daring dark/light
periods expressed in HEB/non-EEfl percentages
• :•• p0326 A72-29300
weightlessness effects on animal voluntary motor
activity and wakefulness from brain and muscle
area electrical activity recordings during
ballistic flight • " • "
P03T4 A72-33548
Cerebral blood flow and metabolic changes daring '•
wakefulness, sleep, coma and epileptic seizures
in terms of homeostatic mechanisms ' r •
: p0376 A72-33558
Biotelemetry and computer analysis techniques for
steep states and wakefulness studies daring
aerospace flight ' • *
P0376 A72-33560
Dynamics of the electrical activity of various
regions of the neocortex during the
sleep-wakefulness cycle - " ' ' • -
• P0518 A72-42955
Spectral analysis and integration of
electroencephalogram daring sleep and wakefulness
[•NASA-TT-F-14172] p02«5 N72-18110
Adaptation of cardiac contractions to changes in
sleep-wakefulness rhythm
P0388 H72-24112
Effect of circadian variations in sleep-wake cycle
on optical and acoustic stimnli reaction times
fRAE-1IB-THAHS-1668J ' p0560 H72-32093
RAKES •
Bydrodynamic wake, drag, and vortex formation
behind fish and dolphins
[JPFS-551U3] ' p02«0 H72-18067
Vortex formation and vortex-induced resistance in
fish wakes
p02«0 N72-18069
9ALKIIG
Tandem walking on floor with eyes closed as ataxia
test for vestibular function assessment
P0281 A72-27476
Energy cost /oxygen consumption/ prediction for.
treadmill and various levels terrain walking at
two speeds under three different pack loads
. p0340 A72-30706
Momentary velocity measurement of human walking in
forward movement by freguency response of signal
on magnetic tape
P0367 A72-32200
Metabolic energy requirements for pushing loaded
handcarts,'1 measuring expenditure during
treadmill and outdoor asphalt circuit walking
pO»90 A72-40419
Application of cyclogrammetric method for
analyzing the walking characteristics of crew
members following flight of Soynz 9 spacecraft
p0203 S72-17069
Analysis of motion of legs and center of gravity
of torso in walking
rAD-740470] p0528 S72-30105
SALKIIG BiCHIlES
Artificial biped locomotion dynamic eguilibrium,
representing mathematical model by two nonlinear
differential equations with variable coefficients
P0115 A72-18703
BALL TEBPBBATOBE DISTBIBOTIOI
0 TEHPE8ATUBB DISTBIBOTIOH
iABPAHE
HT CHEBICAL WABPABE
HT COBBAT
Attitudes of air force pilots returning from Vietnam
CAD-742665] P0535 H72-31.131
WABHIHG DEVICES
0 W4BSISG SISTEBS
WABBIHG SIGHA1S
0 BARNIHG SY.STBBS
RABHIHG SISTEHS . .
Alerting light and audio signals for aircraft
pilots, considering implications for aircraft
design
P0015 A72r11291
Vibrotactile warning device effectiveness under
auditory and visual loadings, investigating
reaction time and errors number
p0180 A72-21S69
Automation in planning and execution of flights,
considering navigation, communication, flight
instruments monitoring, control/stabilization
and warning systems
P0216 472-22780
Pilot' 'warning systems for visual midair collision
avoidance, noting reaction to imminent threats,
scanning patterns and display sector size effects
CSAE PAPEB 7203121 ' p0265 A72-25S76
Head-up omnidirectional two dimensional auditory
display device for visual detection facilitation
in aircraft collision avoidance systems
P0299 A72-28327
Analysis of pilot performance and response to
collision threats provided by pilot warning'
instruments
CFAA-HA-71-54] P0087 H72-13082
Effectiveness of tactile warning system under
varying gravity loads and flight conditions '
CAD-732194] • P0195 S72-16060
Evaluation of oxygen-sensing warning device for
use in damage control suit system ' '
CAD-735377] p0317 S72-21082
BASTE DISPOSAL
food ration effect on metabolite elimination rate
in humans wearing isolation garment at rest or
performing physical labor
P0101 A72-16644
Catalytic oxidation of gaseous products formed
during thermal treatment of human wastes,
considering hopcalite, Cu-Cr, Cn-Co, Pt and Pd
P0101 A72-16646
Aerospace waste and water management technologies
for community and household applications
p011« A72-18617
'Beliability design for airborne ecological system
for jumbo jets, discussing toilet flushing and
multiple server gueneing model
P0229 A72-23999
Human waste management system evaluation in zero
gravity flight tests, presenting design concept
for collection by air flow technique
P0365 A72-31825
Space shuttle waste collection system development,
discussing human-interface reguireoents, zero
gravity effects and operational considerations
[ASME PAPEB 72-EHAT-13] . p0461 A72-39164
Development of a spacecraft wet oxidation waste
processing system.
tAS»E PAPEB 72-ENAV-3 ] ' . p0462 A72-39174
Dry incineration of wastes for aerospace waste
management systems. .
f A S H E PAPEB 72-EHAV-2] p0462 A72-39175
Some transport techniques for liquid human wastes
and wash* water under space flight conditions
p0091 A72-40436
Catalysts for oxidation of vapor-gaseous phase
formed during pyrolysis' of human wastes
P0123 .B72-14084
Design and fabrication of prototype for automatic
transport system for transferring human and
other wastes to incinerator unit onboard
spacecraft ' ' - . . - . .
CHASA-CB-11II393] p0127 H72-1U113.
Simulated, flight tests of waste disposal system
for use on manned spacecraft '
[HASA-CB-115327] p0141 H72-15093
pressurized tank for feeding liquid waste into
processing equipment
tHASA-CASE-IAB-10365-1] p04<ll' H72-27102
Human liquid waste and waste water tranportation
daring space flight
P0481 H72-29057
Design and development of prototype wet oxidation
system for water reclamation and fecal/urine
slurry disposition on manned spacecraft •
[HASA-CB-112151] p0572 H72-33115
iASTB OTILIZITIOH . . .
iater and waste management subsystem design for a
space station prototype. • - ' '
[ASHE PAPEB 72-EHAV-6] ' ' P0462 A72-39169
Compression distillation unit design and
development for integrated water and waste
management system onboard'spacecraft, 'describing
reliability and performance tests
CASBE PAPEB 72-ENAV-1] ppU62 A72-39176
Spacecraft food synthesis, using carbon dioxide
and water from chemically regenerated human
BASTES SUBJECT IIDBI
•etabolic and waste products
pOSSS A72-45277
BASTES
HI PECES =
NT BUHAB BASTES
BT BETABOLIC BASTES
RT SEBiGE
BT DBIHE
Chemical contakinant influence on design of
biowaste resistojet propulsion system for space
station use
CBASA-CB-111977] . p0039 B72-10111
BATES
HI COLD BATEH • ' •
BT GBOOHD BATES :
BT POTABLE BATES
Bater absorber lateral scattering effect on
absorbed dose fcoa 400 HeV neutron and proton
beams
rcEBH-71-16] P0026 A72-12062
Absorbed doses at various depths in water target
exposed to charged1' pions, mnons and electron
beans, using Bonte Carlo program
rcEBH-71-16] p0026 A72-12063
Spore survival in dry beat sterilization as
function of water activity, indicating
entropy-molecular stability relationship
p0073 A72-15259
Siz-nonth test prograi of two water electrolysis
systems for spacecraft cabin oxygen generation.
[ASflE PAPEB 72-ENAV-5] p0462 A72-39172
The state of water in muscle tissue as determined
by proton nuclear magnetic resonance.
pOSSI A72-4B774
Significance of water in biochemical processes and
organic molecule synthesis for evolution of life
rPB-571 pOOSO H72-12018 '
Effect of prolonged restricted motor activity on'
changes in water-mineral metabolism and fluid
distribution in rabbits
p0388 H72-24110
Bater cooled pressure suit with regional body
cooling for letabolic heat removal
p0444 B72-27124
BATES BALABCB
Prolonged jet flight effect on passenger
interstitial and intracellular fluid volumes
from plasma, extracellular and total body water
measurements, noting dehydration and foot swelling
P0109 A72-17866
Bater loss replacement effect during rest and
exercise in high temperature environment
thermoregnlatibn experiment
p0363'A72-314«9
Gas induced osmosis as factor in pulmonary
. homeostasis, showing differential water
retention in lungs ventilated with normoxic
nitrons oxide compared with air
P0421 172-35970
Relationship of sodium deprivation to +Gz
acceleration tolerance.
p0557 A72-45653 •
Acclimatization and water balance of miners doing
heavy work in hot damp climate
[HASA-TT-F-14121] P0242 H72-18084
Functional adaptation, thermoregnlation, and water
balance determination for mine workers under hot
and humid conditions
CNASA-TT-F-14043] p0245 H72-18107
Etiology of pulmonary edema and plasma volume
changes during decompression in hybrid swine
rBASA-TB-X-S8695] P0568 B72-33081
BATEB COHSDHPTIOB
Posthypoxic thirst and relative dehydration of
rats after return from hypoxia to normoxia,
measuring body weight and water intake
p0032 A72-12835
Influence of thermal, osmotic, and chemical
stimulations on food and water intake
p0416 A72-35016
Response of human subjects to reduced levels of
water consumption under simulated civil defense
shelter conditions
fAD-7385621 ' ' ' p0435 B72-26076
BATES COBTBBT
0 HOISTOBE COBTEBT
BATEB DEPHIVJTIOB
Bultispectral remote imagery of morphological and
physiological changes in trees under drought and
salt stress
CSASA-CB-127640] p0068 B72-28037
BATES IRAKES
Spinal cord 'heating and cooling effects on body
temperature, respiratory and heart rates and
arterial blood pressure, investigating feeding
and drinking behaviors '
p0514 A72-42672
SAtBB LOSS
Beight loss due to respiratory tract evaporative
water loss during exercise, from humidity
change, ventilatory exchange and oxygen uptake
data
' . • P0271 A72-26613
Bater loss replacement effect .during rest and
exercise in high temperature environment
thermoregnlation experiment
P0363 A72-31449
Effect of activity and temperature on metabolism
and water loss in snakes.
p0514 172-02669
BATES UBA6EIEBT
Aerospace waste and water management technologies
for community and household applications
p0114 A72-18617
Bater and waste management subsystem design for: a
space station prototype.
[ASHE PJPEB 72-EBA7-8] p0462 A72-39169
Hechanism for dispensing precisely measured
charges of potable water into reconstitntion bags
[BASA-CASE-BFS-21115-1J p0476 B72-28097
Human liquid waste and waste water tranportation
during space flight
p0481 B72-29057
Design principles of hyperfiltration shower
wastewater reclamation system operating at
elevated temperature
[BASA-CB-112127] p0534 B72-31118
BATEB POLLOTIOB
Effects of pollutants and nutrients on growth of.
several freshwater and marine algae
P0360 H72-23971
BATEB PBESSOBE
Low hydrodynamic drag of fish and dolphins related
to hydrodynamic pressure rather than water
velocity changes
p0240 B72-18068
BATES POBIFICATIOI
0 BATEB TBEATBEBT
BATEB BECLABATIOB '
Bater disinfection by Ag coated filters obtained
by silver nitrate reduction with ascorbic acid,
hydrogninone, formaldehyde and sodium tartrate
activated carbon and ion exchange resin surfaces
P0100 A72-16637
Buman urine regenerated water in various dilutions
effect on fish and rat erythropoiesis
p0101 A72-16651
Closed loop life support systems, discussing
manned ninety day test in space station
simulator. Soviet experiments and water and
oxygen regeneration
'• ' - " • p0234 A72-24973
Reclaimed surface, ground and sewage water
oxidizability measurement, studying oxidation
kinetics of potassium bichromate distilled urine
condensate admixtures
P0327 A72-29313
Urea determination in urine and water wastes for
recycling process^ using
B-dimethylasinobenzaldehyde colorimetric method
;
 P0328 A72-29325
flan, chlorella and,wheat plant in life-supporting
biological system, showing compatibility
relative to gas and water exchange
p0365 A72-31826;
An automated instrument for monitoring the gnality
of recovered water.
[ASKE PAPEB 72-EBAV-16] p0461 A72-39161.
Development of a spacecraft wet oxidation waste
processing system.
[ASHE PAPEB 72-EHAV-3] ' p0462 A72-39174
Compression distillation unit design and
development for integrated water and waste
management system onboard spacecraft, describing
reliability and performance tests
TASHE PAPEB 72-EBAY-1J p0462 A72-39176
Sanitary-hygienic evaluation of the extraction
method for water recycling in atmospheric
A-446
SUBJECT IHDBX BEIGHTLESSHESS
moisture condensates
i pp491 A72-40435
The'problem of decontaminating and preserving.,
drinking water in spacecraft .water supply systems
"f . " , . , . p0553 A72-45121
Engineering process of obtaining bacteria free
water'from hnmah waste daring extended space ;
missions- ,-
rAD-72701101 p0037 H72-10096.
Synthesis and application:of.redox. polymers in,
sorption method for.purifying .water of organic •
imparities - . <•..•• . •. ;
•- • P0123 H72-14083
Erythrpppietic. changes in fish and rats caused by
water regenerated from human, urine , .
. ' ' . . ' , . . '.. ' • p0123 .H72-rJ4089
Development and evaluation, of'Hmethbd for, producing
^potable water from condensates and poorly
mineralized water . . - • . • • :
' . p0204 H72-17075
Feasibility of chemiluminescence method for
monitoring sterility of reclaimed water using .
tape .sample transport, system , ...
[HASA-CB-H54S7] . „ . . P0251 H72-19093
Sanitary,and chemical evaluation of water
regenerated from atmospheric condensate .by
extraction with amines and alkyl-.phosphonic acids
. . . ! . . . - . . . ' . ; - ' : • P0481
 ;H72r-29056
Design principles of hyperfiltration,shower ... .
wastewater reclamation system operating at :
elevated temperature ••••-
[NASA-CR-112127] .,. . . . . . . p0534 H72-31118
Design and development of prototype,wet oxidation
. system for water reclamation and fecal/urine
' sliirry" disposition on manned spacecraft .
f NAS4-CB-.112151] '. ,':',. '• • ' p0572 H72-33115
MATES BECOVEBT "' " , ,, .
0 SATES BECLABATIOH ' i : • ' : ' .
BATEB TBEATHEMT
Vapor-liquid, eguilibrium. analysis of water soluble-
volatile'organic comppondsiin closed airtight
systems by gas chromatograptiy
p0328 A72-29326
Some transport techniques for liquid human wastes
and wash water under space flight conditions
, p0491 A72-40436
The problem of decontaminating and preserving
drinking water in spacecraft water supply.systems
P0553 A72-45121
Annotated bibliography of water purification and -
decontamination including recycling of closed
ecological systems for.potability of water
[ADy725610] .. , . \, . . , p0047 H72-11103
Water decontamination by.silvered filters that
create silver ion concentrations in solutions
. . ' , ' , ' , . p0121,H72-14075
Development aid'evaluation.of method for producing
potable water from condensates and 'poorly
mineralized water ....
. p0204 H721i7075
Development of bactericide agent for .space shuttle
potable water system • ,•
. r>HASA-CB-115595] p0478 H72-28108
BATEB 7APOE . „ . . . .
Development of a desiccant C02 adsorbent tailored,
for.shuttle application.
 :
CASHE PAPEB 72-EHAV-11J POH61 A72T3?166
Integrated water vapor electrolysis oxygen
' generator and. hydrogen depolarized carbon . , • .•
dioxide concentrator development. „ .
CASHE PAPEH 72-ESAV-7] ,. " pOU62 A72-39170
Si.x-mari solid el'ectEbl'yie oxygen regeneration
system for producing 12.5 Ibs oxygen daily by
electrolysis of C02 and .water vapor "
[HASA-CB-112063] ' p0485 H72-29083
BATEB, VEBICIES
HI AIBCBAPT CABBIEBS . . . , . * . . •
HI SHIPS '
 v" ,
HI SDBBABIHES - - ,- '! '• ' '
HT OHDEBBATEE yEHICIES . . . . . . , ' '.
Portable life support system for protective fully
. enclosed.suits of shipboard,personnel ' . ". '
. . ' . . . 'p041|3 H72-27111
BATE ATTBSOATIOH' ' . - ' ; ' . ' ' . , " '
HI ACOUSTIC ATTEHOiTIOH ' .'
BAVE DISPEESIOI .
Blood viscosity and'distributed^external
constraints and vlscoelastic.properties of
vessels effects on wave dispersion and '
dissipation in arteries and veins, using • .
• membrane model
p0073 A72-15466
Viscosity and constraints effects on wave
dispersion and dissipation in blood vessels,1 •
comparing theory with experiments on-dogs .? .
P0073 A72-15467
BAVE OSCILLATOBS
D OSCIILATOBS . . . . . . • ' - . •
BAVE PBOPAGATIOH • . • ,
HT LIGHT SCATTEBIHG
Human pulse wave propagation velocity measurement,
using biotelemetry system of photoresistance
sensors and endoscopic bulbs connected to
electrocardiograph
p0031 A72-12519 ,
Blood flow mathematical formulation, considering
tissues constitutive equations, geometrical .
configurations, arterial wave propagation, etc •
P0111 A72-17959
Digital.computer simulation of human systemic
arterial pulse wave transmission - A nonlinear .
model. . . . . •
p0429 A72-37028
Propagation of.longitudinal.elastic, waves along
spinal column • • .
CAD-740471] . , . . p0528- H72-30106
BAVE BADIATIOI
0 ELECTBOHAGNETIC RADIATION .
BAVE SC1TTEEIHG ... ,-. >. .• • . :
NT LIGHT SCATTEBIHG , .
BAVE SDPEBHEATEBS . -
0 SHOCK TOBES , . ... .• . .
BAVEFOBIS
HT POLSE AHPLITODE . . . .. .
HT POLSE DDBATIOS . . ••
B1VELEH6THS .
Device for irradiating biological materials with,
light at wavelengths between 250 and 650 nm •
fHBL-1972-1] ' p0383 H72-24077
BEAPOH SISTEBS
Pilot-aircraft system model for relationship
between weapons delivery accuracy.and manual
.flight control system design, noting display,
computation and control aids to pilot • \- .
, . p0288 A72-28121
Development.of model to determine effects of pilot
performance and aircraft-dynaoics on accuracy of
tactical.weapon delivery . . • , . '
[AD-728324J p0082 S72-12037
BEAPOHS DEVELOPHEST . . | .. .
OSAF aerospace medical research on human
capabilities as limiting factor in defense
.systems development, discussing environmental
simulators and human test facilities
' . . • pOU98 A72-40973
BEATBEB ..
HT COLD HEATHER , . ,
BEBS (BEBBBAHES)
0 HEHBBAHES -
BEIGHT (BASS) ,. . ,
HT BOOT BEIGBT
HT OBGAH BEIGHT ... •• . • - .
•BIGHT BEASDBEHBHT . , . • .
Construction of animal centrifuge, and
relationship between discriminabilityof g
differences and location along effective weight
continuum . , •
. (HASA-CB-127067] p0431 S72-26043
BEIGHIZIG FDBCTI08S . . . . .
Spatial characteristics of equal energy .visual,
: stimuli in metacontrast 'design for targets and
masks of constant separation and varying width, .
deriving weighting functions ,
, . • - ' . , - . , P0285 A72-27680
Ban machine control system synthesis, noting
quality criteria and estimates for weighting
function coefficients of optimization potential
'• " p0556 A72-45508
iEIGHTLESSHESS
Sjoberg hypothesis for zero gravity produced
inversion illusion mechanism in aircraft
parabolic flight, noting otolithic membrane
deflection result of force on maculae
P0020 A72-11710
Astronaut zero gravity adaptive responses in
performance, locomotion, orientation, sleep and .
physiological and functional (characteristics
P0055 A72-13867
A-447 .
WEIGBTLE5SHESS COHTD SOBJBCf IHDEI
Soviet book on astronaut activity psycholoqical
features covering space flight living
conditions, space and tine perception
psvchophysiological nechanisa changes and
weightlessness effects
p0056 A72-14246
Space environment weightlessness and radiation
effects on leeches biorhytha, metabolism,
reproduction and growth from rocket biological
experiments
P0075 A72-15729
Soviet book on gravitational effects on animal
evolution covering land and agneons conditions
adaptation and weightlessness in space
P0109 472-17818
Calcium metabolism perturbations in astronauts
under weightlessness conditions and in
immobilized test subjects, noting bone tissue
renewal cycle modification, calciuria variations
and bone calcification
P0151 A72-19245
Bedicobiological investigations of prolonged
weightlessness effects on astronaut
physiological system based on soyuz flight program
P0230 A72-24109
weightlessness effects on human organism,
discussing physiological changes, artificial
gravity by spacecraft rotation and exercise to
counter adverse reactions
p0278 172-26891
Prevention of weightlessness effects on blood
hydrostatic pressure, mnscnloskeletal system and
sensorimotor performance, discussing space
flight training and space environment simulation
tests
P0325 A72-28787
Human organism readaptation after prolonged
hypokinesia and weightlessness, discussing
coordination disturbances, vegetative and
vascular system instabilities, reduced
orthostatic stability and asthenia
P03UO A72-30745
Buman waste management system evaluation in zero
gravity flight tests, presenting design concept
for collection by air flow technigue
P0365 A72-31825
Medical investigations during Salyut space station
flight, discussing weightlessness effects and
efficiency evaluation of preventive measures for
crewmembers high performance in space flight
p0366 A72-31918
Long term weightlessness-induced physiological
response normalization by muscle
bioelectrostimulation, muscular tissue energy
load increase and mineral metabolism stabilization
p037«t A72-33513
Technology H and O program to gualify man for long
term weightlessness, assessing space flight
stress effects on physiology and psychology
P0374 A72-3354U
Prolonged weightlessness effects on
cardiovascular, digestive, mnsculoskeletal and
nervous systems, blood and metabolism, noting
compensatory reactions
P03711 A72-335*6
Physiological effects on prolonged weightlessness
in dogs aboard Cosmos 110 biosatellite,
emphasizing body weight loss and enzyme activity
and bone tissue mineral concentration changes
P0374 A72-33547
Weightlessness effects on animal voluntary motor
activity and wakefulness from brain and muscle
area electrical activity recordings during
ballistic flight
P0374 A72-33548
Space environment weightlessness induced
perceptual deprivation, considering hand-eye
coordination, visual judgments and motion and
time perception
p0374 A72-33549
Long term space flight weightlessness and
hypodynamic effects on orthostatic and
vestibular tolerances, infection susceptibility
and drug reactivity
P0375 A72-33550
weightlessness effects on calcium and electrolyte
metabolism from measurements during Gemini 7
flight, using dietary control and excreta
collection techniques
P0375 A72-33552
Sleep factors and limitations daring prolonged
space flights, considering weightlessness,
hypokinesis, nervous tension, cabin confinement,
rhythm, environment and noise effects
:
 p0376 A72-33561
Vestibular behavior of fish during diminished
g-force and weightlessness.
pO«1p A72-34549
Russian book - Intracranial blood circulation
under conditions of accelerations and
weightlessness
p0418 A72-351160
Space shuttle waste collection system development,
discussing human-interface reguirements, zero
gravity effects and operational considerations
[ASBE PAPEB 72-EHAV-13] p0461 A72-39164
Effects of weightlessness on astronauts - A summary.
P0539 A72-43385
Effects of an 18-day flight on the human body.
P0500 A72-43386
Functional insufficiency of the neuromnscnlar
system caused by weightlessness and hypokinesia.
pOSUO A72-13387
Studies on weightlessness in a primate in the
Biosatellite 3 experiment.
P0540 A72-43388
Calcium metabolism under stress and in repose.
, p0540 A72-43389
OPO A orbital flight recording of bullfrog
vestibular gravity sensor nerve fiber pulses for
assessing necessity of artificial gravity during
prolonged weightlessness
P0540 A72-43391
Effects of true and simulated weightlessness on
human cardiovascular system
[HASA-TT-F-14030] , p0033 N72-10073
Hedical research performed with crews of Soyuz
spacecraft
CHASA-TT-F-14026] pOOSO M72-12013
Cosmos 368 weightlessness experiments on
microorganisms, insects, animal cells, vegetable
tissue, and seeds for .biomedical control of long
manned space flights
CNASA-TT-F-140641 P0081 H72-12023
Laboratory simulation of weightlessness in order
to develop methods for preventing harmful
effects to human subjects
tNASA-TT-F-14027] p008!| H72-12050
Hethods for conditioning cardiovascular system
during prolonged weightlessness
CNASA-CH-12<t605] p0085 N72-12051
Betabolic weightlessness effects on calcium and
nitrogen balance in skeletal and muscular
systems of spacecrew on Gemini 7
[EXPT-B007] P0119 H72-14057
Synergistic effect of zero gravity and radiation
on human leukocytes and Henrospora crassa
fBXPT-S004] p0120 N72-14063
Weightlessness effect on fertilized frog egg growth
TEIPT-S003J p0120,H72-14064
Weightlessness effects on achromatic and chromatic
visual perception in humans
P0135 S72-150S3
Pathogenesis of 'weightlessness syndrome during
prolonged space flight'
[HASA-TT-F-14049] p0189 N72-16008
Aerospace'environment effects (noting
weightlessness and bioevolution) on planets,
.cells, and frogs'observed, in Gemini and
Biosatellite experiments
CHASA-TB-X-67505] p0192 N72-16032
Effects of weightlessness on reactions and
physiological responses of animals and humans
P0193 H72-16036
Experiments for asserting the pulmonary
ventilation in weightlessness
P0193 N72-16041
Effects of weightlessness on cellular systems
P0194 H72-16045
Development of unstabilized propulsion devices for
astronaut maneuvering in zero gravity - Skylab
program
CNASA-TH-D-6674] p0261 H72-19169
Effect of weightlessness and spacecraft
environment, on spontaneous.and radiation induced
somatic mutation rates and cytologic changes in
Tradescantia
fEXPT-P-1123] P0302 H72-20054
A-448
SUBJECT IHDEI WILDLIFE BADIOLOCATIOS
Effect of weightlessness on growth and orientation
of roots and shoots of wheat seedlings
fEIPT-P-1020] P0302 H72-20055
Effect of weightlessness on biochemical response
of aonocot seedlings
[EIPT-P-1138] P0303 B72-20057
Biochemical analyses of wheat seedling endosperms
under weightless conditions of Biosatellite 2
fEXPT-P-1138] P0303 H72-20058
Behavior alterations in pepper plant. Capsicum
annuum, in response to weightlessness, rotation,
vibration, and acoustic stress
[EXPT-P-1017] P0303 H72-20059
Effect of weightlessness on fertilized eggs of
grass frog, Hana pipiens
tEXPT-P-10471 p0303 N72-20060
Weightlessness effects on single cell, amoeba
Pelomyxa carolinensis
CEXPT-P-1035] • P0303 H72-20061
Effects of gaama radiation and weightlessness on
cell growth of Salmonella typhimurium or
induction of bacterial prophage
fEXPT-P-1135] _ p0303 H72-20063
Combined effects of radiation and weightlessness
on mortality and mntagenesis of living systems
p0304 H72-20065
Biomedical system for measuring volume and volume
variations of human body under zero gravity
conditions
[NASA-CASE-HSC-13972-1] p0309 H72-20105
Techniques for eliminating disorders associated
with prolonged weightlessness
CJPHS-5571lt] P0353 H72-22095
Zero-gravity open type urine receptacle for Apollo
command module
rNASA-TH-I-58085] pO«76 H72-28095
Physiological weightlessness threshold parameters
and generation of artificial gravity during
manned space flight
pO«82 H72-29063
Three dimensional hand force and biomechanical
models for simulating human hand strength in
zero gravity
CHASA-CE-1157itO] p0485 H72-2908U
RBIGHTLESSHESS SIBB1ATIOH
External respiration gas metabolism and energy
consumption measurements for test pilots during
parabolic trajectory flights in weightlessness
simulation experiments
P0029 A72-12347
Hodular microbiology laboratory design
considerations and zero gravity experiments to
investigate microbial coltore systems behavior
P0293 A72-28280
Thermoregulation changes during simulated
weightlessness of prolonged bed rest, noting
lower sweating threshold and decreased
vasodilation /autonomic dysfunction/
P0296 A72-28301
Rater immersion tests to study body fluid balance
disturbances during weightlessness, observing
diuretic reflex control of blood volume
P0375 A72-33551
Effects of combined O-G simulation and
hypergravity on eggs of the nematode, Ascaris
snam.
fDFVLR-SONDDB-225] p0409 A72-34547
Acceleration tolerance of man after a lasting
exposure to conditions of simulated weightlessness
P0492 A72-U0442
Thirty day experiment for assessment of
weightlessness simulation test methods and
evaluation of applicable prophylactics
P0543 A72-43912
Lower-body negative pressure as a method of
preventing shifts associated with changes .in the
hydrostatic pressure of blood
P0543 A72-43919
Induction of hemodynamic deterioration by the
hypogravic state - An evaluation of mechanisms
and prevention.
pOSSU A72-45199
Effects of 'true and simulated weightlessness on
human cardiovascular system
fHASA-TT-F-140301 p0033 U72-10073
External respiration, gas metabolism, and energy
expenditure of humans performing tasks under
simulated weightlessness
rJPBS-54493] P0085 H72-12057
Effects of pulsatile venous pressure cuffs in
cardiovascular conditioning to postflight
orthostatic intolerance produced by water
immersion
[EXPT-B001J P0118 H72-14054
Hybrid water immersion simulator for investigating
manual human performance in simulated
weightlessness
[HASA-CB-115436] p0245 H72-18108
Parametric analysis of intravehicular manned cargo
transfer in simulated weightlessness
rNASA-TH-D-6774] P0316 H72-21075
Clinical observation of constant diet, ninimal
oral hygiene, and simulated weightlessness on
microbial. populations in human dental plague
fAD-735275] p0351 H72-22085
Hunan transverse acceleration tolerance after
prolonged exposure to simulated weightlessness
P0482 H72-29064
BETIESS
D BOISTOHE COHTEHT
(HALES
Anatomical function of spermaceti organ in sperm
whales
fCOHTBIB-7QJ p0398 N72-25087
BHIPIASH IHJDBIES
Three primate species undergoing whiplash injuries
P0256 H72-19127
WHIBL
0 HOTATIOK
BHIBLIHG
0 BOTATIOH
BBITB BLOOD CELLS
Mathematical model for blood leucocyte population
changes after radiation exposure within Blair
model leucocytes hemopoietic to cardiovascular
systems transport
P0099 A72-16635
Picoscale blood diagnostic device for red and
white cell count, noting piston principle
electronic operation
P0221 A72-23257
Relation between lactic dehydrogenase and alpha
hydroxybutyric dehydroqenase of red and white
blood cells
tHASA-TT-F-13990] pOOSO H72-12016
Design of white blood cell counting system for use
in Skylab IBSS
fHASA-CB-115706] P0475 H72-28086
•BITE BOISE
Periodic, continuous and aperiodic white noise
effects on human serial decoding performance,
relating subjective and autonomic responses
P0294 A72-28289
White background noise intensity effects on human
visual target detection performance considering
display difficulty levels, target location,
detection time and error
P0345 A72-31156
Earplugs effectiveness for narrow band white noise
real-ear attenuation and wearability
P0373 A72-33325
WICKS
Cotton wick probe-transducer assembly for
pnenmograph recording of rabbit respiratory rate
p0272 A72-26619
BI6BTHAS THEORY.
D QOAHTOM THEORY
WILDLIFE
HT BATS
HT BIBDS
HT CHIHPANZEES
WILDLIFE BADIOLOCATIOB
Telemetric instrumentation for remote
physiological and behavioral observations of
free roaming animals
P0159 A72-19912
Satellite system for telemetering environmental
and physiological data from winter den of
hibernating black bear, discussing
instrumentation and eguipment performance
P0159 A72-19913
Biomedical telemetry instrumentation for radio
sensing and transmitting biological information
from animals and man, including location by
satellite-borne receivers
P0159 A72-19915
Electronic eguipment and systems used to track
wild animals in order to determine migratory and
A-449
BIID DIBECTIOB SOBJECT IIDBI
navigational behavior
p0396 H72-25067
BIHD DIBECTIOH
Physiological and biological mechanisms
responsible for anemomenotactic orientation in
beetles and scorpions
p0399 H72-25093
BUD EFFECTS -
Eadar 'observations -of birds migrating in opaque
cloud cover to determine effects of wind and
meteorological conditions
• ' p0396 H72-25073
BIHD EBOSIOH
Effects of aeolian erosion on microbial release
•from solids.
p0539 A72-43384
BIHD PEESSDEE
Effects of Q forces on injuries daring
ejection/extraction escape in OSAF
P0258 H72-19144
Performance tests of protective clothing to
determine effectiveness against air blast during
high speed ejection \
P0259 S72-19147
BIHD TDHHELS
Laughing gull metabolism dependence on flight'
speed and angle daring wind tannel tests' from
oxygen consumption, carbon dioxide production
and aerodynamic forces analyses
i P0174 &72-21080
WIHD VELOCITY
. Ground humidity and wind velocity effects on •
terrestrial scintillation, considering adiabatic
temperature stratification factor .
• p0495 A72-40738
BIHTBB : ' . • • ' '
gars biology likelihood from long winter model,
suggesting north polar cap summer remnant
vaporization'as atmosphere, liguid water and'
greenhouse effect source
P0225 &72-23717
VIBE
HI ELECTBIC BIEE
HOBDS (LANGUAGE) . . . .
HI SYLLABLES
•'Cortical responses to visually displayed word and
nonsense syllable stimuli, using EEG and
computer techniques
' p0072 .A72-15248.
Belationship of visibility fluctuations in set of
luminous circles to verbal response learned for
each circle, showing word association influence
on stimuli perception > ' • •
P0331 472-29851
Language and speech capacity of the right
hemisphere.
P0453 A72-38150
BOBK '
NT PHYSICAL BOBK
Operator, task level and workload effects on
operative strategy, showing controllers methods
modification in ATC center ' l ' '
• ' • ' • ' P0219 A72-23130
Frankfurt Airport air traffic controller opinion
survey of attitudes toward work and working
environment
P0220 A72-23138
BOBK CAPACITY • '
Human exercise capacity assessment from maximal
oxygen intake estimates and Harvard step test
' P0002' A72-101'16
Optimum muscle work conditions experiments with
rabbits, correlating total work performance and
• power output with muscle temperature variations
' ' ' p0023 A72-12013
Human mental working capacity estimation relation
to functional state, discussing brain ' '
performance tests • '
P0054 A72-13721
CO hypoxia effect on oxygen transport during
exercise, discussing changes in cardiac and
• respiratory functions and work capacity ' '
'• P0172 A72-20893
ATC tasks work load assessment - Conference,
Darmstadt University of Technology, June 1971
• • . • . P0218 A72-23126
Operator mental processes during ATO task '
performance, discussing work load effect, mental
representation and operator algorithm definition
p0218 A72-23129
Pilot and ATC radar controller workload variations
relation, discussing distraction stress effects
P0219 A72-23132
ATC task analysis by subjective rating of work'
load; discussing information processing
•easnres, scoring method and observer rating
procedure
p0219 A72-2313S
Time series analysis of physiological and work
study data in'ATC tasks, using heart rate as
strain indicator ' ''
P0220 A72-23137
Acceptable load standards in ATC tasks, defining
moments of conscious brain control as mental
load measure
' '• " ' p0220 A72-23139
Ergonomic simulators for testing'individual mental
working capacity', using stress-strain and'
fatigue relation ' ' • .
p0220 A72-23140
Aerobic work capacity indices of gas exchange
pulse rate, 'pulmonary* ventilation 'and'^ acid base
balance in runners, determining maximum oxygen
utilization
• ' ' . P0225 A72-23596
Prolonged water' immersion effects on renal ..
function and plasma volume in trained and
untrained 'subjects, noting deleterious effect on
orthqstatic tolerance and work capacity
1
 , . ' . ! ' P°227 A72-23738
Physical work' capacity comparison during bicycle
ergometry and treadmill walking tests, measuring
oxygen uptake, ventilatory parameters, and excess
carbon dioxide production •-. •
P0269 A72-26095
Kaxioal oxygen uptake and heart rate during ' ''
laddermill climbing, inclined treadmill running
and cycling ergometer tests '
' ' 'p0271 A72-26612
'Sleep deprivation effects relation to work
duration, time of day, circadi'an rhythm, memory
function, task performance, environmental
factors, drag use and age •
. p027U A72-26678
Bork capacity'evaluation from fatigue, biological
rhythm, tissue respiration and oxygen
consumption studies, discussing pharmacological
'stimulation effects
pO'335 A72-30376
Annual clinical and physiological evaluation 'of
test pilots physical performance over ten year
period from body composition, palmonary function
and :work capacity measurements ' ' '
p03«U A72-31093
Bork capacity and physiological responses to
maximum exercise in 54 year old.men in relation
to heart disease and cardiovascular hazard studies
p0419 A72-35822
Huscle metabolism of ATP, CP, glycogen and
lactates at rest and during submaximal and
maximal exercise*
p0490 A72-40121
Rental and physical workload measure and
differentiation in man machine systems
1
 ' p0504 A72-41427
Changes 'in certain henodynamic indices during
muscular strain in people with differing
capacity to perform work
!
 pOSSO A72-44591
Pilot workload assessment technigne during
'transport-aircraft'Approach and landing,'
correlating with aircraft serviceability, crew
efficiency, navigation aids, meteorological
conditions and control procedure factors
•'' ' ' ' .' P0557 A72-45657
Acclimatization ability of divers analyzed to
determine effect of cold tolerance on Work
capacity
tAD-726753]" ' '!. p0037 H72-10099
Development' of method for assessing information
workload based on physiological measurements
[KASA-CB-1888] p0086 H72-12060
Effects of Nad'drinks on working efficiency'in
high temperature environments
CNASA-TT-P-14050] ' ' ' pOf37' U72-15067
Health -hazards and efficiency reductions of
' 'personnel exposed to simulated nuclear shock
waves in protective shelters' • '
A-450
SUBJECT IHDEI X BIT IBBADIATIOB
P0257 H72-19136
ROBK DECBEBEBT
0 ROBK CAP4CITY
ROBK-BEST CYCLE
Bonan cardiocirculatory .responses to snbmaximal
physiologically paced bicycle ergometry,
recordinq preelection period, isovolunic
contraction, left ventricular ejection and palse
transmission time
P0003 472-10117
Sleep pattern relation to doty 1 hoars of aircrew
operating worldwide east-west routes
P0162 A72-20178
Rake-sleep cycle importance in military service,
considering drugs effects on wakefulness
p0166 472-20383
Various work-rest cycles and environmental
temperature effects on body temperature,
determining external auditory canal and core
temperature relationship
P0171 472-20886
Circadian adrenal periodicity of. .plasma
corticosteroid levels in man under random living
schedule
P0215 472-226H3
Best and activity patterns effect on space crews
well-being and operational effectiveness during
prolonged extraterrestrial missions, noting work
load effect on long-haul transport aircrews
P0226 472-23727
Day/night workers sleep patterns in terms of
intrasleep BEH-NBEB ultradian cycle, noting
sleep temporal instability for night workers
P0226 472-23730
Hork-rest schedules endocrine and metabolic
effects on aircrews during SO hour flight
missions in c-141 aircraft, using urinary test
technigues
[4D-700992] P0227 472-23737
Fatigue factors in aircrew related to shift
working and technological advances, considering
implications for industry and work-rest cycles
P0234 472-21988
Bicycle ergometer measurements of thermoregnlation
input and output under wide range of work load
and climatic conditions, deriving correlation
eguation
P0267 472-258711
Sleep loss and work-rest cycle effects on combat
efficiency, considering psychomotor reactivity,
vigilance and decision making capacity
P0275 472-26688
Work-rest scheduling and sleep loss effect on
operator performance in watchkeeping and active
multiple visual tasks
P0275 472-26689
4daptation period to inverted work-rest cycle
observed with encephalograph, noting effect of
brain bioelectric activity circadian rhythms
stability
P0327 472-29315
Pulse rate studies of human adaptation to 16 hour
work-rest cycle, showing persistence of 24 hoar
cycle -
P0327 472-29316
Heart rate change regularities during inverted
work-rest cycle of isolated man, noting relation
to circadian rhythm
P0327 472-29317
Diurnal.changes in gas exchange and metabolic rate
under normal and inverted day-night schedule
conditions, studying human adaptation to shifted
schedule
, . p0328 472-29318
EEG diurnal rhythms during 72 hour insomnia,
considering adaptation to altered work-rest
cycle in subjects with stable and unstable brain
activity rhythms
P0328 472-29319
Human respiratory rate diurnal rhythm adjustments
during inverted work-rest cycles in isolation
chamber with controlled comfortable atmospheres
p0337 472-30390
Heart rate diurnal rhythm adaptation to work-rest
cycle change, using recumbent and sitting
position data parameters '• .
P0337 A72-30391
Cardiac stroke volume measurements during supine
bicycle exercise and' recovery period, using
indicator-dilution technique
P0339 472-30701
Rater loss replacement effect during rest and
exercise in high temperature environment
thermoregnlation experiment
p0363 472-31419
Two compartment analog model of thermoregulation
during rest and exercise, considering
temperature, heat conductance, sweat rate and
oxygen uptake
P0363 472-31450
Cardiac cycle length /BB interval/ and QT interval
mathematical relationship from ECG obtained
during exercise and recovery periods
P0371 472-32717
Possibilities and dangers during long working
periods in space rescue.
p0409 472-34436
Self-paced ergometer performance - Effects of
pedal resistance, motivational contingency and
inspired oxygen concentration.
P0427 472-36911
Information and energy costs in human daily
circadian work-rest cycle
P0122 H72-14077
Determination of optimal work-rest cycle for
individuals and crews to yield high performance
in man machine effectiveness
[4D-7299641 p0131 B72-14139
Effect of work-rest schedules on human performance
in hot climates
T4D-729829] p0143 H72-15105
Coordination of circadian rhythm with human
respiration rate daring inversed work-rest cycle
P0388 B72-24111
Automatic analysis of ECG at rest, during and
after exercise with two computer systems
P0395-H72-25052
Determination of optimal work-rest cycles for
individuals and crews to yield high performance
and maximum man machine effectiveness
fAD-738916] p0436 1172-26087
Effects of sleep deprivation and work-rest cycles
on human performance and automatic and central
nervous system
[4D-741939] p0532 B72-31104
ROBBS
Space environment weightlessness and radiation
effects on leeches biorhythm, metabolism,
reproduction and growth from rocket biological
experiments
p0075 472-15729
Exobiology research emphasizing oxygen supply,
experiments on leeches, and international
cooperation
P0193 B72-16038
Bioassay of screvworm breeding ecology
[H4S4-CB-115708] p0468 B72-28045
I B4T AH4LISIS
Boentgenologic studies of the effects of rapid
decompression and hypoxia on the gall bladder in
cats.
P0455 472-38705
Determination of the elastic modulus of the
left-ventricle myocardium with the aid of X-ray
kymography
P0458 472-38940
X BAT DBBSITT BBASUBBBBIT
Comparative study of two direct methods of bone
mineral measurement.
pOUO 472-34552
X BAT PLOOBESCBBCE 4I4LISIS
0 X BAT ANALYSIS
X BAT IBBADIATIOB
Sublethal X radiation effects on rat
. erythropoietic system daring altitude hypoxia
acclimatization
P0075 A72-15721
Belative biological effectiveness of high X ray
doses given to radish seeds, studying
irradiation rate effect on germination probability
P0211 A72-22521
Dose response carves for pink somatic mutations in
Tradescantia after neutron and X ray irradiation
P0364 472-31723
A-451
X BIT PBOT06BAPBI SUBJECT IIDBI
Brain tumors-'in irradiated monkeys.
POU18 172-35647
Benropathological evaluation of monkeys exposed.to
bod y-alone i-radi ation.
. p0424 172-36439
The use of a scintillation counter to Measure
diagnostic x-ray tube kilovoltage, radiation
exposure rates and contamination by lo« energy
gamma emitters.
p0430 172-37197
Changes produced in the nerve structures of the
stellate ganglion by total X-ray irradiation
P0507 172-41925
Summary of latent effects in long term survivors
of vhole body irradiations in primates.
p0541 172-43393
Influence of X-ray irradiation-in.25- and 250-r.
doses on the transplant immunity in mice
differing by weak and strong
histoincbmpatibility systems
P0542 172-43910
Effect of X ray stimulation on olfactory system of
rabbits and rats
fCOO-1669-7] p0043 B72-11076
Effect of 6 HeV X ray irradiation on blood plasma
reducing substances in primates
ClD-731p91J p0242 H72-18087
Z BIT PHOTOGB1PHI
0 B1DIOGB1PBI
Z BIT SPBCTB06B1PHI
0 Z BIT SPECTBOSCOPY
Z BIT SPECIBOBBTBT
0 Z BIT SPBCTBOSCOPY
Z BAT SPECTBOSCOPI
Investigations of bonding, structure, and
quantitative analysis in biological systems by
means of X ray photoelectron spectroscopy
tLBI-306] P0253 B72-19103
Z BITS
Biological damage inflicted to rats by protons, X
rays and gamma rays
P0106 172-17675
ZHTBIWES
HI C1FFEIHE
BT OBIC ACID
Hechanical vibration induced physiological changes
in rats, determining plasma Ca, Sg and inorganic
phosphate concentration and xanthine oxidase
activity response to frequency and g-levels
p0330 172-29560
Studies of the influence of theophylline on the
vasodilating action of different medications on
the cerebral and coronary circulation of nan
. . . . . p0426 172-36799
ZBIOI COHPOOBDS ...
A note on the biological activity of the noble gas
compound xenon trioxide.
p0424 172-36444
ZBIOI 133 .
Hyocardial blood flow measurement value in
ischemic heart disease assessment, discussing
Xenon 133 injection into coronary arteries
p0052 172-13179
Xenon 133 method for coronary blood flov
measurement during exercise, noting
nnsnitability for patients with coronary disease
. . . . . . p0052 172-13180
Xenon 133 mybcardial.clearance method accuracy and
reliability in determining high and Ion left
coronary artery blood flov under different
hemodynamic conditions
. . p0052 172-13181
Byocardial blood flow measurement by Xe 133
clearance method after direct application of
isotope into subendocardial and snbepicardial
layers of left ventricle
P0052 172-13182
Blood flov stratification effect on alveolar gas
exchange in liquid filled lungs in dogs from Xe
133 concentration measurements
,-/ . P0232 172-24481
Coronary flov determination in" experimental "
~ conditions vith the use of radioactive xenon.
,. ,
 (1 -, p0450 172-37475
TIB
Angular oscillation in yaw effect of pilot visual
1-052
performance, shoving vestibulo-ocular
compensation and frequency response
P0292 172-28269
Congruent and spurious notion in the learning and
performance of a compensatory tracking task.
P0419 172-35692
TABBETBBS
0 ATTITDDE IHDIC4TOHS
0 TAI
TBAST
least glycolytic pathvay oscillations relation to
concentration of diphosphopyridine nncleotide
and other metabolites, noting analogy to '
behavioral and physiological rhythms
p0158 172-19541
Influence of Cosmos 368 space flight conditions on
radiation effects in yeasts, hydrogen bacteria
and seeds of lettuce and pea.
P0540 172-43390
Betabolisa of pyruvic acid in yeast
[*B1S1-TT-F-14003] ' P0033 H72-10068
Effect of specific flight factors on preirradiated
yeast cells during flight of Cosmos-368
artificial earth satellite
P0202 S72-17059
Effect of specific flight factors on preirradiated
yeast cells during flight of Cosmos-368
artificial earth satellite
p0202 H72-17060
Zond 8 space probe experiments to determine
effects of flight factors on physiological and
biochemical properties of yeast and algal bacteria
p0203 H72-17067
Experiments involving parasitic vasp Babrobracon,
yeast, and Irtemia salina on Biosatellite 2
CBXPT-P-1079] p0302 B72-20050
Inhibitory effects of glucose on biosynthetic
respiratory adaptation of protoheme by yeast
[B1SI-TT-?-14330] p0435 B72-26073
Freeze-etching method for studying yeast cell
envelope structure
CB1S1-IT-F-14308] p0469 H72-28046
Evolution of endogenous metabolism of Baker's
yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) as function.of
oxidized exogenous substrate (acetate, ethanol,
or glucose)
CB1S1-TT-F-14359) P0470 B72-28055
Ozidatiye catabollsm of pyruvate to acetyl
coenzyme 1 in yeast cells
fBlSl-TT-F-13909) p0568 H72-33077
IOOB6 BODOLDS . ,
0 BODOLDS OF EL1STICITY
IEBO GBAVITT "• '
D IEIGH1LESSBESS
ZIBC
Zn concentration in chromatoid bodies of ribosome
crystals in Entamoeba invadens, using absorption
spectroscopy, electron microprobe and dithizone
staining techniques .
P0365 172-31725
Simultaneous neutron-activation analyses of
scandium, cobalt, iron, and zinc in biological
objects vith the aid of a total-absorption gamma
spectrometer • . .
• • ' p0539 172-43347
ZOHD SP4CB PBOBES ' '
Space flight effects on> chlorella cell survival
and mutability in Zond autoaatic stations
p0102 172-16775
Biological experiments on plants, animals and
bacteria aboard Zond 5, 6 and 7 space probes,
noting flight conditions effect on physiological
functions and hereditary structures
•< P0267 172-25941
Space flight effects on chlorella cell survival
and mutability in Zond automatic stations.
P0417 172-35278
Zond 8 space probe experiments to .determine -
effects of flight factors on physiological and
biochemical properties of yeast and algal bacteria
. . p0203- B72-17067
Biological effects of Zond \5, 6,. and .7 flight on
-plants,-animals, and bacteria
p0357"B72-23072
IOHD S SPICE PBOBB . . -
Cytological, genetic and physiological analyses of
space flight factors effects on seeds and plants
aboard Zond 5 probe
p0366 172-31828
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ABBABOBTE, H.
Vargas pattern synthesis techniques and their
applications
tAD-738l7Hl PQ172 N72-28070
ABBOTT, J.
A computer model for the genesis of the
electrocardiogram.
PQ153 172-19313
ABBOTT, J. K.
A comparison of serum cholinesterase methods, 2
CFAA-AM-72-12] • p0438 H72-27080
ABBEECHT, P. H. '
Plasma erythropoietin in men and mice daring '' -•'
acclimatization to different altitudes.
p015« 172-19440
Erythrocyte life-span in Bice acclimatized to
different degrees of hypoxia. »• ... :
. ' p0270 A72-26608
Digital computer simulation of human systemic
arterial pulse wave transmission - 1 nonlinear
model.
: P0429 A72-37028
Effect of beta-adrenergic blockade on plasma
volume in human subjects.
P0453 A72-38029
ABDOLLAEV, 6. B. '
Effect of selenium on the formation of the
electrical potential in the retina
p0507 A72-41898
ABDUBAKBHAHOV, K. K. « . . , - ' .
The secretion of pepsinogen and amylase in
perspiration
tHLL-DBIC-TBAHS-2580-<3623.66)] p0467 H72-28031
ABB, I. ,. r-. .'. i :.'••
Computer analysis of phonocardiograms
tHASl-TT-F-14588] . . . ,p0563,H72-3211*
ABEL, J. H., JB. . . - -. •
Effects of weightlessness on the nutrition and
growth of Pelomyxa carolinensis -t ..-: ,
f.EIPT-P-1035.] •: - r • p0303 S72-20062
ABEL, S. B.
Discrimination of temporal gaps." • - '- • •• •
' ". pO»89 172-B03H5
ABELSOI, D. I ' . . '•
Determination of cardiovascular velocities by
dopplercardiometry. II -.Detection of impaired
left ventricular function. • ;
C p0098 A72-16155
ABELSOI, D. B. ' *.
Determination of-cardiovascular velocities by
dopplercardiometry; I - The normal tracing and
effects of age.
P0097 A72-16154
ABBBHETBT, C. I. ' . " . " ' '
The effect of heat stress on reaction time to ,
centrally and peripherally presented stimuli.
••••' p0345 A72-31154
ABEZ6AOZ. 8. I.
A study of operator1s Work with data input devices
P0261 N72-19165
Information display method in discrete-production
automatic' control systems
p0261 572-19167
ABIDIH. B. I. .
Effect of hyperoxic media on the stability of rats
during acute carbon monoxide exposure " " '
- - .P0491 A72f'«0»37
Influence of a high oxygen content on the rate of
formation and elimination of. gaseous*.wastes'in ;
albino rats • *
' ' p05»2 A72-B3906
Influence of''a~ preliminary exppsnre to carbon
monoxide on the development of hypokinetic
disturbances in'albino rats
• • - • • • ' p05«2 A72-13909
Effect of a hyperoxic atmosphere on rat tolerance
to' acute' carbon monoxide exposure ' -
' pOU81 H72-29058
ABI10CK. B.
Handbook of aersol behavior in saturation diving -
environments
TAD-7359601 p0357 H72-23076
ABBABAI, S.
Dietary regulation of* fatty acid synthesis in rat
liver and hepatic autotransplants.
pO»53 A72-38117
ABEAHOV, I. F.
Calculation procedures for'some parameters of
space suit gas medium supply systems '
• • > • • • - -p0492 A 7
Hethod for computing some parameters .for. the
environmental control system of a spacesuit '?* ^
;
 •
 ;
 pO«83 N7
ABBAHOVA, 6. H.
. Biological effects and their prediction during
nonnniform irradiation of dogs with high energy
protons. ' '
CCEBB-71-16) •'•• •' '•• p0026' A72-12061
ABEAHOVA, 7. I. . . '•• ; • t
Effect of flight conditions on the
radiosensitivity of'hydrogen bacteria cells '
' " p0202 H72-17061
.-ABBAHS, A. J.'' ' : ' .
'Information feedback: Contributions to learning
and performance in'perceptnal'"identification'
training • ' • • ' • : - > •
 t • ' • ' ' • • ' • • • • • ' ••
fAD-733U51] ' •• ' ' '• p0311 H72-20117
ABEOSOT, H. S. ; " ' '
Hathematical model of two-component alga-bacteria
biocenosis , , - . « :
' pO»91 A72-<t0131
"Mathematical model of a two-component
algal-bacterial biocenosis '
P0481 N72-29052
ACBIBASTOS, A. '• - ' " ' . ' : . '
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anticoagulating systems in blood
[JPBS-5SS53] P0312 B72-21044
Measures against the unfavorable effect of
weightlessness
CJPBS-55714] P0353 N72-22095
Development of a cybernetic model of an
animal-environment system
CJPBS-55887] P0359 B72-23087
Bepitition rate of ranging signals of dolphins
as a function of distance to target
[JPBS-55729] p0382 B72-24066
The effect of laser beams on the tunics of the eye
tJPBS-55701] p0382 N72-24067
Space biology and medicine, volume 6, no. 2, 1972
[JPBS-56030] p0386 H72-21096
Performance, methods of evaluating it, and drug
stimulation
P0386 B72-24097
Dynamics of the content of carbon monoxide in an
atmosphere regenerated by Chlorella
P0387 N72-24098
Some indices of the growth of rats and their
skeletal muscles during prolonged restriction
of mobility
P0387 H72-24099
Erythrocyte reserve in healthy and chronically
irradiated dogs
P0387 872-24100
State of natural immunity of dogs during chronic
gamma irradiation under the influence of
amitetravite
P0387 H72-24101
Effect of synthetic carbohydrates on rat liver
lysosomes
P0387 N72-24102
Cardiac activity changes in dogs during acute '
overheating and the prognostic importance' of
electrocardiographic data
P0387 N72-24103
Cardiac electric activity accompanying different
degrees of decompression of the lower half of
the body
P0387 S72-24104
Ultrasonic Doppler cardiography in a medical
monitoring system
P0387 B72-24105
Vascular tone in different parts of the body *
during prolonged restriction of muscular
activity
P0387 N72-2U106
Increasing the functional capacity of the human
cardiovascular system by the regulated cooling
method
" P0388 B72-24107
Bole of higher autonomic centers in the
mechanisms of vestibular-autononic reflexes
P0388 N72-24108
Change in reflex reaction of human muscles
during adeguate vestibular stimulation *
P0388 B72-24109
Study of water-mineral metabolism during
restricted motor activity
P0388 B72-24110
Diurnal periodicity of the human respiration
rate in experiments with an inversion of the
work and rest schedule
p0388 B72-24111
Pulse rate adaptation during change,in the
sleep-wakefulness rhythm
P0388 N72-24112
Peculiarities in time perception in simulated
and real flight
P0389 B72-24113
New method for implanting electrodes in chronic
experiments
P0389 H72-2411U
Bionics .
CJPBS-55982] P0389 S72-24117
Bole of peculiarities in external structure in
the hydrodynamics of high-speed fish
P0389 N72-24123
Cybernetics and computer technology
fJPBS-55937] p0389 N72-24126
Some problems in rieurobionics
P0389 B72-24127
Problem of modeling perception of 'distance from
visible brightness of landmarks
P0389 B72-24129
Experiments in classification and formation of
concepts1
P0390 B72-21130
Investigating the lanauage and intellect-of
dolphins
P0390 B72-24131
Structure and modeling of robots
P0390 S72-2U132
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A method for controlling the haman operator
p0390 B72-24133
Adaptive haman operator mpdel in one pursuit -
tracking problem .,.
P0390 H72-24134
. Plant-cultivation in space
[JPBS-56129] . . -. . p0400 B72-25106
Cybernetics research reported
[JPBS-56072] P0405 B72-25135
A hypothetical heart-lungs model
.p0405 .872-25140
Human acclimatization in the polar regions
[JPBS-56252J P0433 H72-26060
Translation on Eastern Europe scientific
affairs, no. 248
[JPBS-56202] . . p0433 B72-26061
Hedical investigations daring. Arctic and
Antarctic expeditions
[JPBS-56225] . p0433 B.72-26062
Acclimatization and haman pathology in Antarctica
p0433 H72-26063
Clinico-physiological .characteristics of the
process of acclimatization of man in Antarctica
P0433 B72-26064
Brief medico-geographic characteristics of the
course of acclimatization in members of the
Bellinsgaazen Polar Station .-..
P0433 B72-26065
Psychophysiological observations of polar
expedition members in Antarctica - .
P0434.. H72.-26066
The dynamics of sleep of polar expedition
members of the Severnyy Polyus-15 (Berth Pole .
drifting research station) .
P0434 H72^ 26067
The state of. the blood system of polar
expedition members daring wintering at - -
Holodezh Station •
p0434 B72-26068
' The change of some aspects of.the oiygeni .regime
in the human organism,during prolonged' stays
under extreme conditions
p0434 B72-26069
A stt iy of the function of pulaonaryi respiration
among polar expedition Bembers in coastal. • .
Antarctica
P0434 B72-26070
Comparative characteristics, of. basic forms of
climatic clothing of polar expedition members
of Vostok Station j •
p0434 H72-26071
Han in prolonged space.flight , •
[JPBS-56181J . . ' . . . , p0436:B72-26081
Ran in the control system
[JPBS-56277] .. . p0436 B72-26083
The principles of an active operator and the
functional distribution between man and Bachine
[JPBS-56297J -. p0436 B72-26084
Ran in control systeB •• • •
,p0437 B72-26194
For a rendezvous in orbit . •
• . P0446 H72-27882
Reports from psychological, congresses, USSR'
[JPBS-56351] p0468 B72-28038
Current problems in space biology and medicine
[JPBS-56499J . ..: .. p0468 H72-28044
Biochemical aspects of the biological.effect of
a low freguehcy poised electromagnetic field
[JPBS-56583] . . p0471 B72-28061
Space medicine: Beports on artificial, .
gravitation and space suits
[JPBS-56598] . ,p0477 B72-28102
Artificial gravitation and physiology
P0477 B72-28103
Space suit of an astronaut
p0477 H72-28104
Space Biology and Bedicine, volume 6, no. 3, 1972
'. [JPBS-56675] : P0480-S72-29051
Hathematical model of a two-component
algal-bacterial biocenosis •• .
.- . p0481 H72-29052
Status of calcium metabolism in the calcified
tissues of rats during prolonged.hypodynania
and thyreocalcitonin administration .
p0481 B72-29053
Effect of hypoxia on the skeletal muscles of
rats during hypokinesia . • :
P0481 S72-29054
Toxicoiogical evaluation of some synthetic
materials used in sealed enclosures
• • • • P0481 B72-29055
Sanitary-hygienic evaluation of the extraction
. method for regenerating water from a •,
.condensate of atmospheric moisture
. pO«81 B72-29056
Some methods for transporting lignid wastes of
: the vital functions of a crew and
sanitary-waste water during space flights
.. • . P0481 B72-29057
Effect of a.hyperoxic atmosphere on -rat
tolerance to acute carbon monoxide exposure
p0481 B72-29058
Effect of prolonged gamma irradiation on 'the
functional activity of leukocytes,
. -• • . . p0481 B72-29059
Labyrinthal reactions of dogs during prolonged
chronic irradiation • • .: . '
P0481 B72-29060
; .Bormal aatoantibodies as a protective
antiradiation factor
P0482 N72-29061
.Incorporation of aethionine-S-35 into the
proteins of, digestive systeB organs of rabbits
exposed to irradiation -and vibration * f :
p0482 B72-29062
The: problem of artificial gravitation from the ••
viewpoint of experinental physiology :<•
p0482 H72-29063
Han's tolerance to accelerations after prolonged
exposure to. conditions simulating weightlessness
.. . p0482 B72-29064
Effect of psychotropic substances on man's
tolerance to accelerations
: • • p0482 H72^ 29065
Investigation' of hemodynamics with exposure .to
decompression and accelerations
P0482 S72-29066
Change in the functional state of analyzers of
flight crews daring prolonged flights
p0482 B72-29067
Psychological principles of active rest during
•• prolonged space flights
p0483 H72-29068
Rorphological-functional changes in the
endocrinal system accompanying oxygen starvation
P0483 B72-29069
Functional reliability of the biological link in
a life support system
P0483 H72-29070
Hethod for computing some parameters for the
i. environmental control system of a spacesnit
. . . p0483 B72-29071
Hilitary human factors engineering
[JPHS-56653] p0530 B72-30119
Spatial orientation of bats under the influence
of increased gravity •
[JPBS-56073] p0559 H72-32084
Biomedical problems of space flight
CJPBS-51660) . P0562 B72-32107
Immanological problems of closed environments
and gnotobiology • •
[JPBS-54331] p0043 B72-11072
Space biology, and medicine, volume 5, no. 4, 1971
CJPBS-54396] , . . • • • . p0075 B72-11989
Effect of hypodynamia on gas exchange in animals
p0075 H72-11990
Changes 'in the activity of aspartate '
aainotransferase and. mitochondrial- membranes
in response to accelerations
P0075 H72-11992
Study of streptococcal flora of the human
pharynx in isolated human subjects
P0075 B72-11994
Providing radiation flight safety for the
Soyuz-9 spaceship crew >
p0075 B72-11995
Belationship between the thresholds of cupular
endolymphatic system' response- and mans
tolerance to motion sickness '
P0075 B72-11996
Study-of selectivity in adaptation to Coriolis
and linear accelerations
1
 P0075 B72-11997
Study of optic functions and retinal circulation
in nan exposed to complex accelerations
p0078 B72-11998
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Effect-of High brightnesses on the rate of eye
adaptation to darkness*
P0078 872-11999
Dynamics of ainote blood volume during prolonged .
hypokinesia as estimated by the acetylene method
. p0078 H72-12000
External respiration and gas exchange during a
passive orthostatic test .• .
p0078 H72-12001
Hypodynamia and hormonal activity ' •
p0078 H72-12002
Odorimetric evaluation of.polymers used in '
constructing isolation chambers
P0078 B72-12003
Determining microelements in human food rations
and excreta using the extraction sethod
P0078 H72-1200I1
Method for determining serotonin
(5-hydroxytryptamine) in the intact blood of
rats
p0078 B72-12005
Method for processing muscle biopotentials for
input into an electronic conputer
• , p0078 H72-12006
Ose of automatic volume control in systems for
registering physiologicaltfunctions
P0078 872-12007
Study of vestibular reactivity using a galvanic
current . . .. •
P0078 872-12008
Coordination structure of hnnan voluntary
movements accompanying stimulation of the
horizontal semicircular canals by angular
accelerations • • . .' •
P0078 872-12009
Morphological changes in the cerebral vascular
system induced by transverse accelerations
P0078 H72-12010
Future of science
rJPBS-54355] . P0082 H72-12039
Spectral analysis and cybernetics
P0082 872-12041
Electromagnetic fields: Hev. stimuli
p0084 872-12043
Simulation of memory
p0084 872-12044
External respiration, gas metabolism, and energy
expenditure in the case of varying human
activity under conditons of weightlessness
rjPHS-54U93J P0085 N72-12057
Toxicological characteristics of the artificial
atmosphere of closed ecological systems
tJPRS-5U531l P0085-N72-12058
Training of astronauts on laboratory aircraft
under conditions of weightlessness for labor
activity in space
i; JPRS-54649] i p0087 872-13076
Biophysical explanations of the effect of i
~ magnetic fields on biological objects •
fJPHS-54880] i p0117 B72-.14045
Space biology and medicine, volume 5, no.' 5, 1971
rJPRS-54768] . • p0120 872-14066
Rescue of spacecraft crews after their forced
: landing on land or at sea
. . P0120 N72-14067
Hole of visceral afferentation in vestibular
system activity
P0120 872-14068
Effect of hypoxia on.the .diurnal-rhythm of
mitotic activity in the bone marrow
erythropoietic system
P0121 B72-14069
Reaction of the human body during breathing of
gas mixtures containing 3-9X C02
P0121 872-14070
Effect of different atmospheres on active
transport of glucose in the small intestine of
rats
P0121 872-14071
Effect of hypokinesia on the hypothalaoic
hypophyseal nearosecretory system in rats
P0121 872-14072
Mathematical Description of radiation damage and
recovery processes in the hemopoietic system .
P0121 B72-14073
Effect of ATP during prolonged irradiation
P0121 872-14074
Producing and evaluating the effectiveness of
silvered filters for decontaminating and
preserving water
P0121 H72-14075
Time deficit as a stress factor in mental ' •
activity of an operator in a man flightcraft
system
P0122 B72-14076
Duration of the daily cycle analyzed with
respect to its information energy cost
P0122 B72-14077
Comparison of tolerance of frontal and sagittal
head tilts in man in rotating systems
' - p0122 B72-14078
Forces acting on vestitmlar apparatus receptor
formations daring head movements •
P0122 872-14079
In-flight acceleration sensations and methods
for contending with them :
p0122 .872-14080
Dependence of the nature of craniocerebral
trauma on impact conditions
p0122 872-14081
Sate of elimination of metabolic products 'from
man confined in insulating gear (for different
physical loads and diets)
P0122 872-14082
Synthesis of redox polymers and their use for
purifying agneous solutions from organic
• impurities
P0123 872-14083
Catalytic oxidation of some gaseous products of
pyrolysis of wastes of human vital functions
- p0123 B72-14084
Possibility of the development of dysbacteriosis
in Guinea pigs and rats under the influence of
a magnetic'field
P0123 872-14085
Intensity of tissue autolysis in animals during
hypokinesia
p0123 872-14086
Effect of illumination on the radiation effect
in leaf cabbage after 'irradiation by protons
and gamma rays
P0123 872-14087
Soporific and toxic effect of amobarbital sodium
during 33-day hypokinesia and isolation of mice
P0123 872-14088
Effect exerted on erythropoiesis in fish and
rats by water regenerated from human urine
'. p0123 872-14089
Biological effect of a laser on the skin
CJPRS-54936] . p0136 872-15066
Correlation between electrographic- trace
• phenomena in the brain, and immediate memory
rJPBS-55048] p0191 872-16018
Philosophical problems of the control of the
biosphere •
p0197 872-16974
•Space Biology and Medicine, Volume 5, no. 6, 1971
CJPRS-S51001 p0201 872-17056
' Conditions and principal results of
radiobiological research '
p0202 B72-17057
Postflight mutability and state of the sex
factor in E coli K-12
' - ' P0202 872-17058
Persistence of the radiation effect in yeasts
irradiated by gamma quanta' on earth and in space
P0202 H72-17059
Persistence of the radiation effect- in yeasts
irradiated by gamma guanta on earth and in space
" P0202 872-17060
Effect of flight conditions on the
radiosensitivity.of hydrogen bacteria cells
P0202 872-17061
Change in growth processes in irradiated lettuce
seeds
' ' • P0202 872-17062
Effect of flight factors on dormant lettuce seeds
P0202 H72-17063
Effect of flight factors 'on radiation damage to
chromosomes in dormant pea seeds
P0203 H72-17064
Effect of flight factors on the formation of
anomalous metabolites and activity of enzymes
'in plants
P0203 B72-17065
Effect of spaceflight conditions on a Chlorella
culture
P0203 872-17066
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Stady of the effect of flight factors on the
Zond-8 automatic station on a culture of
•yeasts and alqal bacteria
P0203 H72-17067
Use of enbedded electrodes and sensors in
chronic experinents on rats
P0203 H72-17068
Coordination structure of walking of Soyuz-9
crew-members'before and after flight
P0203 B72-17069
•Effect of brief space flights on the hnnan
neuromuscular sytem
p0203 B72-17070
Effect of an atmosphere vith a high carbon
dioxide content on human tolerance to acute
hypoxia and acceleration
p020» H72-17071
Development of staphylococcal infection in hnnan
subjects under the influence of some
spaceflight factors
P0204 H72-17072
Histopathologic substrate of atherosclerosis
transpiring without symptoms in young people
p020« H72-17073
Thermotopoqraphy of the skin in healthy human
subjects under comfortable conditions
p020» B72-17071.
Physiological-hygienic evaluation of regenerated
drinking water
P0204 H72-17075
Effect exerted by man by rotations in the
sagittal plane '
p020f H72-17076
Possibility of synthesis of precursors of
complex organic compounds in regions of • '
submarine volcanism
p020t H72-17077
Possibility of using a condensate of atmospheric
moisture in a system for functioning of higher
plants
p020« B72-17078
Hydrodynamics of fish and dolphins
CJPBS-5Sm3] P0290 H72-18067
Some distinctions of hydrodynamics of nekton •
(fish and dolphins)
P0240 B72-18068
Vortex formation in the hydrodynamic wake of
fish during propulsion
P0240 B72-18069
Selection, training and compatibility of
spaceship crews
fJPBS-55305] p02S5 H72-18109
Biological effect of extreme environmental factors
CJPBS-553111] P0249 B72-1907H
Some of the results and prospects in space
anatomy of the vascular system
P02U9 H72-19075
The effect of G forces on the microcirculatory
system
p02«9 H72-19076
The condition of neurons in the autonomous
nervous system ganglia following exposure to 6
forces
p02»9 1172-19077
The effect of transverse G forces on, atrial
nerve cells (experimental morphological
investigation)
p02«9 H72-19078
The effect of transverse G forces on nerve
elements of the rat*s pharyngeal and
esophageal nerve elements following
preliminary exposure to a constant magnetic
field .
p02t9 S72-19079
Changes in tropic function of the embryonic
liver under the influence of transverse G
forces .(plus G x)
P0250 H72-19080
The effect of chest-back G forces on
telencephalic vessels '
P0250 H72-19081
The effect of back-chest G forces on
metencephalic 'and mesencephalic blood vessels
P0250 H72-19082
The effect of accelerator training on the
rabbit*s retinal vessels
P0250 B72-19083
The effect of accelerator training on splenic
reticular tissue
P0250 B72-1908U
Changes in skeletal muscles associated with -
inactivity
P0250 B72-19085
Structural and cytochemical changes in the rat's
skeletal muscles associated with restricted
mobility
P0250 H72-19086
The effect of hypokinesia and hypodynamia on
intraorganic cardiac arteries
P0251 872-19087
Borpholoqical changes in bronchial vessels
associated with experimental hypodynamia and
hypokinesia •
P0251 1172-19088
The effect of generalized hypodynamia and
hypokinesia on the portal system of the liver
P0251 B72-19089
The effect of hypodynamia and hypokinesia on the
arterial bed of the rabbit's hind legs
P0251 B72-19090
The effect of hypodynamia and hypokinesia and
subsequent hypergravitation on the blood
vessels of the capsule of the rabbit's knee
joint
P0251 H72-19091
Age related changes in vascnlarization of the
rat's skeletal muscles as related to nature of
exercise • >•
P0251 B72-19092
Dynamics of changes in the composition of the
Escherichia in persons participating in a
medical-technical experiment
CJPBS-55191] p0252 H72-19096
High altitude equipment for civil aviation
' aircraft
[JPBS-55»5tt] p0309 H72-20107
!ti SB BE (LEO) ASSOCIATES, BEDIOOD CITY, CALIF.
Effect of flying on fibrinolytic activity in the
blood of jet pilots
CHASA-TT-F-iaaSS] . . p0562 H72-32109
Studies on the pH-dependence, inhibition, and
reactivation of angiotensin 2 and angiotensin
2 amide cleaving enzymes of human plasma
[HASA-TT-F-HU57] P0563 H72-32118
KAISAS STATE 0HIT., BABBATTAB.
Physiological effects of localized ventilation
fAD-727072] • p0038 H72-10103
Response of human subjects to reduced levels of
water consumption under simulated civil
defense shelter conditions
[AD-738562] p0435 H72-26076
KABSAS OBIT., KAHSAS CITT.
Proton irradiation of stem cells: Badiation
damage and chemical radioprotection
P0209 N72-17686
A pulse modulated biotelemetry system for
monitoring heart rate and body temperature in
free ranging vertebrates
POU03 H72-25123
KEBBFOBSCBOHGSAHLAGB, JOBLICB (BEST GEBBABT).
The central division of radiation protection
fJOL-787-ST] P0135 H72-26075
KIEL OBIV. (REST GEBHART).
Basic data of cosmic radiation
P0193 B72-16041
KOBIGSBBBG IBSTBOBEHTS, IBC., PASADEBA, CALIF.
Program to develop improved ioplantable pressure
transducers
CPB-207712] . p0078 B72-28110
LABOBATOIBE DTAC, BOITLHEBI (FBABCE).
1
 Economic procedures for simulating the effects
of linear collisions in view of studies of
restraining devices for the protection of
automobile occupants
P0256 H72-19122
LABORATORY OF HOLECDLAB EHBBYOLOGI, NAPLES (ITALY).
Bow can space facilities answer fundamental
gnestions in developmental biology
P019U H72-16089
LABOCT-DOBEBTY GEOLOGICAL OBSEBTATOBY, PALISADES,
B.Y.
Data synthesis of biological samples collected
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for research in nitrogen metabolism in the sea
fCU-3826-221 p0306 B72-20081
LIFE SCIEICES, INC., FOBT BOBTB. TEX.
.' An Investigation of visual, anral, notion and
control movenent cues
[AD-726K301 pOOftO N72-10120
Adaptive training of manual control. 1:
Comparison of three adaptive variables and
logic schemes
[AD-736621] p0360 H72-23097
LIFE SYSTEBS, IDC., CLEVELAND. OHIO.
One-man, self-contained CO2 concentrating system
tNASA-CB-11PU26l pO«0» N72-2513H
LIBCOLB LAB., BiSS. IBSX. OF TECH., LBXINGTOH.
.Educational technology program
[AD-7360301 p0360 N72-23095
LITTLE (ABTHOB D.), IBC., CAHBBIDGE, BASS.
Biological cycling of atmospheric trace gases
[BASA-CB-126663] p0381 H72-24057
LITTOB IHDUSTBIES, BE7EBLT BILLS, CALIF.
Life support system
rBASA-CASE-HSC-12iH1-1l p0308 N72-20096
LITTOI STSTEHS, IBC., BETBBLI BILLS, CALIF.
Development of a portable life support system
and emergency life support pack
tNiSA-CH-1085<l1l P0087 N72-13072
The integrated cockpit procedure for identifying
control and display regnirements of aircraft
in advanced time periods
• • • . P035S N72-2262S
LOCKHEED HISSILES AND SPACE CO., PALO ALTO, CALIF.
Results of biological investigations performed
on the Zond-5, Zond-6 and Zond-7
P0357 N72-23072
On the hydrolocation capability of dolphins
pfMOO H72-25107
The Soyuz life support system
P0186 H72-29089
The integration of the orbiting primate
experiment with the integrated Medical and
Behavioral Laboratory Heasnrement System for a
manned space flight
fNASA-CB-1119961 p0127 N72-11115
(hole body measurement system
rNiSA-CASE-HSC-13972-1], p0309 N72-20105
Development of a sorber trace contaminant
control system including- pre- and post-sorbers
for a' catalytic ozidizer
fNJSi-CR-20271 POH35 H72-26079
Laboratory verification optical signal coupling.
IHBLBS phase B.o, appendix C, section 12
rBASA-CB-1157191 P0469 H72-28019
Laboratory verification respiratory
measurements. IHBLHS phase B.(), appendix C,
section 13
fNASA-CB-1157181. POI169 N72-28050 .
Design and developnent of a prototype vet
oxidation system for the reclamation of water
and the disposition of waste residues onboard
space vehicles
rniSA-CB-112151] P0572 B72-33115
LOS ALAHOS SCIENTIFIC LAB.. N.BEX.
Survey of technigues employed to define*aerosol
respirable dust concentration and
particle-size characteristics, volume 2
rLA-l»219-VOL-21 pOOM H72-11079
Bespirator efficiency measurement using
guantitative DOP man tests
[LA-DC-11959} p0137 N72-15071
Effect of continuous gamma-ray exposure on
performance of learned tasks and effect of
subseguent fractionated exposures on
blood-forming tissue
P0209 B72-17684
Biological implications of the transuranium
elements for man
CLA-DC-130831 P0357 B72-23075
LODGBBOROUGH UHIV. OF TECBNOLOGY (ENGLAND).
Beasurement of human responses during impact
p0259 N72-191B5
A survey into the annoyance caused by aircraft
noise and road traffic noise
CTT-7201H P0836 N72-26082
LOUISIANA STATE ONIV., BATON BODGE.
Bechanisms and kinetics of cellulose
fermentation for protein production
rSASA-CB-1233681 pOOIS N72-11086
A human model which optimizes pursuit tracking
POD35 B72-26077
Selected bibliography on the modeling and
control of plant processes <
tNASA-CB-1271261 p0439 B72-27082
LOVELACE FOUNDATION FOB BEDICAL EDDC1TIOB AND
BESEABCB, ALBOQUEBQOE, I.HEX. ' '
Hetabolic, respiratory, and cardiological
measurements during exercise and rest
[NASA-CB-11S3621 p0239 N72-18059
Comparative effects of hyperoxia and hyperbaric
pressure in treatment of primary blast injury
CAD-731396] p02«3 B72-18093
The biodynanics of air blast
P0257 N72-19134
The biodynamics of airblast
rAD-731208] P0313 N72-2105II
Fission product inhalation program
CLF-HIO pfl"t01 N72-25109
The effects of exhaustive exercise on rats at
various times following blast exposure
fAD-7313953 pO»69 N72-28052
LDBDT ELECTBONICS AID SISTERS, INC., GLEN BEAD, H.I.
Inertial waste separation system for zero G WHS
CHASA-CB-115327] ' p0141 N72-15093
M
B. L. AVIATION CO., LTD.. BAIDBSHE&D (ES6LABD).
The design and development testing of aircrew •
protective helmets
P0260 N72-19162
HAN FACTOBS. INC., SAB DIEGO, CALIF.
Experimental study of diver performance in
manual and mental tasks at 66 feet
rAD-737376] pO«02 H72-25116
HABTIB HABIETTA COBP., DEBVEB, COLO.
Experimental system for the control of
'surgically induced infections
fNASA-CB-124619] p0078 S72-12012
Experimental system for the control of
surgically induced infections
rBASA-CB-12n762] p0087 N72-13075
Experimental system for the control of >
surgically induced infections, operating and'
maintenance instructions D203613-004
[NASA-CB-1250971 • p0117 N72-1ltOtt*
Influence of a detailed model of man on proton
depth/dose calculation
P0210 N72-17705
Experimental system for the control of
surgically induced infections
rBASA-CS-1276H1] pO«67 N72-28035
Experimental system, and its evaluation for the
control of surgically inducted infections
rNASA-C8-127»09] pOI(67 N72-28036
Target aquisition studies: (1) transition from .
direct to TV mediated viewing. (2)' target •
acquisition performance: Color vs monochrome
TV displays
rAD-7362i|«l p035U N72-22105
HABTLAND UNIV., COLLEGE PABK.
Edge and curve detection for visual scene
analysis, 2
fAD-733711] p0242 N72-18085
Bemote sensing and extractable biological
resources
P0137 N72-26278
A study of phycophysiology in controlled
environments
rNASA-CE-128296] • P05S9 N72-32082
HASSACHUSETTS IBST. OF TECH., CABBBIDGE.
University role in astronant life support
systems: Portable thermal control systems
TNASA-CR-18521 pOO«2 N72-10130
Study directed at development of an implantable
biotelemetry ion detector
TNASA-CS-11114151 P0205 N72-17080
University role in astronant life support
systems: Extravehicular guidance and
stabilization in space
rNASA-CB-1919] • p0261 N72-19168
Factors affecting depth perception
rAD-736955] 00385 N72.-2K085
University role in astronant life support
systems: Space power supply systems
[NASA-CB-2061 1 pOUOS N72-251U4
Bechanisms of deterioration of intermediate
moisture food systems
rNASA-CB-11«861] P0136 N72-26080
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BiTBII BESE1BCH CO., SAB BATED, CALI7.
UH-1H job performance tests (TBAF) series SB-1
[AD-7U5161] P0573 H72-33123
DH-1H job performance tests (TBAF) series BE-2
[AD-74S160] P0573 H72-3312I1
OB-IB job performance tests (THAF) series BB-1
[AD-7U5159] p0573 B72-33125
DH-1H job perfornance tests (TBAF) series CO-1
fAD-7115157] p0573 H72-33128
OH-1H job performance tests (THAF) series AD-2
[AD-7H5156] p057« H72-33129
UH-1H job performance tests (TBAF) series AD-1
fAD-7U5155] P0571 B72-33130
UH-1B-job performance tests (VBAF) series CO-2
[AD-745158] P0571 B72-33131
DH-1H job performance tests (TBAF) series SB-2
[AD-745162] p057<) H72-33132
HAOCB.LABS., IHC., DAITOB, OHIO.
Experimental space worker's garment and helmet
assembly
JAD-7380881 p0390 B72-23136
BAI-PLABCK-IBSTITOT FOEB ABBBIISPBTSIOLOGIB,
DOBTHDHD (REST GEBBABI).
Severe frontal collisions and resulting injaries
with and withont restraining devices
P0260 N72-19159
BAX-PLABCK-ISSTITOT FOEB TEBBiLTEHSPHTSIOLOGIE, , ,
SBEBIESEB OBEB STABNBBBG (1EST SBBBAHI) .
An'approach toward- an analysis of the pattern
recognition involved in the stellar
orientation of birds
: • p0397 B72-25075
Endogenous timing factors in bird migration .
p0397 B72-25082
HAIO CLIMIC, BOCBESTEB, BIBB..
Effects plus Gy acceleration on blood oxygen
saturation' and plearal pressure relationships
in dogs breathing first airf then liquid
flaorocarbon in a whole body water immersion
respirator : •
[HASA-CB-127262] pO«38 B72-27078
HCDOBBBLL-DODGLAS ASTBOIAOTICS CO.. BOBTIB6TOH.
BEACH, CALIF. ; . • ' < ' . • ' • •
Pattern recognition of EEG to determine level of
alertness
fAD-726210] . p0082 .B72-12035
Definition study for an extended lanned test of
a regenerative life support system
fHASA-CB-112000] p008» B72-120t6
Definition study for an extended lanned test of
a regenerative life support system,
preliminary test plan
fRASA-CB-111999] • pOOBI B72-12047
Program operational summary: Operational 90'day
manned test of a regenerative life support
system " . , -
rSASA-CB-1835] p0127 B72-1B11I1
Besults of post-test psychological examinations
of the crewmen from the 90-day manned test of
an advanced regenerative life support system
fHASA-CB-112019] " p02«1 B72-18081
Seventeen Ketogenic steroids excretion in
crewmen in a 90-day manned test of an advanced
regenerative life support systei
rKASA-CB-112020] ." • p0252 B72-19099
Analysis of fungal type isolates taken from.a
90-day manned test of an advanced regenerative
life support system
'CSASA-CB-112018] . p0563 B72-32115
Crew interface definition study, phase 1
rSASA-.CR-12U739T p0087 11172-13080
System design trade studies: The engineering •
process and use of human resources data .
fAD-732201] P0206 B72-17089
BCDOBBBLL-DODGLAS CO., ST. LODIS, BO.
A potable water dispenser
f!IASA-CASE-BFS-21115r1] pO«76 B72-28097
A fluid dispenser .
fSASA-CASE-HFS-21163-1 ] p0476 B72-28098
BECHANICS BESEABCH, IBC., LOS AHGELBS, CALIF.
Portable life support for instrumentation of an
offshore platform
•= 'pOtlft B72-27123
An emergency survival suit
pOUIS B72-27132
BEDICA1 BIOLOGICAL LAB. BVO-TBO, BIJSBIJK
(BETHE8LABDS). <
An irradiation facility with light at
wavelengths between 250 and 650 nm
[BBL-1972-1] p0383 B72-24077
BEDICAL COLL. OP TIBGIIIi, BICBBOBD.
Proton irradiation of stem cells: Badiation
damage and chemical radioprotection
P0209 B72-17.686
Lymphatic involution and early mortality in the
young chicken produced by 2.2 GeT protons
P0210 B72-17689
Evaluation'of the hazard from exposure to
electron irradiation simulating that in the
synchronous orbit
P0210 B72-17690
BBDICiL PBISICS IBST. OTBECBT (BETBEBLABDS).
The study of human venous system- dynamics using '
hybrid computer modeling • • ' i
tBASA-CB-208»l ... p0468 H72-28039
BEDIIIHISCBE BOCBSCHDLE HAHBOTEB (BBS! GEBBAHI).
Study on data processing applied in medicine
TBHBW-FB-DT-72-03] , . p0569 B72-33083
SBLPAB,
 :IBC., FALLS CBOBCB, VA. .
Application of adaptive mathematical models to a
T-37 pilot performance measurement problem
(iD-726632]
 ;p0086 B72-12062
BEBPBIS STATE OBIT.. TEBB. - • •
Conventional and high frequency hearing of naval
aircrewmen as a function of noise exposure .
r.AD-739368] pO»74 H72-28081
BBSSEESCBBITT-BOBLEOB-BLOBB G.B.B.B., BOBICB (IBST
GEBHAHT).
A'method of man-display/control system-evaluation
P0355 B72-22629
BBTBODIST HOSPITAL, BOOSTOB, TBX.
Bodified and improved sleep monitoring display, i •
console ' • .
[BASA-CB-115573] p0386 B72-2»092
BICBIGAB STATE DBTV., EAST LABSIHG.
Choosing among alternative distributions of
rewards . ' *
tAD-7K1176] p0567 H72-32113
BICBIGAB OBIT., ABB ABBOB.
Studies.of inflating restraint systems .. i
[PB-2012611 ' pOO«0'B72-10117
.Analysis of Daisy track human tolerance tests
[PB-201265] pOOOO B72-10119
'(Organizational stress and individual strain: A
social-psychological study of risk factors in
coronary heart disease among administrators/
engineers, and scientists ' i '
i rHASA-CB-125217] p0087 H72-13053
Spatial effects in visual selective attention.
[AD-730921] p0199 B72-17012
Badiation carcinogenesis and acute radiation
mortality in the rat as produced by 2.2 GeT
protons
P0209 B72-17687
Lymphatic involution and early mortality'in the
young chicken produced by 2.2 GeT protons
I p0210 B72-17689
Bathematical simulation of Daisy track human i
volunteer tests
fPB-203717] i , p02U6 B72-18116
Impact tolerance: Abdominal injury <
[PBr201171] P0255 B72-19118
Ban's snrvivability of extreme forces in free
fall impact ' '
P0256 B72-19125
Biomechanics of restrant and impact -attenuation
systems
• P0260 B72-19156
The biomechanical aspects of crash helmet design
p0260 B72-19161
Bemote sensing of changes in morphology and .
physiology of trees under stress[BASA-CB-1276«0] p0468 B72-28037
Human strength simulations for one and 5
two-handed tasks in zero gravity .
IBASA-CB-1157111] -pO«85 B72-29084
Simulator evaluation of pilot assurance derived
from an airborne traffic situation display
rF4»-EB-72-3] p0566 B72-32137
BIDBBST BESEABCH IBST., KABSAS CITT, BO.
Bioaedical applications of aerospace technology
CBASA-CB-126773] : 'pO«00 B72-25101
Clean room technology in surgery suites
tBASA-CB-1274«2] pOU67 B72-28034
BIIAB OBIT. (ITALT). ' '
Orbiting Frog otolith experiment (OFO-A): Data
reduction and control experimentation <
fHASA-CB-620811 P0521 B72-30055
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Environmental microbiology as related''to
planetary quarantine'
r»ASA-CB-123326l • pOO»3 B72-11075
Environmental microbiology as related to
planetary quarantine ' • •'
[BASA-CB-127633] ' -..- pOU70 872-28058
BIBBESOTA OBIT;, ST. PAOL.
Be« methods to study the physiological action • '
and medications which are hazards to aerospace
cre» members • •.
• CAD-726654] P0082 B72-12031
BISSISSIPPI STMB OBIT., STUB COLLEGE. . ". . ' :•
Bicro'bial. degradation of parathion : . .
fBASH-CB-127913] p0522 B72-30065
Enhanced degradation of aluminum metal in the. \
presence'of selected microorga'nisms " ' '.Si:1 -*
CHASA-CB-12786H] • p0522 B72-30068
BISSISSIPPI OBIT.. JACKSOH. , •• • V
Digital simulation and experimental-evaluation -; • .;
of the C02-B(plus) control of pulmonary - <"•<<
yentilation ' • j; •
tBASA-CB-127819] p052T B72-300S6
BISSOOBI DBIT.. COLUBBIA. • • . ' ' • "•'•-•
GLC analysis of base composition of BBA and DBA
hydrolysates . ' • • : •
• [BASA-CB-125593] P0239' B72-.18066
Hechanisms of oxygen toxici'ty at the cellular..1. •. '•'
level ,.•,'!_• .*'
[AD-7U2443J !: • P0523 B72-30077
Aerospace stress and human reliability
fAD-7106661 -1.; . . 'p0523 B72-30081
BOBITOB LABS., ISC.. BOCKTILLE, BD. ... ."•'.. i
• Development of data acgnisition facilities and•
. data {analysis services applicable to • ;,.: l
experimental hyperbaric physiology; . . :M.: •
tAD-711053]< i ' . • p0565 B72-32129
BOBSABTO BESEABCH COBP., DAYTOH. OBIO. . ••
Foam•flotation systems for personnel:wearing > •
body armour . • ' • . ;••..•
[AD-731000J t • . ! pOIUIl B72-15115
BOBTASA DBIT:, BISSOOLA. • . .
Effects of air pollution on indigenous animals -
and vegetation . * >' •
l .'-• . ' . I • P0264 B72-19387
BOBIEFIOBE HOSPITAL, HEB TOBK. . '. .
Sleep-wake cycle effects on sleep stages, and
plasma cortisol and growth secretions <
rBASA-CR-1153l|2] , p0136 B72-.15065
BSC BHITB SABDS TEST FACILITYj B.BEX.
Odor test
;; p0196 .B72-16131
. : - ' . ' ' N
BATIOBAL ACADEHT OP SCIEHCES-BATIOBAL BESEABCH ..
CODBCIL, BASHIBGTOB, D.C. , . .1
Basis for 'establishing guides for short-term
exposures of the public to air pollutions;.'-? l •
[PB-1999011 P0036 B72T10092
-Guides for.short-term exposures of the public to
air pollutants. 1: Guide for oxides of .
• nitrogen
fPB-1999031 ' P0037 B72-10093
Bearing conservation for submariners I . ••
fAD-7262171 p0082 B72-1203U
Bon-auditory effects of noise
[AD-728U26] P0139 B72-15080
Human factors in long-duration space flight
fBASA-CB-125826] ., p0309 H72-20103
Photosynthesis
p0138?B72-27060
Sustained linear acceleration • . • * .
00-738478] ,pfll|7ll B72-28079
BATIOBil AEBOBADTICS ASD SPACE ADBIBISIBATIOB. ABES
BESEABCH CBBTEB, HOFFETT FIBLD,,.CALIF.
The pilot-aircraft interface . -, •
P0087 B72-130.10
Frog egg growth, experiment S003 •- •
rEXPT-S003] pOi20iB72-it06a
Sea urchin egg fertilization and-development >
[EIPT-S002] ' p0120 B72-.1lt065
The effect of modifying response and performance
feedback parameters on the.CUT in humans
. [ BASA-TB-X-620971 -. p01U2 B72-15099
Human performance capabilities in a simulated
space station-like environment. 1: ,Fixed .
bean luminance and location
[BASA-TB-X-62101] po"24« B72-18102
The effect of weightlessness on the dividing
eggs of Bana pipiens '
[EIPT-P-1017] p0303 B72-20060
Badiation exposures during the Biosatellite 2
• flight '
- • ' P0301) B72-20065
Automatic real-time pair feeding system for
animals ... -" -
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10302-1] p0313 B72-21052
Tisnal examination apparatus
. fBASA-CASE-ABC-10329-11 p0317 B72-21079
Space suit having improved waist and torso
• . movement • -
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10275-1 ] •- • p0353 B72-22092
Sonic'boom effect on fish: Observations
[BASA-TB-X-62163] '. -" . P0382 B72-21065
Determination of pilot and vehicle describing
functions from the Gemini -10 .mission
[BASA-TB-D-6803] - -p0389 B72-2U116
Temperature controller for a fluid cooled garment
•' [BASA-CASE-ABC-10599-1 ] pOUOt B72-25129
Second Conference on Portable Life Support Systems
rBASA-SP-302] pOia2 S72-27106
A lignid-cooled garment temperature controller"
based on sweat rate •• . •
• pOIUll B72-27125
Effect of-- neck warming .and cooling on thermal • ^
comfort ' •'. ',' T . . - • . - • * • '
• - ' POU14 B72-27126
Catalyzed sodium chlorate candles • • -
pO»«5 B72-27131
•flathematical models of thermoregulation and heat
transfer in mammals. A compendium of research .
fHASA-TB-X-62172] pOU68 B72-280U3
Ultrasonic biomedical measuring -and recording ' •
apparatus ?-. •>* ' '. • . ' :
CHASA-CASE-:ABC-10597-1] .- . p053« B72-31116
Shoulder harness and lap belt restraint system
[NASA-CASE-ABC-T10519-13 ' p053« N72-31117
Digital automatic data reduction technigues used
'in a ''1000-flight biomedical study •
tBASA-TB-D-6601] .' '''- .. • • p0086 H72-12059.
A flight-rated liguid-cooled garment for use ' .
•within .a .full-pressure suit •' ' - - •
P011H4 B72-27121
iBedical 'Information Management System (BIBS):
An automated hospital information system -
CBASA-TB-X-657U7] • ., . • p003» H72-10077
Bacterial.adenosine triphosphate as a measure/of
urinary tract infection . . . i .
rBASA-CASE-GSC-11092-2] . ' pOO«3 B72-11074
Bibliography: Codes, standards, procedures,
.. specifications and reports relating to
contamination control ••• . •
fBASi-TB-X-63982]- - . p0087 H72-13059
Automated detection of bacteria in urine
. ' , - • ' - ' pOUOS H72-25800
The. heart sound'.preprocessor . •
• , '. ;• j . pOIOS B72-25801
An altitude'.chamber'rescue ;ensemble - . - i.
" • '. ' pOUUS B72-27133
Operation and maintenance, fire rescue air-pack.
Tolume 2: Communications
rHASA-CB-6861H] ,. • ' P0566 S72-32135
Evaluation of -the hazard from exposure to - • -- -
electron irradiation simulating, that in the
synchronous orbit • - . ' . . -
- P0210 B72-17690
Development'of skylab experiment.T020. employing
a foot controlled ^ maneuvering unit
• •.THASA-TN-D-:667Ui .
 P0261 B72-19169
Effects of-.noise on .the performance of a memory
decision response task • • .
. tHISA-TN-p-6675] p0305 B72-20071
Besnlts of intravehicular manned cargo-transfer-
studies in simulated weightlessness - i
:.f.HASA-TB-D-677«] ; . ' P0316 N72-21075
Bodification of one man life raft . '
. r.HASA-CASE-LAB-10241-1.1 .-< p0317 -B72-21076
One hand-backpack harness.
 t . ,j - • • ^
rBASA-CASE7LAB-ldl02-1] , P0359 B72-23085
Lignid waste feed system ,
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Experimental investigation of the visual field
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CBASA-TB-DT6883] , . . p0534 H72-31121
Electron tunneling as a basis for semiconduction
in proteins • -• . .
rHASA-T»-D-6559] - . P0012 H72-11069
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Bishaps vith oxygen in RASA operations
[BASA-TB-I-67953] . p0085 B72-12056
Cyclotron production of 1-123: An evaluation of
the unclear reactions which produce this isotope
[BASA-IB-1-6759*3 , p0137 B72-15068
in electronic circuit that detects left
ventricular ejection events by processing the
arterial pressure waveform
CBASA-TB-X-68001] p0191 H72-16017
Conversion of cardiac perfornance data in analog
form for digital computer entry
tSASA-TB-I-2519] p0246 H72-18111
Design of a specialized computer for on-line
monitoring of cardiac stroke volume
CHASA-TB-D-6658) p0310 H72-20108
Ergometer . .
tSASA-CASE-BSC-11561-1] p0045 B?2-11087
Effects of inhalation of Freon 113 on laboratory
animals
[BASA-TB-X-^ 67461] • p0087. B72-13050:
The Gemini program biomedical sciences
experiments summary
tBASA-TB-X-58074] p0118 H72-14053
Cardiovascular conditioning, experiment B001
CEXPT-B001] p0118 H72-11051
Inflight phonocardiogram, experiment B004
[BXPT-S004J p0118 B72-1.4055
Inflight exercise and work tolerance, experiment
..B003
. CBXPT-B003] ' , p0119 B72-14058
Bioassay of body fluids,' experiment BOOS
[EXPT-B005] p0119 B72-14059
Behavioral, psychiatric,.and sociological
problems of long-duration space missions
IBASA-TB-X-58067] p0190 B72-16016
Apollo space-suit materials . ...
p0196 B72r16426
Specialized testing and evaluation of space-suit
materials .
P0196 B72-16432
Toxicology of spacecraft materials •
. . . p0196 B72-16435.
Open type urine receptacle '-•
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12324-1] p0353 B72-22093
Apollo experience report: Processing of lunar
samples in a sterile nitrogen atmosphere
tBASA-TB-D-6858] p0400 B72-25099
Apollo experience report: Protection of life
and health
tBASA-TB-D-6856] . pOUOO B72-25100
Visual phenomena induced by cosmic rays and
accelerated particles
IHASA-TB-X-68460] p0432 B72-26051
Surveyor 3: Bacterium isolated from lunar
retrieved television camera.
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Apollo portable life support system performance
report
P0442 B72-27110
Skylab astronaut life support assembly
P0443 B72-27117
Zero-gravity open-type urine receptacle
tBASA-TB-X-58085] pfli|76 B72-28095
Apollo 13 LiOB canister breakthrough test
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Public, health applications of remote sensing
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[BASA-TB-I-58095] p0568 B72-33081
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utilization .
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The estimation of galactic cosmic ray
penetration and dose rates
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Ergometer
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Cardiotachometer
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Underwater space suit pressure control regulator
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A preliminary investigation of the environmental
Control and Life Support subsystems (EC/LSS)
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Process for the preparation of brnshite crystals
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Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes, supplement 97
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